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Abstract
This paper analyses the relationship between young asylum seekers aged 18 to 34 years and political factors in European
destination countries, measured by the Worldwide Governance Indicators. The main purpose of including these indicators
was to observe if the political aspects of the European Union contribute to the asylum seekers' decision to migrate. The
analysis included three different panel data estimations, including the Arellano–Bover/Blundell–Bond linear dynamic paneldata estimation. The models were estimated on a sample of 27 European countries for the period 2009 – 2019. Results showed
that the freedom of expression in the destination country doubles the number of young asylum seekers. Nonetheless, other
political factors (government effectiveness or political stability) are not significantly associated with the number of young
asylum seekers. However, there is a strong positive correlation between the development level of the destination country
(measured by the HDI) and the number of young asylum seekers. The results confirm that young asylum seekers are mainly
push migrants, but the choice of the destination country is not completely random. Results can be used in developing policies
to better integrate young asylum seekers in the European destination countries.
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Introduction
The significant inflow of asylum seekers and refuges in recent years has raised the public attention about migration in Europe,
resulting in political tensions. Much of the policy and academic literature on migration has tackled the factors that influence
the migration decision, since a reliable policy response to the migration phenomenon in Europe demands a better
understanding of the underlying causes of migration. In recent years there was a significant increase in the number of people
trying to enter Europe through irregular means, due to political instability, economic security or conflict in the origin country
(Cummings et al., 2015). Most cited factors for which individuals decide to migrate are personal and political security, bur
also secure living conditions in the destination country.
In the literature, it is argued that a great part of asylum seekers is represented in fact by labour migrants who have no
alternative for entering legally in the European Union (Zimmermann, 1996). What is more, asylum seekers and refugees
could choose their destination country for economic, social or political reasons. However, the fact that asylum seekers can
be motivated by the need of a secure environment does not contradict their protected status. Rather, it enhances the belief
that any policy or programme to developed for controlling the flows of migrants in vulnerable conditions should be based
on a thorough understanding of the factors shaping the migration decision.
As underlined by Cummings et al. (2015), apart from personal reasons, there are various factors influencing the decision to
migrate by irregular means. Among these one could include the destination country’s economic situation, policies and asylum
support systems rules.
Considering the above, the present paper studies the relationship between institutional factors (measured by the Worldwide
Governance Indicators) and the number of asylum seekers for the European Union countries. Previous research (Cummings
et al., 2015; Zimmerman, 1996) have argued that the countries welfare and asylum support systems in the destination
countries are not significant factors taken into account for the initial decision to migrate. However, younger asylum seekers
might value more certain characteristics of the destination country, like political stability, government effectiveness, rule of
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law or control of corruption. This could be due considering their interest to integrate as soon as possible on the labour market
and in the society, in general. The research hypothesis is tested empirically using panel data regression models on a sample
of 27 European countries for the period 2009 – 2019. The paper contributes to the literature on migration, since the
determinants of is an under-researched area. Practical implication of the results is related to developing policies that could
contribute to integration of young asylum seekers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the specialty literature on factors influencing the decision to
migrate and the determinants of forced migration in particular. Special attention is devoted to other studies were political
and governance factors are implied. The dataset used is then introduced followed by a brief overview of the methodology.
Section 3 presents the results of the estimated models and practical implication. The last section concludes on the obtained
results.

Brief Literature Review
Although migration implies significant challenges for host countries, it is also a positive and enriching phenomena both for
migrants, but also for receiving communities. However, some migrants might be in vulnerable situations, thus necessitating
special protection and assistance. The United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner defines migrants in
vulnerable conditions as “migrants who are unable effectively to enjoy their human rights, are at increased risk of violations
and abuse and who, accordingly, are entitled to call on a duty bearer’s heightened duty of care” (OHCHR, 2017, pg. 5).
Migrants could face vulnerable situations for multiple reasons, which could be categorized in two sections: “situational” or
“individual” (UNHCR, 2017). The first category (“situational” causes) relates to migrants’ transit journey (when migration
is done through unreliable routes exposing them to exploitation), but also to the conditions in their origin or destination
countries. The “individual” motives refer to the particular aspects that could place a person in a vulnerable situation – due to
their age, gender, family situation, physical or mental well-being, etc. (IOM, 2017).
There are relatively few quantitative studies on asylum migration, the main reason being the methodological difficulties of
measuring complex variables such as migration policies. Most studies on irregular or forced migration are qualitative and
conducted on small samples that are not necessary representative for the entire migrant population. (Langley et al., 2016).
Research on the factors influencing the decision to migrate usually revolve around the push and pull framework, as argued
in several papers (de Haas, 2008). The theoretical foundation is considered the theory of migration developed by Lee (1966),
who suggested four types of factors that influence migration: associated with the origin country (area); associated with the
destination country (area); obstacles that can intervene; personal factors. Focusing on the first two categories, in the origin,
as well as in the destination country there are usually factors that attract people (pull factors) and factors that drive away
individuals (push factors).
The inflow of asylum seekers can be considered a standard example of push migration – the decision to migrate is based on
the necessity to escape political persecution or war (Zimmermann, 1996). Literature shows that for asylum-seekers, the
conflict in the origin country is the most important push factor (Crawley, 2010), thus forced migration is primarily driven by
the threats to personal security and are more likely to occur in countries that are transiting towards a democratic system,
since these are the countries with higher chances of conflicts (Davenport et al., 2003).
Moore and Shellman (2004) study the push factors of forced migration and find that these are mainly related to the violent
behaviour of the state, increased number of armed attacks, terror put forward by the government, human rights violation.
Some other studies argue that the political factors influence the decision to migrate as far as they affect the well-being of the
individual (Radnitz, 2006).
If much of the literature on the factors influencing the decision of forced migration is focused on the push factors in the
origin country, there are relatively fewer studies focusing on the characteristics of destination countries or the pull factors
shaping the migration decision.
It is expected that an asylum seeker would choose to move to an EU country with a sound economic environment and a rich
ethnic network, since this would diminish the adjustment costs. Thus the potential wages, conditions on the labour market
should have a positive impact on the migration decision, while unemployment or wage inequality should exhibit a negative
impact (Zimmermann, 1996).
Crawley (2010) contradicts the assumption that asylum seekers make informed, rational choices of the destination countries
and shows that the choice of the destination country is often the result of chance rather than planning.
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Many studies address factors related to social and economic development, labour conditions, income level and income
distribution, economic growth (Langley et al., 2016). However, there are fewer studies that undertake political factors, such
as government effectiveness, corruption or political stability.
For instance, a qualitative study on asylum seekers in UK (Robinson and Segrott, 2002) finds that the choice of the destination
countries was influenced, among other factors, by the belief that UK is a democratic and safe country.
The role of institutional factors as determinants of migration is analysed by Bertocchi and Strozzi (2008). Apart from
confirming the economic and demographic factors as major determinants in the migration process, they find evidence that
institutions also mattered for international migrants in the 1870 – 1910 period, with better institutions attracting more
migrants. More democratic countries, with broader suffrage and attractive citizenship laws proved to be more appealing
destinations.
Corruption as a push or pull factor has been addressed scarcely in the literature. For instance, Dimant et al. (2013) analyse
the impact of corruption on the net migration rates and find that corruption is a push factor of migration. Poprawe (2015)
proposes a more in depth analysis of corruption as a determinant of migration, using bilateral migration. More precisely, it
addresses how high corruption discourages immigration and promotes emigration in any country. Countries that exhibit high
levels of corruption offer a less secure business environment, poorer labour market conditions, more insecurity and in general
a lower life quality. This context encourages individuals to move to countries with lower levels of corruption. The gravity
model applied by Poprawe (2015) confirms empirically the research hypothesis.
The present paper tries to fill the gap in the literature by studying the correlation between institutional factors, measured by
Governance Indicators and the level of asylum seekers in the EU countries. This study is focused on young asylum seekers,
aged 18 – 34 years. In EU countries, in 2019, asylum seekers in the age range 18 – 34 years accounted for almost half of all
asylum seekers (47%). An analysis of the composition and evolution of young asylum seekers in EU countries is presented
in the next section.

Method and Data
Panel data models have two significant benefits that are related to the two components included in the analysis. Firstly, the
component of individual variation which captures the effects at the country level, and secondly, the time component, which
captures the effects that vary over time (Wooldridge, 2010). This duality of the two employed variations contributes to a
much more complex estimation.
Migration is an extensive phenomenon with implications at different levels, and panel data models are often applied to
capture both individual and time dimensions (Neumayer, 2005; Mayda, 2010; Haas, 2011; Franc et al., 2019; Roman et al.,
2020). This study employs different estimations of the panel data regression models. The first estimation was towards those
two classical panel data regression models: the fixed effects model, which captures the variation of the variables over time,
and the random-effects model, which captures the variation of the variables over countries (Wooldridge, 2010). Hausman
test was used to decide which models fit the data (Hausman and Taylor, 1981). The second estimation was towards the
system generalized method of moments, also known as Arellano–Bover/Blundell–Bond linear dynamic panel-data
estimation, mainly designed for smaller datasets and having an advantage in controlling for the endogeneity of the selected
variables (StataCorp, 2015).
The classical panel data model, for estimating pooled regressions and fixed and random effects models, is described by the
following linear equation (Hsiao, 2014):
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(Equation 1. Panel data regression models)

The system generalized method of moments, also known as the Arellano–Bover/Blundell–Bond linear dynamic panel-data
estimation (Dynamic GMM), is described as a function of lagged dependent variable (LDV) which captures the dynamic
character of the response variable (Hausman and Pinkovskiy, 2017):
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(Equation 2. Dynamic GMM models)
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Where:
yjt represents the response variable for country j (j = 1 ,…, N, N) and year t (t = 1,…,T, T);
xijt represents the explanatory variable i (i = 1 ,…, k) for country j and year t (t = 1,…,T, T);
α0 represents the intercept common for all j countries;
εjt represents the idiosyncratic error term independently and identical distributed across all dimensions with continuous
variation and mean zero.
The main arguments for using Arellano–Bover/Blundell–Bond estimator were the following:
-

is designed for data sets with few time observations;
involves the lagged dependent variable, which shows that the response variable has a dynamic character and its past
values acting as a trigger for the current evolution of the variable;
deals with the endogeneity of the selected variables (Baum, 2014; Teixeira and Queirós, 2016).

The data set consists of 27 European Union countries, including the United Kingdom and without Croatia, due to lack of
available data between 2009 and 2019. Consequently, the dataset contains 297 observations and covers 11 years (see
Appendix for the results of the descriptive statistics). The variables of interest are presented in Table no.1, together with a
short description.
Table 1. Variables included in the models
Variables

Description

Asylum seekers age 1834 years

Persons between 18 and 34 years who have left their country in search
for international protection. This variable is the response variable and is
expressed as number of persons. For comparability reasons in this paper
the variable was applied the natural logarithm.
This variable refers to people's perception of the deviation from the
morality of the persons working in public institutions. Takes values from
-2.5 (totally corrupt) to 2.5 (not corrupt).
This variables captures two major aspects of the public service: the
independence from political pressures and the quality of the
implementation and creation of coherent policies. Takes values from 2.5 (totally disjointed) to 2.5 (totally coherent).
This variable measures the perception of the possibility that the
government can be destabilized by acts of terrorism, unconstitutional or
violent means. Takes values from -2.5 (totally destabilized) to 2.5
(totally stable).
This variable refers to the quality of the implementation and creation of
coherent policies from the government. Takes values from -2.5 (totally
disjointed) to 2.5 (totally coherent).
this variable refers to the trust generated by law enforcement institutions,
but also to the probability of violent conflicts and crimes. Takes values
from -2.5 (totally not trustworthy) to 2.5 (totally trustworthy).
This indicator measures the freedom of citizens to vote for the
government they want and the freedom of speech and media. Takes
values from -2.5 (totally corrupt) to 2.5 (not corrupt).
This indicator is a measurement of human development which capture
three major components: education, health and wealth. Usually, is
expressed a s percentage and takes values from 0 (low development) to
100 (very high development).
This is a dummy variable, and it refers to the period between 2015-2019,
which was considered as being affected by the migration crisis in Europe
that started in 2015 (Pécoud, 2020). The period between 2015-2019 was
denoted by 1, showing the presence of the migration crisis.

Control of Corruption

Government
Effectiveness

Political Stability and
Absence of Terrorism

Regulatory Quality

Rule of Law

Voice and Accountability

Human
Index

Development

Migration Crisis

Source: processed by authors using World Bank and Eurostat Metadata

The analysis is focused on young asylum seekers since they represent 47.5% of all asylum applicants from countries outside
EU (for 2019). Almost 80% of them are concentrated in six countries in the EU: France (20%), Spain (17%), Germany
(17%), Greece (11%), Italy (8%), United Kingdom (6%).
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In 2019, in EU countries (except for Croatia, but including UK) there have been around 343.000 asylum applicants from
third countries, aged 18 – 34 years. In this study this category will be referred as “young” asylum seekers or asylum
applicants. The number of asylum applicants in this category is on a slight increase from 2018 (around 310.000), having a
similar level to that recorded in 2014. In the period 2009 – 2019, the highest number of young asylum applicants was
registered in 2015 and 2016, hovering around 700.000.
As per Eurostat data (for 2018), the distribution of young asylum applicants considering their country of citizenship is quite
heterogeneous, with almost half of them coming from the following countries: Afghanistan, Syria, Pakistan, Iraq, Nigeria,
Guinea, Albania, Iran, Turkey and Venezuela. At EU level, most of young asylum seekers are males (70% in 2019).
The main focus of this study is on the relationship between the number of young asylum seekers and some particular
characteristics of the destination country, like political stability, government effectiveness, the rule of law, or control of
corruption, that may act as a trigger for the decision to migrate. Worldwide Governance Indicators are aggregate indicators
computed by World Bank based on 30 individual data sources (such as government institutions, international organizations,
non-governmental organizations, or private sector companies) and cover six dimensions described in Table 1 (Kaufmann et
al., 2009):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Voice and Accountability
Political Stability and Absence of Violence
Government Effectiveness
Regulatory Quality
Rule of Law
Control of Corruption

As presented in Figure 1, there is no observable pattern related to the correlation of the absence of government stability and
the number of young asylum seekers in 2019 for the European Union countries.

Figure 1. Number of Asylum seekers aged 18-34 vs. Political Stability and Absence of Terrorism in 2019
Source: processed by authors using World Bank and Eurostat Metadata

Due to the various data sources employed in building the indicators some authors argue their reliability (Kaufmann et al.,
2007). In this paper, the main reason for using the Worldwide Governance Indicators was exactly the complexity of the data
sources, due to which the institutional factors can be captured at a deeper level (Thomas, 2009).
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Empirical Results
The aspect of asylum seekers and young asylum seekers, in particular, has been little addressed at the macroeconomic level
(Neumayer, 2005; Barthel and Neumayer, 2015), as most studies focus on local issues of destination countries (Guichard,
2020). For the purpose of this study, the analysis included three different panel data estimations. The first model contains
the estimates of the random-effects model (RE estimates). In order to control for heteroskedasticity, the second model was
estimated using robust standard errors (RE Robust estimates). The third estimates refer to dynamic GMM, which besides
dealing with the endogeneity that may occur within the variables of interest, also captures the persistence of the phenomenon
(Dynamic Estimates). All the results are presented in Table 2.
Firstly, the classical panel data models were performed. The Hausman test was applied to decide between the random-effects
and fixed-effects. The Hausman test results showed that the suitable estimates for the dataset were related to the randomeffects model (for both estimations with and without robust errors; Hausman test = 4.47, p-value = 0.8122).
An overview of the first two estimations shows that the effects of the concerning variables on young asylum seekers are
remarkably stable across both model specifications and do not change over models. Even so, the third estimation contains
some difference in the estimates of the significant variables compared with the first two models. However, according to the
Sargan test the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, which suggests the presence of heteroscedasticity (StataCorp, 2015).
Table 2. Results of three estimated models
Dependent variable:
lnAsylum18_34
L1.lnAsylum18_34
Control of Corruption
Government Effectiveness
Political Stability and Absence
Regulatory Quality
Rule of Law
Voice and Accountability
HDI
Migration Crisis
_cons
Wald
Sargan
Rho
Within
Between
Overall

RE estimates
Coef.
P>z
-1.014* 0.011
0.329
0.471
0.019
0.953
0.522
0.277
-0.662
0.220
2.328** 0.001
12.613* 0.020
0.286*
0.043
-5.352
0.242
61.85** 0.000
-

RE Robust estimates
Coef.
P>z
-1.014*
0.036
0.329
0.528
0.019
0.967
0.522
0.356
-0.662
0.481
2.328*
0.015
12.61*
0.027
0.286*
0.036
-5.352
0.259
45.45**
0.000
0.8147
0.1823
0.1383
0.1429

Dynamic estimates
Coef.
P>z
0.828**
0.000
-1.223*
0.005
-0.466
0.415
-0.884*
0.040
-0.347
0.519
0.826
0.194
2.605**
0.000
2.579
0.650
-0.057
0.657
-1.889
0.685
382.02**
0.000
129.46*
0.000
-

Significance: **p<0.01; * p<0.05
Source: processed by authors using World Bank and Eurostat data

For all three models, two coefficients are statistically significant: control of corruption and voice and accountability. The
relationship between control of corruption and the number of young asylum seekers is indirect and shows that their number
decreases with high intensity if the country is not corrupt. This result may have different implications, one of them may be
related to the process of obtaining political asylum, which involves public institutions, and this level of corruption is
considered widespread (Landau, 2006). In the case of voice and accountability, the situation is reversed, whereas freedom
of expression of a given country doubles the number of asylum seekers.
The dynamic GMM results are assumed to have low reliability due to the Sargan test, even though an interesting aspect of
the results is the variable political stability. Mainly because of the indirect relationship between the number of asylum seekers
and the absence of terrorism. This result raises the question of the safety of preferred countries as a destination for asylum
seekers. Also, some studies observed that some of the terrorist acts in European Union were carried by asylum seeker whose
request was rejected (Crone and Falkentoft, 2017).
In the case of the estimates of the random effects, it is observed that Human Development Index has a direct and significant
impact on the number of young asylum seekers. This result shows that the number of asylum seekers will significantly
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increase if a country is highly developed. Also, the dummy variable confirms the migration crisis between 2015-2019 as the
number of asylum seekers will increase by 28.6%.
To sum up the results, it is worth noting that freedom of speech was statistically significant overall. This outcome confirms
the main rejection factor in the countries of origin of asylum seekers. It is well known that asylum seekers choose to leave
their countries because of political oppression (Crone and Falkentoft, 2017).

Conclusions
This study focuses on the relationship between the number of young asylum seekers and Worldwide Governance Indicators
as a measurement of institutional and political factors in destination countries. The main purpose of the paper was to observe
if the political aspects of the European Union countries contribute to the asylum seekers' decision to migrate. Moreover,
introducing the Human Development Index as an explanatory variable in the models emphasizes if the development level of
the destination country is a significant pull factor for the young migrants' choice of the destination country.
The analysis employed three panel data regression models (random effects, robust random effects, and dynamic estimates)
on a sample of 27 European countries over the period 2009 – 2019. Results showed that the freedom of speech in the
destination country is strongly and positively associated with the number of young asylum seekers. However, other political
and institutional factors (such as government effectiveness, political stability, or the rule of law) are not statistically
significant in the models. This result confirms that young asylum seekers are basically push migrants and their decision to
migrate is influenced more by the situation in the origin country than in the destination country.
However, the results show that the number of young asylum seekers will significantly increase if a country is highly
developed. Thus the choice of the destination country is not completely random. The results of this study are very useful for
policymakers in order to develop integration strategies for young migrants that represent half of all asylum applicants in EU
countries. Moreover, the paper fills a gap in the literature since the impact of political and institutional factors on the
migration decision is an under-researched area.
The limits of this study are related to those of the push and pull theory of migration. The model cannot explain why
individuals react differently to the same push and pull factors and why there is emigration and immigration in the same
locations. (Castles et al., 2014). At the same time, there are other factors influencing asylum seekers' choice. For instance,
ethnic networks should also weigh in the choice of the destination country since they reduce information and adjustment
costs. (Zimmermann, 1996).
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Appendix
Descriptive statistics of variables used in the models
Variable

Control of Corruption

Government
Effectiveness

Variation
overall

Mean

Std. Dev.

-0.267

2.446

N=

297

0.792

-0.206

2.285

n=

27

within

0.116

0.522

1.367

T=

11

0.564

-0.360

2.241

N=

297

0.562

-0.209

2.053

n=

27

0.114

0.755

1.494

T=

11

0.387

-0.474

1.461

N=

297

0.368

-0.084

1.381

n=

27

0.139

0.158

1.100

T=

11

0.437

0.148

2.047

N=

297

between

0.430

0.473

1.840

n=

27

within

0.108

0.889

1.578

T=

11

0.593

-0.112

2.100

N=

297

between

0.594

-0.059

2.005

n=

27

within

0.098

0.889

1.458

T=

11

1.135

between

overall

0.725

between
within

Regulatory Quality

Rule of Law

Voice and
Accountability

HDI

overall

overall

overall

1.214

1.161

0.335

0.220

1.690

N=

297

between

0.333

0.416

1.598

n=

27

within

0.070

0.743

1.433

T=

11

0.039

0.782

0.955

N=

297

0.038

0.802

0.937

n=

27

overall

1.118

0.884

between
within

Asylum seekers aged
18 -34 years

Observations

0.787

within

Political Stability and
Absence

Max

between
overall

1.036

Min

0.012

0.852

0.912

T=

11

29864.32

20

350875

N=

297

between

20509.32

55

95563.64

n=

27

within

22033.07

-66786.14

267303.90

T=

11

overall
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Abstract
When the COVID-19 pandemic started, higher education, like all other industries, was affected. Institutions around the
world have experienced an almost sudden shift to online learning in an effort to slow the spread of the disease. Multiple
challenges arose, how does one go from a physical classroom to a multi panel Zoom window, how do you balance realtime teaching with asynchronous learning and how do you support faculty and students along the way? Educators started
searching for tips and many universities and organizations have gathered resources to move courses online. When physical
lectures were replaced by online conferences and weblectures, the next issue to be addressed was student assessment.
There have been growing concerns with improving assessment practices in higher education across the world, considering
the fact that appropriate assessment methods play a vital role in achieving the goal of education in any county. In the vast
literature on education, so much is really written around the same concepts, that if you read an article or a book you have
the impression that you have understood what all is about. Yet, things are slightly more complicated, though. In this paper,
we will make a presentation of the relation between the basic actions of the educational process: teaching, learning and
assessment and the challenges that world education systems faced in the last year, since the outbreak of COVID-19
pandemic. The paper tackles the steps that have been taken and the solutions provided by the online technology to the
education systems in order to cope with the quality standards that these universities, schools and other institutions set for
themselves.

Keywords: Assessment; Online Assessment; Digital Platforms; COVID-19; Romania.
Introduction
“Nothing we do to, or for our students is more important than our assessment of their work and the feedback we give them
on it. The results of our assessment influence students for the rest of their lives...” (Race et al, 2005)
Any activity involves performing a check, measurement, examination. Regarding the statement of the evaluation concept,
the terms are also used: estimation, control, appreciation, grading, etc. Evaluation (examination) is the complex didactic
act, integrated in the educational process, which highlights both the amount of knowledge acquired and their quality and at
the same time monitors their value (level, performance and efficiency) at a given time (currently, periodically and finally)
offering solutions for improving the teaching-learning act. The evaluation represents the didactic act that determines the
promotion or non-promotion of the student from one stage (year or cycle) of education to another.
Assessment plays an important role in the process of learning and motivation. The types of assessment tasks that we ask
our students to do determine how students will approach the learning task and what study behaviours they will use. In the
words of higher education scholar John Biggs, “What and how students learn depends to a major extent on how they think
they will be assessed.” (Biggs,1999:141). Didactic evaluation is an essential component of the educational process, located
on the same line as the acquisition of knowledge, skills and abilities. The quality, value and high efficiency of the
evaluation imply the skill, the correctness, the objectivity and the responsibility on the part of the evaluating teachers,
examiners, as well as the need to eliminate the subjectivity in the assessment of the examined ones. Over time, in the
theory and practice of education and training, the concept of evaluation has undergone significant changes. From the
simple verification of the knowledge accumulated by the student and their grading by the teacher, the evaluation actions on
________________
Cite this Article as: Anamaria –Mirabela POP and Monica-Ariana SIM “The Challenges of Online Assessment During the Covid-19
Pandemic: Case Study: Romania” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA),
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the social results of the education system, on the training processes, on the sustainability of the student's knowledge, on the
quality of the school curriculum and on the teacher training were extended.

The educational process. From traditional to Postmodern View
The educational process is an activity of conquest and assimilation by students of the basics of science, under the guidance
of a teacher. It is about the cooperation between students and teacher in the joint effort of training and self-instruction. The
notion by which we express the activity carried out by the teacher in the educational process, in the classroom, is of
teaching, and the notion by which we name the specific type of activity carried out by the students is that of learning. The
educational process is effective only when its three fundamental activities, teaching, learning and assessment, form an
organic unit, when the joint activity of the two agents ensures the gradual development of students, achieving the proposed
educational objectives.
The educational process is, in essence, a process of communication. The ongoing dialogue that takes place in the classroom
between teacher and students - sometimes explicitly (verbal communication), sometimes tacitly (nonverbal
communication) - makes teaching, learning and assessment work in a unitary way as a pedagogical, continuous
communication. This has led to the need to express them together, through the phrase teaching-learning, which ends with
assessment. In terms of learning - often assessment, they can also take place independently of teaching. The student learns
(self-instructs) and self-evaluates his results outside of the lesson. Usually, the learning activity begins and takes place in
the classroom, is completed at home by individual study and then is assessed and continued in class. The general
characteristics of the educational process (subject-object interaction, formative-informative unit, self-regulation through
external and internal reverse connection circuits) and its dimensions (functional, structural, operational) are reflected at
the level of teaching-learning-assessment activity. The evolution of didactic thinking marks the way of approaching the
educational process from the perspective of the role given to the three actions: teaching, learning, and assessment.
Traditional didactics - which we can conventionally place between the 17th and 19th centuries - conceives the educational
process, especially as a teaching activity. The priority role belongs to the teacher, who is focused on the transmission of
knowledge in order to memorize and reproduce them by pupils and students.
Modern didactics - which we can conventionally place between the end of the 19th century and the first half of the 20th
century, begins the educational process, especially as a teaching-learning process. The priority role belongs to the teacher,
which is focused on the correlation between the initial teaching action and the action - simultaneous or subsequent learning - triggered (pre) school / student.
Postmodern didactics - which can be conventionally placed in the second half of the 20th century - conceives the
educational process, especially as a teaching-learning activity. The organization of the educational process represents an
instructive-educational, creative, constructive approach, generating new behaviors, which give the school the meaning of a
grandiose living laboratory; a place of ample and deep human metamorphoses - at the level of individual and school group.
The idea of change implies a duality: the necessary existence of forces that trigger, impose change, a subject of
transformation (teacher) - on the one hand and the existence of a developing being that supports change, becomes the
object of transformation (student) on the other hand. The student is actively involved in the act of transformation,
becoming the subject of transformation; it is object and subject at the same time. The educational process appears as a
partnership situation for learning, a situation encumbered on the subject-object interaction (teacher-student), whose activity
takes place in a succession of alternations or simultaneous operations; that is, the constant and dynamic alternation between
the teaching action (the teacher's intervention) and the student's reaction (the learning action). These alternations are aimed
at achieving a common goal: producing the desired learning. Through its actions, partner 1 can stimulate / slow down the
actions of partner 2. The more consistent the actions of the two partners, the more these actions will merge in a common
effort to achieve a unitary teaching-learning process. The notion - through which we reveal the educational influence
exerted by the teacher - is that of "teaching", and that - which mirrors the activity of students is - that of "learning". The
educational process is effective only when these two sides - teaching and learning - constitute an organic unit. This process
is thus presented to us as a complex of interactions of the two aforementioned subsystems, one of which communicates,
emits the information and the other selects and assimilates the information. The complex connections that occur between
the two subsystems are those that give identity to the educational process. Compared to the traditional didactics that
separates the teaching and learning action from the evaluation act, the modern didactics opts for the integration of
assessment in the educational process. And this to help make decisions related to the good organization and development
of the process, to facilitate the introduction of improvements and adjustments required throughout the teaching and
learning process. Consequently, in the current acceptance, the educational process is defined as the organic integration of
the three fundamental aspects of teaching-learning-assessment.
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The assessment. General considerations
What exactly do we mean when we talk about assessment of student learning? At the course level, assessment provides
important data on the breadth and depth of student learning. Assessment is more than grading. It is about measuring the
progress of student learning. Thus, assessment is defined as “process of gathering data to better understand the strengths
and weaknesses of student learning” (Harris and Hodges, 1995).
Assessment is a two-way exchange between the teacher and the student. As Jean Cardinet remarks, “[S]chool assessment is
a process of observing and interpreting the effects of learning, which aims to guide the decisions necessary for the proper
functioning of the school. The essential function of the school is to support, to continue the education the child receives in
the family, at its disposal the resources necessary for general development”. (Cardinet, 1989:41-52) From this perspective
derives the school's duty to inform parents about the evolution of their children, on whom they make a direct observation.
Depending on the type of relationship they have with the child, parents process the information in an educational way:
encourage the child who doubts him, stimulate him, etc.
The assessment is an important feature of the training process. The assessment consists of a judgment made on the value or
quality of an object or product according to precise standards and criteria, in order to make decisions.
The assessment as an activity comprises three main stages: the measurement, quantification of school results by specific
procedures, using tools appropriate to the purpose; the appreciation of these results based on their relation to a value
system, of some unitary criteria being issued a value judgment; and formulating conclusions and adopting appropriate
educational decisions following the interpretation of the results obtained and issuing value judgments.
Wiggins (1998) identifies a few key criteria which makes assessment authentic:
1. It is realistic.
2. It requires judgment and innovation.
3. It asks the student to “do” the subject.
4. It replicates or simulates the contexts in which adults are “tested” in the workplace, in civic life, and in personal life.
5. It assesses the student’s ability to efficiently and effectively use a repertoire of knowledge and skill to negotiate a
complex task.
6. It allows appropriate opportunities to rehearse, practice, consult resources, and get feedback on and refine performances
and products.
Simply put, an authentic assessment is one that requires students to apply what they have learned in a new, complex
circumstance or situation. Typically, this can take one of two forms: real-world assessments that require students to engage
in actual situations in their field, or realistic assessments that are relevant in nature but have students engage in situations
that mimic the real world (e.g. a case study).
Gibbs (2003) states that assessment has six main functions:
1. Capturing student’s time and attention.
2. Generating appropriate student learning activity.
3. Providing timely feedback which students pay attention to.
4. Helping students to internalize the disciplines standards and notion of equality.
5. Generating marks or grades which distinguish between students or enable pass/fail decisions to be made.
6. Providing evidence for others outside the course to enable them to judge the appropriateness of standards on the course.
The structure of the evaluation process, analyzed in a systemic vision by several authors, includes the following three
stages: verification, measurement and grading. Verification involves the collection of information on the level of school
performance of assessors, respectively their knowledge, skills, abilities, competencies, behaviors and attitudes, by applying
a set of strategies, methods, techniques, procedures and tools. Measurement is the act of interpreting and assessing the
performance of the evaluated by relating them to performance indicators, to reference systems, to performance standards,
to systems of evaluation criteria. In general, evaluation refers to giving quantitative meaning to qualitative characteristics,
measurement, as a component of evaluation, refers to giving meaning. The notation or the decision of improvement,
supposes the specification and more exact, the refinement of the significance assigned by measurement, thanks to the
issuance of some value judgments on the results and the adoption of the decision. In the evaluation act, the decision is
taken as a result of the association of the results with grading scales and the awarding of grades or school grades. The
grading represents the teacher's action of appreciating through school grades the school progress made by the students,
respectively the quantification of their level of knowledge, abilities, capacities, attitudes, aptitudes, etc.
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The effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on the education systems in Europe
The closure of schools, the suspension of classes and the interruption of sports activities in the second term of 2020
academic year have generated a major problem that society has had to face: how do we ensure the continuation of the
learning process? How do we ensure the right to education in disadvantaged environments? Can online education be
developed and what will be the consequences of this change? How can an objective assessment be made with the lowest
possible risk of fraud? All these issues are some of the most important concerns regarding online education, especially
since there is currently no clear horizon for a return to a normal situation.
The response of European countries in the context of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic was almost unanimous to close schools,
in an attempt to stop the spread of the disease, the continuation of activity taking place in most cases exclusively online.
Many countries have also closed schools indefinitely. The rest planned to close the schools either by the end of April 2020,
or by the first part of May, or by mid-May 2020. The only exceptions that have kept primary and secondary schools open,
but at a reduced capacity, are Sweden, a country that has had another pandemic management strategy, and Iceland.
However, there has been a high probability that several countries will keep their schools closed until the end of the school
year, and this scenario has been, starting with April 27, also valid in the case of Romania. Where classes have been
resumed, children's participation in classes has not been mandatory and has been limited to a small number of students per
class, alternatively. It should be noted that, everywhere in the European Union and in other countries affected by the
pandemic, the school year continued online, educational activities being adapted to this environment of information
transmission.

Source: Eurydice 16.04.2020

According to the UNESCO Institute of Statistical Data, the closure of schools has affected 67.7% of total enrolled learners
in 144 countries that have implemented closures. This figure corresponds to learners enrolled at pre-primary, primary,
lower-secondary, upper-secondary levels and tertiary education levels. In a recent survey, 86% of college presidents find
summer enrollment numbers as their top pressing issue in the face of COVID-19.

The effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Romanian education systems
The COVID pandemic caught the state system completely unprepared. The individual reacted and adapted more quickly to
the new challenges to move to online education. The state system, heavier, with high inertia to change initially preferred to
stop classes and then asked teachers to keep them online. From this moment on, chaos set in: each teacher did as much as
he could. Without protocols and solutions at the national level, some teachers tried to keep the classes online, others sent
worksheets, but many enjoyed an unexpected vacation. In the period before the Easter holidays, the ad-hoc organization of
distance education involved almost all (91% of responses) the use of applications for sending text messages or images (for
example - WhatsApp), direct telephone calls between teachers and students, various educational sites”
(https://www.revistasinteza.ro/raport-despre-educatia-din-timpul-pandemiei-raspunsuri-la-criza-nesfarsita-a-sistemuluieducational-romanesc).
Among the major problems identified we list a few. There were no protocols. Teachers were able to choose whether or not
to hold classes, and this extremely permissive approach does not encourage work. Teachers are paid, they should support
classes and perform the work for which they are paid. Even if in some cases, in the absence of other means, their work
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would have meant only sending files and checking them. Even though most of them lasted for hours, the program was
reduced to a minimum: 1-2 hours in the primary cycle.

Teacher training and platforms used
Many teachers have not taught online, have not known (and still do not know) how to use an online platform. The Ministry
of Education could have organized and could have applied the following measures: 1. choose a platform on which to buy
each teacher an account to support online classes. 2. initiate courses for teachers to teach them how to use a platform (even
if most platforms are quite intuitive). We believe that a decent minimum of training could be achieved within 4 hours, and
the results would have been completely different. Teachers did not know and did not know what platforms can be used, as
such, they used: from Microsoft Teams, to Zoom, Google Classroom (https://classroom.google.com/u/0/h ), Skype and
even WhatsApp (WA) (https://www.techradar.com/best/best-online-learning-platforms). The result was a total amalgam. 3.
There were cases in which each teacher held the class on another platform, with a random schedule, which changed
depending on the teacher's availability, differing from one week to another. And the given themes also had a non-unitary
character, they were sent either on Teams, on WA, in docx or pdf format, or even as a simple picture captured with the
phone in poor lighting and orientation conditions.
Infrastructure has been and continues to be a major problem. Many teachers have access to the internet and a smart phone
that allows them a basic level of interaction with students. The problem that some have raised is related to the lack of
means of work - not all teachers have a laptop to help them carry out their classes. However, each educational institution
has a budget, and there are reasonable laptops on the market at 2,000 RON (approx. 410 Euro). With a pro-active
management, it was possible to provide the necessary means to conduct online classes for most teachers. Similarly, not all
students have access to tablets and laptops, and the phone is not a solution. There are families with 2-3 children who do not
have the opportunity to provide students with a learning environment. Where to get 2 laptops from? The phone is not a
solution because the screen is too small, the student quickly loses interest. How easy is it to see a record or follow the
lesson on a phone? These students will either go to school or the state will have to offer them the opportunity to take online
classes by purchasing tablets or computers.

Connectivity
Overcoming the problems of organizing classes, there are thorny issues related to internet access. According to the
European index DESI (Digital Economy and Society Index), Romania ranks 22nd out of 28 in terms of connectivity (to the
Internet) (https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/digital-economy-and-society-index-desi-2019), 45% of
households are connected to the Internet, but they are predominantly urban. What about the remaining 55% of households
that do not have access to the Internet, most of them in rural areas? What happens to students who do not have internet
access or who have a low-bandwidth connection that does not allow video communications? The RO-NET internet
connection program for rural localities is far from complete and is still planned to cover only 35% of the need
(https://www.comunicatii.gov.ro/proiecte-in-implementare/proiectul-ro-net/).

Ensuring a Conducive Environment for Learning
The European Commission's Eurostat report stated: “In 2017, the majority of the population in each EU member state lived
in personal property, between 51.4% in Germany and 96.8% in Romania. In 2017, over 15% of the EU population lived in
overcrowded housing; the highest rate among member states was registered in Romania (47.0%).”
(https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=Housing_statistics/ro) Taking into account the fact that
the evolution of the real estate markets has not undergone major changes during the last 2-3 years, the figures are relatively
current. The reality confirmed by the statistics is the following: compared to other European citizens, Romanians live in
smaller homes and live more crowded. Under these conditions, providing a room so that a student is not disturbed in the
online learning process is just a dream (wishful thinking). There is a possibility for more than one student to learn in a
room, but in this case, the necessary means will have to be provided: earphones (Yet, earphones do not completely reduce
noise). But if both students are asked to answer at the same time, if there are teachers who do not allow students to keep
their microphones closed, it will be total fun: everyone in the class will hear the neighbor's dog, the crying baby, the falling
pot lid or a parent attending a conference or talking to a client. Under such conditions, ensuring a learning environment is
not an easy task.
Improving education and skills is, therefore, a key element of the general vision for digital transformation in Europe. The
November 2020 edition of the Education and Training Monitor, respectively the country report for Romania presents a
known reality. The early school leaving rate in Romania decreased to 15.3% in 2019, from 19.1% in 2015. Even though it
represents the largest decrease (-3.8%) of this indicator, registered at the level of the 27 states of the European Union,
during the last 5 years, the indicator is still maintained at a high value, above the 10% target set at European level for the
horizon 2020.According to Eurostat data, in 2019 no less than 43% of Romanians aged 16-74 had low digital skills,
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ranking Romania first in the European Union in this regard, Bulgaria (38 %) being on the second place. In terms of people
with superior digital skills, the data show that only 10% of the population masters such skills, Romania being again on the
last place in the European Union, Bulgaria having 11% next to this indicator.

Source: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products-eurostat-news/-/EDN-20200207-1

According to Eurostat, in 2019, four out of five young people (80%) aged between 16 and 24 in the European Union (EU)
had basic digital skills or more. The figure is 24 percentage points (pp) higher than the share of people aged between 16
and 74 (56%). or above the basic level, shows data published by Eurostat. This reality once again supports the need and
importance of investing in the development of digital skills in pupils and students.

The challenges of online assessment in times of COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemic has triggered substantial changes in everybody’s lives. The crisis that accompanies this
pandemic has severely influenced personal and professional experiences. We have been forced to find new ways of
working, interacting and living. We have been shown our strengths and highlighted our weaknesses. We have been
challenged in many ways and not in the least to try to find a cure. Nowadays, digital technology is a key component of the
collective effort to tackle the virus and support the new ways of living and working reality during this exceptional time.
Digital, media and telecoms play a vital role in helping us deal with every aspect of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Educational institutions and their actors have felt the negative impact of this crisis, through significant changes in all levels
of operation. For university education, the transfer to courses and seminars in the virtual environment proved to be more
than a temporary challenge, it deeply affected the pace, but especially the efficiency of activities. However, this reality did
not disarm the teachers and did not weaken their motivation to preserve the quality of the educational act. Its demanding
and unpredictable nature has been and continues to be a good opportunity to test and validate the teachers’ resilience skills
in conjunction with their ability to successfully adapt to new contexts. On the other hand, it is a test through which the
teachers can verify the usefulness of teaching experience and expertise.
The most important purpose of university training processes, regardless of whether they take place through direct
interaction (on-site), in hybrid form or exclusively online, is the development of professional and transversal skills specific
to each academic specialization. Competence can be defined as the proven ability to select, articulate and use appropriately
knowledge, skills and other acquisitions consisting of values and attitudes, for the successful resolution of a certain
category of work or learning situations, as well as for professional or personal development.
The focus of university training on skills training is a major change in the orientation of university programs, explicitly
assumed in the last decade and in the Romanian university education system, through the norms of RNCIS (National
Register of Qualifications in Higher Education) and ANC (National Qualifications Authority). This orientation has
essential implications for the design of the evaluation strategy. In essence, teaching focused on skills training requires a
direct assessment of the skills acquired by students during and until the end of the academic training period. In the context
of expanding the assessment process online or temporarily relocating academic assessment processes online, the
imperative to focus the assessment process on verifying the extent to which students have assimilated the various elements
specific to professional skills receives special connotations. In this context, new requirements for the design and
application of the evaluation strategy are imposed. Specifically, the system is facing a challenge of adapting assessment
strategies and identifying academic assessment methods and tools applicable in online environments, in terms of
effectiveness and efficiency.
The question “Why do we evaluate?” can cause teachers to think about the significance of the effort to evaluate the
performance and performance of their students. Awareness of their own vision of the purpose and relevance of the
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evaluation can help them design an effective evaluation strategy. In a traditional perspective, evaluation involves verifying
the extent to which the student has assimilated knowledge specific to the field, by reporting performance, performance,
behaviors to standards and criteria set by the purposes of teaching. In contemporary understanding, this traditional purpose
of evaluation is complemented by new meanings. Thus, assessment is seen today as an integral part of the teachinglearning process and, as a result, assessment must be designed and oriented towards learning support. It is about a
paradigm shift that requires the capitalization of assessment attributes (methodology used, assessment tasks, assessment
criteria, feedback, etc.) in the sense of supporting the learning and training effort, the learning progress made by students.
This shift in vision does not necessarily involve the use of information and communication technologies, but these
technologies have the potential to support the implementation of academic assessment focused on supporting learning and
skills training.
Through the platforms and applications available online, the road is wide open for various technologies useful in teaching
and assessment, but what must come first is how the technology will improve the pedagogy used. Therefore, pedagogy
first; then technology. Current experience helps us understand that technologies are tools to be applied carefully and
appropriately. The challenge for teachers is to move away from the notion of assessment as a Word document - that is,
from simply replacing a piece of paper with an electronic document - and to use technology to help students become
autonomous in learning. Project-based learning - and assessment - with the use of media, can offer students a number of
options. The creativity shown is amazing. But teachers should never lose sight of the academic nature of the mission - in
other words, what do they want students to show them that they know - they have learned to do? Teachers looking for
ways to integrate technology through social networks in tasks and assessment have almost unlimited choices.
What are the characteristics of academic evaluation in an online context? In order to adopt an effective evaluation strategy
in the special conditions in which didactic activity is carried out in these times, it is important to be aware of a series of
new parameters that the evaluation receives. Thus, in online evaluation situations:
1. The student interface is mediated. The teacher-student interaction interposes the virtual environment with its (slightly)
artificial character, the physical distance, the limited possibilities of controlling the evaluation context (of the context
variables in which the evaluated student is), the limited visual and auditory feedback;
2. The connection with the student is dependent on concrete technical conditions and on the technical abilities / digital
competences of the evaluating teacher, respectively of the evaluated student;
3. A number of advantages and opportunities created by the very presence of the environment and electronic tools can be
realized and capitalized on. Here are some of them: saving time and costs (at the level of the institution, teacher, students);
more options and more freedom regarding the programming and place of the evaluation; centralized delivery (distribution)
of tests / samples; transparency of the evaluation procedure (procedures established by the teacher and the extent to which
students fall into those procedures); the possibility to easily store the evidence (answers, products of students' activity,
reaction times) and to access them as needed; the possibility of audio-visual recording of the evaluation session; reducing
the risk of making mistakes through automatic processing and scoring of answers; several options for providing
personalized feedback and constructive feedback (along the way, on tasks along the way, both by scoring and narrative);
options for formative capitalization of feedback (offering the possibility to review the answer following the feedback
received, the student knows what went wrong even if he does not review the answer); options for monitoring student
progress (especially vocational fields); more varied evaluation items can be included and more diverse learning outcomes
can be evaluated (open, project-type, subjective items); direct access to authentic materials (main sources of information databases, scientific articles). the pressure of the accelerated development of digital competences and of reconsideration or
development of psycho-pedagogical and didactic competences.
4. There are a number of risks, which can be, to some extent, avoided or reduced by specific actions: increased risk of
exam fraud; technical problems that may occur during the exams; high exposure of the teacher and the evaluated students,
caused by the audio-visual presence that can be recorded / modified / manipulated / distorted; the increased risk of
disputes, caused by the transparency of evaluation procedures, which can be interpreted in various ways; cyber-bullying
(can lead to limiting or even giving up online interventions by students); reduced management of the group of students and
some difficulties related to the limited control of the attendance at the exam.

Forms, methods and tools of academic evaluation
How do we evaluate (online)? In a not at all easy attempt to honor the challenge of assessment made in order to support
learning, on the one hand, but also to capitalize on the benefits, respectively to reduce the risks of online assessment, it is
advisable to practice the use during the semester and in the summative assessment in the examination session of a wide
range of assessment forms and methods. The diversification of the academic assessment tool will provide teachers with
various sources of indicators of learning success and will allow them to check on a more diverse basis the relevance and
value of student achievement and performance.
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Different assessment tools used by the teacher can be of a formative or summative nature. Universities, in general, use
formative assessment and summative assessment for different purposes.
Formative assessment - The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) recently lent its support to
formative assessment as a powerful learning tool: teachers using formative assessment approaches guide students toward
development of their own learning to learn ̈ skills that are increasingly necessary as knowledge is quickly outdated in the
information society (OECD, 2005:.22) The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning to provide ongoing
feedback that can be used by instructors to improve their teaching and by students to improve their learning. More
specifically, formative assessments help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work
and they help faculty recognize where students are struggling and address problems immediately. Formative assessments
are generally low stakes, which means that they have low or no point value. Formative assessment tools are questionnaires,
assignments, and classroom questions and discussions that teachers use to assess and guide (or shape) their students'
learning process.
In the context of learning tasks that students approach online, in the synchronous or asynchronous version, the formative
assessment can be done by: providing constructive feedback or sequences of inter-assessment and self-assessment, by
reference to a series of criteria and performance descriptors that you can make available to students with the assignment of
learning tasks.
In the educational context, feedback refers to the information that beneficiaries (in this case, students) receive regarding the
quality of performance and results obtained, by reference to criteria such as: performance objectives, previous
performance, performance criteria. Formulated and used correctly, feedback has formative potential if: informs students
about the extent to which they have achieved the predetermined performance goals; provides students with information
about the knowledge and skills, attitudes and values they have and can use in solving problems, respectively about what
they have not yet assimilated or cannot use at the required level; provides students with information on areas for
improvement, guiding them to study and refine their learning. Feedback has the potential to guide students' initiatives to
formulate development goals for the next period and to encourage self-regulation of learning. Feedback also gives students
positive reinforcements about the performance they are capable of, which has a favorable effect on self-confidence and on
building a range of positive emotions that the student associates with learning; Constructive feedback is an evaluative
message that proves effective in that it includes positive and negative value judgments, formulated in such a way as to
respect the fundamental needs of trainees to appreciate and recognize individual value and potential, as well as the need to
preserve one's own positive image. A model for providing constructive feedback is FAST Feedback Model (Tulgan, 1998)
FAST is an acronym that includes the four qualities that feedback must meet simultaneously: frequent, accurate, specific,
and on time. Formative assessment in an online context can be facilitated by some functions of learning technologies:
immediate feedback provided in case of grid tests; personalized feedback that can be provided in case of blog, forum,
polling, etc .; the collegial feedback provided by the options for versioning the learning materials made in cooperation.
This is a number of useful resources in this regard: Thinkmap Visual Thesaurus, Online interactive maps and galleries,
Socrative, Kahoot, Mentimeter, Quizezz.
Summative assessment - The goal of summative assessment is to evaluate student learning at the end of an instructional
unit by comparing it against some standard or benchmark. Unlike formative assessments, Summative assessments are often
high stakes, which means that they have a high point value. Information from summative assessments can be used
formatively when students or faculty use it to guide their efforts and activities in subsequent courses.
Listed below are a number of online evaluation methods and techniques that follow the principles of authentic evaluation:
a) Evaluation through individual and group projects. The project can provide opportunities to assess the extent to which
students are able to use learning acquisitions in professional or similar contexts.
b) E-portfolio (digital collection of information and business products illustrating knowledge);
c) Service learning tasks (community service learning);
d) Blogs and vlogs, slogans (text journal, audio and video reflective learning tools);
e) Critical evaluation of some contents / materials, text, audio, video) available online (e.g. Quizlet);
f) Mutual evaluation and self-evaluation (may involve specifying in advance the evaluation criteria and performance
descriptors and sharing the products of colleagues' work);
g) Evaluation tasks that involve in-depth processing of information - tasks that involve comparison, analysis, synthesis,
elaboration, personalization, creation;
h) Quizzes and forms;
i) Gamification of learning;
j) Digital badges; or Wikis;
k) Unstructured or semi-structured reflection journals (What did I learn? / My own perspective / How did I learn / How did
I feel during and at the end of learning? What do I have to do next?)
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Some of the tools/applications that can be used in student assessment are: Quizizz (a knowledge assessment application
that involves the presence of funny avatars, tables, themes, music, memes);
Wordwall (an application where various interactive activities are created for students: worksheets, questionnaires,
matches, word games, identifying missing words, etc.); Quizlet (an application with which teachers can create 8 tests for
free); Hot Potatoes app suite includes five apps that can create exercises for the World Wide Web. Applications are JCloze
(create fill-in-the-blank exercises), JCross (create crossword puzzles that can be filled in online), JMatch (create pairing or
sorting exercises), JMix (create sentence rearrangement exercises), and JQuiz ( create question-based exercises). There is
also a sixth application called The Masher, which will compile all the Hot Potatoes exercises into one unit; Google
Classroom (an application where teachers can chat with students - Meet video chat is included for free now; homework
can be corrected and direct feedback can be given to each student, a feedback bank can be created for easier feedback
based on the most common comments you give to students, etc.); Google Forms allows the design of forms that can be
used to obtain feedback, to send confirmations of participation in an event, but also to create written tests. The service
allows the teacher to include images or videos for interpretation or as reflection material for students. Students can receive
both open and closed-ended questions, with several possible answers, or not. The Quiz function allows, in addition, to
provide prompt feedback. Students can immediately find out if they answered correctly to a test with answers of their
choice. Here the teacher's skill is to build distractors (wrong answers, which result from an erroneous thought process, but
often in students) as good as possible. Moreover, teachers can include explanations for the wrong answer, explanations that
the student should receive as soon as he has finished the test. In addition, students can retake the test.
It is said that the best tool is the one that people will use. In online contexts, involvement is absolutely essential and these
tools need to create a deeper and more meaningful human interaction. Students' products are the best proof of educational
quality, and the creativity that technology allows you to express is something that teachers in various parts of the world are
constantly talking about in a positive way.

Conclusions
The crisis that accompanies the COVID 19 pandemic has severely influenced our personal and professional experiences.
Educational institutions and their actors have felt the negative impact of this crisis, through significant alterations at all
levels of operation. For university education, the transfer to courses and seminars in the virtual environment proved to be
more than a temporary challenge, it deeply affected our cadence, but especially the efficiency of activities. However, this
reality has not disarmed and has not weakened the teacher’s willingness to preserve the quality of the educational act. Its
demanding and unpredictable nature has been and continues to be a good opportunity to test and validate the teacher’s
resilience skills in conjunction with their ability to successfully adapt to new contexts. On the other hand, it is a test
through which the usefulness of teaching experience and expertise can be verified.
The adequacy of the strategies the teachers will put into practice depends, to a large extent, on how they will customize
them to the fundamental field in which they operate, to the specifics of the educational cycle they address and, of course, to
the subject hey teach. Let's not forget, however, that first of all it is necessary to know and assume a psycho-pedagogical
paradigm. In fact, in the educational plan, a correct approach always starts, from a good knowledge of the psychopedagogical conceptualizations that substantiate the complex process of teaching-learning. Therefore, regardless of the
delivery of information content (face to face, online, blended), the teaching strategies chosen, and the type of assessment
methods used, the teacher must focus primarily on the adequacy and quality of experiences.
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Abstract
Due to the current lack of medical staff, the topic of nurses’ professional motivation is very relevant to patient care. The
work of a nurse is very demanding, both mentally and physically. Therefore, healthcare personnel management should aim
to support and motivate nurses to perform their highest quality work, in order to provide the highest possible level of care
to patients. The aim of this survey is to examine the motivational profile of nurses by utilizing a quantitative survey, in the
form of a standardized questionnaire (“Motivational profile according to Ritchie, S. and Martin, P”). The goal of this
project is to develop recommendations to help constructively motivate nurses, leading to them producing the highest
quality of patient care. The initial quantitative survey was conducted from 02.07.2020 to 8.07.2020, with an exploratory
sample consisting of 46 respondents from the ranks of the nurses at the Department of Anesthesiology and Resuscitation at
the Intensive Care Unit of “Krajskázdravotní, a.s. – Nemocnice Teplice, o.z.”(Teplice Hospital), Czech Republic. This
survey confirms that as a health professional’s experience increases, a change in their work motives can be observed.
Namely, one can see a transition from a predominantly physiological motivation for nursing to a predominantly social and
psychological one. These results show how it is necessary for personnel management to maintain good working
relationships and to maintain a good working environment, i.e. facilities and good working conditions. Some crucial
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concerns for a successful healthcare personnel management department to address are to solve problems or conflicts in the
workplace in a timely and effective manner, to pay sufficient attention to the professional growth and development of
employees, and to develop effective efficient employee evaluation and remuneration strategies.

Keywords: motivation of nurses. Motivational profile. Levels of motivation. Management in Health Care.
Introduction
The nursing profession is the most numerous in the medical field. In the Czech Republic, according to the Institute of
Health Information and Statistics of the Czech Republic (2017), the number of nurses is 79,415, or 7.50 per 1000
inhabitants, compared with 24,202, or 2.30, for other non-medical personnel, per 1000 inhabitants. Since 2010, the
shortage of nurses in the emergency department (anesthesiology and intensive care department and emergency department)
in the Czech Republic is 2,024.
Without nurses, the health care system would not function properly. It would be impossible to provide quality medical care
to patients. The work of nurses should not be underestimated; this work significantly affects the results of patient care. For
example, Aiken L.H. et al. (2002) find a connection between an increase in hospital mortality and a shortage of nurses in
those hospitals’ health care organizations.
Motivation is one means of increasing productivity and quality of work. The health motivation program is based on the
theory of motivation and job satisfaction. Cipro, M. (2015) and Vévoda, J. (2013), in their works, suggest that employee
dissatisfaction can manifest itself in a negative attitude not only towards each other, but towards patients, which worsens
the quality of medical care.
Aseev, V. (1976) and Vilyunas, V. (1990) define motivation as a complex psychological phenomenon, one that causes
controversy among psychologists who adhere to various psychological concepts. Alekseeva, O. and others. (2008),
Bodalev A.A. (1982) provide one of the simplest and most general definitions of motivation: the motive is the intrinsic
value of the activity performed. Such a definition reflects the inner state of a person, but it should be noted that the forces
that cause action and make a person consciously or unconsciously perform certain actions are found both outside and
inside that person. Dvoinikov, S. (2007), Zagorodneva G.A. et al. (2008) distinguish the concept of motivation based on
the definition of motive. One of the most modern definitions can be considered the definition of Desser, G. (2020):
motivation is the process of influencing a person in order to induce him to certain actions, awakening certain motives in
him.
We believe that the right motivation is the foundation of human resources management not only in the healthcare sector,
but across all sectors or industries. To do their job with the highest interest and in the best possible way, it is necessary to
take care of employees, to allow them to develop their professional skills, to train them, to be able to listen to them, to
communicate with each other, to take into account their needs, to provide them with appropriate working conditions, and to
create an effective and an effective system for evaluating and rewarding employees.
This work is devoted to the topic of “Motivational profile of nurses”. Due to the lack of medical personnel, this topic is
very relevant.

The problem and the purpose of the study
The research problem is to find an answer to the question: “What is the motivational profile of nurses?”

Research objectives
1) Study the motivational profile of nurses using the standardized questionnaire "Motivational Profile by Ritchie and
Martin.”
2) Analyze what are the greatest and least motivators for nurses.
3) Compare the factors of the motivational profile of nurses with work experience (more than 5 years and less than 5
years).
4) To develop recommendations to develop professional motivation for nurses.
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Methodology
In our study, we used the standardized Motivational Profile questionnaire (Ritchie, Martin, 2004).
The questionnaire consisted of two parts:
• an introductory part, which included general questions - age, gender, educational level, length of service, the
reasons why the respondents chose the profession of a nurse.
• the main part consisted of 33 statements or factors, in which the respondent must divide 11 points between four
options, evaluating each of options a, b, c, d. If one of the factors is the most important, then it is awarded 11 points, if the
factor is insignificant, then no points will be awarded to it. In other cases, 11 points are divided among the four factors
suggested in each statement (Ritchie, Martin, 2004). Processing this data is carried out in accordance with the key
methodology: a large number of points assigned to any factor indicates its high importance for the respondent, and a small
number of points indicates a low level of need in comparison with other factors.
The factors contained in the motivational profile were empirically determined by S. Ritchie and P. Martin, and there is no
single basis (criterion) for their identification. But all these motivators can be attributed to one of three levels of human
motivation (Miloradova, 2008):
• physiological level of motivation, i.e. Factor 1: the need for high wages and material rewards; Factor 2: good
working conditions and a comfortable environment(Miloradova, 2008);
• social level of motivation, i.e. Factor 4: the need for social contacts; Factor 5: forming and maintaining long-term
stable relationships; Factor 6: gaining recognition; Factor 7: setting challenging goals and achieving them; Factor 8: the
need for influence and power, the desire to lead others, and Factor 12: the need for interesting and socially useful
work(Miloradova, 2008);
• psychological level of motivation, i.e. Factor 3: the need for clear structuring of work; Factor 9: the need for
variety; Factor 10: the need for creativity; Factor 11: the need for improvement, growth and development as a person
(Miloradova, 2008).
Questionnaires were distributed to 50 employees (nurses) in the Anesthesiology and Intensive Care Unit, as well as in the
Intensive Care Unit of “Krajská zdravotní, a.s. –Nemocnice Teplice, o.z.“ (Teplice Hospital), Czech Republic. The
selection criterion for respondents was the profession of a nurse with more than 5 years of experience ([n] = 23) and less
than 5 years ([n] = 23). The researcher was given enough time to fill out the questionnaire - from 07.02.2020 to
07.08.2020, when all the questionnaires were selected and verified, we archived the answers on a PC. The data obtained
were analyzed and evaluated in MS Excel.

Results
The research sample consisted of 46 respondents. 63% were aged 31-50; to 30 years - 13% and in the age group over 50
years - 24%, of which 93% women and 7% men, and have higher vocational education - 35% and higher education - 63%.
The length of professional experience of respondents varies, the highest representation is more than 10 years - 46%; up to
the 1st year - 33%; up to 5 years - 17%. The main reason for choosing the profession of a nurse is the desire to help others,
the sick, the elderly or children - 87%. Out of 100% of respondents, 80% would choose this profession again and the
remaining 20% said no.
To answer the exploratory questions, we will consider motivational factors in terms of their interaction, which will give us
a holistic view of the motivational profile of nurses. The description of the motivation profile was compiled on the basis of
a practical guide by Sheila Ritchie and Peter Martin „Motivation Management”(Ritchie, Martin, 2004).
The following dominant motivational factors are characteristic of nurses (Graph 1):
• Factor 6. - The need for recognition of the work of nurses from other people, both their colleagues, patients, and
management, as well as from the general and professional community. This indicator indicates compassion for others and
good social relations, a need to pay attention to other people, and the desire to feel your own significance.
• Factor 2. - Adequate work environment and good working conditions, which are also closely related to fair value
and reward for work performed.
• Factor 1. - The need for high wages and material rewards.
• Factor 3. - The need for a clear structuring of work.
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• Factor 4. - The need for social contacts. Communication with a wide range of people and a high degree of trust,
close ties with colleagues. It is a measure of willingness to work with other people and should not be confused with how
well a person treats their colleagues. This factor can have a very low value, but a person can be quite socially adapted.
• Factor 5. - The need to form and maintain long-term stable relationships. The need for closer contact with others.
As in the case of factor 4, its low value does not indicate poor social adaptation and lack of social skills.
The following non-dominant motivational factors are characteristic of nurses (Graph 1):
• Factor 8. – The need for influence and power and the desire to lead others. This is an indicator of
competitiveness.
• Factor 9. - The need for variety and the desire to avoid routine. It indicates the tendency to always be in a state of
elation, a readiness for action.
• Factor 7. - The need to set and achieve bold and challenging goals. This is an indicator of the need to pursue goals
and be motivated.
• Factor 11. - The need for improvement, growth, and development as a person. An indicator of the desire for
independence and self-improvement.
• Factor 10. - The need to be creative, analyze, to think about colleagues, and to be open to new ideas. This
indicator indicates a tendency to curiosity and non-trivial thinking.
• Factor 12. - The need for interesting socially useful work. It is an indicator of the need for meaningful work with
an element of usefulness to society.
All respondents in both age categories, i.e. up to 5 years and from 5 years and more consider the recognition of their
profession as the highest motivating factor. The majority of respondents working in the field of health care as nurses for
fewer than 5 years consider a financial assessment, that is, salary, remuneration, benefits; for respondents with more than 5
years of experience - a clear structuring of work. In these aspects, there was a certain difference in motivational factors,
where people with experience under 5 years assessed motivational factors differently than the group of respondents who
worked as a nurse for more than 5 years. According to the results of the research questionnaire survey, it can be confirmed
that with the increase in experience of medical workers, there is a change in the motives of work: a transition from the
dominance of the physiological level of motivation to the prevalence of the socio-psychological level of motivation.
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Graph 1 Average calculation of the result of the motivation profile of nurses: 1) total ([n] = 46); 2) with a length
of practice of less than 5 years ([n] = 23); 3) with a length of practice of more than 5 years ([n] = 23) (Source:
Own elaboration).

Recommendations based on the results of the survey
For personnel management, we recommend:
1) Focus on the area of material incentives. Wages must be sufficient, that is, the employee must earn money to meet
his immediate needs. Otherwise, the employee will have to look for other ways to earn money, or even change jobs. The
criteria for evaluating employee performance should not only be detailed in local regulations,but should be known to all
employees and should be easily measurable.
2) Develop effective and efficient evaluation and reward strategies (for example, creating opportunities for discounts
on travel and accommodation in recreational areas for employees and their families, provision of passes to sports and
entertainment venues and cultural institutions [theater, museums, etc.]) Providing free meals to employees is beneficial for
the organization. Reducing the cost of meals will save personal finances for nurses, which means that their salary will be
higher than that of this category of workers in other health organizations, even if it is nominally the same (since the
percentage of the tax on service fees is lower than the percentage of the tax on the salaries of employees).To increase the
effectiveness of the impact on motivation, you can provide employees with food benefits depending on the length of their
employment, for example, only for employees with more than 2 years of experience, or select the best 30 employees in
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terms of their employment. An interesting option is to provide employees and their children with discounted vouchers.
Medical expenses or vacation vouchers and other social benefits for employees are not counted in determining the income
tax base, and their expenses are exempt from personal income tax when vouchers are provided through a union. Vouchers
can also be provided depending on the length of service, the position of the employee, and the number of minor children.
3) Provide a sufficient number of medical personnel in all medical institutions, but this is closely related to legislative
measures in the field of health.
4) Pay sufficient attention to the professional growth and development of each employee (training, courses, elearning, and other forms of training). To increase the prestige of the nursing profession by improving professional
knowledge and all-round development of the employee, actively explain the goals of the work performed, its value and
significance. That is, have an attitude to the result. Organize a mentoring system for young professionals (provide each
new employee with an experienced staff member who will help him at the initial stage of his profession). Only the
professionalism of a nurse can earn the respect and trust of the doctor and patient. Creation of a training center in a medical
institution for employees, where it will be possible to conduct trainings, courses, e-learning, exchange of experience,
coaching for employees on its basis.
5) Participate with the supervisor in creating goals and an index of nursing performance, with which you can reliably
evaluate the work. Conduct regular interviews with managers (opportunity to talk to employees - opportunity to talk with a
manager; information exchange; effective ideas).
6) Raise a focus on job satisfaction for nurses so that they are not overburdened with overtime work, etc. Express
public recognition and gratitude to staff for their efforts and results achieved.
7) Maintain a good working relationship and provide good working conditions and an appropriate working
environment, both in terms of the performance of the nurses' work and in terms of their rest in the workplace.
8) Resolve all problems or conflicts in the workplace in a timely and effective manner, both between nurses and
between nurses and doctors. Conduct social and psychological training to create a positive climate in the team.
9) Strengthen the working team of nurses so that they have the opportunity to get to know each other outside of
working hours (joint leisure, excursions, visits to theaters, cinemas, work sessions).
We recommend self-motivation for nurses, including:
1) Affirmations - specially selected positive statements that, at a subconscious level, have a positive effect on a
person.
2) Self-hypnosis – a process that involves the independent impact of the individual on the mental sphere, focused on
the formation of a new model of behavior. If a person cannot change the situation, it is enough to change his view of this
situation.
3) Acquaintance with the biographies of prominent personalities in the field of nursing is an effective method based
on the study of the life of successful individuals.
4) Visualization is an effective method based on a mental idea of experiencing the results achieved.
The implementation of these recommendations will effectively increase the motivation of nurses, which will
positively affect their work and the work of the organization as a whole.

Conclusion
The question of whether money is the main and most important motivation for healthcare workers or not is a matter of
different opinions. The idea that working in the health sector is more of a mission than a profession is no longer justified,
although doctors and healthcare professionals generally perceive their work as a mission.
Motivation should be at the heart of personnel management in any healthcare organization in the Czech Republic, but this
does not always happen.
Motivation programs for medical workers should be based on theoretical basis and previous experience. They should be
developed taking into account the current situation in the workplace and in the institution. The results should be regularly
evaluated and analyzed so that the motivation has the desired effect. One can rely on the results of various studies, as well
as on the experience of foreign health motivation programs adapted to the Czech conditions.
If employees know that the organization cares about them, that management has an interest in them, and that it creates the
conditions for an appropriate working environment and working conditions (including good relationships in the
workplace), then they have no reason to leave. The scope of motivation includes both finance and various perks, including
praise and criticism, as well as other motivational factors such as further education, career growth, etc. It is important that
the manager in the personnel management system of a medical organization knows his subordinates well so that he can
best motivate both individual employees and the entire work group.
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Abstract
Recently, open data managing has been increasingly used. One of the various techniques of open data processing is regression
analysis. However, it is crucial to prepare the data for analysis properly. The article aims to diagnose and try to deal with the
most common problems researchers encounter while preparing open data for analysis using the regression multiply model.
In the article, using the inquiry-based learning method, exemplary open data taken from Eurostat were processed. Issues such
as missing values, outliers, and the comparability of records were discussed during data collection and analysis. A crucial
issue referring to open data was its accessibility. All calculations were performed in the R environment. Multiple linear
regression analysis (using the backward selection method) was performed using the least-squares method. The estimated
model was prooved with the verification tests.

Keywords : Open Data, Outliers, Missing Values, Regression Analysis
Introduction
The open data and social and economic values created by their use in various areas have gained undisputed importance along
with the concept of Society 5.0 (Salas et al. 2020, Rantala et al. 2020, Pafi et al. 2020, Huyer 2020, Verhulst & Young 2016,
Zeleti et al. 2016). There are various techniques of open data processing. Regression models, used to explain or forecast
phenomena, are among them. Before starting modelling techniques, relevant data must be collected and prepared and
adjusted (Kwak SK, Kim, 2017; Leys et al., 2018; Pollet van der Meij, 2017; Wirth, Hipp 2000, Huber et al. 2019).
This article aims to analyse the researcher's problems while preparing open data to create a multiple regression model. The
most important ones include outliers, missing data, and combining data into one set. As the general research technique,
discovery learning was selected (Abrahamson & Kapur 2018, Siregar et al. 2020). It involved downloading and processing
open data to conduct analysis using the multiple regression method. The data was acquired from the Eurostat database. The
area selected for study concerned the problem of export in compliance to the type of transport of goods in European countries.
Calculations were carried out in the environment of R.
In the first part of the article, the literature review aiming at issues related to data preparation for analysis is presented. In the
second part, the materials and methods used in the research were described. The third part results from an exemplary data
analysis: the regression analysis confirmed by the model's verification is presented and discussed. In the last part, the main
conclusions are drawn.

Literature Review
The importance of open data analysis together with data mining methods has increased significantly in this century. The
purpose of data mining is to acquire knowledge from different databases, mainly the data warehouse. Specifically, web data
mining has become the preferred way to obtain necessary information (Manjarres et al., 2018; Mughal, Jawad, 2018; Li,
Shrestha, 2017). Great expectations accompany big data analysis for industrial, educational, and scientific purposes (Wang,
JunPing, et al., 2018; Manjarres et al., 2018; Lausch et al., 2015). Open data are the data of institutions and governments
accessible to every citizen. Kassen (2013) defines open data as "a concept that government data should be available to anyone
with a possibility of redistribution in any form without any copyright restrictions." The author presented open data history
in the cited article and empowered its potential (like a future research framework). Many authors consider open data
phenomena as new perspectives for data analysis (Lausch et al., 2015; Kassen, 2013; Gonzalez-Zapata, Heeks, 2015;
Lourenço, 2015). However, before open data can be used to model techniques, they must undergo a processing procedure,
one of the primary and most demanding data mining stages (Wirth, Hipp 2000, Huber et al. 2019).
While collecting data for regression analysis, data may be faced with difficulties to prepare. First, data cannot have too low
variability or be incomparable. Often also researcher encounters such problems as lack of completeness (missing values) or
existing outliers.
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There are several approaches to the fact of missing values. Firstly, it can be removed (Li, Shrestha, Hu, 2017). However,
often, that can lead to the removal of too many records. Too large data gaps in specific cases should result in their disposal,
while in individual holes, a unique approach should be applied - in order not to remove too many observations. Instead of
removing the data, imputation should be considered. Due to explicit or implicit modeling, missing data can be replaced with
substituted values (Kwak SK, Kim, 2017). Many different modelling types to estimate missing values (from statistical
analysis to multimodal deep learning model) have been described in the literature (Tang et al., 2020; Saar-Tsechansky,
Provost, 2007; Li et al., 2020).
Another problem can cause the outliers - data points lying distant from most other data points. Their identification is essential
(Kwak SK, Kim, 2017). The most common outlier detection rule is based on the tree sigma rule or studying boxplots. How
to treat outliers depends on the situation. They can be either removed or left unchanged - due to their specific characteristics
(Leys et al., 2018; Pollet van der Meij, 2017). Instead of eliminating outliers, outlier weight adjustments can also reduce its
influence (Kwak, Kim, 2017).
Two research questions were formulated: 1) Whether the commonly used troubleshooting methods for missing values and
outliers can be encountered in terms of open data? 2) Can the regression model based on open data be verified similarly to
the model created for different data kinds?

Materials and Method
It was decided that the best way to learn about the specifics of open data is to face them in practice which meant learning by
doing. Thus, for this article, discovery learning as a technique of inquiry-based learning was chosen (Abrahamson, Kapur,
2018; Siregar et al., 2020). It included downloading and processing open data to conduct analysis using the multiple
regression method.
An exemplary data was taken from the most popular open data service: Eurostat. The area was chosen for analysis related to
the value of export per the type of transport of goods in European countries. For this article's purposes, a question was stated:
if the country's transport of goods impacts exports [thousand euro]. The following variables were considered as independent:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the number of goods transported by roads [thousand tonnes]
the number of goods transported by sea [thousand tonnes]
the number of goods transported by air [thousand tonnes]
the length of railways [kilometre]
the length of motorways [kilometre]
the number of lorries - as another representant of transport,
GDP per capita - was added as the country's welfare indicator (measured as real expenditure per capita, PPS,
EU27_2020=100).

All the calculations were conducted using R Commander. First, using least-squares approximation, a linear multiple
regression analysis was conducted. Then, the goodness of the model was proved by the following verification tests: the
Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, the Durbin-Watson test of autocorrelation, and the Breusch-Pagan test of heteroscedasticity.

Results and Discussion
Before performing the regression method, the data must be not only carefully collected but also prepared.

Data collection and preparation
Because each analysed variable was a separate data set initially, some issues arose during the data acquisition process; first
concerns were faced: not all data had the same period. Secondly, not all variables had the same number of records (not all
variables were accessible for all countries). The most recent data sets were available from the year 2020 but had too many
lapses. Depending on the type of variables, the time range varied from several to a dozen years. Initially, attempts were made
to analyse data from the last few years (4-5). However, it turned out that there was a significant autocorrelation of residuals
during the model verification process. That was probably due to the very low variability of variables within individual
countries (such as the length of motorways or railways). While when selecting only one year for analysis eliminated this
problem.
Finally, due to best availability, the data for the year 2018 across 30 countries was collected. After that, all data were
combined using a unique identifier, the country's name.
Subsequently, problems with missing values were encountered. Initially, five records with too many lapses had to be erased.
The rest of the missing values were estimated as the data from previous periods were available (and the dispersion was not
significant) the last value was taken.
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Also, many outliers were identified. During the analysis, it was found that the collected data were not comparable. In terms
of transforming the data to comparability and diminishing outliers' impact, the data were divided by the country's area (except
for GDP per capita). The number of outliers decreased but not disappeared (the diagonal in Fig 2). Most often, they concerned
the more developed countries (with a higher level of export). After contemplating the different development levels of all
examined countries, most of them were considered essential and left unchanged.
Ultimately, the following 25 countries were analysed (5 have been dismissed): Bulgaria, Czechia, Denmark, Germany,
Estonia, Ireland, Spain, France, Croatia, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Hungary, Netherlands, Austria, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Finland, Sweden, Norway, Switzerland, United Kingdom.
Finally, the coefficients of variation were calculated to verify the dispersion level of variables because variables with too
low dispersion (less than 10%) should not be considered further. The summary statistics were estimated (Fig 1). The
coefficient of variation (CV) in all issues confirmed significant dispersion, as was positively expected.

Fig. 1 : Summary statistics.
During collecting and preparing data, common problems, such as missing values or outliers and data availability and
comparability, were encountered (Kwak SK, Kim, 2017; Leys et al., 2018; Pollet van der Meij, 2017; Lourenço, 2015).
The last two problems seemed to be typical for open data and required special consideration. The data prepared in this way
was further analysed in terms of regression model estimation.

Modelling
First, the correlation matrix was examined to find the linear dependence of variables (Fig 2 and Fig 3).
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Fig. 2: Matrix of correlation diagrams.

Fig. 3: Matrix of correlation coefficients and their p-values.
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GDP per capita, the number of goods transported by air, the number of goods transported by roads, the number of goods
transported by sea, the length of motorways, and the length of railways were the variables with a significant influence on
export (p-value < 0.1). Only, the number of lorries was not correlated with the value of export.
All significantly correlated with the value of export variables were considered in the regression model estimation.
An initial multiple regression model was estimated (Fig 4) via least-squares approximation. Although adjusted R-squared
was high (0.9116), not all the variables proved to be significant (p > 0.1).

Fig 4: The initial multiple regression model.
Due to estimate the most suitable model, the backward selection method was applied. The final model is presented in Fig
5.

Fig 5: The initial multiple regression model.
In the final model, there are five significant predictors (p < 0.1):
•
•
•
•
•

GDP per capita
the number of goods transported by air,
the number of goods transported by sea,
the length of motorways,
the length of railways (all divided by the area of the country).

The model is presented below:
Export = 1 682.063*GDP-5.971*Goods_Air + 418.367*Goods_Sea +
24 974.062*Lehgth_ofMotorways + 26 961.965 *Length_ofRail - 257098.166 + error term

The adjusted R-squared is a little higher than in the initial model. It equals 0.9162 – which means that the model explains
the reality in 92% (other factors influence the remaining 8%). F-statistic = 53.49 and p-value < 0.0001 also substantiate the
goodness of fit of the model. That suggests that the model corresponds properly. Nevertheless, to confirm that the
verification process should be conducted.

Verification
During the verification process, the main assumptions of the least-squares method were verified. Firstly, to verify if
residuals are normally distributed, the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality of distribution was carried out (Fig 6). The p-value >
0.05 confirmed that the residuals are normally distributed.
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Fig 6 The Shapiro-Wilk test.
Secondly, the Breusch-Pagan test of heteroscedasticity was conducted to verify if the variance of the residuals is constant
across observations (homoscedasticity): Fig 7. The test confirmed homoscedasticity (p > 0.05).

Fig 7 The test of heteroscedasticity.
Finally, the Durbin-Watson test of autocorrelation to confirm if the residuals are uncorrelated with one another was
performed (Fig 8). Results also confirmed the lack of autocorrelation of residuals (p > 0.05).

Fig 8 The test of autocorrelation.

Conclusion
All the results of verification confirmed the goodness of the estimated model. Presented exemplary data confirmed that the
volume of export in 2018 among analysed 25 countries significantly varied on different kinds of transport and GDP. The
higher GDP per capita was, the greater the export volume, which meant the wealthier country. The rise of 1 unit was
associated with the average level of export increased by circa 1 682 thousand euro per 100 square kilometres. Similarly, the
number of goods transported by air increased by one unit (thousand tonnes) linked to the average rise of 6 thousand euro. If
increased by one thousand tonnes, the number of goods transported by sea came with the grow of export volume by
approximately 418 thousand euro. The greater length of motorways (of 1 thousand kilometres) led to greater export volume
(of about 24 974 thousand euros). Finally, if railways' length was longer by a thousand kilometres, the export volume was
higher by 26 962 thousand euro on average.
Appropriate preparation of data for analysis plays a significant role. A substantive analysis of the studied phenomenon must
always be preceded. Erasing records should be only the last solution. How to proceed with missing values or outliers often
affects the model's quality and the conclusions drawn. Data comparability is also an important issue. The researcher must
find a specific feature (a unique identifier) that will combine the data into one set for all available data. It must be preceded
by a substantive analysis of a given phenomenon. The analysis confirmed that the commonly used methods to solve missing
values and outliers' dilemmas could be applied in open data.
Additionally, the regression model based on open data can be verified commonly, provided that the data has been
appropriately prepared. Nevertheless, the most crucial issue referring to open data was its accessibility. To conduct the entire
analysis, all the data in question should be accessible. That condition was challenging to satisfy because there were, in fact,
many lapses. The collected data must be accessible not only at an appropriate period but also in an appropriate number of
records (countries). That made the analysis much more difficult.
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Abstract
The article examines the global postal market. It focuses on the internationalization process that has been progressing on the
global postal market for three decades. The article aims to provide comprehensive and critical analysis of the
internationalization theory with reference to the global postal market. It attempts to answer a research question pertaining to
incentives that stimulate global postal operators.
The first part of the paper provides a multifaceted definition of internationalization. Then, it discusses the specific nature of
postal markets while putting emphasis on megatrends on the market. The article points to the significance of market
liberalization that leads to rapid development of competition and emphasizes the role of modern technologies which changed
the position of postal operators. The main part of the article presents the activity of selected, global postal operators which
led to their internationalization. It also includes a detailed analysis of their activity and mergers and acquisitions on selected
markets in the past two decades. The analysis enables to determine a number of benefits brought by internationalization.
Additionally, the article defines requirements that need to be met to internationalize global markets.

Keywords: internationalization, postal markets, globalization
Introduction
The postal market is one of main communications markets which recently has witnessed a number of changes in capital
engagement accompanied by internationalization. The analysis of internationalization of the postal market should start with
examining of the nature of the market and its operational frameworks. It should be emphasized that the postal industry as a
sector of the economy plays an intermediary role on the market, and it is an important link in the distribution chain and a
particular logistics operator. It is determined by the service nature of the postal operator, especially facilitation of contacts
between information sender and recipient, as well as other market relations or specific benefits that the post conveys. This
takes place through traditional channels between postal operators and consumers or parties that contract such services with
the post. Moreover, it is supported by information and communication technologies. The goal of the article is to analyze
internationalization using an example of international operators and offer recommendations for action to be implemented by
other entities. The article defines the term internationalization as a subject of scientific consideration also on the postal
market.

The concept of Internationalization
The theory of company internationalization originates from concepts related to international business. Initially, they referred
mainly to international movement of goods and services (e.g. Smith, Ricardo and Ohlin) and highlighted the importance of
international trade and goods traded. It should be emphasized that then the concepts focused on the macro- and
mezzoeconomic levels (e.g. sectors). Only later, the interest focused on companies. The monopolistic advantage theory,
oligopolistic reaction theory, internalization theory and the product life-cycle concept referred to international expansion
(Gorynia, Jankowska, 2007). Heterogenic nature and multitude of concepts that try to explain the process of
internationalization show that foreign expansion is a “multidisciplinary phenomenon” (Aaltonen, 2020) that researchers have
tried to describe and explain for a number of years.
Particular attention should be drawn to ideas promoted by Scandinavian researchers (Bjorkman, Forsgren, 2000). Their
models and concepts remained under the influence of company theories (e.g. Cyert and March), company growth theories
(e.g. Penrose) and study on decision making regarding foreign investment (e.g. works by Aharony) (Karlsen et. al, 2003).
Since internationalization is a complex process, the literature describes its multifaceted nature. It should be emphasized that
the presentation of the phenomenon depends on motives, tendencies among businesses to go international as well as
engagement of their own resources or various forms of cooperation with foreign partners. Internationalization may apply to
________________
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international sales and marketing, supply, production and research and development (Cerrato, Crosato, Depperu, 2016, p.
287). The issue can be discussed from various angles, at different levels, and from different points of view (Aaltonen, 2020;
Daszkiewicz, Wach, 2012, p. 7). Internationalization can be defined (Rymarczyk, 2004): 1. Processually (dynamically) –
phased arrangement of forms: export, licensing, franchising, joint venture, foreign direct investment. 2. Institutionally
(statically) – involves the use of indices to assess intensity of the process (e.g. number of foreign markets served, ratio of
foreign turnover to the total turnover, value of foreign direct investment, etc.). 3. Behaviorally – which involves specific
foundations and behavior of managers dealing with internationalization of the company. The approach is shown in figure 1.

processualny

institutional

behavioral

Fig.1: Ways of defining internationalization
Source: own study

According to Witek-Hajduk (2010, p. 17), internationalization involves (1) geographic expansion of company’s business
onto foreign markets, (2) internationalization of value chain, (3) engagement of company’s resources abroad, (4)
development of the company through internationalization, (5) specific forms of internationalization, and (6) entering into
relations within business networks.
internationalization is a process by which a company changes its sphere of operation. While examining internationalization,
we should emphasize that the concept is based on the conviction that the process creates new opportunities on third markets,
provided such markets are different than the domestic market (Fernandez, Nieto, 2005). Such a claim needs to be considered
justified. According to the literature, internationalization of a company starts when the company enters into relations with
entities operating abroad. Johanson and Vahlne (2009), Johanson and Mattsson (1993), and Calof and Beamish (1995) treat
internationalization as a process of increasing company’s international presence and adjusting its operation accordingly (i.e.
strategy, structure, resources, etc.) to the specific nature of the international environment. Welch and Luostarinen (1988)
present internationalization as the engagement of a company in business activity that involves internal (e.g. import, purchase
of license, franchising), and external (e.g. export, foreign direct investment) forms. It is also worth referring to a concept
developed by Dunning (1981) who treats internationalization as a model of investment abroad, in which a company uses its
advantages: ownership, internalization and localization.
Summarizing, the expansion of business relations and creation of the international business environment, international
business and internationalization of commercial transactions across state borders have become a must for companies,
regardless their business activity. Examples of such companies include global postal operators (Budziewicz-Guźlecka, 2017)

Changes on postal markets in the context of internationalization
For many years, internationalization has been progressing on global postal markets. It is the aftermath of globalization and
liberalization of markets (Winkelmann, Schönershoven, Lauerbach, Dihel, Niederprüm, Dieke, Junk, 2009). Equally
important is the development of modern technologies, which influenced structural changes in every sector of economy, postal
sector including (Kollara, 2017). p. 62). It should be emphasized that the changes result from the effort to win a competitive
advantage on the global postal market (Lăzărescu, 2017). One of the tools to combat growing competition is to create new
business organizations, e.g. international capital groups (Drab-Kurowska, 2016)). Factors influencing the global postal
market are shown in figure 2.
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Fig. 2 Factors influencing the global postal market
Source: own study

While referring to the postal sector, we need to emphasize that the postal activity has always had an international profile,
and today, more often global in terms of the market and the activity of independent business actors (Budziewicz-Guźlecka,
2013). It is the result of a specific nature of the business, namely the provision of postal services in a network encompassing
the entire world. Considering changes on the global market over the years, the division of power and potential of postal
operators have changed as well. This was the effect of globalization and liberalization (Mustchin, 2017, pp. 294-309) and
the development of modern technologies which determine the functioning of postal operators in a digitalized economy.
Handling of this market is a huge challenge for postal operators who need to cope with a tremendous increase in demand for
CEP services (courier, express and parcel mail). Of course, the division of power and potential depend much on the policy
in particular countries, since it promotes or hampers the expansion of the activity of postal operators beyond universal
services, including on particular express mail and logistics services (Valentiny, (2015)).
The expression of the trend can be found in strategies adopted by European postal operators. These are based on the following
assumptions (Budziewicz-Guźlecka, Czaplewski, Drab-Kurowska, 2018):
•
•
•
•
•
•

creating capital links with courier, transport and logistics companies;
implementation of innovation, understood as the adoption of new own solutions and ability to introduce other
solutions that enhance efficiency;
creating a network and strong positions in all strategic countries to gain competitive advantage and the effect of
scale;
introducing a globally standardized product to gain advantage by establishing new industry standards and building
loyalty among clients;
building a global network based on coordinated and localized operation that produces advantageous cost and quality
structure, which is difficult to attain for competitors;
global branding and global advertising to build a powerful image.

While considering various directions of development, we need to examine capital links, which play a pivotal role in the
development of postal operators on global markets. The primary reason for building such links is the need to grow. This
might be the result of internal growth by establishing new production, service, trade capacity through investment in assets
within a previous organizational structure or in new business units, as well as the result of external growth and cooperation
with other business operators.
While continuing its development, at a certain moment a company can expand so much that its efficient operation is no
longer possible. A solution often used is to divide into units/divisions which form separate business entities within a single
capital group. This process has been done by a number of postal operators who established separate divisions for letters,
parcels, financial services and digital services (e.g. La Poste Group). Another important reason for establishing capital groups
is to increase the scope of business operation by using the structure of a group. Thus, the development of a company takes
place internally. On the other hand, the increase of business potential externally involves integration with other business
entities. This is the solution which is most often used, since the development of a network is crucial for postal operators
who want to conquer global markets. The establishing of a capital group enables to increase business potential rapidly at
relatively lower cost than the establishing of new businesses. Summarizing the discussion on reasons for development and
capital ties established by postal operators, we should emphasize that the key incentive for establishing capital links was a
gradual opening of postal markets and their engagement on the global market. This forced postal operators to improve their
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attractiveness by developing their services domestically and internationally. Figure 3 shows reasons of creating capital links
by postal operators.

opening of
markets
business
development
investment
Fig. 3 : reasons of creating capital links by postal operators.
Source: own study

The establishing of capital links on particular postal markets vary in terms of its intensity. Major factors influencing the
process include the following:
•
•
•

level of funding available;
status of infrastructure that is necessary to build competitive advantage and global network;
rate of changes regarding new technologies, implementation of which supports standardization of services. It is,
however, often limited by funding available and possibility to attract funding.

On the European postal market, a number of postal operators transformed their capital links to become global corporations.
These include Deutsche Post DHL Group, Royal Mail Group and Groupe La Poste.

Deutsche Post DHL Group
Deutsche Post AG which operates under its business name of Deutsche Post DHL is the world’s largest logistics corporation
ranked high by Fortune 500. The company is present in over 220 countries, and employs nearly 440 thousand people.
Deutsche Post originated from Deutsche Bundespost, a German state-owned postal operator, privatized in 1995. Since its
privatization, the company has been implementing internationalization strategies by acquiring other companies. Deutsche
Post is listed on the Frankfurt Stock exchange (DAX.1).
The analysis of current market position and organizational structure of Deutsche Post DHL Group requires to retrospective
approach to examine step by step the policy of the company regarding its development through consecutive acquisitions.
The development of Deutsche Post DHL Group can be divided into three periods:
1.
1990-1997. During that time, the main task was to rebuild and restructure the then state company into a modern
postal and logistics operator. The process succeeded due to the introduction of a new organizational structure, efficient
infrastructure, reducing cost, and implementing an effective employment policy. These factors were pivotal for the expansion
of the corporation onto international postal markets.
2.
Internationalization period. It started in 1998-2000 and involved an intensive expansion through partial or total
acquisition of other companies (including courier companies, forwarders, logistics operators, transport companies),
establishing alliances and trade associations based on partnerships and strategic alliances. The methodically implemented
internationalization turned the German Post into the strongest postal operator in Europe.
3. Strengthening position and presence on logistics and express mail markets. Within its global operation, Deutsche Post
DHL Group focused on the main direction of its expansion on the following markets:

1

Deutsche Post DHL Group – 2016 Annual Report
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•
•
•

Europe,
North America, and
Asia.

On the European market, Deutsche Post DHL Group was particularly interested in countries of considerable potential
(England, Netherlands and France) and markets in new EU member states. After 2000, examples of consolidation on the
European postal market include:
•
•
•
•
•

2003 acquisition of Securicor Omega Holdings, a British operator handling 50% of the British parcel and logistics
markets;
acquisition of 68.30% of French operator Ducros Services, specialized in logistics and transport;
acquisition of Van Gend & Loos/Correct Express and RP Holding B.V., specialized in logistics, and express and
courier mail;
takeover of ASG, a Swedish transport and logistics operator, one of the largest logistics companies in Northern
Europe; the company has a major share of sea freight and maritime transport in Scandinavia; and
acquisition of MIT, a company providing parcel and express mail services and Ascoli specialized in transport of
project and palletized cargoes.

In 2003, on the Asian market, while implementing a five-year capital investment scheme of USD 200 million, the company
strengthened its presence in China. China has become one of the most important markets. However, Japanese market is yet
another attractive market in this part of the world where the German operator offers a strong logistics network. While
examining the expansion of Deutsche Post DHL Group onto the global postal market, the process would not be possible if it
was not for the gradual privatization of state-owned postal operators in EU member states. Yet another important area of
operation for Deutsche Post DHL Group (DPWN) is North America, primarily the postal service market in the US. On the
US market, the DPWN competed with the largest logistics and postal companies (UPS and Federal Express) having 80% of
the American logistics market. After the acquisition by Deutsche Post of American logistics and transport companies at the
end of 1990s, UPS and FedEx developed a tough competition. They launched an intensive lobbying campaign designed to
stop the expansion of the German company on North American markets.
In 2005, the European market witnessed the largest acquisition ever by Deutsche Post. It acquired British logistics operator
Exel for the amount of EUR 5.5 billion. Exel’s major areas of operation included Great Britain, Ireland and the two Americas,
which generate about one third of company’s income. In the same period, Deutsche Post also acquired a majority interest in
Williams Lea, a business process outsourcing company, specialized in document management and postal services. In 2006,
DHL Global Mail merged with another British logistics company Mercury International.
As shown above, key acquisitions by Deutsche Post DHL took place in 1995-2006. Years which followed also witness
further acquisitions. Below is the list of major acquisitions after 2010.
Table 1: Major acquisitions by Deutsche Post DHL in 2011-2018
Company
Suppla Cargo S.A.S.
ServiceuticosLtda.
Agencia de Aduanas Suppla S.A.S
Suppla S.A.
Olimpo Holding S.A.
DHL eCommerce (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.
Mitsafetrans S. r. l. (including Mitradiopharma S. r.l.)
UK Mail Group plc
(including UK Mail Limited)
DHL Global Forwarding & Co. LLC (DHL Oman), Muscat
StreetScooter GmbH, Aachen
Compador Technologies GmbH, Berlin
Optivo GmbH, Berlin
RISER ID Services
GmbH, Berlin
Tag Belgium SA Brussels (formerly Dentsu brussels SA)
Intelliad Media gmbH, Munich
2 sisters Food group (2SFG), Heathrow
all you need gmbH, Berlin
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Country
Colombia
Colombia
Colombia
Colombia
Brazil
Malesia
Italy
Great Britain

Share
99.99
99.99
100
99.99
80
100
100
100

Year
2018
2018
2018
2018
2017
2016
2016
2016

Oman
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

40
100
49
100
100

2014
2014
2013
2013
2013

Belgium
Germany
Great Britain
Germany

100
100
100
82

2012
2012
2012
2012
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Exel saudia LLC, alKhobar

Saudi Arabia

Luftfrachtsicherheitservice
gmbH, Frankfurt am Main
Adcloud GmbH ( Adcloud), Cologne
Eurodifarm srl. (Eurodifarm), Lodi
Standard Forwarding llc (Standard Forwarding), East Moline
Tag EquityCo Limited (Tag Equity), Grand Cayman
LifeConEx llc (LifeConEx), Plantation
Post Logistics Australasia, Melbourne (Post Logistics
Australasia)

Germany

Change of
contractual
terms and
conditions
50

2012

2012

Italy
United States
Cayman Islands
United States
Australia

100
100
100
100
100
100

2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011

Source: own study based on Deutsche Post DHL Group annual reports

In 2010-2020, Deutsche Post DHL Group continued its internationalization. The global nature of its acquisition was clear.
The process was implemented on all continents. Its intensity in particular years is shown in figure 3.
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Fig.3: Number of companies consolidated within Deutsche Post DHL Group in 2010-2019
Source: Annual Reports 2010-2019

While analyzing the German market, we can see that, in the past decade until 2017, acquisitions by Deutsche Post DHL
Group showed growing trend: from 79 in 2009 to 127 in 2017. However, the analysis of internationalization on foreign
markets shows that in the period concerned Deutsche Post DHL Group continued intensive acquisitions and consolidation.
The process had its peak in 2009, which confirms the expansive policy of the company. In further consecutive years, the
number of acquisitions and consolidations dropped. This may be a sign of market saturation and a gradual completion of the
global acquisition scheme by Deutsche Post DHL Group.

Royal Mail Group
Another major company on the European postal market is Royal Mail Group. The company has been operating in Great
Britain but it is also present on the courier service markets in 34 other countries, including Poland. Its foreign operations are
handled by its subsidiaries under the brand name of General Logistics Systems (GLS). Until 2013, Royal Mail was a stateowned commercial law postal company, with its 15% stake owned by the British Treasury. In December 2013, the
privatization of the company started. General Logistics Systems (GLS) is a subsidiary of Royal Mail. The company was
established in 1999 after the acquisition of several postal transport companies in Germany and Hungary. GLS has been
growing through its own investment, acquisitions, and a partnership network. It is a part of the British post. During the
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period, Royal Mail Group implemented a number of activities designed to strengthen company’s position on the global postal
market. In 2009-2011, the only investment by the Group was the acquisition of a 50% stake in First Rate Exchange Services
Holdings Limited. In 2010-2019, the company progressed regarding its internationalization. For example, in 2015, the
company acquired interest in Golden State Overnight Delivery Service (GSO). GSO is a leading mail service provider with
the next-day delivery in the region, chiefly in California. The acquisition strengthened GLS position on the American postal
market. In 2016, the company took over the second largest express mail network in Spain. The company was also involved
in a number of smaller acquisitions, less important from the point of view of the operator. Table 2 shows key acquisitions in
2015-2019.
Table 2: Key acquisitions by Royal Mail Group
Year

Company acquired

2015

eCourier.co.uk

2015

NetDespatch

2015

StoreFeeder

2015

Market Engine Global

2016

Intersoft Systems & Programming

2018

Redyser i ASM

2019

Mountain Valley Express

Source: own study

In 2016-2018, the group integrated Redyser and ASM within GLS Spain. In 2018-2019, more the expansion focused on
North American markets. Acquisitions included Mountain Valley Express, an operator present in western states, and Dicom,
Canada.

Groupe La Post
La Poste Group the leading French service group providing postal services. Being a long-term French postal operator, La
Poste was the first postal operator in Europe to provide express mail service through Chronopost established in 1985. The
they established GeoPost, a part of Chronopost Holding, and implemented an external development strategy of
internationalization. Regarding the development of capital links, the French post is a very good example of multifaceted
activities leading to the establishing of new organizational and financial networks. It is worth examining the activity of the
French operator in particular years. In 2000, GeoPost expanded on the British market by acquiring Mayne Nickless Europe.
The effect was the establishing of GeoPost UK. In 2001, GeoPost controlled the DPD network in Europe by holding its
84.8% of shares. In 2002, GeoPost appeared on the Polish market. In 2003, they established an interesting joint venture
involving GeoPost Nederland and Yurtici Kargo in Turkey. In 2004, the company continued its expansion in the Turkish
market and in the Balkans. In 2004, GeoPost bought a stake in SEUR, Spain. In 2005, the company continued its expansion
on the Spanish market. In 2006, it entered Asian markets. In 2007, GeoPost developed its operation in Turkey, Russia and
the Balkans. They used DPD Laser Express Logistics to enter the market in South Africa. In the same year, the company
acquired Masterlink which became DPD Polska. Further years witnessed intensive expansion on the European postal market.
In 2008, they continued the development through DPD Croatia, DPD Romania, DPD Slovenia and DPD Serbia which
strengthened GeoPost’s position in the Balkans. In 2009-2010, they continued expansion in Europe (Spain) and Asia
(Kazakhstan, India).
In 2011, GeoPost was active on the African market and increased its stake in DPD Laser. This strengthened the position of
the company South Africa. Investment also started in Hong Kong. In 2012 -2013, the company solidified its position in
Europe by taking over Spanish SEUR and becoming its majority shareholder. In 2014-2016, GeoPost became the sole owner
of DPD in Russia, Kazakhstan and Belarus.
In 2017, DPD Group increase its interest in Seur to 87%, acquired Stuart (France) and bought 37.5% shares in BRT (Italy).
In 2018, the SEUR stake was increased to 94%, and DPD Group took over a minority stake in Ninja Van, the last mile
specialist company operating in South-Eastern Asia.
In 2019, DPD Group became the main shareholder of BRT by increasing its capital share to 85%, as well as acquired a
majority stake in Lenton, an Asian last mile cross border service provider.
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Table 3: GeoPost expansion
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

2007

2008
2009

2010

2011
2012
2013

2014
2015

2016

2017
2017
2018
2019

Event
GeoPost buys Mayne Nickless Europe and establishes GeoPost UK
GeoPost controls DPD network in Europe with 84.8% interest
GeoPost enters the Polish market
In Turkey, a joint venture is established by GeoPost Nederland and Yurtici Kargo
GeoPost develops in Turkey and Balkans
GeoPost buys shares of SEUR, Spain
GeoPost acquires Exapaq
GeoPost enters Asian market
GeoPost becomes shareholder of Yurtici Kargo, its partner on Turkish, Russian and Balkan markets
Masterlink is converted to DPD Polska and Bizpak DPD
Establishing of DPD Laser Express Logistics, a partnership with Laser Group in South Africa
GeoPost promotes DPD as its international brand
Strengthening of GeoPost presence in the Balkans through DPD Croatia, DPD Romania, DPD
Slovenia and DPD Serbia
GeoPost continues investing on the Spanish market by acquiring SEUR franchise companies
GeoPost in India
GeoPost Kaspian turned to DPD Kazakhstan
No. 2 in Europe, and No. 1 in France
GeoPost acquires Pickup
GeoPost UK starts Predict service
GeoPost develops own network of parcel shops
GeoPost increases its stake in DPD Laser, thus strengthening its presence in South Africa.
GeoPost invests in Tiger, specialist Asian forwarder in Hong Kong
GeoPost becomes a majority stakeholder in SEUR
DPD Swiss develops cross border transport
Chronopost acquires Colizen, a delivery service leader
Investment in DTDC Courier & Cargo GeoPost strengthens GeoPost’s presence in India
864 million parcels delivered in 2014
In 2015, GeoPost delivered one billion parcels
GeoPost is the sole owner of DPD in Russia, Kazakhstan and Belarus
GeoPost invests in auxiliary business and takes over a majority stake in RestoIn, a food market
player, and acquires a minority stake in Stuart, a last mile delivery specialist
GeoPost establishes DPD Group to consolidate four brands:
DPD, SEUR, CHRONOPOST and INTELINK EXPRESS
GeoPost acquires remaining 50% of shares of DPD Russia, present in Russia, Kazakhstan and
Belarus.
GeoPost acquires remaining 40% of shares of British wnDirect supporting international
development of online retail stores.
GeoPost acquires 100% stake in Biologistic, one of leading French companies dealing with
controlled temperature transport of pharmaceutical products. GeoPost acquires 100% shares in DPD
Zeitfracht and the entire DPD franchise network in Germany before the end of 2016.
GeoPost acquires 60% stake in JadLog, second largest company on the courier mail market in Brazil
GeoPost acquires a minority stake of 37.5% in BRT, a leading Italian courier company.
GeoPost increases its stake in Seur to 87%,
and closes the acquisition of Stuart in France
GeoPost increases its stake in SEUR to 94%,
and takes over a minority stake in Ninja Van, South-East Asia
DPD Group becomes the main shareholder of BRT, by increasing its interest to 85%. GeoPost
purchases a majority stake in Lenton, Asian cross border service provider.

Source: own study based on annual reports by Groupe La Poste and postandparcel.info

Apart from operations listed in the table above, we should emphasize that yet another area of GeoPost activity is the transport
of pharmaceutical products. This translated into the acquisition of 100% shares in Biologistic, one of leading companies in
France providing controlled temperature transport of pharmaceutical products.
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Next to European, African and Asian markets, GeoPost has been also interested in South America, where it acquired 60%
stake in JadLog, a second largest courier mail company in Brazil.

Discussion
We should consider the impact of internationalization on companies and the assessment of the effects of the process seems
to be positive. Apart from typical benefits of internationalization, we can list the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

increase in sales and income (for example Deutsche Post DHL Group),
improved competitiveness,
enhanced dynamics, flexibility and openness (for example Royal Mail Group),
diversification of income and operational risk,
expansion of companies and personnel (for example Groupe La Poste),
access to new sources of funding,
enhanced international focus, and
attractive service portfolio.

Opinion about internationalization is a subjective issue. Each company provides its individual assessment of the process.
It is certain that benefits are many and every company which seriously considers its development should examine
international expansion. Rapid global economic changes, globalization and advanced integration stimulate postal operators
to look for attractive business conditions. For this reason, the implementation of a relevant strategy is crucial. Companies
that desire to grow may do it through external development which manifests itself in internationalization. In the case of postal
operators, the following factors are conducive to internationalization: strengthening of market position, combating
competition and reaching for assets. While analyzing companies which succeeded on global postal markets, we can
distinguish specific factors that determine their competitive advantage. One of them is internationalization. The strategy may
have a positive impact on the majority of companies and contribute to the strengthening of their competitive position. We
should emphasize, however, that changes of the competitive position are the effect of not only internationalization, but also
several overlapping factors specific for the postal sector.

Summary
Summarizing the discussion on capital links on selected European markets, we should emphasize that an impulse for the
process was provided by the gradual opening of postal markets and expansion on global markets. This forced postal operators
to improve their attractiveness by developing services offered on the domestic and international markets. The conducted
analysis shows that Deutsche Post DHL conducted the most intensive activities. Groupe La Post also showed high intensity.
Moreover, digitalization of economy necessitated steps to be taken to mitigate the drop in income from traditional postal
services and to start providing CEP (courier, express and parcel mail) operations. The capital links analyzed display a major
diversity. This has been influenced primarily by the following factors:
•
•
•

financial capacity of postal operators;
status of infrastructure needed to build competitive advantage and global network;
development of new technologies, implementation of which enables to standardize services. Nevertheless, it is
frequently defined by limited financial resources and debt financing.

These elements are the starting point to establish a global network of capital links as presented on the example of postal
operators.
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Abstract
In this paper, we are referring to the accuracy of behavioural prediction of the level of loyalty of the Z generation group of
employees based on the traditional employee motivation system. As an input, we use survey data. A Monte Carlo Cross
Validation technique is used to validate prediction level. We used a range of popular classification techniques for testing,
including Support Vector Machine (SVM), k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm (kNN), naive bayes, decision tree, random forests
and discretized logistic regression.

Keywords: worker loyalty; Generation Z; Artificial Intelligence (AI); Support Vector Machine (SVM); k-Nearest
Neighbors algorithm (kNN);

Introduction
Some authors argue that loyalty stems from extrinsic reward, which assertedly produces organisation stability, and
contributes to the success of an enterprise (Carbone, 1997). If people are loyal to the company they like working there and
they enjoy coming to work. It is because of that, the customer will feel it and come back and do business with you again
(Ford, 2004). Research conducted by Wechtler, Koveshinikov and Dejoux (Wechtler, Koveshinikov and Dejoux, 2020)
proves, however, that there is also some evidence, some rare cases, when a toxic workplace develops when employees stay
and even engage in their work despite such hostile environment. This phenomenon has been called Corporate Stockholm
Syndrome and it is referring to employees who identify themselves with or remain loyal to hostile supervisors and
organisations (Wechtler, Koveshinikov and Dejoux, 2020). Building loyalty means investing in employees, which is
correlated with the implementation of appropriate instruments and concepts of motivation and building a coherent, integrated
policy of motivating employees. The pool of motivating factors affects employees’ productivity (Anwar and Budi, 2018;
Björklund, 2001; Dongho, 2006).
We focus our research on predictions of loyalty in the workplace in a friendly work environment among young people based
on supervised machine learning algorithms. The research uses the standard methods like Support Vector Machine (SVM),
k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm (kNN), naive bayes, decision tree; random forests, discretized logistic regression.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the theoretical models of loyalty in the workplace. In Sections 3 and
4 we present empirical part describing methodology and data analysis using mentioned methods. Paper ends with
conclusions.
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Theoretical Framework: Models of Loyalty and Motivation to Work
Kets de Vries (Kets, 1994) distinguished the characteristics of a loyal employee. These are concern for the good of the
company, attachment to the workplace, reliability, diligence in performing tasks, readiness to unconditionally comply with
the rules and standards applicable in the company. The author also emphasises the importance of interpersonal factors in the
process of creating an atmosphere of trust and a sense of common aspirations and goals at work (Kets, 1994). Allen and
Meyer (Allen and Meyer, 1996) attempted to analyse the complex structure of the concept of loyalty understood as
commitment. They defined the concept of commitment in the context of moral behaviour, listing the following components:
affective, continuance and normative (Allen and Meyer, 1996). Organisational loyalty concerns a narrower range of features,
Morrow points to the emotional dimension of loyalty as experiencing a relationship with an organization that results in a
high level of professional commitment. Morrow constructs a model of loyalty using a concentric circle; the work ethic plays
a central role (it depends on how high the workplace is in the hierarchy of human values). We argue that appropriate
motivation tools decrease the loyalty. The factors determining motivation by loyalty are the democratisation of labor
relations, changes in sets of values, and the decentralization and flexibility of organizational structures. As in the case of
motivating by commitment, the role of a superior who appreciates, supports and is a leader for his employees has a large
impact on motivating by loyalty (Morrow, 1993). Motivating by loyalty is also influenced by the degree of trust and
responsibility of both the superior and other employees. The main goals of motivation by loyalty are loyalty, commitment
and job satisfaction. Motivating by loyalty is a process that requires systemic and comprehensive solutions in the
organisation, is part of the effectiveness dimension of employees’ professional activity, with particular emphasis on the
durability of their attitudes. Unfortunately, despite the relationship between the level of commitment and the level of
employee loyalty, there are situations where the involved employee is not loyal in the sense that he does not intend to continue
working for the organisation (Elegido, 2013; Nieżurawska-Zając, 2020 ). The research confirmed a significant relationship
between the intention to continue working in a given enterprise and the level of employee engagement (Powers, 2000) in the
case of employees representing generation Z (Nieżurawska-Zając, 2020). This means that when building motivation systems
based on employee loyalty, it should be borne in mind that employees who are diverse due to their age have different
approaches to loyalty, as well as the fact that their level of commitment affects loyalty differently (Nieżurawska-Zając,
2020). Motivating by loyalty in the company should consider all the elements that affect loyalty. Employee loyalty is
influenced by the level of his job satisfaction, his attitude, experience and position, type and profile of work, as well as the
role and attitude of the supervisor together with his support or appreciation. Loyalty is also influenced by the complexity of
incentive instruments, including the selection of both traditional and modern incentive instruments, considering both
financial, non-financial and nom-material aspects. However, the individualization of motivation is influenced by the
selection of appropriate tools and systems to the individual needs of employees and by making the remuneration systems
more flexible (Nieżurawska-Zając, 2020). The level of employee loyalty, including keeping company secrets, is negatively
affected by too much freedom at work and the problem of maintaining work-life balance (Nieżurawska-Zając, 2020).
Enterprieses' policies on flexible working also have an impact on workers' task discretion, but the direction of the impact
depends on the form of flexibility, thus demonstrating the need for care when discussing flexibility as a strategy (Green,
2008).

Methods
Survey Instrument Development
An online survey was adopted to assess the motivation system of employees of Generation Z in the workplace. During the
twentieth century, there were great advances in the techniques and technologies used in survey research, from systematic
sampling methods to enhanced questionnaire design and compared data analysis. Over the last 25 years, in particular,
technology has revolutionized how surveys are administered - with the advent of the first e-mail survey in the 1980s and
initial web-based surveys in the 1990s (Schonlau, Jr Fricker and Elliot, 2001; Furner and Sudharshan, 2001). Although the
attributes of online surveys have been widely described in the literature (Furner and Sudharshan, 2001), online surveys have
numerous strengths and practical weaknesses.
The online survey applied in this study was divided into six parts, but in our study we analysed three of them (as shown in
Appendix. Questionnaire). Each part regarded a specific piece of information, which was required in order to precisely
investigate our research problem. The proprietary questionnaire was sent by various Internet Platforms using the quatrix
(Qmetric). To encourage potential respondents to complete the questionnaire, prises were distributed among the people who
participated in the survey. In this study, we analyse only two parts of the questionnaire, the ones regarding employee
motivation systems from the point of view of their perception of these systems in the workplace (to what extent their
expectations towards motivation systems are realized in the workplace) and the statement about their loyalty to the employer.
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The following parts of the online survey were considered in this study:
Q0 (background information): This part contains the some details about participant: 1) gender; 2) age; 3) educational level
4) size of your company/institution 5) seniority.
Q2 (traditional systems and concepts of motivation, 18 items): In this part, the researchers will examine the importance of a
traditional approach to motivation.
Q6 (statement concerning the loyalty to the employer, 8 items): In this part, the researchers will examine the loyalty to the
employer.
A five-point Likers scale (1 → unimportant, 2 → not so important, 3 → moderately important, 4 → important, 5 → very
important) was used for each items. A reliability analysis is conducted from the two constructs used in this study.
The main purpose of this stage of the research was to examine the appropriateness of the items and internal structure of the
constructs that the instrument measures. Reliability on pilot items was executed to test the reliability of the preliminary
questionnaire set. The reliability of an instrument or questionnaire is concerned with the consistency, stability, and
dependability of the scores (Claassens et al., 2016 ). The reliability was investigated by determining the internal consistency
(Cronbach’s alpha) for each part. If the alpha value is higher than 0.9, the internal consistency is excellent, and if it is at least
higher than 0.7, the internal consistency is acceptable (Cronbach, 1951). Excellent internal consistency means that the survey
items tend to pull together. In other words, a participant who answers a survey item positively is more likely to answer other
items in the survey positively.

Outline of Employed Supervised Machine Learning Algorithms
Detailed model settings in R language notation are as follows:
• dec pos is the position of the decision attribute;
• training set is a training system, knowledge to train the model;
• test set is a set of problems to be solved, based on the effectiveness of solving them we determine the effectiveness
of the model;
• cm 1nn to cm rf are confusion matrices, information about the classification quality of the test system is written to
them, the balanced accuracy parameter is calculated from the confusion matrix.
Other parameters used are model specific, if unspecified then the libraries will select default parameters (Table 1).
In order to allow other researchers to repeat the experiments we present the codes that were used to obtain the results from
this paper in Appendix. Implementation 7. It is worth noting that the experiments are conducted in a Monte Carlo Cross
Validation - 100 model. We use 100 random splits between the test and training system presenting the final average result
for each method.
The results obtained during the supervised machine learning approach were archived and statistically analysed using the R
software (R version 3.6.1).

Participants
The participants of the presented study were employees of Generation Z from Poland. The study sample size from Poland is
200. Generation Z consists of young people born between 1995 and 2000, women dominated among the respondents
(78,22%) (Table 2).
Only 12% of the surveyed group have primary education. Mostly, as much as 82,50% are people with secondary education,
and 5,50% of the respondents have higher education (Table 2). Most of the respondents are employed in large (46,5%) and
medium-sized (22,5%) enterprises, the smallest percentage are people employed in micro-enterprises (10,5%) (Table 2).
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Table 1: Overview of the classification methods used in the experimental part with indication of their R libraries

classifier

the library and model parameters used

1nn

Nearest Neighbour classifier from library class, k = 1) (Class library)

2nn

Nearest Neighbour classifier from library class k = 2 (Class library)

3nn

Nearest Neighbour classifier from library class k = 3 (Class library)

nb

Naive Bayes classifier from library e1071

svm_linear

Support Vector Machine classifier from library e1071, linear kernel (e1071

library)

svm_radial

Support Vector Machine classifier from library e1071, radial kernel (e1071

library)

svm_polynomial

Support Vector Machine classifier from library e1071, polynomial kernel (e1071
library)

svm_sigmoid

Support Vector Machine classifier from library e1071, sigmoidal kernel (e1071
library)

dt

Decision Tree classifier from library rpart (rpart-lib)

lg

Discretized generalisation linear model classifier

rf

random forests classifier from library randomForests (randomForests-lib)

Table 2: Generation Z - sample characteristics.

Sample Description

N (%)

I. Gender
Male

44 (21.78%)

Female

156 (78.22%)

II. Educational level
Elementary

24 (12%)

High school (matura exam or equivalent)

165 (82.5%)

Higher education

11 (5.5%)

Higher education plus post graduate studies (or doctoral studies)

0

III. Size of your company/institution
micro

21 (10.5%)

small

41 (20.5%)

medium

45 (22.5%)

large

93 (46.5%)

IV. Seniority
less than 1 year

99 (49.5%)

1-5 years

83 (41.5%)

6-10 years

18 (18%)

over 11 years

0
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The respondents interviewed by the survey were dominated by employees working in trade and services (31,5%). In turn,
Generation Z employees represented: industrial processing, including food processing (20,5%) and public administration
(17,5%).
The surveyed employees are mostly people working for a short time in a given company, which is up to 1 year (49.5%). The
rest of the employees had between 1 and 6 years (41%), and only a few had between 6 and 10 years (9%) (Table 2). Then
the respondents represented: information and communication (6.5%), financial and insurance services (6%), accommodation
and catering services (4.5%), transport and warehouse management (3.5%), educational, (3%) construction (2.5%),
agriculture and forestry (2%), production and supply of electricity, gas, and water (1.5%).
The “generational” approach taken by us in the paper discusses the conceptual nature of generations more clearly. We are
aware, that some researchers pay attention on how to differentiate generational effects from age or cohort effects (Costanza
et al., 2017; North and Shakeri, 2019). However, viewing the employees from the point of generational perspective is of
great importance, though not the most crucial factor in providing contextual influences on employee motivation. The
conceptual nature of generations should pay some attention on how to differentiate generational effects from age or cohort
effects. In order to determine whether a cohort effect is present, we plan a cohort study in the future.

Research hypothesis and purpose
A hypothesis to be tested is the possibility of creating a decision support system in the context of predicting employee loyalty.
The tool to verify the level of predictive capability is the MCCV Method, which by repeating 100 times appropriately
generalizes, confirms the effectiveness of the average of the tested methods. The valuable result is a classification level
higher than Dummy's classifier, i.e. above 55 percent for the binary classification.

Results and Discussion
Reliability and validity
The research problem described in previous sections was investigated using the CRISP-DM frame work. For each part Q2
and Q6 of the questionnaire containing together 26 items with grades from 0 to 5, we obtained prediction rate of loyalty
Generation Z. The reliability of each part of the questionnaire is confirmed by computing the Cronbach’s alpha (as shown in
Table 3) and the range is from 0.8 to 0.9, which is satisfactory for basic research. The results show that the constructs used
in this research exhibit sufficient internal reliability.
Table 3: Cronbach’s alpha for constructs Q2 and Q6.

Construct

Cronbach’s
alpha

Q2

0.896

Q6

0.898

Mean Values Analysis
In this section, we present the average scores for the answers to questions Q2.1 to Q2.18 in relation to the specific answers
to questions Q6.1 to Q6.8, i.e. a visual check of the correlation between the way in which people answer questions related
to the motivation systems and their level of loyalty to the company. The results are presented in radar plots - see Figs. 1 - 4.
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Fig. 1: The average response to Q2.1 to Q2.18 survey questions for people who
indicated specific answers in question Q6.1 (left) and Q6.2 (right).

Fig. 2: The average response to Q2.1 to Q2.18 survey questions for people who
indicated specific answers in question Q6.3(left) and Q6.4 (right).

Fig 3: The average response to Q2.1 to Q2.18 survey questions for people who
indicated specific answers in question Q6.5 (left) and Q6.6 (right).

Fig 4: The average response to Q2.1 to Q2.18 survey questions for people who
indicated specific answers in question Q6.7 (left) and Q6.8 (right).
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Classification in the Monte Carlo Cross Validation 100 model, for a multi-class problem, Q6 with
the full spectrum of values {1,2,3,4,5}
We have conducted 100 tests of a Monte Carlo Cross Validation, i.e. 100 Train and Test tests with a random split between
test and train with a ratio of 0.3 to 0.7. The test allows us to see to what extent was can predict the level of employee loyalty
in a very precise way. The expected value from the random classifier is 0.2 of balanced accuracy.
In the tests, we ran 100 random splits, that is, 100 confusion matrices would have to be shown in each test. Hence, we will
simply show example confusion matrices for the additional test MCCV-5, a five-fold test (Train and Test) for the Naïve
Bayes classifier. In the context of prediction Q6.3 based on Q2.1 to Q2.18.
Attributes used
{"Q2.1","Q2.2","Q2.3","Q2.4","Q2.5","Q2.6","Q2.7","Q2.8","Q2.9","Q2.10",
"Q2.11","Q2.13","Q2.14","Q2.15","Q2.16","Q2.17","Q2.18","Q6.3"}.
When considering a binary classification problem, the general form of the Confusion Matrix is
Class_0 Class_1
Class_0 TN
FP
Class_1 FN
TP
where
TN = True Negative (number of test samples from class 0 correctly classified),
TP = True Posi-tive (number of samples from class 1 correctly classified),
FN = False Negtive (number of test samples from class 1 incorrectly classified in class 0),
FP = True Positive (number of samples from class 0 incorrectly classified in class 1).
Thanks to the confusion matrix, we can count the parameters that estimate the quality of the classification performed.
Including the most popular parameters:
Total Accuracy = (TN+TP)/(TN+FP+FN+TP),
and
Total Coverage = ((TN+FP+FN+TP)/(Number of tested objects),
and the parameter applicable when the data are not balanced in terms of the size of the decision classes. That is,
Balanced_accuracy=(accuracy of class1 + accuracy of class2)/2,
accuracy of class0 = TN/(TN+FP),
accuracy of class1 = TP/(TP+FN).
The matrices from the MCCV-5 test mentioned above for the Naive Bayes classifier are
Test 1:
Balanced Accuracy = 73.87 percent

Test 2:
Balanced Accuracy = 68.89 percent
0 1
0 56 18
1 25 41

0 1
0 60 14
1 22 44
Test3:
Balanced Accuracy = 68.82 percent
0 1
0 57 17
1 26 40

Test4:
Balanced Accuracy = 72.60 percent
0 1
0 57 17
1 21 45

Test5:
Balanced Accuracy = 68.90 percent
0 1
0 56 18
1 25 41

The final result of the effectiveness of the method is the average value from all the tests is 70.62 percent.
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From the results presented below, we can conclude that the decision attribute needs to be discretized, as predicting loyalty
accurately is at a random level for the selected classes.

Fig. 5: First attempt of classification.
As we can see (cf. Figure 5) the predictions of all classifiers are worsed than random guess. In order to improve the results
we propose initial preprocessing before classifications. In the next section we present this approach.

Classification in the Monte Carlo Cross Validation 100 model, for binary problem, Q6 after
discretisation into the set {0,1}
The precise prediction of the employee loyalty rate did not yield very good results. The estimation was marginally better
than the random level hence, we decided to perform a discretisation of the decision attribute using a 3.5 cut-off point. After
discretization, we replaced the values {1,2,3} with a new value 0, the values {4,5} with a value 1. The expected value from
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the random classifier is 0.5 of balanced accuracy. The results for the following classification are significantly better than the
random results. The level of prediction is dependent on the context of the Q6 survey questions. The results for the binary
classification after discretisation are shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 6: The classification model after of descritization of values.

Limitation
While the authors hope that the study provides some guidance on how to predict loyalty of Generation Z besad on traditional
motivation systems, they are aware that it is not without limitations. The first limitation is because the authors focus on
relations taking place at one level of analysis, i.e., at the organizational level.
Yet another limitation is looking at employees from a generational perspective. One should be aware that generation is an
important, though not the only factor ensuring the loyalty level. Generations are influenced by extraordinary events that may
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be radically different across the world. Similar is the case in terms of trends that may take place at different times in individual
countries.
On the other hand, we are aware that the research carried out has a limited territorial scope. The authors plan to conduct
further studies with an extended territorial scope (outside Poland) soon.

Conclusions
Loyalty and commitment are the paradigms of modern management science. They serve as the foundation for motivating
people in the twenty-first century. Is it, however, the achievable in the face of contemporary phenomena? We can simply try
to answer the question of what to do and how to do it in order to create a motivating instrument that will elicit employee’s
attitude to loyalty.
As a result, it is reasonable to investigate the impact of incentive instruments on employee loyalty. Searching for an answer
to this question on the basis of what factors we can predict the degree of employee loyalty, including employee productivity,
is critical for a modern organization.
Our approach to prediction of loyalty Generation Z employees is based on empirical studies of young people’s statements.
Based on traditional concept of motivation it is difficult to predict the level of loyalty. If traditional systems of motivation
are present in the structure of the motivation model of a given enterprise, there is a high level of predictions of employee
loyalty, if we used discretisation model. On the other hand, in the case of raw data’s used, we obtained a low predictability
of classifier the Generation Z employees loyalty.
The current pandemic times are a time of trials and changes, particularly in the labour market; they will undoubtedly set new
directions for loyalty research, including the need to study other motivating factors than the analyzed factors, which will
increase loyalty. The comparative analysis presented in this article is, without a doubt, the first step toward our future
research.
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Appendix. Questionnaire
Dear Participants,
I would like to invite you to participate in research devoted to selected issues in managing generational diversity. The goal
of the research is to identify effective tools for motivating of employees from the perspective of representatives of Generation
Z. When you are answering the questions in the survey, please select only one answer on the given measuring scale. If you
don’t know the answer to a particular questions, just please leave it blank. The questionnaire is anonymous. The results will
only be used for scientific research. I’d like to thank you very much for participating in the research.
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Q0: Background informations

I. Gender
Female
Male
II. Age (born between)
1995-2000 (Generation Z)
1994-1980 (Generation Y)
1979-1965 (Generation X)
1964-1946 (Baby Boomers)
1925-1945 (Traditionalists)
III. Educational level
elementary
high school (matura exam or equivalent)
higher education
higher education plus post graduate studies (or doctoral studies)
IV. Size of your company/institution
micro
small
medium
large
V. Seniority

less than 1 year
1-5 years
6-10 years
over 11 years
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Directions: Please indicate your answer by tick the appropriate number. The higher level the more important the modern
systems and concepts of remuneration and motivation.
(Note: 1 → unimportant 2 → not so important 3 → moderately important 4 → important 5 → very important)
Q2: Are you satisfied with the company you work for with regards to the following aspects of motivation and remuneration
systems of employees?
1

2

3

4

5

Q2.1. Level of total reward gross (including all the benefits)
Q2.2. Level of additional premiums (functional allowance, service and shift
premiums)
Q2.3. Bonus systems depend on individual results
Q2.4. Appreciation bonuses (dependent on the manager’s appreciation)
Q2.5. Educational bonuses (subsidizing education)
Q2.6. Health benefits: Medicover, Luxmed cards, access to doctors and specialists
Q2.7. Healthy lifestyle benefits (Multisport cards, access to swimming pools, gyms)
Q2.8. Childcare benefits (subsidies to nurseries, preschools, summer camps)
Q2.9. Additional benefits (insurance benefits: life insurance, accident insurance, group
insurance)
Q2.10. Retirement and pension benefits systems
Q2.11. Work security (permanent employment contract, managerial contract, tenure,
etc.)
Q2.12. Working in public service company or a state-owned company
Q2.13. Working in a socially responsible corporate (one which engages in local
matters, social and ecological issues, and which aids local entrepreneurship)
Q2.14. Working in a multinational enterprise (opportunities to work in a multinational
projects, business trips)
Q2.15. Flexible working hours
Q2.16. Remote work (at least one day a week)
Q2.17. Good work atmosphere (good relations with the boss and co-workers)
Q2.18. Working in a dynamically developing business (company with high profit rate,
high profitability, increasing its market share)
Directions: Please indicate your answer by tick the appropriate number. The higher level the more important the aspects of
modern systems and concepts of remuneration and motivation in workplace.
(Note: 1 → unimportant 2 → not so important 3 → moderately important 4 → important 5 → very important)
Q6: Do you agree with the statement below about your loyalty to the employer?
1
Q6.1. I defend the good name of this company.
Q6.2. I feel proud of my work.
Q6.3. I strongly feel that I’m part of this company.
Q6.4. I keep professional secrets.
Q6.5. My company matters greatly to me.
Q6.6. My company is an authority for me.
Q6.7. I’m a loyal employee.
Q6.8. I intend to go on working for this organization.
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Appendix. Implementation
1NN(1nn)
y_pred_1nn = knn(train = training_set[, -dec_pos],test =
test_set[, -dec_pos],cl = training_set[, dec_pos],k = 1,prob = TRUE)
cm_1nn = table(test_set[, dec_pos], y_pred_1nn)
1NN(1nn)
y_pred_1nn = knn(train = training_set[, -dec_pos],test =
test_set[, -dec_pos],cl = training_set[, dec_pos],k = 2,prob = TRUE)
cm_1nn = table(test_set[, dec_pos], y_pred_1nn)
1NN(1nn)
y_pred_1nn = knn(train = training_set[, -dec_pos],test =
test_set[, -dec_pos],cl = training_set[, dec_pos],k = 3,prob = TRUE)
cm_1nn = table(test_set[, dec_pos], y_pred_1nn)
Naive Bayes(nb),
classifier_nb = naiveBayes(x = training_set[-dec_pos],y =
training_set[,feature_names[dec_pos]])
y_pred_nb = predict(classifier_nb, newdata = test_set[-dec_pos])
cm_nb = table(test_set[, dec_pos], y_pred_nb)
SVM with linear(svm$\_$linear),
classifier_svm_linear = svm(formula = atr_dec_name,data =
training_set,type = 'C-classification',kernel = 'linear')
y_pred_svm_linear = predict(classifier_svm_linear, newdata = test_set[-dec_pos])
cm_svm_linear = table(test_set[, dec_pos], y_pred_svm_linear)
radial(svm$\_$radial),
classifier_svm_radial = svm(formula = atr_dec_name,data =
training_set,type = 'C-classification',kernel = 'radial')
y_pred_svm_radial = predict(classifier_svm_radial, newdata = test_set[-dec_pos])
cm_svm_radial = table(test_set[, dec_pos], y_pred_svm_radial)
polynomial(svm$\_$polynomial)
classifier_svm_polynomial = svm(formula = atr_dec_name,data =
training_set,type = 'C-classification',kernel = 'polynomial')
y_pred_svm_polynomial = predict(classifier_svm_polynomial, newdata = test_set[dec_pos])
cm_svm_polynomial = table(test_set[, dec_pos], y_pred_svm_polynomial)
sigmoid(svm$\_$sigmoid) kenrel,
classifier_svm_sigmoid = svm(formula = atr_dec_name,data =
training_set,type = 'C-classification',kernel = 'sigmoid')
y_pred_svm_sigmoid = predict(classifier_svm_sigmoid, newdata = test_set[dec_pos])
cm_svm_sigmoid = table(test_set[, dec_pos], y_pred_svm_sigmoid)
decision tree(dt),
classifier_dt = rpart(formula = atr_dec_name,data = training_set)
y_pred_dt = predict(classifier_dt, newdata = test_set[-dec_pos], type = 'class')
cm_dt = table(test_set[, dec_pos], y_pred_dt)
discretized logistic regression(lg)
classifier_lg = glm(formula = atr_dec_name,family = binomial,data = training_set)
prob_pred_lg = predict(classifier_lg, type = 'response', newdata = test_set[dec_pos])
y_pred_lg = ifelse(prob_pred_lg > 0.5, 1, 0)
cm_lg = table(test_set[, dec_pos], y_pred_lg > 0.5)
random forests(rf).
classifier_rf = randomForest(x = training_set[-dec_pos],y =
training_set[,feature_names[dec_pos]],ntree = 500)
y_pred_rf = predict(classifier_rf, newdata = test_set[-dec_pos])
cm_rf = table(test_set[, dec_pos], y_pred_rf)
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Abstract
This article presents the results of the study of the current state of intellectual property field in the Russian regions. The main
problems are identified and grouped into 6 categories: regulatory, management system, innovation activity,
commercialization and technology transfer, foreign patenting, personnel support. The results of the study can be used to
assess the development of the field of intellectual property and its impact on innovation processes and investment
attractiveness for individual regions and the country as a whole.
This article presents the results of the study of the current state of intellectual property field in the Russian regions. The
relevance of the study is as follows. The regions of Russia are characterized by an uneven level of innovative development.
Regions that are strong innovators attract significant investment flows, they are concentrated in the objects of innovative
infrastructure, universities, small innovative enterprises. However, in most regions, innovation processes are slow, such
regions have low investment attractiveness, weak development of innovation infrastructure and insufficient concentration of
innovative organizations. The experience of strong innovators shows that the institute of intellectual property can contribute
to the activation of innovation activities and, ultimately, attract investment to the regions. Identifying, understanding the
problems and finding ways to increase investment attractiveness through the use of intellectual property will help the regions
in their innovative development. The purpose of the study is to compare regions with different levels of innovative
development and identify the main problems that arise in the field of intellectual property. As a result of the study, the
identified problems are grouped into 6 categories: regulatory and legal, problems of the management system, innovation
activity, commercialization and technology transfer, foreign patenting, and personnel support. A detailed, well-founded study
is presented for each category of problems. As conclusions, we can note the need to develop strategic and methodological
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documents at the regional level, collect and process statistical data on intellectual property objects, the need to develop
educational activities, and build an intellectual property management system. The study will help to develop
recommendations for the regions on the development of the field of intellectual property. The results of the study can be
used to assess the development of the field of intellectual property and its impact on innovation processes and investment
attractiveness for individual regions and the country as a whole.

Keywords: Innovation Activity, Investment Attractiveness, Intellectual, Economy Of Regions, Innovative Infrastructure.
Introduction
Many researchers are engaged in the study of innovation activity and investment attractiveness of regions. For example, in
the work of Shigeeva A. S., Krasova E. V. (2017), the issues of economic development of the Far Eastern region are touched
upon, the problems of business development are identified, and trends are outlined. Special attention is paid to the investment
policy, and the problems of the lack of financial resources, the inefficiency of the logistics system, the lack of professional
personnel, and the lack of reliable commercial information are described. The work of Osipov V. A., Gorobets Ya.V. (2012)
is devoted to the issues of innovative development, interaction of administrative structures of the Far Eastern region and
business. The article describes the factors that hinder innovation activity, and suggests the creation of a coordinating body
that would coordinate and regulate innovation activities at various levels. In another work, Gorobets Ya. V., Mayakova A.
A., Osipov V. A. (2014) reveal the reasons for the economic slowdown, including identifying external factors that affect the
formation of the economic interests of the owners of organizations. The monograph develops a management structure for
the use of those innovative developments that are obtained in the course of R & D. The scientific study of Sagieva G. S.
(2020) presents data describing the state of export and import of technologies in the Russian Federation, describes Russia's
place in foreign markets, the scale, and the share of participation in the global economic process. Thus, various aspects of
regional innovation, investment and intellectual property are addressed in scientific works, but it is necessary to form a
comprehensive understanding of the relationship and mutual influence of intellectual property on the development of the
regional economy in the context of increasing investment attractiveness and innovation activity.
The regions of Russia are characterized by an uneven level of innovative development. It is possible to distinguish regions
that are strong innovators, engines of development. Most of them are located on the territory of only two of eight federal
districts of the Russian Federation: Central Federal District and Volga Federal District (Table 1). Such regions are
characterized by high innovation activity of enterprises, the scale of financing and investment, a high concentration of leading
universities, innovative infrastructure facilities and small innovative enterprises.
Table 1. The number of regions in the federal districts of the Russian Federation, which are included in the top 20 in the
rating of 2019 "Russian regional innovation Index»i.
District
Central
Volga

Siberian
Southern
Ural
Northwestern
Far Eastern

Regions of the district. Concentration
6 of 18 (33,3%)
Moscow, Moscow region, Belgorod, Kaluga, Voronezh, Tula Regions
6 of 14 (42,8%)
Republic of Tatarstan, Republic of Bashkortostan, Perm Krai, Nizhny Novgorod, Ulyanovsk
and Samara Regions
3 of 10 (30%)
Tomsk, Novosibirsk Region, Krasnoyarsk Krai
1 of 8 (12,5%)
Rostov Region
2 of 6 (33,3%)
Chelyabinsk, Sverdlovsk Region
1 of 11 (9,1%)
Saint-Petersburg
1 of 11 (9,1%)
Khabarovsk Krai

North-Caucasian

0 of 7 (0%)

In total, Russia

85 (100%)
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Some regions of Russia are beginning to grow rapidly. They are characterized by high indicators of socio-economic
conditions for conducting innovative activities, human and scientific potential. However, in terms of innovation performance,
such regions usually have weak indicators. The following factors contribute to innovation and the growth of technological
entrepreneurship: an increase in the volume of public procurement, an increase in the cost of technological innovations,
large-scale investment projects, the elaboration of regulatory and legal regulation of innovation activities, the presence of
specialized coordinating bodies and development institutions in the field of innovation.
At the same time, innovation processes are still very slow in most Russian regions: 35 out of 85 federal subjects (41%) are
classified as weak innovators. They have not been participating actively in the innovation process for many years, they have
low investment attractiveness, they cannot afford expensive innovations to the proper extent, and the research and
development that is being carried out is oriented primarily for the "internal" consumer.
This situation hinders the achievement of the strategic goal of the transition of the Russian economy to an innovative
development scenario and becoming one of the five largest economies in the world.
The experience of the best regions shows that the level of innovative development of the territory is largely determined by
the quality of regional policy, the processes of creating the results of intellectual activity, the patent activity of organizations,
and the developed mechanisms for using intellectual property in the economic activities of enterprises. In turn, there is a
relationship and mutual influence between the innovative development of the region and its investment attractiveness,
financial flows aimed at creating innovations. Given the lack of investment in many regions of Russia, the search for solutions
aimed at activating and developing the process of investing in innovation activities in the regional context is a particularly
urgent task.
In this regard, the aim was to conduct a comprehensive study and get an idea of the problems that prevent the use of the
capabilities of the intellectual property in the development of the economy of the regions to increase their investment
attractiveness and innovation activity.

Research Methodology
The achievement of this goal was carried out on the basis of the following research methods:
1) Statistical study of data in the context of the regions of the Russian Federation that characterize the state of the
production potential of the economy, innovation activity, human and scientific potential, provision of innovative
infrastructure, as well as the financial condition of regional budgets and enterprises of the region and the field of intellectual
property.
2) Content analysis of strategic documents of the subjects of the Russian Federation in the field of innovation,
investment policy, intellectual property management, as well as information from the official websites of the administrations
and investment websites of the regions.
3) A survey using a questionnaire specially developed for the purposes of the analysis and sent to 85 federal subjects
of the Russian Federation.

The Main Part
The obtained information and its assessment made it possible to comprehensively distinguish the pattern of gaps and
opportunities for the development of the IP field in the regions of the Russian Federation.
The identified main problems that arise in the Russian regions in relation to the field of intellectual property can be grouped
as follows:
1) Regulatory and legal problems
The legislation of the Russian Federation in the field of intellectual property is a multi-level system that meets modern
international standards and regulates relations in the process of use and protection of the results of intellectual activity as
well as means of individualization of legal entities, goods, works, services and enterprises.
At the same time, there are no strategies for the development of intellectual property in the country and in the majority of its
subjects, which is a deterrent to territorial development and the formation of intellectual property markets. At the level of the
federal subjects, there is no strategy for innovative development. The basic provisions governing relations in the innovation
sphere are fixed at the level of the "Strategy of socio-economic development of the region". With regard to the regulation of
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scientific, technical and innovative activities, there are also regional legislative acts in the form of local laws and state
programs.
At the same time, in terms of investment, the strategy as a document for the development of this area is available in every
region. The analysis of the investment development strategies of the Russian regions revealed a common goal to increase the
investment attractiveness of the territory, which implies the need to intensify innovation activities.
In most regions, there are no documents aimed at developing the field of intellectual property. There are exceptions, for
example, the Republic of Tatarstan, the Voronezh Region, the Republic of Mordovia, the Perm Region, and the Tyumen
Region. These regions actively cooperate with Rospatent and conclude cooperation agreements to support the development
of intellectual property.
A number of the regions also noticeably aspires to achieve scientific, technological and socio-economic development. The
development of the field of intellectual property in these regions (13 regions) is supported by the relevant regulatory
framework, which is based on the regional state programs. However, some regional regulations on the development of the
intellectual property market mainly regulate the management of objects for IP rights protection owned by the subject of the
Russian Federation and created at the expense of the subject's budget funds; documents on the development of legislation
and invention are of a recommendatory nature both for authorities and for organization executives.
The administrations of regions that are considered to be weak innovators do not go for large-scale modernization of the
scientific, technical and industrial potential of the territory, they to only introduce some non-systemic measures to develop
the innovation field. In many of them, intellectual property is not identified as the state property.
When replying to the questionnaire, the regions mentioned that they need a strategy in the field of intellectual property,
methodological documents, and model documents.
2) Intellectual property management
The development of intellectual property and the creation of regional intellectual property markets require coordination of
management decisions in this area. The solution of this task should be assigned to the regional executive authority and to the
regional operator in the field of intellectual property management.
Currently, such operational communication is implemented only in the Republic of Tatarstan, where a Competence Center
in the field of Intellectual Property has been established to address these issuesii.
Among other problems the regions note the lack of a clear understanding of how to manage and dispose of intellectual
property, from the stage of registration and legal protection to the use of the advantages that are offered by the intellectual
property that was adequately registered; the lack of an established system of relationships between participants in scientific,
innovative and industrial activities; the lack of reliable information about the real potential and effectiveness of R&D
performers in the existing system of state procurement.
The analysis of regional regulatory legal documents allows us to conclude that there is no special procedure for managing
and disposing of intellectual property under the jurisdiction of a subject of the Russian Federation.
Separately, it is worth noting the problem associated with the lack of statistical data from the regional authorities on the state
of the intellectual property market and the dynamics of its development. There are no special forms of statistical observation
filled by regions, and the statistics collected by Rospatent and specialized rating agencies are not used by the regional
authorities, with some exceptions. Thus, information about the intellectual property objects existing in the regions and their
use for the development of the region's economy is very fragmented, the overall picture is not visible, and for the most part
the regional authorities are not interested obtaining one.
3) Innovation activity
In general, in the Russian Federation, from 2015 to 2019, there is a decrease in the indicators of innovative developmentiii:
- the share of innovation activity costs decreased from 2.6 to 2.1 %
- the share of domestic research and development expenditures to GRP fell from 1.39 to 1.36 %
- the share of innovative goods, works, and services decreased from 8.4% to 5.3%.
Negative dynamics is observed for all the mentioned indicators in all federal districts, with the following exceptions:
- The North-Western Federal District - the share of costs for innovative activities increased from 1.5 to 1.8 %
- The Ural Federal District - the share of innovative goods, works, and services increased from 2.7 to 3.3%.
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The main reasons for low innovation activity are as follows:
- there is no interest of the organizations management in the innovative way of development, incompetence in
intellectual property issues, underestimation of the opportunities to attract investment in innovative development at the
expense of intangible assets, non-motivating criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of the top managers of the state-owned
enterprises;
- the extreme insufficiency of patent attorneys in the regions, and in some there are none at all;
- insufficient funding for R&D in priority areas of science and technology development, both at the state level and at
the level of regions and organizations; financing opportunities for innovation activities of small innovative enterprises are
limited by their own funds with a low share of concessional lending;
- weak incentives and inefficient tools for guaranteed remuneration of inventors and innovators;
- the priority of publication activity over obtaining a patent and its implementation in the rating system of universities
and research institutes.
4) Commercialization and technology transfer
This group of problems occupies a special place among the barriers that hinder the innovative development of Russian
regions. The Russian practice of patenting and market conditions in general for a long time did not imply patenting that was
intended for sale.
The issue of modern Russian right holders is that they seek to protect the result of R&D, and not the result of industrial
engineering research, they have and value the result of a scientific search, and not the results of a product search. Thus, they
protect what they have invented and not what will be in demand on the marketiv.
In many regions of the Russian Federation, the issues of evaluation, accounting and use of objects for intellectual property
rights protection have not been resolved, technology transfer mechanisms have not been developed, and there are no qualified
personnel in this area. In practice, these tasks often fall on the shoulders of inventors and scientists.
Special attention should be paid to the issue of commercialization of the results of intellectual activity of national research
universities in Russia, which have significant amounts of research and developmentv. Every year federal, national and other
universities receive dozens of patents that do not find their consumers and remain unclaimed in the industry. At the same
time, in many Federal districts of the Russian Federation an extensive infrastructure network of innovation development
elements has been established, which is a tool for the commercialization of technologies through which universities and
enterprises can bring their developments to interested consumers, in order to create the final product or service (Table 2).

8
2
7
14
11
5
20
1

41
42
14
51
8
30
13
6

30
5
5

Nanotechnology
Centers

1
1
10
22

SEZ

11
2
-

Technology
Transfer Centers

43
17
19
31
6
19
5

Innovation Centers

Technoparks
48
18
22
18
8
18
10
4

TISCs

93
79
62
6
9
3
1

Territories of
Advanced
Development

4
5

Industrial Parks

Business Incubators
24
3
21
46
21

Science Cities,
Technopolis

276
164
161
173
91
77
54
16

Clusters

Central
Siberian
Southern
Volga
Ural
Northwestern
Far Eastern
NorthCaucasian

Number of
Infrastructure
Objects

Federal District

Table 2: The distribution of infrastructure in the Federal districts of the Russian Federationvi.

13

5

1
4
1
1
1

3
1

The results of the study show that the innovative infrastructure in the eyes of the regional administration is much poorer than
it actually is. Regions rarely include universities in the list of organizations that use intellectual property in their activities,
which indicates an extreme lack of attention to the development of the scientific, technical and innovative potential of the
region.
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In many regions, the created elements of the innovation infrastructure do not provide support for innovative projects at all
stages of the life cycle: the greatest efforts are focused on supporting projects at the seed stage and the commercialization
stage.
A number of responses to the questionnaire submitted by the regions indicate that the established specialized technology
commercialization centers and technology transfer centers do not fully solve the tasks assigned to them.
The information support of the processes of commercialization of intellectual property objects also requires improvement. It
is advisable to disclose information in the context of regions regarding investments in intellectual property objects and
income from their use, as well as sources of funding for scientific research.
5) Personnel support
The analysis of the personnel and scientific potential of the regions showed a tendency to reduce its quality:
- the number of economically active population is decreasing;
- the share of the employed population with higher education is decreasing;
- the number of higher education organizations and the number of researchers with academic degrees is decreasing;
- the number of personnel engaged in scientific research and development, and the proportion of those who have an
academic degree, is decreasing.
In the scientific, technical and educational fields, there is practically no influx of young specialists. Despite the differences
in starting positions and possible resources for innovative development, all Russian regions have a common problem, which
they indicated in their questionnaires - a shortage of personnel in the field of innovation and intellectual property.
At the same time, in reply to the proposal of the Russian State Academy of Intellectual Property many responses stated that
there was no need in personnel training in the region in the field of law and management in the field of intellectual property.
The analysis made it possible to make an assumption that the administration of these regions does not understand what
specialists in the field of intellectual property are needed for.
The exception is made by some subjects, for example, the Republic of Tatarstan, which annually conducts the event
"Educational events in the field of intellectual property" and trains more than 100 specialists of enterprisesvii. The explanation
for this fact is the availability of funding from the budget of the subject of the Russian Federation. At the same time, the most
effective solution of personnel training is carried out on the principles of the project approach.
Many regions indicated that they needed intellectual property education.
6) Foreign patenting
In Russia, in conditions of low economic growth and low investment activity, the opportunities for non-oil economic growth
are largely determined by access to foreign markets.
Today, Russian technological exports are mainly focused on the markets of the OECD countries. We can note the negative
balance of payments for technology, the predominance of non-eligible for protection results of intellectual activity and
services of a technological nature.
When doing business abroad, the legal protection of domestic developments is of particular importance. The probability of
commercialization of a patented invention increases if it is also patented abroad, especially in developed countries.
The Government of the Russian Federation provides subsidies to Russian manufacturers to partially finance the costs
associated with the registration of intellectual property objects on foreign markets (Resolution No. 1368 of 15.12.2016).
However, when replying to the questionnaire, the respondents noted the high cost of foreign patenting, long terms of
obtaining protection documents. Traditionally, the attitude to patenting, especially foreign patenting, in Russian scientific,
technical and industrial organizations is mostly negative. It is considered impractical to disclose technological secrets in the
description of patented technical solutionsviii.

Conclusion
It should be noted that the efforts of the Russian state over the past 10 years in the field of innovative development, the
reform of intellectual property rights and the modernization of the innovation infrastructure, have produced obvious positive
results, recorded by recognized world rankings.
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However, the dynamics and degree of development of innovation processes indicate the weakness of the innovation
economy. Many problems remain unresolved, the main of which is the imbalance between the scale of creation of intellectual
activity results and their commercialization both within the regions and between regions of the country.
To continue the development of innovation policy, it is necessary to consider in detail all the barriers, causes and constraints.
It is advisable to use a systematic approach to the management of intellectual property at the regional level, that implies that
there is a strategy or a program for the development of intellectual property in the region. It can be based on a program of
innovative development of the region, taking into account its technological priorities. The management system should
contain the decomposition of the strategy down to the development objectives of the leading organizations in the region,
taking into consideration the basic stages of the life cycle of intellectual property objects (creation, protection,
commercialization and enforcement). Throughout the entire life cycle, the results of intellectual activity should be provided
with effective management.
The intellectual property management system should be integrated into innovation, industrial, educational, cultural and other
areas of regional policy, including investment. It can act as an additional indicator for a potential investor, allowing him to
reduce investment risks.
This article is written within the framework of the research conducted by the RSAIP (2020-2021) "Using the results of
intellectual activity for the development of the economy of the regions of the Russian Federation: problems and solutions".
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Abstract
It is consensual nowaday that electronic public procurement (EPP) is an important tool for promoting competition, simplifying
procedures, and ensuring transparency in decision-making processes. In the pandemic situation caused by COVID19, EPP gained
prominence. There are multiple recommendations by World Bank, OECD and European Union urging governments to simplify
public procurement processes through the use of information and communication technologies. In Portugal, many changes have
been made to make public procurement processes more digital. In order to know this complex public purchasing system, it is
necessary to understand its dimension, delimit the scope of intervention of those multiple entities involved in order to identify
new opportunities for improvement. Focused on these objectives, and within the scope of the TrivPlat, this paper presents the
map of the game of the electronic public procurement in Portugal. So, through literature research this article is presented, as a
final result, Portuguese public e-procurement model.

Keywords: E-Government; Electronic Public Procurement Platforms; Trivplat Project; Eletronic Public Procurement Model.
Introduction
Portuguese citizens paid 87.695 M€ of income and value-added tax and received back 81.709 M€ of public services in 2018
(Pordata, 2019). Through the national public procurement system (IMPIC, 2017), 7.194 M€ (8,8%) of this amount was spent in
investments and in the acquisition of goods and services required to delivery public services to citizens. Public procurement in
Europe accounts for around 1/5 of EU's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) annually (EC, 2010).
In fact, it is consensual nowadays that electronic public procurement (EPP) is an important tool for promoting competition,
simplifying procedures, and ensuring transparency in decision-making processes (Ferreira et al, 2017; Cunha et al, 2019; Cunha
et al, 2018). EPP gained even more prominence with the pandemic situation caused by COVID19. There are multiple
recommendations by the World Bank, OECD, and European Union urging governments to simplify public procurement processes
with the use of information and communication technologies (ICT).
In Portugal, reforms have been made to make public procurement processes more digital, in order to make public sector and
government more efficient and with better public services. Considering that a large part of this digital transformation is already
in place, a lot of opportunities remain that can further reduce acquisition costs and expand markets, and also reducing country’s
fiscal imbalances (Cunha et al, 2019; Ferreira, 2016; Ferreira et al, 2017; Cunha et al, 2018; Ferreira et al, 2018).
The authors of this paper are developing, under the TrivPlat publicly funded project, a free access tool for monitoring, managing,
and evaluating the electronic platforms of public procurement. This platform is centered on (Cunha et al, 2018; Ferreira et al,
2018):

________________
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(IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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i.

A tool to compare and evaluate the platforms operating in Portugal, based on information regarding their functionalities
and services provided, usability, turnover, costs for contracting entities and suppliers, users satisfaction;

ii.

Open access observatory providing information on electronic public procurement; buyers; goods and services being
purchased; buying frequency; procedures adopted; tenderers evaluation models; and suppliers evaluation;

iii.

A composed electronic public procurement (measurement tool of several relevant items) index;

iv.

A network of good practices (case studies and tutorial development). In the end, the TrivPlat project intents to provide
a public procurement markets with significantly more relevant information and public organizations that can be more
equipped to make sound decision

In this context, this paper aims to present insights on project´s phase whose objective is to know and to understand the complexity
of electronic public purchases, what we call the ‘map of the game’ of electronic public procurement in Portugal. That phase
proved to be a determinant in order to deeply understand and define in concrete terms where the final tool of the TrivPlat project
would position itself, therefore the metaphor of a map. In the end, we intend to add value to the public procurement market,
promoting competition, simplifying procedures, and ensuring transparency in decision-making processes (Ferreira et al, 2018;
Cunha et al, 2018). Portuguese public procurement system is a complex phenomenon, in which different actors interact, carrying
very different contexts, and, therefore, with multiple interests (Ferreira, 2016; Cunha et al, 2018; Cunha et al, 2019; Ferreira et
al, 2018). Understanding this reality and building a macro model of public procurement in Portugal is the main contribution of
this article. The research strategy is essentially rooted on a literature review (scientific, technical, and legal). Based on this review,
the macro model was built in a participatory manner in focus group meetings of the project team, which followed the guidelines
and techniques of modeling the business process management (Baskerville and
Myers, 2002). The public procurement model is presented in the next section and discussed in section 3.

Portuguese Public e-Procurement Macro Model
Portuguese legislation left open the possibility of adopting public or private models, which resulted in the emergence of private
technological solutions. The approach was to transfer to private providers some duties of the public e-procurement process (Euro
Bank, 2017; Ferreira, 2016; Ferreira et al, 2016). These suppliers provide electronic intermediation services and are paid (green
arrows in Figure 1) by both the buyers and the suppliers. In this innovative process the provider acts as a kind of digital notary's
office that stores public tender documents. The providers maintain a web application of document management system for the
information's transaction among buyers and sellers. This system application is delivered as a service, also known as software as
a service (SAAS).
In the current Portuguese model, the key players in electronic public procurement are public buyers, platforms and suppliers. We
intend to describe and design the model of relationships that are established among the main stakeholders and their information
flows. Designing this macro model is essential to identify opportunities for improvement and intervention in the electronic public
procurement process in Portugal. The work developed in this phase of the TrivPlat project, which resulted in this a ‘map of the
game’ is represented in Figure 1, which shows the business model and how stakeholders are related or how they trade in the
system.
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Figure 1 - Portuguese public e-procurement model
Black arrows in the figure represent the supplies of products and services; green arrows represent the payments made for these
services and products; blue arrows represent services provided as well, but specifically information management services; and
dashed blue arrows represent the main information flows of the procurement process. The structure of information flows of these
exchanges was the object of treatment and compilation, under the scope of this phase of the project. This task included the
identification of structured and unstructured information. Due to its extensive size, it is not presented in this article. All numbered
arrows represent the main information flows that are established among the main stakeholders of this model, namely:

- Arrow 1 - From public buyers to the Journal of Republic of INCM - public organizations plan materials and outsourced services
needed to provide its services and search for suppliers. Small value items are bought directly, however when legally required,
public buyer must notify calls for tenders at Journal of the Republic portal, which is managed by Imprensa Nacional Casa da
Moeda (INCM). The public organization pays to Imprensa Nacional Casa da Moeda (INCM) for these publish services. The
information in this publication is based on models of Portaria 371/2017 and it is published in the unstructured format. Only some
fields of information are structured, and they are part of the web page header (html).
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- Arrow 2 - From public buyers to the Procurement Service Providers - public organizations select a procurement platform of
service providers to publish all tender information, including information from previous item, for creating and managing the precontractual procedures associated with the respective tender notice. Public organizations pay for this service. Structured and
unstructured (documents) information is loaded in the system. The data that characterizes the tender, such as the contracting
entity, the product or service to be purchased is structured information. Documents that are loaded onto the platform, such as the
specifications of the product or service to be contracted is unstructured information.
- Arrow 3 - Form Procurement Service Providers to the TED of the EU - amounts above a certain value set by the EU should
also be published in Tenders Electronic Daily (TED) at the supplement to the Official Journal of the European Union. This
publication may originate from public buyers, the DR or the platforms. The information in this notice is structured and is the
same as the tender data stored at providers. The information can be loaded by typing information at eNotice application or direct
loaded by eSender software API, which is used by some services providers (https://simap.ted.europa.eu/sendingelectronicnotices).
- Arrow 4 - From Procurement Service Providers to the Base.Gov - all procurement information loaded at the procurement service
provider notices must be uploaded to the Base.Gov portal which is managed by Instituto dos Mercados Públicos, do Imobiliário
e da Construção – IMPIC. This information is structured and is the same that was register on arrow 2. The data of each field is
in accordance with attachments from II to XVII of Portaria 57/2018.
- Arrow 5 - From Base.Gov to Suppliers - suppliers can freely search for tender opportunities at Base.Gov Portal. This information
is the same as the one uploaded by procurement service providers. The supplier can search for Base.Gov notices using basic or
advanced search.
- Arrow 6 - From Journal of Republic portal to Suppliers - suppliers can freely search for tenders’ opportunities at Journal of
Republic portal. This information is the same as the one uploaded by buyers. The supplier can search for notices using basic or
advanced search.
- Arrow 7 - From TED to Suppliers - suppliers can freely search for tenders’ opportunities at TED Portal. This information is the
same as the one uploaded by procurement service providers. The supplier can search for TED notices using basic or advanced
search.
- Arrow 8 - From Procurement Service Providers to the suppliers - the suppliers can freely search for tenders’ opportunities at
Base.Gov portal, Journal of Republic portal, Official Journal of European Union (TED) and procurement service providers. If
interested, they can get the specification on the procurement platform providers and decides if they will bid on. The specification
is an unstructured information.
- Arrow 9 - From suppliers to the Procurement Service Providers - the suppliers select the procurement service provider of call
of tenders to submit their bids on the provider system. In order to get tender information and bid, the suppliers can use the free
basic services of providers or pay for advanced ones. Procurement platform service providers store the supplier’s proposal to
make this information available to the adjunct entity. The public buyer evaluates the bids, awards a winner and requests the
necessary qualifying documents for signing the contract. In 2018, Portuguese government created the National Portal of
Government Suppliers (Portal Nacional de Fornecedores do Estado – PNFE) portal. The main objective of this portal is to be a
tool for suppliers to obtain qualifying documents automatically. Proposals are unstructured documents; however, some
information is structured to supply Base.Gov such as the names of competitors.
- Arrow 10 - From public buyers to the Base.Gov - in the case the procedure has been a direct sale, the buyer must upload the
contract information to Base.Gov according to annexes X to XVII of Portaria 57/2018. Direct access to base.gov is authenticated
and user registration is performed by INCM. When it was made by the platforms this information can be carried by the service
providers according to the arrow 4. Anyone can search Base.Gov for all public procurement contracts. The seek can be executed
using basic or advanced search. The contract itself is an unstructured document.
- Arrow11 - From suppliers to the public buyers - with delivery contracted product or service, supplier submits an electronic
invoice and receives payment.

Discussion
Many governments worldwide are increasingly under pressure to reduce costs and, in many cases, their fiscal deficits. Reforming
public procurement through e-procurement could be one way to achieve these objectives (Vadya & Campell, 2016). In fact, it is
consensual nowadays that electronic public procurement (EPP) is an important tool for promoting competition, simplifying
procedures, and ensuring transparency in decision-making processes. In the pandemic situation caused by COVID19, EPP gained
prominence. There are multiple recommendations by World Bank, OECD and European Union urging governments to simplify
public procurement processes through the use of information and communication technologies. In Portugal, many changes have
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been made to make public procurement processes more digital. Motivated by this phenomenon, the authors of this article are
developing the TrivPlat project. This research project provides public procurement markets with significantly more relevant
information and public organizations will be more equipped to make sound decisions. Trivplat is intended to be a contribution
to transparency, integrity and good governance and economic competitiveness. In this context, one of the intermediate objectives
is to promote competition, by enhancing transparency, namely with regard to the prices charged by the market. For this, it is
necessary to know and understand a complex reality of public procurement in Portugal. For this, it is necessary to know and
understand a complex reality of public procurement in Portugal. Thus, based on a literature review (scientific, technical and
legal), research and analysis of information on official websites of the various entities directly involved, the authors of this article
present a view of this reality, representing the relationships established between the main actors and their respective information
flows. This model is, therefore, the main contribution of this article, to which is added a first approach to the constraints associated
with the identification of prices charged by the market:
 To purchase the same good or service, different public entities can run different public purchasing platforms. Currently,
on the market there are five service providers of public purchasing platforms: Vortal, SaphetyGov, AcinGov, Compras
Pt and anoGov, developed according to legal requirements (functional, technical and safety). However, each of them
presents a different business model, with different levels of services and prepaid resources.
 In practice, each public organization uses only one platform and public procurement.
 Suppliers, in order to increase their business opportunities, may be enrolled in various platforms.
 Analyzing the information available on any website of the various public procurement platforms, it is very likely that
some will provide a catalog of registered suppliers (product/CPV/price).
 The Base.gov portal (Portal of public e-procurement) contains the base prices (indicative value of the tender that the
contracting entity is willing to pay) and contract prices. However, this portal does not indicate contractual unit prices.
The Base.Gov data structure is not prepared to provide product or CPV information and their respective prices. For
example, there is no structured data for contracted products quantities.
 Legislation did not stipulate the data format for Base.Gov.
 There is a Catalog of State Suppliers, which only provides information regarding the goods and services included and
contracted by ESPAP. The catalogue of products is not public and an account with password is required for mandatory
or voluntary public entity to have access. Even with the password the information is not extractable.
 In order to improve transparency and access public procurement information in Portugal, Base.Gov is exporting
procurement data to the Public Administration Open Data Portal.
Summing up, “maping the game” of electronic public procurement in Portugal and the respective topics under discussion,
TrivPlat may include a public information portal on prices and scope of contracts.
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Abstract
As for the present day, a vast range of web applications with various functions exists on the Internet. The end result of all
of them is to make them available to users. To make sure that the web application has no errors, it is important to test it
prior to release. Each application can be tested against many types of traits. Today, a vast range of tools and technologies
for testing and automating them exists on the market. This article indicates the tools and technologies used in the process
of testing all layers on the example of the Electronic Document Circulation System. The Authors of the article presented
the advantages and disadvantages of testing the implementation of a web application.

Keywords: Web application, web testing, pros and cons of testing.
Introduction
Nowadays there is a great need to create web applications that are available all over the world. These are browser-based
internet applications with a graphical user interface. Unlike websites, they are interactive, have a more advanced graphic
interface and provide the user with specific services (TechTarget, 2019). Internet applications, unlike static websites that
use HTML (HyperText Markup Language) files, use technologies designed to create the server part as well (Górski, 2018).
These applications are created in the client-server architecture, so communication takes place between two parties: the
client and the server. In such an architecture, the role of the client is to send requests for resources, and the role of the
server is to make these resources available to the client (Oluwatosin, 2014). The HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) is
used for this together with the REST API pattern, so the communication takes place using methods such as GET, POST,
PUT or DELETE (Hope & Walther 2009). An example of a web application enabling communication in the client-server
model is the Electronic Document Circulation System. The main assumption of this system is to enable the circulation of
electronic documentation between users with different roles in the system. This system should have basic functions and
components as follows (Azad, 2008):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Document repository,
Integration with Desktop
Applications,
Check-In and Check-Out,
Version Control,
Auditing,
Security,
Classification and indexing,
Search and Retrieval.

In addition to the above-mentioned functionalities, the Electronic Document Circulation system should have additional
functions, depending on what services it is oriented towards. Before making a web application available for use, an
important role is played by testing the implemented functionalities in terms of: correct operation of functions, implemented
algorithms and handling user requests. Moreover, it is important to test the part responsible for interaction with the user,
___________________
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i.e. the client part. These tests are dependable on the environment, technology and tools used. This allows to check the
correctness of various variants of the application operation or edge cases.
Some techniques for testing web applications are presented below. The types of tests, methods of implementation as well
as their advantages and disadvantages are described as well.

Test Types
Testing is a very important aspect of any project to be released. It allows to search out bugs of the produced software
already at the implementation stage as well as to immediately improve the code. Each test should consist of the input data,
the logic to be tested, and the expected results. This approach is described in the Given-When-Then pattern (Starzyk,
2017).
•
•
•

Given - creation of the input data and initial configuration section,
When - creation of actions to be performed during the test section,
Then - verification of the test results section. The behaviour of the application is also checked.

The use of the Given-When-Then pattern suggests that each test should only check one specific scenario. This allows for
easier understanding and maintenance of the tests, as each test will be focused on one specific activity.
Figure 1 shows the types of tests carried out on internet applications.

Fig 1. Web Tests Types
Firstly, the tests performed should concern the functionality of the created web application. Their purpose of the above is
to check whether the application meets the requirements in accordance with the assumptions for which it was created
(Hiremath, 2020). This applies to the part of the web application responsible for functionalities such as connecting to the
database, checking the correctness of all addresses, cookies, information flow, form validation and other elements that may
cause problems (Kundu, 2012). Negative scenarios should also be tested to see if the appropriate errors show up if the user
performs a given action incorrectly (Guru99, 2021). These tests should be performed in the early stages of application
design and for various inputs. Although it is not possible to eliminate all possible errors, tests allow to achieve
functionalities closest to the expected ones (Timotic, 2018). The second stage of testing is qualitative testing. What is
tested here, its user-computer interactions. They concern such functionalities as the side menu, top menu, buttons and
hyperlinks. In addition, the content of the application is checked in terms of grammar and whether the application is easy
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and intuitive to use (Kundu, 2012; Timotic, 2018). The next step in testing is interface check-out. Each web application has
three main components: server, browser and database. At this stage, the verification is performed whether the
communication between them is correct and whether the errors are properly handled (Kundu, 2012; Timotic, 2018). The
fourth type of test is compatibility testing. Their purpose is to check whether the web application is usable on devices with
different screen sizes and operating systems; the latter occurs since not all web application functionalities are available on
all operating systems. In addition to the above, compatibility of the application with web browsers should also be checked
(Kundu, 2012; Timotic, 2018). Checking the performance of the web application plays an vital role. They are performed in
order to check the server response time depending on the size of the load. Execution of these is performed under various
conditions, such as: a large number of people using the application, obtaining the maximum load until the application stops
working, maintaining a constant load to determine the amount of time for which the system will run and with a large
number of database queries (Vaidya, 2020; Rajkumar, 2019). The final stage of testing is to conduct safety tests. These
tests are carried out when the web application is already designed. The main purpose of security tests is to identify threats
in the system and to check whether the web application will continue to work in the event of any threats being encountered.
Safety tests are described in detail in (Rajkumar, 2019; Guru99, 2021).
Tests can take many forms. They can examine existing functionalities or those that are yet to be implemented. A popular
approach to software development is the TDD (Test Driven Development). According to this approach, a test must be
created prior to the functionality being written. It should test the functionality that is to be implemented in the next step.
The implementation process consists of three phases (Karac & Turhan 2018):
•
•
•

Red - implementation of a test regarding the functionality to be implemented,
Green - in this phase, code is implemented to make the test pass,
Refactor - in this phase, the code is modified to improve its quality. The only condition is that the tests results are
still positive.

Although this solution allows for easy changes and constant checking of the code for errors, it also has its drawbacks. Most
importantly, it is not possible to test every part of the code and it more time-consuming (Ghahrai, 2017).

Test Automation
When testing web applications, various test automation tools and frameworks for building applications can be
distinguished. The framework is a set of guidelines for creating and designing tests. It includes a set of tools, such as
libraries, used for more effective testing of web applications. Therefore, it contains all the necessary functionalities needed
to perform tests (Zeuz, 2021). In turn, a test automation tool is software that allows to automate tasks. Basically, it can be
used to create sets of test cases. After test data being entered, the program generate detailed reports based on the data
obtained from the performed tests (Zeuz, 2021; Guru99, 2021).
There are many test automation tools. One of the most popular is Selenium; an open source-type tool. It allows to automate
the process by writing scripts in many popular programming languages such as Java, Python, Ruby or C#. In addition, this
tool is supported by many operating systems and web browsers. It allows integration with frameworks such as JUnit for
test development and report generation. First of all, the use of the above tool allows to replace manual tests with automatic
ones. This means that there is no need to invest in human resources, additionally it is much faster and less prone to errors
(Devi, Bhatia & Sharma, 2017; Sharma, 2014).
As with test automation tools, there are many solutions for creating tests. They are mainly used to carry out two types of
tests - unit tests and integration tests (Bansal, 2018). Unit tests are the first step in testing and are used to test individual
functions. Their purpose is to verify that each function in the program works as intended (Hunt & Thomas, 2003). On the
other hand, integration tests allow to verify most of the code, i.e. to verify the operation of the functions tested in unit tests
as a whole (Bansal, 2018). An example of a tool that allows you to run tests is JUnit.
The test tool allows operations such as turning on the browser, URL Uniform Resource Locator) or the use of components,
i.e. to simulate the interaction between the user and the application. On the other hand, testing requires technology that
provides methods to verify whether the test result for the given input data is positive or negative, and to generate reports.
The following conclusion can be drawn: a tool, e.g. Selenium, is intended for automation, and a framework, e.g. JUnit
(Rana, 2020), is intended for testing.
Figure 2 shows the test pyramid. It presents the number of tests needed depending on their types. The cheaper, faster and
easier the test is, the lower it is located, constituting the foundation of the pyramid. In the case of higher tests, they require
more human work and their number is much smaller (Pielczar, 2021).
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Fig 2. Pyramid Test (Pielczar, 2021)
The most popular tests are unit-type tests. Since they require the least work, their number is the greatest, constituting the
foundation of all tests. Subsequent tests are component tests, usually conducted after unit tests. In this case, the majority of
the code realising its functionality as a whole is tested (Pielczar, 2021). The third type of tests are integration tests. They
are more difficult to implement and require more time. They exist for scenarios that cannot be tested by E2E (end-to-end)
and for scenarios that have been unit tested. The most complex in implementation are E2E tests, which simulate a real
environment, such as: opening a browser, sending data via a form and verifying the result of this process (Campos, 2020).

Conclusions
Conducting web applications tests - apart from the advantages of checking implemented functionalities, compatibility or
security - has not only other advantages, but also disadvantages.
Table 1: Advantages and disadvantages of testing web applications
Advantages

Disadvantages

Easier to make changes

Large cost

Early detection of errors

More software development time

Verified code functionality

Possibility to detect every error

Better understanding of the code

Possibility to test every part of the code

Detecting poorly defined methods

Necessity to check different scenarios

Tests as a form of documentation

Difficulties in creating realistic and useful
tests

The most difficult part of testing is checking the functionality on the server side. Table 1 presents the advantages and
disadvantages of conducting unit and integration tests. Implementation of tests, despite the fact that it requires a lot of
money, as it is necessity to implement additional code and thus is more time-consuming, also allows detecting errors from
the early stages of designing a web application. In the event that changes are made to the source code that has already been
tested, it translates into easier code maintenance process. This is due to the fact that not all tests after the changes pass the
test stages with a positive result due to the change in functionality. Therefore, the greater the number of tests and test cases,
the easier it is to eliminate errors (Khobotnya, 2020). Testing also allows for a better understanding of the implemented
functions, as it is necessary to check different scenarios with different inputs. Apart from the fact that it is impossible to
test every part of the code, it is also difficult to create realistic and useful tests. Nevertheless, testing as much code as
possible allows to verify the functionality of the code and to improve poorly defined functions, and additionally constitutes
a form of documentation (Stack Overflow, 2010; Wikipedia, 2021).
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Summary
All the described testing methods allow you to verify the correct implementation and operation of the web application in
the client-server architecture. The technologies and tools used to create tests allow for the performance of all the tests
described. They depend on the environment, technology and tools used in designing the web application. Tests, although
they cost a lot, guarantee the operation of program code fragments even after changes. Additionally, the code is more
susceptible and easier to modify. Despite the advantages, the tests also have their drawbacks, so implementing them is not
a good choice in every application. These tests work mainly in larger projects where verification is advisable to
demonstrate the correct operation of the software. The described types of web application testing, regardless of the
technologies used, can be implemented in the same way in any web application, regardless of its purpose.
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Abstract
Correlation and cluster analyses (k-Means, Gaussian Mixture Models) were performed on Generation Z engagement surveys
at the workplace. The clustering indicates relations between various factors that describe the engagement of employees. The
most noticeable factors are a clear statement about the responsibilities at work, and challenging work. These factors are
essential in practice. The results of this paper can be used in preparing better motivational systems aimed at Generation Z
employees.

Keywords: Employee Engagement, Generation Z, Mathematical Modelling, Principal Component Analysis, Gaussian
Mixture Model, k-Means Clustering

Introduction
The engagement of employees at the workplace is one of the main ingredients for company growth. Therefore, the
motivational systems that encourage engagement in the staff can significantly boost the realization of development aids.
With the births ranging from the late 1990s till 2010s, the persons from Generation Z started or soon will start their first jobs
in companies. High productivity of employees from this generation can be achieved by crafting a proper motivation system.
Such a system must also be designed to tie the employee with the company since otherwise, the experience will be lost during
the work rotation.
The importance of employee engagement to organizational outcomes is paramount. The emphasis on work engagement is
progressively predominant among experts and academics, since it captures a significant part in work behavior, that is, how
much energy, attention, and focus they put into work, e.g., Kahn (1990). Work engagement has been a concept that is not
well understood in motivational processes, see Denunzio and Naidoo (2018). As a result, leadership has a significant impact
on employee engagement within a company. Employee engagement is also related to the relationship between the company's
leaders and followers, see Seijts, Woodwark and Savage (2018). The majority of previous research has focused on individual
or group engagement, with little effort made to comprehend the employee engagement process across organizational levels.
In this article we focus on individual engagement.
In the article we focus on Generation Z employee engagement. We will identify the main ingredients that can improve
engagement and help to enhance current motivation plans targeted at Generation Z. The paper is organized as follows: In the
next section the theoretical background is presented, and the following section provides the description of the data and the
methods of analysis. Then the results are presented using three different ways: the correlation analysis, k-Means clustering
algorithm, and the Gaussian Mixture Model. In the Appendix the details of the survey are given.
________________
Cite this Article as: Radoslaw A. KYCIA, Agnieszka NIEMCZYNOWICZ and Joanna NIEZURAWSKA-ZAJAC “Towards the Global
Vision of Engagement of Generation Z at The Workplace: Mathematical Modeling” Proceedings of the 37th International Business
Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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Theoretical Background
Work engagement is described by Kahn (1990) as an employee's psychological appearance in his or her work position.
Work engagement is also defined by Rothbard (2001) as the degree of work absorption. Employee engagement is also
referred to as ‘work engagement’, which refers to how enthusiastic an individual employee is about his or her employment,
see Farndale and Rich (2018).
Personal engagement and personal disengagement were discussed by Kahn (1990). He described personal engagement as
the use of members of the company in their employee roles and personal disengagement as a physical, cognitive, or emotional
withdrawal from employee roles, see Kahn (1990). Kahn was the first to argue that people who are emotionally engaged in
their work invest positive emotional and cognitive energy in achieving their goals, e.g., Armstrong (2006).. According to
Rich, Lepine and Crawford (2010), engagement happens when members of an organization put their potential and resources
into physical, cognitive, and emotional action. Employee engagement is described by the American Society of Human
Resource Management as an employee's relationship with their job, commitment to the company, and loyalty to their
employer, see Rich, Lepine and Crawford (2010). Given its clear connection to significant attitudinal and behavioral results,
a deeper understanding of the organizational engagement process is advantageous, see Christian, Garza, and Slaughter
(2011); May, Gilson and Harter (2004); Rich, Lepine and Crawford (2010). When considering the effect of policies on work
engagement, Smith and Dumas (2007), and reflecting on multiple policies, the essence of the temporal change will be
significant, see Perry-Smith and Blum (2000). Besides, there is evidence in the literature that this organizational-level
engagement mediates the relationship between motivational activities and organizational performance, e.g., Thurgood, Smith
and Barrick (2013).

Data and preliminary analysis
Survey and Statistics
Empirical data were collected via an online survey entitled 'Motivating and rewarding employees in relation to their
engagement and loyalty at work as seen by Generations X, Y, Z', conducted in Poland in 2018. The survey was comprised
of seventh parts. For our study we focus on the analysis of the first and fifth parts. The first part was concerned with
respondents' socio-demographics, namely gender, age, education status, size of your company/institution, and seniority. The
second one, according to Armstrong's researches in Armstrong (2006), consisted of twenty items (Q5.1 – Q5.20) related to
engagement at your workplace. All the items are measured on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (unimportant) to 5 (very
important). The questionnaire for this part is presented in the Appendix. The proprietary survey was sent by various Internet
Platforms using the quatrix tool QMETRICS. The sample consists of 200 participants solely from Generation Z. The structure
of the responders is presented in Figs. 1-4. The sample was overpopulated by females and employees with higher education.
As for respondents' seniority structure, the beginning and junior employees are highly represented over senior staff.

Fig. 1. The gender structure of respondents.

Fig. 2. Education structure of respondents.
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Fig. 3. Size of the company.

Fig. 4. Seniority.

Methods of Data Analysis
Reliability test
The data were first analyzed against internal consistency, with the standard Cronbach's alpha test. A common approach is
that the acceptable values of Cronbach's alpha should fit in the range from 0.7 to 0.95 to consider the data to be reliable, as
described in Cho (2016). In the case of Q5.1-Q5.20 the alpha value is 0.94, which proves its internal consistency.

Outline of the Methods
The analysis aims at discovering the structure of the data and relations between the questions Q5.1-Q5.20. The state of the
art methods of cluster analysis were used:
1) Principal Component Analysis (PCA) results in constructing a linear combination of data so that eigenvectors of
covariance matrix describe the new variables. Usually, only some of the coordinates that their cumulative explained variance
ratio is above a threshold are selected. Therefore PCA is used to decrease the dimensionality of the data without sacrificing
too much variance/information of the original data.
2) k-Means cluster algorithm that aims to associate data with k clusters with centers given by the means of the points within
the cluster.
3) Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) in which we search for splitting the data into clusters described by a weighted
combination of Gaussian distributions – one Gaussian for each cluster. The effectiveness of the splitting can be measured by
minimization of the Bayesian Information Criterion.

Analysis Pipeline
The data are treated as classless, and a typical cluster analysis is performed. The data are analyzed using Scikit-Learn Python
Library, version 0.20.0, see Scikit-Learn Library Documentation, installed on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS.
The processing pipeline consists of several steps (cf. Fig. 5):
1) (Spearman) Correlation analysis of questions. This part gives all possible relations between questions, however, it should
be interpreted with care since the high correlation between questions not always means the linear relation.
2) Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on standardized data and selecting an optimal number of Principal Components that
explains more than 70% of the total variance.
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3) Selecting the optimal number of clusters using the k-Means classifier on the standardized PCs selected in the previous
step. The optimal number of clusters is inferred from the elbow method.
4) For the fixed number of clusters in the previous step, use the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to select optimal
Gaussian model in Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) from available in Scikit-Learn Library Documentation: 'spherical', 'tied',
'diagonal', and 'full'.

Fig. 5: Data processing pipeline.

In the following section the results of the analysis are presented.

Results
The detailed analysis along the steps described in the previous section will be presented below.

Correlation Analysis
The Spearman correlation matrix is presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Spearman correlation coefficients between questions.
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The positive correlations above 0.5 suggest the existence of the following groups in the data, which are also suggestions
for designing motivation systems.

•

•
•

•

•

•

The first group - clusters expression of general satisfaction from work:
Q5.1 (I’m very satisfied with the work I do)
Q5.2 (My job is interesting)
Q5.16 (I think this organization is a great place to work)
Q5.17 (I believe I have a great future in this organization)
Q5.18 (I intend to go on working for this organization)
Q5.19 (I am happy about the values of this organization – how it conducts its business)
Q5.20 (The products/services provided by this organization are excellent)
The second group - connects learning opportunities and the level of interests from work:
Q5.2 (My job is interesting)
Q5.7 (I get plenty of opportunities to learn in this job)
The third group - connects challenging work and satisfaction with excellent prospects for the future:
Q5.5 (My job is challenging (sets new goals, is prospective))
Q5.16 (I think this organization is a great place to work)
Q5.17 (I believe I have a great future in this organization)
The fourth group - connects the quality of tools and facilities with the values and with prospects for the future:
Q5.8 (The facilities/equipment/tools provided are excellent)
Q5.17 (I believe I have a great future in this organization)
Q5.19 (I am happy about the values of this organization – how it conducts its business)
The fifth group - clusters the relations with the boss:
Q5.9 (I have a lot of support from my boss)
Q5.10 (My boss recognizes my work)
Q5.14 (I like working with my boss)
The sixth group - indicates that the relationship with the boss is the main ingredient of satisfaction from work:
Q5.14 (I like working with my boss)
Q5.16 (I think this organization is a great place to work)

◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Principal Components Analysis
The dimensionality reduction of the data was attained by PCA analysis of standardized data. The explained variance ratio
plot is presented in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6: PCA analysis.
The analysis shows that the explained variance ratio at the level of 73% is achieved for 9 components, which will be assumed
in the following subsections.
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Optimal number of clusters by k-Means algorithm
Standardized 9 Principal Components of the previous step were selected to cluster analysis using the k-Means algorithm.
The standard elbow-type argument (see Fig. 7) suggests that the optimal number of clusters is 8.

Fig. 7: The Error Sum of Squares vs the number of clusters for the k-Means algorithm.

The clusters for k=8 are presented in Tab. 1, and its projection to the space spanned by the first three PCs is presented in
Fig. 8.
Table 1: Clusters for the k-Means algorithm with 8 clusters.

Cluster number

Questions in clusters

0

Q5.2, Q5.5, Q5.11

1

Q5.9, Q5.10, Q5.14

2

Q5.1, Q5.16, Q5.20

3

Q5.3, Q5.12, Q5.13, Q5.15

4

Q5.17, Q5.18. Q5.19

5

Q5.6, Q5.8

6

Q5.7

7

Q5.4
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Fig. 8: Cluster analysis for k-Means algorithm and 8 clusters. The results are
projected onto the subspace spanned by the first three PC.
The aggregation suggests the following connections:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Class 0 – the interest in the job is connected with challenging tasks at work and gaining experience for the future.
This connection is not reflected in the correlation analysis.
Class 1 – represents the relationship with the boss. The questions in the class are also highly correlated.
Class 2 – connects the satisfaction from the work and workplace with the quality of company products. The
questions in the class are also highly correlated.
Class 3 – aggregates questions that show that the clear statement of work responsibilities helps employees manage
at work, have good relationships with colleagues, and attain a balance between work and personal life. This
connection is not reflected in the correlation analysis.
Class 4 – connects the intent to work for the organization with the way the company conducts the business. The
questions in the class are also highly correlated.
Class 5 – represents the connection between freedom at work with the quality of facilities and equipment at the
workplace. This connection is not reflected in the correlation analysis above.
Class 6 – opportunities to learn at work do not aggregate.
Class 7 – an initiative to do work well is unrelated to other questions. This is also true in correlations analysis.

Gaussian Mixture Model
The final analysis is a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for 8 clusters on standardized PCs. The type of the model is
selected using the Bayesian Information Criterion. The results of the analysis are presented in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. BIC analysis for GMM.
For further analysis 8 'full' (all covariances are independent) Gaussians are used. The classes are presented in Tab. 2, and
Fig. 10.
Table 2: Clusters for GMM for 8 clusters.

Cluster numbers

Questions in clusters

0

Q5.13

1

Q5.17, Q5.18, Q5.19, Q5.20

2

Q5.1, Q5.2, Q5.5, Q5.16

3

Q5.9, Q5.10, Q5.14

4

Q5.7

5

Q5.6

6

Q5.3, Q5.4, Q5.8, Q5.12, Q5.15

7

Q5.11
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Fig. 10: GMM analysis for 8 clusters projected to the space spanned by the first three Principal Components. The
centers for Gaussian distributions were marked.
We provide the discussion of the clustering:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Class 0 – the balance between life and work is unrelated to other questions in the GMM model.
Class 1 – relates the plans to work for the company in the future and the quality of products, and the conduction of
the business. This connection is also reflected in correlations analysis and the k-Means approach.
Class 2 – shows that satisfaction in a company is connected with interesting and challenging work. This result is
also present in the previous analyses.
Class 3 – is related to relations with the boss.
Class 4 – learning opportunities are not connected with other questions, as it was also indicated in the previous
sections.
Class 5 – the freedom in work is unrelated to the other questions in the GMM model.
Class 6 – the clear statements about work responsibilities are connected with the intention to show initiative at
work and ease to keep up with the work and colleagues. The quality of facilities and equipment is also involved.
GMM model shows that previously unrelated initiatives to do work well are related to clear responsibilities at the
workplace.
Class 7 – represents gaining experience and is unrelated in GMM to the other questions.

Conclusions
The above analysis gives an abundance of information about relations between different factors present at the workplace and
employee engagement. The most significant relations that reoccur in the above analyses are:

•
•
•
•

Interesting and challenging work is connected with employee satisfaction.
Clear statements about the employee's responsibilities are a key to work-life balance, good relations with colleagues,
and impact (in GMM model) on efficient work.
The relation to the boss impacts the great atmosphere at work in correlation analysis; however, it is not related to
other questions otherwise.
The quality of products and how the company conducts the business are related to connecting employees' future
with this company.

The other relations that are present in only one model require further detailed investigations.
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These results can help to improve the motivation systems for GenZ.

Appendix. Questionnaire
Dear Participants,
I would like to invite you to participate in research devoted to selected issues in managing generational diversity. The
goal of the research is to identify effective tools for motivating of employees from the perspective of representatives
of Generation Z. When you are answering the questions in the survey, please select only one answer on the given
measuring scale. If you don’t know the answer to a particular questions, just please leave it blank. The questionnaire
is anonymous. The results will only be used for scientific research. I’d like to thank you very much for participating in
the research.
Q0: Background informations
Gender
□
□

Female
Male

I.

Age (born between)
1995-2000 (Generation Z)
1994-1980 (Generation Y)
1979-1965 (Generation X)
1964-1946 (Baby Boomers)
1925-1945 (Traditionalists)

□
□
□
□
□

II.

Educational level
elementary
high school (matura exam or equivalent)
higher education
higher education plus post graduate studies (or doctoral studies)

III.

Size of your company/institution
□
□
□
□

micro
small
medium
large

IV.

□
□
□
□

Seniority
□
□
□
□

less than 1 year
1-5 years
6-10 years
over 11 years
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Directions: Please indicate your answer by tick the appropriate number. The higher level the more important
the modern systems and concepts of remuneration and motivation.
(Note:1→unimportant; 2→not so important; 3→ moderately important; 4→ important; 5→very important)
Q5: Do you agree with the statements below about your engagement at your workplace?

1

2

3

4

5

1. I’m very satisfied with the work i do

□

□

□

□

□

2. My job is interesting

□

□

□

□

□

3. I know exactly what I’m expected to do

□

□

□

□

□

4. I am prepared to show initiative to do my work well

□

□

□

□

□

5. My job is challenging (sets new goals, is prospective)

□

□

□

□

□

6. I have plenty of freedom how to do my work

□

□

□

□

□

7. I get plenty of opportunities to learn in this job

□

□

□

□

□

8. The facilities/equipment/tools provided are excellent.

□

□

□

□

□

9. I have a lot of support from my boss.

□

□

□

□

□

10. My boss recognizes my work.

□

□

□

□

□

11. 11. The experience i am getting now will be great help in advancing my future

□

□

□

□

□

12. I find it easy to keep up with the demands of my job.

□

□

□

□

□

13. I have no problems in achieving balance between my professional and private life.

□

□

□

□

□

14. I like working with my boss.

□

□

□

□

□

15. I get on well with my work colleagues.

□

□

□

□

□

16. I think this organization is a great place to work.

□

□

□

□

□

17. I believe i have a great future in this organization.

□

□

□

□

□

18. I intend to go on working for this organization.

□

□

□

□

□

19. I am happy about the values of this organization – how it conducts its business.

□

□

□

□

□

20. The products/services provided by this organization are excellent.

□

□

□

□

□

career.
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Digital Marketplace Company on The Market of Contract Manufacturing:
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Abstract
The article discusses a digital marketplace company that digitizes the traditional contract manufacturing process of metal
products with the help of a distributed network of production partners (distributed production). The form of the so-called
digital marketplace forces the examined company to constantly improve the tools that enable the provision of its services to
potential buyers and suppliers. The article presents the form of cooperation between companies and a digital marketplace
company and premises for establishing and improving such relations. The article also presents how the activities implemented
by the examined company affect the cooperation conditions both on the part of customers and production partners of the
company. The paper presents the procedures, methods and tools used in the process of providing given services, as well as
their in-depth analysis.

Keywords: Digital Marketplace, Improvement of Partnership Relations, Forms of Cooperation.
Introduction
In the era of a free market economy, improving relations with production partners is a key element in the development of
any company. Due to the high volatility and dynamics of the market, political and economic conditions, constantly growing
and changing customer needs, every organization is in a situation where change (constant change) is a necessary element of
its functioning in the long term. Bastas nad Liyanage (2019) mentioned that also for this reason, companies are looking for
new solutions to improve their functioning both in the internal area - organizational and technical area, as well as in the
external area - i.e. the involvement of external entities - customers and partners. The paper focuses on the analysis of activities
aimed at improving relations with the company's partners, using a literature review, quantitative (measuring results) and
qualitative (direct observation) research. For this purpose, a review of the literature on the company, its operation and the
possibility of improving the relations between the company and contractors and customers was carried out in order to offer
products or provide services of the greatest innovative character. The research subject in the research part was a company
dealing with digitization of the traditional production process of metal products to order with the help of a distributed network
of production partners (distributed production). The form of the so-called digital marketplace forces the examined company
to constantly improve the tools that enable the provision of its services to potential buyers and suppliers. That is why it is so
important to properly select the methods and tools used by the examined company, which can also significantly affect the
cooperation conditions, both on the part of customers and production partners of the company. The aim of the paper was to
evaluate and analyse the developed and implemented principles and forms of cooperation with production partners, with
particular emphasis on the impact of relations with them on the functioning of the company and its results.

Selected aspects of improving Partnership Relations
The goal of each company is to provide the target customer with a product or service that will meet their expectations and
will constitute an added value for them. The activities needed to create a product or service can be divided into two categories
- those that add value and those that do not. One of the basic tasks of logistics is to reduce the share of tasks that do not add
value to the final product. Another key goal of logistics is to create an efficient and effective supply chain. In this process, it
is necessary to create appropriate relations with a specific strength of interaction between the links in this chain. The supply
chain itself is both a network and a system. Features of the network shown by this include a series of connections, relations
between individual organizational units, acting for the flow of products and related information. According to Ciesielski et
al (2005) the features of the system, on the other hand, are the mutual interdependence between activities, processes and
________________
Cite this Article as: Monika GÓRSKA “Improving Partnership Relations Between Suppliers of Metal Products and A Digital Marketplace
Company on The Market of Contract Manufacturing: A Case Study” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information
Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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organizations. Introducing or predicting changes in the relations between cooperating parties in the supply chain is not easy.
The importance of certain resources that are necessary to build an appropriate relation is important here. Key resources will
support partner relations, but non-key resources will be dominant. Many simple operations in the logistics chain require little
cooperation. In their case, the links of the chain aim to increase the benefits in the shortest possible time. The recipient's goal
is to shorten the order processing time, but these orders are placed less and less in advance and are subject to change. The
supplier, on the other hand, aims to know the demand well in advance. From their point of view, constant changes to orders
are not advisable, as they affect the specifics of their plans. Hence, trust between supply chain partners, which is not easy to
achieve and takes time, is so important. As already mentioned, building lasting, trust-based relations is a key process on the
way to building company value. Hence, companies strive to create optimal supplier networks both in terms of quantity, i.e.
the number of suppliers in specific locations, and in terms of quality - focused on creating added value. According to Van
Weele (2014) supplier relation management is important both in supply chain management and logistics process
management, as well as in quality management, risk management and innovation management. Taking the model of creating
and resolving a business relation proposed by the team of Dwyer, Schurr and Oha into account (2011), it takes place in five
stages, (Figure 1).

Fig. 1: The life cycle of a business relationship, own elaboration based on Relationship phase concept according
to Dwyer-Schurr-Oh, Kleinaltenkamp et al (2011)
According to the model, in phase I, the parties begin to be aware of each other's existence. During the exploration phase,
they begin to interact with each other. This phase, in turn, is divided into five sub-phases: mutual attraction, communication
and negotiation, development and shaping of the division of forces, setting standards and formulation of expectations. At
this stage, the parties make their first transactions. If these prove to be beneficial to both, trust and satisfaction with the
cooperation are created between the parties, allowing them to enter the third phase. This one, on the other hand, consists of
identical sub-phases to the second phase, but it is associated with the acceptance of a greater risk and an increase in mutual
dependence. In the fourth phase of full commitment, the relationships between the parties become the closest and most
intense. This stage is characterized by a greater degree of investment of funds in cooperation by the given entities. In the last
phase, the relationship is dissolved. The dissolution usually occurs due to the lack of will to continue the cooperation by one
of the parties. The party reluctant to continue the cooperation feels dissatisfied with the relationship and decides to end it.
The whole process ends with a psychological and social return to normality on both sides.
The most important element of cooperation between two parties is trust. As the basic social glue, it allows both parties to
deepen the relationship, reducing the sense of fear about the future and making the partner confident about their joint plans.
In order to ensure the best possible quality of cooperation, the authors of the paper entitled "Value-based differentiation in
business relationships: Gaining and sustaining key supplier status", Ulaga et al (2006) propose continuous cooperation in
the improvement of the following factors:
−
−
−

improving the base offer,
improving the purchase process and interaction between the parties,
improving the operational processes on the buyer's side.

The improvement of the base offer mainly concerns the improvement of the quality of the provided product or service. It
may also apply to the price of the purchasing entity. It is a good practice to constantly work on product features that are
attractive to the buyer, so that the buyer does not have to look for alternatives from competitors.
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An important element in the purchase and interaction process is the response time of the party providing the product to the
buyer's inquiry. The shorter this time and the more the feedback is saturated with the information sought by the buyer, the
more efficient the cooperation is. In a situation where the party providing the service or product is unable to provide a
response in a timely manner, it is appropriate to use outsourcing. At this stage of improving cooperation, it is also worth
paying attention to the personal relationship of the parties. If it is based on long-term contacts, it is good practice to maintain
or even deepen cooperation.
Facilitating operational processes by the supplier on the buyer's side may be an incentive for them to strengthen cooperation.
Simultaneous engineering proposed by Bochtler and Laufenberg (1995) consists in simultaneous undertaking of the product
design process by both sides, which allows for saving time and making is easier to obtain cooperation conditions and the end
result that are satisfactory for the parties. This process will be illustrated in the research part of the article. The platform of
the examined company is an example of a tool supporting cooperation, allowing for a much more precise specification of
requirements for technical elements of the target product.
Improving relationships between business partners is a continuous process. It requires knowledge of the other party's needs
and the ability to meet them. Good practices developed by companies cooperating on a long-time basis indicate the need to
develop deep mutual trust and efficient communication. According to Soh et al (2016) and Tanskanen et al (2015) it is also
essential to be ready for continuous, clearly signalled and mutually acceptable change.

The characteristics of the research entity
A company operating in the metal industry was selected to achieve the research objective. The examined company was
established in 2013 in the United States. Initially, it functioned as a CNC machining service workshop (lathework, milling,
sheet metal bending), thanks to which it gained experience in contract production. In 2016, it launched the portal, planned
from the beginning, the purpose of which was to enable customers to place orders on the basis of a valuation made using an
automatic valuation engine implemented on the portal's website, and to transfer this order to a distributed network of
production partners from the metal sector. It can therefore be concluded that the examined company is a company operating
on the principles of the sharing economy, offering an IT product enabling production in a distributed system (distributed
manufacturing). The company's rapid success resulted in attracting many investors, the most important of which are: BMW,
General Electric, Dell and HP. The market success and access to capital meant thathe company began to look for expansion
opportunities also in Europe. Currently, it operates in several selected European countries, including Poland.
The examined company runs a platform that is divided into two main areas: for customers and for partners. The first area of
the portal is used for customer service. A potential customer, after registering in the portal, has the option to upload a file
with a 3D model of the part they want to produce, then select the material, manufacturing tolerance, type of finish and
quantity, and then receive an immediate valuation, after which they can place an order using the appropriate application.

Fig. 2: Simplified operation scheme of the examined company
The traditional model, in which the company first searches the market for suppliers, then sends them inquiries, waits for
offers, negotiates them, waits for the production of ready-made elements, then controls the quality and manages potential
complaints, is costly and time-consuming. It involves working time of the purchasing department and the quality control
department and requires a lot of administrative activities. Thanks to the implementation of production needs by
commissioning them to the examined entity, the company radically simplifies this process, bringing many benefits, including
− It does not have to search the market for suppliers;
− It does not have to wait for valuation;
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−

−
−
−

Due to the high production capacity of the partner network, the examined company receives the ordered parts in the
expected time, because among the partners of the examined company there are always those who have spare
production capacity at the moment;
The examined company handles quality control, so the delivered parts always meet the requirements;
It does not have to deal with complaints;
It has access to the platform 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, so it is not dependent on the working hours of suppliers.

The second area of the portal of the examined company is the website for production partners. After registration, a potential
partner must first produce a test order to be able to receive production orders. After production, the examined company picks
up the parts, subjects them to quality control and, if they meet the expectations, allows the given company to cooperate. The
new partner can then view the production orders. They have a predetermined price and deadline. So it is not an auction of
bids. They also contain all data, 3D models and drawings, material, tolerances and information on additional requirements
such as e.g. material certificate, hardening, the need to prepare a measurement report on a CMM coordinate machine, etc.
needed for production. If a partner is interested in an order, they apply for it, and if the examined company selects them for
that order, they receive the order and are obliged to produce it for a specified price and in a specified time. After production,
they need to report the completion of production on the website, import photos and provide package dimensions, and attach
an invoice. Then they receive a courier label, and the examined company takes over the collection of parts, quality control
and shipment to the end customer. Summarizing the adopted model of conduct, it can be concluded that:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

It is a simple model that brings a number of benefits also for the production partner;
No participation costs. The Partner does not pay for the registration or use of the website;
No costs related to customer acquisition;
Access to orders 24 hours a day, 7 days a week;
Reduction of bureaucracy, the examined company organizes transport, the entire process is carried out via the
website, without the need to exchange e-mails. All the needed information is in one place;
No transport costs, the examined company pays for transport and covers packaging costs.
Financial stability, the examined company always makes payments in the short term and the payment to the partner
is not dependent on the client's payment to the examined company.

The scheme of the order fulfillment process is presented in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: Diagram of the order fulfillment process in the examined company
The presented model was designed to build a company operating on a global scale. The key goals from the beginning of the
company's existence were:
−
−
−

Unlimited scalability;
Presence in all key production markets in the world;
Constant expansion of the offered production processes.

It follows that, apart from the constant increase in the level of orders, there is a need for a constantly growing, well-organized,
loyal and active network of production partners, as well as people, tools and processes enabling it to be created. The key
aspect for achieving these goals is building and continuous development of relationships with new and current partners of
the company.
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The review of activities within building and improving relationships with the production partners
of the examined company in terms of quality
One of the first elements to improve partner relations in terms of quality was establishing the standard partner acquisition
process. The standard acquisition process was as follows:
1. Partner registration in the system. At this stage, confidentiality and cooperation agreements are signed (digitally).
2. Completion of the profile by the partner as well as registration and participation in the webinar, during which the
candidates for partners are informed about the cooperation, what to expect from it and what are rules governing it. This step
replaced a previously used telephone interview with each newly registered company. It was decided because the number of
new company registrations on the platform was too large to conduct individual interviews. Parallel to these activities, the
examined company checks the candidate for a partner in the databases of unreliable companies.
3. Test order production.
4. Trial period. If the third step is successful, the next one is accepting the partner for a trial period, in which the new
partner is subject to quantity and amount limits for the available orders.
5. After completing the trial period, the partner becomes trusted. The limits are increased and the partner has the option to
unlock additional options: shipping directly to the customer and automatic order acceptance. Unlocking these options
depends on the partner's rating, which consists of 5 elements:
6.
− Quality, the RMA factor, calculated on the basis of quality control, is taken into account;
− Timeliness, the system checks if the order has been produced on time;
− Packing, the QC department adds the rating for packing manually;
− Communication, the production manager of a given order adds this rating manually;
− Activity, the system automatically calculates this rating based on the partner's activity on the site.
The rating calculated in this way can take values from 1 to 5 and the rating above 4.5 opens the possibility of unlocking
options of the direct shipping and automatic order acceptance for a given partner. The decision is made by the regional
partner network manager together with production managers who cooperate with a given partner (Figure 4).

Fig. 4: Diagram of the partner acquisition process
The production of a test order deserves special attention in the discussed process. It is crucial in building the basis for a future
relationship. It also performs two key functions:
1. The partner has the opportunity to become acquainted with the principles of cooperation on the example of a real process,
but without the pressure associated with a possible complaint and failure to meet the deadline.
2. The examined company has a chance to learn about the partner's work standards and, above all, to verify the quality of
the services offered by this partner.
Already in the second month of introducing the test order stage to the acquisition process, the examined company noticed a
very large drop in the number of complaints. The influx of new, good partners, thanks to the introduction of this step, also
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allowed the company to verify its existing partners and get rid of the worst ones, which had a measurable impact on the
overall quality of the network.
An important element in the improvement process was the introduction of options of automatic order acceptance and direct
shipping for the best partners. This action had three main goals:
−

−

−

Shorten the supply chain, many orders, stable quality and good timeliness as well as communication are the most
desirable partner profile. Due to allowing such partners to ship directly to the company's customers, costly and timeconsuming elements such as transport to the company's headquarters and quality control have disappeared from the
order fulfillment process.
Reduce bureaucracy, thanks to the automatic acceptance of orders by the best partners, the following steps have
been removed from the “order fulfillment” process: evaluation of partner applications for a given order and selection
of a partner for this order.
To be a reward for the best, i.e. to perform a motivating and relationship-forming function. A partner not having to
wait for the result of their application and knowing that their order is sent directly to the client of the examined
company experiences increased satisfaction with the cooperation, and is additionally motivated not to lose these
opportunities due to production errors or untimely delivery.

Due to the large quantity and value (approx. 50,000 euros per month) of complaints about parts damaged in transit and their
large share in the total number of complaints (> 60% each month), it was decided to introduce the correct packing procedure.
In order to communicate to it to partners, a poster was created, in which the procedure was explained step by step in an
accessible and graphically attractive form. The poster was posted on the website, sent to each existing partner by e-mail and
introduced as one of the webinar points for partner candidates. It has also become part of the welcome box that is now
shipped to all partners who successfully produce a test order. Apart from the poster, the box also includes gadgets and a
warm welcome letter written in “human” language. This action has produced very good results. Number of complaints related
to improper packaging decreased to values that are negligible in financial results and allowed to minimize the risk of a
negative impact of poor packaging on the development of relationships. Employees of the examined company also noticed
that since the welcome box is sent, new partners communicate better. They answer questions faster and the communication
itself is more friendly.
Another element of qualitative activities aimed at improving relationships with partners was the introduction of the Zendesk
system. Zendesk is an online platform dedicated to customer service in the examined company, also used to handle partners.
It is a centralized communication management system. The partners of the examined company are not aware of its existence,
but thanks to the implementation of Zendesk, they receive answers to their questions in a shorter time, their orders are
processed more efficiently, and the entire cooperation is better organized. The diagram of the Zendesk system operation is
shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5: Schematic diagram of the Zendesk system, internal materials of the examined company
Hiring an affiliate network marketing manager had two primary goals:
1.

taking over the first stage of the acquisition process, i.e. searching for partners from network managers of
partners,
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2.

building a strategy and communication channels with partners in order to improve all processes related to
managing the network of partners.
In order to implement these tasks, a number of activities were undertaken, including: creating profiles of the examined
company on Facebook and Instagram, thanks to which the partners were given the opportunity to use an informal
communication channel with the examined company. Therefore, there is a continuous increase in the involvement of the
partners in the above-mentioned media. The strategy focuses on a friendly, informal and fun way of communication. The
experience of the employees of the examined company shows that it also had a positive impact on formal communication
with the examined company.

The review of activities within building and improving relationships with the production partners
of the examined company in terms of quantity
Work on building partnership relations in terms of quality was reflected in the quantitative results. The employment of partner
network managers who know the local contract manufacturing market had a large impact on the acquisition dynamics in
2020 (Table 1).
Table 1: Impact of employment of partner network managers on the size of partner acquisition
Month
2020-07
2020-06
2020-05
2020-04
2020-03
2020-02
2020-01

Baltic states
Quantity
3
3
3
3
1
2
5

Eastern Europe
Quantity
82
19
47
68
73
15
18

Western Europe
Quantity
45
44
39
23
30
28
30

In March 2020, a partner network manager for the Eastern Europe region was hired. The data shows that from an average of
16 registrations per month, in January and February 2020 the number of new registrations increased to an average of 58
registrations per month in the next 5 months, which is an increase by 362%. One of the most important tasks of the partner
network marketing manager was to take over the obligation to search for new partners from the partner network managers.
For this purpose, the following channels were used: Google Ads, Facebook and Instagram. The impact of the employment
of partner network marketing managers on the size of partner acquisition is presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Impact of employment of partner network managers on the size of partner acquisition
Region
Month
2020-11
2020-10
2020-09
2020-08
2020-07
2020-06
2020-05
2020-04
2020-03

Baltic states
Quantity
42
7
7
12
3
3
3
3
1

Eastern Europe
Quantity
727
644
392
243
82
19
47
68
73

Western Europe
Quantity
426
658
223
140
45
44
39
23
30

In August 2020, a partner network marketing manager was hired. The number of registrations of new partners increased from
483 in the period March-July 2020, to 3253 in the period August-November 2020, which is an increase by 842% on an
average monthly basis, which definitely exceeded the forecasts of the examined company, which assumed an increase of 250
to 350%. It follows that marketing activities aimed at partners are a key element of the strategy of building a distributed
production network.
On October 26, 2020, i.e. in week 44, the option of automatic order acceptance for trusted partners was launched. This means
that partners with this status could pick up the order they were interested in with one mouse click without having to wait for
the reaction of the examined company. Figure 6. Shows the impact of a given change on the average time of acquiring a
production partner on an order (placing time). The Y axis shows the time in hours, the X axis shows the subsequent weeks
of 2020.
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Fig. 6. The impact of activating the automatic order acceptance option on placing time.
As shown in Pic. 6. the launch of the automatic order acceptance option lowered the average placing time from 75 hours in
week 44 to 24 hours in week 46 of 2020, which is a decrease by 68% in two weeks. The effects of this action significantly
exceeded the expectations of the examined company, which assumed a decrease of 25-30%.
The examined company, encouraged by the results of introducing automatic order acceptance for trusted partners, decided
from the 46th week to launch this option also for test orders. Additionally, the registration process was simplified. Until now,
before a test order, it was necessary to complete the profile carefully and read the procedures. In the simplified process, the
candidate for a partner can take a test order immediately after registration. It was considered that since test orders are made
only for the needs of the examined company, the risk of such a change is negligible. The results of this change are presented
in Table 3.
Table 3: Effect of simplifying the test order process on the conversion
Week
number
43
44
45
46
47
48

Number of
registrations
259
318
256
259
326
311

Number of test
orders
35
50
39
56
81
63

Conversion of registrations to test
orders
13.51%
15.72%
15.23%
21.62%
24.85%
20.26%

The data shows that the average monthly conversion increased from 14.8% in weeks 43 to 45 to 22.2% and in weeks 46 to
48, there was an increase by 33.33%. This change was within the expectations of the examined company.
An important element during the research on the effects of the implemented improvement activities in the area of
relationships with company partners was conducting a partner satisfaction survey. To this end, from September 9, 2020, the
research began using the simplified NPS method. After each completed order, partners have the opportunity to fill in a short
questionnaire in which they assess their satisfaction on a 5-point scale. By November 30, 2020, partners completed 153
questionnaires. A summary of their results is presented in Table 4.
Table 4: Summary of the NPS research results
Very good
73

Good

Neutral
50

Bad
21

Very bad
6

3

Based on the published research results (tab.4) the value of the NPS coefficient was calculated at the level of 60 points.
Considering that the result above 50 points is considered excellent in the literature, it should be concluded that the overall
activities undertaken by the examined company in order to develop and improve relationships with its production partners
are very good.
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Conclusions
In today's market realities, appropriate management of the supply network and relationships with its participants usually lies
with the so-called the leader, who in the analyzed case was the company being the digital marketplace operating on the
contract manufacturing market. In the case described in this paper, all presented procedures ( establishment of the standard
partner acquisition process, introduction of the partner status system, introduction of the automatic order and direct shipping
acceptance option for the best partners, development of the correct packing procedure, of a poster concerning the packing
principles and welcome box, introduction of the “Zendesk” system, employment of a partner network marketing manager
and “coffee with the examined company”) are aimed at facilitating and improving the implementation of common actions
conducted by the examined company which is a digital marketplace operating on the contract manufacturing market with
production partners. In the case under study, the effect of these activities was:
−
−

−

−

−

an increase in the number of developed and implemented ideas aimed at improving cooperation in the studied
network,
employment of a partner network manager for the Eastern Europe region resulted in an increase in the number of
new registrations from an average of 16 per month to an average of 58 per month in the subsequent 5 months, which
is an increase by 362%,
employment of a partner network marketing manager increased the number of new partner registrations from 483
in the period March-July 2020 to 3253 in the period August-November 2020, which is an increase by 842% on an
average monthly basis;
introduction of the automatic order acceptance option for trusted partners resulted in a decrease in the average level
of placing time from 75 hours in the 44th week to 24 hours in the 46th week of 2020, which is a decrease by 68%
in two weeks.;
simplification of the registration and application process for a test order resulted in an increase in the average
monthly conversion from 14.8% in weeks 43-45 to 22.2% in weeks 46-48, which is an increase by 33.33%).

The implemented operating procedures have another great advantage - they eliminate areas where problem situations may
occur, and thus allow, already at the stage of acquiring a partner for cooperation, for avoiding conflicts between cooperating
entities. A properly selected strategy of cooperation between the examined company and its partners in the presented supply
chain brings many benefits to both the producer and the consumer and undoubtedly has a positive impact on the level of
customer service provided by the examined company. Confirmation of all the introduced activities are the research on the
level of partners' satisfaction with cooperation with the examined company, which is reflected in the obtained value of the
NPS coefficient greater than 50, which proves that all activities undertaken by the examined company in order to develop
and improve relations with its production partners are assessed very positively.
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Abstract
Dignity is a mysterious concept, difficult to grasp. The term ‘dignity’ related to a specific person, on the one hand, involves
a sense of value that makes an individual act according to certain rules, and on the other hand, the respect he earns from
others. In gainful employment, an employee may shape his dignity by perfecting his job and in cooperation with others.
When a person’s actions in his work are appreciated by others, he is almost sure that he is working in the right place, working
like for himself, independently. The article presents the results of a qualitative study on the importance of dignity of gainful
employment from the perspective of an academic teacher, including remote work during a pandemic. On the one hand,
respondents indicate the importance of dignity at work, and on the other, they point to many areas of disrespect for the dignity
of their work.

Keywords: Dignity of Gainful Employment, Academic Teacher’s Work, Conditions of Gainful Employment
Introduction
Gainful employment (hereinafter referred to as work) is one of the many forms of work. Work means every expenditure of
energy. In this sense, one works since an early age. As adults, we work for profit, and to serve ourselves and our loved ones,
we cook, organize, repair, exercise, read, etc. We try to focus our activity on what is important to us. In this article, we
understand work as paid employment.
Work is a very important dimension of human life. Some rank it first, others second after the family [Drucker], 2009. Gainful
employment is a source of individual income. Human work is also the most important key to the whole social issue, when
seen in terms of human good [Polańska, 1995].
Doctors’ statements point to the good at work as a human need. For example, H. Seyle argues that work is a biological
necessity; W. Degi points out that work is a medicine allowing one to overcome difficult moments in life, while W. Osler
writes about work as an “equalizer” (it makes a stupid person intelligent, an intelligent one – brilliant; it brings hope to the
young, the trust to the mature, and rest to the old) [Polańska, 1999].
Managing people requires making work their good. A. Polańska and K. Obłój draw attention to this approach. They
emphasize the importance of dialogue, understanding and partnership at work [Polańska 1999]. M. Kostera points out that
work plays various functions: it shapes personality, gives a sense of agency, self-esteem, place in the world, and participation
in economic life [Kostera, 2020].
Work does not have only a positive side to it. According to A. Kępiński, one cannot talk about good at work in which a
person sees neither sense nor usefulness, in situations of excessive restriction of freedom or when one cannot perform creative
tasks. These situations are often a source of stress. Caring for the good of work requires that there is not too much work and
that it is not wasted [Polańska 1999]. M. Kostera points out that nowadays there is a certain epidemic of depression, drug
addiction, abuse, narcissism. A man competing with others, overworked, working beyond his capacity somewhere has
crossed the line. He lives and works in the environment incompatible with the human condition [Kostera, 2020].
On the one hand, in essence man has not changed since ancient times, on the other hand, 20th-century scientists warn against
the ignorance of treating man one-dimensionally. In the 21st century, it seems that man and his behavior are still a mystery
to be discovered [Mackiewicz, 2017].
It follows from the above that for people the dimensions of health and the good of work overlap. In order for work to become
a good, cooperation between employers and managers and the employees themselves is needed. It is based on the difficult
art of seeking compromise and balance, in short on the humanization of work [Mackiewicz, 2017].
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Dignity of Gainful Employment
In the light of the encyclopedic definition, dignity is a positive human value that should be enjoyed by man in contact with
other people [Encyclopedia, 2002]. In a dictionary definition, dignity is understood as a sense of value that makes a person
act according to certain rules, as well as the respect he gains from others [Słownik języka polskiego, 2000]. A Polish
psychologist, Józef Kozielecki, presented an interesting concept of dignity in the publication entitled Człowiek
wielowymiarowy [Eng.: The Multidimensional Man] (1996). The author distinguished between the concept of human dignity
related to human rights and personal dignity as a character trait.
As regards a specific person, dignity is a moral attitude built into character which, in addition to intelligence, memory and
imagination, determines the individual’s personality, i.e. his uniqueness and individuality. This attitude, understood as a
relatively constant tendency to behave in a certain way towards objects, other people and oneself, is characterized by the
following features: faithfulness to oneself, ability to defend one’s identity and individuality, resistance to manipulation;
restraint and reserve towards the world, stateliness and nobility [Kozielecki 1996].
In the introductory part of the Declaration of Human Rights, there is a provision on the recognition of inherent dignity, and
in Article 1 – confirmation that all people are born free and equal in terms of their dignity and rights [Declaration of Human
Rights, 1948]. While in the aforementioned document, dignity applies to all people, personal dignity is the attitude of a
specific person built into the individual’s character, i.e. a person’s tendency to behave in a certain way towards objects,
towards other people and towards himself [Kozielecki, 1996].
The dictionary definition of dignity is also applicable in gainful employment, in mutual contact with co-workers; namely, on
the one hand, it is a sense of value that makes a person act according to certain rules, and on the other one, others’ respect
for him. The starting point for so understood dignity is finding the truth about the world and about ourselves, about who a
person is.

Conditions for A Decent Gainful Employment of Man
When asked: ‘why do you work?’, people often answer: ‘because I have to’, ‘because I need to support myself, my family,
pay bills, loans’, etc. However, treating work as a source of income narrows its understanding. Work also entails intangible
assets, such as freedom, cooperation, creativity, utility.
Man is dependent on other people in his work. He is dependent on clients, co-workers, employers, managers, superiors, etc.
These dependencies limit human freedom [Polańska, 1995].
When others tell a man what to do, when, and how, his work becomes a commodity; man is convinced that he has become a
factor of production. It may even happen that work becomes something alien, even hostile to man. In management, such a
situation is called work alienation. In an extreme situation, a person loses control over the products of his work, and he has
no influence on his own situation. A person is then interested in doing his own thing and leaving, and superiors are interested
in how to assess work and control better [Kostera, 2020]. Controlling contradicts trusting.
Gainful employment requires people’s cooperation. Man likes to cooperate and likes to compete. On the one hand,
cooperation limits freedom; on the other hand, man comes out of loneliness by working with others; he gets to know himself,
integrates, resolves conflicts, exerts influence, is influenced. Humanization of labor relations plays an important role in this
respect. It is a situation where work is good for man because he understands it, accept tasks and people with whom he
cooperates. Objectified labor relations largely depend on the employee’s superior, his qualifications, willingness and social
skills [Polańska, 1995].
In human work, the right balance between the creative and the imitative parts is important. The creative aspect means that a
person can shape things, services, and methods according to his own ideas. The imitative aspect means that a person
implements someone’s ideas, plans, or ideas or imitates what he has already done himself. The creative aspect entails creating
products and services that people need. Such work helps a person establish his place among other people. When cooperation
turns out well, he earns other people’s respect and appreciation. When he works in a well-organized team, he is aware of
being a team member and has a sense of team spirit. When he has a professional and honest boss, he is justly rewarded. He
obtains answers to important questions from her boss as to why, for whom and for what he works. A. Kępiński links the
creative aspect of work with utility. The meaning of work lies in its usefulness to others. Work without sense, so-called
Sisyphean work, is a source of multidimensional suffering [Polańska, 1995].

Work of an academic teacher
Professional qualifications are a prerequisite for a person to work as an academic teacher at a university. The classic division
of qualifications distinguishes their three groups: professional qualifications (knowledge and skills related to a specific field
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of knowledge), social qualifications (interpersonal skills related to communication in connection with specialization) and
personal qualifications (personal skills related to the person’s attitude/character).
According to the Polish Law on higher education, an academic teacher should have professional qualifications specified in
the act (academic degree/title) and comply with the rights and obligations specified in the Code of Ethics for Research
Workers. In accordance with the Act, the tasks of research and academic employees include:
1.

teaching and educating students, including supervising the preparation of students’ final and diploma theses in terms
of content and methodology;
2. participating in the organizational work of the university.
Moreover, academic staff are required to conduct research and development work, increase their scientific (or artistic) output,
and as regards the teaching staff – to improve their professional qualifications.
The tasks of academic teachers are specified in ISCO-08 in the part under number 2310.
An academic teacher is an expert, specialist, and a professional of public trust. Therefore, an academic teacher undertakes
research, creative and educational activities. As a result, he broadens his knowledge, uses tools to obtain data and information,
shapes his inner life, transfers his knowledge, teaches skills, and thus contributes to his students’ development. Working on
professional qualifications is the process of embodying knowledge, adopting it, and making it one’s own. M. Heller put it in
an interesting way: “there is no work that would not come from within a human being. Although the effect of work always
somehow transforms the world (...), the drama of processing itself takes place inside” [Heller, 2009]. This drama of
processing data into useful information, decisions and actions is a very difficult process that requires, among others, passion,
internal discipline, certain asceticism, and even contemplation of the subject of one’s own work. In this way, an academic
teacher gets to know the studied reality, builds his life on the found truth and, consequently, performs his work in a unique
and exceptional way [Mackiewicz, 2014].
In the teaching work, an academic teacher meets students – multidimensional people who consist of biological, social and
psychological structures. Students’ actions are triggered by various material and spiritual motives. They work on a conscious
and unconscious level, because they have built-in cognitive, emotional and volitional systems; they live in both the external
and internal world. [Kozielecki, 1996] Hence, the need for dialogue with students arises.
As a result of the dialogue with students, the teacher should clearly define the tasks, focus on the highest possible
requirements under the given conditions, on providing feedback on the effects of work, and above all, try to make students
take responsibility for the consequences of their actions. The student should be aware of what he brings to the work of the
student group, and thus to the society. [Mackiewicz, 2014]

Research Characteristics
In order to find out how the meaning and dimensions of decent gainful employment are perceived by academic teachers at
the university, a qualitative survey was conducted in February and March 2021. The study involved 10 people working as
assistant professors at one of the public universities in Poland. These were persons with at least 10 years of work experience
at a university. Among them, there were people working as assistant professors on both research-academic and teaching
positions. The study was conducted using the technique of individual in-depth interviews, which took 30 minutes on average.
The aim of the research was to try to understand the essence of dignity from the perspective of academic teachers and the
importance of this category in their professional work. The study was a semi-structured interview. Thanks to this, the
respondents could freely present what was important to them.

Results
Professional work at the university is very important for the respondents because, on the one hand, it is a source of income,
and on the other hand, it brings intangible assets. Some participants emphasized the variability of the meaning of work at
different times in life due to the family life cycle and age. For some respondents, re-evaluation of the importance of work
was also a consequence of negative work experiences and often lack of recognition. For some respondents, work is a place
of achieving ambition, fulfillment, development and satisfaction with challenges. Some interviewees were aware of the
special nature of their profession, even the privilege of working with young people.
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Table 1: By dignity, the respondents most often understood:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

feeling at peace with oneself. A situation in which boundaries are not violated, and one does not allow
others to violate them;
a sense of self-esteem (coming from childhood; I was loved); one takes it on his way; it is important
at old age;
respect for another person (work, privacy, individual situation);
respect for oneself, feeling comfortable in being in the world, in contacts with others, being mindful
of others. Respect for oneself and others;
a concept related to respect, understanding, freedom, equality of fellow men. An important topic;
respect for my dignity and self-respect; a sense of being treated as I deserve. Also kindness;
treating a person subjectively, regardless of their origin. Self-esteem and respect from others – this
made me think. The definition surprised me, I don’t know how to show myself off; I saw it more
outside.
good that is precious (question: can dignity be priced?). I feel dignified under certain conditions, when
I feel good, confident, appreciated by the scientific community and also financially. It’s hard to talk
about dignity when you go around and beg. “Respecting my work is dignity”;
faithfulness to the values and others’ respect, as well as decent working and living conditions;
I can’t think of anything; difficult, elusive

Respondents usually associate dignity with something positive, with respect. Respect is the attitude towards people or things
that are considered worthy and trustworthy. It is expressed in being taken seriously; we consider something important; we
take it into account. There is recognition, admiration in it. It means making someone significant. It also means being good
and mindful of oneself and of other people. Not always what is important to me is important to you. Although we are different,
we are the same, and everyone has important matters that they need to take care of.
In the above descriptions of dignity, one can also see areas of disrespect for dignity. They include crossing boundaries, failure
to respect the individual situation of an employee, lack of freedom and equality, lack of recognition for work, despicable
living and working conditions.
In the study, the projection technique of “personification” was used, i.e. associating the dignity of gainful employment with
a human being. Respondents were asked to imagine dignity as a person. Who would it be, what characteristics would it have?
The respondents’ answers are presented in the table below.
Table 2: If the dignity in paid work were a person, it would be:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

gender is unimportant. A free, independent, courageous, distant and committed person;
age or gender does not matter. A level-headed person, not acting on emotions but not cold; an empathetic
person that can listen; you are not afraid to approach him/her for fear of being mocked; he/she solves a
problem, does not mind what you look like or how big your wallet is;
gender is unimportant. An open-minded, flexible person, without communication problems, willing to
cooperate and act together. This is an honest person (honesty is the most important because it is the basis of
trust and cooperation);
a child, an immature person;
once I would have said a woman; I don’t know today. An experienced person, good, with a sense of mission,
having the good of others and the needs of a higher order on his/her mind;
a woman faithful to values regardless of the external situation, fighting;
a woman, a good person who sees others, willing to help, someone who does her job but not at the expense
of others, empathetic, open-minded, a bit emotional, knows how to build relationships;
a spring-woman with a wreath on her head, proud, fighting;
a woman (this dignity), more often has a problem with dignity; volatile, multi-dimensional, can give up her
dignity when she has other goals;
rather a woman (this dignity); I cannot imagine

Respondents associate dignity in gainful employment with a woman. Usually, it is an open-minded, empathetic, committed
person, cooperative, but also fragile person (association with a woman, a child).
Many respondents note a lack of dignity in the work of an academic teacher.
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Table 3: The answers to the interviewer question: Can dignity be related to professional work at a university?
Respondent A: At my university, a large part of people’s potential is wasted.
Respondent B: We are appraised via some effects, but these effects are distant. Only publications are assessed, while
the rest is irrelevant. We are appraised by means of some indicators that are incompatible with the way we are
employed.
Respondent C: So far, there has been no problem with dignity at the university. Universities are losing their academic
nature and autonomy. Maybe now political, legal, social and economic changes have an influence. We are losing
dignity now. We are stripped of dignity. Once, work attracted me; now it has become so ordinary.
Respondent D: yes, it is appropriate treatment, and there is no such thing, because it is not so much the fault of the
organization as of the system. I have devoted half my life to development, and there is no adequate remuneration,
treatment, social prestige (just like doctors). We should be appreciated, feel good, and there is nothing like that. Neither
decent nor good work is appreciated (we are assessed by a bureaucratic and clerical machine). There is no reason to
be treated with dignity. Nobody takes into account the time spent on development. It’s hard to talk about dignity.
Respondent E: From my perspective, there is no decent treatment in many places. I wrote an article for a conference.
At the time of submitting the article for publication, I checked the journal scoring and the university incurred the costs
of the publication. After a month, it turned out that articles from this conference would be receive changed scoring at
my university. Let me mention that I am currently employed as an assistant professor and the rating system for periodic
appraisal and bonuses does not allow me to meet the requirements. I collect points from teaching and organizational
work and, as it turned out, also points from publications with changed scoring. There is a similar rollercoaster in
terms of teaching. It is unclear how students choose elective lectures, how they are allocated.
The respondents pointed to inhumane appraisal, underestimation, waste of effort, often Sisyphean work, as well as loss of
the academic nature (university dignity). One can clearly see the lack of recognition and underappreciation in the answers.
Some respondents limit their professional activity only to what is necessary. They put it this way: “do your job and go home”.
On the other hand, the respondents also enjoy their work, most often due to their contact with students. They talked about it
in the following way:
Table 4: The answers to the interviewer question Is the work of an academic teacher enjoyable?
Respondent A: sometimes yes; meeting students; the use of new forms of classes (that they work, that students are
interested); research results (presenting the results graphically).
Respondent B: “you have to like this job to do it”; I like contact with students, with people; when something goes well,
when they are happy – this is enjoyable / gives pleasure. When I meet students years later, they remember me, you can
talk with them.
Respondent C: yes, due to contact with students.
Respondent D: it is not; maybe during the classes, when students smile, say something nice that I treated them properly
(respect). I got discouraged by the scientific situation (no one got the degree).
Respondent E: joy in contact with students, confirmation of the field of study; this is not fun; relations with students
are the advantage of this job. “It is a privilege that I can work with young people; I learn from them”.
Respondent F: joy? Pleasure – I enjoy well-conducted classes, when students are satisfied, I enjoy a published article.
I try to be well received by students.
Respondent G: “I love working with students”. “Writing has gone well”.
Respondent H: less and less; I am less and less a research worker, a lecturer, and more and more a teacher like in
primary school, an administrative worker.
Respondent I: joy yes – when the effort is appreciated
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The respondents seem to see a space for freedom here Below are the respondents’ statements regarding
the extent to which the pandemic situation and the necessity to work remotely is related to dignity.
Table 5: The answers to the interviewer question : Is remote work related to dignity?
Respondent A: nothing can replace direct contact. However, there is calm and focus in remote teaching. There is a
chatroom, a team, you can upload materials, interesting facts; there are more possibilities. On the other hand, the
approach in which I conduct an exam session traditionally, because I don’t trust that students would not cheat, is the
most stupid argument for me. This is not a college teaching philosophy. My task is to make students realize that they
learn for themselves, that they harm themselves by cheating. Yet, I can say: let’s meet, I want to get to know you, look
into your eyes, and have a few words on the substantive topic. I believe that a lack of trust is the basis of a lack of
dignity at work.
Respondent B: it is, loss of dignity. The environment is changing. 45 minutes in remote work is not the same as 45
minutes in the classroom (fatigue, commitment). We are supposed to change, and the tools? Many things may turn out
to be out of date – a good atmosphere and then a test in the old way (an exam session organized in a traditional way
is an example; the class is supposed to be nice, and then everything in the old way). I am controlled whether I am
working or whether I have sent a report, and not how I work. There is no trust in us, in the students. I prepare reports
because I have to. Students are not trusted; we are not trusted.
Respondent C: loss; we have no feedback whether we get across to students; work is harder. A colleague put it well,
“I never thought that my work would be reduced to that of a radio presenter. We do not see students, and this is not a
radio play”.
Respondent D: “I feel some difference.” Some students do not have the conditions to participate in the classes. They
can’t handle it. It was more difficult last semester. I was lost; I demanded a little too much, fell into a treadmill and
dragged them with me. Remotely – harder. It requires more diligence, attention, and attention to the needs of other
people.
Respondent E: regardless of whether you work remotely or not. Always act as if you are being watched by the emperor.
Respondent F: yes, dignity is violated. Outside, the situation is difficult, uncertain. At work, control – I feel constantly
watched; if I stumble, they will point it out. It is really difficult for me; I feel physically and mentally exhausted.
Respondent G: change. I don’t know if I’m being listened to or not, or if they understand. Harder work. I walked down
the hall and realized ‘I don’t know these students anymore. I do not recognize them. This is wasted time. Remote work
does not motivate people. Efficiency falls, and it is important.
Respondent H: I like relations; I feel stripped of dignity and under supervision. I have a sense of constant critical
control. I have a feeling of losing something when someone doubts what has been a strong point of my work so far.
Class observation at a university should be subtly conducted, because autonomy is important. You lose a lot of
important ideas, the goal, the image of another person.
Respondent I: it is. “My dignity suffers when I have to prove that I am not a camel, when I have to prove that the class
was held.” There is no trust. You have to adapt; adaptability is not bad. I spend half of my work on screeds, creating
tables; summaries; I record – I do not record; I copy, I make print screens”. “This offends my dignity.” Regulations,
orders, prohibitions, Polish Qualification Framework – there is no space for creative invention. Syllabuses gave some
freedom. Now, I feel like a teacher who has to work through the material from A to Z. It gives me no security and
arouses reluctance.
Respondent J: yes. There is some imbalance in my and my students’ efforts. I am supposed to be enthusiastic and make
my classes more attractive, so that the students deign to be present. Not always do we have an opportunity to show the
conditions in which we work and learn.
In remote work, respondents notice more control, less trust. Work becomes a commodity.

Conclusions and Discussion
Gainful employment is one of many forms of work. Work is a very important dimension of human life. Gainful employment
is a source of individual income. But work is also entails intangible assets, such as freedom, cooperation, creativity, and
utility.
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Work is a need, a duty, and good for man. Doctors’ opinions point to the good at work; also management specialists
emphasize the importance of making work one’s good.
Work does not have only the positive aspect. One cannot talk about the good at work in which a person does not see any
sense or usefulness, in situations of excessive restriction of freedom or in situations where it is impossible to perform creative
tasks, or in situations of work overload or when work is wasted.
In order for work to become a good, cooperation between employers and managers as well as employees themselves is
necessary.
The dictionary definition of dignity can be applied to gainful employment, to mutual contact with colleagues; namely, on the
one hand, a sense of value that makes a person act according to certain rules, and on the other hand, the respect he gains from
others.
The conducted study shows a picture of a university in which there are many areas of disrespect for the dignity of academic
teachers’ work. The respondents indicated inhumane appraisal, underestimation, waste of effort, often Sisyphean work,
objectification, as well as the loss of the academic nature (dignity) by the university. The responses clearly show a lack of
recognition and feeling underappreciated. Some respondents limit their professional activity only to what is necessary. In
remote work, they also acutely notice excessive control and a lack of trust; they often have a sense of meaninglessness at
work.
The changes experienced by university employees result from systemic changes in higher education, as well as from working
remotely. This results in many tensions stemming from the inadequacy of working conditions to the employees’ expectations.
One has an impression that the university becomes an organization – a corporation, a factory, as if external solutions were
incompatible with the academic environment.
Employees are one of the organization’s stakeholders. They have a vested interest in the management performing three tasks:
providing a workplace, securing real income, and humanizing employment relations. Work humanism means the coexistence
of obligations and rights. Gainful employment requires improvement on the part of those who organize it and those who
perform it. This requires creative cooperation between employers and employees in constantly searching for and finding a
compromise and balance between the needs of the employees and their superiors. Man always needs at least minimum
freedom, and if treated badly, he may quit his jobs and find other employment. It requires overcoming the fear that often
corrupts those who wield it, as well as those who succumb to it.
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Abstract
The analysis performed has revealed positive and negative trends in the influence of the energy factor on the economic
security of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization. The main threats are determined to be a high degree of wear and tear
due to insufficient investment to update FEC facilities; a shortage of energy resources in most of the SCO countries while
the demand for them is growing; a deteriorating environmental situation due to the predominant use of coal for domestic
needs, together with an insignificant share of alternative sources in energy generation; a decrease in the disposable
household income due to an increase in prices of utility services related to the use of energy resources; and an uneven
distribution of income. Nevertheless, the share of the FEC in the SCO countries has a positive trend indicating the
development of interaction in this sector, there is an increase in the share of people employed in the FEC, along with an
increase in salaries, this suggests that interest in energy resources, in particular, from the government, is only increasing
every year, given the growth of revenues from the FEC and the growth of expenditure in this industry for the
implementation of a larger number of projects.

Keywords: Economic Security, Energy Factor, World Energy Markets, Shanghai Cooperation Organization.
Introduction
Now, the fuel and energy complex as the most important structural component of the economy, provides a basis for the
stable work of national economies and the growth of labor productivity, contributes to the achievement of the country's
main financial and economic indicators and consolidates the energy systems of state entities that are objectively oriented
towards world energy markets. The key factor for the existence of certain regions in the country is the provision of fuel and
electricity to the population and businesses. The fuel and energy complex affects significantly the socio-economic state of
society, the competitiveness of the national economy, the prospects for innovative development (Grigoryeva, 2018).
In order to determine the influence of the energy factor on the economic security of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization countries, the indicators were divided into blocks: economic, energy and external activities, environmental,
social and financial. This stems from the fact that the fuel and energy complex can affect indirectly, that is, it can present
threats also in the environmental, social, financial sectors, which can subsequently significantly affect the economies of the
countries.

Methodology
During research, the following general scientific methods were used: the content analysis method, designed to analyze the
semantic content of text arrays and products of communicative correspondence on the research subject, as well as inductive
and deductive analysis tools, which allowed us to combine individual authors' conclusions on this problem and formulate
the author's vision of the problem. Special methods were also used during the research: absolute and relative statistical
indicators, dynamics indicators, and research finding visualization methods. When constructing and describing models, the
authors tried to adhere to the principles of an integrated approach that allows establishing the most significant relationships
and trends of events and processes in the world energy markets and formalize the most significant effects
The research database consisted of official statistical and analytical materials of the International Energy Agency, energy
research and consulting company EnergyData, the World Bank, the State Committee of the Republic of Uzbekistan on
Statistics, the Ministry of National Economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Committee on Statistics of the National
Statistical Committee of the Kyrgyz Republic, National Portal of India, National Bureau of Statistics of China, Pakistan
Bureau of Statistics, Federal Customs Service of the Russian Federation.
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Results
The first indicator of the economic block is the share of the SCO countries in world GDP in%:
Table 1: Calculations of the indicators of the economic block (Source: compiled by the author based on Data portal of the
world largest open data directory; Official site of the Agency on Statistics under the President of the Republic of
Tajikistan; Data portal of EconomicData International Energy Statistics; Data portal of EnergyData energy research and
consulting company; Data portal of the International Energy Agency; Official site of The State Committee on Statistics of
the Republic of Uzbekistan; Official site of of the Ministry of National Economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Bureau of
National Statistics; Official site of the National Statistical Committee of the Kyrgyz Republic; Official site of the Statistical
Agency of India, National Portal of India; Official site the National Bureau of Statistics of China; Official site of the
Federal State Statistic Service (ROSSTAT); Official site of the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics )
Economic block
1. Share of the SCO countries in world GDP, %
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Share of the SCO
countries in world GDP
Russia

27.350%

28.141%

29.003%

29.631%

30.256%

30.876%

3.391%

3.303%

3.264%

3.145%

3.108%

3.044%

China

16.016%

16.629%

17.241%

17.707%

18.089%

18.479%

India

6.563%

6.813%

7.093%

7.364%

7.633%

7.911%

Pakistan

0.808%

0.813%

0.822%

0.830%

0.836%

0.847%

Kazakhstan

0.383%

0.386%

0.380%

0.376%

0.376%

0.377%

Uzbekistan

0.151%

0.158%

0.164%

0.170%

0.175%

0.179%

Kyrgyzstan

0.018%

0.018%

0.018%

0.018%

0.018%

0.018%

Tajikistan

0.020%

0.021%

0.021%

0.021%

0.021%

0.021%

2. Share of the FEC of the SCO countries in GDP, %
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Share of the FEC of the
SCO countries in GDP,
%
Russia

17.645%

17.142%

14.976%

13.690%

14.143%

14.734%

3.771%

3.637%

2.177%

1.698%

1.969%

2.082%

China

11.878%

11.538%

10.769%

10.070%

10.224%

10.694%

India

1.582%

1.593%

1.710%

1.684%

1.660%

1.677%

Kazakhstan

0.279%

0.245%

0.183%

0.121%

0.167%

0.187%

Uzbekistan

0.055%

0.046%

0.053%

0.041%

0.052%

0.023%

Kyrgyzstan

0.001%

0.001%

0.001%

0.001%

0.002%

0.002%

Tajikistan

0.003%

0.003%

0.003%

0.003%

0.003%

0.003%

Pakistan

0.076%

0.079%

0.079%

0.073%

0.067%

0.067%

3. Growth rate of investment in the FEC of the SCO countries, %
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Growth rate of
investment in the FEC of
the SCO countries, %
Russia

-

76.98%

117.08%

101.75%

150.44%

73.18%

-

105.03%

150.65%

28.63%

77.77%

302.75%

China

-

40.60%

200.03%

104.45%

93.52%

148.63%

India

-

90.71%

74.10%

80.83%

77.76%

125.00%

Pakistan

-

335.74%

100.00%

191.14%

349.66%

20.02%
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Kazakhstan

-

145.36%

131.16%

124.05%

119.12%

116.08%

Uzbekistan

-

111.72%

110.99%

114.76%

108.17%

101.34%

Kyrgyzstan

-

89.06%

104.54%

114.65%

134.96%

42.15%

Tajikistan

-

316.90%

73.59%

101.36%

181.29%

62.56%

4. Rate of increase in fuel energy resource prices, %
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Oil

-

91.06%

52.95%

83.47%

123.92%

131.59%

Gas

-

117.25%

59.77%

94.62%

120.33%

105.74%

Coal

-

85.69%

81.55%

111.96%

140.02%

112.16%

5. Energy use intensity per unit of GDP at constant purchasing power parity (tons of oil equivalent per $
1,000 of GDP (PPP) (2015))
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
Average energy intensity
of GDP (tons of oil
equivalent per $1,000 of
GDP (PPP) (2015))
Russia

0.163

0.156

0.146

0.142

0.140

0.138

0.195

0.195

0.196

0.203

0.211

0.215

China

0.169

0.160

0.151

0.140

0.135

0.131

India

0.113

0.111

0.104

0.100

0.098

0.095

Kazakhstan

0.196

0.177

0.178

0.184

0.181

0.181

Uzbekistan

0.263

0.248

0.205

0.183

0.176

0.176

Kyrgyzstan

0.122

0.120

0.112

0.108

0.106

0.103

Tajikistan

0.118

0.115

0.108

0.104

0.102

0.099

Pakistan

0.127

0.124

0.116

0.112

0.110

0.106

6. Wear rate of the fixed production assets in the FEC of the SCO countries, %
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

42.932%

44.860%

44.199%

46.302%

47.120%

48.729%

50.400%

51.550%

49.950%

51.550%

49.800%

50.900%

China

7.700%

7.800%

7.500%

8.600%

8.900%

8.740%

India

13.860%

14.040%

13.500%

15.480%

16.020%

15.732%

Pakistan

23.562%

23.868%

22.950%

26.316%

27.234%

26.744%

Kazakhstan

38.900%

43.700%

36.000%

34.200%

34.400%

35.700%

Uzbekistan

59.457%

62.587%

65.881%

69.348%

72.998%

76.840%

Kyrgyzstan

79.900%

82.695%

83.245%

86.830%

87.407%

91.171%

Tajikistan

69.679%

72.641%

74.563%

78.089%

80.203%

84.006%

Wear rate of the fixed
production assets in the
FEC of the SCO
countries, %
Russia

This indicator explains the economic feasibility of selecting the SCO as the research subject. In fact, during the period
under analysis, this indicator reflects a gradual growth of + 3.526%, and in 2018 it reached almost 1/3 of world GDP due to
the fact that it includes such large fast-growing economies, as China and India.
The share of the FEC in the total GDP of the SCO countries amounted to 14.734% in 2018. Despite the fact that this is not
a record result, after the price shock (sharp decline) of oil prices in 2016, there was a gradual growth of + 0.591%. In
addition, the growth of this indicator reflects the development of interaction between the SCO countries in the this
industry, which is evidenced by the growth of the overall internal turnover of the member states of the organization.
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Unfortunately, the rates of investment growth in the SCO countries are not at the proper level. Certainly, this indicator is
generalized for all member countries of the organization that have different levels of investment in the FEC; however, with
energy interaction proclaimed as a priority area for the organization, it is necessary to stabilize the investment situation in
the countries, improve investment attractiveness and support sustainable growth. It cannot go unnoticed that in 2017,
investment growth was + 50.44% compared to 2016 due to the accession of India and Pakistan.
Despite the slowdown in the growth rates of fuel resource prices, their monetary terms have shown upward trends over the
past 3 years. This is an undoubted advantage for the exporting countries – Russia and Kazakhstan with their economies
directly depending on world fuel resource prices. However, the converse is true for countries that have to import oil, gas
and coal. But, on the other hand, on the contrary, this is an advantage for the development of cooperation in the energy
sector of the organization. In fact, the rise in prices for exporters, certain benefits to importers within the alliance result in
the development of partnerships and increase the importance of the organization.
Another important indicator for the economy of a nation is the energy intensity of GDP. It is calculated as the ratio of the
total amount of energy in tons of oil equivalent required for the production of total GDP to the monetary terms of the total
GDP produced. Thus, in the SCO countries, this indicator decreases due to the policies of the nations aimed at improving
energy efficiency, and 0.138 tons of oil equivalent must be spent to produce USD 1,000 of GDP already in 2018. However,
if this indicator is taken in the context of the countries, then energy efficiency decreases in Russia, that is, the energy
intensity of GDP increases due to Russia’s unique climate and large territory.
The average degree of wear and tear of FEC fixed production assets shows an upward trend, indicating a lack of
investment for the upgrade of the fixed production assets. However, this indicator is generalized and exceeds 75% in
Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan. In order to improve the general state across the organization, investment in the FEC
should be increased, primarily, in those alliance countries lagging behind the leaders that operate the infrastructure that
remains after the collapse of the USSR in some places.
Thus, as to the extraction of energy resources by the SCO countries, they show significant results if compared to the world
level. The largest hydrocarbon reserves are in Russia, and, therefore, it is the leader in oil and gas production. Despite the
physical growth of oil production volume in Russia in 2018, the decrease in oil production in recent years has been caused
by the depleting reserves in China and India and an increase in oil production at the world level. The share of other energy
resource production is increasing every year in order to satisfy the demand of the fast-growing economies of China and
India, mainly at the expense of gas and electricity, including HPPs and NPPs. Although, due to the deteriorating
environmental situation, China and India continue to increase coal consumption due to the lack of other types of resources,
at least China is gradually abandoning the use of coal in favor of gas and renewable energy; however, in the near future, it
is impossible to completely abandon this type of resource.
A large share of exported fuel energy resources (oil, gas, coal) among the SCO countries, both within the organization and
outside, is accounted for by Russia. It is the dominant supplier to the states of the alliance, therefore, most of these
indicators repeat the trends in this country. It is also worth noting Kazakhstan, whose share if compares to Russia is not so
large, but it is also an exporter increasing its exports, including within the SCO.
As mentioned above, the main importers, both on the global stage and within the organization, are India and China with
their fast growing economies. The share of the other countries (Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan) is extremely small
if compared to the leaders in consumption.
In the structure of FEC exports in the SCO, the predominant energy product is undoubtedly oil – more than 72%, followed
by coal – 6.939%, gas – 3.649% and electricity – 0.809%. The structure of FEC imports among the SCO countries slightly
differs from the export one, for example, the predominant product is oil – more than 74%, followed by gas – 7.9%, coal –
6.645% and electricity – 0.567%. The increase in the share of FEC exports and imports within the SCO suggests an
increase in the interaction between the countries of the organization and the development of cooperation in this industry,
that is, Russia and Kazakhstan are sending an increasing part of their exports to the Asian region, and the other countries
are diversifying import flows in order for them not to depend on a single supplier, gradually changing the vector and
looking to the markets of Central Asia, the Pacific-Asian region.
The share of the SCO countries in the world FEC consumption in 2018 amounted to 36.13%, and a gradual growth is seen
during the entire period under analysis due to the + 1.9% growth of the economies in the SCO countries, the largest
contribution to which is undoubtedly made by China, India and Russia, with the annual consumption being increased,
which is evidenced by the upward trends of the growth rates of the FEC consumption by the SCO countries. In the context
of industries, energy resource consumption is increasing at the expense of an increase in oil consumption: + 2.745%
(during 2013-2018), gas: + 1.427%, coal: + 2.891%, electricity: + 4.372%, hydropower: + 4.381, nuclear energy: + 7.33%.
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Unfortunately, with their share of atmospheric emissions of harmful substances from the production of energy resources,
mainly carbon dioxide, the SCO countries are among the leaders, since their share has been gradually increasing in recent
years and is more than 42.6%:
Table 2: Calculations of the indicators of the environmental block (Source: GLOBAL ENERGY HIGHLIGHTS 2019
EDITION; Data portal of the world largest open data directory; Data portal of the International Energy Agency; Data
portal of EnergyData energy research and consulting company)
Environmental block
1. Share of the SCO countries in the world atmospheric carbon dioxide emissions from the FEC
enterprises of the SCO countries, %
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
Share of the SCO countries
in the world atmospheric
carbon dioxide emissions
from the FEC enterprises of
the SCO countries, %
Russia

41.417%

41.526%

41.606%

41.528%

41.964%

42.581%

5.079%

5.035%

5.074%

5.005%

5.229%

5.332%

China

28.900%

28.599%

28.628%

28.467%

28.419%

28.761%

India

5.804%

6.304%

6.360%

6.504%

6.765%

6.918%

Kazakhstan

0.791%

0.740%

0.720%

0.737%

0.740%

0.750%

Uzbekistan

0.312%

0.315%

0.284%

0.275%

0.272%

0.279%

Kyrgyzstan

0.021%

0.024%

0.021%

0.020%

0.024%

0.031%

Tajikistan

0.009%

0.008%

0.008%

0.007%

0.009%

0.011%

Pakistan

0.501%

0.500%

0.510%

0.512%

0.506%

0.499%

2. Share of alternative sources in the electricity production in the SCO countries, %
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Share of alternative sources
in the electricity production
in the SCO countries, %
Russia

3.247%

3.680%

4.288%

5.119%

6.387%

7.658%

0.047%

0.076%

0.090%

0.097%

0.105%

0.114%

China

3.440%

4.001%

4.874%

5.884%

7.456%

8.918%

India

4.879%

4.994%

4.944%

5.695%

6.513%

7.783%

Kazakhstan

0.166%

0.175%

0.195%

0.386%

0.407%

0.615%

Uzbekistan

2.130%

2.140%

2.070%

2.030%

2.080%

2.910%

Kyrgyzstan

0.437%

0.647%

0.990%

1.245%

1.206%

1.467%

Tajikistan

0.100%

0.108%

0.114%

0.237%

0.259%

0.387%

Pakistan

1.758%

1.870%

2.022%

2.346%

3.068%

3.921%

3. Share of solar resources in the electricity production in the SCO countries
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Share of solar resources in
the electricity production in
the SCO countries
Russia

0.156%

0.353%

0.602%

0.836%

1.489%

2.086%

0.009%

0.015%

0.031%

0.043%

0.049%

0.051%

China

0.154%

0.416%

0.749%

1.006%

1.784%

2.496%

India

0.300%

0.389%

0.498%

0.824%

1.464%

1.969%

Kazakhstan

0.108%

0.106%

0.109%

0.106%

0.097%

0.093%

Uzbekistan

0.364%

0.361%

0.349%

0.343%

0.332%

0.320%
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Kyrgyzstan

0.057%

0.055%

0.061%

0.061%

0.052%

0.051%

Tajikistan

0.007%

0.007%

0.007%

0.007%

0.007%

0.006%

Pakistan

0.141%

0.221%

0.299%

0.480%

0.837%

1.510%

4. Share of wind resources in the electricity production in the SCO countries
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Share of wind resources in
the electricity production in
the SCO countries
Russia

2.170%

2.303%

2.586%

3.156%

3.684%

4.236%

0.009%

0.009%

0.014%

0.013%

0.013%

0.021%

China

2.600%

2.763%

3.195%

3.865%

4.467%

5.146%

India

2.618%

2.650%

2.485%

3.100%

3.579%

3.863%

Kazakhstan

0.108%

0.106%

0.144%

0.291%

0.320%

0.506%

Uzbekistan

0.109%

0.108%

0.105%

0.103%

0.100%

0.096%

Kyrgyzstan

0.214%

0.206%

0.230%

0.229%

0.194%

0.191%

Tajikistan

0.072%

0.072%

0.070%

0.071%

0.068%

0.065%

Pakistan

0.258%

0.428%

0.489%

0.640%

0.951%

1.225%

The main reason for this trend is coal combustion, which has already aroused concern at the present point in time,
especially in China and India, where this type of resource is essential and the share both of its production and consumption
is consistently growing. However, this issue is already being addressed. For example, the share of alternative sources
shows a stable upward trend, and the main contribution to their development is made by China and India, again.
The main sources of alternative energy are solar and wind resources. Both indicators reflect gradual development,
however, wind energy prevails because of the climatic pattern.
Calculations of the indicators of the social block in the SCO countries made it possible to conclude as follows:
Table 3: Calculations of the indicators of the social block (Sources: Official site of the Agency on Statistics under the
President of the Republic of Tajikistan; Official site of the World Bank; Official site of The State Committee on Statistics
of the Republic of Uzbekistan; Official site of of the Ministry of National Economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Bureau
of National Statistics; Official site of the National Statistical Committee of the Kyrgyz Republic; Official site of the
Statistical Agency of India, National Portal of India; Official site the National Bureau of Statistics of China; Official site of
the Federal State Statistic Service (ROSSTAT); Official site of the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics)
Social block
1. Population growth rates in the SCO countries, %
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Population growth rates in
the SCO countries, %
Russia

-

100.893%

100.882%

100.887%

100.880%

100.819%

-

100.218%

100.193%

100.170%

100.107%

99.987%

China

-

100.508%

100.509%

100.543%

100.561%

100.457%

India

-

101.152%

101.123%

101.096%

101.068%

101.043%

Kazakhstan

-

101.484%

101.472%

101.432%

101.370%

101.301%

Uzbekistan

-

101.701%

101.760%

101.754%

101.698%

101.750%

Kyrgyzstan

-

102.026%

102.080%

102.058%

101.952%

102.010%

Tajikistan

-

102.395%

102.438%

102.479%

102.501%

102.484%

Pakistan

-

102.114%

102.110%

102.106%

102.097%

102.077%

2. Share of employed population in the energy sector of the SCO countries, %
2013

2014

2015
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Share of employed
population in the energy
sector of the SCO countries,
%
Russia

5.068%

5.233%

5.234%

5.210%

5.780%

6.238%

5.000%

5.000%

4.900%

4.900%

4.800%

5.000%

China

2.300%

2.500%

2.500%

2.600%

3.500%

3.800%

India

3.382%

3.456%

3.606%

3.735%

4.949%

5.907%

Kazakhstan

0.876%

1.193%

1.631%

1.003%

0.952%

0.864%

Uzbekistan

12.939%

12.858%

12.847%

12.854%

12.724%

12.158%

Kyrgyzstan

7.366%

7.348%

7.788%

8.064%

10.616%

13.129%

Tajikistan

8.200%

8.984%

8.067%

7.984%

7.971%

8.249%

Pakistan

0.480%

0.521%

0.530%

0.542%

0.730%

0.793%

3. Growth rates of salaries and wages in the FEC, %
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Growth rates of salaries and
wages in the FEC, %
Russia

-

108.072%

106.337%

116.660%

113.469%

111.343%

-

112.039%

107.218%

108.174%

144.946%

108.246%

China

-

106.125%

102.425%

104.423%

110.693%

113.602%

India

-

104.436%

103.433%

116.035%

109.085%

110.100%

Kazakhstan

-

117.065%

108.540%

112.360%

108.427%

108.429%

Uzbekistan

-

116.670%

115.757%

109.345%

112.172%

130.577%

Kyrgyzstan

-

103.616%

103.067%

114.926%

109.321%

104.957%

Tajikistan

-

101.877%

105.816%

140.369%

105.633%

108.237%

Pakistan

-

102.747%

104.441%

127.648%

107.477%

106.597%

4. Rate of increase in utility prices, %
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Rate of increase in utility
prices, %
Russia

-

105.393%

105.755%

106.15%

105.450%

105.947%

-

103.085%

101.417%

103.82%

111.089%

107.887%

China

-

110.864%

110.620%

105.08%

103.739%

106.328%

India

-

105.100%

101.653%

108.85%

108.187%

110.564%

Kazakhstan

-

104.682%

102.954%

110.74%

100.612%

110.936%

Uzbekistan

-

106.051%

107.932%

108.80%

105.474%

108.004%

Kyrgyzstan

-

106.082%

109.233%

105.70%

104.809%

101.698%

Tajikistan

-

102.041%

102.974%

102.66%

105.162%

100.447%

Pakistan

-

105.236%

109.254%

103.56%

104.526%

101.710%

Every year, the population in the SCO countries shows an upward trend. However, despite the insignificant population
growth rates according to official statistics, the problem of an increasing population is especially urgent in China and India.
Due to this factor, these countries see an increase in the consumption of energy resources, which are already in short
supply there; the solution to this problem, mainly in China, was birth control, which made it possible to slightly slow down
the growth rate (Shpilina, 2017).
The share of employed population in the energy sector has been increasing in recent years indicating an interest in the
development of the energy industry today, when the influence of the availability and production of energy resources, and
an increase in demand due to the growth in consumption of these types of products are increasing.
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The growth rates of salaries and wages in this sector of the SCO countries show a similar result. In fact, with an increase in
the national importance of fuel and energy resources, this industry develops, since it is profitable, therefore, salaries and
wages also increase, as does the number of employees.
As for the growth rates of utility services related to provision of households with energy resources, the peak of growth was
2016 in the SCO countries due to a decrease in their supply at the global level and in the individual countries. In general,
prices for energy services provided to households rise, which is generally evident.
The share of revenues from the FEC received by the national budgets of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization countries
has been growing since 2016 (Table 4):
Table 4: Calculations of the indicators of the financial block (Source: compiled by the author based on Official site of the
Pakistan Bureau of Statistics; Official site of The State Committee on Statistics of the Republic of Uzbekistan; Official site
of of the Ministry of National Economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Bureau of National Statistics
Official site of the National Statistical Committee of the Kyrgyz Republic; Official site of the Statistical Agency of India,
National Portal of India; Official site the National Bureau of Statistics of China; Official site of the Federal State Statistic
Service (ROSSTAT); Official site of the Agency on Statistics under the President of the Republic of Tajikistan)
Financial block
1. Share of revenues from the FEC in the national budget, %
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Share of revenues
from the FEC in the
national budget, %
Russia

24.766%

23.325%

19.684%

17.720%

19.488%

21.696%

50.185%

51.279%

42.921%

35.988%

39.578%

46.353%

China

18.376%

9.255%

8.752%

9.461%

10.559%

10.966%

India

11.898%

7.453%

7.317%

7.903%

8.683%

9.118%

Kazakhstan

47.702%

48.742%

40.797%

34.208%

37.620%

44.060%

Uzbekistan

24.070%

26.580%

19.700%

18.200%

19.400%

19.500%

Kyrgyzstan

18.960%

16.234%

14.835%

13.705%

15.703%

17.700%

Tajikistan

21.515%

21.407%

17.267%

15.953%

17.551%

18.600%

Pakistan

5.420%

5.651%

5.883%

6.345%

6.808%

7.270%

2. Growth rates of government expenditure to the FEC, %
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Growth rates of
government
expenditure to the
FEC, %
Russia

-

119.071%

109.326%

109.152%

110.066%

118.953%

-

165.625%

75.883%

99.047%

106.862%

117.693%

China

-

104.528%

110.313%

111.965%

110.710%

114.582%

India

-

109.407%

113.979%

112.482%

109.439%

108.481%

Kazakhstan

-

118.286%

110.848%

108.107%

88.946%

129.590%

Uzbekistan

-

124.074%

126.579%

119.698%

118.019%

131.220%

Kyrgyzstan

-

105.930%

111.019%

101.199%

113.469%

109.552%

Tajikistan

-

121.180%

118.714%

113.902%

115.744%

130.405%

Pakistan

-

103.541%

107.276%

106.819%

117.340%

110.101%

Surely, the main contribution to this indicator was made by Russia and Kazakhstan – the main energy resource exporting
countries of the organization, the share of the FEC in the budgets of which reached 46% and 44%, respectively, in 2018.
The share of the other SCO countries has lower indicators due to the import orientation of these countries’ resources, and,
consequently, their national budgets are created on the basis of other industries.
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It is worth noting the growth rates of the SCO nations’ expenditures in the development of the energy sector, since the
growth rates are increasing annually, thus confirming the potential for development in this branch of economy. What is
especially worth mentioning is the growth rate of expenditures in the fuel and energy complex of Tajikistan due to the
construction of the strategic Rogun HPP; that of Kazakhstan, which is upgrading its oil and gas fields; and that of
Uzbekistan in order to improve the efficiency of the economy and large-scale plans for the development of alternative
energy sources.

Conclusion
Calculations of the main indicators of the SCO countries make it possible to see positive and negative results that indicate a
certain influence of the energy factor on the economic security of the SCO countries.
The main negative trends of the fuel and energy complex for the economic security of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization countries are:
•

unstable trends of investment resources in the energy sector. Low investment attractiveness of countries that do
not have significant energy resource reserves is the reason that leads to another problem mentioned in the next
paragraph;

•

a high degree of wear and tear of fixed production assets. This trend exists, primarily, in the countries of the
former USSR – Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan, where the indicator exceeds 75%;

•

lack of sufficient energy resources to satisfy the nations’ own demand. This is true for most of the SCO countries.
However, their situation is different. If fact, on the one hand, these are China and India that do not have sufficient
energy resources to satisfy domestic consumption, and they have to import fuel for the development of their highgrowing economies. On the other hand, these are Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan that have to import fuel to let the
economy stay, roughly speaking, “afloat”;

•

growth of carbon dioxide emissions from FEC enterprises. This problem is the most acute for China and India due
to the predominance of coal reserves, and, consequently, growth in its consumption;

•

rise in prices for utility services related to energy resources. This trend is typical for all the countries of the
organization. However, the growth rate of utility prices does not exceed the growth rate of salaries and wages, at
least for the population employed in the FEC.

Positive trends include a decrease in the energy intensity of GDP, an increase in electricity production from alternative
sources, an increase in employed population, in this case, in the fuel and energy complex, and at the same time an increase
in salaries and wages in this industry, and an increase in government revenues over the past three years and an increase in
government expenditure on the development of the fuel and energy complex.
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Abstract
When the pandemic broke out in Poland, the regular cultural activity had to be stopped. The government undertook a series
of measures, mainly economic/ fiscal and legal/ regulatory to support culture. The purpose of the paper is, first, to analyse
the application of diverse cultural policy instruments by the state authorities to support cultural and creative sectors (CSS)
in Poland during the first wave of the pandemic, with special focus on independent artists, creators and performers. Second,
it intends to examine the reception of such a support by cultural workers, based on semi-structured in-depth interviews (IDI).
The analysis shows poor general situation of the CCS in Poland, which became more evident under the crisis. It is due to
underinvestment in culture and negligence in the cultural policy, including cultural education, which has resulted in reluctant
attitudes towards cultural workers by both the general public and the authorities. Independent cultural workers, performing
precarious forms of work, have been offered quite limited aid compared to public and commercial organisations.
Nonetheless, they undertook diverse activities online, mainly for free, to maintain good relationships with their public and
not to be forgotten by them, as well as to express their creativity. Their reception of measures undertaken by the authorities,
not only relative to financial support, but also to legal and organisational solutions is mainly negative.

Keywords: Culture, cultural policy, COVID-19, Poland
Introduction
When the pandemic broke out in Poland, theatres, cinemas, concert halls, museums and galleries were ‘closed until further
notice’. This decision has strongly impacted the activity of public cultural institutions, non-governmental organizations and
private companies operating in the cultural field, as well as that of independent artists. Nevertheless, the Polish Prime
Minister in his speeches delivered at the beginning of the pandemic in Poland omitted to mention problems the cultural
organizations had to face1. Consequently, while planning the opening of cultural institutions after the pandemic first wave,
he stated they should remain closed longer as cultural events bring about very high risks, being at the same time of limited
significance for the economy (Cieślak, 2020).
The purpose of the paper is twofold. First, it aims at analysing the application of diverse cultural policy instruments by the
state authorities to support cultural and creative sectors (CSS) in Poland during the first wave of the pandemic, with special
focus on independent artists, creators and performers. This goal is achieved by reviewing official state information published
on the Polish government webpages, referring to actions taken or planned to be taken by the state in order to aid the cultural
sectors. Second, it intends to examine the reception of such a support by cultural workers. The analysis is based on semistructured in-depth interviews (IDI) with ten cultural workers (N=10) of diverse professions, independent as well as
employed in cultural institutions. The group of interviewees was chosen using the chain referral sampling method. They are
visual artists (three people), actors (two people), actors - owners of small independent theatres (two people), musicians opera singers (two people), culture managers (one person). The interviews were carried out between May 21 and July 31,
2020.

State of the arts: cultural sector in Poland
According to the state statistics, between 200 thousand and 300 thousand people work in Poland in cultural and creative
organisations (Baran and Lewandowski, 2017), (GUS, 2020a), which constitutes up to 1.9% of all working people. These
organisations represent state cultural institutions, NGOs as well as private enterprises of which prevailing majority (98,9%)
represent micro-enterprises, employing up to nine people (GUS, 2020a). These numbers remain however severely
incomplete, as a vast majority of 60 thousand artists, creators, and performers, working on the basis of contracts of mandate,
contracts for specific work, or without any contract (Ilczuk et al., 2020), are not included or only partially included in these
_________________
Cite this Article as: Anna A. JANOWSKA “‘Closed Until Further Notice’. Policy Towards Culture by The Polish Government During
The COVID-19 Pandemic First Wave” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA),
30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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statistics. Moreover, this kind of contract deprives them usually of social security, including health security, whereas their
average salaries, obtained mainly on an irregular basis, are less than PLN 2.500 net per month2 (about EUR 550), which
accounts for about 70% of average salary in the country.
In Poland, cultural activity strongly depends on public funding. It is one of the major instruments of the cultural policy
(Nylöf, 1997), (Zito and Eckersley, 2018), applied by highest authorities (Janowska, 2014), central as well as local, or by
other organisations, such as corporations as well as other institutions and individuals. This funding takes diverse forms, such
as subsidies for ongoing activities, special projects, investments, patronage of cultural institutions and specific funds and
scholarships for individual artists, creators and performers (Chochorowska, 2016). Government budget expenditures on
culture account on average about 0,5% of the Polish GDP, i.e. PLN 11 billion (EUR 2.42 billion) whereas the added value
the CCS generate is PLN 24.6 billion (1.3% of GDP) (GUS, 2020b). For comparison, being the object of lively concern
during the pandemic shown by the authorities, the tourism industry generates also the added value of about GDP 1.3%
(Czernicki et al., 2020). Moreover, culture is often the driving force for the tourism, hotel and catering sectors.
Cultural policy comprises a series of cultural instruments, funding being a part of them. One may then distinguish: (i)
economic/ fiscal, industry assistance, labour market intervention and trade policy, (ii) legal and political/ regulatory, (iii)
organizational and (iv) relating to value and ideology instruments (Dragićević-Šešic, 2010), (Throsby, 2010). Some of them
were applied by the Polish government to support culture during the pandemic.

Cultural policy instruments applied by the government to support culture during COVID-19
pandemic
On July 7, 2020, the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage announced on its website that over PLN 5 billion (about EUR
1.1 billion) were or would be allocated to support the CCS in Poland (MKiDN, 2020a). This help was supposed to take
different forms, from social aid for individual artists, through exemptions from social security contributions, up to funding
programs for cultural activity devoted to diverse cultural organisations (public, commercial and NGOs). The list of these
activities is presented in the table below.
Table 1: List of support activities for CCS by the Polish government: (MKiDN, 2020b),(MKiDN, 2020a), (MKiDN,
2020c)
Beneficiary

Amount (if
applicable)
General ‘ANTI-CRISIS SHIELD’1 – for all the sectors of the economy

Persons under civil law
contracts – including
artists,
creators and
performers

Instrument description

1

2
3
4
Enterprises, selfemployed (conducting a
business activity) and
non-governmental
organizations

5
6
7
8
9

Enterprises

10

Financial compensation for impossibility of
performing work/ for downtime (pl. postojowe, ang.
‘parking’); may be enquired by the employer for
subcontractors/ employees
Reimbursement of part of salaries and social
security contributions to the Labour Fund
3-month reimbursement of salaries and of social
security contributions
Working capital loan to finance salaries in SME
sector
3-month exemption from social security
contributions (pl. ZUS)
Write-off of tax liabilities
Possibility to deduct losses for the current year from
income for the previous year
Financial compensation for people conducting a
business activity (pl. postojowe, ang. ‘parking’) to
be taken 3 times max
Low-interest loan from the Labour Fund for microentrepreneurs
Possibility of taking a loan with reduced interest
rate, subsidised by the state budget
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PLN 2,080,
tax exempt

PLN 2,080
or
PLN
1,300
up to PLN
5,000
PLN 565
million

Instrument

Economic/
fiscal

Economic/
fiscal
Economic/
fiscal
Economic/
fiscal
Economic/
fiscal
Economic/
fiscal
Economic/
fiscal
Economic/
fiscal
Economic/
fiscal
Economic/
fiscal
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11
12

13
Non-governmental
organizations
14
15
16
17

Artists, creators and
performers
(natural
persons)
Creators

Improved borrowing conditions (extension of the
grace period for capital repayment, possibility of
suspending repayment of installments, possibility
of reducing interest rates, extension of repayment
period)
Changes in settlement of public tasks performed

Extension of deadlines for submitting
settlements
INTENDED FOR CULTURE

tax

"Culture on the Web" programme/ contest

PLN
20
million

Economic/
fiscal

Increased social assistance by the Ministry of
Culture and National Heritage

PLN 1,800.
Possibility
to
apply
several
times
Budget
increased
from PLN
1.5 million
to PLN 6.5
million

Economic/
fiscal

18

Artists, creators
Companies,
nongovernmental
organizations,
local
government
cultural
institutions as well as
churches,
religious
associations and their
legal persons
State cultural institutions
(Ministry of Culture and
National Heritage) and
local government cultural
institutions
Custodians of Historical
Monuments and World
Heritage sites
Cultural institutions, nongovernmental
organizations

Strengthened financial envelope for scholarships by
the Minister of Culture and National Heritage
20

21
22

Legal/
regulatory
Legal/
regulatory
Legal/
regulatory
Legal/
regulatory

Possibility of paying social security contributions
(pl. ZUS) in installments
Postponement of tax payment

19

Natural persons involved
in
artistic
creation,
promotion of culture and
care of monuments,
applying for a scholarship
for the implementation of
a specific project
Artists, authors

Economic/
fiscal
Economic/
fiscal
Legal/
regulatory

Possibility of reimbursement of part of salaries and
special subsidy for jobs protection
Exemption from unpaid contributions

Acceleration of work on the rights of professional
artist act
Acceleration of work on the establishment of the
Professional Artists Support Fund
"Culture on the Web" programme/ contest

Economic/
fiscal

Legal/
regulatory
Legal/
regulatory
PLN
80
million

Economic/
fiscal

23

24

25

26

Support by the Guaranteed Employment Benefit
Fund to co-finance salaries of employees affected
by economic downtime or reduced working hours

Economic/
fiscal

Possibility to apply to Guaranteed Employment
Benefit Fund for co-financing of salaries of workers
employed by entities managing Historical
Monuments and World Heritage sites
Amendments to the regulations referring to the
Minister of Culture and National Heritage
Programs, aimed at strengthening financial
envelope by PLN 55 million.

Economic/
fiscal
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Budget
increased
to PLN 390
million

Economic/
fiscal
Legal/
regulatory
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CCS entrepreneurs

27
28
29

Enterprises operating in
the film industry and AV
sector

30

31

32
Publishers, booksellers,
librarians, writers
GENERAL
Local
government
cultural institutions and
non-governmental
organizations
Cultural institutions run
and co-run by the
Ministry of Culture and
National Heritage

33
34

35

36

37
Cultural institutions
38

Credit guarantees for CCS at BGK public (state)
bank
Special support for the film industry in the 1st and
3rd ‘Anti-Crisis Shield’
Amendments to the Cinematography Act allowing
film premieres on VOD platforms and on the
Internet
Extending the validity of the PISF (pl. Państwowy
Instytut Sztuki Filmowej, ang. Polish Film Institute)
promise for film productions, aimed at facilitating
to obtain financial support
Amendments to the Act on Audiovisual Incentives
extending deadlines and simplifying procedures of
applying for financial support for audiovisual
productions
Suspension of data reporting by cinemas (daily:
number of viewers, number of tickets sold and
revenues from ticket sales; monthly: revenues from
showing films and advertisements)
Application to the EU for a zero VAT rate on
printed books
Work on Compensation Program for the postepidemic period
NCK (National Centre for Culture) Programme "Culture-Interventions" offering financial support
for projects of dissemination of cultural goods and
services, as well as of strengthening the presence of
culture in social life
Project of budget amendment to compensate
cultural institutions for losses induced by limited
activity
Vouchers for the public for activities/ liabilities that
could not be fulfilled e.g. for unused tickets for
cultural events
Possibility for directors to pay additional
remuneration to artists for alternative work carried
out outside the institution

PLN 500
million

Economic/
fiscal
Economic/
fiscal
Legal/
regulatory
Legal/
regulatory

Legal/
regulatory

Legal/
regulatory

PLN
50
million
10 million
PLN

Legal/
regulatory
Economic/
fiscal
Economic/
fiscal

Legal/
regulatory
Economic/
fiscal
Legal/
regulatory
Economic/
fiscal

The flagship programme for culture, ‘Culture on the Web’, was launched on April 6, 2020 by the Ministry of Culture and
National Heritage as main fiscal instrument of the cultural policy, aiming at supporting artists, creators and cultural
organisations unable to perform their artistic or cultural activity due to the pandemic (MKiDN, 2020b). It was introduced
within the ‘Anti-crisis shield’ law as well as following the Act of March 31, 2020 amending the Act on special solutions
related to preventing and combating COVID-19, and other infectious diseases, and crisis situations caused by them. The
program consisted of two parts: first, a scholarship supervised by the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage, for natural
persons, i.e. individual/ independent authors and artists, and second, a grant run by National Centre for Culture (pl. NCK)
devoted to companies, non-governmental organizations, local government cultural institutions as well as churches, religious
associations and their legal persons. Its main goal was to help artistic productions be produced and distributed online. The
initial budget of PLN 20 million (EUR 4.4 million), of which PLN 5 million were devoted to the scholarship program and
PLN 15 million to the grant program, was augmented to PLN 80 million (EUR 17.7 million): PLN 20 million and 60 million
respectively, since the number of applications significantly outpaced the Ministry expectations (MKiDN, 2020d), (MKiDN,
2020e).
The grant program was settled on May 15, and the scholarship program - on May 22. 2223 artists and creators received PLN
9,000 each to finance 3 months of their artistic activity online (PLN 3,000 per month) (MKiDN, 2020f). The aid for
organizations was of different nature. Out of 5,948 applications submitted to the NCK for a total value of PLN 471 million,
1182 were approved, and beneficiaries received from 5 to 150 thousand PLN each for their projects (NCK, 2020a). Such an
approach shows substantial difference in attitudes towards projects proposed by individual/ independent artists on the one
hand and cultural organisation on the other. The latter were allowed to estimate the value of their work by themselves and
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present it in the project budget, whereas support for the former bore signs of social aid rather than funding based on due
valuation of artistic activity.
Apart from the ‘Culture on the Web’ programme, a series of solutions were proposed for culture, within both ‘anti-crisis
shield’ and special programmes for culture. The first group encompassed measures intended mainly for enterprises, whereas
the second - aimed above all at cultural institutions. Out of 38 forms of aid, only 6 were addressed to independent artists,
creators and performers, of which 1 to be obtained through employing institution. Moreover, the nature of 2 of these solutions
was only legal/ regulatory, which signifies they were not supposed to bring direct financial benefits to the addressees.
Prevailing majority of proposals were meant for organizations: cultural institutions, enterprises operating in the CCS,
including micro-enterprises and self-employed, as well as to non-governmental organizations.
Under the general anti-crisis shield, 12 out of 17 support proposals were of economic/ fiscal nature and addressed to all the
beneficiaries, whereas remaining 5 legal/ regulatory measures were proposed solely to the NGOs. Among 21 aid measures
intended specifically for culture, 11 were of economic/ fiscal nature, 8 of legal/ regulatory one and 2 of dual nature: economic/
fiscal and legal/ regulatory. Enterprises were included as beneficiaries of 9 measures, of which film and AV sectors, as well
as that of publishing were the addressees of legal/ regulatory measures. One may then conclude the general anti-crisis shield
focused essentially on economic/ fiscal aid for commercial organisations (enterprises), while support offered within specific
programme for culture by the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage and its agencies concentrated on economic/ fiscal
aid for public institutions and NGOs.
Solutions for culture adopted at the national level were complemented by funds allocated by local authorities. For example
cities such as Warsaw, Wrocław, Gdańsk, Gdynia, Sopot, Kraków, Cracow, Łódź and Poznań, as well as voivodeship
(regional) authorities, such as the Pomeranian Voivodeship, created special funds for culture under pandemic (MKiDN,
2020g).

Artists, creators and people of culture: crisis and support
Ten artists, creators and other people working in the cultural sectors were invited to comment the solutions proposed by the
public authorities and other entities during the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. These comments lying at the heart of
the qualitative part of the analysis not only bring an individual, personal dimension to the study, but also reflect the
complexity of forms of work in the cultural sectors and, consequently, shed light on the situation of artists, creators and other
individuals working in the cultural field.
The list of respondents defining their artistic profile as well as the form of employment is presented in the table below.
Table 2: Characteristics of the forms of employment of the interviewees and the possibility of benefiting from the
general anti-crisis shield
Profession

Form of employment
1

Form of employment
2

1.
2.

Visual artist 1
Visual artist 2

Civil law contract
Civil law contract

X
Part-time in a company

Social
security
(including
health
security)
No
Yes

3.
4.

Visual artist 3
Actor 1

Civil law contract
Full time / employment
in theatre

Doctoral scholarship
X

Yes
Yes

5.
6.

Actor 2
Theatre owner
1
Theatre owner
2/

Civil law contract
Self-employment

X
X

No
Yes

No
No/ Yes by the
employer
No
Yes/
indirectly
through
the
institution
No
Yes

Foundation
owner
(non-governmental
organization)
Full time / employment
in theatre

X

Yes

Yes

X

Yes

Yes/
indirectly
through
the
institution

7.

8.

Singer
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9.

Singer

Full time / employment
in the theatre

Civil law contract

Yes

10.

Manager
in
cultural field

Civil law contract

Civil law contract

Yes

Yes/
indirectly
through
the
institution
No

The interviewees represent only a few CCS, however the forms of employment are very diverse. Therefore, both the specific
risks to which they are exposed and the possibilities of obtaining aid from the state vary importantly among them. Visual
artists work mainly on the basis of civil law contracts (contracts for specific work or contract of mandate). Considered as
important drawback as for professional stability, the irregularity of such a work let them nonetheless combine various
professional activities. One visual artist has then a part-time job in a commercial company giving them social security, while
another one is a doctoral student at an art university, providing them with student privileges, i.e. doctoral scholarship and
social security. The third artist works only on the basis of civil law contracts without social security.
One of the two actors and both singers are employed under a regular contract in a theatre. For two of them, their theatre
salary is the only source of income. However, this type of employment, apart from providing them with social security,
guarantees only a poor regular salary per month, as these employees are remunerated on the basis of performances in theatre
plays. Another actor in the group works exclusively under contract of mandate or contract of specific work, their situation is
therefore similar to that of visual artists.
As for the owners of independent theatres, one of them works as a self-employed person, social security contributions
constituting quite heavy burden compared to potential income. The second theatre owner runs it as part of a foundation, that
covers also additional activities such as theatre café as well as workshops for infants. The last interviewee, a cultural manager
(agent), is employed under civil law contract in an art university and performs their managerial activities on the basis of
contract of mandate for diverse artistic projects.
The interviews reveal that the pandemic has had a severe impact on the professional situation of the group selected for the
study, both creative and economic. Although for some of them, e.g. visual artists, the creative process may be carried out in
isolation, in a studio, one should however not forget a work of art exists only when exposed to an audience. Galleries closed
and exhibitions cancelled or postponed, the pandemic deprives the visual artists not only of artistic exchange, but also of
possible buyers.
In the case of actors, singers, theatre owners and cultural manager, their creative work (performances) or cultural activities
(cultural events) are carried out in group, be it other performers and/ or technical staff. Moreover, participation of a live
audience remains the central element of this type of work for which reason social isolation makes impossible carrying out
artistic activity and, consequently, earning money. One should also remember creative process as such is often a result of
interactions with other people and of real life observations. Lockdown has restrained these inspirations, limiting creative
activity to remote, mediated stimuli.
As for financial consequences, people working full-time in theatres were threatened to the slightest degree. Although unable
to perform and earn money for performances, regular minimum salary allowed them to cover the most basic needs. People
running a business (self-employment) or a foundation saw their businesses shot, which entailed lack of income. They could
however receive state aid offered by the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage, as well as that available under general
anti-crisis shields. The consequences of pandemic for people working under civil law contracts was the most difficult.
Isolation and cancellation or postponement of cultural projects deprived them of earning opportunities. Moreover,
considering the fact remunerations in the analysed sectors be lower than the average in Poland, the artists’ ability to save
some amounts of money for crisis situations remains relatively low. Yet in times of downtime or downturn, a kind of
‘financial cushion’ ensuring relative financial security is of major importance.
Being particularly creative by nature, and driven by creative imperative that distinguishes them from ordinary workers, some
artists undertook diverse activities to survive the crisis. Thus, the actors endeavoured to maintain contacts with their offline
audience offering short theatrical performances such as performative readings, mini-series, recorded songs, as well as extraartistic activities, e.g. drama workshops for children. Such a content was disseminated on diverse social media platforms for
free. Even though it sometimes was accompanied by incentives for the audience to support the cultural activity, this kind of
requests remained rather ineffective. Unfortunately, the online consumers’ willingness to pay for cultural content proves to
be low. Moreover, oversupply of content, very often amateur, i.e. of low quality, made valuable artistic offer and,
consequently, requests for help too blurred.
The interviewees also pointed out that producing good quality content to be disseminated online, which is expected from
professional artists, requires considerable expenditures for technical staff and professional equipment. Yet funding obtained
before the crisis in form of public grants for cultural activity did not include such spending or considered it as ineligible.
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As for visual artists, they undertook common efforts to sell their works on the Internet, which proved to be rather difficult
due to reduced demand for art during the pandemic. Apart from creative or business activities, the respondents spent also
considerable time on seeking for state support and on submitting applications to obtain such an aid. Some of them wrote
petitions and letters to the authorities aimed at explaining particular situation of the artists under the pandemic and at
sensitizing them on the artists’ difficulties. During the period of present research these letters remained unanswered.
When asked about ‘plan B’ to be implemented in case the pandemic and restrictions were to last longer, the interviewees
provided quite consistent answers, perfectly reflecting their professional situation. People employed full-time usually decided
to wait passively until the situation changes and limiting sometimes their current needs. Some of them were considering to
change occupation and become teachers, or at least to develop additional skills, which would let them being employed in a
regular way or just survive the crisis. Some others started to think about emigration to countries with greater opportunities
for artists and better state support for culture.
All the interviewees, especially those not employed full-time and/ or without savings to go smoothly through the crisis took
a negative view on the state support for culture. In their opinion, real government support was far too modest. The flagship
program "Culture on the Web" launched by the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage was seen as another contest for
artists and cultural organisations rather than support offered by the state as part of crisis policy. Applicants were asked to
propose projects of disseminating their work on the Internet for free, or of organizing cultural activities via the Internet
(MKiDN, 2020h), (NCK, 2020b). Some respondents questioned the idea of freeing their works online, as the process is
irreversible, while public financial remuneration proposed for it does not correspond to potential benefits in case the works
were sold.
Other criticism referred to procedures of awarding support, such as lack of transparency relative to the committee members
evaluating the applications, as well as the evaluation criteria, which could suggest political nature of decisions taken. The
interlocutors also criticized slowness of reactions as for examining diverse support applications and insufficient justification
of refusal decisions by both national as well as local authorities. Willingness to undertake simple, non-financial aid activities
by these authorities was also put into question. The respondents complained about the impossibility to obtain rent reduction
for the premises belonging to cities or municipalities and used by artists or cultural institutions, as well as about lack of
appropriate promotion of diverse cultural activities offered pro publico bono by the cultural milieu during the pandemic.
The last part of the interview was devoted to the possible and/ or necessary changes after the pandemic. The respondents
were asked about their fears and hopes, as well as about long term solutions to be implemented in culture in the future. Artists
and cultural workers agreed that the pandemic revealed a series of deficiencies in the field of culture in Poland. One of their
main concerns was increasing neoliberal approach to culture in the public discourse as well as in the cultural policy
mechanisms, e.g. lack of support for culture from the state corresponding to the real needs, which could even deteriorate due
to the present crisis. They pointed out permanent underfunding of the cultural and artistic activity, as well as serious gaps in
the cultural policy, such as still non-regulated status of the artists, usually performing precarious forms of work. This lack of
stability not only refers to possible current social disadvantages, but above all to secure and decent retirement.
The interviewees also drew our attention to the common perception and valuation of artistic work in Poland, not only by the
authorities, but also by the public. In their opinion, creators and artists are perceived as a burden for the public finances rather
than as workers bringing real economic as well as social and cultural value to the society and the state. They cited negative
comments often appearing below online articles about the situation of artists in Poland, where listeners suggested them to
get a ‘decent’ job for ‘decent’ and regular pay, ensuring them social security advantages. They also identified this kind of
approach in statements by the prime minister, referring to the pandemic, where culture as area of the national economy was
quite neglected. No positive consequence of the pandemic was mentioned, however all the artists agreed they would always
create, regardless of pay and life situation.
As for the changes that should take place in the long term, the emphasis was put on education ‘towards culture’. The
respondents highlighted dramatic need of building cultural capital of the Polish society making it appreciate culture and find
cultural activity necessary and valuable.

Conclusions
Cultural and creative sectors appear severely affected by the pandemic, which is due not only to the crisis caused by necessary
closure of cultural institutions and social distancing, but to general negligence in the cultural policy on both economic and
legal level. The present crisis has highlighted these weaknesses, which was confirmed by the cultural workers interviewed
in the study.
Permanent underinvestment in the CCS results in low wages of employees in cultural organisations as well as insufficient
funding to produce valuable cultural goods and services, and to offer good quality cultural education. The latter, in its
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‘education towards culture’ meaning, should help building cultural capital of the society, as understood by Bourdieu
(Bourdieu, 1979). One may even state that such an improved education would entail better understanding of the role of the
CCS, and especially creators, artists and performers in the economy and the social sphere by both, authorities and general
public. As a consequence, culture would be seen as necessary investment and not as cost.
As for the independent creators, artists and performers, they not only perform precarious work, which makes them more
susceptible than other workers in times of crisis, but also are omitted in official statistics. Law on the status of professional
artist, first proposed at the end of 2019, has still not been adopted. Such a state legal solution would however both secure
them regarding working conditions and social security, and make them a noticeable element of the economy and social life.

Notes
1

Polish Prime Minister exposé delivered April 15, 2020
Average net salary in Poland in 2020 was about 3600 PLN, vide: (Kozłowski, 2020)
3
Anti-crisis shield is a comprehensive package of government measures to counter the socio-economic effects of the
COVID-19 pandemic, vide: (MF, n.d.)
2
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Abstract
Background: The primary goal of processes digitalization is the information integration of business partners in the supply
chain, which directly affects the sustainability of the supply chain, where the manufacturing company plays a key role.
Digitalization improves the environmental performance of the processes by using the paperless concept (reduction of paper
documents), but above all, the optimization of logistics processes by reducing delivery errors (material and finished
products), reducing the lead time of logistics processes and thus reducing costs for manufacturing companies in the supply
chain. The aim of the article is to present a concept of using the order to cash process digitalization, taking into account the
different role of manufacturing companies in this process.
Methods: The results of research conducted in the years 2018-2020 within the framework of research and development
projects and literature research, show that the basic assumptions of the order to cash process digitalization, carried out by
manufacturing companies, are not used to a sufficient degree. On their basis, a selection and comparison of factors
influencing directly the possibility of the order to cash process digitalization was made in a comprehensive way, taking into
account the specificity of different types of business partners in supply chains.
Results: The results of the conducted research on the possibility of digitalization of processes are proposals of models of
order to cash solution application, supported by business practice research in the form of surveys and expert opinions. The
analysis of the application of the order to cash solution, despite numerous literary references, is still ambiguously defined.
This makes it difficult to use it in the business practice of companies and to identify the economic and ecological benefits of
the application.
Conclusions: This article focuses on the presentation of solutions dedicated to particular models of the order to cash solution.
The direction of further research should be an attempt to identify measurable environmental and ecological benefits from the
use of this solution in business practice.

Keywords: Order to Cash; Supply Chain Digitization; Information Efficiency.
Introduction
The effectiveness of information flow in the company directly affects the accuracy of decisions made by the management.
The specificity of the information flow process hinders the already complex issue of effectiveness. The concept of
effectiveness has not been defined explicitly so far. In the literature on the subject one can find various interpretations and
approaches to the efficiency of processes taking place both in the company (Rummler, Brache, 1995) and in the supply chains
(Mishra, 2012; Lochocik, Sadowski, 2013; Geunes, Romeijn, van den Heuvel, 2016; Brandenburg, 2016; Sohrabpour,
Oghazi, Olsson, 2016). The presented definitions and approaches to effectiveness usually do not exclude each other, but they
constitute a complementary whole and complement each other or take into account another analytical aspect. This causes
not only a scientific problem, but also a problem in economic practice. IT tools supporting enterprise and supply chain
management come with help, however, the effectiveness of the application depends on the process approach during the
creation of the enterprise information system. The integration of information in the supply chain generates a number of
additional problems, related to the transmission of reliable information along the chain in real time (Bottani, Montanari,
Volpi, 2010), which has a direct impact on the implementation of logistics processes (Silva, Carvalho, 2013; Maiga, Nilsson,
Ax, 2012). One of the key information problems is the integration of the production and logistics system with partners in the
supply chain (Golinska, Fertsch, Pawlewski, 2011; Adamczak, Domanski, Hadas, Cyplik, 2016; Varela, et al., 2017;
Trojanowska, Varela, Machado, 2017), also taking into account the aspect of sustainable supply chain (Cyplik, et al., 2014).
These considerations are confirmed by the research carried out by the authors concerning, among other things, identification
of the key functionality, necessary for a comprehensive analysis of the effectiveness of logistics processes (Bigaj, Kolinski,
________________
Cite this Article as: Adam KOLINSKI, Karolina KOLINSKA and Jozef FRAS “ The Order to Cash Process’s Digitalization Impact on
Logistics Processes in Manufacturing Companies” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association
(IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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2017). These practical and theoretical considerations lead to further research on the digitalization of supply chains and the
role of manufacturing companies in the efficient flow of information. Literature studies based on both theoretical (Ross,
2011; Shi, Chan, 2007; Ramos et al., 2016) and research and development analyses (Nakatani, Chuang, Zhou, 2006;
Sliwczynski, Hajdul, Golinska, 2012; Dujak, Zdziarska, Kolinski, 2017; Osmolski, Kolinski, Dujak, 2018) show that the
possibilities of supply chain digitalization in economic practice are fragmented.
The research problem identified by the authors in the course of literature research and operational efficiency studies and
analyses of business practice, is the need to integrate an unambiguous and reliable identification of the supply chain in the
supply of a manufacturing company and in the process of distribution of finished products to the customer. The aim of the
research is to improve the efficiency and faultlessness of the logistic service of deliveries to both the manufacturer and its
customers.

Materials and Methods
Due to the conceptual and review character of this study, the authors decided to present the methodology of the conducted
research on the comprehensive development of the model of application of the order-to-cash (O2C) solution in supply chains,
taking into account both material deliveries to the manufacturer, but also deliveries of finished products to the customer (e.g.
a retail chain), also with a variant of using the services provided by the logistics operator.
The research process presented in this article, results from the logic of structural analysis of the identified research problem.
The adopted methodology of the research work aims to systematize the procedure, based on scientific research cases. The
logic of solving the research problem is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: O2C solution modelling methodology.
The authors used the following research methods in the presented paper:
•

analysis of the literature on the subject, which was to assess the condition for solving the research problem;
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•
•

analysis of processes, which aims at presenting and mapping processes implemented in economic practice and
identifying potential process limitations;
qualitative analyses (business practice), aimed at identifying business solutions currently used to supervise and
monitor analyzed processes.

The research was supported by process analysis and identification of the needs of business partners - both customers and
operators handling material deliveries and product deliveries to the customer. The presented logic of solving the research
problem foresees further research steps to simulate potential benefits from the implementation of recommended
improvements. This article presents only a study on the identification of improvement opportunities, the direction of further
research is the analysis of potential benefits from implementation.

Results
Basic assumptions of the reference model for order-to-cash application
Research and observation of business practice indicate that the order to cash process is used in two aspects::
•
•

As a process monitoring sales performance and effectiveness of accompanying logistics processes;
As a process of integrating the flow of information between business partners who conduct sales.

The basic element of scientific considerations should be the general reference model of the order to cash process with the
indication of key performance indicators (KPIs), which are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Order to cash reference model for effect monitoring.
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Monitoring of the order to cash process requires separation of action segments with KPIs assigned to them. The research and
development works carried out at the Institute of Logistics and Warehousing, the Poznan School of Logistics and the Poznan
University of Technology allow to state that the reference model presented in the figure is a solution reflecting the
information needs of business partners in supply chains. Table 1 presents a system of indicators to assess the efficiency of
the order to cash process.
Table 1: Order to cash process monitoring indicators.
KPI

Definition

Notes

Order processing level (On Time In volume delivered / volume ordered all orders from the customer should
Full)
expressed in %
be included in the calculation
Cost of logistics service (Cost To cost of customer logistics service The indicator should not include the
Serve)
(interbrewars, warehouse, transport, costs of logistics discounts due to
overheads) / volume delivered
market negotiations
LTT Compliance: Minimum Order number of orders placed in accordance Expressed as a percentage
Quantity & Order Lead Time (LTT with LTT guidelines / total number of
Compliance)
orders placed
Sorting quality
packaging

for

Pallets returnability
Monthly
Accuracy

Demand

returnable Number of properly sorted packages / Packaging unit
number of all returned packages. customer needs
Calculated from samples of 8-10 pallets
taken at random from the indicated
random returns of packages. Expressed
in %

depending

on

Number of returned EUR/EPAL pallets Analysed in the last 12 months
in relation to shipped
(rolling 12 consecutive months)
Forecast Total absolute forecast differences / The forecast difference is the
difference between the monthly
current monthly sales
forecast and current sales per SKU
in a given month

Overdue payments

Percentage of overdue documents on including a possible extension of
the account of a given client
payments to customers

Unalocated payments

Unsettled/unsettled payments (mainly System: 0-1, i.e. the customer has
in the form of transfers) on the Client's unsettled payments or not
account (the reason may be e.g. lack of
specification or incorrect indication of
documents to be settled)

Efficiency
process

of

price

complaint number of complaints received / The effectiveness of the process of
number of complaints entered less than processing price complaints is
in 48 h
presented as one of these indicators,
or the sum of the measurement
number of registered complaints in the results of the mentioned indicators
examined period / number of examined
complaints in 72 h
number of accepted complaints /
number of issued corrections within 24
hours

Claim resolution time

Average time of processing a complaint Includes price, quantity and quality
from the date of submission to the date complaints.
of providing the Client with feedback
on the resolution and settlement of the
complaint.
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Level of invoice corrections: number of price and quantity Expressed as a percentage
quantitative, qualitative and price corrections issued as a result of
(Invoice inaccuracy)
recognised complaints / number of
invoices total

Monitoring the effects of the order to cash process implementation affects both operational efficiency, focused on optimizing
the flow of materials and goods in the supply chain, reduction of shortages and mistakes, timeliness and reliability of
deliveries; as well as economic and financial liquidity and receivables monitoring.

Figure 3: The role of the production company (producer) in the order to cash process.
A separate issue is the manufacturer's perspective on the order to cash process. From an IT point of view, the exchange of
electronic messages concerning the order, delivery advice, delivery confirmation and invoice is carried out with both
suppliers to the manufacturer and customers. Whether a defined message exchange is an order to cash (O2C) or procure to
pay (P2P) process, it depends only on the point of reference and not on the solutions used in both processes (Figure 3).

Modeling the application of the order to cash solution in the material and goods flow of the supply
chain
As already mentioned, the role of the manufacturing company in the implementation of the order to cash process and with it
the digitalization of these activities is twofold, as it concerns both the material supply and the delivery of products to the
customer. From the point of view of the activities necessary to be carried out in the IT system, a general model of order to
cash can be developed, which is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: General O2C digitization model.
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The order to cash models for digitalization of logistic processes and message flow are basically divided into the following
variants:
•
•
•

Sales from the available stock of products:
Based on customer’s order;
On the basis of a scheduling agreement (planning deliveries).

Sales conducting in the situation of lack of available stock, taking into account the production of products on customer order:
•
•

In the variant when materials for production are available;
In the variant when materials of production must be ordered.

O2C model - Sales realization from available stock
The process begins with the creation of a sales order in the IT system. Depending on the customer and the material, various
special events may take place during the creation of the sales order, e.g. to set the price of the material for the customer. If
there is sufficient material in the required storage place, the process is carried out as standard, i.e. collection and picking of
materials for a given outbound delivery, which results directly from the sales order. Picking lists are generated in order to
prepare the product for shipment to the customer. After completion of picking, the collection of materials from stocks is
registered in the IT system, i.e. their reduction. The cost of sold goods is registered in the category of financial costs. After
relieving the stocks, the delivery may be invoiced. Revenues and costs of sold goods are registered by management
accounting. The O2C model, taking into account the classic sales process, is presented in Figures 5-6. These models differ
in the assumption of a variant of using a logistic operator for logistic service of deliveries.

Figure 5: O2C model - Sales from available stock (customer order) - a variant of direct deliveries from the
manufacturer to the customer's warehouse (e.g. retail chain).
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Figure 6: O2C model - Sales realization from available stock (customer's order) - variant of deliveries realized by a
logistics operator.
Alternative models of the above variants are business arrangements based on a scheduling agreement and, consequently, the
advance planning of deliveries to the customer. The purchase order generated by the customer does not generate a sales order
in the recipient's IT system, but directly releases the outbound delivery to the customer. Detailed models are shown in Figures
7-8.

Figure 7: O2C model - Sales from available stock (schedule contract) - a variant of direct deliveries from the
manufacturer to the customer's warehouse (e.g. retail chain).
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Figure 8: O2C model - Sales from the available stock (schedule contract) - a variant of deliveries realized by the
logistic operator.
Both presented variants of the sales execution model from the available stock allow the use of only three basic O2C messages,
such as: order, delivery advice and invoice. This does not mean that the remaining documents executed in the order to cash
process cannot be used in this model - however, it should result from the business needs of partners exchanging messages.
However, in the implementation of this variant, three basic O2C messages are sufficient.

O2C model - Sales execution including production execution
The process begins with the creation of a sales order in the IT system. A sales order generates the creation of a production
order, which can be the initiator of sending a message to the customer, confirming acceptance of his order. If there is a
sufficient number of materials for production in the required storage place, it is necessary to download an appropriate number
of materials, which means the IT system is connected with updating the stock levels of particular materials. Warehousing
processes proceed in a standard way, i.e. collection and picking of materials for a given production order, which results
directly from the sales order. After the production is completed and the production order is accepted to the warehouse, it is
picked for a specific sales order. Picking lists are generated in order to prepare the product for shipment to the customer.
After the completion of picking, it is registered in the IT system to collect materials from stocks, i.e. to reduce them. The
cost of sold goods is registered in the category of financial costs. After relieving the stocks, the delivery may be invoiced.
Revenues and costs of sold goods are registered by management accounting. The O2C model of the sales process, taking
into account the realization of production from the available stock of materials, is presented in Figures 9-10.
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Figure 9: O2C model - Sales realization including realization of production (from the available stock of materials) a variant of direct deliveries from the producer to the customer's warehouse (commercial network).
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Figure 10: O2C model - Sales realization including realization of production (from the available stock of materials)
- a variant of deliveries realized by a logistics operator.
Alternative models of this variant are when it is necessary to place an order to purchase materials for a specific production
order. This model is an example of the application of the order to cash process, both in terms of distribution and material
procurement. This O2C model of the sales process including the production and purchase of necessary materials is shown in
Figure 11.
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Figure 11: O2C model - Sales execution including production (order of materials for production) - direct deliveries
from the manufacturer to the customer's warehouse (retail chain).
These options should also be considered for the use of a logistics operator. However, due to the analogous partial models
presented in Figures 6, 8 and 10, a complete model showing these variants has been abandoned.

Identification of The Degree of Use of Individual O2C Reference Models
Regardless of the scope of research, it is advisable to carry out reliable verification of the data and information obtained. The
number of logistic companies carrying out the order to cash processes makes it impossible to verify most of them, therefore
the proposed research methodology should include a statistically developed research sample which will guarantee the
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representativeness of results. To determine a typical research sample, statistical tools are used, which will guarantee a certain
level of representativeness.
The first extremely important issue is the appropriate selection of statistical distribution for analysis. Taking into account the
specificity and scope of realized logistic processes, it can be assumed that normal distribution should be used in the research.
This is confirmed by the analyses published in the scientific literature (Blanchard, et al., 1990; Dunn, Seaker, Waller, 1994;
Garver, Mentzer, 1999; Näslund, 2002; Iannoni, Morabito, 2006; Engblom et al., 2012; Krzyzaniak, 2017), concerning the
application of statistical tools in optimizing logistic processes. According to the theory of estimation in operational research,
the minimum research sample that guarantees the representativeness of the results is n=30. The confidence level should not
be less than 85% and the maximum error greater than 18% (Balakrishnan, Basu, 1996). The analysis carried out by the author
allows to state that assuming the maximum error of 15% and the confidence level of 95%, the research sample of 43
enterprises should be considered representative (Domanski, Kolinski, 2020).
The research identifying the degree of use of particular O2C reference models was conducted in the years 2019-2020 in 50
manufacturing companies (manufacturers for retail chains and their suppliers), representing small (28%), medium (34%) and
large enterprises (38%), conducting business activity in Poland.
Tables 2-3 show the identified O2C models implemented in distribution (direct deliveries between the manufacturer and the
retail network and with the use of a logistics operator) and in supply (between the manufacturer and its suppliers).
Table 2: O2C models in distribution processes.
Model variant

O2C Model

Quantitative recognition

Volume approach

P-O-S

P-S

P-O-S

P-S

P-O-S

Sale from stock Fig.. 5

Fig 6

10

50

25%

95%

Sale on the basis
of a schedule Fig. 7
contract

Fig 8

0

5

0%

100%

Sale
from
realized
Fig 9
production

Fig. 10

40

25

73%

66%

P-S

Legend:
P-S: Relationship Manufacturer – Retail chain
P-O-S: Relationship Manufacturer – Logistic Operator – Retail Network.
These results should be interpreted as follows:
•
•

- 10 of the surveyed manufacturers make direct deliveries to retail chains from the sales of available stock, for 25%
of the volume;
- 50 producers (100% of the surveyed) make deliveries using the operator from the sales of available stock for 95%
of the total volume.
Table 3: O2C models in procurement processes.
Model variant
O2C Model

Quantitative recognition

Volume approach

Fig 5

50

88%

Sale on the basis of
Fig 7
a schedule contract

20

30%

Sale from stock

These results should be interpreted as follows:
•

- 50 manufacturers (100%) use the O2C model in sourcing based on sales from the supplier's inventory. On average,
88% of deliveries to manufacturers are done from the supplier's available stock;
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•

- 20 manufacturers use the O2C model in supply based on a scheduling agreement. On average, 30% of deliveries
to manufacturers are made on the basis of a scheduling agreement.

The solutions presented here are used by manufacturing companies, which, by implementing the sales process for their
customers, become customers of their suppliers themselves. The order to cash process therefore occurs on both sides, i.e.
both in the process of distribution and material supply.

Discussion
Supply chain digitalization is based on the possibility of implementing an O2C solution, which depends on the prevalence
of EDI and the technical readiness and functionality of the IT systems of individual business partners in the supply chain.
The business application of electronic data interchange (EDI) is confirmed on a large scale both in terms of global research
conducted by GS1 and in Polish business practice.
The research conducted by GS1 Global indicates a continuous increase in the use of EDI in practice on a global scale (GS1
Report, 2016), which allows to conclude that the possibilities of implementing an O2C solution are large. While conducting
research at the Institute of Logistics and Warehousing on the application of GS1 standards, it should be pointed out that about
41% of GS1 system participants in Poland (10537 companies) use different EDI solutions.
Both global and Polish studies indicate more frequent use of EANCON compared to GS1 XML. Nevertheless, the dynamic
growth in the use of GS1 XML allows concluding that this solution will be used more and more often in business practice.
Table 4 shows the degree of EDI usage, with EANCOM and GS1 XML separated in commercial networks and logistics
operators in Poland.
Table 4: EDI in retail chains and logistics operators in Poland.
use of EDI

Use of
XML

Number %

Number %

Number %

Retailer

64

47%

5

4%

30

22%

Logistic operator

30

71%

7

17%

17

40%

Type of enterprise

GS1 Use
EANCOM

of

It should be noted that retail chains are the main beneficiary of the O2C solution. Another important beneficiary are
manufacturers, but in terms of the implementation of the payment to pay (order to cash in supplies).

Conclusions
In the era of digitization of all business activities in enterprises, integration between business partners is very important from
the practical point of view, mainly in terms of the implementation of the order to cash process, which allows for the
integration of the entire logistics between the manufacturer and the end customer, guaranteeing the monitoring of the status
and availability of deliveries.
This solution brings numerous benefits, both in terms of the supply chain and the manufacturer itself, which affect the
efficiency not only of logistics and production processes, but of the entire business:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

improved accounting and billing processes, due to the ability to track and store all messages exchanged with
suppliers;
reduction of incorrect deliveries;
faster order processing by automating the order process and the ability to start the delivery process quickly;
faster ability to react and inform customers when suppliers cannot deliver the products they ordered,
efficient monitoring of inventory levels helps suppliers to determine exactly when an order will be completed;
quick identification of mixed pallets for efficient planning and delivery;
possibility to obtain detailed information about the rolling stock carrying a specific load, which allows to plan the
pickup process in advance;
improve order forecasting and increase product availability;
efficient unloading planning by reducing delivery queues.

The main goal of O2C is to eliminate traditional paper documents and switch to Electronic Document Interchange (EDI). In
addition to the environmental and primarily economic benefits of eliminating traditional paper documents, O2C enables the
flow of key business information in real time. The ability to react quickly to business events in real time is a key factor that
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allows companies to effectively manage their profitability and competitiveness in a rapidly changing business environment.
The O2C solution is the answer to the business practice of digitalization of logistic processes, also in the aspect of Industry
4.0 (Fras, Czyrka, 2020).
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Abstract
As a result of the progressive Covid-19 Pandemic, rapidly changing socio-economic relationships are particularly evident
on a national and sometimes even regional scale, as a number of countries have chosen their own package of rescue solutions
for their societies and economies, which are revised on an ongoing basis. Thus, the environment became labile. Considering
the fact that under pandemic threat, the vast majority of the so-called strengths of a place are no longer relevant, marketing
activities face serious difficulties.
The purpose of this study was to identify the determinants of local (urban) marketing activity in a strategic perspective in
light of the dynamic changes occurring in its environment under the Covid-19 Pandemic. A scenario method for the
environment states was applied in order to identify better those components of the macro-environment that may have a
decisive impact on the image and brand of the city and future marketing activities. According to the results obtained, it seems
that the anticipated changes in the technological sphere can influence the planned marketing activities most positively. On
the other hand, in the socio-cultural sphere, there is no positive process that would affect the marketing activities of cities.
Furthermore, most of the processes included with negative impact have high and medium impact, which emphasizes their
importance further. It is important and, at the same time, dangerous because socio-cultural processes usually take place in
the long term, and their change is sometimes impossible to implement, regardless of the resources involved. Apart from the
socio-cultural sphere, most negative factors occur in the economic sphere. Some of them have a maximum negative influence.
In this case, however, regulations could occur much faster, provided that we are aware of the processes in progress, their
interrelationships and simple goodwill, which is sometimes difficult to find.

Keywords: City Marketing, Covid-19 Pandemic, Scenario Method for Environment States.
Introduction
Marketing activity, including territorial (city) marketing in the era of the Covid-19 Pandemic must permanently adapt to the
occurring, sometimes rapid changes in its environment. This requires not only a change in the temporal decision and tool
concept, but also, and perhaps above all, a change in the mental (philosophical) concept of territorial marketing and its tasks.
Clearly, this must lead to changes in marketing strategies that take into account the uncertainty of the environment and the
speed of its change, including the rapid acceleration of many of the mega-trends we have seen to date, such as the transition
of societies from analogue to digital, a palpable example of which in the Pandemic era is the shift of very many social and
economic relationships from face-to-face to distance using communication channels that are improved at a rapid pace on an
ongoing basis. This results in an increasing amount of time spent online, which we divide into professional duties, education,
social contacts, including family contacts, but more and more often on e-Commerce, which uses branded content
increasingly, i.e. all kinds of content produced for the brand. It is also worth noting from the point of view of the city
marketing as one of the interim, if not permanent ways of effectively creating its own image on the Internet. It is important
to remember that the importance of a private brand is increasing, the value of which for a city is considered to be intangible
(brand capital).
In light of the above, the key observation of the current socio-economic situation is the fact that the marketing activity in
cities has significantly narrowed down in terms of target groups. In most of the local activities, existing foreign and domestic
groups of customers are omitted due to international, sometimes also national, restrictions on the free movement of human
resources. Of course, there are exceptions, but they are ad hoc, fragmentary and very local. It can therefore be assumed that
the vast majority of basic marketing activities do not extend their spatial scope beyond the home administrative unit. A
number of activities, regardless of their content and form, are even dedicated to their own residents.
________________
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The postulate to change the temporal concept of territorial marketing signalled above results, i. a. from reevaluations of the
well-known Maslow's Hierarchy, where lower-order needs were strengthened at the expense of higher-order needs, including
the need for security, on which depends not only the sense of stability, but also the sense of order and certainty about the
future. This thesis is false in the long term, but in the short term it seems effective and necessary for many people's daily
existence. Hence, the hitherto territorial marketing concept of 4P (product, price, place, promotion) has been basically
modified to further "P" areas: i.e. pandemic, protection (Koniszczer, 2020). The vast majority of regions and cities seem to
have already recognised the security problem associated with the ongoing Covid-19 Pandemic, and many are making initial
projections about detailing further steps in the post-pandemic perspective . Already today, it can be stated that those urban
brands that provide a sense of security will benefit greatly, because in the near future security will be the main driver of the
territorial brand. The message sent about the city, regardless of the target group, will have to contain information about
security, which will be more important than most of its advantages. It will also be an index of effectiveness and efficiency
of local authorities, which can be translated into investment processes, tourist traffic, including foreign tourist traffic and
attractiveness of residence, and indirectly into the evaluation of marketing activities. Therefore, despite the evident
restrictions on conducting marketing activities under the Covid-19 Pandemic, all activities monitoring the environmental
situation should be considered desirable, as it becomes the basis and limit for the adoption of possible territorial marketing
solutions. The monitoring itself should be a premise for quick reactions, supported by regular communication in social media.
It is also worth doing periodic research to assess the impact of the Pandemic on the city image. This type of research has not
yet been given a clear and universally accepted methodology, and the amount of theoretical considerations needs to be
thoroughly sorted out. Nevertheless, it is still necessary to look for solutions that enable possibly simple and at the same time
accurate diagnosis of states, especially environmental states. Hence, the aim of the study was to identify the determinants of
local (urban) marketing activity in a strategic perspective in the light of dynamic changes occurring in its environment under
the Covid-19 pandemic, using the scenario method for environmental states.

Analysis of the city environment under the Covid-19 pandemic - materials and methods.
In the expert study carried out, one of the scenario methods was used - the scenario method for environmental states, which
is assumed to be qualitative by nature. This means that the focus was on assessing the potential influence of individual
processes occurring in the city environment and on estimating the probability of these processes occurring in a specific future
(Gierszewska, Romanowska, 2002; Czaplinska, 2020, Godet, 1987; Kozioł, 2010).
Based on the most up-to-date, publicly available information, 25 processes occurring in the environment have been identified
as its components, which may have a decisive influence on the scope and form of marketing activities in the city (including
its image and brand) under the ongoing Pandemic.
In the economic sphere, the following were distinguished:
1. Restrictions on economic activity, which concern not only the global and international scale, but also the national,
regional and local scale, and are associated with disturbances in the functioning of value chains, changes in the demand
structure and limitations in direct business contacts (Zhang et al., 2020; Szczygielski et al., 2021).
2. Decrease in consumption as a consequence of the closure of economies, and at the same time the compulsory
limitation of purchasing activity in the sphere of goods and services (Lee i Chen et al., 2011).
3. Difficulties in the flow of resources (goods, raw materials, semi-finished products), which is associated especially
with the first of the presented processes, and additionally with difficulties in transport, and adapting the mobility of people
and loads to the sanitary regime.
4. High investment uncertainty and investment risk, which is determined by difficulties in predicting and forecasting
socio-economic processes.
5. Change in the demand for work, because on the one hand, the development of Internet services and e-commerce
increased the demand for professionals from the IT industry, and on the other, the demand for professions related to security,
including health care, increased.
In the regulatory sphere, the following were distinguished:
6. Deepening social inequalities (polarization), recognizing that the pandemic will contribute to the separation of
poorer and vulnerable social groups from wealthy ones (Furceri et al., 2020).
7. Efficiency of the State's actions under threat, which translates into the speed and accuracy of the decisions taken,
which at the same time constitute the administrative and legal framework of the current situation (Bruinen de Bruin et al.,
2020).
8. Limitation of human rights as an indirect result of social surveillance. Regardless of the assessment of the intentions
of state bodies, there is a restriction of freedom of speech and assembly.
9. Rise of radicalism that may be the result of social frustration, prolonged isolation and "blame seeking".
10. Law enforceability, which can be difficult to achieve under threat, creates moral dilemmas for both law enforcers
and citizens.
In the socio-cultural sphere, attention was paid to:
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11. Unfavourable demographic processes, not only related to the age structure, which is unfavourable especially in
cities, also in the context of the Pandemic. However, equally important are the phenomena of migration, social mobility, etc.
which can accelerate negative phenomena also related to the pandemic situation according to the theory of spatial diffusion.
12. Cultural globalization processes that affect indirectly current social attitudes. Under the greater digitization,
religious, aesthetic-artistic, and cultural-moral syncretism intensifies, causing blurring of perception and relativism in
assessing many phenomena and processes. In addition, the expansion of so-called hyper-reality, meaning artificial worlds
created through computer simulation (Paleczny, 2010).
13. Rise of consumerism, which has increased in the Pandemic conditions due to the use of 'shopping therapy' to
improve mood and well-being. Sometimes the entire purchasing process is also considered a way to stop boredom.
14. Limited social relations, which are the result of administrative and legal decisions, including sanitaryepidemiological ones, but also bottom-up decisions related to anxiety and fear of the consequences of becoming infected
(Hellewell et al., 2020; De Vos, 2020).
15. Greater funds for health protection, which is understandable under epidemic threat, but at the same time at the
expense of other economy sectors. It is also worth paying attention to the purposefulness and effectiveness of the funds spent.
In the technical and communication sphere, the following processes were identified:
16. Development of information technology, the pace of which in terms of accessibility and dissemination has
increased considerably in the Pandemic era becoming the main source of human contact (Whitelaw et al., 2020).
17. Changing manners of interpersonal communication understood not through the prism of technology, but through
the manners and language of communication (problems of hypertext, pandemic language, vocabulary, etc.) (Wilder-Smith
et.al., 2020).
18. Transferring part of the business activity to the Internet as a way to fight the loss of customers with the signal on
the market to continue running the business. It is worth noting that the digitalisation of trade has changed shopping habits
and brand loyalty has declined (Vargo et al., 2021).
19. A new (digital) organizational culture of work, which should be associated with a new distribution of work and
responsibilities. Much greater scope of individual and virtual work. In the digital age, the importance of activities where the
virtual and real worlds meet should not be underestimated. Consumers move smoothly between both these worlds, so
salespeople need to have a holistic so-called presence strategy.
20. Increase in use of ICT for e-government, e-learning, e-inclusion, e-culture and e-health. The pandemic has greatly
accelerated this process, resulting not only in education in this area, but also in the collection of data and information on
citizens, which has its advantages and disadvantages (Trong, 2021).
In the environmental sphere, the following were distinguished:
21. Increase in environmental awareness, and in fact an increase in social responsibility and sensitivity to the state of
the natural environment, which is verified in the pandemic situation (Damani, 2020).
22. Inhibition of unfavourable processes in the environment as a result of a pandemic reduction of anthropopressure,
and as a result improvement of the basic parameters of the quality of the environment (Plumer et al., 2020).
23. Increase in electricity consumption in households, which often results from "family home isolation".
25. Growing problem of the quantity and quality of medical waste. We now generate a lot of waste that did not exist
in such quantities before, and its composition is usually difficult to recycle (plastic, rubber).
26. Growing amount of food thrown away, which is the result of excessive precaution of citizens, poor household
food management and difficulties in estimating the amount of demand correctly by producers.
Each of the distinguished components was classified into one of the 5 key spheres of the macro-environment (i.e. economic,
regulatory, socio-cultural, technological and communication or environmental). The environment is divided into spheres
because it reduces the risk of one-sided treatment of the environment and increases the precision of identifying the processes
taking place in it.
Each of the 25 processes was assigned an impact taking into account 3 trends - upward trend, downward trend and
stabilization, and the probability of their occurrence was determined (Tab. 1). The grading scale in the point and semantic
system was adopted. In assessing the potential negative or positive factor impact, a scale of -3 to +3 was adopted, according
to the following pattern: - 3 - high negative impact; - 2 - average negative impact; - 1 - low negative impact; +1 - a small
positive impact; + 2 - average positive impact; +3 high positive impact. The second dimension of the assessment was the
determination of the probability of a given phenomenon occurrence, on a theoretical scale from 0 to 1. In practice, the
minimum probability value is 0.1 and the maximum probability value is 0.8, since it was assumed that the sum of the
probabilities for each factor including the 3 trends would be 1.
The presented evaluation criteria for each process in the environment may be subjective, and they are certainly variable and
dependent on the essence of this process. Nevertheless, the proposed methodology requires some generalization and
standardization. It is also worth adding that classifying specific phenomena to a specific sphere poses many difficulties. In
many cases, there are elements that allow them to be classified simultaneously into two or more spheres. Based on the
assessment, scenarios for environmental states were built for marketing activities in the city. The conducted research does
not refer to a specific city, but only to a theoretical city. It was considered that the broad environment at national level in
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Poland would be homogeneous. However, this assumption does not have to be common, and therefore this issue should be
resolved before the research, as ignoring this fact may lead to false conclusions.
Table1: Components of the environment for marketing activities in the city according to the adopted spheres.
Sphere

Process
Restrictions on economic
activity
Decrease in consumption

Economic

Difficulties in the flow of
resources (goods, raw materials,
semi-finished products)
High investment uncertainty and
investment risk
Change in labour demand
Deepening of social inequalities
(polarization)
Effectiveness of the State's
actions under threat

Regulatory

Limitation of human rights
(surveillance society): freedom
of speech and assembly
Rise of radicalisms

Law Enforcement
Unfavourable demographic
processes
Processes of cultural
globalization
Socio-cultural

Rise of consumerism

Limited social relationships

More funds for health protection

Technological
and
communication

Development of information
technologies

Trend
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
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Impact
-3
+1
+3
-2
+1
+2
-3
-2
+3
-3
-2
+3
-2
-1
+2
-3
+1
+2
+3
+2
-3
-3
-1
+3
-3
-1
+3
+2
+1
-2
-3
-1
+3
-2
+1
+2
-2
-1
+2
-3
-2
+3
-2
-1
+2
+3
+1
-2
-3

Probability
0.6
0.2
0.2
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.6
0.3
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.6
0.3
0.1
0.5
0.4
0.1
0.6
0.3
0.1
0.6
0.2
0.2
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.7
0.2
0.1
0.8
0.1
0.1
0.7
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Changing the ways of
interpersonal communication
Transfer of some business
activity to the Internet
A new (digital) organizational
culture of work
Increase in use of ICT for egovernment, e-learning, einclusion, e-culture and ehealth.
Increase in environmental
awareness
Inhibition of unfavourable
processes - improved air and
water quality
Environmental

Increase in electricity
consumption in households
Growing problem of the
quantity and quality of medical
waste.
Growing amount of food thrown
away

stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization

-1
+2
-3
-1
+2
-2
-1
+3
+2
+1

0.2
0.1
0.6
0.3
0.1
0.6
0.2
0.2
0.7
0.2

regression

-1

0.1

rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression
rise
stabilization
regression

+2
+1
-3
+3
+2
-2
-2
-2
+2
-2
-2
+3
-2
-2
+2

0.3
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.5
0.6
0.3
0.1
0.6
0.2
0.2
0.6
0.2
0.2

Source: own study

Results
Based on the identified factors shaping the current environment for marketing activities in the city, 3 scenarios for
environmental states were constructed: optimistic, pessimistic and the most probable scenario (Tab. 2, Tab. 3, Tab. 4).
The optimistic scenario assumes a regression of as many as 19 out of 25 identified factors that dominated each of the spheres.
Therefore, it can be assumed that the implementation of this scenario may take place while slowing down, limiting the
ongoing processes, which in most cases can be considered negative. This applies, in particular, to the economic and
regulatory spheres, the strength of which was estimated at 2.6 with a maximum of 3.0. However, the remaining spheres
record only slightly lower results, which means that the fulfillment of the optimistic scenario seems rather theoretical. This
is indicated not only by the sheer number of factors, but also by their very even strength. It ranges from +2 to +3, so their
significance is high and very high. Due to the aforementioned equal impact, distinguishing any of the factors is rather
unjustified.
Table 2: The optimistic scenario.
Sphere

Economic

Regulatory

Process
Restrictions on economic activity
Decrease in consumption
Difficulties in the flow of resources (goods, raw
materials, semi-finished products)
High investment uncertainty and investment risk
Change in labour demand
Impact
Deepening of social inequalities (polarization)
Effectiveness of the State's actions under threat
Limitation of human rights (surveillance society):
freedom of speech and assembly
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Trend
regression
regression
regression

Impact
+3
+2

regression
regression
x
regression
rise
regression

+3
+2
2,6
+2
+3

+3

+3
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Rise of radicalisms
Law Enforcement
Impact

Socio-cultural

Technological and
communication

Environmental

Unfavourable demographic processes
Processes of cultural globalization
Rise of consumerism
Limited social relationships
More funds for health protection
Impact
Development of information technologies
Changing the ways of interpersonal
communication
Transfer of some business activity to the Internet
A new (digital) organizational culture of work
Increase in use of ICT for e-government, elearning, e-inclusion, e-culture and e-health.
Impact
Increase in environmental awareness
Inhibition of unfavourable processes - improved
air and water quality
Increase in electricity consumption in households
Growing problem of the quantity and quality of
medical waste.
Growing amount of food thrown away
Impact

regression
rise
x
regression
regression
regression
regression
regression
x
rise
regression

+3
+2
2,6
+3
+2
+2
+3
+2
2,4
+3

regression
regression

+2
+3

rise

+2

x
rise
rise

2,4
+2

regression
regression

+2

regression
x

+2
2,2

+2

+3

+3

Source: own study

In the pessimistic scenario, the socio-cultural sphere deserves special attention, as it seems to be the most exposed to the
processes taking place in the surroundings of cities. The influence of this sphere (-2.8) exceeds not only other spheres of the
pessimistic scenario, but also all spheres in the optimistic scenario. Therefore, if most of the factors identified in this sphere
maintain their growth, it will have very significant negative consequences. This is particularly true of the unfavourable
demographic processes that are taking place, the dynamics of which are not very high, but are regular and visible in the long
term, especially under threat of the Pandemic. The second, very important factor in this sphere is social relations, especially
during the Pandemic. It seems that the Pandemic only accelerated changes in social relations, especially those considered
between generations. The limitation of social relations does not concern the technology of social communication, but rather
the need for relations, culture and traditions of social relations. The negative assessments of the remaining spheres in the
pessimistic scenario are milder, especially in the technological, communication and environmental spheres.
Table 3: The pessimistic scenario.
Sphere

Economic

Regulatory

Socio-cultural

Process
Restrictions on economic activity
Decrease in consumption
Difficulties in the flow of resources (goods, raw
materials, semi-finished products)
High investment uncertainty and investment risk
Change in labour demand
Impact
Deepening of social inequalities (polarization)
Effectiveness of the State's actions under threat
Limitation of human rights (surveillance society):
freedom of speech and assembly
Rise of radicalisms
Law Enforcement
Impact
Unfavourable demographic processes
Processes of cultural globalization
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Trend
rise
rise
rise

Impact
-3
-2

rise
rise
x
rise
regression
rise

-3
-2
-2,6
-3
-3

rise
regression
x
rise
rise

-3
-2
-2,8
-3
-2

-3

-3
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Rise of consumerism
Limited social relationships
More funds for health protection

Technological and
communication

Environmental

Impact
Development of information technologies
Changing the ways of interpersonal
communication
Transfer of some business activity to the Internet
A new (digital) organizational culture of work
Increase in use of ICT for e-government, elearning, e-inclusion, e-culture and e-health.
Impact
Increase in environmental awareness
Inhibition of unfavourable processes - improved
air and water quality
Increase in electricity consumption in households
Growing problem of the quantity and quality of
medical waste.
Growing amount of food thrown away
Impact

rise
rise
rise
x
regression
rise

-2
-3
-2
-2,4
-2

rise
rise

-3
-2

regression

-1

x
regression
regression

-2,2
-3

rise

-2

stabilization

-2

rise
x

-2
-2,2

-3

-2

Source: own study

The justification of the role and significance of individual factors in the pessimistic scenario is similar to that in the optimistic
scenario, but with the opposite sign. Hence, in order to avoid repetition, this element has been omitted. The analysis of the
turbulence of the environment and the extent to which marketing activities are dependent on changes in the environment
seems to be as important as the internal analysis of the scenarios. It is assumed that the greater the difference between the
optimistic scenario and the pessimistic scenario in individual spheres, the stronger the dependence of the city marketing on
the environment. This further implies that such an area needs particular attention (Gierszewska, Romanowska, 2002; PencPietrzak, 2010).
In the discussed case of research on the environment of the marketing activities of cities, the largest range was achieved by
the regulatory sphere (5.6 points), followed by the economic (5.2 points), socio-cultural (4.8 points), technological and
communication (4.4 points) spheres and environmental (4.2 points). It seems that the results obtained confirm the dependence
of marketing activity mainly on regulatory and socio-cultural factors (regulatory factors are strongly related to social factors)
and economic ones, but it is worth emphasizing that most of the 25 factors included in the study are strongly related to each
other. sometimes creating a spherical relationship in which it is difficult to know what is the actual cause and what is its
effect (Fig. 1).

Economic sphere

-2.6
-2.6

Regulatory sphere

-3
-2.8

Socio-cultural sphere

-2.4
-2.4

Technological and communication sphere

-2.6
-2.2

Environmental sphere

-2
-2.2
-3

The pessimistic scenario

-2.5

-2

-1.5

-1

-0.5

The most likely scenario

0
2.6
2.5
2.6
0
2.4
2.5
2.4
1
2.2
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

The optimistic scenario

Figure 1: The surrounding of the city marketing activities in the pandemic era - the source of opportunities and
threats
Source: own study
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The most likely scenario consists of the trends that are most likely to occur, regardless of the potential positive or negative
impact (tab.4). In this case, turbulence analysis can also be made, assuming that the greater the spread of the scenario, the
more heterogeneous and less structured the environment will be. The obtained results of the most likely scenario for the
marketing activity of cities in the Pandemic era indicate that the regulatory sphere (5.6 points) and the technological and
communication sphere (4.7 points) of the city environment are the most heterogeneous and the least structured, followed by
the environmental sphere (3.2 points), the economic sphere (2.6 points) and the socio-cultural sphere (2.4 points), (Fig.1).
However, the obtained results do not decide about the significance of individual spheres and factors, but only emphasize
their nature and relationship with each other. Indirectly, this may inform about the unpredictability of a sphere and / or affect
the possibility of intervening in a specific sphere. It is the regulatory sphere that seems to be the least predictable (it is not
known what legal regulations await society and what will be the reaction to them).
Table 4: The most likely scenario

Sphere

Economic

Regulatory

Socio-cultural

Technological and
communication

Environmental

Process

Trend

Restrictions on economic activity
Decrease in consumption
Difficulties in the flow of resources
(goods, raw materials, semi-finished
products)
High investment uncertainty and
investment risk
Change in labour demand
Medium impact
Deepening of social inequalities
(polarization)
Effectiveness of the State's actions under
threat
Limitation of human rights (surveillance
society): freedom of speech and assembly
Rise of radicalisms
Law Enforcement
Medium impact
Unfavourable demographic processes
Processes of cultural globalization
Rise of consumerism
Limited social relationships
More funds for health protection
Medium impact
Development of information technologies
Changing the ways of interpersonal
communication
Transfer of some business activity to the
Internet
A new (digital) organizational culture of
work
Increase in use of ICT for e-government,
e-learning, e-inclusion, e-culture and ehealth.
Medium impact
Increase in environmental awareness
Inhibition of unfavourable processes improved air and water quality
Increase in electricity consumption in
households
Growing problem of the quantity and
quality of medical waste.

rise
rise
rise
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Impact
negative
positive
-3
-2
-3

rise

-3

rise
x

-2
-2,6

rise

-3

rise
rise
rise
rise
x
rise
rise
rise
rise
rise
x
rise
rise
rise
rise

0,0

+3
-3
-3
-3,0
-3
-2
-2
-3
-2
-2,4

+2
+2,5

0,0
+3

-3
-3
-2

rise

+2

x
stabilization
rise

-2,6

rise

-2

-2

-2

+2,5
+1
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Growing amount of food thrown away
Medium impact

rise
x

-2
-2,0

+1

Source: own study

When subjecting the obtained most probable scenario to a more in-depth assessment, it is worth distinguishing the so-called
leading processes in the environment, i.e. those that have a strong influence on marketing activities under the Covid-19
Pandemic (both positive and negative) and a high probability of occurrence. The key positive processes include processes
primarily from the technological sphere, which generally facilitate and enable all processes of socio-economic activity in the
Pandemic era (work and remote education, handling administrative and civic matters). Single positive processes related
mainly to the inhibition of negative environmental changes (lower noise level, tourist traffic, environmental burden ...) occur
in the environmental sphere. Changes in the regulatory sphere aimed at increasing safety and quick reaction of cities may
also be a positive process, because a city that reacts quickly to regulations, will adapt to the conditions and inform potential
customers about it, wins in terms of image. However, special attention should be paid to the socio-cultural sphere in which
there is no positive process that would affect the marketing activities of cities. Furthermore, most of the processes included
with negative impact have high and medium impact, which emphasizes their importance further. It is important and, at the
same time, dangerous because socio-cultural processes usually take place in the long term, and their change is sometimes
impossible to implement, regardless of the resources involved. Apart from the socio-cultural sphere, most negative factors
occur in the economic sphere. Some of them have a maximum negative influence. In this case, however, regulation could
take place much more quickly if we were aware of the processes taking place, their interconnections and simple goodwill,
which is sometimes difficult to achieve.
Using the method of environmental states in many studies, a fourth scenario is also visible - a surprise scenario. However,
its use in an already very uncertain future environment would seem to be burdened by too much speculation regarding, for
example, a drug or a very effective, widely available, low-cost vaccine for Covid-19.

Conclusions
The research carried out with the use of the scenario method for environmental states clearly indicates the threats to marketing
activities in the city coming mainly from the socio-cultural and economic sphere. The technological and communication
sphere, on the other hand, should be seen as an opportunity for a new opening for this type of activity. The diagnosed
components of the environment and predictions as to their behaviour in the future indicate that the existing marketing
strategies should be modified, not only in terms of forms, distribution channels, but also places and recipients. The burden
of action should shift to the Internet. Optimization and updating of websites should be considered as desired actions; analysis
of the activities carried out so far in social media, including the elimination of those that did not bring the desired results;
strengthening content marketing activities by creating expert content (e.g. articles written by specialists in the field of
territorial marketing), transferring most of the activities to the online world.
The recipients, at least in the short term, will remain local residents, followed by other local recipients, then regional
recipients and finally national recipients.
The scenario considered to be the most probable indicates that all analyzed spheres are characterized by relatively high
unpredictability, which affects the possibilities of intervention. While such spheres as socio-cultural and economic, and partly
also environmental, are based on many megatrends, which the Pandemic has admittedly accelerated, but which are widely
known, the most heterogeneous and least structured regulatory sphere seems to be the least predictable (it is not known what
legal regulations await society and what the reaction to them will be). However, the obtained results do not decide about the
significance of individual spheres and factors, but only emphasize their nature and relationship with each other. In this
context, it should be noted that the environment (also in the spatial approach, e.g. to the city) is a system of phenomena and
processes and the relations between them.
Due to the ongoing Pandemic, we are not able to estimate fully the changes (their strength, return, probability, consequences)
of the environment that affect or will affect the planned marketing activities. It seems that a sufficiently long time must pass
to assess properly the processes and phenomena taking place. However, this does not mean passivity in marketing activities
at the current stage of Pandemic development. It seems that one of the main tasks facing city marketing is the problem of
"epidemic safety". The Covid-19 Pandemic is also an opportunity for rural centres and 'new' destinations as they will be seen
as safer to visit and offer new experiences at a time when access to international destinations is limited.
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Summary
In Peru, many organizations do not fully utilize the information they generate, either due to ignorance or failure to implement
the tools needed to generate value from the stored data. Such information may be used for the strategic planning of companies.
This article develops a business intelligence (BI) solution using the Ralph Kimball methodology for decision-making in the
retention of Niubiz clients, which will support the generation of reports for the head of planning at Comdata. To achieve this
objective, a series of tasks were carried out according to the methodology used, and the business requirements were defined.
Based on this, a dimensional model was designed for an SQL Server, and data from OnLine Transaction Processing (OLTP)
sources were entered with the extract, transform and load (ETL) tool. The next step was the creation of the information cube,
which was exploited with Power BI for the generation of the dashboards. After the implementation of the BI system, the
decision-making process was improved because the information was presented in a more dynamic and precise way. This can
be contrasted with the results obtained.

Keywords: Business Intelligence, Ralph Kimball Methodology, Decision-Making, Dashboard, Call Center
Introduction
In Peru, there are currently few companies that implement business intelligence (BI) tools to improve the quality of their
decision-making process, some because they do not know the scope of these tools, others because they do not want to make
the necessary investment and are unsure if they will generate results. However, the landscape is changing, and more
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companies understand the importance of using the information they generate and how this benefits their decision-making
process. When there are deficiencies in decision-making, the company is exposed to operating expenses, economic costs,
delays in operating processes, and increased risks. Several authors have conducted studies to evaluate and demonstrate the
effectiveness of BI in improving decision-making. BI is a set of tools and applications that support business analysis; this
technology makes it possible to dynamically access the data generated by an organization [12]. To perform this task, Ralph
Kimball's methodology proposes a series of procedures that include an analysis of the requirements, creation of an ETL tool,
creation and processing of the information cube, and exploitation of this cube [16]. The results must be displayed by means
of some analytical tool that shows the information in a dynamic and interactive way, like Pentaho or Power BI [7].
Comdata is an international contact center company based in Peru that provides services to multiple clients, such as Movistar,
Niubiz, Avon, Enel, Pacífico, Grupo El Comercio. It has always been characterized by improvements to the quality of the
services it offers, which is why it seeks the integration of new technologies and tools to improve operational and strategic
processes. For this reason, Comdata intends to develop a BI solution following the stages outlined in Ralph Kimball's
methodology, and to ensure that the solution is adapted to the strategic needs of the company. They also intend to prove that
the implementation of BI helps to improve the decision-making process in the planning section of the company, and that a
series of benefits are achieved, such as the centralization of information, time saved in the analysis of information, elaboration
of better business strategies, and generation of competitive advantages over rivals. This article is organized as follows:
Section I presents an introduction to the study. Section II presents the work related to this article. Section III presents the
development of the methodology to achieve the BI solution for the case study, and Section IV presents the results and the
discussions. Finally, Section V presents the conclusions and discusses future research.

Background and Related Work
Business Intelligence
We can define BI as the ability to make strategic decisions in a business environment. To achieve this, BI relies on various
methodologies, tools, and technologies for the analysis and processing of information generated by an organization [13].
This allows the transformation of data to information, and this information is converted to knowledge that is used to optimize
the decision-making process.

Decision-Making
Decision-making is a fundamental aspect of information management in organizations. It can be defined as the response to
a problem that requires a strategic solution and is conditioned by multiple factors that determine its success [22]. Thus,
decision-making seeks to solve problems and to achieve objectives, which is why it is important that information be managed
efficiently in order to make the most appropriate decisions to generate benefit for the organization.

Ralph Kimball's Methodology
There are several methodologies for BI solution development, but two of the most widely known and used are Ralph
Kimball's and Inmon's, which address different needs. These methodologies are constructed differently; Kimball’s method
is constructed in an ascending approach, while Immon’s is constructed in a descending approach, starting from the data
warehouse [16]. Ralph Kimball's methodology uses the following development cycle: Project planning, Definition of
business requirements, Dimensional modeling, Physical design, Data presentation design and development, Technical
architecture design, Product selection and installation, End-user application specification, Implementation, Maintenance and
growth. (See Fig 1.)
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Design
Architecture
Technique

Product selection
and
implementation

Dimensional
modeling

Physical
design

Knowledge

Definition
Project
planning

requirements

Specifications
BI Solutions

Design and ETL
implementation

Development
BI Solutions

Implementation

Maintenance

Maintenance, administration, and DWH/BI service

Fig. 1: Life cycle of Ralph Kimball methodology

Related Work
In 2017, Ahumada & Caparachin [11] designed a BI solution to improve the decision- making of Luz del Sur's top
management. To do this, they used a methodology based on Roadmap and the Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK) best practices guide, thus implementing a data mart from the design stage to implementation. In the same year,
Torres [19] used BI for decision-making in the budget program of Santa Rosa Hospital. The author conducted surveys to
define the requirements of the project, and based on this, a solution was built and integrated into the IT architecture of the
hospital. The results were evaluated, and the success of BI as an information management tool was validated. Thus, several
authors have chosen to implement BI in different organizations, obtaining good results and improving the strategic
component of the organizations.

Case Study
Several methodologies exist for the development of a BI solution. Each one is adapted to different information needs. For
the development of this project, we chose the Ralph Kimball methodology. Its development cycles allowed us to adapt the
Comdata database to the requirements requested by the company planners to achieve their strategic objectives.

Understanding the Business
Comdata Group is a leading innovative provider of customer interaction and process management. It provides assistance to
a diverse range of clients and has maximized value for its clients since 1987. Combining an international presence with solid
international experience, Comdata has teams of more than 50,000 passionate employees working in 30 languages on 4
continents and in 22 countries. In this paper, we focus on the Comdata Group Peru headquarters.

Comdata Services
The Comdata Group company provides customer service through different channels and platforms according to the
indications and protocols of action marked by each client and in quite diverse sectors. Its main services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multichannel customer service
Multilingual customer service
Digital and social media
Sales, orders, and reservations
Customer generation and internal sales
Retention and loyalty
After-sales services and technical support
Crisis management
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Comdata Internal and External Stakeholders
a) Internal: Among the internal stakeholders, there are shareholders, investors, partners, and employees of the
Comdata Company.
b) External: Comdata Company has clients such as Movistar Peru, Movistar Chile, Niubiz, Avon, Enel, Pacífico,
Grupo El Comercio, and Vendemás, Fonafe.
Value Chain
Company's Infrastructure
Financing

Planning

Investor relations

General Administration, Quality of Services and Information
systems

Human Talent Management
Training of personnel on: internal company regulations,
employee regulations, occupational health, occupational
hazards.

Training of personnel on: internal company regulations, employee regulations, occupational health,
occupational hazards.

Training of personnel on: internal
company regulations, employee
regulations, occupational health,
occupational hazards.

Hiring of accounting, finance and operational ATC personnel.
Courses and training for quality control of management
indicators.
Establishment of incentive and remuneration system.

Training in the use of the different machines and/or software and operation of the company.
Hiring of accounting, finance and operational ATC personnel.
Establishment of incentive and remuneration system.

Hiring of accounting, finance and
operational ATC personnel.
Establishment of incentive and
remuneration system

Training of personnel on:
Training of personnel on: internal company regulations, employee
internal company regulations,
regulations, occupational health, occupational hazards.
employee regulations,
Training for sales personnel on the product, strengths,
occupational health,
differentiators.
occupational hazards.

Hiring of accounting, finance and operational ATC personnel.
Hiring of sales personnel focused on finding new retail
distributors, as well as investor relations.
Establishment of incentive and compensation system.

Hiring of accounting, finance
and operational ATC personnel.
Establishment of incentive and
remuneration system

Technology Development
Development or improvement of procedures in the production process of the Service.

Functional Areas

Design of new products: Based on the concentric
diversification and Service development strategy.

Market research every certain period of time to know how
the product is in the consumer's mind and how it could be
improved. (Attraction of New Potential Customers)

Design of new products: Based on the concentric diversification and product and/or Service
development strategy.

Procurement and Purchasing
Acquisition of good quality software and hardware,
taking into account the control and harvesting process.

Outsourcing of systems personnel and technical
assistance.

Supply

Preparation of purchase
orders.
Sending Purchase Order.

Purchase of cloud storage for data storage.
hardware and software, if possible of national origin.

Inbound Logistics

Requirements Evaluation

Supplier Evaluation

Acquisition and replacement of resources and equipment for the production of services.
Outsourcing of systems personnel and technical assistance.

Appointment scheduling
Incidents, complaints and
claims
Community Management
Customer Adaptation
Collection Management
Document management
and analysis
Fraud Control

Hardware
Software
Office
Supplies

Purchase of

Customer and Employee

Customer Interaction
Management Service
Multichannel Customer
Service
Digital and social media
Sales, orders and
reservations
Customer Generation
and Internal Sales
Retention and Loyalty
After-sales services and
technical support

Consulting Services

Debt collection and credit
management

Digital Transformation

Interaction analysis
Knowledge and content
knowledge and content
database
Multichannel platform

Purchase of materials for
administrative and internal
operational activities.

Outbound Logistics

Digital Solutions Service

Customer feedback
management

Purchase of materials for administrative and internal
operational activities.

Purchase of advertising materials necessary for the sales
representative.

Operations

Storage and inventory control of Process Management
hardware/software inventories Service
Quality control of incoming
resources.
Gradual control of resources,
monitoring their functionality.
Receipt of resources from
hardware and software
suppliers.

Outsourcing of systems
personnel and technical
assistance.

Customer Journey

Temporary storage of the
developed product.

Marketing

Implementation of product diversification
strategy for Services.

Implementation control and
monitoring.
Control of metric results.

Omni-channel
organization

Sales

After Sales Service

Market Segmentation. Customer training.

Institutional Image

Billing

Show the different uses of the services and
assistance through the web page.

Customer Service

Reception of complaints and
suggestions.

Conducting Surveys.
CDM Indicator Reports.

Social Networking and Web Site Announcements

Customer process
reengineering
Customer insight and
analysis

Process automation
Self-service and Chatbot

Fig. 2: Comdata value chain

Niubiz Retention Program
The main function of this program is to ensure, through different tools that the same management provides, the retention of
existing customers of Niubiz products, taking into account the different cases that the end user may experience. This program
is currently being executed by the work team within the facilities of the company Comdata Group, where the following
scheme describes the functions and the participants who perform this management.

Project Planning
For the development of the BI solution, several resources are required, either human or technological, as follows (Table 1):

Hardware and Software Requirements
Table 1: Hardware and software requirements

Request

Server

Workstation

Description
Processor: Intel Xeon CPU E5-2640 @ 2.60
GHz
RAM: 32 GB
Hard Disk: 4 TB
Brand: Dell
Model: Power EDGE T630
Firmware: Cisco Adaptive Security 7505
OS: Windows Server 2016
Processor: Intel Core i7 4790s @ 3.2 GHz
RAM: 8 GB
Hard Disk: 500 GB
Brand: HP
Model: EliteDesk 800
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LAN Network
O.S.
DB Manager
Development
Software
BI Tools
Communication
Protocols

OS: Windows 10 (1909)
Cisco Switch SG110D 12P 10/100/1000
Windows 10
Windows Server 2016 or 2019
SQL Server 2019
Visual Studio 2019
Erwin Data Modeler
Power BI
Excel 2019

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

TCP/IP

Definition of Business Requirements
The business requirements were defined from the interviews conducted with the head of planning at Comdata.
Table 2: Business requirements defined

N°
RQ1
RQ2
RQ3
RQ4
RQ5

Request
Reduce report generation times for the client retention process for
Niubiz (e.g., Visanet).
Automate the report generation process using a much faster and more
dynamic tool.
Improve the efficiency of the reports generated by increasing their
reliability and decreasing the possible risks regarding the information
they show.
Improve efficiency in the decision-making process carried out by the
head of planning.
Improve the operational and strategic efficiency of planning.

Technical Architecture Design
The architecture of the BI solution is defined as follows:
From Data Source >>> To Data Mart
From Data Mart >>> To the Dashboards

Sheets

Dashboard
OLAP Cube

PC

Excel

Reports
Datamart

Mobile
devices

Database

Statement
s

Fig. 3: Technical architecture design – Back room – Front room
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Product Selection and Installation
For the development of the BI solution, a specific product was selected for each stage, such as data loading, data cleaning,
transformation process, or report generation (see Table 3).
Table 3: Selected products

Product
SQL Server 2019
erwin Data Modeler v.7.3
SQL Server Integration
Services
SQL Server Analysis
Services
SQL Server Reporting
Services
Microsoft Excel 2019
ODBC 11 Driver
Visual Studio 2019
Power BI

Description
Database manager
Data modeling
Data Integration Services
OLAP cube creation
Generation of data reports
Database (Comdata)
Loading complement
OLAP cube design
Dashboard creation

Dimensional Modeling
For the creation of the dimensional model, the data provided by Comdata were analyzed and, according to the requirements
indicated, the dimensions were defined (See Fig 4).

Fig. 4: Star model

Physical Model
After the star model was designed with erwin Data Modeler, it was exported and integrated into SQL Server 2019, after
which the physical model was generated with the name NIUBIZ_OLAP.
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Dim_Call_Type *

Dim_Customer *

key_call_type

key_customer

OT_Dim_Management *

received

incident

trade_code

missing_r

threshold_abandoned

service

business_name

face_to_face

threshold_attended

key_category

ruc

summoned

abandoned

Dim_Category *

commercial_name

key_ot_management

attended

object

missing_nr

conv

cause

lateness

acw

missing

short
wait
outgoing
tmo_outgoing

Dim_Attention *

transferred

key_attention

Dim_Campaign *
key_campaign
campaign

key_time

period

key_campaign

week

key_planning

date

key_t_management

interval

key_ot_management

year

key_call_type

month

[group]

key_time

key_time

TRAFFIC *

interaction_date

RETENTIONS *

Dim_Time *

type

key_category

classification

key_customer

attention_channel

key_attention

tool_name

key_ticket
key_geography
key_product

T_Dim_Management *
key_t_management

Dim_Product *

login
avail

Dim_Planning *

talk

key_planning

acw

planned_call

not_ready

per_required

Dim_Ticket *

key_product

key_ticket

product

classification
type_attention

type

resolution

Dim_Geography *

nr_feedback

key_geography

nr_training

province

nr_sshh

condition
ticket
ticket_number

nr_topic
nr_reun
nr_incidence
nr_defect

Fig. 5: Physical OLAP model

Design and Development ETL
The development of the ETL tool was done in Visual Studio under the name Integration Services NIUBIZ, where the loads
for the dimensions and fact tables were created. This way, all the OLTP data was passed to the physical OLAP model.

Fig. 6: ETL tool created in Visual Studio

Creating the Information Cube
After the data were loaded into NIUBIZ_OLAP, we proceeded to create the information cube. For this, we created a project
with the name Analysis Services NIUBIZ. We processed the OLAP data in a way that maintained the structure and the
dimensions of the fact tables.
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Fig. 7: Creating the cube in the tool

Reports Generated in Power BI
After the cube was created, we exploited the information through tools like Power BI, which provided us with dynamic and
interactive graphics.
The dashboards were created according to the requirements of the end user.

Fig. 8: Niubiz report dashboard - Returns
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Fig. 9: Niubiz report dashboard - Traffic

Results and Discussion
Numerical Results
The collected data were analyzed, and the results of 30 samples were measured and interpreted using various statistical
techniques.
See Table 4 in Annex 1.

Normality Tests
I1: Time to generate reports

Fig 2. Normality test I1

It is evident that for the indicator, p (0.746 and 0.073) > α (0.05) in the Gc post-test and the Ge post-test. Therefore, the
indicator values are normally distributed.
I2: Number of people in the decision-making process
It is evident that for the indicator, p (0.136 and 0.275) > α (0.05) in the Gc post-test and the Ge post-test. Therefore, the
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indicator values are normally distributed.
I3: Reliability of reports
It is evident that for the indicator, p (0.164 and 0.281) > α (0.05) in the Gc post-test and the Ge post-test. Therefore, the
indicator values are normally distributed.
I4: Percentage of risk in decision-making
It is evident that for the indicator, p (0.444 and 0.519) > α (0.05) in the Gc post-test and the Ge post-test. Therefore, the
indicator values are normally distributed.
4.4 Discussion of Results
Indicator—Time to generate reports: I1

Fig. 11: Statistical summary indicator 1
•
•
•
•
•

The data exhibit normal behavior because the p-value is higher than α, which is confirmed by the fact that the
confidence intervals of the mean and the median overlap.
Almost all the times for generating reports are within two standard deviations of the average.
Kurtosis indicates that there are values with extremely low peaks.
Asymmetry indicates that most of the reporting times are low.
The first quartile value (Q1) = 190.5 minutes indicates that 25% of time to generate reports are less than or equal to
this value. The third Quartile (Q3) = 278.25 minutes indicates that 75% time to generate reports are less than or
equal to this value.

Indicator—Number of people in the decision-making process: I2
•
•
•
•
•

The data exhibit normal behavior because the p-value is higher than α, which is confirmed by the fact that the
confidence intervals of the mean and the median overlap.
Almost all the numbers (of people) are within two standard deviations of the average.
Kurtosis indicates that there are values with extremely low peaks.
Asymmetry indicates that most of the numbers of people are low.
The first quartile value (Q1) = 0.23705 people indicates that 25% of number of people are less than or equal to this
value. The third Quartile (Q3) = 0.88628 people indicates that 75% number of people are less than or equal to this
value.

Indicator—Reliability of reports: I3
•
•

The data exhibit normal behavior because the p-value is higher than α, which is confirmed by the fact that the
confidence intervals of the mean and the median overlap.
Almost all the reliability percentages of the reports are within two standard deviations of the average.
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•
•
•

Kurtosis indicates that there are values with extremely high peaks.
Asymmetry indicates that most of the reliability percentages of the reports are high.
The first quartile value (Q1) = 0.85118 indicates that 25% of reporting reliability are less than or equal to this value.
The third Quartile (Q3) = 0.945 indicates that 75% reporting reliability are less than or equal to this value.

Indicator—Risk in decision-making: I4
•
•
•
•
•

The data exhibit normal behavior because the p-value is higher than α, which is confirmed by the fact that the
confidence intervals of the mean and the median overlap.
Almost all decision-making risk percentages are within two standard deviations of the average.
Kurtosis indicates that there are values with extremely low peaks.
Asymmetry indicates that most of the risk percentages in decision-making are low.
The first quartile value (Q1) = 0.19086 indicates that 25% of decision-making are less than or equal to this value.
The third Quartile (Q3) = 0.31352 indicates that 75% decision-making are less than or equal to this value.

Conclusions and Future Research
It is important to emphasize that BI is an effective solution for the information problems that organizations face. Thanks to
BI, companies can obtain strategic and competitive advantages based on their use of information generated from their
business processes. This article describes the development of a BI solution for the retention of Niubiz clients. For this
solution, we chose to work with Ralph Kimball’s methodology, adapted to the requirements of the Comdata company. With
the defined requirements, several software tools were chosen for each stage of development. We worked with SQL Server
2019 as the OLAP and OLTP database manager, where two Excel data sources were integrated. To create the ETL tool, we
used Visual Studio 2019. We also used this tool for the creation and processing of the information cube, and finally, to exploit
the cube we used Power BI to create an interactive dashboard with all the information requirements requested by the head of
planning at Comdata. This study had certain limitations. Although new methodologies, tools, and techniques are available
for creating more effective BI solutions, for this study, we chose to use the most known and established ones.
For future research, it will be necessary to perform an evaluation of the performance of the BI solution in the process of
retaining Niubiz customers, and thus determine the improvements to be made, as well as other techniques or tools to be
integrated, such as data mining or BI in the cloud. This would represent a further step in the solution that was created in this
study.
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Appendix 1 - Specific Results
Table 1: Specific results

I1: Time to generate
reports

I2: Number of
people in the
decision-making
process

I3: Percentage of
reliability of the
reports

I4: Percentage of
risks in decision
making

I5: Level of satisfaction
of the head of the
planning area

N° Gc PostTest Ge PostTest Gc PostTest Ge PostTest Gc PostTest Ge PostTest Gc PostTest Ge PostTest Gc PostTest

Bad

Gc PostTest

Excellent

1

1381

238

5

1

0.23

0.93

0.91

0.24

2

1421

179

4

1

0.12

0.85

0.63

0.12

Fair

Good
Excellent

3

1345

298

4

1

0.46

0.87

0.92

0.13

Good

4

1276

267

4

1

0.33

0.84

0.78

0.21

Bad

Excellent

5

1245

231

5

1

0.30

0.82

0.81

0.19

Bad

Excellent

6

1298

301

3

1

0.36

0.92

0.77

0.14

Fair

Good
Excellent

7

1311

167

4

1

0.51

0.95

0.88

0.16

Good

8

1245

231

3

1

0.52

0.84

0.82

0.11

Good

Excellent

9

1365

192

3

1

0.43

0.91

0.75

0.25

Bad

Good

10

1414

286

4

1

0.50

0.85

0.83

0.23

Bad

Excellent
Good

11

1356

237

4

1

0.55

0.95

0.72

0.28

Bad

12

1297

263

5

1

0.24

0.84

0.91

0.40

Bad

Good

13

1309

278

3

1

0.37

0.81

0.89

0.24

Bad

Excellent

14

1289

168

3

1

0.46

0.90

0.98

0.21

Regular

Excellent
Good

15

1435

217

5

1

0.57

0.96

0.78

0.31

Poor

16

1367

192

4

1

0.38

0.95

0.89

0.32

Bad

Excellent

17

1468

289

5

1

0.30

0.90

0.82

0.30

Bad

Excellent

0.32

Regular

Good

18

1235

245

4

1

0.47

0.88
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1214

179

4

1

0.50

0.95

0.86

0.23

Poor

Excellent
Excellent

20

1397

279

5

1

0.47

0.93

0.79

0.35

Regular

21

1478

184

3

1

0.37

0.87

0.91

0.27

Poor

Excellent

22

1267

222

3

1

0.29

0.98

0.80

0.31

Poor

Excellent

23

1333

189

4

1

0.46

1.00

0.83

0.25

Bad

Excellent
Good

24

1256

307

5

1

0.52

0.84

0.72

0.25

Regular

25

1211

218

5

1

0.40

0.93

0.91

0.33

Poor

Excellent

26

1501

267

4

1

0.52

0.90

0.86

0.16

Regular

Excellent
Good

27

1377

302

3

1

0.55

0.89

0.71

0.18

Good

28

1401

191

4

1

0.29

0.83

0.79

0.24

Poor

Excellent

29

1456

186

4

1

0.38

0.98

0.89

0.21

Bad

Excellent

30

1378

221

5

1

0.46

0.93

0.73

0.33

Regular

Excellent
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Abstract
Information and communication technologies (ICT) have had a significant impact on the society, affecting almost every
aspect of our lives. In the field of education, ICT has transformed teaching and learning experiences, as well as aided in one
of the most difficult challenges in the classroom, inclusive education. In this field, various technologies, such as video
modeling (VM), serious games (SG) and gamification have been applied. However, emerging immersive technologies, such
as augmented reality (AR) are among the most effective. A systematic literature review (SLR) of AR research in teaching
and learning with students with disabilities was conducted. The search strategy yielded 116,420 studies, of which 104 were
selected as primary studies. The studies selected for the SLR aided in answering eight research questions proposed for this
study. The SLR results have found a stark trend in AR research and applications in specific disabilities, the areas of
knowledge where AR is used, and the areas that use AR.

Keywords: Systematic Review, Augmented Reality, Mobile Applications, Students with Disabilities, Teaching-Learning.
Introduction
Information and communication technologies (ICTs) have increased inclusion in the classroom, and improved teaching and
learning for both students with normal abilities and disabilities [70]. In this latter group of students, the use of ICT becomes
almost indispensable, because these students require special treatment when teaching them a specific subject [28, 43].
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Immersive technologies, such as virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) are among the most widely used emerging
technologies in the education of students with disabilities.
Studies have shown that, the application of immersive technologies, such as AR [20, 33, 12] have helped improve teaching
and learning in students with disabilities, and are being applied to both intellectual and physical disabilities. The advantage
of AR over traditional methods is interactive learning, which is important for students with disabilities. Visual learning
through 3D graphics has a great impact on the learning environment [14]. It allows students with disabilities to learn problems
that are complex to understand, helps to simulate situations that do not endanger the student, which would otherwise be
difficult to materialize [32, 25] in a fun and simple way, making education much easier and interesting, increasing motivation,
interest and attention of students with disabilities, and improving teaching and learning [34]. The devices that are used for
AR are head mounted devices (HMD) [36], smart lenses [82], tablets [44], webcams [98] and mobile devices [14, 75, 95]
through the camera included in them. The latter are the most commonly used for AR and will be used in this study.
This paper is organized as follows. Section I presents the introduction to the topic of interest. Section II reviews the
background with previous studies performed on this topic. Section III presents the review method used for the systematic
literature review (SRL), where all the steps followed to conduct this study are explained. Section IV presents the overview
of the selected primary sources and the results and discussions to the research questions proposed for this study. Section V
discusses the conclusions and future research.

Background and Related Research
There are several definitions of AR. The first definition of AR refers to "interconnecting virtual objects and integrating them
into the real world" [12]; while second definition refers to AR as "an emerging technology that adds additional virtual
information to the perception of the real world, in real time" [94]. Another definition of AR states that it "combines a live
view of the physical world and digital content that includes images, text, audio and video." [75], and a last definition refers
to AR as a "technique that merges virtual objects into real environments, which could be applied in some areas for students"
[10]. It can be evidenced, in each of these definitions, that AR is a technology that superimposes digital objects, such as
images, text, audio and video to the real world, and is performed in real time.
To date, AR is a very promising technology in education, and even more in the application in students with disabilities [64],
whether intellectual, such as autism [17, 2], down syndrome [6, 7], dyslexia [5, 21] or physical, such as hearing impairment
or deafness [16, 19], motor disability [13, 32], or blindness [93]. Therefore, we intend to review the types of disabilities for
which AR is being used as well as the school subjects in which this technology is being used.
According to the research performed for this study, the SLRs that focus on the use of AR for the teaching-learning experience
of students with disabilities have focused on a single disability, with fewer SLRs evaluating disabilities as a whole. The
following are some of the reviews discovered that demonstrate the identified gap.
First, Khowaja et al. (2020) [111] conclude that while the effect of using AR helps in learning for individuals with autism
spectrum disorder, a summative conclusion on the effectiveness of AR for teaching or learning ASD-related skills with the
existing literature is not possible.
Lorenzo et al. (2020) [112] studied autism spectrum disorder (ASD) as one of the specific educational needs where AR has
possible applications. Therefore, the aim of their research was to review the scientific production in Web of Science (WOS)
and Scopus from 1990-2020 on the application of AR in people with ASD.
Berenguer et al. [113] aimed to investigate the impact of AR across social, cognitive, and behavioral domains in children
and adolescents with autism.
Gómez-Puerta et al. (2020) [114] provided a positive vision of the application of this technology to people with intellectual
disability (ID), although the characteristics of the studies do not yet allow its generalization.
Finally, Blattgerste et al. (2019) [115] provided insights into current challenges and possibilities for assistance in AR learning
and action for people with cognitive impairments. They discussed trends in the research field, including potential future work
for researchers.

Revision Method
The review method was developed by considering the SLR guidelines proposed by Kitchenham [105], as shown in Fig 1.
The review method consists of the seven steps listed below: (A) posing research problems, (B) selecting sources and search
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strategies, (C) establishing selection criteria, (D) study selection, (E) quality assessment, (F) data extraction strategies, and
(G) data synthesis.
Research
problems

Selection of
studies

Sources and
search
strategies

Quality
assessment

Selection
Criteria

Data
Extraction

Summary of
the data

Fig .1: Description of the steps used for SLR

Research problems
The main objective of this study was to gain an understanding of the use of AR mobile applications in the education of
students with disabilities. In addition, the aim of this study is to provide a framework for future research on the topic. To
achieve the objectives of this study, the following research problems were devised:
RQ1. In which types of disabilities is the use of AR-enhanced mobile applications more effective for the teaching-learning
process?
RQ2. What other technologies are used to improve the teaching-learning process for students with disabilities?
RQ3. Which countries are implementing the use of AR mobile applications for the teaching-learning process?
RQ4. In which areas are mobile applications with AR being used?
RQ5. What tools are being used for the development of AR mobile applications with ?
Each of the RQs with their objectives as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Objectives of the proposed RQs
Id.
RQ1
RQ2
RQ3
RQ4
RQ5

Objective
Identify the disabilities in which the use of mobile applications with AR for the
teaching-learning process is the most effective.
Identify other technologies that are used to enhance the teaching-learning process
for students with disabilities.
Identify which countries are implementing the use of mobile applications with
augmented reality for the teaching-learning process.
Identify which other areas make use of mobile applications with AR.
Identify the tools that are being used for the development of mobile applications
with AR.

Sources and search strategies
The search sources for the study were selected from prominent digital libraries in the fields of computer science, engineering,
technology, and related fields. Table 2 lists the 11 sources that were selected for the search.
Table 2: Search sources selected to perform the search
Source
ARDI
ProQuest
ACM Digital Library
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IEEE Xplore
Science Direct
Microsoft Academic
Google Scholar
Taylor & Francis
Wiley Online Library
ERIC
Scopus
For the search strategy, search terms were established based on the research problems. Search equations were created using
Boolean operators (AND OR) based on the syntax of each search source. Table 3 shows the terms of the equations, which
were of the type (T1 AND T2 AND (T3 OR T4 OR T5)).

Table 3: Search terms
Term
Mobile app
Augmented reality
Method OR Methodology OR Model
Learning OR Teaching
Students with disabilities
The result of applying the different search equations yielded a total of 116 420 base studies, which are distributed as shown
in Table 4.

Table 4: Number of studies by source
Source
No. of studies
ACM Digital Library
41 403
IEEE Xplore
22 960
ProQuest
21 232
Google Scholar
19 500
Taylor & Francis
9 101
Wiley Online Library
985
Science Direct
710
Scopus
346
Microsoft Academic
85
ARDI
75
ERIC
23
Total
116 420

Selection Criteria
Exclusion criteria have been defined to accurately assess the quality of available studies. The authors reviewed and discussed
studies for exclusion. The following were the exclusion criteria provided for the study review.

EC1: The papers are older than five years.
EC2: Papers were published in publication types other than conferences or peer-reviewed journals or workshops.
EC3: The papers are written in a language other than English.
EC4: The titles and keywords of the papers are inadequate.
EC5: The abstract of the papers is irrelevant.
EC6: The proposed solution is applied to a process different from the teaching-learning process.
EC7: Incomplete access to the paper.
EC8: Items are duplicated.
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Selection of studies
We began with 116 420 base studies and applied four stages for study selection, each with two exclusion criteria, as shown
in Fig 2.

ACM Digital
Library
(41 403)

ProQuest
(21 232)

ARDI
(75)

Google Scholar
(19 500)

Taylor & Francis
Online
(9 101)

IEEE Xplore
(22 960)
Wiley Online
Library
(985)

Science Direct
(710)
ERIC
(23)

Microsoft
Academic
(85)

Scopus
(346)

Number of relevant sources
(N=116 420)

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Criteria 1 and 2: Found articles are not written 5 or fewer
years ago and have not beem published in journals or
conferences.

Excluded
n = 71 263

Included(45 157)
Criteria 3 and 4: Articles are not written in English and titles
and Keywords are not very adequate.

Excluded
n = 32 330

Included (12 827)
Criteria 5 and 6. Abstract is not adequate and proposed
solution does not apply to the teachin-learning experience
of student with disability

Excluded
n = 12 160

Included (667)

Stage 4

Criterios 7 and 8: It is posible to acces the article and it is a
duplicate

Excluded
n = 563

Included(104)
Included articles for evaluation
= 104

n

Fig 2. Consolidated number of results when applying criteria
Finally, a total of 104 studies were selected.

Quality assessment
The authors independently assessed each of the 104 studies that remained after stage four of study selection based on the
seven quality assurance (QA).

QA1: Are the research objectives clearly identified in the document?
QA2: Is the experiment adequate and acceptable?
QA3: Does the document explain the context in which the research was conducted?
QA4: Is the document well organized?
QA5: Are the methods used to analyze the results appropriate?
QA6: Is the dataset used clearly identified?
QA7: Are the results of the experiments clearly identified and reported?
These seven QAs, when considered together provide a measure to ensure that the findings of a particular study can make a
valuable contribution to the review. Each of the seven QAs was rated on a dichotomous scale ("yes" or "no").
All 104 studies that were evaluated for QA were retained. All disagreements were settled through authors discussion.
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Data Extraction
During this stage, data were extracted from each of the 104 studies included in this SLR using a predefined extraction form
in the Excel application. The properties considered in the extraction are: Title, URL, Source, Year, Country, No. Pages,
Language, Publication Type, Publication Name, Research Methodology, Authors, Affiliation, Citation No., Abstract,
Keywords, Detail 1, Detail 2 (if required), Detail 3 (if required), and Sample Size.
The Mendely tool was used to review the selected primary studies, as shown in Fig 3.

Fig. 3: Report with Mendeley

Summary of the data
After extracting the information from each study, an in-depth data analysis was conducted to answer every research question.
The information extracted for the research questions was tabulated and presented as quantitative data, which was then used
to create a statistical comparison of the various findings for each research question. The statistics developed have aided in
the discovery of specific research patterns as well as research directions that were conducted over the last five years.

Results and Discussions
Overview of Studies
The selection process (Fig 1) resulted in 104 primary studies for data extraction and analysis (Fig 2). Fig 4 shows the number
of primary studies selected by the source, while Fig 5 shows their temporal distribution.
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Fig. 4: Selected primary studies by source

Fig. 5: Temporal distribution of the selected primary studies
The authors of each selected primary study used multiple terms in the titles of their papers. To help readers see all of these
terms used in the titles of the selected primary studies, a word cloud is shown in Fig 6. The text size of each term in the word
cloud represents the frequency; the larger the word, the higher the frequency. Similarly, the smaller the word, the lower the
frequency of use of the term.
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Fig. 6: Most frequently used terms in the titles of the selected primary studies
The terms frequently used by authors for the titles of their papers on the topic are augmented with a frequency of n= 82,
followed by reality with a frequency of n= 81, disability with a frequency of n= 21, and students with a frequency of n= 25.

Answers to Research Questions
This section presents the synthesis of the findings obtained from this review organized based on the eight research questions.

RQ1. In what type of disability is the use of mobile applications with AR more effective for the teaching-learning process?
Based on the results of the literature review, there are 16 types of disabilities in which AR is used for teaching and learning.
Table 5 shows the types of disabilities and their references.

Table 5: Types of disability
Type of disability

Articles

Qty
(%)

Autism

[2] [4] [6] [7] [8] [10] [11] [14] [15] [17] [18] [21] [23] [24] [26] [32]
[35] [38] [39] [40] [47] [49] [51] [54] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61]
50
[62] [64] [67] [71] [73] [74] [75] [77] [80] [81] [84] [85] [86] [88]
(31.6)
[89] [91] [93] [97] [100] [104]

Down syndrome

[5] [14] [21] [23] [24] [37] [39] [45] [48] [49] [65] [66] [80] [83]
[88] [93] [94] [103]

18
(11.4)

Communication deficit [22] [32] [33] [45] [48] [55] [77] [78] [80] [85] [92] [93] [94] [95]
[103]

15
(9.5)

Deafness or hearing
impairment

[8] [9] [10] [25] [49] [51] [56] [63] [68] [72] [75] [77] [102]

13
(8.2)

Specific learning
disability (SLD)

[6] [7] [9] [28] [38] [49] [55] [72] [76] [80]

10
(6.3)

Attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD)

9
(5.7)
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Dysgraphia

[21] [37] [48] [65] [80] [94] [99]

7
(4.4)

[12] [16] [37] [49] [78] [83] [90]

7
(4.4)

[21] [25] [49] [54] [56] [75] [77]

7
(4.4)

[21] [37] [48] [80] [94] [103]

6
(3.8)

[11] [81] [85] [86] [89] [91]

6
(3.8)

[21] [49] [66] [93]

4
(2.5)

Blindness or vision
problem

[37] [48] [94]

3
(1.9)

Asperger syndrome
(AS)

[59] [91]

2
(1.3)

Intellectual disability
(ID)

[24]

1
(0.6)

Dyscalculia
Physical disability
Dyspraxia
Dyslexia
Williams syndrome

The type of disability in which AR is most commonly used for teaching and learning is autism. People with autism spectrum
disorders (ASD) have qualitative impairments in social communication and interaction in a variety of contexts [56]. In
particular, Carreon et al. (2020) agree that autism is the primary disability addressed with AR.

RQ2. What other technologies are used to enhance the teaching-learning process for students with disabilities?
Through the literature review, 14 different technologies used in teaching students with disabilities were identified. Table 6
shows the other technologies used in teaching students with disabilities and their references.

Table 6: Other technologies used for teaching and learning
Technology

Articles

Qty
(%)

Virtual reality

[4] [5] [6] [9] [10] [12] [14] [15] [16] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [24] [25]
43
[26] [27] [33] [36] [37] [39] [40] [42] [50] [55] [57] [59] [61] [67] [68]
(27.2)
[71] [73] [74] [77] [80] [82] [86] [90] [94] [96] [102] [103]

Simulation

[4] [16] [20] [21] [24] [26] [27] [33] [39] [40] [43] [47] [48] [49] [52]
[57] [58] [62] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [92] [94] [98] [99]

27
(17.1)

[5] [11] [18] [27] [35] [49] [61] [80] [85] [86] [89] [100] [101]

13
(8.2)

[18] [19] [26] [27] [37] [43] [45] [52] [76] [77] [80] [102] [103]

13
(8.2)

[1] [4] [8] [23] [51] [55] [56] [58] [67] [68] [72] [74]

12
(7.6)

[6] [18] [26] [48] [66] [71] [92] [94]

8
(5.1)

[27] [30] [64] [82] [85]

5
(3.2)

[21] [43] [45] [100]

4
(2.5)

[43] [66]

2
(1.3)

[65] [93]

2
(1.3)

Artificial intelligence
Gamification
Video modeling (VM)
Serious games
Smart glasses
Web applications
AR books
Optical character
recognition
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Smart watch
Computer assisted
instruction (CAI)
Virtual labs
AR marker card

[32] [54]

2
(1.3)

[75]

1
(0.6)

[37]

1
(0.6)

[84]

1
(0.6)

VR was identified as the most commonly used technology for teaching students with disabilities, ignoring AR, which is
analyzed in other questions. The characteristics of virtual reality provide the sensation of being present in a non-physical
world by surrounding the user with images, videos, sounds, movements, and other stimuli [67]. According to J. W. M. and
Bower M. (2019), serious games are not the most popular technology used in teaching. Despite the fact that the evaluation
criteria were the same, the discrepancy in the number of papers could have been caused by the difference in time in which
the study was developed.

RQ3. Which countries are implementing the use of mobile applications with AR for the teaching-learning process?
The systematic review of the 104 studies identified 27 countries where AR mobile applications are used for teaching students
with disabilities. Fig 7 shows a geo-referenced map of the identified countries.

Fig. 7: Geo-reference map of countries
Each country’s teaching is unique, and each applies AR technology in a unique manner. The United States was identified as
the country where most mobile applications with AR are used for the teaching-learning process. In comparison, Chen P., Liu
X., Cheng W. and Huang R. (2017) concluded in their study that Taiwan is the country where more studies on augmented
reality as a learning tool have been conducted.

RQ4. In which areas are mobile applications with AR being used?
According to the results obtained from the SLR, ten domains in which mobile applications are used with AR have been
identified. Fig 8 shows the number of studies where the area is referenced, and Table 7 shows the areas and references to the
studies in detail.
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Fig. 8: Domains that make use of mobile applications with AR
The domain where AR is most used is medicine, where it is used as a tool for therapy and rehabilitation, to help people
recover from brain damage or in physiotherapy [28]. It is also used in this field, to a lesser extent, to help in performing
surgery within hospitals, as AR helps doctors to visualize the human organs when performing any surgery, to minimize errors
[28]. The other domain where AR is used the most is training, which is mostly used in video games [61]. Finally, this
technology is used is in industry domain, where it is used for training in the use of machinery or to help the handling of the
machinery, to enable people with disability to work effectively in protected organizations [32].
Along the research lines of A. Dey (2018), it is agreed that the domains where AR is most applied are medicine, education,
industry, shipping, entertainment, and tourism.

RQ5. What tools are being used for the development of mobile applications with AR?
Based on the results obtained from the SLR, the tools used for the development of mobile applications with AR were
identified. Table 7 shows the tools and their references.

Table 7: Tools and their references
Tools
Unity

Vuforia
Aurasma (HP
Reveal)
HoloLens
ToolKit
iMovie

Articles
[2] [3] [4] [5] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [19] [21] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27]
[31] [32] [35] [37] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50]
[51] [52] [53] [55] [56] [58] [61] [62] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [71]
[72] [74] [77] [81] [82] [83] [84] [86] [87] [88] [92] [94] [99] [101] [102]
[103] [104]
[14] [15] [16] [24] [26] [43] [44] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [53] [61]
[84] [92] [94] [102]
[1] [4] [12] [16] [17] [42] [56] [67] [70] [75] [79] [82]
[15] [21] [25] [27] [40] [82]
[1] [8] [55] [72] [75]

Blender 3D
[18] [21] [26] [50]
Scratch 2.0
[13]
AR ToolKit
[16]
React Native
[65]
Cinema 4D
[16]
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Qty.
(%)
63
(54,3)
19
(16,3)
12
(10,3)
6
(5,2)
5
(4,3)
4
(3,4)
1
(0,9)
1
(0,9)
1
(0,9)
1
(0,9)
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PrimeSense
OpenNI
iOS Platform

1
(0,9)
1
(0,9)
1
(0,9)

[73]
[54]

easyAR
[38]

It was identified that the most commonly used tools for the development of mobile applications with AR are Aurasma (HP
Reveal), Unity, and Vuforia.
Aurasma (HP Reveal) is an AR app that uses the smartphone camera to superimpose 3D objects in the real environment [42,
56]. Unity and Vuforia are excellent for the development of mobile applications with AR. Unity allows the development of
2D and 3D applications and games, while Vuforia allows the realization of AR, VR and mixed reality (MR) [15]. The
integration of Unity and Vuforia allows the creation of applications and games for Android and iOS [15, 24]. One of the
most widely used tools for 3D modeling is Blender 3D [18].
In comparison with J. Quintero (2019), it is agreed that Aurasma (HP Reveal) and Vuforia are the most commonly used
tools for the development of mobile applications with AR, while Blender 3D is the most commonly used tool for 3D
modeling.

Conclusions and Future Research
In this study, systematic literature review (SLR) was used to provide a comprehensive statistical analysis of AR mobile apps
for teaching-learning process of students with disabilities, by extracting specific information from 104 studies and answering
the research questions.
The results of the review are as follows. The disability with the greatest interest is autism. The area of knowledge where it
has been applied the most is in the teaching of mathematics. VR has been identified as a technology that is gaining
momentum. The country that had the most relevance in the research was the United States. Medicine has been identified as
another domain where the AR application is the most used, either to support therapy or surgical processes. Unity was
identified as the most popular development tool for mobile applications with AR.
These results were only based on the studies in which they were mentioned, without evaluating whether they are the most
recommended. For future research, it is recommended to evaluate if the disability and area of knowledge are the most
suggested for AR application, and if Unity is the best tool for its development.
On the contrary, although the study was based on the teaching-learning process with AR, it allowed obtaining information
for planning a subsequent research with a focus on VR in the field of medicine.
There is a time limit for the studies that were reviewed. This is a topic where new publications will continue to emerge.
Therefore, future research should consider more recent studies. This will help increase awareness of the field among
practitioners and researchers.
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Abstract
Today the solution of problems of legal regulation of new legal relationships and possible negative effects arising at
implementation of digital technologies seems to be important. The article presents an attempt of analysis of legal regulation
of artificial intelligence (AI) technologies worldwide, and also international venues on monitoring of AI development. The
article observes the experience of Russia on acceleration of technological development, including stimulation of
implementation of AI-based technology innovations. The analysis of adopted legal acts and bylaws in the field of legal
regulation of AI technologies in the Russian Federation is provided. The tendencies and principles in AI regulation are
highlighted. The introduction of experimental legal regimes in the field of digital innovations in Russia (the principle of
“regulatory sandboxes”) is considered. Some offers to increase efficiency of digitalization and to minimize new risks are
provided.

Keywords: Digital Technologies, Digitalization, Legal Regulation, Artificial Intelligence, E-Person, National Strategy,
Information, Information Technology, Robots.

Introduction
One of the most debated recent technology trends is the artificial intelligence. In the years to come the growth of the market
of AI-based solutions will become one of the highest, as the experts note. Already now AI is used in the most different
industries: production, agriculture, transport and logistics, telecommunications, financial sector, power industry, trade, health
care, education, science, public administration, preservation of order and national security, judicial system, etc. Chatbots
notify us on different actions, events, build forecasts.
More than 30 countries of the world developed and approved national AI development strategies. The strategies have the
following purposes: growth of welfare and quality of life of the population, stimulation of economic development, ensuring
national security, increase in a number of organizations using artificial intelligence.
So, according to the AI development plan of new generation accepted by the National Council of the People's Republic of
China on July 8, 2017, by 2030 the AI theory, technology and applications should become the world's leading, and China
should become the AI innovation center, having smart economy and smart society. The main legal, ethical and technical
standards directed to regulation of use of AI systems and ensuring their safe functioning are supposed to be accepted only
by 2025 (Minbaleev A.V., 2018).
The analysis of international experience demonstrates that now there are tendencies of "targeted", specific regulation of
problems connected with the use of robots. In 2008 South Korea was one of the first countries which adopted the "Intelligent
robots development and distribution promotion act". In 2017 Estonia accepted regulations about the use of delivery robots
which within a certain territory deliver different correspondence and purchases. In Germany on May 12, 2017 the Bundestag
amended the Road traffic act (Strassenverkehrsgesetz) according to which the car driven by means of the driving function
mostly or fully automated is officially allowed if this function is used as intended. Regulation for similar vehicles is available
in Denmark where since July 1, 2017 the changes in the Road traffic act have become effective and the tests of driverless
motor transport on public roads are resolved (Minbaleev A.V., 2018).
The General Strategy of the uniform digital market for Europe was approved by the European Council in 2015 and included
in the list of 10 priorities of the European Commission. The Strategy covers the problems of artificial intelligence and
robotics. On April 10, 2018 25 EU member states signed the Declaration of cooperation on artificial intelligence. The
problems of increase in technology and production capacity of Europe in the field of AI and its application for solution of
such social and economic problems as conversion of labor markets and upgrade of education systems in Europe, including
_________________
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professional development and retraining of the EU citizens, are considered in the Declaration. It provides legal and ethical
standards serving purposes and values of the EU, including protection of privacy, personal data, and also such principles, as
transparency, proportionality, accountability, etc. (Kashkin S.Yu., 2019).
Besides, different international venues for monitoring of AI development are actively created: AI Watch (the resource of the
European Commission which contains the European experience of AI development, the strategies of a number of countries,
and the information about measurement indicators, different researches and AI social influence), the European Observatory
on Society and Artificial Intelligence (the European project on distribution and discussion of knowledge about ethical, legal,
social, economic and cultural problems connected with AI), International Observatory of the Social Impact of Artificial and
Digital Intelligence (the Canadian venue studying positive and negative effects of impact of AI on social environment),
Human-Centered AI based on the Stanford University, etc.
In 2020 OECD AI Policy Observatory was officially started. It is a complex analytical platform for study of political
measures and different national initiatives in the field of AI. OECD AIPO claims to become the most influential and
comprehensive international venue for exchange of experience in the field of policy for AI regulation.
The Observatory suggests the member-countries to provide information on the initiatives undertaken at the national level in
order to expand the role of AI in the sustainable development. Now in the profiles of the countries the information on the
following primary partitions is provided: political management, direct financial support, indirect financial support,
infrastructure, regulation (Kuleshov A., Abramova A., Ignatyev A., 2020).

Methodological Framework
The research relied on general scientific methods of inquiry. Among them it is possible to name analysis, synthesis, description,
logic, etc. Using content analysis, problem and comparative analysis the express diagnostics of modern practice of use of AI
technology regarding legal regulation was carried out. The research used general scientific methods of theoretical and empirical
study and ad hoc methods aimed at justification of the research results.
The research was also based on the principles of scientific character, objectivity, comprehensiveness of study which demand
specific research of public phenomena and processes in their development and change, allow understanding significant aspects,
and also to consider and analyze positive and negative sides of a process.
In the research the specific scientific methods of inquiry were used (comparative and legal, technical, statistical, structuralfunctional). It allowed to investigate the problem under investigation in interrelations and interdependences, to reveal certain
tendencies, to make generalizations and conclusions.

Discussions
The researches of Scherer M.U (2016), Firth-Butterfield K., Chae Y., Allgrove B., Kitsara I. (2018), Calo R. (2016), Morkhat
P.M. (2018), Kashkina S.Yu. (2019), Shestak V.A., Volevodz A.G. (2019), Ponkin I.V., Redkina A.I. (2018), Yastrebov
O.A. (2018), Kuleshov A., Abramova A., Ignatyev A. (2020), etc. are devoted to the problems of state and legal regulation
of AI and robotics, the problems of personification and qualification of responsibility for actions of AI, and also the risks
connected with AI.
So Minbaleev A.V. (2018) considers that in conditions of active digitalization of society and formation of digital economy
there is obvious insufficiency and inefficiency of traditional legal mechanisms for regulation of use of modern digital
technologies. Today not only and not so much the right influences development of relations in the field of use of digital
technologies as the latter force the right to be transformed and to interact with other regulators.
How to consider a robot - as a subject or an object of the right? The international experience testifies to a possibility to grant
a robot with the status of a citizen (subject), for example, the humanoid female robot (gynoid) Sofia which was developed
by the Hong Kong company Hanson Robotics and received the citizenship of Saudi Arabia in October 2017. The Resolution
of European Union No 2015/2103(INL) "Civil law rules about robotics" confirms a possibility of granting robots with the
status of electronic persons (e-persons) by analogy with legal entities. Such approach is actively supported by many
corporations in the world which aim to avoid legal responsibility for actions of robots used in the course of entrepreneurial
activity. Robots are also considered as objects of the right as they represent complex objects of intellectual property, including
computer programs, databases, other objects of author's and allied rights, objects of patent law, trade secrets (know-how).
Popova A.V. (2018) specifies that, according to the speed of development of digital technologies, in the near future everyone
will be able to use AI personal assistants capable to make actions of legal character on our behalf. And it will demand the
corresponding adaptation of all law-application and law-enforcement systems.
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Active discussions concerning applicability of current legislation to the platform business models are conducted (Is the Uber
economical platform a taxi? Should the transactions on the Amazon Web Store cloud platform be subject to a tax? Is it
possible to organize checks of confidentiality of information on Google or Facebook advertising platforms?): Lobel О.
(2016), Levin S. (2016), Cohen J.E. (2017), Cusumano M.A., Gawer A., Yoffie D.B. (2019), Parker G.G., Marshall W.V. A., Choudary S.P. (2017), Mazhorina M.V. (2019), etc.
Kashkin S.Yu. and Altukhov A.V. (2020) note that the platform business models remain almost unaffected by legal rules.
Rather rare legal claims won against platform companies don't have much influence on development of modern and effective
legislation in this field.
The analysis of the researches shows that the problems of legal regulation of AI technology, as well as other cross-cutting
digital technologies, demand further close studying.

Results
The president of the Russian Federation declared very ambitious indicators as national priorities: acceleration of technology
development of the Russian Federation, increase in number of organizations performing technology innovations – by half of
their total number by 2024, ensuring accelerated implementation of digital technologies in economy and social sphere (decree
of the President of the Russian Federation of May 7, 2018 No. 204 "About national purposes and strategic development
objectives of the Russian Federation for the period until 2024"). Creation of digital economy and solution of the objectives
is impossible without a large-scale digital transformation.
According to federal state educational standards and approximate main education programs, the educational modules on
studying of artificial intelligence at Russian schools are being developed. Since 2021 the running of the all-Russian academic
competition on artificial intelligence is planned. The measures for prevention of violations during the unified state
examination in Russia with use of AI are approved: the behavioral analysis of participants of examinations on the basis of
neural networks and recognition of handwriting (comparison of scanned copies of examination-papers and final compositions
of graduates, the admission of graduates to the places of examinations and observance of an order during the examinations)
(Vasilieva J.S., Kuznetsov A.K., 2020).
Acceleration of implementation of technology solutions is caused by a number of factors:
- general ("cross-cutting") character of application of AI-based technology solutions;
- great influence of AI-based technology solutions on productivity of organizations and people including the work connected
with adoption of managerial solutions;
- high availability of tools (including computer programs with open code) for development of AI-based technology solutions;
- need for processing of large volumes of data created by both people and technical equipment to increase efficiency of
economic and other activity.
The authors of the National strategy for the development of artificial intelligence for the period until 2030 (decree of the
President of the Russian Federation of 10.10.2019 No. 490 "About development of artificial intelligence in the Russian
Federation") understand the term "artificial intelligence" as a complex of technology solutions allowing to imitate cognitive
functions of a person (including self-training and search of solutions without a preset algorithm) and at accomplishment of
specific objectives to receive the results comparable, at least, to the results of intellectual activity of a person. The complex
of technology solutions includes information and communication infrastructure, software (including those which use the
methods of machine learning), processes and services for data processing and search of solutions.
AI technologies are technologies based on use of artificial intelligence including computer sight, natural language processing,
recognition and synthesis of speech, intellectual support of decision-making and perspective methods of artificial intelligence
(decree of the President of the Russian Federation of 10.10.2019 No. 490 "About development of artificial intelligence in
the Russian Federation").
It should be noted that today the Russian Federation uses definitions of the international standard ISO 8373:2012 “Robots
and robotic devices. Dictionary” which was accepted in Russia as the national standard GOST P 60.0.0.4-2019/ISO
8373:2012 “Robots and robotic devices. Terms and definitions”.
According to the data sheet of the "National program "Digital Economy of the Russian Federation" in 2020-2021 it is planned
to form industry regulation of legal relationship in the field of robotics and AI technologies, to develop and implement the
information security standards in the systems implementing cloud, foggy, quantum technologies, in the systems of virtual
and augmented reality, and AI technology.
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Despite the objectives to form a legal framework for implementation and use of digital technologies, the matter remains to
be of interest. The observance of balance between interests of society which consists in the widest use of new technologies
for solution of different problems, and on the other hand the need of minimization of negative effects of innovations seems
to be important.
Among the main tendencies in AI regulation A.V. Minbaleev (2018) selects the following:
- combination of different mechanisms of social regulation of AI (legal, ethical, technical, local and other mechanisms of
regulation, self-regulation and co-regulation, and also their synthesis; creation of essentially new synthesized mechanisms
of regulation based on multi-layer command system of regulations);
- obligation of safety of person and his rights when using AI, exclusion of risks of mankind destruction;
combination of conceptual regulation of comprehensive AI usage and regulation of the sharpest and pressing problems in
separate AI technologies (driverless transport, use of robots in service industry, telehealth, big data processing, navigation,
etc.);
- ambiguity of perception of AI systems and robots from the perspective of the right (beginning from the use of a "person's
slave" mode and to the equating of robot rights with human rights and creation of e-persons as legal entities);
- need of solution of ethical problems of usage of AI and robotics.
It is important that the understanding of the need of legal regulation of new legal relationship and new risks found reflection
in the initiatives to modify the Basic law of Russia. So, according to the Law of the Russian Federation about the amendment
to the Constitution of the Russian Federation of 14.03.2020 No. 1-FKZ "About improvement of regulation of separate
problems of organization and functioning of public authority" the additions are made to the article 71 which defines the
questions of authority of the Russian Federation. They concern "safety of personality, society and state at application of
information technologies, turnover of digital data".
On April 24, 2020 the Federal law No. 123-FZ "About carrying out the experiment on establishment of special regulation to
create necessary conditions for development and implementation of artificial intelligence technologies in the subject of the
Russian Federation - the federal city of Moscow, and modification of the articles 6 and 10 of the Federal law "About personal
data" was published.
The law provides carrying out the experiment on establishment in the city of Moscow since July 1, 2020 of special legal
regulation for the purpose of creation of necessary conditions for development and implementation of AI technologies, and
also the subsequent use of the results of its application. According to the law the experiment will take five years.
To establish the experimental legal regime, the law authorizes the supreme executive body of the government of the subject
of the Russian Federation - the federal city of Moscow - to determine in the territory of Moscow the conditions, requirements
and order of development, creation, deployment and implementation of separate AI technologies, cases and the order to use
the results of AI application, the order and conditions of processing of anonymised personal data by participants of the
experimental legal regime, etc.
The law separately mentions that the adopted regulations are applied only to the participants of the experimental legal regime
included in the register of participants of the experimental regime, cannot contradict the federal legislation and by the general
rule become invalid after the experiment period.
The participant of the experimental legal regime is a legal entity, an individual entrepreneur included in the register of
participants of the experimental regime. Inclusion of the person in the specified register is performed after the application.
The status of the participant of the experimental legal regime can be provided to the person engaged in the development,
creation, introduction, implementation or sale of AI technologies and (or) separate goods (works, services) on their basis and
corresponding to the conditions established by the law.
On December 3, 2020 Moscow City Hall approved Regulations on implementation in the city of Moscow of the experimental
legal regime in the field of application of AI technologies, and also the Coordination council of the experimental legal regime
was formed.
This Provision contains the following conditions of development of separate AI technologies:
1. Safety of AI technologies and observance of rights and freedoms of a person and a citizen, legitimate interests of legal
entities, public interests, and also inadmissibility of development of AI technologies for the purpose of intentional infliction
of harm (damage) to private and legal entities, public-law entity.
2. Inadmissibility of emergence of risks of harm to life or health of a person higher than the risks accompanying similar
processes which are taking place without use of AI technologies.
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3. Compliance of AI technologies to the requirements of federal laws, other legal acts of the Russian Federation, laws of
Moscow, other legal acts of Moscow.
4. Obligation of forecasting of alleged influence of developments on the public relations protected by the law.
5. Acceptance of necessary measures directed to protection of public relations, including protection of the privileged
information, and also an exception of a possibility of unauthorized modification of AI software and algorithms.
6. Possibility of control of AI technologies application, including an opportunity of the instant or emergency shutdown of a
product (object) in which AI technologies are applied.
7. Drive to transparency of AI technology functioning, including its algorithms.
8. Ensuring fixation of information on AI technologies application during the period of validity of the experimental legal
regime in accordance with the established procedure, and also storage of the specified information upon termination of the
experiment within 10 years.
9. Ensuring compatibility of information systems and devices (technical means) applied when developing AI technologies
(an open development environment).
10. Preferential use of domestic technologies.
Adoption of the Federal law of 31.07.2020 No. 258-FZ "About experimental legal regimes in the field of digital innovations
in the Russian Federation" became one more important step. The law is directed to creation of legal conditions for accelerated
development and introduction of new products and services in the field of digital innovations (artificial intelligence,
blockchain, neurotechnologies, quantum technologies and others) in all economy sectors of Russia. Such spheres as
healthcare, transport, agriculture, financial sector, education, construction and production sector, public administration are
defined as key directions of the technology testing.
The law is aimed to regulate a general mechanism of establishment of experimental legal regimes. The law settled an order
of initiation, establishment, implementation, monitoring of implementation, determination of results of implementation of
experimental legal regimes, requirements to participants of the experimental legal regime, the principles and criteria of
validity of establishment of experimental legal regimes.
At the same time the mechanism of "regulatory sandboxes" is actively used in many foreign countries along with the method
of a "regulatory guillotine". The first "regulatory sandbox" was created in Great Britain in 2016. Later "regulatory sandboxes"
were successfully implemented in the USA, Australia, Singapore, the United Arab Emirates, China (Hong Kong), Malaysia,
Thailand, Indonesia, Bahrain, Switzerland and Canada.
The principles of regulation of relations in the field of AI technologies are stated in the Concept of development of regulation
of relations in the sector of artificial intelligence and robotics until 2024 approved by the Order of the Government of the
Russian Federation of 19.08.2020 No. 2129-r. They are the following:
- stimulation of development of AI technologies and robotics by regulatory means as the main vector of development of
regulation during the designated time period ("stimulation as a regulation basis");
- regulatory influence based on the risk-oriented, interdisciplinary approach and providing acceptance of restrictive measures
if the application of AI technologies and robotics bears objectively high risk of harm to participants of public relations,
human rights and the interests of society and state;
- expansion of use of co-regulatory and self-regulatory tools, forming of ethical rules for development, implementation and
application of AI technologies and robotics;
- human-centered approach providing that the ultimate goal of development of AI technologies and robotics, directed by
means of regulatory influence, is ensuring protection of human rights and freedoms guaranteed by Russian and international
legislation and increase of welfare and quality of life of people;
- assessment of influence of technologies and systems of AI and robotics in all spheres of human life, society and state based
on scientifically verified researches with participation of a wide range of scientists;
- ensuring balance of interests of developers, consumers and other persons in the field of AI and robotics, and also
determination of their responsibility for possible negative effects of use of AI technologies and robotics;
- technology sovereignty providing the necessary level of independence of the Russian Federation in the field of AI and
robotics taking into account the state policy in the field of IT development and import substitution;
- support of competition, providing all, including small and medium businesses, with equal opportunities for application of
experimental legal regimes and state support measures, and also for access to the information from state and municipal
information systems necessary for development of AI systems and robotics;
- assessment of social and economic effects and risks in conditions of permanent development of technologies, accounting
of both positive and negative international experience of regulation when developing regulations and other documents in the
field of AI and robotics;
- obligatory reasonable assessment of risks of causing harm to life and health of people at application of AI and robotics,
risks of implementation of threats to national defense and national security, and taking measures directed to minimization of
such risks and threats.
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The Concept contains the main objectives and directions of improvement of regulation of AI technologies in the fields of
public health protection, public (municipal) administration, transport, town-planning, implementation of the "smart city"
concept, financial sector, space activity, production, etc. Development and acceptance of the regulations in the field of AI
by 2024 have to become the consequence of implementation of the Concept, including: expansion of regulatory measures
for financial stimulation of development of AI technologies; creation of mechanisms to ease implementation of AI
technologies and robotics; solution of industry-wide problems of the legislation development in the Russian Federation,
including safety of AI systems and robotics; removal of industry barriers; improvement of data turnover for development of
AI and robotics; improvement of the technical regulation system in the spheres of AI and robotics.

Conclusion and Recommendations
For the purpose of further development of electronic (open) government, innovative health care, digital economy, "smart"
transport, and also other national projects of Russia, it is important to solve the problems of legal regulation of new legal
relationship and possible negative effects arising at implementation of digital technologies (to which, certainly, the artificial
intelligence belongs).
The Federal law of 24.04.2020 No. 123-FZ "About carrying out the experiment on establishment of special regulation to
create necessary conditions for development and implementation of the artificial intelligence technologies in the subject of
the Russian Federation - the federal city of Moscow and modification of the articles 6 and 10 of the Federal law "About
personal data" became the first legislative step in this sphere. Together with the Federal law of 31.07.2020 No. 258-FZ
"About experimental legal regimes in the field of digital innovations in the Russian Federation" they laid the legal foundation
of the experimental legal mechanism of regulation of AI and related technologies by means of the "regulatory sandbox"
method. This is a special legal regime for business providing approbation of innovation goods and services in the field of
digital technologies. This mechanism uses a special legal regulation which excludes application of a number of requirements
to certain types of business. Along with the method of "regulatory sandboxes" the method of a "regulatory guillotine" should
be noted which promotes simplification of regulations for business processes.
Thus, the normative legal documents accepted in the Russian Federation assume a wide set of measures of legal regulation
of the AI technology. At the same time, their implementation requires the closest attention and analysis, and also the
acceptance of numerous bylaws. These are the problems demanding further studying and analysis:
- development of uniform approaches to definitions,
- determination of a model of AI legal regulation (special type of property, legal entity, "electronic person" as a new legal
category, etc.),
- legal responsibility for the harm done by AI systems and robotics
- safety of personal data,
- obligatory insurance of robots by their owners and vendors,
- legal status of robots agents, protection and security of the users,
- ethical standards, etc.
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Abstract:
Social Networks are becoming essential for interaction, dialogue and connectivity with customers. Tourism in general, and
hospitality, due to its intrinsic characteristics, has been known to be particularly affected by this trend. The existing platforms,
make the tourists also a promoter / detractor of tourist destinations and attractions through the sharing of publications, pictures
or experiences. In this sense, the objective of the present investigation is to understand the influence that generic and nongeneric social networks have on the hotel sector, both from the perspective of the hotel and the consumer. To this end, data
were collected on several digital channels from twelve hotels located in the Portuguese city of Porto. According the results
obtained, it was clear that the content and presence vary according to the stars of the hotels and the type of the social network
analyzed.

Keywords: Tourism; Hotel Industry; Digital marketing; Social Networks
Introduction
Globalization is a reality with an effect in most sectors of the world economy. In the particular case of tourism it contributed
positively to it’s grow due to the ease created by the reduction of barriers, the global transportation networks, and
technological innovation. According to data from the WTTC (2020), the travel and tourism sector achieved a growth of 3.5%
in 2019, surpassing the growth of the global economy of 2.5%, which ended up representing 10.3% of the Global Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). However, in the face of the covid-19 pandemic, with all the measures implemented resulting from
it, the global travel, tourism and hospitality industry is sought among the most affected sectors and its repercussions are
already very much sought (Pappas & Glyptou, 2021).
The technological advances felt with the beginning of the internet and social media had an impact complementing the way
information was disseminated, having become the most common form of information search (Xiang & Gretzel, 2010). In the
tourism sector in general and in the hotel industry in particular, these global platforms have a notable effect. Due to their
intrinsic characteristics, and since, as service sectors, they sell intangible, inseparable, perishable and heterogeneous products,
the communication process is a key element of the offer in tourism (Chen & Wu, 2019).
According to Fan, Buhalis & Lin (2019), digital empowerment offers the possibility of combining the tourist network “at
home” with the destination network, thus allowing the emergence of hybrid social networks, where tourists have
simultaneous access to online and physical networks. This presents to the tourists a complex, functional and connected world.
Consumer satisfaction is largely dependent to the accuracy and range of specific information and the capacity and speed with
which organizations react to their requirements. For this reason, consumers are increasingly willing to provide valuable
personal information waiting in turn for better services and recognition (Buhalis & Law, 2018).
This study intends to observe how differences exist in the online presence of several hotels with different classifications, in
the same way that it is intended to consider how generic networks (social networks) and non-generic ones (reviews sites)
have the same level of interaction between the various consumers and between the consumer and the hotels.
________________
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Tool in the Hotel Industry: The Case of Porto Hotels” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association
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This paper is divided in four main sections. The research starts with the literature review and an overview of the main
definitions regarding the research where aspects related to the tourism sector and in particular the hotel industry were
addressed. Digital marketing was a topic discussed throughout this stage, as well as the most used digital channels in the
digital communication strategy (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and TripAdvisor). Secondly, we describe and justify the
methodology used in this research. Then we introduce the empirical research results followed by the conclusion with the
research main findings. The paper ends with the limitations of the study and suggestions for further research.

Literature Review
Tourism is an industry with a strong presence on the web, with numerous online content, both corporate and private. In the
words of Morrison (2013), digital marketing is the greatest communication tool and the most important form of marketing.
This type of marketing can be described as a business model where the main resource, to carry out promotional actions in
order to promote products, services or brands, is the internet and the digital media explored from it (Sabbag, 2014). In this
sense, and when this reality is applied to the hotel sector, it is essential that the advertising campaigns and promotion of the
business's products and services are appealing and effective to its target audience, since it will be based on this information
received that the tourist will make his choice (Milovic, 2012).
Due to the rapid development of the Internet, tourists no longer just experience face-to-face contact with different people
during their travels, but also have the opportunity to interact digitally with family, friends, colleagues, service providers and
even strangers, through the various social media platforms. In this context, tourists are able to interact simultaneously with
their online and offline environments and share suggestions, opinions, doubts and memories related to their tourist
experiences (Fan, Buhalis, & Lin, 2019). For this reason, the best digital marketing strategy in this area relies in the
knowledge of the modern tourist the profile, and in the understanding how he uses digital tools, since he has a set of specific
behaviors and characteristics (Veiga, Santos, Águas , & Santos, 2017).
In this way, it is quite frequent, that before a tourist starts a trip, compare prices and ratings and search for information and
opinions on social networks, websites and blogs about a destination or hotel. On the other hand, when traveling, it is quite
common for guests to use social networks to share photos and videos, exchange comments and obtain recommendations in
real time. At the end of the trip, in addition to evaluating the hotel through booking platforms or the hotel's website, tourists
can also publish reviews, reports and experiences on the various social networks and websites in order to make their
experience known to other users (Borges, 2015). Therefore, due to all these behaviors and since there is now a greater need
to do an online follow-up during all stages of the trip, there was a change in the management and marketing strategies of
companies in the hotel sector, taking them increasingly to the use of digital marketing tools (Leite, 2017).

Social networks and Online Reviews Websites
Social networks have nowadays an unprecedented centrality in modern societies. They can be described as one of the most
important components in the constitution of social relations between people and organizations. Since they are sharing
platforms, they have several tools that allow their users to exchange opinions, expectations, experiences, interests and a huge
number of flows between them (Fialho, Baltazar, Zaragoza, & Santos, 2018).
This sharing between users also named electronic word of mouth (eWOM), is defined as one of the most reliable forms of
communication, due to the fact that they portray only what is perceived to be the consumers' own experiences. In other words,
it refers to any positive or negative opinion of a consumer about a certain product or service, brand or company, as long as
it is available and accessible to any person or institution on the internet (Wu & Wang, 2011; Cheunga & Thadanib, 2012;
Filieri & Mcleay, 2013; Milheiro et al., 2018).
Communication through social networks is an essential component for the success of companies, since it offers a short-term
return and allows not only the creation of a closer relationship between the entity and its target, but also enables faster
feedback from users (Costa & Alturas, 2018).
Although new social networks are continually emerging, Facebook is the world leader, with around 2.5 billion monthly active
users (MAUs) and 1.66 billion daily active users (DAUs). According to the statistical data of the platform itself, Facebook
estimates 80 million business pages, being used by 87.1% of marketers, since it was found that about 44% of users admit
that their behavior purchase is influenced by the platform. All of this generated advertising revenue estimated at $ 17.44
billion (Facebook, 2020).
On the other hand, Instagram contains approximately 1 billion MAUs and about 500 million DAUs against 340 million
MAUs on Twitter and 152 million DAUs. The Instagram platform, estimated in 2019, a total of $ 20 million in advertising
revenue, having about eight million business pages. Twitter generated advertising revenue of approximately three million in
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the same year. From the official data of the platform, it was found that 67% of B2B companies use Twitter to advertise their
brand and their services / products (Twitter, 2020).
In addition to social networks, there has been a considerable increase in platforms that allow companies to expose their
products and/or services, outside their official websites or the personal pages of the respective companies. Email marketing
platforms, online review websites, such as TripAdvisor, Booking, Trivago or blogs have become true exhibitors of the
products and services offered by companies (Dias, 2018).
According to Buhalis and Law (2008), one of the problems inherent in ICT and the Internet is the excess of options, since
users tend to browse various websites or use generic search engines, as is the case with Google to search for information
(Gretzel, Nicole Hwang, & Fesenmaier, 2004). In this line of thought, a recommendation system allows travelers to be
supported during the decision-making process, identifying better customer requirements and correlating them with other
consumers and their preferences (Ricci & Werthner, 2006).
Thus, review websites such as TripAdvisor, offer consumers the possibility to evaluate and comment on companies' services,
products and infrastructures compare prices and make reservations, leading to eWOM, thus allowing them to obtain relevant
data about consumer preferences both for the services and products themselves and for the competitors. In this way, the
opportunity is given to the consumer to obtain important information’s and evaluations of a product or service of a certain
company before enjoying it (Barreiro, Dinis, & Breda, 2019). On this path, it was found that TripAdvisor is the largest travel
platform in the world, with 856 million reviews and opinions about 8.6 million accommodations, restaurants, experiences,
airlines and cruises. It has been found to help around 463 million travelers plan their daily trips (TripAdvisor, 2020)
In view of the above and in accordance with Tereso (2016), both generic and non-generic networks have made the world a
smaller place, due to the facilitation they have caused in communication. In this sense, according to Milheiro et al., (2018),
it can be said that the tourism sector has suffered a great impact, as all this information sharing puts the tourist at the center
of the experience, since these tools have granted him the power to co-produce his own experience and influence the behavior
of others. From another perspective, it is possible to state that social networks and review websites play a significant role in
the decision making of travelers as well as in tourism operations and management (Leung, Law, Hoof, & Buhalis, 2013).
In turn, and when applied to the hotel sector, these tools are quite beneficial, as they provide pertinent information about the
profile of guests, in addition to adequately publicizing infrastructures, services, promotional packages and prices (Sandhusen,
2018). Therefore, and according to the view of Jiménez, Alles and Franco (2020), the best way to turn social networks into
useful and beneficial tools in the dissemination and maximization of hotel profits, is through the daily and planned
management of these instruments so that messages can be conveyed in an explicit and clear manner. Likewise, the
digitalization of the offer allows the manager to analyze his market, since based on the opinions, criticisms or praise shared
online, they are able to acquire relevant data about the needs of their consumers and thus better direct the offer to the demand.
However, all of this does not just bring advantages. Although these platforms allow to achieve greater visibility and to
personalize and direct the offer according to the intended audience, attracting and retaining customers with very low costs,
compared to advertising carried out by traditional means, the associated risks must be considered. When a service is
digitalized, negative comments and criticisms must be taken into account, which are not possible to control, and can be online
for long periods of time and consequently exclude potential customers. Real-time information, in turn, can also turn into
negative aspects, since they require constant management and maintenance, administered by qualified and efficient personnel
so as not to cause damage to the brand (Jiménez, Alles, & Franco, 2020; Gomes & Mondo, 2016).

Methodology
This research aims to analyze the online presence of several hotels integrated in hotel chains and with varying ratings (3 to
5 stars), in order to understand the different communication strategies used by the different establishments. On the other
hand, it also seeks to understand whether generic networks (social networks) and non-generic networks (review websites)
have the same level of interaction between different consumers and between the consumer and the hotel company.
The present article followed a descriptive and exploratory qualitative methodology approach, based on a previous theoretical
approach and which in empirical terms is substantiated through the content analysis of several digital channels of twelve
hotels located in the Portuguese city of Porto (Table 1).
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Table 1 : Analyzed Sample
Name

Stars

Chain

Tryp Porto Centro
Star inn Porto
Selina Porto
Holiday Inn Express Porto City Centro
Premium Porto Downtown
AC Hotels by Marriott Porto
Pestana Vintage Porto
Hotel Dom Henrique Dowtown Porto
Intercontinental Porto- Palácio das
Cardosas
Maison Albar Hotels- Le Monumental
Palace
The Yeatman

***
****
***
***
****
****
****
****

Tryp Hotels
Hoti Hotéis
Selina Hotels
IHG Hotels & Resorts
Hotéis Premium Downtown
Ac Hotels by Marriott
Pestana Hotels & Resorts
Hotéis Premium Downtown
Intercontinental Hotels Group
(IHG)

Sheraton Porto Hotel & Spa

*****
*****

Paris Inn

*****

Relais & Chateaux

*****

Sheraton Hotels & Resorts

Considering the large number of hotels located in Porto, the selection of the sample under study was based on several criteria.
Firstly, a list of all the hotels in the city was created and later, those that did not belong to any hotel group were excluded. In
a second step, all the remaining hotels were grouped based on their category in stars and then all those that did not have an
independent profile on at least one of the analyzed platforms were eliminated.
Data were collected on the various official platforms of each of the entities (Facebook, Instagram and Twitter), between
December 16th and 20th, 2020, based on the following criteria: number of followers, publications and likes, average weekly
publications and average comments per publication, type of content shared and reservation system incorporated. We also
collected data related to TripAdvisor (evaluations, number of questions and answers made and number of photos shared by
travelers, professionals or by the management itself). In order to obtain consistent data, the averages were calculated from
the publications for the months of September, October and November 2020.

Results
Having reached this stage of the investigation, it is important to systematize the results obtained in response to the objectives
established in the methodology phase. In this follow-up, the data collected from the content analysis are presented, as well
as their observation, comparison and discussion.
Thus, from the data in table 2, referring to the online presence of the 12 selected hotels on the Facebook platform, it was
possible to notice that among the different classifications, the five-star hotels were the ones that stood out the most in relation
to the number of followers and likes. However, there were certain inconsistencies, as both The Yeatman and Sheraton Porto
Hotel & Spa present average weekly publications well below those seen at Intercontinental Porto and Le Monumental Palace,
with the first varying between the six and seven a week and the last recorded only an average of three publications a week.
However, the quality of the content was an aspect that was consistent in all establishments. Thus, it is quite noticeable that
five-star hotels use this space in order to promote their products and services, in the form of vouchers, photographs and
videos both of the establishment itself, as well as of the services provided, the gastronomy and of the main attractions of the
city. The safety and hygiene of the space was also a relevant aspect in the publications.
The hotels with four stars, in turn, are the ones that are less active and assiduous, since the number of weekly posts is reduced
and irregular, deducing from this that these entities do not give much importance to this platform as a tool of communication
and promotion of its products and services, since their little existing presence there comes from the pages of the main group.
Finally, three-star hotels demonstrate an effort to maintain a stable online presence, publishing an average of four to six
publications a week, with new offers, discounts and promotions. It should be noted that security measures have not been
overlooked by this category of hotels, with regular postings on health security being maintained. All of this, and with the
exception of the Holiday Inn Express Porto City Centro, due to the fact that it only opened in 2019, tends to result in a
number of significant likes and followers.
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It was found that with the exception of AC Hotels by Marriot Porto (four stars) and the Holiday Inn Express Porto City
Centro (3 stars), all analyzed hotels have a reservation system incorporated in the page itself, thus redirecting the consumer
to the official website that allows them to make the reservation.
In order to understand if there is interaction between the different users, or between them and the establishments, the
average of comments per publication was calculated, verifying that users do not seek this social network to share their
experiences, opinions or questions, since in general they all have significantly low averages, with The Yeatman and the
Hotel Dom Henrique being the only ones with an average of more than two comments per publication.
Table 2: Analysis of Facebook Platform
Facebook

Name

Stars

Followers

Likes

Average
of
weekly
posts

Average
of
comments
per post

Post
Content
- Clean and Safe Certification
-Opening Promotions (with
prices)
-Pictures of the Hotel
-Discounts
-Promotional Videos
- Clean and Safe Certification
-Pictures of the Hotel and the
City
-Discounts
-Promotional Offers (with
prices)
- Clean and Safe Certification
-Pictures of the Hotel, the
Services and the City
-Discounts
-Promotional Offers
-Menus (with prices)
- Clean and Safe Certification
-Pictures of the Hotel and the
Services
-Discounts
-Promotional Offers

Reserv.
System

Tryp Porto
Centro

***

2 982

2 872

4,75

0.018

Star inn Porto

***

4 338

4 247

3,50

0.21

Selina Porto

***

11 037

10 479

5,55

0,20

Holiday Inn
Express Porto
City Centro

***

116

114

2,66

0

Premium Porto
Downtown

****

1 195

1 175

Irregular

0

- Clean and Safe Certification
- Promotional Offers
- Menus (with prices)

Yes

AC Hotels by
Marriott Porto

****

990

991

1,25

0,86

- Clean and Safe Certification
- Posts from the main group

No

Pestana Vintage
Porto

****

4 825

4 616

Irregular

…

Hotel Dom
Henrique
Dowtown Porto

****

6 884

6 706

0,91

2,45

Intercontinental
Porto- Palácio
das cardosas

*****

15 877

15 331

5,75

0,40
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- Clean and Safe and other
Certifications
-Promotional Videos
-Pictures of the Hotel
-Promotional Offers
- Clean and Safe and other
Certifications
-Pictures of the Hotel, the
City and the Views
-Promotional Videos
-Gastronomy
- Clean and Safe and other
Certifications
-Vouchers

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Maison Albar
Hotels- Le
Monumental
Palace

*****

86 100

83 911

6,50

0.051

The Yeatman

*****

86 793

84 527

2,55

4,25

Sheraton Porto
Hotel & Spa

*****

26 952

26 388

3,25

0,91

-Pictures of the Hotel and the
City
-Promotional Packages
-Received Awards
-Promotional Videos
-Promotional Offers
-Gastronomy
- Clean and Safe and other
Certifications
-Vouchers
-Pictures of the hotel the
services and the city
-Promotional Packages
-Promotional Videos
-Promotional Offers
-Gastronomy
- Clean and Safe and other
Certifications
-Pictures of the Hotel and the
City
-Received awards
-Events
-Promotional Videos
-Gastronomy and Wines
- Clean and Safe and other
Certifications
-Pictures of the Hotel, the
Services and the City
-Gastronomy

Yes

Yes

Yes

The Instagram platform has been proving to be quite relevant in recent years for digital marketing. In this way, in order to
obtain a broader perception of the online presence of the hotels, the Instagram pages of each of them were analyzed. Table
3 shows that, in general, and with the exception of Pestana Vintage Porto, the number of followers is much lower than on
Facebook. Regarding the average number of weekly publications, there was also a slight decrease, in contrast to the average
number of comments per publication, which registered a small increase. This allows us to deduce that although the Instagram
community is smaller, users are more likely to make comments on this platform. Although the content of the two platforms
is practically identical, it is clear that the publications on Instagram have more graphic and visual content than on Facebook,
presenting more photos and videos than processed texts.
On the other hand, four-star hotels have once again revealed themselves as the least active on social networks, since only
two of the analyzed hotels have pages on Instagram, and the rest only have the page of the group to which they belong. In
the case of five-star hotels, it was noted that they try to be present in the same way on both platforms, despite the fact that
their presence on Instagram is less relevant.
In turn, and since the twitter platform also registers a significant percentage of users, and shows itself to be a network with
a lot of potential, as it offers visibility and specific information about the brand (Jiménez et al., 2020), we considered it is
relevant to the research and the profiles of each of the 12 hotels were analyzed.
However, it was found that The Yeatman and Sheraton Porto Hotel & Spa have personal pages and only seven (Tryp Porto
Centro, Ac Hotels by Marriott Porto, Le Monumental Palace and the Intercontinental, Selina Porto, Holiday Inn Express
Porto City Centro, Pestana Vintage Porto,) have the chain profiles to which they belong. Thus, although this tool is considered
relevant for digital marketing, according to the literature review, the results demonstrate that the hotels do not bet on it, as a
communication tool.
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Table 3: Analysis of Instagram Platform

Name

Stars

Followers

Posts

Instagram
Average of
Weekly
Posts

Average
Comments
per Post

Tryp Porto
Centro

***

515

185

2,75

0,15

Star inn Porto

***

494

252

3,25

0,25

Selina Porto

***

…

…

…

…

Holiday Inn
Express Porto
City Centro
Premium Porto
Downtown
AC Hotels by
Marriott Porto

***

279

151

2,1,5

0

****

...

...

...

...

****

...

...

...

...

Pestana Vintage
Porto

****

5 481

1 041

0,5

1,67

Hotel Dom
Henrique
Dowtown Porto

****

907

53

Irregular

…

Intercontinental
Porto- Palácio
das cardosas

*****

3 459

909

5

1,48

Maison Albar
Hotels- Le
Monumental
Palace

*****

6 645

367

5,5

0,98

The Yeatman

*****

32 100

830

2,55

13,10

6200

Post Content
-Clean and Safe and other
Certifications
-Opening Promotions (with prices)
-Pictures of the Hotel
-Discounts
-Promotional Videos
-Clean and Safe and other ---Certifications
-Pictures of the Hotel and the City
-Discounts
-Promotional Offers (with prices)
…
- Clean and Safe and other
Certifications
-Pictures of the Hotel and the
Services
-Discounts
-Promotional Offers
...
...
-Clean and Safe and other
Certifications
-Promotional Videos
-Pictures of the Hotel
-Promotional Offers
-Clean and Safe and other
Certifications
-Pictures of the Hotel, the City and
the Views
-Promotional Videos
-Gastronomy
- Clean and Safe and other
Certifications
-Vouchers
-Pictures of the Hotel and the City
-Promotional Packages
-Awards
-Promotional Videos
-Gastronomy
-Clean and Safe and other
Certifications
-Vouchers
-Pictures of the hotel the services
and the city
-Promotional Packages
-Offers and Promotional Videos
-Gastronomy
-Clean and Safe and other
Certifications
-Pictures of the hotel and the city
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Sheraton Porto
Hotel & Spa

*****

3 674

656

2,58

-Received awards
-Events
-Promotional Videos
-Gastronomy and Wines
-Clean and Safe and other
Certifications
-Pictures of the Hotel, the Services
and the City
- Gastronomy

1,81

Increasingly, consumers are encouraged to enter comments and valuations regarding their stay and personal experience in
the hotel, thus creating a potential viral marketing effect. Thus, it is important to take into account the behavior and
preferences of users, when using both social networks and online review websites. In order to verify whether the level of
interaction between users and between them and the hotels changes in non-generic chains, that is the ones directed to the
tourism sector, it was considered pertinent to analyze the situation of each of the twelve hotels on TripAdvisor. According
to the data in table 4, it was clear that the entire sample selected is present on this platform. With the exception of Le
Monumental Palace, Selina Porto and the Holiday Inn Express Porto City Centro, all registered a reasonably significant
number of reviews, deducing that the reduced presence of these hotels is due to the fact that their inauguration was recent.
Table 4: Analysis of TripAdvisor Platform
TripAdvisor
Pictures
Name

Stars

Ratings

Tryp Porto Centro

***

Star inn Porto

Q+A

Customers

Management

Professional

790

240

13

147

11

***

1 032

270

23

171

32

Selina Porto

***

104

80

30

…

0

Holiday Inn Express
Porto City Centro
Premium Porto
Downtown
AC Hotels by Marriott
Porto

***

60

29

66

…

8

****

538

187

22

185

28

****

774

309

39

...

21

Pestana Vintage Porto

****

3 138

1 310

24

141

55

Hotel Dom Henrique
Dowtown Porto
Intercontinental PortoPalácio das Cardosas
Maison Albar Hotels- Le
Monumental Palace

****

854

360

51

379

18

*****

2 538

1 505

86

298

68

*****

257

153

156

…

5

The Yeatman

*****

2 434

2 308

70

373

36

Sheraton Porto Hotel &
Spa

*****

2 547

1 149

75

510

52

In general, the pictures and comments shared by travelers, is much higher than the content published by the management
itself and recommended by TripAdvisor, which allows us to conclude that the interaction existing in this platform is much
superior to that of social networks, implying that consumers attach greater importance to non-generic networks. It is
important to mention that the star rating of hotel does not interfere in the online presence on this platform, since it is the users
who control it, choosing to express the emotions and experiences, through photos, comments or evaluations in this local,
rather than in generic social networks. This idea is reinforced by the values presented in the questions and answers (Q + A),
represented in the table 4, since the users have a direct interaction with the unit, thus clarifying their doubts.
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Conclusions
After analyzing the results, it was quite clear that four-star hotels were the ones that stood out the least, having a weak online
presence, being surpassed by those of three stars. This demonstrates that although all the selected hotels belong to larger
groups and therefore with greater awareness, resources, financial capacity and know-how, four-star hotels are the ones that
most benefit from the main group. Thus, the lack of commitment in creating specific content in these digital places is quite
visible, since the few shared publications come from the pages of the chains they belong, which leads to the deduction, that
these units do not attach significant importance to digital platforms as promotional tools. On the other hand, three-star
establishments show a greater effort to maintain a stable online presence, since although they are also affiliated with a chain;
they seem to want an independent image. That said, it is possible to conclude that these hotels recognize the potential of
these instruments to increase their number of reservations, through the dissemination, promotion, offers and seasonal
launches of their services, to the same extent that they increase their visibility and positioning in the market.
This research showed that among the three classification typologies, the five star hotels were the ones that registered the
greatest inconsistencies among themselves, since although they are those that register the greatest number of followers and
likes, not all of them present the same regularity in the posting of publications. All of this shows that the type of online
presence varies depending on the hotel, since, although The Yeatman and Sheraton Porto Hotel & Spa rank in the same way
as Intercontinental Porto and Le Monumental Palace, the frequency of publication is less and consumer interaction is greater.
These data can also be explained by the high awareness and notoriety of these establishments acquired from international
awards, communication and marketing actions, partnerships and free dissemination on traditional channels. Thus, it can be
said that no concrete conclusions have been reached, since although the online presence is not as constant and stable in all
establishments, they recognize the importance of being in these platforms.
From another perspective, the present investigation has shown that, more important than generic networks, in the tourism
sector, non-generic networks should be considered, focused on a segment, as is the case of tripadvisor, where all information
sharing revolves around consumer opinions and experiences. In other words, consumers are more likely to trust what other
users say about a service or product they have purchased, rather than the brands themselves, since while their objective is
based on selling as much as possible, the objective of users is merely describing facts.

Limitations and Suggestions of Further Research
As with any research work, there are limitations with this study. The fact that a small sample was selected has conditioned
the results, making it impossible to obtain generalizable conclusions on a larger scale. It is also important to mention the
situation currently experienced, since the emergence of the Covid-19 pandemics, caused an abrupt drop in international
tourist demand, due to restrictions imposed by the government to contain the spread of the virus. All of this prevented the
normal operation of the hotels, and may have influenced their online presence.
Finally, and as future lines of investigation, it is suggested to study the impact of Covid-19 on the use of digital platforms in
the hotel sector. Analyzing the impact of the official hotel websites, comparing the results with the other online platforms
could also be a next line of investigation. Another suggestion would be to apply the same research to another sector, such as
catering or tourist entertainment. Finally, the last proposal would be to analyze the consumer's point of view regarding their
purchasing behavior through generic and non-generic networks.
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Abstract
The study presents the social aspects of public administration of free time of the population and its use by society. The
article shows that in the scientific discipline "public administration of employment" time is a full-fledged object of study.
Time is a form of consciousness in public administration of employment, has a structure and is an object of modeling. To
identify patterns of variability of objects of non-physical nature (in particular, employment) and dynamics of changes in
their state, the article uses the measurement of time. For the purposes of the study, temporary structures have been created
that determine the possibility of measuring the variability of the components of human capital: free time as the main
resource of state management of non-standard forms of employment in various groups of the population of the country.
urbanized territory. in social development, but did not try to quantify this resource of public administration and its use for
non-standard forms of employment. The experience of the public authorities in creating non-standard forms of employment
"volunteer”and “voluntourism” in Mariupol, Ukraine, which can be considered as an innovative technology of informal
education. The approach of public authorities using non-standard forms of employment "volunteering" and "voluntourism"
plays a specific useful role in the professional and life situations of young people and allows them to perform social
functions of realizing professional, social and personal goals and competencies

Keywords: Time, Free Time Of The Population, Model For Estimating Free Time Of The Population, Model Of Using
Free Time Of The Population, Analysis Of Free Time Of The Population In Public Employment Management.
Introduction
Public administration in Ukraine, according to L.Novak-Kalyayeva (2018), is experiencing a critical moment of change
that causes conceptual changes in the legal field, structural and functional characteristics, reformation of property relations
and the whole administrative hierarchy. It is leading to democratization of society and governance, decentralization of
power, strengthening of institutional capacity of local self-government bodies and self-organization of the population. In
spite of the difficult financial and economic situation in Ukraine, the problems of introducing new instruments of the rule
of law, democracy and market regulation of economic processes are being solved. That confirms the interest of society in
building up strong economic, social and spiritual potential to ensure sustainable development. The result is a change in
understanding of the mission of power, the social purpose of administration activity, and the role that civil society and a
particular person must play in it.
The concept of time is the result of an agreement between scientists. This was recognized by Henri Poincare in 1896
(Poincaré A., 1896). That is why scientists Henri Bergson (1896), Edmund Husserl (1999) and Martin Heidegger (2010)
argue: a science that does not take into account the presence of the past and the future in the present, misses what allows to
________________
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consider time as time. Bergson postulates: everything in the world is in time. Therefore, time is a form of consciousness,
including public administration of employment.
To identify the laws of variability of objects of non-physical nature (and employment of the population, in particular) or
the dynamics of changes in their states, methods of measuring time are used. We started to do this relatively recently.
Description of changes in physical structure is a complex process when using a physical watch. But it is simplified when
describing in units of specific time, which corresponds to the nature of the system. Consequently, time is a resource almost
undeveloped by mankind that determines the intensity of labor, demographic indicators, the speed of communications, and
much more. Therefore, the relevance of creating designs of time or its models. The study of any properties of time is
possible only within a certain model. The construction of time determines the definitions of specific disciplines and public
administration of employment, in particular.
In the specific scientific discipline "public administration of employment," time is a full-fledged object of study. Time in
public administration of employment has a structure and is an object of modeling. A watch as a reference process for
measuring the variability of the activities of public authorities, can have a completely different nature. Therefore, for the
study of public administration mechanisms, many definitions of time may not be suitable. And descriptions of changes in
the activities of public authorities obtained with their help may not be reduced to using simple transformations. The author
is confident that the solution to the problems of time in public administration of employment is possible only in conditions
of refusal from the existence of isolated systems.
The purpose of the study: the creation of temporary structures that will determine the ability to measure the variability of
the state of the components of human capital: free time as the main resource of state management of non-standard forms of
employment.
The study is based on a comprehensive and systematic approach to public administration of employment and uses methods
of analysis, synthesis and economic-mathematical modeling of the dynamics of changes in its results in different
population groups of the urban area.
Scientists from different countries Gary S. Cross (2008), Kostas Kalimtzis (2016), Chris Rojek (2011), Susan M. Shaw
(2019) and others studied the leisure and entertainment of the population, the history of their development, the role of free
time in the public development. But attempts at numerical estimates of this public administration resource and its use for
non-standard forms of employment have not been undertaken previously.

Analysis and Results
The Concept of “Time” As A Subject of Investigation
It is necessary to select and describe the structure of the components of the investigated problem, determine the state of the
object of study and methods for measuring their changes, apply the changes of the object of study to the changes of the
selected standard (hours or scale). The patterns of changes in the object that determine its real movement in the space of
permissible states, as a rule, take the form of analytical equations and use a list of procedures that interpret and compare
formal concepts of the problem with specific objects of the research subject, and the latter with the quantities measured in
the experiment. The concept of “time” can determine the content of the rating system, which is used to classify various
objects of a person’s living space and human thinking (Figure 1).
The concept of time is the result of an agreement between scientists. This was recognized by Henri Poincare (1896) in
1896. That is why scientists Henri Bergson (1896), Edmund Husserl (Husserl E., 1999) and Martin Heidegger (2010)
argue: a science that does not take into account the presence of the past and the future in the present, misses what allows to
consider time as time. Bergson postulates: everything in the world is in time. Therefore, time is a form of consciousness,
including public administration of employment.The analysis shows that there is no unambiguous definition of “Free time”,
but there are several approaches to its interpretation. Some scholars consider the category of “activity” as the basis for
determining free time, others consider freedom of choice of forms of activity, a number of researchers identify the concepts
of “free time” and “after-hours”, and some identify the concepts of “free time” and “leisure”. But the author does not see
the point of identifying free time with leisure . and considers leisure as a form of using free time.
Historically, free time has always been a privilege of the upper class. The increase in free time of the population increases
sharply in the middle of the XIX century. It began with Great Britain and spread to other countries of Europe. In turn,
immigrants in the United States found that they should work more than in Europe. Scientists continue to explore this
phenomenon. So, Laurent Turcot claims that free time is not a product of the 19th century, but was implicated in Europe
from the very beginning..
In Canada, the reduction in working hours affects the moral values of society and the activities of national religious and
gender communities. Due to the climate, free time of the population is used for horse racing, team sports (hockey,
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singalongs, roller skating, board games). Churches also manage the use of public free time through sermons against
drunkenness and regular club events. Since 1930, radio has played an important role in the use of Canadians' free time,
which unites the population around their local or regional hockey teams.
The use of free time by the population of France was regulated already in the middle of the XIX century. So, in the French
industrial city of Lille, where 80,000 people lived in 1858, 1300 cabarets and taverns for the working class worked (1
establishment for every 3 houses). Back in Lille, there were 63 drinking and singing clubs, 37 clubs for gamblers, 23 for
bowling, 13 for pins and 18 for archery. Churches also created public organizations to use the free time of the population.
Each club had a long list of club members and a busy schedule of banquets, festivals and competitions.
In Great Britain, from the middle of the 19th century, forms of using free time of the population were determined by its
literacy, wealth, ease of travel and the expansion of the community, as well as by the interest in them of all layers and
layers of society. Opportunities for this have constantly increased due to the constant increase in real wages and a decrease
in working hours. In UK cities, a nine-hour workday has become the norm; In 1874, there was a precedent for restricting
the work week to 56.5 hours. Movement began on an eight-hour working day. A system of regular annual vacations has
been introduced (first white-collar workers, then the working class). About 200 seaside resorts, cheap hotels and low-cost
railway fares appeared; many religious bans on social events on Sundays ceased to apply.
By the end of the Victorian era, the industry of British cities provided the urban population with the opportunity to use
their free time: a suitable type of duration, convenient for this city and at affordable prices. At the same time, sports
competitions, music halls and a public theater were used.
By 1880, football was transformed from the elite’s prerogative to a means of using the working class’s free time. In 19051913, the number of visitors to football matches increased from 5,000 people / match to 23,000 people / match. This gave 6
million solvent fans with a weekly income of £ 400,000. Sports in 1900 provided about 3% of the total gross national
product in the UK. This led to the professionalization of sports, although some new types of sports activities had a highclass amateur audience (tennis, golf). Women also received the right to participate in some sports (archery, tennis,
badminton, gymnastics).
The use of free time in the UK had gender and class differences. Middle-class men and women had more free time. There
were differences in the activities of clubs for high society and pubs for workers and the middle class. But the drunkenness
of the population as a whole has declined.
In the 1920s, cinema and radio widely use their free time of all classes, ages and genders in a very large volume. So, in
Liverpool, 40% of the population visited one of 69 cinemas once a week; 25% - twice a week.

Boundaries of free time, its use and measurement
For the purposes of this study, the most interesting boundaries of free time, its use and measurement in the socio-economic
system. Free time in scientific sources is determined on the basis of exclusion from the composition of the total time of
people’s life activity of the actual worker (including additional work for the purpose of earning money) and non-working
time and withdrawal from the last of various components of the time taken.
The economic form of the value of human life is defined by the author as the amount of time a person is freed by labor, and
his transformation into free time, which should be used for the development of the individual and the whole society..
The authors consider it most appropriate to consider free time as the main resource for various types of activities that a
person does at his own request: leisure, entertainment, skill improvement, education, participation in society, volunteering
and volunteerism and the like. The use of free time is the main resource of activity in a certain period of time. The potential
use of free time provides significant opportunities for the formation of the moral needs of the individual. At the same time,
its use in the society of Ukraine shows a deficit of positive moral guidelines.
Thus, in scientific sources, the concept of “Free time” is characterized by a significant number of interpretations, a detailed
analysis of which leads to the idea of the need to assess the amount of free time of the population, which can be aimed at
improving the quality of life of society and the living standard of the socio-economic system.
This study of free time creates the basis for the transition to the extraction, structuring, quantification of the directions of its
use and the creation of models for managing these processes. For this, a free time model, developed G. Krapivina (2004)
can be used. It is the starting point for solving complex multi-criteria problems of finding ways to achieve the most
efficient use of free time of the population.
The complex of models “The population’s free time fund and its use” consists of two models:
free time model, which is designed to study the fund of free time of the population;
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models of using the free time fund of the population.
The analytical form of the complex of models “The population’s free time fund and its use” has the form:

D = {X j ∈ X; j = { jl }; l =1÷4; TIj ∈T; I = {is′; is′; is′′}; s =1÷5;
i3 = i3' = i3' ' = i3' ' ' ; i1' ' = i2' ' = i1' ' ' = i2' ' ' = 0; αj ∈R; βj ∈R; γ j ∈R;

X

j

≤ K;

j

X1

K − X − X − X 

1
3
4
Xj = 
;
X
3


X4

f = arg max F(X; T) .

m

4

s=1

j =1

TIj = 24; F(X; T) = 365×(TIj |s=5 ×X j );

}

(1)

i = {i s } = {i1 , i 2 , i3 , i4 , i5 ,}, s = 1,2,3,4,5 ,
where i1 – is the time for the main activity (labor, study); i2 – time to move back and forth to the place of main activity;

i3

i4

– time to meet natural needs;

i5

– time to solve everyday problems;

– time for physical and intellectual

development and relaxation (actually free time);

I = {I s } = {is′ , is′′, is′′′,};
where

i′ - working days; i′′ - non-working days; i′′′ - vacation days;

i3 = i3′ = i3′′ = i3′′′ ; i1′′ = i2′′ = i1′′′= i2′′′ = 0 ; j = { jl } = { j1 ; j 2 ; j3 ; j 4 ;}, l = 1;2;3;4 ;
where

j1

– working population;

j2

– non-working population;

daily fund of the subject of socio-cultural group
to the group

j ; α j , β j ,γ j

j3

– students;

j4

– children under 7 years;

j , which is spent on activities I ; X j

– annual fund in the days of the group

j

α1 = 237

α 2 = 237

days;

days;

by types of days: working, non-working,

β1 = 104 days; γ 1 = 24

β 2 = 104

days;

K ≥  X j ; X j = 1,2,..., n;

(3)

j
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days;

γ 2 = 24 days;

α 3 = 217 days; β 3 = 71 days; γ 3 = 77

days;

–

- number of persons belonging

vacation (respectively);
let be:

TIj

(2)
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X1

K − X − X − X 
{X j } =  X 1 3 4 
 3

 X 4

m

T

Ij

= 24

hours,

;

(4)

TIj | s =1 ≥ 0 ;

s =1

TI 4 |s =5 = TI 2 | s =5 = 24 − TI 2 | s =3 −TI 2 | s = 4 ,
Annual leisure fund of all groups

(5)

j:

4

365(TIj |s=5 ×X j ) =
j =1
4
4
4
 






= α j  24 − Ti′j  + β j  24 − Ti′′j  + γ j  24 − Ti′′′j  × X j 

j =1 
s=1
s =1
s=1





 
4

4

F X ; T = 365 ×  (TIj | s =5 ×K j ) → max ;

(

)

(6)

(7)

j =1

f = arg max F (X ; T ) .
The model of using the free time fund of the population
To build a model of using the free time fund of the population on the example of the city of Mariupol we introduce the
following. Denote: Рi - object type, i = 1 ÷ n. To study the use of the free time fund of the population of the city of
Mariupol we will accept n = 23: P1 – recreation facilities of the Azov coast and country towns; P2 – palaces and houses of
culture (the list is limited to the palaces of the cultists of Metallurgists, “Karl Marx”,”Markohim”, “Iskra”, “Yunost”, the
city palaces of culture “The Seagull», creativity, the Greek cultural center “Meotida”); P3 – museums, galleries, exhibitions
(exhibition of exotic animals, exhibition at the Savona Cinema, Kuindzhi Contemporary Art Center, Museum of Local
Lore, Kuindzhi Art Museum, club of Japanese culture lovers, Priazovye Greek History Museum, museum of folk life,
Museum V. Paulia); P4 – libraries (the central library named after Korolenko, the library of the Palace of Culture of JSC
"Markohim", the library-branch No. 14 named after Gonchar., the central children's library named after Gorky, the library
named after Gaidar, library named after Grushevsky); P5 – sports complexes, sports clubs and sports palaces (“Spartak”,
“Azovmash”, football club “Yarud”, tennis club “Parus”, paintball club “Maximum”, sports clubs “Illichivets”, MSU,
“Muscle Mania”, sports complexes “Portovik” , "Stimulus", ice complex "Iceberg"); P6 – stadiums "Illichivets",
"Azovstal", "Portovik"; P7 – swimming pool ("Neptune", "Aqua aerobics", children's sports school №2, House of Pioneers,
Sports and Health Complex); P8 – arenas: football and "Azovstal"; P9 – sports halls "Stimulus", "Olympic.sport", "Sport
& Life", "Form", "Magneto"; P10 – computer clubs: virtual reality attraction "E-Motion", "Golden Apple", "Cyberzone",
"Virus", "GCenter", "PSTU Internet Office", "Marinet", "Palladin"; P11 – fitness clubs "Planet Fitness", "Olympic.sport",
"Be first Fitness", "Salute", "City Gum", "Maximus"; P12 – restaurants, cafes, pizzerias and sushi (the list is limited
"Samurai", "Sieve Piano", "Old Lighthouse", "New York Street Pizza"); P13 - shops; P14 – cinemas (the list is limited to
Savona and Pobeda cinemas; P15 – Donetsk Academic Regional Drama Theater; P16 – parks (the list is limited to the parks
of culture and recreation "City Garden", named after Leporsky, named after NA Gurov (Lugopark) and Primorsky Park).
We introduce variables: Ki – the number of objects of the i-th type. To study the use of free time, the population of the city
of Mariupol will accept: К1 – recreation facilities of the Azov coast and holiday villages (331); К2 – palaces and houses of
culture (9); К3 – museums, galleries, exhibitions (9); К4 – libraries (6); К5 – sports complexes, sports clubs and sports
palaces (11); К6 – stadiums (3); К7 – swimming pools (5); К8 – arenas (2); К9 – Sport halls (5); К10 – computer clubs
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(8); К11 – fitness clubs (6); К12 – restaurants, cafes, pizzerias and sushi (4); К13 - shops (300); К14 – cinemas (2); К15 –
Donetsk Academic Regional Drama Theater (1); К16 – parks (4);
Ni – capacity of the i-type object. To study the use of free time, the population of Mariupol will accept: N1 – assessment of
the potential flow of users with recreational opportunities of the city of Mariupol, which is expressed by the volume of 450
thousand people in the holiday season (150 days); N2 - on average, 250 people visit a palace or a house of culture; N3 - on
average, a museum, gallery or exhibition is visited by 100 people a day; N4 – on average, the library is visited by 150
people a day; N5 – on average, a sports complex, sports club or sports palace is visited by 150 people a day; N6 – on
average, the stadium is visited by 150 people per day; N7 – on average, the pool is visited by 150 people per day; N8 – on
average, the arena is visited by 100 people per day; N9 – on average, the gym is attended by 100 people per day; N10 – on
average, a computer club is attended by 50 people a day; N11 – on average, the fitness club is attended by 100 people per
day; N12 – on average, restaurants, cafes, pizzerias or sushi are visited by 250 people a day; N13 – on average, the club is
attended by 100 people per day; N14 – on average, the store is visited by 300 people a day; N15 – capacity of Savona cinema
567 people per session, Pobeda cinema capacity 569 people per session; N16 – capacity of the Donetsk Academic Regional
Drama Theater 742 people per performance; N17 – parks receive 300 thousand visitors a year;
e average amount of free time used by one visitor to an object of type i per 1 visit.
The assessment of the use of the population’s free time per year at the i-type facility is calculated according to the formula
(8):
U year fr = 365 U (8)
Assessment of the use of free time of the population of the city of Mariupol:
U hyear fr1 = 270,0 million people a year;

U hyear fr2 = 1,6 million people a year;

U hyear fr3 = 0,6 million people a year;

U hyear fr4 = 0,8 million people a year;

U hyear fr5 = 1,8 million people a year;

U hyear fr6 = 0,8 million people a year;

U hyear fr7 = 0,6 million people a year.;

U hyear fr8 = 0,3 million people a year;

U hyear fr9 = 0,4 million people a year;

U hyear fr10 = 0,6 million people a year;

U hyear fr11 = 0,6 million people a year;

U hyear fr12 = 1,5 million people a year;

U hyear fr13 = 2,4 million people a year;

U hyear fr14 = 66,0 million people a year;

U hyear fr15 = 13,5 million people a year;

U hyear fr16 = 9,0 million people a year

The assessment of the use of free time by the population per year is calculated by the formula (9):
U hyear fr = 365 Σi (Ufri Ki Ni ) (9)
Assessment of the use of free time of the population of the city of Mariupol per year:
U hyear fr = 370,5 million people a year.
The analytical form of the model for using the free time fund of the population of urbanized territories is expressed by the
formula (10):
DUfr = {Рi,, i = 1 ÷ n; Ki = 1,2,…; Ni = 1,2,…; Ufri
U year fri = 365 Ufri Ki Ni ; U year fr = 365 Σi (Ufri Ki Ni ); (10)
100% [Σi (Ufri Ki Ni)]-1 Σj |41 (Tij |j=5 x Xj ) → max}
Assessment of the free time fund of the population of Mariupol is shown in table 1.
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Table 1: Assessment fund of free time of the population of the city of Mariupol
Days
Working
Not
working
Holidays
Total

Free time of socio-cultural group, thousands of people - hours
Working
Not working
studying youth
Children
156650
394366
48608
45504
187200

173051

51688

10068

43200
387050

39836
607253

56056
156352

4608
60180

The free time fund of the population of the city of Mariupol is estimated at 1210.8 million people-hours. Of these, vacation
time is 387.0 million people-hours. For adults, an estimate of the free time fund is 994.3 million people-hours, and for
students and children, 156.3 million people-hours. Estimated vacation time for adults is 83.0 million people-hours, and for
students and children - 56.0 million people-hours.
That is, the total fund of adult free time is almost 6 times more than the same indicator for children and students. And the
estimate of the reserve for using the vacation time fund by the population of Mariupol is almost 1.2 times less than the
above;
the total free time fund, which is used by children of the city of Mariupol on the Azov coast, exceeds the same indicator for
adults by 6.5 times;
use by the population of the city of Mariupol of the free time fund on the Azov coast and in the countryside is only half of
its volume.
At the place of main residence (table 2), the city’s population has the potential to spend almost half of their free time in
stores, four times less in cafes and restaurants, and less than a tenth in sports enterprises and cultural and entertainment
venues. The enterprises of the entertainment industry of the city of Mariupol are able to serve about 120 million people a
year. In them, the population of the city of Mariupol has the potential to use almost 100 million people-hours of free time.
At the same time, the largest amount of free time can be used by the population in shops, restaurants and cafes, sports
facilities, as well as in cultural and entertainment institutions. Altogether, about 5% of the population’s free time fund can
potentially be used in city enterprises accepted for research.
Thus, the study revealed the potential use of free time by the population of the city of Mariupol, which is about 7% of its
fund.
A small fraction of the use of the free time fund of the population of the city of Mariupol at the place of main residence
reflects the need to introduce mechanisms of state management of the development directions of the relevant city
structures.
Table 2: Types and characteristics enterprises of the city of Mariupol, which are accepted for research

Number,
units

Users a year,
millions of
people

Shops

300

91,2

Assessment of the
potential use of free
time of the population
per year, million
people-hour
45,6

Restaurants and cafes

110

4.0

12,0

Sports facilities

65

7,3

9,1

Cultural and entertainment
institutions

12

3.2

8,5

Libraries

150

2,2

4,4

Others

309

10,2

17,0

Total

1146

118,1

96,6

Type of enterprises
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The public authority project began to be implemented in January 2018. Today, a base of 300 volunteers (students,
schoolchildren, active youth) with different amounts of accumulated hours of volunteer work has been created. The most
active volunteers participated in master classes and specialized trainings with the involvement of experienced specialists in
volunteer projects in other cities, where volunteers gained knowledge in psychology, communication, creative thinking and
decision making. This made it possible to start a dialogue between public authorities and youth, which helped increase the
level of youth loyalty to the government

Discussion
Volunteers who worked in the project "100 hours of volunteering" received motivational prizes and a certificate signed by
the mayor. This gives them a certain advantage in employment in utilities and public authorities of the city, which was a
serious motivation for participation in the non-standard form of employment "volunteering". The spread of the microproject was the initiative of the university to provide students with foreign practice in accommodation institutions in
Poland, Bulgaria and Turkey on the basis of non-standard form of employment "voluntourism". To date, 28 students have
participated in the project. The results of voluntourism activities aroused great interest in the local community. And only
the pandemic suspended this process, and even then, hopefully, for a short time.
With the help of projects, volunteers develop an understanding that participation in non-standard forms of employment
"volunteering" and "voluntourism" is a unique opportunity to prove themselves as a future specialist, develop
competencies in various fields, determine the direction of their future careers, form professional and social international
and national ties for professional growth and development. Public authorities have received a database of active young
professionals who have some practical experience, socially motivated, communicative, able to work in a team, creative, ie
are a potential elite of the city community.
The training received in these types of education is already defined by many stakeholders as comparable to the experience
in the labor market and can make a significant contribution to the formation of a qualified professional with an active life
and professional position, as well as intercultural communication skills. The impact of the project approach of public
authorities on the student volunteer movement is the need to study the mechanism of transmission of social values, which
can be considered basic for all people and at all times. Such values include non-standard forms of employment
"volunteering" and "voluntourism". They are an important component of self-realization of students' own creative potential
and a useful means of acquiring professional skills and abilities.

Conclusion
The study presents the social aspects of public administration of free time of the population and its use by society. The
main conclusions and results of the study are as follows: the place and role of free time of the population can be defined as
an indicator of the real wealth of society; it is proposed that the term “free time of the population” be understood as such
time that is not absorbed directly by productive labor, but remains free for pleasure, leisure, free activity and the
development of non-standard forms of employment; It is shown that the free time of the population is a space for the
development of human capital and participation in non-standard forms of employment; it is proved that the use of free time
of the population is an important direction of state management of the quality of life of the society through the
development, in particular, of non-standard forms of employment; Analytical forms of economic and mathematical models
for estimating the population’s free time and its use are proposed. This determines the level of use by society of free time
of the population as an effective resource of public administration, which creates the conditions for creating the
opportunity for the population to rise to the highest level of quality of life and increase satisfaction with their ever-growing
needs; assesses the free time fund of the population of the city of Mariupol and its use as an effective resource of the socioeconomic system of government; It is shown that the level of use of free time by the population of the city of Mariupol is
insufficient and the state authorities of the city do not create sufficient conditions to increase the real welfare of society.
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Abstract
The consumption of organic food, considered to be safe and limiting the bad influence on the environment, is conditioned
by different factors that change over time. We may notice especially dynamic changes in the motivations and attitudes of
consumers who are characterized by a positive approach towards organic food. The aim of this article is to show how the
consumers of organic food differ from people who do not consume such food (non-consumers) in terms of sociodemographic factors, pro-health attitudes, perception of food as the source of pleasure and social process, as well as the
level of e-health literacy and well-being (subjective and food-related). For that purpose, a quantitative research was
performed on a sample of 1,067 consumers, out of whom 28.2% were regular organic food consumers.
In the light of the results, it was decided that the consumers of organic food are more interested in the pro-health, social,
and hedonistic approach to food than non-consumers. They also show a higher level of e-health literacy what may suggest
that they are aware consumers. Regular consumption of organic food results in higher levels of subjective well-being and
food well-being.

Keywords: Organic Food, Consumers’ Attitudes, Well-Being, E-Health Literacy.
Introduction
The context in which the decisions concerning food and nutrition are made is believed to be complex and demands a
multidisciplinary approach. The needs and motivations of consumers towards health, pleasure, and social aspect of food
consumption, as well as their knowledge and opinions, pose a challenge for scholars who research into food markets.
Modern consumers are different in terms of their eating habits and put different importance on the amount and quality of
consumed food. We may notice a rising number of people who are interested in a more balanced diet that has a better
influence on the well-being in its broad sense, as well as the environment. One of such diets is a diet based on organic
products. According to FAO, a sustainable diet is characterised by “a low environmental impact, which contributes to food
and nutrition security and healthy life for present and future generations” (Burlingame & Dernini, 2010). Specialists in the
organic food markets point that both organic production, as well as organic consumption are in accordance with the idea of
sustainable development, and thus they may become an important base for promoting nutritional habits that are sustainable
from the perspective of an individual, the whole society and the environment (Strassner et al., 2015). From the point of
view of creating sustainable consumption behaviours on the food market, including the promotion of sustainable diets,
such as organic diet, it is important to know what is the motivation and what are the attitudes of consumers that are
interested in that food category.
The consumption of organic food, considered to be safe and limiting the bad influence on the environment, is conditioned
by different factors that change over time. We may notice especially dynamic changes in the motivations and attitudes of
consumers who are characterized by a positive approach towards organic food. The aim of this article is to recognize the
attitudes of organic food consumers, as a group that should be characterised with a higher level of nutritional and health
awareness, in terms of their nutritional choices. Moreover, the article aims at determining how consumers of organic food
differ from non-consumers in the context of perceiving food as a source of pleasure and a social process, as well as their ehealth literacy and well-being (subjective and food-related).

________________
Cite this Article as: Renata NESTOROWICZ, Anna ROGALA and Ewa JERZYK “Pro-Health Attitudes, E-Health Literacy and WellBeing Among Consumers of Organic Food” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association
(IBIMA), ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, 1-2 April 2021, Cordoba, Spain
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Theoretical Background
The consumption of organic for has seen a dynamic rise, both in the scale of the whole world, as well as Europe, for
several years. According to FiBL data (2021), in 2019 the value of retail sales of organic food in Europe achieved 45 bln
euro, which is 8% more than in the previous year. In some markets, it achieved even a double-digit growth. Such a trend is
projected to increase in the years to come, and it is highlighted that the organic diet should be correctly promoted,
including different motivations of consumers and its application.
Consumers perceive organic food as healthy (Rizzo et al., 2020; Toni et al., 2020), safe (Van Loo et al., 2013), natural and
without pesticides (Toni et al., 2020), preserving the environment, and animal welfare (Massey, O’Cass & Otahal, 2018;
Akaichi, et. al., 2019), being of higher quality and tastier than conventional food (Vega-Zamora et al., 2013; Birch,
Memery & Kanakaratne, 2017) and supporting the local economy (Wägeli & Hamm, 2016). The traits attributed to
ecological food may come from different consumers' orientations, while in general, we may classify them to one of two
groups: individual concerns (health and family concerns) and social concerns (political and ethical concerns) (Hjelmar,
2011). At the same time, scholars researching into the organic food consumers' behaviours found out that the motivations
of its consumption are a combination of hedonistic, connected with pleasure, and eudaimonistic, focused on pursuing the
right ends, motives, while both groups may influence the subjective life satisfaction (Venhoeven et al., 2013).
Environmental, health, and social consciousness-connected aspects are some of the most commonly analysed motives of
organic food consumption (Hansen, Ingerslev Sørensen & Riewerts Eriksen, 2018; Van Huy et al., 2019).
Ecological food is mainly bought because it is considered to be healthier and influencing well-being (i.e. Zanoli &
Naspetti, 2002; Baudry et al., 2017; Padilla-Bravo et al., 2013; Bauer, Heinrich, & Schäfer, 2013). The health motivation is
considered to be more egoistic and may come from an overall holistic healthy lifestyle (Goetzke et al., 2014) or be caused
only by the need for eating healthier food (Padel & Foster, 2005). At the same time, some health benefits are of utilitarian
value for consumers (Ditlevsen et al., 2019).
In the research of Pham et al. (2018), the motivation arising from pro-health benefits and food-safety was considered to be
of the utmost importance, while the environmental motivation was denied. In some other research, we may find out that it
has a more important role (Durham & Andrade, 2005). Environmental motivation is considered to be altruistic and may be
connected to both the care for the natural environment, as well as animal welfare (Kriwy & Mecking, 2012). For the group
of consumers focused on the environment, important are such issues as land cultivation and livestock farming in
accordance with sustainable development (Nandi et al., 2016).
On the other hand, motivation based on social consciousness is a mixture of egoistic and altruistic aspects (Magnusson et
al., 2003), as it includes both individual needs and the needs of the environment. In the case of consumers with such
motivation, decisions connected to the choice of food include a broader societal welfare context and should motivate others
to modify their behaviours towards such, that contribute to societal benefits (Canavari & Olson, 2007). On the other hand,
egoistic motives are aimed at making a good impression, such as conspicuous consumption, and building the image of
responsible and progressive people (Peštek, Agic & Cinjarevic, 2018).
The results of the research confirm the important role of all mentioned motivations, but between them, and between
different countries in which they occurred, there are some hierarchical differences. For example, in Russia, organic food is
consumed due to personal well-being, while social and environmental issues are not important (Bruschi et al., 2015). In
Albania, health issues are more important than issues connected with organic food safety, while ecological issues are
treated as less important. On the other hand, in Denmark and Germany important are issues connected to animal welfare
and environmental protection (Wier et al., 2008; Alvensleben, 2001). Durham & Andrade (2005) have proved that both
health and environmental motivation are important for the preferences and purchasing of organic food, but more important
for the level of purchases is the environmental motivation. In terms of social consciousness, interesting results were found
in Bosnia and Herzegovina, where researchers found out that for a large group of organic food consumers important are
social norms and acceptance (Peštek, Agic & Cinjarevic, 2018).
The researchers tried to group consumers of organic food, and the research was performed in the groups of both heavy
users (regularly consuming such food), as well as people consuming it with different regularity. It turned out that the Polish
organic food heavy user is a woman, aged 36–55, living in a city with over 100.000 people, with a secondary or a higher
education level (Żakowska-Biemans et al., 2019). At the same time, the results of the research performed in Poland showed
that consumers choosing organic food are motivated by, inter alia: health aspects, the ecological character of the products,
food safety (exclusion of chemicals), taste and quality guarantee (Bryła, 2016; Żakowska-Biemans, 2011; Olech & Kuboń,
2015). Polish consumers are much less concerned about environmental issues.
In the research of the consumers’ motivations towards the consumption of organic food, first and foremost we should
include the perspective of an individual or the society, relating more to complying with subjective norms associated with
organic food consumption (Aertsens et al., 2009) than to the social concept of the consumption process. Social relations
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that are created during consumption (e.g. while preparing or eating meals) help to understand different groups' nutritional
patterns (Delormier, Frohlich & Potvin, 2009) and are an interesting area of research in the group of organic food
consumers.
Health motivation in organic food consumption may come from a high level of health literacy, which consists of
knowledge and the ability to acquire, understand, assess and use in everyday life information concerning health, based
mostly on informational competencies (Rogala, 2020). In times of the rising popularity of Internet sources, e-health
literacy, which is health literacy used in the Internet, is becoming more and more important. So far, the research did not
include health/e-health literacy as a factor influencing health motivation or the level of organic food consumption.
Nutritional patterns used by consumers translate into their well-being, which can be treated as an outcome of consumption
or a determinant of consumption behaviours (Ganglmair-Wooliscroft & Wooliscroft, 2017). In the context of the influence
of consumption on well-being, we may talk both about the subjective well-being, which is understood as cognitive and
affective evaluations of one’s life (Diener, Lucas & Oishi 2002), as well as food well-being, what means “positive
psychological, physical, emotional and social relationship with food at both the individual and societal levels" (Block et al.,
2011). Researchers relatively often tried to assess the influence of organic food consumption frequency on physical,
psychological, and social well-being (i.e. Bauer, Heinrich & Schäfer, 2013; Apaolaza et al., 2018; Lee, 2019). In the same
research was pointed the health motivation following an organic diet. Some researchers proved that organic food
consumption is motivated by well-being, understood not only in the terms of health (physical well-being), but also
psychological issues (psychological well-being), including the pleasure from eating (Zanoli & Naspetti, 2002; Bauer,
Heinrich, & Schäfer, 2013) and the pleasure when doing something right for our health and the environment (Petljak et al.,
2017).
The analysis made by the authors in the further part of the article was aimed at bridging gaps in the research into organic
food consumers. Based on the quantitative results we described attitudes of Polish organic food consumers in the context
of nutritional behaviours, and then characterized that group of buyers.

Methods
As a starting point for the analysis the following hypotheses were formulated:
H1: Regular organic food consumers put more attention to the health aspects of nutrition than other consumers.
H2: Regular organic food consumers put more attention to the pleasure from eating than other consumers.
H3: Regular organic food consumers put more attention to the social dimension of food than other consumers.
H4: Regular organic food consumers show a higher level of e-health literacy than other consumers.
H5: Regular organic food consumers show a higher level of SWB than other consumers.
H6: Regular organic food consumers show a higher level of FWB than other consumers.
In order to verify these hypotheses, we applied scales that allow identifying consumers’ attitudes to food and e-health
literacy, as well as scales that measure SWB and FWB:
• Health Taste Attitude Scales (HTAS) by Roininen, Lähteenmäki, and Tuorila (1999) measuring the importance of
health and taste aspects of a diet in the food choice process. We applied the general health interest subscale
(hHTAS - eight items, seven-point Likert scale, the higher the score is, the more important health aspects for a
consumer are) and the pleasure sub-scale (pHTAS - six items, seven-point Likert scale, the higher the score is, the
more important the pleasure is).
• The social dimension of food meaning (SMFL) taken from the scale developed by Arbit, Ruby, and Rozin (2017),
measuring the meaning of food in life (MFL) – four statements evaluated on the seven-level Likert scale, the
higher the score is, the higher the importance of the social dimension of food is.
• E-health Literacy Scale (eHEALS) by Norman & Skinner 2006 – eight items, five-point Likert scale, the higher
the score is, the higher the consumer’s level of eHealth literacy is.
• The SWL scale (Satisfaction With Life Scale – SWLS) by Diener et al. (1985) measuring the level of life
satisfaction (SWB – subjective well-being) – five items, seven-point Likert scale, the higher the score is, the
higher the level of satisfaction with life is.
• The Satisfaction with Food-related Life Scale (SWFL) by Grunert et al. 2007 – measuring the level of satisfaction
with life-related to food (FWB) – five items, six-point Likert scale, the higher the score is, the higher the food
well-being is.
The questionnaire included other questions related to the frequency of consumption of various food categories. Finally,
some questions for socio-demographic classification were included (gender, age, financial status, level of education,
weight, growth, the assessment of overall health condition).
Data analysis
In the data analysis process, we applied descriptive techniques: measures of location, diversification, asymmetry, and
concentration, which were used for the preliminary analyses and the description of the examined sample. Thanks to the χ2
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it was described whether a given group of regular organic food consumers was different in terms of socio-demographical
aspects from other respondents. During the next stage of the analysis was used the Levene's test to assess the equality of
variances and tests of differences between means (t-test for independent samples), to determine if regular organic food
consumers differ significantly from non-consumers in terms of well-being, their attitudes towards nutrition and the level of
e-health literacy. Those tests allowed to verify the hypotheses. The results were analysed using the SPSS Statistics vs 26.0.
program for Windows.
Participants
1,067 respondents took part in the study. The sample was representative for Polish citizens in the age of 18–54 divided
according to their gender, age, and place of residence (confidence interval 95%). From the sample, we chose consumers of
organic food (who declared that such food is eaten by them every day of 2–3 times a week), and then a comparison was
made between the rest of the respondents. The group consisted of 301 people – 28.2% of the respondents.

Results
The group of regular consumers differs from the non-consumers in terms of gender (χ2(1,N=1067)=21.240; p<0.001;
ŋ=0.141), education level (χ2(2,N=1067)=8.498, p=0.014, ŋ=0.086), declared health condition (χ2(3,N=1067)=11.510,
p=0.009, ŋ=0.104) and material status (χ2(3,N=1067)=24.515, p<0.001, ŋ=0.152). More women than men regularly eat
organic food. The percentage of regular consumers rises with the level of education. Almost 1/3 of the respondents with
higher education declared that they eat organic food at least several times a week. Similar findings were observed in terms
of the respondents' health. People describing their health status as definitely good, more often turned out to be regular
consumers of organic food. More distinctive differences were observed in terms of material status – almost half of the
people describing it as very good were regular consumers of organic food. Statistically insignificant were such variables as:
age (χ2(3,N=1067)=2.359; p>0.05), place of residence (χ2(5,N=1067)=3.678; p>0.05), BMI (χ2(3,N=1067)=1.613; p>0.05).
The results presented above partially confirm findings from the earlier research performed in Poland (Żakowska-Biemans
et al., 2019). They show the bigger popularity of organic food among women, people with higher education, and higher
material status. So far, previous research showed that organic food was more often consumed and bought by people from
big cities, though our research did not prove such a relation. It may be due to the form of the question. In our research,
respondents were asked about the frequency of eating, and not the frequency of buying organic food. Another reason may
be the popularization and increasing access to organic food (Nestorowicz et al., 2019) that can be bought not only in
specialised shops in big cities but also in discount stores and supermarkets in cities of different sizes.
An interesting aspect is the above-average consumption of organic food among people who describe their health status as
good or very good. It corresponds with earlier findings which showed that the main motivators for organic food
consumption in Poland are health aspects. Organic food is perceived as healthy (Nestorowicz et al., 2019, ŻakowskaBiemans et al., 2019), and it is more popular among people positively describing their health condition than in other
groups. The analysis of data with the use of a t-Student test for independent samples showed that regular consumers of
organic food are much more interested in health aspects than other people while showing a higher level of e-health literacy.
That relation confirms the perception of organic food as healthy. Moreover, organic food consumers are perceived as
people aware of health with a high level of e-health literacy.
When we characterize regular consumers of organic food through their attitudes and the achieved level of well-being and
relate it to the hypotheses, we may notice that:
•
•

•

•

•

H1 – the interest in health aspects is much higher among organic food consumers (M=38.20, SD=7.51) than
people that do not eat such food regularly (M=31.97, SD=7.26); t(532.637)=12.309, p<0.001, Cohen’s d=1.067;
H2 – organic food consumers more often treat food as a source of pleasure (M=29.48, SD=5.433) than other
consumers (M=28.12, SD=5.373), t(1065)=3.708, p<0.001, Cohen’s d=0.227, which means that organic food
consumers are more focused on taste and the appearance of food;
H3 – social dimension of food (sharing it with others, eating together) is more important for organic food
consumers (M=20.44, SD=5.107) than people who do not eat organic food regularly (M=18.55, SD=5.374),
t(1065)=5.215, p<0.001, Cohen’s d=0.320;
H4 – organic food consumers are people with higher declared e-health literacy than people who do not eat such
food regularly t(1065)=6.065, p<0.001, Cohen’s d=0.372. The average level of e-health literacy for organic food
consumers (M=31.96, SD=6.241) is statistically significantly higher than among people who do not eat such food
regularly (M=29.33, SD=6.450), which means that organic food consumers are better at finding, assessing,
processing, and using information acquired through the Internet in order to solve health problems;
H5 – organic food consumers are people with higher SWB than people who do not eat such food regularly
t(1065)=5.392, p<0.001, Cohen’s d=0.330. The average SWB level of organic food consumers (M=22.2,
SD=6.208) is statistically significantly higher than among people who do not eat such food regularly (M=20.49,
SD=6.427);
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H6 – similar correlation we may find in FWB (t(1065)=6.324, p<0.001, Cohen’s d=0.387). The average FWB
level of organic food consumers (M=22.09, SD=4.848) is statistically significantly higher than among organic
food consumers (M=20.00, SD=4.853).
All presented differences among consumers and non-consumers of organic food are statistically significant (p<0.001). All
above-mentioned hypotheses were positively verified. The consumers of organic food achieved higher levels of SWB and
FWB, as well as e-health literacy. They also turned out to be more interested in food from the perspective of health, social
and hedonistic aspects, although the Cohen's d effect sizes are different. The strongest effect was observed in terms of
health interest, and the weakest in terms of eating for pleasure. Paying attention not only to the health aspects but also to
the pleasure coming from eating together, sharing food with others (social dimension of food), and experiencing its flavour
(eating as pleasure) point that modern organic food consumers' motivations are multi-levelled – such people want to eat
healthily and enjoy tasty food as well as the companion of other people. Organic food allows such combination and that is
why we may observe a high level of well-being (subjective and food-related) among organic food consumers.
•

Conclusions
The attitudes of among organic food consumers may be related to their motivations concerning the choice of organic food.
The key role is still played by pro-health motivation, which comes in line with a high level of e-health literacy, which may
confirm that the consumers of organic food belong to the group of aware consumers. It is also important that the regular
consumers of organic food do not focus only on health aspects, but they also pay attention to the social and pleasure
dimensions of food. The consumption of organic food is not only related to a healthy diet, but also to a social process,
which may intensify the influence of social motivation on buying such a category of products. The differences in
motivation translate into the higher level of FWB and SWB in that group, and on the other hand, it may positively
influence further development of demand for products on the organic food market.
The rise in popularity and availability of organic food in Poland makes demographical aspects, such as age or place of
residence, factors no longer distinguishing among organic food consumers from non-consumers. On the other hand, the
relatively high price of organic food in comparison to conventional food makes material status an important factor
influencing the regularity of organic food consumption.
In the research, we proved that the higher level of e-health literacy corresponds with the frequency of organic food
consumption. It is worth mentioning that so far not much research was done into those relations. When we take into
account that health motivation is considered to have a significant influence on following a diet based on organic food, and
modern consumers often use the Internet as a source of information about health (including proper nutrition), it is clear that
those relationships demand further analysis.
In our research, the respondents were asked not about their attitude and their will to consume organic food, but about the
frequency of its consumption. In terms of organic food, we may notice an attitude-behaviour gap, which means that a
positive attitude does not always translate into purchasing decisions. Because of that, it is not so important to research into
different attitudes toward organic food but rather into the attitudes toward purchasing organic food, in order to be able to
forecast behavioural intentions (Hansen, Ingerslev Sørensen & Riewerts Eriksen, 2018). According to the authors, it is the
right direction for further research.
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Abstract
The paper aimed to verify whether the level of e-health literacy is a factor that reduces the risk of cyberchondria and
increases the well-being. We also analysed other determinants of the level of cyberchondria, such as trust in online
information sources and to what degree they reassure information seekers.
The online survey was carried out on a sample of 1,067 Polish Internet users. We found that people with a higher degree of
e-health literacy enjoy a higher level of well-being. We also pointed out that high e-literacy does not guard us against
cyberchondria, but a low degree of trust in online information reduces the risk of developing this abnormal behaviour.
Moreover, the higher the level of cyberchondria was, the more reassured the respondents felt after searching the Web for
health-related information. We also proved that socio-demographic characteristics, except for the material situation, have
no significant correlation with the degree of cyberchondria.

Keywords: cyberchondria, e-health literacy, well-being, information behaviours
Introduction
As a result of the dynamic technological progress, the healthcare market is subject to thorough changes. They concern the
sphere of providing health-related services, which are increasingly often based on IT solutions, such as virtual care, clinical
and nonclinical AI applications or smart digital health, being part of e-health or m-health (Deloitte, 2021). However, they
influence the behaviours of consumers seeking products and services responsible for their health needs as well. These
changes are particularly evident in the sphere of information behaviours, connected with obtaining, processing and
utilizing information for making decisions regarding health and broadly defined well-being.
These behaviours are becoming increasingly common on the Internet – in 2019, 53% of EU residents declared that they
searched the Web for information related to disease, injury, nutrition, improving health or similar (Eurostat, 2020). At the
same time, 7% of daily Google search queries concern issues connected with health, which means about one trillion
questions every day (The Telegraph, 2019). Search results lead to health and medical information websites, but their
visibility in the Google search engine is lower due to more rigorous rating criteria set by Google for the websites that can
potentially impact people’s health (Strzelecki, 2020). This may raise problems with access to reliable information.
Despite this, the Internet as a source of information offers a number of advantages – it is fast, easily accessible and
abundant in contents that users find interesting. Thanks to searching in the Web, a lot of people not only feel empowered as
patients, but they also find comfort in the information they have found. These contents, however, may also arouse fear or
lead to false conclusions regarding one’s health condition (Starcevic, 2017). By seeking information on the Internet we
may contribute both to the improvement and deterioration of our health state. That is why it is important to raise the level
of health and e-health literacy.
One of the negative consequences of patients’ information activity on the Web is cyberchondria, i.e. feeling strong anxiety
about one’s health condition and doing excessive research online regarding various ailments and their symptoms, which
may lead to a variety of behaviours (Bajcar, Babiak & Olchowska-Kotala, 2019). The paper aimed to verify whether the
level of e-health literacy is related to the level of well-being and the level of cyberchondria. We wanted to verify whether
the growth of e-health literacy is conducive to more balanced health-related information activity on the Internet and as such
is a factor that reduces the risk of cyberchondria. We also analysed other determinants of the level of cyberchondria, such
as trust in online information sources and to what degree they reassure information seekers.

_________________
Cite this Article as: Anna ROGALA and Renata NESTOROWICZ “E-Health Literacy, Well-Being and Cyberchondria Among Polish
Internet Users – Relations and Dependencies” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association
(IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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Theoretical Background
Modern technologies are changing the functioning of the health care system, supporting all stages of the treatment process
and enabling the development of the so-called patient-centred medicine (Dymyt & Dymyt, 2018). The transformation,
however, cannot be treated as an exclusively technological change because it requires a different approach to the
cooperation and interaction between the entities of this system. According to the definition, e-health consists of providing
services and communicating health-related information through the Internet and related technologies or streamlining this
activity with the application of them, with simultaneous orientation on the improvement of the health care system
(Eysenbach, 2001). E-health solutions create space for making patients involved in the process of treatment, increasing
their role in treatment decision-making and broadening their knowledge. This engagement is largely based on patients’
proper competence, including e-health literacy. Because of the issues addressed in the text, it is necessary to explain these
concepts. We will also discuss problems related to the phenomenon of cyberchondria, which may be one of the negative
effects of patients’ online research activity.

Health literacy and E-Health Literacy
Competence and knowledge are the basis for adopting an active role in the process of making decisions concerning one’s
health. This set of competencies and skills in the area of broadly construed health, “allowing us to minimize the occurrence
and influence of health risk factors on the individual and the environment in which he or she functions, to improve and
maintain good health condition, is referred to as health literacy” (Olejniczak, 2016). Therefore, it is considered to be an
outcome of health education and communication activities and is to a large extent based on the ability to obtain, interpret
and evaluate health-related information from different sources (Dahl & Eagle, 2016), thus, on information competencies
(Sørensen et al., 2013). The authors of another definition stress that health literacy “(…) entails the motivation, knowledge,
and competencies to access, understand, appraise and apply health-related information to make judgements and take
decisions in everyday life concerning healthcare, disease prevention, and health promotion to maintain or improve the
quality of life throughout life” (Sørensen et al., 2012), thus indicating three decision-making areas in the context of health.
It should be pointed out that the above definitions emphasize that “health literacy is an ability”, and abilities do not always
translate into patients’ behaviours that are recommendable from the point of view of their health condition. This may stem
both from being afraid to make important health decisions and withdrawing from this process, and from overestimating
one’s skills in this respect and willingness to make decisions despite lacking adequate competence (Eyüboğlu & Schulz,
2016). Moreover, to improve the level of health literacy, one not only needs to have access to knowledge, i.e. reliable,
valuable information but also has to develop confidence to act on that knowledge (Nutbeam, 2000). Not without reason,
low patient health awareness and lack of knowledge related to health are indicated among the main obstacles to increasing
patient involvement and patient empowerment (Longtin et al., 2010).
Taking into consideration the fact that the Internet is becoming an increasingly important source of health-related
information (fast, easy and convenient), in analysing health literacy one cannot ignore e-health literacy. This concept was
introduced in 2006 to define the skill of seeking, finding, qualifying, integrating, and applying content obtained online to
solve a health problem or develop health literacy (Norman & Skinner, 2006a). According to the authors of this definition,
the level of e-health literacy is determined by factors such as traditional literacy and numeracy, health literacy, information
literacy, computer literacy, media literacy, and science literacy. Research findings show that the low degree of e-health
literacy is correlated with displaying problematic search behaviour on the Internet (Doherty-Torstrick, Walton & Fallon,
2016), while people with a high level of e-health literacy can use health-related information found online to make informed
decisions (Zheng, Chen & Fu, 2020). Access to health-related information on the Internet is considered to be one of the
main factors contributing to patient empowerment (Duplaga et al., 2019), but, with insufficiently developed health and
information competencies, it may also pose a threat to mental and physical health (Muse et al., 2012; Rao, 2015).

Cyberchondria
Excessive and repeated online searches for health-related information (especially medical conditions and their symptoms)
and the accompanying state of intense anxiety are referred to as cyberchondria (Starcevic & Berle, 2013). Cyberchondria is
considered to be an abnormal behavioural pattern and emotional state rather than a medical condition or diagnostic entity
and cannot be confused with a customary search for health-related information on the Internet (Starcevic, 2017). The term
is a combination of the words ‘cyber’ and ‘hypochondriasis’ (Loos, 2013), so it refers to the medical character of the
health-related behaviours under discussion. Cyberchondria is also called the 21st-century counterpart to hypochondria
because both constructs are marked by the same specific problematic behaviours, negative emotional state, compulsivity,
and interference with functioning (Starcevic et al., 2020).
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One needs to distinguish between regular searches for health-related information on the Internet and seeking information
typical of cyberchondria. The first difference is that cyberchondriac behaviours, unlike regular information-seeking
behaviours, are a consequence of anxiety and/or cause anxiety. They also have different aims. In the case of the latter,
people seek information to learn about a condition, while in the former – they do it to relieve anxiety about a perceived
health condition (Menon et al., 2020). People suffering from cyberchondria spend plenty of time searching for information
and become somehow obsessed with it. Yet, after finding the information they have been looking for they feel even more
anxiety or distress.
Three conditions confirm that a person manifests cyberchondriac behaviours. Firstly, searches for information must be
compulsive, hard to resist, and targeted at finding reassurance. Secondly, they may initially lead to feeling relief, but –
even if it happens – it is usually short-lasting and anxiety and distress usually deepen and do not cease. Thirdly, seeking
health-related information must be more important than other daily activities, even though it does not bring relief and often
even has negative implications for the mental and emotional state of a person (Vismara, et al., 2020).
One should bear in mind that cyberchondria does not only affect people’s emotions but also their health-related activities
(Bajcar, Babiak & Olchowska-Kotala, 2019). That is why it is so important to understand the psychological consequences
of using the Internet for seeking information about health (Jokić-Begić et al., 2019) and to identify the factor that can
potentially reduce the risk of its occurrence. What may be one of these factors is the proper level of e-health literacy.

Method
With the previous studies of e-health literacy and cyberchondria as a starting point, we decided to discover whether there is
any relationship between the level of e-health literacy and an individual’s perceived well-being and between the level of ehealth literacy and the degree of cyberchondria. To this end, we formulated two groups of hypotheses.
As far as the influence of e-health literacy on well-being is concerned, we used two categories of well-being - Subjective
Well-Being (SWB) and Food Well-Being (FWB). The former refers to the self-evaluation of one’s life, while the latter is
connected with the assessment of one’s life concerning food-related aspects. We introduced the FWB category because, in
the treatment of different ailments, doctors recommend adopting a proper diet or changing dietary patterns. Thus,
information concerning this sphere is often sought by patients, especially in virtual space. That is why it is also interesting
to examine links between the levels of e-health literacy and FWB. Hence, hypotheses in the first group were formulated as
follows:
H1.1.: The higher the level of e-health literacy, the higher the level of SWB
H1.2.: The higher the level of e-health literacy, the higher the level of FWB
H1.3.: The higher the level of e-health literacy, the better the health condition
A conceptual model for the above is presented in figure 1.

Fig. 1: A conceptual model of the relationships between e-health literacy and SWB, FWB and health condition
The other group of hypotheses, in turn, referred to relationships between the level of cyberchondria and the respondents’
behaviours and characteristics. We wanted to find out whether, in line with the research findings of Zheng, Chen & Fu
(2020), the higher level of e-health literacy reduces the propensity for cyberchondria and makes people use online health
resources to make informed decisions. What seemed to be another interesting field of inquiry was the confrontation of trust
in Web-based medical resources with a tendency to develop cyberchondria. We also sought relationships between the
feeling of comfort after searching for health-related information online and the level of cyberchondria. Thus we formulated
the second group of hypotheses. They are as follows:
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H2.1. People with higher e-literacy exhibit a lower degree of cyberchondria.
H2.2. People with a lower level of trust in online medical information sources exhibit a lower degree of cyberchondria.
H2.3: People who to a larger degree find health-related information found on the Internet reassuring exhibit a higher
degree of cyberchondria.
H2.4: Socio-demographic features are not significantly linked to the level of cyberchondria.
A conceptual model is presented in figure 2.

Fig. 2: A conceptual model of the relationships between e-health literacy, trust in online medical information
sources, perception of health-related information on the Internet as a reassurance, socio-demographic features, and
cyberchondria
The hypotheses were verified based on an online survey (CAWI). 1,067 Polish Internet users took part in the study. The
sample was representative of Polish citizens, aged 18-54. The quota was sampling was used with the application of the
following selection criteria: gender, age, and place of residence (confidence interval 95%). The following validated scales
were used in the questionnaire:
•

•

•

•

e-Health Literacy Scale (eHEALS) developed by Norman & Skinner (2006) – an eight-item scale measuring
consumers’ knowledge, comfort, and perceived skills at finding, evaluating, and applying electronic health
information to health problems on a five-point Likert scale (min. 8, max. 40); the higher the score is, the higher
the level of e-health literacy is;
Short Cyberchondria Scale (SCS) developed by Jokić-Begić, Mikac & Čuržik (2019) – a four-item scale
measuring cyberchondria, a process of increased anxiety over one’s health as a result of excessive online
searching on a five-point Likert scale (min. 4, max. 20); the higher the score is, the higher the level cyberchondria
is. The respondents were also asked three additional questions from the initially tested SCS scale, concerning their
trust in Internet sources and the feeling of comfort resulting from the information found there;
The Satisfaction With Life Scale (SWLS) developed by Diener et al. (1985)- a five-item scale measuring the
global cognitive judgement of SWB on a seven-point Likert scale (min. 5, max. 35); the higher the score is, the
higher the level of satisfaction with life is.
The Satisfaction with Food-related Life Scale (SWFL) developed by Grunert et al. (2007) – a five-item scale
measuring satisfaction with life-related to food on a six-point Likert scale (min.5, max. 30); the higher the score
is, the higher the level of satisfaction with life-related to food is.

The questionnaire also included socio-demographic questions related to gender, age, financial status, level of education,
weight, growth, and the assessment of overall health condition.
The results were analysed with the SPSS Statistics vs 26.0. program. For the analytical part, we applied descriptive
techniques: measures of location, diversification, asymmetry, and concentration, which were used for the preliminary
analyses and description of the examined sample. To check whether the distributions of variables differ, we used the χ 2
test. For the comparison of the mean scores of cyberchondria in the specific groups of respondents, we used one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and partial eta squared as a measure of effect. We applied post-hoc Games-Howell test
concerning data that do not meet the assumption of the homogeneity of variance, because it can be used for non-equipotent
groups. By using one-way ANOVA, we were able to show the influence of independent variables on the dependent ones,
but no relationships between independent variables were taken into account. Pearson’s correlation analysis was used to
investigate the relationship between e-Health Literacy, SWB, and FWB. We used Guilford’s interpretation of the
magnitude of significant correlations (Van Aswegen & Engelbrecht, 2009).
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Results
To verify the first group of hypotheses, we used the Pearson r-correlation. We obtained the following results:
•

•

•

H1.1.: The higher the level of e-health literacy, the higher the level of SWB. The Pearson correlation coefficient
between e-health literacy and SWB was r=0.341 (significant correlation on level p<0.01, bivariate). This means
that there is a moderate positive relationship between the level of e-health literacy and the level SWB. The
hypothesis was verified positively.
H1.2. The higher the level of e-health literacy, the higher the level of FWB.
The Pearson correlation coefficient between e-health literacy and FWB was r=0.467 (significant correlation on
level p<0.01, bivariate). This means that there is a moderately strong positive relationship between the examined
variables. Thus, the hypothesis was verified positively.
H1.3.: The higher the level of e-health literacy, the better health condition
The Pearson correlation coefficient between e-health literacy and the appraisal of health state was r=0.210
(significant correlation on level p<0.01, bivariate). This means that there is a weak relationship between the
examined variables. The hypothesis was verified positively, however, this area needs further exploration given the
magnitude of relationships.

In light of the above findings, we can conclude that the level of e-literacy affects the well-being of an individual, not only
concerning SWB but also FWB and health condition, with the strongest relationship observed about FWB. This means that
deeper knowledge and better-developed competence in seeking, evaluating, and utilizing health-related information
obtained online support people in taking care of their well-being, both on a holistic level and concerning its components.
What is surprising is a weak relationship between the level of e-health literacy and health state. It should be pointed out,
however, that in the course of research we did not check the actual health condition, but it was appraised based on the
respondents’ declarations. This may mean that people who are better educated in health issues are more objective in their
judgments. On the other hand, by seeking health-related information intensively, people of poorer health may raise their
level of e-health literacy.
As regards the other group of hypotheses concerning relationships between the level of cyberchondria and the respondents’
behaviours and characteristics, we used tests χ2 and when the differences between groups were significant, we compared
means and conducted ANOVA (table 1). The table presents all significant differences in cyberchondria levels between
different groups.
Table 1: Level of cyberchondria in different groups of respondents
Hypotheses/ variable
H2.1.
E-health Literacy
H2.2.
trust in online medical information sources
H2.3.
Perception of health-related information on
the Internet as a reassurance

Level of variable
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High

Mean
11.25*
12.00*
11.49
10.65*
11.30*
12.43*
10.56*
11.31*
13.49*

SD
3.034
3.566
4.402
3.632
3.176
4.079
3.630
3.031
4.207

* significant differences (p<0.05)

We obtained the following findings.
•

H2.1. People with higher e-literacy exhibit a lower degree of cyberchondria.
We decided to divide the respondents – using quartiles – into three groups according to both the level of e-health
literacy and cyberchondria. The distributions of the level of cyberchondria were statistically different in the
groups of people distinguished based on the degree of e-health literacy χ2(4,N=1067)=50,261, p<0.001. In the
next step, we conducted ANOVA, which revealed that there statistically significant differences in the mean levels
of cyberchondria between the groups distinguished according to the degree of e-health literacy F(2,1064)=4,043;
p<0.05; ŋ2=0.008. The post hoc Games-Howell test showed that statistically significant differences (p<0.05) are
observed only between those respondents who have the average (M=12.00, SD=3.566) and low level of e-literacy
(M=11.25, SD=3.034). People with the average level of e-health literacy have higher e-health literacy than those
with its low degree. In turn, the level of cyberchondria among those with the highest e-health literacy (M=11.49,
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•

•

•

SD=4.402) did not differ statistically significantly from the other people. The higher level of e-health literacy does
not safeguard against cyberchondria. The hypothesis was verified negatively.
H2.2. People with a lower level of trust in online medical information sources exhibit a lower degree of
cyberchondria.
The distributions of the level of cyberchondria were significantly different in the groups of people who differed in
their judgments concerning the truth of the information posted on the Internet χ2(8,N=1067)=88,78, p<0.001.
Before conducting ANOVA, we grouped answers “I definitely agree”, “I quite agree” into one group and “I
definitely disagree” and “I rather disagree” into the other, thanks to which we obtained three groups: people who
believe health-related information on the Internet to be true, those who find it untrue and the ones who do not
have a definite opinion on this issue. ANOVA revealed that there are statistically significant differences in the
mean levels of cyberchondria among the groups distinguished according to the level of trust in online healthrelated information sources F(2,1064)=18.553; p<0.001; ŋ2=0.034. The post hoc Games-Howell test showed that
there are statistically significant differences (p<0.05) in the level of cyberchondria between people with a high
level of trust (M=12.43, SD=4.079) in comparison to those who have no clear view (M=11.30, SD=3.176) and
those who have no trust at all (M=10.65, SD=3.632). The representatives of the first group exhibit a higher level
of cyberchondria than the others. The hypothesis was thus verified positively. The low level of trust in
information found on the Web reduces the risk of cyberchondria. This may stem from the fact that if one does not
trust online sources, they do not tend to get involved in seeking information and do not care about what they have
found.
H2.3: People who to a larger degree find health-related information found on the Internet reassuring exhibit a
higher degree of cyberchondria.
The distributions of the level of cyberchondria were significantly different in the groups of people who differed in
their judgments concerning the reassuring character of health-related information posted on the Internet
χ2(4,N=1067)=139.177, p<0.001. By carrying out ANOVA, we revealed that there are statistically significant
differences in the mean levels of cyberchondria between the groups distinguished based on the degree of
reassurance found after having sought health-related information online F(2,1064)=54.380; p<0.001; ŋ2=0.093.
The Games-Howell test showed that statistically significant differences (p<0.05) in the level of cyberchondria
occur between all groups of respondents: those who find comfort in the information obtained on the Internet
(M=13.49, SD=4.207), those who are not reassured by it (M=10.56, SD=3.630), and the ones who do not have a
definite view on this issue (M=11.314, SD=3.031). The degree of cyberchondria increased with the growing
declared reassurance after searching for information about health on the Internet. This means that the more
reassuring people find online health-related information, the more prone to become cyberchondriac they are.
Thus, the spiral of searches begins as the more one depends on the Internet contents to provide comfort, the more
frustrated and frightened they become, at the same time persisting in seeking information online. The reassurance
the respondents declare is only temporary, which is confirmed by the previous findings concerning the symptoms
of cyberchondria. The hypothesis should be deemed to be positively verified.
H2.4: Sociodemographic features are not significantly linked to the level of cyberchondria.
The level of cyberchondria was not statistically significantly different (p<0.05) in the groups distinguished based
on gender (χ2(2, N=1067)=1.730), age (χ2(6, N=1067)= 10.289), education (χ2(6, N=1067)=10.628), place of
residence (χ2(10, N=1067)=5.415), or declared health condition (χ2(6, N=1067)=11.353). Among
sociodemographic factors, only the material situation to a certain degree differentiated the level of cyberchondria
(χ2(6, N=1067)=15.95, p<0.05). People with the best material status turned out to be the most polarized as regards
the level of cyberchondria. More than 44% of people in this group exhibited a high degree of cyberchondria,
while in the other groups this percentage ranged from 22.7% to 33%. At the same time, 37% of people in a very
good financial situation had a low level of cyberchondria (the other groups: 26,8% - 31,8%). The ANOVA test
did not show statistically significant differences in the mean levels of cyberchondria between the groups
distinguished according to material status: F(3,1063)=1.144; p>0.05. Thus, behavioural or psychographic factors
may play a more important role in identifying the level of cyberchondria than socio-demographic ones.

The findings of our study, which covered a group of Polish respondents, indicate the need for undertaking more in-depth
analyses and continuing further research, especially in the context of relationships between e-health literacy and a
propensity for cyberchondria.

Conclusions
Modern consumers are becoming increasingly independent in their decisions concerning health and broadly construed
well-being. At the same time, the transformation of health-care systems, which shifts part of the responsibility for health
onto patients, forces them to adopt a more active role and increase their participation in this sphere. For this to happen,
however, their competence must be raised. The Internet, which nowadays is the dominant source of content, including
health-related issues, does not always provide reliable, clear, and reassuring information, due to which the outcome of
online health-related searches may have various repercussions for the mental state of seekers (Starcevic & Berle, 2013). It
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is thus all the more important for supporting patients in their decision-making processes and health-oriented activities to
increase pressure on developing e-health literacy (Rogala, 2020). Owing to this, people will find it easier to appraise and
verify the reliability of the contents they have found and to avoid potential negative consequences of search, such as
cyberchondria.
Taking into account the popularity of the Internet as the place where patients self-diagnose and seek solutions to their
health problems, we may expect the phenomenon of cyberchondria to gain strength. In order to combat this trend, we need
to take action to improve health information literacy and the ability to critically appraise the results of online health
searches so that patients will know whether they should or should not do something with their health at the time of
searching (Starcevic, Berle & Arnáez, 2020).
What seems to be an interesting line of inquiry is the analysis of health-related information behaviours online and their
influence on the state of health. What is particularly worth verifying is the fact whether searching for information by
people of poorer health contributes not only to its improvement but also to the development of health competence,
including raising the level of e-health literacy. The studies conducted so far have not provided definite answers in this
respect.
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Abstract
The authors presented ordered fuzzy numbers arithmetic applied to the design of a PID controller. The arithmetic allowed
the implementation of fuzzy control without the need to use a rule block and related inference operations. This approach is
natural and does not require an expert rule set. With this approach, no time is wasted for extraction of external rules and the
control takes place in real time. It is worth noting that the order present in the OFN notation carries additional information
about the behavior of a given phenomenon. This order informs about the process change trend in the process of processing
input signals by arithmetic operations. The final part of the paper presents the defuzzification methods appropriate for the
arithmetic applied, which were used to convert fuzzy numbers into real values of the signal controlling a given object
according to the PID mechanism.

Keywords: fuzzy logic; fuzzy controller; ordered fuzzy numbers OFN; PID
Introduction
Engineering of control systems and to development of their models requires access to many fields of technology. Currently,
these are also means adopted from related fields of science such as computer science, and in particular artificial intelligence.
The collaboration between these two disciplines has made it possible to create new solutions that assist humans in controlling
certain processes. The possibility of using this combination for intentional influence on an object makes it possible to achieve
the goal of a given process better with each step. In most cases, the control process is divided into many aspects. In this paper
we focus on the closed-loop controller structure, the heart of which is a PID system and the arithmetic of ordered fuzzy
numbers. This shall in particular cover the influence on the final result of a given object control. In other words, we are
interested in the effect of the applied fuzzy control defuzzification method in terms of the final result.
The classic closed-loop controller performs relatively simple functions. It consists of the main circuit including the controlled
object and the feedback circuit. The feedback is the information about the measured value of the controlled object. A
reference illustration of the controller is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1:The block diagram of the closed-loop control system, the control system in the PID controller form.
The crucial role of this system is to compensate the disturbance
to the set value of the control signal
, which is
achieved by introducing a correction - i.e. the error (deviation) signal
as the difference between the set value
and
________________
Cite this Article as: Wojciech T. DOBROSIELSKI and Jacek M. CZERNIAK “ Ordered Fuzzy Numbers Applied to The Implementation
of A Fuzzy PID Controller” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May
2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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the output signal
. This relatively simple operation makes the controlled object operate in the set area. The description
of this operation takes formal form shown in Equation 1.

where:
named respectively:

is the error signal between the reference
and the system output
– proportional,
– integral, and
– derivative.

, where blocks are

The details of the design and the effect of the individual blocks of the PID controller are extensively described in publications
such as (Ang, et al., (2005)), (Khan & Rapal, (2006)), (Visioli, (2006)), (Tang, et al., (2001)). The authors of this study do
not engage in polemics as their goal is the influence of ordered fuzzy numbers (OFN) arithmetic’s in the area of the discussed
control. To explain the topic of ordered fuzzy numbers, one can refer to numerous studies (Kosiński, (2006)), (Kosiński &
Prokopowicz, (2004)), (Kosiński, et al., (2003)), (Kosinski, et al., (2001)), (Kosiński, et al., (2003)) in particular the use of
(Apiecionek, et al., (2018)), (Bocewicz, et al., (2021)), (Ewald, et al., (2020)), (Marszałek & Burczyński, (2017)), (Piasecki
& Łyczkowska-Hanćkowiak, (2020)).
The main advantages of using OFN in fuzzy logic are that the arithmetic is the same as for real numbers and that there are
no anomalies (support expansion, fuzzy zero or multiplication by an inverse number) as observed in the use of classic convex
fuzzy sets (Kosinski, et al., (2001)), (Kosiński, et al., (2003)), (Kosinski & Tyburek, (2006)).

Preliminary Operations
A generalized Zadeh's postulate (Zadeh, (1965)) in the form of an ordered fuzzy number is represented as an ordered pair of
functions. The formal definition of an OFN number is as follows:
where

,

: 0,1 →

are continuous functions

Whereas a graphic interpretation of this postulate is shown in Figure 2 where reference is made to convex fuzzy numbers 2
(b, c). The order referred to in the definition results from the fixed sequence of the pair of functions and . In the case
when a fuzzy number starts with and ends with it has a positive order. Whereas in the other case it is negative. The
description of an OFN number includes characteristic points, which are the extremes of individual functions. For an
engineering example the number can be noted as A
1,3,5,6 which formally corresponds to such a form as
, , ,
. Points with indices 0,1 are the values of the given function.
Arithmetic operations on ordered fuzzy numbers are as follows. For
obtain:

,

,!

",

"

and #

$,

$

we then

where sign ⋆ denotes &, , ∙ and ( if ∀ ∈ 0,1 , " + , 0, " + , 0. The operations defined in this way are analogous
to operations on real numbers; more specifically, for any ordered fuzzy number A we obtain:

and

Making use of the above features of ordered fuzzy numbers one can easily circumvent the limitations of classic convex fuzzy
sets. Thus, the algebraic operations correspond to those of real numbers, as they are characterized by the distributive property
of multiplication over addition, the associative property of addition, the existence of elements neutral to addition and
multiplication, and thus satisfy the properties of the real number’s algebra.
The characteristics of the OFN numbers allow to take a different approach to the fuzzy driver inference mechanism. The
existing solutions developed by Mandami (Mamdani, (1974)), (Mamdani & Assilian, (1975)) or Takagi-Sugeno (Sugeno &
Kang, (1988)), (Takagi & Sugeno, (1985)) use operators for implication, aggregation of individual premises. In proposed
applications (Apiecionek & Biedziak, (2020)), (Czerniak, et al., (2016)), (Zarzycki, et al., (2021)) of ordered fuzzy numbers,
we use only the mathematical formula describing a given control problem.
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Figure 2: An example of an ordered fuzzy number (a) and its interpretation (b), (c) corresponding to a convex fuzzy
number.
As already indicated in the introduction of this paper, the PID controller is currently the most commonly used solution in the
(Ang, et al., (2005)) control strategy. Both for classic and for fuzzy (Khan & Rapal, (2006)), (Mann, et al., (1999)),
(Mizumoto, (1995)) control systems. It seems appropriate that they can be introduced to ordered fuzzy numbers. This
assumption becomes particularly important when presented using OFN arithmetic.

Solution
The implementation of a fuzzy PID controller has been widely reported in the professional literature (Harris, et al., (1993))
as well as other studies (Mamdani, (1974)), (Åström, (1992)), (Åström, et al., (1993)) or (He, et al., (1993)), (Lin & Ye,
(2012)), (Yang & Bian, (2012)). The common feature of all the solutions is the process of generating the controller error
(deviation) values. This operation is performed in the adder block by comparing the setpoint
with the output reading
. For OFN numbers we solve the equation (6).

Figure 3: The process of developing the error (deviation) value based on the closed-loop control.
There are three basic cases in this block. The first one is when the error (deviation) is zero
0, which means that the
sum of the output value and the setpoint have compensated each other. In the OFN notation there are values such as:
0,0,0,0 which we interpret as 0, the output information
1, 2, 4, 5 and the set value
1,2,4,5 . A graphical
representation of this case is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: OFN numbers for the error (deviation) e=0.
In the further analysis of the error (deviation) parameter, we are dealing with the situation when the error (deviation) is
different from zero that is, it can take two possible values / 0, 0 0. These cases are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5: The error e(t)>0 means that the output value y(t) is decreasing. Fixed setpoint r(t) and zero value "0"

Figure 6: {The error e(t)<0 means that the output value y(t) is increasing. Fixed setpoint r(t) and zero value "0"
Depending on the scenario adopted, the behavior of the error (deviation) value as a product of the feedback operation in OFN
arithmetic is the same for real numbers. In the specific sense when the error (deviation) is zero
0,0,0,0,0 it is understood
as real zero and not a fuzzy one.
The components of the PID controller itself are the proportional, integral and derivative blocks. In the case of OFN numbers,
these will mainly be operations on the formulas of the individual blocks. Regardless of the configuration adopted, the
operation of the proportional block comes down to the amplification of the error signal as described by the equation (7) and
its graphical interpretation in Figure 7 for the OFN number.
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Figure 7: The gain 123456 of the proportional block as a product of the error (deviation) 7 and the constant 89
We can observe in this example that the product of a constant : with a fuzzy number produces a new fuzzy number. The
kernels of OFN fuzzy numbers along with the constant behave like real number arithmetic operators.
The first inconvenience is associated with non-zero error and oscillations. In order to eliminate the complications, two
additional blocks were introduced to the controller. The block which can deal with non-zero error (deviation) is the
integration operation. That operation boils down to the reaction to the magnitude and duration of the error in order to bring
it to "0" value. This task is implemented by the mathematical formula (8) in which the area of the error curve is calculated
at specified time intervals.

The last block used in the PID controller is the derivative block, which includes oscillation damping. The damping is stronger
the stronger the oscillations are. In other words, the derivative block algorithm improves the dynamics of the system by
response to the inclination of the equation. When we consider this block for ordered fuzzy numbers, the equation we intend
to use for calculations can be represented as the equation (9).

To sum up the above operations, the equation (10) is used to set the controlled device. The product of that equation can be
identified with the resulting membership function, which is the argument of the defuzzification block.

The above example of the PID controller for OFN numbers demonstrates that it is possible to base only on the mathematical
formula of a given process. This approach does not provide any base of rules, implications operators or aggregation
operations for individual premises. The only crucial thing is that it is necessary to use an ordered fuzzy number creation
mechanism. The structure of an OFN number should be particularly adapted to variable parameters of the problem to be
solved.
One can perform defuzzification based on the calculated signal which controls a given device
recorded in the OFN
number. This phase is related to determining the real (defuzzyfied) value that will control a given object. In the classic
approach to fuzzy logic and OFN numbers, this phase comes down to the use of an appropriate defuzzification method. For
the discussed example those will be typical operations (FOM, MOM, LOM) from the group of available methods as well as
solutions especially promoted for OFN numbers such as (GR, MF). Knowing that the resulting membership function is
presented in the form of an OFN number, which in turn contains information about the order corresponding to the trend of a
given process, it is therefore reasonable to use order-sensitive methods such as (GR, MF) discussed in more detail in the
studies (Dobrosielski, et al., (2018)), (Dobrosielski, et al., (2018)), (Dobrosielski, et al., (2016)), (Zarzycki, et al., (2020)).
For the purpose of this example, we will only demonstrate the calculations and their conclusions.
A summary of the defuzzification results for the control signal is shown in Table 1 which lists the different shapes of OFN
numbers.
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Table 1: Measurements of the defuzzification for OFN numbers

Case (figure)
1 (8)
2 (9a)
3 (9b)
4 (10a)
5 (10b)
6 (11a)
7 (11b)

OFN number
[5,5,5,5]
[1,2,3,4]
[4,3,2,1]
[-4,-4,-2,-2]
[-2,-2,-4,-4]
[3,3,5,6]
[6,5,3,3]

FOM
5
2
3
-4
-2
3
5

Defuzzification methods
MOM
LOM
GR
5
5
5
2.5
3
2.85
2.5
2
2.15
-3
-2
-2.76
2
-4
-3.24
4
5
4.85
4
3
4.15

MF
5
3
2
-2
-4
5.5
3.5

The first case presents the singleton OFN number as seen in Figure 8 which gives the same results. This demonstrates that
the methods behave correctly according to different defuzzification methods evaluation criteria.

Figure 8: Graphical representation of defuzzification for singelton
When considering cases 2 and 3, we have two different OFN numbers. Although they are of similar shape as seen in
Figure~\ref{fig:ofn_nb} and Figure~\ref{fig:ofn_nb1}, their difference is due to the order of the OFN number. In this case,
this property describes the trend of the device state. Based on these results it can be concluded that some methods are not
order-sensitive i.e. (MOM) while methods (FOM, LOMGR, MF) are order-sensitive. Further cases i.e. 4, 5 and 6, 7 are
similar and generally refer to the discussed situation of case 2 and 3.

Figure 9: Graphic interpretation of the number shown in the case number 2, 3.
As already stated, the order carries additional information about the behavior of a given phenomenon. As a result of signal
processing by arithmetic operations on input signals with designated order, we get the resultant fuzzy number with a given
order, which transfers the trend to the behavior of the device in the defuzzification process.
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Figure 10: Graphic interpretation of the number shown in the case number 4, 5.

Figure 11: Graphic interpretation of the number shown in the case number 6, 7.

Conclusions
Summing up, one can say that thanks to the application of ordered fuzzy numbers, a flexible version of the PID controller
adapted to many possible applications in situations of uncertainty and imprecision has been obtained. Thus, the arithmetic
of OFN numbers allows to create open control models. It also makes the PID controller a very universal mechanism for the
implementation of control processes. An obvious advantage of the OFN notation is the elimination of the rule block and
related inference operations from the controller. Such a controller does not require prior extraction of knowledge and rules
from external resources. OFN arithmetic enables natural and stepless control adapted to the type of data describing a given
section of the universe. In the final part of the paper, a comparison was made between the following defuzzifiers: First of
Maximum (FOM), Middle of Maximum (MOM), Last of Maximum (LOM), Golden Ratio (GR) and Mandala Factor (MF).
All of the used defuzzifiers, except for MOM, respond to the order of the number, i.e. they give a different result for a
positively and a negatively ordered number. This makes it possible to react to changes in the trend of phenomena. GR and
MF defuzzifiers were developed specifically for OFN arithmetic although they work in other arithmetic as well. With the
use of defuzzification functors, it was possible to convert the fuzzy numbers into real values of the signal controlling a given
object according to the PID mechanism, appropriately for the arithmetic used.
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Abstract
Despite the fact that most modern enterprises operate in a dynamic, unstable and uncertain environment, the COVID-19
pandemic has created an additional exogenous shock that has threatened the business continuity of many companies,
especially micro and small enterprises. The article focuses on the use of effectuation by small businesses under the specific
conditions of pandemic shock. The qualitative research carried out by the author on the basis of five interviews conducted
with owners of small businesses from the catering industry shows how entrepreneurs use the logic of effectuation for the
survival of their companies. The exogenous shock situation has prompted the surveyed companies to undertake
entrepreneurial activities based on all the principles of effectuation (experimentation, affordable loss, flexibility, and precommitment) and the exploitation of new opportunities, which in turn has enabled their survival and has ensured the
continuity of business activity. The conclusions drawn from the study indicate that there is room for further research on the
impact of COVID-19 on the entrepreneurial process, which will allow for the identification of, among others, new forms of
support for the post-pandemic entrepreneurial process.

Keywords: Effectuation, Small Businesses, COVID-19 Pandemic, Shock, Crisis, Entrepreneurship.
Introduction
Exogenous shocks cause serious disruptions to economic systems. The COVID-19 pandemic has created new logistic
challenges, caused supply chain disruptions, led to scarcity or unavailability of key resources, government restrictions on the
functioning of many industries and markets, as well as the need to redesign work processes in many industries. Some
industries, such as healthcare, courier services or e-commerce, may have actually benefited from these developments.
Nevertheless, the shock has caused serious disruptions felt by many other enterprises; and the difficulty in predicting the
duration of the crisis has motivated many business owners to consider the possibility of making far-reaching changes in their
products, services, markets, and business models. Small businesses are particularly at risk from the COVID-19 crisis due to
their relatively weak financial position (Doshi et al., 2018) and their frequent dependence on the provision of services to
large enterprises. These companies generally have limited resources, as well as limited technological and managerial
capacity, and are heavily dependent on customers and suppliers (Marino et al. 2007).
The current situation can be considered as the so-called ‛black swan’ (Winston 2020), i.e. a surprising, unpredictable event
of great importance and serious consequences that causes changes in the political and economic environment (Taleb 2010).
It may be seen as an opportunity, but the lockdowns introduced by the governments of many countries have resulted in a halt
of or a significant reduction in economic activity, supply chain disruptions and liquidity problems for many companies.
Almost overnight, the global world has evolved into the stay-at-home economy (World Economic Forum 2020). COVID-19
has led to an economic crisis that is very different from previous financial crises. Pandemic risk was not anticipated as global
risk by economists reporting on the world’s main risk factors and threats (cf. The Global Risk Report 2020), as it went
beyond their normal predictions. It is not the type of risk understood as measurable uncertainty but instead it is what Knight
called ‛true uncertainty’ (unknown unknowns), which cannot be reduced to an objective, quantifiable probability (Knight,
1921, p. 321).
The situation in which modern organisations find themselves is unique because it has characteristics that have never been
encountered before. Today’s crisis is characterised, among others, by its global scope, geographically and in terms of entities
affected. The pandemic crisis has not even left global companies with the opportunity to move their operations to markets
not affected by the crisis, as such markets do not exist. Companies are facing a number of new circumstances that are
unprecedented and often critical to their functioning, while at the same time not being able to apply many of the organisational
________________
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practices used before. In classic crisis situations that companies should assume in their scenarios and strategies, there is
usually sufficient time to prepare an organisation for possible future events (Fink 1986, Griffin 2014). In situations with
completely new characteristics, however, flexibility of operation is crucial, as there is no possibility of applying the crisis
strategies developed earlier. To survive in an uncertain environment, enterprises need to develop the ability to adapt quickly
to change (Golden, Powell 2000) and agility understood as the ability to quickly recognise opportunities, change direction,
and avoid collisions (McCann 2004). De Massis et al. (2020) have demonstrated that innovative European SMEs, in response
to the shock caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, have begun to apply effectuation logic to face the challenges of the crisis
in an attempt to influence the future with their actions and decisions. They have indicated the existence of both a proactive
attitude (Lumpkin and Dess, 2001), understood as the company’s propensity for identifying and exploring new markets that
were neither a pre-crisis objective nor a priority, and the readiness to change (Kellermanns, Eddleston, 2006), relating to the
propensity for introducing innovations.
The effectuation theory, developed over 20 years (Sarasvathy 2001, Dew et al. 2015), emphasises the application of the
control strategy and the co-creation of social artefacts by entrepreneurs in the face of uncertainty as defined by Knight, while
avoiding the use of predictive strategies due to the unpredictability of the future environment (Townsend et al. 2018). The
logic of effectuation is the decision-making process of mobilising resources and capabilities available to co-create the future
(Sarasvathy et al., 2013). It also focuses on developing opportunities and exploiting unexpected effects (Sarasvathy, Dew,
2005). A simulation model study conducted by Welter and Kim (2018) suggests that effectuation logic is the dominant
decision-making strategy under both risk and uncertainty conditions when the entrepreneur is not able to predict the future
with high accuracy (above 75%). The situation in which enterprises currently find themselves gives rise to the search by
entrepreneurs for measures based on the logic of effectuation allowing for the survival and continuity of their business
activity.
The study has attempted to answer the question of how entrepreneurs running small businesses use the principles of
effectuation logic in response to the COVID-19 crisis to ensure the continuity of their business activity.

Small Business Survival
The liability of smallness theory (Freeman et al. 1983) suggests that size matters in the market, the smaller the company, the
fewer resources it usually controls, which makes it more vulnerable to failure due to external or internal events. In particular,
global crises and disasters pose a risk of resource availability and liquidity problems in these companies. On the other hand,
despite these burdens, small businesses tend to be flexible when opportunities or threats arise in their environment. Moreover,
the smaller the organisation, the closer the customers and other stakeholders are to the decision-makers (Eggers et al. 2011).
This, in turn, can provide entrepreneurs with valuable market information that can help them respond to crises.
A small number of existing crisis management studies in the field of research on entrepreneurship primarily assess the actions
that entrepreneurs or organisations take to mitigate potential negative effects of a crisis (Doern et al., 2018), such as changes
in sales, marketing and employment practices. Small businesses in particular tend to be distinguished by adaptability and
flexibility (Smallbone et al., 2012), which should be evident in their response to the COVID-19 crisis. In crisis management
in the small business context, it seems more appropriate to adopt iterative and flexible approaches, such as the logic of
effectuation (Sarasvathy, 2001).

The Concept of Effectuation
Effectuation was described by Sarasvathy (2008) as the logic of entrepreneurial experience, a dynamic and interactive
process of creating new artefacts in the world. The conceptual model of effectuation in the process of creating ventures was
subsequently developed by Sarasvathy and Dew (2005) and Sarasvathy (2008). The concept of effectuation assumes that,
under conditions of high uncertainty, entrepreneurs use a different type of decision-making logic than the logic which
explains the traditional, more rational business model (called the causation model). Under highly uncertain and dynamic
conditions, objectives are not clearly defined as they change and are shaped and modified over time. They are sometimes
created by accident, with the acquisition of new information or stakeholders, and the emergence of circumstances understood
as business opportunities (Sarasvathy, Dew, 2005; Sarasvathy, 2008). Instead of focusing on goals, entrepreneurs control the
available set of resources ‒ the ones they have control over (Sarasvathy, 2001). At the level of the entrepreneur, these
resources include personal knowledge, skills and networks. At the company level, these are physical, human and
organisational resources.
In times of unexpected change, the causal decision-making logic may reduce the flexibility and ability of companies to adapt
to the requirements of the external environment (cf. Gruber 2007). This restriction seems particularly important in the case
of small businesses during an economic crisis as they try to cope in a turbulent environment. The limited flexibility and
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adaptability of the causal perspective may prevent these companies from making the necessary changes as the environment
evolves.
Chandler et al. (2011) have conceptualised and indicated measures of four principles of effectuation logic: (1) attempting
different market approaches (experimentation) before establishing a business concept; (2) preventing large losses by avoiding
involving more resources than the company can afford to lose (affordable loss); (3) focus on the exploitation of unforeseen
circumstances (flexibility); and (4) the creation of partnerships and alliances (pre-commitment). Experimentation is one of
the characteristics of entrepreneurs who apply the principles of effectuation logic. Entrepreneurs are willing to experiment
with products, services and business models in order to test their ideas before they decide on a business concept (Sarasvathy
2001). Experimentation can help small businesses operate in a turbulent business environment in times of crisis, helping
them to quickly create new opportunities and adapt their business behaviour to frequent changes in the environment (Cai et
al. 2016). Crises can intensify experimentation, according to Fisher et al. (2020), the Covid-19 pandemic can “give the
permission to hustle,” freeing entrepreneurs from the constraints they usually face in their daily work environment. Focusing
on the principle of affordable loss allows entrepreneurs to manage the risks associated with the resources invested. Small
businesses benefiting from the principle of affordable loss allocate only a limited amount of resources to new projects, which
helps to increase the likelihood of survival in the event of project failure (Dew et al. 2009). The challenges of resource
constraints have been intensifying during the pandemic, and the principle of affordable loss can be particularly important for
small businesses trying to respond to challenges in such a resource-constrained environment. Flexibility is a feature of
effectuation logic associated with the company’s ability to adapt in an unstable and uncertain environment. For companies
using the logic of effectual decision-making, both positive and negative sudden events can provide new opportunities and
benefits (Harmeling 2011). Their flexibility can make it easier for small businesses to respond to environmental changes so
they can quickly take advantage of unforeseen circumstances and combine available resources to seize emerging
opportunities (Cai et al. 2016). Pre-commitments and partnerships enable small businesses to build new competitive
advantages by forming alliances with strategic partners and acquiring resources from external stakeholders. During the
economic crisis, companies often lack the resources they need to fully exploit opportunities on their own (Werhahn et al.
2015).
In conclusion, these features of effectual decision-making logic can enable small businesses to operate more effectively in
an uncertain crisis environment by adapting quickly and creatively as the environment evolves. The theory of effectuation
provides an opportunity to integrate and better understand the impact of resources, opportunities, entrepreneurial orientation
and learning on business survival.

Research Methodology
The case study method was used to investigate entrepreneurial behaviour based on the logic of effectual decision-making.
Qualitative research is particularly suitable for analysing such organisational processes (Bluhm et al., 2010). The nature and
extent of the pandemic as a particular type of crisis are unprecedented. This means that qualitative research methodology
which can extend the existing theory is required (Graebner et al. 2012; Bluhm et al., 2010). Conducting qualitative interviews
made it possible to accurately capture the subjective experiences of owners of food service companies during the pandemic.
Based on previous studies on effectuation (Chandler et al. 2011, Gabrielsson, Gabrielsson 2013, Werhahn et al. 2015), the
measures used by Chandler et al. (2011) were adapted to determine the criteria for assigning specific entrepreneurial
behaviours to four principles of effectuation logic: (1) experimentation, (2) affordable loss, (3) flexibility, and (4) precommitment.
Five small food service companies were selected for the study. Despite the implementation by the Polish government of
financial assistance to enterprises affected by the pandemic, the restrictions introduced have resulted in the closure or
significant reduction of activities of many enterprises. Following the introduction of the state of epidemic emergency in
March 2020, shopping centres, gyms, fitness clubs, restaurants, cafés and bars were closed. In the case of the catering
industry, only takeaway or delivery sales were allowed. After the so-called de-frosting of the economy in the summer, safety
measures were re-introduced in the autumn of 2020 as a result of the increasing number of infections, and the business
activity of catering establishments was reduced.
The choice of companies from this particular industry was dictated by several factors:
1.

In many countries, the catering industry has been one of the sectors most affected by the restrictions caused by a
surge in the number of cases during the pandemic. Temporary closure or significant limitation of business activity
have caused a wave of bankruptcies and forced entrepreneurs to take immediate action in order to survive in these
new conditions, which makes it possible to trace effectuation behaviour better than in industries not directly affected
by the COVID-19 shock.
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2.
3.

The situation in the industry, from a research point of view, can be seen as a natural experiment, with most
companies experiencing changes at the same time.
The impact of the pandemic on entrepreneurship has been global, despite some differences in the responses of
governments of individual countries. The general trend has been to introduce a smaller or bigger number of
restrictions on the functioning of enterprises in the catering industry, which makes it possible to compare the results
of studies with those carried out in other countries.

Partially structured interviews were conducted with the entrepreneurs between 14 November and 21 November 2020, i.e. at
the peak of the second wave of the pandemic in Poland and before the introduction of further government assistance solutions
for selected industries. Due to safety measures, interviews were conducted by phone and with the use of digital
communication tools such as Skype and Zoom.
In addition to interviewing the entrepreneurs, publicly available documents, including press articles, blog entries and posts
on social media regarding the surveyed companies, were collected and analysed in terms of entrepreneurial behaviour in
response to the crisis.
Table 1: Characteristics of the enterprises participating in the study
Company

A
B
C
D
E

Type of activity

Year of
establishment

A craft brewery and a bar serving mainly its own products
Fine dining restaurant
Two organic cafés and a coffee roasting company
Casual dining restaurant
Fine dining restaurant

2015
2017
2019
2016
2012

Number of
employees in
2020
8
11
10
6
8

Source: Own elaboration

Results
Case studies were assessed in the four principles of the effectuation logic. A summary of the results can be found in Table
2.
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Table 2: Behaviour of the surveyed companies resulting from effectuation logic in response to the crisis caused by
the pandemic
Behaviour
Experimentation
Experiments with
different products
and/or
business
models.
Substantially
changes a product
or service as the
venture develops.

CASE A
A new product in
cooperation with a
distillery.
Switching
production mostly
to bottled beer.
Increasing the share
of sales to the B2C
segment.
New
distribution
channels – takeaway bottled beer
sales from the bar,
deliveries to local
grocery chains.

Affordable loss
Commits
only
limited amounts of
resources to the
venture at a time.
Limits the resources
committed to the
venture into what
could be lost.

Creating a product
only on the basis of
its own resources –
technical
infrastructure and
raw materials.

Flexibility
Responds
to
unplanned
opportunities
as
they arise.
Adapts
its
operations to the
resources on hand.
Avoids courses of
action that restrict
flexibility
and
adaptability.
Pre-commitments

The
use
of
inventories intended
for distribution in
bars to create a new
product.
Change
of
distribution
channels.
Product
change
from draft to bottled
beer using its own
beer dispenser.

Quick
menu
changes
in
response
to
customer
suggestions
on
social media.
The
use
of
inventories
to
create
a
new
product
–
premixed alcoholic
drinks.

The use of waste to
create a new product
– the production of
ecological
scrub
from
coffee
grounds.
Quick change of
distribution
channels
and
intensive Internet
marketing.

Cooperation with a
distillery to create a
new product.
Product
gifts
campaign
supporting
local
gastronomy
–
building
and
strengthening
contacts with the
local community of
entrepreneurs.

Collaboration with
a local restaurant to
create
a
new
product category.

Establishing
cooperation with a
cosmetics
manufacturer.
Joining a campaign
promoting buying
from
local
suppliers.
Strengthening ties
with a group of
loyal customers –
building
a
community around
the
company
establishments.

Enters
into
agreements with
customers,
suppliers,
and
other
organisations.

CASE B
Changing
the
restaurant profile:
from an online
delicatessen,
through the offer of
family
dinners
with delivery, to
street
food
referring
to
national, local and
eastern cuisine.
Adapting the menu
to the take-away
offer.
A new product –
premixed alcoholic
drinks.
A new product in
cooperation with a
restaurant with a
different profile.
Searching for the
most cost-effective
ways of operating.
Promoting
personal pickups to
reduce
delivery
costs.

CASE C
New
coffee
distribution
channels: the online
store, the roasting
company, and the
café.
Transition from the
B2B to B2C model.
New
products:
coffee to go, coffee
with delivery, and
coffee-based
cosmetics.
Preparation
for
building a franchise
system.

CASE D
Adapting the menu
to the take-away
and
delivery
options.
New
products:
bottled premixed
alcoholic
drinks
and T-shirts with
logos.
An ordering portal
shared with other
entrepreneurs.

CASE E
A new restaurant
profile:
an
online
delicatessen and a
bakery.
A new product: a
set of semi-finished
products with a
recipe or an online
cooking course.
A new product: its
own bread and
breakfast sets with
delivery.

Operating on the
basis
of
the
company's
own
resources:
deliveries made by
its own employees.

Searching for the
most cost-effective
ways of operating.
Resignation from
ordering services
offered by large
platforms such as
Uber Eats due to
high commissions
and creating its
own
ordering
platform.
Introducing new
products
in
response
to
customer
suggestions.
Creating its own
ordering portal.

Operating on the
basis
of
the
company's
own
resources.
Deliveries made by
its own employees,
if possible, using
environmentfriendly transport
(bicycle, electric
scooter).

Non-profit
partnership
with
other
local
restaurants
to
create
a
joint
ordering
and
delivery portal.
Participation
in
social campaigns
supporting doctors
and seniors.

Strengthening ties
with
loyal
customers on social
media.

Source: own elaboration based on the author's own research
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The study has shown that, in all the cases, the surveyed entrepreneurs used in practice the principles of effectuation logic to
face the challenges related to the crisis and to try to influence the future with their behaviour and decisions. The enterprises
experimented with new categories of products or services (often in cooperation with customers through social media – CASE
B and C – or through establishing cooperation with other entrepreneurs – CASE A, B, C, and D), tested new segments of
target customers (e.g. switching from the segment B2B to the B2C segment – CASE A, C) as well as new distribution
channels – in all the cases, and some entrepreneurs also completely changed their business model (CASE B and E).
“During the downtime, we had time to experiment and test new products. We shared our discoveries on an ongoing basis on
the web, which aroused great interest among Internet users who felt they were co-creators and partners” (CASE C).
CASE B, in which the business owner made changes several times in search of the model that best met the current market
needs, is an example of experimenting with a business model:
“As a chef, I changed my menu quickly, we opened an online delicatessen, but hardly anyone wanted to order craft sausages,
vacuum packed soups, duck or pork knuckle. So we decided to make street food – the kind that had never been made before.
We filled large, specially baked bread rolls to the brim with original ingredients in the comfort food style – it was a real
revolution”(CASE B).
In addition, the entrepreneurs became involved in pro-social activities, such as helping professional groups crucial to fighting
the pandemic that were at risk (providing meals and products to health care workers and the elderly – CASE D) and
supporting local entrepreneurship (CASE A, C and D).
The experimentation dimension overlaps with flexibility, allowing unforeseen situations to be quickly exploited under
conditions of uncertainty. In all the cases, the entrepreneurs realised that for their businesses to survive, they had to take
advantage of unforeseen situations, try new ways of doing business, be open to unexpected events, learn from them, and
acquire new skills.
“It was also important to react quickly to the occurring changes. Focus on the delivery market and Internet marketing.
Already in March we expanded our take-away range. We started delivering hot coffee in thermo boxes and it was a good
move. We promoted ourselves intensively on social media” (CASE C).
Under the conditions of high uncertainty, the entrepreneurs were not able to estimate future profits related to the undertaken
actions, they were guided by the principle of affordable loss. They did not obtain additional external resources but instead
tried to use all possible resources at their disposal and to find ways to achieve the goal at a lower cost (e.g. by creating an
online ordering platform instead of using high-commission commercial portals – CASE D).
“In the beginning, we only adjusted our restaurant's offer to deliveries, but then we reached the point when we knew that it
was not enough and we had to do something completely new, make a revolution. One of our first initiatives was to change
the delivery system ‒ switching to our own deliveries and creating an online ordering portal. The portal associates
restaurants that have their own deliveries, and due to its existence, the restaurants are more visible to customers and can
reduce the cost of deliveries to customers” (CASE D).
In the period of crisis and high uncertainty, establishing cooperation with other entrepreneurs in a similar situation often
resulted in the creation of new products (CASE A, B, C) or services (CASE D). Having a group of loyal customers, often
social media followers, who supported their favourite places, promoted them among friends, and actively participated in the
process of creating new products (CASE C and E) was also an important aspect.
“At first, apart from quality, we focused on building communities around our establishments. I can even say that the
quarantine period strengthened ties and relationships, which became crucial to maintaining the cafés” (CASE D).

Discussion and Conclusions
The study has shown that resources which are under the entrepreneur’s control constitute a key source of entrepreneurial
opportunities under conditions of high uncertainty. Following the logic of effectuation (Sarasvathy, Dew 2005),
entrepreneurs create opportunities by asking themselves: Who am I?, What do I know?, Whom do I know? Based on such
analysis, they are able to answer the question: What can I do? The research indicates numerous activities of small enterprises
in the catering industry related to experimenting with new business models, products and services in response to the shock
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. By drawing on their own resources and using collaborative networks, those companies
launched new collaborative products, services and distribution channels, used and built their networks, and helped others in
their local communities. As in the case of entrepreneurship after natural disasters (Grube, Storr 2018), the fact that Covid19 was a crisis ‛common’ for all allowed for the sharing of relevant information as well as the discussion of current
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experiences among the participants of the ecosystem. The study has revealed that the actions-orientated approach (Fisher
2012) allows for an effective response to an unexpected and uncertain crisis situation.
Although the results of the study concern the behaviour of entrepreneurs in one industry and cannot be generalised to all
environments, they indicate entrepreneurial behaviours and activities that may have an impact on the entrepreneurial process.
The study confirms the opinions of other researchers (Ries 2011, Fisher 2012) that entrepreneurs who engage in experiments
and who interact early and frequently with customers will be able to overcome many obstacles associated with launching a
venture.
The research contributes to the literature and theory of entrepreneurship. The study provides a better understanding of how
effectuation logic can be used under the conditions of high uncertainty and crisis to contribute to the achievement of economic
results and business survival.

Limitations and Opportunities for Future Research
The study has some limitations that must be taken into account. The cases were selected due to the application of effectuation
logic by the entrepreneurs in response to the crisis caused by the pandemic, hence it is not possible to compare the
performance of these entrepreneurs with others using, for example, causal logic or bricolage.
The presented solutions can be used by small businesses to develop strategies for survival and development under turbulent
market conditions. A wealth of data was used in conducting qualitative research, but the ability to generalise the findings
beyond the participants and the small business community may be limited by sample size and its lack of representativeness.
Despite the research being conducted on a small number of companies in one industry and country, the study contributes to
analysing the links between enterprise resources, flexibility and value creation by experimenting with emerging opportunities
in times of crisis. By applying the logic of effectuation in decision making, enterprises not only mitigate the short-term
adverse effects of crises, which allows them to survive, but they also expand the overall solution space and increase the
opportunities they can draw upon. Further research could also focus on the process approach to effectuation, which, according
to the author, will strengthen the area of research related to the behaviour of entrepreneurs after the pandemic. Therefore,
further research is needed on the long-term effects of implementing such solutions after the crisis is over. A quantitative
approach could verify the results and increase the practical utility of the research.
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Abstract
Big data is one prime mover in this Industrial Revolution 4.0 era. Many industrial and service firms have actively charted
their ways and directions towards incorporating and implementing big data approach into their strategic planning and daily
business operations too. However, observing into this new phenomenon one could observe that public institutions, such as
universities, are rather slacken in embracing what this new technology and approach could bring and benefit their bottom
lines. Hence, higher education institutions (HEIs) must also apply big data to further efficiently engage information
technology tools to empower academic effectiveness and performance. This study looks at the features of big data that are
relevant to educational institutions, as well as the factors that influence the implementation of big data in higher education
institutions, especially for strategic management purposes. It also looks at the problems of implementing big data in HEIs.
This research employs a qualitative analysis approach to interview and analyze evidences from few public and private
university academicians, in order to meet all of the stated objectives. This study is expected to establish the most
significant precedents, emphasizing the role of big data management in delivering HEIs with improved educational
outcomes and guiding students, schools, and universities towards enhanced experience and performance. Technology
Awareness, Technology Readiness, Technology Reliability, Top Management Support, and Technology Infrastructure are
five factors that influence the decision to implement big data management (BDM) in such institutions. The findings evince
that the top management support and technology readiness are the two major precedents that strongly pushing forward the
BDM initiative to get adopted among the surveyed organizations. The graphical evidence on deducing this conclusion
could be derived from the analysis of coded texts and radar charts from the interviewing sessions.

Keywords: Big Data, Higher Education Institution, Adoption, Factors, Challenges.
Introduction
For decades, the theory of Big Data Analytics has aided all sectors in identifying the best strategies and innovations. This
description has evolved over time, as do the methods used in large data processing. The analytics offer a practical means
for the user to stay agile. Big data refers to methods for manipulating, continuously collecting information from, or
otherwise dealing with data sets that are too large or complex for traditional data analysis program applications to handle.
Data collection, data management, data processing, searching, posting, downloading, visualizing, querying, updating,
anonymity, and source data are all big data topics (Cavanillas et al., 2016). The higher education institutions (HEIs) keep a
lot of information on students and teachers. This information is vital as it helps educational organizations to improve their
organizational effectiveness. Variables such as the actions of students, the results of tests and the progress of each student,
as well as their educational needs, would be focused on changing educational needs.
Most of the institutions of higher education collect more data than ever before. Nevertheless, this research found evidence
that most of these data were used to meet credentialing or reporting requirements rather than to address strategic questions,
and much of the data collected is not used at all. Analytics in HEIs are mainly used in the fields of enrolment management,
student progress, and institutional finance and budgeting.
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Big data application at HEIs in Malaysia is still in its early stage. The public universities have a large amount of data that
could be mined using big data applications. According to Tarmidi et al. (2018), a survey of readiness for big data among
accounting and finance students in public universities revealed that the awareness and readiness for big data is still at infant
stage. In addition, Hanapiyah et al. (2018) stated that there are difficulties in accessing the required data from the database
due to low quality and inaccurate data organization. However, at the Malaysian Ministry of Higher Education (MOHE)
level, it has launched the first phase of Big Data centres across four Malaysian public universities and one polytechnic,
consulted by the Prestariang Group (Hanapiyah et al., 2018). Hence, it could be presumed that BDM research projects and
its development initiative in Malaysian universities are at its introductory stage. Hence, this research focuses to study the
key precedents for public universities in adopting BDM for their strategic advantages, via qualitative approach. As such,
BDM applications and implementation could be enhanced and empowered to complement the Industry 4WRD policy
paper that had been launched by the Malaysian Government in 2018. The Industrial Revolution 4.0 (IR 4.0) sparked a new
wave of educational reform. In recent years, educational scholars have recognized the enormous impact of a variety of ICT
technological advancements on education. They both believe that innovation will affect Education 4.0, and that students
will need to be trained to create new ideas and potential solutions.

Research Problem
Data measurement is increasing rapidly across different sectors worldwide. With this development, there is a direct need to
develop a system that enables assimilation and data review for better decision-making. It could be noted that there are
various procedures for developing data covering issues such as consolidation, isolation, naming, searching and access to
unstructured and structured data (Patel et al., 2012). The main challenge is to manage and analyze the large measure of
data in order to recognize key trends in decision making.
The significant point is that previous work through big data concentrated mainly on technological features such as machine
learning or software algorithms and system development (Haddad et al., 2018). However, not much research is found on
how factors affect big data adoption or the challenges encountered during implementation for higher education institutions
(Santos et al., 2018). Nowadays, many academic institutions are heading to cloud architectures and with users ' increased
use of digital devices in these ecosystems, many data is collected in these institutions than ever before, creating significant
opportunities to use big data to analyze and compare information that improves decision making.
In order to enhance the quality of learning outcomes, it is important to evaluate effectively large volumes of data produced
by educational systems to promote suitable responses to new challenges (Murumba & Micheni, 2017b). Big data poses
many technical problems that include constant upgrading of resources and expertise, meaning higher education institutions
need to have sufficient budgets to overcome these concerns. Legitimate concerns about privacy do exist, particularly
regarding data from online sources. This combined with the digital divide in many nations poses barriers to using Big
Data's power for the benefit of educational system users.

Research Questions
(i) What are the supportive factors that may influence the adoption of new integrated big data competence model
in Malaysia Higher Institutions?
(ii) What are the challenging constraints that may affect the adoption of new integrated big data competence
model in Malaysia Higher Education Institutions?

Research Objectives
(i) To explore the supportive factors that able to influence the adoption of new integrated big data competence
model.
(ii) To investigate the challenging constraints that may affect the adoption of new integrated big data competence
model.

Scope of the Study
This research focuses on the institution's top management because it is focused on a targeted respondents and linked
demographically. ATLAS.TI is the instrument used to analyze the data after it has been collected from the interviewee.
The research's final results will address the most important determinants of big data adoption in Malaysian Higher
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Education Institutions. It is important to review the literature which provides the golden opportunity to improve on this
new research.

Significance of the Study
Many facets of education have changed as a result of big data. The opportunity to track educational programs is one of the
most important improvements that big data has brought to education. Educational institution will soon undergo a major
transition that will be somewhat different from what it is now. Data scientists use three fundamental features to interpret it:
volume, velocity, and variety. Volume refers to the sum of data, velocity to the speed at which data travels and is stored,
and variety to the data types and attributes. The improvement in learning success will be focused on the education system,
which will revolutionize the way it develops students from higher education who will select a career and be guided to
acquire skills in any course. Educational tools can be developed based on data and analytics to address the demands of both
students and teachers. In the classroom, for example, the advancement of facial recognition and voice-based learning
would change the learning method and speed.

Literature Review
Data
Data is accumulating at an alarming rate, and it can be found almost anywhere. Data is described as numerical information
or features that are collected through observation. Furthermore, data is a set of values for qualitative or quantitative
variables gathered from data that includes one or more people or objects, while a datum is a single value for a single
variable. Data can be measured, processed, recorded, and analyzed, and it can be presented in a variety of ways, including
photographs, graphs, and other methodologies.

Big Data
Three characteristics can assist in breaking the term down. Volume, velocity, and variety are the "3Vs," and they're key to
learning how to analyse large data and how big data differs from traditional data. Big Data is characterised by the "3Vs"
(volume, velocity, and variety), but there are now "5Vs" (volume, veracity, velocity, value, and variety) that are often
referred to as Big Data characteristics.

Big Data Management
Big data is relevant both economically and scientifically. BDM focuses on big data modelling skills and strategies for
gathering, organizing, storing, and enhancing related data. When developing a big data management approach, it's critical
to consider problems like big data convergence, deception, consistency, and management (Kaur & Sood, 2017). Big data
management efficiency is a time-consuming activity that often experiences occasional delays or poor results. One of the
most important facets of Big Data Management is to keep up with emerging technologies (Almeida, 2017).

Big Data Management in the Education Sector
Big data enables organizations to more effectively leverage internal data to explore new domains for growth opportunities
and to improve the knowledge sector (Martin & Thawabieh, 2017). New innovations in managing data, information and
knowledge lead to higher organizational performance, thorough new service being offered to customers (Tasmin & Woods,
2007). According to Ruddle (2009), a specific need for today's global community's educational content is widely accessible
worldwide. Academic institutions have long existed in an information-rich environment, producing and gathering vast
volumes of data on a regular basis. For organisations, data is an important resource for guiding daily operations as well as
long-term institutional and organisational decisions.

Technology Organization Environment (TOE)
The Technology Organization Environment (TOE) is a theoretical concept introduced by Thornatzky and Fleischer in 1990
that defined the behavioral traits of technology. Environmental conditions are a critical predictor of technology acceptance
for institutions' organizational readiness (Chong & Olesen, 2017). The adoption of technological innovation can be
identified by a 3-stage technique for initiation, adoption and implementation. The initiation phase involves the
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classification and evaluation of technological innovation that meets the needs of the organization. The phase of adoption
needs to making a decision determination to adopt the innovation based on the distinctive conditions of adoption (Lippert
& Ph, 2006). The implementation process aids in the introduction of innovation into development activities. The TOE
paradigm will support an important analytical framework for higher education institutions that takes into account both
internal and external considerations in order to examine the use of technological development (Wahab & Olugu, 2019). In
addition, this research will concentrate on the development of the following conceptual framework, which will incorporate
the TOE framework. In the analytical context, the variables from the TOE framework were used as independent variables,
and the real use of BDM was used as a dependent variable.

Factors adopted Big Data in HEIs Malaysia and Conceptual Framework
Technology Awareness, Technology Readiness, Reliability Technology, Top Management Support, and Technology
Infrastructure are all independent variables in this research framework context. This context has affected the dependent
variable, which is the intention to implement BDM from the TOE framework, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Big Data Qualitative Research Framework

Intention to adopt Big Data
In this study, the intention to use refers to the extent to which higher education institutions are committed to incorporating
BDM into their systems. Technology Awareness, Technology Readiness, Technology Reliability, Top Management
Support, and Technology Infrastructure are five factors that influence the decision to implement BDM. According to
previous research, the use of BDM technologies would aid the system in improving performance and achieving the desired
result while reducing the effort.

Technology Awareness
It is essential to provide a basic understanding of technology and awareness in a higher education institution. The aim is
to maximise its capacity in the sense of an organisation (Verma, 2017). Technology knowledge is a consideration that is
based on big data deployment processes that are ideal for effective decision-making. Big data is important in assessing the
level of big data knowledge and expertise will help the organisation develop successful big data management strategies
(Izhar & Shoid, 2016)

Technology Readiness
The technological readiness principle is used to assess a company's ability to respond to new technology. Technology
readiness, or technology competence, is a term used to describe the ability to use technology (Huda et al., 2017).
Recognizing and implementing different aspects of big data technical applications as a core component of the
organization's milestones has been critical in gaining a better understanding (Izhar & Shoid, 2016). The organisation must
decide how easy the big data approach is too incorporated and how well it integrates with existing processes, as well as the
possible advantages of this emerging technology (Sam & Chatwin, 2019).
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Reliability Technology
Big Data reliability review is critical. Through evaluation and analysis, technology reliability improves product reliability.
It is also capable of preventing the production of a defective component. Big Data collects a large amount of data and
analyses it in order to achieve outstanding results quickly. Engineers of Reliability Technology would only be able to do
detailed reliability studies if the data is searchable and clearly explained throughout the system (Williamson, 2018).

Top Management Support
For educational institute, top management support for technology implementation is especially important. To increase
executive support and consent for the use of Big Data in higher education institutions, top management participation is
needed (Sun et al., 2018). Aside from that, senior management interest in the implementation and use of big data is critical
for both promoting and sponsoring a new technology and assisting in the removal of future roadblocks. According to the
findings of a previous survey, top management guidance has a favourable impact on big data adoption (Chong & Olesen,
2017). Top management interest in the introduction and use of Big Data is critical for embracing a new technology as well
as overcoming transition barriers.

Technology Infrastructure
The institution's tangible capabilities are defined by its technology infrastructure. For example, physical assets are required
for organizations to implement technological innovations. Technology Infrastructure is in charge of advancing advanced
new colleges while also reforming higher education and establishing a secret marketing framework in higher education.
Increasing access to higher education Technology infrastructure needs private-sector consulting firms, app engineers, cloud
storage companies, data analytics programmers, and a slew of other technological experts (Williamson, 2018). Higher
Education's technology infrastructure can handle the complexity of big data.

Research Methodology
The data for this research are collected from primary sources that were collected by the researchers themselves, from firsthand sources which are based on online interviews. In the first stage, the respondents are identified based on their expertise
in BDM research and their respective literature articles. The first respondent was identified (interviewee A) and then snowballing technique was applied. Interviewee A was politely asked to recommend a BDM expert from other Malaysian public
university, and so on. At initial stage, the interviewee was asked to rank from 1 to 5 on five factors of BDM adoption by
his/her university, via Google Form survey. Subsequently, a schedule was arrange for a Google Meet session to be held,
which was executed in an open-ended interview session. There were 4 interviewee respondents being engaged in this
qualitative study, which involved 4 lecturers from 2 private and 2 public universities in Malaysia.
The methodological tool for analyzing the data used is ATLAS.TI. version 9. This software is one of the latest method for
computer-assisted qualitative data analysis. Subsequently, developing a coding scheme is the next step. These initial
themes could be installed to begin creating a coding scheme. There is a list of all the themes, 'scripts' to be implemented
into the data. The next step is to transcribe-out the interview texts or coding the data. This next step is to start
implementing these codes to the entire data set either by writing codes on the transcript margins or notes or labeling the
quotation by using ATLAS software.
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Results

Figure 2: Interviewee A Coding
Figure 2 shows Interviewee A Coding. Interviewee A is a professor from faculty of computer science and information
technology, Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia. ATLAS.TI version 9 has coding out the major keyword themes from
the interview transcript. Figure 1 has shown that the five major key themes’ coding are namely, 1) limitation of technology,
2) data access problems, 3) lack of understanding, 4) big data acceptance and lastly 5) big data storage. This BDM expert
has also firstly ranked the factor of “Top Management Support”, as the most important precedence in adoption of BDM at
his university.

Figure 3: Interviewee B Coding
Figure 3 shows Interviewee B Coding. Interviewee B is a senior lecturer from faculty of creative multimedia, Multimedia
University (MMU), Cyberjaya. ATLAS.TI version 9 has coding out the keyword themes from the interview transcript.
Figure 2 has shown the major five keyword themes’ coding namely, 1) lack of understanding, 2) data access problems, 3)
top management, 4) financial support and lastly 5) measuring process. This big data expert has also firstly ranked the factor
of “Top Management Support”, as the most important precedence in adoption of BDM approach at her university.
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Figure 4: Interviewee C Coding
Figure 4 shows Interviewee C Coding. Interviewee C is a senior lecturer from the Malaysian Institute of Industrial
Technology, the Kuala Lumpur University (UniKL). Software ATLAS.TI version 9 has coded out the keyword themes’
coding, from the interview transcript. Figure 3 has shown the major five keyword themes’ coding namely, 1) Financial
support, 2) Lack of understanding, 3) Data access problems, 4) Expert knowledge and lastly 5) Limitation of technology.
This UniKL BDM expert has firstly ranked the factor of “Technology Awareness”, as the most important precedence in
adoption of BDM approach at her university.

Figure 5: Interviewee D Coding
Figure 5 shows Interviewee D Coding. The interviewee is the senior lecturer from faculty of business and entrepreneurship
management, UMK Kampus Kota (Universiti Malaysia Kelantan). ATLAS.TI version 9 has coding out the keywords from
the interview transcript. Figure 4 has shown the major five keyword themes’ coding namely, 1) Data access problems, 2)
Limitation of technology, 3) Lack of understanding, 4) Expert knowledge and lastly 5) Effectiveness. This BDM expert has
firstly ranked the factor of “Technology Readiness”, as the most important precedence in adoption of BDM approach at his
university.
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Summative Findings
The overall perspective of the qualitative findings is consolidated in the Table 1, as shown in the 5-factors ranking column
and with their respective 5 major BDM-enabling keyword themes.
Table 1: Summative findings of TOE factors’ ranking and 5 major BDM keyword themes
Interviewee

TOE Model Factors’ Ranking

5 Major BDM Keyword Themes

A

Top management support

1) Limitation of technology, 2) Data access problems,
3) Lack of understanding, 4) Big data acceptance
and 5) Big data storage.

B

Top management support

1) Lack of understanding, 2) Data access problems,
3) Top management, 4) Financial support
and 5) Measuring process

C

Technology awareness

1) Financial support, 2) Lack of understanding,
3) Data access problems, 4) Expert knowledge
and 5) Limitation of technology.

D

Technology readiness

1) Data access problems, 2) Limitation of technology,
3) Lack of understanding, 4) Expert knowledge
and 5) Effectiveness.

Discussions
As it has been highlighted earlier, that BDM approach in Malaysian HEIs is at the introductory stage. Hence, it is essential
to develop good general understanding and its approach for successful implementation. Based on the TOE model, this
research has managed to evince that the most influential factor is top management support. Two out of four academic
interviewees ranked the factor of top management support as the first. In Malaysian HEIs management setting, it is
customary and highly expected that any new initiative or change management project must be with permission granted
from the top management group, or in other words top-down approach. In addition, this research has also managed to coinout the challenging problems that may arise out of any intention to adopt big data into Malaysian HEIs, namely and
primarily are data access problems, lack of understanding and limitation of technology.
The supportive factors that may influence the adoption of new integrated big data competence model in Malaysia Higher
Institutions
The evinced supportive factors that may influence the adoption of BDM in Malaysian HEIs are top management support,
technology awareness and technology readiness. It is regarded as widely acceptable that in many organizations, new
project of change must be blessed by the top management cluster, for mostly of its authority to allocate resources,
including financial means. According to Hanapiyah et al. (2018), when the University of Arizona, USA decided to engage
big data analytics to create higher values out of its existing data for its strategic management and future university
direction, the top management allocated resources and created big data center for this purpose. This signifies criticality and
essentiality of the top management support as one prime mover of making any new change initiative gets moving and
working. Technology awareness and readiness must always be the precedent of any new technology introduction to
organization and even society. For example, introduction of digital wallet in Malaysia such as ‘Boost’ and ‘Touch N Go’
has been made aware and preceded with digital money incentive scheme by the government and widespread promotion in
media, advertisement and appointed influencers.
The challenging constraints that may affect the adoption of new integrated big data competence model in Malaysia Higher
Education Institutions
One of the major challenges and also becoming constraint in adopting BDM at the HEIs in Malaysia is data access
problems posed by the data owners, such as the students’ academic management center, strategic planning office, Alumni
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center and information technology center. Each specific strategic business unit, such as the academic management center,
has to maintain its status quo for the students’ information data, in the name of confidentiality and student data secrecy. In
most situation, it is reluctant to open their database to external party usage (big data analysts). Another challenging
constraint is lacking of understanding for what the purpose of the data to be analyzed by the big data analysts. For one
thing is the rendered trust placed upon the data users, hence assuming that the derived data would be used inappropriately
and unethically. The last major challenges for HEIs in adopting BDM is the notion of limitation of technology. It is widely
believed that even engaging latest big data management technology, such as Hadoop and R-programming, it would not
solve all the needs, wants and wishes for using the derived data. There are still limitations of what BDM technologies
could offer due to data quality, accuracy and legacy data which exist in many variety of formats and platforms.

Conclusion
The aim of this research is to present a comprehensive overview of the precedents of big data adoption for higher education
institutions in Malaysia. This research contains two research question which being formulated to focus on the adoption of
Big Data in HEIs. The intention to adopt BDM is formed by five factors which are technology awareness, technology
readiness, technology reliability, top management support and technology infrastructure. Top management support is
highlighted as the major factor to influence the intention to adopt BDM in Malaysian HEI’s. Alas, it has been noted that
implementation of BDM approach at Malaysian universities is at its infancy stage. Thus, it is strongly suggested that the
Ministry of Higher Education, Malaysia to initiate a game-changing initiative to introduce the BDM approach to few
selected key universities, such as the research-based universities, to embrace the big data analytic approach in their
strategic management and future university direction. University top management support will move forward if it is the
direction and instruction from the ministry itself. Only then the university top management could be empowered to launch
their respective programme and scheme to initiate respective BDM project/initiative within their university management
scope.
The keyword theme coding analysis derived from the done four interview sessions are showing that the major constraint is
data access problems. This syndrome is due to maintaining status quo of departmental data owners. Departmental heads
insist to keep and maintain their data ownership and sense of pride in keeping their data. As suggested earlier, these
managers won’t budge their mentality to share the needed data; if it is not the direction from the university top
management to open-up their departmental data. As it has been suggested above that if the Ministry of Higher Education
has issued the direction for embracing BDM approach (top-down instruction), for creating higher values to better chart
university direction; only then these university managers would open-up their departmental data. By this, it means that top
management support from the ministry and the university levels would address the challenge of data access problems at the
data manager/owner level. Hence, when this data access issue has been addressed well, the BDM approach would be much
more well accepted and it could progress forward, beyond its current introductory stage.
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Abstract
The purpose of the article is to analyze the actual and not yet resolved problem of the commercialization of Russian
healthcare, which is being investigated by the authors in the context of international experience, assessments of expert
organizations (WHO, ILO, World Bank). The methodological research toolkit combines a systematic analysis of a
complex of information sources.
Research prospects are associated with the need and relevance of the search for reasonable boundaries of state participation
in health care, as well as tools for consolidating the efforts of the public and private sectors in the field of public health,
including through the implementation of public-private partnership projects.
Summarizing the data obtained in the literature review, it can be noted that the healthcare management system in market
conditions should provide a flexible combination of the system of guaranteed free medical services and paid medical
services. For this, it is necessary to create a competitive environment in healthcare, expand the organizational and legal
forms of medical activity, including state, municipal joint-stock medical institutions, partnerships, individual private
medical enterprises and private practitioners engaged in self-employment. The management system should also increase
the motivation of health workers to achieve high end results of work and ensure the required level of efficiency in the
functioning of health services.

Keywords: Health care of the Russian Federation and the Federal Republic of Germany, paid medical services, health
care financing.
Relevance
In a post-industrial society, human capital predominates as a factor of production, which makes health careone of the
leading sectors of the economy. Macroeconomic changes in the healthcare sector in Russia are explained by both Russia's
difficult relations with the outside world (including pressure from sanctions imposed on it by Western countries, which
inevitably leads to structural reforms within the country and a revision of discretionary fiscal policy that affects the
industry)and by several problemsassociated with a lack of consistency between the various elements of the medical
infrastructure. The necessary measures to lay a solid foundation of modern domestic health care are the development of
commercial medicine, its legalization, adaptation, and popularization in society, and the creation of adequate conditions for
the provision of paid medical and non-medical services. It is important to take into account the needs and expectations of
both manufacturers and consumers in the framework of a functioning legal field.
The purpose of this work is to study the basics of the provision of paid medical services in the Russian Federation and the
Federal Republic of Germany.
Research Objective: to consider the peculiarities of the organization of paid medical services in the Russian Federation
and the Federal Republic of Germany.

Materials and Research Methods
The empirical basis of the study was formed by the regulatory legal acts in the field of healthcare in Russia and Germany,
whose experience is of interest for the study.

Results and its Discussion
The essence of the provision of paid medical services
In the article by I.I. Meliukh based on a sociological survey of patients, it was found that paid medical care is seen as a
forced alternative to guaranteed free care. According to the author, insufficient attention is paid to the formation of demand
for paid medical services.The influence of advertising on the decision to receive paid services was noted by only 12.5% of
the respondents [2]. However, the work did not study the opinion of doctors (as well as manufacturers and executors) on
their satisfaction with professional activity during the provision of paid medical services. Today, in connection with the
transition to market relations, thefunds received from the provision of additional medical care will allow health care
institutions to improve their economic situation and to increase the incomes of their employees through additional
professional employment [1].
According to Yu.I. Shilova, the institutional problems highlighted include:
•

insufficient legal regulation of commercial medical centers’ liability for the quality of services provided;
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• the absence of preferences, including tax preferences, for medical centers to update expensive equipment (acquire
it on lease, etc.), which ultimately affects the final cost of medical services;
• organizational and personnel problems, including employment of specialists in different medical organizations in
a framework of combining professions and positions, which affects the quality of medical care;
• price dumping by state and municipal medical organizations, problems of lending to commercial centers, etc. [3].
According to I.Yu. Zagoruiko, in the decree of the Government of the Russian Federation, dated 04.10.2012 No. 1006 "On
approval of the Rules for the provision of paid medical services by medical organizations" (hereinafter referred to as the
Rules) there are significant shortcomings in legal regulation related to these problems. In his opinion, the Rules do not list
the grounds on which the patient must pay for medical services if he has the right to receive them free of charge.This may
lead to the "artificial imposition" of paid services by the doctor. When agreeing to the provision of paid medical services,
the consumer must be provided with information, in an accessible form, about the possibility of obtaining the appropriate
volumes and types of medical care. This must be done without charging a fee and within the framework of the state
guarantees of free medical care. The concept of “accessible form” is a rather vague definition, and one that Zagoruiko
believes requires legislative consolidation [4].
The opposite opinion on improving the legal regulation of paid medical services was expressed in the dissertation research
of A.S. Korolkov. According to him, the decree of the Russian Federation of 13.01.1996 No. 27 “On Approval of the Rules
for the Provision of Paid Medical Services to the Population by Medical Institutions”, which has lost its legal force, did not
adequately provide for the activities of privately-practicing doctors as an object of legal regulation. In the new Rules,
approved by the Government of the Russian Federation in 2012, the object can be both a legal entity and an individual
entrepreneur, which Korolkov believes is a significant step forward in the legal field of the new socio-economic realities
[5].
In the work of E.V. Kostyrin, market research on setting prices for paid medical services was conducted, which led to the
conclusion that prices in Moscow for the same services were set in different ways. The analysis of the impact of volume of
sales of paid medical services on gross profitmade it possible to note that the gross profit indicator can grow due to a
decrease in prices, which causes an increase in the volume of services rendered [6]. Nevertheless, the results of the study
only emphasize the consideration of problems in organizingthe provision of paid medical services, either from the point of
view of the benefits of a medical institution or from the point of view of the patient. At the same time, mainly economic
indicators were assessed, but without comprehensive sociological monitoring.
Among the many definitions, the most common definition is: “Paid medical services are medical services that, in
accordance with the current legislation, must be provided as an addition to free medical services. Medical services that are
financed from budgets of all levels, and from state extra-budgetary funds, should not be provided on a paid basis“.
Health care institutions have the right to provide non-medical services for a fee (additional household and service services,
including stay in superior wards; additional care not due to medical indications; additional food; equipping wards and
offices with additional types of non-medical equipment: telephones, TVs, office equipment, refrigerators, etc..; transport
and other services) in accordance with current legislation,as long as these paid services are provided for by the charter of a
healthcare institution.

Socio-economic overview of the functioning of the medical services market in the Russian
Federation
According to Articles 82 and 83 of the Federal Law of November 21, 2011, No. 323-FZ “On the Basics of Health
Protection of Citizens in the Russian Federation” (Federal Law No. 323-FZ), financial support for the provision of primary
health care and specialized medical care to citizens, including high-tech and palliative care, are carried out at the expense
of the corresponding budgets, funds of compulsory medical insurance (MHI) and, inter alia, at the expense of other
sources.
The fourth part of Article 84 of the Federal Law of the Russian Federation No. 323-FZ states that paid medical services
can be provided either in the full scope of the standard of medical care or at the request of the patient (in the form of
individual consultations or medical interventions). That is, the patient can independently establish for himself the required
volume of paid medical services, and the medical organization, for its part, is not obliged to provide compensated medical
care in the full scope of the standard. Thus, at the legislative level, it is enshrined that citizens of the Russian Federation
have the right to receive medical care both free of charge and on a reimbursable basis [3].
According to N.G. Petrova, paid medical services can be differentiated into the following groups:
•

Reimbursable services provided by budgetary organizations of the healthcare system;
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• Paid medical services provided by off-budget (private) medical organizations of various forms of ownership and
specialization;
• Paid medical services provided by a doctor privately, which is considered illegal under Russian law. At the same
time, these so-called "shadow payments" exist, which are not subject to taxation and cause significant damage to the
country's economy [7].
According to K.S. Fioktistov, shadow payments occupy, in value terms, 6-7% of the total market of paid medical services.
This situation inevitably leads to a decrease in the availability of quality medical care for the population [8]. In this
situation, it is necessary to create a ubiquitous and transparent system for the provision of reimbursable medical services
that takes into account the needs of both medical personnel and patients.
High-quality medical care is a priority task of medical organizations, especially private ones. In paid medicine, there is still
an increased demand for narrow-profile doctors (neurologists, gastroenterologists, otolaryngologists, rheumatologists).
Market research of commercial medicine and the healthcare system in Russia for 2018-2019. emphasized patients’
increased demand for a high standard of medical services, noting that today’s consumers’ preference in terms of qualityfor
private clinics is due to the manufacturability of medical care, the efficiency of medical services, and a high level of
competence of medical personnel. In the course of the survey, 75% of respondents noted consumer preference for private
clinics, which indicates great trust in patients for the doctors of these private clinics.

Private medicine market in Russia
According to the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation, over the past 10 years, government spending on health care
has decreased in real terms by at least one-third. The deficit of financial resources in the nationalindustryis on average
more than 30%, while the share of funds allocated for health care in the total volume of the gross regional product does not
exceed 3% [9].
Today, the problems of financing healthcare in Russia are most acute in the area of financial support for social protection.
As the World Bank studies show, total expenditures on health care in Russia in relation to GDP are noticeably inferior to
thosein most developed countries. In 2016, healthcare spending in Russia amounted to 5.3% of GDP. Nevertheless,
according to the Russian Ministry of Finance, healthcare spending is no more than 4.0% of GDP, which is significantly
lower than the above figure. Thus, the main indicators of health care financing in Russia are at least two times lower than
similar indicators for the world on average [9].
In 2019, healthcare spending in Russia exceeded 3.6 trillion rub. Moving to real prices, the planned health care costs will
be below the 2012 record. So, in 2011 prices, healthcare costs in Russia in 2019 should have amounted to only 1.7 trillion.
rubles, while in 2012, the value of the same indicator was at the level of 2.1 trillion rub. [9].
According to a study by the World Bank, it should be noted that even despite the growth in healthcare spending in Russia
in nominal terms, real costs are still lower than they were 6-8 years ago. Such statistics are one of the main drivers for the
development of the private medical market in Russia. The Russian market of paid medical services, in contrast to the
developed European and American markets, has its own specifics, which is expressed in "shadow" payments. Therefore,
we can distinguish three segments in the market structure:
•
•
•

“Legal” market for paid medical services, which includes official cash payments.
The market for voluntary medical insurance (VHI).
“Shadow” market of paid medical services, i.e., money paid into the “pocket” of doctors by the cashier or “gifts”.

Illegal payments inevitably lead to a decrease in the availability of quality medical care for the population.
However, today, quite a few health care institutions have been successfully operating in the market of additional medical
services for several years, competing with various non-governmental institutions and covering their financial needs at the
expense of an extra-budgetary source [9].
Due to this, the share of the “shadow” segment of the paid medical services market has been consistently decreasing over
the past 15 years. If, in 2005, the “shadow” segment accounted for more than 51% of the market for paid medical services,
then by the end of 2019 it accounted for only 16% of the total volume of paid medical services. At the same time, the
“shadow” segment in absolute terms changes in waves. If, during periods of crisis, its volume increases, then in an
economically quiet time, it decreases. Another reason for a slight reduction in "shadow" payments are stricter controls on
doctors by the security forces, who are afraid to take "bribes.” One of the most significant factors, however, is the high
awareness of patients about free medical services within the framework of compulsory health insurance (MHI) [9].
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Over the period from 2005 to 2019, the share of the “legal” segment of the paid medical services market in Russia
increased 2.12 times, or from 33% to 70%. This results in the correct organization of the provision of additional medical
services, which is achieved through effective management, planning, and resource allocation. Healthcare managers have to
maintain competitiveness in the market for services provided, to understand how to work with consumers (patients), and,
of course, to assess the strengths and weaknesses of their commercial activities [9].
However, the segment of voluntary medical insurance (VHI) has not been able to occupy a significant market share. The
share of the VHI segment on the Russian market has remained practically unchanged over the past 12 years and is in the
range of 14-16%. Russians do not see the point in buying a voluntary medical insurance policy on their own, especially
against the background of an affordable free alternative in the form of compulsory medical insurance. As for the corporate
segment, only large or high-margin medium-sized companies, mainly from large cities, have the opportunity to provide
VHI to their employees. This is clearly not enough for a full development of the VHI segment in Russia [9].
In 2019, according to RBC analysts, the market for paid medical services amounted to 846.5 billion rubles and increased
by 1.2% compared to 2017. The economic crisis of 2015-2016 and the depreciation of the ruble contributed to an increase
in the number of medical tourists coming to Russia. According to Konstantin Onishchenko, President of the Russian
Association of Medical Tourism (AOMMT), in 2017, more than 110 thousand citizens from other countries visited Russia
for medical purposes. The number of visitors from China and South Koreawho visited the cities of the Siberian Federal
District and Moscowto receive medical assistance in dentistry, plastic surgery, gynecology (IVF), and cosmetology more
than doubled. The main reason for the popularity of such trips was the significantly lower prices for the indicated services
at a sufficiently high level of quality. Thus, if Russians go abroad to receive highly qualified and often highly specialized
medical care, then foreigners come to Russia in order to save money when receiving expensive services [9].
The most popular medical direction among foreign citizens is dentistry. According to a study by the RANEPA Expert and
Analytical Center, this designated specialization was chosen by about 44% of foreign patients. Dental services of regional
medical institutions turned out to be in demand: the majority of tourists visited Voronezh, Vladimir, and Ryazan. The main
reason for the demand for dental services is low prices. Other areas in demand include gynecology and urology (25%),
plastic surgery (10%), ophthalmology (10%), and cardiology (5%). The overwhelming majority of tourists prefer to
receive medical treatment in Moscow and St. Petersburg. According to experts, treatment in Russia can be 2-3 times
cheaper for foreigners than at home or in other countries [9].
Domestic tourism is gradually developing. Due to the lack of modern medical centers with the necessary equipment close
to their place of residence, Russians travel to Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Kazan for highly qualified specialized medical
care. In turn, Russian residents go to other regions to save money, due to lower prices for services. The most popular area
is dentistry (about a third of tourists applied for services within this specialization) [9].
For 2013-2017, in the Russian market, there was a steady growth in the share of private clinics in the structure of the entire
market for paid medical services. In 2013, it was only 23.4%, and by the end of 2017, it reached 32.9% and increased 1.41
times. However, at the end of 2018, it amounted to 32.5%, which indicates a slowdown in the growth of private clinics.
Since the state reform of medical services, which resulted in a reduction in the number of medical institutions and doctors,
is practically completed, it is now more difficult to open new clinics or buy up local players. Therefore, in the near future,
such a significant increase in the share of private network clinics in the total market share is not expected. Rather, the
indicator will stabilize at the level of 33-35% [9].

Features of the organization of paid medical services in Germany
In the Federal Republic of Germany, the health care system is based on the principles of social insurance and market
regulation with a multi-channel financing system. During the period from 1992 to 2002, the share of paid medical services
increased 1.14 times, or from 10.7% to 12.2%. This includes partial payment for services that are not fully covered by the
insurance policy, as well as direct payment for services that are not included in this policy.
Partial payment and related mechanisms for exemption from social insurance policies have existed in German health care
since 1923. This also applies to medicines [10].
Formal partial pay has existed in German health care since 1977 until the introduction of a base price system in 1989. For
the period from 1989 to 1992, no co-payments were charged for drugs. Since 1993, a fixed amount was paid from the
difference between the base and actual price, which was included in the price of the drug itself [11].
Between 1991 and 1998, the total amount of co-payments for medicines in the German health care system increased 4.5
times, from 0.6 billion euros to 2.7 billion euros. The coalition government of Social Democrats and Greens, elected in
1998, lowered the target co-payment rates, which led to a 1.35-fold decrease in co-payments for medicines in 1999, from €
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2.7 billion to € 2 billion. Over the period from 2000 to 2002, the drug surcharge remained constant and amounted to 1.8
billion euros per year [12].
In 1970, the level of partial payment and the accompanying exemptions from it in German health care decreased, due to
the expansion of the range of services. However, starting in 1980, fees began to be charged for hospital stays, treatment in
rehabilitation centers,and for transportation by ambulance. Thus, the health care system in Germany did not seek to reduce
the overall volume of costs, but to shift the costs from sickness funds to patients.
The Health Care Reform Act of 1989 advocated keeping partial payments for two reasons: to increase revenues (by
reducing the cost of dental care, physical therapy, and patient transportation, and by obliging patients to pay more than the
base price for drugs) and to reward “responsible behavior” and good health. This manifested in an attitude towards
prevention (specifically in dental care) with a lower level of co-payments. These provisions were part of a complete
restructuring of the partial payment system, which, in general, raised its level. Dental crowns and dentures were excluded
from the range of services for all those born after 1978. Dentures were no longer paid directly by the health insurance
funds; patients had to be treated by a private dentist, and the health insurance fund reimbursed them only a fixed amount.
As a result, dental prosthetics became the first area in the German health care system where there were "contracts" between
the patient and the medical institution. Prior to 1999, the law set a ceiling on the private account, but the ministry estimated
that at least a third of dentists were overcharging. Therefore, at the end of 1998, they returned to the old order of partial
insurance.
Since 2004, there has been a significant increase in the level of partial payments and other consumer payments (4% of
health care costs), as expected savings were achieved based on the German Health Care Modernization Act, which
provided for either an increase in the level of co-payment or the exclusion of certain services from the insurance package.
Co-payments were increased and standardized as follows: 10 euros per day of hospital stay and 5-10 euros for outpatient
services and products. In addition, there is now a €10 fee for the first visit to a doctor (not necessarily a general
practitioner) or dentist in the quarter, as well as visits to other doctors without a referral during the same quarter.
Partial payment exemptions have a long tradition in Germany. Either certain groups of the population,people with low
incomes, or people with chronic diseases requiring intensive treatment are exempted from additional payments. There are
usually no co-payments for children and adolescents under 18 years of age (with the exception of dentures, treatment by an
orthodontist, and medical transportation) and for pregnant women. According to research, the percentage of those who are
completely exempted from partial payment for the period from 1993 to 2000 increased by 3 times, or from 10% to 30% of
the population. In 2001, 47% of medical appointments were exempted from partial payment [13].
Since 2004, the full exemption from additional payments due to poverty or other reasons has been canceled and the
conditions for partial exemption have been tightened. Under the new definition, those insured in the German health system
are entitled to an exemption from consumer charges for services covered by public insurance if more than 2% of a family's
total annual income is spent on medical co-payments,or 1% of a family's income if one of their members suffers from a
serious chronic illness. Chronic disease is a disease that is treated quarterly and associated with additional characteristics:
•
•
•
doctor),
of life.

the need for long-term medical care (class II or III);
severe disability, amounting to 60%, or incapacity for work, amounting to 60%;
a certificate from the attending physician that, without continuous treatment (at least one visit per quarter of the
the patient will suffer a life-threatening exacerbation, reduced life expectancy, or long-term worsening of quality

In March 2004, this definition of chronic disease was approved by the General Federal Commission. The first definition of
chronic disease was rejected because it required two hospitalizations in the previous two years, eight doctor visits per year,
or 70% disability or incapacity for work.
According to research data, in 2001, about 1.5 million people received long-term medical care class II or III, about 3
million (out of a total of 6.7 million people) had a severe disability, accounting for 60% [14]. In 2003, half of 1.8 million
people received state disability pensions [15]. By September 2004, approximately 3.1 million people had been exempted
from partial payments for medical services.

Conclusions
Thus, on the basis of the Federal Law of November 21, 2011, No. 323-FZ "On the Fundamentals of Health Protection of
Citizens in the Russian Federation", the provision of paid medical services is lawful and by state and municipal health care
institutions. The guardianship system will be able to receive additional funds to improve the material and technical base of
these services without violating the requirements of the legislation [16].
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Summarizing the above, it can be noted that the healthcare management system in market conditions should provide a
flexible combination of guaranteed free medical services and paid medical services. To do this, it is necessary to create a
competitive environment in the healthcare sector and to expand the organizational and legal forms of medical activity
(including state, municipal, and joint-stock medical institutions, partnerships, individual private medical enterprises, and
private practitioners engaged in self-employment). The management system should also increase the motivation of health
workers to achieve high-performance outcomes and ensure the required level of efficiency in the work of health services.
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Abstract
The post-conflict handling of Aceh is more critical and takes longer than the rehabilitation and reconstruction processes
after the earthquake and tsunami disasters. This qualitative study focuses on empowerment program for women prisoners
at prison Class II B Meulaboh in Aceh, Indonesia. The phenomenological approach is deliberately used to reveal abstract
and symbolic data to understand the symptoms that appear by having basic concepts of complexity or reality of a problem
caused by the subject's perspective. The informants in this study were the Kasubsi Work Activity, the Kasubsi Registration
and Bimkemas, and women prisoners in prison class II B Meulaboh. The results found that empowering women prisoners
carried out following the provisions of standard operating procedures in the guidance period given annually within 25 days.
The facilities and infrastructure for empowerment were not maximising yet according to the needs. However, female
prisoners' actualisation had not been well maximised yet psychologically due to the violence experienced by them from
economic factors.

Keywords: Women Prisoners, Empowerment Program, Coastal Region of the West Aceh, Indonesia
Introduction
The post-conflict handling of Aceh is far more critical and takes longer than the rehabilitation and reconstruction processes
for Aceh after the earthquake and tsunami disasters. It is a matter of building sustainable peace regarding various aspects,
such as politics, law, security, economy and governance, and other aspects related to the MoU implementation. Each of
these aspects is interrelated and need to be synergised. The Tsunami that occurred on December 26, 2004, which hit Aceh
and North Sumatra, was a very devastating National disaster and caused more than 100,000 human victims. Apart from
human casualties, damage also occurred to the infrastructure network, public facilities, educational buildings, and
residential areas. The Tsunami disaster has become an international disaster. Various aids in money, foodstuff needs,
clothes, tents, volunteers, and evacuation equipment for disaster victims came from various parties, both National and
International Institutions. Assistances for the accommodation of the refugee, such as tents and barracks for evacuation, are
gradually arriving and established by volunteers, both private agencies, universities, and non-governmental organisations
(NGOs)
The coastal area has a strategic value because it is an interface area between terrestrial and marine ecosystems and has very
rich potential for natural resources and environmental services. The wealth of natural resources creates an attraction for
various parties to utilise their resources, and various agencies have been stipulated regulations on their utilisation.
Normatively, the wealth of coastal resources is controlled by the state. It managed in such a way as to realise the welfare of
the community based on Article 33, paragraph 3 of the 1945 Constitution (UUD 1945). It means that the use of current
resources must not sacrifice future generations' interests, showing that the prevention of damage may happen in the future
(http://www.esdm.go.id). However, the situation reflects that in Indonesia, criminal acts are increasing, not only from men
but also women who are in productive age. Unfortunately, women should take care of their families and children, but those
ran aground owing to caught in criminal cases. Women's drug use and abuse almost compete with male drug users. It can
be seen clearly from the increase in prison occupants in Indonesia based on the percentage of surveys conducted by the
Jawa Post at the end of 2017. An average of as many as 60% of the total prison residents is female prisoners with drug
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cases. It is very dangerous and increasingly out of control, with the main target being women as dealers and users of
productive age.
According to Boe, Nafekh, Vuong, Sinclair, & Cousineau, (2003), they said that female prisoners who had been caught in
various cases and committed crimes in the community might be followed up as the law applies. Prisoners who violate the
law would be the status of prisoners. Empowering women carried out in correctional institution is intended to rebuild the
dignity and trust of female prisoners and to think optimistically about the future (Suharto, 2010). Also, the empowerment
program is carried out, so that female prisoners acquire a minimum knowledge of skills and entrepreneurship to become a
provision for independent living. Thus, female prisoners must be involved in the empowerment program carried out while
in the correctional institution. Fitrianto (2016) explained the establishment of Correctional Institutions (LAPAS), which
aims to improve the quality of prisoners. So that they are aware of the mistakes they have made so that the prisoners can
improve themselves and do not repeat the actions that can harm themselves and the community; thus, prisoners are
expected to play an active role in development, reaccepted in the community, and can live naturally as good and
responsible citizens. To achieve those goals, of course, it is not easy for the government to implement it because it needs
the concept of coaching, very good and effective training whether it concerns empowerment in the field of religion,
entrepreneurship or in the field of skills.
The empowerment program activities are also intended so that female prisoners become useful and obedient human beings
who are reflected in attitudes and behaviour in carrying out social roles in society (Kamaruddin et al., 2017). According to
the Law Article 1, paragraph 3 Number 12 in 1995 concerning Correctional Institutions, hereinafter referred to as LAPAS,
there is a place to conduct prisoners and correctional students. In 2018, the empowerment that had been given was the
sewing program. In 2019, the prison authority of Class II B Meulaboh wanted to continue with embroidery. The
empowerment provided by the prison authorities can be well controlled by prisoners in prisons, the sewing program has
become a program that is much in demand by female prisoners in prisons so that the results achieved are maximised.
Empowerment carried out by female prisoners in prisons has not been marketed yet. Only guests were visiting if they are
interested in ordering directly. Fostering residents of women's prisons is one part of the women's empowerment program.
Guidance carried out by women's prisons is a skilled development activity through training. Training plays a role in
improving certain skills needed by the community in community empowerment to improve their quality of life. Apart from
that, in community empowerment, of course, it is not enough to provide training only. Still, there needs to be a follow-up
in the form of real action gradually and continuously. The government must try its best to strive for various kinds of
empowerment programs that can require a change from prisoner status to a better one after leaving the prison. With this
empowerment, prisoners can be reaccepted into social life.
The role of the government is crucial in improving the quality of prisoners. Correctional Officers and Technical
Supervisors also determine the success of these empowerment activities. Suppose the government does not make an
empowerment program for prisoners. In that case, the prisoners' future will be terrible after leaving prison. Many people
think that former prisoners are useless and are not accepted by the community as they should be. Moreover, ex-convicts
find it challenging to look for work because it is considered detrimental to others if they commit another crime.
Researchers want better empowerment to increase the independent female prisoners after leaving prison. Given that the
background of female prisoners in committing crimes is due to economic factors, bandwagoning and lack of skills, it
highly needs to get empowerment to improve themselves and get provisions that are useful for life after being free. It also
looks at whether the empowerment provided by the prison has been effective or not. This situation looks at the outside
alone as being effective, but here is another thing to find out that the empowerment program is carried out or followed by
prison inmates and the empowerment that has been given.

Literature Review
Model of inmate behaviour in the forms of a criminal offence, such as the expropriation model, the import model and the
coping model that have been integrated into criminal cultural values. On the basis of empowerment, specifically with
regulations and disciplines, to reconceptualise the understanding of violence, which is one of the criminal acts of illegality
by prisoners (Blevins, Johnson Listwan, Cullen, & Lero Jonson, (2010). Hikmah (2012) explains the factors that cause
female prisoners' crime and some of the causes that make a prisoner a prisoner, especially prisoners in prison Wirogunan,
including family and environmental factors. Nurlela (2014) said that prisoners' empowerment in the field of skills includes
the types of skills mastered by each prisoner and the production obtained. Each prisoner was grouped based on their
desired talents and interests. The production results in the form of goods have made according to the skills they have
mastered. The empowerment process emphasises direct strategies and methods of practice without using a lot of theory.
Nurlela (2014) also mentioned that empowerment is carried out simultaneously by making production goods to market. It
is considered easier for inmates to understand.
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Furthermore, Nursiyah (2017) conveyed the empowerment of prisoners through the development of agribusiness in
women's prisons that the empowerment carried out can be adequately run by prisoners and cannot be separated from prison
officers' supervision in carrying out the empowerment so that everything can be run properly. Sholahudin (2007) examined
the role of prisons in empowering prisoners to empower prisoners in terms of religious and skills aspects. The
implementation of empowerment for prisoners includes several aspects, such as, aspects of religion and skills. The
empowerment process carried out emphasises the patterns and methods of direct practice without using many theories.
This means that empowerment is carried out simultaneously as being able to make manufactured goods to be marketed.
The seriousness and discipline of prisoners' participation can be seen from their mental, physical and idea involvement in
empowerment. Also, Sholahudin (2007) stated that production goods are made according to the type of skill mastered, in
the form of orders from the community and to fulfil the correctional institutions' needs.

Women Empowerment
Sholahudin (2007) quoted that empowerment etymologically came from the word empowered, which means having the
ability, strength, and power. Empowerment is defined as an effort to restore and revive society's independence from
development that is pressing, coercing, exploiting, intervening, violating the human rights of parties such as the
government, NGOs and business sector against other parties, a group of people. Empowerment emphasises that people
acquire sufficient skills, knowledge and power to influence their lives and the lives of others who concern them.
Conceptual empowerment discusses how individuals, groups or communities try to control their own lives and seek to
shape the future according to their wishes. So, it can be concluded that empowerment is a way or thing that is given to
influence people's lives to be even better in the future. Empowerment is the key for prisoners to play an important role and
determine the formation of good and useful personalities for others.
Empowerment means giving strength to someone because they are considered helpless, or their strength is so small that
they can hardly do anything. The goal to be achieved from empowerment, according to Joseph (2012), was to form
individuals and communities to become independent. This independence includes independence of thinking, acting, and
controlling what they do. The purpose of empowerment is to help develop women who are discriminated against or
excluded because the goal of empowerment is to help female prisoners who have lost their independence in prison to be
independent with the skills that have been obtained through coaching (Tye & Mullen, 2006). Therefore, Fickenscher,
Lapidus, Silk-Walker & Becker, (2001) stated that in order to maximise good empowerment for prisoners in prison, health
must be considered too. It can reflect a person's self-actualisation behaviour in a prison environment who must be held
accountable for identifying prisoners who need health services as additional needs.
Prijono & Pranarka, (1996) explained that women's empowerment is seen as a process of awareness and capacity building
for greater participation, greater power, and supervision of decision-making, and transformational action to produce greater
equality of degrees between women and men. Efforts to empower women can be made by making them aware of and
developing their existing potentials so that they become independent human beings. Women empowerment aims to
improve or increase the economy, socio-culture, politics, and psychology, both individually and collectively, according to
ethnic groups and social classes. According to Stanley, Sata, Oparah, & McLemore, (2015), female prisoners could be
accessed properly by activities carried out before being in prison. It due to the culture of criminals in common who have
low income to fostered further so that empowerment can improve skills in self-actualisation in social affairs as ex-convicts.

Forms of Prisoner Empowerment
Empowering prisoners who are aware of their mistakes and correcting them requires a complicated process. So that there is
a lot of empowerment and coaching carried out by one correctional institution. Bambang Purnomo revealed this; there are
various forms of empowerment and guidance for inmates (Joseph, 2012), including:
1. Mental development
In carrying out this guidance, it is carried out by teaching religious education, general education, personality, and character.
These educations are taught because they aim to generate a new mental attitude towards the prisoner after realising his
mistakes in the past.
2. Social Development
This coaching is carried out by providing an understanding of the importance of community life. Also, prisoners can
integrate with outside communities.
3. Empowerment or Training Skills
Empowerment of these skills is carried out by providing training courses, such as skills training or sewing, workshop,
engraving, and many more skills that can support prisoners' talents. The goal is to be able to provide a living to earn a
living after leaving prison.
4. Religious Empowerment
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Religious empowerment is one of the most important empowerments to do because understanding the prisoner's religion
can not only realise his mistakes but also train the prisoner to think further before committing immoral and prohibited acts
in religion. This empowerment has several programs taught, including five daily prayers, regular recitation,
commemoration of Islamic holidays, etc.

Women Prisoners
According to Law Number 12 in 1995 concerning prisons in Article 1 paragraph 6, it is stated that the convicted person is
convicted based on a court decide who has obtained permanent legal force. The next paragraph in the same article explains
what a convict meant is a convict who has served a sentence of loss of independence in a prison. According to the big
Indonesian dictionary (2007), a prisoner is a person who is serving a sentence for a criminal act or being convicted.
Marzano, Hawton, Rivlin, & Fazel, (2011) explained that women prisoners are one individual or groups who are prone to
feelings of hopelessness. After going to a prison, they will experience a period of self-crisis and feelings of resistance,
resulting in them choosing low self-esteem and self-concept. Self-concept construction is the structure, framework or
processes carried out by female prisoners to improve their self-concept during their sentence at a Penitentiary until they are
returned to the community. Likewise, male prisoners also need empowerment in social and psychological behaviour to
damage the fabric of community life. Research conducted by Naud & Daigle (2010) found that there are male prisoners
who commit suicide. Nearly 30% of male prisoners want to commit suicide due to the lack of empowerment programs and
self-actualisation in the social order during detention.
Dumond (2000) defines the prisoners, especially women in America, the number of positions in detention with various
problems and complexities experienced psychological, physical, and social media dilemmas in self-defence that must be
well defended to be accepted in the community. However, the statement of Dumond (2000) also emphasised that in his
research results, the right to psychological protection was also equipped with an interdisciplinary training program
empowerment following administrative procedures and policies to ensure the safety of prisoners in the prison environment
(Sumaryadi, 2005). Furthermore, Hensley, Castle & Tewksbury, (2003) stated that female prisoners who are incarcerated
are seen from the demographics of female prisoners in South America, as many as 4% of 245 prisoners in March 2000 in
which they have been forced to have sex with fellow female prisoners and about 2% carried out by other prisoners.
Likewise, the women prisoners occurring in the city of Alabama women prisoners are discriminated against in their rights
and obligations with special provisions for HIV disease. In this situation, there is also a delay in handling so that selfactualisation in the cultural values of society will be lost due to not being able to properly control the code of ethics that
has been established in prison (Sprague, Scanlon, Radhakrishnan & Pantalone, 2017).

Correctional Institution
Generally, formulating general policies in America reflects that prisoners act according to their grouping of ages in getting
a facility grouping according to the population quota of prisoners (Williams, 2006). Considering this age limit, prisoners
can be formulated an accurate rule in a realistic archetype to be able to control the prisoners in obtaining social
empowerment. This study examines patterns of multimorbidity among elderly male inmates across four health domains
(chronic medical conditions, alcohol and drug-related illnesses, disorders, and mental and behavioral health) to understand
the complex health care needs of this growing population. This method uses the 2004 Prisoner Survey of American State
Penitentiaries by Nowotny, Cepeda, James-Hawkins & Boardman, (2016). Likewise, demonstrating the complexities of
health for elderly prisoners, Kes should be continuously monitored to assist correctional empowerment programs in
understanding clinical risks and health care needs for the prison population. According to Dumond (2000) prisoners in
America often experienced sexual treatment that violates human rights. Therefore, consultative institutions in this area
must be able to increase social-emotional intelligence to protect female prisoners with various industrial empowerment
programs that can educate the prisoners' psyche in social self-actualisation in the correctional institutions.
Correctional Institutions in Indonesia Law Number 12 in 1995 Concerning Corrections in Article 1 point (3), a prison is a
place to do the development of prisoners and correctional proteges. A prison is a place for inmates to undergo prison terms
and obtain various coaching and skills. Correctional Institutions (Lapas) in the criminal justice system function aims to
correct the convict (the function of correction) to return to normal and productive life during society after serving his
sentence. Penitentiary is one of the technical implementation units of the Ministry of Law and Human Rights ranks, which
has the main task of carrying out the conventionalisation of prisoners/proteges. According to Sprague et al., (2017)
explained that the Penitentiary regulates that female prisoners must be equal and fair in their treatment. However, prisoners
in Albama city who experience HIV disease must be facilitated with special nursing facilities with methods coaching
program. The goal of implementing this program is to get justice and humanity. This Penitentiary is part of the Integrated
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Criminal Justice System. Apart from that, its role as a law enforcer, the Penitentiary has a strategic role in forming
independent, responsible, quality, and dignified human resources (HR). In line with the correctional institution's role, it is
appropriate that the correctional officer who carries out the task of fostering and safeguarding prisoners in this law is
enacted as a functional official of law enforcement.

Disasters in Aceh (Conflict and Tsunami)
The peace agreement between the Indonesian government and GAM signed on August 15, 2005, in Smona, The
Government Banquet Hall, Etalaesplanadi 6, Helsinki, Filandia, represented a major change throughout history of the
conflict in Aceh. The Tsunami killing hundreds of thousands of Acehnese people opened opportunities and touched the
hearts of high-ranking officials of the two conflicting parties to agree to end the conflict, claiming tens of thousands of
victims. From the perspective of negotiation studies, golden momentum is already part of the success of a negotiation. In
the case of the RI-GAM negotiations in Helsinki, moments played a strategic role. Each party softened after the Tsunami,
and the peace agreement process was chosen on August 15, 2005, two days before August 17, 2005. This is what is called
the gold period or "golden momentum". To resolve the conflict in the Province of Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam (NAD), the
Indonesian government since the reign of President Suharto, President Habibie, President Abdurrahman Wahid, President
Megawati, and continued by President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono had implemented various integrated comprehensive
and sustainable measures/policies directed at optimal problem-solving by the dynamics of development in the current
period (Fakhrurrazi, 2011). A tsunami is one of the disaster threats in the coastal areas of Indonesia. It is because most of
Indonesia's territory is the sea. This disaster is commonly triggered by an underwater earthquake that causes a vertical shift
in the seabed. Apart from earthquakes, volcanic eruptions can also trigger tsunamis. Then, the tsunami disaster on
December 26, 2006, which occurred in the coastal area of the Indian Ocean, became a record of dark history in Indonesia.
The epicenter was in the waters of the Indian Ocean (255 km to the Banda Aceh city), with a magnitude of 9.2 at a depth of
the epicentre of 30 km and a wave height of 10-12 meters (Mohd, 2015).

Methodology
A qualitative approach was a way to determine where researchers collect, organise, and interpret information obtained
through in-depth interviews (Arikunto, 1990). A qualitative approach meant "different things to different people" (Basrowi
& Suwandi, 2008). It describes various scenarios such as education, ethnography, psychology, sociology (Lauckner,
Paterson & Krupa, 2012) and aspects of public policy (Fischer, (2019). This study adopts a qualitative approach according
to policy issues' interests as in the statement (Fischer, (2019). For example, it can benefit investigators in exploring aspects
of the policy implications for actions taken by decision-makers. The type of research in this research is qualitative research
with a phenomenological approach. The phenomenological approach is deliberately used to reveal abstract and symbolic
data to understand the symptoms that appear by having basic concepts, complexity or reality of a problem caused by the
subject's perspective. The location used as the object of this research is Meurebo District, West Aceh Regency. The reasons
for choosing are consisting of a. Penitentiary (Lapas) Class II B Meulaboh is one of the objects that can be used to
empower female prisoners. b. Penitentiary (Lapas) Class II B Meulaboh provides training or teaching in the field of
empowerment; this is the focus of the research studied. c. There was no previous research that examined the Empowerment
Program for Female Prisoners in Prison Class II B in West Aceh Regency.
The source of data is the subject from which it can be obtained. Briefly, the data source showed the origin of the
information (Moleong, 2011). This data must be obtained from an appropriate data source to be relevant to the problem
under study. Data sources consist of primary data, which is a data source that directly provides data to data collectors. To
get the primary data, the author used several data collection techniques, such as Interviewing, a conversation conducted by
two parties, namely the interviewer who asks the question and the interviewee who answers these questions, Moleong
(2011). Interviews are usually conducted to a relatively limited number of respondents/informants and allow the researcher
to make direct contact repeatedly as needed. Documentation was a data collection tool carried out through written data
using "content analysis" (Moleong, 2011). Data collection techniques are carried out by obtaining data directly from the
field and document data or archives from related agencies such as data or documentation at Lapas II Meulaboh, West
Aceh. Informant Determination Techniques are considered to have (key informants) needed in the research area. The
method used to determine this information was that the authors used purposive sampling, namely the sampling technique
with special consideration, to use it as a sample (Patton, 2009). Informants are important people at the research location
who can provide information about the situation and educational background conditions. The informant aims to complete
the information needed in the research. In addition, it includes interviews with informants to get more accurate data. The
informants in this study are summarised in Table 1 as follows:
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Table 1: List of informants

No
1
2

3

Research Informant
Kasupsi Work Activity
Kasupsi Registration dan Bimkemas
Prisoners:
a. Drug Case
b. Fraud
c. Corruption
Total (person)

Total
1
1
3
2
1
8

Moleong (2011) stated that organising starting to sort data into patterns, categories, and basic description units so that
themes are obtained can be formulated into working hypotheses as instructed by the data. The analysis technique used in
this research is descriptive qualitative analysis. This data analysis technique describes, interprets, and describes the
collected data systematically. Data collection and data analysis activities cannot be separated. Data collection is placed as a
component that is an integral part of data analysis activities. Data analysis has been done from the beginning of the
research activity to the end of the study. In this model, the analysis activity is divided into 3 stages: data collection, data
reduction, data presentation, and conclusions. Testing the credibility of the data from qualitative research results is carried
out using triangulation, increasing research persistence, and extending observations. Data credibility testers were used to
obtain deeper data (Sugiyono, 2002). Data credibility examiners include Increased Persistence, Triangulation and
Extension of Observations.

Results and Discussion
The empowerment program that has been run in the prison class II B Meulaboh in 2018 is one of the sewing programs. The
process of empowerment and guidance for women prisoners is an effort to protect the inmates. The objectives of the
implementation and development are so that they can be reaccepted with open arms during society, being aware of the
mistakes that have been made and being able to make independent prisoners. The empowerment has had a positive impact
on prisoners, in which prisons still provide empowerment even though work facilities are still very limited. The prison
authority prepares a program that is in line with the Job Training Center (BLK) Banda Aceh so that later when the
empowerment is carried out, there are parties to help. Therefore, the prison authority only provides the place and the rest of
the people who run the empowerment are the BLK itself. The BLK brings all the tools they have during the empowerment
program and after the program is finished, the tools will be brought back.

Achievement of the Goals of the Empowerment Program
At this point, the achievement of goals is the peak part of a program's overall effort, as seen from the program implemented
whether it is maximised or not. The sewing program was implemented in November 2018. This program is the first
program recently implemented for female prisoners in prisons, therefore there are 23 prisoners who have received
empowerment and on average, female prisoners in prisons can already master the provided sewing program. So, prisoners
who have mastered theory to practice and meet these standards will be given a certificate by the BLK and the certificate is
valid nationally so that prisoners can take part in programs such as internships held by the labor office. Prisoners in prison
Class II B, precisely in this coastal area, have not participated yet in the apprenticeship because the certificate is valid after
the prisoner is released from the prison Class II B Meulaboh. The sewing program has not yet empowered it because no
one who has received empowerment has yet left the prison so this sewing empowerment is given only to prisoners who are
in prisons, but for prisoners who have received empowerment, the prisoners have an interest if they later leave prison class
II B Meulaboh in the coastal area in term of empowering the sewing program that has been mastered so that later after the
prisoners are free from prison, they can run their own business and build a better life in the future.
The sewing program is for prisoners in this coastal area as one of the programs desired by female prisoners in this coastal
area where the initial stage of the prison is to see what female prisoners need, so when empowerment is carried out, there is
no compulsion to participate in the program. It is pure desire of the prisoner himself because it is a program that the
prisoner is interested in. The sewing program that has been carried out in class II B Meulaboh is an annual program, so it is
held once a year for 25 days. The sewing program starts from 8 am to 12 pm and continues from 2 pm to 5 pm. The BLK
Banda Aceh provides the sewing program in as much as the prison authority did not have the skills to do that, so the prison
authority only provides a place and the rest of the prison staff.
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The prison empowerment program sees again whether the program targets given will run optimally because the tools for
empowerment are not available. Hence, the prison authority creates an empowerment program so that the results can be
achieved. The prison authorities also have a goal so that every prisoner in prison can master the empowerment and
participate in the empowerment provided so that later they will get the knowledge to open a business to live a better life in
the future. In brief, the prison authorities provide empowerment according to the needs required by female prisoners in
prison. The empowerment provided is based on Government Regulation Number 32 in 1999 concerning Terms and
Procedures for the Implementation of the Rights of Correctional Assistants. Rights are regulated here because every
prisoner who obtains rights, for instance the prisoners, must follow a coaching program held in prisons, both personality
development such as congregational prayer and self-reliance development such as training given to female prisoners in
prison Class II B Meulaboh in the coastal area of West Aceh.
Integration of the Women Prisoner Program
The level of prisoners' ability in prison is quite good because prisoners who master the sewing program can socialise it well
to other inmates so that the capacity is taught to inmates who have not yet understood the procedures for making patterns
and measuring so that they can communicate well. The prisoners' level of ability in prison significantly improved as they
could master the given sewing program. The sewing empowerment procedure has been planned since 2017, and it was
achieved in 2018. The program does not exist immediately, but there are stages as the prison authority first proposes a
program from the LAPAS Class II.B Meulaboh in the coastal area. However, the prisoners also look at programs made so
that the programs could be in line and could produce maximum results. Furthermore, the prison authorities also see from
the prisoners' talents and interests so that the programs given are quickly mastered or accepted by women prisoners in
prisons. The prison authority socialises the programs provided through social media and newspapers so that the outside
community sees that in prison Class II B Meulaboh there is an empowerment program. The socialisation process carried
out in the sewing program for prisoners is taught the measurement stage first, followed the pattern-making stage and then
continued with the sewing program. Therefore, the results achieved by prisoners in prison are quite satisfying, prisoners
can produce their own stitches even though the time given for the sewing program is very short, but with the intention and
willingness of female prisoners, they are able to complete the program within the specified time.

Adaptation of Women Prisoners
At the point of adaptation, it is seen from the changes in the environment caused by the conflict and the tsunami disaster.
Female prisoners who enter prisons are not unable but cannot be developed as prison authorities to provide empowerment.
It is what the prisoner needs, such as a sewing program that prisoners can do inside prisons and outside prisons. The
empowerment that has been provided can be mastered well by female prisoners. It can be the key for inmates to empower
after released. From the empowerment they have been given, they can develop outside so that it will be an opportunity to
improve economic welfare, and female prisoners can mingle again with society. They can also be accepted back during
society. The main obstacle in prison class II B Meulaboh is the absence of facilities and infrastructure. Whereas in a
program, both development and empowerment, what is most needed is adequate facilities and infrastructure in as much as
it is the most important part to support the given empowerment.

Conclusion
The results indicated that the empowerment program's effectiveness for women prisoners in prison class II B Meulaboh
had not been maximally implemented. The empowerment provided by the correctional centres and prisons has not been
able to give birth to an entrepreneurial spirit controlled by prisoners. Therefore, the prisoners get a certificate from the
institution as an appreciation that the prisoner has followed and mastered the program implementation given. However, it
is not fully maximised. This is because the facilities and infrastructure in empowerment activities are not available, and
human resources are still limited. The prison authorities compile a program that is in line with the Social Institution
Agency so that the program can be made in line, so there are parties who help. The empowerment program is given so that
in the future female prisoners, after being free, has self-confidence and can realise mistakes that have been committed
before and do not backslide them so that later prisoners can mingle and be reaccepted in the community and play an active
role in the development of the nation and state. The recommendations in this study are for prison authorities to provide
adequate facilities and infrastructure such as complete places and equipment and the human resources needed so that the
empowerment provided can run optimally. For female prisoners to be willing to take part in various programs provided. It
aims to add insight and knowledge and have provisions for a better life. There are still many prisoners who need to be
studied more deeply in terms of empowerment and guidance programs so that what has been given by the prison can
control the prisoners as expected.
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Abstract
The main objective of this article is to explore the specific innovation strategies used by responsible leaders of SMEs in order
to implement innovation in the organizations they represent to achieve the assumed performance objectives. This case study
involved managers from randomly selected SMEs, with relevant practice and experience in the process of implementing
innovation in their companies. Interviews were conducted with the participants in order to obtain a perspective and a broader
understanding of the most appropriate innovation strategies needed to improve the results obtained in relation to the assumed
performance objectives. A complementary and detailed research of press releases, procedures, policies and internal documents provides special information on the implementation in the workplace of innovation practices that support the optimization of productivity compared to the results obtained compared to the established performance objectives. According to
the results of the study, the role of senior management in promoting an innovative organizational culture, recognizing ideas
as a starting point for innovation and identifying customers as fundamental resources for the organization is particularly
important. The implementation of the conclusions of this study supports the establishment of new jobs, supports the economy
in cases of recession and contributes to economic development. SMEs have a positive effect on community development by
increasing the number of jobs. The findings of this study are able to contribute to local economic development. Investigating
the strategies needed to successfully implement innovation in SMEs leads to useful directions for SME managers.

Keywords: Strategy, SMEs, Innovation, Leadership
Introduction
According to Katua (2014), small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are the engine of growth and development from an economic point of view, because they show a decisive contribution to the production of gross domestic product of each country
and represent the largest employer in the world. . According to Xie et al., (2013), although several studies have been conducted on innovation in SMEs in developed countries, there is certainly not much information on innovation in SMEs in
developed countries. developing countries. Al-Ansari et al. (2013), in a study conducted in Dubai, acknowledged that innovation has had a positive impact on the performance of SMEs. Even in these conditions, the respective authors failed to study
the way in which the SME managers used the innovation in order to improve the organizational performances or to increase
the organizational profitability.
Improving performance is achieved with the help of the potential of innovation. Under these conditions, an inefficient and
defective implementation of innovation does not produce the expected results, especially for SMEs. According to Shrirame
and Soni, (2015), SMEs are a significant part of global and local economies and worldwide represent almost 90% of all
companies. According to Arshad and Arshad, (2019); Xie et al., (2013), despite the roles played by SMEs in the global and
local economy, very few researchers have managed to address the topic of implementing innovation in SMEs, especially in
SMEs in the countries Developing. The lack of research into the implementation of innovation in SMEs operating in developing countries calls for further studies to address this inconsistency. This research is particularly important due to the lack
of studies dealing with the issue of implementing innovation in SMEs and especially in SMEs in emerging market economies.
The results of this study may contribute to global and local economic growth. Examining specific strategies for successful
implementation of innovation in SMEs could lead to effective and beneficial guidance for SME managers. They can use
them with real success in order to achieve the performance objectives assumed by the companies they lead. In order to
increase competitiveness and improve the performance of SMEs by implementing innovation, company managers can use
the results of this research.
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The objective and question of this research
Despite the fact that SMEs in Romania represent 97% of all enterprises, innovation is implemented in only 14% of them.
The absence of specific innovation strategies frustrates the efforts of SME managers in achieving the performance objectives
for their companies and implicitly affects their performance. The purpose of this multiple qualitative research was to explore
the strategies that successful SME managers use to implement innovation in the organizations they lead to achieve their
performance goals. The target sample used was represented by six managers from five SMEs in Romania, who managed to
successfully implement the innovation within the organizations they manage in order to achieve the assumed performance
objectives.
For this research, the general question used was the following:
RQ1. What are the strategies used by SMEs to implement innovation to improve performance?
To answer this question, a multiple qualitative case study was used.

Sampling and design of research
The strategies used by successful SME managers to implement innovation in the organizations they lead in order to achieve
the assumed performance objectives are explored with the help of a qualitative methodology underlying this research. Given
the exploratory feature that defines this research and due to the lack of information on the innovation of SMEs in developing
countries (Xie et al., 2013), this qualitative research was more indicated than mixed research or quantitative research. . The
design required for the research related to this study is represented by a multiple case study. In the opinion of Yin (2018),
the use of a multiple case study project is indicated in the situation where the researcher exposes various cases under study
in the absence of clearly expressed boundaries between context and phenomenon. Moreover, according to Yin (2018), the
design of this case study is suitable for gathering important and rich data using those questions related to a current process
over which the scientist has no control.
The approach in order to collect preliminary data and information consisted in conducting semi-structured face-to-face interviews. In the opinion of Yin, (2018), those participants who have correct knowledge and are very well informed can
contribute with important data to the study. In order to choose the participants, sampling is used intentionally. The selected
population is made up of those SME managers who successfully implement innovation in their organizations. According to
Gibbins et al. (2014), interviews could be extended with new participants until new information no longer appears. A data
saturation was obtained when six managers from five distinct SMEs were interviewed.

A review of academic and professional literature.
In this review of the literature, the article used a meditative and reflective treatment of different and diverse studies related
to the way in which innovation influences the performance of SMEs worldwide and the way in which the managers of those
SMEs would could gain from implementing innovation. The article focuses on the role of SME managers in cultural change
and innovation, the role of innovation in improving the performance of SMEs, the role played by SMEs in economic growth
and development, the definition of innovation, SMEs from Romania, the theory of resource-based vision (RBV) and the
theory of company development.

RBV theory and company development theory
The theory of company development was created and developed by Penrose in 1959 (Penrose, 1959). In the opinion of Kor
et al., (2016), Penrose helped both indirectly and directly to develop the fundamental notions presented by the current RBV
of companies. Moreover, Baumane-Vitolina and Cals (2013) established that the theory of company development requires
both the use and realization of resources as a necessary and imperative condition for growth and development. The realization
and constitution of resources implicitly defines the existence and presence of resources while their use is the way in which
managers in SMEs implement resources. In conclusion, one can conclude Penrose's vision regarding the company through
the existence of adequate resources but also through the appropriate use of those resources. When Wernerfelt (1984) initiated
and used the concept of RBV regarding the company, he stated that companies are able to achieve performance and success
of above average value when they recognize, establish and acquire a critical set of resources. However, Wernerfelt did not
provide authorizations and competencies regarding the method used by SMEs to search for new resources or to combine
existing resources in different ways. Under these conditions, Barney (1991) refined, refined and styled the RBV theory by
characterizing the specific defining elements regarding the critical resources. Barney (1991) stated, in this particular refinement, that firms would be able to achieve and sustain their competitive advantage only to the extent that they had irreplaceable, inimitable and scarce resources (VRIN).
Barney (1995) also presented a better and more efficient version for the VRIN model under the name of VRIO after the
introduction of two changes. According to Barney, imitation can occur when resources are duplicated or when those resources
are substituted. In conclusion, in the VRIN model, Barney replaced "I" and "N" with a single "I". Also, the existence of VRI
or VRIN resources alone is not enough, according to Barney. In order to utilize VRI capabilities and resources, firms are
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required to implement an “O” form of organization (Barney, 1995). Organizational resources contain a formal reporting
structure, specific management control systems and compensation policies. The change of the VRIN type model into the
VRIO type model is determined by the introduction within the RBV theory of the organization dimension.
The RBV theory is right in order to study how to implement innovation in SMEs by examining the way in which these
companies use their capabilities and resources for innovation. In the opinion of Carraresi et al. (2016), innovation is one of
the specific capabilities of SMEs. Moreover, according to Baumane Vitolina and Cals (2013), the ability to produce innovation belongs to special skills and responsibilities, particularly difficult to imitate by other companies. In conclusion, in the
opinion of De Zubielqui et al., (2014), innovation acts as a mediator between performance and resources. According to
Hadjimanolis (1999), RBV theory applies mainly to SMEs, because the company's resources implicitly dictate the level of
innovation. According to Eniola and Ektebang (2014), RBV theory manifests a special specificity regarding the study of the
significance of intangible assets, such as experience and managerial skills. The RBV theory, administered in this research,
states that the recommendations proposed by this theory are likely to facilitate participants to explore the strategies used by
SME managers to implement innovation in their organizations to achieve specific performance objectives.

The nature and specificity of SMEs
Today there are quite different definitions given to SMEs, definitions that are correlated with different criteria. There is still
no unified and common definition for SMEs (Berisha and Pula, 2015; Ndesaulwa and Kikula, 2016). Although the definitions
differ between organizations and countries, there are several common factors that define the size of some enterprises. For
example, in the opinion of Ndesaulwa and Kikula (2016), the total investment, the total turnover as well as the total number
of employees represent the parameters that substantiate the definition given to SMEs. Similarly, according to Petkovska
(2015), the definition given the size of an enterprise is in direct accordance with the net profit obtained, total assets, annual
revenues and the total number of employees. According to Katua (2014), the definition given to SMEs is correlated with the
size of the balance sheet, income or the total number of employees.
Various statistical agencies, institutions, organizations, banks and governments have defined SMEs differently. For example,
according to Katua, (2014), in Canada and the USA, SMEs can have a maximum of 500 employees. According to the European Commission, (2014), an SME in the European Union can employ up to 250 employees, can have an annual income of
up to 50 million euros and / or a total asset of up to 43 million euros . Even in these conditions, several European countries
propose different definitions for SMEs. According to Katua, (2014), in Germany an SME can employ a maximum of 250
employees and in Belgium the maximum number of employees in an SME should not exceed 100. Pakistan is another different case due to the lack of a common definition given to SMEs. According to Syed et al., (2012), the Provincial Departments of Labor, the Federal Bureau of Statistics and the State Bank of Pakistan use different definitions of SMEs. Each
organization or government can express its own definition of an SME. These differences can lead to misalignments and
misalignments in the effort to support and sustain SMEs. In defining and classifying SMEs, a unifying and unitary principle
can consistently support the research of strategies for growth and development of performance in SMEs by achieving significant associations in the literature.
In addition to the financial factors as well as the number of employees that the company establishes, the definition given to
SMEs is also influenced by the field in which the SME operates. According to Katua (2014), the reasoning on which this is
based is related to measuring the size of the enterprise in correlation with the market and the sector. For example, in Romania,
in the production sector, an SME can have a maximum of 250 employees.

The role of SMEs in economic development
Both in developing countries and in developed countries, SMEs make a major contribution to the economy. The essential
role played by SMEs in the process of growth and development of national economies is underlined by Nitescu (2015). SMEs
have been described by Eniola and Ektebang (2014) as the driving force for economic growth and development. In the
opinion of Mabhungu and Van der Poll, (2017); Valaei et al., (2017), the role played by SMEs in the process of development
and economic growth has multiple aspects and indirectly derives from various factors such as contribution to GDP, poverty
reduction and job creation. A strong SME sector reduces poverty, optimizes the state of the economy, reduces unemployment,
creates new jobs and develops innovation.
Most businesses around the world are SMEs. According to Shrirame and Soni (2015), over 90% of all enterprises in the vast
majority of countries are represented by SMEs. Similarly, according to Çela and Gaspari (2015), within the European Union,
nine out of ten enterprises are represented by SMEs. According to Bayarçelik et al. (2014), out of the total number of enterprises present in Italy, France and Japan, respectively, 99% represent SMEs. Moreover, according to Arshad and Arshad
(2019), almost 90% of all enterprises in Pakistan are SMEs. Given that more than 90% of all enterprises worldwide are
represented by SMEs, they make a significant contribution to the GDPs of those countries. Therefore, according to Katua
(2014), the contribution of SMEs to national GDPs is 55, 60 and 57% in Japan, China and Germany, respectively. Moreover,
according to Pulka et al., (2018), SMEs in South Korea as well as those in Singapore contribute 55 and 49%, respectively,
to national GDP. According to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, (2017), within each country
of this organization, SMEs make a contribution between 50 and 60% to the national GDP for each country. Given that they
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are a strong contributor to GDP and illustrate the largest population of enterprises, SMEs are true job seekers and also
represent the majority employers. According to Olughor (2015), almost 75% of the total workforce present in any country is
employed by IMs. In agreement with Çela and Gaspari, (2015); Katua, (2014), within the European Union, two out of three
employees are employed by SMEs. In conclusion, in the sustained efforts to reduce unemployment by creating new jobs,
reducing poverty and improving living conditions, a particularly important role is played by SMEs.

The importance of innovation and SMEs in the EU economy
According to the Annual Report on SMEs for 2017/2018 prepared by the European Commission, SMEs illustrate 99% of all
businesses operating in the EU non-financial enterprises sector, representing 66% of all jobs. as well as 57% of value added
in the EU non-financial firms sector.
Horizon 2020 is the eighth framework program developed for research by the EU. It has a budget of 76.4 billion euros,
estimated for the entire period from 2014 to 2020 and illustrates the largest public program in the world for innovation and
research. This unique program places a strong emphasis on innovation, greater than any of the previous programs, providing
substantial funding to promote entrepreneurship through innovation as well as for specific development and research activities, testing and development of prototypes accomplished through initiatives of enterprises. The SME Instrument was developed through the Horizon 2020 research framework program with the stated aim of supporting innovation in SMEs. It provides non-reimbursable financing to companies with high potential, with the aim of supporting the process of developing a
feasibility study (phase 1) as well as in carrying out development, research and market testing activities (phase 2). Moreover,
it provides assistance through specific in-road and mentoring activities or through complementary services necessary for the
development of the enterprise (phase 3). The SME tool creates an element of originality, as it allows companies belonging
to this segment to assist as sole beneficiaries, not being part of a specific consortium, as, in principle, stipulates the framework
programs for researchers. The budget allocated to the SME instrument is EUR 3 billion, representing 33% of the target set
for SMEs throughout this Horizon 2020 program. The Europe 2020 strategy emphasizes the importance of innovation in
terms of employment as well as activating growth in the EU. A flagship initiative of the strategy is re-presented by "an
Innovation Union" which aims to "form an environment conducive to innovation, in which formidable views can be more
easily translated into services and products that produce jobs and economical growth.

Definition of innovation
The definition given to innovation has always been a complex one, the last ten years adding to this confusion rapid changes
in the technological, social and political facets of life. For example, scientists in Italy, from the Research Institute for Sustainable Economic Growth, the National Research Council (CNR-IRCRES, 2018) define innovation as something that is
simultaneously complex and simple. They are listed by Popa et al. (2010) 17 different definitions given to innovation. According to Bertoni and Tykvová (2015), innovation is defined as an economic application for an invention made with the
help of a financial transaction involving the new service, product, process or device. According to Moen et al. (2019), as the
number of patents as well as the necessary innovation measures such as development and research are not administered for
all firms, it is very possible that they do not correspond to an appropriate measure for innovation. Moen et al. (2019) used
the intrinsic perceptions of managers regarding the specific innovation activities carried out in their enterprises. The conclusion that the definition given to innovation could differ in different managers appears precisely due to the use of managers'
perception in measuring innovation. The diversity and complexity that characterize the term innovation could be the main
reasons that ultimately determine the large number of definitions given to innovation.
Despite the diversity of multiple characterizations and definitions given to innovation, there are several common repetitive
specificities within these definitions. For a start, innovation implies and implies change. The degree of change also determines the category of innovation, for example radical and incremental. The change could also involve the introduction of an
improvement. In other words, the change could create a certain added value for the user. Last but not least, innovation can
go beyond a simple introduction of ideas in the realization and implementation of added value. In conclusion, we can describe
innovation as the process of implementing change that establishes optimizations and provides the user with a certain added
value.

The attributions of innovation in optimizing the performance of SMEs
According to Farsi and Toghraee (2014), innovation is a significant element for the growth and survival of SMEs. According
to Hajar (2015), innovation has a positive influence on the company's performance. According to Kotey, (2014); Schiliro,
(2015), in the longer term, the success of SMEs is closely dependent on their innovation. Where innovative culture is associated with a good strategy, this is a superior approach to improving performance in SMEs. According to Boachie-Mensah
and Acquah (2015), innovation is a corporate strategy that could lead to a competitive advantage by building a good reputation, optimizing market performance and producing much better products. According to Ndesaulwa and Kikula (2016), in
the longer term, only companies that prove to be innovative will be able to survive risky and turbulent environments and will
also be able to continue to remain efficient and effective in meeting and meeting customer requirements. According to Nde-
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saulwa and Kikula, (2016), even if innovation is not sufficient to ensure the success and survival of SMEs, it is still a particularly important element in achieving the success of SMEs. In conclusion, SME managers need to embrace innovation as an
integral and constitutive section of their business strategies.

The role of SME managers in cultural change and innovation.
Innovation management is a particularly important research sector because of the contribution it makes to the optimization
process in terms of gaining a competitive advantage. According to Shafique and Kalyar (2018), leaders who manifest a clear
conception are able to stimulate their employees to surpass and advance what is required of them and thereby innovate.
According to Schiliro (2015), innovation is much more than anything else about mentality and culture. According to Zhai et
al. (2018), within the companies they run, SME managers are forced to particularly promote risk tolerance and the spirit of
innovation. Also, in the opinion of Naranjo-Valencia et al. (2016), organizational culture that is related to behavior and
people can hinder or encourage innovation. In conclusion, SME managers must make efforts and intentional efforts to manage and encourage innovation.

Adaptation and examination of data collection
The data sources used were primary as well as secondary. The main source used is the semi-structured interviews with SME
managers who have successfully implemented innovation in the organizations they represent. Absolutely all the interviews
were conducted in the second half of 2019 with managers of SMEs in Romania. In order to direct the interviews of this study,
we developed a certain interview protocol. All interviews consisted of eight main questions, with some analysis questions
after absolutely all the main questions. In order to improve the credibility of the study, the research of each member was
used with priority to certify that the answers of all participants represent the basis for studying the data obtained and not the
prejudices of the researchers. The collateral source of information was represented by press releases, review sites, websites
owned by SMEs as well as internal documents of SMEs. In order to improve the validity through methodological triangulation, we used secondary data.
A unique challenge occasioned by qualitative research is represented precisely by the specific organization of the data collected for research. According to Houghton et al., (2015), in qualitative research, researchers use software dedicated to dataassisted qualitative analysis in order to manage the overwhelming data obtained from research. In order to analyze and
organize all the data collected, we used Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Word. For each of the participants, in order to ensure
confidentiality, we used a certain unique alphanumeric symbolization. Therefore, P1C1 refers to the first participant in the
first SME and identically, P × Cy refers to the × participant in company y.
For the data analysis stage, the five-step Yin protocol was followed. In order to guarantee the confidentiality and the private
character, we reproduced the interviews alone, in the compilation stage. I used Microsoft Excel to group the codes by topic
as well as Microsoft Word to encode the data, immediately after the interview transcription stage. The transcripts of the
interviews were split into information and a unique coding was given to each piece of information during the disassembly
stage. This re-assembly and reassembly step includes resetting the data that is encoded within different groups. The codes
were rearranged and the emerging patterns or themes were observed. In the data interpretation stage, this interpretation was
made by striving to constitute a new narrative that would more comprehensively describe all the data that is collected. Based
on the interpretation of the themes as well as the resulting codes, the conclusions obtained were supported during the closing
stage.
According to Guba (1981), there are four main criteria absolutely necessary in order to judge the rigor of qualitative research,
namely: confirmability, reliability, transferability and credibility, respectively. In the opinion of Leung, (2015), these criteria
supported by Guba have a wide acceptability regarding the evaluation of the quality of qualitative research. In order to
demonstrate the reliability and validity of the study, we used these criteria of Guba. The necessary strategy used in terms of
study reliability is made up of several and more diverse actions. For a start, the details necessary to carry out the study were
recorded and established in order to allow other interested researchers to repeat it and to access similar conclusions. We also
used a methodological triangulation in order to analyze the data collected with the help of interviews, in correlation with
secondary data sources. Moreover, in order to capture the correct and exact every detail that the participants wanted to
communicate but also to obtain feedback from them, we revealed the entire analysis to all participants. In order to improve
credibility, data from press releases, website reviews, SME websites as well as SME internal documents were used as secondary data sources and naturally we researched. the connection between these data sources. We have provided a detailed
characterization of the specific context of this case study that will allow readers to make informed decisions regarding the
recommendation to apply the findings to other case studies. The data saturation limit was reached when six managers from
five different SMEs were interviewed.

Description of the findings
The examination of secondary and primary data resulted in five important topics. A strong impact in terms of successful
implementation of innovation has a corporate culture, which in turn is seriously influenced by SME managers.
Theme 1: the attributions of innovation in the process of survival and competition
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According to Farsi and Toghraee, (2014), innovation is a significant and necessary element for the growth and survival of
SMEs. In this direction, all participants noted that innovation is the main element needed to grow and develop a competitive
attitude on the part of the company. The need and need of SMEs to have the strength to offer and especially to create a
recommendation with a special significance to the competition and which also encourages profitability and future growth
are aspects equally highlighted by the participants. Furthermore, the participants highlighted the requirement that in order
for SMEs to receive and accumulate opportunities, they are obliged to differentiate themselves. Finally, according to the
participants, in the absence of innovation, competence and survival training become very important when SMEs are a technology company. This is because technology companies are simply forced to keep up with the progress of technology at a
much faster pace than other companies. This topic appears 46 times in the transcripts of the interview and represents 16% of
the total codes entered in table number 1.
Table 1: Frequency for main theme number 1

In the opinion of Asare (2014), by absorbing innovation within their organization, SME managers can develop their competitiveness skills. According to Hajar (2015), innovation has a positive influence on the company's performance. According to
the P1C3 coded participant, in order to survive in a technology-only market, innovation should be positioned within the
specific DNA of the organization, given the rapid change in technology.
According to De Zubielqui et al., (2014), innovation manifests itself and acts as an element of mediation between performance and resources. Some interviewees used innovation to gain a competitive advantage, to improve response and ordering
speeds, and to automate existing processes, by differentiating the company from other similar companies. When an existing
process is automated, it saves effort for employees, improves the customer experience, saves valuable time for customers
and employees as well as paper for the company. The innovation was used by the other participants in order to transform the
disadvantages into advantages, in order to differentiate the company from other companies and also to be able to quickly
increase the delivery speed. The innovation was used by each participant for a different reason and in a different way. Among
the main driving factors in terms of innovation we can list the optimization of efficiency, cost reduction, a differentiating
factor and gaining competitive advantage. Together, all of these vectors contribute to better performance.
Within the competition, the RBV theory aligns with the attributions of innovation. One of the inimitable (I) and rare (R)
resources is represented by innovation. According to Barney (1991), the implementation of a single strategy to build value
generates competitive advantage and the sustained competitive advantage occurs when a single strategy for value creation is
implemented, a strategy that in no way can be copied by other companies. According to Baumane-Vitolina and Cals (2013),
the ability to produce innovation belongs to special and special skills, very difficult to duplicate from other companies.
According to Norek (2014), many specific innovation activities in SMEs become inefficient. In conclusion, innovation is a
rare (R) resource that only a few SMEs have. Resources that are difficult to duplicate from other firms are inimitable and
scarce resources (R). According to Barney (1995), if firms can use their inimitable, scarce and valuable resources, they could
achieve and sustain their competitive advantage. In the opinion of De Zubielqui et al., (2014), innovation functions and acts
as a functional mediator between performance and resources. By using VRI resources within their companies, innovation
can be used by SME managers to gain a sustainable competitive advantage. The crucial role that innovation plays in terms
of survival as well as SME competition is in line with the VRIO framework in RBV theory.
Theme number 2: to achieve innovation, the starting points are represented by ideas
The importance of a good concept or a special idea as a starting point for their innovation was emphasized by each of the
participants. The most important starting point for innovation are the ideas, as mentioned by the participants. For example,
some participants considered that the foundation of a business's success is the overriding idea. According to Rua and França
(2017), innovation is the encouragement of new ideas and creativity that are able to lead to new products, services and
processes. Ideas make a major contribution to successful innovation. That topic appears in the transcripts of the interview 26
times, representing 9 percent of the total codes (Table 2).
Table 2: Frequency for main theme number 2
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The innovation-specific process has several special and distinct phases. In the opinion of Heikkilä et al. (2018), each innovation process consists of the following four distinct stages: the initiation of innovation, the representative idea, the experimentation of the idea and the implementation. In an identical way, according to Perry-Smith and Mannucci (2017), the
journey of innovation begins with the generation of the idea and ends with the stage of implementation of that idea. Similarly,
Grzegorz and Robert (2018) defined the fact that the first step in the innovation process is the identification of ideas. In
conclusion, the generation of ideas or the idea represents the first step that follows the initiation stage of the innovation
requirement determined by some defining and characteristic needs. Considering all these aspects, in the absence of an adequate and eloquent implementation of the ideas, it is not possible to achieve and implicitly obtain the innovation. According
to Halim et al., (2014), innovation is the efficient implementation of a good idea. In order to innovate, the main indispensable
and imperative condition is a good idea. In order to obtain the advantages presented by innovation, it is necessary to implement a good idea.
Ideas can come from different sources, such as customers, employees but also senior management. In conducting the interviews, all participants found that most of the ideas they expressed had as their main source of inspiration the specific needs
of employees and customers, with the aim of achieving customer experiences without hindrance and to improve and improve
conditions. specific work in relation to employees. According to Benbya and Leidner (2018), large companies such as Citibank, Shell and IBM are accumulating a number of innovative ideas from business partners, employees and customers. In
the opinion of other participants, the design of ideas can be done by visualizing the problems in different ways. Many times,
the use of an old idea in a new way has justified the emergence of innovation. Even though the participants used various
methods to obtain and generate ideas, all these participants agreed on the primary role that ideas play in obtaining innovation.
According to Hargadon and Sutton (2000), the main particularly valuable resources that a company has are mainly represented by ideas as well as by the innovation generated by them. In the opinion of De Zubielqui et al. (2014), ideas can
generate a certain impact in terms of firm performance only insofar as innovation plays a mediating role on these ideas.
According to RBV theory, ideas are considered valuable resources that have the ability to improve a company's performance.
Given that innovation-producing ideas are valuable resources, they have the ability to provide a certain competitive advantage to companies. Even in the situation where other different companies strive to reproduce exactly the same ideas, the
unique way of implementation, mediated by innovation, of those ideas produces inimitable, valuable and even unique results.
The difference is made precisely by the way in which these ideas are implemented, used and encouraged through organizational innovation. The inimitability as well as the originality of the resources generate the obtaining of the sustainable competitive advantage and the valuable and unique resources offer competitive advantages to the companies. In conclusion,
according to the RBV theory, the company generating ideas necessary to fuel innovation will undoubtedly be able to obtain
the sustainable competitive advantage.

Theme number 3: the role presented by top management in promoting innovative culture
Almost 49 percent of all codes generated from the data provided by the interview are related to the role of corporate culture
and top management in promoting innovation. In total, the participants agreed on the key role played by corporate culture in
facilitating and supporting the innovation implementation process. According to Szymańska (2016), corporate culture is the
unmistakable, inimitable and unique feature for every organization, with a consistent influence from senior management.
According to Sattayaraksa and Boon-itt (2018), managers can encourage employees to develop and implement ideas through
open communication with employees. As we specified in Table 2, the topic appears 137 times in the transcripts of the interview, which represents 49 percent of all codes (Table 3). Under this title appear the following four sub-themes, namely: ideas
from employees, tolerance of failure and tolerance for risk, corporate culture and clear objectives. These sub-themes are fully
connected with the help of innovative corporate culture as well as the influence of top management in the direction of drawing
such an innovative culture. Table number 4 includes the percentage and number of occurrences related to the four subthemes. According to Nwosu et al. (2016), the insufficient focus on business as well as the absence of extremely clear
missions and visions regarding SME managers leads to the failure of some SMEs. According to Wikhamn et al. (2018),
managers can encourage the implementation process in terms of innovation by accepting and admitting flexibility, communicating the strategy to employees as well as by characterizing and defining an explicit strategy for innovation. According to
the opinion of all participants, before the start it is absolutely necessary to set and set a certain goal.
Table 3: Frequency for main theme number 3

Also, according to the participants, the most important thing is to have a certain vision. According to Shafique and Kalyar
(2018), employees can be stimulated by leaders who show a clear vision in overcoming each time the tasks required to be
performed and also to be able to innovate. Moreover, in the opinion of the participants, the company must show a realistic
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vision. For example, many SMEs have visual cues, which set out the brand values, the purpose of the brand and the stated
ambition of that brand, respectively. A duplicate of the respective visual index is received by each of the employees. The
transparency of all objectives entitles all employees to direct all their efforts in a single direction in order to achieve all the
expected and expected progress.
Table 4: Frequency for sub-themes in main theme number 3

The strategic objectives assumed by the company must be supported and adjusted by the corporate culture. According to
Maher (2014), organizational culture is a major factor that greatly influences the pace and cadence of innovation. According
to Naranjo-Valencia et al. (2016), the organizational culture associated with people and especially with their behavior can
hinder or encourage innovation. According to several participants, their recruitment process gives a greater weight in terms
of the desire to adopt change and the attitude shown by the candidate. In this sense, it is especially important to be able to
recruit employees who show a desire to gradually adopt the changes. According to Schiliro (2015), more than anything else,
innovation is about mentality and culture. According to Szymańska (2016), there is often a cultural mismatch behind a
relatively low level of implementation of innovation in SMEs.
According to Zhai et al. (2018), the spirit of risk tolerance as well as that of innovation is required to be promoted in SMEs
by their managers. Moreover, according to many participants, top management only accepts mistakes as long as employees
learn from them. In this context, most of the participants specified that they could accept mistakes but had to learn how to
avoid them in the future. For example, different participants argued that when mistakes are made, it is especially important
that they deviate from the mistake and move on. In the opinion of other participants, monthly competitions were organized
for the selection of ideas. According to Olmos-Peñuela et al. (2017), managers have the necessary responsibilities to develop
a culture of high innovation, by encouraging employees to present and support their ideas and by tolerating failures and
mistakes when implementing those ideas.
In order to achieve the expected success of the innovation implementation process, the role of top management in the process
of establishing an innovative corporate culture is particularly important. According to Sattayaraksa and Boon-itt (2018), by
accepting employee disagreement and through sincere and open communication, managers can stimulate employees in the
development and implementation of ideas. Some participants argued that, through the recruitment of employees from different backgrounds as well as from different countries, they supported diversity. In order to confirm this statement, the LinkedIn
profiles of employees as well as companies - in order to establish the level of diversity - it was found that within the different
groups of employees, eight such employees came from six different countries. In the opinion of Benbya and Leidner (2018),
through the promotion of collaboration, diversity and experimentation, the culture of innovation can be encouraged by managers.
According to Szymańska (2016), corporate culture is the unique feature of each of the organizations and is mostly influenced
by senior management. In conclusion, corporate culture cannot be easily copied by other companies. Moreover, it will bring
added value to the company precisely that corporate culture that promotes innovation with priority. Resources that are nontransferable are able to support the competitive advantage while resources that are valuable can bring a competitive advantage
to the company. In conclusion, RBV's theory is in full agreement with the importance of corporate culture in improving the
company's performance.

Topic number 4: seeking honest feedback, evaluating ideas and testing ideas
In the opinion of the participants, absolutely always their CEO was open with each of the employees to discuss all the ideas,
including in the discussions about the concepts and ideas generated by him, which presented transparency and objectivity to
rejection or acceptance. Rather, all participants guided that any kind of criticism and any kind of opinion from others should
always be considered good feedback. In addition, in the opinion of the participants, managers should identify all persons
who do not agree with their opinion and opinion and at the same time seek the interpretation of the real reasons that support
that disagreement. According to the identification in Table 5, the respective topic appears 54 times in the transcripts of the
interview, which represents 19% of all codes.
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Table 5: Frequency for main theme number 4

In the opinion of Nyoni and Bonga (2018), the lack of availability on the part of several SME managers to benefit from
criticism as well as to comply and at the same time listen to these criticisms, is one of the true and consistent reasons for a
high mortality rate among SMEs. According to Sattayaraksa and Boon-itt (2018), through a more open communication as
well as by accepting the disagreement expressed to the employees, the respective managers can directly encourage and
stimulate the employees in the implementation but also in the development of new ideas. In conclusion, SME managers
could be much more receptive to differences of opinion and at the same time could encourage all employees to provide
honest feedback.
In the opinion of Wikhamn et al. (2018), especially for the success necessary for innovation, it is particularly important and
necessary to test new ideas. In this research, in the participant's opinion, he always tests the ideas on a small scale, in order
to ensure that it can be detached. In order to establish and correctly determine the real potential for success, almost all
participants mentioned the importance and need to choose the right people to try new products and the importance of their
supervision in order to receive instant and correct feedback. According to Perry-Smith and Mannucci (2017), the journey of
an idea resides in the following four distinct phases: the generation, elaboration, promotion and implementation of ideas.
According to Perry-Smith and Mannucci, (2017), the process of developing ideas is a consistent evaluation of new ideas. In
conclusion, SME managers could accept, for their own ideas, criticisms from their employees and, at the same time, could
have a sincere and open discussion with them.
In the opinion of Hargadon and Sutton (2000), ideas as well as innovation obtained with the help of those ideas are considered
as some of the extremely valuable resources that a company can have. Moreover, according to De Zubielqui et al. (2014),
when ideas benefit from mediation from innovation, those ideas can have a significant impact on the performance obtained
by companies. In total agreement with the RBV theory, the improvement of the performances obtained by a company can be
achieved by considering and appreciating the ideas as valuable resources. Given that innovation-producing ideas are valuable
resources, they can bring a competitive advantage to companies. Evaluating and testing ideas are effective ways to ensure
that the idea has potential and value. RBV theory presents an alignment with the valuable resources represented by the ideas
that present a real commercialization potential.

Theme number 5: the customer seen as a resource of the company
Customers represent a main resource of the company, being at the same time users but also buyers of those products. In the
opinion of Tobiassen and Pettersen (2018), customers can make significant contributions to the innovation process from its
beginning to its end. Also, according to Wikhamn et al. (2018) customers can be encouraged by SME managers in the
direction of presenting ideas and direct participation in the innovation process through continuous communication. According to Tottie et al. (2016), in order to continuously improve their products, companies are obliged to achieve a continuous
collaboration with their customers. That topic appears 37 times in the transcripts of the interview, representing 14% of all
codes (Table 6).
Table 6: Frequency for main theme number 5

In the opinion of Tobiassen and Pettersen (2018), in the innovation process, the effective involvement of customers provides
the company with a complementary competence and at the same time brings solutions in full complementarity and compliance with the real needs and demands of customers. In the opinion of those stated, for example, by the participants in the
study, they show special attention to their clients and want them to be treated as their friends are treated. In the opinion of
Fidel et al. (2016), when companies are engaged in continuous communication with their customers, they may be in a better
position to respond and at the same time identify new market opportunities to competitors of theirs, which will ultimately
add value to the company and customers. In the opinion of several interviewees, the more difficult points as well as the
specific needs of the clients represent an invaluable and valuable contribution for innovation. Moreover, in order to obtain a
realistic feedback from customers about the products of the competition but also the products of the company, a large part
of the participants used the review sites as well as the socialization ones.
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A win-win mentality between the company and the customer is always a good relationship with customers. In the opinion of
Ueki (2017), there is a significant correlation between product innovation and customer relationships developed. According
to Abrell et al. (2016), the knowledge held by customers includes detailed information on the requirements in relation to new
services or products but also on the difficulties caused when leaving certain services or products. According to Szymańska
(2017), because companies could guarantee a certain level of sales and customers can meet their needs, obviously both
companies and customers have to gain from direct communication. The proximity to the customer directly supports the
company in order to improve several products from the current range and plan others in the future.
For a company, a customer can often be a substantial and valuable resource. In the opinion of Fidel et al. (2016), in order to
improve innovation, companies can use the knowledge provided by customers as a strategic resource. In order to improve
the current position held as well as to be able to compete in the future for a better position, the knowledge provided by
customers can obviously be used by the company. Customers could be categorized as inimitable and valuable because they
are different and offer a certain value to the company. In conclusion, the client as a source is aligned with the RBV theory.
Moreover, according to Fidel et al. (2016), companies that are involved in continuous communication with their customers
could be in a better position to identify and respond, well ahead of competitors, to the new challenges and opportunities of
the market. Such a capacity gives a certain sustainable competitive advantage to the company, an advantage aligned with the
RBV theory.

Recommendations for future actions
SME managers, in order to adopt innovation, can assimilate the following guidelines, resulting from this study.
10.1 Stimulating employees in generating new ideas
To achieve innovation, ideas are real starting points. SME managers could encourage employees to appear every time one
of them has an idea. In order to send an idea from employees, SME managers can provide various communication channels,
such as regular meetings, monthly contests, certain idea reporting systems, a specific e-mail address for ideas or a simple
box for suggestions. Encouraging and empowering employees in presenting ideas is a win-win situation for both parties, in
which management receives free ideas that improve the performance of the company and employees will naturally feel the
appreciation from top management.
10.2 Creating an innovative corporate culture
The main factor that influences the corporate culture is represented by the top management. In order to promote innovation,
SME managers must initiate and develop a specific culture in accordance with their objectives. In order to promote innovation, it is imperative to admit and authorize employees to try and experiment with new things that could fail or succeed. In
conclusion, SME managers could admit and accept a certain degree of failure but also a certain degree of risk.
10.3 Communicates and formulates clear objectives as well as a clear vision
For starters, the first thing SME managers could do would be to formulate clear goals as well as a clear vision needed for
absolutely all employees of the company. Employees are encouraged to work precisely because of the clarity of objectives.
In addition, when a group of people focus on a certain set of clear goals, there is a better chance of achieving them.
10.4 Test and evaluate new ideas
In order to achieve innovation, the starting points are always represented by ideas. But not all ideas can reach the marketing
stage. SME managers could identify an objective way to evaluate all ideas, unrelated to the person who submitted the idea.
After the evaluation stage, before full commercial implementation, SME managers could test those ideas. The objective of
this test is given by the evaluation of the response received from customers as well as by the need to measure market needs.
SME managers could identify new alternatives for testing, alternatives that have a minimal impact from a financial point of
view.
10.5 Accept criticism and identify honest feedback
As a stage of evaluating ideas, SME managers are required to ask honest and especially sincere feedback from everyone else
around them. A simple idea that comes from a CEO could receive a high rating just for coming from the CEO. By developing
an objective but also transparent analysis in order to evaluate ideas, SME managers could avoid granting such a privilege.
An alternative to gaining objectivity and transparency is achieved by exposing ideas without mentioning the holder of each
idea. Rather than bypassing them, SME managers may find those different from them. A good source of new knowledge can
be criticism.
10.6 Identify and maintain constant communication with customers
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Strategic resources for companies are represented by customers as well as their knowledge. In order to benefit from these
resources, SME managers must maintain constant communication with their customers. Customers have valuable information about the problems that current products have, information that can be used by SME managers to optimize those
products. Based on the needs generated by their customers, SME managers can more easily design future products.
10.7 Guidelines for further research
The results obtained from this research can support SME managers in formulating the strategies needed to implement innovation in their companies. The study population structure consisted of six SME managers from five SMEs. In order to choose
the participants, the specific category or sector of the SME was not taken into account. Subsequent studies and research may
analyze specific issues of innovation implementation in a given sector, such as telecommunications, construction, real estate,
IT, trade, production or tourism. Such research addressed to a specific sector could lead to specific implementation strategies,
with much greater relevance and addressability to that specific sector. In conclusion, such strategies could certainly be much
more effective towards a particular sector than those identified in this research. Taking into account all categories of SMEs,
micro, small and medium, studies can be much more optimally targeted and coordinated. A certain manager cannot fully
implement all the conclusions of these researches, given the limited resources. In conclusion, future quantitative studies
could focus on identifying the link between these findings and optimizing the performance of SMEs. The actions with the
greatest impact in terms of company performance could be identified by such a study.
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Abstract
This article presents a research process concerning the selection of optimal parameters for the carding process in the highperformance production of Spunlace fibres. The individual components of the technological line have been characterised and
are described with special attention to the carding module. The reference product, that is, the fibre, based on a mixture of
polyester - 80% and viscose - 20% and the methodology and scope of the planned tests, have been presented. The results of
the study are presented and discussed in the second part of the article.

Keywords: Spunlace fibre, fibre carding process, mechanical fibre strength both longitudinally and transversely.
Introduction
Today, there is a large and dynamically growing demand, worldwide, for various types of personal hygiene products. One
of these is disposable absorbent wipes, made using staple fibres of polyester and viscose.
In the process of manufacturing this type of fibre, one of the more important processes is carding. In this process, the input
of raw materials, most often: polyester, viscose, less often: cotton, lyocell/Tencel or chitin, are mixed, in order to homogenise
the mixture and fibres; these are then arranged, in parallel, to provide the desired mechanical strength. This basic process is
carried out on devices that are commonly referred to as ‘carders’. There are many varieties of these devices on the market,
but drum carders are the most popular. In these carders, carding occurs mainly between the surface of the main drum and the
surfaces of several associated worker-stripper drums, covered with flexible or rigid sheeting. High-performance drum carders
are generally constructed from a set of two main drums; in older versions, they appear with a single-drum with several
intermediate drums, transferring the raw material from one drum set to another, in order to accurately mix and bind the fibres.
The carding process is crucial for maintaining the mechanical, qualitative and quantitative parameters intended, in the
production of non-woven fabrics. The main task of the carder is to form a continuous and homogeneous stream of the fibre
mixture, or pile, in order to separate the bundles into individual fibres and carry out intensive mixing. Mixing, in a carder,
involves moving individual fibres and arranging them, relative to each other. These collections are arranged along the axis
of the fibre stream. Hence, this process is called longitudinal mixing.
In the literature, the process of producing non-woven fabrics is presented in different ways, depending on the type of fibre
being processed and the technology of its processing. Due to its scope, this article focusses on the carding process as the
most important technological process in the production of Spunlace fibre. In addition, it is assumed that this fibre is formed
from staple fibres of viscose and polyester. The process of carding fibres is the subject of numerous studies. A classic account
of this process is presented by Albrecht, W., Fuchs, H. and Kittelmann, W. (2006), Batra, S. K. and Pourdeyhimi, B. (2012),
Karthik, T. et al. (2017) and Russell, S. J. (2006) and describes a simple carding process model, based on one main drum
and several, worker-stripper systems. In the publications of Batra and Karthik, the basic configurations of carders and the
corresponding processes for the formation of fibre pile, are presented.
The carding process is also considered using mathematical modelling. This issue is particularly difficult due to the complexity
of the process. On the one hand, this complexity is due to the increasingly technologically advanced construction of carders,
_________________
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that is, the increasing degree of the structural complexity of the carders and the very large number of variable parameters
affecting the carding process. In Rust, J. P. and Gutierrez, H. M. (1994) a mathematical model for one worker-stripper group
- subsequently expanded to model a carding engine with six carding (worker-stripper) groups- was developed in order to
study the surface density of the fibres formed on the main cylinder.
In the publication by Cherkassky, A. (1994), a two-dimensional mathematical model of the carding process was developed,
taking into account the longitudinal transport of the fibres on the surface of the main cylinder and the diffusion of the fibres
in the transverse direction. The above model may be used for the computer simulation of the carding process and to estimate
its smoothing function.
The series of articles by Kuo, C. F. J. and Hsieh, C. T. (2001), Kuo, C. F. J. and Hsieh, C. T. (2002), Kuo, C. F. J., Chou, Y.
C. and Lin, T. Y. (2012a, 2012b) and Kuo, C. F. J., Tu, H. M. and Wu, S. Y. (2009) presents selected aspects related to the
mathematical modelling of the carding process; these concern: the dynamics, stability and rational model analysis for
designing a whole roller carding system - Kuo, C. F. J. and Hsieh, C. T. (2001) and Kuo, C. F. J. and Hsieh, C. T. (2002);
the dynamic modelling of non-woven, fabric roller carding and control of the uniformity of web density - Kuo, C. F. J.,
Chou, Y. C. and Lin, T. Y. (2012a); the development of a dynamic model of the roller carding machine in order to establish
the transfer rate and collecting power of cotton web from the mode of movement, the relative velocity, the angle of the
clothing tooth and the friction force of the main rollers of the system - Kuo, C. F. J., Chou, Y. C. and Lin, T. Y. (2012b);
mathematical modelling of the dynamic carding process, taking into account the use of automatic alignment (using an autoleveller) with respect to the thickness of the fabric layer formed and the amount of fibre input - Kuo, C. F. J., Tu, H. M. and
Wu, S. Y. (2009).
The authors of the present article in Niedziela, M., Sąsiadek, M. and Woźniak, W. (2020a, 2020b) analysed the work of a
carder (Carder 1) with two sets of main drums, between which there was one intermediate drum transporting a mixture of
raw materials to the second set. In these articles, the dynamics of the formation of the filament flux was analysed, taking into
account the homogeneity of the density of the pile formed. The description of the carding dynamics takes into account the
mass balance of the fibres. Numerical simulations of the accumulation of fibre flux, over time, with respect to the fibre
collection factor and the number of worker-stripper systems, have been performed and discussed. In turn, in the article
Niedziela, M., Sąsiadek, M. and Woźniak, W. (2020c), the work of a carding machine with a different fibre transfer system
between two main drums was analysed, namely a system consisting of two, parallel pairs of intermediate drums.

Purpose and scope of the studies
Customers' expectations for the use of Spunlace fibres in the medical and hygiene industries are linked to the quality and
strength of the fibre while reducing its production costs. Cost reduction is based on a permanent reduction of the amount of
raw material used and the optimisation of the production process, in which production efficiency is expected to increase.
Therefore, two main research objectives have been defined:
1. Selection of the optimal mechanical parameters of the high-performance carding process (base process) for product
variants, based on the reference product.
2. Examination of the strength parameters of the variants of non-woven fabric with optimal selection of production process
parameters and preservation of the expected quality of the product.
The following reference product, in terms of mechanical and process parameters, was used in the studies by Sąsiadek, M.,
Woźniak, W., Jankowski, B., Błaszczyk, U. and Stryjski, R. (2018) and Woźniak, W., Sąsiadek, M., Jankowski, B.,
Błaszczyk, U. and Stryjski R. (2018), Gabryelewicz I., Stryjski R., Wędrychowicz M. and Dąbrowski T. (2020) and
Kwaśniowski, S. and Zając, P. (2016):
a) parameters (properties) of the reference product (optional: non-woven fabric):
−
composition (20% viscose, 80% polyester),
−
linear fibre weight: from 0.9 to 1.7 dtex,
−
specific weight: 35, 40, 50g/m2.
b) general quality characteristics of the reference product (non-woven fabric):
−
absence of foreign bodies: micro-elements of wood, metal,
−
no discolouration,
−
no thickening,
c) the mechanical characteristics of the technological process, on the basis of written statements by
manufacturers, in particular:
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maintenance of process stability with the working speed of the units and equipment, in the planned technological
process of production of the reference product, in the range of 220 to 250 metres per minute, abbreviated to:
m/min and a transverse width of 3.2 m, i.e., achieving a capacity of 2 tonnes per hour (T/h),
d) strength parameters of the product (non-woven fabrics):
−
the coefficient of strength of the raw material fibres used in the production of nonwoven fabrics, such as fibres
arranged in the machine’s direction, that is, along the working direction of the process line, MD (Machine
Direction) to cross direction CD (Cross Direction) - MD/CD <2,8 (determined on the basis of the strength
standard PN-EN 29073-3 "Test methods for nonwoven fabrics - Establishing tensile strength and elongation").
−

It is expected that the abovementioned reference product will be the reference point for further testing, in particular with
different fibre mixtures of different weight proportions of viscose and polyester.

Description of the process and selection of the technical and technological parameters of the
technology demonstrator
Testing of Spunlace fibre was carried out on a technology demonstrator, that is, on the prototype of the technological line at
the Novita S.A. Company (Zielona Góra, Poland) - www.novita.com.pl. The prototype was adapted to produce the Spunlace
type of fibre tested, consisting of a viscose-polyester blend.
The technological solution used was characterised by the following technical parameters:
−
−
−

maximum working width: 3,2 m,
maximum linear speed: up to 250 m/min,
the weight of the fibre produced ranges from 25 g/m2 to 100 g/m2.

The technological process carried out on the technology demonstrator can be presented as follows. The process starts by
loading the raw material onto weighing machines, the task of which is to pre-open the fibre and dispense the required amount
of fibre to the bulk carrier; this takes the raw material for further processing. The raw material, thus prepared, is fed from the
mixing part to the pre-feeders and then to the carders. The carding process is a basic process in the textile industry and is
flexible and visible in the wide range of raw materials used.
In this case, these machines are suitable for carding viscose and polyester in various proportions. The main task of the carders
is to loosen, clean and arrange the fibres, in parallel and then pre-form the ribbon.
In this prototype production line, two different carders were installed, sequentially (Figures 1 and 2). Both carders differed
mainly in the arrangement of the intermediate drums located between the two main cylinders. In carder No. 1 (Fig. 1) there
was a system of four reels carrying fibres between the main cylinders, which allowed more fibre to be processed, that is, in
the range of 25 to 100 g/m2. In carder No. 2, (Fig. 2) only one drum transferred the fibres between the main cylinders, so this
carder could produce fibre with a weight of 25 to 80 g/m2.

Fig. 1 Layout of the main drums – Card 1
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Fig. 2 Layout of the main drums – Card 2
A geometric model of both carders was developed to model the fibre carder process, i.e., two-cylinders with a double
arrangement of intermediate drums (Figure 3) and two-cylinders with a single, intermediate drum (Figure 4).

Fig. 3 Geometry of the working drums – Card 1

Fig. 4 Geometry of the working drums – Card 2
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On this basis, an analysis of the method and quality of fibre blending was carried out in order to improve the strength
parameters of the fibre produced. Both the process of mathematical modelling and the simulation of mixed fibres in both
carders have been described in detail in the publication by Niedziela, M., Sąsiadek, M. and Woźniak, W. (2020a, 2020b,
2020c). The variable parameters, characterising the way the fibres are mixed, are the speed parameters of the T1 and T2
drums, the speed parameters of the worker-stripper systems Rw1 and Rs1 for the T1 drum and the worker-stripper Rw2, Rs2
for the T2 drum.
The carded pile is transported, in this way, to the needle machine in which the process of water needling takes place. Its task
is the elementary mixing of fibres by a high-pressure water stream supplied to the injectors placed in the appropriate slats.
To form a well-bonded fibre, it is necessary to use several injectors arranged, one beside the other, along the line of nonwoven
fabrics. The cylinders are responsible for transport inside the needle machine, which can, additionally, create patterns, that
is, give specific pattern to the nonwoven fabric produced. Before leaving the needle machine, the nonwoven fabric is predried with a vacuum system. The nonwoven fabric is then sent to the drying unit where excess water is discharged. The dryer
consists of two drums, after which the nonwoven fabric is taken out and air dried. After drying, the nonwoven fabric is
checked by an automated product quality control system, which measures its texture and moisture content. In addition, it is
checked for defects and errors by a video system entailing a quality examination of the nonwoven fabric. After drying and
quality control, the nonwoven fabric is wound up and transported to docking stations, which act as a buffer before the process
of unwinding and rewinding to form the finished product, according to the customer's order.

Methodology of the research process
For the research process developed, a statistical method was used, consisting in collecting and ordering data on the carding
process coming from two different configurations of carders and then drawing conclusions based on statistically isolated
features. The research process has been divided into the following stages
Stage 1- The selection of measuring tools
Data on the fibre tested and its production process on the technological demonstration line in NOVITA S.A. was monitored
and recorded via:
−
the software, visualising the state of machines in the prototype technological line and the collection of data on
the performance of individual units of equipment in the technological line (SCADA-Zenon Software Platform),
−
the on-line system for measuring moisture and surface mass, the so-called unit weight of the nonwoven fabric
manufactured (Mahlo - Traversing quality control system),
−
visual system detecting on-line, macroscopic defects in the quality of the fibre (EVS-Elbit Vision System).
In addition, all test production batches were analysed in the on-site Laboratory of Novita S.A. to determine the physicomechanical parameters of the non-woven fabric.
Stage 2 – The test process on the prototype demonstration line
The operating parameter settings of individual machine units in the process line, set in the SET field on the Operator Panel,
were accepted as valid for testing, the moment the actual setting achieved reached the expected value, absolute or relative,
in the ACT field on the Operator Panel of the machine. Additionally, the SET and ACT values were verified in the SCADA
system.
The process of research trials, on test batches of the product for production on the technological demonstration line at
NOVITA S.A., was as follows: the fibre, after being removed from the carder and water needle machine assembly and after
drying, was wound onto the stem and formed a so-called “beam” with a length of up to 15,000 m and a working width of up
to 3.2 m. During the tests, after the balance of the specified parameters was met vs. actual (SET=ACT) and the process
stabilised, the time and current metres of the beam were recorded in order to take samples for laboratory analysis. The fibre
"beam" was then moved to a winder where it was automatically unwound onto a specified running metre, with full width;
test samples of the product were then taken from each recorded point.
Stage 3 - Laboratory testing of the manufactured nonwoven fabric
The process of laboratory testing of non-woven samples involved measuring the following physical and mechanical
parameters of each of the samples:
−
surface mass [g/m2] – 10 measurements in width;
−
thickness [mm] - 10 measurements in width;
−
longitudinal strength MD (Machine Direction) - 7 measurements in width;
−
strength in the transverse direction CD (Cross Direction) - 7 measurements in width;
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The measurement method adopted, for analysis of the samples obtained in the laboratory, was in accordance with the current
standards applied in the textile industry PN-EN 29073-1, PN-EN 29073–3, PN-EN ISO 9073-2.
In addition, for each test sample, the quality of the fibre was monitored via a video system, in order to detect inclusions,
impurities and thicknesses, which could have resulted both from the raw material and the machine assemblies or from the
process itself; statistical analyses were then carried out to verify the quality of the high-performance Spunlace fibre
production process.

Scope of the studies
It was accepted that the measurement of high-performance fibre production was determined by the linear speed of the
winding device in the technology demonstrator. In turn, the mechanical strength of the fibre was affected by the process of
carding of the fibre mixture and, in particular, the speed settings of the main drums and the worker-stripper systems cooperating with them
Therefore, the speed settings of the technology demonstrator have been determined, whereby the condition of the expected
mechanical strength and quality of the fibre should be met.
Hence, the following values were assumed:
−
linear speed of the technology demonstrator: 220 m/min and 250 m/min,
−
reference product such as Vis 20%, Pes 80% and unit weight of 35g/m2, 40g/m2 and 50g/m2,
for the requirement of measuring the coefficient of longitudinal to transverse strength of the manufactured fibre of less than
2.8.
The key to achieving the expected longitudinal and transverse strength is the proper binding quality of the various fibres in
the carding process. In turn, the quality of the carding process depends on the settings of the selected parameters of the drive
components and their correlation, in particular: the speed of the main drums and the worker-stripper systems co-operating
with them. The ranges of modulation with these speed levels were determined on the basis of the engineering knowledge
and know-how of the R&D team of Novita S.A. and the manufacturer's documentation. These were then verified during
implementation of experimental research trials. The selection of parameters, their specific ranges and their impact on the
quality and mechanical properties of nonwoven fabrics are described in the second part of the article.

Summary
Research directions aimed at stabilising the process of high-performance fibre production undoubtedly focus on the
economics of manufacturing and marketing products in high demand. The problem of productivity is addressed in most
enterprises and leads to a reduction in the unit costs of production and a reduction in prices, as part of the competitive
struggle. Hence the need to search for technological solutions in production processes that guarantee the expected quality of
the product. The technology demonstrator designed and built by Novita S.A. in the framework of the project of the National
Research and Development Centre, is an example of the transfer of scientific and technical thought to its industrial
application. This article presents a design for a research experiment, developed on the basis of theoretical considerations,
mathematical calculations and numerical simulations on selected aspects, in the production of high-performance Spunlace
fibre.
The second part of the article presents and discusses the results of the studies, conducted in accordance with the methodology
described in this article.
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Abstract
This article presents the results of studies on the production process and properties of Spunlace type fibre. The fibre in
question was made based on a mixture of 80% polyester and 20% viscose. The studies concerned the selection of the optimal
parameters of the carding process, based on two carders running in parallel. The purpose of the tests was to provide the
expected strength of fibre, both longitudinally and transversely, as defined by the MD/CD ratio, under optimum process
performance.

Keywords: Spunlace fibre, fibre carding process, mechanical strength of fibre in longitudinal and transverse directions
Introduction
One of the basic technological operations in the production of Dry-Laid fibres is the creation of a fibrous pile (deck) in the
form of a concentrated and oriented arrangement of dry fibres of processed raw materials of various types and lengths. The
basic process of creating such a pile consists of the following operations: fibre carding and pile formation. One of the ways
to create a pile is the mechanical method, also called carding. Depending on the intended use of the product and the required
orientation of the fibres in the nonwoven fabric, various types of pile-laying devices are used. In the carding process analysed
in this article, single carding piles are arranged in parallel layers which means that the fibres are oriented in one direction,
longitudinally, that is, in the direction parallel to the course of the technological process. It is an orthotropic pile, this being
a special case of anisotropy. The nonwoven fabrics produced from them are characterised by their exceptional longitudinal
strength, although their transverse strength is slightly lower.
The carding process is the subject of many studies and various approaches to it can be found in the literature. In previous
publications, the authors of this article analysed the mathematical model of the carding process in the context of its selected
aspects, such as the dynamics of the formation of nonwoven flux, that is, the accumulation of the fibre flux in time, in relation
to the fibre collection coefficient and the number of worker-stripper systems - Niedziela, M., Sąsiadek, M. and Woźniak, W.
(2020 a,b,c).
In the study by Rupayan R. and Ishtiaque, S.M. (2020), the influence of changing the carding process parameters vis-à-vis
the orientation of the fibre, was investigated, being measured indirectly by image analysis and directly by the Lindslay
Method. These correlations were discussed, inter alia, with respect to the fibre strength. However, this parameter was treated
as a supplement to the research and no direct relationship with the carding process parameters was sought.
In the article by Yinjiang Z., Chao D. and Yuxiao W. (2018) properties such as strength, softness (smoothness) and the
dispersibility of "wet", nonwoven fabrics, Spunlace manufacturing technology, was considered. Moreover, the addition of
wood pulp was also considered. Among other things, the average wet strength in the machine direction (MD) and cross
direction (CD) of 9,5 N/50 mm and 6,3 N/50 mm, respectively, was obtained.

_________________
Cite this Article as: Michał SĄSIADEK, Waldemar WOŹNIAK and Maciej NIEDZIELA “ A High-Performance Process for the
Production of Non-Woven, Spunlace Fibres, Based on Mixtures of Viscose and Polyester Fibres. Part 2 - Results of Mechanical and
Qualitative Parameter Tests” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA),
30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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A different approach to polyester-viscose fibres was investigated in Elif Gültekin, H. İbrahim Çelik, Serkan Nohut, Suna
Karakurd Elma (2020), where the influence of the carding process, that is, the decomposition and mixing of fibres, on the
porosity and air permeability properties of fibre was analysed, using proprietary image analysis algorithms.
Nonwoven fabric, in terms of its strength, was the subject of the research presented by Cheema, S. M. et al. (2018). This
concerned the establishment of the thickness and the measurement of flexural rigidity, whereas, the mechanical properties
of nonwoven fabric, such as tear strength and elongation, air permeability, percentage of water absorption, are described by
Gürkan Ünal, Pelin (2018). Different ways of forming the fibre deck, i.e., forming it in parallel and in transverse layouts and
their various combinations. In article by Değirmenci, Z. and Çoruh, E. (2018) the strength of nonwoven fabric, as intended
for wet wipes, was also tested under dry and wet conditions. Nonwoven fabric strength tests were also the subject of research
study by Mao, N. and Russell, S. J. (2015), Mbwana, S. N., Mwasiagi, J. I. and Wangatia, L. M. (2017), Shuyun, M. (2012)
and Arkusz K., Nycz M. and Paradowska E. (2020).
Later in this article, the results of research on the selection of the optimal parameters for the carding process are presented,
to ensure the expected strength of nonwoven fabric, when it is being produced in a highly efficient manner.

Testing and analysis of variable settings of the carding sub-assembly in the technology
demonstrator
This research was aimed at determining the impact of changing the settings in carding machines, namely, a sub-assembly of
the technology demonstrator, during the production process, as well as the strength and quality parameters of the nonwoven
fabric. The focus was on the following properties of the fibre mixture tested, viz., area weight, thickness, longitudinal strength
MD and shear strength CD. In terms of the process, the tests were carried out at various speeds of the technology
demonstrator, i.e., the prototype technological line for Spunlace nonwoven fabrics production at Novita S.A. in Poland.
In the research process, 80 tests were carried out on a mixture of viscose and polyester fibres, at 20% viscose, 80% polyester.
The specific values of the selected drum speed settings on individual carding machines were determined based on the
engineering knowledge and know-how of the R&D Novita S.A. team and are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Sub-assembly of carding machines - markings and values of settings - own elaboration

Card
no.

Drum
marki
ng
T2

Card 2

T1
Rw1
Rs1
Rw2
Rs2
T2

Carder 1

T1
Rw1
Rs1
Rw2
Rs2

Scope of
amendm
ents
[m/min]
400-550
8501100
45-130
100-260
90-190
190-380
9001500
7001200
40-120
100-250
90-180
180-380

Marking and setting values of carding machines / linear speeds in [m / min]
no
m

mi
n

ma
x

50
0
10
00

40
0
85
0

90

45

20
0
16
0
32
0
14
00
90
0

10
0

80

40

20
0
13
0
26
0

10
0

55
0
11
00
13
0
26
0
19
0
38
0
15
00
12
00
12
0
25
0
18
0
38
0

90
19
0
90
0
70
0

90
18
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

40
0
85
0

50
0
10
00

50
0
10
00

55
0
11
00

55
0
11
00

50
0
10
00

50
0
10
00

55
0
11
00

40
0
85
0

50
0
10
00

55
0
11
00

55
0
11
00

90

45

90

45

90

90

90

45

90

45

40

90

20
0
16
0
32
0
90
0
70
0

10
0
16
0
30
0
14
00
90
0

20
0

20
0
14
00
90
0

10
0
19
0
38
0
15
00
12
00

20
0
16
0
32
0
15
00
12
00

20
0
19
0
38
0
14
00
90
0

20
0
17
0
34
0
14
00
90
0

10
0
10
0
22
0
15
00
10
90

20
0
16
0
32
0
90
0
70
0

10
0
19
0
38
0
14
00
90
0

10
0
16
0
32
0
15
00
12
00

20
0
10
0
20
0
15
00
11
00

80

40

80

40

80

80

80

40

80

40

40

80

20
0
13
0
26
0

10
0
13
0
26
0

20
0

10
0
18
0
38
0

20
0
13
0
26
0

20
0
19
0
38
0

20
0
17
0
34
0

10
0
10
0
20
0

20
0
16
0
32
0

10
0
18
0
38
0

40
0
85
0
11
0
26
0
19
0
38
0
90
0
70
0
11
0
25
0
18
0
38
0

10
0
13
0
26
0

20
0
10
0
20
0

90

90
16
0
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Each setting defined the values of the linear speed for the pre-carding drum (T1), its worker-stripper system (Rw1-Rs1) and
the main carding drum (T2) and its worker-stripper system (Rw2-Rs2), for two types of carding machines of the
demonstration process line; the markings are consistent with the geometric description of the carding machines and are
presented in the first part of the article.
As a result of the tests, the nonwoven fabric produced was transferred to the Novita S.A. laboratory to measure the exact
value of the area weight, thickness, longitudinal strength MD and the transverse strength CD. The test results are detailed in
Tables 2, 3, 4, 5. The record of the values tested, in the tables below, is presented due to the increasing value of the MD/CD
ratio, as the key and expected property of the nonwoven fabric tested.
Both in the tables and in the diagrams, the settings are marked from Z = 1 to Z = 13 and Z = min (minimum), Z = nom
(nominal), Z = max (maximum)
Table 2: Test results for a nonwoven fabric with an area weight of 35 g/m2 and a process speed of 220 m/min
Nonwoven fabric test result (Vis=20%, Pes=80% and GSM~35 g/m2)
Setting

GSM

Thickness

MD

CD

g/100m2

mm

N/50mm

N/50mm

Speed

MD/CD

min

220

0,347

0,524

77,30

30,80

2,510

11

220

0,348

0,528

77,50

29,15

2,659

10

220

0,355

0,529

81,20

30,10

2,698

2

220

0,353

0,562

81,45

29,95

2,720

nom

220

0,352

0,551

82,10

30,15

2,723

13

220

0,350

0,574

82,70

30,25

2,734

4

220

0,357

0,559

81,15

29,65

2,737

max

220

0,360

0,524

82,10

29,95

2,741

6

220

0,350

0,547

81,40

29,55

2,755

12

220

0,355

0,542

82,39

29,90

2,755

3

220

0,359

0,563

84,90

30,65

2,770

7

220

0,353

0,554

82,35

29,30

2,811

8

220

0,352

0,546

85,45

29,70

2,877

1

220

0,353

0,561

85,00

29,50

2,881

5

220

0,355

0,555

83,70

28,35

2,952

9

220

0,354

0,555

81,75

27,65

2,957

Table 3: Test results for a nonwoven fabric with an area weight of 40 g/m2 and a process speed of 220 m/min
Nonwoven fabric test result (Vis=20%, Pes=80% and GSM~40 g/m2)
Setting

GSM

Thickness

MD

CD

g/100m2

mm

N/50mm

N/50mm

Speed

MD/CD

8

220

0,400

0,587

90,30

34,80

2,595

4

220

0,391

0,564

92,90

34,95

2,658

min

220

0,394

0,546

90,65

33,60

2,698

10

220

0,388

0,544

97,40

36,05

2,702

9

220

0,391

0,541

94,90

34,80

2,727

3

220

0,380

0,562

91,45

33,50

2,730
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6

220

0,395

0,576

96,35

35,25

2,733

2

220

0,379

0,562

92,85

33,90

2,739

12

220

0,355

0,563

96,50

35,15

2,745

5

220

0,396

0,574

92,90

33,75

2,753

7

220

0,398

0,577

94,80

34,05

2,784

nom

220

0,383

0,569

96,25

34,35

2,802

13

220

0,389

0,536

100,00

35,60

2,809

11

220

0,391

0,548

96,30

33,70

2,858

max

220

0,396

0,550

96,50

33,55

2,876

1

220

0,395

0,563

91,55

30,85

2,968

Table 4: Test results for a nonwoven fabric with an area weight of 35 g/m2 and a process speed of 250 m/min
Nonwoven fabric test results (Vis=20%, Pes=80% and GSM~35 g/m2)
"Z" Setting

Speed

GSM

Thickness

MD

CD

g/100m2

mm

N/50mm

N/50mm

MD/CD

2

250

0,345

0,531

76,35

30,05

2,541

4

250

0,349

0,543

77,75

30,30

2,566

max

250

0,351

0,519

76,75

29,20

2,628

min

250

0,346

0,520

75,05

28,10

2,671

13

250

0,341

0,513

78,00

29,15

2,676

8

250

0,337

0,514

75,60

28,10

2,690

9

250

0,337

0,514

75,60

28,10

2,690

nom

250

0,341

0,531

76,50

28,30

2,703

3

250

0,346

0,532

78,35

27,90

2,808

5

250

0,342

0,500

78,25

27,85

2,810

10

250

0,341

0,516

76,85

27,25

2,820

1

250

0,348

0,522

83,05

29,25

2,839

11

250

0,344

0,526

79,20

27,65

2,864

7

250

0,346

0,515

78,25

27,30

2,866

6

250

0,346

0,513

79,85

27,80

2,872

12

250

0,344

0,523

80,65

27,95

2,886

Table 5: Test results for a nonwoven fabric with an area weight of 50 g/m2 and a process speed of 250 m/min
Nonwoven fabric test result (Vis=20%, Pes=80% and GSM~50 g/m2)
Setting

Speed

GSM
g/100m

2

Thickness

MD

CD

mm

N/50mm

N/50mm

MD/CD

3

250

0,481

0,648

108,40

42,55

2,548

4

250

0,477

0,644

110,05

42,05

2,617

5

250

0,479

0,649

109,15

41,55

2,627

2

250

0,480

0,646

109,80

41,60

2,639

nom

250

0,477

0,639

108,35

40,85

2,652

max

250

0,475

0,684

107,35

40,15

2,674

10

250

0,468

0,596

108,50

40,45

2,682
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9

250

0,470

0,638

105,45

39,05

2,700

13

250

0,478

0,657

108,30

40,10

2,701

7

250

0,467

0,640

106,60

39,45

2,702

1

250

0,476

0,640

107,95

39,85

2,709

11

250

0,468

0,596

104,95

38,15

2,751

12

250

0,472

0,604

110,35

40,10

2,752

6

250

0,468

0,636

105,15

37,70

2,789

8

250

0,479

0,649

111,70

40,00

2,793

min

250

0,470

0,654

108,20

38,60

2,803

The selection of the area weight was brought about, on account of the numerous enquiries from customers and market needs,
whereas the selection of the speed resulted from the assumptions of introducing Spunlace nonwoven fabrics to highperformance production, in industrial manufacture.
The cumulative results of all measurements, recorded in Tables 2, 3, 4 & 5 are shown in Figure 1 due to the analysis of the
setting variant and the value of the MD/CD coefficient.
3,000

Wartość współczynnika MD/CD

2,900

2,800

seria 1
2,700
seria 2
seria 3
2,600

seria 4

2,500

2,400
nom min max

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Nastawy zgrzeblarek

Fig. 1. Cumulative results of MD/CD
Based on the overall presentation of the measurements, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(a) for nonwoven fabrics with parameters Vis=20%, Pes=80%, GSM~50 g/m2, v=250 m/min, the lowest MD/CD ratio
(2.548) is obtained at Z=3,
(b) for nonwoven fabrics with parameters Vis=20%, Pes=80%, GSM~35 g/m2, v=250 m/min, the lowest MD/CD ratio
(2.595) is obtained at Z=8,
(c) for nonwoven fabrics with parameters Vis=20%, Pes=80%, GSM~35 g/m2, v=220 m/min, the lowest MD/CD ratio
(2.510) is obtained at Z=min,
(d) for nonwoven fabrics with parameters Vis = 20%, PES = 80%, GSM ~ 40 g/m2, v = 220 m/min, the lowest MD/CD ratio
(2.541) is obtained at Z = 2.
In addition, it can be noted that settings 2 and 4 provide the expected value of the MD/CD ratio, i.e., below 2.8, for all the
nonwoven fabrics produced and tested.
Based on the results, obtained an additional analysis was performed, consisting in comparing the absolute values of the
measured mechanical strength of the nonwoven fabric with the longitudinal (MD) and transverse (CD) direction. Although
the MD/CD ratio was comparable in all tests presented in Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, the highest, absolute value, measured during the
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longitudinal and transverse tearing of a nonwoven fabric, on a testing machine, was obtained for a nonwoven fabric with an
area weight of 50 g/m2 and v = 250 m/min. This was mainly due to the amount of carded fibres. If the optimal solution is
sought, both in terms of efficiency and economy, it should be assumed that by changing the setting parameters of individual
drums of carding machines 1 and 2, a solution will be found that will maintain the mechanical strength at the expected level
and, at the same time, will increase the efficiency of the process. This solution is shown in Fig. 2.
120.00

Strength [N]

100.00

80.00
GSM 35; v=220 m/min

60.00

GSM 40; v=220 m/min
GSM 35; v=250 m/min

40.00

GSM 50; v=250 m/min
20.00

0.00
MD

CD

Direction of measurement
Fig. 2: Comparison of absolute values of MC and CD for the most favourable settings of carding machines in the
production of the nonwoven fabrics tested

Card 1

Card 2

Card no.

Nonwoven fabric (20% Vis and 80% Pes) with a linear mass of 35 g/m2 (grey) achieves similar, absolute values of MD and
CD and the expected value of the MD/CD ratio (> 2.8), thus increasing the process efficiency from 220 m/min to 250 m/min
and changing the speed of the key drums in the tested carding machines from the setting Z = min. to the setting Z = 8 (Table
6).
Table 6: Carding machine settings increasing the efficiency of nonwoven fabric production

Drum
marking

Marking and setting values of carding
machines / linear speeds in [m / min]
GSM 35 g/m2
Z=min for
Z=8 for
v=220 m/min
v=250 m/min.
400
550
850
1100
45
45
100
100
90
100
190
220
900
1500
700
1090
40
40
100
100
90
100
180
200

Scope of
amendments
[m/min]

T2
T1
Rw1
Rs1
Rw2
Rs2
T2
T1
Rw1
Rs1
Rw2
Rs2

400-550
850-1100
45-130
100-260
90-190
190-380
900-1500
700-1200
40-120
100-250
90-180
180-380

Selection of the range of changes and the combination of the speed settings of the drums of the carding machines, indicates
the legitimacy of conducting research towards reducing the amount of fibres, vis-à-vis an increase in the efficiency of the
technology demonstrator, in that, less material is required, while simultaneously obtaining the expected strength of the
nonwoven fabric manufactured.
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Summary and directions for Further Research
Analysis of the research results, provided during implementation of the project, allowed Novita S.A. to confirm the
possibility of the high-performance production of Spunlace nonwoven fabrics while reducing their surface weight.
The scope of the tests of the technological solution constructed, carried out on the demonstrator/prototype and the results
obtained, made it possible to indicate the visible correlations between the mechanical parameters of the carding components
and the quality indicators of the nonwoven fabric produced.
Achieving the high efficiency and effectiveness of the technology, as presented in the technology demonstrator, assumed as
part of the Project implementation, also allows research activities to be directed to other cognitive areas, to constantly
improve the processes implemented. Conducting further research may contribute to the development of other innovative
solutions in the field of the predictive maintenance of the proper mechanical condition of the demonstrator units, the
automated monitoring of the state of wear of the demonstrator's operating elements, an autonomous maintenance system and
the use of biodegradable raw materials in the process.
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Abstract
The aim of the research was to identify the features of agricultural households in Central Pomerania at risk of poverty. The
research assumed that poverty refers to a situation in which an agricultural household is unable to meet specific needs at a
satisfactory level. Three variables for measuring the poverty of these units were established. The source of the data were the
results of a survey conducted in the second quarter of 2020 on a group of 361 agricultural households in Central Pomerania
(Poland). The study took into account the households of farmers running commercial agricultural holdings covered by
agricultural accounting research in the European Farm Accountancy Data Network (Polish FADN). In order to identify the
agricultural features of households influencing the risk of poverty, the following set of features was adopted based on the
literature review: age of the household head (in years), gender of the household head, level of education of the household
head, size of the household, development phase of the household, funds accumulated in the form of savings in the household,
household debt, the possibility of financial exclusion in the household, the area of the farm, the value of farm production,
the direction of production of the farm. The study used a two-tailed equality test for column proportions. For each significant
pair, the category with the smaller column proportion appears together with the category with the larger column proportion.
The significance level adopted in the study is 0.05. Tests were adjusted for all pairwise comparisons within each internal
subtable using the Bonferroni correction. The isolated features of the analyzed agricultural households are more often
associated with the subjective perception of the risk of poverty than with the objective criterion measured with net income
per capita. The research confirmed that the accumulation of savings is associated with a lower risk of poverty - regardless of
the adopted criterion. Farms that assess their possibility of financial exclusion as high are at greater risk of poverty
(understood by subjective criteria). Moreover, the larger the acreage of agricultural land, the lower the risk of poverty in the
agricultural household. The risk of poverty in each of the dimensions decreases with the increase in the value of production
and the specialization of agricultural production.

Keywords: Farm Household, Poverty, Determinants of Poverty, Central Pomerania, Poland.
Introduction
The issue of poverty among households is often discussed in scientific works, and researchers take into account its various
aspects, which shows both the importance and topicality, as well as the complexity and multidimensional aspect of this area
of research. The latest research focuses, among others, on the phenomenon of poverty in individual socio-economic groups
of households that are at a greater risk of poverty, including, primarily, agricultural households (Raczkowska and
Wrzesińska-Kowal, 2018; Alamgir et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021), women (Gani, 2021; Betti, Mangiavacchi and Piccoli,
2020), the elderly (Ichwan, Agustang and Adam, 2020; Agblobi, Osei-Fosu and Yusif, 2020), people with disabilities
(Pinilla-Roncancio and Alkire, 2021; Takasaki, 2020; Park and Nam, 2019) as well as households with children (GibsonDavis, Keister and Gennetian, 2020; Fabrizi and Mussida, 2020; Jędrzejczak and Pakasiewicz, 2019). A number of studies
also concern the differentiation of poverty depending on the location of the household - in the urban-rural aspect (Steinert et
al., 2018; Szczygieł, 2017; Raczkowska and Gruziel, 2018; Ahmad and Faridi, 2020) and depending on the country (Munoz
Boudet et al., 2021; Miłaszewicz et al., 2018; Raczkowska and Gruziel, 2018). The research also focuses on finding the
relationship between household access to financial products and services (financial inclusion and financial exclusion) and
the level of poverty and exposure to poverty (Yang and Fu, 2019; Koomson, Villano and Hadley, 2020).
An important aspect is also the identification of factors affecting poverty risk. The results of research indicate that there are
a number of factors influencing the studied phenomenon and can be divided into two main groups: endogenous factors (socioeconomic, socio-demographic, social), which are related to the features of a household, and exogenous factors - independent
________________
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Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain,
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of the household (this issue is discussed in the next part of the article: Determinants of households' poverty - literature
review).
This work is part of the research on socio-economic factors that determine the risk of poverty in agricultural households. The
aim of the research is to identify the agricultural features of households in Central Pomerania at risk of poverty.
Difficulties in carrying out the research are caused by the lack of a uniform definition of household poverty. This is due,
among others, to the fact that heterogeneous methods of measuring this aspect are used. Thus, the definition adopted by the
researcher is of key importance for the obtained results in the field of poverty measurement (cf. Hagennars, 1986, after:
Panek, 2007). Despite their diversity, all the definitions of poverty presented in the literature refer to a situation in which a
household is unable to meet specific needs at a satisfactory level (Panek, 2007; Rusnak, 2011). Considering the above, three
variables were adopted in this study, which made it possible to identify poverty among the surveyed population - one of them
relates to the level of household income, the other two are subjective assessments of the ability of the surveyed individuals
to meet their needs. The adopted assumptions are presented in the Materials and methods section of the article.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The second section presents an overview of the literature studies on the
determinants of household poverty. The next section presents data sources and research methodology. Then, the
characterization of agricultural households included in the study was performed. Next, the results of empirical research on
the identification of features of agricultural households at risk of poverty are presented. The last section concludes.

Determinants of Households’ Poverty – Literature Review
Household poverty may be determined by many factors which, on the one hand, may be related to the characteristics of a
given entity (internal, socio-economic factors). According to the research results, this group of factors includes primarily:
the level of household income, the size and composition of the household, the number of household members performing
professional work, education of the household head, employment/occupation of the household head, gender of the household
head, their marital status, age of the household head, house/flat ownership, physical assets value, health status, remittances,
financial exclusion/financial inclusion of the household (Ijaiya et al., 2018; Ofeh and Thalut, 2018; Mekore and Yaekob,
2018; Ojo-fakuade et al., 2019; Tadesse, Abebaw and Takele, 2020; Ahmad and Faridi, 2020; Edem, Agba and Ojong, 2020;
Salam, Pratomo and Saputra, 2020; Ravindra Deyshappriya and Minuwanthi, 2020; Mohamoud and Bulut, 2020; Khairati
and Syahni, 2020; Sheikh et al., 2020; Eyasu, 2020; Gautam, et al., 2021).
On the other hand, there are also a number of external factors - independent of the household - determining poverty. The
research results provide evidence that these are primarily: health infrastructure (access to health service), technical
infrastructure (including access to electricity), road infrastructure, access to external financing sources (including access to
credit) (Tadesse, Abebaw and Takele, 2020; Mohamoud and Bulut, 2020; Salam, Pratomo and Saputra, 2020; Ijaiya et al.,
2018).
The main factor that influences the risk of poverty is the level of total income and the level of per capita income earned by
household members. Its amount determines the ability to meet the needs of the household. Income is one of the criteria used
to define a poor household. Therefore, when considering the factors influencing the risk of poverty, one should first of all
take into account those that determine the level of household income.
Based on literature studies, it was found that the factors considered include the development phase of the household as well
as its size and composition. They shape the level of household needs, the level and structure of income, and the level and
structure of expenses. Research findings relating to the development phase of the household and its relationship to poverty
provide evidence that the following households are at high risk of poverty: couples with children, lone-mother households
and extended households with children (Munoz Boudet et al., 2021). The research results relating to the impact of the number
of people on the studied phenomenon prove that the larger the household, the greater its risk of poverty (Ijaiya et al., 2018;
Ojo-fakuade et al., 2019; Ahmad and Faridi, 2020; Tadesse, Abebaw and Takele, 2020; Gautam et al., 2021). In this aspect,
not only the number of people is important, but also the composition of the household, including the share of children and
other persons dependent on the household (dependency ratio), the share of people performing paid work and the share of
people providing income to the household (other than income from work performed). The higher the dependency ratio, the
lower the per capita income in the household and the higher the household expenses, which increases the risk of poverty
(Tadesse, Abebaw and Takele, 2020; Imran, Devadason and Cheok, 2020; Sheikh et al., 2020).
The literature also emphasizes the importance of the level of education and its relationship with poverty. A higher level of
education is associated with higher qualifications and the possibility of taking up a more profitable job. As the level of
education increases, the probability of poverty decreases (Lawal, Omonona and Oyinleye, 2011; Ojo-fakuade et al., 2019;
Ahmad and Faridi 2020; Sheikh et al., 2020; Tadesse, Abebaw and Takele, 2020; Imran, Devadason and Cheok, 2020;
Gautam et al., 2021). It should be emphasized that in some developing countries the share of literate people in the household
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is also important (Mohamoud and Bulut, 2020). In addition to being able to work on more favorable financial terms, more
educated people usually have a better knowledge of the possibilities of resource allocation and investment, which may lead
to poverty reduction (Imran, Devadason and Cheok, 2020). This is due to, among other things, greater financial literacy and
financial awareness of the individual and their use in the decision-making process regarding the selection and use of particular
financial products and services (Kuchciak, 2020). This knowledge influences household decisions regarding the use of
financial services and products, which in turn is associated with phenomena such as financial inclusion and financial
exclusion. Financial inclusion can reduce poverty rates (Park and Mercado, 2016; Omar and Inaba, 2020) and income
inequality (Omar and Inaba, 2020), while financial exclusion of the household, as evidenced by the research results, is a
factor influencing the risk of poverty (Ofeh and Thalut, 2018). Financial awareness and economic knowledge affect the
effective management of personal finances, being a conscious client of financial institutions, knowing the consequences of
indebtedness and the lack of savings (Świecka, 2018). In turn, a deficit of financial knowledge may result in irresponsible
financial attitudes and decisions, which may affect income shocks and the decreasing stability of household finances
(Potocki, 2017). As demonstrated by Askar, Ouattara and Zhang (2020), financial literacy plays an important role in reducing
poverty.
The research also established that the age of the household head is a factor that influences poverty risk. The research results
obtained in this area are ambiguous, and in many cases it has been proven that the risk of poverty decreases with age (Ahmad
and Faridi, 2020; Sheikh et al., 2020). Ravindra Deyshappriya and Minuwanthi (2020) and Tadesse, Abebaw and Takele
(2020) found, in turn, that there is a non-linear relationship between poverty and the age of the household head, and, after
reaching a certain threshold, the risk of poverty increases with age. On the other hand, Ojo-fakuade et al. (2019) proved that
the risk of poverty increases with age. A positive correlation between the discussed variables was also proved by Ijaiya et al.
(2018), which was justified by the fact that with age the ability to perform difficult work decreases (productivity decreases),
as a result of which the risk of poverty increases.
Research on poverty also emphasizes the role of gender of the household head as a factor determining the discussed
phenomenon. The results on this factor indicate that entities in which the role of the household head is performed by a woman
are more exposed to poverty (Lawal, Omonona and Oyinleye, 2011; Ijaiya et al., 2018; Tadesse, Abebaw and Takele, 2020;
Imran , Devadason and Cheok, 2020).
When considering factors contributing to the risk of poverty, household assets should also be taken into account - including
physical and financial assets (including both savings and liabilities). As Keeley (2015) points out, there are several reasons
why wealth is important for households: it provides financial security in the event of job loss or temporary household
difficulties, it can provide additional income for households (e.g. interest on bank deposits, dividends) and enables
investments (e.g. in real estate, in human capital - investments in education). Savings constitute the financial security of the
household, increase the sense of security and stability, improve living conditions and facilitate the maintenance of financial
liquidity (Strzelecka, 2019). Thus, the fact of accumulating savings may reduce the risk of household poverty. With regard
to household debt as a financial asset, it may negatively or positively affect the risk of poverty - depending on the purpose
of using external financing sources (Sheikh et al., 2020). A loan may contribute to an increase in income and improve the
financial efficiency of the household (e.g. a loan for investment purposes), on the other hand, if the use of the loan is only
used to finance the basic needs of the household and its use results from a too low income level, it may increase the risk of
poverty (Sheikh et al., 2020).
The basic source of income for agricultural households is income from agricultural activity. Therefore, when considering the
features of an agricultural holding that may affect the risk of household poverty, one should also take into account those that
determine the level of agricultural income. The capital invested in the production assets of an agricultural holding - including
land, agricultural machinery and equipment - is of significant importance in this respect. Production assets are necessary for
agricultural activity, and the efficiency of their use is one of the factors determining the amount of income from an
agricultural holding (Strzelecka and Zawadzka, 2020). As shown by the results of empirical research, physical assets like
land and agricultural machinery ownership reduce the poverty status of agricultural households (Lawal, Omonona and
Oyinleye, 2011; Mekore and Yaekob, 2018; Ofeh and Thalut 2018; Eyasu, 2020). Among the factors influencing the amount
of agricultural income, the specialization of a farm is also mentioned (Kurdyś-Kujawska et al., 2019). It influences the
increase in the profitability of production, and thus the increase in income from agricultural activity (Yang and Liu, 2012;
Kryszak and Matuszczak, 2019). The level of agricultural income is also determined by the value of production volume
(Czyżewski, Grzelak and Kryszak, 2018; Strzelecka, Kurdyś-Kujawska and Zawadzka, 2018; Strzelecka, Zawadzka and
Kurdyś-Kujawska, 2019). Larger production volume enables the generation of higher income, reduces individual labor input,
as a result of its substitution by material input, and forces the use of labor-saving techniques and more intensive product
manufacturing technologies (Skarżyńska, 2009).
Factors influencing the risk of poverty may vary, e.g. depending on the location of the household, especially across urban
and rural groups (Steinert et al., 2018). Ahmad and Faridi (2020) proved that poverty of rural households is caused by the
following factors: high dependency rate, lower education level, adoption of profession, lower income per person and negative
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savings (use of previously accumulated savings when the level of income obtained in a given period exceeds the level of
expenditure). The research results also show that households where the household head works in agriculture are more
exposed to multidimensional poverty - compared to those working in other sectors of the economy (Salam, Pratomo and
Saputra, 2020).

Materials and Methods
The data source was the results of a survey conducted in the second quarter of 2020 on a group of 361 agricultural households
in Central Pomerania (Poland). The study took into account the households of farmers running a commercial agricultural
holding covered by agricultural accounting research in the European Farm Accountancy Data Network (Polish FADN). The
study covered 88% of agricultural households that in 2020 participated in the FADN system in the analyzed area. In the
course of the research, 349 correctly completed questionnaires were obtained. The research was carried out by advisers from
Agricultural Advisory Centers through personal contact with the farmer and supplementary telephone contact (PAPI and
CATI). The questionnaire consisted of 69 questions which were divided into three main parts: A. General information about
the household, B. Information about household financial management and C. Information about the agricultural holding. The
respondents were asked to provide information as of the end of December 2019 (some questions also related to the period
from 2004 - i.e. from the moment of Poland's accession to the European Union).
In order to identify poverty among the surveyed population, the following assumptions were adopted for the purposes of the
research (three variables):
1)

The level of net income per 1 member of the household - single-person households with an income below PLN 1,500
and other households with an income below PLN 1,000 were considered at risk of poverty (objective criterion).

2)

A subjective assessment of the situation expressed by the possibility of satisfying needs at the current level of income.
The following responses were considered to be at risk of poverty: “we live very sparingly to save for more serious
purchases”; “the income obtained is sufficient only for the cheapest food, clothes and housing fees”; “the income
obtained is sufficient only for the cheapest food and the cheapest clothes”; and “the income obtained is sometimes not
even enough to buy food”.

3)

A subjective assessment of the situation expressed by the possibility of “making ends meet”. The respondents were
asked the following question: "Is your household able to make ends meet with your current income…?” The following
responses were considered to be at risk of poverty: “with some difficulty”, “with difficulty” and “with great difficulty”.

In order to identify the risk of poverty, a set of 11 factors relating to the household and its agricultural holding was adopted.
Their characteristics and the expected direction of impact on the risk of poverty are presented in Table 1, where "+" means
the impact of a given variable on the increase in the risk of poverty, while "-" means the impact of a given factor on reducing
the risk of poverty. The direction of the influence of individual variables was determined on the basis of the research results
presented in the literature.
Table 1: Set of potential features accepted for the study

Variable
name

AGE

GEND

Expected
direction of the
Description of the feature and
variable's
Effect confirmed by scientific research
its categories
impact on the
poverty risk
Factors relating to the household
Ahmad and Faridi (2020)
Sheikh, Akhtar, Asghar and Abbas (2020)
Ravindra Deyshappriya and Minuwanthi
age of the head of a household
(2020)
-/+
(years)
Ojo-fakuade, Ugege, Kareem, Ogunwale
and Tunde-Francis (2019)
Ijaiya, Marikan, Bakar and Roszopor (2018)
Tadesse, Abebaw and Takele (2020)
Lawal, Omonona and Oyinleye (2011)
gender of the head of the
Ijaiya, Marikan, Bakar and Roszopor (2018)
household: female= 0, male =1
Imran, Devadason and Cheok (2020)
Tadesse, Abebaw and Takele (2020)
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EDU

level of education of the
household head: basic vocational
or lower; secondary or high
school graduation, higher

-

SIZ

household size (number
household members)

+

DP

SAV
DEB
FEXCL

AREA

PROD

SPEC

of

development phase of the
household: a single young person
household,
a
young
marriage/partnership without a
child, a marriage/partnership
with dependent children, a
middle
or
elderly
marriage/partnership
without
dependent children, a single
elderly person household, others
funds collected in the form of
savings in the household: no = 0,
yes = 1
household debt: no = 0, yes = 1

-/+

-/+

Lawal, Omonona and Oyinleye (2011)
Ojo-fakuade, Ugege, Kareem, Ogunwale
and Tunde-Francis (2019)
Ahmad and Faridi (2020)
Sheikh, Akhtar, Asghar and Abbas (2020)
Tadesse, Abebaw and Takele (2020)
Imran, Devadason and Cheok (2020)
Gautam, Raut, Chhetri, Raut, Rashid, Ma
and Wu (2021)
Ijaiya, Marikan, Bakar and Roszopor (2018)
Ojo-fakuade, Ugege, Kareem, Ogunwale
and Tunde-Francis (2019)
Ahmad and Faridi (2020)
Tadesse, Abebaw and Takele (2020)
Gautam, Raut, Chhetri, Raut, Rashid, Ma
and Wu (2021)

Munoz Boudet, Bhatt, Azcona, Yoo and
Beegle (2021)

Strzelecka (2019)
Fulford (2020)
Sheikh, Akhtar, Asghar and Abbas (2020)

possibility of financial exclusion
Park and Mercado (2016)
in the household: low, medium,
+
Ofeh and Thalut (2018)
high
Omar and Inaba (2020)
Farm-specific factors
Lawal, Omonona and Oyinleye (2011)
Mekore and Yaekob (2018)
Ofeh and Thalut (2018)
area of an agricultural holding
Eyasu (2020)
(ha): up to 20 ha; 20.1 - 50 ha;
Kurdyś-Kujawska, Strzelecka,
above 50 ha
Szczepańska-Przekota and Zawadzka
(2019)
Strzelecka and Zawadzka (2020)
value of production: below PLN
Czyżewski, Grzelak and Kryszak (2018)
32,000; PLN 32,001- 100,000;
Strzelecka, Kurdyś-Kujawska and
PLN 100,001 – 200,000; PLN
Zawadzka (2018)
200,001 – 500,000; above PLN
Strzelecka, Zawadzka and Kurdyś500,000
Kujawska (2019)
Yang and Liu (2012)
the direction of production of an
Kryszak and Matuszak (2019)
agricultural holding: multiKurdyś-Kujawska, Strzelecka,
directional (mixed); clearly
+
Szczepańska-Przekota and Zawadzka
plant-oriented; clearly focused on
(2019)
animal production

Source: Authors' own study based on: Ahmad and Faridi (2020); Czyżewski, Grzelak and Kryszak (2018); Eyasu (2020); Fulford (2020);
Gautam et al. (2021); Ijaiya, et al. (2018); Imran, Devadason and Cheok (2020); Kryszak and Matuszak (2019); Kurdyś-Kujawska et al.
(2019); Lawal, Omonona and Oyinleye (2011); Mekore and Yaekob (2018); Munoz Boudet et al. (2021); Ofeh and Thalut (2018); Ojofakuade, et al. (2019); Ravindra Deyshappriya and Minuwanthi (2020); Sheikh et al. (2020); Strzelecka (2019); Strzelecka, KurdyśKujawska and Zawadzka (2018).
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The study used a two-tailed equality test for column proportions. For each significant pair, the category with the smaller
column proportion appears together with the category with the larger column proportion. The significance level adopted in
the study is 0.05. Tests were adjusted for all pairwise comparisons within each internal subtable using the Bonferroni
correction.

Characteristics of the Studied Households
The surveyed group of households was dominated by those (40.1%) whose average monthly income in 2019 did not exceed
PLN 1,500 / person, and in every fifth household it was lower than PLN 1,000 / person. In every third household, the income
level exceeded PLN 2,000 per person, and in the case of 27.8% of the surveyed entities it was between PLN 1,500 and PLN
2,000. Agricultural activity accounted for an average of 75.90% of the income of the surveyed households and it is definitely
the dominant source of income for these entities. In most households (66.8%), income came from one or two sources (28.7%
and 38.1%, respectively). Three sources of income were provided by every fourth household, four or more - 7.7%. In the
structure of expenditure of the analyzed group of households, expenditure on food and non-alcoholic beverages accounted
for by far the largest, over one third of the total, expenditure (34.6%). This was followed by expenditure on housing and
energy (14.6%), on clothing and footwear (9.83%) and on home furnishings (8.94%). More than half (55%) of households
indicated that they were saving, with on average 13.88% of their income was allocated to this purpose. Four out of ten of the
surveyed entities declared having debt, allocating, on average, 20.9% of their income for its repayment. The surveyed group
was dominated by 3-person (25.1%) and 4-person (24.6%) households, and every fifth household was a 2-person household.
When considering the development phase, it was found that the most numerous groups were marriages/partnerships with
dependent children (44%) and multi-generational households (22.3%). In the vast majority of the surveyed entities, the head
of the household was a man (83%). The mean age of the household head was 47 years. The largest group among the analyzed
entities were those whose head of household had secondary education (36.6%) and basic vocational education (35.4%); in
the case of every fifth entity a higher level of education of the household head was recorded. The average area of a farm in
2019 was 56.75 ha, with arable land (54.12 ha on average) and leased land (average 16.76 ha) constituting the largest part.
The surveyed entities were dominated by farms clearly focused on plant production - they constituted almost half of the
surveyed group. There were 28.7% of multidirectional (mixed) farms and 23.2% of farms focused on livestock production.

Empirical Results
In accordance with the adopted research methodology, the identification of poverty among the analyzed group of entities
was made taking into account three criteria: income, the possibility of satisfying needs and "making ends meet" (Fig. 1)
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

78.5

77.7

86.5

no risk of poverty
risk of poverty

21.5
income criterion

22.3

13.5

criterion of the "make ends meet"
possibility of
criterion
satisfying the needs

Fig. 1: Assessment of the risk of poverty among the analyzed agricultural households
in Central Pomerania according to the selected criteria (%, N=349)
Source: Authors' own study based on based on the original questionnaire survey.

By adopting the income criterion, it was found that every fifth surveyed agricultural household is at risk of poverty. Similar
results were obtained using the subjective criterion of the possibility of "making ends meet". It was also found that 13.5% of
the surveyed entities are at risk of poverty when taking into account the criterion of the household's ability to meet its needs
at the current income level.
In the next stage of the research, the characteristics of agricultural households at risk of poverty were determined using the
two-tailed test for column proportion - in relation to the three adopted criteria for defining poverty (Tab. 2).
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Table 2: Poverty risk and the characteristics of the researched agricultural households
in Central Pomerania (N=349)
Significance level
criterion of the possibility
"make ends meet"
income criterion
of satisfying the needs
criterion
AGE
chi2
0.091
0.223
0.398
GEND
chi2
0.516
0.118
0.901
EDU
chi2
0.997
0.059
0.004
SIZ
chi2
0.925
0.207
0.326
DP
chi2
0.287
0.175
0.765
SAV
chi2
0.000
0.031
0.000
DEB
chi2
0.381
0.525
0.361
FEXCL
chi2
0.452
0.000
0.000
AREA
chi2
0.069
0.001
0.000
PROD
chi2
0.000
0.022
0.000
SPEC
chi2
0.083
0.009
0.005
Note: Results are based on a two-tailed test for column proportions with significance p <0.05. Tests are adjusted for all pairwise
comparisons within each internal subtable using the Bonferroni correction.
Source: Authors' own study based on based on the original questionnaire survey.
Features of
households

Type of test

The research results indicate that the selected features of the analyzed group of agricultural households are more often
associated with the subjective perception of the risk of poverty than with the objective criterion of net income per household
member (Tab. 2). In the course of the research, it was found that the risk of poverty is statistically significantly related to the
following characteristics of the surveyed agricultural households: education of the household head (EDU), accumulation of
savings by the household (SAV), possibility of financial exclusion in the household (FEXCL), the area of the agricultural
holding (AREA), production value of an agricultural holding (PROD) and specialization of production of an agricultural
holding (SPEC). It is worth emphasizing that household debt is not statistically significantly associated with the risk of
poverty. This can be explained by the low use of debt by agricultural households. Indebtedness does not result from a difficult
financial situation, but rather is related to financing development projects. The results of our research also did not confirm
the relationship between poverty and the age of the household head, the household head's gender, the size of the household
and its development stage.
Table 3: The risk of poverty and the education level of the household head (N=349)

Poverty criterion

"make ends meet" criterion

Risk

risk of poverty
no risk of poverty

EDU
the education level of the household head
basic vocational or
secondary or high
higher
lower
school graduation
(C)
(A)
(B)
28.8% C
23.0% C
8.5%
71.2%
77.0%
91.5% A B

Note: A two-tailed equality test was used for column proportions. For each significant pair, the category with the smaller column
proportion appears together with the category with the larger column proportion. The significance level for uppercase letters (A, B, C) is
0.05.
Source: Authors' own study based on based on the original questionnaire survey.

People with secondary or basic vocational education or lower are significantly more likely to fall into the group at risk of
poverty, understood as "making ends meet" - 23-28.8% of people with this level of education belong to this group, with only
8.5% of people with higher education (Tab. 3). This confirms the results of the research conducted so far, which indicate a
lower risk of poverty among households whose head of the household is characterized by a higher level of education. (Lawal,
Omonona and Oyinleye 2011; Ojo-fakuade et al., 2019; Ahmad and Faridi 2020; Sheikh et al., 2020; Tadesse, Abebaw and
Takele, 2020; Imran, Devadason and Cheok, 2020; Gautam et al., 2021).
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Table 4: The risk of poverty and having savings (N=349)

Poverty criterion

SAV
Savings

Risk

Yes
No
(A)
(B)
risk of poverty
13.0%
31.8% A
income criterion
no risk of poverty
87.0% B
68.2%
risk of poverty
9.9%
17.8% A
criterion of the possibility of
satisfying the needs
no risk of poverty
90.1% B
82.2%
risk of poverty
12.5%
34.4% A
"make ends meet" criterion
no risk of poverty
87.5% B
65.6%
Note: A two-tailed equality test was used for column proportions. For each significant pair, the category with the smaller column
proportion appears together with the category with the larger column proportion. The significance level for uppercase letters (A, B, C) is
0.05.
Source: Authors' own study based on based on the original questionnaire survey.

Accumulation of savings is associated with a lower risk of poverty - regardless of the adopted criterion (Tab. 4). Having
savings can help ease consumption in the future and protect the household from possible emergencies (Fulford, 2020), thus
reducing the risk of poverty.
Table 5: The risk of poverty and the assessment of financial exclusion risk of one's own household (N=349)
FEXCL
Possibility of financial exclusion in the household
low
medium
high
(A)
(B)
(C)
risk of poverty
8.6%
16.5%
38.5% A
criterion of the possibility of
satisfying the needs
no risk of poverty
91.4% C
83.5%
61.5%
risk of poverty
11.4%
35.1% A
61.5% A
"make ends meet" criterion
no risk of poverty
88.6% B C
64.9%
38.5%
Note: A two-tailed equality test was used for column proportions. For each significant pair, the category with the smaller column
proportion appears together with the category with the larger column proportion. The significance level for uppercase letters (A, B, C) is
0.05.
Source: Authors' own study based on based on the original questionnaire survey.
Poverty criterion

Risk

Farms that assess their possibility of financial exclusion as high are at a greater risk of poverty (understood by subjective
criteria) (Table 5). 38.5% of these farms meet the criterion of the possibility of satisfying the needs (vs 8.6% of farms
assessing the possibility of financial exclusion as low) and 61.5% - the criterion of "making ends meet" (vs 11.4% of farms
assessing the possibility of financial exclusion as low). The obtained results confirm the results of Ofeh and Thalut (2018)
regarding a higher risk of poverty of households that do not use - or use only to a small extent - financial services and/or
products (financially excluded).
In relation to the results presented in Table 2, the analysis covered factors statistically significantly associated with the risk
of poverty, relating to a farm operated by a farming family (Tab. 6-8).
Table 6: Poverty risk and the area of an agricultural holding (N=349)
AREA
Area of an agricultural holding
Poverty criterion
Risk
up to 20 ha
above 50 ha
(A)
20.1 - 50 ha (B)
(C)
risk of poverty
23.2% C
14.9%
6.1%
criterion of the possibility of
satisfying the needs
no risk of poverty
76.8%
85.1%
93.9% A
risk of poverty
36.6% C
22.4%
12.9%
"make ends meet" criterion
no risk of poverty
63.4%
77.6%
87.1% A
Note: A two-tailed equality test was used for column proportions. For each significant pair, the category with the smaller column
proportion appears together with the category with the larger column proportion. The significance level for uppercase letters (A, B, C) is
0.05.
Source: Authors' own study based on based on the original questionnaire survey.
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Smaller farms (up to 20 ha) meet the subjective criteria of poverty risk to a greater extent (Table 6). The criterion of the
possibility of meeting the needs is met by every fifth farm up to 20 ha (with 6.1% of farms over 50 ha), and the criterion of
"making ends meet" - 36.6% of farms up to 20 ha (with 12.9% of farms over 50 ha) . The acreage of agricultural land
determines the production potential of a farm and is one of the factors influencing the level of agricultural income (KurdyśKujawska et al., 2019), which is the basic source of income for farming families. A larger area of agricultural land makes it
possible to generate higher production and obtain higher income on this account. In addition, with regard to farms located in
the European Union, the area of agricultural land is the basis for determining the amount of subsidies to operating activities
under the single area payment. These subsidies, as indicated by the research results, constitute an important component of
agricultural income (Bojnec and Fertő, 2019; Kurdyś-Kujawska et al., 2019). Our results confirm the research outcomes of
Lawal, Omonona and Oyinleye (2011), Mekore and Yaekob (2018), Ofeh and Thalut (2018) and Eyasu (2020) which show
that the greater the acreage of land used for agriculture, the lower the risk of poverty in the agricultural household.
Table 7: The risk of poverty and the production value of a farm (N=349)
PROD
Value of production
PLN
PLN
above
Poverty criterion
Risk
below PLN
PLN 32,001100,001 –
200,001 –
PLN
32,000
100,000
200,000
500,000
500,000
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
risk of poverty
34.4% C D
30.3% C D
10.0%
9.2%
4.8%
income criterion
no risk of poverty
65.6%
69.7%
90.0% AB
90.8% A B
95.2%
risk of poverty
14.8%
20.5%
8.6%
6.2%
4.8%
criterion of the possibility
of satisfying the needs
no risk of poverty
85.2%
79.5%
91.4%
93.8%
95.2%
risk of poverty
47.5% BCD
18.2%
20.0%
10.8%
19.0%
"make ends meet"
criterion
no risk of poverty
52.5%
81.8% A
80.0% A
89.2% A
81.0%
Note: A two-tailed equality test was used for column proportions. For each significant pair, the category with the smaller column
proportion appears together with the category with the larger column proportion. The significance level for uppercase letters (A, B, C) is
0.05.
Source: Authors' own study based on based on the original questionnaire survey.

The income criterion for poverty risk is most often met by farms with a production value below PLN 100,000 (30.3-34.4%
of endangered farms, with a maximum of 10% of farms with a higher production value that meet this criterion, Table 7).
Additionally, almost half of farms with a production value below PLN 32,000 are at risk of poverty in terms of the "make
ends meet" criterion - significantly more than farms with a production value between PLN 32,001 and PLN 500,000 (10.820%). The risk of poverty in each of the dimensions decreases as the value of production increases. The value of production
directly affects the level of agricultural income, which was proved empirically, among others, by Czyżewski, Grzelak and
Kryszak (2018). Agricultural income is the basic source of income for agricultural households. Thus, the higher the value of
production, the higher the level of agricultural income, and the higher the income, the lower the risk of household poverty.
Table 8: Poverty risk and farm specialization (N=349)
SPEC
The direction of production of an agricultural holding
Poverty criterion
Risk
clearly plantclearly focused on
multi-directional
oriented
animal production
(mixed)
(A)
(B)
(C)
risk of poverty
8.3%
22.2% A
15.0%
criterion of the possibility
of satisfying the needs
no risk of poverty
91.7% B
77.8%
85.0%
risk of poverty
14.9%
27.2%
31.0% A
"make ends meet" criterion
no risk of poverty
85.1% C
72.8%
69.0%
Note: A two-tailed equality test was used for column proportions. For each significant pair, the category with the smaller column
proportion appears together with the category with the larger column proportion. The significance level for uppercase letters (A, B, C) is
0.05.
Source: Authors' own study based on based on the original questionnaire survey.

Multidirectional farms most often meet the criterion of "making ends meet" - every third such farm is at risk of poverty in
this way (significantly more than farms focused on plant production, Table 8). In terms of the criterion of meeting the needs,
farms focused on livestock production (every fifth farm) most often qualify here - statistically significantly more often than
farms focused on plant production (8.3%) and more often than multi-directional farms (15%). As in the case of the production
value, also the specialization of an agricultural holding is a factor determining the level of agricultural income (Kurdyś-
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Kujawska et al., 2019). The research results show that specialized farms achieve a higher level of agricultural income (Yang
and Liu, 2012; Kryszak and Matuszczak 2019), which reduces the risk of household poverty.

Conclusions
The aim of the research was to identify the features of agricultural households in Central Pomerania at risk of poverty. It was
assumed in the research that poverty refers to a situation in which an agricultural household is unable to meet specific needs
at a satisfactory level. Moreover, it was assumed that three criteria would be helpful in identifying the risk of poverty, one
of an objective nature, and two subjective ones. The first criterion was the income of the agricultural household. The rest:
the criterion of the possibility of meeting the needs and the criterion of "making ends meet. A literature review relating to
the factors that may affect the risk of poverty in agricultural households showed that they can be divided into endogenous
factors - related to the characteristics of a farm (AGE, GEND, EDU, SIZ, DP, SAV, DEB, FEXCL, AREA, PROD , SPEC)
and exogenous factors - depending on conditions external to the farm. This work relates to the first group of factors
mentioned.
In the studied sample of farms in Central Pomerania, every fifth unit is at risk of poverty. The distinguished features of the
analyzed agricultural households are more often associated with the subjective perception of the risk of poverty than with
the objective criterion measured with net income per capita. The research confirmed that the accumulation of savings is
associated with a lower risk of poverty - regardless of the adopted criterion. Farms that highly evaluate the possibility of
financial exclusion are at greater risk of poverty (understood by subjective criteria). Moreover, the larger the acreage of
agricultural land, the lower the risk of poverty in the agricultural household. The risk of poverty in each of the dimensions
decreases with the increase in the value of production and the specialization of agricultural production.
This study contribute to the literature, constituting a thread in the discussion on the factors determining poverty in agricultural
households, as well as practice - our results may be useful source of information for institutions, which deal with the diagnosis
of entities at risk of poverty and counteracting the phenomenon of household poverty. Further research stages should be
carried out in order to verify the phenomenon on a wider group of entities from the entire territory of Poland, in order to
construct appropriate instruments aimed at reducing poverty among agricultural households.
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Abstract
The basic precondition for the development of any society is the creation of favorable and predictable living conditions,
and thus an increase the quality of life of citizens. The quality of human life is influenced by various aspects, which in
some cases are almost impossible to quantify. Aspects of the quality of human life that are closely linked to the
development of society and can be quantified include, in particular, socio-economic indicators. The paper deals with the
identification of the least developed regions in Slovakia and their assessment in terms of selected socio-economic
indicators. The aim of the paper is to assess the development of the least developed regions in Slovakia in terms of basic
socio-economic indicators of regional development in order to reduce regional disparities and ensure sustainable
development.

Keywords: Regional Development, Least Developed Region, Socio-Economic Indicator.
Introduction
A human's quality of life is affected by a number of different aspects. These aspects affect not only the life of the
individual, but also the whole society in which the individual exists. The development of such a society can be ensured
only if the quality of life of the individual increases. There are currently a number of options through which quality of life
can be measured. The basic precondition for examining the quality of life is the existence of indicators through which it is
possible to quantify selected aspects of individuals life living in a certain area and at a certain time. The basic indicators of
quality of life include socio-economic indicators. Such indicators do not only refer to the quality of human life, but through
such indicators it is possible to assess the socio-economic situation in a particular area. The better socio-economic situation
of a given territory creates the presumption of a larger number of employers on the labor market, higher competitiveness,
higher household incomes, higher purchasing power of the population, lower unemployment rate and, ultimately, higher
quality of life. However, the socio-economic situation of certain areas is not developing in the same way, which may lead
to regional disparities. The aim of the regional policy of each state, but also of international institutions and organizations,
must be to reduce regional disparities and take measures to improve the socio-economic situation of the least developed
regions, and thus to improve the quality of life of citizens living in such regions. Support for the least developed regions
must be directed to areas which would make it possible to improve the socio-economic situation in the regions concerned.
Because of this, it is necessary to identify the basic socio-economic indicators of regional development, to identify the least
developed regions and to assess the development of socio-economic indicators in these regions.

Regional Organization of The Slovak Republic and Regional Development
A region is considered to be a selected area which can only be defined depending on the purpose of the definition. It is
based on its geographical definition, from which different types of regions can be derived. This is, for example, an urban
region, a social region or an economic region (Výrostová, 2010). An economic region, as one of the types of regions, is
considered to be the spatial subsystem of a country, which has a characteristic spatial structure and level of economic and
social development (Ivaničková, 1998). To create an economic region, it is necessary to meet several criteria such as,
appropriate size of the territory, industry initiating regional development, a sufficient number of small and medium
enterprises, providing basic living needs of the population, respecting historical, cultural, ethnic and other characteristics
(Šoltés, 2016).

_________________
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In the narrower sense, it is possible to classify regions into administrative and natural regions. Natural regions originated in
the context of the historical, natural and natural formation of the earth's surface (Oulehlova, 2020). To a large extent, their
origin was also influenced by the standard of living, settlement, degree of urbanization, socio-demographic characteristics
and other factors (Výrostová, 2010).
Given the state administration and territorial self-government, administrative regions are important (Kubás, 2017; Mišík,
2017). They are created by dividing the country into smaller territorial units (from above), they must completely cover the
entire territory of the country and are always represented by the relevant authorities (Lednický, 2003). In the conditions of
the Slovakia, the administrative regions are legally regulated in Act no. 221/1996 Coll. on the territorial and administrative
organization of the Slovak Republic, as amended, which is based on the fourth chapter of the Constitution of the Slovak
Republic.
According to the said Act, administrative units in the Slovak Republic are regions and districts. For the purposes of
territorial self-government, higher territorial units are considered to be regions, while their territorial district is identical
with the territorial district of the Region. However, this division of Slovakia into 8 regions in some cases does not respect
the borders of natural regions and in many cases the natural conditions were not respected (e.g., the division of the natural
region of Zahorie between the Region Bratislava and Region Trnava) (Šoltés, 2016).
According to the nomenclature of territorial units for statistics, which is defined in the conditions of the Slovak Republic
by the Decree of the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic no. 438/2004 Coll., higher territorial units belong to the
NUTS 3 level regions. As this is the lowest mandatory level of nomenclature of territorial units for statistics, complex
statistical data are processed by the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic at this level (Svetlík, 2017). However, the
Slovakia also has two other local levels of nomenclature of territorial units for statistics. At the LAU 1 level, the territory
of the Slovakia is divided into 79 districts, which, like the regions, are considered to be administrative units of the Slovakia
(Mišík, 2017). However, only very limited statistics on their socio-economic situation are available for LAU 1 level
regions (Peňaška, 2019). One of the most important indicators of the socio-economic situation at the LAU 1 level is the
unemployment rate indicator (Hollá, 2019). Its significance lies in the fact that in accordance with Act no. 336/2015 Coll.
on the support of the least developed districts, as amended, the least developed regions are determined on the basis of data
on the unemployment rate.
Although the unemployment rate is a basic indicator of the socio-economic situation, on the basis of which the least
developed regions are determined, knowledge of other socio-economic indicators and their using to measure the
development of regional disparities is also important for the support of the least developed regions (Štofková, 2020). The
most important socio-economic indicators of socio-economic regional disparities include (Buganová 2014; Buganová
2018):
•
•
•

regional gross domestic product (regional GDP),
net monthly cash income of households,
average gross nominal monthly wage.

In the conditions of the Slovakia, these socio-economic indicators are presented only at the NUTS 3 level, not at the LAU
1 level (Veľas, 2019). For this reason, it is necessary to determine the number of least developed regions on the basis of the
unemployment rate at the LAU 1 level, identify their affiliation to NUTS 3 level regions and then assess in detail all the
most important socio-economic indicators of regional disparities in those regions in which the least developed LAU 1 level
regions are located.

Assessment of the least developed regions
Based on Act no. 336/2015 Coll. on the support of the least developed districts, as amended, the list of least developed
districts shall include a district in which the registered unemployment rate calculated from the available number of
jobseekers reported by the Central office of Labour, Social Affairs and Family was higher than 1.6 times in at least nine
calendar quarters average rate of registered unemployment in the Slovakia for the same period. The registered
unemployment rate, as well as the list of the least developed regions, is maintained by the Central office of Labour, Social
Affairs and Family of the Slovak Republic. The condition for inclusion of a region in the list of least developed districts
has long been met by 20 regions. All these LAU 1 least developed regions lie in three NUTS 3 level regions. Table 1
provides information on the total number of LAU 1 regions belonging to the NUTS 3 level regions, the number of LAU 1
regions included in the list of least developed districts by NUTS 3 level regions and their names.
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Table 1: Statistics on the least developed regions
NUTS 3

Total number of
districts (LAU 1)

Number of least developed
districts (LAU 1)

Region Banska
Bystrica
Region Presov

13

5

13

9

Region Kosice

11

6

Names of the least developed
districts (LAU 1)
Lucenec, Poltar, Revuca,
Rimavska Sobota, Velky Krtis
Kezmarok, Sabinov, Svidnik,
Vranov nad Toplou, Bardejov,
Medzilaborce, Levoca, Snina,
Stropkov
Gelnica, Roznava, Sobrance,
Trebisov, Kosice – okolie,
Michalovce

Source: authors according to the Šoltés, 2020

Figure 1 shows the development of the unemployment rate in the least developed regions of LAU level 1, on the basis of
which these regions were included in the list of least developed regions. The highest long-term unemployment rate is in the
Rimavska Sobota region, where at the end of 2015 the unemployment rate climbed above 25 %. The other 4 regions Kezmarok, Roznava, Revuca and Poltar - also exceeded the 20 % unemployment rate. In the reviewed period, however, the
unemployment rate decreased in all regions. The only exception is 2020, in which there was a sharp year-on-year increase
in the unemployment rate in the all least developed regions. This increase in the unemployment rate occurred due to the
effects of the COVID-19-related pandemic

Fig 1. Unemployment rate of the least developed regions
Source: authors according to the Central office of Labour, Social Affairs and Family

Figure 2 shows the development of the unemployment rate in NUTS 3 regions, in which all the least developed regions are
located.
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Fig 2. Unemployment rate of selected NUTS 3 regions
Source: authors according to the Statistical office of the Slovak republic

Data on the unemployment rate and other socio-economic indicators of regional disparities at the NUTS 3 level regions are
up-to-date only in 2019. Thus, these socio-economic indicators do not yet reflect the impact of the COVID-19-related
pandemic. In all three examined NUTS 3 level regions the unemployment rate has long been above the national average. In
2019, however, the unemployment rate reached historically lowest levels in the all examined regions, which was not be
surpassed with certainty in 2020 (according to Figure 1) due to the pandemic of COVID-19 disease. Figure 3 shows the
development of the another socio-economic indicator, which is the regional GDP expressed in current prices (in billions of
€) in purchasing power parity.

Fig 3. Regional GDP in PPS of selected NUTS 3 regions (in billions €)
Source: authors according to the Statistical office of the Slovak republic

In the long run, the development of regional GSP has a growing character in all examined NUTS 3 regions. A slight
decrease was observed for only two years in the whole reviewed period, in 2010 and 2017. In terms of regional GDP, only
the Region Kosice is around the national average, while the Region Presov and the Region Banska Bystrica are below this
average. Figure 4 shows the development of the net money income of households
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Fig 4. Net money income of selected NUTS 3 regions
Source: authors according to the Statistical office of the Slovak republic

In terms of net money income, it is possible to observe an upward trend in selected NUTS 3 regions in the reviewed period.
Although until 2014 the amount of net money income in all monitored regions was approximately balanced and slightly
below the national average, since 2015 this stable trend has changed slightly. In 2015, the Region Banska Bystrica in terms
of net money income was equal to the national average. The Region Kosice, but also the Region Presov, remained below
average, while the second mentioned region became independent in the last position with the lowest net money income.
Figure 5 shows the development of the last, but not the least socio-economic indicator of regional development, which is
the amount of average gross nominal monthly wage.

Fig 5. Average gross nominal monthly wage of selected NUTS 3 regions
Source: authors according to the Statistical office of the Slovak republic

In the reviewed period, the amount of average gross nominal monthly wage in all monitored regions of the NUTS 3 level
increased and did not record a single decrease. The only region that managed to keep the national average in the amount of
average gross nominal monthly wage in the first half of the reviewed period was the Region Kosice. However, since 2008,
this region has also fallen deeper below the national average, as have the other two selected regions. In this respect, the
Region Presov is the deepest below the national average.

Conclusion
The aim of the paper was to assess the development of the least developed regions in Slovakia in terms of basic socioeconomic indicators of regional development. Given that all the least developed regions of LAU 1 lever are located in three
NUTS 3 regions, these three regions - Banska Bystrica Region, Presov Region and Kosice Region – were considered as
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least developed regions for the purposes of this paper. To fulfil the set goal, the basic logical methods of scientific research
were used, supplemented by methods of mathematical statistics, through which it was possible to determine the
development of individual socio-economic indicators of the least developed regions. Regional development is one of the
key aspects of society's development. However, the precondition for regional development is the creation of such living
conditions in which individuals would prosper. The prosperity of an individuals, and thus their quality of life, can be
measured on the basis of socio-economic indicators. These indicators point to the socio-economic situation of a certain
area (region) in which individuals perform their basic life functions. One of the most important socio-economic indicators
is the unemployment rate, which at the same time represents in Slovakia the only means by which the least developed
regions are legally defined. Based on the unemployment rate, there are currently 20 least developed LAU 1 regions in
Slovakia. However, all these regions belong to three NUTS 3 level regions, out of a total of 8 regions of this level in
Slovakia. Other important socio-economic indicators of regional development include regional GDP, net money income
and average gross nominal monthly wage. Based on the assessment of the development of these socio-economic indicators,
it can be said that the worst socio-economic situation has long been in the Region Presov. While in terms of the
unemployment rate, all regions have taken the worst places, in terms of regional GDP, the best is the Region Kosice, which
owes this to the fact that it is the second largest city in Slovakia. Perhaps also for this reason, the Region Kosice achieves
the highest value of average gross nominal monthly wages among the monitored regions. In terms of net money income,
the Region Banska Bystrica has come to the forefront in recent years, which has matched the national average and
disengaged from the other two monitored regions. The results of the paper can serve as a starting point for further research
aimed at reducing regional disparities and supporting the least developed regions, but also for local self-governments and
state administration, whose basic task is to care for all-round development of the administered territory and the needs of the
inhabitants, and thus to increase citizens quality of life.
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Abstract
Quality of life is affected by a number of aspects and with the context of the current situation, safety is one of the most
important. For safety Each individual is influenced by a number of factors, hence the perception of safety for each
individual. One of the objective indicators of the security situation it is precisely crime that negatively affects a person's
safety and at the same time his quality of life. To improve the security situation of people in terms of crime is it is
necessary to know the risks that flow from it. In the article, we focused on the business environment in Slovakia. We
analyzed the development of business activity over a period of time. With the help of comparison, we pointed out whether
there is any connection with the development of crime and the development of business activity.

Keywords: Security, Entrepreneurship, Economic Growth, Crime.
Introduction
By crime we mean conduct that is not socially acceptable. Most often it is a criminal activity in the sense of the Criminal
law, Act no. 300/2005 as amended, which defines an offense as an unlawful act of which the characters are listed in this
law. Gašpierik (2010) defines crime as a negative social phenomenon that is negative affects its harmonious development.
We can judge it from different points of view, such as for example, criminology, criminology, law, psychology, sociology
and others. Crime and other anti-social activities violate the norms of society that are accepted by society, disrupts the
balanced (harmonious) development of personality and society, causes uncertainty, mistrust, fear and panic. It causes
material and spiritual damage to individuals, groups, as well as society as a whole. The structure of crime expresses the
share of individual types of crime, if any groups of offenses, to the total number of offenses committed in a given territory
for a specific period of time. The structure of crime is a qualitative indicator. It allows us to know the quality of crime in a
given area, the main one’s species and forms, who are the perpetrators, what is their age structure, sex, education,
profession, other others.
Crime is often analyzed in terms of the structure of the territory. Different frequency crime in individual territorial units
signals a different incidence rate criminogenic factors and is an important prerequisite for crime control considerations.
The uneven state and structure of crime in individual territorial units most often associated with differences in the
economic structure of the state, in density and composition population with different cultural and living standards. That is
why it is necessary to pay attention to the share of companies in the territory and focus on whether there is a relationship
between the business environment and crime.

Importance of Business Entities in the Economy
The terms enterprise and entrepreneurship are defined in many meanings depending on the size of the enterprise, the life
cycle of the enterprise, or one author. Two authors or even "practitioners" distinguish these two terms, according to others
they are so-called connecting terms which are closely related and cannot be separated. Bridge (2009, 2010) provides an
overview of several approaches, on the basis of which it is possible to set aside a broad and narrow approach to the
definition of business and entrepreneurship. According to the narrow concept, a company is identified with business. Such
an approach has been used in the past mainly in the start-up phase. According to Shane & Venkartaraman (2000),
"entrepreneurship is an activity that involves discovering, evaluating and seizing opportunities to introduce new goods and
services, ways of organizing, markets, processes and raw materials by organizing efforts that did not exist before".
Entrepreneurship is perceived only as a subset of enterprise, as a process of carrying out activities related to the fulfillment
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of European business goals. With a broader concept, they enter into the definition of the company and business
characteristics mentioned in the introduction, ie. business size, life cycle stage and more. Usually, however, the enterprise
and business are perceived in the same way, and the definitions show the characteristics of the activities that the enterprise
uses in the course of its business activities.
If we looked at the problem of defining these terms from the point of view of the legal regulations valid in the Slovak
Republic and adjusted the business activity, we would find such a different approach. The Commercial Code distinguishes
between the terms enterprises and business, in contrast to the Trade Licensing Act, which defines an only business.
According to the Commercial Code 513/1991 Coll., The company is characterized as “a set of tangible, as well as personal
and intangible components of a business. The things, rights, and other property belonging to the enterprise, which belong
to the entrepreneur and are used for the operation of the enterprise or, by their nature, are to serve this purpose. "
According to the Commercial Code, entrepreneurship is "a systemic activity carried out independently by an entrepreneur
in his own name and for further responsibility for making a profit or for the purpose of achieving a measurable positive
social impact if it is an economic activity of a registered social enterprise according to a special regulation". In Act
455/1991 Coll., On trade licensing, we do not find the exact term of entrepreneurship, as this term is referred to here as
trade. If we compare the definition of a business in the Commercial Code and in the Trade Licensing Act, we would find
only small differences in them. "A trade is a systemic activity operated independently, in its own name, for another
responsibility, for achieving a profit or for achieving a measurable positive social impact, if it is an economic activity of a
registered social enterprise under a special regulation and under the conditions laid down in this Act. "
In the definition of the company as well as business / trade, it is possible to notice the important role of the person / persons
performing the business activity, i.e. business. This approach is also evident in the Entrepreneurship and Education Action
Plan, where entrepreneurship is defined as “the ability of an individual, possessing a range of essential skills and attributes,
to make a unique, innovative and creative contribution in the world of work, whether in employment or self-employment”.
In this context, Bridge (2009) presents the results of the Enterprise in Higher Education program implemented at
universities in the United Kingdom, according to which an entrepreneur should have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

communications skills: written reports, oral presentations, media awareness,
group-work skills: leadership, teamwork, group dynamics,
personal skills: self-awareness and self-appraisal,
organizational skills: time-management, task management, objective setting,
interpersonal skills: listening, negotiation and persuasion, mutual confidence and respect,
problem-solving: problem analysis, creative thinking and decision making,
social and community awareness: sensitivity to others, moral and ethical bases of decision making,
resource management skills: economic awareness, costing and budgeting.

Kupkovič (2002) perceives these qualities as subjective preconditions of business, which depend on the person, his
abilities, readiness, but also on motivation. In this context, the personality characteristic of the entrepreneur is often
compiled, which contains the appropriate character traits that an entrepreneur should have if he wants to be successful. Part
of the personality characteristic is also the entrepreneur's attitude to risk. Authors such as Buganova et al. (2014) and
Hudakova et al. (2018) point out the importance of paying specific attention to all risks. These risks affect businesses and,
in the event of an underestimation, could lead to financial problems and the demise of the business. According to Ristvej et
al. (2017) and Lovecka et al. (2016) and Holla with Moricova (2019), it is appropriate for additional workers to have
knowledge as crisis managers. It is crisis managers who must correctly assess the risks in companies and propose possible
measures to eliminate and address them. This knowledge could be acquired during the study as stated by Boros et al (2018)
with Kutaj (2017).
Entrepreneurship and business are the driving force of every national economy. Expenditures of business entities, so-called
investment, represent one of the largest items of gross domestic product and at the same time, they are a necessary
precondition for the emergence of the second important component of GDP, namely household consumption. It can
therefore be stated that the existence of enterprises and businesses is the basis of economic growth. Bridge (2009)
considers entrepreneurship to be the fifth factor of production, which, together with labor, land, capital, and innovation,
conditions economic growth. Vainienè (2005) specifies that economic growth is associated with an increase in the output
of enterprises as well as an increase in real incomes of enterprises and individuals. Thus, on the one hand, enterprises
contribute to the creation of GDP through their production and sales, and on the other hand, through the creation of jobs,
the use of labor, and the payment of pensions to the owners of the factors of production.
In the past, large companies were assumed to have the largest share of job creation. But as early as the late 1970s, Birch
(1979) published the results of his research, according to which companies with less than 100 employees create more than
80% of new jobs. This fact is also reflected in the structure of enterprises in the EU, where enterprises are divided into
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micro, small, medium and large enterprises in terms of number of employees. Therefore, we cannot express exactly what
share of companies with up to 100 employees have in employment. But if we take into account all small and medium-sized
enterprises (including micro-enterprises), the latest published results, which can be seen in Table 1, show that enterprises
with up to 250 employees employed 66.6% of the European Union's working population in 2018. In terms of the number of
enterprises, this disparity was even more pronounced, with up to 99.8% of registered enterprises belonging to the category
of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises.
Table 1: Company structure in European Union in terms of number of employees
Enterprise size
(number of employee)
by number of enterprises
by employment

Micro
(<
< 10)
93.0%
29.7%

Small
(10 – 49)
5.9%
20.1%

Medium-sized
(50 – 249)
0.9%
16.8%

Large
(250+)
0.2%
33.4%

Source: Annual Report on European SMEs (2019)

Comparison of business development and crime in Slovakia
The dynamics of crime characterizes crime in motion, the change to which occurs within a specific time period in a certain
territory.
By dynamics we mean a change in the state or level of crime as a whole or in it structural part. Let’s know the elements of
crime. If the development curve remains crime does not change; it means that there have been no significant changes in the
complex influences that cause crime. It is also important to analyze the various aspects that can cause criminality. For the
purposes of the article, we will focus on the development of business activities in the Slovak environment over a period of
time. Business activity consists of two entities, namely:
•
•

Legal entities
Physical persons - entrepreneurs (entrepreneurship is based on trade)

Figure 1 shows the newly established business entities for the period 2012 - 2020. In 2014, there was a decrease in the
Establishment of legal entities. The reason was a change in the Commercial Code concerning the conditions of the share
capital. After this year, the development of the emergence of new business had a positive value. In 2020, when we were all
participants in the pandemic, the number of new business entities was only 0.9% lower than in 2019.

Fig. 1: Establishment of new business entities
Source: FinStat, 2021
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Figure 2 shows the number of defunct business entities in the observed period. Most entities disappeared in 2013 and the
least in 2017. The most recent year 2020 was not marked by a significant decline, this could also be due to some support
from the state.

Fig. 2: Extinction of business entities
Source: FinStat, 2021

The following figure number 3 compares the development of business activity with the development of the number of
crimes for the same period. In order for this development to be relevant, we deducted from the number of established
business entities in a given year the number of defunct business entities in the same year. During the period under review,
the development was in negative values in 2014 and 2015. These declines were not so significant as to affect the overall
development. If we focus on the development of crime, it is possible to observe that crime had a year-on-year declining
development. The predominantly positive trend of start-ups may also have had some effect on this development

Fig. 3: Comparison of the development of business activity with the development of crime
Source: FinStat, 2021 and Ministry of Interior of the Slovak Republic, 2021

Conclusion
Crime is a special social phenomenon that adversely affects perception of the safety of the individual, and thus his quality
of life. Crime is affected by a number of different factors and aspects. In the article, we tried to show whether there is a
connection between the development of business activity and the development of crime. Based on the comparison during
the observed period, we found that on average the number of new economic entities increased and at the same time the
number of crimes decreased. It is the positive development of business entities that have implications for the economy and
the financial health of the population. If the situation in Slovakia worsened and there was a long-term trend, where the
number of defunct business entities would exceed the number of newly established ones, it could be expected that crime
would begin to rise. Such growth could be caused by an economic problem, revenue shortfalls, frustration from a failed
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business, and so on. In the event of a decline in business entities, unemployment itself would also rise. For this reason, it is
important that the state supports business entities and creates an environment for their development. Effective support of
business entities by the state has a number of advantages in the long run, such as a reduction in the unemployment rate,
increased GDP income but also a declining crime trend. Such a trend directly affects the very quality of life in society.
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Resumen
Después que la Organización Mundial de la Salud declaró como pandemia el brote del Coronavirus (COVID-19), el gobierno
peruano tomó medidas preventivas para contrarrestar la propagación del virus a través de la emisión del Decreto Supremo
No. 008-2020-SA. Este decreto contiene las medidas de prevención y control orientadas a los puertos, aeropuertos y puestos
de entrada terrestre, centros educativos, espacios públicos y privados, transporte y centros laborales. Las medidas preventivas
y de control están orientadas a sectores económicos formales cuyo funcionamiento se realiza a través de normas y leyes
vigentes. El objetivo de la investigación fue la identificación de algunas restricciones sociales y el efecto de la baja de la
demanda y oferta ocasionadas por la crisis sanitaria. La metodología aplicada para la investigación fue cualitativa de análisis
bibliográfico, llegando a la conclusión de que el sector informal viene presentando repercusiones como: disminución de
ingresos, cese de actividades, recrudecimiento de la pobreza, aumento del desempleo y la expansión del sector.

Palabras claves: Informalidad, COVID-19, Repercusiones, Gobierno Peruano, Sector Económico, Crisis.
Introducción
En la actualidad, el mundo se enfrenta a una crisis sanitaria debido al COVID-19; por tal motivo, a partir del 16 de marzo de
2020, el gobierno del Perú se declara en emergencia sanitaria y aislamiento social obligatorio a nivel nacional, se toman
medidas preventivas como el cierre de fronteras, suspensión de actividades académicas, comerciales, financieras, entre otras
(El Peruano, 2020b); así mismo dicta medidas de apoyo al sector formal, a través de los programas “reactiva Perú”, “Fondo
de Apoyo Empresarial”, prórroga para la presentación de la declaración y pago mensual de impuestos (Varona and Gonzales,
2021).
Uno de los sectores más afectados por esta crisis sanitaria fue el sector económico informal; en el Perú dicho sector está
compuesto por empresas que no están registradas en los padrones de la Superintendencia Nacional de Aduanas y de
Administración Tributaria (SUNAT) y cuentan con trabajadores que no gozan con beneficios laborales. Según Garcia y
Aguayo (2020), el sector informal no cuenta con sistemas de protección por parte del estado; además, se debe de tener en
cuenta que el sector informal ascendió al 73,6% en el 2020 según datos del Instituto Nacional de Estadística e Informática
(INEI, 2020a); del cual el 83,2% (que representa a 10 millones 600 mil peruanos) pertenece a las Micro y Pequeñas Empresas.
Las medidas de aislamiento social les han impedido desarrollar sus actividades a fin de generar ingresos que los mantengan
fuera de la pobreza y al no contar con ahorros para poder enfrentar la crisis sanitaria, esta situación los hace vulnerables.
________________
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Por otra parte, Chacaltana (2020) analizó el impacto general de la pandemia a corto y mediano plazo, así como las medidas
de aislamiento en el mercado laboral; menciona que debido a que los trabajadores del sector informal no cuentan con
protección alguna para reducir la variación de sus ingresos, al iniciar una cuarentena integral, el principal desafío para el
gobierno debió ser, el organizar rápidamente la transferencia de grandes cantidades de recursos al sector pobre e informal.
Al realizar un análisis del impacto económico de las medidas tomadas por los gobiernos latinoamericanos, se estima que el
55% del sector informal se dedicaban a pequeños negocios, construcción, y otros trabajos que fueron suspendidas durante la
cuarentena (Narula, 2020). Así mismo, La Organización para la Cooperación y el Desarrollo Económico (OCDE) analizó
los efectos de la protección social durante y después del COVID-19 en el sector informal, el segmento poblacional más
afectado son jóvenes, seguido por los adultos (Lee et al., 2018). Los adultos son más vulnerables en este contexto de crisis
sanitaria, debido a la alta tasa de mortalidad a causa del COVID-19, además, su situación económica y laboral son inestables.
Por su parte, Garcia y Aguayo (2020) analizaron los impactos macroeconómicos de la economía mundial que trae consigo
la actual crisis del COVID-19, mencionan que en los países de ingresos bajos y medianos es mucho más grave el impacto
que se tiene con esta crisis, donde los trabajadores informales por las medidas de confinamiento y/o por trabajar en sectores
afectados, impactaría en casi 1,600 millones de trabajadores de la economía informal.
En el presente artículo, se presenta una propuesta para la construcción teórica global sobre la incidencia del COVID-19 en
el sector económico informal del Perú. La propuesta tiene un formato cualitativo hermenéutico el cual se realiza a través de
una revisión bibliográfica de la literatura.

Desarrollo Y Etapas De La Revisión
La crisis sanitaria puso en evidencia las debilidades de los sistemas económicos, encrudeciendo economías vulnerables
(Garcia Bernal y Aguayo, 2020); el aislamiento tuvo un tremendo impacto en países con sectores informales (OIT, 2020).
Por su parte Busso et al. (2020), analizan la informalidad en beneficio, el primero, es que son considerados informales
aquellos trabajadores que no obtienen beneficios de salud o pensiones a través de sus trabajos, el segundo indicador es la
proporción de trabajadores que no cuentan con educación superior. Perú no es excepto a esta realidad cuenta con un alto
índice de informalidad, siete de cada diez trabajadores son informales los cuales no cuentan con la protección básica tal como
cobertura de seguridad social y no cuentan con un ingreso frecuente (Gamero y Perez, 2020).
La crisis sanitaria afectó a algunas actividades económicas más que a otras, según (Gamero y Perez, 2020) los más afectados
son los sectores que se relacionan con servicios de alojamiento, transporte, construcción, restauración, entre otras; por otra
parte, las empresas menos afectadas son las relacionadas con los sectores de telecomunicaciones, pesca, gobierno, finanzas
y de seguros. Teniendo en cuenta a los sectores afectados, el estado peruano con la finalidad de impulsar su economía otorgo
créditos financieros a través del programa “Reactiva Perú”; el 90% de los beneficiarios de los créditos otorgados por el
estado conforman el sector de micro y pequeñas empresas, que fueron entregadas a una tasa de interés del 3%, con un plazo
de doce meses para iniciar los pagos (El Peruano, 2020a). Díaz Cassou et al. (2020), menciona que las medidas
implementadas por el gobierno orientadas a las empresas a través del “Reactiva Perú” están enfocadas a abaratar los créditos
de las empresas y mantener la cadena de pagos, por lo tanto, la efectividad de esta ayuda financiera que se otorgó al sector
formal podría no ser tan favorable debido a que se aumentará el gasto público en la medida que se produzcan impagos de los
créditos otorgados.
Según la Comisión Económica para América Latina y el Caribe (2020) se debe de brindar apoyo a las poblaciones
vulnerables, a través de transferencias directas de efectivo, este apoyo se debe de extender a los trabajadores de bajos ingresos
y a los del sector in formal, los países desarrollados y en desarrollo tienen medios diferentes para hacer frente a esta crisis
sin precedentes los cuales generan las desigualdades internacionales. Para Avendaño Castro et al. (2020) determinan que el
impacto social del COVID-19, dentro de un contexto de la informalidad se generan por las desigualdades sociales,
económicas y educativas; las epidemias y las crisis económicas tienen un impacto desproporcionado, porque el sector
informal cuenta solo con los ingresos económicos insuficientes para mantenerse a sí mismos y a sus familias, lo que conduce
a una mayor desigualdad social. Al observar esta situación, el estado peruano tomo ciertas medidas para ayudar a este sector,
impulsando programas para que las micro y pequeñas empresas pudieran formalizarse, teniendo una reducción del 50% de
los costos de formalización, al formalizarse podían acceder a créditos de FONDEMI, a su vez puedan tener acceso a la
participación en licitaciones del programa compras a MYPErú (El Peruano, 2020c).
Con todo ello no se debe de olvidar que, con esta pandemia, Perú fue uno de los países que más impacto tuvo en cuanto a la
economía, ya que se aproxima que el PBI tendrá una caída alrededor del 12% en el 2020, siendo así una de las cifras de
contracción más altas del mundo; esto se debe según (Gamero y Perez, 2020) a la elevada tasa de informalidad que existe en
el Perú.

Fase Descriptiva
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Herrera and Reyes (2020) analizaron las consecuencias de las medidas tomadas por el gobierno peruano en el contexto de la
crisis sanitaria de COVID-19. La inmovilización social (cuarentena) dejó entrever que los hogares más pobres fueron los
más vulnerables debido a que perdieron sus trabajos en un mayor número, dando como resultado una disminución muy
significativa de sus ingresos. Según Gamero et al. (2020), el impacto del COVID-19 durante el confinamiento de marzo a
mayo produjo saldos negativos en la fuerza laboral en el sector formal, para el mes de enero del 2020 las empresas privadas
generaron 3,8 millones de puestos de trabajo formales y para mayo se había reducido en 3,4 millones, la diferencia representa
a trabajadores que dejaron de percibir sus ingresos. Respecto a los subsidios entregados, para Jaramillo y Ñopo (2020) ha
generado desigualdad e ineficiente asignación de los recursos al sector informal que en su gran mayoría es la población
joven.
Por otra parte, de acuerdo con Barrutia et al. (2021), las medidas de inmovilidad y aislamiento social qué implemento el
gobierno de Perú, para mitigar el avance del COVID-19 entre los meses de marzo y junio, llevó a la paralización de empresas
y por ende al despido del personal, esta situación permite que aumente el desempleo y la informalidad que, en el Perú, ya
tenía el problema arraigado. A su vez Jaramillo y Ñopo (2020) menciona que las actividades económicas sufrieron un duro
golpe por el cierre total de su actividades productivas, siendo que la mayoría tiene contratos laborales temporales y por
períodos cortos como 3 meses; en este sentido la tasa de desempleo aumentó entre 16 y 20%. Por lo tanto, para la reactivación
de este sector, y para ayudar a los más vulnerables el estado lanzo bonos solidarios como: yo me quedo en casa, bono rural,
bono independiente y bono universal familiar; pero según Frisancho et al. (2020) estas medidas de reactivación económica
solo van a ser efectivas si el gobierno tiene control completo de la pandemia, por ello sostiene que se debe de continuar con
la entrega de bonos solidarios. Dado que el sector informal depende de sus ingresos diarios para sobrevivir, según Mauricio
et al. (2020) ellos se encuentran en el riesgo de caer en la pobreza extrema, esto se debe a los confinamientos obligatorios
impuesta por los gobiernos. Además, Ogando y Abizaid (2020), mencionan que los bajos niveles de ingresos económicos,
la falta de ahorros, y la falta de protección social, conlleva a que las personas que trabajan en la economía informal caigan
inmediatamente a niveles de pobreza extrema; a la vez dichos trabajadores con la finalidad de subsistir se arriesguen a salir
de sus hogares y contraigan la enfermedad del COVID-19.
En ComexPerú (2020) se menciona que, pese a que el porcentaje de informalidad en el Perú son elevados, la presencia de
algún apoyo por parte del gobierno es mínima, agravando así su situación económica, al no contar con ningún apoyo sus
ingresos se ven afectados, en consecuencia, no logran subsistir a esta crisis. Así mismo (Económica, 2020) mencionan que
el sector informal tiene más incidencia en los departamentos más pobres del país. Por su parte, Herrera y Reyes (2020) afirma
que, en cualquier crisis las personas más vulnerables son los hogares pobres, al perder su empleo o único sustento, acuden a
sus ahorros los cuales se les acabará rápidamente, y se encontraran en una situación de pobreza extrema o no alimentario
(INEI, 2020b). Por su parte, Vergara (2020) proyecta que el aumento de la pobreza en Perú sería de 10 punto a finales del
2020.
La Organización Internacional del Trabajo OIT (2020) estima que el confinamiento a nivel nacional y sub nacional, así como
las restricciones de circulación de personas han dado lugar al cierre de las empresas no esenciales, lo cual ha repercutido
negativamente en los mercados de mano de obra de todo el mundo, especialmente en el sector informal, a su vez menciona
que Latinoamérica fue el país que más trabajo perdió entre abril y junio. Asimismo, en la OIT (2020b), se menciona una
pérdida de 6.7 millones de puestos de trabajo que representa el 39,6% en el segundo trimestre del 2020. Según Jaramillo y
Ñopo (2020) se debe a que Perú tomo dentro de las principales medidas de reactivación económica, un paquete de alivio a
las empresas constituidas formalmente, mas no en el sector informal representado por el grupo históricamente excluidos y
este sector alberga a la mayor parte de la población activa, los cuales fueron despedidos al inicio de la cuarentena.
La FAO (2020) estima que el número de personas desempleadas como consecuencia de la actual crisis, aumentara en 5,3
millones esto en el mejor de los casos, y en el peor de los casos incrementara en 24,7 millones, estos porcentajes fueron
tomados basándose en los 188 millones de registrados en el año 2019.
Asimismo, Florian et al. (2021), realizo entrevistas por teléfono y visitas domiciliarias, con el fin de obtener datos estadísticos
sobre el empleo y desempleo en la capital de Perú, obteniendo como resultados que en el trimestre de noviembre a diciembre
del 2020 y de enero del 2021, la tasa de desempleo en la capital Lima – Perú, estuvo en 13%; cabe mencionar que del total
de desempleados el 53,1% son mujeres, las cuales buscan obtener un ingreso de manera formal o informal.
La Organización Internacional del Trabajo menciona que, tras el colapso financiero y el cierre permanente de empresas y
microempresas, se espera que en los próximos meses haya un incremento del sector informal (Lee et al., 2020). Asimismo,
Vergara, (2020) hace referencia, que el empleo informal crecerá, al no contar con un seguro de desempleo para los
trabajadores; además, asegura que a finales del 2020, el trabajo informal incrementaría, sobre todo en los trabajadores
independientes menos calificados, los cuales retomaran sus actividades en el sector informal como medio de subsistencia
ante la pérdida de sus ingresos.
Siendo así que para el 2021 los economistas Diego Macera y Alfredo Thorne, en la entrevista que le realizó el Instituto
Peruano de Economía (IPE, 2021), mencionaron que se espera que el sector informal incremente a un 80%, esto debido a
que el número de desempleados que se registró durante el 2020 fue del 31.1%, y se incrementó en 21.4% el número de
personas que laboran en el sector informal. Además, según Tomaselli (2021) el desempleo para un cierto número de
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trabajadores permitirá el autoempleo el cual les ofrecerá mejores salarios de lo que podrán obtener como asalariados o
empleados formales.

Fase Interpretativa
Gómez (2007) menciona que: los países que tienen más economía informal, se caracterizan por tener un alto nivel de pobreza,
un crecimiento económico lento, donde los beneficios se concentran en unos pocos; asimismo la informalidad limita la
capacidad de adaptación ante situaciones como el COVID-19; la baja cobertura de sistemas de seguridad social con las que
cuentan estos países, imposibilita la protección de los ciudadanos ante los efectos negativos de la pandemia; además se tiene
que tener en cuenta, que los programas de trasferencias monetarias para los más afectados, no reemplazan la pérdida de
ingresos del sector informal; entonces ¿Cómo se puede proteger a los trabajadores informales ante esta crisis sanitaria?
teniendo en cuenta lo mencionado anteriormente, para estos países es un gran reto proteger al trabajador informal.
Perú siendo un país con un alto porcentaje de informalidad, tomo medidas para hacer frente al COVID-19, las medidas de
apoyo no lograron alcanzar a todo el sector informal pues hay un incremento considerable de la población con desempleo y
la población migrante. Este sector además se vio afectada visiblemente por el confinamiento y distanciamiento social;
sufriendo repercusiones como: la perdida de sus ingresos, el cierre de sus negocios, y el cambio de rubro que tuvieron que
hacer para subsistir durante la crisis. ¿Cómo pudo el gobierno pasar por alto el porcentaje de informalidad con el que cuenta
Perú?, se sabe que 7 de cada 10 trabajadores son informales, entonces las medidas que se tomaron en esta crisis sanitaria
debieron de ser pensadas en este sector. Según Félix Córdova y Egúsquiza Palacin (2020), se espera que para el 2020, sea
un año de recesión económica, con aumento en la pobreza y la desigualdad.

Construcción Teórica Global
Durante la crisis sanitaria del COVID-19, Perú fue uno de los países que tomo medidas preventivas drásticas contra la
propagación del COVID-19, con la finalidad de apoyar al sector informal; el Estado Peruano promueve subsidios monetarios
dirigidos a personas que no están en planilla de haberes, a personas en estado de pobreza según los datos del INEI, pero
dichos subsidios no lograron activar la economía de dicho sector, esos bonos otorgados por el estado solo sirven de ayuda
momentáneamente, al no tener el control total de la pandemia. Por otro lado, hubo regulaciones tomadas por el estado para
la reactivación económica, pero dichas regulaciones aprobadas por parte del estado están dentro de su alcance favorecer a
las empresas formales. En este sentido el presente trabajo hace una propuesta teórica global que según Botero (2000) consiste
en una revisión del estado del arte; de los puntos de vistas de distintos autores; donde se observa tendencias, limitaciones
para luego desarrollar propuestas en base a una interpretación. Por tanto, en dicha revisión acerca de la repercusión de la
crisis sanitaria en el sector informal; se logró identificar factores que repercutieron en dicho sector que representa un buen
número de la población en el Perú, los cuales son interpretados en la Tabla 1. Entonces el sector informal se vio afectado
durante la actual crisis sanitaria (Fenómeno atípico), teniendo que asumir ciertos efectos negativos como: cese de actividades,
disminución de ingresos, posible retorno a la pobreza; por otro lado, se tuvo al desempleo que se vivió durante la pandemia
que por consecuencia trajo consigo la incrementación del sector informal. Con esto la investigación pone énfasis a dichos
factores logrando comprender dicha repercusión para mejor toma de decisiones por parte del Gobierno Peruano.

Discusiones
Una de las consecuencias que enfrenta el sector informal es la disminución de ingresos, según María Isabel León presidenta
de la CONFIEP, en una entrevista que se le realizo por diario Gestión (2020) indica que los trabajadores del sector informal
se vieron gravemente afectados sus ingresos durante la cuarentena, y que el 42% de este sector no trabajo durante el periodo
que duro la cuarentena. Del mismo modo Varona and Gonzales (2021) menciona sobre el desastre económico y los costes
económicos; asociados al sector informal; que obligados a sobrevivir esta situación; sus actividades económicas encrudecen
la situación informal ante la carencia de incentivos adecuados para motivar a la población a cumplir con las disposiciones
sanitarias, y que existen escasas condiciones básicas de salud y vivienda.
Tabla 1: Resumen de las repercusiones que tuvo y tiene el sector informal durante la pandemia
Categoría
Repercusiones
del COVID-19

Subcategoría
Disminución de
ingresos

Observación

Entrevista

Por las medidas adoptadas por el
gobierno peruano se vieron afectadas
los trabajadores independientes del
sector informal, se vieron obligados a
cerrar temporalmente sus negocios

En la entrevista realizada al E001, quien se dedica a la venta
de zapatos en el Jr. Moquegua ubicado en el distrito de San
Román departamento de Puno; menciono que durante la
pandemia en el periodo de reactivación sus ingresos
disminuyeron significativamente, los consumidores, decidían
comprar más productos de primera necesidad y productos de
limpieza.
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Cese de
actividades

La pandemia trajo consigo a que
muchas microempresas cerraran sus
negocios al no contar con seguridad,
tampoco con medidas de salubridad.

Posible retorno a
la pobreza

Con la cuarentena que se decreto en el
Perú se vio un incremento de la pobreza
debido a que muchas personas
encontraron una salida de la pobreza
dedicándose al comercio informal, y
pues con este decreto muchas de esas
personas dejaron de laborar siendo así
que 1,1 millón de peruanos
pertenecientes a la clase media se
volverán vulnerables, y el 949.429 de la
clase vulnerable volverán a caer en la
pobreza.

Desempleo

Las empresas al ver afectados
considerablemente
sus
ingresos,
despidieron masivamente a muchos
trabajadores. A pesar que hubo un plan
de reactivación económica no se tuvo
los resultados esperados, ya que según
el INEI en el Perú hay 2.6 millones de
empresas, el cual representa un número
muy bajo.

La expansión de la El Perú antes de la crisis de la COVIDeconomía
19 tenía el 72% de la economía
informal.
informal. Y ahora con los nuevos
despidos que está habiendo del sector
formal la economía informal se está
incrementando.

En la entrevista realizada al E001, quien se dedica a la venta
de zapatos en el Jr. Moquegua ubicado en el distrito de San
Román departamento de Puno; menciono que durante la
pandemia se vio obligado a cerrar su puesto de negocio
viéndose afectado con sus ingresos, durante la cuarentena no
realizo venta alguna.

En la entrevista realizada al señor E001, quien se dedica a la
venta de zapatos en el Jr. Moquegua ubicado en el distrito de
San Román departamento de Puno; menciono que durante la
pandemia gasto lo poco que tenía ahorrado, y ahora con la
disminución de demanda de los productos que el ofrece su
economía se sigue viendo afectada.

En la entrevista realizada al E002, quien es educadora de nivel
inicial en el distrito de San Román departamento de Puno;
menciono que durante la pandemia la institución educativa
particular donde laboraba se vio afectada, muchos padres
decidieron sacar a sus hijos para llevarlos a un colegio estatal,
siendo así que al poco tiempo de decretada la cuarentena
perdió su empleo, siendo parte del gran número de
desempleados.

En la entrevista realizada al E002, quien es educadora de nivel
inicial en el distrito de San Román departamento de Puno;
menciono que debido a la condición en la que se encontraba
(desempleada) decidió salir a vender extractos, productos de
limpieza y mascarillas, lo cual la ayudo a sustentarse
económicamente, ella es madre soltera y tiene que sustentar a
su familia.

Nota: El cuadro simplifica la fase interpretativa de las repercusiones del COVID-19 en el sector informal. Fuente: Elaboración propia.

Bajo estas citas bibliográficas, coincidimos que durante el confinamiento y las restricciones que se dio durante la cuarentena,
muchos trabajadores del sector informal vieron afectados sus ingresos económicos, al cesar sus actividades. En la actualidad
muchos microempresarios del referido sector iniciaron sus actividades en un 50%, esperando mejorar sus ingresos. En
cambio, existe un grupo que durante la cuarentena se quedaron sin capital alguno, los cuales tuvieron que cerrar sus negocios
definitivamente, sin embargo, el ministro de Economía y Finanzas Waldo Mendoza, en una entrevista realizada por diario
El Peruano (2020b) afirmo que para el 2021 la economía peruana se recuperara rápidamente, se realiza contribuciones para
la reactivación económica.
Con lo citado anteriormente se tiene que muchos empresarios son beneficiarios de los créditos emitidos por el estado
estimándose así que su recuperación será rápida para el 2021, sin embargo, no se tomó en cuenta que los beneficiarios de
dichos créditos fueron empresas grandes, dejando a un lado a las microempresas; además de ello todos estos créditos
otorgados por el estado solo benefician al sector formal, dejando de lado al sector informal pese a que el porcentaje de dicho
sector es alto; por ello se considera que muchos emprendedores se vieron afectados y hasta la fecha no reabrieron sus
negocios debido a la falta de capital. Por lo tanto, según Comisión Económica para América Latina y el Caribe (2020a) la
crisis sanitaria tiene ya efectos graves en el mercado del trabajo por ende no sería sorpresa que el porcentaje de pobreza
incremente, según Pérez (2020) el grupo que más probabilidad de volver a las filas de la pobreza son la población no pobre,
pero vulnerable debido a que esta población vive del día a día, además se tiene que tener en cuenta que este población agrupa
a los trabajadores independientes del sector informal. Con lo citado anteriormente se coincide, según las encuestas realizadas
esta población no pobre, pero vulnerable vivía al límite, vieron como opción salir de la pobreza ingresando al comercio
informal, por otro lado, se debe tener en cuenta que dicha población vive del día a día, es por ello por lo que durante esta
crisis sanitaria muchos de ellos volvieron a las filas de la pobreza gastaron todos sus ahorros quedándose sin capital alguno
como para reiniciar sus actividades anteriores. Sumado a ello se encuentra el desempleo, según Julio Velarde presidente del
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Banco Central de Reserva (BCR) entrevistado por diario El comercio (Redacción EC, 2020), en el 2021 la población
económicamente activa PEA sea similar a lo que se registró en el año 2019, además indico que este número se incrementara
en un 3,1%. Sin embargo, el desempleo en el Perú en el último trimestre fue del 15,1%, y que a diferencia del año 2019 se
tenía tan solo 3,5% (Florian et al., 2021).
Con lo expuesto en las líneas anteriores se coincide con lo mencionado por Jaramillo y Ñopo (2020), que durante la
cuarentena impuesta por el estado se tuvo consecuencias graves, como el cierre de actividades de muchas microempresas
que acogían a más de 10 trabajadores; pese a ello el estado acelero la reactivación de la economía a partir de julio y pese a
todos estos esfuerzos aún hay más de un millón de personas buscando trabajo en la actualidad.
Por lo tanto, según María Isabel León presidenta de la CONFIEP, menciono en una entrevista que se le realizo por el diario
Gestión (2020) que el 80% de las empresas que suspendieron sus labores son pequeñas empresas, mientras se encontraban
en actividad albergaban a diez trabajadores, entonces se puede ver que la cantidad de desempleados es enorme, dicho número
de desempleados tuvieron que salir a buscar formas de obtener ingresos, teniendo como mejor opción el ingreso al negocio
ambulante, a ello se suma que las microempresas que suspendieron sus actividades se reactivaron en la informalidad debido
a la escasez de sus ingresos. Por otra parte diario El Peruano (2020)sostiene que al cierre del mes de septiembre del 2020 se
tuvo que 15,000 microempresas formalizaron, lo que supera el número de registrados en el año 2019, y que se espera que al
culminar el año 2020 por lo menos se registren 30,000 microempresas, debido a las estrategias que se lleva aplicando para
que más emprendedores opten por el sector formal; además que los programas que se lanzaron por el estado como reactiva
Perú, el fondo de apoyo empresarial (FAE Mype) entre otras medidas que se tomaron para financiar a empresas que se
encontraban sin capital de trabajo.
Bajo estas perspectivas se tiene que tener en cuenta al grupo de desempleados que optaron por la informalidad, y también se
tiene que tener en cuenta que muchas empresas decidieron formalizar en dichas fechas solo para acceder a dichos programas
otorgados por el estado, sin tener éxito alguno, estas microempresas que están acostumbradas a no pagar tributo alguno se
verán afectadas con sus ingresos y decidirán ser parte de los informales que están inscritos en la SUNAT pero cumplen
parcialmente con sus obligaciones; concluyéndose así que el incremento de la informalidad es inevitable; para contrarrestar
la informalidad se deben de tomar otras medidas que sean pensadas no solo en el corto plazo, sino a largo plazo.

Conclusiones
A consecuencia del cierre de empresas se evidencio el incremento de número de desempleo, ocasionando que muchos de
estos trabajadores que antes laboraban en un sector formal se vieran obligados a obtener ingresos económicos a través de
actividades económicas informales. Así el sector informal durante esta pandemia ha llegado aproximadamente el 72.4% de
la actividad económica. En este sentido el Estado Peruano ha dado una serie de medidas de ayuda para la reactivación
económica; y ha focalizado su ayuda a este sector, dando importancia asignando una subvención económica tal como el
Bono Familiar Universal; siendo que muchas de estas Microempresa no percibieron los beneficios otorgados a las empresas
formales.
Así mismo esta situación de pandemia ha ocasionado que muchos micro empresarios vean una oportunidad para hacer de
sus empresas formales; con las políticas decretadas de apoyo para lograr que estos empresarios gocen de los beneficios del
sector formal. Por tanto, debe consolidarse este proceso para lograr una reactivación gradual de la actividad económica
(Riquelme et al., 2020).

Recomendaciones
Desde nuestra perspectiva se recomienda que el estado peruano pueda tomar medidas en crisis como estás pensando en el
largo plazo, tomando como una oportunidad para reducir la informalidad, además que se debe de tomar ciertas medidas
teniendo en cuenta que el Perú es un país con alto índice de informalidad, lo cual puede repercutir en cierta forma en la
economía del país, como el posible retorno a la pobreza.
La agenda laboral a futuro debería combinar medidas sanitarias con medidas económicas, por un lado, para sostener los
empleos existentes y transitar de la informalidad a la formalidad.
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to characterize selected legal instruments stipulated in Regulation (EU) No 1227/2011 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2011 on wholesale energy market integrity and transparency.
The REMIT regulation identifies two basic prohibitions:
1) prohibition of insider trading;
2) prohibition of manipulating or attempting to manipulate on wholesale energy markets.
In turn, every market participant is obliged to publicly disclose inside information.
Given the above, the paper proposes that rights assigned to NRAs be systematized according to the criterion of occurrence
in REMIT of competence norms that authorize and oblige these authorities to take specific actions. The most important of
them include inspection-related powers, maintaining registers of market participants and imposing administrative sanctions
for non-observance of orders and prohibitions specified in the Regulation.
The reflections carried out by means of an analysis of applicable laws allow the author to formulate a positive assessment
of granting national regulatory authorities a significant role in the application of REMIT, thanks to which they have a
crucial influence on the achievement of the desired state of a single energy market in the European Union.

Keywords: National Regulatory Authorities, Wholesale Energy Markets, REMIT
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to assess the legal solutions that grant national regulatory authorities in the electricity and gas
sector (hereinafter also as NRAs) specified tasks and powers in matters of ensuring effective monitoring of wholesale
energy markets at the national level in the European Union Member States. The legal framework that sets out NRAs’
powers in the said field is stipulated in Regulation (EU) No 1227/2011 of the European Parliament and of the Council of
25 October 2011 on wholesale energy market integrity and transparency (OJ L 326, 8.12.2011, p. 1–16), hereinafter as
Regulation or REMIT.

REMIT
Reflections on the role of NRAs in implementing the Regulation must start with establishing its material scope. Pursuant to
recitals 1, 2 and 4 of the Regulation’s Preamble, in order to ensure greater integrity and transparency of wholesale energy
markets, efforts must be made that foster the creation of fully open and fair competition in wholesale energy markets for
the benefit of final consumers of energy. It is because wholesale energy markets are strictly interlinked across the Union.
This is why market abuse in one Member State often affects wholesale prices for electricity and natural gas across national
borders and retail prices to consumers and micro-enterprises. Strong cross-border market monitoring is essential for the
completion of a fully functioning, interconnected and integrated internal energy market. Therefore, in the opinion of the
EU legislator, it is important to ensure that consumers and other market participants can have confidence in the integrity of
electricity and gas markets, that prices set on wholesale energy markets reflect a fair and competitive interplay between
supply and demand, and that no profits can be drawn from market abuse (Feltkamp and Musialski 2013, pp. 7-8).
Pursuant to Article 288 TFEU, REMIT, like all regulations of the European Parliament and of the Council, is binding in its
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entirety and directly applicable in all Member States, thus it does not require implementation in the national legal order. To
ensure its execution certain provisions of the national law might require modification, in particular by expanding the
powers of regulatory authorities, including also by specifying the mode of auditing the entities subject to the relevant
regulation (Muras and Smagieł 2016, p. 261). It applies e.g. to Article 18 of the Regulation which imposes an obligation on
Member States to adopt national regulations on sanctions applicable to infringements of the Regulation and to take
measures necessary to ensure that they are implemented. The penalties provided for must be effective, dissuasive and
proportionate, reflecting the nature, duration and seriousness of the infringement, the damage caused to consumers and the
potential gains from trading on the basis of inside information and market manipulation.
This Regulation establishes rules prohibiting abusive practices affecting wholesale energy markets which are coherent with
the rules applicable in financial markets and with the proper functioning of those wholesale energy markets whilst taking
into account their specific characteristics.
The Regulation provides for the monitoring of wholesale energy markets by the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy
Regulators (hereinafter the Agency or ACER) in close collaboration with NRAs and taking into account the interactions
between the Emissions Trading Scheme and wholesale energy markets. This, however, does not mean that the Agency has
an exclusive power to collect data, as it is done without prejudice to the right of national authorities to collect additional
data for national purposes.
In Articles 2 and 3, REMIT defines in detail the terms that are crucial from its point of view, such as information, inside
information, insider trading, using of information, wholesale energy product, wholesale energy market, market
manipulation and attempt to manipulate the market. It needs to be noted that the concepts used in REMIT are also referred
to by Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 on market abuse
(market abuse regulation) and repealing Directive 2003/6/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council and
Commission Directives 2003/124/EC, 2003/125/EC and 2004/72/EC, which concern a similar scope of regulation, that is
an internal market for financial services.
At the same time, pursuant to the provisions of Article 13 of the Regulation, the obligation to ensure that the enumerated
prohibitions are exercised rests with the national regulatory authorities1. Provisions of sector-specific directives impose on
each Member States an obligation to appoint one NRA in each country. Moreover, both of those directives unequivocally
express the principle of independence of the regulatory authority in two fundamental aspects: from the entities subject to
the regulation (energy enterprises) and from other public authorities (government in particular). More on independent
regulatory authorities in Matjus (2014). This is pointed to in recitals of two sector-specific directives concerning gas and
electricity, which establish that national regulatory authorities should be able to take decisions concerning all and
necessary regulations and be fully independent from the government and also from any other public or private interests,
which precludes neither judicial review nor parliamentary supervision in accordance with the laws of the Member States
(recitals 33 and 34 of Directive 2009/72/EC and recitals 29 and 30 of Directive 2009/73/EC). Each EU Member States
must ensure that NRAs have powers in terms of carrying out investigations and enforcement of laws necessary for the
exercise of this function. These powers should be exercised in a proportionate manner.

Tasks and powers of national regulatory authorities
REMIT identifies two basic prohibitions:
1) prohibition of insider trading2 (Article 3 of the Regulation)
2) prohibition of manipulating3 or attempting4 to manipulate on wholesale energy markets5 (Article 5 of the Regulation).
In turn, every market participant is obliged to publicly disclose6 inside information (Article 4 of the Regulation).
Given the above, it may be proposed that powers assigned to NRAs be systematized according to the criterion of
occurrence in REMIT of competence norms that authorize and oblige these authorities to take specific actions.
The first category of NRAs’ powers to be discussed is their obligation to ensure the application of the above-mentioned
orders and prohibitions (Article 13(1) and (2) of the Regulation). This provision stipulates a closed catalogue of NRAs’
powers in terms of investigating and enforcing the prohibitions of manipulating the market, attempting to manipulate the
market and unlawful use of inside information. These include the powers to:
1)
2)

obtain access to any relevant document in any form, and the right to receive a copy of it;
demand information from any relevant person, including those who are successively involved in the transmission of
orders or conduct of the operations concerned, as well as their principals, and, if necessary, the right to summon and
hear any such person or principal;
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3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

carry out on-site inspections;
require existing telephone and existing data traffic records;
require the cessation of any practice that is contrary to this Regulation or delegated acts or implementing acts
adopted on the basis thereof;
request a court to freeze or sequester assets;
request a court or any competent authority to impose a temporary prohibition of professional activity.

Taking into account the systemic and teleological interpretation of the entire REMIT, it seems valid to put forward a thesis
that NRAs’ other powers and obligations and the correlated powers and obligations of other stakeholders, respectively, set
out in the discussed Regulation result indeed from this basic power.
Observance of these obligations must be reviewed primarily by ACER and NRAs in collaboration with other authorities.
NRAs play a crucial role in the implementation of the goals and proper exercise of the above-mentioned obligations as set
out in REMIT. In recital 26 of the Preamble the Union’s legislator points out that it is these authorities that should be
responsible for ensuring that provisions of this Regulation are enforced in the Member States. This is why it was
recognized that they should have the necessary investigatory powers to allow them to carry out that task efficiently. These
powers should be exercised in conformity with national law and may be subject to appropriate oversight. This is why
Member States ensure that suitable mechanisms exist at national level under which a party affected by a decision of the
regulatory authority has a right of appeal to a body independent of the parties involved and of any government (Article 14
of the Regulation).
The second category of powers vested in NRAs include receiving information from market participants in the event when
there are delays in making the information publically available. As a rule, market participants are obliged to publicly
disclose (in an effective and timely manner) inside information which they possess in respect of business or facilities which
the market participant concerned, or its parent undertaking or related undertaking, owns or controls or for whose
operational matters that market participant or undertaking is responsible, either in whole or in part. Such disclosure
includes information relevant to the capacity and use of facilities for production, storage, consumption or transmission of
electricity or natural gas or related to the capacity and use of liquefied natural gas (LNG) facilities, including planned or
unplanned unavailability of these facilities. However, a market participant may under its own responsibility exceptionally
delay the public disclosure of inside information so as not to prejudice its legitimate interests, provided that such omission
is not likely to mislead the public and provided that the market participant is able to ensure the confidentiality of that
information and does not make decisions relating to trading in wholesale energy products based upon that information. In
such a situation the market participant without delay provides that information, together with a justification for the delay of
the public disclosure, to ACER and the relevant national regulatory authority (Article 4(1) and (2) of the Regulation).
Next, it must be pointed out that pursuant to Article 8(5) of the Regulation, market participants shall provide ACER and
NRAs with information related to the capacity and use of facilities for production, storage, consumption or transmission of
electricity or natural gas or related to the capacity and use of liquefied natural gas (LNG) facilities, including planned or
unplanned unavailability of these facilities, for the purpose of monitoring trading in wholesale energy markets. The
reporting obligation resting with market participants is minimised by collecting the required information or parts thereof
from existing sources where possible.
The third category of NRAs’ competences is the power to monitor wholesale energy markets that offer energy products to
detect and prevent trading based on inside information and market manipulation (Article 7(2) of the Regulation).
The fourth category of NRAs’ competences is, in line with Article 9(1) REMIT, maintenance of registers of market
participants who are obliged to provide ACER (in accordance with Article 8(1) REMIT) with a record of wholesale energy
market transactions, including orders to trade7. It needs to be emphasized that market participants are obliged to submit the
registration form to NRAs prior to entering into a transaction which is required to be reported to ACER in accordance with
Article 8(1) of the Regulation.
NRAs register market participants in the Member State in which they are established or resident or, if they are not
established or resident in the Union, in a Member State in which they are active. A market participant registers only with
one national regulatory authority. Member States do not require a market participant already registered in another Member
State to register again. This means the mutual recognition of such registers in all EU Member States which results from the
Regulation itself.
As follows from further provisions of the Regulation, the register gives each market participant a unique identifier and,
moreover, contains sufficient information to identify the market participant, including relevant details relating to its value
added tax number, its place of establishment, the persons responsible for its operational and trading decisions, and the
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ultimate controller or beneficiary of the market participant’s trading activities. Market participants communicate promptly
to the NRAs any change as regards the information provided in the registration form.
The fifth category of NRAs’ powers includes the obligation to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and protection of the
information received pursuant to Article 4(2), Article 7(2), Article 8(5) or Article 10 REMIT and to take measures to
prevent any misuse of such information (Article 12(1) REMIT).
The sixth category of NRAs’ competences is the obligation to cooperate at Union and national level (Article 16 REMIT).
First, ACER aims to ensure that NRAs carry out their tasks under the Regulation in a coordinated and consistent way. This
is why NRAs are obliged to cooperate with ACER and with each other, including at regional level, for the purpose of
carrying out their duties in accordance with the analysed Regulation.
The requirement that NRAs cooperate closely with ACER and other authorities to monitor the trading activity in wholesale
energy products serves to detect and prevent trading based on inside information and market manipulation. The strong
emphasis of this sphere of activity results from the wording of the entire Regulation which was expressed in its Preamble
(e.g. recitals 20 and 29) and in individual provisions of this act (e.g. Article 1(3) or Article 7(2)).
It must be noted that REMIT leaves certain discretion in terms of establishing detailed forms of cooperation. NRAs,
competent financial authorities and national competition authority in a given Member State may establish appropriate
forms of cooperation in order to ensure effective and efficient investigation and enforcement of the provisions and to
contribute to a coherent and consistent approach to investigation, judicial proceedings and to the enforcement of this
Regulation and relevant financial and competition law.
NRAs are obliged to inform ACER, without delay, in as specific a manner as possible where they have reasonable grounds
to suspect that acts in breach of REMIT are being, or have been, carried out either in that Member State or in another
Member State. Where an NRA suspects that acts which affect wholesale energy markets or the price of wholesale energy
products in that Member State are being carried out in another Member State, it may request that ACER take appropriate
action.
The appropriate specific actions are referred to in the obligations set out in Article 16(3) of the Regulation, according to
which in order to ensure a coordinated and consistent approach to market abuse on wholesale energy markets:
1) NRAs inform the competent financial authority of their Member State and ACER where they have reasonable
grounds to suspect that acts are being, or have been, carried out on wholesale energy markets which constitute market
abuse within the meaning of Directive 2003/6/EC and which affect financial instruments subject to Article 9 of that
Directive; for these purposes, NRAs may establish appropriate forms of cooperation with the competent financial
authority in their Member State;
2) NRAs inform the national competition authority of their Member State, the Commission and ACER where they have
reasonable grounds to suspect that acts are being, or have been, carried out on wholesale energy market which are
likely to constitute a breach of competition law.
Even more specified obligations of NRAs result from Article 16(4) and (5) of the Regulation. In order to carry out its
functions, when, on the basis of its preliminary assessment or analysis, ACER suspects that there has been a breach of the
Regulation, it has the power:
a) to request one or more NRAs to supply any information related to the suspected breach;
b) to request one or more NRAs to commence an investigation of the suspected breach, and to take appropriate
action to remedy any breach found. However, any decision as regards the appropriate action to be taken to remedy
any breach found is the responsibility of the NRA concerned;
c) where it considers that the possible breach has, or has had, a cross-border impact, to establish and coordinate an
investigatory group consisting of representatives of concerned national regulatory authorities to investigate
whether this Regulation has been breached and in which Member State the breach took place. Where appropriate,
ACER may also request the participation of representatives of the competent financial authority or other relevant
authority of one or more Member States in the investigatory group.
An NRA receiving a request for information or receiving a request to commence an investigation of a suspected breach
immediately takes the necessary measures in order to comply with that request. If that NRA is not able to supply the
required information immediately, it notifies ACER without further delay of the reasons.
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These obligations are not, however, absolute. REMIT provides for NRAs’ refusal to comply with ACER’s request in this
regard, but only in strictly defined cases, that is if:
a) compliance might adversely affect the sovereignty or security of the Member State addressed;
b) judicial proceedings have already been initiated in respect of the same actions and against the same persons before
the authorities of the Member State addressed; or
c) a final judgment has already been delivered in relation to such persons for the same actions in the Member State
addressed.
In any such case, the NRA notifies ACER accordingly, providing as detailed information as possible on those proceedings
or the judgment.
NRAs also have an obligation to co-operate with their counterparts in each Member State on a regional level and with
ACER in monitoring wholesale energy markets. In order to ensure a real possibility to fulfil this obligation, the need to
provide NRAs with access to relevant information held by ACER was rightly stipulated for (Article 7(2) of the
Regulation). Moreover, NRAs may voluntarily monitor trading activity in wholesale energy products at national level.
Another form of implementation of NRAs’ cooperation stipulated in REMIT is participation of these authorities in
consultations concerning ACER establishing such recommendations and mechanisms. Pursuant to Article 7(3) of the
Regulation, ACER may make recommendations to the European Commission as to the records of transactions, including
orders to trade, which it considers are necessary to effectively and efficiently monitor wholesale energy markets. Before
making such recommendations, ACER consults with i.a. NRAs. Whereas pursuant to Article 10(1) of the Regulation,
before establishing mechanisms that allow provision of information, ACER consults with specific stakeholders, including
NRAs.

Conclusion
The reflections based on an analysis of applicable laws allowed the author to formulate a positive assessment of granting
national regulatory authorities a significant role in ensuring that REMIT be enforced. Thus, it must be concluded that they
have an essential impact on the achievement of the desired state of a single wholesale energy market in the European
Union. On the basis of the highlighted and systematized NRAs’ tasks and powers, it may be concluded that not only do
they play an essential role in exercising inspection of market participants’ ongoing observance of the prohibition of market
manipulation and attempts to manipulate the market and their performance of their information- and registration-related
obligations, but they also actively affect the provision of guidelines and recommendations that serve the implementation of
the provisions so as to monitor wholesale energy markets more effectively and more efficiently.
At the same time one must share the views presented by legal scholars and commentators that the provisions that allow for
a REMIT-related inspection interfere greatly in the sphere of rights and freedoms of market participants. This is why
NRAs should resort to them only where it is truly necessary to achieve the lawful state of affairs. One must remember at
this that the exercise of authority-related powers should be carried out with respect to the principle of proportionality which
orders that public authorities act gradually and that interference in the sphere of rights and freedoms of an individual be
minimized. NRAs’ actions should therefore be, first, based on well-grounded suspicions of a breach of provisions of the
law and at the same time should not be too burdensome to the inspected entities (Muras and Smagieł 2016, pp. 264-265).

1

As follows from Article 2(10) REMIT, a national regulatory authority means an authority designated in accordance with
Article 35(1) of Directive 2009/72/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 concerning common
rules for the internal market in electricity (OJ L 211, 14.8.2009, p. 55–93) or Article 39(1) of Directive 2009/73/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the internal market in natural gas
(OJ L 211, 14.8.2009, p. 94–136 ).
2
Pursuant to the general definition under Article 2(1) of the Regulation, ‘inside information’ means information of a
precise nature which has not been made public, which relates, directly or indirectly, to one or more wholesale energy
products and which, if it were made public, would be likely to significantly affect the prices of those wholesale energy
products.
3
Pursuant to Article 2(2) of the Regulation, ‘market manipulation’ means:
a) entering into any transaction or issuing any order to trade in wholesale energy products which:
(i) gives, or is likely to give, false or misleading signals as to the supply of, demand for, or price of wholesale energy
products;
(ii) secures or attempts to secure, by a person, or persons acting in collaboration, the price of one or several wholesale
energy products at an artificial level, unless the person who entered into the transaction or issued the order to trade
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establishes that his reasons for doing so are legitimate and that that transaction or order to trade conforms to accepted
market practices on the wholesale energy market concerned; or
(iii) employs or attempts to employ a fictitious device or any other form of deception or contrivance which gives, or is
likely to give, false or misleading signals regarding the supply of, demand for, or price of wholesale energy products; or
b) disseminating information through the media, including the internet, or by any other means, which gives, or is likely to
give, false or misleading signals as to the supply of, demand for, or price of wholesale energy products, including the
dissemination of rumours and false or misleading news, where the disseminating person knew, or ought to have known,
that the information was false or misleading.
4
Pursuant to Article 2(3) of the Regulation, an ‘attempt to manipulate the market’ means:
a) entering into any transaction, issuing any order to trade or taking any other action relating to a wholesale energy
product with the intention of:
(i) giving false or misleading signals as to the supply of, demand for, or price of wholesale energy products;
(ii) securing the price of one or several wholesale energy products at an artificial level, unless the person who entered
into the transaction or issued the order to trade establishes that his reasons for doing so are legitimate and that that
transaction or order to trade conforms to accepted market practices on the wholesale energy market concerned; or
(iii) employing a fictitious device or any other form of deception or contrivance which gives, or is likely to give, false
or misleading signals regarding the supply of, demand for, or price of wholesale energy products; or
b) disseminating information through the media, including the internet, or by any other means with the intention of giving
false or misleading signals as to the supply of, demand for, or price of wholesale energy products;
5
Pursuant to Article 2(6) of the Regulation, a wholesale energy market means any market within the Union on which
wholesale energy products are traded.
6
Pursuant to Article 2(7) of the Regulation, a market participant means any person, including transmission system
operators, who enters into transactions, including the placing of orders to trade, in one or more wholesale energy markets.
7
The information reported includes the precise identification of the wholesale energy products bought and sold, the price
and quantity agreed, the dates and times of execution, the parties to the transaction and the beneficiaries of the transaction
and any other relevant information.
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Abstract
Jurisprudence distinguishes between the terms sources of law and sources of learning about the law. While sources of law
are usually strictly specified by the legislator, the catalogue of sources of learning about the law is not categorically defined.
In this paper the author compares these two terms and points to differences between them. He then presents the functions of
sources of learning about the law and the proposed catalogue of these sources. A particular analysis will concern a broad
understanding of a press release as a form of a source of learning about the law, that is as any release made public through
mass media.
The constant development of mass media, both in terms of their availability and the technological offer, allows for a
conclusion that receiving information about the law by means of this channel will still grow in popularity. The author
discusses the possible consequences of using a press release as a source of learning about the law, both by the sender and the
recipient, and he also points to the related dangers.
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Introduction
Legal awareness is one of the factors supporting the proper functioning of society. At the moment we are dealing with both
the expansion of areas in which the legislator interferes by means of regulations and with the evolution of stimuli from which
we obtain information about the surrounding world. Parallel to this evolution, trends to depart from traditional channels of
information transfer, including information about the law, are surfacing. In this paper the author analyses the applicable laws
and the theory of applicable legal measures as well as the relevant literature to attempt to establish the position of a press
release among the sources of learning about the law. He also presents the possible consequences of the legislator’s employing
this measure, including the related threats.

Sources of learning about the law and sources of law
The discipline of law distinguishes between two interrelated terms - sources of law (fontes iuris oriundi) and sources of
learning about the law (fontes iuris cognoscendi) (Rozwadowski 2001, p. 32). These collections are mutually exclusive in
terms of content, but there is a strict functional bond between them. Sources of law include law-giving facts, that is the
legislator’s actions intended to create legal norms, and also the creations of these actions (results of law-giving facts), that is
legal norms understood as sufficiently unambiguous standards of conduct established or approved by a competent public
authority that set the duty of a certain behaviour for specific addressees under specific circumstances (Ziembiński 2001, p.
150). Legal norms are expressed in provisions of the law, which in turn are gathered in normative acts, e.g. regulations or
statutes. However, the term sources of law must be distinguished from the term sources of learning about the law - that is all
information carriers from which we derive knowledge about the law.
The function of the sources of learning about the law boils down to shedding light for addressees of legal norms about what
law has been adopted, which over the years has been carried out in various forms, especially by public readings of normative
acts or by placing the written content of such acts in a public place commonly used for reading any notices (Ziembiński
1980, p. 244). The preserved historical copies of legal texts allowed a reconstruction of knowledge about what law was
applicable in countries that no longer exist. At the moment the content of normative acts is published in official journals.
The first such gazette in Poland - Dziennik Praw (Collection of Laws) - was established pursuant to the Constitutional statute
of the Duchy of Warsaw of 22 July 1807. This gazette was modelled on the French Bulletin des Lois (Wierczyński 2011, p.
23). Since 2012 the Polish Journal of Laws (Dziennik Ustaw) is published solely on the Internet in an electronic form by the
Government Legislative Centre to which most of the population has easy access.
In a democratic rule of law promulgation of a normative act is one of the requirements for the norms included in these acts
to enter into force. In Poland this notion is regulated in Article 88(1) of the Constitution of the Republic of Poland of 2 April
1997 (Dz.U. (Journal of Laws) no. 78 item 483 as amended), which stipulates that the condition precedent for the coming
into force of statutes, regulations and enactments of local law shall be the promulgation thereof. Entry into force of a
normative act is a situation in which addressees of legal norms included therein are obliged to implement and apply these
_________________
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norms. When promulgating a normative act, the legislator implements the principle of transparency of the law that allows
citizens to obtain a sense of stability and control over correctness of law-giving and law-observance (Turska 1964, p. 20).
The legislator may have a real impact on the behaviour of norm addressees for whom it sets out the duty of a particular
behaviour by giving the law - when it makes efforts to familiarize them with the law in force. Therefore, it is a form of
abstract influence by the direct legislator on norm addressees (Jabłońska-Bonca and Zieliński 1988, p. 42).
Nevertheless, despite the facilitated access to official journals, addressees of legal norms may have a problem with
familiarizing themselves with the content of applicable law, that is a problem resulting from progressive juridisation of
community life (Luhmann 2011, passim), which results in regulating a growing number of notions. In Poland, as at 4 March
2021, 1,584 acts and 7,787 regulations are in force (according to the LEX legal information service as at 4 March 2021) and
apart from these there are numerous regulations in force resulting from the European Union’s legislation and international
agreements. In the thicket of so many normative acts, learning about the law in extensio is practically impossible. Apart from
this, familiarizing oneself with the law through reading legal texts requires knowledge of rules of interpretation by which
one can reconstruct legal norms - while knowledge of these rules is not common. In 2013, as commissioned by Grzegorz
Wierczyński, a renowned Polish professor of law, the Growth from Knowledge Polonia research institute conducted
quantitative research on the sources of gaining information about the law. A nation-wide sample of 1,000 people aged 15
years or older were surveyed by means of computer-assisted interviews. Only 10% of respondents said that they had reached
for official journals such as Dziennik Ustaw (Journal of Laws) within the last three years, while a further 7% reached for this
source on occasion more than three years before (Wierczyński 2015, p. 256).

The impact of availability of mass media on recognizing a press release as a source of learning
about the law
Taking into account these aspects of familiarizing oneself with the law by the use of official journals, one needs to think
about other sources of learning about the law used by addressees of legal norms. A catalogue of such carriers was compiled
by Franciszek Studnicki (Studnicki 1965, pp. 64–65), who identified the following processes of providing information about
the law: 1) processes where information is received directly from official journals (such as the Polish Dziennik Ustaw); 2)
processes where information is obtained by means of mass media (e.g. newspapers, radio or television); 3) processes where
information is received as part of education (a regular school, a vocational school or a university); 4) processes where
information is received on the basis of the content of an individual decision, e.g. a court judgement; 5) processes where
information is received through participation in the application of the law and law-giving; 6) processes where information is
received through contact with experts (advocates, attorneys-at-law, notaries or tax advisors); 7) processes where information
is received through informal contacts (with family, acquaintances or friends).
Among the enumerated processes, the leading place is rightly taken be means of mass communication through which
numerous pieces of information about the applicable law are provided. Gaining information about the law through mass
media is noteworthy particularly because such media are constantly developing and extending their reach. The growing
popularity of social media is also significant at that. The number of users of the most popular social networks such as
Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp or Messenger may reach up to 3 billion people worldwide (Gdak 2020). The functionality
of the Internet means that we can read the messages posted in their space on more than one day, in more than one week or
month, which increases the chances of reaching most archival information. In effect, at the moment the addressees of legal
norms may on an unprecedented scale gain knowledge about the law from mass media and information made public in this
way, which is collectively referred to in this study as a press release.

The possible consequences of recognizing a press release as a source of learning about the law
The above observations may incline one to wonder whether official journals will in the future become a secondary sources
of learning about the law, giving priority to media coverage. On the one hand, one may point to the positive aspects of this
state of affairs, such as the travelling speed of the message or accessibility of the form which reaches even the least informed
recipients. However, on the other hand, negative consequences of such a state of affairs may get surface immediately after
these positive aspects. The official promulgation of the content of a normative act in an official journal guarantees reliability
and authenticity of information about the applicable law (Jabłońska-Bonca and Zieliński 1988, p. 42), whereas such a
guarantee is not granted to information included in press releases in mass media. The sender of such a message, e.g. a
journalist equipped with legal knowledge, may be wrong about the existing legal state of affairs or about what amendments
are being drafted, and then this error is further duplicated in his public message. A representative of the legislator himself
who informs about the law may be another sender of a press release. He has a reasonable interest in which facts will be
emphasized in this release and which will be marginalized. This allows an introduction of controversial regulations which
will not be allowed to meet with the public reaction that they would face if the mode of informing about them had not been
swapped for such a communication.
In Poland such trends have their factual reference. The COVID-19 pandemic that we have been dealing with since spring
2020 has forced the lawmaker to take legislative actions intended to mitigate its effects. The period of development of such
an extreme social phenomenon, that is the spread of a virus which is dangerous to the health and life of citizens, requires
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sudden changes in the law. This creates a temptation to depart from vacatio legis, that is a period in which addressees of
legal norms should get familiarized with the new regulations and prepare for their implementation or application. Pursuant
to Article 4(1) of the Act of 20 July 2002 on promulgating normative acts and certain other legal acts (Dz.U. (Journal of
Laws) of 2019 item 1461), vacatio legis in Poland is, as a rule, 14 days. Legislator’s representatives have made it a habit to
present some drafted amendments in the law during press conferences, while promulgation of the normative act that
introduces these amendments in an official journal is postponed and often occurs in parallel with the entry into force of these
amendments. For example, information about the introduction of restrictions, orders and prohibitions related to the time of
pandemic, including the information about introducing a universal order to cover one’s mouth and nose in the public space,
was announced by the President of the Council of Ministers at a conference on 9 April 2020 (Polsat News 2020), while the
relevant regulation was only promulgated on 10 April 2020 and entered into force at the very same time. Another example
of changes in the law that are associated with the spread of the virus is the prohibition of conducting economic activity in
the catering industry other than serving meals and drinks to go. These changes were first announced at a press conference on
23 October 2020 at 11 a.m. (TVN24 2020) and only at 11 p.m. on the same day was the Regulation of the Council of Ministers
amending the regulation on the establishment of certain restrictions, orders and prohibitions related to the emergence of the
state of epidemic (Dz.U. (Journal of Laws) of 2020 item 1871) promulgated in the form prescribed by the law, that is in
Journal of Laws (Dziennik Ustaw) and entered into force on the day following that day, which actually means at the same
time.
Apart from this, representatives of the legislator, in press releases delivered at press conferences, explained the expressions
used in the regulation that ordered that mouths and noses should be covered in public spaces (Bieńczak 2020) since this
regulation employs ambiguous terms which have not been explained. “A mask” may be an example of such an expression,
which may refer to a surgical mask or a small Venetian mask or a Halloween mask. Only the specification of this term during
a press conference dispelled any possible doubts among the recipients of legal norms. However, theses included in press
releases cannot affect the interpretation of provisions of the law included in a normative act because a press release is not a
source of law. Given the above, it is crucial for representatives of the legislator not to treat a press release as a tool to
supplement the content of the normative acts given by the lawmaker. Press releases cannot be taken into account at any stage
of interpretation of the law. Expressions used in normative acts should be explained in these acts in the form of the so-called
legal definitions, not in press releases. An opposite view would be contrary to the difference between sources of learning
about the law and sources of law, explained in the introduction.
We can see in the above-mentioned examples that the legislator’s representatives somehow swapped the promulgation of a
normative act in an official journal with reporting its most important content in press releases delivered at press conferences
and the very act of promulgation in an official journal was marginalized only to the function of legalizing these legal changes,
because, which has already been pointed out, the act of promulgation in an official journal is a requirement for a normative
act to enter into force. Moreover, the act of promulgation of a normative act in an official journal satisfies some other
important functions. Upon promulgation of a normative act in an official journal, the course of vacatio legis starts running.
This period should be proportionate to the degree to which the legislator interferes by means of the introduced regulations
with the life of the addressees of the given norms. A suitable duration of this period enables realization of the principle of
certainty of the law derived from Article 2 of the Constitution of the Republic of Poland. The Constitutional Tribunal has
addressed the content of this principle multiple times. It concluded, inter alia, that It is expressed in the provision and
application of the law in such a way that it does not become a certain trap for a citizen who should be able to handle his
matters with trust that he does not expose himself to legal consequences that cannot be foreseen at the time of taking the
decision and that his actions are in compliance with the applicable law and that they will also be recognized by the legal
order in the future (Judgement of the Constitutional Tribunal of 15 February 2005, K48/04). In a democratic rule of law,
citizens should be able to plan their steps with a feeling of certainty and without a fear that their actions will be recognized
as illegal overnight. Given the above, the legislator should take it into account when setting out the length of the vacatio legis
period so that everyone can adjust their actions and plans according to the new state of affairs.
The promulgation of a normative act in an official journal is rightly the moment in which vacatio legis should starts its
course. The period in which addressees of legal norms should have the possibility to get familiarized with the content of the
introduced legal regulations should not be replaced by a presentation of their content, especially before it is adopted or issued,
in press releases delivered at press conferences, even at those with high viewership. Moreover, the fact of presenting the
drafted amendments in the law should not contribute to the shortening of vacatio legis or doing away with vacatio legis
altogether. At the moment of promulgation of normative acts that include these norms in an official journal, addressees of
these norms can be certain that norms expressed there will enter into force in an unchanged form. Those addressees cannot
have this certainty when the announcement of the drafted amendments in the law is presented during press conferences.

Conclusion
A press release may be used to inform about the law and it is indeed being done so. This is why we must conclude that a
press release may be recognized as a source of learning about the law. This medium has been attracting growing popularity
in the last years and all points to the fact that this trend will continue in the future. However, the unreliability of this source
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must be taken into account. Also, it cannot be treated on a par with a normative act officially promulgated when it comes to
guarantees of truthfulness of the message. In no case may we threat any source of learning about the law as a source of law.
The legislator should draw on positive aspects of the press release medium, especially the speed in which this message
reaches recipients and accessibility of this form, but he should not use it to replace the traditional tool used for years, that is
official promulgation of a normative act. The latter should take priority. Vacatio legis should remain unchanged as the period
in which the addressees of norms included in the provisions of the introduced normative acts should prepare to implement
and apply these norms. Moreover, even the most extensive dissemination of information about the drafted amendments
should not contribute to the shortening of vacatio legis or to doing away with it altogether. Using a press release as an
additional source of familiarizing addressees of legal norms with the legal changes should be considered valid, but
dissemination of this information should proceed in parallel with their official promulgation, not instead of it.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to present the outline of the legal construct of a simple joint-stock company as a new type of a
commercial company, and also to assess the advantages and disadvantages of introducing provisions that regulate the
operation of such a company in the Polish legal order. The discussion is carried out through the interpretation of applicable
laws by analysing the normative regulation included in the Polish Commercial Companies Code (along with amendments
that are to enter into force on 1 July 2021). After the research, a thesis was formulated that a simple joint-stock company in
the Polish legal order should not become a new type of a commercial company, but it should rather be introduced to the
Polish Commercial Companies Code as a certain type of a joint-stock company. Moreover, when creating the provisions on
a simple joint-stock company the Polish legislator should not trigger a revolution in the commercial companies law. The
introduced changes result in the creation of a new capital company which does not fit typologically within the existing
classification into partnerships and capital companies, because a simple joint-stock company bears the features of a
partnership and a capital company alike. The entry into force of provisions on a simple joint-stock company, however, has
many advantages. First of all, entrepreneurs who conduct economic activity in Poland will have a greater choice as to the
organizational and legal form of their business activity.

Keywords: Simple Joint-Stock Company, Commercial Company, Simple Share Capital
Introduction
The operation of commercial companies in the Polish legal order is regulated by the Act of 15 September 2000 Code of
Commercial Companies (consolidated text: Dz.U. (Journal of Laws) of 2020 item 1526, as amended), hereinafter CCC.
Pursuant to Article 1(2) CCC (in the wording applicable as at 28 February 2021), commercial companies shall include: a
registered partnership, a professional partnership, a limited partnership, a limited joint-stock partnership, a limited liability
company and a joint-stock company. The Polish legislator classifies commercial companies into partnerships and capital
companies (Article 4(1) and (2) CCC). Capital companies include: a limited liability company and a joint-stock company.
In short, in capital companies the capital plays the dominant role in their structure, while in partnerships - partners’ personal
attributes are the most important (Moskwa and Sołtysiński 2015, p. 3). All Polish commercial companies are established
upon entry into the register of entrepreneurs at the National Court Register. This register in maintained by district courts
pursuant to rules specified in the National Court Register Act of 20 August 1997 (consolidated text: Dz.U. (Journal of Laws)
of 2021 item 112, as amended).
In 2016 there was an idea to introduce to the Polish legal order a new type of a commercial company - a simple joint-stock
company. The planned regulation concerning a simple joint-stock company was extensively consulted on, both with the
scholarly circles and business representatives. This gave rise to a draft law which was submitted by the Council of Ministers
to the Sejm of the Republic of Poland on 12 February 2019 - Act amending the Code of Commercial Companies act and
certain other acts (consolidated text: Dz.U. (Journal of Laws) of 2019 item 1655, as amended) and adopted on 19 July 2019.
The basic subject matter of research in this study is the legal status that is to apply on 1 July 2021, that is on the date of the
planned entry into force of provisions on a simple joint-stock company, according to the normative regulation valid as of 28
February 2021.
The adoption of provisions on a simple joint-stock company has attracted various opinions among the legal scholars and
commentators. Some of the representatives of the scholarly circles criticised the very concept of introducing a new type of a
commercial company or the mode in which it was done (Romanowski 2018, pp. 44-45; Kruczalak-Jankowska 2018, p. 27;
Dzierżak 2016, p. 38). In the opinion of others, provisions relating to a simple joint-stock company are necessary and will
allow the development of Polish entrepreneurship in line with European trends (Opalski 2019a, p. 5; Czaplicki 2018, pp.
938-939).
_______________
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In further parts of this study an outline of a legal construct of a simple joint-stock company is presented with emphasis on
new solutions that are not typical to the Polish commercial companies law. Due to the limited framework of this study and a
great number of provisions concerning a simple joint-stock company, the analysis covers only selected issues concerning
this legal construct.

The legal construct of a simple joint-stock company as a new type of a commercial company
A simple joint-stock company may be formed by one or more persons for any legally permissible purpose unless the law
provides otherwise (Article 3001(1) CCC). This means that the company’s objects are specified under the same terms as
those provided for other Polish capital companies. A simple joint-stock company may be formed by any entity under the law
except for a single-shareholder limited liability company (Article 3001(2) CCC). The articles of association of a simple jointstock company may be made in the form of a notarial deed or in an electronic form using model articles of association
available in the ICT system (Article 3006 and Article 3007(1) CCC). The articles of association are made by shareholders
who acquire shares in exchange for contributions made to the company. Shareholders are obliged to provide only the
performances stipulated in the articles of association (Article 3001(3)).
Upon making the articles of association, a company in organization is formed which has legal capacity (Article 30011(1) and
Article 11(1) CCC). After entering the company into the register of entrepreneurs of the National Court Register the company
acquires legal personality (Article 12 CCC). The company as a legal person is liable for its obligations. Shareholders are not
responsible for the company’s obligations (Article 3001(4)) CCC). If enforcement on a company proves ineffective, then
members of the management board and executive directors are jointly and severally liable for its obligations (Article
300132(1) in conjunction with Article 4(2)1 CCC). A member of the management board (executive director) may release
himself from this liability in the cases provided in the law (Article 300132(2) CCC). The premises and character of liability
of members of the bodies of a simple joint-stock company are the same as in a limited liability company (Kozieł 2020, pp.
561-562).
Shares in a simple joint-stock company are subscribed for in exchange for cash contributions and in-kind contributions
(Article 3002(1) CCC). An in-kind contribution to cover the shares may be any contribution that has a financial value, in
particular provision of work or services (Article 3002(2) CCC). Shares do not have a nominal value, are not part of the simple
share capital and are indivisible (Article 3002(3) CCC). The company establishes a simple share capital expressed in the
zlotys, for which cash contributions and in-kind contributions are allocated (Article 3003(1 CCC). An inalienable right or the
provision
of
work
or
services
may
not
constitute
a contribution to the simple share capital (Article 14(1) CCC). The simple share capital should be no less than PLN 1
(Article 3003(1) CCC). The value of the simple share capital is not stipulated in the articles of association (Article 3003(2)
CCC). The legislator did not provide for the creation of a regular share capital in a simple joint-stock company, which
fundamentally differentiated the assets structure of this company from the solutions applied in other Polish capital companies
(Jarosz 2019, p. 84). The absence of any specific nominal value of a share and the possibility of contributing work or services
to cover the shares is a novelty in the Polish legal system.
Shares of a simple joint-stock company are dematerialized securities. They are uniform in nature because there is no
distinction between registered shares and bearer shares (Sójka, 2020, p. 5). The shares do not have the form of a document
(Article 30029(1) CCC). They are subject to registration in the register of shareholders (Article 30030(1) CCC). This register
is kept electronically, which may take the form of a dispersed and decentralized database (the so-called blockchain)
(Article 30030(3) CCC). The shares have a declarative nature, which means that entry in the register of shareholders does not
entail the emergence of shareholders’ subjective rights (Sójka 2020, p. 6). Shares are transferable (Article 30036(1) CCC),
though they cannot be admitted to or listed in organized trading (Article 30036(2) CCC). Transfer and encumbrance of a share
should be effected in a document form under pain of nullity (Article 30036(4) CCC). In order to meet the requirement of the
document form of a legal act, it is sufficient that a declaration of intent in the form of a document be submitted in a way that
allows identification of the person submitting the declaration (Article 772 Civil Code - Act of 23 April 1964, consolidated
text: Dz.U. (Journal of Laws) of 2020 item 1740, as amended). The document form accommodates inter alia a photocopy of
a document, a text message, an email or a video recording. An entry in the register of shareholders is required to acquire
shares (Article 30037(1) CCC).
When it comes to the managing body in a simple joint-stock company, the legislator decided to introduce a choice between
a two-tier and a one-tier model of the system of management. The two-tier system which involves the operation of two
bodies: the management board as the executive body and the supervisory board as the supervisory body is strongly rooted in
the Polish legal order with regard to capital companies. The choice of the one-tier system of management has so far been
admissible in the Polish legal order only for the European joint-stock company (on the basis of Article 38 of Council
Regulation (EC) No 2157/2001 of 8 October 2001 on the Statute for a European company (SE), OJ L 294, 10.11.2001, p. 1–
21). The structure of the simple joint-stock company may adopt either the management board or the board of directors
(Article 30052(1) CCC). The establishment of the management board is equal to the choice of the two-tier system of
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management. The supervisory board may be appointed along with the management board, if the articles of association
provide so (Article 30052(2) CCC).
The management board manages the affairs of the company and represents the company (Article 30062(1) CCC). Members
of the management board are appointed, dismissed and suspended, for valid reasons, by a resolution of the shareholders,
unless the articles of association provide otherwise (Article 30062(3) CCC). The supervisory board comprises at least three
members, appointed and dismissed by the shareholders’ resolution (Article 30068(1) CCC). The supervisory board exercises
permanent supervision over the company’s operation (Article 30069(1) CCC). The supervisory board does not have the right
to give the management board any binding instructions with respect to the management of the affairs of the company
(Article 30069(2) CCC). Given that one of the fundamental principles in the two-tier system of management says that
management and supervisory functions cannot overlap, the legislator stipulated that a member of the management board,
may not be at the same time a member of the supervisory board (Article 30072(1) CCC).
In the case of the one-tier system of management, one body - called the board of directors - handles the affairs of the company,
represents the company and supervises the management of the affairs of the company (Article 30073(1) CCC). The board of
directors comprises one or more directors (Article 30073(2) CCC). Directors are appointed, dismissed and suspended, for
valid reasons, by a resolution of the shareholders, unless the articles of association provide otherwise (Article 30073(3) CCC).
The legislator allows for a division of responsibilities between the directors in such a way that the powers of some of them,
called executive directors, include some or all actions of managing the affairs of the company, while those directors who are
not executives (non-executive directors) exercise permanent supervision over the management of the company’s affairs
(Article 30076(1) CCC).
A member of the body is liable to the company for damage caused by failure to perform his duties or improper performance
of these duties, including failure to exercise due diligence resulting from the professional character of his activity or from
failure to maintain loyalty towards the company, unless he is not at fault (Article 300125(1) CCC). A member of the body
does not violate the obligation of due diligence if, by acting loyally towards the company, he acts within the limits of
reasonable economic risk, including on the basis of information, analysis and opinions that should be taken into account in
given circumstances when carrying out a careful assessment (Article 300125(2) CCC). This regulation introduces the so-called
business judgment rule into the Polish legal order. This principle allows members of the bodies to free themselves from
liability for the so-called business decisions (Pinior 2020, p. 6).
The general assembly is the resolution-making body in a simple joint-stock company. Shareholders adopt resolutions in
particular in matters specified in the law or in the articles of association. In cases stipulated by the law, a shareholder, but
also the company’s bodies and members of these bodies, may challenge the resolution at a court if the resolution is contrary
to the law or to the statute or good practices or is detrimental to the company’s interest or is intended to wrong a shareholder
(Articles 422 – 427 CCC in conjunction with Article 300101 CCC).
Termination of the legal existence of a simple joint-stock company takes place upon deleting it from the register of
entrepreneurs of the National Court Register, which may occur after it has been liquidated (Article 300120(3) CCC).
Moreover, the legislator stipulated the possibility for the entire assets of the company to be acquired by an appointed
shareholder (the acquiring shareholder) with the obligation to satisfy creditors and other shareholders if provided so by the
resolution of the general assembly, adopted by the majority of three quarters of votes cast in the presence of shareholders
representing at least a half of the total number of shares and if the district court allows the acquisition (Article 300122(1) CCC).
As soon as the decision allowing the acquisition of company assets by the acquiring shareholder becomes final, the
management board submits a request that the company be removed from the register. On the date of the deletion, the
acquiring shareholder takes over all rights and obligations of the deleted company (Article 300122(9) CCC). Such a summary
mode of termination of the activity of the company, which is a novelty in Polish provisions on capital companies, may present
a certain risk to the interests of other shareholders and creditors (Zdanikowski 2019, p. 93).
In the opinion of Opalski (2019b, p. 14), a simple joint-stock company is a capital company, which is mainly determined by
exclusion of liability of the members of the company for its obligations. What is more, its assets structure is based on the
simple share capital and its operation is managed by the managing body. In turn, the possibility to bring work and services
as contribution is a personal element of a simple joint-stock company, though it does not eliminate its capital character
(Opalski 2019b, p. 15). In the opinion of Kruczalak-Jankowska (2018, p. 27) a simple joint-stock company is a new type of
a company that does not fit within the existing division into partnerships and capital companies. In turn, Romanowski (2018,
p. 45) points out that in the typological sense a simple joint-stock company is not a new type of a company, but only “quite
a loose mixture of all that moves in the capital companies law”. In my opinion the case here is determined by the will of the
legislator, who in Article 4(1)(2) CCC, in the wording applicable from 1 July 2021, asserted that a capital company means a
limited liability company, a simple joint-stock company and a joint-stock company. Introduction of this provision means that
the semantic scope of the term “capital company” was expanded and the distinctive features of a capital company now also
include those that are attributes of a simple joint-stock company (that is the possibility to bring work and services as
contribution). I also agree with professor M. Romanowski on the fact that a simple joint-stock company is not a new type of
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a commercial company. This is determined by the fact that its legal structure is basically made up of measures existing in
other Polish commercial companies and new solutions occur only as its minute part.

The objectives of introducing a simple joint-stock company into the Polish legal order
The basic objective of introducing provisions on a simple joint-stock company to the Polish legal order is the need to create
a suitable organizational and legal form of operating a business activity for innovative undertakings, often using new
technologies and launching their activity as the so-called start-up. The capital structure of a simple joint-stock company by
default is intended to be flexible and to allow easy acquisition of the capital from investors (Przewodnik 2019, p. 4,
https://www.gov.pl/web/rozwoj-praca-technologia/przewodnik-po-prostej-spolce-akcyjnej). This is to encourage the
development of entrepreneurship in Poland and the emergence of new economic initiatives. In the opinion of draft initiators,
Polish society presents a low level of savings and a high level of qualifications and knowledge. Therefore, it was believed
purposeful to create a legal solution that would allow the setting up of a company with a low initial capital, to which work
and services could be contributed (Reasoning 2019, https://www.sejm.gov.pl/Sejm8.nsf/druk.xsp?nr=3236).
When writing a draft introduction to the Polish legal order of provisions on a simple joint-stock company, the legislator drew
inspiration from the French regulation on société par actions simplifiée (SAS). The French simple joint-stock company, most
of all, does not provide for a minimum value of the regular share capital, does not have a rigid organizational structure
imposed by statute and can issue shares in exchange for contribution in the form of work or services provided for the company
(Witosz 2018, pp. 164-166). Facilitation of the development of entrepreneurs from the start-up industry in Slovakia also
provided motivation to create a new type of a commercial company (Patakyova, Kacaljak, Gramblickova, Mazur and
Dutkova 2020, p. 207). Provisions on a simple joint-stock company were introduced there at the beginning of 2017. This
company, called jednoduchá spoločnosť na akcie, has a flexible internal structure and provides for subscription for shares in
exchange
for
contribution
in
the
form
of
provision
of
services
(Mysicka
2016,
https://www.kinstellar.com/insights/detail/404/new-corporate-form-in-slovakia-simple-joint-stock-company). A share
capital of the minimum value of EUR 1 is created in this company and it is divided into shares of a specific nominal value.
The company may be established solely for economic reasons. The company is liable with its entire assets and shareholders
are not liable for the company's obligations (Ilkova 2017, p. 63).

Advantages and disadvantages of introducing a simple joint-stock company into the Polish legal
order
Introduction of provisions on a simple joint-stock company into the Polish legal order must be assessed critically. The
fundamental flaw of the legal structure of this company is the paradox that it is definitely not “simple”. First of all, this
normative regulation is extensive (more than a hundred articles were introduced into the Polish Commercial Companies
Code) and provides for new legal measures previously unknown in the Polish legal order (inter alia the simple share capital,
no regular share capital or shares without a nominal value). Without a doubt this will trigger problems with the practical
application of these measures not only for entrepreneurs but also practising lawyers. It is obvious that new legislative
solutions, so far not known in a given legal culture, in the initial phase of their application will be difficult to apply. This is
associated with the need to interpret the new provision whilst having no support from legal scholars and commentators or in
judicial decisions. It seems, however, that the legal structure of a simple joint-stock company is complex enough to make it
difficult to set up and operate also after the provisions are in force for a specific period of time.
We must also bear in mind that the functioning of commercial companies and partnerships in Poland in principle involves
significant costs. The costs of operation of a simple joint-stock company will also be high, and they will certainly not be
lower than in other commercial companies. This results mainly from the obligation to register in the National Court Register.
Almost every entry is charged court fees and a fee for announcing the entry in the Court and Economic Monitor (official
gazette, Monitor Sądowy i Gospodarczy) (Act of 28 July 2005 on court costs in civil matters, consolidated text Dz.U. (Journal
of Laws) of 2020 item 755, as amended; Regulation of the Minister of Justice of 13 May 2014 on the issuance and
dissemination of the Court and Economic Monitor, consolidated text Dz.U. (Journal of Laws) 2017 item 1957, as amended).
In the case of a simple joint-stock company, not only were registration-related obligations involving submitting requests for
entry in the register of entrepreneurs not limited, but actually quite the opposite, these obligations were increased (inter alia
Article 30015(6) sentence 1 CCC, which imposes an obligation to send notifications to the register of any change in the value
of the simple share capital).
One of the practical problems that commercial companies operating in Poland have to deal with is the slow pace of operation
of courts that hear complaints for resolutions adopted in commercial companies. On the basis of applicable laws, the only
option to express one’s objection against a resolution adopted by the resolution-giving body of a capital company is to file
an action with a common court of law. Often a few years pass before a final judgement is given, which may paralyse the
operation of the company (due to the inability to implement the resolution adopted when the court suspends registration
proceedings relating to resolutions that are only effective upon the entry in the register) or cause grave risks to the interests
of persons making up the company or holding positions in the company’s bodies (e.g. an appeal against a resolution for
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dismissing a member of a body does not suspend its implementation, which causes factual removal of a given person from
performing their function for at least a few years even though the resolution was passed defectively). The normative
regulation relating to a simple joint-stock company does not include any new solutions in this regard, because according to
Article 300101 CCC rules for a joint-stock company, that is those under Articles 422-427 CCC, are applied for appealing
against resolutions of shareholders of a simple joint-stock company. At that, I cannot agree with the view that the possibility
to appeal at a court against resolutions of shareholders in a simple joint-stock company under existing rules is a sufficient
mechanism of protection against solutions that the shareholder considers unfavourable (Opalski 2019a, p. 14).
Irrespective of the defects of the normative regulation concerning a simple joint-stock company, the very fact of introduction
of a new type of a commercial company may be seen as an advantage. Entrepreneurs who intent to start an economic activity
in Poland will have a greater choice as to the organizational and legal form of their business activity. What is worth
emphasizing, the legislator did not provide for an obligation to carry out a specific economic activity in the form of a simple
joint-stock company. This construct, in line with the legislator’s assumptions, is dedicated to the so-called start-ups, in
particular the new technology industry. Persons who plan to start such an activity may, nevertheless, choose a different
organizational and legal form out of those constructs of commercial companies that are already well-grounded in the Polish
legal order. In turn, entrepreneurs who operate a business activity in Poland will be able to transform all types of commercial
companies into a simple joint-stock company (as set out in Article 551(1) CCC in its new wording).
Certain detailed solutions stipulated in the provisions on a simple joint-stock company also deserve credit, such as: the option
of a one-tier system of managing the company, reduction of the value of the capital required to establish a company or
admissibility of conducting a summary liquidation procedure which involves one shareholder taking over the assets of the
company with the obligation to pay off the debts.

Conclusion
Summing up, it must be concluded that a reform and modernization of the existing regulation on the operation of commercial
companies in Poland, in particular a limited liability company, is undoubtedly necessary. This results from the need to open
to new technologies (e.g. electronic trading in titles to participation in a company) and to adjust to European standards.
However, it seems that the best solution would consist in an evolving change of provisions regulating the operation of
commercial companies, in particular a limited liability company, that would allow all entrepreneurs, not only those intending
to start a new activity, to enjoy modern legal constructs that are adapted to the economic reality. For example, a reform of
participation in a limited liability company so as to approximate its construction to a share that is a security may be considered
a desired move. This would allow smoother and safer trading in shares, including the possibility of using electronic systems.
With regard to provisions on a simple joint-stock company, the introduction of the option of a one-tier system of management
or departure from the regular share capital deserve credit. These changes should, however, cover all commercial companies
not only a simple joint-stock company.
The introduction into the Polish legal order of a simple joint-stock company as a new type of a commercial company should
be assessed negatively. The direction of legislative changes may be seen as correct, but a thorough reform of regulations
governing the operation of Polish commercial companies (especially capital companies) and implementation of new solutions
applicable to all companies would be a better solution. A simple joint-stock company could be a certain type of a joint-stock
company or a reformed limited liability company. In the legal comparison scale, a reform of companies often takes the form
of changes and increased flexibility of provisions on the existing commercial companies, while an introduction of a new type
of a company should be considered as an exception (Wiórek 2018, p. 4).
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Abstract
One of the critical success factors that drives New Economy development is not only a technology itself but human resources
with the right set of skills. The aim of the paper is to pre-sent the original approach that can be used for IT career development.
What is more, paper shows how to increase awareness of professional development direction that complies with interests
and passions. This should positively affect work motivation level, improve the satisfaction as well as efficiency and effectiveness in the workplace. Our approach is based on Design Thinking framework applied to such activities as discovering
ones passion, understanding the professional identity from the perspective of personal resources, ideating possible job positions and testing the different career development paths. It also encompasses several techniques supporting the process, such
as Business Model Canvas and Personal Business Model Canvas that have been adopted to describe a work environment in
the context of the key components of different job positions and to understand job market requirements. The approach have
already been tested during the workshops with students, who will become professional staff members within few years.

Keywords: career development, Business Model Canvas, Design Thinking, BEAST Project.
Introduction
Information technology offers career opportunities for every industry, personality type, and experience level. However careers are complex and chaotic. Professional career development is often considered as a wicked problem. It is influenced by
job market dynamics and play out within the system of our lives. Passion for work is a little bit of discovery, followed by a
lot of development, and a lifetime of deepening. This is some kind of wayfinding. There are many questions someone who
would like to find dream occupation needs to address: What am I really interested in?, What is my passion?, Is my passion
in line with my abilities and character traits?, Will something I like to do now be my favourite set of activities in the future?,
Do I have proper skills for specific job position?, In what direction should I develop my skills to be my best? All of these
questions cannot be answered in one fell swoop. Instead they are answered again and again during professional life and quite
often with different results. All of these factors make the career development a complex problem, that cannot be solved with
plan and execute approach. Much better way is to prototype and test, what means that you do not have a map but to move
forward you need a compass and a direction. Wayfinding is the art of figuring out where you are going when you don’t know
your final destination. In approach presented in this paper Design Thinking framework equipped with techniques related to
business model mindset play together the role of compass constantly showing a current direction of professional development. Can the direction change from time to time? Yes it can, and this quite often happens during the professional life. Trying
to find the best possible approach to career development we have started the project entitled Be Aware Student (BEAST,
2018) which is focused on IT job positions of the future. One of the BEAST project’s products is an integrated and comprehensive approach to career development that merges methods and techniques from Designing your Life (Burnett and Evans,
2016), Business Models Generation (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010), Business Model You (Clark and Osterwalder, 2012)
and Find Your Why (Sinek, Mead and Docker, 2017) in the frame of Design Thinking. The aim of this paper is to present
the main rationale of the project as well as behind the scenes logic that drives the development of our unified methodology.
Therefore at first we have explained why IT career development can be considered as a wicked problem that cannot be
_________________
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tackled by traditional plan and execute based approaches. Then we have shown the applicability of Design Thinking
framework to professional wayfinding. After that we have presented the importance of business model mindset for aware
professional development and the usage of such techniques as Business Model Canvas and Personal Business Model Canvas.
Finally the BEAST project products have been discussed as well as further research plans related to our methodology
development.

IT Career Development is a wicked problem
The set of competences sought in the labour market is shaped by many factors, including aging societies, new requirements
in terms of career development and learning, technological progress and globalization. All these factors contribute to a large
variety of competency requirements and need quick adaptation to volatile conditions. Professionals, wishing to maintain
their status as an expert in a given field, must learn quickly and adapt to the new requirements of the labour market, which
are constantly changing. The world of work has become faster, more diverse and less predictable for an increasing number
of employees. Many companies (not only from the IT industry) reduce employment, employ part-time and on contracts, and
also use outsourcing services. The time of the pandemic has deprived many people of employment, but at the same time has
increased wages and the opportunity for many to gain a better position. Currently, students must recognize the necessity of
career management and the use of the possibilities of a changing external environment. In order to be successful in the
changing labour market, one must have such qualities as passion, motivation, ability to work hard, being persistent and
determined, willingness to be successful and creative. Students and later employees should think of themselves as a oneperson enterprise (Weick, 1996) or in terms of the metaphor "Me Incorporated" (Lent, 2013). Universities are preparing
students for jobs that do not yet exist, using technologies that have not yet been invented to solve problems, which are not
yet known to be problems (Jackson, 2008). Modern IT careers are inherently boundaryless - IT specialists move around
different organizations, are not tied to a single employer, or move between professions unrelated to the IT profession.
Exemplary studies of IT industry employees show that currently only some people employed in IT continue their careers in
the profession, some leave for other positions not related to this industry, but with a high status and similar level of
remuneration, and some do not work in the industry taking lower paid jobs (Joseph et al., 2012). The common problem is to
find the right talent for the right job position. PwC has conducted surveys with more than 2,000 participants from 9 major
industrial sectors and 26 countries. The results show that, “the biggest challenge of industrial leaders isn’t technology – it is
the people” (Geissbauer, Vedso and Schrauf, 2016). The EU member states also point to the problem of providing qualified
employees for the engineering and ICT domains (more than 500,000 vacancies in the ICT sector).
The concept of wicked problem was first proposed by urban planners Rittel and Webber (1973) of the University of
California, Berkeley, to describe the inability to apply a rational mode of application of engineering methods to deal with
real-world conditions that are complex, uncertain, and unstable. Standard examples of a wicked problem include climate
change, land degradation, the global financial crisis, genetically modified food, etc. Can the career planning process in the
IT sector be classified as a wicked problem? There are many arguments for this. First of all, there is no definition of a
successful career. The measures of success will be different for each person planning a career. It is not possible at the
university to formulate one pattern that all students should strive for. What makes an individual successful is often a unique
combination of traits that cannot be replicated in another person. There is no single trait profile that is universally applicable
to all IT task, occupations, nor is it technically possible for all learners to develop the same trait(Zhao et al., 2019). You
cannot objectively assess someone's professional position as bad or good. Assessment will depend largely on the personality
of the shader. Career planning is firmly grounded in different contexts. One cannot consider a professional career in isolation
from the socio-economic environment. Different stakeholders, students, academics, career offices, parents, employers,
friends, etc. will be involved, each of whom may have a slightly different idea of what career planning is and how it should
proceed. The nature and scope of the problem depends on different stakeholders having different wording of what the
problem is. In the case of a wicked problem, it is not possible to immediately evaluate the chosen solution. In the case of
career planning, the choices made at each stage may lead to unexpected consequences (positive, negative) in the long term.
For example, a hobby or a niche passion, along with the development of technology, may turn out to be a valuable resource
for an employee, which determines his value on the labour market. In the career planning process, there is no fully defined
procedure and a complete catalogue of tools that can be used. External and internal conditions, such as motivation, mental
state, make the understanding of the problem of career planning evolve at the same time as a given career is planned. An
additional obstacle in the career planning process are long-term, often unpredictable consequences of the decisions made. It
is not possible to change the industry or profession very quickly. Each attempt taken takes time. Career development is an
ongoing process in which individuals go through a series of stages, each with a relatively unique set of problems, topics, and
tasks. Therefore, universities face a serious challenge: how to help their students in planning their careers, what tools and
techniques to equip them with. The aim of the activities should be to develop skills in the use of techniques supporting the
discovery of one's own interests, abilities and passions, and to determine the relationship between character traits and the
specificity of the workplace, which significantly affect the level of job satisfaction and professional fulfilment. Equally
important should be the transfer of knowledge about the process, techniques and tools for planning the path of education, as
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well as the vision of professional development based on the specificity of the work environment and requirements for the
future profession (position or group of positions). The solution may be to introduce the design thinking method into the
career planning process.

Design Thinking for IT Career Development
The most popular definitions of design thinking include "bringing designers' principles, approaches, methods, and tools to
problem solving" (Brown and Wyatt, 2010), "a human-centred innovation process that emphasizes observation,
collaboration, fast learning, visualization of ideas, rapid concept prototyping, and concurrent business analysis "(Lockwood,
2009),. This concept merges different approaches: creative problem-solving, an out-of-the-box way of thinking, and a
methodology that can be used in multidisciplinary settings (Tantiyaswasdikul, 2019).
In recent years, can be observed an increasing number of both scientists and practitioners writing on the topic of "design
thinking". This is due to the fact that "design thinking" as an approach to problem solving improves business outcomes
(Liedtka, 2015). Currently, some of the most developed design thinking models have been implemented at the Hasso Plattner
Institute of Design at Stanford University and at the School of Entrepreneurial Design Thinking in Koblenz, Germany. The
d.school at Stanford University, on the other hand, was the first academic institution to apply Design Thinking to the
professional development planning process of its students and hired teachers. To be successful in today's highly technological
and globally competitive world, an individual must develop and use a different skill set than before. One of these skills is
design thinking (Razzouk and Shute, 2012). The features of career planning have design-thinking features that allow you to
take into account the benefits and risks of career advancement opportunities and create a development plan by finding
innovative solutions. The use of the Design Thinking approach is to assist students in the process of generating and verifying
ideas in terms of their educational and professional choices. Of course, expertise must not be forgotten, scientific thinking
will always be of great importance, but it should be complemented by design thinking. The standard features of the Design
Thinking method include visualization of ideas, group work that allows to develop a common position on a problem
differently defined by individual members, looking for many benefits in the proposed solutions to problems, developing a
detailed solution but taking into account holistic view, the ability to conduct discussions and present ideas. All these elements
make the Design Thinking method suitable for the career planning process. Proactive attitude manifests itself in design
thinking, which is necessary intellectual activity when planning and re-designing career path (Seryakova, Zvonova and
Seryakova, 2018).

Business Model Mindset for IT Career Planning and Re-planning
What is business model mindset?
As Design Thinking is a universal framework and does not define specific tools to be used, we have adopted techniques
related to Business Model Mindset that, as we will show in this section, can be a significant support in career development.
Our approach is beneficial especially in the frame of Design Thinking which promotes human needs orientation and solving
wicked problems the career development process, without a doubt, belongs to.
Business model mindset is an innovative way of thinking about any enterprise in terms of its structure and behavior. It can
be applied to a brand new company development, such as a startup or an existing business, but it can be also professional
career planning process – one-man-enterprise. In this perspective we do consider a career design as a form of
entrepreneurship. In every case mentioned the analysis focus is on generic components of business model and their
interconnections.
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Fig 1. Business Model Canvas (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010)
These elements are complementary and together describe, in a comprehensive manner, the rationale by which organization
crates and delivers value to its customers and captures the value in return in a systematic, repeatable and sustainable way.
The main idea that makes business model mindset applicable to both business and personal development process is related
to entity that is taken into consideration during the analysis. When the entity is an organization then the business model
components are describing the specific company. In situation we will do some kind of mental experiment and substitute
organization with a person who is planning his/her career then business model components are related to specific occupation
which is a part of bigger ecosystem – a company including in its structure and processes the job position, its responsibilities
(Key Activities) and Personal Resources needed. The business model mindset is based on the work of Ostarwalder and
Pigneur (2010). They have developed one-page technique called Business Model Canvas that includes nine key components
and defines their meaning as well as interconnections (see Figure 1).
The business model canvas technique can be used for inventing new ways of conducting business, introducing innovations
to existing business, benchmarking the business with other businesses operating on the market or just fast and comprehensive
understanding of what the specific business model is about. Every application needs slightly different approach taken, but in
all cases paradigm shift is clearly visible – from business planning to business model thinking. According to Business Plan
theory entrepreneurship occurs when someone has an idea, then writes a business plan and finally gets professional funding
to create a venture based on the plan. In this paradigm entrepreneurship is based on great business plans. As we know it has
failed many times. The Business Model theory says that entrepreneurship is based on good business models — in other
words, clear and compelling logic showing how the enterprise will create and deliver value to customers, and get paid for
doing so. This approach is to find a sustainable business model through testing and revising, not by planning and executing.
So far the Business Model theory is the most agile and is being used successfully by entrepreneurs all over the world.

How Business Model Mindset can be applied to career development?
The business model mindset may also be used, in many valuable ways, when planning or re-planning job market driven
career development. The original business model canvas technique helps with better understanding the role of specific job
position in organization prospect employee is planning to apply for – its connection with value proposition and key activities
that have to be done. In that case one can be aware of the specific occupation requirements in terms of skills and knowledge
needed as well as other related job positions involved in the value proposition development. However a real value of business
model mindset appears when the business model canvas is applied to personal business model analysis and design. Such
transition requires an assumption that every key human resource possesses his own personal business model. It is isomorphic
with business model of the company employee works for in terms of the model’s structure and components’ semantics.
However the context is different because we are using the same business model components but the entity under development
has changed – it is no longer the company itself but prospect employee regarded as company Key Resource (or occupation/job
position) and market requirements connected with it. This approach to career planning is based on work of Clark at al. who
have adapted business model canvas to designing professional life (Clark, Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2012). The Personal
Business Model canvas is shown on Figure 2.

Fig 2. Personal Business Model Canvas (Clark, Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2012)
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What career development needs can be addressed with Personal Business Model Canvas?
Personal Business Model canvas is a valuable support on all stages of professional development process, that can be divided
in the following manner: lack of professional identity awareness, professional identity awareness but no occupation selected,
occupation selected and striving for excellence, following the changes in professional identity by changing personal business
model and what is possible career pivot. In every stage activities may be supported by Personal Business Model Canvas in
the frame of Design Thinking. Empathizing stage can be supported by developing Personal Resources segment and thinking
about Key Activities enabled by skills, abilities and knowledge currently possessed. Analysis of what I am good at and what
makes me tick can significantly support the professional identity discovery. After this has been defined and ideation phase
finished, prototyping may be supported by preparing Personal Business Model Canvas for selected job positions closely
related to professional identity. Testing phase can also be maintained by developed Personal Business Model Canvas for
selected occupations and analyzing the “big picture” of every job position from the perspective of preferences and additional
information collected. Personal Business Model is “living picture of professional identity” and should follow the changes in
preferences related to work satisfaction level. If the change occurs Personal Business model may be used for proper alignment
of all segments. After alignment is done the new Personal Business Model can be the trigger for career pivot, changing
occupation or the scope of the Key Activities, new elements of Value Proposition, new Customer Segments or Key Channels.
The Personal Business Model Canavs can be used in the following career development scenarios:

•

•

•

Understanding market requirements for specific occupation. It is extremely important to understand what are the
market requirements for specific job position when trying to develop proper and valuable competences. Personal
resources segment is supposed to include this information. Preparing the content of this segment based on research
done with regard to market requirements may be used as a reference for planning professional development. Sample
personal business model canvas for Network Engineer is shown on Figure 3.
Understanding the organizational context of job position under consideration. Quite often the conception of how
the work on specific job position looks like significantly differs from the reality. Personal business model developed
for specific occupation enables better understanding of occupation’s many aspects such as coworkers, typical jobs
to be done, the ways of delivering work results and the value chain of organization – how the value proposition I
am delivering is connected to value proposition delivered by others and finally to whole organization value
proposition. This view provides better understanding of job position relationships in the bigger ecosystem of the
organization, specific occupation belongs to.
Planning or re-planning a career. This scenario may be divided into two main areas: discovering professional
identity and understanding personal resources gaps. In both cases Personal business model provides valuable
support. When discovering professional identity the most important segments are Personal Resources and Key
Activities. After the content of these segments is specified the introspective can be done and activities that are the
favorite ones identified. This will provide the answer to the question “What I do really like to do?”. Then the analysis
of needed competences can be conducted and development process planned. In the frame of this process one can
answer the question “What skills should be better developed and which knowledge areas improved?”. In the next
step it is possible to connect professional identity with job positions that comply with it.
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Fig 3. Personal Business Model Canvas for Data Scientist (BEAST Project Intellectual Outcomes
Documentation)
The approach presented, which is based on Business Model Mindset and Design Thinking Framework is quite flexible and
can be taken for any career development process, regardless of domain. However it seems most suitable for very dynamic
and fast changing job market environments. Therefore the presented insights were the starting point of the ERASMUS+
project in which we have focused on IT domain and selected job positions of the future. This project that is being done by
authors of the paper was named BEAST (Be Aware STudent) and its rationale as well as main products have been presented
in the following section.

BEAST Project – An Integrated Framework for IT Career Development

Goals and outputs of the BEAST project
As the computer science is one of the most promising fields of study there is an urgent need to base study programs of IT
faculties on the real requirements of the labor market. The main aim of the BEAST project is to create comprehensive
framework for career development that enables students to be focused on personal resources that fit the requirements of the
labor market and are related to students’ interests and passions. This is multi-sided approach what means that can be used by
students and universities (teaching staff members and career offices), but also, after minor adjustments by business
organizations (HR departments) and employees. As a result of the cooperation between Polish, Italian and Portuguese
universities a package of following innovative outputs has been created:

•

•

•
•

IT Career Canvas Catalog – catalog of personal business models related to IT industry including such job positions
of the future as: business analyst, data scientist, cybersecurity specialist, IoT specialist, game designer, network
engineer, UX/UI designer, enterprise architect/ERP specialist and mobile apps developer/web developer.
Innovative course program entitled “Business Model – I, Passionate IT Professional” aimed to develop skills of
individual planning of the educational path and professional career using the Design Thinking framework and
supporting techniques.
Methodology of conducting classes using Visual Thinking and Storytelling methods in the frame of Design
Thinking.
Supporting materials in the form of e-learning courses and podcasts with interviews with successful specialists at
various IT job positions who share their own professional experience and lessons learned.
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Different approaches, one unified methodology
The crux of the BEAST project vision is to finally implement a multi-sided original methodology supporting career
development through unification of several currently available approaches. Every approach listed below provides specific
value added element that is needed for comprehensive and self-contained BEAST methodology. Key elements of value
proposition related to approaches included are the following:

•

•

•

Business Model You & Business Model Canvas. In the BEAST project, the transition from business model to
personal business model has been made, what enabled to support prototype and test approach to career development
and create reference models of job market requirements for selected occupations.
Designing Your Life. The main reason of including this element is that student or graduate who is aware of his
personal resources is able to design the career path that fits job market requirements and is tuned to his real needs
(interests, passions, personality, abilities).
Designing Thinking. Design Thinking provides the framework for professional career wayfinding and help students
to self-reflect, understand their personal resources, define professional identity, generate ideas related to occupation,
prototype personal business model and finally test the choices made.

BEAST multi-sided methodology can be used by and provides benefits to different stakeholders. The most important
stakeholders are:

•

Students that can use methodology in the area of career development for such tasks as: Finding Personal Resources
Gaps, Planning Career Development, Redesigning the career path and career pivot.

•

Career Offices staff members who would like to support the process of students’ career development. Pre-prepared
personal business model canvas for specific occupation could serve as a frame of reference to help students to
determine how to fulfill requirements of the labor market, create career goals, or decide on a majors that are
important for their future career development in particular IT-related job positions.

•

Teaching Staff Members who are responsible for designing classes as well as other administrative academic staff
(such as deans) responsible for the process of designing study programs who would like to ensure better match of
the university's offer with the actual requirements of the labor market.

The BEAST project is still under development and all the outputs are constantly tested and improved.

Conclusions and Further Research
Original approach presented in the paper may be used for IT job market driven career development according to prototype
and test logic. It is comprehensive, multi-sided methodology that integrates methods and techniques from such approaches
as Designing your Life, Business Models Generation, Business Model You and Find Your Why.
The BE Aware Student project has opened the new directions for further research on the possible extensions and additional
elements of the integrated framework for career development. The education systems develops mostly hard skills and subjectmatter knowledge, often marginalizing universal competences. The challenge faced by universities now is how to incorporate
XXI century skills into their study programs as they are now more important to students than ever before. This is the area of
the research which has not been investigated in frame of the BEAST project. Another step in building the integrated
framework for career development would be to select and adapt tools, techniques and methods that will support the process
of learning paths individualization and may be used in all of the stages of Design Thinking framework – empathy, problem
definition, ideation, prototyping and testing. This is without a doubt new challenge that should be undertaken in next projects.

Note
The project has been financed in frame of ERASMUS+ programme (no. 2018-1PL01-KA203-051137) and led by the
University of Information Technology and Management in Rzeszow in partnership involving universities from Poland,
Italy and Portugal (2018-).
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Abstract
Tendering procedures are commonly used tools for public procurement. Even though this practice is widespread, theory of
tendering is not rapidly developing. Growing complexity of offers in fields of architecture or technology, caused by
development of knowledge, new materials and technologies is a reason why tendering theory should be reexamined. This
article presents an alternative for decision-making process that was used so far. Soft set and fuzzy set have prospect to
improve decision-making in case of complex offers by supporting human decision-making. The goal of this article is to
present significance of tendering theory, current challenges, attempts to solve them and mathematic tool that can be used to
change the approach to these problems. Most of this article uses example of tendering in context of architecture to showcase
these challenges. The problem of qualitive variables is usually solved by use of juries or is omitted in many algorithmic and
automatic tendering procedures. Presented decision-making process allows for more freedom in projects’ evaluation while
objectivity is maintain and thus experts knowledge can be fully utilize.

Keywords: Tenders, Fuzzy Soft Sets, Architecture, Public procurements.
Introduction
Relationship between public and private sector is complicated. In theory, the goal of public sector is not to maximize its own
profit, but maximizing social net benefit. Their decision impact the wellbeing of many people. This creates situation where
opportunism is highly undesirable. To regulate relationship between two sectors, proper procedures were created. One of
them is tendering. In many countries tendering is legally required when central and non-central governments are purchasing
services and goods. In European Union “…services above the amount of €133.000 for central governmental organizations
and €206.000 for non-central government should be tendered” (Volker and Lauche, 2008a, p. 488). There are differences in
details of tendering procedure between countries, but tendering is still common for choosing offers in public sector.
The goal of tendering is to choose project that have the best ratio of social benefit to cost. Tendering process turned out to
be effective way of providing quality public goods while keeping costs reasonable. Effects of proper use of tendering can
be seen in many areas like for example case of Netherlands public transport (Velde et. al., 2008) or reforms in Victoria
(Alam and Pacher, 2000).
To summarize, the aim of using tendering in relations between public and private sector is to increase efficiency, decrease
operating costs, set clear goals and objectives and improve quality of public goods and services.
Tendering is not without its critics. Some argue that negotiations are a better way of achieving goods and services than
tenders. One of the arguments is that “…auctions perform poorly when projects are complex and contractual design is
incomplete.”(Hensher and Stanley, 2008, p. 1144) Some authors suggest that there is lack of communication between buyers
and sellers during auctions. In auctions information is exchanged solely by price. Hensher and Stanley (2008) argues that
this is also true in case of competitive tendering which is treated as a type of auction. In reality, the tendering procedure is
more flexible in its design and can utilize knowledge and expertise of contractors. Projects of bidders can be seen as
accumulation of their knowledge and expertise. In theory tendering process ensures that true competition is achieved in
simpler and more effective way than using complex institutional system. Institutions’ effectiveness should support
transparency and honesty in tendering procedure. Efficiency of choice should be focused on procedure structure and
evaluation methods. Most examples in this article will be related to architecture, because it is the most prominent example
of projects with difficult to quantify aspects as well as subject of many tendering procedures.

Tendering: An overview
Tendering can be characterize in the auction categories. Tendering “…is the noncooperative, simultaneous, single sealed bid
type with individual-private valuations, with, if not perfect, at least extensive public information, a large number of bidders
for an infinite or long sequence of auctions.” (Runeson and Skitmore, 1999, p. 9). In other words “…tendering is a kind of
reverse auction in which suppliers bid on the serviced or goods that buyers need” (Du, 2009, p. 13). Tendering then can be
________________
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treated as subtype of auction and structured similarly. The achievements of the auction theory are undeniable, but tendering
have potential to be developed into something that can deal with more complex problems and projects.
Tendering theory is treated as theory of price determination. It is considered from the bidder perspective. Optimum bid
“…has two components: the estimated cost of executing the project, including the return to capital, and a strategy for
maximising profit, which is effectively a constant mark-up” (Runeson and Skitmore, 1999, p. 3). In his decision making
process, bidder must consider if his payoff will not change over time. In the simplest form tendering theory suggests that
offer comprises of an estimated cost plus a constant mark-up. This is oversimplification, because creating a bid can be very
complex and require coordination of many elements and proper prediction of market.
Decision made by bidders in auctions can be described by game theory. The same is not true in tendering. The problem is
that tendering is not a game. Game theory has application when result of bidder’s action is dependent not only on their own
actions, but also on actions of others. In games pay-offs depend on strategies chosen by all players. This conflict does not
exist in tendering theory. In tendering, players do not respond to other players strategies, they do not modify their behaviors.
Tendering process possess quite different challenges than auctions both for sellers as well as buyers. Organizer of tendering
procedure needs to define size and content of the assignment. It is important to characterize how tendering procedure will
work and what are awarding criteria and conditions (Volker and Lauche, 2008). Bids in many tendering procedures are rated
on time and cost of execution. In theory tendering procedure should not be overly complicated. Complexity of procedure
results in additional costs and lower participation (David and Stafford). This resulted in many attempts to create automated
tendering systems (Du, 2009) and standardize tendering process (Ajam et. al., 2010).
It is expected that tendering will be transparent, nondiscriminatory and have proportional and equal information (Volker and
Lauche, 2008). Tendering procedures can have many different phases to reflect that. Construction of procedure is based on
type of service, client expectations, complexity of assignment, local conditions etc. Tendering procedure in broadest sense
can be presented as three phases: tender preparation, tender period and tender evaluation (Davis and Stafford).For instance,
most tendering procedures have at least one stage where contractors are evaluated on their capabilities. This phase removes
ineligible or unsuitable candidates and help with minimizing the amount of available contractors. Bids should come from
professionals in their field who are capable of providing services or goods. Bidders that pass the first phase will then be
evaluated on different, more complex criteria. In the final step, bids will be ranked in ascending order according to their
points (Mohemad et. al., 2010). Usually, contract is awarded to the bid with highest score.
Tendering should have clear criteria of bids’ evaluation. Ambiguities are not desired. This pushes idea of quantitative
variables and weighting factors. It is not optimal solution when service or product is not standardized or have some aspects
that are important, but not quantitative. The goal is to find solution to the winner determination problem when qualitive
variables are important. Most algorithms focus on optimalization problem or treat tendering as simple instance of reverse
auction. This is especially true in combinatorial auctions where “…bidders are allowed to bid XOR bids (I want X or Y but
not both).” (Norden et. al., 2006, p. 127) Tendering theory is most useful when bidding concerns complex services. For
example, in architecture projects should not be judged only on cost or size, but also on architectural criteria that are usually
non-quantifiable like functionality, spatial planning, visual impact etc. Tender preparation from formal side may differ in
different part of the world, but decision-making process can be universally perfected. Simplification of tenders or their
automation minimize their utility. It can be done in case of standardized contracts or goods, but not in more complex cases.

Problem with Qualitative Variables
“The quality and value of architectural designs have been a matter of debate since the ancient Greeks organised a design
competition in 448 BC for the design of a war monument at the Acropolis” (Volker et. al., 2008b, p. 387). Design quality is
rather vague and complex variable (Volker and Lauche, 2008a). Design evaluation based on quality or functionality can be
judged by intuition and experience. These are not quantitative, objective variables and thus decision maker can be accused
of bias. Using simple decision making process makes sense for projects that need to be functional, inexpensive and quickly
realize. For example there is not much of discussion about esthetic difference between projects of local roads. There are also
different types of projects. For instance, esthetics of building in historic part of town should not be drastically different than
buildings around. The same is true when we try to merge man-made structures in local environment. In architecture quality
of design proposal is usually judged by panels of experts/juries. Information about jury members should be published at the
beginning of the procedure. The main problem with it, is that members of these juries are usually inexperienced members of
city council or other institution that have nothing in common with design, architecture or environment. Jury also makes
decision based on some sort of predeterminate criteria. Decision can be made by the design of matrix of the criteria as much
as it is made by expert. This is counterproductive. The requirement of experts to make their judgement base on criteria and
not their experience is a contraction to the reason why they are there.
EU rules of tendering encourage reliance on easily measured aspects (Volker et. al., 2008b). Often criteria are not based on
experts knowledge but are created by lawyers or officials before process of tendering begins. This creates a problem of
relying on cost as main factor of decision. For example, in Kuwait evaluation procedure in tendering is based on the lowest
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bid (Al-Reshaid and Kartam, 2005). Scoring matrix is used only to determine if minimum technical standards are fulfilled.
Architectural designs are not even consider as criteria. There is excess use of the lowest price as an award criterion also in
European Union (EU). Quality criteria promoted in EU were used on average in 62% of tenders in 2017 (European
Commission, 2017). Choosing the cheapest bid can result in greater maintenance and operational costs in the future. Beyond
that as was stated before the state should seek the best relation of cost to benefit. This mean not only minimizing cost, but
also maximizing benefit for society.
This makes research focus solely on automation of tendering more worrying. In case of development of automatic e-tendering
systems (Du, 2009) problem of qualitive variables is omitted. In these type of network some sort of offers’ standardization
is required. If subject of tender is a certain project that should have some unique properties, then this uniqueness is omitted.
In case of standardized services or goods this process can indeed save time and effort, but is should not be used in every
case. Qualitive variables are difficult to include in mathematical formulas used in cited cases. Many solutions focus on
limiting human involvement in decision making process. There are ideas of automation or using algorithms. It is important
to remember that human factor is not always a weakness of decision-making process. Mathematic solutions should support
people in making choices and not replace them. Soft set theory is successfully used in many fields. It is also a great tool to
support decision making process.
To summarize there is question of functionality of new building or service. Architecture focuses on three aspects- build
quality, functionality and impact (Volker et. al., 2008b). It can be argue that visual quality of buildings is not important, but
functionality and build quality that include performance, access, use etc. are fundamental for goal of public institutionsmaximalization of net public benefits. It is import to recognize two types of tendering goods and services: standardized and
complex. In first case, automatic systems and limited human involvement is understandable and can lead to better
performance by cutting time and cost of procedure. In second case, there need to be procedure that support humans in their
decision-making and guarantee transparency and full information. Decisions should be as objective as possible, but this not
always equals use of quantitative variables or depending on cost criteria alone.

Fuzzy Soft Set Theory Methodology
In this section the basic theory of soft set and fuzzy soft set was presented.
Definition 1 (Celik and Yamak, 2013)(Allahverdi and Kahramanli, 2013), Let U be an initial universal set and E be a set of
parameters. The power set of U is denoted by P(U) and A is a subset of E. A pair (F,A) is called a soft set over U, where F is
a mapping given by F : A → P(U).
Classic example of soft set application is house selection problem (Liu et. al, 2017), (Celik and Yamak, 2013), (Maji and
Roy, 2002). Suppose that there are five houses in universe U given by U= {h1, h2, h3, h4, h5}and E= {e1, e2, e3, e4} is the set
of parameters. Let e1, e2, e3 and e4 stand for parameters ‘expensive’, ‘beautiful’, ‘wooden’ and ‘in good neighborhood’,
respectively. In this case, to define a soft set means to point out expensive houses, beautiful houses, and so on. The soft set
(F, E) may describe the ‘attractiveness of the houses’ that certain individual is considering purchasing. Suppose that F(e1)=
{h2, h4}, F(e2)= {h1, h3}, F(e3)= {h3, h4, h5}, F(e4)= {h1, h3, h5}. Then, the soft set (F, E) is a parametrized family {F(ei); 1 ≤
i ≤ 4} of subsets of U and five us a collection of approximate descriptions of an object. F(e1)= {h2, h4} means ‘houses h2 and
h4’ are ‘expensive’
Definition 2 (Celik and Yamak, 2013) A fuzzy subset μ of U is defined as a map from U to [0, 1]. The family of all fuzzy
subsets of U is denoted by F(U). Let μ,ν ∈ F(U) and x ∈ U. Then the union and intersection of μ and ν are defined in the
following way:
(μ
∨
ν)(x)
(μ
∧
ν)(x)
μ ≤ ν if and only if μ(x) ≤ ν(x) for all x ∈ U.

=
=

μ(x)
μ(x)

∨
∧

ν(x),
ν(x),

Definition 3 (Celik and Yamak, 2013) Let U be a common universe, E be a set of parameters and A ⊆ E. Then a pair (F,A)
is called a fuzzy soft set over U, where F is a mapping given by F : A → F(U).
Definition 4 (Celik and Yamak, 2013) For two fuzzy soft sets (F,A) and (G,B) over a common universe U, we say that (F,A)
is
a
fuzzy
soft
subset
of
(G,B)
if
(i)
A
⊆
B,
(ii)
F(a)
≤
G(a)
for
all
a
∈
A.
In this case, we write (F,A)⊆ (G,B)
Definition 5 (Bashir and Salleh, 2012) Let U be a universe, let E be a set of parameters, let IE denote the set of fuzzy subsets
of E, X a set of experts agents, and O {1 agree, 0 disagree} a set of opinions. Let Z D × X × O and A ⊆ Z where D ⊂ IE.
Then the cartesian product Z D × X × O is defined as follows:
Z = {(d, x, o) : d ∈ D, x ∈ X, o ∈ O}.
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Definition 6. (Bashir and Salleh, 2012) A pair F, AD is called a fuzzy parameterized soft expert set (FPSES) over U,
where F is a mapping given by FD : A → PU, and PU denotes the power set of U.

Fuzzy Soft Set in Tendering Results
Soft sets, fuzzy sets and fuzzy soft sets are already used in decision making. Chen et. al. Sarkar and Mohapatra and others
(Chetterjee et. al., 2018) already created working solution to supplier selection problem. These mathematical theories are
based on object recognition from an imprecise multi-observer data. Imprecise data exist in many real life situations and
problems. Mathematical principles based on uncertainty and imprecision are use to deal with these problems (Roy and Maji,
2007).
Version of presented algorithm of fuzzy soft expert sets was used before (Hazaymeh et. al., 2012; Alkhazalehm and Salleh,
2014; Bashir and Sallah, 2012). Presented example of use will be for Fuzzy Parametrized Soft Expert Set (FPSES) without
weights.
Assume that city council wants new building in historic part of town. After completing fist stages of tendering procedure
there are five projects who form the universe U {u1, u2, u3, u4, u5}. Jury will evaluate these projects on basis of set of
parameters, E {e1, e2, e3}, where parameters ei (i= 1, 2, 3) stand for “cost”, “aesthetics” and “functionality” respectively.
Wider array of quantitative as well as qualitive variables can be used. Let X= {p, q, r} be set of expert that work as jury.
Suppose
(F, Z) =
{
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In Tables 1 and 2 we present the agree-FPSES and disagree-FPSES, respectively, such that
if ui ∈ F1(ε) then uij = 1, otherwise uij = 0,
if ui ∈ F0 (ε) then uij = 1, otherwise uij = 0,
where uij are the entries in Tables 1 and 2.
Algorithm presents decision-making process in this method.
1 Input the FPSES (F, A)
2 Find an agree-FPSES and a disagree-FPSES.
3 Find cj= ∑$∈% ∑
(!" ( ## for agree-FPSES.
4 Find kj= ∑$∈% ∑
(!" ( ## for disagree-FPSES.
5 Find sj= cj - kj.
6 Find m, for which sm = max sj.
Then sm is the optimal choice object. If m has more than one value, then anyone of them could be chosen by the hotel chain
using its option. Now presented algorithm can be used to find the best offer among projects. Then max sj = s3, as shown in
Table 3, so the jury will choose project u3
U
(e1/0.1, p)
(e2/0.3, p)
(e3/0.4, p)
(e1/0.1, q)
(e2/0.3, q)
(e3/0.4, q)
(e1/0.1, r)

Table 1: Agree-FPSES
u1
u2
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
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u3
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

u4
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

u5
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
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(e2/0.3, r)
(e3/0.4, r)
cj=
∑x∈X∑iuij(μE(ei))

0
0
c1
= 0.1

1
0
c2
= 1.2

1
1
c3
= 1.9

0
1
c4
= 1.6

0
0
c5
=1

Table 2: Disagree-FPSES
U

u1

u2

u3

u4

u5

(e1/0.1, p)

0

0

0

0

1

(e2/0.3, p)

1

0

0

0

1

(e3/0.4, p)

1

1

0

0

0

(e1/0.1, q)

1

0

0

0

0

(e2/0.3, q)

1

0

0

0

1

(e3/0.4, q)

1

1

1

1

0

(e1/0.1, r)

1

0

1

1

0

(e2/0.3, r)

1

0

0

1

1

(e3/0.4, r)

1

1

0

0

1

kj=
∑x∈X∑iuij(μE(ei))

k1
= 2.3

k2
= 1.2

k3
= 0.5

k4
= 0.8

k5
= 1.5

Table 3: Final decision-making
cj= ∑x∈∈X∑iuij(μE(ei))
c1= 0.1
c2= 1.2
c3= 1.9
c4= 1.6
c5= 1

kj= ∑x∈∈X∑iuij(μE(ei))
k1= 2.3
k2=1.2
k3= 0.5
k4= 0.8
k5= 1.5

sj= cj - kj
s1= -2.2
s2= 0
s3= 1.4
s4= 0.8
s5= -0.5

As presented algorithm included both quantitative as well as qualitative variables.

Discussion
Presented algorithm and decision-making process serves as a way to fully utilities expert knowledge. This approach does not
solve mentioned problem of creating matrix of the criteria by group of lawyers or officials, before tendering process even
takes place. Using soft and fuzzy variables this difficulty is reduced. Criteria can be broader and put more emphasis on
experts knowledge and experience. At the same time by using weights officials can still influence what are the most important
aspects of offers. This not only allows use of qualitative variables, but also creates system where both human element as well
as objective algorithm can be used to the best of their potential. Goal of this research and it achievement was to create system
where human experience and knowledge is utilized. There is trend of excluding human factor like in Norden et. al (2006) or
Du (2009). There is place for both these approaches. Exclusion of human factor is beneficial in repetitive and standardized
transaction. They are predictable and their automation can bring savings in time and money without much of drawback. In
terms of architecture or others more complex tenders exclusion of human factor presents many problems as was presented
in this article, including, but not limited to qualitative variables omission.

Conclusion
Article showcase importance of tendering procedures and tenders in general. Relation between public and private sectors are
complex from both legislative as well as economic perspective. Progressing standardization of tendering is not optimal in
many cases. Searching for better utilization of human experience and knowledge should not be omitted. Technological
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development that drives both digital economy as well as industry 4.0 tries to automate a lot of aspects of life. At the same
time knowledge becomes even more important aspect of growth and development. Theories of soft set and fuzzy set support
human decision making and have potential to use experts’ knowledge and experience in better way. Mathematical systems
and human factor should work in harmony. The goal is to build systems that are effective and optimal, this means that if
human factor is more effective in decision making, it should be used. Current solutions of juries and criterion matrixes for
multi-variable optimalization functions can be improved by assuming different perspective. Next step in development of
this theory should be design of full process of tendering. This will provide data about complexity of procedure centered
around fuzzy soft set decision making. This can also help to estimate cost of this procedure comparing to other models. It
can be predicted that in case of standardized services or goods automatic processes have advantage of cost, time and effort.
Challenge is in optimizing complex procurement orders while staying in guidelines of European Union or other legislative
bodies.
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Abstract
Entrepreneurship in the European education system is treated as one of the eight key competences, as a result of which it is
commonly taught to pupils and students in EU Member States. It also occupies a special place in the education system in
Poland, where this competence is shaped already from primary school and even kindergarten. This education has a special
place in secondary schools, where, since 2002, the subject of basics of entrepreneurship has been implemented, which is
compulsory for all students. One of the objectives of this subject is to prepare students for participation in socio-economic
life, including professional activity and conducting business. Therefore, an important element of entrepreneurship education
at secondary school level is the formation of knowledge-based management skills in students. In the light of these premises,
the objective of this article is to present the results of the analysis of the core curriculum provisions in Poland in the field of
entrepreneurship education in terms of objectives and content related to management. To this end, a comparison was made
between the provisions of the old (2012) and the new core curriculum (2018), in force from school year 2019/2020. The
results of the analysis indicate the growing importance of management objectives and contents in entrepreneurship education
in Poland as a result of the curriculum reform of the education system. This should contribute to better preparing students for
managerial functions and running their own business. The article ends with conclusions and recommendations for educational
practice.

Keywords: Entrepreneurship Education, Entrepreneurial Competence, Managerial Skills, Management in Education
Introduction
It is widely acknowledged that entrepreneurship plays a major role in the lives of people and entire societies, as well as in the
functioning of the economy and its actors (Piontek, 2019; Rachwał, 2018; Wach, 2015; Zioło, 2015; Zioło and Rachwał,
2012, 2019). It is assumed that it is now one of the fundamental competences of every human being, as indicated by many
authors (Białasiewicz, 2008; Borowiec-Gabryś, Kilar and Rachwał, 2018; Kwiatkowski, 2018; Piróg, 2015; Rachwał et al.,
2018, 2019; Wach, 2013, 2014). This is why it has been recognised as one of eight key competences in European education
systems, including in Poland (Recommendation..., 2006; Council Recommendation…, 2018). The curricular reform of the
educational system in Poland implemented in recent years has meant that the objectives and content of entrepreneurship
education increasingly refer to the European definition of entrepreneurship as a key competence. In light of the above
premises, the objective of this article is to present the results of the analysis of the provisions of the core curriculum in Poland
in the field of entrepreneurship education in terms of objectives and contents related to managerial skills, which are one of
the most important elements of entrepreneurial competence. The main method adopted in the study is the analysis of basic
documents which determine the aims and content of education in Polish schools, i.e. the provisions of the core curriculum,
published as a universally binding ordinance of the Minister of National Education of the Republic of Poland. As a result,
both developers of school curricula and authors of textbooks and other teaching aids are obliged to comply with the provisions
of this basis. Therefore, its influence on the shape of the entrepreneurship education programme is the greatest, not only in
formal and legal terms, but also in practical terms, as every teacher in Poland is obliged to take its provisions into account.
In order to capture the changes in this area, a comparison was made between the provisions of the old (2012) and the new
(2018) core curriculum for secondary (post-primary) schools i.e. valid from the school year 2019/2020. The discussion is
therefore based on the results of the research conducted using the methods of content analysis and desk research. The aim of
the study was to capture changes in the importance of management objectives and content in entrepreneurship education in
________________
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Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain,
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Poland as a result of the curriculum reform of the education system. This is of fundamental importance from the point of view
of defining formal and legal conditions and the practical side of shaping management skills of students in Poland.

Research on Entrepreneurship Education in Poland At Secondary School Level – A Literature
Review
Entrepreneurship education has been of interest to many authors. It is widely recognised as one of the key competences that
should be taught in schools of different types, hence it is of broad interest to researchers. However, while interest in
entrepreneurship education at university level is high among researchers, it is much less popular at lower levels of education.
Of particular interest here is research into the entrepreneurial intentions of university students and the impact of
entrepreneurship education on these intentions (see Kilar and Rachwał, 2014; Piróg, 2016; Rachwał and Wach, 2016; Skala,
2016; Wach and Wojciechowski, 2016; Wąsowska, 2016). The place of entrepreneurship in higher education curricula is also
often analysed (Płaziak and Rachwał, 2014a, 2014b). However, researchers rarely address the issue of entrepreneurial
intentions of secondary school students (both general and vocational) and the contents of secondary education (examples of
works in this area are studies by the following authors: Rachwał, Kurek and Boguś, 2016; Rachwał et al., 2018; Kilar and
Rachwał 2019b). Research on entrepreneurship education in Poland at the secondary school level is mainly undertaken by
Polish researchers, which is natural as it results from the fact that this education is conducted in Polish and basic curriculum
documents are written in this language as well (see analysis of Polish literature on entrepreneurship education by Wach,
2016). Thus, in order to analyse content records, it is necessary to use the Polish language, which determines who carries out
this type of research. Researchers are primarily interested in the place and role of entrepreneurship in school education in the
light of the opinions of students and teachers (Kawecki, 2005; Osuch, 2012; Tracz, 2006, 2015; Tracz and Rachwał, 2007,
2008; Zioło, 2012; Ziółkowska-Weiss, 2014, 2016). As the objectives and contents of entrepreneurship education are
constantly changing, many authors have addressed the issue of changes in the entrepreneurship core curriculum (Berger et
al., 2012; Górz and Rachwał, 2006; Kurek et al., 2012; Rachwał, 2009; Rachwał et al., 2008), the criteria for the selection of
teaching contents for the core curriculum and the curriculum of basic entrepreneurship and the choice of the most effective
teaching methods (Rachwał, 2004; Tracz, 2005). The issue of teachers’ entrepreneurial competence is also addressed (Tracz
and Rachwał, 2007) and the teaching methods they use and the teaching resources they employ (Gaweł, 2014; Łazowska,
2005; Śrutowska, 2006; Tracz and Rachwał 2008; Żur, 2014). In connection with discussions on whether entrepreneurship
should be a Matura exam subject, researchers have also developed a ready-made draft of a core curriculum for general
education in the extended scope from the basics of entrepreneurship, allowing for the introduction of this subject into the
canon of Matura exam subjects (Rachwał, Kudełko, Tracz, Wach and Kilar, 2008). A lot of research is devoted to shaping
entrepreneurial attitudes and business competences of young people in the educational process, including within other school
subjects, especially geography lessons (Borowiec and Rachwał, 2011; Kurek and Rachwał, 2009; Kurek, Rachwał and
Szubert, 2012; Rachwał, 2004, 2005). The presented works indicate that researchers are quite interested in this issue in Poland
and are a basis for international comparisons (e.g. Berger et al., 2012). However, there is a lack of studies on the content of
management education in secondary education, which this paper attempts to fill.

Entrepreneurship in the Polish education system
Compulsory entrepreneurship education in Poland takes place in secondary school, although contents concerning
entrepreneurship can also be found at lower stages of education, woven into various school subjects (Rachwał et al., 2018).
Entrepreneurship as a separate compulsory subject was introduced to upper secondary schools in the school year 2002/2003
under the name of Basics of Entrepreneurship. This was a decision taken during the reform, the implementation of which
began in 1999. Initially, the subject was taught in general education for 2 hours a week and, depending on the school’s
decision, could be taught in one class (1 year) for 2 hours or for 2 years for 1 hour a week. The school subject Basics of
Entrepreneurship according to the assumptions of the last education reform (of 2018) is still implemented only in secondary
schools. At an earlier educational stage, i.e. in primary school, entrepreneurship contents are implemented to a small extent
mainly within the subject of civics and individually in other subjects, e.g. geography. The framework curricula assume that
2 hours per week (i.e. about 70 hours in total) are allocated to the basics of entrepreneurship in a teaching cycle in the
following sequence:
−
−

in general secondary (lyceum) and technical schools: 1 lesson per week in the second and third years;
in a lower secondary vocational school: 2 hours per week in grade 1.
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There are fewer hours in extramural general secondary schools (for working persons) and in post-secondary schools (where
the student has not previously studied the subject).
The Polish core curriculum for general education in the field of basic entrepreneurship, includes the following elements:
−
−
−
−

an introduction justifying the aims of the course;
learning objectives – general requirements, i.e. basic goals to be achieved in the course of education,
learning contents – specific requirements that state as precisely as possible what contents should be implemented and
what learning outcomes should be achieved,
implementation conditions at school.

As in the previous core curriculum, the style of the specific requirements has been maintained in the “language of learning
outcomes,” as it is commonly used in European Union countries.
Preparing students to plan their future and to be professionally active as employees or self-employed persons was considered
to be one of the main learning objectives of the subject. Students acquire legal capacity during their secondary education and
undertake informed actions and important decisions with regard to their careers. The provisions of the new core curriculum
are therefore conducive to preparing students for social and economic activity, as well as for family life in the economic
sense. It is also extremely important to foster in students respect for the values that underpin a market economy, such as
economic freedom, competition, private property, and socially responsible business, as well as ethical attitudes not only at
work and in business, but also more broadly in social life. Furthermore, lessons in basic entrepreneurship support students in
their self-development and willingness to invest in themselves and to learn throughout their lives, which is of great importance
in a rapidly changing environment and the development of a knowledge-based economy.
As part of the basic entrepreneurship lessons, students learn about basic economic categories, mechanisms and processes and
their institutional, behavioural, cultural and market conditions. In the process of education, students learn how – by pursuing
individual economic goals – to be entrepreneurial and at the same time socially responsible in their aspirations and actions
(Rozporządzenie MEN/Regulation of the Ministry of Education..., 2018).
In the new core curriculum, learning objectives are defined in the form of general requirements for knowledge, skills and the
application of knowledge in practice, as well as the formation of attitudes. In the core curriculum for general secondary
schools, technical secondary schools and lower secondary vocational schools, out of 34 general objectives, most, i.e. 13,
concern skills and the application of knowledge in practice, and 10 concern knowledge. It is worth stressing that the 11
general objectives refer to the shaping of attitudes, so far not present to this extent in the core curriculum, although this is
clearly articulated in the European definition of entrepreneurship as a key competence.
However, the teaching contents and corresponding specific learning objectives are divided into four parts, which concern the
following issues: market economy, financial market, labour market and enterprises (forming four main sections of the
teaching contents, which are considered fundamental for education in this subject). This is due to the assumption that the
scope of this subject should be in line with the widely accepted, broad concept of entrepreneurship as a key competence. It is
recognised that by equipping students with economic and financial knowledge, their flexible labour market behaviour and
management skills are shaped and they develop leadership qualities to take up their own business and leadership (managerial)
positions.
The first section, “Market Economy,” explains to students what market economy systems are, how they function and develop,
and presents their differences due to the objectives pursued, the different roles of the state and the market in these systems,
and the basic factors of growth and development they use. Students learn how the basic economic actors – households and
businesses – function in these different economic systems. In the second section “Financial Market,” the educational content
refers to the knowledge of the basics of finance and the skills associated with functioning on this market as an informed
consumer and entrepreneur. The aim of the third section “Labour Market” is to prepare students for active behaviour in the
labour market. Student’ achievements are implemented by analysing the strengths and weaknesses of each student, the
possibilities of choosing a career path and the situation on the labour market in order to acquire the skills of effective job
search. It is necessary here to know the forms of employment, the obligations and rights of the employee and the employer,
as well as other elements of labour law. The contents of this section therefore also cover the legal aspects of hiring and
managing employees. A special place is given to the fourth section “Enterprise,” which is primarily intended to meet the
requirements of deepening knowledge on the functioning of an enterprise in the environment together with preparation for
running one’s own business, and therefore the largest part of the hours should be allocated to it. It is proposed to base the
implementation of this unit on the idea of a business plan or the planning of another economic, social or cultural venture in
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the form of team project work. The educational content in this section is arranged in such a way that in the course of its
implementation, students become familiar with the successive elements of the prepared project work, i.e. acquire knowledge
and skills in the field of selection of an organisational and legal form, registration, market analysis, management, marketing,
and financial issues. This unit therefore most closely covers learning contents directly or indirectly related to the management
process

Objectives and contents of management education in the core curriculum
Based on the conclusions from a comprehensive discussion among specialists, the new core curriculum (CC 2018) puts more
emphasis on the outcomes of education in terms of skills. In the CC 2018 nearly 2/3 of the outcomes refers to the skills and
application of knowledge in practice, and 31 % to the outcomes associated with equipping students with knowledge. Much
more outcomes, 9 %, refer to shaping students’ attitudes (Kilar and Rachwał, 2019a).
Some of the provisions of the general objectives relate to management. These include:
1) in terms of knowledge:
− Understand the principles of management, the role of marketing and social responsibility in the operation of an enterprise;
2) in terms of skills:
− Making informed decisions on the basis of economic indicators and independent observation of economic phenomena.
− Analysing the company’s environment, including the market in which it operates.
− Designing activities for starting one’s own business or undertaking other socio-economic ventures.
− Preparation for running your one’s business.
− Participating effectively in teamwork using interpersonal communication skills and implementing principles of effective
organisational leadership.
3) in terms of attitude formation:
− Using the acquired economic knowledge to develop one’s own entrepreneurial attitude as one of the basic conditions for
active participation in socio-economic life, including successful employment and self-employment.
− Taking advantage of market opportunities, taking initiative, resourcefulness and the ability to overcome internal and
external barriers.
− Developing responsible attitudes as future employees and employers and duly fulfilling their responsibilities and treating
employees fairly, based on integrity and the pursuit of truth.
− Interest in running one’s own business and motivation for continuous self-development and investment in oneself.
− Developing an attitude of openness and respect towards others and the ability to engage in dialogue and cooperation.
− Adopting ethical attitudes, social solidarity and responsibility in economic life.
In terms of teaching contents – specific requirements, management issues are mainly located in the third (work) and fourth
(enterprise) section. However, it should be emphasised that also the first two sections have contents related to the transfer of
knowledge and the formation of skills necessary for the management of organisations.
In the first section (market economy), the student develops interpersonal communication skills necessary in the management
process and learns about the functions of the market, market structures or the mechanism of demand and supply, and the
business cycle. In the second section (financial market), on the other hand, students learn about the institutions of the financial
market that are important for every manager, they acquire the ability to invest and to use the services of financial institutions,
which is essential in the process of managing financial resources. They also learn about the tax system and insurance offers,
and acquire the ability to critically analyse a credit agreement or insurance conditions. They also acquire an awareness of
using diverse and reliable sources of information before making financial decisions, which is an important skill for any
manager. The educational contents of Unit 3 relate to the labour market – both from the perspective of the employee and the
employer. Here the students acquire knowledge of the supply and demand mechanism in the labour market and the ability to
identify factors affecting labour market equilibrium, participate in job interviews under simulated conditions, distinguish
between forms of employment and types of employment contract, identify wage costs, and calculate net wages. They also
learn about the rights and responsibilities of both employer and employee, including the principles of good organisation and
health and safety at work. They also develop the attitude of perceiving the role of the National Labour Inspectorate (the body
in Poland which controls employers) and trade unions in the protection of employee rights, ethical and unethical behaviour
of both the employer and employees, and recognising signs of mobbing.
The acquisition of knowledge and formation of management skills is primarily dedicated to the fourth unit – enterprise.. It
deals with the classification of enterprises and the characterisation of innovative business models, the creation of a business
plan, analysing the (micro- and macro-) environment of an enterprise, performing a SWOT analysis of an enterprise, analysing
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the advantages and disadvantages of various organisational and legal forms of business activity, knowledge of the procedure
for registering and closing a business, as well as the possibility of obtaining funds for financing activity from various sources.
This unit develops skills in market analysis and management of various company resources, including effective people
management based on leadership concepts and teamwork. Students are able to characterise the main marketing instruments,
use the knowledge possessed in this field to design marketing activities in a planned enterprise or other undertaking (e.g. a
social one). As a result of this unit they will be able to forecast the financial effects of the projected enterprise on the basis of
a statement of planned revenues and costs and assess the advantages and disadvantages of various forms of business taxation.
The educational contents of this unit also includes principles of effective negotiation (including the win-win strategy),
distinguishing between ethical and unethical behaviour in business and understanding the nature and objectives of corporate
social responsibility. On the basis of an analysis of the career path of an ethically successful entrepreneur, skills are developed
to recognise opportunities for enterprise development and market success in full respect of ethical business principles. The
student also has the opportunity to confront the acquired knowledge with practice by observing the process of functioning of
a local enterprise during field exercises.
Comparing the old (CC 2012) and the new (CC 2018) core curriculum, it is important to point out that there are major
differences in terms of management provisions. There has been a significant increase in the number of these records which
relate to this issue. In CC 2012, out of 60 specific requirements only 10 referred directly to management and 5 indirectly (Fig.
1). In CC 2018, out of 64 specific requirements, as many as 18 refer directly to management issues and 10 indirectly (Fig. 1).
This demonstrates the increasing role of management education contents in entrepreneurship education in Poland.

Fig. 1: The share of core curriculum provisions (specific requirements) referring to management issues in the old
(CC2012) and new (CC2018) core curriculum.
Source: own work based on the provisions of the core curriculum (Rozporządzenie MEN… 2012, 2018).

Conclusions and Recommendations
In conclusion, it should be stated that despite the ambiguity of the concept of entrepreneurship and many different research
perspectives and approaches to this phenomenon, there is quite a general consensus in European countries on defining it for
the purposes of the educational system as one of the key competences. The EU definition was strongly referred to by the
authors of the Polish core curriculum for secondary school entrepreneurship. Poland is an example of a European leader in
introducing entrepreneurship into the education system, as many EU countries have not introduced such a compulsory subject
for all students into their education systems (Entrepreneurship Education…, 2016). An important part of these provisions
relates to the contents of management education. These provisions were extended and deepened in the course of the
subsequent educational reform. The strong position of basic entrepreneurship as a compulsory subject of general education
in secondary school, as well as the presence of elements of entrepreneurship education at lower levels of education provide
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grounds for positive thinking about the effects of shaping entrepreneurial competences of Polish students, including
managerial skills.
It is naturally important to realise that some management-related entrepreneurial competences (such as proactivity, selfconfidence or responsibility) are difficult to learn during school education. Rather, we can speak here of a process of learning
or becoming entrepreneurial and developing managerial skills. It is therefore necessary for teachers to have the right approach
to their students, above all to use appropriate teaching methods, generally different from the traditional ones used in other
subjects. After all, it is more about inspiring students to develop these competences in themselves than about teaching them
how to be entrepreneurial and a good manager. In the Polish education system, however, there are plenty of well-educated
teachers who are up to the task, although it must be admitted that some of them do not have any managerial or business
experience. They should therefore be cared for by the state, which should be reflected in the possibility of professional
development through courses and further studies, including in the field of management. It also seems extremely important
here to enable them to maintain contact with business owners and managers at various levels so that they can exchange
practical experience and pass it on to their students. It is also need to invite well-known owners and managers with successful
management track records at different levels to entrepreneurship lessons at school, allowing students to verify their acquired
theoretical knowledge with management practice in the course of discussions with invited guests.
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Abstract
The article presents an overview of the application of big data in psychology. Selected issues related to the processing of
large data sets were analysed, the attributes and tools of big social data were characterized. The aim of the study is present
the opportunities and challenges of using big social data in psychology with their implications for behavioral economics and
management.
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Introduction
In recent years, the potential of big data analytics has been noticed, as evidenced by the significant increase in publications
in the area of IT, database technologies, related technical areas and the discipline of social sciences (Radomski, 2018; Adjerid
& Kelly, 2018; Chen & Wójcik, 2016). Research hypotheses are verified based on data from alternative sources, e. g. social
networks, mobile applications, GPS or other data from online/mobile sources. The impact of big social data on psychology
has been discussed in many publications, from Adjerid & Kelly (2018) who discuss the framework for big data analysis to
Montag et al. (2016) who introduce a research discipline called psychoinformatics. In general, they fuse psychology and
information technology that is needed to handle large datasets. Further, in the research study by Kosiński (et al., 2009)
presents a research process on data provided by the myPersonality.org platform, arguing that there is a need for studies and
practical examples dedicated big social data. Chen and Wojcik (2016) concluding that it is a methodological shift in
psychology and other social sciences. The introduction to special edition of Psychological Methods: big data in psychology
(…) (www3) and dedicated conferences (www4) show that scientific community began to pay attention to the big social
data. Big data changes research on the mechanisms of human behavior. Their usefulness depends on their suitability to
research goals and is manifested in their cognitive values, i. e. formulating methodologically correct conclusions. Also, a
significant discussion is visible in areas that use conclusions from the field of psychology, e.g. economic sciences,
management, finance and other behavioral areas. Scientists use data mining methods to describe social groups which are in
their area of interest such as noisy investors and their activity on social networking sites, the impact of affect diffusion on
decision-making process, customers online discussion and its relation to brand perception, personality and purchasing
pattern.
The article systematizes problem of use of big data in psychology and its applications by literature review. The aim is to find
the main research areas and identify the challenges and opportunities of big social data in these areas. There is a large
landscape of literature because of the different sources of data (Twitter, Instagram, forums, keyword related activity or smart
cars, smart devices), research procedures and its theoretical foundations. Due to the breadth of the topic, in some sections,
the Twitter case was selected. This influences the transparency of the study with the simultaneous need to focus on details.

Big social data architecture in Social Sciences based on Examples from Psychology
General Information
According to IBM, the amount of data generated every day in the world is about 2.5 exabytes of data, this number will double
every two years. It is estimated that in 2020 35 trillion digital data will be generated (www1). Digital footprints are the result
of every interaction on the human-machine line, dataset represent the behavior of individuals in the global social network
and intensity of their interaction with machine. Datasets consist of data in various formats, recorded with high frequency
from various sources. The challenge is to manage this sets in acceptable time. Due to the high frequency and size of the
datasets, data mining methods are used for summarizing and unexpected patterns exploration (Hand, Mannila, Smyth, 2005).
The results from data mining process are non-trivial patterns in form of social networks, classification models, graphs and
more. Let us assume that in an ideal reality – with access to complete data from various sources about and individual – these
________________
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patterns constitute a certain typical picture of a person’s behavior. Based on these patterns it is possible to know his
preferences and habits. Further, some changes in registered data may inform us about certain symptoms. Nevertheless,

the approach poses several theoretical and methodological challenges which have been classified by (www14) in
5 groups [table 2] and they result directly from the architecture presented in table 1.
Table 1: Big social data architecture in psychology
Autonomous data sources
[examples]
Smartphones,
Personal
Laptops,
portable devices
Tablets,
Smart watches
Smart homes,
Smart cars,
Sensors
GPS installed in
(monitoring
the devices
devices)

Data warehouse

Application in psychlogy
Analytics

Preprocessing
Algorithms
visualization
Databases for
unstructured data
[e.g. NoSQL]

Therapy,
Personalized medical services
Preventive programs
research
Applications in the field of
economics and management
sciences (interdisciplinary
research)
Capital markets,
Products/services/
Brand
Other behavioral models

Table 2: Problem groups of big data applications in the field of psychology
Group 1
Statistical, technical
and methodological
problems
in
collection,
processing, analysis
and interpretation

Group 2
Big data application
in
theory
and
psychotherapy

Group 3
Psychological
interventions

smartphones

Group 4
Theoretical models
considering big data

• the highly personal nature of the devices
• high frequency of use
• indicators about freuency of use (including
interent use), patterns in user's macro
movements
• indicators of communication - number of
text messages, number and length of calls

other smart
devices

social media

Group 5
Combining
traditional
data
sources with big data

• new car models regulary send a package od
informations about mileage, fuel
consumption, breakdowns, macro
movements
• advanced pedometers record heart rate
data, register exercise/eating habits and
sleep

• public character of data, the user control
the content of account, data format
depends on the functionality of the website
• used for research on various levels: [1]
individual, under which research on
personality prediction is carried out, [2]
collective e.g. global (collective) affect,
information diffusion

Fig. 1: Sources of big social data
Big data analytics are techniques that are outside the standard methodological set of researchers which are dealing with the
analysis of human behavior. Table 3 attempts to compare the traditional approach with the big data approach by showing
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stages of the analysis process. The data sets used to analysis the behavior of individuals, in practice, turn out to be much
smaller than the big datasets used, for example, by large enterprises. However, as indicated by (Nowakowski & Nowakowski,
2016), one of the premises for the classification of a data set as large is as follows: ‘the amount of data is to large, it is
difficult or even impossible to analyse it with existing methods and tools’ and ‘ in a given industry there is a need to analyse
much more data than previously needed’. Large datasets introduce the possibility of observing individual without
intervention on an unprecedented scale. Nevertheless, this approach generated number of analytical challenges, including:
-

-

-

A large number of variables is associated with a potentially higher risk of apparent correlations. Many variables are
assessed for their explanatory value by the willingness to include them in a complex model in order to best reflect
behavior. The apparent correlations favor the naive perception of data, which in turn translates into erroneous
conclusions.
all available observations are analyzed, the question of selecting the sample for the study is omitted. The use of
sampling may contribute to the omission of units with unusual behavior that, although significant in the population,
are considered to be insignificant (it becomes possible to detect deviations less than the statistical error). This
characteristic may be important not only when analyzing data from social networking sites (Manovich, 2011), but
also when processing data from sensors in enterprises that use analysis for early failure detection (Nowakowski &
Nowakowski, 2016) and, above all, in medicine (rare diseases). Too rare sampling may lead to erroneous
conclusions and the omission of behaviors observable only in mass data (Fortuny, 2013).
the analysis of correlation gains in importance (Nowakowski & Nowakowski, 2016) state that only after the
detection of a correlation relationship between the variables does the interest in the cause-and-effect relationship,
which would explain the occurrence of the correlation.
data analysis is carried out without specifying the purpose (Nowakowski & Nowakowski, 2016) - it often happens
that
simply
all
possible
data
is
collected
and
then
processed.
Table 3: Comparison of big data analytics and small data analytics
Traditional analytics
Non-survey
methods
Invasive data
collection
methods
(reactive
measurement)

1

Indirect
survey
methods
Direct survey
methods

Big social data analytics
data collection methods
Observation without
Observation without intervention (sensors,
intervention
applications enabling registration of selected
Intervention observation
parameters from smartphones, social
(participant observation,
networking sites) **
structured observation and
natural experiment)
Indirect survey methods
(postal and online survey)
X
Indirect (telephone)
interviews
Direct survey methods
Direct interviews
Direct qualitative methods
(including in-depth
X
individual interview)

Non-invasive
methods of data
collection
(non-reactive
measurement)

2

3

Examination of physical traces of behavior
Non-invasive methods of data collection (traces of use)
analysis of archival data (digital footprints)
Archival data (current record, messages
**
transmitted by the media, other types of
records).
The aim and duration of the study
The aim of the study defined, clearly defined research questions.
data stored by owners of digital platforms,
collected without a specific research purpose,
definite duration of the study - ad hoc studies predominate
streaming nature of data inflow
scope of the study
research sample
all units for which data can be obtained from
various autonomous sources are examined
methods and tools for data analysis
Descriptive statistics +
Sentiment analysis
statistical inference
Network analysis
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Data
analysis
methods
4

Data
tools

5

analysis

Correlation studies
Path analysis
Linear-structural equations
Analysis of narrative
Qualitative
recording (including data
research
reduction, coding of
behavioral recording in
accordance with accepted
criteria)
Various software - commercial and noncommercial
Quantitative
research

Methods
for
analyzing structured
and unstructured data

Information
dissemination
analysis
Emotion recognition
Image recognition

Data analysis tools

open
source
software:
Python
Orange, WEKA

presentation of results
Report (often verbal), basic charts: diagrams, histograms,
Data visualization [social networks, decision
Tabular form: e.g. descriptive statistics
trees]

Source: own work.

Big Social Data Application in The Field of Psychology
Due to the large number of studies from various research sub-areas the diverse landscape of techniques and tools used in
them, 4 sub-areas have been distinguished [Figure 2: A-D], which are briefly characterized in two dimensions i.e. general
characteristics of the works and sample studies.

[A]
Personalized
therapy

[F] internet
addiction

[B] Personality
traits

big data
application
[C]
Psychological
foundations of
consumer
behavior

[E] depression
treatment

[D]global level
of affect

Fig. 2: Examples of the application mass data in psychology

Personalized Therapy
In recent years, the term personalized medicine (in other words: individualized/precise medicine) has been used more and
more often. In personalised medicine clinical decisions are made based on patient’s individual profile (individual
characteristic based on their daily activity). Next stage, treatment is customized by patient needs and preferences adapted to
various stages of treatment (prevention, diagnostics, treatment). Increasing popularity of such treatment is a consequence of
development of computational methods, technologies and tools that enable the creation of a patient profile from various
sources. Over time, the personalization of services within the sub-areas, including psychotherapy, began. The conclusions
are as follows, personalization of services should revolutionize the therapy process as a supportive method. An alternative
data source is used here, on the basis of which the profile of the patient/client of the office is created. Patient behavior is
projected by monitoring the individual’s activity by collecting data from personal mobile devices, e.g. smartphones, tablet,
laptop (Montag et all., 2016). Based on the data, authors check the severity of depression (for example by explore the macro
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movements, length of interaction with others with semantic analysis of text). Some focus on predicting and individual’s
emotional states or project the actual level of internet addiction from data. The problem of predicting emotional states of an
individual turns into a problem of predicting a time series in which the individual is represented, i.e. physical and behavioral
measures like, ‘activity index, social interaction index. These indicators are directly observable (e.g. amount of sleep, the
amount of water drunk) or hidden (e.g. emotional states of people). The results indicate that machine learning-based
forecasting methods are appropriate in terms of error size and directional accuracy.
The presented research focuses on the evaluation of alternative sources of information to ensure the possible best
individualization of the treatment process.

Research on Personality
Various studies using information from alternative sources are being developed in the academic community, among which
the area of research on the personality should be mentioned. Individuals by participating in social networks and publishing
various types of information, personalizing profiles, reactions to other users content, preferred music lists on YouTube and
Spotify, reveal certain aspects of their behaviour that may be correlated with personality traits (Quercia et all, 2012). Thus,
the model can by defined by observable social processes and language (Kalghatgi et all., 2011). The approach is contrasted
with the traditional methodology of empirical research: from the interview and observation through questionnaires and
experimental methods. Let us consider an example of social media case. Two types of data are used in the research, (i) data
from social networking sites, and (ii) data from questionnaires of personality. Under the genera assumption that data (i) and
(ii) come from the same person. Based on the UGC, variables representing personality traits are created. The relationship
between social media data and personality traits is considered based on PMO model. Many authors, for example: (Quercia
et al. 2012), indicate that it is the most comprehensive, reliable, and useful concept of personality. Two groups of data are
taken from social media (1) profile data, (2) text data - linguistic analysis. Researchers check whether two groups of data data from questionnaires and big social data - are correlates. The system analyzing data from Twitter creates a meta-attribute
base from tweets consisting of information about the user's social behavior (average number of likes, average number of
links, hashtags, mentions, etc.) and the grammar of tweets (average message length, number of punctuation marks /
emoticons, average number of positive / negative words (Kalghatgi et all., 2011). The weaknesses of this approach include
the following, (i) high dependence of the results on the text analysis techniques, (ii) research process requires interaction
with social media user, (iii) users do not share content which they consider sensitive (Kalghatgi et all. 2011) and (iii) some
users give false content (date of birth, country) (Kalghatgi et all., 2011). In such cases, research process seems to be
unreasonable. In such cases, the construction of the predictor seems unreasonable. Some authors recommend a solution
consisting in mixing information about the user from different portals - then the explored information will increase its
credibility, but this solution creates further problems in the form of: (i) identification of these people (different usernames),
(ii) technological access, people can use different platforms in very different ways (Quercia et al;, 2012) , and these platforms
do not practice sharing data with outsiders.
The research findings are used in the following areas: (i) politics - increasing information about voters; (ii) financial markets
- what personality opinion leaders represent; (iii) management and marketing - recommendation systems even better adapted
to the recipient.

Psychological foundations of consumer behavior
Big data can contribute to understanding the psychological aspects of consumer behavior. The analysis concerns (1) relatively
stable psychological traits (e.g. personality) that can help explain the general tendency of the consumer behavior and (2)
identify mental states that express consumer attitudes and feelings that help describe the context of the behavior. We want
to illustrate the daily habits and preferences of the consumer. Inferred about cognitive styles (analytical vs emotional) from
click data and showed that matching the appearance of the website to the dominant consumer feature can increase sales by
as much as 20%. Some argue that an eccentric and open-minded consumer experiences more positive emotions and pays
more attention to a retail brand that specializes in glamorous and unusual, quirky, and creative ideas. This approach is
opposite with the traditional approach, in which the analysis of consumer behavior is carried out by: (i) analyzing data from
loyalty programs, (ii) analyzing cash-transaction records, (iii) focus groups, observations and interviews. They mainly
contributed to: (i) assessing consumer preferences, (ii) learning about the perception of the brand (Glińska-Neweś, et. all,
2018), (iii) inferring about the consumer's future purchases. The consumer's attitudes and emotions received little attention
in the past research.

Modelling the Emotions on Global Level
Le Bon perceived the community as primarily a psychological phenomenon. He believed that any number of independent as
space-separate individuals could form a community as their members were linked by a ‘common cause’. This mean that
affective states are not considered as an experience at the individual level but also collective. The collective mood, as in the
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case of group emotions, can arise because of processes such as: contagion, substitute effect and shared affective experiences.
As Forges says, emotions and mood are essential parts of the social mind and have a strong influence on our thoughts and
social behavior. He further defines affect infusions as a process in which affective information influences the cognitive and
behavioral processes taking place in an individual and becomes a part of them, penetrating the constructive deliberations of
a given individual and coloring their effect (behavior) in the direction consistent with the affect. Much of the research on
modeling the level of global affect has focused on the Twitter microblog and a specific group of users. Of particular interest
to scientists are financial markets, the research of which should be divided into two groups: (i) concerning discussions about
the company and various aspects of the company - within which the global level of emotions regarding the company is
modeled; and (ii) modeling the global mood level based on a general discussion by all Twitter users for whom news on any
topic is downloadable. Next, a correlation is sought between indices representing affect and stock indices. Authors looking
for a relationship between mood and price fluctuations in the stock market rely on the assumption that mood influences
decisions made directly and indirectly by influencing cognitive processes, motivation, and goal setting (Rudny, 2016).
Positive mood makers are optimists and see events as opportunities, in negative moods they are pessimists and events are
perceived as threats (Cohen-Charash, 2013). Ultimately, affective perception can influence decision-makers' expectations,
decision strategies, and risk perceptions. It is similar with emotions - messages about a specific value affect the interest of
investors in accordance with the nature of the message. Negative news will translate into selling pressure and falling stock
prices. Positive messages translate into buying pressure and an increase in share prices. In summary, a social networking site
is a channel through which the observation of specific groups of users is carried out. The key stage is the definition of an
indicator representing affects. For example, the following approaches are used in research: (Zhang et all., 2011) divided the
set of general news into two classes representing positive and negative emotions - using a simple approach in which they
defined a list of words describing pleasant emotions (hope, happy) and unpleasant emotions emotions (fear, worry, nervous).
(Bollen et all, 2011) used the POMS questionnaire to model the level of global mood - which they extended to include more
words. The resulting indicators represented the following moods: Calm, Alert, Sure, Vital, Kind, and Happy.

Cognitive and predictive properties of big social data – case study of Twitter
Data from social networking sites are large, dynamic sets that describe the behavior of many individuals at one point in time
at different levels of granularity. These data are generated and collected without a previously formulated purpose and research
questions, which results in a high degree of noise. Thus, the change is visible in every dimension of the data cube (Adjerid
& Kelley, 2018):
-

-

-

sample size ('n') - driven by the popularity of social networking sites. The large samples of data collected are diverse in
terms of units, allow the measurement of effects with high precision and sufficiently reflect the behavior and habits of
users. Access to data allows multiple sampling in some cases.
a variety of variables ('v') - driven by the number of interactions between users of social networking sites. Measures of
the behavior of individuals / groups can be measured, among others. by participation in discussions, content sent (photos,
text, video), content editing, social network activity rate, content shared, reaction to other users' content.
everything is dated with an exact date, measurement frequency ('t') - measurement of some behaviors is carried out with
ultra-high frequency (continuous or semi-continuous), and the adjustment of the time window and the level of data
aggregation can be a big challenge for the researcher (for example: Oh & Sheng).

In the literature, in relation to the UGC of social networking sites, the term big social data or big behavioral data is used.
Mass social data analytics is a data-driven approach in which it is concluded about the behavior of people and their social
interactions – incl looking for non-trivial patterns, trends, dependencies and leaders in social networks and the opinion of the
masses. The landscape of social networking sites on which user generated content is created is rich, it has been empirically
proven that the measures explored from there have prognostic and cognitive properties. The premises confirming these
properties result directly from the functionality of social media:
volume (Bollen et al., 2011), 360 million active users reports events on an unprecedented scale - it is estimated that
about 500 million messages are sent daily through Twitter, due to the unprecedented scale of interaction, social
networking sites are perceived as source of collective intelligence.
- real-time, instant messaging allows users to contact and react and report events in real time; spreading messages is not
limited to a group of friends, but also has a global reach. The global nature in combination with the volume contributes
to the deluge of data in which the average social media user functions, brevity (Oh & Sheng, p. 5), users have limitations
as to the length of messages sent, which theoretically contributes to omitting unnecessary noise in the message and
facilitating its reception,
- simplicity - friendly interfaces that convince users of ease of use (Asur & Huberman, p. 1).
Cognitive properties are considered through the prism of information that is obtained about the user and groups (its structure
and dynamics, the ability of the network to popularize information). On their basis, the UGC is (successfully) used to infer
about political preferences, evaluate political programs and even evaluate the model of politicians' involvement. Many
authors indicate that the undoubted advantage of mass data is that observation is possible not only without direct sampling
-
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from people, but also the need to inform them about the study. (Montag et all, 2016) argue that the new data sources, in
addition to the fundamental measurement methods, establish an observation and a third type of questionnaire: interaction
observations on an unprecedented scale.

Conclusions
Alternative data sources describing the behavior of individuals are an important source for human research. Big data can be
a solution to some problems:
-

-

costs of conducting large-scale research and time spent on conducting the study (both from the researcher and
patient side). With the use of new technologies, observing patient-device interactions is not overburdening either
the patient or the researcher.
Low granularity of data - some patterns are visible only at low frequencies and may not be revealed in traditional
research, this is especially true in dynamic constructs that should be considered over time (e.g. affects).
Big data may be the answer to the problem of replication in psychology, Avoidance of some of the measurement
overheads seen in traditional research, e.g. a tendency to improve responses; on the other hand, the answers are
influenced by the patient's condition - for example, people who are depressed perceive reality worse.

Big data is a promising but demanding area - the limitations of the use of big data include the following:
-

-

little experience of researchers in collecting, preparing and analyzing large data sets,
technical knowledge necessary to collect and organize big data,
in psychological research, it is often necessary to interfere with the website code / software from which mass data
is derived - it seems that only in a few cases is it possible to obtain the consent of the platform owner to interfere
with its functionality,
interdisciplinarity of research (knowledge from many research areas is needed),
ethical issues (privacy), not all research can be carried out using mass data.

There are many issues open in the literature, for example:
-

The representativeness of the study - in the case of the analysis of the behavior of users of social networking sites,
the generalization of the observed regularities remains a controversial issue.
With high granularity of the data, it is possible to use many potential variables for which there are no (even logical)
reasons to be used.
The problem with test replication - especially when it is based on supervised machine learning techniques - is a
common problem with the mapping of the training set.
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Abstract
The paper presents critical analysis of the literature addressed to the utility of VR and AR technology used in competence
development of civil pilots and is based on a case study approach. The main characteristics, advantages and disadvantages
of VR used in professional education are presented and the core competences of civil pilots are indicated. The
classifications and functions of simulators are described and selected examples of simulators adopted in aviation sector –
from the historical ones to the recent are presented. In conclusions are summarized benefits from using VR/AR and brain
activity monitoring approaches in competence-based training programs in aviation sector.The article is a part of the
research project realized under control of Minister of Science and Higher Education in Poland.

Keywords: Virtual Reality, Simulators, Competences, Civil Pilots’ Training.
Introduction
"Just be vigilant, lessons always come when we are ready, and if you pay attention to the signs, you will learn everything
you need to know to take the next step." - Paulo Coelho (Zahir)
Today the competences of employees, or more broadly – the quality of human resources, becomes an important area of
shaping competitiveness at the micro, meso and macroeconomic level (Stawasz et al, 2018). Also in the aviation industry,
proficient performance is described as a group of related competencies. Instructors and flight examiners assess the
competencies of pilots against national or international standards for their continued accreditation and/or type-rating
training (Roth, 2015). As a result, special importance is attached to development most efficient techniques and support
tools used in aviation training and professional development of pilots (Kozuba, 2016). A manifestation of adapting to
modern requirements in the field of diagnosis and shaping the employees’ competences desired from the point of view of
the organization's goals (both individual and team) is the use of educational and training tools characteristic for
contemporary technological and social progress. Modern competence management systems are part of regional innovation
systems or creative sectors, which include broadly defined ICT (Gust- Bardon et al, 2016). The analyzes most often
indicate e-learning technologies, i.e. distance learning, as an effect of the development of the Internet and its universal,
global reach. Broadening trend is also the tendency to shape competences based on the principle of gamification and with
the use of virtual reality (VR) or augmented reality (AR) systems.
The VR/AR solutions are deeper analyzed in this paper with the reference to the modern approaches in pilots' competence
training. Flying is a difficult and complex task requiring pilots to have a wide range of general technical and specialist
knowledge and a wide range of skills, depending on the type of aircraft and the tasks performed (Kozuba, 2016). As a
result, special attention is now paid to the development of aviation training devices used in the process of basic training
and during professional development of pilots. Modern simulators using VR or AR technology allow for better proficiency
assessment and controlled skills development in a simulated environment (Huddlestone & Harris, in press; Mansikka et al.,
2016; Sarter et al., 2007). The simulators reflecting different kind of vehicle replicas are also used to train train’s drivers,
car and bus drivers, tram drivers, captains and officers of the merchant navy, etc. VR and AR technologies, as well as
monitoring brain activity via EEG research, integrated with non-invasive eye-tracker (Binias et al. 2020) are used more and
more widely in a number of training activities, both in the civil and military sectors, constituting an alternative to
simulators based on replicas of the vehicles or cabin devices. Development of virtual reality technology increases the effect
of immersion, and as a result - accelerates the development of this technology, as well as its wider use in various areas. It is
_________________
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also indicated the increased efficiency of learning with the use of VR technology compared to traditional learning methods.
Simulators based on VR technology solutions are designed to completely immerse users in the virtual world, that is, to
maximize the effect of immersion, while the "cloud" solution allows to increase the training attractiveness of these
solutions and to reduce training costs.
The paper has been conceptualized based on literature review regarding educational opportunities anchored in immersive
technology for an effective competence development of aviators and with use case studies describing pilots' trainings on
simulators. The aim of the article is to demonstrate that modern VR/AR technologies are successfully used both in
diagnostic and training activities in the professional group of civil aviators.

The core of VR environment and its use in training
The term “virtual reality” (VR) was popularized in a mid of 80. XX cent. by Jaron Lanier, an American computer scientist,
composer, writer and futurologist who was also the founder of Virtual Programming Languages (VPL) Research
(Burbules, 2006). However, it is necessary to mention that human interaction with a moving images was already
used by Thomas Alva Edison who has patented the kinetoscope in 1891, or even earlier - in 1838, when Charles
Wheatstone developed the device called stereoscope. The viewer looking through the stereoscope has the impression
of spatiality and three-dimensionality of the scene being watched. The device gave the illusion of spatial vision.
Lanier has developed many solutions that the creators of VR equipment follow to this day. It is necessary to mark that
definition of VR’s key characteristics evolutes together with everchanging nature of the technology. According to some
authors (Hamilton et al 2021) VR can be divided into two main categories: desktop VR (D-VR), and immersive-VR (IVR). D-VR is typically classified as non-immersive, in that a headset is not used, and the participant controlling and
manipulating the virtual environment on a computer screen with traditional keyboard and mouse hardware (Lee et al.
2010). Sherman and Craig (2018) has claimed that there are a number of constituent elements that underpin the VR
experience and leads to the life-like perception of the virtual environment. These including:
- the immersivity of VR - resulting that participant’s cognitive faculties produce a sense of being present and
involved in the virtual space,
- some degree of interactivity of virtual space - the user can manipulate the environment and test variables;
interact with objects, virtual avatars, or even collaborate with other real-life users within the computer-generated space.
Thus, the virtual environment (VE - virtual environment) can be defined as a three-dimensional space simulated with
the use of IT tools. VE often reflects environments that occur in reality, but also can represent the spaces created in the
imagination of creators, based on data describing them. The common characteristics is that the user can enter to interact
with VE. The development of VR technology increases the effect of immersion, what as the feed- back accelerates the
development of this technology and the range of its use in the training area. Augmented and virtual reality are currently
converging with the Internet of Things (IoT) technology, creating the so-called mixed reality (MR), which aims to provide
a more fluid and realistic experience in virtual environment.
The directions of development of VR/AR/MR types solutions are as follows:
• Touch interaction - consists in providing the user with appropriate stimuli, thanks to which the analysed virtual objects
are tangible (it is possible to grab them, move them, etc.).
• Haptic technology (from the Greek haptikos - touch) - allows the user to interact with the computer by receiving tactile
feedback (most often in the form of vibration or force feedback, generated by the end effector of the haptic manipulator).
Today, we observe the dynamic development of so called “reflecting reality” (RR) or augmented reality (AR) associated
with the increasing use of the phenomenon of immersion in subsequent solutions of visual technologies. Implementing
contemporary solutions packed with immersion effects is accompanied with the development of computing power and
speed of data processing in modern computer programmes. It allows for the dynamic development of computer graphics
and the generation of graphic images in real time. Such kind of effects are especially useful when we plan to achieve a
good quality learning results in a short time.
In the literature already exists the evidence for efficiency of learning with the use of VR technology compared with
traditional learning methods (Hamilton et al, 2021). However, the use of VR and AR technology in education has not only
advantage, but also some limitations, as it is presented in a synthetic summary in a Table 1.
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Table 1: Strengths and weaknesses of using VR in learning
Advantages

Disadvantages

Immersion (total immersion in the learning process), Possibility of motion sickness during use
conducive to engagement
Possibility of ongoing data analysis on user behaviour
/ actions

Blocky, inconvenient for the user equipment that hinders
immersion

High scalability of didactic activities

High production and purchase costs of both hardware and
software

Can be used anywhere, anytime

There are no tools for radical selection of information
reaching the user

An attractive, modern form of education

Nonsufficient support system, the need to independently
search for didactic solutions

Source: own elaboration based on http://www.e-mentor.edu.pl/mobi/artykul/index/numer/79/id/1410 [accessed:18.02.2021]

Contemporary simulators based on VR technology are designed to immerse users in the virtual world and maximize the
effect of immersion via digital solutions (Burdea & Coiffet, 2003). Using devices transmitting different types of stimuli
they easily activate multi sensual effects of immersion. In that area, the use of VR simulators especially in aviation sector
has already well proved tradition as it is used both for pilots' initial competence diagnosis as well as for their continuous
professional training.

Competence frame in pilots’ training
The idea of formulating the required skills, knowledge and attitudes as competencies is not a new one; already in 1973
McClelland suggested that for correct job performance assessment, necessary is to test for relevant competencies
(McClelland, 1973). While multiple definitions exist for competencies, they all refer to observable and measurable
descriptions of knowledge, skills, abilities and personal attributes underpinning successful job performance (European
Centre for the Development of Vocational Training, 2010). Growing up the role and significance of the development of
employee competences is related not only to the mainstream of the concept of human resource management in enterprises,
but is also anchored in the concept of Knowledge-Based Economy (KBE), i.e. considering the knowledge as the fourth
important resource in a whole management processes. Employee competences, including their creativity and
innovativeness are directly associated with the chance for innovation, what was clearly and permanently induced by Joseph
Alois Schumpeter. The increasing use of simulators based on VR and AR technology in shaping competences is perfectly
fitting to the well-known saying attributed to Confucius: "Tell me and I will forget, show me and I will remember, let me
do and I will understand." A number of studies indicate the importance of learning through experience, which results in a
wide use of games, exercises, and simulators. All of it is conditioned by the perception of the human mind, as games or
exercises on simulators according to specific scenarios well teach to predict events and allow to project a way of thinking
other than schematic, habitual.
The competency frame adopted to the aviation domain originates from the joint efforts of the United States Air Force
Research Laboratory and the United States Air Force Major Command (Gibbs et al 2017). Operating aircrafts is a very
complex activity that takes place in a dynamic, changeable, and uncertain environment. Taking into consideration the
psychological load of competencies it is required from pilots the high working memory capacity, well shared and at the
same time focused attention. The high perceptual and cognitive abilities which enable parallelly to control the flight,
monitor its parameters, interact with air traffic control and quickly adapt to external contingencies (Gateau et al 2015). It
is documented that long periods of intense and sustained cognitive activity during operating aircrafts induce mental fatigue
(Marcora et al 2009). Cognitive fatigue can easily lead to task disengagement and impairs human operating time of
responding to unexpected events (Warm et al 2008).
The complexity of aircraft competencies demands for their careful assessment and monitored development. It is why the
modern competence training approaches are necessary. The so called evidence-based training (EBT) was developed on
behalf of the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO). It is led by paradigm for competency-based training and
assessment of airline pilots, based on evidence. That approach was designed on derivation of so called “excellent core”
pilot competencies which became an industry recognised standard to ensure that each flight is safe, efficient and
comfortable. The list of these competencies presents Table 2.
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Table 2: Pilots’ core competencies list
COMPETENCE

DESCRIPTION

APK – application of procedures

Identifies and applies procedures in accordance with published operating
instructions and applicable regulations using the appropriate knowledge.

COM - communication

Demonstrates effective oral, non-verbal and written communications in normal
and non-normal situations.

FPA – flight
automation

path

management

Controls the aircraft flight path through automation, including appropriate use
of flight management system(s) and guidance.

FPM - flight
manual control

path

management

Controls the aircraft flight path through manual flight, including appropriate
use of flight management system(s) and flight guidance systems.

LTW – leadership and Teamwork

Demonstrates effective leadership and team working.

PSD – problem solving and decision
making

Accurately identifies risks and resolves problems. Uses the appropriate
decision-making processes.

SAW – situation awareness

Perceives and comprehends all of the relevant information available and
anticipates what could happen that may affect the operation.

WLM -workload management

Manages available resources efficiently to prioritize and perform tasks in a
timely manner under all circumstances.

KNO - knowledge

Demonstrates the knowledge required for safe and efficient operations.
Demonstrates ability to source the necessary information.

Source: own elaboration based on: International Air Transport Association IATA. (2013). Evidence-Based Training Implementation
Guide. International Air Transport Association, Montreal, Quebec.; International Civil Aviation Organization (2013).DOC 9995,
Manual of Evidence Based Training. International Civil Aviation Organization, Montreal, Quebec.

If an airline uses above competencies to assess their pilots via simulator, line and command checks, then it is safe to
assume that aircrafts are in proper hands. The recruitment teams applicate the adequate behavioural markers as a way to
assess whether a candidate for a pilot is suitable to be employed, and if pilot after some time working, still has the core
competences on the excellent level. Today, development and use of simulators based on VR and AR technologies is
rapidly taking place in implementing such HR processes like pilots’ recruitment or skills development (Kozuba, 2011).

Simulators used in pilots’ competence training
The aviation industry has relied on simulation practically all aspects of aviation training (Allerton, 2010). Analysing
technical solutions of simulators, their types and classifications, it is necessary to indicate what functions they can/should
perform. The possible functions of simulators intended for training and professional development of various types of
personnel include (Kozuba et al., 2016):
• Demonstration function - it refers to the enrichment of the theoretical training process with elements allowing for
practical demonstration to the trainee of specific procedures, methods and ways of using devices, devices, systems and
equipment of the simulated device / vehicle.
• Educational function - it refers to such elements as: shaping / improving the skills and habits of the trainee in the field of
practical performance of specific activities, using operational procedures, proceeding in the event of an emergency,
improving cooperation in a multi-crew crew, improving skills in the use of industry phraseology, etc. This also applies to
instructors using simulators in their training processes.
• Personality function - it is related to shaping and developing the desired personal and professional traits of the trainee,
• Adaptive function - it boils down to improving by the trainee "repetitive" activities on board the aircraft, including those
related to activities in complicated and emergency situations,
• Selection function - it consists in eliminating permanently or temporarily from further training people who do not have
predispositions (competences, knowledge, skills) to perform specific activities (lack of professional predispositions).
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• Control and examination function - it allows to conduct control / examination exercises in relation to specific tasks or
authorizations.
• Research function - it is related to checking the behaviour of the trainee at various stages of the planned task, taking into
account specific design and ergonomic solutions, etc. It also boils down to checking the correctness of the theoretical
assumptions related to the method of solving the problem by operating the vehicle / device, e.g. the correctness of the
assumptions as to the procedure of the service / crew in the event of a specific emergency. This function is also used when
it is necessary to confirm the conclusions of the work of post-accident committees relating to the causes of an undesirable
operational event.
In practice, a number of solutions performs one or more of the indicated functions, while at the same time fulfilling the
indicated functions may be performed to a limited extent. In a reference to simulators it can be concluded that the fulfilling
above functions due to the cost of construction and the cost of operation, bring the vital opportunities to shape the
competences of personnel in various industries or sectors of the economy. The universal division of simulators can be
included in the following scope:
-

full-range simulators,

-

simulators with a limited representation of operational reality,

-

simulators with a simplified representation of reality,

-

amateur simulators mapping reality, e.g. in the virtual world or computer programs (PC type), or simulators using
augmented reality or virtual reality.

In the literature, there are enumerated static simulators and dynamic simulators, i.e. those mapping the movement and
dynamics of a vehicle or device. In the field of dynamic simulators, motion platforms with different degrees of freedom of
movement are used, i.e. with different degrees of faithfulness to mapping the motion / dynamics of the vehicle / device, as
well as other solutions.
Although the use of simulators and various devices supporting staff training has a long history, it is that just air transport
has the most experience in this area (Kozuba et al, 2016). Aviation transport has developed for many years the practical use
of various simulation devices, ranging from the simplest to the highly complex At the same time, experience in the
operation of simulation devices in the pilot training process shows the important role of building and improving dedicated
training programs with the use of various of simulators, taking into account the stage of training candidates for pilots and
improving the skills (verification) of active pilots'. It is also caused by the fact that aviation and space technologies used in
modern flying apparatuses place ever higher demands on the aviation personnel operating them, and especially on the pilot
- the aircraft operator. Aircraft simulators usually represent replicas of vehicle cabins or operating devices and facilitate the
effectiveness of the training process in this area. The level of fidelity reproduction of real vehicles or devices allows to
indicate the so-called “full-range simulators” (faithful replicas of vehicle/device cabins) and “non-full-range simulators”
(simplified or partial replicas of vehicle/ device cabins).
The dynamic development of computer science, in particular computer graphics and data processing speed, has introduced
a number of amateur simulators and the increasing use of VR and AR technologies. The positive result of it is a significant
decrease in the costs of purchasing and operating the solutions used so far based on full replicas of reality.
Summing up, simulators based on VR and AR technologies are increasingly used in the process of shaping the
competences of individuals and teams in aviation industry, both civil and military. This applies to formal education of
aviation personnel and also to non-formal education for air sports enthusiasts.

Examples of VR/AR technology used in aircraft competence training
There is a lot of examples using of VR/AR technology in the aviation and defence industry with the detailed history of
simulators (see: Royal Aeronautical Society Flight Simulation Group, Allerton 2010).
It is believed that world's first flight simulator was constructed in 1929 by Edwin Link (Bezdek et al 2004)]. The device
called "Link Aeronautical Trainer", commonly known as "Blue-Box" was capable of simulating the flight of an airplane
including bank, pitch and direction and turbulence. The “Blue Box” simulator also provided flight capabilities instrument
and navigation systems, could demonstrate to the pilot how to fly at night and in bad weather conditions . The Link
training device has found application in many training programs of all types of US aviation until the end of World War II
Worldwide. The Link aerospace company has built additional simulators and is continuing this to this day operating under
the name L-3. Illustration of the device "Link Aeronautical Trainer" shows Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The “Link Trainer”
Source: Allerton D.J.,( 2010), The impact of flight simulation in aerospace, Aeronautical Journal -New Series-114(1162):747-756.
[Online] DOI: 10.1017/S0001924000004231[Retrieved Jan. 21, 2021]

The intense developments in flight simulation has started in the 1960s with the use of analogue computers to implement
the equations of motion. The next stage is connected with using digital computers allowing to compute the differential
equations which underpin flight modelling (Allerton 2010). By the 1980s, nearly all type conversion training and recurrent
checking for airlines was undertaken in a flight simulator. As computing speeds advanced in next years, detailed flight
models were developed for the aircraft. It was also the start time for designing dedicated computer systems extended to
control of the motion platform actuators and also to the computer graphics functionalities to render a visual scene.
Nowadays, flight simulation is accepted by flight crews, manufacturers, operators, unions and regulatory authorities.
An airline pilot usually spends two days every six months undertaking recurrent training and checking in a flight simulator.
Experts remark that for pilots the simulator is not only a platform on which to practice flying skills, it also provides an
effective training device for systems operation and crew cooperation. In addition, training on specific equipment can be
provided by dedicated computer systems, for example, using a laptop computer to practice operation of an FMS. The
quality of the training using simulators is very high and even the whole training program can be performed only using that
device. These kind of flight simulators are called: “ zero flight time” (ZFT) training devices.
Contemporary examples of simulators are showed in the next figures (2, 3, and 4).

Figure 2 : A Flight Simulation Training Device (FSTD)
Source: Allerton D.J.,( 2010), The impact of flight simulation in aerospace, Aeronautical Journal -New Series-114(1162):747-756.
[Online] DOI: 10.1017/S0001924000004231[Retrieved Jan. 21, 2021

A flight simulation training device (FSTD) is used for specific training tasks ranging from simple desktop devices,
instruments procedures trainers (as shown in Figure 2) to navigation procedures trainers, where the flight crew can follow a
flight plan. These devices include laptop systems to train flight crews to operate aircraft avionics and also to train
maintenance crews. It allows for example to practice engine start procedures without incurring any engine wear and the
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associated cost of operating actual aircraft engines. With such systems, the operator simply touches the screen to press a
switch or move a selector. Computer based training (CBT) systems can combine video, sound and computer animation to
replicate system behavior. CBT systems also include training software to enable students to progress at their own pace and
to monitor student performance during training
In a case of parachute training, an interesting simulator solution that combines the use of virtual reality technology,
including VR goggles with the use of replicas of a real device, is the Rescue Parachute Operation Simulator - Virtual
Reality Parachute Flight Simulator (VRPFS) for egress training - Virtual Reality Parachute Flight Simulator (VRPFS) for
advance training), operated at the Aviation Military Academy in Dęblin. “The simulator is designed to learn how to operate
rescue parachutes used by the Polish Air Force from the stage of opening the parachute to landing. Exercises are carried
out in a suspended harness with the use of 3D goggles. Realistic high-resolution 3D graphics are displayed, giving the
surroundings and details like in the real environment, combined with the generation of an image depending on the
movement of the head and the use of parachute controls. The simulator software allows you to select the canopy of a
gliding parachute or rescue parachute and the terrain over which the parachute descent takes place after catapulting or after
jumping from the plane, and allows you to generate the time of day and weather conditions, as well as a number of
emergency situations occurring during a parachute jump. This solution is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Parachute jump simulator
Source:https://www.law.mil.pl/index.php/pl/grupa-dzialan-lotniczych/sekcja-zabezpieczenia-wysokosciowo-ratowniczego
[Retrieved 15.01.2021]

A solution of this class has been offered by the American company Systems Technology Inc. for over 20 years. So called T
PARASIM system is supplied not only to many armies around the world but also is recommended for civil aircraft.
It represents an interactive training simulator that combines VR technology with proven parachute dynamics and realistic
controls, which allows for simulating various situations with simultaneous real-time representation of what the jumpers see
and experience. It is also an example of a specific hybrid construction combining simulators - replicas and simulators using
VR technologies, which complement each other without being competitive.
The new kind of possible utility in pilots’ competence training represent techniques based on recording brain activity at
critical phases of flight for airplane (Mansikka et al 2016, Mansikka et al 2017, Dehais et al 2018, Binias et al 2020)
combined with using simulators. This technology uses new generations of brain imaging systems such as dry electrodes
electroencephalography (EEG) and functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) to investigate cortical activity in a
variety of human tasks performed in a real task situations or in simulator (see Figure 4). Highly portable brain imaging
devices bring new prospects to implement passive brain computer interfaces (pBCI) and neuroadaptive technology.
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Figure 4: Flight simulator (left), EEG-fNIRS cap (middle) and DR400 light aircraft (right)
Source: Frédéric Dehais, Alban Duprès, Gianluca Di Flumeri, Kevin J. Verdière, Gianluca Borghini, et al.. Monitoring pilot’s cognitive
fatigue with engagement features in simulated and actual flight conditions using an hybrid fNIRS-EEG passive BCI. IEEE Systems, Man,
and Cybernetics Society (SMC 2018), Oct 2018, Miyazaki, Japan. p.1-6.

Recent studies exploring also the possibilities of brain stimulation monitoring with the aim of the defined cognitive or
emotional competences controlling and development in aviation sector (Mansikka et al 2016, Mansikka et al 2017, Dehais
et al 2018, Binias et al 2020). The common problem is they are based on volunteers’ limited sample groups. The course of
such studies usually is performed by using set for electroencephalography research integrated with non-invasive eyetracker. It allows to get acquainted with current research methods of brain activity and their employing in a line with the
needs of aviation trainees.
As the final example can be added one of the first EEG studies performed in Poland (Pawlak et al, 2017) where four people
have volunteered for the experiment. They were assigned to two research groups (non-pilot versus pilot) according to their
flying experience. In such kind of approaches necessary is appropriate head preparation of person being tested and putting
a cap called “actiCAP” with active electrodes and proper device calibration for recording the results of two critical phases
during the flight. Analysis of the experimental results was done with special software delivered by the Brain Products
GmbH. When analysing the waveforms of the Fast Fourier Transform, it was observed increased alpha-wave rhythm in the
“ pilot” group compared to the group of “non-pilot”. This rhythm is considered a state of relaxation that may have occurred
in this group, due to the repeatability of take-offs and landings and greater self-confidence. Along with the occurrence of
an increased number of waves alpha, there is however some risk of making a mistake and may adversely affect the critical
assessment of the situation. In turn, in a group of “ non-pilot” beta waves were more active, favoured by intellectual,
logical and analytical thinking. However, as in another similar studies, the experimental sample was only symbolic, thus
for any generalisations is too early.

Conclusions
The development of computer science significantly dynamized the use of simulations in the field of shaping aircraft sector
employees' competences. Introduction of simulators to pilots' training lasts already close one hundred years, but in XXI
cent it entered the new digital era and intensively exploiting VR and AR technology. That technologies have been created
originally by the gaming sector, but they are increasingly used as alternative simulator technologies to replica simulators,
as well as complement such solutions or simplify their operation. Moreover, solutions based on VR and AR are in line
with the development of the Internet of Things (IoT), which as feedback accelerates the development of simulation devices
using VR and AR lately also combined with technology of monitoring brain activity. Cloud solutions and the development
of 5G cellular networks also increase the effectiveness of such approaches, including by reducing the cost of transferring
large data streams. Professionalization of contemporary simulators is based on the combination of real elements that
cooperate with VR and AR solutions and create together solutions of the MR type (mixed reality). The use of this type of
solutions in aviation is first caused by the economic and safety aspects of the training, but also includes the care about
modern image of the company and well serves their Employer Branding building strategy. It should help with successful
talent attraction and human capital development in civil aviation sector.
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Abstract
Current research on monitoring the progress of the Circular Economy transition shows that despite the variety of methods,
techniques and tools available, no coherent approach to assessing progress has been developed so far. It is not possible to
capture the complexity and multiple dimensions of the Circular Economy transition process with a single indicator, either at
the micro or macro level, which creates a strong research potential in this field. Based on these findings, it was possible to
attempt to develop assumptions to support the assessment of environmental benefits associated with closing the cycle of
selected groups of waste, which was the main objective of the study. On the basis of the adopted research process and selected
groups of waste constituting the reference for the research it was possible to propose general assumptions which are the basis
for building an evaluation system. This was done taking into account the analysis and identification of applied methods for
measuring environmental aspects related to economic transition. The results showed that in the case of post-processing waste,
the key role is played by technologies that allow the implementation of eco-innovative processing and the production of
economically exploitable products from the processed waste. This means that the assessment of environmental benefits,
based on the use of indicator methods, allows an objective assessment of the technology and the product, making comparisons
and tracking progress on the transformation path.

Keywords: Circular Economy; Waste Management; Processing Waste, Evaluation Indicators
Introduction
The concept of the Circular Economy (CE) has been intensively pursued for several years, although it is assumed that the
concept itself originated in the 1970s (EMF, 2013). The model is seen as a response to the need to increase the importance
of properly utilizing the potential which waste constitutes, thus moving away from a linear economy. This applies to the
public space as well as the business environment, where the use of resources is at the core of operations. The main principles
of the CE concept are based on a balance between economic development, the environment and resource conservation.
In the European Union, this process has been taking place since 2015, when the European Commission presented a roadmap
for a circular economy and a first package of legislative proposals in December 2015 (EC, 2015). In the following years,
further proposals and coherent instruments have emerged to regulate support for the creation of the circular economy at all
stages of the value chain: from design and production through consumption, repair and remanufacturing, to waste
management and obtaining secondary raw materials. In 2020, the European Commission presented a ‘New EU Action Plan
on the Closed Cycle Economy for a cleaner and more competitive Europe’ (Kulczycka et al., 2015). The document represents
a future-oriented agenda for a cleaner and more competitive Europe that aims to accelerate the transformational change
required by the European Green Deal, while taking advantage of the circular economy measures implemented since 2015
(EC, 2008). In particular, the new Action Plan aims to reduce the consumption footprint and double the rate of use of closedloop materials in the coming decade. For the purpose of monitoring progress, it is assumed to develop indicators on resource
use, including consumption footprint and material footprint. This is to assess the material consumption and environmental
impacts of the production and consumption patterns in place. The assumptions of the EU raw materials policy (EC, 2011;
EC, 2010) state that for the development of an effective and innovative economy, it is necessary to maximize the use of
secondary raw materials, thus limiting natural resources. This is possible by promoting recycled ecological materials, which
are not only environmentally friendly, but above all meet consumer requirements (EC, 2010; EC, 2011; Gwiazdowicz, 2019)
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The changes taking place in the global economy and the strong pressure to implement the CE concept are the basis for
searching for new solutions which would ensure the efficient use of resources and the effective management of supply chains,
while taking care of the quality of the natural environment. This leads to a situation where supply chain managers are looking
for new solutions to ensure a more efficient and environmentally friendly development. Knowing the measures and criteria
for assessing the benefits in the context of CE implementation as well as eco-innovation implementation, it is possible to
assess both the level of implementation of modern solutions in individual units and to use them as one of the elements of
measuring the effectiveness and efficiency of closing the waste cycle.
This paper analyses the selected criteria for the purpose of developing assumptions supporting the evaluation of
environmental benefits related to closing the cycle of selected groups of post-processing waste - combustion by-products
and post-mining waste.

Theoretical Background - Problems of post-processing waste management
An attempt to capture the issue of re-use of materials with their return to economic use in a holistic view is presented by the
Sankey diagram. This diagram uses data collected by Eurostat to indicate those flows that re-enter the economy.

Fig. 1. Sankey diagram developed for waste management data in Poland for 2018 (Eurostat, 2019)
It can be seen from the presented diagram that the implementation of the closed-circle economy in Poland means above all
the need to increase the recycling levels of various waste groups and to restrict waste storage. Following the necessity to
regulate the EC issue from the point of view of the EU obligations, for the purposes of the domestic transformation the EC
implementation programme entitled ‘Road Map for Transformation Towards a Circular Economy’ was developed by the
Ministry of Entrepreneurship and Technology (MR, 2017). Importantly, the document identifies waste groups critical for
Poland, which should be the starting point for actions aimed at closing their circulation, i.e. post-mining waste, including
waste accumulated on waste heaps, industrial processing waste and energy generation waste. These wastes, problematic from
the point of view of the economy, are a source of valuable raw materials. For this reason, it is promising and highly beneficial
from the environmental point of view to develop technologies that will enable their reuse in the economy (Gwiazdowicz,
2019).
Hard coal is the dominant source of electricity generation in Poland and its level of utilization is 44.2%. Lignite comes second
with 19.8% followed by natural gas with 9.8% (Circe, 2021). This type of structure in the practice of mining and energy
industries means the generation of a significant mass of post-processing waste such as combustion by-products and postmining waste. This means that in the European statistics of the amount of post-processing waste produced, Poland is in the
forefront of the production of this type of waste mainly due to the mining and power industry mentioned above (Moskowik
et al., 2020).
The attempt to improve the productivity of raw materials in Poland is aimed at closing the gap to the EU average as well as
meeting increasingly stringent standards and guidelines. The pressure to adequately design products, shape production
processes and manage waste means that companies are often inadequate in seeking solutions in the context of closing the
loop. The presented solutions do not meet the intended effects as well as the assumed synergy effect in terms of effective use
of resources and sustainable development. In this context, it is important to try to identify those environmental assessment
criteria, which could unambiguously indicate whether the environmental benefits related to the implementation of solutions
closing the waste cycle are able to meet the assumptions of a closed loop economy. Most papers (Pigosso et. al, 2010;
Jacobsen, 2006) indicate that there is a need for research in the area of value chains from a multi-sectoral perspective, going
beyond the fundamental tasks of waste management. It is not possible to capture the complexity and multiple dimensions of
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the transition to the CE with a single indicator, either at the micro or macro level, which creates a strong potential for research
in this area.

Materials and Methods
For the purpose of this study, and thus to develop assumptions to support the assessment of the environmental benefits
associated with closing of the selected groups of post-processing waste - combustion by-products and post-mining waste, the
study was divided into the following stages:
analysis of the current legal status related to the CE implementation and its basic assumptions at the national level
statistical analysis of data covering quantities of waste generated (selected groups), the level of its re-use as well
as directions of its management,
analysis of selected aspects of assessing environmental issues in implementing eco-innovations,
identification and evaluation of indicators used for assessing environmental issues related to the closing of selected
waste groups
identification of the available CE tools used to assess the effectiveness of the implementation of new solutions
development of the assumptions to support the assessment of environmental benefits related to the closing of
selected waste groups
development of recommendations for further research.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Due to the broad scope of the research problem, the analyzed data refer to European countries with a special focus on Poland.
This will allow capturing specific regional as well as sectoral specific characteristics, which will be the starting point for
further considerations on the possibility of giving a universal character to the developed assumptions of the evaluation
procedure. The selection of waste groups included in the study took into account previous findings from life cycle
assessments in energy production, where the calculation of the environmental footprint requires the joint inclusion of mining
and energy activities. The results of the completed stages of the adopted research process are presented in the individual
sections of the publication. The relevance of these results to the achievement of the main aim of this paper is explored and
discussed.

Results

Current status of post-processing waste management
Striving for a more sustainable economy to increase resource efficiency as well as proper waste management are among the
fundamental goals of the modern world. In the case of Poland, the use of mining and energy waste, which is generated in
huge amounts every year, is particularly problematic. New directions for the use of post-processing waste (mining and CCP)
emerge especially in such sectors and industries as construction, geoengineering or road construction (Bocken et al., 2016;
Góralczyk et al., 2011).
Coal combustion products (CCPs) are mineral substances resulting from the combustion of coal, biomass and municipal
waste. These include fly ash, furnace slag, bottom ash, ash-slag mixtures, microspheres (recovered from fly ash and slag and
their mixtures), flue gas desulphurization products and reaction gypsum (GUS, 2019). The total amount of identified CCPs
generated in 2018, was approximately 23.2 million Mg. This amount consists of, among others, CCPs from hard coal, lignite
and biomass. According to the reported data, more than 42% of this waste has been disposed of, which still represents an
important potential for reuse. Significantly, Poland ranks second in the EU in the amount of waste generated from thermal
processes. This share is over 22% and is exceeded only by Turkey. These data present yet another important information.
Among the 10 EU member states generating the largest amounts of combustion waste, the share of recovery of this waste is
the largest, both in terms of quantity and share in its national management.
Table 1 Mass of combustion products generated and processed in Europe in 2018 [tons] (Eurostat. 2019)

No

GEO/TIME

0

European Union - 27 countries

1

Generation

Disposal - landfill and

Recovery - recycling and

2018

other (D1-D7, D12)

backfilling (R2-R11)

102 710 000

60 160 000

42 010 000

Turkey

32 348 980

29 909 662

2 437 706

2

Poland

23 196 429

9 560 710

13 635 719

3

Germany

16 237 619

9 798 944

5 925 408
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4

Estonia

9 247 193

9 034 768

212 422

5

Bulgaria

8 898 108

8 048 739

849 365

6

Serbia

8 480 530

7 916 689

563 841

7

Spain

8 391 195

5 118 192

3 273 003

8

Romania

6 998 266

6 450 820

547 446

9

Italy

5 259 247

2 515 304

2 742 173

10

Greece

4 999 833

4 311 502

688 331

Detailed data on individual types of CCPs are presented in the national report on the state and protection of the environment,
issued by the CSO (Eurostat, 2019). These show that in 2018, 10 6633.1 thousand tons of dusts lag compounds were produced
from wet treatment of furnace waste, 2 426.4 thousand tons of coal fly ash from coal, 3 467.7 thousand tons of wastes from
the processing of slag and 2582.0 thousand tons of dusts lag compounds from wet treatment of furnace waste. CCP’s are a
valuable raw material for the construction industry so there are a number of solutions available to close their cycle and return
them to the economy. However, in order to fully understand the environmental benefits of reprocessing, it is important to
highlight the risks involved in managing these waste streams incorrectly. The key risk areas are distinguished in the literature
(Kornack, 2015), such as:

•
•
•

threats to the environment - increase in the CCP’s deposited in landfills, increase in land designated for storage,
increase in consumption of natural resources and CO2 emissions, and risk of increased pollutant emissions.
threats to CCP’s users - requirement to adapt technology to the physical and chemical properties of CCP, increase
in production costs;
threats to the energy sector - increase in CCP management costs, limited possibilities to obtain new land for
landfills, reduction in number of CCP customers.

Additionally, in the area of specific environmental threats we can distinguish, among other things, physicochemical
properties of bottom wastes (Janecka et al., 2012; Hycnar et al. 2014), which must be deposited in specially prepared landfills
due to their content of sulphates. In untreated form they may pose a direct threat to the environment resulting in salinization
of waters and soils - which in turn may affect the conditions of the nearby vegetation as well as underground and surface
waters. According to Eurostat data (Table 1), 64.3 million tons of extractive waste were generated in 2018. This means that
the main source of industrial waste was, as in previous years, mining and quarrying. According to various sources, it is
estimated that for every 1 Mg of hard coal mined, an average of about 0.4-0.5 Mg of waste is generated, which leads to the
need to deposit some of this waste in landfills (Hycnar et al. 2014).
The underground exploitation of coal deposits is inextricably linked to significant environmental impacts through, inter alia:
mining damage on the surface of mining areas as well as their long-term deformation, deterioration of underground and
surface water quality and generation of huge quantities of mining waste. As part of the strategic priorities related to energy
transformation, there is a need for a multi-directional approach to the reclamation of these areas and thus to waste
management. An essential element of the measures taken is the implementation of pro-ecological solutions in the area of
economic use of mining waste. The continuous search for innovative technologies for the economic use of mining waste
results in a significant reduction in the amount of waste deposited on landfills, while at the same time reducing or eliminating
the impact of mining sites on soil, water and air by eliminating leachate and uncontrolled emissions. Although the number
of heaps and other post-mining facilities where mining waste is deposited is gradually decreasing, the scale of the
phenomenon is still significant. Producers of mining waste are constantly looking for other forms of its management. Only
2.2% of the generated waste was transferred for further economic use, e.g. by using aggregates in the construction industry
(GUS, 2019). Much more waste was used for reclamation of post-mining areas or filling of inactive mine galleries. Extractive
waste causes environmental hazards both during the operation phase and at the end of its useful life.
In view of all these threats posed by the growing masses of generated and untreated post-processing waste, attention should
be drawn to the potential benefits associated with its proper generation. Practice points to many positive effects associated
with closing the waste cycle, among them, as regards:

•
•
•

legal matters - implementation of EU assumptions and requirements, increasing recycling and recovery levels
technological issues - improvement of the effectiveness of technological processes, improvement of product quality
the economic side - stimulating competition in the market, both for waste management and for the sectors whose
selected entities collect waste for further use, reducing the informal economy, optimizing service and production
prices, reducing environmental charges
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the environment issues - reducing harmful gas emissions into the atmosphere, saving land and improving the
environment, saving primary raw materials and deposits, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, protecting water and
soils, reducing energy consumption, preventing environmental degradation:
the social aspect - using land for purposes other than storage (economic, recreational), improving the quality of life
by reducing emissions of harmful substances into the soil water and atmosphere, increasing the attractiveness of
the land, improving the psychophysical condition of the population (Genta, 2019)

•

•

The huge potential of post-processing waste from mining and power generation, as well as its wide availability, has made it
possible to develop a number of solutions for its reuse, including the production of building ceramics, cement and concrete
production, road construction and reclamation. In the economy, the scope for substituting natural resources with waste is
growing and, thanks to its specific properties, it is possible to use it extensively in various areas of the economy. A wide
range of management possibilities, supported by knowledge of waste processing technologies as well as its physical and
chemical properties, is a prerequisite for closing its cycle in the economy.

Tools to support the assessment of the CE transformation
The dynamic development of decision-support software has proved inspiring for developers of tools such as models,
computer systems or applications operating in the area of the circular economy. The range of information and data that should
be taken into account during the analysis and evaluation of the transformation process, both at the national level and at the
level of an individual company, has created the need for a multi-variant and comprehensive approach to the evaluation of
such activities. This allows a detailed analysis of the entire system under study in order to capture the effects of changes and
confront them with expectations. The conducted literature research made it possible to identify examples of tools used in the
area of evaluation of processes related to the transition to CE.
Table 2. Examples of supporting tools and methods in the area of CE
Name of the tool

Circulytics™

Material Circularity
Indicator (MCI)

Life Cycle
Environmental
Assessment (LCA)

Eco Compass

Material Flow Analysis
MFA
Material Input Per unit
of Service (MIPS)

Description
The tool uses a measurement methodology based on enabler and outcome factors.
Enablers include company data such as strategy, human resources, systems and
processes, innovation and external engagement with customers and suppliers.
Outcomes refer to a group of parameters including inputs (materials and energy) and the
ways in which outputs in the form of products or services support the circular economy.
Based on the data entered, the tool generates environmental benefits related to the
changes implemented in the company. (EMF, 2021)
The (MCI) is an assessment tool for companies to improve product design by analyzing
material flows. It aims to represent the degree of material flow circulation on a scale from
0 to 1, where the higher the score, the more recyclable and closed the product analyzed.
The tool primarily provides an indication of how much of a product's materials circulate
in a closed loop. Importantly, it does not include information on other impacts of the
product. In this case, complementary indicators should be used. (EMF, 2019)
The LCA is one of the more popular techniques supporting environmental management
in a company. This method allows solutions to be sought that minimize environmental
burdens and enables potential environmental burdens to be quantified.
LCA links the consumption of raw materials, energy, water and emissions to
environmental effects, including greenhouse gas emissions, consumption of fossil fuels,
minerals, etc. (JRC, 2011)
A tool that compares and assesses two products / options in terms of their environmental
impact. The Eco-compass takes into account the impact of a product or its design
throughout its life cycle covering six dimensions directly related to environmental issues,
such as: Service Extension, Revalorization, Energy Intensity, Mass Intensity, H&E
Potential Risk, Resource Conservation. The tool uses a rating scale of 0-5 where 1 is at
least half as good as the reference product and 5 is at least four times better than the
reference product. (Brzustewicz, 2016)
The MFA is a tool for assessing the efficiency of material use. It aims to find ways to
reduce environmental burdens and costs. The method identifies problems and quantifies
the impact of potential resources on their recovery and environmental pollution. It can
be used to compare different technology options taking into account their environmental
and financial impacts to support the selection decision process. (Burchart et al., 2016)
A concept that was developed in 1993 by the Wuppertal Institute (Germany). The aim of
the method is to support the design of a process or product with the lowest possible
consumption of resources throughout its life cycle. It is based on the calculation of a
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Ecodesign Pilot

SLCA (Streamlined Life
Cycle Assessment)

Ecological, Carbon or
Water Footprint

resource-consumption index, i.e. material resources per unit of service. Resource
consumption is calculated for five categories: abiotic resources - non-renewable natural
resources as well as soil from pits; biotic resources - renewable resources including plant
resources from cultivated and non-cultivated areas and animal resources from noncultivated areas; air; soil; water - surface, ground and deep water. (Ostad-AhmadGhorabi et al., 2005)
The indicator is calculated by dividing the total consumption of a resource category for
a given product/process by the product's function, its utility.
Ecodesign Pilot is a tool that makes it possible to carry out an environmental analysis of
products. It supports the design process by examining the product using five criteria that
relate to environmental load i.e. material intensity, resource intensity,
transport/distribution, use of the product and end use of the product. (Powell et al., 2011)
SLCA is a tool treated as a simplified version of LCA. Its use is aimed at identifying
opportunities for improving the environmental aspects of products at every stage of their
life cycle, decision-making in the company or the choice of relevant indicators for
assessing environmental performance. (Kytzia et al., 2004)
In addition to the water footprint, the carbon footprint is also part of the environmental
(ecological) footprint. The carbon footprint is the total quantity of greenhouse gases
emitted during the life cycle of processes and products. It is expressed in grams of carbon
dioxide equivalent per functional unit. (Baran et al., 2013)

Since the beginning of ecological economic transformations connected with the implementation of concepts ranging from
sustainable development, clean production to a closed loop economy, many methods and tools have been developed to
support the assessment of the effects of the changes introduced. They are constantly being developed and improved in order
to use their functionality for individual needs. The distinguished tools used in the framework of the analysis of environmental
loads of analyzed products and processes have many important functionalities. First of all, they are characterized by the
flexibility of their use. This means that they can be adapted to specific research subjects - processes/products, to different
sectors as well as to the phases in which the analysis is carried out - design or operation phases. The selected methods
primarily focus on environmental issues. A number of tools that additionally take into account economic and social aspects
were omitted. At this stage of the research, it was crucial to identify a practical approach to assessing possible environmental
benefits, analyzed primarily on a micro scale. Conducting assessment at the macro scale, first of all, is based on a set of
indicators that cover different areas of analysis.

Assumptions to support assessment of environmental benefits associated with closing the cycle of
selected waste groups
In order to define assumptions to support the assessment of the environmental benefits of closing the cycle, two groups of
waste were selected - incineration by-products and extractive waste. The construction of well-chosen indicators for

assessing the implementation of the GMO in the area of residual waste management should take into account the
current requirements of the sector, trends of change and key parameters of the technological process accompanying
the sector. This means that this assessment primarily covers the micro-technology level or, at most, the enterprise level.
A variety of proposals for measuring and analyzing environmental issues can be found in the literature. A variety of tools,
methods and techniques make it possible to calculate the environmental benefits associated with changes.
In the context of waste treatment according to the circular economy concept, there are changes at product level - when the
treated waste is returned to the economic cycle as a product with improved properties, and/or at technology level - when the
implemented processes increase the environmental performance of the technology. It is therefore important to isolate the
potential benefits that may accrue to the company as a result of the measures taken to close the post-processing waste cycle:
1.
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.
•

Environmental benefits of waste treatment (operational phase) for example:
reduction of material intensity per product unit - reduction of the need to consume natural resources by using waste
reduction of post-processing landfill area
reduction of the quantity of post-processing waste disposed
the reduction of energy demand
increase the use of waste in the process
increasing the use of energy from renewable sources in the process.
Environmental benefits of using waste-based products (use phase) for example:
increasing mechanical strength, frost resistance parameters and durability - reducing the need for frequent
replacement, extending the product life cycle
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•
•

reduction of content of harmful substances in a product or material
reduction of water consumption in the use phase

The presented benefits, depending on the analyzed process, introduced technology or product modification, are directly or
indirectly connected with post-processing waste treatment. Their scope may be freely extended or limited, depending on the
subject of the evaluation analysis (Wackernagel et al., 2019).
The construction industry also recognizes the benefits of using burnt coal shale stored on mine waste dumps. The properties
of shale enable it to be widely used in the construction industry, hence, thanks to the cooperation between industry and
science, innovative technologies allowing its processing and economic use are being developed. One example is the use of
shale in cement production, which will reduce the clinker content of cement. This automatically reduces carbon dioxide
emissions and will result in significant management of the waste that results from coal mining and refining. In practice, coal
sludge may also be used to produce fuel in granulated form. With a view to broadly optimizing the management of mining
waste, current technology development is directed towards the development of innovative technologies to increase the
possibility of using mining waste in the production of aggregates and building ceramics, alternative fuels or other materials
used in road, construction and engineering works.
Given these conclusions from the study, it was possible to develop assumptions to support the assessment of the
environmental benefits associated with the closing the cycle of selected waste groups. A simplified graphical representation
of the developed approach is presented at the figure below.

Fig. 2. Concept of the assumptions for the assessment of environmental aspects

Discussion, Conclusions and Recommendations
The process of assessing the progress of the transformation of the economy towards CE is a demanding task, mainly due to
the complexity and diversity of the analyzed research areas and the scale of these analyses. The research presents a primarily
quantitative approach to measuring the transformation process taking into account primarily those tools and methods that
prioritize the assessment of environmental aspects. It is a solution that synthesizes the position of a given research area
(process/product/technology) in terms of its adaptation to the concept of CE. In this context, coal combustion products - byproducts of combustion and mining wastes, which in Poland constitute both a problematic and prospective group of wastes,
were taken as a point of reference. In recent years, it can be seen that more and more companies are interested in developing
and implementing technical eco-innovations, i.e. products and processes that aim to reduce direct and indirect environmental
burdens throughout their life cycle.
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Abstract
Participatory budgeting is defined as a decision-making process whereby residents/citizens discuss and negotiate the way
of distributing public funds. Worldwide, but also in Poland this mechanism has become very popular in the last three
decades. It is also treated as an instrument of public participation.
The article presents a theoretical and empirical analysis of the PB idea in the context of its participation aspects.
The purpose of the article are deliberations in the theoretical and empirical perspective about the PB mechanism. In the
theoretical sphere, attempts have been made to verify PB as an instrument of public participation with regard to four
categories presented by Langton and to the ladder of participation proposed by Arnstein. On the empirical side, the
deliberations have been based on experience concerning the implementation of PB in a selected Polish voivodeship capital
city. By applying the theoretical aspects onto the empirical research, it has been verified to what extent Polish PB schemes
are public participation instruments. How strongly they activate and involve the local community in the processes of
making shared decisions about shaping the environment and satisfying the needs of the inhabitants, how consistent they are
with partnership and power delegation.
The research method applied in the work are analysis of the subject literature, "the documentary research method" and
reasoning. The research focuses on the Kraków PB.

Keywords: Public Participation, Participatory Budgeting, Ladder of Participation.
Introduction
Inhabitants' active participation in the processes of making shared decisions about matters directly concerning the given
community is regarded as a foundation of the civic society. First of all, it makes it possible to create effective systems for
satisfying the needs of the people as well as strengthen inhabitants' bottom-up initiatives and build trust in local authorities
(Leśniewska-Napierała, 2017).
The global economy experiences deep changes that create the need for transformations on the local level. Therefore,
authorities are also looking for the paths to adapt to the changing environment. Cities more and more often strengthen the
participation process (Kelty et al, 2015, p. 474), which extends the authority's potential and strengthen the inhabitants'
position in the processes of shared decision-making.
In the early 21st century, it is difficult to name an organization or territorial unit which would not sign up for the benefits
that can be drawn from greater civic involvement, at least verbally (Sintomer et al, 2012). Since the 1990s a global
diffusion of the participation processes has been observed in public space.
Public participation is understood as the citizens' active participation in making decisions. It is an element of direct
democracy and is a result of decentralization of power. The term "public participation" itself includes several participation
categories. In the last three decades one of the most effective public participation instruments is participatory budgeting
(PB), engaging the inhabitants in a particular territorial unit in deciding about spending public funds, namely participatory
processes.
The number and diversity of projects performed within PB worldwide is growing (Miller, Hildreth, Stewart, 2017), which
at the same time proves that public participation is developing.
The instrument, which has become increasingly popular in Europe and America, was first used in the Brazilian city of
Porto Alegre in 1989. The experiences of over 30 years of its application prove that it has turned out to be successful.
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PB engages the local community, which, due to: the knowledge of the environment it operates in, smaller formal
limitations and diversified skills, manages the funds in a more efficient way, adapted to both their own needs as well as
those of the nearest neighborhood (by small, neighborhood projects) and those of broadly understood inhabitants (by
implementation of municipal tasks).
The purpose of the article are deliberations in the theoretical and empirical perspective about the PB mechanism. In the
theoretical sphere, attempts have been made to verify PB as an instrument of public participation with regard to four
categories presented by Langton (1978) and to the ladder of participation proposed by Arnstein (1969, 2019). On the
empirical side, the deliberations have been based on experience concerning the implementation of PB in a selected Polish
voivodeship capital city. By applying the theoretical aspects onto the empirical research, it has been verified to what extent
Polish PB schemes are public participation instruments. How strongly they activate and involve the local community in the
processes of making shared decisions about shaping the environment and satisfying the needs of the inhabitants, how
consistent they are with partnership and power delegation.
The research method applied in the work are analysis of the subject literature, "the documentary research method" and
reasoning. The research focuses on the Kraków PB, which was implemented for the first time in 2014, and presently
(2020) its 7th edition is underway.

Methods
To obtain the data necessary to conduct the study, the documentary research method was used (Scott, 1990). Kraków's PB
was chosen for the evaluation. This city was selected, because it is the most recognizable Polish city worldwide. In terms
of the amount of allocated funds, in 2019 the Krakow PB was the fourth highest PB in Poland. In terms of the share in
budget expenses, it ranked 16th (0.5% of the commune's expenses).
The documents (resolutions, terms and conditions, regulations) which were the basis for the study came from the Public
Information Bulletin. In addition, an in-depth analysis of press and online materials regarding PB in Kraków was
conducted. The main period of the analysis were the years 2014-2019. The study of the documents was quantitative and
qualitative in nature. In the quantitative aspect, the data were concerned with the size of PB in the particular editions; the
number of projects reported, electoral turnout, number of votes cast. The qualitative aspect focused on acquiring data about
the procedure of implementing PB. The main focus was put on obtaining data about the principles of reporting and
verifying projects. Additionally, in order to determine the level of participation, such data as average project value per 1
inhabitant, number of projects reported or voting turnout were compared. The values for Kraków's PB were compared to
the respective data for other cities in Poland. The obtained results allowed to indicate to what extent Polish PB projects, on
the example of Kraków city's PB, are public participation instruments.
The systematization of the acquired data consisted in their juxtaposition as well as quantitative and qualitative analysis.

Participatory Budgeting – Theoretical Aspects
PB is regarded as one of the most successful participation tools, which has been successfully implemented for three
decades in more than 3000 local communities (Su, 2017) and in more than 20 countries worldwide (Sintomer, 2012).
The idea lying at the core of PB is optimal allocation of scarce financial resources, higher efficacy, effectiveness and
transparency of local government's actions (Wampler, 2007; Miller et al, 2017). Consequently, what is referred to as PB
takes numerous and various forms.
Generally, participatory budgeting is a process that allows participation of non-elected citizens in creating the concept
and/or allocation of public finances (Sintomer, Herzberg and Röcke, 2008, p. 168). In a broader perspective, PB is
presented by Goldfrank (2007, p. 92), according to whom it is a "process by which citizens, either as individuals or through
civic associations, can voluntarily and regularly contribute to decision making over at least part of a public budget through
an annual series of scheduled meetings with government authorities”. It further indicates that an integral element of this
philosophy is that it is "open to any individual citizen who wants to participate, combines direct and representative
democracy, involves deliberation (and not merely consultation), is redistributive towards the poor, and is self-regulating,
such that participants help define the rules governing the process, including the criteria by which resources are allocated"
(Goldfrank, 2007, p. 92).
On the other hand, Wampler defines PB as the decision-making process whereby residents/citizens discuss and negotiate
the way of distributing public funds (Wampler, 2007, p. 21). Likewise, the essence of this concept is presented by the UN
agenda, indicating that it is "a mechanism (or process) through which the population decides on, or contributes to decisions
made on, the destination of all or part of the available public resources" (UN - HABITAT 2004). In this aspect, PB is an
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instrument of citizens' direct participation in the process of deciding about the way of expending available, but limited
public funds.
In the academic discourse on the PB idea, at least two groups of effects are indicated. The research completed so far proves
that the local community's involvement in the decision-making process concerning the way and the place of spending
public funds helps the local government to improve the transparency, effectiveness and settlement of the budget (Wampler,
2012). Attention is also paid to the fact that PB has a social value, as it generates external benefits, which affect local
communities. In this context, research particularly pointed to the fact that PB can increase social solitarity, introduce
empowerment or social innovations, and is also a step towards decentralization and social responsibility (Alexander, 2006;
Ganuza and Baiocchi, 2012). Conning and Kevane (2000, p. 4) emphasize that particularly those latter benefits "may be
especially true for the disadvantaged groups who may be empowered in by becoming better able to articulate and press
demands. Community mobilization may be an end in itself, but may also confer legitimacy to programs that in turn helps
build political support for targeted approaches”.
When making an attempt to present the PB concept in a more complete manner, its forms must be demonstrated, as
presented by Sintomer, C. Herzberg, A. Röcke and G. Allegretti (2012, p. 16):
−

−

−

−

−

−

Porto Alegre adapted for Europe - inhabitants' attention focuses on specific investment projects and setting priorities,
and the local authorities, though this is not legitimated by regulations of the binding law, are obliged to realize these
ideas. A fundamental, positive feature of this form of PB is creating good conditions for conducting public
discussions.
Representation of organized interests - organized groups participate in the process of shaping PB. Here, we are dealing
with the so-called neo-corporatism, which postulates that the inhabitants and their representing interest groups should
be granted a significant position in the decision-making process. In this case the fact is being emphasized that what is
most important is formulating not specific projects, but recommendations for local authorities. Here, more informal
principles are applicable.
Community funds at the local and city levels – here we have an example of a fund independent from the public funds
budget, and local authorities do not make final decisions. Here, the main role is played by neighborhood associations
and local non-governmental organizations, and any contribution of local authorities is partial. This means that the local
community independently decides about the use of the funds. In this model, even the role of the most excluded social
groups (e.g. ethnic minorities) is significant.
The public/private negotiating table – this form is similar to the former one, as it assumes a fund which is supplied by
business entities or organizations, including international ones. Here, the most important role is played by the
contributor of the funds, and their effect on decisions is directly proportional to the resources provided.
Consultation on public finance - its basic sense comes down to reaching as broad a group of inhabitants as possible,
although the discussions themselves are held in a narrow group i.e. among neighbors. No effect on the administrative
operations of the local authorities is regarded as a significant weakness of this model.
Proximity participation – is treated as a model improving the operations of local administration institutions. Like in the
previous form, the community does not vote and does not propose projects for implementation, and the local
government is not obliged to take account of inhabitants' suggestions. Here, great attention is paid to transparency.

The presented deliberations undoubtedly prove the complexity and the breadth of both the concept and the essence of PB.
Its boundaries are determined, on the one hand, by local authorities' willingness to cooperate with the local community
and, on the other hand, by the level of involvement of the latter. It should also be added that the characterized PB forms do
not illustrate all the various solutions that can be found in the territorial units of particular states, which have different
effects.

"Participative" Nature of The Participatory Budget
Investigating the PB problem area, it would be a good idea to reflect on its "participative" nature in the context of the
classical notion of participation, as presented by S. Langton (1978) and the ladder of participation authored by Sherry R.
Arnstein (1978, 2019). Due to the subject area of the research, the starting point of the deliberations will be the definion of
PB adopted in the Polish source literature, according to which PB is defined as a democratic process of discussion and
making decisions concerning the use of public funds with participation of citizens (inhabitants) (Kalisiak-Mędelska 2016;
Kraszewski, Mojkowski, 2014; Kębłowski 2013). The budgeting procedure itself should consist of the following: reporting
ideas by the inhabitants, testing, by the officials, the possibilities to perform the ideas by the city or the commune and
determining the final list of the projects/tasks, selecting the ideas by the inhabitants through voting, and then entering the
selected initiatives to the city's budget, performing the proposals by the city or the commune (Martela 2013, p. 25).
The term "participation" comes from Latin and means "admit to participation" and "have a share in something"
(Kumaniecki, 1981, p. 352). This notion can be also defined as "the possibility to participate in the process of exercising
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the public authority" (Bieś-Srokosz, 2016, p. 35). Therefore, the problem area of participation addresses problems of
citizens' participation in the process of management in the public sphere.
Analyzing the subject literature, it should be noticed that the term "participation" is most often present with an additional
description. We are referring here to social, public, civic, obligatory and individual participation.
In the Polish source literature, this notion has been clarified, by pointing to its three basic meanings (Kaźmierczak, 2011, p.
83–84):
1.
2.
3.

Social participation – participation of entities in collective activities undertaken in communities.
Public participation – involving individuals in the actions of public authority structures and institutions.
Individual participation – actions taken by an individual, which express the preferences with regard to the nature and
the type of the society in which he or she wants to live.
The problem area addressed in the paper relates to public participation, namely citizens' participation in legislation and
decision making. In this context, it is understood as a social process, whereby citizens or specific social groups consciously
engage in matters that are important for them, and therefore gain influence, and, indirectly, also control over decisions of
public authorities (Długosz, Wygnański, 2005, p. 11).
Public participation, in line with the classical proposal of S. Langton (1978), includes four categories of citizens'
participation in public life:
1.

public action – are actions initiated and controlled by citizens, so as to affect public authorities' decisions. This
category of participation belongs to the domain called community development, which assumes that public activity is
beneficial both for citizens and for representatives of the authorities.
2. public involvement– an attempt to involve citizens in the decision making processes, but assuming that actions are
initiated and controlled by the public authority in the course of fulfilling their statutory objectives. It should be added
that citizens' involvement is not based on the assumption "the greater the participation, the better". There should be as
much participation as necessary to legitimatize the decisions to an extent which makes it possible to implement them.
3. electoral participation – is participation in elections obligatorily required by the state, national, local ones and
referendums, which is the basis for functioning of representative democracy.
4. obligatory participation – is compulsory activity taken up by citizens, which is intended to support the authorities in
fulfilling their statutory functions and tasks, e.g. by paying taxes. (Green, Haines, 2002).
Having the presented categories in mind, PB can be referred to three of them. The following should be mentioned at first
"public involvement”. Although whether or not the PB procedure is activated is decided by local authorities, proposals of
tasks/projects to be implemented are still formulated by the inhabitants. Before making the selection, the authors of the
particular proposals can lobby for their ideas among the local community. Therefore, PB bears the hallmarks of another
category "public action”. Tasks to be performed are chosen by inhabitants in common voting, which means that PB meets
the assumptions of "electoral participation”.
In order to measure "public participation" of PB, the classic ladder of participation model, presented by S. R. Arnstein in
1969, can be used, namely subsequent "steps" of social involvement (figure 1).

Figure 1: Ladder of participation model by S.R. Arnstein
Arnstein emphasizes that we have different "steps" of citizens' involvement in public matters, but only from a certain level
they have actual influence on what is going on in the environment. In the ladder of public participation she distinguished
eight steps (mechanisms) divided into three levels. The higher the step on the ladder of participation, the greater the impact
that the citizens have on the way of exercising power and the process of creating future public structures.
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On the lowest step of the ladder of participation there are two mechanisms, which are indicative of the total absence of
citizens' participation in public matters. The first is "manipulation”. This happens when, under the cover of any kind of a
social campaign, the society is misled by the authority. For instance, e.g. we engage in assistance for an entity, person,
while in reality this obligation was on the side of public institutions. The second mechanism is "therapy”. We are dealing
with it when the authority "teaches" citizens how they should participate, while in reality promotes practices that do not
involve any change. An example may be civic education (as training, meetings), which is limited only to encouraging
people to become interested in politics and participate in the elections. The author points out that therapy is limited only to
the treatment of symptoms, but without an earlier diagnosis (Arnstein, 2019).
The second level of the ladder includes steps of the so-called apparent participation - "tokenism". Tokenism is the principle
or practice of making only symbolic any efforts for the inclusion of representatives of the dominated groups into the
institutional structures so far created exclusively or mostly by representatives of the dominant groups. Here, Arnstein
distinguishes informing and consulting. The author points out that providing information to citizens about their rights,
obligations, decisions made by the authorities, should be the first step towards citizens' participation in public life.
However, too often emphasis is put on one-way information flow from the official to the citizen, without access to
information sources and any possibility to discuss or negotiate. Consulting goes already a step further, as it offers the
citizens the possibility to take a position. But if consultations are not combined with other forms of participation, this step
of the ladder is still " apparent", as it does not give any confidence whether the citizens' ideas will be taken into account or
not (Arnstein 2019, p. 28).
On the highest, third level there are mechanisms regarding the citizens' co-participation in power. On these steps the
citizens already have a real influence on the functioning of their environment. The first mechanism implemented in this
area is partnership in action. Decisions making is in fact redistributed among the citizens and the public authority. The next
step "delegated power" means admitting representatives of the civic sector to participation in power. Negotiations between
citizens and public officials can lead to the citizens' domination in making decisions, having authority over a particular
plan or program (Arnstein 2019, p. 31). And, finally, the last step "citizen control", when the citizens actually control and
hold the authorities accountable for their actions.
The PB idea is close to the last level in the so-called ladder of participation proposed by Arnstein. Taking account of the
PB implementation procedure, it seems that the most appropriate will be the "partnership" and "delegated power"
mechanism.

Participatory budgeting in Poland on the example of Kraków
To obtain the data necessary to conduct the research the documentary research method was used (Scott, 1990). The
materials published by local authorities were downloaded from the Public Information Bulletin. In addition, an in-depth
analysis of press and online materials regarding PB in Kraków was conducted. The acquired documents constituted the
basis for quantitative and qualitative studies. In the quantitative aspect, the data were concerned with the size of PB in the
particular editions; the number of projects reported, electoral turnout, number of votes cast. The qualitative aspect focused
on acquiring data about the procedure of implementing PB. Additionally, in order to determine the level of participation,
such data as average project value per 1 inhabitant, number of projects reported or voting turnout to the data for other cities
in Poland were compared. The main period of the analysis were the years 2014-2019.
The presented theoretical aspects concerning the issue of participation in PB are the basis for an attempt to assess the
Krakow PB as a way to ensure inhabitants' involvement in the processes of making shared decisions about the city.
The analysis of the above requires an introduction into the context of the Krakow PB. This city was selected, because it is
the most recognizable Polish city worldwide. In terms of the amount of allocated funds, in 2019 the Krakow PB was the
fourth highest PB in Poland. Taking account of the share in budget expenses, it ranked only 16th in Poland (0.5% of the
commune's expenses). For the first time, PB was introduced in Kraków in 2014, and presently (2020) its seventh edition
has been resolved (as full data concerning the 7th edition of PB are missing (the voting results were transferred on
26.10.2020), this edition has not been analyzed). The basis for its functioning are the PB regulations introduced by a
Resolution of the Municipal Council. It the light of these regulations, PB was defined as a "particular form of social
consultations on the use of some expenses from the budget of the City of Kraków for projects indicated by the inhabitants
being within the commune's and the poviat's (county's) competences" (Resolution no. XXXV/903/20).
The scheme of implementing Kraków's PB includes the following stages: informational and educational campaign;
consultation meetings with inhabitants; reporting projects; verification of projects reported; voting; process evaluation;
project implementation. An important issue in the process of implementing PB is the annual evaluation, providing for
assessing the procedure and introducing corrections in order to adjust the budget to the needs of the inhabitants and divide
the funds between the city's different districts in a fairer way. Within the Krakow PB the inhabitants can report ideas and
vote on the tasks in two ranges: general city and district. Each of these task categories has a separate pool of the funds,
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calculated according to an algorithm assuming: number of district inhabitants, district surface area, number of reported task
proposals in the district in the previous edition and number of inhabitants of the particular district voting in the previous
edition of PB.
Table 1: Kraków PB's financial data (mln PLN)
Data
Budget value:
general municipal
district

I edition
(2014)
4,50
1,80
2,70

II edition
(2015)
11,50
10,00
1,50

III edition
(2016)
11,00
8,50
2,50

IV edition
(2017)
12,45
10,00
2,45

V edition
(2018)
12,45
8,00
4,45

VI edition
(2019)
30,00
10,00
20,00

Over the analyzed six editions of the Krakow PB, noticeable is not only a significant growth in the funds involved by over
566%, but also a shift in the budget structure towards district projects, which accounted for 50% of the planned expenses in
the 6th edition. In the previous years this share was much lower (e.g. it was only 20% in 2017).
After a synthetic presentation of the principles and procedures of the Krakow PB, an attempt can be made to assess the
budget as a mechanism for involving the inhabitants in the processes of making shared decisions about the city, based on
the classical notion of public participation according to Langton.
PB is a tool which gives residents the possibility to make shared decisions about spending a part of the budget for actions
that can solve, even partially, some local problems. This is, in turn, a factor that enhances a sense of attachment to, and,
consequently, increases the degree of identification with the city. This, in turn, results in the growing interest in local
matters and increases the level of public activity.
Therefore, local communities' participation in the process of creating a part of the budget is one of the forms of "public
involvement", but also "public action". From the point of view of PB, these categories can be referred to the number of
ideas reported by the inhabitants. It should be indicated here that the procedure itself is time-consuming and requires
specific competencies. Therefore, it seems that the number of tasks reported by Kraków inhabitants will be an expression
of their public participation. This has been presented in figure 2.

Fig 2. Number of projects reported under Kraków PB in the years 2014-2019
However, it is difficult to clearly assess whether or not the number of submitted projects, which has significantly increased
over seven subsequent editions, is on a high or low participation level within the category "public involvement" and
"public action". Referring this number to PB in other Polish local governments, it should be stated that in 2019 Kraków
ranked third in this aspect in Poland. The category "public action" can also be looked at in the context of the project
initiators' involvement in the process of lobbying for their tasks. This takes place, depending on the impact area, among the
local community by formal and informal meetings with the interested inhabitants, oral communication, information in
social media, on local websites, in local press, or local television.
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The third public participation category matching PB is "electoral participation". The level of this participation can be
measured by turnout in the voting on PB (figure 3).

Fig. 3: Turnout in voting on Kraków's PB
In this aspect of public participation, the Krakow PB does not look well. After the breakdown in 2017, the turnout level has
been growing systematically from one period to another. Nevertheless, as compared to other voivodeship capitals, it is
among the lower numbers in Poland (in 2019 the highest turnout in voting on PB was recorded in Zielona Góra, amounting
to 35% of the persons authorized to vote). It is worth remembering that PB is a kind of novelty, both for Kraków
inhabitants as well as the officials and the local government. In addition, referring the electoral participation level to the
inhabitants' interest in participation in other forms of consultations, the number of people participating in voting on PB is
worth paying attention. More than 67 000 Kraków inhabitants voted within the 1st edition, and, after the breakdown period
(4th edition – over 32 thousand inhabitants), almost 53 700 votes were cast in the 6th edition. At this point it is worth
noticing that what significantly dominated was online voting. In 2019 it accounted for 73% of all votes cast. Among the
age categories, the most numerous group were persons between the 26th and 45th year of age.
The presented data regarding the electoral participation show that the Kraków PB has enjoyed moderate popularity among
the inhabitants so far.
The analysis of the Krakow PB, in the context of the public participation categories proposed by Langton, allows a
conclusion that it matches the idea of involving citizens in the processes of making shared decisions about the city. As
confirmed by statistics, a positive assessment can be made about the inhabitants' involvement and public activity, measured
by the number of submitted tasks, which has significantly increased over the six editions of PB. Also, the amount of the
funds for PB separated in the city budget has changed to the advantage, increasing from PLN 4.5 million during the 1st
edition to PLN 30 million in the 6th edition.
Undoubtedly, this was affected by the Act of 11 January 2018 amending certain other acts in order to increase citizens'
participation in the process of electing, functioning and controlling some public bodies (Dz. U. 2018 poz., 130). According
to its provisions, cities with a county status (and these include Kraków) are obliged to allocate at least 0.5% of the
commune's expenses for the previous budget year for participatory budgeting. Still, are the funds spent by the city
appropriate? Or only meet the statutory requirement?
A synthetic index to measure this level is the budget amount per 1 inhabitant. In 2019 it was only PLN 39 per capita, which
ranked Kraków 16th among the cities having the rights of a poviat.
In the context of electoral participation, it should be stated that the inhabitants' participation in voting within PB reaches a
relatively low level.
Finally, it is difficult to clearly determine whether the Kraków PB is fully compatible with the examined categories of
Langton's classical public participation. The above research results indicate a potential in public participation processes in
the aspect of PB, but also show the lack of interest in shared governance of the city among a numerous group of its
residents.
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Conclusion
The main advantage of PB is a combination of two diverse needs: more effective and rational public funds management
and better quality of democracy. This instrument strengthens control over public expenses and initiates a broader, deepened
discussion on them. Therefore, it provides the conditions for greater civic (public) participation and improving citizens'
knowledge about public matters. It strengthens power legitimacy, mostly by developing dialog and improving
communication with the stakeholders. Therefore, it reduces the distance between the authorities and the citizens,
contributing to the improved image of the authorities, as well as promotes the idea of good governance.
As an instrument of public participation, PB stimulates the local community's active actions for its environment,
contributing to building a civic society. The PB institution is intended, first of all, to involve the inhabitants in the process
of allocating public funds in the urban space.
The purpose of the paper was to assess the level of participation in PB. Theoretical research indicates that this instrument is
compatible with three out of four Langton's classical participation categories, namely: public action, public involvement
and electoral participation. In addition, it holds a high place in Arnstein's ladder of participation.
Empirical research has made it possible to confirm the "participative nature" of the Kraków PB, although it is difficult,
based on the obtained results, to clearly answer how high the level of this participation actually is.
The collected data indicate that Kraków's PB engages a substantial group of the city citizens in the process of making
shared decisions about the environment. Referring to different categories through the prism of other cities in Poland, a
higher participation level is concerned with the category "public involvement" rather than "electoral participation”.
However, it should be noted that in the recent editions of the Kraków PB there has been an improvement in this respect.
Therefore, the results of the study prove a potential in public participation processes, but, on the other hand, present no
broader interest in participation in making shared decisions about the city among a significant group of its residents, which
should be taken into account in particular when using such mechanisms in city management.
The discussion indicates that PB can be perceived as an instrument of public participation. Thanks to its underlying idea,
PB is a mechanism which, to a smaller or broader extent, depending on the place of its implementation, actively engages
some citizens, increases their interest in the provision of public services in terms of making decisions about the
environment.
PB should therefore be considered as a mechanism of public participation. However, a question arises, to be answered in
the course of further research on the "participative nature" of PB: do the inhabitants want to apply this public participation
tool? The answer to this question requires detailed qualitative research.
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Abstract
Virtualization as one of the consequences of the fourth industrial revolution is noticeable in many aspects of our lives. Due
to the development of technology, greater Internet accessibility, and the development of online stores and platforms, a
dynamic development of e-commerce is observed.
E-commerce refers to buying and selling of goods or services using the Internet, and the transfer of money and data to
execute these transactions. It usually refers to the sale of physical products online, but it can also describe any kind of
commercial transaction that is facilitated through the Internet.
The aim of the article is to analyse the e-commerce market in Poland compared to other European Union countries. It was
carried out on the basis of an analysis of secondary sources, especially the latest industry reports in the field of ecommerce. The article also addresses the current issue of the impact of the global COVID-19 pandemic on the e-commerce
market. As the effect the analysis of the current state, and the presentation of forecasts for the development in this area
were delivered. The characteristics of an e-commerce customer, as well as specific determinant of online purchases were
made.
Online shoppers are much more inquisitive and demanding, and at the same time less loyal than customers of conventional
distribution channels. Poland, despite the fact that it is at a slightly lower level of development in terms of e-commerce
compared to the European average, is catching up with an impressive pace. Polish consumers and their choices practically
do not differ from the choices of other consumers on the European market. The possibilities for e-commerce development
in Poland are highly promising.

Keywords: E-Commerce, Virtualization, Shopping, Industry 4.0, COVID-19.
Introduction
The development of the fourth industrial revolution, and its consequences in particular, are one of the most important
challenges of the modern world. In recent years, we have observed an increasingly stronger impact of new technologies on
the functioning of the socio-economic system. The dynamics of the changes and their scale led to the definition of Industry
4.0 in 2011 and, as a consequence, to the fourth industrial revolution.
The main determinant of the changes taking place under the fourth industrial revolution is the integration of systems and
the creation of extensive networks of connections. At the same time, we deal with the interpenetration of the physical and
virtual world in dynamically developed cyber-physical systems (CPS), in which both people and machines integrate via the
Internet and other information technologies. As a result, fast real-time communication is possible, which translates directly
into the optimization of a number of processes. In the case of the purchasing process, which gains more and more
popularity in the e-commerce market, basic statistics and the pace of changes confirm it. Every year, the number of econsumers is gradually increasing, and stores and commercial enterprises, which until now have focused solely on selling
in conventional stores, start operating online.
The growing importance of virtualization and digitization covering various areas of life leads to the so-called digital
transformation. The result is the creation of a new model for the functioning of markets, enterprises and even households.
This can be seen, for example, in the change of consumption processes, the dissemination of work or remote learning, the
way enterprises and public institutions function, as well as the change in production processes, i.e. in general - the global
________________
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economy. This situation presents everyone, but especially business representatives, with a number of new challenges
related to innovation. In addition, in 2020, the global COVID-19 pandemic made the digitization of technology play an
even more important role, becoming even indispensable in some areas. The real-time flow of information on the
epidemiological situation allowed for quick reaction of the authorities, as well as enterprises and, as a result, making
critical decisions in a timely manner (Ali Taha, et al., 2021).
The aim of the article is to present the impact of the fourth industrial revolution and the related virtualization on the
purchasing process and to compare the Polish e-commerce market with the European Union’s one. The impact of COVID19 on e-commerce was also discussed and attention was drawn to new legal regulations in this area.
As a result a concise list of recommendations for future actions in the area of e-commerce as well as the general
assumptions on which future legislation should be based, and suggestions of specific legislative solutions were presented.

What Is The E-Commerce Market?
IBM first used the term e-commerce in 1997 due to the dynamic development of the Internet and its use for commercial
purposes (Kucia, 2020). Despite the growing popularity and dynamics of growth, e-commerce has not yet been given a
single, universally applicable definition. The Central Statistical Office defines e-commerce as ‘transactions carried out
over networks, based on the IP protocol and over other computer networks’ (GUS, 2020). Another source defines ecommerce as ‘the sale or purchase of goods or services between businesses, households, individuals or private
organizations, through electronic transactions carried out via the Internet or other computer networks, in general - online
communication’ (Eurostat, 2019). It happens that the term e-commerce is used interchangeably with the term e-business or
even e-economy, although these are broader terms that go beyond the area of e-commerce. E-commerce is also defined as
"business ventures focusing on individual electronic transactions for which networks are a place for the exchange of
information, services and goods, including the company's relationship with its market environment" (Brzozowska-Woś,
2014). The scope of these terms makes e-commerce a very broad term, covering many aspects from almost all areas of our
lives.
E-commerce can be divided into four main areas: Internet marketing, ordering process, Internet payments and after-sales
service. You can also indicate three meta-layers of e-commerce. These are the product, i.e. the main object of trade,
services, i.e. all activities that are performed (e.g. company-customer communication, logistics related to the delivery of
goods, comprehensive order handling, etc.) and infrastructure, i.e. IT devices and their software (Chodak, 2014). Online
shopping can be divided into two groups:
• Purchases on websites, i.e. made via websites belonging to enterprises, trading platforms, online stores, auction portals,
etc.
• Purchases in the EDI type system, i.e. automatic data and document exchange between computer systems, where
established message formats are used (Cetera and Gogołek, 2014).
Online stores are the most popular form of online shopping. In the initial phase of e-commerce, consumers could find
many products on the Internet, but producers or distributors did not offer anything other than the presentation of the offered
goods. If the customer wanted to make a purchase, he had to contact the seller by phone or go to his office, place an order
and finalize the transaction. In 1994, the Pizza Hut restaurant chain provided its customers with a website through which it
was possible to place an order. The website contained a form where consumers could place an order at a restaurant without
any additional forms of contact. It was the first online store, similar to what we know today, although it only offered
restaurant dishes. Companies that have made it possible for their customers to purchase a wider range of products using the
Internet are Amazon and eBay. It happened a year later - in 1995. These enterprises appeared on the Polish Internet in
1999, although they were not the first online stores available in Poland, as already in 1997 an online supermarket started by
the company ToTu from Poznan (Stolecka-Makowska, 2016), although the establishment of the Poznan-based Surf Stop
Shop Private Limited Company, inspired by the huge successes of eBay the Allegro portal is considered a breakthrough on
the Polish e-commerce market (Kucia, 2020).
The emergence of a new form of commerce was clearly a manifestation of the Internet revolution. In 2001, there was a
phenomenon known as dot-com bubble, which is a huge euphoria caused by a significant overestimation of IT and related
companies operating on the Internet. When the bubble burst, many new companies on the market did not survive, and those
that survived became global giants in the e-commerce sector, such as Amazon and eBay, which are ranked first and second
in the world in terms of monthly page views. These values are for Amazon 4.6 billion and for eBay 1.8 billion visits per
month (Top 10 marketplace platforms, 2020).
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On the list of the Ten largest e-commerce platforms in the world in terms of monthly page views, next to companies from
the USA and China, there are two companies from Europe - Rakuten (Spain) and, since 2020, Allegro (Poland). They are
also the two largest e-commerce websites in Europe (Top 10 marketplace platforms, 2020).

Fig. 1: Top 10 marketplace platforms, World, 2020 (own study based on Allegro enters Global Top 10 biggest
ecommerce websites, ecommercenews.eu, 2020)
Orange – EU countries, Blue – other countries

The e-commerce market offers wide opportunities and prospects for companies currently undergoing digital
transformation. Thanks to the wide possibilities of analysing data about the consumer and his purchase decisions, the
company has the data necessary to create customer profiles, which in turn allows personalizing advertisements and offers,
segmenting the market, adjusting the price policy or even analysing the activities of the competition on an on-going basis
(Śledziowska & Włoch, 2020).

Differences between the customer of a stationary and an e-commerce store
The consumer's goal, both when using the offer of a stationary store and an e-commerce store, is to meet specific needs by
purchasing selected products. Although customers have the same goal - meeting a specific need, their purchasing
behaviour differs depending on the purchasing channel.
People making purchases in online stores are much more demanding than customers of conventional stores (Królewski &
Sala, 2014). This is due to the fact that there are many possibilities of comparing the properties and prices of products on
the web (comparison websites, including price comparison websites, or checking prices directly on the competition
website), as well as taking advantage of the wide availability of opinions about the parameters of a given product, the
product itself, and the company that offers it. In the case of consumers of conventional stores, the possibilities of price
comparison are more limited, as is obtaining an objective opinion about the product, or store where the customer is located
when making a choice.
Traditional conventional stores usually try to ensure that the number of customers is as high as possible. What matters is to
encourage the buyer to visit the store and make a purchase. The stationary store stops there and ends contact with the
buyer. In the case of online stores, similar activities towards e-customers are much wider, and their quality is more
important than the number of customers. An e-commerce store much more often uses a partnership approach to the
consumer, builds a specific experience, creates a sense of uniqueness, e.g. through extensive communication between the
company and the customer (Koch et al., 2020). It is worth noting that communication with a consumer online is much less
expensive than with a client of conventional stores, and moreover, the Internet offers a much wider range of
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communication possibilities. The most frequently used channel of communicating the offer to consumers by companies is
social media. Another channel used by more than half of the companies selling on the Internet is e-mail, with Google Ads,
website banners, organic search engine results or price comparison engines (Online Communication of Stores, 2020).

Fig. 2: Ways of communicating the offer of e-commerce stores, Poland, 2020 (based on Online Communication of
Stores, 2020)
An interesting process in the case of online stores is the constant collection of analytical data on customers. This is
information about consumer choices, Internet search results, browsing history, and even location. Such data allows
companies to personalize advertising content accurately. Such an effective action is almost unattainable for those who run
conventional stores. In their case, the advertisement is sometimes inaccurate and not adjusted to the consumer's
expectations. The most frequently mentioned benefits of online shopping are (Stolecka-Makowska, 2016):
• Convenience and time saving - access to shops is 24/7, and consumers can make a purchase without leaving home. This
also applies to transport to the place indicated by the buyer (unless the customer chooses pick-up at the point),
• Easy and quick access to information - the ability to compare products according to many criteria, checking the
opinions of other customers and access to detailed product descriptions,
• Greater availability, thanks to the possibility of making purchases in many stores or through platforms gathering many
sellers (including foreign ones), which makes the range incomparably wider than in stationary stores,
• Saving money due to high competition on the Internet market, the possibility of choosing the cheapest purchase option,
including free delivery and possible return of the purchased product, but also the lack of costs related to the journey to
the store, parking fees, etc.
Despite the undisputed benefits that e-consumers receive when shopping online, customers of conventional stores also see
a number of positive aspects related to the choice of a standard form of purchase. Those are:
• The ability to touch, try on, try or choose a specific product from all available in the store at a given moment,
• Receiving the products immediately after making the purchase - the customer does not have to wait for delivery (in the
case of e-commerce stores, such a situation is only possible when purchasing products in the electronic version),
• The consumer pays for something that he can physically see, there are no concerns about the safety of purchases,
• No worries related to the delivery of purchases (damage in transport, confusion of orders, loss of the package),
• Physical meeting with the seller - the possibility of getting advice in real time (Stolecka-Makowska, 2016; Wasiluk and
Wiśniewska, 2020).
In addition to the benefits of shopping in stationary and e-commerce stores, there are also disadvantages. In the case of
online stores, respondents indicate delivery costs, waiting time for the delivery of the purchased product, the inability to
view and test the product before buying, difficult contact with the seller, risks related to transaction security, or personal
data protection. In the case of conventional stores, the indicated disadvantages include: a high level of prices, spending
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more time on shopping than in the case of online shopping, the inability to compare prices, and a limited time to make
purchases (Budzyńska, Domańska and Komor, 2015).

E-commerce in Poland and in the European Union
The e-commerce market in the European Union is developing very dynamically and covers more and more areas. In 2020,
in the 16-24 and 25-54 age groups, as many as 78% of consumers made online purchases in the last 12 months. The share
of consumers of e-commerce stores in the EU, considering the group of 16-74 years old, it amounted to 72% on average.
However the indicator ranged from 31% to 89% in different countries (E-commerce statistics for individuals, 2020). In
Poland, in 2020, both in the 16-24 and 25-54 age group, 78% of the population made purchases online. A significant
difference in online shopping can be seen in the total age group of 16-74 years. The online shopping rate is 60.9%, which
is 11.1% less than the EU average. Compared to previous years, however, we can see a rapid growth in interest in ecommerce purchases - in 2019, the online shopping ratio in the analysed group was 53.9%, and in 2018 it was 47.8%.
These data show that over the past two years, the percentage of people shopping online in Poland has increased by 13.1%,
which suggests that if Poland maintains such a growth rate, the percentage of people buying online will soon exceed the
European Union average (Information society in Poland, 2020).
Consumers of e-commerce stores in the European Union most often shop for categories such as cloths (including
sportswear), shoes and accessories. The second, most frequently chosen, category of shopping is food ordered from
restaurants and fast food. They most often make purchases 1-5 times within 3 months and, interestingly, 30% of ecommerce customers declare that they purchase from other European Union countries. Customers of online stores
appreciate that it is a very convenient way to buy, which offers a large selection, the possibility of comparing prices and
checking opinions about the product and the seller, thanks to which the number of people shopping online is constantly
growing. Women constitute a slightly larger group of online shoppers in the European Union, but the difference in relation
to men is only 2%, so it can be said that the gender division is almost equal among e-consumers. Most often, people aged
25-34 and people with higher education, the self-employed or students make purchases on line. The largest group of econsumers (71%) do not encounter problems when buying online. Clients of conventional stores in the European Union
who do not buy in e-commerce stores give the main reason the desire to see the product live and purchase from a physical
person, as well as their habit and their loyalty to stationary stores (E-commerce statistics for individuals, 2020). In the case
of data on the European Union, it is worth noting that until 2019 they were provided for 28 Member States, which has
changed since 2020 due to Brexit, i.e. the disconnection from the community of the country with the largest e-commerce
market in the entire EU, i.e. Great Britain. UK e-commerce accounted for 34% of all EU trade. For comparison, the second
largest e-commerce market is France (14%), and the third largest is Germany (13%) (E-commerce in the European Union
Countries, 2019; E-commerce statistics for individuals, 2020).

Fig. 3: Problems encountered when buying over the Internet, EU-27, 2019 (% of individuals who bought or ordered
goods or services over the Internet for private use in the previous 12 months)
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Fig. 4: Reasons for not buying over the Internet, Eu-27, 2019 (% of individuals who bought or ordered goods or
services over the Internet for private use in the previous 12 months)
In Poland, unlike in the rest of the European Union, in the group of customers of online stores, the group of men is slightly
larger, i.e. 0.7% more than the group of women. The most numerous group of Internet buyers in terms of age are people
aged 25-34. Most e-consumers are people with higher education, self-employed or students. Residents of large cities order
online most often, and similarly to the entire EU - they make purchases 1-5 times within 3 months, and the most frequently
chosen shopping category is clothing, footwear and accessories (Information society in Poland in 2020, 2020). Exactly the
same percentage of e-customers in Poland as in the European Union declares purchases in foreign e-commerce stores 30%. Research shows that in 2020 4 out of 10 consumers (37%) waited longer than the seller declared for the delivery.
Both, Polish and European consumers, mention the problem (at 17% in the EU). The next most common problems during
the purchasing process are high delivery costs (30%), as well as advertising for products they have already viewed (27%).
It is worth noting that on the Polish e-commerce market, only 28% of respondents declared no problems encountered when
shopping online. Among EU consumers, more than 2.5 times more consumers made such a declaration. Perhaps this
difference may result not from the actual large number of problems on the Polish e-commerce market, but from the wrong
definition of the term "problem". In the Eurostat survey, respondents were not able to choose issues such as "high delivery
costs" or "intrusive advertisements for previously viewed products" as these factors are not defined as a problem but rather
as a deterrent to online shopping, but in a study conducted in Poland - it was possible to choose such answers, moreover,
they were the second and third most frequently chosen answers (E-commerce in Poland 2020).

Fig. 5: Internet users who bought or ordered goods or services for private use in the previous 12 months, EU-27,
2020 (E-commerce statistics for individuals, Eurostat, 2020)
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Fig. 6: Internet users who bought or ordered goods or services for private use in the previous 12 months, Poland,
2020 (Information society in Poland in 2020, GUS 202).
The structure of the retail market in Poland has changed significantly in the wake of the changing preferences of
customers. It has become markedly concentrated. The ecommerce market has thrived. In 2020, every second buyer (48%)
on the Internet indicated attractive product prices as the main factor motivating them to choose a given store, and 41%
indicated low delivery costs. In general, it can be said that for a Polish e-customer the most important thing when choosing
an online store is the costs it incurs. Consumers choosing the store where they make their purchase are also surely guided
by the credibility of the store. Every second respondent (48%) indicates the opinion about a given store as a factor
determining its credibility. When it comes to devices on which consumers shop in e-commerce stores, the laptop definitely
wins - 8 out of 10 respondents (80%). The smartphone was in the second place (69%), and half of the respondents (50%)
declared that they make purchases on a desktop computer. In the case of Internet users who do not buy online, the main
factors influencing this decision were the willingness to see the product before making a purchase (43%), habituation to
stationery stores (29%), and too high delivery costs (23%) (E-commerce in Poland, 2020).
E-commerce is a very future-oriented market. According to PwC data, in 2026 the value of e-commerce trade in Poland
will amount to PLN 162 billion, which means an increase in sales through this channel by an average of 12% per year.
PwC forecasts the fastest growth in the area of sales of food products and cosmetics (Within five years ..., 2021). Already
in 2020, Poles made purchases in the e-commerce channel for the amount of EUR 15.3 billion. This result is an increase of
31.4% compared to 2019 and gives Poland the name of the country whose e-commerce market is developing the most
dynamically in the entire European Union. Despite the impressive growth results, Poland is still one of the countries where
the e-commerce market is in the initial stage of development, as evidenced by the low share of e-commerce sales in total
retail sales (Analysis of the e-commerce market in Poland, 2021).

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the e-commerce industry
Currently we face the consequences of the global COVID-19 pandemic all over the world. It causes the closure or
limitation of the operation of stationary stores in many countries and contributes to changing the lifestyle of almost all
consumers. In addition, this situation has a huge impact on the increase in the popularity of online shopping, e.g. sales in
the electronics category increased by as much as 300%. Such an increase in interest is particularly important in categories
where consumers were previously reluctant to abandon their purchases in conventional stores, such as in the case of
groceries. The pandemic has seen an increase in interest in food purchases on the e-commerce market. In the first quarter
of 2020, the number of online grocery stores on the Shoper platform increased by 26%. In April 2020, i.e. at the very
beginning of the pandemic, 37% more new online stores were established on this platform than in April 2019. E-commerce
stores operating on the Shoper platform recorded an increase in the number of transactions by 19%, and the value of sales
increased by 22% (E-commerce in Poland, 2020).
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Fig. 7: How often did you shop during the pandemic? (% of individuals who shopped online during the pandemic)
(Online Communication of Stores, 2020)
As we can see in the figure 7, the impact of COVID-19 on the e-commerce industry is visible. Although pre-pandemic ecommerce statistics grew rapidly, the epidemiological situation made these increases even more spectacular. Online stores
have gained the opportunity to reach completely new social groups who have never shopped online before, and the health
condition, or mandatory quarantine, or isolation forced them to break through and take advantage of the solutions offered
on the e-commerce market. Certainly, many people who decide to take such a step will be convinced to this form of
shopping and, after the stabilization of the pandemic situation, and will continue to use the services of online stores due to
the safety and speed of order fulfilment, which sellers care especially for at this time (Paștiu et al., 2020; Koch, et al.,
2020).
The COVID-19 pandemic also significantly influenced the approach of sellers who understood that stationary sales are
slowly being replaced by online sales, and that a store operating only on the e-commerce market can function and prosper
well. In Poland, in 2020, e-commerce sales accounted for 14% of total retail sales. These results are due to the accelerated
development of e-commerce platforms related to the pandemic. Although the overall outlook for the world economy
assumed a crisis in the coming years, the pandemic significantly stimulates the growth of the digital economy's share in the
entire economy. Online stores represent a new model of market organization and play a key role in this stimulation of the
economy. As a result of the growing consumer interest in e-commerce caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, entrepreneurs
must look for innovative solutions, including in the field of deliveries, so that their solutions arouse the interest of
customers on the e-commerce market. The current situation is new and companies that operate in the e-commerce market
or want to enter this market face a very big challenge, because there is no literature describing the operation of e-commerce
in a pandemic. Experience has shown that companies should focus on mechanisms for the protection of personal data and
Internet transactions, i.e. preventing data leaks or frauds with the use of payment cards. Research shows that e-commerce
companies are more and more aware of threats such as epidemics or pandemics that can occur at any time (2003 SARS,
2003-2006, avian flu) and treat them as catalysts (Tran, 2021). The global pandemic is having a devastating effect on most
sectors of the economy, but the e-commerce market is definitely an area that the pandemic has a positive impact on. This is
due to the closure of shopping malls, shops, as well as restrictions on movement. Consumers largely choose to buy online,
and the pandemic is accelerating the growth that was intense even before the pandemic. For example, in Italy, before the
outbreak of the pandemic, in February 2020, e-commerce transactions increased by as much as 81% compared to 2019 (Ecommerce in Times ..., 2020).
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Conclusions
The e-commerce market in Poland is the fastest growing market in the European Union, and the estimated annual increases
in the volume of e-commerce oscillate around 12%. Despite the fast pace of development and very optimistic forecasts,
Poland still has a low share of trade in the e-commerce market in the total retail trade; therefore it is classified as a
developing country in this respect. The EU e-commerce legislation should focus on the safety and quality of trade, but
ensure its rapid development in the same time.
The global COVID-19 pandemic has a decidedly positive impact on online trade. People who have never used e-commerce
nowadays are convinced to use this channel due to the restrictions related to the pandemic. Areas that have not enjoyed a
lot of interest in online commerce, such as food products, are experiencing large increases in sales. Many new e-commerce
stores are being created, and the statistics and forecasts for this sales channel are very promising.
COVID-19 will permanently reshape e-commerce, as we knew it, separating winners from the rest. Now is the time to act.
The bold and ambitious companies that embrace the new reality and take timely action can capture market share and
emerge after the crisis as market leaders. Action requires courage to reinvent your business model and invest in times of
high uncertainty.
The analysis has however some limitations that should be addressed by future research. To improve the understanding of ecommerce development research should focus on the determinants od consumer behaviour over the long term in the world
after the COVID-19.
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Abstract
More than 9 million Poles are currently digitally excluded. It means they cannot use to the necessary extent a computer,
mobile phone, or other electronic devices with Internet access to search for information needed, or to implement a number
of other, obvious for majority of us activities available on line. 4.51 million Poles have never used the Internet, and another
1.82 million use the Internet sporadically. A significant part of these people, as many as 3.63 million, are elderly,
withdrawn, lonely people, in whom modern technologies arouse fear and increase uncertainty. This group constitutes
80.4% of all inhabitants of Poland that do not use the Internet. The problem gained importance and began to grow with the
lockdown of the coronavirus pandemic, which trapped thousands of seniors in their homes overnight. Older people
deprived of contact with their loved ones, knocked out of the rhythm of the day became digitally invisible.
The article deals with the issue of digital exclusion of people aged 60+, the so-called silver generation. The aim of the
analyses is to show the scale of the phenomenon and the consequences of digital exclusion of seniors, especially in the
context of the quality of their life. The paper presents the forecasts related to the aging of the population in Poland and in
this context discusses the effects of digital exclusion of older people. The results of the latest research on the use of new
technologies by seniors and their limitations in this regard are briefly presented. Examples of initiatives aimed at reducing
the scale of the digital exclusion of the elderly in Poland were identified.

Keywords: ICT, Ageing Society, Digital Exclusion, Social Consequences of Revolution 4.0.
Introduction
The availability and relatively low cost of Internet access contributed to the popularization of this medium in a very short
time, especially in Europe. Over the last decade, the digital transformation of society as a result of the dynamic
development of modern technologies is experienced. It brought about significant changes in many areas of our life, i.e.
education, work, health, and social relations. The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has even more significantly
contributed to the acceleration of changes in this area, which forced faster virtualization in many areas of life and the need
to adapt to new realities. However, there are still groups that are at risk of digital exclusion. This applies in particular to the
population living in rural areas, people with a low level of education, large families, and the elderly. The paper focuses on
seniors, addressing the complex problem of low digital competences of them in the field of information and
communication technologies. This issue is particularly important in the context of the on-going aging of the society and the
simultaneous virtualization of many areas of life within the 4.0 economies.
The article bases on a critical analysis of the latest reports and research results on the digital exclusion of Polish seniors. It
emphasizes the essence of the problem and shows examples of good practices that effectively counteract it. Conducted
analysis allowed to develop of a number of recommendations and identify the examples of good practices in this field to
increasing digital competences of older people.
The study, based on a critical review and analysis of the reports and articles in the field of digital exclusion of seniors in
Poland, is of an exploratory and analytical nature.

The Concept of Aging and Demographic Changes in Poland And The EU
Old age has not yet been clearly defined. In different cultures, in different countries, for the needs of the organizations
concerned, different cut-off dates for being a senior are used. The World Health Organization accepts the age of 60 as the
beginning of old age. The World Economic Forum recognizes the age of 65 as old age. Also in the EU, the age of 65 is
________________
Cite this Article as: Malgorzata MISNIAKIEWICZ and Monika PIECZONKA “ Digital Exclusion of Silver Generation - Current State
and Possibilities of Counteracting” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 3031 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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considered the beginning of old age. In Poland, from October 1, 2017, the retirement age for women is 60 years, and for
men 65 years (The amount of retirement benefits according to ZUS, 2021), which can be considered the beginning of old
age. For the purposes of this article, the age of 60 was adopted as the criterion of old age.
In the European Union countries, according to Eurostat data, the average life expectancy in 2018 was 81 years (83.6 years
for women and 78.3 years for men). In Poland, these numbers were lower - the average life expectancy of women was 81.8
years, and of men 74.1 years (Eurostat Database, 2021). It was the 7th year in a row with negative population growth,
which indicates that the number of Poles has been decreasing every year. In 2019, the population in Poland was 38.3
million and the population growth rate was -34.8 (Demographic Yearbook of Poland, 2020). Along with the decreasing
number of people, there was a fundamental change in the demographic structure. In 2015, the median age was 40,
according to forecasts, in 2040 the same indicator will be 50, and the old age index, i.e. the number of people aged 65 and
more per 100 people aged 0-14, will increase from 105 to 219 units. In 2019, the average life expectancy for men in Poland
was 74.1 years, and for women 81.8 years. Compared to 1990, life expectancy increased on average by 7.9 years for
women and 6.6 years for men (Life Expectancy Tables of Poland, 2020).
The above-mentioned data indicate a systematic aging of the society and make people realize that each year the percentage
of older people in Polish society will increase, and thus the needs of this group will systematically grow.

Digital Illiteracy of the 21st Century
The development of civilization and the accompanying technological progress should contribute to the systematic
improvement of the quality of life of all individuals. It is important to search for solutions that will allow to maintain an
optimal level of independence of members of society as long as possible, thus contributing to the improvement of the
quality of life. It becomes particularly important in the context of the dynamically progressing aging of the entire
population. There are 12 most important areas of digital innovation for an aging society. These are: transport and
communication systems, health care, government administration, risk protection, retirement homes, lifelong education,
social participation, pension system, senior employment, nursing care, security system, global market (Obi, Ishmatova &
Iwasaki, 2013). In order to maintain independence, it is necessary to have basic skills that enable efficient functioning in
society. With the progressive digitization and virtualization of entire areas of our lives, digital illiteracy is becoming a
dangerous phenomenon limiting the independence of seniors.
According to the UNESCO definition (1958), an illiterate person is any person who has never learned to read and write.
Functional illiteracy is defined as the inability to cope with situations that require communication with the written word
despite having the ability to read and write (Skudrzyk, 2005). A modern version of illiteracy is digital illiteracy, consisting
in the lack of elementary skills in using digital solutions, which prevents individuals from maintaining equal opportunities
in everyday functioning. The lack of digital competences is sometimes considered to be tantamount to the lack of the
ability to function normally in the 21st century. The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated the level of virtualization by
forcing at least basic digital competences. They enable individuals to carry out basic life activities, such as making
purchases, carrying out professional activity, communicating with their loved ones, using healthcare services, or access to
the latest information (Zych, 2020).
It is difficult to clearly define digital competences. To ensure the international competence standard in this area, the
International Computer Driving License, ICDL, was established. As part of the project, detailed issues that define the
standards of digital skills were described. Competences are divided into basic, intermediate and advanced modules, which
are the subject of training and certification (Datta et al., 2019). Although this is an indicator that may suggest computer
skills or the lack thereof, it is rarely used in practice. Increasingly, the indicator of digital competences is not so much
computer literacy as the use of a mobile phone, especially a smartphone, social networks, electronic banking, making
payments with debit and contactless cards, buying tickets in ticket machines, etc. (Conci, Pianesi & Zancaro, 2009). It is
worth paying attention to the role played by the ability to use the Internet among seniors. It may now be more important
than the mere use of a computer as a tool for gaining access to information (Umańska, 2016). Elderly people more and
more often choose tablets or smartphones instead of a desktop computer, which are often easier to use, do not take up too
much space in the apartment, and are also cheaper than a computer (Szewczyk, 2017). According to Eurostat data from
2019, in the European Union countries, on average, 90% of all households had access to the Internet. The countries with
the highest network availability were the Netherlands (98%), Norway (98%), Sweden (96%) and the United Kingdom
(96%). In this ranking, Poland ranks 18th with an average Internet access of 87%. In 2020, 81.4% of people aged 16–74
regularly used the Internet (Statistics Poland, 2020). At the same time, the differentiation of activities carried out on the
Internet was visible. Their type largely depended on the age, work performed, level of education and place of residence of
the users. The lowest percentage of regular users reported among people aged 65-74 (40.4%), patients with primary or
lower secondary education (67.8%), pensioners and other economically inactive (53.5%) and among rural residents
(74.7%).
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The most frequently mentioned reasons for the lack of Internet access in the household was the lack of such need, which
was indicated by 67.7% of the respondents, the lack of appropriate skills 52%, too high costs of purchasing equipment
21.6% and too high costs of Internet access 14.7%. As can be seen from the above statistics, contrary to appearances, not
high financial outlays are the biggest barrier to using the benefits of modern technologies. This is confirmed by the results
of research conducted by Helsper and Reisdorf in Great Britain and Sweden (Helsper & Reisdorf, 2017).
The age of users is an important factor influencing the degree of digital exclusion. The report "Social activity of older
people in the context of the perception of Poles" prepared on the basis of the nationwide Social Diagnosis confirms this
thesis. In the case of the 80+ age group, the percentage of Internet users was only 6.6%. The situation was slightly better in
the 60-64 age group, where 37% of people used the Internet. In the case of people under 59 years, 77.1% declared using
the Internet.

Barriers to the use of new technologies by seniors
The reasons for the lack of access to the Internet are varied. The lack of such need is most often indicated. This may be a
signal that the public is not fully aware of the benefits of using the Internet. As part of the research conducted in Poland,
seniors who regularly used modern technologies were asked the question "Has the ability to use new technologies
increased the quality of your life?" 96% of the respondents answered yes, which shows how much value for seniors can be
access to modern technologies (Gogolin & Szymik, 2020). The report "Maturity in the Internet" quotes the statements of a
dozen or so seniors, who clearly confirmed that using the Internet gives people aged 65+ a lot. The most frequently
indicated advantages of being online included the ability to quickly find information and meet various needs, such as
maintaining contact with other people, participating in cultural life, developing one's interests, searching for health
information and product data (Czerniawska, Fenrich & Olcoń-Kubicka, 2011). It also meant that the Internet influenced
the well-being of the respondents - increased self-confidence, decreased feeling of social isolation, satisfaction with
gaining new knowledge, and building a sense of independence. In turn, according to a report prepared by the Polish Bank
Association, as many as 94% of surveyed seniors who had access to the Internet declared active use of online banking
(Infosenior, 2019). The results show that taking the first step in acquiring digital competences may be the most difficult.
Realizing the real benefits of Internet access encourages independent learning, expanding knowledge and active use of the
Internet. In 2019, 67% of people aged 65 and above indicated that the Internet can act as a partial or complete substitute for
newspapers and magazines, which indicates the possibility of increasing the activity of seniors on the Internet
(Participation in culture in 2019, 2020). Younger generations can play an important role in removing barriers in this
respect by showing older people the benefits of Internet access. Increasing digital competences contributes to building an
Information society that is governed by knowledge, competence, and only informed decisions and actions (Isazadeh, 2004).
The development of a knowledge-based society, when some citizens have limited access to it, is very limited. Hence, it is
so important that people, regardless of age, have equal access to information and do not experience discrimination as a
result of an unfavourable, stereotypical image of an elderly person as unable to master modern technologies (Kuchta,
2013). The Internet is still the most independent of all available media, such as television, radio and the press. It may be
moot that the state provides the Internet to all citizens free of charge, as there is a risk of introducing censorship and
controlling the flow of information in a way that would violate the fundamental rights to freedom of speech and
expression. People who do not use the Internet do not feel such a direct need because they are used to meeting their needs
in the traditional way. In the case of the need to use the Internet, they do it indirectly, asking for help from household
members, grandchildren, or by using paid services (e.g. electricity, gas, etc.) (Batorski et al., 2009).
The second most frequently mentioned reason for the lack of access to the Internet was the declared lack of appropriate
skills. It should be noted that the competency gap in this area may deepen. It is necessary to provide seniors with training
and workshops that would not only show the use of information in the field of ICT, or make them aware of the importance
of information and communication technologies in everyday life, but would allow them to acquire appropriate skills in
using Internet access and using mobile devices.
Financial issues may also pose a barrier to using the Internet for seniors. The report prepared by the Office of Electronic
Communications shows that the prices of mobile Internet services have fluctuated quite significantly in Poland over the
last two years. In 2020, in the range of up to 50 GB, prices increased by approx. 12%, while for transfers in the range of
51-100 GB and above 100 GB, prices decreased by approx. 10% and 7%, respectively, compared to the data from February
2018 (Analysis prices of mobile Internet access services, 2020).
The extension of the reprographic fee planned and announced by the Polish government may have a negative impact on the
popularization of modern technologies among seniors. Currently, the fee covers, among others scanners, copiers, CD /
DVD discs. However, it does not cover the most popular electronic devices such as smartphones, tablets or laptops.
Imposing an additional financial burden on distributors of electronic equipment may translate into an increase in their
prices, even by 6%, which in the case of some devices will constitute an additional PLN 200-600 that consumers will have
to spend at the time of purchase. 75% of people who took part in the study conducted by Social Changes at the turn of
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January and February 2021 are against the introduction of new, additional fees for electronic equipment, and 54% declared
that after the introduction of the fee, they will decide to buy it less often (Social Changes survey on introduction of the
smartphone tax, 2021). In the case of people whose one or the main source of income is retirement, this factor may prove
to be an effective limitation of purchasing possibilities. Higher device prices can increase the degree of digital divide, as
low-income people will be hit hardest by rising prices. As a reminder, in 2020 the average amount of the monthly
retirement benefit for women in Poland was PLN 2,002.66, and PLN 2,992.13 for men. In addition, according to the data
from the National Debt Register, there are currently nearly 340,000 women over 60 and men over 65 in debt. The value of
debt over 5 years increased from PLN 2.9 billion to PLN 5.8 billion in 2019 (KRD, 2019).
Another reason for the limited use of the Internet is the fear of older people due to a lack of understanding of technology
and limited knowledge about the possibilities offered by the Internet. There are still people who are afraid that by using
modern devices and not having the appropriate skills, they will damage them and cause irreversible effects (Batorski et al.,
2009).
Seniors who do not have their own electronic equipment use computers that are available in public places, such as libraries
or community centres. Access to them over the last year has been significantly limited due to sanitary and epidemiological
restrictions related to COVID-19. The temporary closure of cultural institutions took place from March 12 to May 18,
2020, as well as from November 7 to 29, 2020. For people who did not have their own equipment and access to the
Internet, this was the period in which they were cut off from using digital amenities. Therefore, it is worth considering
introducing the possibility of renting equipment to private homes in the future, in order to avoid a similar situation again.

Online Consumption
Information and communication technologies generate new, previously unknown opportunities for general consumption. In
2020, 60.9% of Poles aged 16-74 made purchases using the Internet mainly due to lower prices and promotions there
(79%), greater availability of products (38%), convenience (37%), the possibility of easier products comparison (33%), and
product delivery (19%) (McKinsey & Company, 2020).
While in 2016 only 7.6% of respondents 65-74 years old bought goods or services for private use via the Internet, in 2020
it was already 16.8% of seniors. Although this is more than a twofold increase, the percentage of seniors buying online
compared to other age groups, e.g. 25-34 years (it was 87.1%), is significantly lower.
The reasons for such a low popularity of online shopping among the oldest consumers studied Liana and Yen (Lian & Yen,
2014). They found that for older people, the main motivating factors were the opportunity to obtain a more advantageous
offer, and the impact on the environment. On the other hand, the main barriers preventing people from making purchases
via the Internet were the strong attachment to values and tradition, the habit of making purchases in a traditional way,
which has been lost for generations. Seniors in Poland also share the belief that online shopping is complicated.
Particularly difficult in e-commerce are product comparisons and returns (McKinsey & Company, 2020). Virtualization
and digitization of purchasing processes require consumers to have appropriate digital competences. In a situation where
one of the social groups is significantly different from the others, the economy cannot fully develop. In order to counteract
this phenomenon, multi-faceted education is necessary. Older people need not only computer skills, but also other digital
skills, such as the ability to use a search engine, placing orders in online stores, using electronic banking. Even
conventional stores somehow force their customers to have digital skills that are necessary to operate a self-checkout, use
cards and loyalty programs.
In order to encourage older people to make online purchases and to join in activities preventing the spread of coronavirus
among the oldest part of society, in March 2020, the Szopi.pl platform, the business model of which is based on providing
customers with products from a given stationary store selected using an application or website to the address indicated,
temporarily suspended the collection of fees for the delivery of food products purchased by people over 60 (Stores help ...,
2020). This is an example of an activity, thanks to which the elderly could try the use of modern forms of sale and delivery
of purchases without incurring additional costs. In turn, the largest online sales platform in Poland, i.e. Allegro, offered a
special helpline for seniors from April to June 2020, through which consultants helped the elderly step by step through the
entire purchasing process carried out remotely (Allegro, 2020). It was one of the initiatives to facilitate safe online
shopping without leaving home and endangering your health. Thanks to properly trained consultants, the elderly could
make a purchase with a dedicated assistant without fear that they would make a mistake at any stage of making purchases,
which released seniors from the need to have specific digital skills. Another common convenience offered to older
consumers by online sales platforms is the ability to enlarge the font. It is a simple solution, but very important due to the
deteriorating eyesight with age.
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Analysis Results – Practical Examples How To Reduce The Scale Of The Digital Exclusion
Taking into account the dynamic development of information and communication technologies and their widespread use,
taking actions to counteract the digital exclusion of older people is a must. Seniors are often aware of the risks posed by the
lack of the necessary digital competences and, consequently, difficult communication with the rest of society (Vacek &
Rybenska, 2015). Being familiar with new technologies and the ability to use them means that older people can remain
self-standing and independent for longer, and are less afraid of the constantly changing reality. The phenomenon of digital
exclusion is also noticed by the government and non-governmental organizations, which take initiatives to close the digital
gap of the older generation and encourage older people to acquire new skills. In many Polish cities, there are programs
dedicated to seniors that provide the opportunity to acquire or expand digital knowledge and competences. People
attending such dedicated training receive knowledge of the basics of computer skills, on-line surfing, online banking, using
social networks, and even creating their own blogs.
Activities of this type were carried out, among others in Krakow, where a free training project "E-competent seniors in
action" was launched (Course "E-competent seniors in action", 2020). Additionally, in 11 institutions, such as libraries,
cultural centres or seniors' clubs, computer classes are held, also aimed at improving the digital skills of older people. It is
worth mentioning that the expectations of people attending training courses may be different due to the large diversity of
the group referred to as seniors. This group includes both physically fit people and people with certain disabilities resulting
from old age. Moreover, some of the people who have reached the retirement age remain professionally active
(Czerniawska, 2014). The level of advancement of training should depend on these and many other factors. The courses
should therefore be thematically diversified and with a different scale of difficulty, and should be adapted to the changing
needs of seniors.
From the initiative of Polish government, a multi-annual program "Active +" was created, which will be implemented in
the years 2021-2025 (Program "Active +", 2021). PLN 200,000 from the state budget was allocated for its implementation.
It aims at increasing the involvement of older people in social contacts by enriching the possibilities of using free time,
improving the digital competences of seniors and creating attitudes that would favour the use of new technologies every
day and shaping a new image of aging. Social activity, social participation, digital inclusion and preparation for old age
were distinguished as the four main priorities of the program. The implementation of the program and the creation of
similar initiatives, both central and local, may bring about positive changes. It is important, however, for the rulers to make
decisions that enable seniors to develop multi-faceted, with particular emphasis on the development in the use of new
technologies.
Another government project is the 'e-Pole can!' Campaign. The project involved: Michał Czernecki - a well-known Polish
actor, Tomasz Rożek - a science promoter, doctor of physical sciences, and Marta Manowska - a journalist and host of
several well-known TV shows broadcast by TVP, aimed mainly at seniors. The campaign was part of the project
"Educational and information campaigns for the dissemination of the benefits of using digital technologies", which was
aimed at promoting the use of technology in everyday life by people of all ages, breaking down barriers and increasing the
digital competences of the society. The use of famous people to promote digital education may increase the effectiveness
of implemented projects due to the high attachment of older people to television.
The positive impact of the acquisition and use of digital skills in practice can bring seniors attendance in educational
activities within the universities of the third age (Cattaneo Malighetti & Spinelli, 2016). These are socio-cultural centres
where seniors have the opportunity to acquire new knowledge or expand the knowledge they already have in various fields
(Formosa, 2010). Encouraging retirees to make new contacts and building relationships, learning new things, taking up
challenges or participating in social life enrich old age, give it a new dimension and improve its overall image. Research
conducted by Gogolin and Szymik showed that considering respondents who attended the university of the third age, as
many as 76% of people declared that they use modern technologies every day, and 20% several times a week, which is a
very high result comparing to 42.4% of retirees using a computer in 2019 (Gogolin & Szymik, 2020; GUS, 2019).
Another, equally important centre where seniors can use a computer and access the Internet are in Poland libraries. These
places, in addition to their basic function of providing access to books, more and more often assume the role of public
multimedia centres. To strengthen their participation in shaping digital competences of seniors, the "Library Development
Program" was created. As part of the project, public libraries received support in acting as centres of social activity. Public
libraries throughout Poland received over 12,000 pieces of electronic devices, including PCs, laptops, tablets, printers and
projectors.
Family relationships can also positively influence the motivation of seniors to digital education. Households with children
have more access to the Internet than households with no children (GUS, 2020). Younger generations that have started
using technology in their youth or that technology is present in their lives from birth can be ideal educators for seniors who
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are not tech savvy enough. According to the data of the Central Statistical Office of Poland from 2007, people aged 50+
most often acquired digital competences with the help of relatives, friends and acquaintances.
Using the Internet to maintain relationships with loved ones can also be a strong incentive to use modern messengers such
as Facebook, WhatsUp, Skype, Zoom, etc. Being up-to-date, contact with friends and family, especially with
grandchildren, gives the elderly a sense of being an active member of society. According to the data of the Central
Statistical Office of Poland from 2019, 18.7% of people aged 65-74 admitted using Internet communication services in the
last 3 months from the date of the survey, and 13.2% of people used social networking sites. The ability to use modern
communication solutions helps to increase the frequency of contact with children and grandchildren without incurring
additional costs. According to research conducted on a group of over 3.5 thousand of people aged 50+ living in Spain,
increasing social interactions may be more effective in seniors' fight against depression than actions activating seniors and
increasing the degree of their socialization (Domènech-Abella et al., 2017). Hence, taking care of the proper mental
condition of the elderly, it is worth encouraging them to use modern forms of communication.

Conclusions
The complex problem of the digital competency gap in older people group in Poland was briefly presented and analysed.
The reasons for such situations were considered and examples of good practices and future projects were identified. As a
conclusion we can state that direct actions are needed to improve the level the digital competencies of seniors. It is an
important aspect in maintaining the self-reliance and independence of seniors. The Internet gives the elderly new
opportunities, it can have a positive impact on their well being, counteract loneliness and eliminate the feeling of social
exclusion. To be successful in this field the involvement of governmental and non-governmental organizations is needed.
Public benefit places such as libraries; cultural centres and universities of the third age can play a crucial role in the
popularization of digital competences projects. Joint efforts can bring positive results for society as a whole and be
beneficial from the economic point of view. Poland, as a country, should keep continuing the projects run these days and
should draw attention on more advanced solutions implemented in other countries, such as Japan or Great Britain.
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Abstract
The aim of the article is to present the results of a study on students’ willingness to start their own business during or after
graduation, and to answer the question to what extent an entrepreneurship course has a positive or negative effect on students’
entrepreneurial intentions. In addition, the objective of the study was to identify external and internal (personal) factors
influencing the perceptions of starting a business among the respondents and, among those ready to start a business, to
identify the preferred activities in relation to the field of study undertaken. The study covered first-year students of 6 noneconomic faculties at the Pedagogical University of Kraków (Poland). They showed a strong initial interest in running a
business. However, they were significantly (in the case of students in 4 courses) weakened as a result of the course
completion. Interpretation of the data indicates that students in the course become aware of what the responsibility and work
of an entrepreneur consists of and become familiar with the practical problems and barriers of running a business. The
conclusions formulated from the research undertaken can provide recommendations for decision-makers in the field of
education and can thus be applied.

Keywords: Entrepreneurship Education, Entrepreneurial Intentions, Entrepreneurial Attitude, Higher Education
Introduction
Contemporary socio-economic transformations in a knowledge-based economy, the development of which is conditioned by
access to appropriate qualified staff, pose a great challenge for education systems. Not only the knowledge and skills acquired
during (formal and non-formal) education but also properly formed attitudes of people entering the labour market are of great
importance. Shaping the entrepreneurial attitudes of pupils in primary and secondary schools, as well as students in higher
education and adults in lifelong learning, plays a special role in this respect. It is widely accepted that an important
manifestation of students’ entrepreneurial attitudes is starting their own business (Cieślik, 2007; Kilar and Rachwał, 2014;
Wach, 2013).
Therefore, the subject of the study, the results of which are presented in this article, is the perception of undertaking own
business activity by students of non-economic faculties functioning until 2018 of the Faculty of Geography and Biology of
the Pedagogical University of Kraków (Poland), i.e. biology, bioinformatics, geography, spatial management, environmental
protection, and tourism and recreation. Students in these courses undertook a compulsory entrepreneurship course in their
first year of study since 2012, to the extent of 15 hours of lecture.
In the research undertaken, the aim was to determine what proportion of the students surveyed were willing to set up their
own business during or after graduation. Furthermore, the second phase of the study focused on trying to answer the question
to what extent an entrepreneurship course has a positive or negative impact on the readiness to start one’s own business. In
addition, the objective of the study was to indicate external and internal (personal) factors influencing the perceptions of
starting a business among the respondents and, among those ready to start a business, to identify the preferred activities in
relation to the field of study undertaken. The conclusions formulated from the research undertaken can provide some sort of
recommendations for decision-makers in the field of education and can thus be applied.
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Literature Review
This important challenge for the education system in Poland and other countries, which is the shaping of entrepreneurial
attitudes of pupils and students mentioned in the introduction, is pointed out by many authors (e.g. Cieślik, 2007; Kilar and
Rachwał, 2019; Płaziak and Rachwał, 2014; Piróg, 2016; Rachwał, Kurek and Boguś, 2016; Wąsowska, 2016; Wach, 2013,
Zioło, 2012). This is of particular significance during periods of economic recession and various types of turbulence in the
global economy, which affect the limited employment opportunities, especially of young people in local and regional
markets. This is particularly relevant for Poland, which has been transforming its economy after 1989, moving from a
centrally controlled socialist economy to a market economy. In this situation, self-employment becomes an opportunity for
many young people to develop professionally and personally, and sometimes simply to earn a livelihood (Kilar and Rachwał,
2014; Rachwał, 2010). Thus, it should be assumed that under these conditions one of the most important goals of
entrepreneurship education is to prepare for setting up and running one’s own business (Kilar and Rachwał 2014; Nowaczyk
and Sobczak, 2016; Rachwał and Wach 2016; Wach 2014a). Such preparation should already start in primary school, be
continued in secondary school and higher education in all fields of study, not only economics (Płaziak and Rachwał 2014).
The achievement of this educational goal in higher education in Poland is facilitated by curricular reforms in the education
system, including the introduction to the Polish Qualification Framework (previously known as the National Qualification
Framework), of learning outcomes in entrepreneurship, including those related to running one’s own business. This approach
refers to the European Qualifications Framework adopted in EU countries and the recognition of entrepreneurship as one of
the eight key competences (Rachwał, 2019). The learning outcomes for entrepreneurship in higher education are included in
levels 6-8 in terms of knowledge – [the student knows] the basic principles of creating and developing various forms of
entrepreneurship and social competence – [the student is ready to] think and act in an entrepreneurial way
(Rozporządzenie/Regulation…, 2018). It is worth noting that such curricular changes have been implemented not only in
Poland, but also for many years in universities in other countries, as entrepreneurship education holds a significant place in
the European higher education system (Wach, 2104b). N. Daszkiewicz (2014) and Z. Zioło (2012) stress therefore that
education is of great importance in stimulating the development of entrepreneurship, while A. Brzozowska, B. Glinka and
A. Postuła (2014) point out that universities play a special role in this process.
An important part of the research in this area is the work relating to the formation of students' entrepreneurial attitudes and
the role of entrepreneurship education in stimulating these intentions. A. Kurczewska (2013) points out that in-depth research
has been conducted in the field of the issue of entrepreneurial intentions in recent years, which draws heavily on the
achievements of behavioural sciences (psychology and sociology). Many of these are based on the theory of planned
behaviour) developed by I. Ajzen (1991, 2011), which dates back to the mid-1980s. According to this theory, behavioural
intentions depend on three factors: 1) what attitude we have towards the behaviour, 2) the perceived control of the behaviour,
i.e. feasibility, and 3) the social norms that shape perceptions of this behaviour. The theory of planned behaviour is one of
the most popular general concepts of behaviour. It is referred to by many authors attempting to explain entrepreneurial
intentions (e.g. Gelderen et al., 2008; Gird and Bagraim, 2008; Gubik and Farkas, 2015; Krueger and Carsrud, 1993; de
Leeuw et al., 2015; Wach and Wojciechowski, 2016), which are most often defined as one’s belief that one intends to create
a business venture and consciously plans this process in the future (Zbierowski, 2014; Rachwał and Wach, 2016). Similarly,
entrepreneurial intentions are defined by other authors as the inclination and possession of the potential to start one’s own
business in the near future (e.g. Krueger and Carsrud, 1993). Different scholars also highlight the importance of different
factors in stimulating entrepreneurial intentions, including the issue of the influence of the educational process on
entrepreneurial intentions (e.g. Barton, Schaefer and Canavati, 2018; Fayolle & Gailly, 2015; Jiménez-Moreno and Wach,
2014; Ho et al., 2014; Hueso, Jaén and Liñán, 2020; Kautonen, van Gelderen and Fink, 2015; Żur, 2014). At the same time,
it is worth noting that a positive impact of education on entrepreneurial intentions is not always found. Some studies (Fayolle
and Gailly, 2015; Karyaningsih et al., 2020) even indicate that the impact of entrepreneurship education programmes is
negatively correlated with the initial level of entrepreneurial intentions. The problem of analysing the influence of various
factors, including education for entrepreneurship, on entrepreneurial intentions is therefore very complex and can be
considered from many points of view. Other concepts of entrepreneurial behaviour can also be noted in the literature, which
can be the theoretical basis for empirical research (Rachwał and Wach 2016), but they do not constitute the theoretical basis
for the research undertaken.

Methods and scope of research
The empirical research carried out using a short questionnaire survey on the perception of starting one’s own business by
students of non-economic faculties included diagnoses conducted among students in two stages. The study included students
of the following bachelor’s and engineering faculties: biology, bioinformatics, geography, spatial management,
environmental protection, and tourism and recreation. The first part of the study was conducted in the academic years
2012/2013 and 2013/2014, surveying a total of 528 students, of which 160 were surveyed in the first period and 368 in the
following academic year - 410 female, 118 male (further studies for comparative purposes are planned in 2021/2022
academic year). In this phase the study took place only after the basics of entrepreneurship course. The survey then included
only one open question – ‘Would you like to run your own business? If yes – in which industry (briefly characterise the
business idea with justification), if no – justify why, providing at least 3 important reasons (barriers)’. This formulation of
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the question allowed for freedom of expression (without suggesting an answer) without restricting it within the accepted
framework. Unlike other surveys that indicate possible answers, this survey deliberately did not suggest factors that might
be taken into account when deciding on the willingness or unwillingness to set up a business. The results of the first stage of
the study were presented in an earlier paper (Kilar and Rachwał, 2014).
While the second part of the study was conducted in the academic year 2014/2015. Students were then surveyed both before
and after the said course, where 239 students were surveyed before the course (173 females/66 males), and 267 students after
the course (200 F/67 M). Thus, it can be seen that the second part of the survey undertaken after the course included 11 %
more people than before the course. During the study in the second part of the survey process, conducted after the course,
the respondents were asked the following four questions (in addition to the metric on student status – field of study, gender):
1. Do you remember your declaration made in October 2014 in the previous survey (before the start of the basic
entrepreneurship course) regarding your desire to start your own business (during your studies or after graduation)? If so,
what was the declaration? YES (I would like to set up a business) / NO (I would not like to set up a business) / I DO NOT
REMEMBER my declaration.
2. Do you currently declare that you would like to start your own business (during your studies or after graduation): YES /
NO
3. Give more important reasons why you have or have NOT changed your mind on this issue.
4. Did the basic entrepreneurship classes influence the change of your decision? Justify briefly.
In summary, the study carried out especially after the course was more detailed than before the course. This was due to the
fact that it can be assumed that the knowledge gained during the course basics of entrepreneurship could, to some extent,
encourage deeper reflection on the potential possibility of the surveyed students' willingness to start a business in the future.

Inclination of the research group to start a business
The research group consisted of students from various fields of study. Differentiation in terms of the courses studied may be
the reason for the approach in terms of potential intentions to set up one’s own business, due to the fact that study programmes
may more or less prepare for running a business. For example, some students chose the biology and geography course of
study with a view to working as a teacher (the idea is to work full-time rather than set up their own school), while the tourism
and recreation course of study includes other subjects in the course programme, e.g. management, which influence the
formation of entrepreneurial attitudes. Students already choosing certain courses may have had some idea of how to prepare
for business in these courses.
The results of the study conducted in the first stage showed that among the students included in the research 333 persons,
i.e. 63.1% expressed the intention to start a business, which proves that despite the fact that each of the analysed courses of
study prepares specialists not related to running a business, more than half of the students demonstrate entrepreneurial
intentions. There was considerable variation in the proportion of people on each course who were willing to start their own
business. Students of spatial management were the most willing to undertake business activities, of whom 71.2% declared
that they would like to do so in the future. Students of environmental protection and tourism and recreation also
overwhelmingly (64.4%-61.7%) intended to set up their own business. The least entrepreneurial were students in geography
and biology, of whom 57.3% and 56.6% respectively expressed a desire to set up their own business. It should be noted that
this may be related to the programme of study, which is chosen, generally speaking, in relation to the interests and personal
qualities of prospective students. Spatial management is an interdisciplinary course of study based on three basic fields of
knowledge: economic sciences, geographical sciences and technical sciences, mainly urban planning, architecture,
construction and geodesy. As indicated by the study programmes of this course of study, there are quite a few courses of an
economic nature, including those related to entrepreneurship – so this course of study may have been chosen by people who
are, by definition, more interested in economic matters (Kilar and Rachwał 2014).
As can be seen from the study conducted in the second stage, in general, almost 60 % of the students surveyed before the
start of the classes in the basics of entrepreneurship, showed enthusiasm and declared their willingness to start their own
business in the future, despite the fact that at that time they knew the details of running their own business in a very selective
way after secondary school (Table 1).
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Table 1: Students’ intentions to start a business according to the courses of study
Stage
of the study

Course of study

Number of persons
willing to set up a
business
11
32
4
18
29
49
143
6
6
4
17
30
52
115

Total

bioinformatics
biology
environmental protection
BEFORE the course
geography
(October 2014)
spatial management
tourism and recreation
total
bioinformatics
biology
environmental protection
AFTER the course
geography
(January 2015)
spatial management
tourism and recreation
total

18
41
4
23
55
98
239
13
22
20
55
56
101
267

% of people willing to
set up a business
61.1
78.0
100.0
78.3
52.7
50.0
59.8
46.2
27.3
20.0
30.9
53.6
51.5
43.1

Source: own work on the basis of survey results

On the other hand, after the course, the students’ interest in running their own business diminished – 35.8 % of the
respondents declared that they had changed their minds under the influence of the lectures on the basics of entrepreneurship
(the majority answered NO), while nearly ¼ did not remember what declaration they had made or had not made any
declaration (Fig. 1).
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
bioinformatics

biology

environmental
protection

geography

BEFORE the course (October 2014)

spatial
management

tourism and
recreation

total

AFTER the course (January 2015)

Fig. 1: Variation in opinions of surveyed students on starting a business by course of study
Source: own work on the basis of survey results

Analysing the data presented above, which indicate a decrease in interest in conducting business in almost all courses of
study (except for spatial management and tourism and recreation, where there was a slight increase), one should consider the
possible reasons for this phenomenon. Potentially, they could be traced to the course programme and/or to the issue of the
person conducting the course. It is worth noting, however, that the person conducting the course has both a factual
background and experience in running their own business, owing to which the course, although consisting of 15 hours in the
form of lectures in the first semester, has a practical nature. During the course, the teacher emphasised:
−

understanding the nature of entrepreneurship,
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−
−
−
−
−
−

registration procedures and organisational forms of business activity (under Polish and European Union law),
looking for a business idea and sources of business funding,
basic principles of business plan construction,
the role of market analysis and marketing in company operations,
fundamentals of people management based on the concept of leadership and the responsibility of a business owner,
corporate social responsibility.

During the course, the teacher tried to present running one’s own business as an opportunity for successful professional
activity, not hiding the difficulties and barriers in doing so, which resulted not only from research (experiences of
entrepreneurs) and literature, but also from their practical experience in business. In and out of class, students very often
asked about practical details and problems that may arise from managing their own business.
Therefore, the results of the survey conducted after the course seem important, as they indicate that among the factors that
influenced the respondents to want to start their own business, 10% were the answers indicating that it was the knowledge
gained during the classes that motivated and dispelled doubts in this respect, but only 2/3 of the respondents indicated in the
survey conducted after the course the most frequently indicated factors, i.e.: the possibility to implement one’s own ideas
and the desire to be one’s own boss. This means that a significant number of people became more realistic about the
possibility of implementing their own business intentions and realised what it means ‘to be a boss.’ Therefore, it can be
concluded that before the entrepreneurship course, right after secondary school, young people are enthusiastic about setting
up their own business, not realising the responsibilities involved and the various difficulties and barriers. It can be assumed,
therefore, that during the course students learn what this responsibility consists of and that running a business, at least in the
initial phase, means hard work. In addition, they realise that in order to start many kinds of activities, they need adequate
financial resources (which they usually have to obtain because they do not have their own resources set aside) and they find
out what difficulties and barriers they may encounter (e.g. bureaucratic – administrative-legal, financial barriers, barriers
related to the lack of good and cheap employees on the labour market and the often developed competition). This is why the
implementation of the course may have had such a significant impact on ‘cooling down’ the desire to start one’s own
business. It is worth noting that this decrease was greatest for students in the courses of study where the beginning of
enthusiasm was greatest (environmental protection, biology, geography). The curricula of these studies include the least
number of courses related to economic education, hence perhaps such exposure to an economic course as entrepreneurship
influenced their entrepreneurial intentions to a greater extent than students in other courses of study.
The factors identified as determining the lack of interest in setting up a business are mainly internal barriers such as:
−
−
−
−
−
−

lack of leadership skills (10-fold increase compared to surveys conducted before the course),
I dislike coordinating people’s work/aversion to managing people (increased several times),
lack of time (increase by 87%),
lack of appropriate character traits, personality (by 62%),
lack of business idea (by 32%),
too much responsibility (by 30%).

Other responses indicate bureaucratic and other external barriers, such as financial ones – responses are at a similar level to
the survey conducted before the course. This confirms the observation that the course made students aware of what it means
to be an owner/leader in their own company.
Analysing the plans for potentially conducting one’s own business in the future and the relationship between the intentions
for conducting one’s own business and the pursued course of study, the first reflection is that only less than 20% of the
respondents have any idea for a business. Interestingly, a large number of potential types of activities were indicated, most
of them unrelated to the course of study (e.g. beauty salon, production of children’s clothes, activities related to tourism) in
the case of students of geography, spatial management, biology, bioinformatics, and environmental protection. Single
answers indicate activities related to the course of study, e.g. a wellness salon in the case of biology, computer game
development – bioinformatics. In the case of geography or spatial management, the low correlation with the course of study
may be due to the fact that these are courses that provide broad, interdisciplinary knowledge, both in social sciences and
humanities as well as natural sciences or even technical sciences. This offers a wide range of possibilities in terms of choosing
a career path. Whereas the ideas of students of tourism and recreation were to a greater extent related to the course of study,
i.e. plans to establish, for example, a travel agency, hotel, guest house or a leisure centre. In some cases, the reason for
choosing this industry rather than any other was the desire to assume the role of successor to the family business. These
results were similar to the indications of students in the first stage of the study in earlier years, where activities such as a
restaurant (fast food/dairy bar), hotel (guest house/hostel), travel agency, agritourism farm, café/tea shop, clothing/jewellery
production or clothing shop also appeared in the first places (Kilar and Rachwał 2014).
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Conclusions
In conclusion, it is important to emphasise that the study conducted indicates a relatively high willingness of first-year
students of non-economic courses of study to start their own business before taking an entrepreneurship course. The
noticeable impact of completing a subject dedicated to this objective, which results in increased awareness and self-reflection
on one’s own entrepreneurial intentions, translates into a decreased desire to start one’s own business. When interpreting the
results, attention should be paid to: the impact of the course programme, as a change in the course programme would
significantly affect the results. In its current form, it encourages self-reflection and ‘identification’ with the person running
the business, emphasising the practical aspects of the entrepreneur’s responsibilities and scope of work. The shape of the
final results may be influenced by the fact that the course under analysis takes place in the first semester of the courses of
study under discussion. So there may have been a situation where the weakest students who responded to the survey before
the course dropped out of the first semester of study. The survey conducted before the course was done at the beginning of
the course, i.e. during the first lecture, after the introduction of the instructor and the course programme, while the survey
after the course was done on the day of the final test – during the exam session, when students’ stress levels are high,
especially as it is usually the first exam session in young people’s lives. This may have influenced the results, hence the
generalisation of the results obtained should be treated with caution.
The study conducted indicates that it seems necessary to change the contents of teaching at lower levels of education in order
to increase self-reflection on the topic of ‘me as a business owner’ with more emphasis on contents related to one’s own
business in secondary school and at the same time to shift contents related to entrepreneurial attitude, interpersonal
communication or job search to lower levels of education. The introduction of viable career guidance in primary and
secondary school, with a good, self-reflective view of career opportunities, including self-employment, is essential. In
addition, instructors should flexibly adapt the course programme to the needs of students each year, taking into account the
assumption that the entrepreneurship course programme in non-economic studies is usually the only one in this respect.
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Abstract
The valuation of individual assets in Bulgaria has gone through multiple phases of development throughout the last thirty
years. The first phase is related to the privatisation of state and municipal property. The second one is connected to the
creation of the Independent Valuers Act and the Chamber of Independent Appraisers in Bulgaria. The Bulgarian Valuation
Standards have been introduced, which increase opportunities for regulation of independent valuation activity while
reflecting the actual need for a uniform valuation framework for different valuation needs. These events have led to the
development and regulation of the activity of independent valuers and display a significant increase in the number of
persons who have acquired a valuer certificate and member privileges of CIAB for the last ten years. One of these
opportunities was first presented in 2018 when Bulgarian valuers were able to acquire REV statuses. The methods used for
this study are a comparative and a survey method. Data has been presented, indicating the difference in the number of
registered valuers in CIAB (natural persons) out of 1000 citizens from the populations of the biggest cities in Bulgaria
between 2012 and 2020, as well as the change in the total amount of valuers, natural and legal persons, and the members of
CIAB for the same period. The conducted survey includes 120 valuers and relates to the satisfaction they received from the
profession. Conclusions and prospects for the development of valuer activity in Bulgaria have been made on the basis of
the acquired results.

Keywords: Valuation Profession, Bulgaria, Development
Introduction
Appraisal activity in Bulgaria is a relatively young profession that has been developing dynamically over the last three
decades. The establishment, history and prosperity of the appraisal practice in the country are comparable to similar
professions and guilds in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, where the prosperity of appraisers, appraisal
companies, organisations, associations and other formations is observed mainly after 1990. Writing this manuscript
presents the different stages of development of appraisal practice in Bulgaria, trace its current state, and indicate some
conclusions, summaries, and guidelines for its future improvement. Such research with such depth, detail and surveys has
not been conducted so far. In general, there are not many authors in the country who deal with research related to
evaluation theory and practice, which makes the current study and its conclusions and summaries even more valuable to
readers. When we compare the appraisal practice in Bulgaria with similar activities in over 50 countries worldwide, we see
that appraisers in the country have substantial legal advantages that provide them with significant prerequisites for the
profession's development in the current and future period.

Literature Review
Privatisation, which was marked as the first period linked to the development of valuation activity, is of high importance to
transition from a centralized to a modern and normal payable market economy. Privatisation aims are to create an
economically effective market and a society with a large range of owners and a presence of normal market
competitiveness. To accomplish that goal, the Transformation and Privatisation of State-Owned and Municipal Enterprises
Act (TPSOMEA) is passed in 1992. During the same year, the Privatisation Agency is also created (as a state authority of
the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Bulgaria) to organize and control the privatisation of state enterprises as well as
to establish the privatisation process. With the Privatisation and Post-Privatisation Control Act (PPCA) passing in 2002,
the Privatisation Agency is split into two separate entities: the Privatisation Agency and the Post-Privatisation Control
________________
Cite this Article as: Ivo KOSTOV and Tsvetelina ATANASOVA “ Development of Valuation Activity in Bulgaria” Proceedings of the
37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain,
ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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Agency. After the Privatisation and Post-Privatisation Control Act changes are made (with entry into force from
5.03.2010), the two agencies merge into a new entity – the Privatisation and Post-Privatisation Control Agency. Up until
2008, the Privatisation Agency remains the only institution in Bulgaria that issues certifications for valuation activity, the
activity itself initially serving to follow privatisation processes (fig. 1). During this period, around 7000 people have been
trained who have acquired a certificate primarily for valuation of real estate, machines and equipment, commercial
enterprises, intangible assets, financial assets and financial institutions, and other assets.
The second period of development is of high significance regarding the independent valuers’ activity from the perspective
of the Independent Valuers Act (IVA), passed in 2008. This act addresses (IVA, article 1):
1. the legal status of independent valuers;
2. the terms and conditions of acquiring certification;
3. the registry of independent valuers;
4. the terms and conditions of practising the valuer profession;
5. the structure, organisation and activity of the Chamber of Independent Appraisers;
6. the liability of independent valuers for infringement of their occupational functions and professional conduct.
The purpose of this act is to create conditions for (IVA, article 2):
1. identification and transparency of the independent valuers’ activity;
2. increase in liability for the quality of the carried out valuations from the independent valuers;
3. protection of the interests of consumers of independent valuer services.
After the creation and entry into force of IVA, the Chamber of Independent Appraisers in Bulgaria (CIAB) was
established, which was set up at a Constituent Assembly that was held in Sofia city on the 10th, 11th and 21st of March
2009. This assembly passed the first Statute of the chamber, a Code of Professional Conduct of the independent valuers.
Additionally, members and Chairmen of the Governing Board, Monitoring Board and the Commission of Professional
Conduct of the chamber have been elected. CIAB is a professional organisation of natural persons who carry out
evaluations on national territory. It is a legal entity and was registered on the 13th of May 2009 in the Bulstat Registry. The
goals of the Chamber of Independent Appraisers in Bulgaria are (CIAB, 2021):
- to represent its members before international and national institutions by defending their professional rights and interests
and aiding in improving the image of the profession;
- to regulate the principles of professional activity through passing a Code of Professional Conduct for the valuers and to
enforce its compliance;
- to create, as much as the existing legislation would allow, proper conditions for free choice of valuers from the client’s
side;
- to offer assistance in protection of the valuers’ copyrights of their self-developed software, methodologies for valuations
and other intellectual property rights, following the existing national legislation related to copyrights and other associated
rights;
- to prepare and submit opinions to pass new and altered versions of the existing regulations associated with the activity of
the independent valuer; to maintain the competitive process in valuation;
- to establish cooperation with similar professional organisations on a European and International level to harmonize and
unify with European valuation practices;
- to establish cooperation with accredited higher education schools to prepare its valuers, given the organisation of training
courses, post-diploma training and professional training courses, including training on European and International rules
and standards; also to hold all other activities that are permitted by law, including the ones laid down in its statute
(following the Independent Valuers Act), because of protecting and asserting the public image and good name of its
members.
Within the meaning of the Recognition of Vocational Qualifications Act (RVQA) and IVA, CIAB is the authority in
Bulgaria, responsible for organizing the processes related to training, acquiring, recognizing and removing of certification
of an independent valuer, keeping a public register of independent valuers, establishing of valuation standards, maintaining
the Code of Professional Conduct of the independent valuers, conducting disciplinary proceedings and challenging
valuations following the Independent Valuers Act. In a framework established by Bulgarian law, the profession of an
independent valuer is self-regulating regarding the RVQA. Valuation qualifications in Bulgaria include valuations of:
- real estate;
- immovable cultural heritage;
- machines and equipment;
- rights of intellectual and industrial property and other factual relations;
- trade enterprises and receivables;
- financial assets and financial institutions;
- other assets, which involve works of art that aren’t movable cultural heritage;
- agricultural land and permanent crops;
- plots of land in forested areas.
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Acquiring a valuation certificate in Bulgaria is done by passing an exam (to certify for a particular asset or enterprise from
the options above). To take the examination, the candidate must have a bachelor or master’s degree, awarded by an
accredited university. However, if the certification is for valuing plots of land and forested areas, the degree has to be in
forestry. The first two features are presented, related to the activity plans of the independent valuers and their prior
preparation. For the sake of comparison, Romania, for example, has a significantly more complex and in depth-procedure,
making use of a series of exams: an entrance exam, midterms – done during the internship program, as well as a conclusive
final exam – after completing the internship program. Independent valuers in Bulgaria can be included in the register of
CIAB as natural or legal persons. Natural persons can opt to become CIAB members by paying an annual membership fee.
In 2018, after changes were applied to the Code of Professional Conduct, the General Assembly of CIAB passed article 10
subparagraph eight that states that “All independent valuers, signed into the register of independent valuers, contribute an
annual fee for technical, administrative and logistic support of the register of independent valuers, under the Management
board’s decision, following the period and monetary value based on of art. 34, p. 7 of IVA”. All persons (NP) who possess
a valuer certificate acquired via licenses issued by the Privatisation Agency were given the opportunity to acquire a
certificate from CIAB by right.
All independent valuers (physical and legal persons) have to uphold the Code of Professional Conduct as well as the
following principles (CPC, 2021):
- independence;
- objectivity;
- impartiality;
- not allowing bias and conflict of interests;
- professional competence;
- confidentiality;
- professional conduct;
- integrity;
- liability.
With a deadline of June 2018, the independent valuers had to apply the necessary standards while preparing their valuation
reports and expertise on a set asset or a whole enterprise, all done in compliance with the decision of the General Assembly
of the CIAB, as in Bulgaria it is considered mandatory to practice the International Valuation Standards (IVS) which have
been issued by the International Valuation Standards Council (IVSC). After the 1st of June 2018, these standards are passed
by the General Assembly of CIAB and are entered into force as the Bulgarian Valuation Standards (BVS).
Based on the conducted study and the statements of members from the Management Board of CIAB, the most important
reasons for the creation and establishment of the Bulgarian Valuation Standards (BVS) by the General Assembly of CIAB
consist of the opportunity and obligation of valuers to conduct their work under the regulations of the Independent Valuers
Act, the current state regulatory framework, the European requirements and tendencies that are applied in the profession of
an independent valuer as well as TEGoVA’s underlying policies (The European Group of Valuers’ Associations), which is
the leading organisation of valuers that employs CIAB as a member. The necessity to harmonize the activities of the
independent valuers in Bulgaria in relation to key legislative acts of the European Union (EU), which determines the
attitude towards the valuation, are presented in the following documents (BVS, 2021):
- Directive 2006/123/ЕО of the European Parliament and the Council from 12th of December 2006 in regards to the
services in the internal market;
- Regulation /EU/ No 575 of 2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council from 26.06.2013 in respect to the
prudential requirements of credit institutions and investment firms and to amend Regulation EU/ No 648 of 2012;
- Directive of mortgage credits – regulations, associated with valuation 2014/17 /EU/ of the European Parliament and of
the Council from 04.02.2014;
- Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR) and Capital Requirements Directive (CRD IV) from 2014.
The above-mentioned key and other European directives and regulations impose their compliance and implementation on
the Member-State of the EU (such as Bulgaria), which is mandatory. Bulgarian Valuation Standards develop the
opportunity to regulate the activity of independent valuers, reflecting the real need for a unified valuation framework of the
different valuation needs.

Methodology
The highest share of valuers (natural persons; from the perspective of registered valuers) in 2020 in Bulgaria are the ones
with qualification for valuing real estate – 63%, followed by valuers with a qualification for machines and equipment –
23%, trade enterprises and receivables – 21%, presented on fig. 2 (it’s important to note that there are valuers who have
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more than one valuation qualification; in rare cases, a valuer who is a natural person might have 6-7 such qualifications).
This effect is owed to the dynamically developing real estate market, which due to various reasons (sale/purchase, resource
attraction from bank and non-bank financial institutions, needs for municipal and state structures etc.) requires a valuation
of the relevant site of real estate. The lowest percentage is determined to be valuers with qualifications for “Other assets”
and “Financial assets and financial institutions”. At the same time, “Immovable cultural heritage” indicates 0%, i.e. there
are no valuers in Bulgaria who have a qualification for Immovable cultural heritage (for future reference, there are valuers
who hold a qualification for “Other assets” who do have the rights to value Immovable cultural heritage). The data below
displays a clear current snapshot of valuation activity within the country and a few prospects and guidelines related to its
development.
The registered valuers in 2020 in the register of the Chamber of Independent Appraisers in Bulgaria who are natural
persons are 3 735, and 223 are legal persons. The natural persons who are members of CIAB are 730. A comparison to
data from 2012 has been made in fig. 3 which, indicates an increase in the number of valuers, including both physical
persons (7.8%) and legal persons (48.7%). However, the number of natural persons who serve as members of CIAB has
significantly decreased (with 22.1%).
This can be due to different reasons, some of which are the following: membership in CIAB is optional. There’s a
necessity for annual membership fees. A change in the Code of Professional Conduct in 2018 related to a fee introduced to
maintain the CIAB’s register etc. It is also important to note that members of CIAB have a plethora of advantages such as:
- Participation of the main authorities of CIAB – the Management Board, Control Board, Board of Professional Conduct,
Regional College Council (separate by cities, a total of 8 regional colleges have been created);
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Fig. 1: Development of valuation activity in Bulgaria for the period of 1990-2020
Source: Own study.
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Fig. 2: The relative share of valuers NP in Bulgaria by qualifications by the end of 2020/Q4
Source: Own study and data from http://ciab-bg.com – website of Chamber of Independent Appraisers in Bulgaria,
last available on 10.01.2021.

Fig. 3: Number of valuers in Bulgaria during 2012/Q4 and 2020/Q4
Source: Own study and data from http://ciab-bg.com – website of Chamber of Independent Appraisers in Bulgaria,
last available on 10.01.20;, Kostov, I., 2013, Development of the real estate appraisal activity in Bulgaria, data on the number of
appraisals for 2012.

- Participation of working groups and teams, related to aiding in CIAB’s activities such as qualification training,
international cooperation, exam boards etc.;
- Participation in qualification events organised by CIAB with a discount on training fees. They’re organised by Regional
Colleges as work meetings, official events and the like;
- Regional Colleges provide open access to specialised literature, periodic issues of them and a newly created database of
market prices of real estate, regular notifications of changes done to the regulatory framework, upcoming qualification
events tied to upskilling of independent valuers etc.;
- Opportunity to applying for REV (Recognised European Valuer) status in real estate appraisal and opportunity for
membership in the REV award board.
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In 2018, CIAB, being an international partner of TEGoVA (The European Group of Valuers’ Associations, which works
towards standards, ethics and quality of the real estate valuation market), signs an agreement according to which it acquires
the status of an organisation with the rights to award REV degrees to valuers who are its members. Members of TEGoVA
consist of 69 professional organisations of valuers from 37 countries and represents more than 70 000 valuers in Europe.
There are currently 61 independent valuers from Bulgaria in TEGoVA’s register from 2018 to the present day who works
with a REV status. Some of these valuers have a REV status acquired by an association different from CIAB.
The significance of the REV status is the following (TEGoVA, 2021):
- REV status is the mark of excellence in real estate valuation, demonstrating to international and local clients that the
valuer is qualified to a consistent high European standard of practice. Since its inception, it has been awarded by leading
valuation associations across Europe;
- The letters “REV” enable cross-border real estate investors to identify local valuers qualified to a recognisable European
level. This gives both large and small local valuation firms the opportunity to tap into the steadily increasing market for
pan-European investor clients;
- Yet REV's greatest impact is on local clients. In times of economic uncertainty, local clients seek out professionals with
special knowledge and experience to help them make difficult investment and pricing decisions. Here, the competitive
edge for REV valuers lies in their guaranteed minimum level of education and experience and the capacity to interpret
global and local valuation impacts from demonstrated familiarity with European Valuation Standards (EVS).
The conditions (for the valuer) to acquire a REV status are:
- To be a full member of CIAB;
- To have a bachelor’s degree of education at least;
- The valuer in question has to have done at least 20 (twenty) valuations for the past two years, and if requested, he/she can
present them. To affirm this, he/she must offer a list (in free format) with information on the type and nature of the
units/premises and a date of the valuation report;
- The valuer has to present two copies of valuations personally conducted by the candidate (with all confidential data being
deleted, as well as one of these valuations has to be translated into English);
- The valuer has to present copies of certificates of participation in qualification events for the past 5 (five) years;
- The valuer has to write an actual and personally signed curriculum vitae with data containing professional proof as an
independent valuer;
- Conviction status certificate;
- The valuer has to declare that he/she will uphold the Code of Professional Conduct of the independent valuers and the
Bulgarian Valuation Standards (BVS), all of which are validated by the General Assembly of the Chamber of Independent
Appraisers in Bulgaria, as well as the Code of Professional Conduct, the rules and standards of behavior of independent
valuers who are certified and have acquired a REV status. Furthermore, the valuer has to follow all requirements of
TEGoVA, CIAB, and a Tariff for “Financial relations, applied to independent valuers with a REV status”;
- The valuer has to declare that he/she has not lost the qualification for valuation of real estate as an independent valuer or
state the period for which he/she has lost his qualification for real estate valuation, and confirm if his qualification as an
independent valuer has expired;
- The valuer has to pay all undue fees, according to the “Financial relations, applied to independent valuers” charge, which
relates to acquiring/already acquired REV status;
- The valuer has to send the above mentioned documents based on which he/she are to be invited for an interview with the
board that awards REV.
The allocation of the number of independent valuers among every 1000 people of the population of ten of the biggest cities
in Bulgaria is presented in fig. 4. The data indicate that the ratio of the number of the population of the cities which is done
according to data from the National Institute of Statistics in 2012 and 2020, while data from the public register of CIAB
from 2012 and 2020 have been presented in parts per thousand (to 1000 people). In comparison to the data from 2012, it
becomes clear that there is an overall increase in the number of independent valuers, with the exception of Varna city. The
difference in results in that city is owed to the significant growth of its population due to the dynamic migration process
(mainly from people coming in from smaller municipalities).
After a survey was conducted among 120 certified valuers in Bulgaria in 2019 in regards to the current valuation practices
and the existing Bulgarian Valuation Standards, the following percentage levels are revealed to the posed questions
(Kostov, 2019). The main results are displayed in Table 1.
The results from the survey present that 40% of the surveyed valuers find it difficult to acquire customers, while 32% think
that they are dependent on contracting entities. 70,83% are convinced that there should be Bulgarian Valuation Standards,
62,96% claim that they’re still studying them (although they have existed for almost a year now) and 29,63% are not even
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familiar with them. According to the respondents, the main problems of Bulgarian valuers are the following two: low wage
rate and no protection of their rights – 42,31% point out those circumstances.

Fig. 4: The ratio of the number of valuers (natural persons) to 1000 people of the population in the 10 biggest
Bulgarian cities during 2012/Q4 and 2020/Q4
Source: Own study and data from http://ciab-bg.com – website of Chamber of Independent Appraisers in Bulgaria,
https://www.nsi.bg/bg/content/2981/налесение-по-градове-и-пол - Website of the National Statistical Institute, last available on
10.01.2021; Kostov, I., 2013, Development of the real estate appraisal activity in Bulgaria, data on the number of appraisals for 2012.

The reasons for the low wages might be found primarily in the economic condition of the country, the low line of poverty
in Bulgaria in comparison to other EU member states, the presence of significant competition in the valuer field in the
country, the comparatively easy access to the profession and the lack of practical experience in order to receive full
valuation qualification (which is the practice of various states in Europe and in the world), the low costs to acquire a
valuation qualification, the low annual costs to maintain a valuer’s status, the lack of obligation to be a member of CIAB
(which means an annual membership fee), the tendency of underestimating a valuer’s work, the time limitation to produce
valuation reports which lead to very little time dedicated to working which in itself expresses a low offered and agreed
upon price for the service etc. In relation to the high percentage of valuers who feel that there is no one to protect their
rights, the implications might be that CIAB as an institution has to take notice of not just its control over the valuers’
activities but to also organize an actual defence for those professional activities. Something that is considered poor
practice, which is not typical for other European countries at the moment, would be the limitation of valuers and the right
to choose a valuer from a client’s perspective when it comes to a range of commercial banks in Bulgaria.

Conclusion
The literary and statistical review that has been presented, including the periods from the moment of privatisation and the
initially appointed independent valuers (which actually happens in 1992-1993 by imposed German and Anglo-Saxon
schools which include leading world-renowned lectors in the valuation field who pioneer the first pieces of training in
Bulgaria) to the regulation of their activity by creating the Independent Valuers Act and the Chamber of Independent
Appraisers in Bulgaria which lays down the foundations of the modern valuation practice, its management and monitoring,
along with the passing of the Bulgarian Valuation Standards as well as the change they introduce in the everyday work of
valuers, provides a clear picture of the dynamic development of the valuation activity in Bulgaria for the past 30 years.
Another claim that has been deemed acceptable constitutes that the created BVS increase the qualification of Bulgarian
independent valuers and position CIAB on a higher level among international organisations such as TEGoVA. From
another perspective, according to our study, after getting acquainted with the Bulgarian Valuation Standards, we find that
they are in need of partial clarification (including periodic renewal) when comparing them to established global standards
on an international level such as the International Valuation Standards (IVS), European Valuation Standards (EVS),
European Business Valuation Standards (EBVS), the standards of the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS), the
established standards in the USA (Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, USPAP), the valuation standards
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created for states from Central and Eastern Europe (e.g. in Poland – Polish Valuation Standards, in Romania – Asset
Valuation Standards, in Serbia – Valuation Standards for Serbia) etc. During the past ten years, there has been an increase
in the number of natural and legal persons, independent valuers in Bulgaria, which additionally exacerbates the
competition in the field. New opportunities are also presented for the members of CIAB, such as the REV status, which is
internationally recognized as one for qualified valuers of real estate. This status is a definite advantage for the valuers who
have it, primarily when it comes to international clients and working with them. However, if CIAB manages to convince
the commercial banks in Bulgaria to remove some of the limitations on the various valuers or at the very least give an
opportunity for the REV valuers to operate freely with the potential clients of most banks in the country, this might be
considered a big success of the professional organisation of valuers, created by the IVA. The data in the study indicates
that 63% of valuers are with qualification for real estate valuation. This effect is due to the dynamically developing real
estate market of modern times (mainly in four of the biggest cities in Bulgaria, which are Sofia, Plovdiv, Varna and
Burgas). The results from the survey clearly confirm the thesis in relation to the need for Bulgarian Valuation Standards
and their particular importance to the valuation practice.
Table 1: Survey measuring the feedback on the satisfaction of independent valuers in Bulgaria and the created BVS

Source: Own study.
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Abstract
The logistics operator assumes the role of an integrator in the business model, which allows for an increased efficiency and
added value creation. The aim of this paper was to develop a model for the implementation process of logistics customer
service aimed at the logistics industry, based on theoretical modelling and confirmed by a number of cases. The main
hypothesis is as follows: The model of logistic customer service in the supply chain represents the advantage of companies
in the market. The following research methods were used, including secondary and primary data acquisition, literature
analysis and case study. Concept development and changes to the customer service model improve the supply chain, refine
the quality and increase the value of the information provided. The changes proposed affect the value of the model in terms
of quality improvement. The paper examines the conceptual model as suitable for future implementations.

Keywords: Business Models, Logistics Operators, Customer Service, Supply Chain.
Introduction
In the second decade of the 21st century, economy in the global market has caused a rapid increase in the demand for
logistics services offered by external companies. An important goal of third-party logistics is to improve the efficiency of
logistics operations aimed at increasing the operational efficiency and competence of enterprises. There has been much
discussion on the concept of business model, including the impact the influence of the success gained by e-commerce
companies such as Amazon, eBay, and Allegro in Poland, which has contributed to the use of disruptive Internet models,
thus destabilizing industries and markets. The purpose of this paper is to develop a model of a logistics customer service
implementation process aimed at the logistics industry, based on theoretical modeling and confirmation by multiple cases.
The main hypothesis is: The model of logistics customer service in the supply chain represents the advantage of companies
in the market. The following research methods including secondary and primary data acquisition, literature analysis and
case study were used.

Types of Business Models
Business models form a certain type of architecture of business processes, which consists of description of their
conceptualization, determination of individual and necessary stages of operational activities and modeling of these
processes, as well as a certain type of the philosophy of activities, which is treated as necessary for the development of
future or existing organizations (Firlej, 2013). In the Polish literature of the subject, a widely described business model,
considered by the author as a new approach to strategic management, presented by M. Duczkowska-Piasecka, deserves
attention. According to the author, the business model "... is a multi-threaded issue, offering enterprises a chance to make
strategic choices, shape their strategic position, build strategies and carry out changes in enterprises" (DuczkowskaPiasecka, et al., 2013).
Large enterprises and SMEs are served by logistics operators via online platforms. This applies to the business-to-business
(B2B) market, e.g. China's Alibaba from the perspective of business managers in the B2C market, for whom shipments are
most often addressed to Aliexpress or Allegro but also there is a consumer to consumer relationship (OLX). The Internet
has revolutionized product positioning for small businesses; through it, companies find customers, distribute products
________________
Cite this Article as: Joanna DYCZKOWSKA and Jarosław POZNAŃSKI “Business Models of Logistics Operators: A Conceptual
Model of Customer Service” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA),
30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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using logistics providers, bill and receive payments. In some cases, business models are moving beyond the system
between customers and suppliers to a much more specialized service, which is logistics and supply chain management
(including manufacturing), speeding them up, making them more cost effective, and also being able to handle a much
greater variety of goods and services and, in some cases volumes and production schedules much more varied than before.
L.C. Lambert and R.A. Davidson found that business models vary in their scopes and conceptual approaches. The scope of
business models ranges from an internal structure to the enterprise as a participant in the logistics chain. In a conceptual
concentration, business models differ in terms of activity, architecture, pricing strategy, and market orientation. However, a
majority of definitions focus on the organization and creation of an offer of value (Lambert and Davidson, 2013).
For this purpose, the most useful definition according to M. M. Al-Debei and his team is presented: Business model is an
abstract representation of the organization, regardless of the concept, textual and/or graphical all architecture, interaction
and financial arrangements and developed by the organization at present and in the future, as well as all the basic products
and/or services that the organization offers or will offer on their basis, and it determines necessary to achieve the strategic
goals and objectives.
There is a positive correlation, one that strengthens the competitiveness of the company and the level of competitiveness of
the company’s and the effectiveness of the business model designed. The literature describes how the advent of the Internet
in the mid-1990s and the increase in the frequency of the use of the term "introduced the business model". C. Zott and
other authors analyzed the literature from 1975 to 2009. They demonstrated that the term was successfully described,
especially in professional journals, largely due to consulting firms seeking to be seen as creators, especially in the area of
digital transformation (Zott and Amit, 2010). The International Data Corporation defines the model as: a continuous
process in which companies adapt or create disruptive change in customers and markets (external ecosystems). By
leveraging, there is an increase in digital competencies to innovate new business models, products and services that
seamlessly integrate digital, physical, business and customer experience functions while improving operational efficiency
and organizational performance (International, 2015).
The aforementioned sources of value creation by an enterprise are referred to by R. Amit and C. Zotta as motives of a
specific business project. Combining them with the previously mentioned "elements" of business creates the general
framework (determinants) of the business model (Table 1). When discussing the issue of the development and application
of business models, it is worth emphasizing the importance of the context of the environment. All models are embedded in
a specific context of the environment, which determines the key assumptions made in the model. Moreover, it is the nature
of the environment that gives business models meaning and determines their usefulness. A change in the characteristics of
the environment entails a change in the business model used by the company
Table 1: General framework of business models
Content
Structure
Supervision
Innovation
Maintenance
Complementarity
Effectiveness

Elements of business models
What tasks should be performed?
How should they be related and in what sequence should they be performed?
Who should perform them and where?
Motives of business models
Adopt innovative content, structure or surveillance system
Building in elements that allow the current stakeholders of the business
model to be maintained
Combining products / services on the basis of complementarity
Transaction restructuring to reduce transaction costs

Source: Author’s own study based on the article (Zott and Amit, 2010).

R. Amit and C. Zott distinguish four basic sources of value creation:
1. Efficiency - an increase in efficiency in the network is caused by the reduction of asymmetry in access to information, as
well as the ability to make decisions faster, additionally on the basis of a larger pool of information. What is also a source
of efficiency improvement is also a reduction of distribution costs and inventory management costs.
2. Complementarity - the source of value, according to the resource theory, this may be the complementarity of strategic
resources. This also applies when complementary goods are supplied to the customer by a competitor.
3. Retention (lock-in) - the more customers are motivated to repeat transactions and the greater the determination of both
parties to the transaction to maintain and strengthen the relationship, the greater the potential to create value in business.
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4. Innovation - new products or services, new methods of production, distribution and marketing are traditionally seen as
sources of value creation. The development of information technologies means that more and more often the source of
value is the innovative structuring of transactions between interested entities. Connecting entities that have not yet
exchanged products, services, information etc. with each other may lead to e.g. lowering transaction costs, identifying
"dormant" consumer needs, including products/services in the "value proposal (value proposal) of complementary
products/services”.
The sustainable business model should incorporate sustainability as a company's ability to continuously learn, adapt and
grow, revitalise, reconstruct and reorient (Grudzewski et al., 2010).
Osterwalder and colleagues found that roughly half of the companies defined the models used by the companies as a
value/customer oriented ('outward') market approach, while the rest were more self-centred. However, different authors
refer to different things in writings on business models (Linder and Cantrell, 2000). Osterwalder described three different
types of preferences (Osterwalder et al., 2005):
1 The concept of an abstract overarching business model that can be described as companies. A meta-model includes all
the elements of a business model (Osterwalder et al., 2005).
2. Types of business models and different taxonomies, for example, open business models and more (Osterwalder et al.,
2005). Linder & Cantrell called them "operational business models" and logic for value creation, frequently known as a
"business model".
3. Real world (instance level) business models, for example the Amazon model, the Dell model, the e-Bay model. Using a
company name to refer to its business model (Osterwalder et al., 2005).
According to most concepts, the enterprise business model is a concept the describes in a schematic but parameterized way
the overall concept of the company's operation. The dominant view is that it is a key element of the company's business
strategy. The most frequently mentioned elements of business models include the following: the position of the enterprise
in the value chain, customer value, revenue sources, competitive strategy, resources/competencies, relations with partners,
products and costs offered.
The classic concepts of business models are listed in the literature:
1. the "profit model" according to A.J. Slywotzky, D.J. Morrison and B. Andelmann, defined by four strategic dimensions
such as (1) customer selection, (2) value capture, (3) strategic control and (4) scope of operations (differentiation)] (Cui
and Hertz, 2011);
2. the "Business Model Canvas" according to A. Osterwalder, Y. Pigneur, A. Smith, consisting of nine elements: (1) key
partners, (2) key business areas, (3) value proposition, (4) customer relationships, (5) customer segments, (6) key
resources, (7) distribution channels, (8) cost and profitability structures of key business areas, (9) revenue sources;
3. business model according to T. Golębiowski, T. Dudzik, M. Lewandowska, M. Witek-Hajduk, distinguishing four basic
constitutive elements (i.e. customer value proposition, resources, place in the supply chain, revenue sources) (Gołębiowski,
2008).
A properly constructed business model supports the growth and development of an enterprise. The dynamic growth phase
of a business is a particularly risky stage in the life cycle of a business organisation. A business model may contribute to
easier planning of changes that enable growth and development by emphasising the importance of innovation.

Dynamics of logistics operators’ business models
The main elements shaping the market strategy of courier and logistics operators include the following (Panasiuk, 2003):
− assortment diversification - entering new markets;
− quality of services - shaping quality parameters, new services with higher quality parameters (categorisation), reaching
quality systems compliant with ISO 9000 series standards, adjusting to internal and European quality standards
(Olkiewicz, 2020a);
− applying new forms of service - new types of specialised collection points (direct mail), creating sales services;
− shaping consumer satisfaction - thanks to a wide assortment and meeting high quality parameters;
− computerisation of the network - in order to achieve the possibility of providing e-business-type services and
performing operations electronically
− deepening market segmentation processes - to better identify consumers;
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− shaping staff satisfaction - through internal marketing (training and motivating staff).
In recent years, we can observe more and more frequently verbalized necessity to increase the readability of business
activity and its consequences (Olkiewicz, 2020b) including mainly an elimination of corruption and unethical behaviour in
business, as well as the use of good practices. Although the implementation of the idea of corporate social responsibility
may meet these assumptions, this concept is not widely practiced in Poland (Wolska, 2018). Public postal operators in a
majority of European countries still have a monopoly in part of the written correspondence segment. Only in a few
European countries, e.g. in Sweden and Finland, the postal services market has been fully liberalised. In the others,
including mainly the EU states, full competition takes place in the segment of services (Wolska, 2005):
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

courier services,
parcel services
insurance,
logistics,
direct marketing,
Internet,
hybrid mail.

The unsatisfactory dynamics of the development of the postal services market, resulting from a restriction of access to it
for other economic entities, forced an implementation of reforms aimed at liberalizing the regulations currently in force.
The effect of the reforms undertaken was a gradual reduction of the monopoly of state postal operators and a
diversification of their fields of activity and the entry of logistics operators into their courier and parcel transport market.
The LSP industry is frequently referred to as an example of a change model. Due to the presence of supply chains and the
role of the logistics operator as an integrator, three main models can be observed: classic, low-cost and long-distance.
There is a classic, universal transport and forwarding or courier company. They used to be leaders on the domestic market
like PEKAES - now Pekaes Multi-Spedytor Sp. z o.o., with almost a national monopoly, or the Polish Post, protected by
government regulations. There is some controversy about the definition of post, because the postal law distinguishes
between postal operators and public operators. However, it is difficult to say whether the delivery of letters by post
includes delivery by a postal operator that is not a public operator. It should be explained that Polish Post was designated to
be the public operator. On that basis, it has the exclusive right to provide postal services whose weight limit is 50 g. An
example from the European market is Raben Group with the Fresh Logistic company. Fresh specialises in comprehensive
logistics of fresh products requiring controlled temperatures from +2°C to +6°C and 0°C to +2°C (UltraFresh) throughout
the whole supply chain. It has been a partner of companies since 2002 and it addresses its offer to both to local producers
and importers and large-scale multinationals producing fresh products. The company provides national and international
transport and contract logistics services. In some cases, protected markets are regional rather than national or based on the
distinction between long and short distances.
There is a low-cost model, involving simple transportation from point A to point B and routing of shipments.
Standardisation of the fleet (reducing consequently time, complexity and costs while increasing targets over the number of
suppliers), single service option (reducing handling points), use of terminals and sorting facilities of other logistics
operators within the country (in some cases leading to lower charges), all pallet spaces on the car or container have been
sold to maximise profit and there is no real loyalty programme leading to overall lower costs and faster turnaround times.
This will start a pricing model with a base with no add-ons and possibly added values. An example is JAS-FBG S.A.,
which in addition to road, sea and air freight forwarding, provides customs clearance and to a minor extent warehousing
services. The second company is the hauler Mexem from Miastko, which has a fleet of 550 cars with semi-trailers with a
capacity of 24 DCM and, in addition to transport, also carries out intermodal transport.
An example of long-haul hub-and-spoke example of is DP DHL and TNT air services, where the key is a very efficient
model to use aircraft to send large numbers of shipments to and from their hubs. This model is the most important
challenge for scheduled airlines and seaplanes, which typically have losses or low profits on shorter routes and return
routes, whose impact on the market has been mainly through market expansion rather than profits and market share. Large
logistics operators provide low-cost services, but this is difficult, their value proposition is not consistent with their high
value operating cost models (Giesen et al., 2010).
The model is a guideline for creating one's own ways of functioning in an uncertain market, in a non-transparent
environment. It is useful not only for companies with a logistics profile. It is worth mentioning that the proposal reffered to
above are based on an assumption of progressive digitisation of the environment and the need to use electronic platforms
for cooperation to an increasing extent. Other authors (Jabloński, 2010; Prahalad and Krishnan 2010; Laszlo, 2008) point
to the model of sustainable business of socially responsible companies, which is practically implemented by all logistics
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operators. DB Schenker includes all aspects of sustainable and successful operations in its model. Challenging the status
quo in the logistics industry, it strives to achieve economic, social and environmental harmony in logistics and supply
chain management. DP DHL has implemented green solutions to optimise travel routes, alternative drive vehicles and
energy efficient warehouses. This policy has been named "GOGREEN". Examples of the application of this model can be
found on every website of logistics companies.
Considering the way each of the four dimensions presented in Table 2 is resolved in a given LSP company, five business
models found in the LSP industry can be described (Figure 1).

Fig 1: Business model for the provision of LSP services and key features of the business
Source: author’s own study on the grounds of the research

Companies representing this model develop and nurture partnerships with all the participants in the supply chain, and their
bargaining power with suppliers and customers is unquestioned. A key area of the activity is the management of the
integrated supply chain and its associated risks. The integrators' value chain is extremely short although they retain full
control over all of its links. Most logistics operations are outsourced. The level of mastery of key success factors is very
high. The high competitive position of this type of entities is based on the synergy effect of their own activities and
partners created by this network business model. What matters in this model is the strength of a set of unique competitive
advantage factors. Rarely does the model change.
In Poland, there are only two operators at the top of the pyramid (DP DHL, DB Schenker), below leading logistics
operators (4PL) acting as coordinators of individual service sectors or specialists offering niche services (e.g. intended for
selected market segments or related to a given type of logistics operations - e.g. DPD, Raben, UPS), below logistics
operators (3PL - Lotos Kolej, Rolling Suus Logistics, PEKAES), and at the bottom of the pyramid - a whole range of small
and medium-sized entities. At the bottom of the pyramid - a whole range of small and medium-sized entities performing
standard logistics services on commission (including carriers in particular).
The most frequently observed consequence of the development of LSP companies in Poland is further polarisation and
moving from lower to higher levels of the pyramid, i.e. from companies providing a narrow range of simple services,
through an operator offering specialised services, to a leading logistics operator or an integrator responsible for the LSP
supply chain management. At the same time, the processes of eliminating weaker entities from the market, ones that
occupy lower and intermediate positions in the so-called LSP pyramid, are intensifying.
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Business models evolve and mature (McGrath, 2010). D.J. Teece states that "business models must change over time" as
external factors such as markets, technology, laws, changing environments (Teece, 2010). Logistics operators should treat
business model and logistics processes inside and outside the company as one package -strategies. This may determine
their survival and should be reviewed frequently to ensure alignment with the external business environment and strategic
objectives. Business modelling facilitates and emergence of new and more sophisticated strategies (Seddon and Lewis,
2002; Margretta, 2002).
The business model focuses on value creation and the company's strategy defines the model that the operator should follow
given the revenues, capabilities and benefits offered to the customer. The more capabilities, capacities and resources a
company has internally and the greater its ability to leverage its network of partners to create and capture value, the better
the negotiations are and the greater the value it can retain. A business model is a system of activities that extend beyond the
boundaries of the company, in which value is co-created with external partners (Zott and Amit, 2010). M.E. Porter argues
that outsourcing can reduce costs in the short term and improve flexibility, but also reduce costs and increase competitive
advantage when competitors turn to the same partner for homogeneous inputs. This lowers entry barriers, increases price
competition and may lead to a loss of control of important elements (Porter, 2001). However, companies follow differently
models, with different sized resources, using combinations of activities, processes and people, which when combined leads
to competitive advantage. M.E. Porter confirms this when he talks about competitive advantage and adapted value.
The Industry 4.0 (Królikowski et al., 2021; Kostrzewski et al., 2020; Kostrzewski et al., 2020a; Kostrzewski et al., 2020b;
Chamier-Gliszczynski and Staniuk, 2019) and Logistics 4.0 approach suggests an advantage to competition that the
performance of a logistics operator depends on how the services are positioned and how they operate in relation to external
factors such as market conditions and competitors. This emphasises the importance of external factors (David, 2004).
Customer information is critical to a company's success in refining its business model and it should be used to guide the
design of the value chain, distribution channels, customer relationships and the revenue stream.

Evaluation of customer service in supply chain
When designing new business models, it is necessary to have a complete analysis of the external environment in order to
gain insight into market trends, customer needs and preferences, as well as competitors, while assessing all political,
economic and social technological, legal and environmental factors, and performing market segmentation. Timely and
integrated information on end-customer behaviour offers the LSP company greater flexibility to meet changing customer
needs more fully (Hammer, 2001). New technologies, such as Big Data and analytics, cloud and mobility, help companies
to collect and analyse information about them, market data from various internal and external sources, enable them to build
a dynamic customer perception (Carr et al., 2015), and create flexible and efficient structures sensitive to dynamic market
needs (Strohelin, 2015).
Table 2: Dimensions of business models in LSP companies
Dimension
Service value for
the customer

Enterprise
resources

Value chain

Market segments
served

Characteristics of the business model dimension
- participation in creating value for the end user
- comprehensiveness and complementarity of offers
- timeliness, reliability and delivery time
- communication with the customer within IT systems
- safety and quality of transport
- staff competence and expertise
- image of the LSP company
- LSP infrastructure
- positioning of the offer for the customer in relation to the competition
- bargaining power vis-à-vis carriers, shippers and consignees
- access to the capital group structure (Schenker Polska - DB Schenker, DHL Polska
DP DHL)
- logistics operations design
- supply chain process management
- warehouse logistics, transport and forwarding
- procurement logistics and production re-engineering
- distribution and return logistics
- the role of the carrier and logistics operator in the supply chain
- specialised segments such as chemicals, pharmaceuticals and automotive
- FMCG and HoReCa customer service
- serving the Far Eastern market with, for example, quality control
- handling of customs consignments
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- handling of the clothing industry
- solutions for fresh and frozen thermal products
- solutions for returnable packaging
- specialised solutions for the army and aviation
- road, rail, sea and air transport
Source: author’s own study on the grounds of the research

Globalisation, supply chain management and e-commerce are transforming the logistics industry. There are trends towards
manufacturers and distributors opting for outsourcing and strategic partners. This leads to alliances, acquisitions, mergers,
subcontracting and niche marketing. Consolidation of manufacturers generates an emergence of large companies with
extensive markets, lower overheads and better service. Operators therefore also become global entities, becoming virtual
companies, forming partnerships with other operators that complement their offerings, providing comprehensive services
to customers. These partnerships allow them to expand their service offerings without any additional investment.
The logistics company often possesses as a primary goal to provide a quality service that is based on advanced
technologies, while at the same time taking care of the environment, health and safety of employees.

Fig. 2: Conceptual model of logistics customer service by LSP
Source: author’s own study on the grounds of the research

Many companies with B2B sales (sometimes this is industrial sectors) are changing their model to move from selling
products to selling solutions and services (Cerasale and Stone, 2004). In the logistics industry, business customers (often
global companies) tend to demand:
−
−
−
−
−

the partnership rather than a transport or shipping service itself;
real-time access to shipment information based on consignment note numbers on the website;
a high level of service, such as physical distribution, financing, as well as additional services
shorter shipment handling time, e.g. 24 hours in Poland
lower logistics costs, including just-in-time delivery, which allows one to better manage one’s logistics.
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From the perspective of strategic management, the organisation needs to re-evaluate its principles of conduct and focus on
its knowledge, the intellectual capital at its disposal and its leading competences (Jablonski, 2013). Then it is possible to
develop a strategy of conduct according to the principles of sustainable development. When constructing it, it is important
to properly define the mission and vision of the organisation, its detailed rules of conduct (including the code of ethical
behaviour), the standards that will be used when resolving conflicts and the ways to supervise and control whether the
organisation follows the conditions it has set (Gasparski, 2003).
Global logistics operators are an example of how companies create changing business models for the needs of customers to
meet their greatest demands.
The conceptual model offers a new solution to strategists for better customer service through a process of discovery than
the previous analytical approach. The service model designs applied, created and piloted before implementation, allow the
new conceptual model to be tested before it replaces the traditional model. The model involves an increased information
flow and the creation of a supply chain coordinator position. There is an increase in supply chain activity (Figure 3).

Fig. 3: Customer activity levels in the logistic customer service model
Source: author’s own study on the grounds of the research

The Polish LSP industry is characterised by a strong fragmentation of carriers, and at the same time, the four largest
entities in this industry on the Polish market have average annual revenues corresponding to a value of only 5-6 percent of
the market share. Moreover, the one hundred largest LSP companies realize only 15 percent of the revenues of the entire
industry (Kawa, 2013). In the LSP industry, there is a significant number of entities with different scale, complexity of
operations and different natures of services provided. In the conditions of strong competition, a price war between many
LSP companies takes place, followed by concentration, specialisation and niche service of given market segments. What
has become an important element is the acquisition of favourable transport orders (Wozniak and Wojnarowski, 2015) as
well as the economic efficiency of individual transport orders (Stryjski et al., 2020). What is developing is industry
specialisation and expansion of the range of services in key market segments, combined with the role of a logistics operator
and later on, an integrator of services. There may also be customer service models used as a mechanism to facilitate change
in the activities of the logistics operator.
Customer activity activities that belong to the same value creation process as basic services, but mostly invisible to the
service provider, define the customer sphere of additional value creation. Although activities within the customer sphere
were beyond the perception and direct influence of service providers, they were essential to the logistics customer service
process. Such activities could include searches for complementary information, interactions with competitors of a given
LSP, interactions with complementary service providers, or interactions with other customers or stakeholders relevant to
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the use of supply chain services. Related activities may also include other complementary activities that customers need to
engage in before using the service, such as making a schedule of shipments and receipts to a particular LSP.

Conclusion and Future Research
Changes in logistics service result in the implementation of changes throughout the chain. Understanding activity profiles
may have practical implications in both service design and communication. If the supplier knows that certain elements of
the service are correlated with certain associated activities, the service can be designed to support the type of activity there
the customer is involved in interactions outside the service (letter writing, packaging, information flow). Communication
can be harmonised with logistics activity profiles, so that messages do not refer to related activities in which the customer
is not interested in. In addition to service management, logistics planning (Staniuk et al., 2020), design and
communication, network representations of customer activities can be used. Opportunities for innovation and unknown
related activities in the supply chain may be discovered and then they may be supported. This can also have implications
for research into on resource integration across the chain, as the approach influences customer activities in a way that
emphasises the connections between activities and organisations in the chain. In this way, it can be used for resource flows
in customer service processes. IT technology permits an analysis of past events and the present situation as well as
forecasting: in addition to this, it allows for the collection of data throughout the chain. The logistics operator takes on the
role of an integrator, which permits an increased efficiency and added value. Lack of cooperation in the chain results in a
breakdown of ties and logistics service. High-quality cooperation contributes to the loyalty of enterprises (links), an
increased efficiency and effectiveness of logistics service. The logistics operator, by analysing the flows in the chain and
the needs, provides new solutions in the form of modifications to the IT system and an expansion of the services provided.
The development of concepts and changes in the customer service model improves the chain, it refines the quality and
increases the value of the information provided.
The changes proposed affect the value of the model in terms of quality improvement, confirmed by respondents who found
it suitable for future implementations. Despite the strong interest in the relationship between the LSPs and its customers,
the interaction between the supplier and the LSPs has a strong impact on the efficiency of the implementation. As some
activities should be carried out in a cooperative manner, clarifying the role of logistics companies in the model may even
help external and internal integration activities. Changing the model may improve the quality of logistics services, the use
of the logistics provider's potential and consequently the customer's satisfaction with the logistics service
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Abstract
Logistics process management may be comprehensive and it might cover all logistics processes and activities. The aim of
the publication is to analyse customer service in an integrated supply chain of manufacturing and trading companies, where
the integrator is a logistics operator. The main hypothesis: The role of the main service provider as an integrator in the
supply chain affects the realization of objectives. The research methods: used include a literature analysis, a comparative
analysis and a diagnostic survey method using questionnaire technique. The analysis and configuration of the results allow
the an evaluation of logistic customer service in the three links, which leads to a differentiation of the logistics customer
service by the logistics operator in supply chains. Specific mechanisms preceding and linking LCS that influence customer
satisfaction are presented.

Keywords: customer service, SCM
Introduction
The availability of data and a greater ability to obtain information forms the basis for change and the operation of
businesses. Over the years, technology has evolved and the importance of information technology has changed how
businesses operate in supply chains. Research and publications have contributed to decision-making in several areas of
supply chain management, including customer service. The systems direction suggests that better solutions to problems
may be identified when wider parts of the supply chain are modelled and optimised together. The purpose of this
publication is to analyse customer service in an integrated supply chain of manufacturing and trading companies, where a
logistics operator acts as an integrator.
The main hypothesis: The role of the main service provider as an integrator in the supply chain affects the realization of
objectives.
The research methods: literature analysis, comparative analysis and diagnostic survey method using questionnaire
technique.

Materials
The customer relationship management process provides a structure in relation to how the customer relationship is
developed and maintained. Management identifies key customers and customer groups to be selected as part of the
company's business mission (Berry and Parasuraman, 1991). A process is an integrated, purposeful arrangement or chain
of activities, which is both the result of the integration and structuring of activities and the object of an integrated
management. Processes can be treated as a recurring and determined course of activities, customer-oriented, defined by the
flow of materials and information, penetrating the boundaries of individual spheres of activity of the enterprise, including
primary and secondary value-creating activities (Blaik, 2001; Chaberek, 2002). The common areas of relationships
between activities include the key processes of the enterprise. Rapidly responding enterprise managers put the main
emphasis on managing these processes. One of the creators of the concept of logistics process management, Th.
Davenport, defined this process in the context of an organisation as activities that create added value and deliver outputs to
an internal or external customer. These are the characteristics of enterprise processes (Christopher and Peck, 2005):
.________________
Cite this Article as: Joanna DYCZKOWSKA and Jarosław POZNAŃSKI “Evaluation of Customer Service in Integrated Supply Chains
of Manufacturing and Trading Companies” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association
(IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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−
−
−
−
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targeted at customers for whom they create value;
usually cross department boundaries;
use the resources of individual departments;
are based on teamwork;
enable the formulation of strategic goals.

Teams in a logistics company align service contracts with the needs of key customers and segments of other customers
(Seybold, 2001). Teams work with key customers to streamline processes and eliminate demand volatility and activities
that do not demonstrate added value. Effectiveness reports are designed to measure the profitability of individual
customers as well as the financial impact of these customers on the company.
Increasing competition has led companies not only to improve their internal operations (including through process control
and inventory management) but also to focus on integration with their suppliers in appreciated chain processes. Suppliers
enable competitiveness (quality, delivery, flexibility and cost), so their delivery of value to customers has been valued. The
use of outsourcing has accelerated the need to coordinate the delivery of processes in chains as the organisation becomes
more dependent on suppliers (Auguste et al., 2002; Fine, 2000). Consequently, coordination mechanisms must exist within
the organisation where to place them, how to coordinate them and which teams and functions are responsible for managing
them has become critical.
Logistics process management is an example of the process management concept of a company. According to J. Brilman
(Brilman, 2002), the process analysis of organisations gave rise to the concept of examining and describing material and
information flows across different functions and specialities and, every time an operation is carried out, analysing the
inputs, transformations made, resources consumed, outputs or products that are traded. This means that logistics process
management occupies a very important place in the concept of process management (Olkiewicz, 2015). The philosophy of
product flow management is based on a holistic and integrated approach to planning, organising and controlling logistics
processes.
Logistics process management can be comprehensive, and it may cover all logistics processes and activities. Logistics
process management can be defined as a process of comprehensive planning, organising and controlling of logistics
processes and activities performed to ensure an efficient and effective flow of materials, semi-finished and finished
products in enterprises and logistics as well as supply chains. The aim of logistics process management is to deliver the
right products or services to the right place to the right customer at the right time with the right quality and at the lowest
cost possible (Swierczak, 2006).
When defining incoming processes in supply chains in terms of supply logistics integration, R.J. Schonberger specified the
extent to which incoming inter-organisational processes are seamless and closely aligned and coordinated. Defining lean
production processes as lean manufacturing processes in terms of the extent to which internal operations conform to lean
manufacturing processes and principles, especially just in time (JIT) and total quality control (TQC). R.J. Schonberger
stated that JIT and TQC have essentially merged into the concept of lean production (Schonberger, 2007). Inbound
performance reflects the efficiency of sourcing, purchasing and logistics operations, including total procurement costs,
inventory holding costs and material costs. Competitive performance reflects a company's performance relative to its
competitors in terms of the delivery speed of chain processes, as well as production costs, volume flexibility and product
variety with respect to the end customer or market.
Few studies have been conducted on the internal and external aspects of an organisation's value chain, which is linked as a
'pipeline' in building value for customers. For example, V.R. Kannan and K.C. Tan considered the parallel effects and their
impact on total quality management (TQM), JIT and supply chains on firm performance (Kannan and Tan, 2005). J.
Jayaram et al studied the relationship between building lean systems and firm performance (Jarayam et al., 2002).
However, little is known about the links between input processes, internal processes, inbound traffic performance and
competitive performance (Shin et al., 2000; Tracey et al., 2005).
Logistics operators need to differentiate their operations based on new levels of agility, precision and efficiency. Supply
chains must respond to an increasingly global, complex and multi-channel environment. While being under pressure to
make a profit, supply chains are facing changes under customer demands, compounded by the growth of online sales and
the increasing demand for fast delivery and accuracy. For example, delivery within an hour of products will soon become
commonplace in cities not only in Western Europe but also in Poland. New markets, as well as changes in operators'
operating models, are putting pressure on changes in relationship processes. The smart supply chain (SSC) is seen by
logistics operators as a challenge or opportunity to turn the supply chain into a real competitive advantage. Thus, logistics
companies increase participation in the market. The yey to achieving this is an integration of different channels, agile
collaboration between participants and real-time smart management, harnessing the power of new technologies (Wozniak
et al., 2015, Wozniak et al., 2016) that optimise integration, predictive intelligence and identification. The transformation
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of the traditional supply chain to a smart one is inevitable. Speed, accuracy and efficiency of service will determine
competitiveness. At this stage, logistics audit (Chamier-Gliszczyński and Staniuk, 2018), logistics planning (Staniuk et al.,
2020) and the tools implemented under Indrustry 4.0 and Logistics 4.0 (Kostrzewski et al., 2020, Kostrzewski et al., 2020a,
Kostrzewski et al., 2020b; Królikowski et al., 2021). Any company that is part of the supply chain, in any of its links, will
be affected by this change. This is especially true for companies involved in logistics with end users, as is the case with
logistics operators serving the e-commerce market and companies in the B2B supply chain.
The SSC (smart supply chain) manages the flow of raw materials into an organisation and their deployment in an internal
as well as external environment, it allows updates of information about goods that are sent to a server using IoT (Internet of
Things), which refers to wireless communication between objects and can be controlled and monitored from anywhere,
anywhere and at any time. SSC captures the flow of goods from the supplier to the manufacturer, which travels with the
wholesaler to the retailer and ultimately to the customer. The SSC is mainly used to benefit the company, and it links and
gathers general data collected by the warehouse management system, communication software and the distribution
management system. SSC is mainly used to increase the efficiency of the company and also to ensure that the materials
reach the customer (Yuvaraj and Sangeetha, 2016). To address the challenges faced by today's complex supply chains, new
concepts of supply chain planning and control are emerging. Typical features of such concepts include the following
(Bjartnes, 2008):
−
−
−
−
−

demand control throughout the supply chain, based on the pull rather than the push principle (pull/push),
integrated and automated operations,
use of unified supply chain control models,
intelligent and advanced information processing, data mining, visualisation and decision support,
information sharing and transparent information flow.

Proper planning of the process requires the determination of a time schedule (Olkiewicz and Wolniak, 2020), the indication
of the sending and receiving places for each of the process components and the persons responsible for the correct
execution of the activities. In a process-oriented enterprise, teams consisting of employees from different departments are
required to achieve business objectives defined in terms of customer value and profitability. Satisfying the customer while
making a profit are the overriding objectives of any enterprise, and managing the process of customer satisfaction is a
priority.
Supply chain management is increasingly recognised as an integration of key business processes across the supply chain.
M. Hammer argues that companies with internal processes in place need to integrate them between companies. Improving
collaborative processes between companies is another option to reduce costs, improve the quality and speed of operations
and increase productivity (Hammer, 2001).
A prerequisite for the functioning of the supply chain in a company is the creation of a warehouse-transport chain. It forms
the basis for the operation of the entire logistics chain. This chain consists of a technological connection between storage
and cargo handling points, as well as the coordination of storage and transport operations in organisational terms, the
planning of ordering processes, inventory policy and all the links of the chain (Golembska, 1994). One of the definitions
according to A. J. Stenger and J. J. Coyle is "an integrated management of logistics flow sequences, processing and
handling activities - from suppliers to final customers - necessary to produce a product or a service in an efficient and
effective manner" (Coyle et al., 2002). Another definition is presented by D. Bovet and J. Martha, according to whom the
supply chain is” a set of internal and external processes related to the production, supply and delivery of products to
customers, which include activities such as: raw materials sourcing, production planning and physical distribution of
goods, supported by a continuous flow of information" (Szudrowicz and Ciesielski, 2003). The integrative philosophy of
managing the entire flow in the distribution channel from the supplier to the final customer is defined by (Cooper and
Ellram, 2007).
A lot has already been written about the importance of supply chain management (SCM) in the company’s performance.
SCM can be described as encompassing the management of the external and internal aspects of the firm's operations,
including the sourcing, logistics, production and distribution processes involved in offering goods and services (Chen and
Paulray, 2004a; Prajogo et al., 2008). During the previously described operations management research, studies generally
focused on the internal aspects of the value chain, while previous SCM research largely focused on the external aspects of
the value chain and performance implications (Chen and Paulraj, 2004b; Li et al., 2005). For example, many studies that
examined the impact of SCM practices suggest a direct effect of the logistics service provider on integration and on
competitiveness (Elram et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2004c; Tracey et al., 2005; Li, Ragu-Nathan et al., 2006; Tan and Tracey,
2007), ignoring the internal processes involved in the relationship. In other words, internal business flows and information
flows are considered unexplored: hence, there are attempts to build a business model with a special focus on logistics
customer service, which is not critical to the relationship between supply integration and competitive operational
performance.
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Methods
One of the main tasks in supply chain management is to monitor inventories throughout the supply chain and to reduce the
uncertainty that is the cause of the safety of supplies or the implementation of sub-optimal activities like stock purchases.
The features of a logistics operator-oriented supply chain include the following:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

inventory management - coordination of activities by the logistics operator throughout the supply chain;
stock flow - continuous/transparent, visible in the IT system for the logistics operator;
cost - product price with unloading costs optimally balanced by the logistics operator;
information - common information system for the supplier, manufacturer, receiver and logistics operator;
risk - common/shared, responsibility is borne by all the links in the chain including the logistics operator;
planning - supply chain teams, warehouse, procurement, traffic coordination and distribution staff;
inter-organisational relationships - price-oriented partnership with logistics service.

The IT-support of logistics processes is now a necessity. Logistics tools and concepts do not guarantee success. The
logistics system must be supported by information systems, which use large data sets. The proper functioning of
information systems depends on consistent and integrated data, which are necessary for analytical processing. Timely
information from information systems is also important so that management can make timely and relevant decisions.
To explore the relationship between the external aspects of the supply chain, internal processes and performance, a
framework for value chain analysis and relationships should be defined taking into account the resource-based theory
(RBT) view (Chen and Paulray, 2004b). A value chain analysis describes activities within and around an organisation and
relates them to these to an analysis of an organisation's competitive strength (Porter, 2006). Porter defined the ability to
perform individual activities and to manage the linkages between these activities as the source of competitive advantage.
According to the relational view of resource-based theory (RBT), a firm's competitive performance depends on the firm's
internal resources as well as external resources within the firm's network or supply chain (Dyer and Singh, 1998; Lavie,
2006; Arya and Lin, 2007). Porter make a distinction between core and support activities. Core activities are those directly
related to the creation or delivery of a product or service. These may be grouped into five main areas: procurement
logistics, operations, distribution logistics, marketing and sales, and service. Each of these core activities is combined with
support activities that help improve their effectiveness or efficiency. The four main areas of supporting activities include
the following: procurement, technology development (including research and development), human resource management
and infrastructure (planning systems, finance, quality, information management, etc.).
The owners and management of the company are important both for the coordination of the flow of transactions and for the
information system. The functioning of the supply chain depends on a direct access to information and transparency of
operations in all its activities. A prerequisite for this is an integration of systems, compatibility of processes, procedures
and interoperability of databases. On the other hand, narrowing the scope of chain management may occur when the
authorities exceed the limits of operation. Typically, a virtual supply chain is formed around a central organisation. In
order to serve one customer based on a specific order for one selection that is in limited quantity, the "middleman" pulls
other organisations into the chain. Once the order is fulfilled, this particular supply chain dies down until a similar order
comes in. An adaptation of the network to changing needs is enabled by pre-agreements. This happens by drawing
potential partners into the supply chain to perform specific tasks (Schary and Skjott-Larsen, 2002).
Successful supply chain integration depends on achieving three subject objectives:
1. Identifying the requirements of the end customer as to the level of service (a high price and delivery time point, or a
lower price with same day delivery).
2. Deciding at which points in the supply chain to place inventories and how much to store there (with the supplier or
logistics operator)
3. Develop appropriate policies and procedures to manage the supply chain as an integrated whole (manufacturer logistics operator).
Another factor that has an impact on the efficiency of supply chain management is activity-based costing. This logic
concept allows monitoring the specific costs of serving individual customers or groups of customers, as well as tracking
the unit costs of activities and analysing the total costs per specific product or service. Costing runs parallel to the supply
chain and serves as a strategy and decision-making tool in management. In costing, all costs are variable but stabilised. The
course of the process is initiated by a certain quantity of a specific resource, which becomes the first collective cost within
the activities determined by the quantity of materials used and the wage costs of employees. The costing system is based
on five steps, which include: an analysis of the process from the value side, an identification of activity centres, an
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allocation of costs to activity centres, as well as a selection of cost factors and their application to products. A process
value analysis involves constructing a process to make it more efficient through a better design. An identification of
activity centres is concerned with defining the cost boundaries of an event or a transaction. The allocation of costs to
activity centres should take into account the costs directly related to these centres.
Another factor that determines the efficiency of supply chain management is benchmarking. The essence of benchmarking
is the determination of appropriate quality levels, delivery conditions and convenient delivery times for logistics products
or services. The main premise of this factor is that all suppliers in the supply chain must work together in order to achieve
the best performance. With this interaction, each member of the chain is obliged to maximise the logistics processes.
The main objective of the study was to analyse the issue of customer service in the supply chain by a logistics operator.
The result was to expand the current knowledge of LCS in four key areas:
−
−
−
−

human and behavioural factors;
time competition;
supply chain complexity;
digitalisation and technological innovation.

The publication uses the model proposed by Stank and his colleagues (Figure 1) to analyse logistics service, which may
serve as a guide for future LCS research.
Analysis 1. An stablished relationship with the logistics operator: a high level of logistics LCS customer service (service
quality, operational flexibility, innovation, resource utilisation) provides competitive differentiation.
Analysis 2. Mechanism - an ability of the logistics operator to facilitate efficient operations at critical moments in the
supply chain of the customer - manufacturing company.
Analysis 3. Customer geography in supply chains (manufacturing, transportation, intermediary, in case of analysis in the
publication retail or wholesale) can enable/stop the flow of information and products through the mechanism also due to
the lack of customer satisfaction.
The analysis and configuration of the results allows an evaluation of logistics customer service in the three links, which
leads to a differentiation of logistics customer service by the logistics operator in supply chains. Specific mechanisms
preceding and linking LCS that influence customer satisfaction are presented. The main objective was to analyse the issue
of customer service in supply chains by a logistics operator.

Fig. 1: Example of a logistics customer service model in the SC supply chain
Source: Author’s own study on the grounds of Stank (Stank, 2017).
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Research and Results
On the basis of calculations (Kaczmarczyk, 2003) for the sample size for the proportion of 6965 entities and an error of
10% with a confidence interval of 95%, the minimum random sample is 70 entities and in the first stage 75 manufacturing
enterprises were included in the study.
The initial empirical research was based on three supply chains using an individual case method. On this basis, the second
study used a diagnostic survey method based on a questionnaire technique. The time scope of the study covered 2017-2019
on a weighted sample. The sample selection in this case was not random. It was characterised by an increased
representativeness of the surveyed units of the collective, having special significance from the perspective of the
researcher's needs. The survey covered 75 manufacturing companies located in the area of Central Pomerania next, using
the method of related companies (a variation of the snowball method, based on interpersonal relationships within the
organization) these companies indicated their suppliers and customers in the country, with whom they are linked in the
supply chain. A total of 79 responses were obtained from suppliers and 76 from market intermediaries such as shops or
wholesalers. In addition to the geographical criterion (West Pomerania Voivodeship -64.35 percent and Pomerania
Voivodeship: 35.65 percent), the company was divided according to the scope of activities:
− domestic - 74.35%,
− international - 25.65 percent.
The size structure of the enterprises was diversified. Those companies that did not use the services of a logistics operator
were eliminated.
Logistics Service Providers (LSPs), as part of supply chain integration, are undertaking work on an IT system so that
companies have a common information system. Table 1. presents information on the changes implemented in customer
groups served by LSPs.
Table 1: Implementation of changes to IT systems by LSPs in manufacturing companies, their suppliers and
customers in percent
Activities
Maintenance services
On-line services
Joint development of an IT system
Implementation of application systems
Design of common logistics systems

Manufacturing
enterprises
10.7
45.3
6.7
16
6.7

Suppliers

Retailers

16.5
31.6
8.9
3.4
2.5

18.2
55.3
5.26
2.6
6.6

Source: author’s own study

An analysis of the data contained in Table 1 demonstrates that service and online services are implemented to the greatest
extent in trading companies, in this case acting as the final customer. In manufacturing enterprises, logistics companies,
compared to other groups, implemented common application systems. An analysis of all the enterprises demonstrates that
service services account for 13.48 per cent; on-line services: 43.91 per cent (the highest among all the systems, but mainly
this is an improvement of on-line waybill entry); joint works: 6.96 per cent; implementation of application systems: 7.39
per cent and design of joint logistics systems: 5.21 per cent. Logistics enterprises implemented modern IT systems, which
form the basis for an efficient and effective supply chain management, to a small extent. Companies searched for
shipments by visiting operators' websites called e-tracking &trace and used this system:
− manufacturing companies 84%;
− suppliers to manufacturing companies: 82.3%;
− trading companies: 71%.
Depending on the level of importance, a decrease in interest in the tracking service can be observed. The respondents rated
the use of the Internet by the company offering them logistics services to them (Table 2), with 1: rating very low; 2: low; 3:
medium; 4: high and 5: very high. Data in the table is provided in percentages.
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Table 2: Evaluation of the use of the Internet by the logistics operator in the studied groups of enterprises studies
Groups of enterprises
Suppliers
Manufacturing companies
Customers

1
0
1.3
0

2
5
0
1.3

3
22.8
16
27.6

4
36.7
57.3
56.6

5
35.5
25.4
14.5

Source: author’s own study

Figure 2 presents the distribution of evaluations of the use of the Internet by the logistics operator.

Fig. 2: Line graph on logarithmic axis of Internet use by logistics operator depending on the group studied
Source: author’s own study on the grounds of the research

The recipients and manufacturing companies rated the opportunities offered to them by LSPs the highest, despite one very
low rating, which was given by a manufacturing company with an international reach and more than 1,000 employees with
its own logistics IT systems.
Cooperation regarding common quality systems with a logistics company is declared by 14.67 percent of the
manufacturing companies, 2.53 percent of the suppliers and 9.2 percent of the trade intermediaries. In 8.69 percent of the
companies served by logistics operators, measures have been taken to improve quality, the most in manufacturing
companies.

Conclusions and Future Research
While logistics services have become a significant source of competitive differentiation between firms, significant
challenges exist relative to developing logistics service offerings for global business customers. As part of the service
process management, the question is whether the logistics customer service provided by logistics operators is an important
factor in the supply chain? The answer is not obvious. Theoretically, the logistics customer service is an important factor
but service should be considered as individual cases adapted to the specific supply chain and the links in it each time.
Furthermore, learning logistics organisation concepts and learning logistics capabilities can be tested against changes
occurring in the customer service models used by LSPs. Next, it should be stated that end-to-end logistics customer service
has not yet been described due to the multivariate nature of the research, and it covers marketing, finance and other
functional spheres of the company.
This question can be posed for each of the subsystems in the company. If this were the case, it would largely explain the
fundamental question of why logistics service providers are not interested in widespread implementation. Another question
related to the model concerns collaboration, especially with customers along the chain. Is collaboration always positive?
This leads to the question of whether this is always welcomed by customers. As a service offering, logistics is often
characterized by intensive customer contact, extensive customization requirements, and a reliance on extrinsic cues for
service performance. Commercialisation does not include research on market testing. Recommendations for future process
testing should be made. The few process-oriented customer service works focus on fulfilling customers' wishes and basic
requirements. The limitation of this study might be the size of the study sample. Within future studies, it would be worth
analyzing the impact of service performance on customer satisfaction with logistics services by using a larger sample, not
only in Poland. In order to stand out in the logistics services market, LSPs should not only invest in reducing costs and
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improving service times, but also in factors that will cause above-average customer satisfaction, like improved operational
flexibility and service levels, including pro-environmental activities. Supply chain equilibrium usually results from actions
taken as a result of contracts and a continuous adaptation to external disruptions in logistics service. The equilibrium
achieved once changes have been made is the consequence of the modifications and the relative position of the parties in
the organised system, which in this case is the supply chain. Recent developments in the logistics world indicate that by
applying appropriate strategies, dynamic and innovative logistics companies are able to change their relative positioning to
a more favourable one. Diverse regulations across borders, longer lead times, and increased transportation costs all add to
the difficulty of managing logistics services internationally. It would be particularly interesting to study the cooperation of
logistics operators, including CEP operators, with e-commerce customers. With the growing popularity of omnichanneling
(i.e. integration of various delivery channels in order to create unified customer experience), it is worth verifying which
aspects of logistics service performance become the deciding factors to achieve customer satisfaction with logistics
services.
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Abstract
The main objective of this paper is to highlight the salient points within the power energy supply chain in the context of the
pandemic crisis. Intention is to achieve a desk-study article research which may be developed later as part of a PhD thesis.
Generally for the supply chains topic there is a large reference list from professional associations, furthermore the hot
topic of supply chains in pandemic came frequently in the titles of many international consulting groups and publishers
last year.
Methodology research is based on an empirical study of existing literature complemented by an comprehensible analysis of
main directions which the major international consulting groups are considering as an direct impact of pandemic. The first
part of the paper provides a structured overview about the chosen analysis framework, while research results and
recommendations, with highlights and lowlights from existing surveills, form the conclusions and last part.
Last 2020 year represented a business turning point on global supply chains and consequently required new approaches
and vital cooperation for its strengthening.
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Introduction
In the past year of 2020 the largest health and economic pandemic crisis in recent history had forced companies across all
the sectors to find outstanding solutions. Special measures had been considered in order to protect businesses and maintain
their operations and specially to protect the most valuable resources which are the people. From the triple bottom line
approach of people, planet, profit, the latter comes with concerns at the very end (Hakovirta et al, 2020; Guenther et al,
2020; Ranjbari et al, 2021). According to the World Economic Forum_The Global Risks Report_Jan.2021 the global
economic and world output were expected to have shrunk by 3,5% in 2020. (International Monetary Fund. World
Economic Outlooks and quarterly updates). The crisis continues to disrupt manufacturing and global supply chains with
severe consequences for society, businesses and the global economy (Azis, 2008; Menoni and Schwarze, 2020)
Since the last couple of decades the power energy sector major challenge is the increased power energy demand due to
increased industrial activity, climate change, demographic pressures and urbanisation and global sustainability (Pappis,
2010; Maduko et al, 2013; Raman et al, 2018). At macro level the whole power energy sector in general shall adapt and
need to build new strategies in collaboration with governments to be able to respond to future demands and unforeseen
shocks (Miller, 2017; Asif et al, 2007). As generally, their global supply chains have been optimized for costcompetitiveness, any form of disruption requires new form of collaboration through strengthening supply systems for the
future (Mujkic et al, 2018; Sundarakani et al, 2006). Efforts driven by the power energy industry went already through its
digitalisation strategies with various programs. High efficient turbo-power sets are themselves „smart factories” generating
power for cities, electrifying various operations or providing a large range of power solutions. In their long run by 2050 the
large power corporations will be challenged to extend and implement digitised solutions within all the business segments
including its supply chains (IEA- Digitalisation and Energy, 2019).
Specific for the focused industry is that it is relying on the complex global supply chains. On top of already existing
challenges the current pandemic crisis has directly impacted all the multi-tier levels of the supply chains. In the recent
pandemic situation, business travels have become critical and volatile and in-person meetings and events have been
replaced by virtual platforms. Supply chains assignments have been taken by regional offices or replaced by digitised
solutions in order to avoid corporate travel and countries restrictions.
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Research Methodology
The paper is the result of the early stage of PhD research on the power energy sector and its supply chains with focus on
pandemic situations. Methodology research is based on an empirical study of existing literature and complemented by
international consulting agencies inputs (statements based on conducted surveills) and recent publishings on 2020 to 2021.
The cross information related to a specific industry with aspects of its supply chains and the impact of pandemics is meant
to draw the big picture of the research which endeavors to capture some facts and figures and further to interpret them. In
essence the assessment focuses on both existing challenges and opportunities of supply chains in pandemic times with
specific additional restrictions. A number of major consultancy groups have been selected based on their expertise and
international surveys carried-out last 2020 year. Further the overview summary with highlights and lowlights aspects have
been concluded. This study case of the research could provide a comprehensible analysis between the former and current
approach and recommendations for addressing these challenges going forward.

Theoretical Framework
Supply chains – Definition and objectives
According CIPS- Chartered Institute of Procurement&Supply the definition is as follows: A supply chain is a complex
notion defined by the entire sequence of processes from the supply of the material, production or manufacturing, through
the distribution of a certain commodity.
Supply chains have played a significant role in corporate efficiency and many academic literature reviews disclose an
important number in theoretical research of them. As a result of liberalization and the globalization of international trade,
the production factors and consumers products or end-customers across the world, are interconnected through the global
supply chains (Assey, 2012). According (Little, 1999) supply chains are defined as the combined and coordinated flows of
goods from origin to final destination including also the information flows that are linked with it. The authors of (Mentzer,
Witt et al, 2001) define supply chains as a set of entities (i.e. organisations or individuals) directly involved in the supply
and distribution flows of goods, services and information from a source (vendor) to a destination (customer) (Chow and
Heaver, 1999; Ayers, 2001).
Effectives supply chains and their main objectives are to reduce risks within supply chains, minimize process costs and
avoid non conformance costs on a preventive and long-term basis over the entire product-/project lifecycle, to strengthen
the company‘s competitiveness and promote innovations by integrating the right suppliers on the basis of a crossfunctionally aligned strategy and to generate synergies across fields by integrating principal suppliers and robust process
standards (AL-Mudimigh, Zairi at al, 2004; Lambert and Cooper, 2000; Kocoglu et al, 2011; Aelker et al, 2013)

Global supply chains – Definition and objectives
According CIPS- Chartered Institute of Procurement&Supply the definition is as follows: Global supply chains are
networks that can span across multiple countries for the purpose of sourcing and supplying goods and services. Global
supply chains involve the flow of information, processes and resources across the globe.
Global supply chain is a key lever for value creation. Key trends and imperatives are: digitalisation by platform
management with profound implications on the input & output-side, global procurement in the driver’s seat to establish a
strong ecosystem and to insource supplier innovation and effective collaboration across global supply chains network.
(Meixell and Gargeya, 2005; Prokop, 2018; Bramanti et al, 2020). Sustainability in the supply chain means using excellent
and innovative suppliers to generate long-term added value – and acting with clear economical, ecological and social
responsibility (Koberg and Longoni, 2019). Sustainability is the guiding principle based on the holistic approach of
“prevent” – “detect” – “respond” and aims to minimize procurement risks (Faisal, 2009; Sofyalioglu et al, 2012). In our
fast changing world, collaboration is key more than ever to leverage the full potential of the global supply chains networks.
Change and collaboration management is a trend aiming to create together a culture in which global supply chains are
empowered to react and behave adaptively to multiple changes (Hudnurkar et al, 2014; Chakraborty et al, 2014; Min et al,
2005)

Research Contribution
Firstly this study paper elaborates an original and holistic perspective of the supply chains aspects related to the power
energy industry within the pandemic situation. Secondly the interrelations between the dimensions of the triple areas are
analysed concerning potential conflicts and enabling changes and opportunities. Research gaps with focus on a special
industry sector with complex supply chains are reflecting new forms of business models, digitised and organised for
remotely works.
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Figure 1 – Inter-correlations of the studied areas
In order to bring more light within the intersection areas of 1. Global supply chains within 2. Power energy sector and
during 3. Pandemic crisis, the paper structure is by considering stepwise the aforementioned areas with common and
outstanding points, hindrances and opportunities.

Global supply chains versus Power energy sector
Global supply chains in the power energy sector play a significant role in delivery products and services, both parties
suppliers and power corporates have to have win-win and excellent business relationships in order to comply with the
processes and product requirements. Apart from financial benefits, closed relationships stimulate knowledge sharing,
create an environment of innovation and allow strategic suppliers to integrate more strongly into the value chains (Tan,
2001; Holweg et al, 2014; Vijayan et al, 2016).
The prominent point of the power energy sector is intrinsec linked with the fourth Industry aspects and especially with its
digitised processes and cutting edge technologies in a distributed and intelligent manner. Focus industry is to improve the
efficiency of the supply chains processes but cannot inadvertently ignore the human input within (Nahavandi, 2019). At the
same time comprehensive knowledge of the external environment allows to detect, analyze and monitor potential risks for
supply chains and business activities (Wheelen and Hunger 2002; Mellahi et al. 2011). In a recent research study by
Kamran Rashidi, Abdollah Noorizadeh et al (2020) „Applying the triple bottom line in sustainable supplier selection: A
meta-review of the state-of-the-art“, concludes that evaluating the sustainability of suppliers in a dynamic environment
needs further study. For the power energy sector the digital transformation is a worldwide presence. As in any other
industry however the regional impact differs significantly, depending on the level of economic developments and the
regulatory environment (Gavril et al, 2017; Grab, Olaru et al, 2019).

Global supply chains versus Power energy sector versus Pandemic crisis
The power energy sector has been functioning as a critical industry during 2020 to keep the lights on 24/7/ and its supply
chain disruption faces a growing strain. (Patel_PowerMagazine, 2020)
Besides other risks related to“people events“ with focus on critical staff needed to operate the systems, there are also the
mitigating of supply chains issues. (Here the main constraints are involving staffing and material shortages which may
ramp up risks related to the completion of major construction or turn key projects. International Energy Agency (IEA) has
warned that even before the crisis the power equipment manufacturers had faced financial pressures due to tighter margins
and struggling for competitive bidding. The agency pointed out that cost-cutting will be necessary all over the power
supply chain with direct financial hits of smaller manufacturers with weaker balance sheets.
There are several knowledge gaps between the risks of pandemics and power energy demand or even power outage risks
in demographic agglomeration countries, the spending specifically associated with pandemic preparedness are poorly
tracked. Most data regarding the impacts of pandemics and the benefits and costs of mitigation measures come from highincome countries, leading to biases and potential blind spots regarding the risks and consequences (Madhav et al, 2017).
Due to unstable and less predictable times, energetical programs have been delayed or cancelled, impacting directly in
general the market of the power energy sector. On the other hand the most cost-effective strategies for increasing pandemic
preparedness consist of investing to strengthen core public health infrastructure, including water and sanitation systems,
increasing situational awareness and rapidly extinguishing sparks that could lead to pandemics. Governments still have to
apply for power energy programs in order to ensure facility and infrastructure demands.
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Another aspect worthy to be mentioned is that power energy supply chains quite often implicate China „the world’s
factory“ and the origin of the pandemic at the same time. Economic globalisation and supply value chains are intricate
interconnected with each other and several disruptions come across the chineses supply chains and consequently impacting
the power energy sector. Apparently it seems that localisation is looking to replace globalisation. According to Rapoza
_Forbes Markets and other authors (Bertram et al, 2020) China led globalization position is soon coming to an end.
China’s importance and position in the power industry sector has grown significantly. China became a primary producer of
high value products and components up to turn key projects of combined cycle power plants. Also China is one of the
larger customers of power energy as a global commodity and industrial applications. All companies within supply chains
impacted by pandemic had to consider similar actions: to educate employees on prevention and symptoms, to restrict nonessential travels and promote flexible home working program, prepare to back up for unexpected increased absenteeism
due to quarantine, set up IT systems, data security and appropriate network speed. Companies which are relying on
manufacturing sources from suppliers either from China or other impacted geographics areas have to prepare for potential
material shortages, activate alternate sources of supply, enhance focus on workforce and labor planning, focus on
production scheduling agility and generally to understand the demand impact to the business.
Transportation and logistics have been severely affected by road, by air or overseas. Aviation sector had a decrease for
around 55% within March-April 2020 with a slow recovery after spring lockdown with the remark that less people could
travel but mostly for the purpose of air freight goods and merchandise. Temporary trade restrictions, material shortages,
critical deliveries disruption come across last year 2020 and global supply chains become unpredictable and with potential
risks (Sawik, 2020) . According to many authors (Preston et al, 2012; Parise et al, 2016) the crisis could be the catalyst for
the companies to became resilient and accelerate the implementation of digital supply network models. Strategic
procurement and global commodity management had generally to monitor closely their supply chain to foresee any
potential risk and especially to monitor the financial situation of their suppliers. The contacts with the suppliers are to be
intensified with top priority on key suppliers, single and sole sources if any monopolists, suppliers with high dependency,
suppliers with higher country restrictions (declared temporary state of urgency or state of alerts), suppliers with high
financial risk, suppliers with relevant single point of risk or failures and others situations. In order to evaluate risks and
define mitigation actions by monitoring markets various dashboards platforms (low – medium – high cockpits or „traffic
lights“ systems) were created and continuously updated.
Based on regular occurrence supplier questionnaires or other statements from the suppliers, weekly or by-weekly updates
of the supplier‘s risk status alerts have been implemented and in case of detection of higher risk right away mitigation
actions have been defined and pursued. Generally internal supply chain management team efforts for its supply chain
monitoring is an indispensable thing and a necessity on a long run. Some set-ups organisations implemented specialised
corona-dashboard IT tools and special pandemic reporting role positions with defined responsibilities as part of their
resilience reaction (Urciuoli et al, 2014; Pawan et al, 2020). According the author Ferbrache et al, 2020 is defining key
questions to ask suppliers and give example of pandemic situation checklists. For power sector supply chain the questions
which cannot be skipped shall be as follows: what are the most critical challenges suppliers are facing? How is the cash
flow and financial balance sheet (P&L)? how is the capacity ensured and if any bottleneck may be arising due to lack of
people or others resources? how are the health and safety guidance rules observed with respect of covid-19? how is
ensured business continuity and how to complement needed assurance? What would be the organization‘s alternatives?
what changes have suppliers implemented into the infrastructure, data process or manufacturing technology? what support
is expected from the corporate customer to achieve the targets related to product quality, competitive costs and delivery
deadlines?
The process on how to build resilient supply chains with emphasis on procurement professional roles for assessing
category strategie and for planning day-to-day procurement operations is not an easy mission ((Preston et al, 2012; Parise
et al, 2016; Rashidi et al, 2020; Menoni et al, 2020). An effective supplier risk evaluation has to provide a comprehensive
solution where mitigation is key. Other measures related to resilient procurement is to carefully re-check as part of its
surveillance role the legal and commercial contract frames (Singh et al, 2019; Bramanti et al, 2020; Zavala-Alcívar et al,
2020; Diedrich et al, 2020). For the power industry sector various commodities are part of risk strategies actions with
higher attention on vendor risks countries (Devon et al, 2020). International travel restrictions are first and foremost a
hindrance in supplier quality assurance and business excellence. Consequently different remote surveillance platforms
based on softwares and hardwares had to be implemented with additional costs.
Building a resilient supply chain is not an easy task and to conduct effective end -to-end risk assessments shall not be a one
time process. The critical points of it are related to different focus areas with prioritization of the criticalities (Jin Sung
Rha, 2020). As part of win-win partnership the supplier shall be guided to be able to build a robust resilience and to ensure
a strong manufacturing planning. Category procurement has to evaluate and adjust its priorities in order to transform the
acquisition processes into a value generation function (Birkel et al, 2020) To achieve and to fulfill the strategic targets the
commodity category procurement has to aim and to invest in more collaborative and agile planning and purchasing. Such
communication and persuasion skills are useful even in normal business conditions and even more the mutual trust and
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win-win business confidence are more needed in corona -outbreaks times. The most critical risks and root-causes of them
for manufacturer vendors are temporary shutdowns, the raw material shortages and longer replenishment, the health labor
shortage and travel restrictions, too long payments terms and negative cash flows, poor quality adherence and failure to
met the latest drop deadlines, data information and security failures. Change management proactively actions to replace
face -to-face activities with remote ones are vital. The value-driven approach to supplier management involves defining
strategies, objectives and obligations for the relevant methods, processes, systems and services for the ongoing
development and support of global activities. These measures aim to safeguard and consistently improve strategic supplier
performance – to the benefit of the customer – by ensuring that the potential of our best and most innovative suppliers are
utilized in full. Supplier management paves the way for innovations and synergies through supplier integration, process
standardization and the reduction of supply risks and associated costs and failures. This is achieved by using a
synchronized cross-functional network in an optimized value chain with best performing suppliers. Preventive measures
and standards in supplier management ensure that future quality, company and legal requirements are met.
The impact of crisis on global supply chains is addressing new challenges and opportunities and the most forward-looking
latter one is achieved by digitalisation. The article paper is meant to get a glimpse of global supply chains with particular of
power energy sector where Industry 4.0 is already present by its digitised processess (Birkel et al, 2020; Javaid et al, 2020).
The results are showcasing the need improve further the roles of business digitalisation and remote-platforms as
connection with the suppliers. . The conclusion also reveals that only a limited number of journals exhibit a specific focus
on the sustainable supplier selection arena; analytical and mathematical-based methods are the most applied supplier
selection tools and there is a misalignment between the applied criterias in the triple bottom line approach and concludes
that evaluating the sustainability of suppliers in a dynamic environment needs further study (Rashidi et al, 2020; Menoni et
al, 2020). Facts and figures are showing that comparing the outcomes of different supply chains are heavily differing and
more studies are needed.
Table 1: Pandemic statements from major international consulting groups – surveys summary
Global supply chains – Highlights/Lowlights Overview

No.

Source of research

Authors opinion as Highlights

1.

Power Magazine
https://www.powerm
ag.com/the-growingstrain-of-powersector-supply-chaindisruptions/

Increasing reliance of suppliers
Risk mitigation to avoid supply
chain disruptions
flexible payment terms

2.

Ernst&Young
Global
https://www.ey.com/
en_gl/supplychain/how-covid-19impacted-supplychains-and-whatcomes-next

only 11% positive effects for
some specific industry
increase investments in supply
chain for digital transformation
(64% of surveys) and
new
technologies like AI or robotic
process automation (52%)

3.

4.

Boston Consulting
Group
https://www.supplyc
haindigital.com/techn
ology-4/bcg-6resilience-stepsglobal-supply-chain
https://www.bcg.com
/engb/publications/2020/
resilience-in-globalsupply-chains
McKinzey&Compa
ny
https://www.mckinse
y.com/business-

segmentation and optimization
of the supply chains by corect
evaluation
and
continuosly
monitoring

81% agree that procurement will
need digital transformation
86% procurement has an
important influential role leading
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Authors opinion as Lowlights

Governmetal programs postponement
China production slowdown
Geopolitical risks and logistic disruptions
Supplier-driven cyber risks
negatives effects are 72% mainly by uncertain
economic environments
Companies have to reduce costs (38%) and
increase efficiency (58%) by reskilling workforce
(52%); also efforts to increase visibilities (60%)
and keep corporate social responsibility (22%);
need to diversify and segment suppliers (24%)
extra costs for PPE

adjust adequate supply chain with volumes, less
China if possible
segment the portfolio (geographical footprint,
product and technology risk exposure)
identify the efforts required and potential
impacts likely to have on supply chains
early identification of any financial crisis,
bankruptcy

43% decrease in procurement-team morale
86% procurement capabilities gap
2020 Quarterly analysis of stock market shows
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

functions/operations/
our-insights/fivethemes-can-helpprocurement-shaperecovery-in-the-nextnormal
Deloitte
https://www2.deloitte
.com/global/en/pages
/risk/articles/covid19-managing-supplychain-risk-anddisruption.html
KPMG
https://home.kpmg/x
x/en/home/insights/2
020/06/restarting-thesupply-chain.html
PwC
https://www.pwc.co
m/us/en/library/covid
-19/supplychain.html
IEA-International
Energy Agency
https://www.iea.org/t
opics/covid-19
WEF-WORLD
ECONOMIC
FORUM
http://www3.weforu
m.org/docs/WEF_G
VC_the_impact_of_
COVID_19_Report.p
df
WHO-WORLD
HEALTH
ORGANIZATION
https://www.who.int/
publications/m/item/c
ovid-19-supplychain-systemrequesting-andreceiving-supplies

within the organisation
88% joint-innovation programs
with suppliers
69% highest impact of digital
and
analytics
solutions
in
procurement

Oil&Gas very slowly recovery

new supply chain model, new
technologies, AI, eobotics, 5G,
digital supply networks

workforce/labor risks/ tier 1 and tier 2 supplier
risk/ China supply dependency/
focus on production scheduling agility
cash flow risks/ week financial
prepareness for plants closure

adjust
Inventory
with
Distribution&Logistics
supplier performance corect
assessment

adjust Workforce versus Demand
adjust Supplier Sourcing versus Production
assets
Difficult forecasting, corect planning, supply
and demand disruptions

Securing capacity and delivery
status for tier-2 and tier-3
buying ahead to counteract
supply shortages
alternatives
sources
and
transportations means

clean energy transition with a
sustainable recovery by 2050

Ensuring business continuity
and protecting employees
Suppliers short-term mitigation
actions

Task force for strategic direction
and guidance
Purchasing
consortia
–
collaboration body
Control Tower on day-to-day
operations

more efforts to monitor continuosly
higher financial effort to invest in material
stocks
more efforts and higher costs

Energy security and resilient energy systems are
affected
20% decrease in Energy investment by 2020
51% Employees PPE support
46% Mandatory contact restrictions
40% Mandatory home working
37% Mandatory restrictions travels
53% Supplier support with risks analysis
49%Guaranteeing purchase of supply
46%Advance payments

Global enhanced coordination and extraordinary
international funding programs
Diagnostics and clinical management for
healthcare systems, mechanism, expertise and
capacity
Strategic international consolidated hubs as
global humanitarian response plan

Conclusion
The complexity of the power energy sector is vast and even before the pandemic the digitalisation has been implemented
within supply chains activity and further it needs to get developed. Conclusions of a larger number of business experts and
consultancy companies is that supply chains are having a strategic role for business and the most critical point is related to
its disruption. Almost all the investigated consultancy groups are expressing the same aspects: procurement has to invest
large efforts in all forms of communication, financial efforts and proactively approaches based on further digitised
solutions, only doing so might be able to mitigate or the avoid the potential risks.
Also majority of the surveys (EY, McKinsey, PwC and WEF) are showcasing the financial aspects linked with supply
chains (raw materials, advance payments, stocks, costs related to any other form of disruption) and generally a reluctance
to a quick and fast recovery. Business stability within supply chains became volatile and China as the major producer and
global trader is part of instability (BCG, Deloitte, PowerMag).
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A couple of consultant groups (PwC and Deloitte) are considering the importance that extended supply chains have to be
carefully monitored, not only 1-tier, but also 2-tier and even 3-tier level.
During an unstable pandemic crisis the governments are reluctant to invest in large power energy turn-key projects, both
PowerMag and IEA are signaling the postponement of the investments within the power sector.
Social distancing and countries travel restrictions were the turning point from face2face traditional to screen2screen new
approach not diminishing the role of „people2people“ supply chains approach. Home office and travel restrictions aspects
are impacting the business activities (WEF, KPMG) and last not least are impacting people‘s health (WHO). Evaluating
the merits of a resilient supply chain strategy is not a simple task due to many cuts across diverse functional areas.
However, the main objective of this study research is to identify new approaches and to compare them.
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Abstract
Modern digital technologies, characteristic of the idea of Industry 4.0, are not reserved only for production companies.
Solutions widely used in the world, such as virtual and augmented reality, the Internet of people, things, services and data,
remote control and autonomous construction machines or even a data cloud, require a different approach to work and
design, and from employees completely new, often higher skills.
Technologies used in contemporary design offices in the construction industry are based on BIM systems. And just as
rapid computerization in the 1980s contributed to the automation of activities, the BIM revolution affects the activities of
the construction industry today through full cooperation between designers of various industries, exchange of 3D model
files, use of data for cost estimations and schedules, and in the future it will be conducive to full integration of models with
all data available in the cloud, also via mobile applications.
The article analyzes the reorganization of the work of a small design office in order to identify the factors influencing the
success of BIM implementation.

Keywords: industry 4.0, building information modeling
Introduction
The BIM (Building Information Modeling) methodology, corresponding to the idea of Industry 4.0 and already used in
many countries around the world, is becoming more and more popular in Poland. It means not only a change in the method
of performing a construction project from the previously used flat drawings made in the CAD (Computer Aided Design)
system to three-dimensional digital modeling of a twin building, which is the subject of the investment, but also a change
in the form of cooperation between all participants of the design process (and later also construction) because it assumes
the use of the architectural model data at subsequent stages of work.

Fig 1. Evolution of BIM: Level 0 - low level of cooperation, 2D CAD drawings mainly printed. Level 1 - partial
cooperation, exchange of files with 2D drawings and 3D models, Level 2 - full cooperation, exchange of 3D model
files with library management, use of data for cost estimations and schedules, Level 3 - full integration, model with
all data available in the cloud also via mobile applications, data that can be used also at the stage of use of the
facility
The BIM advancement levels are shown in Figure 1. Currently, it is considered that we are at the level 2 stage, which
means cooperation on a common virtual model and use of data to prepare the cost estimation and schedule of works. It also
requires good communication between the participants of the entire process.
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Literature Research
The concept of Industry 4.0 first appeared in 2011 in Germany (plattform-i40.de). In the history of industry so far, new
technologies have already fundamentally changed the rules of the game three times (Przemysł-40.pl), as shown on Figure
2.

Fig 2. Industrial revolutions: Industry 1.0 - mechanization - the invention of the steam engine and its
implementation initiated the production into the era of industrialization, Industry 2.0 - electrification - electricity
replaced steam engines, and production lines could produce goods in large series, Industry 3.0 – computerization more and more efficient computers and data processing systems enabled controlling machines with use of software,
Industry 4.0 - digitization - systems integration and networking, integration of people and digitally controlled
machines with the Internet and information technologies
As Sąsiadek and Basl (2018) note, the concept of Industry 4.0 will have a significant future impact on most enterprises and
their employees - not only in industry, but also in other sectors.
The concept of Industry 4.0 means the unification of the real world with the virtual world of the Internet and information
technology. People, machines and IT systems automatically exchange information - within the factory and within the
various IT systems operating in the enterprise. Industry 4.0 covers the entire value chain: from placing an order and
delivering components for ongoing production, to shipping goods to customers and after-sales services.
As Cellary (2019) notes, modern computer science is more focused than ever on data circulation. Data is being collected in
masse from the Internet of people and the Internet of Things. The Industry 4.0 environment supports people like never
before, providing access to virtually any useful information, at any time, from anywhere.
However, the fourth industrial revolution changes not only production enterprises, but also enters other branches of the
economy, thus changing the solutions that have been used for years.
Traditionally, in designing processes or objects, a sequential approach was used (Legutko, 2007; Gruszka, Tytyk, 2018;
Kawecka-Endler, 2004), which meant the use of activities requiring the cooperation of various specialists in order to
determine whether a given solution works in their field.. If not, it was necessary to go back to the level of the drawing
board and to lead it changes, but it extended the time necessary for the drafting and required employing the substantial
amount of specialists. In addition, dividing the elements of the design process into categories made it impossible to see
areas where it was possible to increase efficiency, remove obstacles, introduce savings, etc.
As Levy (2019) notes, thanks to the implementation of a simultaneous or concurrent approach to design, enterprises can
save both time and resources. The concurrent design approach allows for greater collaboration between different
departments. Despite the fact that designers do not collaborate as closely with experts as in the case of sequential design,
they still have the opportunity to collaborate with other departments in concurrent design.
Winner et al. (1988) define concurrent design as a systematic approach to integrated, concurrent product design and related
processes, including manufacturing and ancillary processes. Thanks to CE (Concurrent Engineering), quality, cost and
customer expectations are already decided at the very beginning of designing a product or facility. This approach requires
the team work of specialists representing various areas of the company. The main effect of this approach is the elimination
of waste by reducing the time needed to develop a solution (Hartley, 1998; Trocki, 2012).
It is also worth recalling the concept of Integrated Computer-Based Technologies (ICT), which includes methods using
ICT technologies, methods that are integrated to a different extent and applied in the practice of enterprise management.
According to Trzcieliński (2011), these include systems supporting the following functions and processes, such as: CAD
(Computer Aaided Design), CAPP (Computer Aided Process Planning), CAP (Computer Aaided Planning), FMS (Flexible
Manufacturing System), MRP I ( Material Requirement Planning), MRP II (Manufacturing Resource Planning), or ERP
(Enterprise Resource Planning).
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The first CAD systems (first 2D and later 3D) created in the second half of the 20th century changed the design system in
construction forever. The struggle for the speed of project execution, repeatability and automation of tedious drafting
activities began. At the same time, the automation and computerization of design systems also resulted in limiting the
freedom of the designer or increasing the risk of error through automatism and repeatability (Bohatkiewicz and
Bohatkiewicz, 2016). BIM has been increasingly used since the beginning of the 21st century.
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is not only about creating an architectural model in 3D and preparing drawing
documentation based on this model (Kensek and Noble, 2014). BIM is the entire methodology for servicing a building
object, from the idea, through the architectural design, structure design and other elements, and then through the cost
estimate and construction schedule along with a complete set of information about the equipment elements along with their
supply chains. Then to manage the construction process with the ability to access all information about the model via
mobile applications on the construction site. Later, preparation of as-built documentation to be handed over to the investor.
The investor may also provide the facility manager model to facilitate e.g. renovation works.
The work of a design office is based on the skills of employees and effective people management. Longhui and Evelyn
(2018) mention, among others, as obstacles to the effective implementation of the BIM methodology. poor knowledge and
resistance to changes as well as unfavorable attitudes towards risk.
Interoperability in the BIM methodology requires good communication, cooperation and trust (Papadonikolaki and
Wamelink, 2017) and a well-defined BIM scope.
The definition of BIM standards in the field of work organization and in the field of the project by Youngsoo and Mihee
(2011) are mentioned as significant for the practical implementation of this methodology. Among the important factors
they also mention electronic file sharing, i.e. the exchange of information in a digital way, containing full information
about the model.
In digital communication, which is an element of the idea of "Industry 4.0", not only technology is important, because trust
and transparency are much more important than the implementation of technology itself (Jasińska and Jasiński, 2019 after
Manhwa et al., 2018).
Chan et al. (2019) identified several factors as the main benefits and barriers to BIM implementation on the example of
Hong Kong. The biggest barriers are: resistance to change, organizational structure that does not support BIM, insufficient
interoperability of computer software, lack of industry standards and difficulties in determining the impact of BIM. The
benefits include: better cost estimation and control, better project understanding, reduced construction costs, better
construction planning and monitoring, and improved the project’s quality.
In the conclusions of the analyzes, Guangbin and Zhujing (2021) also point to the establishment of BIM Standards in terms
of defining consistent nomenclature, regulating modeling procedures and facilitating the transfer of effects. They also
mention the digital platform for managing the transfer of information. Among the implementation problems they mention,
among others the need to add an internal quality assessment of the model or establish a quality assurance mechanism in
participating companies, the need to build trust and confidence to avoid negative cooperative attitudes, and the need to
facilitate industry-academia collaboration to alleviate the current shortage of professionals and practitioners resulting from
industry transformation.
BIM can offer significant and diverse benefits (Ghaffarianhoseini et al., 2017). These include customer satisfaction through
model visualization and clear expectations. Team collaboration is strengthened towards the goal of achieving a better
design. Data is organized and easily accessible. BIM has been increasingly used since its inception in the 1970s, but the
implementation of BIM has not been fully exploited and despite encouragement from some governments, there are many
companies that are not interested in implementing this methodology.

Business Case
The research and analysis of factors influencing the BIM implementation was carried out on the example of a small
architectural and construction office, cooperating with external designers of individual industries. The design office was
established in 2010 as a small company in which an architect, a construction engineer and a project manager cooperated. In
the following years, young architects and construction engineers joined the increasing demand for staff. Currently, the
company has ten people, but it cooperates with external design companies from other industries. The company operates in
Poznan and Greater Poland (Western Poland) and specializes in service and residential facilities. The employees of the
architectural and construction office are mostly young designers who are fluent in the CAD system, but during their studies
they only learned the basics of the BIM methodology and have no experience in its practical use. The office, wanting to
expand its offer, planned to implement the BIM methodology in 2020 when designing a large residential building with a
varied architecture.
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Questionnaire research, STEEPVL analysis and brainstorming were used to conduct qualitative research, structural
analysis was used for quantitative research. The working groups were attended by employees and associates of the design
office and representatives of scientific researchers from a technical university. The aim of the study was to determine
which factors of the BIM methodology are the most important in the organization of the work of a small design office.

Research Methodology
The design office usually used CAD (Computer Aided Design) solutions commonly used and well known by all designers.
The analysis covered issues related to the attempt to introduce the BIM methodology on the occasion of the design of a
large multi-family residential building with a very diverse functional layout on subsequent floors. The BIM (Building
Information Modeling) system is not widely used on the Polish market due to the price of the software and the small
number of experts in this technology.
During the sessions of expert panels, factors influencing the issue under study were distinguished, dividing them into
domains according to the STEEPVL analysis:
− (S) social:
S1 - employees' readiness to acquire new skills,
S2 - encouraging employees to develop,
S3 - using the BCF platform for communication,
− (T) technological:
T1 - technical capabilities of computer hardware and data server,
T2 - learning how to use new computer programs (CAD to BIM),
T3 - easier cooperation with industry professionals,
T4 - better 3D coordination of the complex architecture and structure of the building,
T5 - less time-consuming introduction of changes to documentation thanks to work on a common 3D model (in the
cloud),
T6 - partially automatic generation of documentation,
T7 - the ability to use data to prepare a cost estimate and construction schedule,
− (Econ) economic:
Econ 1 - the cost of purchasing or renting software for all team members,
Econ 2 - cost (and time) of employee training,
Econ 3 - the company's profit on the first BIM project,
− (Ecol) ecologic:
Ecol 1 - lower paper (and printer) consumption thanks to the possibility of conducting decision approval meetings in
the BDF system,
Ecol 2 - savings in building materials due to fewer collisions at the construction stage
− (P) political:
P1 - availability of co-financing from digitization development support funds,
P2 - market conditions conducive to the development of the availability of product models from suppliers of
construction materials and products,
− (V) values:
V1 - company development,
V2 - extension of the company's offer,
V3 - employee involvement in quality improvement,
V4 - employees' care for accuracy,
− (L) legal:
L1 - no Polish BIM standards,
L2 - no applicable BIM standard,
L3 - defining BIM standards with the investor.
Due to the small sample size, no factor was discarded. The survey asked about the strength of the influence of separate
factors on the purpose of the study and their predictability. A seven-point rating scale, known as the Likert scale, was used
(1 - very low impact, 7 - very high impact and 1 - very low predictability, 7 - very high predictability). Figures 3 and 4
show the results of the survey.
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Fig. 3: The strength of the factor's impact on the aim of the research (1 - very low impact, 7 - very large impact; the
larger the diameter of the circle, the more often the factor was selected)

Fig. 4: Predictability of the factor for the purpose of the research (1 - very low predictability, 7 - very high
predictability; the larger the diameter of the circle, the more often the factor was selected)
Among all the analyzed factors, the highest scores, both in terms of the impact strength and predictability, were awarded
to: employees' readiness to acquire new skills, using the BCF platform for communication, learning to use new computer
programs (CAD to BIM), the cost of purchasing or renting software for all team members, the cost (and time) of employee
training, employee commitment to quality improvement, employees' attention to accuracy and setting BIM standards with
the investor.

Fig. 5: Cumulative representation of the averaged results of the STEEPVL test (predictability is on the horizontal
axis and the force of impact on the vertical axis)
In the analysis of averaged results (Figure 5), encouraging employees to develop, using the BCF platform for
communication, easier cooperation with industry professionals, better 3D coordination of complex architecture and
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building structure have the greatest impact and predictability. , the cost of purchasing or renting software for all team
members, company development and BIM standards definition with the investor. The greatest strength of influence, with
low predictability, are employees' readiness to acquire new skills, learning to use new computer programs (CAD to BIM),
cost (and time) of employee training, employee involvement in quality improvement and employees' attention to accuracy.
The factors identified in the STEEPVL analysis were used for the structural analysis. The matrix of direct impacts was
filled in by examining the relationships between the factors, i.e. how a given factor affects each of the others. A four-point
rating scale was adopted in the study (0 - no impact, 3 - high impact). The most common indications were adopted as the
result matrix. The results are shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Fig. 6: Indirect influence graph

Fig. 7: Indirect influence graph of 5% relatively strong and strongest influences between variables
The respondents concluded that in 329 correlations there was no dependencies (score 0), in 113 cases a small influence
(score 1) was assigned, 57 dependencies were assigned a medium influence, and a strong influence was found in 77 cases.
The matrix analysis was performed with the help of the MICMAC (freeware) program, examining first direct and then
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indirect effects, in which the program's algorithm uses feedback loops to look for indirect interactions between factors that
are difficult to define by experts. The results of the indirect impact analysis are presented in Figures 7 and 8.

Fig. 8: Grouping of key factors (K), goals (G), outcomes (O), supporting and regulating (S&R), external (E) and
autonomous (A)
The strongest impact is demonstrated by the factor of employees' readiness to acquire new skills, which has the greatest
impact on encouraging employees to develop, using the BCF platform for communication, learning to use new computer
programs (from CAD to BIM), easier cooperation with industry professionals, better 3D coordination of complex
architecture and building structure, company development, employee commitment to quality improvement and employees'
attention to accuracy.
Most factors influence the better 3D coordination of the complex architecture and structure of the building, and these are
the readiness of employees to acquire new skills, the use of the BCF platform for communication, learning to use new
computer programs (from CAD to BIM), less time-consuming introduction of changes to the documentation thanks to the
work on a common 3D model (in the cloud), partially automatic generation of documentation, the possibility of using the
data to prepare the cost estimate and construction schedule and define BIM standards with the investor.
The factors that have the strongest impact are: the employees' readiness to acquire new skills and the ability to use data to
prepare a cost estimate and construction schedule on the factor better 3D coordination of complex architecture and building
structure.
The analysis of the dependence on the impact chart (Figure 8) identified the following groups of factors (only the most
important ones have been described):
− key: employees' readiness to acquire new skills,
− goals: learning how to use new computer programs (from CAD to BIM) and the possibility of using the data to prepare
the cost estimate and construction schedule,
− result: better 3D coordination of the complex architecture and structure of the building,
− regulating and auxiliary: encouraging employees to develop, using the BCF platform for communication, easier
cooperation with industry professionals, less time-consuming introduction of changes in documentation thanks to working
on a common 3D model (in the cloud), partially automatic generation of documentation, cost of purchasing or renting
software for all team members, cost (and time) of employee training, company profit on the first BIM project, company
development, offer extension companies, employees 'commitment to quality improvement, employees' attention to
accuracy and determination of BIM standards with the investor,
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− external: technical capabilities of computer hardware and data server, availability of co-financing from digitization
development support funds and market conditions conducive to the development of the availability of product models from
suppliers of construction materials and products,
− autonomous: less paper (and printer) consumption thanks to the possibility of conducting decision approval meetings in
the BDF system, savings in building materials thanks to fewer collisions at the construction stage, no Polish BIM standards
and no applicable standard BIM.

Research Results
The described research was conducted for a year while trying to introduce the BIM methodology. The new system could
not be fully implemented due to staff constraints. Employees could not spend too much time on training due to the
continuation of work on already started projects, and this resulted in insufficient knowledge and skills in the new work
system, thus reducing the efficiency of using this technology. The second problem was external industry professionals who
were not always willing to introduce changes to their work mode.
The analyzes show that the key factor in organizing the work of an architectural and construction office in accordance with
the BIM methodology is the willingness of employees to acquire new skills. This has the greatest impact on good project
coordination, resulting in a better project with fewer errors. The willingness of employees to take on new challenges is a
factor that affects many other aspects. It contributes to better coordination, commitment to quality improvement and
attention to accuracy, as well as easier cooperation with industry specialists. The level of employee readiness affects the
need to intensify incentives for development and increase the willingness to learn new programs and change the way of
communication. If the communication uses the BCF format, which limits the time and amount of e-mails and data sent
between individuals, this form saves time and organizes communication.
The second factor significantly influencing the result of good coordination is the possibility of using the data of the
architectural model to perform the subsequent stages of design and construction. When creating a model for design
purposes, BIM modeling provides a lot of information about individual elements. This data is used to prepare the
construction schedule without the need to recomplete the database, which in the classic way of execution is the most laborintensive process when developing the schedule.
The new organization of office work also requires learning to use new programs (BIM instead of CAD), which provide
new possibilities and facilitate the design process. BIM enables a series-parallel design process, as opposed to the
sequential, which is used in the CAD method when preparing designs in the form of flat drawings. In this system,
collisions are searched for during the mutual checking of drawings or during coordination meetings, but the drawings are
made only in a few selected places, because they are labor-intensive - it is not the entire model and it may happen that you
do not notice a collision at the design stage, but only during construction, and changes at this stage can be very costly. In
BIM modeling there is access to the entire model and cross-sections can be automatically generated in any place and in any
number by moving the section line and visually check whether there are any collisions and whether the model is correct.
The amount of data is greater the greater the detail of the project, which should be determined at the beginning of the
investment. This requires teamwork and well-organized management of the project. Project managers take care of it - they
take care of organization, communication, timeliness and completeness of the project. The principle of determining the
value refers to the level of detail of the LOD project. Joint arrangements of the investor (client) and project manager are
necessary at the initial stage of organizing the design process. They are an important element defined, on the basis of the
BIM Standard, in the document which contains the arrangements between the investor and the company conducting the
investment. It includes, among others. the degree of detail of the project at subsequent stages of work, the division of roles
and responsibilities of individual people and the method of communication at each stage of work. Currently, a draft of the
Polish BIM Standard is available.
Employees' readiness to acquire new skills and commitment to quality improvement may be motivated by the reduction of
labor consumption and the possibility of using partial automation of generating drawing documentation. Involvement of all
employees in increasing the quality and the sense of responsibility for the quality of their work. Each participant in the
design process should take care of the quality and completeness of their project scope, as well as those responsible for
quality control. The ability to change design elements at the stage of preparing a virtual model is easier to implement than
at the construction stage. Caring for the correctness of the model and detailed supplementation of non-graphical
information should be a priority for each participant in the modeling process. Incomplete data may result in later errors or
ambiguities at later stages, e.g. preparing a cost estimate or during construction.
An important factor is also the cost of purchasing or renting software and training employees in its use, as well as defining
BIM Standards with the investor at the beginning of the investment, which significantly affects the workflow and
coordination. An indispensable aspect is also training and continuous improvement of employees' skills, as well as taking
care of updating the knowledge of legal regulations, calculation methods and knowledge of products available on the
market. The more knowledge and better skills, the better the project. Focus on raising competences, enabling employees to
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participate in training, organizing dedicated training courses increase the skills of employees and attach employees to the
company.
Indirectly involved in the preparation of the project in BIM are also manufacturers of building materials and equipment for
facilities, preparing virtual models of their products, which are inserted into the project. The manufacturer knows his
product best, so he can prepare the correct model and include all the necessary information. The legislative process is
aimed at ensuring that inserting a model into a project requires later to incorporate this specific product in a real building.
The benefit of this solution is mutual. The manufacturer takes care to prepare the best virtual model (identical to the
finished product), the competition allows for the comparison and selection of the optimal product, and in return receives a
guarantee of selling the product.
All these factors influence the company's development. By gaining new experience and skills, it can offer potential clients
a wider offer.

Summary
The analyzes carried out for the architectural and construction office indicate the same factors influencing the
implementation of BIM in a design office.
The analyzes carried out for the design office showed that the main factor determining the success of introducing a new
mode of work with the use of BIM is the human factor, i.e. the willingness of employees to acquire new skills. Ultimately,
it affects the success of introducing changes and the effectiveness of full use of the possibilities of a new technology.
The above analyzes may be helpful both for small companies trying to introduce the BIM methodology to their work in
order to identify factors that have a large impact on the success of implementation, and for large companies in the
construction industry that use the described solutions on a daily basis.
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Abstract
The time and work study provides techniques to analyze in detail an operation or task, measuring which activities add
value and how to minimize and eliminate the ones that don’t add value or are considered a waste (muda). This article
presents a case study on the utilization of the time and work technique applied to a production in the enterprise of the
printing industry located in Poland. The aim of this study is to present the impact of time and work study on the production
process in the enterprise and to show the negative effects of poorly established standards. Specifically, the main time and
work techniques were utilized in order to optimize operations, identifying value-added and non-value-added activities, and
wastes. The case study describes the company’s current scenario, proposed situation, data treatment, and results. On the
basis of the analyzes and observations carried out in the enterprise, waste (muda) in the workplace caused by poorly
appointed standards was identified, and then a concept of a new method of setting standards was proposed.

Keywords: Time and Work Study, Operation Optimization, Elimination Of Waste (Muda).
Introduction
Standardization is an activity that allows to determine optimal times and to set standards based on analyzes and
observations of the work system. These results are obtained on the basis of measurements of the duration of individual
activities performed by the employee at the workplace. Labor standards allow to determine the necessary amount of work
that is needed to complete certain tasks. If they are properly designated and systematically controlled and updated, they
contribute to the proper functioning of the enterprise. Poorly set labor standards can contribute to the occurrence of waste.
Waste is any activity that does not create added value. Within the concept of Lean Management, there are seven types of
waste, which are supplemented with further. The most important element of lean business management is the ability to see
and identify waste. On the one hand, eliminating waste in the enterprise is possible after proper diagnosis of the problem,
and on the other hand, it saves time and money. Work standards and wastage are closely related, so it is important to set
standards properly and to constantly control them in order to be able to prevent problems in different areas of the company.
The aim of this study is to present the impact of labor standards on the production process in the enterprise and to show the
negative effects of poorly established standards. On the basis of the analyzes and observations carried out in the enterprise
of the printing industry, waste in the workplace caused by poorly appointed standards was identified, and then a concept of
a new method of setting standards was proposed.

Work standardization and the elimination of waste
Determining the optimal value of the working time standard and forms of its management may positively affect the
increase in the efficiency of processes. Reducing the amount of work needed or consumed to produce a unit of product,
expressed in units of time, leads to a reduction in workload, i.e. an increase in work productivity. Therefore, time and its
savings are an important measure in production processes, and this saving can be achieved by implementing methods of
improving the performance of the performed tasks. Duran et al (2015) notes that production and trade growth opportunities
brought about by globalization and increased competition, productivity growth requires in business. Sources declined with
each passing day, constantly increasing needs. This in turn increases the need for businesses to use resources more
efficiently. Work and time study techniques is raising the efficiency of utilization of the factors of production have been
used for all manufacturing and service sectors as a scientific approach.

_____________
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In the book by Mikołajczyk (2001) argues that standardization is a process in which, on the basis of analyzes, observations
and measurements of the duration of individual activities, standards and work standards are established. In this process,
existing experience is used, on the basis of which the standards of working time are determined. Work standards allow to
determine the amount of work needed to perform specific tasks in given technical and technological conditions with
optimal organization of the performed work. They have a significant impact on decisions made in the management of the
entire enterprise and human work. According to Souto (2002), Methods Engineering studies and analyses work in a
systematic way, aiming to develop practical and efficient methods, seeking the standardization of the process.
Work standardization plays an essential role in managing a small business as well as human work. In the books by
Mikołajczyk (2001) and Grzelczak (2013) mentions that the work standard is the time spent on performing an operation
(task) in the given technical and technological conditions with rational organization of the work performed. In the literature
(e.g. in REFA Institut e.V. (2013 and 2016) and also Binner, 2010 and Jungkind et al, 2019) can be found different
classifications methods for standardization of work: methods based on real-time measurement (analytical and measurement
methods), methods based on previously developed working time standards (analytical and measurement methods),
obtained by comparison and estimation (analytical and comparative methods).
Among the standardization methods based on real-time measurement REFA Institut e.V. (2013 and 2016) distinguishes the
following:
− working day picture - this is a method of observing and measuring working time, most often carried out continuously,
during one or several working shifts; this method is most often used to study the activities that determine the course of
the entire process,
− timing - it is a measurement of the duration of cyclically repeated highlighted elements of the work process; the results of
the research constitute the basis for the development of labor input patterns and determination of the conditions for
servicing workplaces,
− snapshot observation - it is a statistical method that consists in identifying and recording activities or phenomena
observed at randomly selected, irregular intervals; with a sufficiently large number of observations, the types of activities
will be proportional to the share of time spent on each of these types of activities in the total working time, thanks to
which it is possible to determine the average time of performing activities of a given type, downtime, etc.
The ability to see waste in the company's operations is one of the most difficult and most important activities, because the
correct identification of the problem is the basis for its elimination. Helmond (2020) writes that waste is any activity that
requires work but does not create value. Therefore, eliminating waste, especially in the area of production, saves time and
money. Sasane and Adhav (2020) mentions that Lean Management is the way to achieve the perfect level of organization
through gradual and ongoing processes, which is characteristic for continuous improve approach, eliminate waste and
losses in all aspect of business. Shrivastava and Jain (2018) find that Lean Management is currently the most acceptable
and dominating management philosophies, both in industrial and service sectors. The main and appropriate reason for such
a success is its simplicity in implementation. Its whole concept is laid on a common sense idea of so called waste (Muda).
According to Naeem et al (2016) the higher productivity is achieved from optimizing the manufacturing process and
thereby it reduces wastage. Chaudhari and Raut (2016) stated that systematic waste elimination through lean
manufacturing. The non-value-added activity is focused to eliminate. Simboli et al (2014) in his study presented lean
manufacturing by various tools in potential synergies in integrating I&E approach on the evolutionary dynamic of
manufacturing.
Classically (Araújo Cury and Saraiva, 2018) there are seven basic types of waste: overproduction, waiting, transportation,
incorrect processing, excess inventory, unnecessary motion and defects, which are supplemented with further. According
Grzelczak and Werner-Lewandowska (2016) the last type of waste was under-utilization of the employee potential.
According to Taiichi Ohno (Hadaś, Cyplik, 2013) the greatest waste is overproduction, which is also shown by the "truths
about losses" he formulated, where one of them says that it is better to keep a given production line than to lead to
overproduction. He also advises to build a stock of finished products, instead of adapting to demand and not overdoing the
automation of processes, which results in reduced flexibility. He considers the production of further components to be high
and harmful, despite the lack of demand for these products.

Application
Problem Statement
A selected production area of a printing company in Poland is the subject of the analysis. The surveyed enterprise is
constantly developing and, in order to achieve its goals, it often makes investments that require large financial outlays. To
this end, the management of the enterprise tries to find savings by slimming down processes, by identifying and then
eliminating waste occurring in the processes.
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The research questions are defined as: If work standards have a direct impact on production management, and if poorly
defined, they can lead to significant losses (muda).

Research Method
To collect data for the research is used observational method. Times observed for designated work cycles and work
elements were measured using electronic chronometer and the results were recorded on “preliminary study form” along
with the times anticipated for each process element. After completing the timing process, the study results were assessed.
The selection of workers to be subject to time study was based on one-on-one interviews with the factory manager and
shift manager. The manager and shift engineer were asked to suggest accomplished workers who work at a balanced and
average pace.
The analysis of the working time of machine operators begun with the identification of all breaks and additional activities
that occur when performing scheduled activities at the workplace. For this purpose, the snapshot observations results were
used, and the production process was analyzed in detail using photos of the working day. Another technique used to
measure the timing was using wanted to verify the current date in the enterprise standard time. The results of the
measurements were recorded on a sheet specially created for the purpose of the examination..

Analysis of the causes and types of waste (muda) in a printing company
Types of waste
For the purposes of further analysis, three types of waste occurring in the analyzed area of production in the enterprise
were presented.
Defective products. The first type of waste identified in the enterprise is defective products. Haste of employees and
frequent machine failures contribute to generating a fairly large amount of defective products. As a result, machine
operators have to spend time repairing damaged products, which should be used to manufacture products. With performed
repaired company does not generate large amounts of waste that is waste and saves material needed to produce.
Failure to meet the deadline of the order. In a company, it often happens that employees finish production orders well
before or after a specified period. Completion of the order before the time specified in the schedule often causes standstills,
and thus the unproductive waiting of employees and machines for subsequent orders (there are no further orders planned
for the given group of machines yet). Such a situation most often occurs during an afternoon or night shift, which prevents
any reaction from the planning department which department works on the first shift. On the other hand, exceeding the
time of a production order has a direct impact on the relationship with the customer, as the previously agreed deadlines for
completing the order are not met. To prevent this, employees have to work overtime, and production is additionally started
on weekends, which is not well received by employees (despite additionally paid bonuses to remuneration). The use of
such a solution also increases production costs.
Decline in employee motivation. In the surveyed company, there were more and more situations where employees began to
rebel during the daily division of production orders. They showed reluctance to make specific models of products or to
work on a given group of machines. The case concerned especially new or less frequently manufactured products.

The causes of waste
The process of eliminating waste is possible only after appropriate identification of the types of waste and finding their
sources. In order to do this, the identified types of waste were thoroughly analyzed in order to find the causes and eliminate
the source of the problem. A brainstorming was carried out and, with the help of the 5why method, the types of waste were
divided into prime factors.
Table 1: Types and causes of waste
Types of waste
Defective products

Causes of waste
− lack of concentration of employees
− rush of employees
− time wasted on product repairs
− machine breakdowns caused by the inattention of employees
− the employee's willingness to comply with the standard
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Failure to meet the deadline for the
execution of the order

Decline in employee motivation

− errors in the calculations of the production planner
− having incorrect data
− no data update
− no person responsible for supervising performance and updating standards
− low salaries
− no bonus
− low employee productivity
− a problem with the implementation of standards by an employee
− ill-defined standard of work

Based on the conducted analyzes, it was identified that the main cause of problems in the production area are poorly
established standards. In order to eliminate the waste, it was decided to re-analyze the process, conduct measurements and
observations, and set new time standards. The time standards applicable in the company, the production plans and bonuses
for employees have not been updated for 6 years. The time norms in force until now have been determined solely on the
basis of the timing. The measurements were carried out only for two groups of machines, for which the amount of products
produced by the machine was measured during 1 minute. After collecting the appropriate number of measurements, this
result was averaged and was the basis for calculating standards for specific products on different machines.
A poorly designed and incorrectly applied standard-setting procedure resulted in various types of waste. The efforts of
employees to work out strict time standards that are difficult to achieve, especially in the case of non-standard products,
directly contributes to the increase in the number of defective products. On the other hand, the lack of rush on the part of
employees makes it impossible to achieve the bonus, which reduces the motivation to work. As a result, interpersonal
relations deteriorate, because employees often compare the obtained bonus with each other. Some employees are not able
to exceed the minimum level to achieve the bonus, despite the constant rush, and others can easily earn a very large
allowance with lower productivity. This situation leads to the fact that every employee prefers to execute orders for
standard, frequently repeated products.
Data on the quantity of products produced by the machine in 1 minute formed the basis for the production planner to
calculate the time needed to complete the entire production order. Despite the fact that the calculations used took into
account the potential failure rate of machines, product repairs and the time of employee breaks, very often there were
discrepancies in the time of performed production orders compared to the schedule.
The above conclusions reached immediately forced the company to conduct new time measurements and set new standards
for individual products and machines. In order to establish new standards, the techniques of work standardization were
used: timing, working day picture and the snapshot method.

Analysis of the causes and types of waste (muda) in a printing company
Analysis of working time with the use of working day photography and snapshot observation
The analysis of the working time of machine operators began with the identification of all breaks and additional activities
that occur when performing scheduled activities at the workplace. For this purpose, the results of the company's regular
snapshot observations were used, and the production process was analyzed in detail using photos of the working day. On
this basis, the following types of breaks and additional activities were determined.
The breakfast break is a permanent element of the employee's daily work. In the examined enterprise, it lasts 15 minutes
and takes place once after four hours of work. During this time, all machines are stopped, so it is not possible to use this
time and prepare the inventory to speed up the implementation of tasks after returning from a break.
Each change in the enterprise ends with clearing the workplace so as to leave it properly prepared for the next shift. These
activities are performed in accordance with the 5S method, which has been used in the company for years. At each
workstation there is a shadow board where the necessary tools are located and where workers put away the tools they use
at the end of the shift. If there was a need to use a tool that is not on the shadow board, the employee takes it from the tool
room and returns it after use. In addition, all reports are stored on the implementation of orders in the workplace, in special
cases. For two weeks, the time needed at the end of the shift that employees spend on these support activities was
measured. Based on these measurements (30 values), the average time for cleaning the workplace was set at 9.70 minutes.
Another constant element that occurs during the execution of orders is quality control. In addition to the continuous visual
inspection, the employee is required to check, on average, every fourth item in accordance with the standards in force in
the company. On the basis of the performed measurements (30 measurements), the average time needed for a one-time
qualitative measurement was determined, which is approximately 0.76 minutes.
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In order to maintain the appropriate level of glue, machine operators periodically check its level in the tanks installed at the
workplace. If the glue is running out, it must be refilled. Based on the performed measurements (10 measurements), the
average time was determined, which is 2.76 minutes If the glue is running out, it must be refilled. Based on the performed
measurements (10 measurements), the average time was determined, which is 2.76 minutes.
Determining the necessary time for retooling the machine is one of the most difficult elements of estimation. When
creating a production plan, the planner tries to set subsequent production orders in such a way that the fewest possible
machine parameters should be changed during setup and that this time should be as short as possible (several to several
dozen minutes). Unfortunately, it is not always possible to adjust subsequent orders in this way. In a situation where almost
all machine parameters need to be changed, the retooling process can take up to several hours. Such situations are quite
rare (they concern special orders). Based on the measurements (12 measurements), it was found that the machine
changeover process takes an average of 84.3 minutes.
The repair of damaged products usually takes place once per shift. Most of the employees have adopted such a model that
for most shifts they put the damaged products in a designated place and then make repairs (usually they are performed at
the same time as changing the material, so as not to waste production time). Based on the measurements, these activities
take an average of 14.35 minutes for employees.
In the analyzed enterprise, machine failures and related breaks for device repairs occur quite frequently. Depending on the
degree of failure, machine operators or mechanics make repairs. The time lost for repairing machines was estimated based
on the results of the snapshot observation (average of 6 measurements), reaching a value of about 47.5 minutes.
After each completed batch, the employee transports the products to the warehouse. The time needed for transport depends
essentially on the distance between the machine and the warehouse. During its determination, the average for five
measurements made for each analyzed group of machines was adopted, resulting in a value equal to 20.86 min.
Reporting takes place mainly at the beginning and end of the shift, as well as when starting and ending the next job.
Additionally, every two hours the employee completes the production order with the results of the performed quality
measurements and describes the breakdowns and downtime of machines (if any). The time values were estimated based on
the results of the snapshot observation. All dossier completion activities take an average of 6.44 minutes.
All the breaks and additional activities described above, along with the duration values, are summarized in the table below.
The table was supplemented with the frequency of occurrence of a given component during one shift. These values were
obtained as a result of the conducted observations and information received from managers of individual departments.
After multiplication of the values, the total time was obtained, which machine operators lose on individual activities.
Table 2: List of break times and additional activities during a shift
Break or activity
Breakfast break
Cleaning
Qualitative measurements
Refilling the glue
Retrofitting
Repair of damaged products
Failures and repairs
Product transport
Reporting

Average time [min]
15.00
9.70
0.76
2.76
84.33
14.35
47.50
2.15
6.44

Quantity per shift
1
1
20
5
0,5
1
1
10
1
Total

Total time [min]
15.00
9.70
15.20
13.80
42.17
14.35
47.50
20.86
6.44
185.02

Based on the measurements of breaks and additional activities, it is possible to determine the time that machine operators
lose, as well as the time that employees spend on basic activities (production).
Table 3: Summary of working time per shift
Type of time
Work shift time - 8 hours
Time for breaks and additional activities
Time for basic activities - availability time

Time during the work shift [min]
480.00
185.02
294.98
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Study of the course of work with the help of timing
Another technique used to measure the timing was using wanted to verify the current date in the enterprise standard time.
The results of the measurements were recorded on a sheet specially created for the purpose of the examination. During the
measurement, the time spent by machine operators on breaks, private or business calls, quality checks, replacement of
materials, retooling as well as repairs and failures was not recorded, because these breaks and additional activities were
examined using working day picture and snapshot observation.
Time measurement was carried out on 10 production stations. The measurements were performed for three weeks in three
working shifts. The aim of such broad measurements was to obtain results for the largest possible number of assortment
items (different products) and to capture the difference in the pace of work of employees on different working shifts for the
same production order, performed on the same group of machines. It is also worth paying attention to the fact that at the
same time - in addition to measuring the working time (timing) of machine operators - a snapshot observation and a
working daypictur were also carried out to identify all breaks and additional activities, as well as to determine their average
duration.
The obtained results of the performed time measurements were collected in a timing sheet. In order to maintain
transparency in the data sheet has been placed only relevant information that will be used to draw conclusions.
Table 4: List of measurements in the timing sheet
Number of product batches [pcs / 10 min]

Machine
Date of
Product
number measurement model

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

15.02.
21.02.
27.02
15.02.
17.02.
20.02.
22.02.
27.02
15.02.
17.02.
21.02.
22.02.
23.02.
24.02.
27.02.
15.02.
16.02.
20.02.
28.02.
15.02.
16.02.
17.02.
20.02.
21.02.
22.02.
24.02.
27.02.
28.02.
29.02.
16.02.
20.02.
23.02.
27.02.

B11
A22
A27
A11
D11
D11
A22
A22
E13
B14
A11
E20
E23
A27
A22
H40
B12
E11
E23
E10+
A13
A9+
E23+
A27
E13
A28+
A28+
A6+
A27
F25
F25
F25
F25

Shift I

Shift II

110
55

106
57

108
52

92
94

95
88

92
91

61

49
95
68

98
72

96
75

57

53

57

44
95

42
91

42
93

104
102
92
60

106
100
90
63

104
105
100
62

102
50

106
49

96
54

44

46

60

50

Shift III
52

50

55

90
48

92
47

88
49

100
59
59
55

104
53
55
57

104
58
59
57

97

96

96

57
53
100
53

57
50
102
56

56
52
104
50

52
55

50
54

51
56

55

53

56

59

57

58

60

56

58
93
53

52

57

51

49

50
52
48

51
52
50

53
55
50

44
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Average number
of products
Average [pcs / 10 min]

108,0
53,5
58,7
93,0
91,0
90,0
48,0
50,7
96,3
71,7
102,7
56,2
57,7
57,0
57,3
42,7
93,0
96,3
58,0
104,7
102,3
94,0
59,2
51,7
101,7
52,0
55,7
93,0
51,0
44,7
51,2
54,0
49,3

1 188
1 177
1 584
1 023
1 001
990
1 056
1 115
1 252
1 004
1 129
1 123
1 326
1 521
1 261
1 707
1 116
1 060
1 334
1 047
1 330
846
1 361
1 395
1 322
1 456
1 559
558
1 377
1 117
1 279
1 350
1 233
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8

9

10

15.02.
20.02.
23.02.
27.02.
15.02.
17.02.
20.02.
27.02.
28.02.
15.02.
20.02.
22.02.

F25
G25
F25
F25
D11
D11
D11
D11
C12
G24
G24
G24

58

92
90

48

56

95
90

46

56

54

57

54

93
94

94

92

84

52

104
100
53

106
98
57

100
102
55

54
58

48
56

52
59

94

92

90

90

92

90

49
53

56
50

57
56

56,7
51,3
57,7
55,0
92,7
90,7
90,7
103,3
100,0
51,8
54,0
53,0

1 417
1 283
1 442
1 375
1 019
997
997
1 137
1 200
1 244
1 296
1 272

The first column of the sheet lists the machine numbers on which the given production orders were executed. It is worth
noting that the machines in the enterprise is not homogeneous (mainly on the age of the machines). On the basis of the
measurements carried out, it will be possible to compare the working time of different machines for the same products. The
machine operator may also have an impact on the time of manufacturing products. It should be remembered that if the
measured values are significantly different from each other, then both the operation of the machine itself should be
checked and whether the employee complies with the instructions while performing the tasks. Another important
information is the date of the measurement (in the second column). This information does not affect further calculations,
but if significant discrepancies in the obtained results are noticed, it will be easier to identify the source of the problem, e.g.
to determine the employee who performed the given production order. This means that it will be possible to check whether
the machine operator performs the activities in the right way or to determine whether there were any problems during the
execution of the order, which could directly translate into its efficiency and working time. The symbols of manufactured
products are given in the third column of the sheet. On this basis, one can find the full product specification in the
company's documentation.
The next columns of the sheet contain the results of the performed measurement. These values express the number of
products made by the machine operator in 10 minutes. The analyzed process is performed by the employee periodically,
which greatly facilitates the measurement. During the measurements, various production orders were selected in order to
obtain results for many models of products. Unfortunately, the specifics of the production order made it impossible to carry
out measurements for each product assortment of the company.
The collected values were entered into a spreadsheet to facilitate further calculations and supplement with missing
information. New standards should be set for individual product models. However, it should be noted, that the same
process for the production of products assigned to the same group (same model) does not substantially change. The symbol
of the product informs the employee only about the parameters of the product.

Setting new standards of work
The starting point for the verification of the old standards and, consequently, the determination of new ones, are the values
concerning the average number of manufactured products during 10 minutes and the available working time of machines
during a shift, which - as shown by the research carried out - is 294.98 minutes.
In accordance with the assumptions made at the beginning, new standards should be set for each product model. After the
initial analysis of the measurements, it was noticed that the machine type did not have a major impact on the speed of
product production. The bigger problem is the high failure rate of the machine park and the frequent problems during setup
machines. In order to obtain new work standards, a pivot table was created, in which the model and the average number of
products made in 10 minutes were defined. To determine a new standard, this value was divided by 10 and then multiplied
by the available working time (294.98 minutes). It is worth noting that it was not possible to set new standards for all the
company's products. This is due, among other things, to the production specifications (make-to-order) and the length of
time during which the measurements were taken.
Table 5: List of old and new standards in pieces
Product
model
A11
A13

Average number
of products
per 10 minutes
1 076
1 330

The new standard
per shift
31 742
39 235
6488

The old standard
per shift
32 250
32 250

Difference between
new and old standard
for a working shift
-3 758
3 735
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A22
A27
A06+
A09+
A28+
B11
B12
B14
C12
D11
E11
E13
E20
E23
E10+
E23+
F25
G24
G25
H40

1 171
1 494
558
846
1 508
1 188
1 116
1 004
1 200
1 024
1 060
1 287
1 123
1 330
1 047
1 361
1 316
1 271
1 283
1 707

34 545
44 073
16 461
24 957
44 486
35 046
32 922
29 618
35 400
30 208
31 270
37 967
33 129
39 235
30 887
40 150
38 822
37 495
37 849
50 357

32 250
32 250
29 280
29 280
29 280
28 800
28 800
28 800
26 500
24 000
32 250
32 250
32 250
32 250
29 280
29 280
24 000
26 400
26 400
29 280

-956
8 573
-15 739
-7 243
12 286
3 366
1 242
-2 062
6 250
5 808
-4 230
2 467
-2 372
3 735
387
9 650
12 422
8 095
8 449
18 157

At the end, the newly set standards were compared with those currently in force in the company. Very large discrepancies
can be seen, especially in the case of non-standard models. Some labor standards were unattainable for workers, while
others could be achieved without the slightest effort. The old standards did not take into account variants of product models
and assumed the same value of the standard within a given model.
The types of waste identified at the beginning included: failure to meet the deadline for the execution of the order and a
decrease in employee motivation (inability to earn a bonus). It seems that the newly established labor standards, which
more closely reflect the reality of the workplace, should contribute to their elimination.

Summary
Objective determination of the amount of working time necessary to perform a specific task is one of the basic conditions
for rational organization of work for both the employee and the entire enterprise. The work standard fulfills the function of
a quantitative work meter. Accurate observation of the production process and its in-depth analysis is a very important
element in setting work standards in an enterprise. Work standards have a direct impact on production management, and if
poorly defined, they can lead to significant losses. It is important to remember to constantly monitor the work process and
update labor standards to prevent waste in the enterprise.
The aim of the paper was to present the influence of work standards on the production process in an enterprise and to show
the negative effects of badly set standards. On the basis of analyses and observations carried out in a printing company,
wastage at the workplace caused by poorly set standards was identified, and then the concept of a new way of setting
standards was proposed.
The used methodology can be useful for conducting work and time studies to eliminate waste (muda) also in other
enterprises. The step-by-step approach includes the following elements.
1. Identification of the process to be studied - The first step is to select a process that appears to have any waste or other
defects. We then highlight or select that process to investigate.
2. Selection the method of investigation and measure - Once the process is selected, we measure various types of data
related to that process such as time spent on various activities, material consumption, machine utilisation and other factors.
Various work and time study techniques are used here.
3. Analysis the collected data - At this stage we start analysing the data recorded earlier to understand the process in detail.
4. Identification waste (muda) in this existing system - Once the process is properly understood, we start identifying waste
(muda) inside the selected process.
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5. Finding the best way to eliminate waste - In this step we have gone through all the available ways to reduce or eliminate
this waste (muda) identified in the previous step.
6. Suggesting redesigning the system or process - If necessary, the process or system should be redesigned to eliminate
waste.
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Abstract
The article attempts to analyze the degree of influence of the regulatory document (the Doctrine of Food Security of the
Russian Federation) on the dynamics of production of basic food products in five regions of Central Russia (Belgorod,
Voronezh, Kursk, Lipetsk and Tambov regions). To determine the volume of food production and consumption, we used
food balances officially published by Rosstat for the period from 2000 to 2019 inclusive, that is, the full observation period
is twenty years. Such a series of observations made it possible to analyze the dynamics of changes in production and
consumption in the ten years before the adoption of the Food Security Doctrine and in the ten years after the adoption of this
document.
Keywords: Regional Economy, Food Security, Economic Security, Food Consumption Standards, Consumer Market,
Doctrine of Food Security of The Russian Federation.

JEL Сlassіfіcatіon Сodes: C 10, L 10, Q 11
Introduction
In modern realities, the specialization of the economy of the regions of Russia has developed under a number of historical
objective reasons, in the heyday of globalization and integration in the supply of fuel, raw materials, low-tech products is an
objective phenomenon that is the result of a historically established production structure and production specialization with
a predominance of basic raw materials
The problem of ensuring food security in Russia has always occupied one of the central places not only in the field of politics,
but also in the field of scientific knowledge. Due to the agrarian nature of production in the Central regions of Russia, a
certain specialization has developed, which primarily refers to the production of the agricultural type. Despite this, after the
collapse of the USSR, Russia remained highly dependent on food imported from the United States and Western Europe. This
circumstance severely limited the country's ability to pursue an independent policy, since food suppliers dictated both the
price policy and the volume and quality of food. After the political crisis of 2014 and the introduction of mutual sanctions,
including in the field of food security, it was necessary to solve the problem of food independence with particular importance.
The main instrument in the field of ensuring food independence was the adoption in 2010 of the landmark document The
Doctrine of Food Security of the Russian Federation for a period of ten years until 2020. However, in 2020, Russian President
Vladimir Putin extended the validity of this document for an unlimited period. The main advantage of this document was the
establishment of standards for the production of food products by domestic enterprises. In particular, according to this
document, the volume of grain production by domestic enterprises should be 95% of the value of domestic demand, the
volume of sugar production should be 80% of the value of domestic demand, the volume of vegetable oil production should
be at least 85% of the domestic consumption rate, the volume of meat and meat products production should be at least 85%,
and so on. For all basic categories of food, there are legally established norms that must be observed in order to achieve the
required level of food security. The article attempts to analyze the volume of food production in five regions of Central
________________
Cite this Article as: KRIVOSHLYKOV Vladimir Sergeevich, PRONSKAYA Olga Nikolaevna, ZHAKHOV Nikolay Vladimirovich and
GALCHENKO Svetlana Alekseevna “ Food Market from The Perspective of Food Safety Standards: Case of The Regions of Central
Russia” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain,
ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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Russia for ten years before the adoption of the Food Security Doctrine and for ten years after the adoption of this document.
The aim is to determine the degree of influence of the regulatory method of regulating the food market in the field of food
security.

Analysis of recent research and publications
In the modern scientific literature, there are not so many scientific works that would cover the specifics of the functioning of
the food market of large macroregions from the point of view of food security standards, that is, from the position of legally
established categories in the field of agricultural production. In particular, the Food Security Doctrine establishes the
standards for the production of basic food products, which the subjects of the Russian Federation are obliged to achieve at
the expense of their own resources (financial, organizational, labor, and others). The main goal of the adoption of this
document is to achieve food independence from the leading Western countries, which can dictate to consumers not only the
price policy, but also the quality and volume of products supplied. This document was first adopted in 2010, and in ten years
it makes sense to analyze the dynamics of changes in the Russian food market.
The paper (Chammem, 2018) examines the consequences of the globalization of the world economy for the conjuncture of
food markets. It is proved that the strengthening of globalization trends leads to an acceleration of world trade in food
products, which gives rise to a number of problems related to food security (primarily in the infectious sense of the term).
Attention is drawn to the emergence of new, antibiotic-resistant strains of microorganisms, which poses serious threats to
entire countries and regions.
The article (Saritas, 2017) attempts to forecast the development of the Russian agro-industrial complex from the point of
view of the foresight methodology. Several scenarios of the development of the agro-industrial complex of the country are
considered, depending on the possible dynamic parameters of changes in the economic system, which allows us to make
some recommendations for the state authorities regulating the agri-food sector.
The paper (Erokhin, 2017) analyzes several different methodological approaches to the problem of food security and notes
the shortcomings of the methodology chosen as a legislative norm in Russia. The paper also proves that the strengthening of
trade protectionism can lead to a decrease in the quality of food and a negative change in the diet of the average person,
which ultimately leads to threats to food security.
In the article (Nefedova, 2017), the author analyzed the structural and regional changes in agricultural production and
identified the underlying trends. It was shown that the development of large agricultural organizations makes it possible to
produce a large number of food products, thereby ensuring food supply to the population of large urban agglomerations, but
at the same time increases the polarization of agricultural production and reduces the number of people employed in
agriculture.
The article (Amirova, 2018) reveals the features of the functioning of agro-economic systems in terms of the impact of digital
technologies, which are increasingly used in agricultural production. The key threats that are most likely to occur in
agricultural production are identified and recommendations for their leveling are formulated.
The article (Amirova, 2019) analyzes the results of research by a number of analytical agencies on the growth rates and key
problems associated with the introduction of the «Internet of Things» (IoT) in the agricultural economy. The article deals
with the development of the agro-industrial complex in the context of the development of the digital economy, the experience
of implementing the digital economy in the agricultural sector of developed countries and the possibility of its application in
agriculture in Russia. The authors focus on the positive aspects of the impact of the «Internet of Things» on the functioning
and development of modern agricultural markets at the macro and micro levels, as well as on the change in the professional
structure of employees of the agro-industrial complex.
The study (Lavrov, 2021) demonstrates how the advances in modern computer power can be used to analyze the situation in
the global food market. Digitization in agriculture can significantly change the current conjuncture of the global agri-food
market, as shown in a study (Mentsiev, 2020), so more attention needs to be paid to modern technologies. Scientific works
(Mentsiev, 2019) and (Zolkin, 2021) can be cited as an example of the use of modern technologies in the agri-food sector.
The study (Novikov, 2019) shows how strategic planning can have a positive impact on decision-making, including in the
field of agricultural production.
The analysis of literature sources on similar topics allowed us to conclude that there is insufficient scientific information on
the subject under study. There are no works in the scientific literature that would cover the dynamics of changes in the
parameters of the food market in terms of food safety standards, which emphasizes the relevance and practical significance
of the study.
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Purpose of the article
The purpose of the article is to analyze the production of basic food products on the territory of the regions of Central Russia,
namely the Belgorod, Voronezh, Kursk, Lipetsk and Tambov regions to determine the degree of food independence of these
regions in terms of food security standards set out in the Food Security Doctrine of the Russian Federation.

Research Methods
The research methodology was based on both general scientific methods of cognition: analysis and synthesis, and specific
economic methodology: index method (used to analyze the dynamics of production of basic food products in five subjects
of Central Russia), graphic method (used to build graphs that reflect changes in the dynamics of basic economic indicators),
factor analysis (used to determine the degree of impact of the pandemic on the structure of the regional economy).
The statistical data used in the study were obtained from open sources, in particular, the online platform unified interagency
information and statistical system (EMISS) was used (https://www.fedstat.ru/).
The study period was twenty full years from 2000 to 2019.
The purpose of the study is to show how the dynamics of production of the main categories of food products in the regions
of Central Russia (Belgorod region, Voronezh region, Kursk region, Lipetsk region, Tambov region) changed before the
adoption of the Food Security Doctrine in 2010 and after the adoption of this landmark document.
The level of self-sufficiency (food security) was calculated using the following formula:

FoodSecuri ty =

Volume + ( STOCKend − STOCKbeg )
* 100 %
CONprod + CONper

where,
FoodSecurity – level of food self-sufficiency, %;
Volume – production volume, thousand tons;
STOCKend – the value of food raw materials reserves in the region at the end of the year, thousand tons;
STOCKbeg – the value of food raw materials reserves in the region at the beginning of the year, thousand tons;
CONprod – the value of production consumption of food raw materials in the region, thousand tons;
CONper – the value of personal consumption of food raw materials in the region, thousand tons.
Main results of the study
The level of self-sufficiency of vegetables in the regions of Central Russia, % After performing calculations, we obtained
the following results (Fig. 1, Fig. 2): in terms of self-sufficiency in grain, the regions of Central Russia significantly exceeded
the level of domestic demand for the entire period under review.
The official statistics required to calculate the level of self-sufficiency in grain have been kept only since 2012, despite the
fact that the Russian Food Security Doctrine was adopted in 2010. Therefore, the first reference period was 2012, and the
last reporting period for which official data are available is 2019. For the entire study period, the calculated values of the
level of food security for grain did not fall below 400%, which means that the level of grain production exceeds the value of
the internal demand for grain by 4 times. Among all the subjects of the Central Chernozem Region, the Kursk and Tambov
regions should be singled out, where since 2017 the calculated values of the level of self-sufficiency in grain exceeded the
mark of 1000%, which indicates that the level of own production exceeds the value of domestic grain demand by 10 or more
times. The calculated values of the level of self-sufficiency in grain in the Belgorod region are within the mark of 750-800%
for the entire period under review, a significant increase in grain production in this region was not observed due to the meat
specialization of this region (which will be shown later). The amount of self-sufficiency in grain in the Voronezh Region
increased from the estimated value of 444.2% in 2012 to 756.3% in 2019.
The level of self-sufficiency of the subjects of the Central Chernozem region with vegetables is not as impressive as in the
case of self-sufficiency with grain, but in most subjects for the entire period under review, the regulatory threshold was
exceeded. In the Belgorod region, the values of self-sufficiency in vegetables did not exceed the threshold value for the entire
period under review due to the fact that the economy and industry of this region is focused on the production of meat and
dairy products, and the production of vegetables is a non-core activity.
The level of self-sufficiency in vegetables in the Voronezh Region exceeded the threshold values for almost the entire twentyyear period of time, for example, the estimated value of self-sufficiency in vegetables in 2000 was 110%, and in 2019 this
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value increased to 128.2%.

Threshold
value meaning
Tambov region

1084.0 %

2019

Lipetsk region

959.4 %

Voronezh region

756.3 %

Belgorod region

760.7 %

Tambov region

858.2 %

2018

Lipetsk region

596.5 %

Kursk region

1185.4 %

Voronezh region

630.5 %

Belgorod region

818.8 %

Tambov region

1144.1 %

2017

Lipetsk region

890.9 %

Kursk region

1283.7 %

Voronezh region

795.0 %

Belgorod region

843.5 %

Tambov region

879.6 %

2015

Lipetsk region

639.8 %

Kursk region

797.2 %

Voronezh region

658.4 %

Belgorod region

814.4 %

Tambov region

446.4 %

Lipetsk region
2012

1430.3 %

Kursk region

503.1 %

Kursk region

673.3 %

Voronezh region

444.2 %

Belgorod region

759.0 %
95,0

595,0

1095,0

Fig. 1: The level of self-sufficiency of grain in the regions of Central Russia, %
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Threshold
value meaning

2019

Tambov region
152.0 %

Lipetsk region

85.3 %

Kursk region

98.2 %

Voronezh region
Belgorod region

128.2 %
60.9 %

Tambov region

106.3 %
85.8 %

2015

Lipetsk region
Kursk region

97.5 %

Voronezh region

88.5 %

Belgorod region

59.5 %

Tambov region
2010

Lipetsk region

79.2 %
60.0 %

Kursk region

75.7 %

Voronezh region
Belgorod region

68.6 %
45.0 %

Tambov region

115.5 %

2005

Lipetsk region

83.7 %

Kursk region

106.5 %

Voronezh region

136.0 %

Belgorod region

75.0 %

Tambov region

98.7 %

2000

Lipetsk region

113.9 %

Kursk region

107.4 %

Voronezh region

110.0 %

Belgorod region
-5,0

91.9 %
15,0 35,0 55,0 75,0 95,0 115,0 135,0 155,0

Fig. 2: The level of self-sufficiency of vegetables in the regions of Central Russia, %

The calculated values of the level of self-sufficiency in vegetables in the Kursk region also either exceeded the threshold
values, or were close to the normatively established threshold values. In 2000, the level of self-sufficiency in vegetables in
the Kursk region was 107.4%, and in 2019 this value was 98.2%. The economy of the Kursk region is developing in balanced
proportions due to the development of all basic branches of agricultural production. In the Kursk region, large production
enterprises of the meat profile of work and large production sites for the production of vegetables have been built, as well as
in the Kursk region, the yield of grain crops is systematically increasing, which allows us to conclude that the economy of
the region is balanced.
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Threshold
value meaning

Threshold
value meaning 85%

Tambov region

Tambov region

482.2 %
2019

2019

Lipetsk region

324.8 %

Kursk region

434.0 %

Voronezh region

168.1 %

111.9 %

277.1 %

Kursk region

371.8 %

Voronezh region

868.2 %
99.4 %
2010

188.8 %

Kursk region

111.2 %
109.0 %

Voronezh region
Belgorod region

552.1 %
112.1 %

Kursk region

104.9 %

Voronezh region

97.3 %

Belgorod region

101.8 %
93.0 %

Voronezh region
Belgorod region

200,0

Kursk region

45.7 %

Voronezh region

22.1 %

Belgorod region

18.3 %
196.9 %
131.1 %

Kursk region

139.7 %

Voronezh region

131.9 %
129.8 %
119.3 %
105.4 %

Kursk region

151.7 %

Voronezh region

228.3 %

Belgorod region

131.5 %
0,0

61.5%

Lipetsk region
2000

Kursk region

37.1 %

Lipetsk region

Tambov region

95.4 %
113.2 %

Lipetsk region

Tambov region

Belgorod region

189.0 %

Tambov region

146.7 %
134.7 %

Lipetsk region
2005

Lipetsk region

114.3 %

Tambov region

92.6 %

Tambov region

Kursk region

Belgorod region

Belgorod region
Lipetsk region

141.7 %

Voronezh region

110.0 %

Tambov region

288.0 %

Lipetsk region
2015

2015

100.9 %
99.5 %

Belgorod region

975.2 %
314.2 %

Lipetsk region

2010

Kursk region

Tambov region

Tambov region

2005

148.9 %

Voronezh region

Belgorod region

2000

211.2 %

Lipetsk region

400,0

600,0

800,0

1000,0

Fig. 3. The level of self-sufficiency of potatoes in
the regions of Central Russia, %

147.2 %
0,0

100,0

200,0

300,0

400,0

Fig. 4. The level of self-sufficiency of meat
in the regions of Central Russia, %

The Tambov region traditionally has a high level of self-sufficiency in vegetables, since this region occupies one of the first
places in the country in potato production, that is, the orientation of the region was vegetable-growing in nature. In 2000, the
estimated level of self-sufficiency of the region with vegetables was 98.7%, and in 2019 this value increased to 152%, which
allows us to form a high export potential of the region. As can be seen from Figure 4, for the entire period under review from
2000 to 2019, all the subjects of the Central Chernozem Region of Russia fully met their own needs for meat and meat
products. Of the five regions, the Belgorod Region clearly stands out for its indicators, which since 2010 (the period of the
adoption of the Food Security Doctrine) has increased the volume of meat production by an order of magnitude. In 2000, the
calculated value of the level of self-sufficiency of the Belgorod region with meat was 131.5% (which is higher than the
threshold value by 46.5%), and in 2019 this value was already 975.2% (which exceeds the standard threshold value by
890.2%). From this figure, it becomes clear why the Belgorod region had relatively low indicators of self-sufficiency of the
region with vegetables.

The orientation of agricultural production in the Belgorod region is exclusively meat-based.
The level of self-sufficiency in meat has also increased in the Tambov Region, while in 2000 these calculated values
corresponded to 95.4% (which is 10.4% higher than the standard value), in 2019 these calculated values reached 482.2%
(which exceeds the standard value by 397.2%). The production potential of the Kursk region has significantly increased,
where in 2000 the value of self-sufficiency in meat was 101.8% (which is higher than the standard value by 16.8%), then in
2019 the estimated value of this value increased to 434% (which is higher than the standard value by 349%).
The level of self-sufficiency in vegetables of all subjects of the Central Chernozem region was quite high throughout the
entire period of time from 2000 to 2019 inclusive. The self-sufficiency of vegetables in the Belgorod Region has changed
from a value of 147.2% in 2000 to 111.9% in 2019, the Voronezh Region from a value of 228.3% in 2000 to 99.5% in 2019,
the Kursk Region from a value of 151.7% in 2000 to 100.9% in 2019, the Lipetsk Region from a value of 105.4% in 2000
to 148.9% in 2019, the Tambov Region from a value of 119.3% in 2000 to 211.2% in 2019.
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Conclusions
As a result of the analysis of the level of self-sufficiency of several regions of Central Russia, the following conclusions can
be drawn:
a) all five regions of Central Russia for the entire twenty-year observed period fully provided themselves with all the
necessary (basic) food;
b) the adoption of the Russian Food Security Doctrine only increased the specialization of the regions in the production of
those food products whose costs are minimal for this territory, which led to an increase in production (for example, meat
production in the Belgorod region);
c) a significant excess of domestic production over the amount of demand in its own region creates a significant export
potential for redirecting food to the northern regions of the country, where there are no favorable conditions for agricultural
production and to the countries of South-East Asia, China, India.
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Abstract
In recent years, soft commodities have been subject to increasing speculative price fluctuations driven by the futures markets.
The aim of the article was to assess the relationship between soft commodity futures market and soft commodity prices. The
increase in volatility of benchmarks and the development of markets for transactions based on them suggests their impact on
the price situation in soft commodities markets. The phenomenon of increased volatility of soft commodity prices, partly not
caused by natural factors, may have negative consequences for the markets of production factors, including renewable and
non-renewable resources.

Keywords: Futures Markets, Soft Commodities, Food Prices.
Introduction
Commodity market volatility is perceived differently by market analysts, financial investors and politicians. Most of the
research, however, places particular emphasis on the multi-causality of connections between financial and commodity
markets, including markets for financial assets, futures and derivatives for mineral and agricultural resources (Cartwright
and Riabko, 2015, pp. 335–369; Creti et al., 2013, pp. 16-28). Other studies show a positive correlation between the VIX
volatility index and the price volatility of selected soft commodities in the period 1998–2013 (Huchet and Gueye Fam, 2016,
pp. 53–55). Despite differences in methodological approaches, data sources and research periods, most emphasize the
existence of a direct link between the volatility of soft commodities and the changes in futures indices. It should be noted
that hedging strategies in commodity futures affect the underlying agricultural commodity markets, causing volatility in
physical goods markets. Despite this, the essence of market volatility raises the more fundamental question of how much can
the psychological effects of financial markets separate participants from the market fundamentals?
The difference between market fundamentals and participants' expectations is typical, both for the real and financial spheres
of the economy. Financialization and the resulting commodification, however, contributed to the lack of market transparency,
which is reflected in the increasing complexity of the financial market. As a consequence, the development of markets for
derivatives and hedging instruments, such as debt-backed bonds (CDOs) and credit default swaps (CDSs), led to an increase
in financial claims in the banking system. While profit-oriented speculation has increased investor engagement, the
increasing opacity of commodity markets and the complexity of hedging instruments has distorted production cycles. The
growing threat of moral hazard, according to which the decision about the size of the risk taken is determined by the fact that
someone else bears the costs of this risk, is clearly a manifestation of unrestrained pursuit of speculation and immediate
financial benefits, which was clearly manifested in the financial crisis of 2008 (Krugman, 2009, pp. 1429-1445). In most
cases of historical crises, they were caused by changes in financial market regulations, negligent regulatory supervision and
excessively lowered interest rates stimulating financial investments in the markets (Bordo, 2008, pp. 2–23). Assuming the
specificity of the phenomena characterizing the situation in commodity markets, the following goal was formulated, which
is to assess the relationship between soft commodity futures market and soft commodity prices. The implementation of the
goal is based on a review of research in the area of analysis of price volatility in commodity markets and theoretical
considerations on the importance of agricultural goods and soft commodities in the economy.

Research Methodology
The study uses data from reports on industry and market statistics, prepared by public research institutions (United Nations
Country Team, Food and Agriculture Organization and World Federation of Exchanges). The method of documentation
examination was used, based on a comparative analysis of time series covering selected market values.
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In addition, the method of literature analysis was used in the context of systematizing the approach to the issue of the
agricultural product market and its importance in the economy, and quoting the conclusions of foreign research on the
relationship between financial markets and commodity markets, including soft commodities.

Changes in the perception and the usage of agricultural products in the economy
Food satisfies the most basic human need and is an essential component of harmonious social and economic development.
Historically the products of agricultural production, produced by the peasants and largely consumed by the feudal class, have
been the subject of one of the earliest mechanisms of market exchange. The capitalist economy led to the consolidation of
the approach to food as a commodity, due to the fact that food trade began to be motivated not only by the immediate need
for consumption, but also by the expected future value of exchange. Over time, much of the food that was initially produced
only for personal use or destined for the local market began to be produced using significant acreage of land for consumers
in distant markets. Regions and countries with high-quality arable land and natural and human resources could promote
large-scale agricultural production targeting world commodity markets. Economic theory sees welfare as the ability to meet
a wide range of human needs, including, inter alia, food, shelter and drinking water (Biernacki, 2006, pp. 115–124).
The relationship between agriculture and prosperity was first explored by French physiocrats who studied the sources of
wealth in the 17th-century French agricultural economy. The Quesnay Economic Table was an attempt to describe economic
laws as an emanation of the "natural order" upon which all social relations were to be built. According to the feudal social
and economic order, the physiocrats defended the free trade in grain due to the effectiveness of market management of
resources (Vardi, 2012, pp. 23-51). Feudalism, which dominated the social, economic and political structures of society in
the Middle Ages, later developed large state organisms. Gradually, these states organized financial services around their
productive and commercial activities through regulations (Braudel 1992, p. 321).
Representatives of the classical school of economics critical of the physiocrats and distinguished wage laborers, business
owners and landowners, the latter's activities resulting in the generation of land rent (Smith, 1776, 1925 edition, pp. 419,
421). Ricardo defined the rent of land as the portion of the land product that was paid to the owner for the use of the primal
and indestructible productive forces of the land (Ricardo, 1817, 1951 edition, p. 34). Unlike the feudal economy, the capitalist
economy relied on capital investors who owned and exploited natural and economic resources. The second half of the
nineteenth century was dominated by the use of financial resources and the ability of capital owners to engage in cuttingedge business ventures and product innovations. It was only Veblen who asked the question about the real motivations of
capital owners who, by converting the economic value of natural resources into financial rent, retained a significant portion
of their profits. While praising entrepreneurs, Veblen (1904, pp. 133 – 176) simultaneously criticized financial speculation.
The acceleration of the pace of commodification of agricultural products in the twentieth century is an example of the activity
of financial capital that dominated the market over the last century. For example, some food crops, such as corn, can be used
for human consumption, but also for animal consumption and fuel production. In addition, market opportunities and
government support have prompted farmers to grow crops for industrial rather than food purposes. This, in turn, influenced
the nature and range of resources needed to grow crops.
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Fig. 1: Development of the index of return on investment in agricultural goods (e.g. soft commodities) of Standard
& Poor's GSCI Agriculture over the ten-year period
Source: own study based on data from S&P Dow Jones Indices (us.spindices.com).

Soft commodity prices are particularly sensitive to exogenous factors such as weather conditions, natural hazards, resource
use or land availability. In the absence of sufficient resource reserves, any increase in demand and scarcity of supply of soft
commodities will affect the price of food goods. This is shown by commodity return indexes such as the S&P GSCI, where
the return on investment in commodities is calculated in relation to a fully secured basis. The S&P GSCI Index provides a
reliable reference for future expected returns in commodity markets. As a composite index, it represents non-leveraged, long6499
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term investments in commodity futures, including but not limited to soft commodities (i.e. wheat, corn, soybeans, coffee,
sugar, cocoa). This index showed a significant increase in 2008, before falling significantly between the third quarter of 2008
and the second quarter of 2010. It then increased in 2011 with fewer irregular changes in 2012 and 2013. It eventually turned
into a steady decline from Q2 2014 (Fig. 1). First of all, attention should be paid to the significant amplitude of fluctuations
in the years 2009-2014. This is an example of how significantly prices of soft commodities can be subject to volatility, in
the crisis and post-crisis periods related to financial markets. The same situation applies to the prices of consumer goods
included in the FAO index (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Development of the Food FAO Index
Source: Source: own study based on FAO data.

Until 1987, on the basis of the FAO index, a significant drop in real food prices (from 131.7 to 87.6) can be observed, despite
their nominal increase. The local increase in real food prices in 1975, which was related to the effects of the oil crisis, also
draws attention. It is also worth noting that until the 1980s the scale of the financialization of commodity markets was small,
including the transfer of speculative capital. Therefore, price changes in this period can be defined as a consequence of
normal economic processes related to the real sphere of the economy. The price index of the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) shows the evolution of prices for soft commodities in the years 1972–1973, 1974–
1987, 1988–1996, 1997–2007 and 2008–2013. It measures the monthly moving average of the prices of the major food items
including dairy, meat, sugar, grains and oilseeds. After the period of 1988 - 1999 (a stable 8-year increase ended with a 2year decline), since 2001 a significant increase in food prices can be observed. This steady increase in the FAO index
accelerated between 2008 and 2009, which can be explained by the sharp rise in rice, maize and wheat prices after the
financial crisis. Moreover, it was observed that the increase in the FAO index was positively correlated with other financial
indicators, such as the GFAP portfolio index (Global Financial Asset Portfolio) or the index of major stock markets weighted
by their capitalization (Daviron, 2012, pp. 91–108). The relative decline in the prices of most soft commodities since 2014
can be explained by supply factors, the absence of major natural disasters and irregular currency fluctuations, as well as the
increased volatility of forward market indices during this time (Figures 1 and 2).
Despite the fact that many studies have shown that there is no significant correlation between the volatility of commodity
prices and speculation, the impact of futures contracts on the production cycle of agricultural products and soft commodities
cannot be ignored (Irwin and Sanders, 2010, pp. 10-11; Irwin, 2013, pp. 29–41). Research confirms that prices of soft
commodities relatively well reflect changes in supply and demand factors, but at the same time they show that when the
market is dominated by speculation, commodity prices may reach irrational levels in isolation from market fundamentals
(Masters et al., 2008, p. 13). The unpredictability of price changes most often results from expectations based on
psychological effects, and not from the rational behavior of investors in the market. Unpredictable behaviors were observed
on stock exchanges where, taking the context of financial investments, a sudden change in price on one of them led to the
formation of expectations that became a kind of reference itself (Diba and Grossman, 1988, pp. 746–754; Arthur, 1994, pp.
406-411). Moreover, the process of shaping financial bubbles testifies to a deep psychological context resulting from human
beliefs, values and norms, goals and motivations, altruism or selfishness (Greif, 1997, pp. 57–94).

The Futures Market and the Soft Commodities Markets
The development of commodity markets is closely related to the expansion of mutual funds such as Exchange Traded
Commodities (ETC) and Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs). ETC funds track the performance of commodity indices, ranging
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from precious metals such as gold and silver to baskets of commodities in energy markets and soft commodities. A large
proportion of ECT vehicles use derivatives whose value is linked to the commodity index to which they are exposed. For
example, KBC-Life's fund consists of soft commodities for which the index value is determined by fluctuations in the prices
of cocoa, coffee, corn, soybeans, sugar and wheat in international markets. In addition to the ETC, the development of ETFs
(Exchange Traded Funds) - instruments for investing in stock indices - has played a key role in the expansion of high
frequency trading. High frequency trading uses complex algorithms and advanced technologies for instant financial arbitrage.
It is a source of risky and non-transparent operations known as over-the-counter (OTC) operations.
Many studies have analyzed the multi-level relationships between price volatility and futures, swap and credit options, as
well as supply and demand conditions in commodity markets. An enhanced speculative effect (increase in price volatility)
has been identified in relation to the indices used by ETC and ETF in many studies (Diallo et al., 2012, pp. 1-13; Baffes and
Haniotis, 2010, pp. 2 - 40; Gilbert and Morgan, 2010, pp. 1-27; Schutter, 2010, pp. 1-13; UNCT 2009, pp. 53-82). The
Foodwatch Organization Report highlights the growing impact of speculation on soft commodity futures and swaps traded
on the Chicago Board of Trade in the post-2008 financial crisis. The annual moving average of commodity prices increased
by 29.5% in 1998, showing a moderate increase in prices over the past decade. However, the same average for the next
decade ending in 2008 was already 42.3%. The Zhengzhou rice futures market index rose sharply, as the value of the
transaction turnover increased from 3.9 million tonnes in 2009 to 53.7 million tonnes in 2010, which accounted for almost
8% of global production (Foodwatch Organization, 2011, p. 41).
After the 2008 financial crisis, major investment funds focused their investments on mixed portfolios of agricultural
commodities and soft commodities funds (Barrionuevo and Anderson, 2007, pp. 4-6). Investments in soft commodities are
carried out in stages. In the first one, the amount of funds initiating the investment mechanism is estimated. Using the analysis
of increases and decreases in indices, a mechanism of providing funds with funds is created, in which a certain part of the
capital flow is carried out outside the banking system, thanks to the possibilities offered by shadow banking. Another element
is the application of selected derivatives to expand the possibilities of configuring investment streams and their
compensation. The improvement of fund transfer procedures based on the mechanisms of ETF and ETC contracts has led to
a significant increase in their popularity, as shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3: Number of ETF and ETC contracts on the world market (in million)
Source: WFE IOMA 2018 Derivatives Report.

As can be seen, in the period 2006-2010 there was a rapid development of the ETF and ETC contracts market (almost tenfold
from 132 million contracts concluded in 2006 to 1.25 billion contracts in 2010), while in 2011 a temporary increase in the
number of contracts was observed, up to over 1.7 billion. Therefore, the development of this market segment can be observed,
even despite the crisis phenomena. According to the World Federation of Exchange (WFE IOMA 2018), the number of ETFs
and ETCs increased by 14% in 2018 and exceeded 1.8 billion contracts concluded (Fig. 3). The highest growth rate in the
number of contracts was recorded in 2011 (approximately 41%). The popularity of ETFs is due to their passivity (i.e. they
must follow the benchmark rather than break it), the convenience for the average investor (he does not need to analyze current
information relating to the underlying investments) and investment diversity (investing in a basket of assets). Apart from
passive investments, the popularity of investments made thanks to derivative instruments based on raw materials and
commodities has grown significantly (Fig. 4).
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The development of commodity futures markets concerned in particular the commodity futures market, the number of which
increased from 781 million to over 2.5 billion in the period 2006-2010, despite the financial crisis. This development
continued until 2016, when the number of concluded commodity futures contracts exceeded 6.6 billion. In the following
years (2017 and 2018), after a decline, the number of contracts stabilized at around 5.6 billion (Fig. 4). It should be noted
that the development of the number of ETF and ETC contracts resulted in a significant increase in the number of futures
contracts concluded on the commodity markets in the same period (using commodities and commodities and their indices as
underlying assets). The growing importance of these financial markets, especially in the context of commodity markets,
means extending the potential impact of financial investors on the price situation in the area of soft commodities.

Conclusions
The study presents an assessment of the relationship between financial markets and soft commodity markets in the context
of changes in commodity prices. Based on the research results, the following conclusions were drawn:
1) Taking into account the recorded increased amplitude of changes in soft commodities price indices, reflecting both the
situation in the investment area (S&P GSCI Agriculture) and in the real area (FAO index) in the post-crisis period (20092013), it can be concluded that there is a potential to influence the markets financial resources to soft commodities markets
in the context of crisis situations.
2) Taking into account the fact that natural factors such as climate change, rainfall and droughts can have a direct impact on
the soft commodities market, speculative financial investments have also become a new element shaping the situation on
this market. A characteristic feature of the occurrence of such transactions is the accompanying increased volatility of prices
over the last two decades (Figures 1 and 2).
3) In the period 2006-2014, there was a dynamic development of the markets of financial instruments based on investments
in price benchmarks, including commodities (Figs. 3 and 4). The consequence of the processes of increasing volatility of
benchmarks and the development of markets for transactions based on them suggests their impact on the price situation in
soft commodities markets. The nature of this impact shows the features of the investment approach corresponding to financial
investments (instability of funds, susceptibility to shocks from other segments of the financial market).
4) The phenomenon of increased volatility of soft commodity prices, partly not caused by natural factors (weather, harvest,
consumption demand), may have negative consequences for the markets of production factors, including renewable and nonrenewable resources.
5) In an opaque and highly speculative market, opportunistic behavior of investors creates situations of deep uncertainty,
manifested by irregular price fluctuations with little relationship to economic fundamentals. This is a description of a situation
that, unfortunately, increasingly applies to soft commodity markets.
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Abstract
With the sudden development of cloud computing, different models have been adopted in the context of modern
information technology infrastructures, e.g., Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Infrastructure as a Code (IaaC), Metal as a
Service (MaaS). Notwithstanding, and despite all the advantages offered by this new technological environment, mostly
characterized by a great heterogeneity of micro-services (i.e., smaller source code, more fragmented states), its
orchestration becomes visibly in a more complex task for the system administrator. It requires coordination between a vast
number of components and computational resources to meet the user's needs in real-time. Therefore, the present work
offers an exploratory analysis of three existing solutions for the orchestration of cloud-based services and infrastructure,
namely Juju, Kubernetes, and Terraform. Through a preliminary review of the recent scientific literature, the main
characteristics, advantages and use cases of the three analyzed technologies are discussed. It is thus expected to better
support the decision-making of the system administration professionals within this scope.

Keywords: Service Orchestration, Infrastructure, Cloud Computing, Juju, Kubernetes, And Terraform
Introduction
In computer science, orchestration is a central issue at different levels, from the hardware of a data center and its resources
to the management of the network and services (Vaquero et al., 2019). With the emergence of new cloud-based models of
service and/or infrastructure orchestration, countless challenges arise in the daily life of system administration
professionals. Especially because there is a constant need to manage situations in which the close interaction between the
service and the infrastructure becomes essential to provide the best user experience. Additionally, issues related to
volatility, lack of reliability, heterogeneity, security, and privacy of the solutions remain unanswered. It is therefore
important to study how existing technologies can support the process of service and infrastructure orchestration more
effectively.
Bearing this goal in mind, the present work is structured in five main sections. The first section provides a background on
some of the most recent service and infrastructure orchestration models, according to the literature. In the second section,
the research method is presented, i.e., exploratory comparative analysis of three existing solutions for service and/or
infrastructure orchestration. Afterward, each solution is described according to its main characteristics, advantages, and use
cases, in the third section. The conclusions are pointed out in the fourth section. Finally, limitations and future work are
outlined in the last section.

Background
Historically, orchestration is a broad concept that has been used and applied across fields, from management to computer
science (de Sousa et al., 2019). In general, it brings us to the idea of a symphonic orchestra, where various instruments with
different timbres and notes are played together, according to a certain musical arrangement. When, what, and how each
instrument will be played, i.e., the leading of this process, is a key responsibility of the maestro, who harmonizes the
rhythmic performance of all the musicians, and then offer a beautiful show to the audience.
In this sense, service orchestration refers to the act of sequencing an appropriate set of actions, i.e., tasks, functions,
processes, between specific services to achieve an ideal result. It presupposes to coordinate autonomously and centrally the
workflow of a system, i.e., the interaction between different existing micro-services, invoking the right service at the
desired time, and informing the system itself about each of its actions (Rotsos et al., 2017). Contrary to the concept of
choreography, which presupposes a pre-determined and distributed sequence (all services know exactly what to do and
_________________
Cite this Article as: Dilma MORAIS and João P. SOUSA “Orchestration of Cloud-Based Services and Infrastructure: An Exploratory
Analysis of Juju, Kubernetes, and Terraform” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association
(IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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how to interact with each other), in the service orchestration each service participating in the system is unaware that it is
part of a bigger composition of services, except for the ‘composer’ service (Cherrier et al., 2012).
With the growing technological development, new cloud-based models for service and/or infrastructure orchestration have
emerged, e.g., Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Infrastructure as a Code (IaaC) (Morris, 2016), Software Defined
Infrastructure (SDI) (Guerzoni et al., 2016), Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) (Mijumbi et al., 2016), among
others. Overall, they use service virtualization, providing network and data storage systems through different suppliers, as
well as the use of best practices in software development and infrastructure management processes, i.e., DevOps. For
instance, IaaC models allow system administrators to express the entire set of scripts, code automation and configuration,
models, dependencies, and operational configuration parameters of the infrastructure using the same standard language
and/or source code (Artac et al., 2017).
However, although cloud-based service may satisfy the requirements of many applications, some still require dedicated
physical servers, i.e., bare metal. In this context, the concept of Metal as a Service (MaaS) emerges (Chirivella-Perez et al.,
2018), comprising the use of dedicated hardware through the cloud, e.g., servers, data centers. More sensitive security
applications, that do not tolerate the overload, unpredictability, and unreliability of cloud-based, virtualized computing
services, or even applications that require direct and exclusive access to hardware components that are difficult to
virtualize, e.g., InfiniBand, RAID, GPUs, are some of the examples that benefit from this approach (Mohan et al., 2018).
This myriad of developments offers a new technological environment, characterized by the heterogeneity of devices,
applications, and services, large-scale distributed infrastructures, and a high turnover of computational resources. The very
nature of the services presupposes now small codebases and more fragmented states, making their orchestration a more
complex and difficult task, which requires the coordination of a vast number of components that integrate the
characteristics of the different technologies involved. Thus, the ability to orchestrate services and infrastructure is essential
in reducing costs related to the acquisition and maintenance of hardware and software, technical knowledge, speed,
availability, and scalability of resources, among others (Velasquez et al., 2017).
A possible scenario to better understand this might be the case of a service based on the Internet of Things (IoT), e.g.,
automated cars (Xu et al., 2018), which are estimated to produce between 4 to 100TB of data per day. Their need for
broadband to upload data during the daytime represents a significant challenge in today's network infrastructures. It can be
overcome with the use of technologies based on SDI or NFV, providing the flexibility of processing and prioritizing
appropriate traffic, based on the proximity of cars to network nodes, e.g., cars that update information in real time about
road conditions. In turn, during the night periods, with fewer traffic needs, this update can be done through cloud-based
services and/or infrastructure that are located on another continent. Additionally, in the context of smart cities,
technologies such as CCTV cameras can automatically detect and alert cars about elements moving in their direction, e.g.,
pedestrians, car accidents. This is a typical picture that illustrates how orchestration of different subsystems is crucial,
namely for network management, including the dynamic allocation of resources based on traffic and/or service
requirements, reducing the load of data upload, download, and processing. Especially, taking into account that possible
failures, delays, and security problems of this type of service can critically compromise its performance, e.g., outdated
maps, hacked cars, accidents (Rostami et al., 2017).

Methods
The purpose of the current study is to analyze existing cloud-based solutions for service and/or infrastructure orchestration
and therefore to support the decision-making of system administration professionals in adopting solutions technologies of
this type. A comparative exploratory analysis was carried out between 3 solutions that have been widely used, such as Juju
(Canonical, 2021), Kubernetes (Kubernetes, 2021), and Terraform (HashiCorp, 2021). Each solution was performed
according to 1) main characteristics, 2) advantages, and 3) use cases. It consisted of a desk research study based on
document analysis and review of the recent literature published in the field.
Information sources of various types were screened, e.g., websites, official reports, scientific articles. The latter were
identified and selected using the Google Scholar search engine. Hence, the following keywords were used in English:
'service orchestration', 'infrastructure as a code', 'infrastructure as a service', 'metal as a service', 'software defined
infrastructure', 'network resource virtualization', 'juju', 'kubernetes', 'terraform', and 'use cases'. As inclusion criteria, the
following conditions were applied: a) works published in indexed, peer-reviewed journals, books, and/or conferences, e.g.,
Scopus, Web of Science, and b) works published between 2011 and 2021.
The ‘snowball’ method was also used (Wohlin, 2014); i.e., manual search for relevant literature through the references
listed on the articles selected initially. After applying the inclusion criteria, fourteen documents were identified for analysis
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(a detailed list of the manuscripts will be made available by the authors upon request). Among them, seven were published
in international peer-reviewed conferences (e.g., European Conference on Computer Systems, IEEE International
Conference on Cloud Engineering), five in specialized journals (e.g., ACM Queue, IEEE Communications Magazine,
Journal of Sensor and Actuator Networks), and only two were book publications. Besides, the selected research studies
represent a significant sample of the prominent literature in the field, with a total of 2487 citations (x̄ =177).

Results
The main results of the analysis performed according to the previously defined solutions and categories are presented
below.

Juju
Juju is an open-source service orchestration tool developed by Canonical, the creators of Ubuntu. With Juju it is possible to
orchestrate different services, e.g., web server, database, monitoring tool. Juju allows to implement, configure, manage and
scale services in public and private clouds, as well as physical servers (bare-metal), OpenStack, and containers [14]. Juju
can be used through a command line or a GUI interface.
Juju works through the so-called charms, which come from the ease of creating services as if it were magic (Figure 1).
Overall, they are scripts that follow a standard structure and a set of instructions for installing, initializing, configuring,
establishing relationships, and stopping services, e.g., MySQL, WordPress, Hadoop, RabbitMQ. Therefore, a charm tells
Juju how to manage different services, defining relationships between them, e.g., WordPress needs MySQL, and so on.
Juju charms are developed and made available by the community of developers through the Charm Store (similar to
Google Play).

Fig 1. Juju charms (Canonical, 2021)
The architecture of charms is oriented to the well-known 'hooks', such as 'install', 'config-changed', 'start', 'db-relationjoined', 'db-relation-changed', among others, which are responsible to establish the relationships between charms. This
hook system makes it possible to use almost any programming language and even to integrate other existing solutions,
such as Chef, Puppet, Docker. We can thus assume that Juju is not competing with any of these technologies, rather it uses
and integrates existing technologies to carry out the installation and configuration processes of the services we intend to
orchestrate.
Among its main advantages, Juju offers (Coullon, Perez and Pertin, 2017; Trakadas et al., 2020):
•

Installation, configuration, management, and scalability of services easily and intuitively, according to different
environments (e.g., bare-metal, containers, virtual machines);

•

Reduction of the workload related to the installation and maintenance of both hardware and software;

•

Reuse of code used by developers who solve common problems (i.e., charms);
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•

Non-dependence on different machines, running services from anywhere Juju is installed;

•

Flexible configuration of services, before and during their execution.

The adoption of Juju as a technological solution for service and/or infrastructure orchestration has been reported by some
of the most popular IT companies worldwide, such as Dell, HP, IBM, Yahoo!, among others (Canonical, 2021). A very
recent use case was the development of Juju charms to manage systems that use OpenStack and the storage capacity of the
IBM Spectrum Scale in an automated way (Owen et al., 2017). By combining them, these two technologies provide a
unique cloud platform that alleviates many of the storage problems that system administrators typically face.

Kubernetes
Kubernetes is an open-source container orchestration tool developed by Google and based on Google Borg (Verma et al.,
2014), its infrastructure orchestration tool. It can automatically distribute and manage containers, ensuring high scalability,
availability, and recovery speed. It is a solution capable of using different clusters of cloud-based, distributed machines
(virtual and physical), and of detecting their availability, moving their containers to another node in case of failures, and
keeping the entire cluster operational. Thus, it allows to automatically plan which nodes of each container will work
according to potential resource needs (Burns et al. 2016).
Kubernetes can be integrated into Juju as a charm, and its architecture consists of the following components (Figure 2):
cluster, master, and node. A cluster is a set of servers that combines the available resources and includes RAM, CPU, disk,
and devices. In turn, the master is a set of components that serve as a control panel, allowing you to plan and aggregate
different events. Finally, the node is an individual host running inside a virtual machine, using a proxy and other microcomponents, such as the pod (the smallest computing units, with shared storage, network resources, and a specification to
activate the containers).

Fig 2. Kubernetes cluster (Kubernetes, 2021)
The master manages the cluster, and the node is used to host the running applications. When developing applications at
Kubernetes, we tell the master to start the containers with applications, which schedule their execution on the nodes of the
cluster.
Kubernetes offers many advantages, including (Burns et al., 2016; Hightower, Burns and Beda, 2017):
•

Service exploration and load balancing, detecting when traffic to a container is high and distributing it over the
network, ensuring stability;

•

Storage orchestration, allowing flexible configuration of a hybrid system, e.g., local storage, public cloud
providers;
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•

Automatic management of the container’s states, e.g., creating new containers using the resources of the existing
ones (or older ones);

•

Automatic container recovery, e.g., restart in case of failure, removal, and state checking.

As a technological solution, Kubernetes has been adopted by companies such as Adidas, Booking, Huawei, Spotify, among
others (Kubernetes, 2021). Different use cases can be found to demonstrate the potential of Kubernetes (Belagatti, 2021),
e.g., creation of automatic recovery and scalability services, optimized use of resources with namespaces, serverless
computing, among others. A use case that is also very common is the creation of hybrid or multi-cloud. Both solutions are
possible through the ‘Kubernetes Federation’, which not only synchronizes computing resources but also allows pods to
communicate with each other, regardless of the cluster where it is located without even knowing the infrastructure.

Terraform
Terraform is an open-source infrastructure orchestration tool, developed by HashiCorp (HashiCorp, 2021). It enables
defining infrastructure as code through declarative configuration files that can be used to create, manage, and update
resources such as virtual machines, networks, and containers. The configuration files describe the resources needed to run
an application or an entire data center (using blocks, arguments, and expressions). Then, an execution plan is created and
applied that describes what will be done to reach the desired state. As the configuration changes, Terraform can determine
what has changed and create incremental execution plans that can be applied (Shirinkin, 2017).
Terraform is a solution that works with a plugin system, consisting of three main modules (Figure 3): core, plugins, and
upstream APIs.

Fig 3. Terraform architecture (Shasthri, 2021)
The core is responsible for reading the configuration files, creating a dependency graph, and storing the state of the
infrastructure. That is, it establishes a plan with the resources that need to be created, changed, or removed. Depending on
the infrastructure state, the core calls the plugins and their respective providers, e.g., Amazon Web Services, Azure,
Kubernetes Cloudflare, invoking different methods such as 'create', 'read', 'update', and 'remove'. Consecutively, providers
connect with the upstream APIs to provide the necessary services and/or resources. The main responsibility of the core is
to treat the provider as a black box. If, on the one hand, the core is responsible for the transitions of the infrastructure state,
on the other hand, the provider is dedicated exclusively to the management of its resources.
The main advantages of Terraform are (Fedak, 2021; de Carvalho and de Araujo, 2020):
•

Immutability of the infrastructure, where each new update creates a separate configuration file, which means the
implementation of a new server and the removal of an older one, if necessary;

•

Declarative code style, requesting that the tool do something with the active state of the system at that specific
moment, maintaining a small and easily understandable codebase;

•

Portability through a single language and tool, allowing to describe the infrastructure for a wide variety of
technologies and suppliers, such as Google Cloud, OpenStack, among others.

Terraform is a technological solution already adopted by several large companies, such as Adobe, Barclays, Pandora,
among others. Different use cases can be identified to demonstrate the potential of Terraform (HashiCorp, 2021), e.g.,
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multi-cloud development, scheduling, and resource management, SDN, demos, among others. Additionally, Terraform can
be used to configure tools such as Heroku, which hosts web services, through a DNSimple to define a CNAME or
configure Cloudflare as a Content Delivery Network (CDN) for it.

Conclusions
This work presented the main characteristics, advantages, and use cases of three promising cloud-based solutions for
service and/or infrastructure orchestration: Juju, Kubernetes and Terraform. Although they have been developed for
different purposes, there are numerous common advantages, especially regarding their potential in terms of reducing costs
associated with configuration, speed, availability, scalability, knowledge, management, and maintenance of hardware and
software. However, no solution fits all the scenarios, and these technologies may also present some cons, e.g., not suitable
for simple applications, longer learning curve, little capacity for automatic recovery, among others (Thiry, 2021). It is,
therefore, essential that its adoption takes into account the real needs of organizations in terms of the services that they
intend to offer.

Limitations and Future Work
This work aimed to characterize the potential of a small number of cloud-based solutions for service and/or infrastructure
orchestration. Other similar tools, e.g., Ansible, Saltstack, Puppet, Chef, Heat, should be also considered in the future, as
well as other research methods and designs, such as the one proposed by Kitchenham (2007) for conducting systematic
reviews of the literature in the field of computer science. In this way, it will be possible to get an overview of the existing
cloud-based solutions for both service and infrastructure orchestration, by comparing them in terms of their potential
within different scenarios of technological development that system administration professionals are confronted with.
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Abstract
The steadily growing hospitality sector in Poland was severely affected by the Covid-19 pandemic. The paper presents the
preliminary studies demonstrating the changes induced by pandemic in some important parameters of that sector. Although
the pandemic has not stopped and the situation is still unclear it is important to identify the problems and monitor the changes
in view of necessity to find the instrument and methods to provide the necessary help to that branch of economy.

Introduction
The political and socio-economic changes which occurred in Poland in 1989 resulted in the boost in the hospitality sector.
The number and diversity of the accommodation objects was steadily growing and their quality/standard was considerably
increased. Also, the considerable changes in the type of their ownership was observed – the number of hotels owned by
private entrepreneurs or large international hotel chains was slowly growing. While in 1992 there was 593 hotels offering
64,7 thousands beds in 2019 there was 2635 already hotels with 286,2 thousands beds, CSO (2020). That phenomenon was
tightly related with the development of tourism and the positive changes in polish economy. There is no doubt that
hospitality sector is important for development of Polish economy and labour market. Thus the recent negative effect of
pandemic are very annoying and require adequate actions.

Effect of Covid-19 pandemic on the Polish hospitality sector
The pandemic started in Europe, including Poland in March 2020. For the security purposes the governments introduced
various restrictions, including the occasional lock-downs, restrictions in the local and the international communication,
including limitation or suspension of international air communication. These limited or even made impossible traveling.
The tourism sector was practically suspended. The hotels and restaurants were closed for some period of time. Than the
rules were changed and the hotels were allowed to function in limited dimension. For some period of time they could
accept the guests being on business trips, then the number of the guests was limited to the half of the number of rooms
available in the defined objects. Actually, due to the low number of interested visitors these limits did not create serious
problems. In 2020, the occupancy rate of tourist accommodations was 26.8%, a decrease of 34% from 2019, CSO (2021).
It is currently difficult to predict the whole spectrum of Covid-19 pandemic impact on the Polish hospitality sector as the
situation is still dynamic and the pandemic has not been stopped. However, there is a need to monitor the changes occurring
over a time and search for the instruments minimizing their negative effects. For that purpose we have compared the
changes of the most important parameters characterizing hospitality sector during the last decade (2010-2020). Figure 1
shows that there was continuous growth of the number of hotel objects until 2019 and visible decrease by 9,5% in 2020.
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Fig 1. Number of hotel objects in Poland in the period of time 2010-2020
Data source: Polish Central Statistical Office (CSO, 2020)

That decrease reflects the fact that some hotels stopped or suspended their activity while number of investors postponed
the opening of the new objects.
The pandemic affected also the economic factors of hospitality sector. It is important to note that the restaurants suffered
the same type restrictions like the hotels. They were completely closed for some period of time, than allowed to serve takeaway meals and/or accept limited number of consumers. The restrictions imposed on hospitality sector translated to the
decrease (by the several percentage points) of revenue, income and profit (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). One can notice that
the operational costs were even higher in 2020 than in the previous years. That can be explained considering the increase in
the cost of labour, materials, energy and the need to comply to the severe safety procedures by DEKRA (2020).

Fig. 2: The changes of the financial parameters related to the hospitality sector in a period of time 2010-2020. The
changes were presented quarterly to allow comparison with the situation in the year 2020.
Data source: Polish Central Statistical Office (CSO, 2020).
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Fig. 3: The changes of the financial parameters related to the hospitality sector in a period of time 2010-2020.
Data source: Polish Central Statistical Office (GUS 2020).

The financial problems in hospitality sector caused by pandemics translated to the labour market. Only in the hotel sector
about 36 thousands of employees (38%) lost the jobs. However, when one considers all accommodation sector (hotels,
hostels, bad and breakfast, etc) accounted for 13 thousands objects, that number is even more annoying –about 100 thousands
people lost the jobs. The problem is not limited to that one sector- due to the number of interactions with various areas of
human activities, the domino effect is expected.
It should be noted that the government provided some financial help for various branches of economy, including hospitality.
The individual objects and hotel/restaurants chains obtained support in the frame of financial shield. That was helpful for
some period of time but could not solve the problems in the long time scale. The situation in the first quarter of 2021 is also
difficult. The survey carried out by Chamber of Commerce of the Polish Hotel Industry (IGPH) in which owners or managers
of 227 hotels participated, indicated that in January 2021 54 % was closed, while 87 % of those which were active have the
occupancy at the level of 20 % of the beds available. Also the price index was at the low level – 71 % hotels offered lower
prices as those in 2020. In the first quarter of 2021 in some regions of Poland (north-east) the local lock-down was
enforced and hotels were not allowed to accept guests. Starting from March 20 till April 9 all hotels (except of these hosting
workers or business visitors) are closed. As the daily statistics indicate that the number of virus infected people are steadily
growing there is a high probability that the country may face the longer and total lockdown. The experts suggest that this
may be highly detrimental for hospitality sectors- number of business will claim bankruptcy. The only hope is in that that
large part of European (including Polish) population will be vaccinated what can limit the virus transmission and will allow
to get back to the functioning. There is no doubt that to rebuild the hospitality sector will require the considerable investment.
That should be considered as one of the priorities within the European Reconstruction Program.
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Abstract
The study presents changes of the environment in global economy that have an impact on the development of enterprises,
taking into account the sustainable development over the recent years as well as the pandemic context. Transmissions of
economic effects in the world caused by large corporations are demonstrated. Based on the analysed socioeconomic statistical
data, selected aspects of the development of enterprises are shown in the theoretical aspect and in the global environment,
taking into consideration ecology and risk. After Great Britain exited from the EU in 2019, the union became economically
weaker by nearly 14% and there can be less support funds for distribution among enterprises, at least in terms of the funds not
generated on credit in the EU. Based on the collected socioeconomic statistical data as well as surveys and own observations,
conclusions were drawn concerning the sustainable development during the pandemic.

Keywords: Development of Enterprises, Sustainable Development, Pandemic, Business Environment, Corporate
Supervision, Globalization, Management Methods.

Introduction
Obviously, the global economy is developing unevenly and during the pandemic the development has stopped in the majority
of cases. A lot of economies are shrinking instead of expanding. This is, nonetheless, a change of some sort and the literature
sometimes defines development as change. A lot of economic, technological, biological and social elements can move quickly
from some countries to others. This depends on the given country, political and legal aspects and modern information
technologies, transport, trade and the capacities of enterprises and large corporations, which want or do not want to make
investments in the given region. The development of enterprises depends on the local and global environment,
microenvironment and macroenvironment in the given country and a region of the world, including on the pandemic, as well as
on the investment risk assessments carried out by global rating agencies. Not to mention ecological aspects and the aspects of
sustainable development. Elements of transmission of some beneficial, or not, phenomena from some countries to others can be
seen much faster – not after several or over a dozen years but even after several weeks or outright instantaneously at times.
Despite a growth in GDP dynamics before 2020, which can be an indicator of development, economic growth and the
optimism of entrepreneurs and investors, the debt of economies remains very high (e.g. in the US), which may evoke concerns
for for the future; the unemployment rate is not changing for the better as well, particularly among young people or the
population over the age of 50-55. The situation was exacerbated even more by the pandemic in 2020 and 2021. However, GDP
does not account for all elements, e.g. those concerning negative changes in the natural environment, social costs, health, the
so-called well-being etc.
This study aims to present selected theoretical aspects and determinants of development of enterprises in their environment,
also in times of the pandemic, taking into consideration sustainable development and corporate governance as well as to show
economic contrasts, differences and crises in the world. Using statistical methods, surveys, own observations and the literature,
proper data and conclusions are presented as to the development of enterprises under the conditions of globalisation. A
growing importance of the Chinese economy was underlined, which is growing nevertheless, has positive GDP dynamics for
2020 and has been successfully overcoming the pandemic thus far.
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Economic Slowdown, Recession and Crises in the World in the 21st Century and the Related Risk
for the Development of Enterprises
The violent technological and socio-political transformations in the world at the turn of the 20th and 21st century led to
changes in the operation of enterprises, both small and large. Even small enterprises have to account for global competition in
their environment and they can also sell their products on the global market if there are no economic restrictions or limitations.
And the flow of economic and technological information can be very fast thanks to computer networks. Similarly, the mutating
coronaviruses, ever more dangerous, can quickly spread over the world.
In most cases, economic crises and slowdowns inhibit development of enterprises or lead to their liquidation. The optimism of
investors and consumers' willingness to buy are going down, the economy is shrinking, and the GDP dynamics is decreasing in
individual countries. In the current 21st century, there have already been several occurrences of economic crises and problems.
The first ones happened in 2000-2002 and resulted, to a large extent, from abuses, corruptions and frauds connected with the
so-called creative accounting and the supervisory and opinion-making institutions could not act properly and on time. The next
financial problems of the word economy, in 2008-2009, were caused mostly by the institutions of the financial sector, banks
and affected the entire market economy on a larger scale, not the operation of separate enterprises and corporations. The last
economic slowdown occurred in 2011 and 2012 in many countries, which went on in several countries until 2014: problems
attacked not only companies and partnerships, but also state institutions, which became even more indebted or even insolvent.
In addition, 2014 saw transmissions of diverse unfavourable phenomena from some countries to others, lack of trust,
nervousness of investors on exchanges and changes in the direction of investing or capital withdrawal, political problems and
economic embargoes. Then came the time of relative peace and development in economy. However, already at the start of
2018, some panic could be seen, or a form of nervousness in global exchanges, which led to an abrupt drop in assets.
2020 saw the so-called economic black swan flew in – something unexpected. It was the coronavirus, in the world – on a yet
larger scale. This led to another extensive economic crisis compared to what happened in the world in 1929. Despite those
negative changes, a lot of countries and enterprises resisted the crisis effectively. The large Chinese economy, currently
important for the world, has been developing in a fairly stable manner even though the dynamics of its GDP growth dropped to
ca. 6-7% and then to ca. 1.2% after 2020. China is gaining ground in terms of real GDP in million USD, leaving the EU and the
US behind.
The economic future of the most probably depends on Asia to the strongest extent, which accounts for the biggest chunk of the
global population. The economy of China may be especially significant here: it has been showing a considerable growth for
approximately 20 years even at times of the world slipping into economic slowdowns and crises. What deserves attention in
these statistical data are currency reserves and gold reserves. The largest ones can obviously be found in China: over $3 trillion.
The US has only ca. $117 billion (Wąchol, 2021).
A slowing down or negative GDP dynamics, however, means the shrinkage of the economy, poorer opportunities for
enterprises to grow or even liquidation of enterprises and escape of investors from given countries and regions in the world,
which is happening during the pandemic. This is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: COVID and socioeconomic data in selected countries in the world from 2019 to March 2021

Country/
Region

Czechia
USA
Lithuania
Sweden
Netherlands
Spain
UK
Slovakia

COVID
Infected
2020-2021
for 100.000
people
13.448,6
9.043,2
7.685,2
7.106,8
6.783,2
6.778,2
6.466,7
6.383,3

COVID
Infected
2020
-2021
thousand
1.439,0
30.294,8
207,5
732,0
1.173,5
3.206,1
4.274,5
344,7

COVID
Deaths
2020
-2021
thousand
24,1
550,6
3,4
13,2
16,2
72,8
125,8
8,8

COVID
Recovered
2020
-2021
thousand
1.215,5
22.447,3
192,9
2.857,7
3.568,2
255,3
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GDP
growth
rate
2019
%
2,3
2,2
4,3
1,3
1,6
1,9
1,3
2,4

GDP
dynamics
forecast
2020
%
-6,5
-5,9
-8,1
-6,8
-7,2
-8,0
-6,5
-6,2

Unemploy
-ment
2019
%
2,8
3,9
8,4
6,8
3,4
14,1
3,2
5,0

Unemploy
-ment
May
2020
%
3,7
14,7
11,2
7,1
2,9
13,8
4,0
5,2
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France
Austria
Brazil
Italy
Poland
Turkey
Ukraine
Germany
Russia
Canada
Greece
Norway
Saudi Arabia
India
Japan
Korea South
Australia
China

6.088,9
5.695,4
5.482,8
5.259,3
5.194,2
3.552,1
3.441,6
3.267,4
3.111,9
2.425,3
2.163,8
1.518,2
1.102,0
856,7
360,6
188,4
112,8
6,4

4.146,6
501,2
11.700,4
3.281,8
1984,2
2.930,5
1.504,0
2.610,7
4.428,2
919,2
227,2
83,5
383,5
11.474,6
449,7
97,4
29,1
90,1

91,4
8,9
285,1
103,4
48,4
30,0
29,2
74,7
93,8
22,5
7,2
0,6
6,6
159,2
8,6
1,7
0,9
4,6

463,7
10.281,1
2.639,4
1.603,8
2.752,0
1.244,1
2.383,6
4.037,0
865,1
194,4
70,2
373,4
11.063,0
428,7
89,2
26,3
85,2

1,5
1,4
1,1
0,3
4,5
1,0
3,2
0,6
1,3
1,7
1,9
0,9
-0,9
4,9
0,7
2,0
1,8
6,1

-7,2
-7,0
-5,3
-9,1
-4,6
-5,0
-7,7
-7,0
-5,5
-6,2
-10,0
-6,3
-2,3
+1,9
-5,2
-1,2
-6,7
+1,2

8,1
7,3
11,9
9,9
5,4
13,7
8,9
5,0
4,6
5,7
17,3
3,7
6,0
8,5
2,4
3,8
5,7
3,6

8,1
12,8
12,2
8,0
5,4
13,8
8,7
3,5
4,7
13,0
16,2
3,5
5,7
23,5
2,5
3,8
6,2
5,9

Source: Own studies based on www.cia.gov, www.medonet.pl and www.obserwatorfinansowy.pl/ 2020-2021

The development of organisations usually means all positive changes. However, there must be an appropriate proportion of
development in all separate elements of an organisation (social, ecological and economic). From point of view of theory and
management studies, each organisation has a goal, human resources, tangible and technical assets and an organisational
structure and functions in the given environment (Peszko, 2002).
The development, however, can occur along the so-called steps, where a period of stabilisation is followed by another
development or an organisation declines and collapses (Griffin, 2004). However, in the place of the former organisation,
former business, new organisations and new enterprises can emerge. Entrepreneurship and organisations also have their values,
their cultures and their identity. These elements can change, develop or degrade. Conflicts and problems arise, not only social
or cultural, but also economic, political and technological – connected with changes in the natural environment as well
(Piketty, 2015).
This weakens the EU and its current values. It would be detrimental as individual EU member states, even Germany or France,
will be in a more difficult situation facing the economic policies of other big countries of the world such as China, the US,
thriving India, militarily powerful Russia, the rich Arab world etc. It would be a threat to stability and the current economic and
political order. Combined with the long existing tinderboxes (the Middle East and Syria, Ukraine, the South China Sea and
North Korea etc.), this leads to more and more global problems.
The British were the first to exit from the EU in 2019, which was an expected turn of events (Wachol 2016, p. 380) – this can
make other EU member states follow suit, including the Visegrad countries. Any other larger socioeconomic problems in
Germany and France and the effects of the pandemic and the shortage of vaccines in the EU may eventually determine the lot
of the EU in its current shape.
In 2017-2018, political and economic tensions were growing between the US, China and other large countries of Asia. The US
terminated TPP for the Pacific and TTIP with the EU did not come to a conclusion. However, the CETA with Canada entered
into force. During the rule of President Trump, the US was more inclined to talk with EU member states separately rather than
with the EU as a whole. In 2020 and 2021, the situation changed slightly and large Asian economic organisation RCEP1 was
found, uniting many major Asian countries, e.g. China, Japan, South Korea etc. – without the US, however. In addition, the
new US President, Biden, has other strategies to follow.

1

https://pism.pl/publikacje/Podpisanie_RCEP___najwiekszej_na_swiecie_umowy_o_wolnym_handlu (2020)
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The problems of EU integration have always been there (Zombirt, 2011), but it seems as though they became more distinct and
intense in 2015-2020 due to large waves of immigrants, the pandemic, not to mention economic problems and political
transformations. In such a case, competitive enterprises should rather be supported for them to develop and invest in less
developed EU areas, which would give a better chance to competitiveness.

Theoretical Aspects of the Sustainable Development of Enterprises and the Pandemic, Importance
of Large Corporations
The development of enterprises warrants healthy employees, managers and the entire social environment of enterprises – this is
a critical condition. Without a good health of people, enterprises and world economies alike are threatened with bankruptcy
during the pandemic. An organisation ready for development is characterised by the following types of undertakings:
restructuring, revitalisation, growth or expansion, revival or decline (Machaczka, 1998). It needs to be added, though, that the
so-called organisational life cycle assumes that – similarly to biological organisms after birth – the growth of an organisation,
its maturity and then decline is always followed by its collapse and death (Griffin, 2004). This does not mean, however, that a
former, bankrupt organisation will not be substituted with something else as the elements of a former organisation constitute
foundations for a new one and its growth may climb the so-called steps, where a phase of growth is followed by a stabilisation
for some time, then growth happens again, followed stabilisation – until the maturity phase is reached: then, the phase of
decline and collapse of the organisation must occur, just like living things do in the theory of evolution. And even the best
strategy cannot guarantee immortality. Hence the demise of a plethora of enterprises even before they attain several years of
age and the number of enterprises being over a hundred years old is relatively low, their duration being finite as well. Widely
known and practical are also the phases of organisational development and growth according to Greiner. They cover successive
difficult passages in an organisation (revolutions) for its growth or decline: growth through creativity and innovation ending by
a leadership crisis, on to growth through direction and formalisation ending by an autonomy crisis, followed by growth through
delegation ending by a control crisis, then growth through coordination ending by a red tape crisis, finally growth through
collaboration ending by an internal growth crisis (Lichtarski, 1999).
Similarly, there should be a marketing plan, then a production plan, followed by a supply and administration plan – at least
under the conditions of market economy and for operational plans, while checking financial capabilities. However, this is not
so obvious for everyone. A survey carried out among 75 employees of small and medium-sized enterprises in the region of
Malopolska led to varied results, which is shown in Table 2.
Table 2.: What plans should you start economic activity in a enterprise from
Plan/Responses
Yes %
Rather, yes %
Not %
Sum of respondents

Sales

Production

Inventory

49
20
6
75

39
30
6
75

7
50
18
75

Administration and
Employment
19
39
17
75

Financial
54
20
1
75

Source: Own study based on surveys carried out in November 2020 in SME sector, Malopolska and Krakow
The outright affirmative answers were given for the plans of marketing, finances and production. Somewhat unsure affirmative
answers were provided for the plan of production, supply and administration. Negative answers were most frequently given to
the plan of supply and administration and employment.
In this day and age, success in an enterprise also requires using the so-called modern management methods and techniques
(Brilman, 2002), selected strictly for the given situation under the situational approach, e.g. benchmarking, reengineering,
outsourcing, lean management and lean manufacturing, franchising, learning organisation, TQM, Kaizen, network
organisation, virtual organisation, information technologies, computerisation, process automation etc. Method of computer
simulation and decision-making under conditions of certainty, uncertainty and risk, concepts of research in business and
management (Easterby-Smith et al., 2012), (Myers, 2013) as well a statistical and financial methods (Kapferer 2012), (McNeil
et al., 2015). Process management (Kunasz, 2010).
Another significant issue is the application of the proper organisational structure at the proper level of size and development of
an organisation, which can then ensure proper functioning in the given situation and the development of the organisation
(Machaczka 1998).
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Similarly important is abstaining from overinvestment and underinvestment in the relevant fields: marketing, innovation,
investment and current activities, which on the one hand might lead to organisational insolvency and the inability of proper
operation of an organisation to achieve large gains on the other. However, the paramount external determinant of the
development of an organisation is its environment – it is decisive for its development due to different external micro and
macro elements (Griffin, 2002). It is the environment that can give an organisation an opportunity for growth by means of its
resources. On the other hand, that same environment may devour organisations, leading to their bankruptcy. The literature
distinguishes the following dimensions of the macroenvironment of an organisation: economic, political and legal, technical,
sociocultural, global and natural, including viruses and the pandemic. However, the microenvironment of an organisation
includes clients, suppliers, competitors, bidders, strategic allies, regulators, trade unions, government competition policy etc.
And the enterprise itself includes: the management board, employees, culture, as part of the determined regulations and type of
a company/partnership, along with its corporate governance. Particularly important for the development of an enterprise under
the conditions of globalisation are socioeconomic elements, economic slowdowns and crises in the macroenvironment.
The global environment also involves the functioning of large corporations and their corporate governance. The supervision
over enterprise activities usually means an integrated set of external and internal mechanisms of control which alleviate
conflicts of interests between managers and shareholders which results from separation of ownership from control (Rudolf et
al., 2002). According to the typology in the theory of supervision over enterprise activities, the following theories are
distinguished for the intrinsic influence perspective: resources theory, stakeholder theory, agency theory and stewardship
theory (Peszko 2006).
In turn, OECD defines corporate governance as a network of relations between the management staff in companies and their
supervisory bodies, shareholders and other groups having stake in their activities. In general, there are two systems of corporate
governance in the world: monistic, with the board of directors and a widely spread and largely individual property as in the US
(control from the outside), and dualistic, with highly concentrated and typically institutionalised form of property as in
Germany – with the supervisory board and the management board (control mostly from the inside (Jerzemowska 2002).
Supranational corporations are organisations often holding very high assets and their property can exceed the property of some
nation states multiple times. Large corporations usually come from the big triad: the US, Europe and Asia, particularly China,
Japan and South Korea. Corporations with high assets, modern technologies and a good organisation permeate into many
nation states and they even have an indirect influence over the governments of those states exerted by way of economic
decisions and the impact of the media on the society. The central and local authorities may affect corporations from the outside
through law, secondary legislation, financial policy, fiscal policy etc. and from the inside as stakeholders. All the same,
corporations – due to their resources (tangible, financial, human, technological, organisational and marketing) and possibilities
– can also affect the authorities and try to evade regulations, e.g. transferring their profits to tax havens, thus avoiding payment
of the income tax effective in the given place, etc. Corporations may drive both economic growths and economic crises in the
given areas of the world through their activities and investments.

Sustainable Development of Enterprises, model and surveys results
Sustainable development first and foremost refers to longer periods of time (Rogall 2010). The development can be robberylike and – only for some interested groups – irrational, leading to exhaustion and destruction of natural resources. This is about
the satisfaction not only of the current, but also of future generations as well as about care for the natural environment.
Sustainable development is also defined as a way of using natural resources, implementing investments and creating
technologies, one which will expand the economic, natural and social bases for the satisfaction of the current and future human
needs (Piontek 2002).
Sustainable enterprises, due to sustainable development, should factor in only economic values, but also social and economic
values. This is illustrated in Figure 1. All these elements are interrelated and should be monitored by the institutions of the state
and the law (Bluszcz, 2018).
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Fig. 1: Model of Sustainable enterprise. Source: Own study based on (Toczyski 2004).
On the other hand, the term 'sustainable business' means growth in the economic values of a business not only for stakeholders
or shareholders, but also for any stakeholders, including social ones, as well as the maintenance of good natural environment
condition, important for the survival of humans, animals, plants and enterprises. Sustainable business introduces changes in the
perception of enterprises and the goals, mission and role of economic organisation in the society and the natural environment.
The maximisation of profit or goodwill at all costs, taking its toll on the society and the natural environment, is not enough
here. The currently shrinking natural resources and climatic changes must be remedied by sustainable development in tandem
with recycling.
The value of a socially responsible sustainable enterprise is understood in a wider perspective: not only economic and
financial, but also ecological and social (Kryński et al. 2013, pp. 68-83), which must be used harmoniously in the given
environment and in given circumstances. Over the long term, this is beneficial for enterprises as well, not only to their
environment.
Unfortunately, not all appreciate ecological values and the natural environment, including viruses, in their pursuit of profit or
satisfaction of social needs, which is presented in Table 3. A survey was carried out among 61 employees of small and
medium-sized enterprises from Malopolska, Poland.
Table 3: What factors determine the behaviour of entrepreneurs the most
Factors/Responds
Yes %
Rather, yes %
Not %
Sum
of respondents

Family
51
10
0
61

Health
45
16
0
61

Economic
41
19
1
61

Social
33
20
8
61

Technological
25
30
6
61

Legal
22
32
7
61

Ecological
15
19
27
61

HR
10
49
2
61

IT
9
43
9
61

Source: Own study based on surveys carried out in January 2021 in SME sector, Malopolska and Krakow

The outright affirmative answers were obviously given to family, health, economic factors and then social, technological, legal,
HR and IT ones. Somewhat unsure affirmative answers were given for legal and technological factors. And negative answers –
mostly for the ecological factors. It can be seen, then, that to maintain a good condition of the environment and ecology, the
parliament needs to enact proper legal regulations effective in enterprises, in the interest of the society as a whole and
enterprises. Therefore, the environmental protection is often classified under legal regulations (Poskrobko 2012), e.g. the smog
countering act, as voluntary environment protection does not function well at all times, bearing in mind short-run profits.
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Conclusions
Surely, the current epidemic of coronavirus in the world brings population health and fighting the pandemic to the foreground.
Without those, most enterprises and economies will not develop. Therefore, it is necessary to change the plans and strategies of
countries and organisations, not to save on vaccines if they save lives, as initially done in the EU, because a healthy society
allows opening economies more readily. Moreover, the methods of fighting the pandemic effective so far in autocratic and
disciplined China cannot be employed in democratic states around the world. There is nothing else to do than to pin hopes in
new biological technologies – that vaccines and drugs will be able to overcome the pandemic without the need for
implementing the difficult Chinese methods.
Economic crises occur cyclically and there would probably be a global crisis in 2020 and 2021 even without the pandemic, but
it is fiercer now because of this problem. It also allows the rulers to find an excuse: they put the blame for the crisis particularly
on the pandemic, while poor management is marginalised.
To overcome the pandemic and bring the economy and enterprises up in the period after the pandemic, it will be necessary to
implement good management using modern methods, forms and concepts of management, including emergency management.
If one were to compare the pandemic to a fire, unfortunately all seats of the coronavirus would have to be extinguished, just
like seats of fire are extinguished. And only then one should open economies. On the other hand, if economies are opened
temporarily after slightly better epidemiological results, the epidemic will come back and will develop quickly – as if we added
fuel to a bonfire. Longer duration o the pandemic allows the virus to mutate to even more dangerous versions resistant to drugs
and vaccines. And the pandemic can last for a very long time in the current circumstances. It needs to be added here that other
diseases and their treatment are marginalised in the face of the coronavirus, which leads to a higher death rate and e.g.
influenza seems to be rare nowadays.
After the period of pandemic, if this happens, it will be necessary to implement development programmes for economies and
enterprises. However, the financial policy, boiling down virtually to nearly zero interest rates and money supply increase, may
lead to a higher inflation in the EU, the US, Poland and other countries in the world. Therefore, the economic crisis and
recessions may remain after the pandemic. Of course, there is a group of enterprises and corporations which fares well in the
pandemic and even makes more money in the process. Those are for instance enterprises handling the fight with the pandemic,
producing masks, ventilators and vaccines as well as the IT departments for remote work. In the building industry, for instance
in Poland, one can even notice a faster growth, all due to the willingness of investors to invest in real property, not in banks or
shares. Moreover, corporations connected with the pharmaceutical industry and vaccine production are becoming more
important and difficult to contain for example by the EU, which proved ineffective in contracting vaccines at a lower price.
This resulted in many thousands of vaccines being taken out of the EU to other countries which paid more. The EU member
states started to import vaccines independently, without participation of the EU, or tried to produce them in their own territory
having procured a licence.
Management models can be different (Quinn et al., 2007), oriented towards a goal, towards order in the organisation, oriented
mostly towards improvement of human resources, elements of trade with the surroundings or ecology. However, a serious
problem for the so-called highly developed countries and old democracy countries is a high, excessive and prolonged debt,
which inhibits economic growth, as well as the pandemic currently. For unemployment to be overcome, it is needed to have
economy development, investments and higher GDP increase dynamics, which gives better conditions for the development of
enterprises, a better optimism of investors and – usually – lower unemployment. For enterprises to develop, it is also necessary
to have a better political and legal stability, lighter taxation, simplified and clear law and discipline, like for instance in China.
Control over public finances and banks by means of the law, higher market share held by banks and control over large
corporations, which can do more and more, by means of regulations, institutional economics and limitation of their foreign
investments at the cost of national resources, which may lead to crises in one country and development in another.
Nevertheless, the fight with the pandemic and health are the most important.
The market economy requires principles and regulations, hence a growing importance of institutional economy and corporate
governance for the counteracting of negative elements in the market economy and the enterprise. Large, supranational
corporations bringing a high share of GDP in the given country and having significant resources and assets must be taken under
special, moderate control and institutional regulations of the state because they are capable of transferring good and bad
economic phenomena in different areas of the world. When analysing the risk of investment, expansion of enterprises, the
aspects not only of economic risk, but also of political, social, technological, natural, medical and organisational risk. The
economic elements dominant in the behaviours of entrepreneurs are to be balanced out with ecological, biological and
epidemiological elements through law for the benefit of sustainable enterprises and for the benefit of the society over the long
term. Hence the need for education on sustainable development (Pollok, 2015).
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Abstract
This paper present a deep enterprise analysis for the development of a digital marketing plan for CubiCasa OY to the
Unites States of America market, aiming to help bringing new customers, living in the US and interested in creating floor
plans, to the company. It was analyzed the current situation of the CubiCasa OY in the US market, collected and analyze
data provided by current CubiCasa OY customers and provided a managerial solutions for CubiCasa OY digital marketing
plan for the period from 2021.01.01 – 2021.12.31. Qualitative research method was used. Semi-structured surveys were
sent by Google forms to eight customers who use floor plan creation tools and operate in the US. Survey questions were
created by using the RACE model and 6M marketing communication model. Date collected and analyzed was later used to
create a managerial solution for CubiCasa OY digital marketing plan to the US market. Findings showed the main
indicators affecting the customer's purchasing process. Additionally, digital channels and advertisement techniques that
should be used to gain more floor plan creators in the US market have been suggested. Still this paper focus on the deep
analysis undertake comprehensive process for the definition of a full digital marketing plan.

Keywords: Digital Marketing, Case Study, Qualitative Research, Digital Channels
Introduction
CubiCasa is a Finnish Startup, specializing in mobile application solutions for real estate photographers. It serves the real
estate photographers’ marketplace by taking the provided video footage and giving back a generated floor plan within the
application. The headquarters of the company are based in four different locations including Oulu and Helsinki in Finland,
California in the United States, and Vietnam as their technical hub. Operations take place all around the globe, however
adaptation of marketing decisions to each market is a crucial part for the success of the company. Different markets are
prone to have different needs and perceptions of the products and services provided by the companies, therefore this has to
be differentiated for every market individually. This is because certain markets view conventional and primarily digital
marketing mix, which emphasize the correct service characteristics, as essential criteria for purchases. The focus of this
final thesis is on real estate photographers for both, individual and larger companies in the United States of America, with
an emphasis on how to target them with the appropriate marketing strategy.
The CubiCasa company was established in 2014, December and, with technological advancement and marketing decisions,
has been growing its customer base ever since. In the market of the United States, it is renounced as one of the biggest
players in the field for creation of floor plan applications. Competition in this niche market is high since the barriers to
enter the market are virtually non-existent and new competition could rise up any day with a new technology which could
be superior to the existing one and attract a bigger audience to the platform. Attracting new and keeping existing customers
is extremely important seen as the customer basis is one of the crucial aspects for the success of this particular service.
CubiCasa’s application is most widely used in the United States and Finland, among several other European countries
which are a small margin of the whole operation in total.
The United States is the biggest market for floor plan creation and it has the highest customer number for the company at
this moment. Increasing the number of real estate photographers and companies working in this sphere would potentially
have a positive impact on the whole real estate market, since floor plans are one of the key features, which help market the
________________
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property. The company would also benefit from this seen as this could lead to the increase of customers, improved market
size and market share of the company. Hence, increasing the number of real estate photographers and companies operating
in United States should be an ambition of the CubiCasa.
Before any strategical decision could take place, examination of internal and external factors is crucial for success in the
market. It is vital to understand what impacts you from both, inside and outside of an organization. Evaluating the details
of a particular situation allows companies to see whether certain strategy or decision will work. Most real estate
photographers use conventional tools such as DSLR cameras to capture the spaces and special equipment cameras to
capture the floor plans which would later be transferred to digital tools to complete the process. Seen as CubiCasa is a fully
digital company with only digital presence in the market, it can target the real estate photographers with the promotion of
digital approaches which would not require as much effort from the photographers as the currently used methods. Country
targeting with a detailed focus on certain demographics and interests and behaviors of the people could be beneficial for
the organization, since adaptation could target the ones who are the most interested in the services that the CubiCasa
provides. During the process, more real estate photographers and floor plan makers in the United States could be attracted
to choose CubiCasa as a service provider. Thus, the digital marketing plan is one way to attract new customers with the
possibilities digital channels possibility to target a specific group of people.
This paper present the deep analysis process for understanding the most important perspectives of CubaCasa OY for future
establish of a full Digital Marketing Plan. Beside a literature review, the empirical process is detailed, analysis results and
some preliminary proposals are also presented.

Literature Review
The relationship between customer and marketer is beneficial for both sides, seen as the main objective of marketing is
superior value creation for a specific customer. Due to this, the customer provides value to the marketer in return, which
helps the marketer with maintenance and provision of satisfaction for existing customers (Armstrong and Kotler, 2010).
Business environment is highly influenced by digitalization, which can also be applied for marketing. According to Kotler
(2009), the internet is seen as not just another mean of advertising or another sales channel by more like a tool which can
change the way a company operates fundamentally. This includes the way orders are taken from the customers, how the
value is given back to them, and the way business is done (Kotler, 2009).
Digital marketing can be defined as a form of marketing that uses the media for advertising by collecting available data and
by using technology in order to be able to achieve the standard objectives of marketing (Chaffey & Chabwick, 2019). For
digital marketing to be of use, the company has to set out certain goals which it wants to reach by utilizing the power of
digital technologies (Chaffey, 2018; Todor, 2016; Wymbs, 2011). This involves formation of online channels made
specifically for marketing by applying technology, which in turn should allow to achieve targets of retention of customers
and profitable acquisition (Chaffey, 2016). Furthermore, digital marketing deals with company’s presence in the digital
environment by using tools such as social media, website, and smartphone applications, all of which are great channels for
fast information sharing and communication (Chaffey and Chabwick, 2019). Over the recent years, new and innovative
approaches to marketing have been demonstrated by marketing people in which they started to exploit social media
networks, websites and applications in a way that allows the intended content to reach the consumer via targeted and direct
channels (Armstrong, Adam, Denize, & Kotler, 2014).
First aspect of digital marketing is the content the company is trying to show to the general public. Content marketing is a
company procedure in marketing by providing valuable and relevant information in both written and visual forms. The
purpose of this is to draw new customers, interest them in a conversation with a desire to turn them to profitable customers.
(Content Marketing Institute, 2015) Putting this content out on to internet and using different mediums. Social media is a
massive market. Social media converted marketing understanding. It created new means of communications with
customers, who could have never been approached before and established ways to increase brands’ awareness with higher
reachability of customers all around the globe (ComScore Media, 2009). Furthermore, the market size of social media
users is constantly growing in the whole world and there are new social medial platforms appearing every now and then
(Hoffman & Novak, 2012).
Most consumers and companies understand social media marketing as different channels like Facebook, Instagram,
LinkedIn, etc., that have most users in each country, in which advertising has to be made. Hence, this is important their
aspects as capturing customers generated content and encouraging it such as company evaluation and product reviews on
either of these platforms. (Chaffey & Chadwick, 2018). Facebook, as one of the many social media platforms, provides
advertising to customers and platform users can interact with the ads with impressions “share” “like” “comment” and can
also view how their friends on the platform chose to interact with advertisements (Dehgani & Tumer, 2015) Another
option could be to put your brand on Instagram. New companies or yet to be publicly known ones can use Instagram to
endorse their customers, to gain engaged followers, to create awareness for the company, or to simply engage with the
customers (Virtanen, Bjork, & Sjostrom, 2017). Instagram gives an opportunity for businesses to interact with their
customers by engaging with them in their posts or by having an open discussion in the comment section. This provides
endorsements, which can then be seen by other users of the platform (Miles, 2014). The recent approach to marketing is
through influencers. Some of these users build an immense follower audience and can be used for marketing. It is an
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important part for some businesses since it communicates directly with a prospective customer and focuses on these
individuals who are decision makers. Influencers are an important part of sales process (Brown, Hayes, 2008).
When it comes to searching for anything specific, searching online is an activity done by most internet users, and search
engines are the most widely used option for this (Sen, 2005). In internet marketing and commerce, search engines are
becoming more and more important (Green, 2003). Search engine marketing is a digital marketing approach to search
engine like Google. By making specific adjustments to the website and using techniques to comply with the search engine
algorithm, webpage may appear in a first few spots of the results page (Paraskevas, Katsogridakis, Law, & Buhalis, 2011).
One way to appear at the top of search list is by modifying the site code, which can further improve sellers listing in the
search engines’ results pages, making them more relevant and optimized for search engine algorithm (Rashtchy, 2004).
SEO or search engine optimization is a technique used to optimize every single page of your website results to stand out
better in the result list and this way bringing more visitors to your page. SEO encompasses specific queries to the website
that are relevant to the represented business and, when those targeted queries are used, appearing at the first pages. PSM or
paid search marketing is a form of paid results page where advertiser, for example Google, places you at the top of results
page when a specific keyword is entered. Keywords come with a price and are determined by the CPC or cost per click,
which are calculated on the keywords traffic (Li, Lin, Lin, & Xing, 2014).
PSM is also called sponsored links or sponsored list, which is operated by search engines in the form of sponsored or paid
results, where an advertisement is displayed in a pre-specified region of a search result page along with web search results.
Search engines charge placement fees tied to the price of the relevant keywords, which are primarily determined by
keywords auction and measured by cost per click (CPC), and the number of click-through the advertisement receives.
Start-up companies undergo serious challenges and have to use their resources effectively. Innovations are often
undertaken by new ventures and startups, which allow them to change their development still in the early stages
(MacDougall & Oviatt, 1996). However, in cases of early development, issues such as need for alignment of internally
acquired resources to the external conditions and resource scarcity have to be tackled early on (Hanlon & Saunders, 2007;
Katila & Shane, 2005). Due to ever changing and unstable digital environment, problems as the ones mentioned above are
especially valid for new businesses working under these type of conditions (Courtney, Kirkland, & Viguerie, 1997;
Sirmon, Hitt, & Ireland, 2007). Additionally, Clarke (2013) argues that financial maturity is more important than how
many years have passed if a company wants to progress from being a startup. According to the author, any company that is
still trying to reach profitability can be classified as a startup.
A case example of the usage of digital marketing is a company CubiCasa, the main objective of which is attraction of new
and retention existing customers. Seen as, based on the arguments above, CubiCasa is still considered a startup, it is of high
importance for the success of the company to implement marketing strategies that would help it grow but would still be
cost effective. According to Todor (2016), digital marketing is less costly when compared to conventional marketing and
can attract bigger audience without additional fees. Furthermore, internet could help improving operation efficiency for
small, medium enterprises (SME) because the targeted specific market reach could be widened (Todor, 2016).
Considering the theoretical approach and the aim of this thesis, digital marketing plan fits the company’s purpose and it
should be applied in order to establish a wider customer base without exceeding the planned budget.

Empirical Research
An empirical research is done to get a deeper and wider understanding of the behavior and the needs and wants patterns of
companies and individual real estate photographers using floor plan making software in the USA market. This research
provides breakdown of the obtained information and the data that will be used to prepare an appropriate digital marketing
plan for CubiCasa to attract more real estate photographers and floor plan makers living in the USA.

Aim and Objective of the Research
The aim of this research is to analyze and determine the aspects, which have an effect on consumers when it comes to
choosing the software for floor plan making for their operations and to deciding which marketing tools to apply and which
are the most effective for bringing more customers living in the US to CubiCasa. To achieve this, the objectives are defined
as follows:




Choose the appropriate theoretical framework;
Conduct surveys with existing CubiCasa clients and companies. In order to determine which factors have the most
influence when choosing floor making software and the correct digital marketing tools to reach out to viable
customer for CubiCasa in the US market;
Analyzing the data collected from questionnaires and assessing it to make a relevant solution for development of
digital marketing plan in managerial solution.
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Theoretical foundation of the research
To create a digital marketing plan for CubiCasa that is appropriate for the US market, it is necessary to know what is
crucial for and preferred by the floor plan makers. To extract the information that is necessary and relevant, theoretical
frameworks have to be used. This research applies three different frameworks.
First model used for the questionnaire as a background for questions is called 6M marketing communication model
presented by Dolan (1997). The model consists of six aspects of marketing communication – market, mission, message,
media, money, measurement. Addressing each component of 6M model is crucial. D’amico (2015) defined them as:







Market – group of people company is targeting and the tools used to target them are correct;
Mission – the objective of the communication, the message should be in correlation with the end goal.;
Message – points that have to be communicated to customer, provides specific points with the most necessary
information;
Media – communication channels to get the message to the target audience;
Money – budget to prepare, start and maintain the marketing campaign;
Measurement – assessed data on how well the marketing campaign was done,

Second theoretical framework used is the RASE model introduced and revised by Chaffey (2020). This model works
specifically for digital marketing and is compiled of four main steps and one preparation stage as defined in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The RACE planning system.
Race framework consist of 5 stages and these are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Plan – Establish SMART KPIs, define target for digital channels, focus investment in content marketing, digital media
and experiences. Define segmentation, targeting and positioning of the marketing campaign and value proposition;
Reach – Draw people to your hub with content. Promote the content with other blogs by allowing sharing of other
blogs, networks and influencers. Key measurements include unique visitor, value per visit, and followers;
Act – worth finding with relevant content that is inspirational and is creating leads. Key measurements are lead
conversion rate, time on site, interactions;
Convert – invest in marketing, CRO, marketing automation and remarketing to contextual that drives conversions. Key
measures sales, revenue, average basket value;
Engage – Loyal customers that spread the message via social testimonies, repeat purchases and refers to others. Key
measures are repeated purchases, advocacy, and loyalty.

Research Method and Data Collection Method
For this research qualitative research method is used. According to Monique, Inge, and Ajay (2010) qualitative research
allows to analyze people’s experiences, actions, opinions, beliefs in detail by conducting a structured, specific set of
methods in interviews, focus groups, and observations. This research method also lets the researcher to see outside his
formed opinion about the topic and see outside his/her beliefs on the subject (Monique et al., 2010). The most distinctive
feature of qualitative research is that the approach allows you to identify issues from the perspective of your study
participants and understand the meaning and interpretations that they give to behavior, events, or objects.
Primary data collection method was used in this research since the market for floor plan making applications is very niche
segment, is in early stage and not many sufficient and reliable secondary data collected exists to this day. With this in
mind, primary data will be more tailored and valuable in this case. Specifics like demographics of the companies
questioned can be defined and specified to researchers’ needs. This brings complete control of the data collection by being
more consistent by having same questions and reliability and relevance to this topic.
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Primary data collection is conducted by making structured survey via Google Forms. Surveys are chosen because of the
different time zone with the US market and big real estate companies preferring this type of method for convenience.
Cross-sectional study surveys can provide both, the insights researcher is expecting to have and the other opinions not
thought about by the research, which allows for multiple outcomes to be reached at once. Descriptive research is conducted
and it will provide information about how variable of interest occurs in a specific demographic. A total of 21 questions
were asked.

Data Analysis Methods
The purpose of this research is to figure out the main factors that are the key drivers in customer selection of companies
who provide floor plan making application from the marketing perspective. To obtain meaningful results from the data
collected by conducting semi-structured surveys, deductive data analysis approach was used. Obtained data was analyzed
by using The Matrix Method (MM). The basis of this method was introduced by Gordon and Langmaid (1988). The
findings of the research were analyzed to discover the patterns which, in return, would provide a managerial solution.

Analysis Results and Preliminary Proposals
CubiCasa is a startup company founded by two Finnish men. The company was officially established in December, 2014 in
Oulu, Finland. The company has three subsidiaries and one technical center. The main headquarters are located in Oulu,
Finland and other offices are established in Helsinki, Finland and Palo Alto in California, the United States. The IT
operations are located in Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam. Company currently employs 142 people across the 4 locations. According
to Haaramo (2018), CubiCasa was the first non-American company to be accepted into Modern Ventures’ real estate
accelerator program in Chicago. Revenue for 2019 was an estimate of 2 million euros. The company is the market leader in
the very price-sensitive Finnish market and is also one of the major players in the US floorplan market. The company
operates mainly in two key markets: real estate and informational technology (IT). It is best known for the “CubiCasa”
application it has created, which is available on both, Google’s PlayStore and Apple AppStore. The main function of it is
to create a 2D and 3D floor plans within a few minutes with the help of a smartphone. It does not require any special
equipment and prior knowledge of floor plan creation. CubiCasa mainly focuses on real estate photographers and small
business owners who make floor plans with dedicated software or expensive special equipment. The company focuses on
Business-to-Business principle, seen as both, customers of CubiCasa and users of the app, have to be registered companies
in order to make a floor plan. The company’s vision is related to interior space knowledge, building of the most scalable
interior, data understanding technology and its related products.

USA Market
CubiCasa is a digital business that operates worldwide due to the fact that it is a business performed fully online.
According to internal company data, it is estimated that around 95% percent of all user, real estate photographers and real
estate companies, are located in the market of the United States. This shows that this market is the biggest from the ones
that “CubiCasa” serves. The United States of America is the largest real estate market for residential property and the
commercial spaces in the world, with a market size of 3,418.1 (USD Billion) with the closest competitor Japan with 881.4
(USD Billion).
The company is seeking to increase both, the customer number and the number of purchases made by current clients
operating in the United States, by providing learning material for floor plan making and the information on how to grow
your photography business by incorporating floor plan making into daily operations. This would benefit the company by
increasing the number of customers and orders being made in United States, as it would also ensure better position in the
market itself.
To attract new customers in the specific market segment it is important to create and implement a digital marketing plan
based on distinctive criteria. By utilizing the right marketing techniques that are effective in the real estate market as well
as with the current trends that are prone to show positive impact, company can expand their customer base.

Marketing Mix
Services marketing mix is formed from 7P’s of marketing Product, Promotion, People, Process, Price, Place and Physical
evidence. The business operates in digital environment so the actual place of it cannot be identified apart from digital
environment in terms of being online.
Product: The product of CubiCasa is an application which can be downloaded from both Apple AppStore and Google
PlayStore. The website can be seen here https://www.cubi.casa/. Users have to sign-up on the website or through the
application to be able to use the application. A legal company name and VAT identification number, which is optional, are
required to create an account. Creating a new floor plan requires address, street number, apartment number, city, postal
code, state, and country and you can add any additional information which could be relevant for the details about the real
estate regarding the location. After creation of the floor plan, which takes up to one business day, you can customize it on
the website based on your preferences, for example by changing the proportions, fonts, colors, etc.
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Price: Two options exist for using a floor plan application. First option is “Pay-as-you-go President”, which costs $34.90
per scan and is mostly used by people who scan up to 2-3 houses per month. Second one is “CubiCasa Certified
photographers”, which costs $24.43 per scan. When choosing the later, a discount of 30 percent is given to incentivize
companies to become certified photographers and the only requirement for this is to make around 30 scans per months. At
this point, this price is the best among all competitors in terms of services provided and the time spent doing accurate floor
plans, this was done by implementing Cost leadership pricing and being the cheapest option on the market.
Promotion: CubiCasa puts all its effort to digital advertising. Daily activities of the marketing department include a wide
variety of different tasks.
Place: CubiCasa has three offices, two in Finland and one in The United States and a technical headquarter in Ho Chi
Minh City, Vietnam where all of the scans are made into finished floor plans. European offices are responsible for
marketing activities, American division’s responsibilities include business growth, search for investments and customer
attainment and support. Vietnamese courters are responsible for the IT and the technical side of the processes, during
which room scans are converted into the finished product and are also responsible for the improvement of the technology
used for the scanning application.
People: CubiCasa employs around 140 people in their four offices, every employee is hired and interviewed by HR
manager and usually one of the two co-founders, who joins to have a chat and evaluates every single candidate himself.
Start-up environment is said to be less hierarchical and communication is less formal. Decisions and suggestions come
from both, bottom-up and top-down, which ensures that even the employees with least responsibilities can suggest ideas
for the company’s advantage. Customer service is carried out by the customer support team via email, live chat or calls.
Customer relationship management is done with a software in which all of the organization can see all of the information
and conversations that have happened in one place.
Process: The submission of the video footage is sent to the internal servers of the company, which are analyzed by the
technical team with a standardized program which transforms raw footage to 2D and 3D floor plan. Technicians ensure
that no flaws occur in the process and if something goes wrong, they correct the case manually. This takes place in the
technical headquarters in Vietnam.
Physical evidence: Company timely and frequently publishes on their social media, their website, the blog of the
CubiCasa success stories, and the actual results obtained by the customers with their real reviews and the ratings they have
given the company for its service.

PESTEL Analysis
PESTEL framework is used to assess the external environment of CubiCasa in the United States os America market.
Political: As with any industry and market concerning business, political decisions play a big role for the companies and
startups. Political stability is one of the crucial aspects for every company since it can have a strong impact on the
profitability and overall lifespan of the company in the desired country. CubiCasa has to considering a few things while
operating in the United States. The intellectual property rights, which with the agreement seem to be in consideration and
the new companies emerging in the Chinese market should not be a problem with intellectual property theft. Trump tax
deduction also play a big role, seen as with it, the corporate tax has been reduced from 35 percent to 21 percent, which
allows any company to invest the funds elsewhere for the benefits of a company, for example in R&D or any other
profitable business operation. In turn, such investments allow the United States to stay a competitive country for
corporations.
Economical: Economic factors generally directly affect market conditions. Evem a little financial change can move the
economy and change the circumstances for a business. Economy growth leads to industry growth. The United States has
the biggest and most advanced IT service in the world. 32 percent of all information technology market, or approximately
1.7 trillion United States dollars, is situated in North America, mostly the United States. The whole market is
approximately 5.2 trillion USD. The market is expected to grow by 3.7% in 2020 with an optimistic forecast of 5.4% as
highest and 1.9% as lowest growth rate. The IT sector in the United States, which is part of the information sector, employs
around 11.8 million people and, according to CompTIA (2019), there are approximately 525,000 companies working in
this sphere and 40,500 tech startups established in 2018. In total, the working-age population (between15-64) was an
approximately 206.2 million people in July of 2020, while the information sector employed 27.66 million people in 2019,
with is still currently growing. The overall growth of the industry is a promising sign and due to expansions of the industry,
with more professionals in the labor market, no shortage in this sector should be felt.
Social: During the recent shift of the consumer market, with an increasing use of social media, trends from computers to
smartphones have shifted drastically. Due to better mobility provided by a mobile device, computers have become a
professional tool, while smartphones – a daily accessory for the masses. However, nowadays, the shift in the usage of
tablets and smartphones in professional life is becoming more prominent. This is because increasing numbers of
professionals are looking for ways to work more conveniently and more affordably, which can be provided by increased
mobility, ascribed to mobile devices. Based on current trends, the market might expect further expansion of mobile phone
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usage with applications and their continuous development doing most of the work which needs to be done. Due to this,
more smartphones, which are the main tool for CubiCasas’ customers, are expected.
Technological: Technological advancement is a crucial point for the sales of applications. Every advancement can bring
additional features and improvements for a software. With improvements, software engineers can improve the product
without the drawbacks on the performance and overall user experience. The United States is the most advanced market for
technological improvement for both, hardware and software. Hubs like Silicon Valley, where the most entrepreneurs and
IT engineers are located, are a great way to build networks. Internet of things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), Big
data/analytics, virtual reality are some of the hottest topics in the IT industry today and every part of life is shifting into the
digital world and the cloud. The most viable solution for the company will be implementing the upcoming LiDAR (Light
Detection and Ranging) to smartphone, which could mean an absolutely automated process and an increased accuracy of
the scans, which every Apple iPhone user will have.
Environmental: With the ongoing Covid-19 crisis the whole world is increasingly relying on the digital working space.
With the shifting focus on environmental issues, the crisis is causing lower than usual levels of pollution around the globe,
which in turn is a positive impact for the environment. This trend might stick and it would benefit the IT sector the most,
seen as the work done in this sector is mostly remote as it is.
Legal: United States of America has the biggest IT sector in the world and is trying to ensure that the technology spillovers
and stealing of the technology would not occur. Legislations are made to ensure that every tech company would be sure
that their property rights in intellectual property would be protected against any illegal actions. There are four types of
essential rights for software: patents, trademarks, trade secrets and copyrights. These ensure that a company, in this case a
software development company, can get a patent, for example, for the feature that they have invented without anyone else
using it. Copyright can protect the particular way the idea of the feature, in this case a software code, is expressed.

Porter’s Five Forces Model
Five Forces model allows organizations to asses beyond the actions of their competitors and other factors that could affect
the overall market. Michael Porter (1979) identifies five forces that sum up the whole environment and affects the
organizations’ overall success and profitability. These are:
Competitive Rivalry: Being an internet-based service, CubiCasa encounters a lot of competition both direct and indirect.
Information travels fast and anyone can attain the needed resources as well as develop a technology relatively quickly.
When the competition is steep and the new entrants can occur any day, if the market is still growing or is not overwhelmed
by the current companies operating in this market or one player is not too big to overtake his position or existing clients
with better technology or better marketing techniques. Switching costs between any application for mobile phones is
relatively small or non-existent, which is another threat worth consideration, since clients can switch to another provider
very easily, without any high-cost of doing so. Customer loyalty, defined by Oliver (1999) is “a deeply held commitment
to re-buy or re-patronize a preferred product/service consistently in the future, thereby causing repetitive same-brand or
same brand-set purchasing, despite situational influences and marketing efforts having the potential to cause switching
behavior.”. Repetition of the use for the same mobile application, in this case, can be obtained by providing higher than
competitions’ perceived value of the services CubiCasa provides. Zeithaml (1988) described perceived value as an overall
assessment of the utility of a service or product on a basis of what is received by what is exchanged for it. Providing value
to the customer could be the only option for mobile application, which provides no tangible assets in exchange for the price
the customer is paying.
Buyer Power: High bargaining power of buyers can easily influence the overall position of the company in the market
since the application can be purchased easily or downloaded for free in both AppStore and Google Playstore. Biggest
buyers in this market are the large real estate companies which also have departments for floor plan making and
photographing. Since one company can influence a large number of orders, this can also dictate a price for which the
service is carried out and, in these terms, less positively influence the company’s revenues for the time, unless there is a
technological superiority or if the company is the only market player. If the prices are dictated by the large companies with
big purchases and the company does not comply with the requested prices, it is easy for them to switch to any other service
providers without any big costs for the company. Waterbed Effect should not take place in this type of market since, the
bigger players, even if they are purchasing for lower prices, should make life for the smaller companies worse than buying
for a larger sum. Being a service rather than a product, the typical costs for a product do not exist and in this case,
CubiCasa should try to win back on the revenues by increasing the prices to smaller companies and individuals with lower
purchases for the service.
Supplier Power: IT industry, for development of applications for mobile phones, have many suppliers and large portion of
this is either in the house development with the team, hired or outsourced to other parts of the world. The share number of
these suppliers for informational technology creation gives the company wide variety of choices and the supplier should
not increase the prices for services, without any reasoning. Furthermore, CubiCasa has established its own in the house
development with the team as part of the company, therefore there is no chance of increasing costs for further
developments of the application.
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Treat of new Entry: The treat of new entry is very high in the industry that is growing at this rate and the basic principal
of informational technology that information is moved fast and obtained quickly, so any company can develop similar
application at any time. Quick development of new technologies as AI could improve the processes being carried on by the
application with process learning.
Treat of substitution: Substitutions for floor plan can either be the service from other company, providing the same exact
service with some different features or a customer who can do it by him/herself with specialized programs, which require
prior knowledge of making floor plans, and even more practice when it comes to visual floor plans and 3D plans.

Competitor Analysis
To better understand the competition of CubiCasa in floor plan makings, let us look at the comparison of the ones the
company has compared, table 1.
Table 1: Competitor Analysis

Instagram

Facebook

Google Play Reviews

App Store
Reviews

613

1780

3.9 (25)

4.7 (56)

4693

34396

4.4 (63940)

4.7 Stars
(23800)

2993

50768

3.2 (844)

2.9 (26)

n/a

2348

n/a

4.3 (4200)

n/a

7304

n/a

n/a

3261

1757

n/a

n/a

n/a

22665

n/a

4.1 (1023)

96

70

n/a

4.3 (632)

CubiCasa
MagicPlan
RoomSketcher
RoomScan pro
By Locometric
Smartdraw
iGUIDE
Roomle
Floorplan pro

SWOT Analysis
To show the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats the company faces in the floor planning segment an external
analysis with SWOT is performed, table 2.
Table 2: SWOT Analysis

Overall
Market

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Startup, quick
decision making

Marketing
campaign

Technological
advancement of
the current solution

A high number of
competitors

User-friendly
floor plan maker

Fairly new
application

Acquisition of
company
or technology

Being present
in three
continents

Revenue model
and investments.
Customer base
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Three main strengths for the overall market are shown in Table 2. Firstly, the company is still in a startup stage and a
decision-making can be very due to the fact that the hierarchical structure is not defined and anyone can take the
responsibility and introduce new ideas, seen as weekly calls are organized to hear about the new propositions and to try
them out. Secondly, the application is very innovative and user friendly. It doesn’t take much time and effort to make a
floor plan for a reasonable price without any yearly or monthly subscriptions, therefore the customer is not bound to use it
until the term ends and pays only for what he uses in terms of services. Thirdly, the headquarters are located in three
different continents, the main one being in Finland which covers the whole European Union, the second one in Silicon
Valley, Unites States of America, covering North America. Third, the Asian market has its subdivision with technical
support and technical decision team in Vietnam. These three continents cover the different markets and are positioned
around all of the biggest markets. Weaknesses include the fact that the market strategy is not fully defined, which results in
marketing decisions that take place on the go and are usually rejected in the end by higher management as unfit for the
overall image. This application is still quite young compared to other players in this market and people do not seem to
know much about it. Continuing with investment and revenue models, these are not clearly defined and the company is
heavily investing it’s time to search for new investors and participating in pitch competitions. Lastly, the customer base is
not yet defined and only a few medium and large companies use the application on a daily basis. Opportunities for the
company would be a technologic advancement in simplifying the application even more, or improving the quality of the
scans, or bringing the delivery time down than a business day. Furthermore, the acquisition of existing companies with
technological superiority could be considered to increase market share and acquire the technology, if the company is in the
early stage and could be a potential investment. Treats that are apparent are a large number of competitors in all markets,
newcomers that appear frequently and technology created by other companies which might be superior to the existing
solutions of CubiCasa and could potentially push the company out.

Conclusion
This paper have made an deep analysis of the CubiCasa OY. This approach it’s a contribute for any digital marketing plan
that organizations wish to make. Future work is ongoing to define a list of recommendations translated into full Digital
Marketing Plan. Still, from preliminary data there are several insight that can be presented such as: after assessing the
CubiCasa internal and externals factors, performing empirical research and analyzing managerial solution, we concluded
that CubiCasa OY is a service provider which has a smartphone application made for floor plan developing with a simple
scan via camera. Real estate photographers and agents are the main customers of the company.
CubiCasa generates income by providing a service to its customers via mobile application that creates floor plans. The US
is the largest market for CubiCasa OY with 95 per cent of all of the customers based there. PESTEL analysis showed that
the technological factors have the most influence on the business, while political, economic, social, ecological, and legal
come in as secondary influences for the business. Internalization risks that CubiCasa might face are country risk and
commercial risk. CubiCasa has many competitors in the same segment and market. SWOT analysis showed that the
strength of the company is its position as a startup and weakness stems from possible new competition.
Research findings show that the price of service, the quality of the floor plans, how easy it is to use the application and its
accurate are the main factors influencing respondents’ decision to use an application. Digital media channels used by
companies are Facebook, Instagram, Google, and CubiCasa Blog. Keywords, used when searching for an application,
identified by respondents all include floor plan with some variation. Relevant content that respondents would like to see is
tutorials and examples.
Market consist of both, males and females, representing mostly companies, not individuals. Search engine optimization
(SEO) is suggested to passively improve new customers count and overall standing in the search engine’s results page.
Search engine marketing (SEM) is suggested in order for the company to appear at the top of the search results when
searching for selected keywords. Facebook and Instagram are selected for social media marketing, both content uploading
and pay-per-click strategies are considered. Influencer marketing focuses on smaller opinion leaders in real estate market
with higher conversation rate. Podcast advertising to advertise on real estate podcast with 30 sec. adverts once a month is
also suggested. Budget for the period from 2020.01.01 – 2020.12.31 is projected and it is estimated to be around 14,564.00
USD.
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Abstract
Evidence of the asymmetric wealth effect leads to significant implications for the portfolio managers. They have been
seeking for markets with imperfect correlation, but the scientific results still present mixed empirical evidence. This
problem justifies our research. This study aims to identify adjustment relationships from 1989 to 2020 between the
American stock indexes – Standard and Poors 500 and Dow Jones Industrial Average, and the European stock indexes –
Financial TSE 100 and Euro STOXX 50. Given that adjustments are different when negative and positive shocks occur, the
Threshold Autoregression model and the Momentum Threshold Autoregression model were used to test the long-term
equilibrium between those markets. In general terms, the results seem to support a long-term asymmetric cointegration
among the SPX/FTSE, SPX/STOXX and DJIA/FTSE pairs of indexes, revealing a threshold effect.

Keywords: Threshold Autoregression; Momentum Threshold Autoregression; Cointegration; Asymmetric Error
Correction; Financial Markets

Introduction
Ever since the end of the 20th century, financial markets have been increasing the flow of money due to the growth of
number of participants, the number of financial instruments and the freedom of capital markets. In a competitive world,
investment decisions determine the success, or the failure, of most portfolio managers, fund managers, governments,
companies, and every individual that have the goal to return their investments alongside with interests.
The market transfers wealth from one hand to another therefore, the knowledge on how the market moves and reacts have
been getting attention by the agents. Diversification is a weapon that portfolio managers hold to reduce the losses during
market crashes and can be achieved by either spreading the budget over many assets or acquiring less risky assets such as
treasury bonds. Nevertheless, diversification does not guarantee full protection against political and macroeconomic events
as well as the behaviour of the investors (Huang et al. 2005).
The purpose of this research is to investigate possible correlations in the U.S. and in Europe stock markets, given their
dimension and international relevance. To do so, it was computed the Threshold Autoregression model (TAR) as well
Momentum Threshold Autoregression model (MTAR) combining the following indexes: Dow Jones Industrial Average
(DJIA), Standard & Poor’s 500 (SPX), Euro STOXX 50 (STOXX) and Financial Times Stock Exchange 100 (FTSE).
Cointegration was first studied by Granger (1981), but only after the crash of the markets in 1987 the investors and
portfolios managers became more aware of this effect (Kanas, 1998). However, it is important to note that the roots of
cointegration are much older and are inextricably linked to the concept of "spurious correlation", highlighting the work
presented by Yule (1926) at the beginning of the 20th century.
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Cointegration is defined as the probability of two nonstationary time series follow the same direction in the long-term,
whose exhibition could lead to a shift in the construction of portfolios to make it possible to mitigate the risk (Mackinnon,
1991). Cointegration verifies the long-term equilibrium of two variables. Despite the fact the variables may deviate in the
short-term, the market forces will unit them in the long-term.
Recent studies conclude the markets are cointegrated due to the adjustment of the error-correction model and the
cointegration approach.
The structure of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 provide a brief review of the literature related to
diversification and cointegration, beyond some empirical evidence. Section 3 presents the data series and the descriptive
statistics. Section 4 describes the methods employed in the empirical study for the analysis of markets cointegration.
Section 5 discusses the results. Finally, section 6 summarizes the main findings.

State of the Art
Diversification
International diversification allows investors to buy securities across countries to increase average returns whilst reduce
portfolio risk. A diversified portfolio does not guarantee any drawdown, as the financial markets can be influenced by
multiple variables as well as by investors’ expectations (Huang et al., 2005; Chen, 2009), thus the real investment
opportunities may deviate from trend (Flannery and Protopapadakis, 2002).
Market correlations have impact on portfolios diversification once underlying theories assume that there is no correlation
between market prices. International fund managers and researchers have been seeking for international correlations to
improve the portfolios’ diversification. These correlations include two main implications: the diversification and
macroeconomic progress of the involved countries (Srivastava, 2007). The international portfolio diversification happens
as a result of an imperfect correlation between various national markets. However, studies had proved this type of
diversification has been decreasing due to the globalization and the increasing correlation between the emerging markets
(Srivastava, 2007).

Cointegration
Granger (1981) defines cointegration as the possibility of two nonstationary variables moving together. Cointegration
might have strong implication on the construction of international portfolios in order to diversify risk (Mackinnon, 1991).
However, Liu et al. (1990) define integration as the risk that prices both in the house market and the stock market are
provided by the systematic risk of the overall market index.
Engle and Granger (1987) prove that cointegration series present an error representation and recommend several
techniques to test whether two or more series are not cointegrated (null hypothesis). These techniques are approximated to
a few tests presented by Fuller (1976) and Dickey and Fuller (1979). Both tests do not follow any tabulated distribution.
Time series do not always follow a linear behaviour, thus exponential autoregressive and TAR have been increasing.
Moreover, nonlinear models likewise TAR and MTAR have been studied due to their uniqueness. Nonetheless, TAR
model has not been applied with frequency due to the threshold variable and its associated estimation being difficult to
identify. Tong (1978) was the first to study this model, which was later expanded by Tong and Lim (1980) and Tong
(1983). A TAR model is used as a linear proxy to a general non-linear model and its regime is verified by the value of
,
where is the delay parameter. This parameter allows to determine the timing of the adjustment process that is necessary
more than one period in order to be able to the switch of the regime occurs. MTAR (like TAR) is a model which captures
the deepness asymmetry in the data. However, if
is considered a stationary series, the test for that deepness in TAR
model similar as test of skewness in .

Cointegration in Financial Markets
U.S.
Stehle (1997) computed the first empirical test to segmentation and integration of the U.S. stock market and global market,
not being able to reject the null hypothesis. The methodology was based on the traditional model of Fama and MacBeth
(1973).
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Studying the effects of the crash (1987), Lee and Kim (1994) concluded that markets became more interrelated and that
whenever U.S. stock market has bigger volatility the co-movements between countries are stronger.
Later, the Cheung and NG's (1992) work on the dynamic properties of stock returns in Tokyo and New York concluded
that the U.S. market has more impact on global returns.

Europe
Hatemi (2008) studied the possibility of the U.K. and U.S. financial markets are integrated. The author does not follow the
conventional cointegration tests (tests between time series only computed for one regime shift), adding three residual-based
test statistics in order to consider two possible regime shifts. The study identified two structural breaks (one in 1991 and
other in 1992, eventually justified by the Gulf War and the exchange rate crisis in Europe) and appears to exist a long and
steady relation between these two markets.
On the other hand, Kanas (1998) tested the pairwise cointegration between the U.S. and European (U.K., Germany, France,
Switzerland, Italy and Netherlands) stock markets. Using the Johansen method and the Bierens nonparametric approach,
the author found no cointegration between these two markets. Arshanapali and Doukas (1993) studied interdependencies
between U.K., Germany, France and U.S. markets. The results indicated a bivariate cointegration between European
markets as well as between U.S. and European markets. In contrast, Taylor and Tonks (1989) do not find evidence of a
bivariate cointegration between U.K. and U.S. markets.

Asia
Kim (2005) found that U.S. market has a greater influence in Asian markets rather than the Japan, although the Asian crisis
has had a strong impact on the short-term connections between these markets (Lim and Yang, 2002). In the same sense,
Svirastava (2007) studied the possible integration between eight Asian markets and the U.S. markets during 1997 and
2006. The results suggest that the integration differs between periods and that has strengthened in the last years of the
sample.
Using a multivariate cointegration model between three European markets and U.S., Japan, and Canada, Byers and Peel
(1993) and Kasa (1992) reached different conclusions.
On the other hand, Arshanapalli, Doukas and Lang (1995) and Ghosh, Saidi and Johnson (1999) demonstrated the
influence of U.S. market in the Asia-Pacific markets, whose integration started after the market crash (1987) or the Gulf
War (1991). Furthermore, Choudhry, Lu and Peng (2007), Ghosh, Saidi and Johnson (1999) and Phylaktis and Ravazzolo
(2002) also detected cointegrations between Asian markets both with U.S. and Japan markets.

Data Selection and Description
The data was extracted from the Refinitiv Database. The indexes from the U.S. are the DJIA and SPX, and the indexes
from Europe are the STOXX and FTSE (see Table 1). This study will confirm if there are signs of cointegration between
American and European stock markets.

Zone

Table 1: Indexes
Stock Market

U.S.

DJIA
SPX

Europe

STOXX
FTSE

The statistical analysis was carried out using the R software and package “atp” was used to perform the threshold
cointegration analyzes as well as to estimate the asymmetric correction model (Sun, 2011). Following the same procedure
as Tsay (2012), the data used in the empirical study is the transformation of the indexes through the natural logarithm of
their levels ( ). The sample contains data from 1989:Q1 to 2020:Q3, with a total of 127 quarterly observations.
The Table 2 reports the descriptive statistics of the indexes for the period under analysis. Regarding the skewness, both
American indexes show positive values, in contrast to the European ones that show negative values.
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics
DJIA

SPX

STOXX

FTSE

Mean

Statistics

11,245.00

1,287.60

2,570.70

5,090.00

Std. Dev.

6,581.62

736.25

986.25

1,580.65

Minimum

2,294.00

294.90

807.70

1,990.00

Maximum

28,538.00

3,363.00

5,059.10

7,688.00

Skewness

0.7817

0.8175

-0.0730

-0.3929

Methodology
The relationship between price variables has been studied through cointegration models, such as Johansen test and EngleGranger two steps approach. Balke and Fomby (1997) extended the original approach of Engle and Granger (1987)
proposing a two-step approach. Later, Enders and Granger (1998) and Enders and Siklos (2001) used a generalized
Dickey-Fuller test that includes the possibility of asymmetric movements in time-series data, allowing to dismiss the
hypothesis of symmetric adjustment to a long-term equilibrium (Sun, 2011). These type of models have been used in
research regarding asymmetric price transmissions such as the stock market indexes (Shen, Chen and Chen, 2007).
This paper follows the same type of modelling to examine the dynamics between the stock market in the U.S. and Europe.

Linear Cointegration Analysis
To examine the nonstationary hypothesis and the order of integration of the variables, it was used the Augmented DickeyFuller (ADF) test (Dickey and Fuller, 1979). A cointegration analysis is applicable if both series appear to have a unit root.
In addition, the Engle-Granger two-step approach was used in the cointegration test. This approach is focused on the time
series property of the residuals from the long-term equilibrium relationship (Sun, 2011):
=

∆ ̂ =

+

+ ∑
̂

+

∆ ̂

[1]

+

[2]

where , , and
are coefficients, is the error term and ̂ are the estimated residuals, which are used in the unit
root test on a second stage (Engle and Granger, 1987). The Δ is the first difference and represents a white noise term. P
is the number of lags, being selected according to an Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) or Ljung-Box Q test.
The residual series is considered stationary if the null hypothesis ( = 0) is rejected and consequently means that both
variables are cointegrated. The value of the lags is chosen in order to prevent serial correlation in the residual’s regression.

Threshold Cointegration Analysis
In order to establish asymmetric adjustments as an inherent part of cointegration analysis, Enders and Siklos (2001)
considered a two-regime threshold cointegration. The model adapts equation 2 to:

∆ ̂ =

̂

+

(1 − ) ̂

= 1 #$ ̂
= 1 #$ ∆ ̂

+ ∑

∆ ̂

≥ & , 0 ( ℎ*+,#-*
or
≥ & , 0 ( ℎ*+,#-*

+

[3]
[3 a]
[3 b]

where P is the number of lags, as previous, calculated according to AIC, BIC or Ljung-Box Q test. The ,
and
are
coefficients, & is the threshold value and is the Heaviside indicator. The indicator can be based on two definitions of &,
either using the lagged residual ( ̂ ) or the change of that lag (∆ ̂ ).
The pair of equations (3) and (3a) represent a TAR model, and the pair of equations (3) and (3b) represent a MTAR model.
Whilst TAR model is able to collect potential asymmetric deep movements in the residuals (Sun, 2011), MTAR is
designed to consider steep variations in the residuals (Sun, 2011) and it is used especially when it is believed there is an
adjustment however with more momentum from one side than the other. Whenever there is a negative deepness (| | ≤
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| |) of residuals, increases tend to recur, while decreases cause a recover to the equilibrium much sudden (Enders and
Granger, 1998).
The threshold value can be assumed to be zero. Chan (1993) uses a method to obtain a consistent estimate of this value.
The first step is to sort the threshold variable in ascending order for TAR or MTAR. Secondly, determine the threshold
values. In case those values are not meaningful, the threshold variable must actually cross the threshold value (Sun, 2011).
In order to ensure an acceptable number of observations from both sides, it is excluded the top 15% and the last 15% of the
values sorted in the first step. To conclude the process it is needed to estimate TAR and MTAR models by computing the
sum of squared errors and examining the relationship with the threshold values. The consistent value is the threshold value
that minimizes the sum of squared errors.
This study includes four models: TAR (& = 0), consistent TAR (& estimated), MTAR (& = 0) and consistent MTAR (&
estimated). According to Enders and Siklos (2001), the values of AIC and BIC are calculated and the model with the
lowest values is chosen. Two cointegration tests are computed: F test to examine cointegration, being the null hypothesis
(0 : =
= 0) under test that there is no evidence of cointegration, against the alternative of cointegration with
adjustments (TAR and MTAR); Standard F test to examine the symmetric adjustments in the long-term equilibrium, being
the null hypothesis (0 : = ). If 0 is rejected there is evidence of asymmetric adjustment process.

Asymmetric Error Correction Model with Threshold Cointegration
Engle and Granger (1987) defend that it is possible to estimate an error correction model when all the variables are
cointegrated. Moreover, Sun (2011) states that the adjustment process due to disequilibrium among the variables is
symmetric.
There are two extensions for analysing the asymmetric price transmissions developed by Granger and Lee (1989), Balke
and Fomby (1997) and Enders and Granger (1998). Granger and Lee (1989) stated that both of the first differences on the
variables and the error correction can be broken down as either negative or positive components. This extension provides
information on the asymmetric effects that can be caused by these differences on the dynamic behaviour of the indexes.
Regarding the second extension, Balke and Fomby (1997) and Enders and Granger (1998) stated whenever there is
validation of the presence of the cointegration threshold, error correction terms are modified further (Sun, 2011):

∆

∆

9
6
6 6
= 23 + 45
7 + 45 7 + ∑8
58 ∆
6
∑98 :58
∆ 6 8 + ∑98 :58 ∆

= 2< + 4<6 7 6 + 4< 7

+ ∑98

∑98

∑98

6
:<8
∆

6

8

+

6
<8 ∆

:<8 ∆

6
8
6
8

8

9
+ ∑8

58 ∆

8

+

+ ;5
8

+ ∑98

+ ;<

<8 ∆

8

+

[4 a]

[4 b]

where ∆ represent the first difference of the American indexes and ∆ represent the first difference of the European
indexes, 2, 4 and are coefficients and ; is the error term. Time is represented by t, the subscripts values of W and U
differentiate the coefficients of the indexes and j represents lags. The first difference of the lags could be either positive or
negative, being represented by the subscripts + and – in W and U. The J is the maximum lag, being chosen by AIC, BIC
and Ljung-Box Q test to the residuals have no serial correlation. The error correction term 7 is computed from the
threshold cointegration (equations 3, 3a and 3b).
Interpretation of the estimated coefficients can lead to various results, such as the presence of asymmetric price behaviour,
and display the response of individual variables to the disequilibrium in the previous periods (Sun, 2011).

Results
The results in Table 3 show that all indexes are integrated of order one according to Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test,
Phillips and Perron (PP) test and the Kwiatkowski–Phillips–Schmidt–Shin (KPSS) test. The lag lengths for the tests (in
brackets) were determined using the AIC statistic and Ljung-Box Q test. The first two tests (ADF and PP) clearly fail to
reject the unit-root hypothesis at the 1% significance level for all series. All test statistics of KPSS test reveal that the null
hypothesis of stationarity is rejected at the 1% level.
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Table 3 – Stationarity
Indexes

ADF

PP

KPSS

p-value

p-value

test-statistic
value

DJIA

0.5661 [5]

0.4887 [4]

2.3051 [4]***

SPX

0.5007 [5]

0.5221 [4]

2.2070 [4]***

FTSE

0.4757 [5]

0.5013 [4]

1.8786 [4]***

STOXX

0.6464 [5]

0.6533 [4]

1.3059 [4]***

The critical values for KPSS test are 0.739, 0.463 and 0.347 for 1% (***), 5% (**) and 10% (*) significance level, respectively

The first step in examining the existence of cointegration is to test the null hypothesis of no cointegration against the
threshold cointegration. If the null hypothesis is rejected, there is evidence of a long-run relationship among the indexes.
Afterwards, it is tested whether the adjustments processes are symmetric across markets. If the null hypothesis is rejected
there is a threshold effect between the markets, therefore the adjustments are asymmetric. Finally, the threshold vector
error correction of Enders and Granger (1998) is applied to examine the wealth effect.
As previous mentioned, the markets can react in different ways to positive and negative shocks, which could result on
asymmetric adjustments in the long run. Therefore, a linear model based upon a symmetric adjustment may not be able to
track those types of movements. Even so, the Engle-Granger linear cointegration test was performed and the testing results
obtained for each combination of the indices are shown in Tables 4 and 5. In the first stage of estimating the long-term
relationship among the U.S. and the European indexes, the European indexes was chosen to be placed on the right side of
the cointegration regression assuming to be the driving force. The number of lags in the unit root tests were chosen so that
there was no correlation in the residuals regression and were selected using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). One
lag was sufficient to address the serial correlation in all index pairs.
Table 4: Results of Linear Cointegration Tests: Values of Test Statistics
Index Pairs

None

SPX / FTSE

Drift

Trend

&

&

&=

0.645

0.715

0.764

-0.194

2.157

2.710

=

SPX / STOXX

0.795

0.873

1.411

-0.827

2.536

2.743

DJIA / FTSE

-0.314

-0.271

0.399

-1.211

1.772

2.284

DJIA / STOXX

0.043

0.088

0.717

-1.450

1.986

2.246

Table 5: Statistical Tests: Critical Values for Test Statistics
None

1%

5%

10%

Drift

1%

5%

10%

Trend

1%

5%

10%

&

-2.58

-1.95

-1.62

&

-3.46

-2.88

-2.57

&=

-3.99

-3.43

-3.13

6.52

4.63

3.81

6.22

4.75

4.07

8.43

6.49

5.47

=

These results indicate that the Engle-Granger tests fail to reject the null hypothesis of no cointegration at the 1%
significance level, no matter whether a time trend is included in the cointegration model, giving evidence that there is no
presence of cointegration or wealth effect between those markets. As suggested by Enders and Siklos (2001), the EngleGranger testing procedure can be biased towards the evidence of no cointegration if the adjustment process of the two
markets is asymmetric.
The nonlinear cointegration analysis was carried out using the threshold autoregressive models TAR and MTAR, and their
consistent counterparts. The results obtained are reported in Table 6a and Table 6b. Diagnostic analysis on the residuals
through AIC, BIC and Ljung-Box Q statistic showed that three lags were sufficient to address any possible autocorrelation.
The Chan (1993) method was used to estimate the threshold values for consistent TAR and MTAR. The consistent TAR
model has the lowest AIC and BIC values for the pairs SPX / FTSE, SPX / STOXX and
DJIA / STOXX, and therefore is selected as the best. For the pair DJIA / FTSE the consistent MTAR model showed to be
the best by using the same information criteria.
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Table 6a: TAR and MTAR Cointegration Tests (1)
SPX / FTSE
Item
Lag
Threshold
statistic value
statistic value
AIC
BIC
QLB (4)
QLB (8)
QLB (12)
H0: no CI
p-value
H0: SAP
p-value

TAR

consistent
TAR

3
0
0.105.
(1.879)
-0.088.
(-1.537)
-299.651
-282.778
0.995
0.994
1.000
3.373
0.038*
6.674
0.011*

3
-0.136
0.104*
(2.033)
-0.134*
(-2.149)
-302.832
-285.959
0.995
0.993
0.998
5.007
0.008**
9.941
0.002**

SPX / STOXX
MTAR

consistent
MTAR

3
0
0.084
(1.588)
-0.095
(-1.52)
-298.448
-281.574
0.951
0.979
0.999
2.766
0.067.
5.461
0.021*

3
0.004
0.094.
(1.782)
-0.106.
(-1.73)
-299.971
-283.098
0.934
0.971
0.998
3.536
0.032*
7.000
0.009**

TAR

consistent
TAR

MTAR

consistent
MTAR

3
0
0.038.
(1.802)
-0.031
(-1.269)
-359.686
-342.813
0.961
0.791
0.609
2.568
0.081.
4.828
0.030*

3
-0.143
0.040.
(1.947)
-0.04
(-1.579)
-361.218
-344.345
0.956
0.821
0.613
3.340
0.039*
6.368
0.013*

3
0
0.003
(0.165)
0.019
(0.707)
-354.981
-338.108
0.962
0.732
0.527
0.257
0.7736
0.219
0.641

3
-0.037
0.007
(0.409)
0.036
(0.647)
-355.02
-338.147
0.951
0.743
0.545
0.276
0.759
0.256
0.614

CI means Cointegration and SAP means Symmetric Adjustment Process
. , * , ** , *** denotes significance at the 10%, 5%, 1% and 0.1% level, respectively

Table 6b : TAR and MTAR Cointegration Tests (1)
DJIA / FTSE
Item
Lag
Threshold
statistic value
statistic value
AIC
BIC
QLB (4)
QLB (8)
QLB (12)
H0: no CI
p-value
H0: SAP
p-value

TAR

consistent
TAR

3
0
0.032
(0.561)
-0.084
(-1.593)
-267.038
-250.165
0.999
0.977
0.995
1.536
0.2194
2.483
0.118

3
0.159
0.061
(1.03)
-0.094.
(-1.877)
-269.068
-252.195
0.997
0.987
0.998
2.544
0.083.
4.488
0.036*

DJIA / STOXX
MTAR

consistent
MTAR

3
0
0.025
(0.518)
-0.128*
(-2.057)
-268.754
-251.881
0.961
0.955
0.992
2.387
0.096.
4.176
0.043*

3
-0.009
0.032
(0.683)
-0.162*
(-2.475)
-270.962
-254.089
0.968
0.94
0.991
3.499
0.033*
6.389
0.013*

TAR

consistent
TAR

MTAR

consistent
MTAR

3
0
0.022
(0.987)
-0.038
(-1.564)
-326.23
-309.357
0.999
0.812
0.724
1.789
0.172
3.480
0.065.

3
-0.124
0.025
(1.111)
-0.043.
(-1.737)
-327.1
-310.227
0.999
0.802
0.727
2.221
0.113
4.343
0.039*

3
0
-0.019
(-0.927)
0.022
(0.772)
-324.112
-307.239
0.999
0.697
0.607
0.751
0.474
1.406
0.238

3
-0.002
-0.02
(-0.992)
0.027
(0.916)
-324.505
-307.632
0.998
0.668
0.585
0.943
0.393
1.788
0.184

CI means Cointegration and SAP means Symmetric Adjustment Process
. , * , ** , *** denotes significance at the 10%, 5%, 1% and 0.1% level, respectively

Focusing on the results of the F-test for the null hypotheses of no cointegration (0 :
0 against the alternative
of cointegration for all pairs, we may conclude at least at the 5% level (except for DJIA / STOXX pair which is at the 10%
level) that the U.S. and European indexes studied are cointegrated with threshold adjustment. Furthermore, the F-test
statistic for the null hypothesis of symmetric adjustment 0 :
is rejected in all cases at least at the 5% level
indicating that the adjustment process is asymmetric when the two indices adjust to achieve the long-term equilibrium.
The next step was to estimate an asymmetric error correction model, whose results are shown in Table 7a and Table 7b.
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Table 7a – Error Correction Model (1)

Item
(Intercept)
α6
α6
α6=
α6?
α
α
α=
α?
β6
β6
β6=
β6?
β
β
β=
β?
Φ6
Φ
H01:α6 =α = 0 for all lags

FTSE.est
-0.014
0.568*
-0.315
-0.042
0.432
-0.904***
0.333
0.345
-0.608*
-0.225
0.534*
0.04
-0.399
0.665*
-0.32
-0.266
0.527
-0.046
0.134*
1.692

H02: β6=β = 0 for all lags

1.345

SPX / FTSE
FTSE.t
SPX.est
-0.727
-0.024
1.925
0.881***
-1.087
-0.341
-0.144
0.06
1.49
0.114
-2.628
-0.829**
0.996
0.252
0.987
0.181
-1.702
-0.496
-0.809
-0.261
1.952
0.784***
0.146
0.111
-1.511
-0.271
1.918
0.442
-0.966
-0.435
-0.793
0.033
1.578
0.623*
-0.738
0.008
1.791
0.122
[0.11]
1.96*
[0.23]

1.576

SPX.t
-1.198
2.949
-1.163
0.203
0.388
-2.378
0.744
0.511
-1.371
-0.925
2.827
0.402
-1.013
1.26
-1.293
0.097
1.841
0.128
1.619
[0.06]

STOXX.es
t
-0.027
0.431
-0.436
0.197
0.092
-0.486
0.054
0.278
0.244
-0.121
0.817**
0.082
-0.168
0.336
-0.119
-0.218
-0.091
0.028
-0.025
0.968

[0.14]

0.845

SPX / STOXX
STOXX.t
SPX.est
-1.119
-0.018
1.38
0.464*
-1.525
-0.26
0.698
0.151
0.327
-0.046
-1.329
-0.464
0.147
-0.073
0.772
0.234
0.679
0.298
-0.352
-0.162
2.388
0.808***
0.238
0.056
-0.521
-0.172
0.763
0.216
-0.264
-0.195
-0.477
-0.06
-0.204
-0.123
0.84
0.041
-0.219
0.055
[0.47]
1.123
[0.56]

1.139

SPX.t
-0.88
1.776
-1.087
0.639
-0.192
-1.515
-0.236
0.776
0.991
-0.562
2.818
0.195
-0.635
0.586
-0.516
-0.158
-0.329
1.477
0.563
[0.35]
[0.34]

est means estimated and t means t-ratio
* , ** , *** denotes significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively

The estimated coefficient Φ6 does not show statistical significance at any reasonable level. However, the estimated
coefficient Φ shows significance at 10% level in the FTSE index (pairs SPX/FTSE and DJIA/FTSE). The statistical
significance of Φ means that the price reacts only to a negative deviation. The response for a negative deviation, where
the price of one index outperforms the other by any estimated threshold level, is triggered an increase on the second index,
and then the two markets are cointegrated (Tsai, 2012). Moreover, the causality relation given by H01 presents a “one-way
relationship” with the U.S. stock market.
Regarding the comparison between the U.S. market and European market, the results of the indexes SPX/FTSE and
DJIA/FTSE are comparable as the U.S. stock market. There is evidence of cointegration in a one-way causal relationship
(H01) and the coefficient Φ is significant at the 10% level. The results of DJIA and/ FTSE are aligned with SPX and/
FTSE. Regarding the results of STOXX with DJIA and FTSE, almost none of the values are statistically significant.
Table 7b : Error Correction Model (2)
Item
(Intercept)
α6
α6
α6=
α6?
α
α
α=
α?
β6
β6
β6=
β6?
β
β
β=

FTSE.est
-0.018
0.705***
0.1
0.126
0.347
-0.407
0.659*
0.091
-0.77**
-0.343
0.308
0.006
-0.43*
0.098
-0.722*
-0.004

DJIA / FTSE
FTSE.t
DJIA.est
-0.911
-0.017
2.653
0.775***
0.399
0.172
0.505
0.159
1.399
0.123
-1.157
-0.15
1.868
0.21
0.254
-0.151
-2.181
-0.608*
-1.375
-0.308
1.212
0.296
0.022
0.104
-1.781
-0.357
0.273
-0.254
-1.977
-0.339
-0.011
0.232
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DJIA.t
-0.841
2.885
0.679
0.631
0.49
-0.421
0.588
-0.418
-1.705
-1.224
1.151
0.412
-1.463
-0.695
-0.918
0.621

STOXX.es
t
-0.021
0.538**
-0.151
0.233
0.122
0.11
0.077
-0.009
-0.127
-0.295
0.455
0.107
-0.268
-0.399
-0.138
0.032

DJIA / STOXX
STOXX.t
DJIA.est
-0.814
-0.008
2.114
0.351*
-0.577
0.003
0.921
0.165
0.48
0.146
0.305
0.273
0.214
-0.209
-0.023
-0.128
-0.327
-0.006
-0.913
-0.126
1.441
0.403
0.337
0.083
-0.88
-0.388
-0.888
-0.653*
-0.302
0.098
0.063
0.149

DJIA.t
-0.386
1.675
0.015
0.794
0.701
0.918
-0.706
-0.413
-0.018
-0.473
1.551
0.317
-1.545
-1.765
0.26
0.354
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0.926**
-0.007
0.135*

2.581
-0.145
1.881

0.905**
0.029
0.039

2.495
0.587
0.54

H01:α6=α = 0 for all lags

1.87*

[0.07]

1.295

H02: β6 =β = 0 for all lags

1.799*

[0.09]

1.402

β?
Φ6
Φ

0.444
0.035
0.016

0.871
1.021
0.308

0.341
0.019
0.065

0.811
0.658
1.485

[0.25]

0.78

[0.62]

0.691

[0.7]

[0.2]

0.711

[0.68]

1.158

[0.33]

est means estimated and t means t-ratio
* , ** , *** denotes significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively

Conclusions
Evidence of the asymmetric wealth effect leads to significant implications for the investors and portfolio managers. That
effect enables the investor to ride the booming markets and obtain a hedge against negative economic conditions. When
markets decline investors benefit from the diversification.
Tsai, Lee, and Chiang (2012) proposed the TAR and MTAR non-linear models due to the different reaction of stock and
housing markets, whenever a positive or negative shock occurs, and that asymmetry can have a potential impact on their
long-run relationship. This study employs the same methodology, and aims to test new indexes and to verify the potential
asymmetric relationship between them.
The Engle-Granger test showed evidence of no linear cointegration between the American and European markets.
However, only the DJIA/STOXX indexes pair rejects the hypothesis of threshold cointegration, meaning absence of a
long-term relationship. In general terms, the results seem to support a long-term asymmetric cointegration among the other
pairs of indexes, revealing a threshold effect.
Further research should continue to test cointegration between markets with different levels of development and among
financial/non-financial indices, using alternative approaches and different time sizes.
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Abstract
The study is of an interdisciplinary nature, that combines elements of institutional and agricultural economics analysis with
ecological references. It is based on the analysis and assessment of Poland's environmental architecture described in a
Strategic Plan for the new CAP. The study was conducted in 2020, in 3 conservation areas, located in south-eastern
Poland. The aim was to present proposals for ecologisation of agriculture and agricultural production presented in the new
CAP 2021-2027, using the new elements of that policy (eco-schemes). Special attention was given to environmentally
significant production issues, including growth of the level of deagrarisation and deanimalisation processes, as well as the
production-related and economic decline of agricultural holdings. Moreover there were proposed four new eco-schemes,
that involve extending protection of seminatural communities in conservation areas, as an addition to agricultural,
environmental and climatic measures.

Keywords: the CAP 2021-2027, eco-schemes proposals, Natura 2000.
Introduction
The threats to nature, posed by intensive farming have been known for a long time. The origin of that in Western Europe
should be sought in period following the end of World War II. Due to the widespread food shortages at that time, one of
the main issues to be addressed was the lack of agricultural resources. Various food distribution control systems were
commonly used back then. The problem of food shortages in the European Economic Community (EEC) was eliminated as
early during the second half of the 1960s. At that time, interest was growing in the natural environment, its value and
protection (Wieliczko 2019). Furthermore, the 1970s brought a realistic risk of food overproduction, and possibility of
market disruptions. That entailed a need for agricultural policy reform, including support for agriculture and adoption of a
structural policy. Extensive subsidies for agricultural holdings helped increase agricultural production and, as a result,
agricultural overproduction, leading to increasing stocks of food in many segments of the food market. The relatively high
costs of food production in the EEC meant that it was necessary to offer export subsidies as a support measure. The first
manifestations of pro-environmental activities under the Common Agricultural Policy included introduction of production
quotas as a way to reduce overproduction, followed by the set-aside of some arable land and the payment of compensation
for loss of income as a result of intentional extensification of agricultural production. Among new objectives under the
CAP which were pursued after 1992, conservation of agricultural and forest land in rural areas was a major one. In
subsequent periods of this policy, various measures were undertaken with a view to protecting the environment and
ecologising production. In subsequent years, as the EU gradually expanded, pro-environmental trends emerged and, in
response, the CAP priorities were adjusted. New functions of agriculture were appreciated, including climate protection,
the conservation of biodiversity, production of renewable energy, and landscape transformation. When the EU was joined
by new countries where protection of the environment in rural areas was not taken seriously enough, certain regulations
effective in the Community at the time were adopted and made mandatory.
The new CAP (2021-2027), is a continuation of the policies covering two previous periods, 2007-2013 and 2014-2020.
However, substantial changes have been made to the priorities and measures. It may even seem that the new CAP may
become a turning point as regards as newly established functions of agriculture and measures designed to support
agricultural holdings. The policy sets out nine new objectives, including three related to protection of the environment
(Pe‘er et al. 2019). It is certainly an opportunity, particularly for rural communities, especially those living on products of
their farming work, as it will help to improve the quality of the environment in which they live, including their
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neighbourhoods. However, it carries many risks to food producers as well, as institutions tasked with managing the new,
complex system of measures designed to support ecologisation of agriculture. The aim of the study was to provide a
description of the new CAP, with a focus on the policy's redesigned approach to the ecologisation of agriculture. Adopted
as part of the European Green Deal, the CAP is still subject of public debate, with possible outcome being that the policy
will be efficiently deployed in individual EU member states. The implications of the policy, including its advantages and
potential incompatibility, are analysed by looking at how they are implemented in selected conservation areas in typically
agricultural Swietokrzyskie Region.

Materials and Methods
This study is an interdisciplinary analysis. More specifically, it is institutional regarding the objectives of the European
Green Deal and the Strategic Plan for the new CAP, and it deals with agricultural economics and ecology. It contains
analysis and assessment of measures proposed under the 1st. Pillar of CAP, which include eco-schemes. They are practices
beneficial for the environment, designed to protect biodiversity and mitigate climate changes. Beneficial for environment
are also practices from the 2nd. Pillar (fig. 1). The analysis covers main objectives of the new CAP, with a focus on what is
referred to as environmental architecture. It identifies the eco-schemes proposed in Poland and other measures maintained
with a view to protecting the environment in agriculture and rural areas.

The
essence of
the EU
Green Deal

Proposed ecoschemes CAP Pillar 1
Poland's
agricultural and
climatic

Practices
beneficial for
environment
- CAP Pillar
2

Three Natura
2000 areas:
Proposed ecoschemes contrasted
with agricultural,
environmental and
climatic measures

Proposed areas for change

The study also proposes new, original eco-schemes, which are designed as an addition to environmental architecture, and
which should meet requirements in relation to specific local conditions. These eco-schemes are verified by assessing the
organisation of agriculture in three Natura 2000 areas in the Swietokrzyskie Region. They include the Krasna River Valley,
the Gorna Mierzawa Valley and the Pieprzowe Mountains. Descriptions of different communes located in those areas
include measures of quality of agricultural production environment (APSVR) (Witek 1993). The agricultural holdings
referred to, are discussed also in terms of status and prospects for development. Thus, classified as: 1. holdings with
prospects for development, 2. without prospects and 3. in decline (Musiał and Musiał 2017). The study employed a
comparative deductive and inductive approach and analogical reasoning approach (Stachak 2013). The field study was
conducted in 2020, in 8 rural and municipal communes, in such conservation areas, where agricultural activities still are or
traditionally were present. There were identified seminatural ecosystems, connected with agricultural production, and
assessed plant communities in each Natura 2000 (Matuszkiewicz 2002). Also, some new eco-schemes were proposed
(CAP-Pillar 1), in order to help preserve the biodiversity of those communities.

Fig. 1: The analysis process

Results and Discussion
Poland's environmental architecture in the Strategic Plan for the CAP
The CAP requires each EU member state to prepare its own national strategic plan. It is the first time that EU member
states are given a fairly wide discretion in preparation of plan, as the focus here is outcome achieved rather than specific
requirements and compliance with uniform EU legislation. The priorities are divided into five problem areas. One is given
to development of agriculture and agricultural holdings, as a major sector of national economies and one that supplies food
products and variety of public services. The strategic plan for this area focuses on various measures and organisational
solutions relating to agricultural management, with structural issues, including the need for land concentration in
agricultural production. These processes are particularly significant in regions with considerable land fragmentation, which
is an issue that a large number of agricultural producers in Poland are faced with. This is usually the main reason behind
taking of agricultural land out of agricultural use.
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Under the priority 'Profitable agriculture', attention is given to the need for innovation, digitisation and robotisation, as
well as for shorter supply chains and higher efficiency of the production factors. The assumption is made that agriculture
will see a generational replacement over the CAP period and that successor generation should have better access to land
and capital. Emphasis is also placed on a broad spectrum of support measures for agriculture in form of government funds,
including common direct payments, and payments available to support areas with unfavourable farming conditions, and
designed to encourage development of non-agriculture activities. The need to support cooperation between farmers is also
noted, as is the use of cooperation to connect agricultural holdings with other supply chain members. Attention is also
given to the need to support projects that facilitate risk management in agriculture in cases, such as natural disasters,
animal diseases or poor harvest.
Profitable agriculture

Environment and climate
protection

→ competitiveness

→ responding to climate change

→agricultural income support

→protection of natural resources

Priority needs

→ cooperation

→increasing farmers' awareness

→risk management

Safe food and healthy consumers

Vibrant rural areas

→sustainable use of fertilisers, pesticides

→encouraging socioeconomic

and antibiotics

activity

→ domestic animal feeds

→developing enterprise

→increasing consumers' awareness

Sharing knowledge and information
→improving the system of sharing knowledge and information
→improving knowledge and skills
→comprehensive support for agricultural advisory services

Fig. 2: Priority needs defined in the Polish Strategic Plan (CAP 2021-2027)
'Safe food and healthy consumers' priority is divided into three task areas. These include institutional restrictions with
regard to some of consumable agricultural inputs used to intensify agricultural production, as artificial fertilizers, plant
protection products and antibiotics. The need for sustainable use of such inputs is noted, which also means that dosage
should be limited to ensure food safety. It is noted that better use should be made of relatively large production potential,
especially in terms of size of the areas of land in Poland, in production of animal fodder. This will help eliminate
overdependence of animal production on imported high-protein feeds, and make better use of existing potential in
production of domestic leguminouses. Safe foodstuffs should be more appreciated by consumers, and this will be
supported through better promotion and efficient distribution of such food, as well as public information campaigns.
Regarding 'Environment and climate protection' priority, strategic plan defines very extensive support areas. This part of
the plan contains a broad range of measures designed to protect and preserve access to clean water, and to reduce
greenhouse gases emissions. Institutional protection will be afforded and use-related support will be granted with regard to
clear water and air resources as well as biodiversity. Delivery of this goal is to be supported through practices relating to
new agricultural production technologies, pro-environmental investment projects, as well as appropriate measures to
increase farmers' environmental and climate awareness. Another priority under the new CAP is 'Vibrant rural areas'. This
will involve socioeconomic measures to encourage activity of people, including those socially excluded. Somewhat
mysterious concept of smart villages means public access to economic and environmental knowledge, new remote job
opportunities, as well as the use of high-speed Internet-based networks in management of agriculture and production
processes. Given the need for rational use of surplus human capital in agriculture, including the use of such capital in
production, the need to support appropriate structural changes is also noted. Support measures in this regard will be
designed to encourage development of services for agriculture and social agriculture. More specifically, the latter would be
based on agricultural holdings that would develop diversified and locally-adapted activities in areas of tourism or
education.
Based on more detailed analysis of the objectives adopted in the new CAP, tens of needs were identified and grouped into
nine specific objectives defined at national level. Three of them are related to problems of agricultural economics. These
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include measures to mitigate climate change, encourage sustainable production of energy and support efficient use of
natural resources such as water, soil and air. The third objective is to help protect biodiversity and enhance ecosystem
services. This objective is particularly important for analytical purposes, as it synthesises the essence of the new CAP.
List of tasks:
→

Protection and diversification of rural landscape

→

Sustainable use of plant protection and fertilizers

→

Increasing the diversity of cropping

→

Increasing the biodiversity of forest concentrations

→

Extensive use of land, including land with low agronomic value and land with considerable
natural value in protected areas

→

Maintaining the genetic pool of plants in agriculture

→

Maintaining the genetic pool of livestock in agriculture

→

Preventing the spread of invasive species

→

Developing the knowledge and information on the environment, spreading the knowledge
and increasing social awareness

Fig. 3. Strategic objective (6) of the new CAP in Poland, regarding biodiversity and ecosystem services.
The list of tasks to be completed is derived from general provisions included in the European Green Deal (fig. 3). Purpose
of these assumptions is to continue increasing ecological, social and cultural standards, in order to ensure solutions to longterm global issues (Czech 2015; Sulich 2018). Solutions are based on optimising management of natural and sociological
ecosystems (Ryszawska 2013). The concept of green economy, perceived in the form of green management, clean
production and eco-services, envisages a better adjustment of economy to individual features of a specific natural
environment (Plac 2015). What is also important is reference to the need to create an environment-friendly food system,
known as “from farm to fork” (Parlinska, Jaskowicz, Rackiewicz 2020). The concept is also related to the priorities
included for Polish Strategic Plan for the CAP.
With reference to tasks to be completed in this area, they can be divided into categories related to various objectives:
agriculture and farms, rural areas, seminatural and natural ecosystems and to the human capital - farmer, who manage
agricultural and forest space, but whose economic activity might pose threats to nature. These objectives also include the
need for actions which may be described as going one step further, especially from farmers’ perspective. These actions
focus on extensification of farming in part of the land, especially poor-quality areas, hardly suitable for farming, as well as
precious natural areas. The objectives also include reference to the need for continued actions in order to prevent spread of
invasive species, which refers both to flora and fauna. While taking steps to restore greater biodiversity in agriculture,
regarding range of crops, specific action is also planned. It can be defined as important for nature conservation, which
deserves considerable support. Strategic objectives formulated in previous planning periods are continued in actions aimed
at maintaining genetic pool of crops and livestock, valuable because of specific traits. These plants and animals are in
danger of extinction because they usually fail to conform to requirements related to increasing productive and economic
competitiveness.
The new CAP will be based on classic scheme: Pillar I and II. What is about to change, though, is the range of
interventions. Considering economic objectives, previous complicated system of direct area payments is going to be
replaced by simplified “basic income support for sustainability.” The criterias for access to such payments are still being
developed. Furthermore, there will be additional “supplementary, redistributive income support for sustainability.” It will
be granted to farmers whose farm size ranges from 3 ha to 50 ha. Continued support is also envisaged under Pillar I, for
farms managed by young farmers. Environmental protection is going to be implemented parallel to agricultural production,
and will be supported under Pillars I and II. Pillar I is going to include support for organic farming, which is probably
related to the need to amend funding structure for this type of aid. Furthermore, this pillar also envisages extensive
'Environment and climate protection'. It is supposed to support measures taken by farmers in order to ensure sustainable
production, protect biodiversity, reinforce ecosystem services, and protect habitats and cultural landscape. This action also
stipulates a degree of support for organisations and associations of fruit and vegetable producers, in regards to water
efficiency, constructing a sewage treatment system, purchasing a special renewable energy installation, and purchasing
pollinating insects. A novelty and a breakthrough in approach to the challenges related to environmental protection are so
called eco-schemes. They involve various practices or agricultural operations that are beneficial for the environment and
climate, and as such may contribute to using sustainable energy.
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This form of support is designed for those farmers, who take a variety of steps as indicated in eco-scheme folder, to be
implemented usually over a specific vegetation period. These measures are planned for one year. Discussion is still going
on, though, to define whether some of these steps should not spread over two or three years. The assumption is that these
measures are supposed to complement various optional agri-environmental and climate-related commitments implemented
over a longer period of few years, included in CAP -Pillar II. Eco-schemes are supposed to protect biodiversity, sustain and
encourage the idea of ruminants grazing in grasslands, as well as to diversify range of crops and expand crop rotation.
Furthermore, support is planned for such agricultural practices, that will contribute to reduction of ammonia emissions,
help eliminate fertilizers and prevent soil erosion. This type of support is designed for those enterprises and processes that
set out to improve water retention in arable land by managing crop residues, and for those that involve a change in the use
of permanent pastures. Most eco-schemes are new agricultural practices designed to impact both environment and climate.
Amounts allocated to these eco-schemes are ca. 20% of funds from the total pool assigned to direct payments, that are to
be reduced by ca. 30%. This means that in order to maintain previous level of payments, farmers will have to take up new
challenges, e.g. implement various 'green practices, including mainly those stipulated in eco-schemes. Payments will be
implemented throughout the whole country, but they will be optional, in order to receive them, a farmer will have to file a
request and undertake implementation of the range of intervention as defined.
Pillar I of the CAP

Pillar II of the CAP

Eco-schemes

Agri-environmental and climaterelated commitments
Protecting valuable habitats and
species threatened with extinction in
the Natura 2000 areas,
→ Protecting valuable habitats and
species threatened with extinction
outside the Natura 2000 areas,
→ Maintaining traditional varieties of
fruit trees,
→ Maintaining the genetic pool of
plants threatened with extinction in
agriculture,
→ Maintaining the genetic pool of
livestock threatened with extinction
in agriculture,
→ Perennial flower strips.

Measures for environmental protection and
mitigating climate change

→

Organic farming

→ Areas with melliferous plants,
→ Winter bird food,
→ Extensive grazing in permanent
pastures,
→ Green stubble,
→ Winter catch crops,
→ Undersown catch crops,
→ Favourable crop structure,
→ Integrated production,
→ Simplified crop system,
→ Crop strips without chemical
products,
→ Mulching crop residues,
→ Permanent ground cover in
spacing in orchards,
→ Woodlots and agro-forest
domains,
→ Water retention in permanent
pastures.

Fig. 4. Projection of support designed for agriculture and farms, regarding the environmental protection

Initial assessment of eco-scheme targeting in specific conservation areas
Specific feature of Polish agriculture is considerable diversification, both natural and structural. In the Swietokrzyskie
Region we observe advanced deagrarianisation, when farming is abandoned, and deanimalisation, when number of
livestock drops (Musial and Musial 2020). In this area as much as 65% of land is protected, of which 15% covers Natura
2000. Three analysed Natura 2000 areas (tab. 1), differ regarding size and natural conditions. The Krasna Valley has
relatively poor conditions for agricultural production, and the Agricultural Production Space Valuation Ratio (APSVR) is
48.4 pts. (max. value is 100 points). Forests are dominant, they account for 53.4% of the total usable area. Regarding the
land use, dominate grasslands, with a share of 35.6%.
The Pieprzowe Mountains area is considerably different from the Krasna Valley. It includes two small communes and has
favourable weather conditions, and high quality soils. One can observe there intense vegetable and orchard production, and
synthetic APSVR: 81.3 pts. Regarding the land use, dominant form is agricultural land (ca. 85%), while proportion of
permanent grasslands is 12.8%, and forests only 4.6%. The Gorna Mierzwa Valley, covers a single commune and quality
of agricultural production environment is rather poor (APSVR: 52.4 pts.). In the structure of land use dominate agricultural
land, while (ca. 16.5%) of the total area and permanent grasslands (ca. 20%).
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Table 1. Characteristics of selected Natura 2000 communes in the Swietokrzyskie Region
Natura 2000 Areas
No.

Specification

The
Krasna
Valley

The Górna
Mierzawa
Valley

The
Pieprzowe
Mountains

286.98

77

5

1

2

1.

Size of the protected area (ha)

1939.71

2.

Number of communes

3.

Total population (in thousands)

82.8

12.6

32.4

4.

Average population density (people/km2)

53.5

86

262.1

5.

Quality of agricultural production environment (APSVR in
points)1

48.4

52.4

81.3

6.

Proportion of grasslands in agricultural land (%)

37.7

8.2

12.8

7.

Proportion of forests in the total area (%)

53.4

16.5

4.6

8.

Proportion of extensified agricultural land (%)

35.6

20.0

10.0

9.

Proportion of livestock-free farms (%)

63

35

98

10.

Proportion of farms with growth potential (%)

9

15

8

11.

Proportion of farms without growth potential (%)

37

20

42

12.

Proportion of farms in decline – collapsing (%)4

31

45

25

Studied areas have diversified features regarding the structural conditions for agriculture. In all the Natura 2000 areas,
dominant farm structure is a small individual farm, with the size of 4-7 ha, whereas in the Pieprzowe Mountains average
size is even lower, 2-4 ha. In this area ruminants are almost absent, as 89% farms focus only on plant production.
Extensive production is observed also in the Krasna Valley. The proportion of livestock-free farms there is ca. 63%. It’s
nearly twice as many as in the Gorna Mierzwa Valley, where proportion of livestock-free farms is ca. 35%. As far as
production and ecology are concerned, what is important is not only the structure and intensity of agricultural land use, but
also its sustainability or threats that might result from extreme extensification or intensification of agriculture. In studied
communes a large number of farms in decline was observed: those that are at various stages of economic collapse. This
poses a threat to continued production, and with culturally and institutionally limited transfer of land between farms, as
well as the regression in agricultural production in region we are also faced with a risk of land being dropped out of
agricultural production. The largest proportion of farms in decline was observed in communes in the Gorna Mierzawa
Valley (45%) and Krasna Valley (31%), while in the Pieprzowe Mountains it was 25%. The proportion of farms with
growth potential (those that increase production, make investments and increase their production factors), is respectively
15% for the Gorna Mierzawa Valley, 9% for Krasna Valley and 8% for Pieprzowe Mountains. In two of the analysed
Naturas 2000, most of farms do not make any investments, so they have no growth potential. Proportion of such farms in
the Krasna Valley is 37%, and in the Pieprzowe Mountais 42% (while in the Gorna Mierzawa Valley-20%). Above
characteristics indicate outline of additional agri-environmental measures to be taken in regards to existing habitats, as well
as cultural and structural conditions.
First of all, though, it is necessary to address the question of what exactly the eco-schemes are supposed to protect,
considering first of all the environmental and nature protection. The above descriptions of natural and structural conditions
as well as the indicated precious ecosystems in the Natura 2000 regions and elsewhere in the analysed communes were
confronted with selected four eco-schemes that will be available to the local farmers. This assessment was an attempt to
show the scope of intervention and adequacy of targeting. While assessing and debating the set of eco-schemes as
proposed by the Polish Ministry of Agriculture, one should bear in mind not only the expected ecological consequences of
these measures, but also their economic impact on individual farms. Even those farmers who work on small plots of land
earn their main or additional income and revenue from these farms. That is why they are mainly interested in the economic
impact of agricultural production, including new, special agricultural practices, entailing costs of extra agro-technical
procedures. They also expect the proposed eco-schemes to be simple rather than overly complicated and formalised. Still,
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most of such eco-schemes entail additional agro-technical procedures, for which is needed specialised set of tools. Some of
them also imply having to make extra expenditures on the purchase of seeds of specific melliferous plants. The ecoschemes also entail a partial or total loss of crop and the related revenue (tab. 2).
That’s why the key to effective implementation of eco-schemes is an accurate definition of the amount of aid received by
farmers for participating in these measures. The allocated funds should cover the lost revenue for comparable and
dominant cops in the region e.g. cereal. You can also refer to the average crop yield of such fields, which might point to
the need to differentiate the amount of aid between regions. It can be assumed that level of lost revenue will be different on
high and poor-quality soils. What also matters is the level of expenditures and costs, which must be estimated and
subtracted from potential revenues to render the amount of lost revenue. These losses should be compensated in their
entirety by adequate area payments, though. While joining the eco-scheme, farmer must also be aware of extra institutional
costs, such as the need to file appropriate applications, using consulting services or undergo pertinent inspections of the
measures taken. Eco-schemes should also be interesting agro-technical alternatives and create a new identity of
“environmently-friendly rural areas”.
Table. 2. Selected eco-schemes for farms promoting practices beneficial for the environment
Eco-scheme

Intervention
- undersown crop of a mixture of
melliferous plants and arable crops;

Comments
- alternative to legumes;
- feed with small value in use

Areas with melliferous
plants

- ban on agricultural production;
- ban on grazing and mowing until 30
September;
- ban on using fertilizers

Sustainable management of
agricultural land

Simplified farming system

- no reference to fertilization
and plant protection

- grazing ruminants;
- livestock density 0.5-1.5 LSU/ha
- required conservation agriculture and
no-till farming;

- required specialist agricultural
machines

- simplified farming

- inadequate for small farms

- strips with minimum width of 9 m

- inadequate requirements for
small farms;

sowed with other plant species;
Strips free from fertilizers
and plant protection

- minimum share in the crop structure in
field: 20%;

- mandatory complicated
requirements to be met

- field rotation

The eco-scheme titled 'Areas with melliferous plants' entails a ban on agricultural production, including mowing and
grazing, until 30th September. The crop can be used for mulching or composting, and value of such crops regarding the
revenue they might produce may be defined as very low. 'Sustainable management of agricultural land' is definitely worth
supporting, both for environment-related reasons and for its implications for agricultural production. Returning to grazing
ruminants on agricultural land, related to receiving extra payments, may be one of the important factors that trigger
changes in this respect. One reservation might be made here: the maximum livestock density of 1.5 LSU per ha, seems too
high and may entail the need for extra fertilization.
'Simplified farming system' is eco-scheme that may be important for maintaining the biodiversity and preventing soil
erosion. On the other hand, its significance for the analysis will be negligible. This is because farmers would need to have
additional agricultural machines for this. This might also produce adverse consequences of no-till farming or spring tillage.
This eco-scheme may be successfully implemented in large-area farms. Similarly, 'Strips free from fertilizers and plant
protection' eco-scheme may be difficult to implement, because it may produce adverse effects in the soil quality, that may
deteriorate.
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Table 3. Proposed eco-schemes implemented in various plant communities in Natura 2000
Plant community
Freshwater macrophytes - class
Potametea
Rushes - class Phragmitetea

Meadows and pastures - class
Molinio-Arrhenatheretea

Xerothermic grasslands - class
Festuco-Brometea

Marshy meadows - class
Scheuchzerio-Caricetea nigrae
Poor grasslands - class NardoCallunetea

1

2

3

Eco-scheme

+

+

·

- strips excluded from farming because of
extensive water content in the soil

+

+

·

- strips excluded from farming because of
extensive water content in the soil

+

+

+

- strips excluded from farming because of
extensive water content in the soil

- strips excluded from farming - adjacent to
cropland;
- strips excluded from farming - adjacent to
forest border

·

·

+

+

·

·

- strips excluded from farming because of
extensive water content in the soil

+

·

·

- fields excluded from farming, situated
between young forests and natural seeding plant
communities

·

·

+

- strips excluded from farming - adjacent to
cropland;
- strips excluded from farming - adjacent to
forest border

Scrubs - class Rhamno-Prunetea

Comments to the table: 1 - the Krasna Valley; 2 - the Gorna Mierzawa Valley; 3 - the Pieprzowe Mountains

By expanding the list of eco-schemes with proposed options, we suggest that in the conservation areas, possibility of
maintaining plant communities should be supported by maintaining 'strips of land excluded from farming because of
extensive water content in the soil'. That will help sustain freshwater macrophytes (class Potametea), rushes
(Phragmitetea), marshes (Scheuchzerio-Caricetea nigrae), and meadows Molinio-Arrhenatheretea (tab. 3). Regarding to
plant communities typical for dry and warm habitats (Festuco-Brometea and Rhamno-Prunetea), the following ecoschemes are suggested: 'strips excluded from farming - adjacent to cropland', and 'strips excluded from farming - adjacent
to forest border'. Moreover for the poor grasslands (Nardo-Callunetea), propsed ecoscheme is 'fields excluded from
farming, situated between young forests and natural seeding plant communities'. The key factor in determining
attractiveness of the eco-schemes will be the amount of funds that participants may receive. That’s why accurate
calculation of the compensation for lost profits may be decisive for the success of this method of making agriculture
“greener.”

Summary
The new CAP is a game-changer when it comes to priorities of active impact on agriculture. While maintaining most of
tested accomplishments, regarding supporting the ecologisation and sustainability of agriculture, it also proposes new
solutions and instruments of support. Apart from previous forms of supporting the farmers’ income, such as direct area
payments, instruments designed for making agriculture “greener” will be replaced by new ones. They are national ecoschemes, practices beneficial for the environment and climate. In Poland the proposal of the Ministry of Agriculture was
included in the Strategic Plan for the CAP. It stipulates a total of 15 eco-schemes, whose implementation will mitigate
climate change, facilitate adjustment to this change and promote the use of sustainable energy.
The analysis and evaluation of the essence of European Green Deal and reflection of these implications in agriculture to a
considerable ecological potential of the eco-schemes regarding to greener agriculture. The schemes will constitute an
alternative to area payments, designed to support farmers’ income. The assessment of four proposed eco-schemes related to
extended conservation of seminatural communities in the Natura 2000, indicates that the schemes may be implemented
alongside agri-environmental and climate-related payments, and may be seen as complementary to them. Also proposed
additional eco-schemes constitute unique solutions designed for specific seminatural plant associations, with considerable
natural value, used in agriculture, which also refers to grasslands. Previous eco-schemes designed for these, seem
insufficient, which is why they require creative expansion and completion.
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Abstract
Digital transformation is paving the pathways for the future, pushing business units to rapid adoption of new digital
technologies. But as every change comes with risks, digitalization entails the risk of cyber-attacks, thus the need for
ensuring cybersecurity arises. the aim of this paper is to identify the business digitalization risk, by analyzing actions taken
by European companies in order to ensure cybersecurity, in relation to threats emerging in the cyber environment. For need
of that analysis the authors use data from Eurostat's online database - Community Survey on ICT and e-Commerce Usage
in Business - Security Policies: Measures, Risks and Staff Awareness. The analysis of statistical data provides a picture of
the progress in ensuring cybersecurity by small, medium and big companies in the 27 EU countries. Conclusions from the
analysis can be an inspiration for managers of enterprises on the need to take specific actions in relation to emerging cyber
threats.

Keywords: Digitalization, Digital Transformation, ICT Security, Cyber Threats, Security Measures
Introduction
Digital transformation is paving the pathways for the future, pushing business units to rapid adoption of new digital
technologies. But as every change comes with risks, digitalization entails the risk of cyber-attacks, thus the need for
ensuring cybersecurity arises (Fujitsu, 2020).
The Global Risks Report (2021) identifies the serious global risks in the area of cybersecurity. It strongly emphasizes that
the infrastructure employed to ensure cybersecurity becomes inefficient in relation to increasingly sophisticated and
frequent cybercrimes, thus increasing the risk of economic disruption, financial losses, geopolitical tensions and/or social
instability. The analysis of global digitalization process reveals the lack of globally accepted frameworks, institutions, or
regulations for the use of critical digital networks and technologies, as a result of the adoption of incompatible digital
infrastructure, protocols, and/or standards by different countries or groups of countries, which additionally affect the level
of cybersecurity.
Thus, the aim of this paper is to identify the business digitalization risk, by analyzing actions taken by European companies
in order to ensure cybersecurity, in relation to threats emerging in the cyber environment. For need of that analysis the
authors use data from Eurostat's online database - Community Survey on ICT and e-Commerce Usage in Business Security Policies: Measures, Risks and Staff Awareness (on - line data code ISOC_CISCE_RA). The analysis of statistical
data provides a picture of the progress in ensuring cybersecurity by small, medium and big companies in the 27 EU
countries. Conclusions from the analysis can be an inspiration for managers of enterprises on the need to take specific
actions in relation to emerging cyber threats.

Digitalisation in the business context
The use of the terms digitization, digitalization or digital transformation has become quite common. These terms are
closely related and often used interchangeably, but some of the literature discussions highlights that these are not the same
(Brennen, Kreiss, 2016). More adequately it should be noted that digitization refers to "the act or process of digitizing; the
conversion of analog data (especially in its later use of images, video, and text) to digital form", while digitalization means
"the adoption or increased use of digital or computer technology by an organization, industry, or country” (Brennen,
Kreiss, 2016). The term business digitalization, most often refers to enabling, streamlining and/or transforming business
operations and/or business functions and/or business models/processes and/or activities, through the use of digital
technologies and the broader application and context of digitized data, transformed into intelligence and actionable
________________
Cite this Article as: Piotr NIEDZIELSKI, Katarzyna ŁOBACZ and Renata SZANTER “ Business Digitalization – Cyber Security
Concerns” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba,
Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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knowledge, with a specific benefit in mind. (I-Scoop, 2021). Table 1 presents authors' and institutions' approaches to the
concept of digitalization.
Table 1: Definition of the term digitalization.
Reference
Clerck, 2017

Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology,
IT Strategy Follows Digitalization, 2018
V. Scutto, F. Sarravalle, A. Murray, M. Viassone, 2019

F. Abubotain, P. Chamakiotis, 2020
G.Westerman,C.Calméjane,D.Bonnet, D,P.Ferraris, and
A.McAfee, 2011

G.Unruh. and D. Kiron, 2017

Digitalization
“Digitalization is defined as the use of digital
technologies and of data in order to create revenue,
improve business, replace/transform business
processes and create an environment for digital
business, whereby digital information is at the core.”
“Integrating digital technologies into everyday life
by digitizing everything that can be digitized.”
“Adopt digital technologies to modify the business
model. The goal is to create value by leveraging new,
advanced technologies by taking advantage of the
dynamics of the digital network and the gigantic
digital flow of information.”
“Using digital technologies to modernize processes”
“Used to describe any changes in an organization
and the BM of an organization due to their increasing
use of digital technologies to improve both
performance and scope of operations.”
“Digitization, and later digital transformation, are
driving change in the corporate world as they
establish new Internet-based technologies with
implications for society as a whole.”

Source: Own study.

The concept of digitalization is inextricably linked to digital transformation, which according to Deloitte Digital is the
process of transitioning organizations to new ways of working using digital technologies. This process takes place at every
level of the organization in sales, customer service, finance or production, among others. In the center of this process is a
person and his needs, which require the organization to change the existing operating model, and often a new approach to
its products and services. It is based on transforming business models and products, optimizing the organization's
management processes, creating a digital work environment, and engaging customers across different communication
channels. (Digital Transformation: Future Scenarios 2030, 2021).

Cybersecurity, Cyber Threats and Their Business Impact
Cybersecurity priorities vary widely, and these differences can clearly be seen at the level of individual countries. In
addition, criminal organisations exploit vulnerabilities in cybersecurity to profit from them. The increasing awareness of
emerging cyber threats, allows to effectively combat them and protect against data loss and financial losses, both at
business and government level. (Caracelli, Jones, 2019).
Despite measures taken to prevent cyber attacks, it is pointed out that the human factor is largely responsible for cyber
security. Adams and Sasse (1999) conducted a study which found that users can breach computer security mechanisms,
such as password authentication, both intentionally and unintentionally. This behaviour is caused by users' unawareness
and lack of knowledge, as well as errors in security policies. The authors concluded that to change this, security
departments should pay attention to user communication and take a comprehensive look at the problem. According to
Adams and Sasse (1999), security systems should be visible and taken seriously by entire organisations. Awareness of
threats and potential losses in all users can prevent security mechanisms from being treated as a necessary evil. Therefore,
the role of those responsible for security issues is extremely important.
Considering further the human factor and its impact on cyber-security, it is worth noting a study by Hadlington (2017),
which aimed to examine whether employees' impulsivity, internet addiction and attitudes towards cyber-security serve to
predict the frequency with which they perform cyber-security risk behaviours. One of the main findings was that
employees' attitudes towards cyber security were negatively correlated with the frequency with which they engaged in
risky cyber security behaviours. The ability to instil good cyber security behaviours would need to be seen as paramount
for all organisations, regardless of size. The results of Hadlington's (2017) survey showed that around 98% of respondents
delegated responsibility for their company's cyber security to management, with a further 58% stating that they did not
know how they could protect their company from cybercrime . The extent to which individuals engage in risky cyber
security behaviour is also closely related to the level of inappropriate internet use. Impulsivity also emerged as a significant
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negative indicator of cybersecurity risk behaviour. The author also highlighted the importance of information security
education. He suggested that information must be targeted, useful, relevant and feedback must be provided so that
individuals can assess how they are doing. Such activities also provide an opportunity to identify individuals who pose a
greater risk to the organisation in terms of not following good cyber security practices, allowing these individuals to be
trained rather than punished.
The Allianz Risk Barometer (2021) highlights society's and business's increasing reliance on technology and intangibles, a
growing trend as companies' business models change. Technology, when it comes to business interruptions, can work in
two ways. It is a useful business continuity tool for remote working, process monitoring, online sales and service, but it
also brings with it new risks. The digitisation of chains, while having an impact on reducing the frequency of business
disruptions, can lead to major disruptions in the event of a cyber attack. In addition, other risks, such as failures at cloud
service providers, can lead to business interruptions in cyberspace, with the intensification of, for example, remote working
and the organisation's other online activities. Only if digitisation is carried out correctly, taking into account the risks that
may arise, will protect the company from a black scenario.
"Cybercrime currently costs the global economy more than $1 trillion, or more than one percent of global GDP - a 50
percent increase compared to 2019" (Allianz Risk Barometer, 2021). The report states that while there have been fewer
cyber incidents in recent months, more respondents than in 2020 identified them as a major threat. Companies are most
concerned about data breaches. Right behind this threat, IT infrastructure is more vulnerable to ransomware attacks due to
the increasing frequency of remote working. In this context, employee mistakes are also seen as a major threat. The
dominant forms of ransomware - including Sodinokibi, Maze, Ragnarok and Ryuk - have caused major disruption to
manufacturers, public sector and healthcare providers, transportation companies, utilities, technology companies and
professional services firms. Nearly half a million ransomware incidents were reported globally in 2019 and this trend is
expected to continue. For criminals, this is a very attractive way to attack - low cost and risk. Such attacks are also
becoming more ambitious. Whereas hackers previously attacked small and medium-sized businesses, their target is now
large companies where the rewards are higher.
A noticeable recent trend is the willingness of hackers to exploit brand and reputation. Cybercriminals threaten to expose
data or make the breach public if the demands are not met. Requests for ransomware, increased by almost a third between
Q2 and Q3 2020, according to incident response company Coveware (Coveware, 2020), almost half of the cases included a
threat to expose stolen data. Many changes are being forced on companies and the pace will only increase with the
pandemic. Cyber security and business continuity may struggle to keep pace. The move to remote working, in the early
stages of the blockchain, has been accompanied by a reduction in cyber security - some companies have abandoned
authentication - while employees working from home are more vulnerable to phishing attacks (Allianz Risk Barometer,
2021).
At its peak, cyber risk used to be seen solely as a computer and software problem, but with the acceleration of
digitalisation, it increasingly encompasses much more - cars, factories, smart devices in our homes. Emerging areas such as
artificial intelligence (AI) - e.g. 'deepfakes', where realistic media content (photos, audio and video) is modified or falsified
by AI. Digitisation of supply chains, automation and the 'Internet of Things', as well as new ways of working can create
opportunities for hackers and open up new vulnerabilities (Alianz Risk Barometer, 2021).

Methodology
Using the available data sources, the level of readiness of enterprises to operate in the digitalized space was analyzed, in
relation to the most common causes and consequences of security breaches.
The analysis is based on data from Eurostat's online database - Community Survey on ICT and e-Commerce Usage in
Business - Security Policies: Measures, Risks and Staff Awareness (on - line data code ISOC_CISCE_RA). Data are sorted
in Eurostat's online database according to the year in which the survey was conducted. They refer to the situation at the
beginning of the same year in which the survey was conducted. Most of the data are from the 2019 survey, the exception
being data from the group of companies' ICT security policy implementation - survey year 2015.
The unit of measurement is the percentage of enterprises (enterprise within the meaning of Regulation (EEC) No 696/93),
excluding the financial sector, with at least 10 employees. The analysis presents data broken down by selected information
society indicators in all enterprises without the financial sector and broken down into small ( 10-49 employees), mediumsized ( 50-249 employees) and large enterprises ( 250 or more employees) without the financial sector in the EU-27 as of
2020. The data was grouped as those related to having and updating a company's ICT security policy, using specific
security measures, implementing procedures, directions of security policy, taking measures to make staff aware and trained
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on threats and following procedures related to maintaining cyber security, and by whom the company's security policy is
implemented.

Cyber security in EU businesses
The elimination of all threats to IT systems is obviously not possible. The awareness of threats, their sources, constant
updating of technical safeguards and development of data security system is the primary duty of modern organisations.
When building a security policy, companies rely on the guidelines contained in EU legal acts - the Common Criteria
standard and the corresponding ISO/IEC 15408 standard, the NIST SP 800-xxx series and CIS Critical Security Controls a set of recommendations adopted in the UK and the US as the basis for the broadly understood protection of the public
and private sector from so-called cyber attacks - and national law (Liderman, 2017).
The real actions taken by EU companies in relation to ensure cyber security of their businesses has been summarized in
Table 2. According to the data companies generally pay attention to mitigate risks associated with the use of new
technologies, but the use of methods employed to achieve this goal varies. In general terms, the different methods used can
be grouped into 6 categories (as indicated by colors in the table), to include: updates to the company's cybersecurity policy,
use of specific safeguards, implementation of specific procedures, direction of the security policy, training of employees on
risks and adherence to procedures related to maintaining cybersecurity, and by whom the company's security policy is
implemented.
The interpretation of the data presented in the Table, leads to several conclusions. In terms of companies having a formally
defined ICT security policy, as of 2015, 31% of companies have one. There is a clear disparity between large (70%),
medium (49%) and small entities (27%). It is also much more frequently reviewed and verified in large companies. 92% of
companies use any security measure, respectively 99% of large, 97% of medium and 91% of small companies. The most
common security measures are keeping software (including operating systems) up to date - 76% of all enterprises, and
strong password authentication and backing up data in a separate location, including cloud backup -76% of all enterprises.
Important to 65% of enterprises is the issue of network access control. The data suggest that companies place less
importance on making sure documents and related procedures or policies are kept up-to-date to prevent security incidents
or respond to threats. Only 24% of all companies declared that these issues are important to them, with large companies
paying more attention to these issues (63%), medium-sized companies 41%, and small companies only in 20% active in
this area.
As to the security policies implemented in individual companies, it can be concluded that to the greatest extent it refers to
the risk of data destruction or damage as a result of an attack or unexpected incident. 28% of all companies declared such a
direction. 25% of surveyed entities refer their security policy to the risk of disclosure of confidential data due to hacking,
pharming and phishing attacks. Awareness and training of staff on threats and compliance with procedures related to
cybersecurity are focused on making employees aware of their ICT security responsibilities. Such actions were taken by
90% of large companies, 77% of medium-sized companies, and 57% of small entities. 48% of all companies informed their
employees about their ICT security responsibilities. In terms of activities performed in relation to ICT security, 83% of
large companies perform these activities with their own employees, 70% of medium-sized companies and 65% of small
companies outsource these tasks to external providers.
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Table 2: Actions taken by EU companies to ensure enterprise cyber security.
Large
All
Small
Medium
enterprises
enterprises, enterprises enterprises
(250
without
(10-49
(50-249
persons
financial
persons
persons
employed
sector (10 employed), employed),
or more),
persons
without
without
without
financial
employed
financial
financial
or more)
sector
sector
sector

Information society indicator

ICT security measure used: strong password
authentication
ICT security measure used: keeping the software
(including operating systems) up-to-date
ICT security measure used: user identification and
authentication via biometric methods implemented by the
enterprise
ICT security measure used: encryption techniques for
data, documents or e-mails
ICT security measure used: data backup to a separate
location (including backup to the cloud)
ICT security measure used: network access control
(management of access by devices and users to the
enterprise's network)
CT security measure used: VPN (Virtual Private
Network extends a private network across a public
network to enable secure exchange of data over public
network)
ICT security measure used: maintaining log files for
analysis after security incidents
ICT security measure used: ICT risk assessment, i.e.
periodically assessment of probability and consequences
of ICT security incidents

76%

74%

85%

93%

87%

85%

94%

97%

10%

8%

14%

22%

38%

34%

53%

71%

76%

74%

86%

91%

65%

61%

81%

88%

42%

37%

67%

88%

45%

41%

66%

82%

33%

28%

52%

70%

ICT security measure used: ICT security tests

35%

31%

53%

72%

Enterprises using any ICT security measure
Enterprises had a formally defined ICT security policy
(as of 2015)

92%

91%

97%

99%

31%

27%

49%

70%

The enterprise's ICT security policy was defined or most
recently reviewed within the last 12 months
The enterprise's ICT security policy was defined or most
recently reviewed more than 12 months and up to 24
months ago

24%

21%

38%

57%

6%

5%

10%

13%

The enterprise's ICT security policy was defined or most
recently reviewed more than 24 months ago

2%

2%

3%

4%

The enterprise's ICT security policy was defined or most
recently reviewed within the last 24 months
Enterprises have document(s) on measures, practices or
procedures on ICT security
The document(s) on measures, practices or procedures on
ICT security address: management of access rights for
the usage of ICT
The document(s) on measures, practices or procedures on
ICT security address: storage, protection, access or
processing of data

30%

26%

48%

70%

33%

28%

52%

74%

30%

25%

49%

71%

31%

26%

49%

71%
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The document(s) on measures, practices or procedures on
ICT security address: procedures or rules to prevent or
respond to security incidents
The document(s) on measures, practices or procedures
on ICT security address: responsibility, rights and duties
of persons employed in the field of ICT
The document(s) on measures, practices or procedures
on ICT security address: training of persons employed in
the safe usage of ICT
The ICT security policy addressed the risks of
destruction or corruption of data due to an attack or by
unexpected incident
The ICT security policy addressed the risks of disclosure
of confidential data due to intrusion, pharming, phishing
attacks or by accident
The ICT security policy addressed the risks of
unavailability of ICT services due to an attack from
outside (e.g. Denial of Service attack)
The ICT security policy addressed the risks of
destruction or corruption of data, disclosure of
confidential data and unavailability of ICT services due
to an attack or an
Enterprises make persons employed aware of their
obligations in ICT security related issues by voluntary
training or internally available information (e.g.
information
Enterprises make persons employed aware of their
obligations in ICT security related issues by compulsory
training courses or viewing compulsory material
Enterprises make persons employed aware of their
obligations in ICT security related issues by contract
(e.g. contract of employment)
Enterprises make persons employed aware of their
obligations in ICT security related issues
The ICT security related activities are carried out by the
own employees
The ICT security related activities are carried out by
external suppliers
The ICT security related activities are carried out by own
employees or external suppliers

24%

20%

41%

63%

28%

23%

46%

68%

22%

18%

37%

58%

28%

23%

45%

65%

25%

21%

40%

59%

22%

18%

36%

55%

20%

17%

33%

51%

42%

38%

58%

77%

22%

20%

32%

51%

36%

33%

50%

63%

61%

57%

77%

90%

40%

36%

58%

83%

65%

65%

70%

68%

86%

84%

94%

98%

Source: Own elaboration based on Eurostat (Eurostat's online database, 2019) data. , European Union - 27 countries ( from 2020).

Cyber security in relation to cyber threats
The presentation of the most common cyber threats and the analysis of the actions taken by companies in relation to
emerging threats allows for the construction of general conclusions as to how companies do or do not take specific
actions/use specific tools. The conclusion that comes to mind first, in relation to all types of cyber threats, is a definite
advantage in large companies in the use of tools to prevent or eliminate threats. This is due to the need to implement
specific solutions and procedures, due to the type and size of operations and activities carried out, to employ specialists in
the field of ICT security and, consequently, to allocate significant financial resources for this purpose. Medium and small
enterprises, usually due to lack of resources or lack of awareness of emerging threats or under-information, are much less
likely to take steps to ensure cyber security and thus have recently become a frequent target of cyber criminals.
Another general conclusion for all businesses is the lack of a formulated ICT security policy regarding: risk of data
destruction or damage due to attack or unexpected incident, risk of disclosure of confidential data due to hacking,
pharming, phishing attacks, risk of unavailability of ICT services due to external attack, risk of data destruction or damage,
disclosure of confidential data and unavailability of services. On average, 20% of small companies report that they have a
formalized strategy in this area, 38% of medium-sized companies and 57% of large organizations.
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Table 3 summarizes the most common cyber threats and the methods used to ensure security. Based on the analysis of the
data, detailed conclusions were drawn as to the extent to which companies use these methods to prevent dangerous
incidents.
Table 3: The most common cyber threats, methods, and degree of safety assurance.
The most
common risks
Data breaches

IT vulnerability
to attacks due to
increase
in
remote working

Vulnerability to
ransomware
attacks,
spoofing

Disruption due
to failure of

Security ensuring methods
maintaining an ICT security policy
with respect to the risk of disclosure
of confidential data due to hacking,
pharming, phishing attacks or by
accident data, document or email
encryption techniques,
• strong
password
authentication,
network access control (managing
device and user access to the
enterprise network),
• virtual private network (VPN)extending a private network across
the public network to enable secure
data exchange,
• ICT security testing
• maintaining an ICT security policy to
address the risk of confidential data
being exposed due to hacking,
pharming, phishing attacks or by
accident
• ICT security testing
• network access control (managing
device and user access to the
enterprise network)
• strong
password
authentication,
network access control (managing
device and user access to the
enterprise network),
• documents on ICT security measures,
practices or procedures for data
storage, protection, access or
processing
• encryption techniques for data,
documents or e-mail messages
• ICT security policy addressing the
risk of data destruction or corruption
due to attack or unexpected incident
- data backup in a separate location
(including cloud backup),
- keeping software up to date,
(including operating systems),
- maintaining log files for analysis
after security incidents,
- periodic assessment of the
likelihood and consequences of IT
security incidents
- updating documents concerning
ICT security measures, practices or
procedures for
preventing
or
responding to security incidents
- ICT security tests
• update documents on information
technology security measures, practices,
•
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Conclusions
•

actions at a fairly high level of
76% (on average) in terms of
controlling user access to
enterprise
devices
and
networksuse of tools in the field
of
security
testing
and
encryption techniques (low
percentage of small companies,
medium-sized companies - 50%
of respondents)

•

more frequent control over
employees' activity, access only
to those IT resources that enable
them to perform their tasks
development of documents and
implementation of procedures in
the scope of data storage,
protection, access or processing
(only 26% of small companies
and 49% of medium companies
declare steps undertaken in this
direction)

•

•

•

•

fairly high percentage of
companies backing up data
(76% on average) and keeping
software up to date (85% on
average)
too few updated documents
containing
procedures
for
preventing and responding to
hazards (an average of 24% of
all enterprises)

updating
of
documents
containing procedures in case of
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digital
supply
chains,
cloud
technology/servi
ce platforms
Employee errors

or procedures for preventing
responding to security incidents

•
•
•

or

procedures for the use of ICT
resources
mandatory training of employees in
the safe use of ICT
monitoring
staff
to
ensure
compliance with existing procedures

•

•

preventing and responding to
hazards is rather rare (20% of
small, 41% of medium-sized,
63% of large companies take
actions in this direction)
necessary actions towards the
provision of mandatory training
on safe use of ICT (22% of all
companies declare that they
provide such training)
increasing
control
over
employees' compliance with
current procedures

Source: Own study.

Summary
The data presented, juxtaposed with emerging threats, demonstrates the high importance of applying ICT measures in EU
businesses. While it is true that 92% of EU companies have at least one security measure in place in 2019, only one in
three companies said they have documents on ICT security measures, practices and procedures. Only a fifth of companies
have a formulated ICT security policy. These are areas that companies should pay particular attention to in the near future.
Cyber security is a prerequisite for successful business digitalization. A balanced cyber security strategy, aligned with the
company's objectives, is undoubtedly a tool that supports effective company operations and thus strikes a balance between
risk mitigation and business innovation. The conditions in which companies operate, with the need to work outside the
company and bear the risks associated with the danger of data "leaking" or undesirable people gaining access to the
corporate network, force to take action related to the implementation of security measures.
Methods that used to be used within the company, now often go beyond its reach. The analysis of threats shows, how many
of them are directed towards often unaware users, that is why it is so important for employees to be aware of these threats,
to apply certain procedures, which will enable them to work safely and efficiently. By implementing the right tools to
ensure cyber security, a company builds trust among its customers. This trust can also become a contribution to
competitive advantage. Thus, cyber security supports digital transformation, while digital transformation contributes to
building such business models through which a company wins customers and builds competitive advantage.
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Abstract
The concept of turquoise organizations developed by F. Laloux by many business scientists and practitioners was
considered "groundbreaking", "brilliant", "extraordinary", "impressive" and "changing the world". Many also consider it
"utopian" and "dreamy". Turquoise organizations destroy the current model of the world and reverse the order of things.
They are based on cooperation. Employee involvement is the essence of the organization. In a turquoise organization,
everyone is important and feels valuable. Attention is paid not only to what skills you have, but also what kind of person
you are. Personality and enthusiasm in the performance of duties are important. The aim of the text is to present the subject
of the concept of turquoise organizations and to look at it critically, also from the perspective of Polish organizations. The
study was based on literature studies and the presentation of the results of selected foreign empirical research. The
considerations in the text allow us to state that, unfortunately, the vast majority of Polish companies are not yet ready to
pass the turquoise management model. The barriers lie both on the side of employers and employees. However, this does
not mean that such changes will not be possible in the future. Social changes in Polish society and entering the labor
market of iGeneration and in the future - Alfa, will also bring about wide-ranging changes in the management systems of
Polish organizations. The nearest future will show the directions of changes in the development of such organizations.

Keywords: Turquoise Organization, Teal Organizations.
Introduction
Contemporary processes of social, economic, political and technological changes are both very dynamic and complex.
From the perspective of today's reality, it is still valid to say that chaos, risk and uncertainty are common phenomena,
which create a new normality (Kotler, Casilione, 2009, p. 32). Challenges of the so-called The fourth industrial revolution,
inter-organizational relationships in networks, new business models, integration of sustainable development challenges in
corporate strategies, unsatisfactory level of employee engagement resulting from complexity and the associated uncertainty
are just some of the main key problems that organizations must contend with. In order to prove their market value, they
must be flexible, ready to respond to any challenge and start all over again (Bauman, 2003, p. 117), often basing on
completely new methods of action and tools, the adequacy and effectiveness of which are limited in time and last until the
next transformations of the environment (Pluta, Witek, 2019, p. 234). Permanent competitive advantage results less and
less from the product or business model, but more and more from the organizational culture that allows us to create
innovative products in series or change business models rapidly. In this context, the emergence of the 'turquoise
organizations' model is an important milestone in terms of re-identifying the basic principles of an organization (Romero et
al., 2020, p. 2).
The concept of turquoise organizations developed by F. Laloux many business scientists and practitioners recognized as
“groundbreaking”, “brilliant”, “extraordinary”, “impressive” and “changing the world”. Many also consider it “utopian”
and “dreamy” (Iwko, Pisarska, 2020). Regardless how this concept is viewed, it should be emphasized that organizations
based on this idea function in the world. The aim of the text is to present the very concept of turquoise organizations and to
look at it critically, also from the perspective of Polish organizations. The study was based on literature studies and the
presentation of the selected foreign empirical research results.
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Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN:
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Toward the Turquoise
The idea of turquoise organizations is not entirely new, as many of its elements appeared in the second half of the 20th
century (Rosiński, 2018, p. 244), especially in the works of E. Deming and P.F. Drucker. However, only the description of
their common philosophy by F. Laloux and the presentation of management styles against the background of the evolution
of management styles and giving them a catchy name resulted in a remarkable increase in interest in this theory (Blikle,
2017, p. 51). F. Laloux combined the theory of psychology with management. He put together new and older management
techniques depending on their impact on people and organizational culture. He noticed that the better the management
techniques, the higher the degree of organizational culture. In the development chain he outlined, he considered turquoise
organizations to be the most developed and effective form of human cooperation at present (Jeznach, 2017, p. 18).
The reference to the turquoise organization was based, among others, on the theory of the spiral development of societies.
Its foundations are based on the theory of levels of human consciousness development formulated by C.W. Graves in the
1970s (Graves, 1970). The theory was developed and spread only thanks to the publication of D.E. Beck and Ch.C. Cowan
(1996), who coined the term Spiral Dynamics and introduced a color marking system. It differs from other theories of
human development and motivation in that it does not claim humans are heading one ultimate destination, but rather flow
through the spiral stages of consciousness development that depend on changing biological, social, environmental and
psychological factors (Dobbelstein, Krumm, 2016). In order to adapt to the change people create new, more and more
complex conceptual systems, thanks to which they can cope better, ensure survival and further development (Butters, 2015,
pp .: 67-68). Each model includes and exceeds all the previous ones, thus opening up new possibilities. Each level of
consciousness is organized around a system of core values that express collective intelligence at a given stage, and the
same core values apply to entire cultures as well as to individuals. The theory is open to the limits of the development of
the homo sapiens brain (Beck and Cowan, 2008).
F. Laloux distinguished five models of organization and management styles specific to them, giving each a symbolic color
and setting them from the most authoritarian to the most democratic (Table 1). These are:
-

red organization;
amber organization;
orange organization;
green organization;
turquoise organization.

It is worth emphasizing here that F. Laloux views turquoise differently than it is in the theory of the development spiral. As
noted by N. Kirov and N. Kirova “U Laloux turquoise (…) is a mixture of green and yellow. Over time it turns out that it
was the so-called transition stage.” (Kirov, Kirova, 2017, p. 22).
Table 1: Organization models according to F. Laloux (from red to green organization)
Organization
models
Red
organizations

Amber
organizations

Characteristic
The guiding metaphor: a pack of wolves.
What binds them together is the constant use of force in interpersonal relationships. The most
important value is absolute obedience.
The leader uses ruthless violence and subordinates others to his own will, because this is the
only way he can maintain his status. When his power is called into question, someone else
will immediately try to overthrow him by the method of force. The leader surrounds himself
with family members, who are usually more loyal, and buys their loyalty. In turn, the people
closest to the leader are kept in check by their members of the organization. It is bloody
leadership based on fear: one leader and one punishment. The leader must regularly resort to
public displays of cruelty and punishment, because only fear and submission keep the
organization from disintegrating.
The weaknesses of these organizations are poor planning and strategy-building skills, and the
strength of the ability to react quickly to threats and seize opportunities with cruel
ruthlessness. Thus, they adapt well to chaotic environments, but are ill-suited to achieving
complex results in stable environments where strategic planning is possible.
Examples: mafia, street gangs, paramilitary groups, but also some companies, institutions,
organizations and political parties.
The guiding metaphor: the army.
The leading value of these organizations is their subordination to a certain unquestionable
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Orange
organizations

Green
organizations

code of honor (army) or ethics (church).
These organizations are able to undertake long-term projects. Knowledge is embedded in the
organization and can be passed down from generation to generation. It doesn't depend on one
particular person. Each person can be replaced by another who takes the same role in the
process.
Members of such an organization strive for order and predictability. Changes are viewed with
suspicion. These organizations are exceptionally well suited to stable contexts where the
future can be planned in relation to past experience. What worked in the past will work in the
future. These organizations have problems with accepting the need for change, they feel bad
in the situation of competition, therefore they strive for monopoly and domination.
These organizations bring stability to power along with formal titles, established hierarchies
and organizational patterns. The overall structure is based on a rigid pyramid where formal
reporting is from bottom to top. A catalog of applicable rules as well as disciplinary measures
and penalties is established. It is assumed that the members of the organization are lazy and
dishonest, so management must rely on issuing commands and control to achieve the desired
results. Innovation, critical thinking and self-expression are downright undesirable. Individual
talents are not recognized, rewarded or developed.
Examples: Religious Institutions, Military, Most Government Agencies, Public School
System.
The guiding metaphor: the machine.
These organizations are able to question the status quo and formulate ways to change it for
the better. Leaders reiterate that change and innovation are not a threat but an opportunity.
The organizational structure includes divisions that did not exist before: research and
development, marketing and product management. These organizations maintain a
hierarchical organizational structure, but pierce rigid, functional and hierarchical constraints
by introducing project groups, virtual teams, multidisciplinary initiatives, expert positions,
and in-house consultants to accelerate communication and foster innovation.
There is a profound change in the style of leadership and management. Senior management
formulates the overall direction and then distributes the goals to the next levels of the
organization to achieve the desired result. To some extent, management does not care how the
goals will be achieved as long as they are met. People are driven by material success, which is
why a whole range of incentives have been invented in the motivational processes. Members
of the organization are given space to use their creativity and talent and the freedom to work
out ways by which they want to achieve their goals.
Unfortunately, organizations do not always follow these rules. It happens that in practice the
fear of losing control triumphs over their ability to trust and still decisions that would be
better left at the lowest levels of the organizational hierarchy are made at the highest levels. In
addition, the constant pursuit of innovation and profit leads to the artificial creation of needs,
fueling consumerism, greed for organization and unethical behavior.
Examples: multinational companies, community schools.
The guiding metaphor: family.
While organizations maintain a hierarchical organizational structure, they relegate most
decisions down to the bottom ranks where they can be made without the approval of
superiors. A strong, shared culture is the glue that keeps organizations from disintegrating.
The culture of the workplace is of great importance.
Leaders are expected not to simply and dispassionately solve problems, but to be leaders in
the service of others, listening, empowering, motivating and developing them. They often
express themselves in the form of "employees are part of the same family and together they
are ready to help each other and be one for the other."
The main commitment of managers is to maximize investor returns, as it benefits all
stakeholders in the long term. The role of leaders is to choose the right compromises so that
all stakeholders can thrive. Organizations consider their social responsibility an integral part
of running a business. It is often the core of their mission.
Examples: Organizations driven by corporate culture.

Source: own elaboration based on: Laloux (2015); Krumm (2017).

It should be noted that when entering a higher stage of transformation, organizations do not lose their previous behaviors,
but gain new ones, adapted to certain specific contexts (Pluta, 2017)
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Turquoise Organization Means What?
Turquoise organizations are compared to a living multicellular organism in which there is no central control, while cells
responsible for various functions cooperate with others, commissioning each other to perform various tasks (Blikle, 2017).
F. Laloux, analyzing various types of economic entities, noticed three emerging pillars of modern organizations. The
elements called the three pillars of turquoise are (Laloux, 2015, pp. 276-278):
1)

2)

3)

Self-management - the ability of team members to self-manage, take responsibility and adapt flexibly to current
challenges. Efficiency depends on interpersonal relationships, erasing all resistance and habits related to the
traditional hierarchy. Each team member feels responsible for the organization. The departure from hierarchical
management towards self-organization, self-management and requires flexible cooperation systems based on close
relations between employees, on honesty and trust.
Wholeness - the feeling that you can be yourself at work without pretending and separating your professional and
private life. Not only the rational part is noticed and respected, but also the emotionality, spirituality and intuition of
colleagues. The team realizes that everyone is deeply connected to each other as part of a larger whole. You don't
blame others for problems, you look for solutions together.
Working conditions in which employees can feel at ease and use their full potential, shedding their masks and poses,
while the work space provides support in employees' own journey to full and self-fulfillment. Employees are not
labeled, but appreciated in various aspects and dimensions, and have freedom and space for development (training is
not imposed on employees to eliminate their weaknesses, but is voluntarily chosen by them and is intended to serve
general development).
Evolutionary purpose - the action takes place from the perspective of a living and changing organism that has a life
purpose, and team members help to achieve it. The need to produce products and services needed by customers, local
communities and the world may be a kind of driving force. The purpose of existence is constantly adapted to the
present and is a response to the current individual and collective needs. The purpose determines the sense of the
existence of the organization and what it serves. Profit is a by-product of a job well done, not an end in itself.
The turquoise organization is based on cooperation. Employees together form the company and fulfill its mission.
Everyone knows what goal they are striving for, what values are followed and what responsibility they bear, therefore
they realize that they set tasks for themselves, based on their skills. Employee involvement is the essence of the
organization (Juchnowicz, 2017, p. 12).
In a turquoise organization, everyone is important and feels valuable. Attention is paid not only to what skills you
have, but also what kind of person you are. Personality and enthusiasm with which they approach the performance of
duties are important (Tabaszewska-Zajbert, 2019). Employees have a sense of community and are able to cooperate.
Decisions are made as a team, nothing is imposed in advance on specific people. A turquoise organization must
therefore be highly trusted. Employees must have faith and be honest with each other.

The limitations of the management hierarchy have long been recognized by both scholars and practitioners, leading to
various efforts to organize companies in a less hierarchical manner (Lee and Edmondson, 2017; Iliadou, Schödl, 2018, pp.
3-5). As noted by M. Hopej-Tomaszycka and M. Hopej (2018, p. 241), the structural solutions of turquoise organizations
are not devoid of hierarchical relationships, although they are not strong ones. An important distinguishing feature of these
organizational structures is the considerable standardization and formalization of activities, which proves that they are
somewhat bureaucratic. This was pointed out by E. Bernstein, J. Banch, N. Canner and M. Lee (2016, p. 93), who stated
that in some respects, contrary to popular claims, they resembled bureaucracy, as M. Weber saw it at the beginning the
twentieth century.
Although the concept of turquoise organizations is interesting and delights many researchers and practitioners, it is not
without a number of limitations. Just like any idea, it has its advantages and disadvantages, and in this respect it is no
exception (Keruly and Khairullina, 2018). Many supporters of the concept assume that since F. Laloux in his book gives
examples of the organization of the “turquoise paradigm”, they must be based on all three identified pillars. This is far
from the truth (Romero et al., p. 2). Keep in mind that reality is more nuanced than the way it is interpreted. F. Laloux
himself warns not to simplify anything because no organization is ever “pure race”. No organization is 100% orange,
green, or turquoise. However, many people ignore this key objection. When aiming for turquoise, the copy-paste method
cannot be used. Each organization has to work out the best way to get there on its own. Otherwise, the most inspiring
aspects of these organizations will become another completely misunderstood fashion of management (Minnaar, de
Morree, 2019).
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Prospects for the creation and development of turquoise organizations in Poland
As noted by E. Mażul (2020, p. 24), after the publication of the Polish edition of the book by F. Laloux (2015) - stories
about Polish turquoise companies and those on their way to turquoise - began to spring up like mushrooms. Unfortunately,
there were often (and still are) stories based on wishful thinking.
As J. Santorski claims: “Turquoise companies in Poland are still a myth. Domestic organizations are still deeply embedded
in the paradigm of dictatorship and hierarchy” (Elert, 2017, p. 12). This view is confirmed by the results presented in the
publication by A. Pluta and J. Witek (2019), who show that Polish organizations operate on the basis of values -in line with
the traditional workplace model, based on values - that do not harmonize with the idea of turquoise. In the sector of small
and medium-sized enterprises, an autocratic style of management still dominates (Rusek, 2017, p. 55). The full freedom of
employees and the lack of hierarchy raise great doubts among employers who look at this model with suspicion, wondering
whether it makes sense to introduce it in the organization. This is a serious obstacle to the spread of turquoise jobs.
The mentality of Polish managers is a big problem. Many of them seem to be important only because they call themselves
managers and have power over others. They display, with satisfaction, the signs of prestige assigned to their position,
including: a separate office, a better computer, a budget, an assistant, a company car with a fuel card, etc. E. Mażul (2020,
p. 27) even states that in Poland we are still dealing with the attachment of many CEOs and business owners not to the
orange perspective, but to a lower level - to the amber perspective. This is indicated by their style of communicating with
the environment, showing the features of the language typical of amber awareness.
Socio-cultural barriers can also be a big problem in Poland. In turquoise organizations, trust plays a fundamental role
(Akberdiyeva, 2018, pp. 22-23). Research conducted by various researchers (Wasiluk, 2018; Wasiluk, Saadatyar, 2020)
indicates that Poles belong to a very distrustful society. One of the latest CBOS publications (2018) on this topic states that
only slightly more than one fifth of respondents (22%) assume that most people can be trusted, while more than three
fourths (76%) adhere to the principle of extreme caution and suspicion when dealing with others. As stated by the authors
of the study, since 2006, “the attitude of distrust in interpersonal contacts has never been so strong in the declarations of
Poles” (CBOS, 2018, p. 14).
According to E. Tabaszewska-Zajbert and A. Sokołowska-Durkalec (2019, p. 208), a significant barrier to the adoption of
the turquoise model in Polish organizations is the education system currently operating in Poland. Most Polish schools do
not respond to the needs of the future labor market, including the model of turquoise organizations. They do not support
the students' individualism, creativity, self-awareness or expressing their own views. Instead, preference is given to
obedience and pattern matching. Building awareness of your strengths and weaknesses and developing the ability to deal
with emotions is practically non-existent, while training in acquiring social competences is marginal. As a consequence,
young people who operate in a benchmarking system tend to lack self-confidence and have low self-esteem. Such
experiences are not conducive to the subsequent acquisition of the characteristics of a turquoise organization employee.
One should also pay attention to the issue of openness in expressing emotions. Both the awareness of emotions and the
ability to communicate and deal with them are not common in Polish society. Talking about your own feelings in the
workplace is mostly socially unacceptable (Tabaszewska-Zajbert, Sokołowska-Durkalec, 2019, p. 208). On the other hand,
the inability to talk about emotions is one of the main barriers to changing the organizational culture for the turquoise
organizational model. Fear of revealing such emotions as fear of change or fear of revealing problems effectively blocks
openness to removing their sources and looking for new solutions (Blikle, 2015, pp. 142–143).
In Poland, the concept of the turquoise organization is described by various researchers. There are also companies trying to
implement turquoise, e.g. LPP, Gerso, Igus and others. However, the question remains whether the model of turquoise
organizations has a chance to be widely used in the Polish economic reality or whether it will remain a field of theoretical
considerations, and the few companies taking steps to implement turquoise solutions will be marginalized. Summarizing
the above considerations, it should be stated that, unfortunately, nowadays the vast majority of Polish companies are not
ready to adopt the turquoise management model. The barriers lie both on the side of employers and employees.
This does not mean that such changes will not be possible in the future. Social changes in Polish society and entering the
labor market of iGeneration and, in the future, Alpha generation employees will entail wide-ranging changes also in the
management systems of Polish organizations. Some of the empirical studies already confirm the increase in progovernance attitudes among young people and among the better educated part of employees (Olesiński, Rzepka, Olak,
2017; Pluta, Witek, 2019). The increase in the role and significance of the manifestation of individualism of attitudes,
views and views of an increasing number of people interested in freedom of behavior and expression, freedom and
pluralism of views, aspirations and expectations will result in greater openness to the solutions of the turquoise
organization. Research shows that a special potential lies in newly created enterprises, in spin-off and spin-out
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organizations, and in innovative startups with integrated peer groups. In addition, employee responsibility grows the more
the more enterprises are subject to greater development (Borowiecki, Olesiński, 2019).
It seems that the turquoise revolution in Polish enterprises may develop with a strong stimulus from business support
organizations, as well as expert and scientific communities. Therefore, it seems advisable to intensify research on selected
organizational environments in order to identify trends and tendencies of changes towards turquoise organizations.

Summary
Turquoise management is a revolutionary goal, but the pace of its introduction must be evolutionary. “The road to
turquoise is not easy, it requires patience and time, as well as resistance to failure that can never be avoided. It requires
not only the implementation of new rules, customs and habits, but also - what is the most difficult - abandoning those to
whom we are used to.” (Blikle, 2018). Turquoise organizations destroy the current model of the world and reverse the
order of things. It is not a theoretical model or a utopian vision, but a very specific way of managing organizations from a
higher level of consciousness (Kozina, Pieczonka, 2017, p. 164).
Starting from the observation that if a good life is a fundamental value for a modern man, it should be taken care of in the
first place, starting with remodeling the way in which work is performed. Therefore, it should be organized so that it gives
a sense of the meaning to life, pride in what you do and who you are, allows for development and offers space for
creativity and innovation. In a turquoise organization, employees are allowed to be who they really are, i.e. they have a
chance to do what they do best, what they like and what the company needs. Today's employees want and need to
understand what they do their job for, see the meaning and value in it. Only then will they be effective (Chmura, 2017).
Good life in the social area should also be taken care of: partnership instead of competition, cooperation and mutual
support instead of competition, building good relationships between each other based on trust.
F. Laloux (2015) does not provide a clear recipe on how to create a teal organization and how to ensure its ability to
survive and succeed. The book published by him is intended to stimulate reflection, independent thinking and searching for
one's own answers to many new questions that arise. There is not the only one, right solution. Is the turquoise management
concept really the highest degree of organizational evolution? Does it have a chance to be more widely accepted? Will the
barriers to the development of these organizations be eliminated due to the entry of iGeneration employees into the
market? These questions can be the starting point for further research into the concept of teal organizations.
Summing up the considerations in the text, it should be stated that the process of creating and developing the concept of
turquoise organizations in Poland faces a number of barriers. The most important of them seem to be:
- deeply entrenched, dominant autocratic style of managing organizations;
- skeptical approach of Polish employers as to giving full freedom to employees and giving up hierarchy in organizations;
- the mentality of Polish managers who attach great importance to professional titles and signs of prestige and power over
subordinates;
- general distrust of Polish society;
- lack of awareness of emotions and the ability to communicate and deal with emotions in Polish society (talking about
your own feelings in the workplace is in most cases unacceptable);
- barriers inherent in the Polish education system, which mean a lack of support for the individualism of students, their
creativity, self-awareness or expressing their own views, and lack of training in acquiring social competences.
Is the turquoise management concept really the highest degree of organizational evolution? Does it have a chance to be
more widely accepted? Will the barriers to the development of these organizations be eliminated due to the entry of
iGeneration employees into the market? These questions can be the starting point for further research into the concept of
teal organizations.
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Abstract
Medical personnel are a group of employees particularly exposed to health hazards which arise from stress factors related to
the place and specificity of work. Therefore, it is necessary to identify hazardous factors affecting workers’ health and try to
limit their occurrence. Taking these measures into account is vital in connection with the observed deficit of medical staff.
Based on the analysis of literature, empirical studies were conducted to determine the significance of factors burdening
physicians in relation to their employment in medical entities. The main goal of this research was to identify key aggravating
factors in the work of the youngest groups of people practicing medical professions – medical residents and medical students
– basing on their subjective experiences. The context of this research is to provide employers with information necessary to
implement measures in order to ensure a working environment favorable for new, young employees taking up employment
in public hospitals in Poland. To this end, a survey was conducted in January 2020, using two separate questionnaires
distributed among physicians and medical students on private groups on social networking sites. The answers provided by
the respondents showed that working conditions in public health care entities in Poland are unfavorable and there are
numerous aggravating factors, the main one being the constant burden of responsibility for the life and health of patients.
Respondents also indicated that they experience bullying and aggression from patients, as well as pressure to perform their
profession contrary to law or ethics. Based on results of the study, recommendations are proposed that can be implemented
at the level of individual organizations.

Keywords: Aggravating Factors, Work Conditions, Health Care
Introduction
Based on the report prepared by the World Bank Group, the projected aggregated global human resource deficit in the health
sector will reach about 80.2 million workers by 2030 (Liua, Goryakin, Maeda, Bruckner and Scheffler, 2016). Moreover, the
World Health Organization’s (WHO) data show that an increasing number of countries is facing a significant and worsening
mismatch between the number of health workers and the need for basic health services (WHO, 2016). In highly developed
countries, the issue of human resource management in the health sector is subject to detailed research and analysis. The
growing demand for medical services is an important challenge for health care in Poland. Therefore, it is necessary to solve
problems related to the shortage of medical staff, including shaping favorable working conditions (Zgliczyński, 2018). The
shortage of medical personnel, particularly doctors and nurses, is a very significant problem in the Polish health care system.
In Poland, the number of physicians per 1,000 inhabitants is the lowest among the European Union (EU) countries (OECD,
2019). In addition, the average age of physicians is increasing. The shortage of physicians is influenced by several reasons,
among which the key ones are limits on admissions to medical studies, a long path toward achieving the work permission,
foreign migration and migration to large cities. Despite the general upward trend in the number of medical graduates in the
European Union and Poland, the supply of employees is insufficient (Eurostat, 2021). Moreover, employees working in
health care entities are a professional group that is particularly exposed to various hazards and aggravating factors present in
the workplace, which discourages them from studying and practicing the profession. As a result, it is important to reduce the
exposure of physicians to occupational risks, as their health affects the health of the general population (Ulutaşdemir, 2017).
It is therefore necessary to look for all solutions that favor the recruitment and retention of medical professionals (Buchelt
and Kowalska-Bobko, 2020). Creating a favorable work environment for doctors can have an effect on their commitment
and work satisfaction, resulting in the quality of provided medical care, job security, and work-life balance (Kumar, 2016).
In light of the above, it is important to analyze negative factors and search for methods to reduce or effectively eliminate
them in medical entities.
________________
Cite this Article as: Julianna STASICKA and Beata SKOWRON-MIELNIK “ Aggravating Factors Influencing Physicians’ Employed in
Public Medical Entities – Evidence from Poland” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association
(IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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Theoretical Background
Work environment is defined as a combination of characteristics that define the environment in which employees function.
Research conducted over the past few decades highlights the importance of the quality of work environment for employees’
health and well-being. Based on the extant research, six dimensions were identified to comprehensively assess work
environment (OECD, 2017):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical and social work environment;
Work tasks, taking into account work intensity, emotional needs and autonomy in performing work;
Organizational issues;
Working time;
Factors related to job security and self-development opportunities;
Internal aspects related to personal fulfillment.

Each work environment can be considered in terms of resources, i.e. potentially beneficial factors, and risks, i.e. potentially
harmful factors. Occupational hazards can be divided into two groups: those that affect people directly, also known as
physical hazards, and psychosocial hazards that affect people through stress. The classification is shown in the diagram
below (Figure 1).

Social and Organizational Context
Design and Management of Work
Physical Work Environment
(Direct physical pathway)

Psychosocial Work Environment
(Indirect stress pathway)

Harm to Employee’s Physical, Psychological and Social Health
Employee’s Availability for and Performance at Work
Healthiness and Performance of the Organization

Figure 1: Types and effects of occupational hazards
Source: Cox et al., 2000, p. 62.

Direct factors physically affect people, causing changes in their functioning. These factors can also have impact on people’s
health and ability to work. The American National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) distinguishes 29
types of physical hazards, 25 chemical hazards and 24 types of biological hazards (Ulutaşdemir, 2017). The International
Labor Organization defines psychosocial risks as the interaction between the organization, work content conditions,
management, social and environmental context of work. In relation to occupational work, psychosocial factors interact
through stress, inducing changes in the worker’s behavior or health.
Referring to the health sector, the most relevant factors shaping work conditions of doctors employed in health care entities
are indicated below (Kautsch, 2015).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The constant burden of responsibility for the health and lives of others;
Difficult decision-making dilemmas related to making a diagnosis and choosing a treatment on the basis of
examination and the best medical knowledge based on evidence;
Dealing with difficult and stressful situations (e.g. suffering or death);
The need to be available at all times to carry out tasks;
A combination of tasks requiring a high degree of independence and at the same time excellent teamwork skills;
Low tolerance for errors and ambiguity in the performance of tasks;
Double professional subordination: clinical and administrative;
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•

Difficulty of parameterization and measurement of effects of performed actions.

The impact of aggravating factors in the medical environment generates significant effects for employees, leading to
occupational diseases caused by harmful factors present in the work environment or arising in connection with the way the
work is performed. The presented classification suggests a causal relationship between an employee’s exposure to factors in
the working environment and occupational diseases. At the same time, it cannot be considered exhaustive or closed. New
factors are appearing in connection with the development of technology, implementation of innovative processes,
organizational or social changes, creation of a new type or place of work.
An extensive review of research regarding the effects of aggravating factors in the working place was presented by Leka and
Jain (2010). They discuss a variety of studies, some of which are particularly interesting from the point of view of the group
analyzed in this article. The first concerns the workload of young physicians (research by Spurgeon and Harrington from1989
and Fielden and Peckar from 1999), where a direct relationship was identified between the number of hours worked and the
level of stress. Interestingly, although the number of working hours was positively correlated with access to a higher level
of effective social support, young physicians employed in hospitals struggled with significantly more sources of stress and
presented with worse mental health outcomes than their older colleagues (Leka and Jain, 2010, p. 41). The second factor that
appeared in research concerning doctors was the anxiety associated with taking care of HIV-infected patients, i.e. the fear of
working with people who pose a health risk in a physical and mental sense (Leka and Jain, 2010, p. 47). In these studies,
selected factors were analyzed; however, attention was also paid to the relationships between these factors, indicating the
need for a multivariate analysis of the work environment burden.
A slightly different review of research, focused on the job satisfaction among physicians, may be found in a report prepared
in the USA (Friedberg et al., 2013). The American Medical Association asked RAND Health to characterize factors that
affect physicians’ professional satisfaction. RAND researchers sought to identify high-priority determinants of professional
satisfaction by gathering data from 30 physician practices in six states, using a combination of surveys and semi-structured
interviews. The report highlights the relationship between age and satisfaction, with younger physicians (<35 years) and
older physicians (>65 years) reporting the highest levels of overall satisfaction. Two potential explanations for this
discovery are offered: younger physicians may be more idealistic, while physicians who have reached the retirement age and
have not yet left the practice of medicine are likely to be among those who find greater enjoyment from their work. This may
suggest that young physicians can, on the one hand, accept aggravating working conditions, because work gives them
satisfaction, and on the other hand, they can demand improved conditions in order to do their job even better.
Given these observations, it seems justified to consider the aggravating factors as a criterion for choosing a workplace. In
another systematic review (El Koussa et al., 2016) conducted to examine the motivating factors that could reduce medical
migration both within and across countries, the following themes were identified: financial incentives, career development,
continuing education, hospital infrastructure, resource availability, hospital management and personal recognition or
appreciation. However, workload and autonomy seem to be specific to physicians’ choice of workplace between the public
and private sector.
In Poland, the issue of physicians’ working conditions has also been addressed by various researchers (Bilski 2016; Potocka,
2011). For example, a nationwide survey was conducted by the Center for Studies, Analyses and Information of the Supreme
Medical Chamber (Krajewski et al., 2013). The resulting report discusses the working conditions of physicians in 2012 on
the basis of questionnaires submitted by 728 study participants. Given that these studies were no longer up to date, the authors
of this article decided to carry out their own research extending it with additional areas and possibilities of answers. The
most recent study comes from 2020; Buchelt and Kowalska-Bobko (2020) prepared a report as part of their work at the
Center for Public Policy at the Krakow University of Economics. The research focused on the professional situation of
physicians in terms of the COVID-19 pandemic. It discusses physicians’ experiences of aggravating factors such as the use
of abusive epithets and triggers directed at physicians. It also offers a summary of alarming research forecasts regarding
human resources in the health care sector in Poland in the post-pandemic time. Thus, they confirm the need to analyze the
factors that burden the work of physicians and affect their professional decisions.

Research Method
Given the staff shortages and significance of aggravating factors at work, the following research question was proposed:
What are the key aggravating factors in the work of physicians and how can their impact be reduced? Based on this research
question, the main aim of the study was to identify the key aggravating factors at physicians’ work in medical entities in
Poland. To this end, two objectives were defined: (1) to identify the working conditions of physicians based on subjective
experiences of physicians and medical students; and (2) to identify the expectations of current employees (physicians) and
future employees (medical students) in the context of actions that can be taken by employers in order to ensure a friendly
working environment.
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Doctors working in public health care institutions in Poland and medical students (as a potential group of doctors who could
be employed in the Polish public health care) were invited to take part in our empirical study. Limiting the study to the public
sector results, firstly, from its importance for the health care of society and, secondly, from the equal systemic conditions for
the entities within this sector, e.g. related to the financing of operations, which were considered as factors independent from
the entities. Consequently, the research addressed only those issues that can be influenced by the employer. The survey was
conducted in January 2020 by means of two separate questionnaires, using Google web forms. This form of the survey was
to ensure the anonymity of respondents, contributing to the gathering of reliable data.
The questionnaires were distributed on private groups on social networking sites that associate doctors and/or students. The
intention to selectively distribute the questionnaires was to exclude the possibility of access by random individuals. All
questionnaires were completed correctly and were included in the research sample. The questionnaires were available to
respondents for three weeks. Once the number of questionnaires required for the study to be representative was collected
ensuring the specified confidence coefficient (95%) and the calculation of the maximum error, access to the form was
discontinued. A total of 411 doctors and 411 medical students took part in the survey. Table 1 presents basic information
about the respondents.
Table 1: Characteristics of the study group
Category
Physicians

Criteria
Gender
Career stage

Medical students

Gender
Year of studies

Feature

Share (in %)
71%
29%
65%
22%
7%
6%
71%
29%
3%
15%
55%
15%
7%
5%

Female
Male
Medical resident
Specialist physician
Physician
Medical intern
Female
Male
1
2
3
4
5
6

Source: Own study.

Results
The first two questions in the questionnaire referred to the aggression from patients or their relatives (Figure 1) as well as
bullying or other unacceptable types of behavior (Figure 2) experienced by doctors in the course of their work or by students
during clinical activities.

Physicians

Students

16%
44%
56%
84%

Yes

No

Yes

No

Figure 1: Experience of aggression from patients or their relatives at work/during internships or classes in medical
entities
Source: Own study.
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Aggression from patients or their relatives appeared to be a frequently experienced phenomenon among doctors. The
percentage of those who experienced it was very high at each stage of professional training. Aggressive behavior from
patients was reported by more than half of all students, with the highest proportion observed among students of the 6th year.
This means that students come into contact with pathological behavior in the course of their medical education, during
clinical classes or internships. However, its intensity was reported to be higher in the case of physicians. Aggressive or
claimant attitude of patients may result from the organization of the health care system, in particular the conditions that result
in queues of patients waiting to receive medical services or a generally poor availability of medical services. These factors
typically do not depend on the work of physicians, but on the financial outlays allocated for health care in Poland, the number
of contracts between medical institutions and the payer, and the organization of the health care system.

Physicians experiencing
workplace bullying

Students experiencing
bullying

28%

46%
54%

72%

Yes

No

Yes

No

Students witnessing
bullying among doctors

32%
68%

Yes

No

Figure 2: Experience of any form of bullying at work/during internships or classes in medical entities
Source: Own study.

Bullying or other types of unacceptable behavior in the workplace was experienced by 72% of doctors. Given that bullying
was experienced by 73% of women and 70% of men, no gender-specific correlation was found among doctors. In the case
of students, 46% experienced bullying personally or noticed it in relation to other students. In this group, 72% of students
were female and 28% were male, which indicates a gender-specific correlation. In addition, students were asked whether
they witnessed bullying or a manifestation of other unacceptable behavior between doctors during their classes or internships.
An affirmative answer was provided by 68% of the students. This means that students witness various types of violence
among doctors and can see a dysfunction in the behavior of their superiors or colleagues. The overall percentage of
respondents who answered this question positively was high. On average, more than one in two individuals encountered
cases of mobbing or other pathological behavior while providing medical services in medical entities. This seems to suggest
that the phenomenon occurs on a large scale.
The next question focused on the most significant aggravating factors experienced at work and during clinical classes or
practices. A comparison of the results obtained is presented in Figure 4.
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Constant burden of responsibility for the life
and health of others

74%
78%

Willful or obstructive attitude of patients or
their relatives

72%
68%

Dissonance between documentation,
procedures and reality

72%
64%
66%
71%

Low level of error tolerance
Double professional subordination: clinical
and administrative

58%
47%

Lack of appropriate equipment to perform the
job reliably

56%
41%
53%

Need for constant readiness to perform tasks

34%

Decision dilemmas connected with making
the diagnosis and choosing the way of
treatment

40%
41%

Dealing with difficult situations such as
suffering or death

40%
43%

Need for close cooperation and precise
communication with colleagues

13%
9%

Difficulty of parameterizing and measuring
the effects of the activities performed

11%
6%
1%
1%

Other factors
0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Physicians

Students

Figure 4: The most significant aggravating factors experienced by doctors in public health care units or during
internships and classes in medical entities
Source: Own study.

The constant burden of responsibility for the life and health of patients was indicated by both students and physicians as the
most significant aggravating factor in the work of a physician. A claimant attitude of patients or their relatives making it
difficult to perform tasks and the discrepancy between the guidelines contained in the procedures and the reality of the
procedure were also identified by both doctors and students as significant aggravating factors. In addition, a low degree of
error tolerance was specified, as an error may cause permanent damage to the patient’s health or even his/her death. The
responses of physicians and students proved to be similar in terms of the importance of the individual factors. The largest
difference between the responses of both groups was found in the perception of the factor of constant readiness to perform
tasks and lack of appropriate equipment. This difference may be due to the students’ lack of knowledge about the actual
circumstances of the doctor’s work. Figure 5 presents factors affecting the dissatisfaction of physicians and students when
performing medical activities in medical entities.
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85%
82%

Excessive formalization and bureaucracy

78%

Work overload

93%

Lack of respect and recognition for the work
performed

65%
47%

Unsatisfactory remuneration

64%
62%

Too little time available for a patient visit

63%
80%

Restrictions due to the need to follow
unreasonable procedures

63%
29%
55%

Time pressure

44%

Aggression and violence by patients or their
relatives

48%
39%
1%
1%

Other factors

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Physicians

Students

Figure 5: Factors influencing the dissatisfaction of doctors working in public health care institutions and students
during internships or classes in medical entities
Source: Own study.

The factor contributing to the dissatisfaction of the largest number of doctors working in public health care was the excessive
formalization of work and bureaucracy. It was closely related to the subsequently indicated work overload resulting from the
need to complete documents and enter data into the system. According to students, the key factors of dissatisfaction included,
similarly to physicians, work overload, formalization and bureaucracy, as well as too little time allocated to patient visits.
The greatest discrepancy was found with respect to the question on constraints related to compliance with procedures. Like
in the previous question, this may be due to the fact that students have limited knowledge of medical profession in practice.
The next question concerned pressures on doctors to practice their profession contrary to the law or ethics (Figure 6), and
the types of pressures most commonly experienced (Figure 7).

18%

72%

Yes

No

Figure 6: Experience of pressure to practice a medical profession contrary to the law or ethics
Source: Own study.
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In response to this question, 72% of physicians admitted to experiencing different forms of pressure in their professional
practice. Such pressure was experienced by at least 50% of doctors at every stage of their professional career, with the highest
percentages reported by residents and specialist doctors. The percentage of physicians experiencing pressure to practice their
profession contrary to the applicable law or ethical rules proved to be extremely high. Figure 7 presents the most frequently
indicated types of pressure experienced by physicians during their professional work.
70%

61%

59%

60%

58%

54%

50%
40%
30%
15%

20%

4%

10%
0%

Administrative Pressure from
patients or
their relatives

Economic

Pressure from Suggestions Other pressure
superiors
from the
incentives
National
Health Fund

Figure 7: Types of pressure applied
Source: Own study.

The most common type of pressure among those listed was administrative pressure, resulting in particular from improper
management of the institution, i.e. ordering doctors to examine unscheduled patients without additional remuneration or
delegating physicians to organizational units other than those specified in the contract. Another type of pressure was that
exercised by patients or their relatives who insisted on the use of specific drugs or recommendations. The third group of the
most common pressures was of economic nature, resulting specifically from the need to minimize or optimize costs. More
than half of the physicians experiencing pressure at work pointed to pressure from their superiors, e.g. instructing to refuse
to see patients while on duty. Suggestions from the National Health Fund (in Polish: Narodowy Fundusz Zdrowia, NFZ1)
concerned the requirement to prescribe only specific drugs. Among other pressures, doctors most often indicated the
obligation to perform work beyond their competence, for example to consult patients as a specialist doctor while still being
in the process of specialization.
Taking these factors into account, doctors were asked about their overall satisfaction with working conditions. The chart
below (Figure 8) indicates the degree of satisfaction with the working conditions at the current place of employment.

25%
19%

20%
14%

15%

20%

13%

11%

11%

10%
5%
5%

3%

3%
1%

0%

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Figure 8: The level of doctors’ satisfaction with working conditions in their current place of employment
Source: Own study.

1

National Health Fund (NFZ) is a state organizational unit operating on the basis of the Act of 27 August 2004 on health
care services financed from public funds and on the basis of its statute.
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The answers provided are extremely polarized. Most doctors indicated a degree of satisfaction of 7/10, followed by 6/10,
with the mean satisfaction level above average. Students were also asked a similar question referring to their level of
satisfaction with the working conditions they experienced during their classes or internships (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: The level of students’ satisfaction with the organizational conditions in health care entities during their
classes or internships
Source: Own study.

The answers provided by medical students, as in the case of doctors, were highly polarized. The highest number of students
indicated a degree of satisfaction of 7/10, followed by 6/10. Those completely dissatisfied and those fully satisfied were a
small percentage. When comparing students who chose an answer lower than or equal to 5 to students who chose a higher
value, it is clear that there were more satisfied people.
The last extremely important point in the questionnaire was the question about possible corrective actions and suggestions
made by doctors and students to improve the functioning of medical institutions. A considerable part of the answers was
formulated in various ways; however, they concerned the same issues. Doctors described suggestions for action in great
detail, frequently offering examples from their own professional practice. They often indicated that the necessary actions
would be to increase the number of medical personnel and introduce a minimum of two-person duty rosters. This would
significantly increase the safety of both patients and doctors. Related to this, also indicated in the answers, is the need to
improve the organization of work through proper management and constructive dialogue with superiors. In many cases, the
respondents also highlighted the need to change the hospital management. Additionally, the doctors wrote that it would be
important to clearly define the scope of employee responsibilities and employ additional staff to assist in keeping and storing
records. According to the doctors, the reduction of administrative activities could help increase the time per patient, providing
a mutual benefit. They also proposed to dispense with the maintenance of double medical records, physical and electronic.
The need for support from supervisors and administrative staff in handling claimant patients and the education of patients
and their families was also pointed out. Another important aspect was the legal protection of physicians, providing a sense
of security and reduction of professional stress.
The last question, which was addressed to students, concerned actions that could be taken in health care units to make them
more attractive for future doctors. Students gave short but specific and understandable answers. A frequently indicated
postulate was to increase the number of medical personnel in order to ensure more time per patient and secure an appropriate
number of doctors on duty to guarantee safety to both doctors and patients. In addition, many students suggested employing
medical secretaries who could support doctors in administrative tasks and other responsibilities that do not require medical
knowledge. The proposals made by students proved to be comparable with physicians’ responds. Interdisciplinary team work
of medical professions’ representatives, mutual support and maintaining respect among colleagues were important issues
raised by the respondents. Another issue was the willingness of older physicians to cooperate with their younger colleagues
in order to pass on their valuable and experience-based advice. Elimination of nepotism was also raised as an important issue
to resolve the problem of doctors’ children being employed in the same health care institutions where they are clearly favored.
Elimination of bullying and student abuse, such as working beyond the scope of duties included in the study program, was
also mentioned. Some students clearly indicated that the working and organizational conditions in the entity where they had
clinical classes or did their internship were not objectionable; however, global changes in the health care system were
necessary.
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Conclusion
The answers collected in the survey are polarized and reveal a diversity of opinions in the medical community with regard
to working conditions and other aspects of practicing medicine in Poland. The situation related to working conditions in the
Polish public health care sector is significantly unfavorable and difficult; therefore, urgent corrective measures are required.
Aggravating factors experienced by students during classes or internships in medical entities are of great significance because
the decision regarding their future employment is largely influenced when they are still in college. The survey also asked
about the willingness to work in public entities. In each year of studies, the percentage of individuals who marked the answer
“rather not” or “definitely not” did not exceed 50%, oscillating between 19–36% among the students of years 1-5 and
amounting to as many as 48% for the students of the final year. The factors experienced already in college and during medical
internship shape the awareness of inconveniences in medical entities in Poland and cause reluctance to undertake work in
the medical sector in the future.
The recovery measures proposed by the respondents were often convergent and pointed to recommendations that could be
implemented at the level of particular healthcare entities or organizational units of a given institution. One can distinguish
between strategies focused directly on the person and the work performed. In an attempt to solve the problem of bureaucracy
and excessive formalization leading to work overload and insufficient time per patient, it is strongly recommended to use
one (electronic) form of keeping medical records and assign medical secretaries to doctors to support them in keeping records.
Additionally, it also seems desirable to make use of medical advice provided through IT tools on a large scale. An important
element contributing to the improvement of work organization in medical entities would be the introduction of Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs). In medicine, SOPs concern the way of treating a patient in a given hospital ward according to
a predefined algorithm and indicate the way the staff should act. In response to the pressing problem of bullying or other
inappropriate behavior and pressure experienced by physicians, it is recommended to consider the possibility of anonymous
or confidential reporting of abnormalities to a competent person responsible for problem solving in the organization. In terms
of aggressive behavior of patients or their relatives, it is crucial to educate patients about their rights. In addition, it should
be important for supervisors or administrative staff to support doctors in resolving disputes between them and beneficiaries.
An important observation is that many of the recommended actions are possible to implement at the level of healthcare entity.
In addition to actions taken in medical entities, it is just as important to change solutions for the organization of the health
care system on a macro-scale. The lack of a coherent health care policy and its proper coordination determines the need for
the implementation of changes.
Taking into account the theoretical part of our research and the results of the empirical study there is no doubt that it is
necessary to take corrective actions both globally, i.e. in terms of the entire health care system and locally, i.e. by the
organizational restructuring of medical entities. It is particularly important to comprehensively educate those who work in
health care institutions about the occurrence of aggravating factors, how to avoid them and how to cope with their impact
(Joseph and Joseph, 2016). Shaping favorable working conditions for employment of incoming and young employees is
crucial due to the situation of global shortages of medical workers and the unfavorable demographic profile of physicians in
Poland. The added value of the presented research is the inclusion in the study of two key groups of human resources for
hospitals: resident doctors and medical students perceived as future physicians. These two groups of people are most
susceptible to changing the place of employment with a preference for private medical entities. Physicians can go abroad or
even withdraw from the profession at the initial stage of work. These phenomena could deepen the employment deficit and
the generation gap in public entities, aggravating the problem of medical care standards even further. Hospitals in Poland,
particularly the public ones, are in a very difficult situation exacerbated by the SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 pandemic, which
probably will not improve in the post-pandemic period. Finally, given that thus far no similar comprehensive studies had
been conducted in Poland, undertaking this research topic was fully justified and contributed to the development of the
management field. The presented description of aggravating factors in medical professions and practical implications for
health care entities offer a valuable contribution to the further development of the subject literature.
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Abstract
Training in the form of e-Learning as well as on a remote basis, despite epidemiologic threats, continue to enjoy less
popularity than traditional in-person training. Remote work performed using IT tools has, ironically, contributed to the
emergence of several threats to employees. Primarily, they concern the excess tools used for remote communication,
remote work and remote learning. Environmental factors, work in isolation as well as excessive use of computers and other
electronic tools may adversely affect not only employees’ health but also their motivation to self-improve and educate.
In order to evaluate the level of satisfaction with and comfort of remote learning, a survey consisting of closed and openended questions was conducted among employees. The aim of the study was to evaluate the level of participants’
satisfaction with e-learning. The study was carried out on a group of employees and owners of micro-, small and mediumsized enterprises with head office or a branch in the West Pomeranian Voivodeship. Surveys were conducted among
individuals participating in e-learning in the years 2017-2020.
Based on conducted studies, there were identified a number of factors affecting the level of satisfaction with participation
in this form of training. A connection between job seniority and the level of interest in training was found. It appears that
the main cause for employees’ satisfaction was the possibility of participating in training at any time of day. The study also
showed what factors were mainly responsible for participants’ dissatisfaction with e-learning. According to the
respondents, the most frequent reasons for dissatisfaction were the necessity to participate in training during time off work
without the possibility of including the time spent in training in the working time. Due to the above, according to the
author, in order to increase the popularity of e-learning among employees, more efficient incentive methods should be
developed to encourage participation in this type of courses.

Keywords: E-Learning, Development Services, Motivation, Competencies
Introduction
E-Learning has gained a very gradual acceptance among Polish entrepreneurs over recent decades. According to the report
by the Polish Agency for Enterprise Development and the Jagiellonian University Stec et al. (2018) mentioned, in 2017, inperson training and courses were the most popular choice among many kinds of professional development in non-formal
modes. Out of the individuals mentioned in the report, aged 25-64, who received non-formal education in professional
capacity, nearly 75% confirmed attendance in obligatory training and courses in OHS (Occupational Health & Safety) and
fire safety. This constitutes 35% of the studied population. Further in the report there were listed other non-obligatory
courses and in-person training, which were used by 39% of non-formal learners (19% of the total study population). At the
same time, e-learning courses and training were chosen by 7% of non-formal learners. The situation has remained
unchanged for the last 4 years, since the Polish Agency for Enterprise Development introduced the possibility of
subsidising training conducted for employees and owners of micro, small and medium sized enterprises, taking into
account the possibility of subsidising remote training. The wide selection of training courses available in the Development
Services Database has not convinced Polish entrepreneurs to consider the option of referring their employees to this type of
training. Economic benefits, such as subsidising training, not having to cover costs of employees’ commute to in-person
________________
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training sites and rental costs of training facilities, as well as reducing absenteeism during training, despite providing
logical arguments for the attractiveness of raising employee qualifications in such manner, the benefits do not influence
shifts in trends. This is not impacted by the significant flexibility in online training accessibility either. In the case of inperson training, it is set by the organizer and applies to all participants. Remote training, on the other hand, gives in most
cases the possibility of participating at any time of the day, usually within the framework set by the party ordering the
course and the training company. PARP report from Kocór et al. (2020) showed even a decrease in interest in this form of
building competencies by 6 percentage points year-on-year comparing the years 2019 and 2018. A small number of
courses offered probably does not encourage the use of this form of education either. In the published base of over 30
thousand development services, only 177 were e-learning services, which constitutes only 0.59% of all services offered
there (PARP, access on 2021-02-22). All this led the author to hypothesize that e-learning courses offered to employees
and owners of micro-, small and medium-sized enterprises in the Development Services Database are not attractive enough
for training participants.

Methodology
The study had qualitative and quantitative characteristics. A standard questionnaire was prepared and provided to
respondents in an electronic form in order to collect necessary information. Assessed was the level of satisfaction with
participation in e-learning among employees who met set criteria. The criteria were as follows: 1. the requirement of at
lease one-month employment experience at the company referring an employee to training; 2. performing work duties
based on employment contract or contract of mandate. The total number of study participants was 623, including 417 men
and 206 women. The study was conducted on 126 companies in the West Pomeranian Voivodeship. In the study, the
participants were requested information about, among others, their age, seniority at the company referring them to training,
job post. Information acquired during the study was used to work out instructions preparing an employee to the education
process that would improve satisfaction with training by reducing the related inconvenience. The aim of the study was also
to establish the relationship between employees’ age, work seniority and their suggestions concerning satisfaction or
drawbacks related to participation in e-learning. Application of instructions preparing an employee to the training process
may lead to improvement in e-learning effectiveness and satisfaction.
The study was carried out throughout May 2017 and December 2020 based on the designed survey, the authors’ own
observations as well as the analysis of reports published in the Development Services Database. The main research
question of the study was to verify if it is possible to prepare an employee to the training process so that their assessment
following the e-learning experience yields the highest rating. The devised questionnaire contained 12 questions (8 closed
and 4 open).
The criteria included in the survey are as follows: 1. age, 2. work seniority at the company referring an employee to
training expressed in months, 3. range of duties selectable from the list indicated by the authors of the survey; 4. selfassessment of the proficiency level using IT tools on the scale of 1-6, where 1 means lack of digital competencies and 6
means proficiency in using IT tools.; 5. general assessment of e-learning on the scale of 1-6, where 1 means the lowest
rating and 6 the highest; 6. the degree to which goals set prior to training have been achieved with 6 meaning that the
results have exceeded expectations; 7. time spent on performing work duties within working hours; 8. actual time spent on
participation in e-learning session (irrespective of the minimum number of hours recommended by the course provider to
become familiar with the teaching materials available on the e-learning platform). A significant research issue was to
obtain from respondents information that would allow to improve the assessment of employees’ satisfaction with
participation in training.
Thanks to the collected data as well as the relationship between the seniority level, digital literacy and time needed for the
performance of work duties along with other remaining factors taken into consideration in the study, an optimal training
timetable was proposed for working days and days off work. In the survey, respondents were asked to assess their level of
satisfaction/dissatisfaction with the training. Based on their responses, an evaluation of e-learning courses was carried out
for different groups of respondents. Each study participant was informed about its purpose and could declare their
willingness to participate or refuse their consent.
In the process of planning the optimal training timetable for working days and days off work, the following boundary
conditions were applied:
– training cannot begin at the same time as work on a given shift;
– training cannot be conducted during a night shift;
– training conducted during days off work preceding working days must conclude at 18.00 at the latest.
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The collected data was processed using Microsoft Excel. It allowed to calculate the mean and standard deviation. For the
analysis of the differences between the respondents' answers, the STATISTICA 12 system was used with the application of
a Student t-test. It was assumed that the difference was statistically significant if p <0.05 (p-value).

Study Results
The structure of positions held by respondents indicated the dominance of employees performing administrative and office
work (28%), employees of broadly understood IT departments (27%) and employees of design departments (13%). The
total number of participants in the study was 623, including 417 men and 206 women. The age of the employees ranged
from 18 to 74 years. Taking this criterion into account, the respondents aged 30-39 constituted the majority.
Table 1: The age structure of respondents in individual organizational departments of enterprises referring an
employee to training
Employees by
departments
in the
organization's
structure
Gender: Fwomen Mmen

Age
1519

20-29

30-39

K M K M K

administration
1
and office

M

40-49

50-59 60-69

70
and
more

K M K M K M K M

Women

Men

Total

N=206

N=417

N=623

n

%

1 22 3 58 18 23 14 16 16 4

0

1

0 125 61%

n

52

%

n

%

12% 177 28%

IT

1

1

5 42 15 63

5 22 2 12 0

0

0

0

28

14% 140 34% 168 27%

production

0

1

1 10 3

19

6 12 0 15 2

6

0

2

12

6%

65

16%

77

12%

design

0

0

1

6

7

26

4 23 4

8

0

0

0

0

16

8%

63

15%

79

13%

technical and
production
maintenance

0

1

0

5

2

5

3

9

0

1

0

0

5

2%

25

6%

30

5%

transport and
logistics

0

2

2

8

1

12

2 10 1 12 1

4

0

0

7

3%

48

12%

55

9%

other
departments,
1
not mentioned
above

1

4 11 2

5

1

1

2

2

13

6%

24

6%

37

6%

Total

3

4

3

0

1

1

2

7 35 85 88 148 44 88 24 73 9 12 3

4 206 100% 417 100% 623 100%

Table 2 presents the structure of the respondents' seniority at the company referring them to training by their position in the
organization. Employees with 5 to 9 years of service (57%) constituted the vast majority, mainly in the departments
responsible for administrative and office work. Employees with 10 to 15 years of work experience (16%), predominantly
representatives of production departments, made up a large group as well.
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Table 2: Respondents broken down by length of service at the company referring an employee to training, taking
into account their position in the structure of the organization.
Seniority level in the organization referring an employee to training.
Employees by
departments in the
organization's structure

Seniority level in the organization referring an employee to
training

Years

0.-1.

2.-4.

5.-9.

10.-15.

16.-20.

21.-25.

26. and
more

administration and office

1,1%

2,6%

16,2%

4,5%

2,3%

1,1%

0,6%

IT

1,1%

2,4%

15,4%

4,3%

2,2%

1,1%

0,5%

production

0,5%

1,1%

7,0%

2,0%

1,0%

0,5%

0,2%

design

0,5%

1,1%

7,2%

2,0%

1,0%

0,5%

0,3%

technical and production
maintenance

0,2%

0,4%

2,7%

0,8%

0,4%

0,2%

0,1%

transport and logistics

0,4%

0,8%

5,0%

1,4%

0,7%

0,4%

0,2%

other departments, not
mentioned above

0,2%

0,5%

3,4%

1,0%

0,5%

0,2%

0,1%

Total

4,0%

9,0%

57,0%

16,0%

8,0%

4,0%

2,0%

Table 3 presents the assessment of respondents' satisfaction with participation in training according to their position in the
organization. Most of the participants (over 67%), when evaluating the e-learning courses they participated in, indicated
that the training had met their expectations in line with the previously assumed goal. Furthermore, a large percentage, as
many as 18% of the survey participants, stated that their training results were greater than expected.
Table 3: Assessment of satisfaction with participation in training
Employees by departments in
the organization's structure

Assessment of satisfaction with participation in training

Assessment

1

2

3

4

5

6

administration and office

0,0%

0,0%

0,2%

3,0%

17,0%

7,0%

IT

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

4,0%

18,0%

6,0%

production

0,0%

0,2%

1,4%

0,0%

3,0%

0,6%

design

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

2,0%

24,0%

0,0%

technical and production
maintenance

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

1,0%

2,0%

2,0%

transport and logistics

0,0%

0,2%

0,4%

0,0%

1,0%

0,4%

other departments, not
mentioned above

0,0%

0,6%

2,0%

0,0%

2,0%

2,0%

Total

0,0%

1,0%

4,0%

10,0%

67,0%

18,0%
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Using statistical analysis, it was found that the results involving evaluations among employees of different organizational
departments were significantly different from each other by p = 0.000007 (p <0,05). Significant differences were observed
in the ratings of employees performing office work compared to employees in production, logistics and transportation, and
technical departments. The latter rated satisfaction with training at a lower level, but rarely were the ratings below 4, which
meant that the training satisfied the participant, although not fully.
Figure 1 shows the relationship between seniority in the organization that referred an employee to training and the
employee's satisfaction with the e-learning course.

Fig 1: Training satisfaction ratings by length of service in the organization
Percentage-wise, ratings of satisfaction with training were highest among employees with the shortest length of service (up
to one year). In contrast, employees with 5 to 9 years of seniority at the company that referred them to training gave the
highest number of excellent marks.
Of the respondents, 74% declared that their knowledge of IT tools was good (48%) or very good (26%). 17% rated it as
sufficient, 5% as excellent, and the least as mediocre (3%) or insufficient (1%). The percentage of people most satisfied
with the training was highest in the first group mentioned above. Employees with sufficient knowledge of IT tools also
gave very good marks for their satisfaction with participation in the training. Good marks dominated in the group of
employees assessing their IT skills at a very good and excellent level.
Figure 2 presents the relationship between the declared time related to the performance of work tasks (excluding the
participation in training itself), and the ratings given by respondents when assessing their satisfaction with training. This
relationship was examined in the context of the impact of workload on the perception of e-learning training and included
public holidays, because access to content on the e-learning platform was not limited on those days.

Fig 2: Training satisfaction ratings depending on time spent on performing work tasks
The analysis shows that training participants who spent up to 4 hours a day at work rated their satisfaction with the training
at the highest level (203 participants rated it at level 5 and 54 participants at level 6). Those who spent more than 12 hours
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a day at work (21 participants and 25 participants respectively) were also in the group rating their satisfaction with the
training at very good and excellent levels. Of those respondents who spent between 5 and 8 hours at work, the majority
rated their satisfaction with the training as very good (89 participants) or good (29 participants). For those working
between 9 and 12 hours a day, very good marks dominated (105 participants), followed by good (21 participants).
Figure 3 presents the relationship between the declared actual time spent by the participant to attend the e-learning course
(regardless of the minimum number of hours recommended by the course provider to get familiar with the teaching
materials posted on the e-learning platform) and their satisfaction with participation in the e-learning course.

Fig 3: Training satisfaction ratings depending on the time spent participating in e-learning
Among the respondents who spent more than 150% of the time indicated by the course provider as the minimum time
required to properly get acquainted with the materials on the e-learning platform, as many as 262 participants declared that
their assessment of the training is very good (189 participants) or exceeding prior expectations (73 participants). In the
group, which estimated the time spent on participation in the course as ranging from 100 to 150%, the dominant ratings
were very good (126 participants) and good (34 participants). Respondents who indicated that they participated in the
training in time shorter than required by the authors and estimated it at less than 100% but more than or equal to 50%, most
often assessed their satisfaction with the training as very good (94 participants) or good (19 participants). Training
participants who spent less than 50% of the minimum time required for training, assessed their satisfaction mainly as
sufficient (12 participants) or exceeding expectations (16 participants).
The open-ended questions were designed to gather feedback from training participants regarding the factors that influenced
their ratings of satisfaction with the training. They concerned:
1.
the teaching tools used on the e-learning platform (video guides, presentations, discussion forums, tasks to be
performed independently and others);
2.
availability of tutors during the analysis of teaching materials and satisfaction with their participation in learning
processes, including moderated discussion forums;
3.
reasons why participants spent less or more than 100% of the time required by the authors to participate in the
course;
4.
suggestions related to the optimal training timetable on working days and days off work, assuming that the
conditions described in the methodology of the study are met.
Among the suggestions that could improve satisfaction with participation in e-learning, respondents indicated, among other
things:
1.
an option to participate in the course during regular working hours, provided that they would like to devote about
60% of their regular time to work and the remaining 40% to participation in the course;
2.
an option to participate in the course after working hours, but with the assumption that the time devoted to it
would count as their working time (without the need to treat it as overtime, but with the possibility of taking these hours
off, e.g. in the form of time off in the regular working time);
3.
not scheduling training on Sundays and other holidays or so-called "long weekends";
4.
not planning a training schedule that fills the entire statutory working time on a given day.
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Based on the results of the survey and the assumptions indicated in the methodology chapter, proposed optimal training
timetables for workdays were developed for two work modes: single shift and double shift. These schedules are presented
in Figures 4 and 5.
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Fig 4: Proposed optimal training timetable on working days for single shift operation
For the one-shift mode of work, solutions have been adopted that take into account to some extent other factors that may
influence the level of satisfaction with training participation, which may include individual commitments of training
participants to family, relatives, friends, etc. It was assumed, among others, that the principles described in the "Work-life
balance" concept may be modified for the duration of the training, but not more than 20%. The proposed solutions apply to
those shifts in the organization that begin between 6.00 and 8.00 and end between 14.00 and 16.00.
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Fig 5: Proposed optimal training timetable on working days for a two-shift operation – shift two.
For the two-shift mode of work, solutions were adopted which also take into account to some extent other factors which
may affect the level of satisfaction with participation in training, that may include, for example, the need to carry out
private business (visits to public offices, daily organisational activities, etc.). The principles described in the concept of
"Work-life balance" were taken into account subject to possible modification for the duration of the training, but not more
than 10%, which results from a different working day schedule and variable psychophysical activity related to, for
example, different seasons of the year. Other individual factors (e.g. varying character traits, mood swings, personality
types) were not taken into account. They are certainly not irrelevant for the evaluation of training satisfaction but, due to
their considerable diversity, it is not possible to optimise the e-learning timetable taking them into account. The proposed
solutions concern those shifts in the organisation that start between 12.00 and 14.00 and end between 20.00 and 22.00.

Discussion
According to Patrycja Antosz (2020), an entity providing training services, including e-learning services, may be regarded
as performing its activities in a professional and continuous manner if it has been doing so for the minimum of 3 years and
earns an average annual revenue of at least PLN 50,000. John and Catherine Tang (2011), on the other hand, hold that
thanks to applications, a learner can carry out a number of projects. Drawing similar conclusions from his research, Dan
Remenyi (2018) believes that e-learning can be used to help with tasks that require creative thinking and synthesis skills.
As Marta Machalska (2019) points out, employers should want their employees to keep getting acquainted with new
emerging technologies and to work collaboratively while doing so, so that they are not prejudiced against issues or
technologies that are difficult to perceive individually. In the study conducted, among participants who spent on training
more than 150% of the time indicated by the course provider, 82% belonged to a training group with a minimum size of 3
members. Some risks associated with both distance learning and the impact of remote work in psychosocial aspects are
pointed out by Karolina Sęczkowska (2019). On the other hand, Kolitsky (2020) argues that the practice of open access
enhances online learning and by extension employees’ self-education. As Viren Patel, Director of Business Development
Unit at The Open University, explains, organisations will reap the benefits of improved productivity and performance,
skills and commitment as well as recruitment and retention if their employees are kept abreast of learning trends that
additionally enhance their development with the right skills, attitudes and learning cultures. A critical analysis of the
literature indicates that e-learning delivered in consultation with the participants in this form of learning, through a flexible
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approach to the proposed course schedules, produces measurable economic and social outcomes not only for the training
participants but also for the organisations which they work for.

Conclusion
Conclusions of the study conducted in a real work environment in 126 enterprises in the West Pomeranian Voivodeship on
a total number of 623 participants of e-learning courses, including 417 men and 206 women, allow to state that the planned
schedule of e-learning courses should be adjusted each time to the individual specificity of the organisation, as well as the
requirements of training participants themselves. The specificity of e-learning courses allows for great flexibility in
planning training schedules, even if they were to be individually adjusted to each course participant separately. As a result
of the conducted research, a positive correlation was found between the employee's seniority and the level of interest in the
training. Among women, the number of personal concerns along with better work organisation points to an emphasis on
planning training during working hours, regardless of the one- or two-shift nature of the job. Despite the proposed optimal
schedule of planned activities, it is good practice, if it is within the capabilities of the provider of e-learning courses and the
organisation referring employees, to individually diagnose the needs and capabilities of training participants and then
adjust individual training plans accordingly.
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Abstract
The aim of the article is to present the phenomenon of winemaking in Poland and its analysis in the context of individual
wine regions. The country is not associated with wine tourism, nor is it a significant market for wine. However, for several
decades there has been a revival in winemaking and interest in wine. Revival, because the wine-growing traditions began to
develop in the Middle Ages. Along with winemaking, wine tourism began to develop, which may provide an opportunity for
regions with poorer tourist attractions, but with appropriate terroir conditions. This article presents emerging wine regions
and discusses the cases of individual wine routes. The review was based on the wine tourism databases in Poland, an analysis
of the online communication content of winemakers and telephone interviews with winemakers who gave their consent. The
analytical description of individual wine routes allowed to assess the level of development of wine enterprises in individual
regions in a comparative context. The regions of Lubuskie and Małopolska seem to show a particularly strong potential of
wine tourism.

Keywords: Wine Tourism, Polish Wine, Enotourism, Wine Routes
Introduction
The main aim of the article is to characterize a case study of wine tourism in Poland, especially in the context of existing
wine routes. The specific objectives are to provide:
•

an analysis of the wine tradition in Poland,

•

a short analysis of natural conditions,

•

a presentation of emerging wine regions and the wine routes,

•

an analysis of existing wine routes in terms of proposed services

The research hypothesis is: Poland is becoming a country of wine tourism. The verification of this hypothesis was carried
out on the basis of a review of secondary resources and an analysis of data published by entities managing the wine routes.
Detailed information on the services offered by the entities creating individual wine routes was obtained from the websites
of winemakers and their social media profiles (facebook, instagram). The analysis of network resources concerned the offered
services that fit into wine tourism but also complementary services. In terms of the services provided, 142 profiles of
winemakers were examined. The review was supplemented by a telephone survey. Out of 142 entities, 56 winemakers agreed
to the interview and provided supplementary information about the region, production size, vineyard size and type of services
offered. It was also important to define the main source of income, allowing to determine the extent to which winemaking
and wine tourism is the key professional activity.
Wine tourism (enotourism) concerns travel to wine regions and participation in wine-related events. It is included in broader
concepts such as cultural and culinary tourism, agritourism and ecotourism. In regions where wine tourism has been
introduced, it is becoming one of the fastest developing and most lucrative industries (Yuan, Jang, Cai, Morrison, Linton
2006, p. 196) and it remains one of the megatrends in tourism (Nault, 2020). Wine tourism has also come to be one of the
key business activities of a winery (Remeňová, Skorková, Jankelová, 2019; Tafel, Szolnoki, 2020). The beginnings of wine
tourism can be traced back to the tradition of the so-called Grand Tours, taken since the 17th century by young aristocrats
and intellectuals from Europe, often to the countries which, apart from their cultural and intellectual heritage, were also
characterized by wine culture. Such trips were made by John Locke and Thomas Jefferson, who visited, amongst other things,
the vineyards of France (Carlsen, Getz 2006, p. 212). The development of this niche branch of tourism was supported by an
increase in the number of rail connections available in the nineteenth century, which made travel accessible also to
representatives of the middle class. In 1855, the Gironde Wine Classification was published – a publication, which, for the
first time, gave a wine region an identity. But it was not France that had the first wine route, but Germany, in the form of the
Weinlehrpfad (instructional wine trail), to support the presentation and sale of German wine (Hall, Johnson, Cambourne,
Macionis, Mitchell, Sharples, 2000). Wine routes soon became one of the most important elements of the development
strategy of wine regions and investment in wine tourism. According to Thach, the most important features of enotourism as
________________
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a product are: wine routes with a system of information about which wineries are open, along with maps and additional
information on accommodation, restaurants and other attractions in the area and, amongst other things: partnership of the
wine community with transport companies, hotels, venues; implementation of specialized wine events in vineyards and
regions, unusual partnerships between winemakers and other entities, culinary tourism, etc. (Thach 2012/2013). Karlsson
(2017) identifies 4 main types of wine tourism: “Open door” hosting people for tastings and cellar / vineyard visits;
“Edutainment” which combines education with entertainment; “Eventification” – events focused on wine; and big budget
projects forming part of a more general tourism strategy guaranteeing a holistic experience including restaurant visits,
appropriate hotel, attractive surroundings, which the author calls “Disneyland” Wine Tourism (Karlsson, 2017).

Wine tradition in Poland?
Poland is associated with the northern culinary model, where alcoholic beverages are based on the fermentation and
distillation of cereals, and the cuisine is based on butter and lard. At the other extreme is the southern model, where wine
and olive oil play a dominant role (Harrington, 2005). Nevertheless, from a historical perspective, winemaking was once
relatively well-established in the region. Archaeobotanical finds from the salt mine in Wieliczka show that vines grew wild
in Małopolska even in the Miocene period (Sokołowski, Myśliwiec, 1996), but purposeful vine plantation for a wine
production probably first began in 10th century. The first vineyards were planted in the area of Cracow (Fig. 1 (1)), thanks
to political and religious relations with Bohemia and Moravia, wich were the likely supplier of the seedlings. During the
reign of Mieszko I, Poland adopted Christianity from Bohemia, and the demand for wine increased due to the religious factor.
The fact of the existence of vineyards in the 10th century is confirmed by the archeobotanical research conducted on the
slopes of the Wawel Hill (Zemanek and Wasylikowa, 1996). In the Middle Ages, vineyards were run by monks and nuns
from monasteries around Cracow: From the 11th century, the Benedictines from Tyniec cultivated grapevines; from the 13th
century, on the slope of St. Bronisława Hill, the Norbertines had a vineyard; as did the Cameldolese Order in Bielany on the
slopes of Srebrna Góra (Silver Hill), where one of the Poland’s biggest commercial vineyards now grows today. The traveler
and chronicler of Roger II Sicilian, Muhammed Al-Idrisi, in the 12th century described Cracow as a beautiful and great city,
with many houses and inhabitants, markets, vineyards and gardens (Lewicki, 1945).
The documentation concerning the cultivation of vines in the Zielona Góra region (now in the Lubuskie Voivodeship) comes
from a later period. The first vineyards were planted around 1150, probably by the Flemish escaping from a war in their
homeland. Henry the Bearded, a Duke of Silesia (Fig. 1 (2)), also contributed to the development of the wine industry. In
towns and villages located in areas under German law, he allowed the Franks to settle, who brought with them the knowledge
and resources needed to cultivate and produce wine. From Arrovaise in France, he brought the Augustinian Order, who
settled in Nowogród Bobrzański (Fig. 1 (2)) and, already in 1263, vineyards were mentioned in the monastery inventory
(Kuleba, 2013).

Figure 1. Indicative location of historic wine regions
Source: Own elaboration.

Vineyards were planted in Subcarpathian region (which now corresponds to the Podkarpackie Voivodeship) from the 11th
century, mainly at Duke's castles – in Przemyśl or Sanok (fig. 1 (3)). The wine culture of this region was linked to the
traditions of Crimea and Byzantium. The townspeople from the city of Przemyśl, who were cultivating grapes for wine,
under a location act (1389), were released by the King of Poland Vladislav Jagiello from any obligation to pay fees, for
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sixteen years to encourage winemaking and the development of viticulture. Grapevines were grown along the course of the
Vistula River due to the gentle climate in the area. In the 11th and 12th centuries, vineyards were established in Sandomierz,
Zawichost (Fig. 1 (4)), Płock (Fig. 1 (5)) and Toruń (Fig. 1 (6)) (Włodarczyk, 2008). In the 13th century, the Cistercian
Order, brought vines to Golęcin near Szczecin in West Pomerania (Fig. 1 (7)), which continued to be cultivated until the
19th century (Rzeszotarska-Pałka, 2012).
Along with the development of trade routes, wine from Hungary, Spain and France gained popularity. In the 17th century,
invasions by Rakoczi's troops swept through Poland, during which Przemyśl and its surroundings suffered. The troops of the
King of Sweden, Charles Gustav, marched across the country, destroying cultivations, gardens, orchards, including
vineyards. The natural conditions also changed – the Little Ice Age brought a worsening pf climatic conditions, and, in the
19th century, the phylloxera epidemic ravaged vineyards across the whole of Europe. Nevertheless, vineyards were still
established in the 19th and 20th centuries. In Zielona Góra, the Grempler cellars specialized in sparkling wine. Plantings
took place in Podole and in the central provinces of contemporary Poland – Mazowsze and Wielkopolska, while there were
also vineyards in Lower Silesia (Włodarczyk 2008). World War II and the centrally planned economy introduced in Eastern
Europe put an end to winemaking in Poland, and it was only at the turn of the 20th and 21st centuries that there was a
significant change and the tradition was revived.

Natural conditions of vine cultivation in Poland
30 years of economic freedom, open borders and freedom of movement have led to Poles taking an increasing interest in
wine consumption and production1 (Fig. 2). The observed climate change has also contributed to changes in production.
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Figure 2: Number of wine producers in the records of the National Center for Agricultural Support
Source: own evaluation based on data from the National Center for Agricultural Support (Krajowy Ośrodek Wsparcia Rolnictwa)
https://www.kowr.gov.pl/interwencja/wino (accessed:17/02/2021).

As Robinson points out, traditionally, wine growing areas are located between the 32nd and 52nd parallel. However, along
with climate change, a shift of this border to the north is being observed, so vines are now planted even in Sweden and
Norway, up to the 59th parallel (Robinson, 2015, 412). In this context, Poland (Fig.1) is situated in an area considered suitable
for wine growing, but the southern part in particular has greater potential, as many renowned wine appellations are located
around 50th parallel, from Germany’s Mosel, Rhine and Franconia regions, to Reims in Champagne, France. Nevertheless,
Poland has a cold climate (category A), and hybrids play a significant role among the most frequently chosen grape varieties
(Fig.3).

1

There are probably distinctively more winemakers. However, many producers do not register their activity in order to
avoid inspections and fees. They produce wine as part of their agritourism activities and do not place it on the market. It is
treated as added value of the agritourism experience. An interesting source of knowledge about the number of vineyards in
Poland is the voluntary winogrodnicy.pl register, according to which, as of February 17, 2021, there were 522 vineyards.
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Figure 3: The 10 most popular grape varieties for white and red wine, in order of popularity
Source: own elaboration, based on data from winogrodnicy.pl (accessed: 17/02/2021).

Therefore, natural conditions, social readiness and growing economic potential have contributed to the revival of winemaking
in Poland, which has allowed for the emergence of wine tourism in Poland. It should be emphasized that wine tourism in
Poland is still a niche area. Tourist organizations and entities responsible for the creation and operation of the wine routes
do not keep statistics about tourists and do not measure the economic impact of the wine industry. However, the phenomenon
is developing and over the last dozen years or so, 9 wine routes have been created.

Wine Regions and Wine Routes in Poland
The modern wine regions (Fig. 4) are in line with the map of the historic area of vineyards (Fig.1). However, winemakers
do not organize wine routes in all of the regions. In others – as in Podkarpacie – there are several routes.

Legend:

Wine region

Wine route
Figure 4. Wine Regions and Wine Routes in Poland

Source: own elaboration based on: https://www.enoportal.pl/regiony/ (access: 18.02.2021).
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In the north-west of the country, there is a region concentrated around Szczecin and Gorzów Wielkopolski. The Lubuskie
region and its wine route is marked with No. 1, Lower Silesia with No. 2, No. 3 – the Upper Silesia and Opolska wine route.
No. 4 corresponds to the Małopolska region, while Nos. 5, 6, and 7 correspond to the Podkarpacie region with its 3 wine
routes. No. 8 corresponds to the region of the Małopolska gorge of the Vistula with the Sandomierski wine route, and No. 9
to the Roztoczański wine route.

Brief characteristics of the individual routes are presented in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Characteristics of individual Wine Routes in Poland
No.

Name of the
Wine Route

Year
established

Number
of
vineyards

1

Lubuskie Route
of Wine and
Honey (Lubuski
Szlak Wina i
Miodu)

2008

33

Approximate
area of
vineyards /
average area of
vineyards (ha)
93.51 / 2.92

2

Lower Silesian
Wine and Beer
Route
(Dolnośląski
Szlak Wina i
Piwa)

2018

17

62.50 / 3.47

3

Opole Vineyard
Route (Opolski
Szlak Winnic)

2020

12

15.43 / 1.40

4

Małopolska
Vineyard Route
(Małopolski
Szlak Winnic)

2013

45

93 /2.07
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Characteristics of the wine route and
related wine events

The route is located in the west of Poland and
runs along the German border. It brings
together producers of wine and honey. It is the
oldest wine route in Poland. In the area of
Zielona Góra, the wine-growing tradition
suffered the least. Hence, many material
artefacts remained: a permanent exhibition
devoted to the history of wine production in the
Museum of the Lubuskie Region in Zielona
Góra; while in Ochla there are monuments to
folk culture, including an exhibition on wine
architecture with the largest preserved wooden
press, an 18th-century wine tower, and two old
vineyards managed using a system of posts. In
the castle in Krosno Odrzańskie, there is an
exhibition presenting the wine traditions of the
city. A large number of cyclical events take
place in the region: educational events, the
Winemaker's Ball, wine fairs, open vineyard
weekends, culinary festivals, the largest
festival "Vintage" and a celebration to mark the
tasting of ‘young wine’ from the latest harvest
on St. Martins Day.
The route is focused around Wrocław, located
in attractive landscapes between the Barycz
valley and the Karkonosze Mountains. The aim
of the route is to promote the brewing and wine
culture of the region. The flagship event is the
"Winemakers and Friends" festival. Other
events include: the Polish Wine Online festival,
Wrocław Fest - Festival of Beer, Wine and
Cheese.
The Opole Vineyard Route concept is based on
the promotion of the culinary and cultural
heritage of the Opolskie Voivodeship. The
main enotourism-related event is: OpolFest –
Festival of Beer, Wine and Cheese.
A dynamically developing route, which has
grown from 15 vineyards in 2006 to 45 in 2021.
The vineyards are situated practically in all
parts of the voivodeship, except for the Tatra
mountains area. Vineyards are promoted in the
context of other attractions, not related to
winemaking. Małopolska region is very
attractive from a tourism point of view,
allowing a holistic experience to be put
together for the wine tourist. Events promoting
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5

Jasło
Wine
Route (Jasielski
Szlak Winny)

2014

16

17.88 / 1.12

6

Carpathia Wine
Route (Karpacki
Szlak Wina)

2017

25

37.69 / 1.88

7

Subcarpathian
Vineyard Route
(Podkarpacki
Szlak Winnic)

2009

39

35.37 / 0.98

8

Sandomierz
Wine
Route
(Sandomierski
Szlak
Winiarski)

2013

14

23.62 / 1.69

9

Roztocze Wine
Route
(Roztoczański
Szlak Winnic)

2015

7

8.94 / 1.28

local wine include: Małopolska Wine Festival,
open vineyard days, Great Tarnów Dionysia
and The TuchoVin Fest, an international event.
This offer is complemented by numerous
culinary festivals in Kraków: the Enoexpo wine
fair and the Confetti Wine Fest for producers
and consumers of natural wines.
The Route aims to promote wine and regional
cuisine from the area of Jasło. It is located
between two landscape parks. One of the
largest wine events in Poland – the Jasło
International Wine Days is held in Jasło on the
last weekend in August. The Jasło Wine Route
also organizes open vineyard days for visitors.
The Carpathian Wine Route is organized in
partnership between vineyards from Poland
and Slovakia. Regular events include open
vineyard weekends, the "Carpatia Vini" Wine
Competition, study visits, education events for
wine industry stakeholders, and activities
organized by the ‘Carpathian Wine Academy’.
The Podkarpacie Wine Route crosses the
Jasielski Wine Route and complements the
"Podkarpackie Szlaki" culinary trail with over
50 gastronomic facilities serving regional
products and dishes.
The Route was created in cooperation with the
Sandomierz Apple Trail. Its advantage is its
location among hills, ravines and river valleys.
Various events take place on the Trail, such as
Open Vineyards Festival, the Autumn of the
Young Wine Festival, and the Festival of the
Young Wine.
The Roztocze Wine Route was designed to
provide the tourist with the opportunity to visit
sites of interest located along the route and to
discover some of the most interesting corners
of the Roztocze, which is a region of cultural
and natural interest.

Source: Own elaboration based on information from wine route operators: https://www.enoportal.pl/szlaki/,
https://www.szlakwinaimiodu.pl/,
https://www.dspiw.pl/,
https://www.facebook.com/opolskiszlakwinnic/,
http://www.malopolskiszlakwinny.pl/,
http://winiarzejaslo.pl/strona/jasielski_szlak_winny,
http://podkarpackiszlakwinnic.pl/,
https://karpackiszlakwina.pl/pl/, https://www.sandomierskiszlakwiniarski.pl/, http://przewodnicyzamosc.pl/archiwa/2153 (accessed:
16/03/2021)

Given that it is a relatively recent phenomenon, more detailed research into Wine tourism in Poland is required. There is no
data regarding the intensity of tourism, or the impact of wine tourism on social, economic and environmental development;
there is also no research on consumer typology. Winemakers declare their readiness to provide enotourism services, which
often complement other agritourism services. They are often supplemented with services not related to wine and winemaking.
The feeling of uncertainty as to whether enotourism itself will be of interest consumers is also manifested by the fact that
thematic routes are often organized around combined themes – the Lubuskie wine and honey route or the wine and beer route
in Lower Silesia seem to confirm this observation. A detailed analysis of enotourism services based on a CATI telephone
interview and data provided by vineyard owners on their websites are summarized below.
It is important to understand the specificity of the determining characteristics of Polish winemaking – the vineyards are rather
small, as a larger investment is a major venture, and according to Bosak (2013), to create a vineyard and invest in the
necessary infrastructure and machinery, one needs around 70,000 to 120,000 PLN/ha (which corresponds to around 16,000
to 27,000 EUR) for planting and preparation of the land, plus a figure of approx. 130,000 PLN (28,000 EUR) for the
necessary machinery and equipment. These figures do not include the price of land, or possible construction of other
buildings and tourist facilities required. So, taking into account the average income in Poland, this means we are dealing
with rather high amounts. Therefore, the scale of production is low, which means that wine production cannot be an exclusive
source of income and usually is just a side job. The wine producers present in Poland are the first generation winemakers, a
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generations change helping to strengthen traditions and methods of production has not yet taken a place. Polish winemaking
is still an experiment being for around 75% of wine makers a side activity (tab.2).
Table 2: The scale of wine production and economic self-sufficiency of winemakers
Respondent
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Region indicated by the
respondent

Production
(bottles
0.75l)

Lubuskie and the Zielona Góra
region
Lubuskie and the Zielona Góra
region
Lubuskie and the Zielona Góra
region
Lubuskie and the Zielona Góra
region
Lubuskie and the Zielona Góra
region
Lower Silesia
Lower Silesia
Lower Silesia
Lower Silesia
Lower Silesia
Lower Silesia
Lower Silesia
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Malopolska Region
Subcarpathian Region (Jasielski,
Podkarpacki, Karpacki Routes)
Subcarpathian Region (Jasielski,
Podkarpacki, Karpacki Routes)
Subcarpathian Region (Jasielski,
Podkarpacki, Karpacki Routes)
Subcarpathian Region (Jasielski,
Podkarpacki, Karpacki Routes)

4000

1

Is making wine
your primary
source of
income?
NO

5000

2

NO

8000

2.5

NO

6000

2.7

NO

15000

6

YES

10000
10000
15000
9000
2000
18000
15000
6000
12000
2000
5000
5000
15000
4000
2000
3000
1000
5000
15000
3000
2000
8000
5000
6000
5000
20000
4000
4000
9000
3000

5
3
1.5
2
0.5
2
3
2
3
1
3
1
4
2
1
1
0.4
1
8
1.5
3
4
1
1.5
1.5
8
1
1.1
2
1

NO
NO
NO
YES
NO
NO
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES
YES
NO
YES
NO
NO
NO
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO

5000

1

NO

5000

3

NO

5000

1

NO
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39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

Subcarpathian Region (Jasielski,
Podkarpacki, Karpacki Routes)
Subcarpathian Region (Jasielski,
Podkarpacki, Karpacki Routes)
Subcarpathian Region (Jasielski,
Podkarpacki, Karpacki Routes)
Subcarpathian Region (Jasielski,
Podkarpacki, Karpacki Routes)
Lesser Poland Gorge of the
Vistula and the Lublin region
Lesser Poland Gorge of the
Vistula and the Lublin region
Lesser Poland Gorge of the
Vistula and the Lublin region
Lesser Poland Gorge of the
Vistula and the Lublin region (and
the Lubelskie Voivodeship)
Others
Others
Others
Others
Others
Others
Others
Others
Others
Others

7000

1

NO

12000

2

NO

10000

2.5

YES

8000

3

NO

1000

2

NO

17000

7

NO

4500

2

NO

800

1

NO

30000
30000
1500
12000
4000
1500
8000
10000
60
3500

8
6
0.5
2
2
1
2
3
2
1

YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
NO
NO
YES
NO
NO

Source: own evaluation based on the CATI interviews (run in November 2020).

The Lubuski Wine and Honey Route is characterized by a varied standard and profile of services: from an entity dealing in
the cultivation of grapes for dessert purposes and no wine production, to hotel complexes, equipped with spa and wellness
facilities, where wine is part of a wide and diverse offer. Most of the winemakers along the route focus on organizing
activities for groups; as there are rarely individual tourists who travel from vineyard to vineyard, perhaps because in principle
at all vineyards a tasting visit has to be arranged in advance. This is a characteristic of all the wine routes considered. It
should also be emphasized that vineyard owners are also open to suggestions from potential consumers and are ready to
match their offer to their wishes. Each vineyard on the trail offers an opportunity to visit the vineyard (sometimes the cellar)
and taste products. Integration and occasional meetings are a commonly offered service. 11 winemakers offer home meals
or meals in their restaurants. 7 offer accommodation. In two cases, the vineyard is one of the attractions of a stay in a palace
or a castle which also has a spa, wellness facilities and a restaurant. 5 wine producers declare selling seedlings, while 2
organize educational meetings with sommeliers from Poland and abroad and training for sommeliers. There is also a large
group, which complements the enotourism offer with other types of attractions that are not related to wine or cuisine. Such
services include the organization of open-air photography sessions, gondola cruises on the Odra River, lavender workshops,
horse riding and horse trekking, sale of honey, propolis, preserves, and guided walks around the area. Targeting the offer not
only at enotourists and extending the range of services to services outside the area of wine tourism is extremely common on
all the wine routes.
Members of the Lower Silesia Beer and Wine Route offer vineyard visits and tastings. 8 vineyards offered services centered
around other hobbies or activities of the hosts: horse trekking, lavender workshops, sensory path, SPA, workshops related to
honey and beekeeping, painting and photography workshops, sale of wine barrels, support for runners, marathon runners,
herbal medicine workshops, geological and mineral-related workshops.
The winemakers of the Opole Wine Route are focused mainly on typical enotourism activities - tasting, vineyard visits, group
events, though there is also an “edutainment” aspect - learning how to prune the vines. Here again, there are also 2 vineyards
which are part of attractions offered by boutique hotels / palaces.
The Małopolska wine route has its own special character. It is co-created by 40 producers. Many of them are just amateur
winemakers, who do put any wine on the market, but are happy to welcome and host wine enthusiasts, as part of an
agritourism offer. On the route, there are 2 university vineyards (Jagiellonian University and University of Agriculture in
Krakow) which offer support to winemakers in the area. They also offer conventional enotourism attractions. Winemaking
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is scattered throughout the province, but there is a clear center around so-called ‘heat pole’ in the vicinity of Tarnów and in
the Kraków Jura. In Małopolska, there is no strong tendency to diversify wine tourism by combining it with other types of
non-wine-related attractions, which seems quite common in the west of the country. One of the biodynamic vineyards does
however also offer its own cosmetic and several winemakers also make cider. As part of the activity in one of the vineyards,
an incubator scheme has been established for the local population, to develop and teach small-scale, handcraft food
processing and enable it to be conducted. As part of the Małopolska wine route, numerous cooperative partnerships have
been put together to create one-day mini-trails, which combine visits to vineyards with other attractions, for example: A
mini-trail called ‘With sun and wind through Jurassic vineyards’, which allows you to visit 2 vineyards and the castle in
Korzkiew; or ‘For fish and Wine in the heart of Ojców’, where, apart from the 3 vineyards on the route, there is also a
traditional trout farm in the Ojców national park. Another such mini-trail is the ‘Between Biała and Kokocz’ trail, where one
can visit an old granary, a manor house and 2 vineyards. Another interesting venture is ‘Vitis musica’. As part of this event,
chamber music concerts are organized in a few of the vineyards along the route, accompanied by tastings or meals. This
event takes place once a year over a one-week period.
In the Subcarpathian region, there are three wine routes: the Jasielski, Karpacki and Podkarpacki wine routes. In total, there
are approximately 75 vineyards concentrated within them. This is an approximate figure because some entities are included
on 2 routes. Among the services offered, tastings and on-site sales are commonly offered, and owners focus on flexible
arrangements with interested parties, often declaring them as organized events, with meals and snacks together with the
tastings. As winemaking appears to be largely an additional activity, these services are usually only offered by prior
appointment. One of the vineyards specializes in conducting research into the cultivation of various grapevines in the Polish
climate. As in other regions, one of the vineyards serves as an additional attraction at an exclusive hotel – a manor house,
where there is also a spa. One of the farms combines a wine-growing activity with the cultivation of lavender, while at
another, winemaking is an activity conducted in addition to an artistic activity, and the owners, apart from enotourism
services, also offer workshops in pottery and other artistic techniques.
The Sandomierz Wine Trail consists of only 10 entities whose unquestionable advantage is their location in the bend of the
Vistula River. Most of them are small vineyards owned by enthusiasts, offering tastings and meals or snacks. 2 of these also
offer accommodation too. One of the vineyards is a continuation of the monastic vineyard run by the Dominican Order,
which has been producing wine since the 13th century.
The last and smallest trail is the Roztocze wine trail, consisting of only 7 vineyards. In principle, all of them offer a wide
range of additional services – related to ecology (e.g. educational farm), food and accommodation, as well as other
opportunities for sports and tourist activities. The path is integrated with local attractions. It is an area on the border between
cultures, which is extremely attractive in terms of the surrounding natural environment.

Conclusions
In Poland, it is possible to observe a dynamic increase in the number of vineyards for which wine tourism is a key element
in their survival. Over the course of several years, 7 wine routes have been created, and several hundred winemakers decided
to co-create them. Members of these wine routes participate in wine events and festivals, searching for added value by
offering services in other areas. The growing popularity of culinary tourism and ecotourism, as well as an ongoing rise in
wine consumption, represent opportunities for the future success of the activities conducted by Polish winemakers involved
in enotourism. At the same time, there are still many weaknesses: many very small winemakers are unable to guarantee
continuous service due to the small amount of wine produced, while the ties between winemakers and other actors whose
activities are complementary are still rather more on an individual than on a systemic level. In the case of the Lubuski or
Małopolski Wine Routes, these connections are however already more visible. Another limitation is that the wine tourism
must be planned ahead of time. It is not really possible just to turn up and visit a winemaker spontaneously. Winemaking
and living off wine tourism are still a risky choice for producers. Majority of the winemakers live off a different type of
activity, treating the vineyard as a hobby or an additional source of income or an investment for the next generation.
Deeper research into winemaking and enotourism in the discussed area is certainly required to determine the profile of
consumers and the interdependence between wine-growing activity and the attractiveness of the region from a tourism
perspective and the application of the best practices in wine tourism. There is a lack of research on the flow of enotourists
and the impact of enotourism on tourist traffic in the region. The reluctance of a large number of winemakers to disclose a
kind and the scale of their activities is also noteworthy. These issues require further research.
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Unmanned Aerial Vehicles as A Support for Water Rescue on
The Polish Coast of The Baltic Sea In 2018-2020
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Abstract
Unmanned aerial vehicles support many areas of our lives, have military use, monitor environmental hazards, traffic hazards,
are used for transport and photography, and much more. They also support the safety of bathers to protect beaches against
sharks and other marine predators. There are attempts around the world to use them in water rescue, including immediate
medical aid. So far, no system has been developed to replace a lifeguard providing assistance in water. This technology is
successfully implemented to support rescue operations on beaches. This article provides an overview of the use of UAVs by
water rescue entities on the Baltic Sea coast in 2018-2020.

Keywords: UAV, Drowning, Drowning Prevention, Drones, UAVs in Lifesaving, Lifeguards
Introduction
According to the World Health Organization, every year all over the world, 320 thousand people die from drowning. Low
and medium-income countries account for over 90% of unintentional drowning deaths [1]. Although drowning is only one
example of many water related incidents, it is easy to measure and inflicts most extreme consequences [2, p. 551]. Drowning
takes place on lakes, canals, rivers, and seas. Victims include both children and adults, among whom males are especially at
risk. Some of the factors influencing non-fatal drowning is the immersion time and time until assistance is provided by
paramedics. According to the authors, immersion time below 10 minutes and fast arrival of the Emergency Medical Service
to the site (EMS) < 9 minutes contribute to victim survival [3]. For this reason, it is crucial to respond immediately after
notification, discontinue submersion, evacuate to the shore, and provide medical assistance (EMS)[4]. For centuries, rescue
services have been racing against time to provide care to a drowning person before he/she is submerged. In recent decades,
water rescue personnel all over the world have been using technical inventions to be able to track down, reach the site and
evacuate drowning people from water. In 1970s and 80s, we had at least two breakthrough developments for water rescue.
The first one of them was the invention of ‘Sea-Doo’, a personal watercraft (PWC) by Canadian Bombardier Recreational
Products (BRP) in 1968 [5]. The PWC significantly shortened the time to reach a drowning person. The second landmark
development was the invention of an inflatable lifeboat by Arancia Industries Limited, New Zealand, in 1976 [6]. Lifeboats
and watercraft have undergone a number of improvements to shorten the lead time. The termination of drowning is possible
any time. Any attempt to list consecutive improvements in water rescue can be difficult and cause controversies. Rescue
personnel all over the world have one goal to reach the drowning person as quickly as possible. The best effects are when
drowning is discontinued before the person loses consciousness [4, p. 530]. The length of submersion is the main prognostic
factor. The victim has little change to survive when he stays submerged for more than 30 minutes [7, p. 126]. Rescue officers
are constantly engaged in this race against time, used modern invention to facilitate rescue and discontinue drowning as
quickly as possible. Probably, another landmark step in water rescue is the deployment of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),
commonly known as drones. Drones are equipped with modern technical solutions that enable their immediate take off,
considerable cruising speed of over 60 km/h, and maximum speed more than 80 km/h [8]. Once fitted with a high resolution
camera and real-time streaming technology, images can be transmitted to the UAV operator located several meters or
kilometers away [8]. It is difficult to determine the exact date when UAVs started to support rescue services, since the
advancement of the process in particular countries vary. Literature and the Internet refer to several applications of UAVs in
rescue operation on water bodies.
Swedish research involving the use of phantoms show that search operations using UAVs transmitting life picture from the
site can be more efficient and save time comparing with traditional methods. This translates into faster termination of
drowning [9, p. 156]. In 2016, during exercises run by Deutsche Lebens Rettung Geselchaft Horneburg/Altes Land e.V.
[German Lifeguard Association], UAVs were used to deliver self-inflating flotation devices [10]. Two events, however, are
worth noting regarding water rescue operations. The first one took place near the Topsail Beach, North Carolina, on 13 May
2019. A boat with four people on board capsized near the shore. Due to high waves and strong current, they were not able to
________________
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reach the shore themselves. The local rescue team and firefighter from Pender received an emergency call. The use of drone
and airborne monitoring enabled to spot the boat and its four passengers, and the rescue team was guided to the exact location
of the accident and could help victims [11]. Another incident took place in South India on 5 January 2021. Near Thrissur, a
town on the Kerala Coast, Arabian Sea, the drone helped to find fishermen and guide the rescue service to the site after the
sinking of a fishing boat. The accident happened 11 nautical miles from the coast [12].
French studies [13], carried out in 2017, compared times needed to reach people drowning at sea. Twenty-eight simulations
were performed in different weather conditions. The rescue time was assessed in different conditions, from medium and high
wave height. The use of the UAV with self-inflatable rescue buoy was compared to a regular rescue operation with rescue
officer on board, rescue swimmer with flippers and the use of the PWC. The use of the UAV shortened the rescue time
comparing to standard rescue operations (p <0.001 for all measurements). The time was even shorter at moderate swell (81
± 39 vs 179 ± 78 s; p <0.001) and high swell (99 ± 34 vs 198 ± 130 s; p <0.001). Thus, the use of special UAVs improves
the quality and speed of emergency assistance and at the same time helps to avoid risk for rescue officers in hazardous marine
conditions [13]. The above mentioned examples of using UAVs for rescue have encouraged the author to examine the use
of UAVs in water rescue on the Polish coast of the Baltic Sea. What is the purpose and how often UAVs are used? How
many drowning persons have been saved using UAVs on the Baltic coast? The article presents findings of the study and
conclusions drawn.

Literature Review
A number of databases have been searched to collect scientific materials for the article, including google scholar, web of
science and industry websites. The scientific databases show leaner increase in the number of publications on drones in 20132015. In 2016-2017, the increase was already exponential [14]. In 2017, in Web of Science and Science Citation Index
Expanded (SCI-E), the term “drone” and “unmanned” were matched with 1593 publication [14]. Only a minor part of the
publications referred to the use of UAVs in water rescue. Drone Rescues Around the World[15], a search engine, proved
efficient in finding publications on the use of UAVs: https://enterprise.dji.com/drone-rescue-map/. The website gathers
reports on the use of UAVs while searching for missing, often unconscious, people, delivery of supplies to survivors, search
in smoky areas and after nightfall. It provides a map with accident locations where drones were used, and information is
collected from news and posts in social media and from rescue services. The website provides access to reports from 29
counties and 342 UAV deployment instances, where assistance was provided to 563 people [as at 15.03.2021]. In Poland,
according to information at the website, a drone was used only once in search and rescue (SAR). This incident happened in
Międzyzdroje on 21 August 2020. The Volunteer Water Rescue Service of the West Pomeranian Voivodship (VWRS WP)
used the drone to track and find a 6-year old child and deliver his to his parents. It all happened on a crowded beach on the
coast of the Baltic Sea [16]. The author has not found any other publications on the deployment of a drone by the WRS [17].

Methodology
While collecting information about the use of drones in rescue operation at sea, the Water Rescue Coordination Center
(WRCC) in Sopot (Pomerania, Poland) and the one in Szczecin (West Pomerania, Poland) turned out to be very helpful.
Both centers are operated by separate water rescue associations, WOPR Sopot and WOPR West Pomerania respectively.
Watch officers from the WRCC have up-to-date knowledge about resources that can be mobilized to provide rescue on the
Baltic coast [18]. To obtain information about the use of drones in the Baltic Sea, the author contacted WRCC officers from
Sopot and Szczecin and examined information provided by the press (newspapers, radio, television, Internet, industry-related
discussion fora in social media). Based on information collected (chiefly WRCC), four Water Rescue Services (WRS) were
selected. These included services which in 2018-2020 used a UAV (at least once) in rescue operations on the Baltic Sea.
According to Article 13 of the Polish Water Rescue Law, the WRS is required to reach the site, provide assistance to a
droning person, evacuate from the site, and search for people missing in water [17]. WRS which used drones on the Baltic
Sea in 2018-2020 included VWRS Sopot, VWRS Słupsk, VWRS Gniewino (all three in Pomerania Voivodship) and VWRS
West Pomerania (West Pomerania Voivodship).
The author developed a questionnaire containing questions about contact information to a person filling the questionnaire on
behalf of the WRS, and 8 closed questions, one open and one multiple choice questions regarding locations where UAVs are
used; since when UAVs are used; number, type and equipment (functionalities) of their UAVs; number, type and time of
flights during the period concerned; UAV ownership and sources of funding; and the number of qualified personnel operating
UAVs. The survey was designed to collect information about the number and parameters of drones (functionalities) used by
the rescue service on the sea coast. The information was needed to determine the number of UAV flights, their frequency
and average duration, whereas information about the number of qualified personnel helped to define resources available in
WRS. Finally, questions about financing aimed to specify ownership and use of UAVs and collate potential sources of
funding for future projects.
Each of the four water rescue services received the questionnaire. All four of them responded, and findings were gathered
and compared.
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Findings
In 2018-2020, Water Rescue Services (WRS) operating in the Pomerania Voivodship, including VWRS Sopot, VWRS
Słupsk, and VWRS Gniewino, used UAVs in coastal towns of Ustka, Rowy, Dąbki, Sopot, and Jastrzębia Góra. The VWRS
of West Pomerania used a UAV in 2020 only, and it was deployed for rescue in coastal towns of Kołobrzeg, Międzyzdroje,
and Mielno. In the period concerned, the WRS operated six UAVs. One of the drones was the octocopter (with eight arms),
and five other quadrocopters (having four arms). Two drones had monitoring and life picture transmission only, one was
fitted with an infrared camera, two has cameras and a grab to drop objects, e.g. a buoy, and tow a drowning person holding
a buoy (SAR). One of the drones was fitted with a module that enables to fit an infrared camera or a real-on camera and a
loudspeaker to convey messages by rescue personnel operating the UAV.
In the study period, none of WRS used UAVs to assist a drowning person. The VWRS West Pomerania used the UAV to
search for a 6-year old child (see [16]). In total, WRS used drones to perform 329 flights, of which 97.5% were prevention
and survey flights made to warn against hazards or survey an accident area (number of drowning people), and to check the
status of swimmers without the need for lifeguards to get into water. Only 2.43% of them were search fights aimed to detect
people in water or adjacent areas (beaches). The use of UAVs for rescue operations is shown in figure 1.
Use of UAVs on Baltic Sea in Poland in 2018-2020
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Figure 1: Use of UAVs in rescue operations by WRS on the Baltic Sea in 2018-2020.
Source: own study based on questionnaires

The number of flights over the Baltic Sea performed by water rescue services in 2018 – 2020 is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Flights over Baltic Sea by water rescue services in 2018 – 2020
Source: own study based on questionnaires
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Average flight times during 2018 – 2020 search missions and information and prevention flights by WRS over the Baltic
Sea are shown in figure 3.
Average time of UAV flights over Baltic Sea in Poland in 2018-2020
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Figure 3: Average time of UAV flight over the sea in Poland in 2018-2020
Source: own study based on questionnaires

According to the survey, five out of six UAVs used by WRS on the Baltic Sea is 100% owned by the service, and none of
them was the property of any other institution (e.g. leasing company). Only one WRS uses for its operations a UAV owned
by a private person, a member of the association, based on an agreement. The drones operated by the rescue services were
funded from the state budget. In the case of all five drones bought, WRS used 50% public funding. Over 80% of pilots have
top Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) licenses [19]. WRS surveyed have 9 certified pilots. Two pilots were certified to
Visual Line of Sight (VLOS). These pilots (7) are usually employees of WRS under an employment contract or a contract
for service. The second largest group of pilots are voluntary members (4). No information was available regarding the cost
of UAV deployment in water rescue on the Baltic Sea. The same applies to the cost incurred by WRS to maintain UAV
readiness and pilot training in 2018-2020. The number of WRS that use drones in water rescue has been steadily growing in
Poland, with 2 in 2018, 3 in 2019, and 4 in 2020. The number of flights has been also growing. In 2018-2020, the total
number of flights performed was 321, with a clear linear growth.

Discussion
According to the study, the deployment of UAVs in sea rescue in Poland is not a novelty among rescue services. However,
it is not yet a very popular equipment used by rescue offices on the Polish coast. The author could not find similar
comprehensive studies on the use of UAVs in water rescue in other countries. There are, however, press releases on the most
spectacular rescue actions (see Introduction), or the use of UAVs and modern technologies to search and protect beaches
against sharks and other marine predators [20]. The press provides an extensive coverage on exercises and tests designed to
develop efficient rescue and assistance techniques to help drowning people. Considering the number of all entities licensed
by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Administration to provide water rescue (as at 16.03.2021, 116 organizations [21]) and
the number of institutions that use drones in water rescue on the sea coast in 2018-2020 (4 in total), the figures are far from
imposing. The larger is the number of institution operating drones, the more flights can be performed over the sea. The fact
that information and prevention flights prevail is related to the WRS operating activity [22, p. 7], i.e. planned, routine flights
free from time pressure, as opposed to searching for people at sea. The continued use of standard procedures involving an
engaged rescue officer who operates in water, instead of using drones, has been a question of habit, distrust to the efficiency
of rescue operation with the use of a UAV. Water rescue officers tend to choose proven techniques involving a direct contact
and engagement of rescue officer directly at the site. According to interesting results from France [23], to shorten rescue
time, it is worth providing lifeguards at a beach with a drone (SAR). This facilitates searching and reaching drowning people
regardless the state of the sea. Nevertheless, UAVs have some limitations, such as cruising time which depends on the
capacity of batteries, UAVs a sensitive to adverse weather conditions, e.g. strong wind and precipitation (rain, snow), which
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at the moment prevent safe deployment of UAVs. In particular, small drones are exposed to attacks from predatory sea birds,
such as sea gulls which fight for their territories, launch attacks and try to scare the “intruder”.
Equally interesting is the financing of drones under the study, since each of WRS received a grant from the state budget.
Hopefully the current struggle with Covid-19 and the pressure on state and local government budgets does not limit funding
earmarked for rescue organizations.
In comparison with the cost of BLVOS training that enables to perform extreme UAV flights, the cost of training for a water
rescue officer that enables the person to work at a bathing beach in Poland is about three times lower. We should, however,
remember about the overhead cost attributable to a water rescue officer at a beach. The cost comprises the salary, meals,
uniform, accommodation, utilities, and insurance. The cost has to be multiplied by the number of rescue officers working in
a team. Since there are no comprehensive studies on the use of UAVs in water rescue, it is hard to compare and determine
optimal solutions and qualifications of UAV pilots to promote the efficient use of drones. Nevertheless, it is worth to continue
such studies.
The average cruising time has optimized over time, both regarding search flights (longer cruising time) and information and
prevention flights (shorter cruising time). In particular, the UAV operation time depends much on technology available,
including the type of batteries. As yet, these issues have not be thoroughly examined.

Limitations
The article examines closed questions used in the questionnaire, the form of which could be a limitation for respondents. The
author has not received any queries or requests to change or add questions.

Conclusions
We may expect that the use of drones in information gathering and prevention will continue to grow and will prevail over
flights directly related to life saving operations. A larger number of drones should improve the learning process and build
experience among pilots operating at the sea coast. The large experience should translate into more frequent use of UAVs in
operations at bathing beaches. A wider use of UAVs in rescue of drowning people in Poland is a matter of time.
The access to the technology for the water rescue service will definitely increase (with reduction of unit purchase cost), and
the same applies to the awareness of UAV capabilities (shorter lead time [13]) among rescue offices. This will translate into
more frequent use of unmanned aerial vehicles instead of traditional use of water rescue personnel.
According to study findings, it is important to continue engaging state institutions and use budget financing to purchase
UAVs for water rescue services to increase their availability on the Baltic Coast. Unfortunately, due to considerable spending
by state and local government institutions on combating the Covid-19 pandemic, funding for rescue services, including the
purchase of equipment, might be reduced or withheld. This may have a significant impact on the number of UAVs operated
in water rescue.
We may assume that in the future drones will support rescue services more often, primarily in information gathering and
prevention. Although they will never be able to eliminate the human engagement completely, they may significantly expedite
and facilitate rescue operations, saving drowning people in particular. The deployment of UAVs may reduce the manning of
rescue teams, otherwise consisting of say twenty or thirty officers, by 1-3 people. This is going to have a direct bearing on
the overall water rescue cost incurred by the local government.

Cost
The use of drones involves a significant capital cost, for the purchase of a UAV, personnel training and insurance, and the
cost incurred in case of any damage to the vehicle during its operation. However, in the longer term, it enables to reduce the
cost of salaries, accommodation, uniforms, and meals, which will have to be borne per each water rescue officer.
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Abstract
In connection with the subprime crisis, and then in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, many central banks around the world
decided to use an unconventional monetary policy tool in the form of government bond purchase programs on the secondary
markets. Such actions have renewed discussion on the consequences of financing public debt by the central bank and possible
legal solutions in this area. Hence, the subject of this research is to present the evolution of regulations concerning the
regulation of public debt monetization in OECD member countries from the mid-1980s to the present. As part of the analysis
of legal acts, four areas of regulation of the possibility of financing the budget deficit by the monetary authority were
distinguished. The first area concerns the possibility for the government to have an overdraft facility on an account with the
central bank. The second area is related to the government's right to borrow from the central bank. The third area concerns the
presence of the central bank as a buyer on the primary market of debt securities issued by the government. The fourth area
concerns the purchase of government bonds by the central bank on the secondary market. The analysis shows that the OECD
member countries have significantly increased the restrictiveness of regulations prohibiting the financing of public debt by the
central bank over the last 30 years, especially in the case of the first three of the above-mentioned areas. Only in the case of
regulations concerning the purchase of bonds by the central bank on the secondary market, one can speak of a relaxation of the
restrictive nature of the applicable regulations. Another conclusion from the research is that, despite the significant process of
convergence of the studied regulations among OECD member countries, there are still quite significant differences in the
indicated matter.

Keywords: Monetization of Public Debt, Central Bank, Prohibition of Central Banks’ Financing of Public Debt.
Introduction
The crisis caused by the Covid-19 pandemic resulted in the revival of discussions on the ways, significance and consequences
of financing the budget deficit by the central bank. In the ongoing debate, on the one hand, there are economists associated
with the modern monetary theory pointing to the validity of financing public expenditure with the issue of money (Wray 2015,
p. 41). On the other hand, the situation in which the central bank is involved in financing the state's borrowing needs raises
doubts about its independence and, consequently, its ability to perform the tasks for which it was appointed (Sławiński 2020).
Due to the nature of the crisis, the present situation of the world economy and societies of most countries in the world is
exceptional. In response, many central banks decided to use unlimited government bond purchases, some of them using this
tool for the first time in history. Among the banks that made their debut on the government debt market in this formula, there
were institutions from both developed and developing countries. It is worth mentioning here the central banks of countries such
as: Australia, Canada, South Korea, the Philippines, Turkey, South Africa, India and Poland (Bank for International
Settlements, pp. 41-52). Such action, and its scale, is undoubtedly related to the problem of financing public debt by the central
bank. In turn, the phenomenon of debt monetization is subject to various types of regulations. The aforementioned regulatory
frameworks have become particularly important in the context of the anti-crisis measures taken by central banks.
The aim of the research is to present the evolution of regulations concerning the limitation of public debt financing in OECD
member states. The analysis covered regulations on direct and indirect financing of the state's borrowing needs, as well as the
agreements between the ministry of finance and the central bank on the indicated issue in the absence of legal regulations.
________________
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Literature Review
The problem of financing public debt by the central bank is not new in the literature. Undoubtedly, however, its practical
nature has grown in recent years, which is particularly evidenced by a letter from over 100 economists addressed to
the President of the European Central Bank, Christine Lagarde, in which they propose the cancellation of the euro area
Member States’s debt in the central bank's portfolio (Interview with Christine Lagarde 2021). The review of the literature
regarding public debt financing should begin with the concept of helicopter money by M. Friedman (1969, pp. 4-5).
B. Bernanke (2002), the future chairman of the Federal Reserve System (the Fed), in his speech in 2002, referred to this
concept as a way to combat deflation in the economy. The former Fed chairman noted that “'helicopter drop' of money" is the
same as financing tax cuts by issuing central bank money. Moreover, in his opinion, such action is also tantamount to reducing
the tax burden financed by the issuance of public debt, the buyer of which, as part of open market operations, will ultimately be
the central bank. Undoubtedly, these two solutions lead to the financing of the government by the central bank. It should be
added that not all economists agree with the statement regarding the equality between the consequences of financing the
government by money creation and the formula consisting in the secondary purchase of bonds by the central bank. Such an
opinion is shared by R. Caballero (2010), who emphasizes that, unlike the second solution, the former results in a change in the
structure of the public sector balance sheet (here it is understood as the combined balance of the central bank and the public
finance sector) towards money. According to the economist, this is crucial in a situation of liquidity trap.
W.H. Buiter (2014, p. 2) notes that the activities of the central bank based on the concept of "helicopter money" increase the
fiscal space for government activities. However, he points out that this is only the case where “present discounted value of the
sequence of additional current and future base money issuance net of interest paid on the monetary base is positive”. Moreover,
the problem of the use of public debt financing by the central bank in the "money dump" formula increases in the context of the
phenomenon of secular stagnation (see Buiter et al. 2015).
The "helicopter money" formula is a controversial concept to solve the liquidity trap problem. This is best reflected in
the quotation of the Nobel laureate P. Krugman (1998, p. 139) of 1998, in which he states that this type of unconventional
policy will be effective "if the central bank can credibly promise to be irresponsible". This assessment was also confirmed by
the theoretical analysis carried out by G.B. Eggertsson (2003, pp. 14-16). C. Caranza (1991, p. 9) - former managing director of
the World Bank notes that it is well known that monetary accommodation of the budget deficit may result in an increase in
inflation, maintaining extremely low real interest rates and, as a result, lead to disturbances in the allocation of resources in the
economy. Hence, institutional solutions operating within individual states most often limit the possibility of direct financing of
the budget deficit by central banks.
However, also in this aspect there are quite significant differences between individual jurisdictions. Therefore, one of the
purposes of this analysis is to present how they have developed in OECD countries over the years. The analysis shows the
trends that have dominated the financial policy of individual countries in recent decades.
The approach to deficit financing by central banks has evolved significantly since the 1970s. One of the first studies
systematizing legal regulations concerning the indicated issue in accordance with the consensus appropriate for the period of
the end of the 20th century was the study by A. Leone (1991, pp. 363-426). When examining state legislation in the mid-1980s,
he noticed that restrictions on central bank financing of the government were very common practice in the world. At the same
time, A. Leone emphasized that they differ significantly both in terms of form and level of restrictiveness. The aforementioned
author distinguished here the regulations concerning the possibility for the government to hold an overdraft on an account at
the central bank and the sanctioning of the central bank holding government bonds.
In the first case, there are 8 groups of countries, these were countries where, according to the law in force (Leone 1991, p. 364):
1) the government's net liabilities to the central bank should have been zero; 2) there was no defined limit of government
advances at the central bank, but it required approval from the legislature, federal agency or central bank authority; 3) there
was no defined limit of government advances in the central bank, but the circumstances of its granting or the purposes for
which it could be granted were described in the act regulating the functioning of the central bank; 4) there was no defined limit
of government advances at the central bank; 5) there was a specified nominal limit of government advances in the central bank,
most often it was set by the legislature, and this amount could be subject to periodic revisions; 6) the advances of the
government at the central bank may not exceed a certain percentage of the liabilities of the central bank; 7) the government
advances limit at the central bank was defined as a percentage of government revenues; 8) The existing limit of government
advances at the central bank was defined as the percentage of public sector spending. Also in the case of the second type of
regulation, i.e. the maintenance by the central bank of debt securities issued by the government, A. Leone (1991, p. 365)
distinguished 8 groups of countries. The breakdown used is similar to that for advances in a central bank account. The only
significant difference is the issue of regulating the purchase of government securities by the central bank as part of open market
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operations. The study did not cover all OECD member countries.
Another study on the regulation of public debt financing by the central bank, covering a large group of countries. is an analysis
conducted by the Bank for International Settlements in Basel in 1999 (Hawkins 2003, p. 78). As J. Hawkins (2003, p. 79)
notes, even then most of the surveyed central banks, in accordance with the regulations in force, could not grant loans to their
governments. The analyzed countries were: China, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Peru, Czech
Republic, Hungary, Russia, Israel, Turkey, Canada, Euro Zone, Japan, Great Britain, USA. The data presented by J. Hawkins
show that out of 19 analyzed countries (taking into account the Economic and Monetary Union) in the case of:
• eleven of them were prohibited by legal regulations from taking an overdraft by the government at the central bank;
• twelve of them were prohibited by law from granting loans to the government at the central bank;
• in twelve of them, legal regulations prohibited the central bank from purchasing government bonds on the primary market.
It should be added that among analyzed by J. Hawkins (2003, p. 79) countries, the one which did not allow the possibility of
purchasing government bonds on the secondary market was Chile. Moreover, this sanction was enshrined in the constitution.
Another important study attempting to analyze the legislation regarding the problem is the work by L.I. Jácome et al. (2012).
The basic conclusion of their analysis is that in the case of most developed countries, central banks do not finance government
expenditure directly. Moreover, the authors also note that for most developing countries where short-term government
borrowing requirements are allowed, it is severely constrained. Restrictions concern both the size of possible loans, their
interest rates and the repayment period. Additionally, L.I. Jácome et al. (2012) emphasize that in the vast majority of countries,
restrictions on financing the borrowing needs of the fiscal authority are not limited only to the central budget, but also apply to
state-owned enterprises and local government units. The study by Jácome et al (2012) did not cover all OECD member
countries.
In this study, based on the achievements of previous studies, their objective and subjective extension was made (the analysis
also took into account agreements that do not have the status of legal acts) and updated taking into account the legal situation
existing in all OECD member states.

Research Methodology
The first stage of the analysis was to review the regulations on the possibility of financing public debt by the monetary
authority in all OECD member countries from the mid-1980s. Based on its results, on the basis of previous research and taking
into account the current legal status, three periods were selected for which a detailed analysis of legal acts of individual
countries constituting the research group was carried out. The periods mentioned are:
1. mid 80s.
2. The turn of the 20th /21st centuries
3. The end of 2020.
It should be noted here that in the case of countries undergoing economic transformation (or newly established at the beginning
of the 1990s), for the first period of the analysis (mid 1980s), their legal regulations operating in the first year of economic
reforms were adopted. It is also worth emphasizing that this research is distinguished from its predecessors by special
consideration of this group of countries. In addition, in the countries constituting the research group, apart from legal acts,
possible agreements between representatives of the fiscal authority (Ministry of Finance) and the central bank regarding the
above-mentioned issue were also analyzed.
Based on the above analysis, four areas of regulation of the phenomenon of financing public debt by the central bank have been
distinguished. The first is that the government may have an overdraft facility on a central bank account. The second is related
to the government's right to borrow from the central bank. The third deals with the issue of the presence of the central bank in
the primary market of debt securities issued by the government as the buyer. The last area, on the other hand, concerns the
issue of particular importance in the context of the experiences of central banks related to the outbreak of the Great Financial
Crisis, initiated by the bursting of the speculative bubble on the subprime market, i.e. the purchase of government bonds by the
central bank on the secondary market. Such a division into four regulatory areas is consistent with the approach used by J.
Hawkins (2003)
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Moreover, on the basis of the regulations existing in a given period, the country was classified into one of three groups: 1. no
debt financing prohibition; 2. debt financing legally restricted; 3. total ban on debt financing. It should be noted that category 1
includes both countries for which the possibility of financing public debt has been enshrined in the legislation of a given
country, and those for which there are no provisions regulating such activities in the legislation. For example, legal acts of
countries such as Australia and New Zealand do not deal with this problem. In the case of Australia, the issue of central bank
financing of public debt was first addressed only in the form of an agreement between the Ministry of Finance and the Reserve
Bank of Australia in 1985.
According to the research hypothesis as part of the conducted analysis, in the last 30 years there has been a significant
evolution in the regulation of the phenomenon of public debt monetization in OECD countries. The auxiliary hypothesis was
that the nature of the legislative changes, reducing or increasing their restrictiveness, varied depending on the method of
financing public debt by the central bank. Moreover, the aim of the research was also to indicate that, both in the past and now,
despite significant convergence in the regulation of the analyzed phenomenon, OECD countries differed and continue to differ
in terms of legal regulations on monetization of public debt.

Results
The regulation of the possibility of financing public debt by the central bank is one of the most important dilemmas in the
coordination of monetary and fiscal policy. The analysis of legal acts and literature on the subject shows that in the last 30
years there have been significant changes in the legislation of individual OECD member states. This evolution is presented
depending on the form of budget financing by the central bank on figures 1-4.

Figure 1: Regulation of state overdraft/advance in the central bank

Figure 2: Regulation of state loan in the central bank
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Figure 3: Regulation of central bank’s purchase of bonds in primary market

Figure 4: Regulation of central bank’s purchase of bonds in secondary market
Source for Figure 1-4: Author's own research on individual countries’ legal acts, Leone A. (1991); Hawkins J. (2003); Jácome L.I.,
Matamoros-Indorf M., Sharma M., Townsend S. (2012).

On the basis of figures 1-4, it can be initially stated that in the period from the mid-1980s to 2020, the OECD member
countries systematically tried to introduce legislative solutions aimed at limiting the possibility of financing public debt at the
central bank. In fact, in all analyzed areas, the bar denoting countries characterized by a lack of a ban on budget financing by
the central bank decreased significantly. Moreover, on the basis of figures 1-3, it can be concluded that the percentage of
countries allowing various types of direct government financing by the monetary authority has dropped by half between the
mid-1980s and the present period. It is also worth noting that the greatest legislative effort in this area was made by OECD
member states in the last decade of the 20th century.
The combined analysis of figures 1-3 shows that over the 30-year period, not only the percentage of countries that did not
prohibit deficit financing by the central bank decreased, but also OECD countries that allowed such a possibility under strictly
defined criteria, e.g. the central bank could grant loans to the government, but only to the amount specified by law. Thus,
generally, in the analyzed period, regulations concerning direct budget financing at the central bank were systematically
tightened. However, such a general analysis does not fully show the changes taking place in the legislation of individual OECD
countries. Hence, in the following part, the results of the research for the four indicated areas of regulation of the studied
phenomenon are discussed and the most interesting legal solutions functioning in the countries constituting the research group
in the last 30 years are indicated.
The analysis of figure 1 shows that in the last 30 years among OECD countries, there has been a significant tightening of
regulations regarding the possibility of financing the needs of the central budget with the use of overdraft on a central bank
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account. Even in the mid-1980s, this kind of practice was quite common. Currently, in over 70% of OECD countries, such
activity is completely prohibited by law. This change was undoubtedly influenced by the provisions of the adopted Treaty on
the Functioning of the European Union (Official Journal of the European Union, C 202/1). According to its Article 123:
“Overdraft facilities or any other type of credit facility with the European Central Bank or with the central banks of the
Member States (hereinafter referred to as 'national central banks') in favor of Union institutions, bodies, offices or agencies ,
central governments, regional, local or other public authorities, other bodies governed by public law, or public of Member
States shall be prohibited, as shall the purchase directly from them by the European Central Bank or national central banks of
debt instruments ". It should be noted that this article is a copy of Article 104 of the Maastricht Treaty adopted in the early
1990s.
Despite such a significant increase in the percentage of countries that prohibit the government from taking an overdraft on
a central bank account, also currently among OECD countries there are countries that, in some respects, allow such a formula
of cooperation between these two entities. Israel is an example of such a country. According to the current law regulating the
functioning of the Bank of Israel: "the Bank may provide the Government, at its request, with a temporary advance to bridge a
gap in the Government's cash flow in executing its budget" (Bank of Israel Law, 5770-2010, Article 49, subsection b). It should
be noted that the amount of possible financing is limited in nominal terms, while this limit is indexed annually, starting from
2013, when it amounted to NIS 10 billion. Moreover, the act clearly indicates that this type of solution may only be temporary.
Another country that allows the use of an overdraft in a central bank-government relationship is South Korea (Article 75 Bank
of Korea Act, Law No. 5491 Promulgated on Dec. 31, 1997). In the case of the Korean solution, there is no separate legal limit
for this type of financing of government activities, and the liabilities resulting from it are covered by the general limit on all
liabilities of the government to the central bank. Among European countries, the possibility of applying this type of preexisting overdraft at the Bank is allowed under British law. Therefore, in Great Britain it is practiced to use the so-called Ways
and Means facility (Bank of England 2020).
At this point it should be added that although the provisions of the Maastricht Treaty prohibit all forms of financing public debt
by the central bank, it is possible that the central bank will grant a loan to the government within one day (intraday). This
solution is also applicable to countries with a long tradition of minimizing the relationship of the central bank with the fiscal
authority, such as, for example, Germany. Hence, we can speak of a group of countries that allow in their legislation the
possibility of an overdraft on a government account, but only for the intraday period. Another member state of the European
Union, but not a member of the euro area, using such a solution is Denmark. It should be added, however, that in order to avoid
a possible debit, the issue of Danish public debt is planned in such a way that it can keep at least DKK 10 Billion on the
account with the central bank of the government (Jensen 2002, p. 5). The solution allowing the possibility of financing the
government's short-term liquidity borrowing needs also exists outside the European Union. Switzerland is an example of a
country with such a legal solution. Although the Act on the Swiss National Bank in Article 11 expressly prohibits granting
loans to the government by the central bank, it allows the possibility of using an account intraday overdraft.
Another of the analyzed legislative areas is the issue of regulating the possibility of granting a direct loan to the government by
the central bank. The analysis of the evolution of regulations on granting loans and purchasing bonds on the primary market
shows that OECD member countries tightened their legislation on this matter. The percentage of countries completely banning
this type of practice has increased from just over 20% in the mid-1980s to nearly 80% in recent years. This was undoubtedly
influenced by the provisions of the Maastricht Treaty which expressly prohibit such forms of financing public debt by the
central bank.
It should be noted here that some countries have introduced a ban on budget deficit financing by the central bank also in their
basic laws. An example of such a country is Poland, where the ban has been included in Article 220 of the Constitution of the
Republic of Poland of April 2, 1997. Still a long tradition in this area has Chile, which basic law prohibits direct financing of
the government's borrowing needs by the central bank since 1980. Another OECD country with experience in regulating the
issue of financing public debt by the central bank on the constitutional level is Colombia. According to the Constitution
adopted in 1991, only the unanimous decision of the management board of the central bank allowed for the possibility of
conducting a financial operation benefiting the government. It should be noted, however, that open market operations were
excluded from this regime (article 373, Colombia Constitution of 1991).
In the context of the constitutional ban on financing public debt by the central bank in Poland, it is worth mentioning
the experiences in the field of regulating the phenomenon of monetization of public debt of the countries transforming their
economies from centrally planned to market economies in the early 1990s. In the case of Poland, pursuant to the Act on the
National Bank of Poland of January 1989 (Article 34), the central bank could buy bonds, bills of exchange, treasury bills and
other securities issued by the State Treasury. Another amendment to the Act on the National Bank of Poland, in December of
the same year, introduced a limit on financing the state debt by the central bank. According to the amended Article 34 of the
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Act on the National Bank of Poland, in the financial year, NBP could purchase bills of exchange issued by the State Treasury
for a total amount not exceeding 2% of the planned expenditures of the central budget. In practice, however, due to the
provisions introduced in the years 1992-1993 in the budget acts, this limit was not strictly respected. At the same time, this
situation shows the problem of fiscal rules that are not included in legal acts of the highest rank.
Other interesting solutions in terms of limiting public debt financing by the central bank in the case of a country transforming
its economy functioned in Latvia. Under the law of "One the Bank of Latvia", the Latvian central bank could grant credit to the
government, but it had to be short-term and it could not exceed 1/12 of fiscal revenues in a given financial year (Latvijas Bank
Annual Report 1992, p. 15. Moreover, this provision has been used in practice. Similar limitations concerning the possibility of
only short-term financing of public debt within one budget year also functioned in Slovenia at the beginning of the
transformation. Such powers of the fiscal authority were provided by Article 61 of the Act on the Bank of Slovenia. However,
it should be emphasized here that the fiscal authority has never used this privilege (Ahtik et al. 2012, p. 568).
Estonia's experience is also interesting among the countries that transformed their economies in the early 1990s. In the case of
this Baltic country, Article 16 of the Act regulating the functioning of the central bank of 1993 introduced a total ban on
lending directly or indirectly to the government. Moreover, the article also indicated that it is unacceptable that Eesti Pank
(Estonian Central Bank) should financially support local government budgets. In addition, the said article clearly stated that the
acquisition by a bank of central securities issued by both the central government and local government units is prohibited. It
should be noted that not all transition countries decided to act decisively in the first years of economic transformations. An
example is Hungary, where in 1990 the central bank financed the central budget with preferential loans. On the other hand,
since 1991, the National Bank of Hungary has limited itself in this respect to indirect budget financing by purchasing debt
securities issued by the government (bills and bonds) at auctions (Bod 1994, p. 425). In this case, however, it should be noted
that the number of purchased government debt instruments was limited (Bod 1994, p. 425). In turn, adopted by the Lithuanian
authorities the Republic of Lithuania Law on the Bank of Lithuania 1 December 1994 No. I-678 only mentioned in its Article
26 that, as part of its monetary policy, the bank should buy and sell debt instruments (securities) issued by the Republic of
Lithuania.
Analyzing the regulations on debt monetization with the use of loans and purchase of government bonds on the primary market
in all OECD countries it should be noted that, in the initial period, a significant proportion of countries fell into the "limited"
category. For example, in countries such as Greece, Germany and Sweden it was possible to incur liabilities with the central
bank, but only up to the nominal value specified by the legislator. However, it is worth adding that there was also a group of
countries that did not legally regulate this type of practice. As noted by A. Aaltonen, E. Aurikko and J. Kontulainen (1994, p.
9), although the Bank of Finland grants a loan to the government only in exceptional circumstances and only for a short period,
there is no formal prohibition in Finnish law of financing public debt by central bank. It should be added that the countries that
currently do not have legal regulations in the indicated scope are New Zealand and Australia.
As already mentioned, the vast majority of OECD countries currently have legal regulations that prohibit the financing of
public debt by the central bank. It is worth adding, however, that there is also a group of OECD countries that, in some
respects, allow such a formula for monetization of public debt. For example, in Canada, under section 18 of the Bank of
Canada Act of 1985, the Bank of Canada may “make loans to the Government of Canada or the government of any province,
but such loans outstanding at any one time shall not, in the case of the Government of Canada, exceed one-third of the
estimated revenue of the Government of Canada for its fiscal year, and shall not, in the case of a provincial government, exceed
one-fourth of that government's estimated revenue for its fiscal year, and such loans shall be repaid before the end of the first
quarter after the end of the fiscal year of the government that has contracted the loan ”. On the other hand, in the case of South
Korea, the possibility of direct financing of public debt (by loan or purchase of debt securities on the primary market) was
limited to the amount determined by the National Assembly (Bank of Korea Act Article 75). A similar solution to the Korean
one exists in Japan (see Article 34 of Bank of Japan Act No. 89 of 1997).
The last of the analyzed areas is the possibility of purchasing government bonds by central banks on the secondary market.
From the point of view of the recent actions of central banks, consisting in the activation of numerous and large-scale asset
purchase programs (including government bonds), these regulations are particularly important. In this area of activity of the
monetary authority, there has been a certain reduction in restrictiveness. However, it should be noted that also in the 1980s, the
percentage of countries allowing this type of practice was very high. It should be added that even countries acting towards
limiting the possibility of financing public debt by the central bank often excluded open market operations from the restrictions
being implemented (see the example from Colombia). Moreover, the acquisition of bonds of the Member States on the
secondary market by the central bank is not prohibited by the law of the European Union.
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The thesis that restrictions in the above scope have been eased in the last 30 years in OECD countries is confirmed by the
ongoing process of reforming the fundamental law in Chile. Therefore, in the coming years, we can expect a further decline in
the significance of the analyzed restriction among OECD countries. On the one hand, such a legislative solution leaves in the
hands of the central bank an important and increasingly used instrument of monetary policy, i.e. outright open market
operations. The situation related to the bursting of the United States housing bubble and the resulting subprime crisis showed
that in the case of the most important central banks in the world (the Fed, Bank of England, European Central Bank, Bank of
Japan) it is an important tool for influencing the long-term interest rate. On the other hand, it may result in various negative
phenomena in the long run. The example is moral hazard, and in particular the problem of soft budget constraints.

Conclusions
The period of increased inflation in the economies of many countries in the world in the 1970s and early 1980s initiated
institutional changes aimed at securing society against its return. One of the key solutions of an institutional nature was to limit
the possibility of financing the government's borrowing needs by the central bank. By forcing the fiscal authorities to search for
financial resources on the market, it is also intended to limit the problem of the phenomenon of soft budget constraints, about
which wrote J. Kornai (2014, p. 7).
The analysis shows that in the case of most OECD countries, the proposal to limit the possibility or prohibit monetization of
public debt by the central bank was, from the perspective of the last 30 years, systematically implemented into national legal
systems. It should be noted that still in the mid-1980s, the countries that forbid direct financing of the government by the
central bank (through overdraft facility, loan and direct bought of government debt instruments) were in a substantial minority.
Currently, however, the situation is completely different. Only a small percentage of countries do not prohibit this type of
practice in their legal acts. Moreover, among these countries there are also those where the monetization of debt is limited on
the basis of agreements concluded between the central bank and the ministry of finance (e.g. Australia).
Undoubtedly, a significant impact on such changes among the OECD member countries had the processes of transformation of
centrally planned economies in the early 90s. and the signing on 7 February 1992 Maastricht Treaty, which clearly prohibited
the direct financing of governments by central banks in Article 104. It should also be noted that in addition to legislative
changes undertaken within the framework of the standard legislative process, part of the restrictions on the borrowing needs of
the government by the central bank was the consequence of assistance programs implemented in response to economic crises.
Such a situation took place, among others in Turkey in 2001, when The Law on the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey
(Law No. 1211, January 14, 1970) was amended in April, deleting Articles 50 and 51.
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Abstract
The fact that most developed economies are becoming a service economy is well known. Consequently, in the process of
globalization, it becomes important from a commercial perspective to understand that we deal with people from diverse
cultural background. If we consider culture as a set of norms, rules and customs, clients from antagonist cultures do not
always maintain the behavior expected by domestic supplier, mostly because the national cultural values are inherited from
generations and are difficult to be changed, even the immigrants are forced to adapt to the new environment, in a new
country. Sizoo et al (2005) point the fact that intercultural sensitivity is a skill that can be measured and learned. Harries
(2004) also suggests that if the European Union has to continue to succeed, leaders in all 27 member countries have to
devote more attention to culture and business.
Using self administrated questionnaires I intended to prove the high degree of consumer ethnocentrism that depends on 4
factors: openness to foreign cultures, patriotism, conservationism, and the level of collectivism/individualism in the
society. Empirical analyses of survey data and social experiments (Eurobarometer surveys) indicate that many people who
strongly identify with their nation-state also feel a sense of belonging to the European Union... but we have to remember
that most of the respondents were European born individuals. In this paper I get forward and analyze some aspects of
national identification in the context of the EU, using self prepared questionnaires (based on Eurobarometer and ISSP) to
non-EU born individuals, most of them coming from opposite cultures.

Keywords: National Culture; Identity; SPSS; Factor Analysis;
Introduction
Debates on cultural and national identity have been part of nation-building in Western Europe since the XVII century and
can also be found in Russia and Germany in the XIX century. It was a discourse on modernity, which at first began in the
European states, and then, as a response to Western imperialism, continued until today in those parts of the world that were
or still are under the influence of Western powers. Culture has been found to influence a variety of consumer behavior
dimensions through its manifestations: values, heroes, rituals, and symbols (Hofstede, 1994). There are the shapes in which
inherited knowledge is stored and expressed. On the other hand, cross-cultural literature could in fact identify minor or
major differences which may be traced to culture. Based on several surveys, Dunn (1976) claimed that “there is indeed a
resurgence of national identity in Western Europe” In Dunn’s study factors related to consumers’ level of education,
attitude toward work and monetary gain, eating patterns, and attitudes toward authority were perceived as relatively more
important, suggesting that consumer-related barriers to standardization are thought to have declined in importance” (Green,
Leonardi, Chandon, Cunningham, Verhage, Strazzieri, 1983). On the other hand, the European Union launched, at the end
of the 1980s, a number of policies aimed at creating a European identity. At the time, the 12 Member States replied by
incorporating into the Maastricht Treaty a clause stating that the Union should respect the member states’ national
identities. Along with the “cultural” theory’s conception of identities, many member states saw the creation of a European
identity as a potential threat to their own national ethnicity and their citizens’ national loyalties. In concordance with
Erikson and Jonsson (1999) measuring country of origin, nationality, mother tongue and denomination together should
make it possible to construct an indicator of ethnicity. It will not only be possible to distinguish between immigrants from
different nations but between immigrants of different nationality having their origin in the same country. The nation-states
are often multinational, multilingual, multicultural, multiethnic and multi-religious. As such, cultural differences and
national identity stand in a complex relationship to each other and show progressive as well as totalitarian elements of
nationalism that provide testimony to its problematic character and effects. In the same time, literature explore the idea of
national identity, cultural diversity in many dimensions correlated with each other, e.g. language, religion, customs &
traditions (Fearon, 2003; Alesina et al., 2003) in the light of migration waves. Habermas (1995) argues that the history of
term “nation” mirrors the appearance of the nation state, being communities of people who are integrated geographically,
in the form of settlements, and culturally by their common language, customs, and traditions.
Cite this Article as: Elena STOICA “National Identity in a Globalized World An empirical study” Proceedings of the 37th International
Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4,
ISSN: 2767-9640
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Spain Royal Academy used it for the first time in 1884, in their dictionary, “Lengua Nacional”, being defined as “a formal
and literary language of a country or a language that is generally used apart from the other nation’s languages and
dialects”. Before this date, the word “nacion” had simply meant the people settling in a kingdom or a country or a
province. In Gilroy’s (1993) idea national identity is structured through a notion of citizenship and patriotism that
subordinates ethnic, racial, and cultural differences to the assimilating logic of a common culture, or, more directly, the
“melting pot”.

Data Collection
My study is focused on showing the strength of national identities, on people coming from non-EU countries with long and
strong history, but living in EU host countries. Although individuals may have multiple identities, specific contexts and
circumstances dictate which identity becomes more important at a particular time.
Back in 2017 - when I started the data collection - refugees were still abundant on the streets of Athens and other major
cities across Greece. Camps were mainly located on the islands, as authorities and NGOs had to deal with the permanent
housing of refugees. One of the first camps in the outskirts of Athens, Elaionas hosted over 1500 refugees and migrants in
containers. Their living conditions were rather poor - but substantially better compared to the Greek islands.
Data collection has primarily been through the use of qualitative research techniques i.e. the use of the repertory grid
through an interview, which, whilst having a structure to it, did not attempt to guide the interviewee or limit their
discussion. In this way problems of translation equivalence and instrument equivalence were minimized. That approach is
important for questions regarding the identities, structuring the survey using ordinal data; the most used type of data in the
national identity questionnaire, like Likert-scale. The layout of a self-administered questionnaire was designed to make
reading questions and filling in responses easy. Data collection in cross-cultural studies raises specific questions in terms of
equivalence, timing, status and other psychological factors. These issues were accounted for and, in spite of the difficulties
involved in obtaining data at an international level; fieldwork took place in Greece, Athens October 2017 (face-to face) to
November 2018 (by email).

Questionnaire
The 18 lines questionnaire utilized the closed questions provided a number of alternative answers from which the
respondent was instructed to choose. In constructing the questionnaire, the order and flow of the 18 questions was carefully
considered. The majority of the questions asked were “tick or number” the lines provided. The questionnaires aimed to
achieve a high response rate; the number of pages was limited to four. These have been presented in a way to be logical
and coherent to the respondent. Using the Eurobarometer model in shaping the questionnaire about the importance of
different elements as the source of national identification - whether they constitute a single or several dimensions - was a
matter of empirical investigation. “Closeness” is, therefore, tool I used to measure identity. “Citizenship” can be perceived
as being more closely related to rights and duties (and the “civic” theory), and “support for integration” as more closely
connected to economic (as well as perhaps political) costs and benefits (and the “instrumental” theory). In this sense,
“closeness” is a more non-invasive notion. This is not meant to imply that any of the possible components of identity
mentioned in the previous section are more important than others. “Pride”, on the other hand, could be defined as the
positive effect that results from feelings of identity.
The variables were pre-coded (V1…V72) to allow the classification of responses into analyzable and meaningful
categories. In doing this, a numeric code was allocated to each category of a variable. This coding process was an essential
step in preparing data for computer analysis.

Descriptive Statistics
A quantitative statistical analysis has been used allowing studying the interaction between cultures in relation to each other.
The survey was conducted in 2017-2018, on 148 refugees, mostly in refugee camp named Eleonas and consists of 18
questions and 72 variables. A total of 170 questionnaires were distributed and 22 were returned, thus the response rate was
87%. Among them, 11 questionnaires were rejected either because the respondents were not from one of the seven ethnic
groups studied. The final questionnaire is divided into two major sections. The first one consists of questions about
national identity, while the second part deals with factors which may have an influence on answers given in the first part.
The questionnaires have been completed by respondents from 7 different nations (Afghanistan, India, Iraq, Iran, Marcos,
Pakistan, and Syria), over 70% being Muslims. For correctly targeting the 7 nations I’ve used the work of Hofstede (1994),
probably the most popular work in the arena of culture research. Although it provides a relatively general framework for
analysis, this can be applied easily to intercultural encounters. It is particularly useful, as it reduces the complexities of
culture and its interactions into five relatively easily understood cultural dimensions. Having reviewed the key cultural
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tradition of the seven ethnic groups, the differences in cultural values and associated consumer behaviors exhibited were
preliminary analyzed using the following five cultural dimensions: power distance (POW), individualism-collectivism
(IDV), masculinity-feminity (MF), uncertainty avoidance (UNA), short-term orientation-long-term orientation (SHO).

Mean Cultural Dimensions among Ethnic Groups
Score

100
POW
50
IDV
0
MF
UNA
Nation

SHO

https://hi.hofstede-insights.com/national-culture

Figure 1: Hofstede’s cultural dimensions for 7 nations
Power Distance: Five of the seven nations studied have scored high on Power distance, being hierarchical societies. Iraq
has the top score on this dimension (95) which means that people accept a hierarchical order in which everybody has a
place and which needs no further justification. It is followed by Syria and Afghanistan (80), Morocco (70), India (77)
indicating that all of them have an appreciation for hierarchy and a top-down structure in society. Iran receives an
intermediate score of 58 on this dimension so it is a hierarchical society. The Pakistan, with a very low score (14), is
considered a Collectivistic society. This is manifest in a close long-term commitment to the member group, be that a
family, extended family, or extended relationships.
Individualism: At this dimension, one out of the seven nations investigated is an Individualist society. Morocco, with a
score of 46, as Iran (40), Syria (35), Iraq (30), Afghanistan (25) and Pakistan (14) are considered a collectivistic society.
This is manifest in a close long-term commitment to the member group, be that a family, extended family, or extended
relationships. India, with a rather intermediate score of 48, is a society with both Collectivistic and Individualist traits. The
Individualist aspect of Indian society is seen as a result of its dominant religion/philosophy: Hinduism. The collectivist side
means that there is a high preference for belonging to a larger social framework in which individuals are expected to act in
accordance to the greater good of one’s defined in-group(s).
Masculinity: Morocco (53) and Syria (52) gets intermediate scores on this dimension and this in inconclusive. Also,
Pakistan (50) has a preference to Masculinity and Femininity. On the other hand, India (56) is considered a Masculine
society. India is actually very masculine in terms of visual display of success and power. However, India is also a spiritual
country with millions of deities and various religious philosophies. It is also an ancient country with one of the longest
surviving cultures which gives it ample lessons in the value of humility and abstinence. Iraq (70) is also a Masculine
society. In Masculine countries people “live in order to work”, competition and performance and conflicts are resolved by
fighting them out. Iran (43) is a relatively Feminine society, where the main focus is on “working in order to live”.
Conflicts are resolved by compromise and negotiation. Incentives such as free time and flexibility are favored.
Uncertainty avoidance: Six countries out of seven - Iraq (85), Pakistan (70) Morocco (68), Afghanistan (62), Syria (60)
and Iran (59) - have a very high preference for Avoiding uncertainty. Those motioned nations maintain rigid codes of
belief and behavior and are intolerant of unorthodox behavior and ideas. In these cultures there is an emotional need for
rules (even if the rules never seem to work) time is money, people have an inner urge to be busy and work hard, precision
and punctuality are the norm, innovation may be resisted, security is an important element in individual motivation. India
scores 40 on this dimension and thus has a medium low preference for Avoiding uncertainty. In India, there is acceptance
of imperfection; nothing has to be perfect nor has to go exactly as planned. India is traditionally a patient country where
tolerance for the unexpected is high. Rules are often in place just to be circumvented and one relies on innovative methods
to “bypass the system”. A word used often is “adjust” and means a wide range of things, from turning a blind eye to rules
being flouted to finding a unique and inventive solution to a seemingly insurmountable problem.
Long term orientation: With the very low score of 14, Moroccan and Iranian cultures are clearly Normative. People in such
societies have a strong concern with establishing the absolute Truth; they are normative in their thinking. They exhibit
great respect for traditions, a relatively small propensity to save for the future, and a focus on achieving quick results. A
low score in this dimension means that Syria (30) and Iraq (25) are, also, normative cultures. With an intermediate score of
50, the culture of Pakistan cannot be said to indicate a preference. Also in India (51) a dominant preference cannot be
determined. In India the concept of “karma” dominates religious and philosophical thought. Time is not linear, and thus is
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not as important as to western societies which typically score low on this dimension. Countries like India have a great
tolerance for religious views from all over the world. In India there is an acceptance that there are many truths and often
depends on the seeker.

Factor Analysis
After taking a look at the survey and the data, the paper used the Factor analysis and Cluster analysis to underline a verdict.
The analysis is Exploratory. The analysis and statistical tests were primarily performed by the aid of SPSS (Statistical
Package for Social Sciences) and the complementary practice of Excel. Both statistical packages are powerful and can
overcome problems of drawing presentation quality of diagrams and tables. To determine variability among observed
correlated variables in the dataset and to find latent variables I used a multivariate statistical method with the help of IBM
SPSS soft as I mentioned above. Then, the data were tested for internal consistency using Cronbach alpha showing how
closely related a set of items are as a group. For consistency to exist, the variables must be at least moderately correlated to
each other.
As I stated, the first step is to check the reliability of those grouped variables, to test whether the items show sufficient
internal consistency to support at least a moderate correlation. Once the result satisfactory, the factor analysis can follow.
After Cronbach Alpha has delivered satisfactory results, the Factor analysis itself could be undertaken with the extraction
of the factors. The PCA (Principal Component Analysis) was the default method in SPSS. The latent variables I work with
needed to be defined. The survey already had certain constructs defined by specific questions being grouped together.
TABLE 1: Descriptive statistics

Mean

148
0
4.09

Median

4

Std Dev

2

Range

3.99

Min

1

Max

7

No.

Valid
Missing

Source: Author by SPSS

Figure 2: The nationality of every respondent
Source: Author

The frequency shows that, by far, many of the questioned people (Fig. 2) are from Syria (29,1%), followed by those from
Afghanistan (24,3%), Pakistan and Iraq (13,5%), India (10,1%), Morocco (5,4%), and Iran (4,1%).
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics
My nationality is…
Morocco
Syria
India
Pakistan
Iran
Afghanistan
Iraq

Frequency
8
43
15
20
6
36
20

% validity
5.4
29.1
10.1
13.5
4.1
24.3
13.5

% cumulative
5.4
34.5
44.6
58.1
62.2
86.5
100

Source: Author by SPSS

The Factor Analysis is a multivariate statistical method to determine variability among observed, correlated variables in a
dataset in order find unobservable (latent) variables. It also serves as a way to reduce variables to fewer factors, easing the
use of unwieldy datasets. The main goal was to have one factor per group of items to match the system laid out by the
survey. The first section is itself divided into Groups (Table 3) then into sub-groups (Table 4), each posing questions about
one related topic. The grouping of the questions is purposefully arranged, as each group represents a latent construct.
Table 3: Main Groups, items and variables of the questionnaire
Group
Community identification
Identification with nation
Proud of the nation
Opinion regarding foreigns
Opinion about culture
Source: Author by SPSS

No. of items
4
3
3
3
3

Initial Variables
18
11
10
13
13

Defining latent variables
The first step in defining latent variables was to check the reliability of those grouped variables, to test whether the items
show sufficient internal consistency to support at least a moderate correlation. As long as only one principal component is
extracted, there will be no need for factor rotations. There would otherwise be too many pair-wise correlations between
items to consider. In the end, all the factors have been identified and I needed to create a new data set.
Table 4: Main sub-groups, after recoded and eliminated variables
Subgroup
Identification with the community
Identification with another community
External influences
Opinion about national belonging
Opinion about religion and customs
National attachment
National pride
Opinion about foreigners
Opinion about culture
Opinion about Europe

No. of
items
1
3
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1

Recoded
variables
0
3
3
0
0
0
3
0
0
0

Eliminated
variables
0
2
2
0
4
1
0
2
1
1

Total
variables
6
15
10
4
4
6
4
6
6
4

Source: Author by SPSS

After the variables were re-coded there was a need for reconstruct the whole questionnaire. Due to how the questions are
phrased, those with little tolerance will have positive scores and the tolerant ones will have negative ones.
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Table 5: Component Matrix
Component
1*

2*

Identification with the community
Identification with another community
External influences
Opinion about national belonging
Opinion about religion and customs

.548
.506
.122
.021
.772

.276
.715
.843
.703
.056

National attachment
National pride
Opinion about foreigners
Opinion about culture
Opinion about Europe

.771
.854
.071
.838
-.212

.066
.377
.522
238
.811

*Component 1: Identification with the community, Opinion about religion and customs, National attachment, National pride, Opinion
about culture
*Component 2: Identification with another community, External influences, Opinion about national belonging, Opinion about
foreigners, Opinion about Europe
Source: Author by SPSS

The factor “Identification with the Community” shows how attached the respondents are to their own town and group.
People that have a closer connection with their narrow or broad community have a negative score and those that do not
share a particular bond will have a positive score. Respondens who express a deep attachment to their community usually
have a negative score, and people with extended and global view have a pozitive score. The factor “External influences”
explore how accepting a person is relating to international influences of their nation. Respondents who are accepting
external influences will have a positive factor score and those who prefer to keep them out will have a negative score.
“Opinion about national belonging” shows opinions about political factors relating to respondents national identity. Those
who support factors as birthplace, language and citizenship regarding national identity have a negative score. The
respondents with positives scores have a more liberal view on what it means to belong to a nation. The respondents
“Opinion about religion and customs” are split in several groups regarding the tolerance in expressing their scores.
“National attachment” as “Identification with the Community” describes how attached are the respondents to their birth
country. “National pride” describes the appreciation a person has for their respective country. People who show a great
deal of support for their nation have a negative score and those who feel indifferent or even ashamed will have a positive
factor score. People with negative scores are the ones in favour of patriotism whereas those with positive ones do not see it
as a good thing. The factor “Opinion about foreigners” shows opinion that respondents have about immigrants. Those
who welcome immigrants will have a negative score and vice versa. The factor “Opinion about culture” is fairy selfexplanatory describing de openness to education, traditions and learning. “Opinion about Europe” is the way peoples see
the space they leave in as a community.

The Meta Factors
In the end, the factor analysis shows a two-factor-solution with rather obvious loading, suggesting that V1 to V72 would
create two components. As such, it was necessary to adjust the item selection to achieve said one-factor-solution. Finally,
all the factors have been identified and I needed to create a new data set that regards things on a global basis, not on an
individual basis. The factors identified and adjusted in the previous section were themselves be grouped into so-called
meta-factors. The meta-factors items lead two groups called: “The own culture” and “The other culture”: the first one is
about own community (religion, language, traditions), the second one is those that explore the international influences
regarding their own nation. The differences seem not so important, but each component item is in fact very clear. Those
meta-factors lead to more facile interpretations, taking advantages of a graphic representation of grouped items.
The first meta-factor is the mode in every individual deals with his own community, the level of appreciation of a person
for their respective country, town or little community. The second meta-factor describes what every individual believe
facing the others in relation with his own identify.
Meta factors are explained with the help of every item and in the end they will act as the previous. When an individual
shows liberal views, being open to new, with an indifferent opinion about the country, every personal component will be
positive. If the individual shows support for the community, being proud of its achievement will show negative scores.
Regarding the attitude towards immigrants, those with conservative opinions will have negative scores being the ones in
favor of patriotism whereas those with positive ones do not see it as a good thing.
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The identification of two meta-factors will also allow a graphic representation of the analysis on a two-dimensional scatter
plot, which saves the trouble of having to plot every factor against every factor, making the interpretation unwieldy and
hard to follow.

Figure 3: The Nationality of Every Respondent

Cluster Analysis
That is the analysis dedicated to the 7 nations, living outsite their state (Afghanistan, India, Iraq, Iran, Morocco, Pakistan,
Syria) through the answers. Such, every state could be compared with others as a whole. As I motioned above, a small
value of meta-factors mean that as a whole, the results of culture factors are weak, suggesting that those are traditional
cultures, while the high values shows the openness to new. As a conclusion, groups that incorporate those cultures with
results above mean are permissive, accepting the change.
Table 6: Recoded Component Matrix In Two Steps
Frequency
Open to new
Traditional
Total

46
102
148

% valid
31.2
68.8
100

% cumulative
31.2
100

Source: Author

Looking at the results, through the original factors, could be quite difficult to interpret every factor through graphic
representation to another factor. That’s why rather easier to graphic represent is the meta-factors and use the separations of
groups to visualize the groups in a bi-dimensional space (Figure 3). That step is possible by explaining the two Meta
factors through the original ones, using the same principle. The two results groups show a relatively separation around the
initial coordination system, suggesting that the first group is mostly occupied by nations with results closing and above 0.
The second group is dedicated to cultures with meta-factors under 0.
Looking broadly at the results, two major groups pattern becomes apparent:
1. respondents that identifies themselves with their country and community on a personal level. For those people, language
and origin does not seem to be relevant. These people value the community they live in, showing less pride and support for
their country. The group they live in becomes the focal point for their identification. In the eyes of those people, you do not
need to be born in their country to be part of it. Those have a positive score. The respondents, who share a very amount of
pride with regard to their nation, address a much more personal view on national identity. They are attached to their
cultural roots and share a more conservative view. Those have a negative score.
2. respondents that identifies themselves with their country and community on a external social level. Those with liberal
views welcome foreign influences and generally showing a positive attitude towards immigrants and the new cultures.
They are tolerant and see immigration like something they have to learn for. They have a positive score on Meta factor.
Those with more conservative opinions regarding tolerance, tend to be against liberal politics. They have a negative score
on External social Meta factor.
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TABLE 6: Final top of the nations questioned
Rank
Group
Identification with the
community
Identification with
another community
External influences
Opinion about national
belonging
Opinion about religion
and customs
National attachment
National pride
Opinion about foreigners
Opinion about culture
Opinion about Europe

Afghanistan
2

India
5

Iraq
1

Iran
4

Morocco
7

Pakistan
6

Syria
3

2

7

1

5

4

6

3

2
7

6
1

4
6

3
4

5
2

7
5

1
3

6

4

3

1

7

6

5

1
1
6
3
6

5
7
7
4
7

6
3
3
1
2

7
6
5
2
3

4
4
1
7
4

1
5
4
2
5

3
2
2
5
1

Source: Author

Conclusion
National identity can be conceptualized as the choice which citizens have to make between the national and the other
nation identity. The average citizen will constantly oscillate between the two nationalities, though the odds of taking the
national or the other point of view will probably vary: some citizens will tend to take the national position more frequently,
while others will be more inclined towards the other nation position. Only a minority will consistently prefer one
nationality over the other (Maddens et al., 2000, 45-60). National identity is thus a very broad and diffuse concept that is
used to cover the intensity and the type of relationship towards the nation.
Looking at the final results, individuals identify themselves with their born community on a personal or a deeper level.
Some of them tend to adopt a very traditional outlook supporting the view that must be born in the country to be a true
citizen of it. Less non-EU born individuals value the community they live in, and think that you do not be born in the
country to be part of it, but the language you speak in may be relevant. They have a liberal outlook relating to foreign
influences. Migrating people come from diverse ethnical backgrounds, with already formed cultural identity. Cultural
identities interact, as people who have migrated come into contact not only with the majority culture, but also with
immigrants of both similar and disparate cultures.

Limitations and future studies
Various modern cultural studies and social theories have investigated cultural identity. Still, we need more approaches
from psychology, economy, geography, ethnology to define a more precise and complex way regarding the relationship
between national identity and migration. In recent decades, a new form of identification has emerged which breaks down
the understanding of the individual as a coherent whole subject into a collection of various cultural identifiers. These
cultural identifiers may be the result of various conditions including: location, gender, race, history, nationality, language,
sexuality, religious beliefs, ethnicity, aesthetics, and even food.
The services industry, for example, is strongly culture-bounded and the traditional preferences are not going to disappear in
the foreseeable future. The rate of standardization of the services is still uneven and unpredictable. That’s why the
combined impact of culture produces strong arguments against or pro-standardization for service. Through an
interdisciplinary focus on cultural studies and behavioral economics, future empirical studies would be able to demonstrate
that the difference between successful and unsuccessful standardization policy would be that successful policy lies on a
better understanding of factors affecting national culture, among others
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Questionnaire
I Community Identification (ethnic)
You choose to leave your birth country, because...
war/life threatening mate
lack of social security
poor economy/lack of jobs
home lost
no access to education
other ……………………………
Leaving your country was a hard decision?
if the conflict ends I intend to return
I will return even I have to take it from the beginning
I never intend to return
I go just to visit
when my children will grow would return my country
Do you believe the life in the new country would be better
because?
peace and security
access to a better education for you/your children
access to jobs
access to social security/free medical services
multiculturalism
other…………………………………
Do you believe the life in the new country would be worse than in
your natal country because…
different culture/religion
no access to education for you/your children
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Question
No

Variable
No

Q1
a
b
c
d
e
f
Q3
h
i
j
k
l
Q7

6
V1
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
5
V8
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6

a
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f
Q8

V27
V28
V29
V30
V31
V32
6

g
h

V33
V34
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no access to jobs
home sick
lack of aids to integrate in
other…
II Identification with nation
Some people say that the following things are important for being
truly national. How important do you think each of the following
is...?
to have been born in the country
to have country’s nationality/citizenship
to be able to speak country's language
to respect country’s laws
To what extend do you agree or disagree with each of the
following statements regarding Non-EU immigrants?
it is impossible for people who do not share nation’s customs and
traditions to become fully national
ethnic minorities should be given government assistance to
preserve their customs and traditions
the presence of people from other ethnic groups is a cause of
insecurity
Religion is a significant part of national culture of a country. Read
these statements and introspect...
I believe followers of my religion will find heaven/attain salvation
I’ll get/would get very angry when/if any member of my family
marries someone outside my religion
Sometimes believe that the world is conspiring against my religion
Neither
III Proud of the nation
How proud are you of being country nationality?
Some people feel truly national. How close do you feel to (attach
to).....?
your town
your country
your customs
your religion
your language
The EU
How proud are you of your country in each of the following
its achievements in the arts and literature
its educational system
its history
its fair and equal treatment of all groups in society
IV Opinion regarding foreigns
Do you think EU should limit the access of Non-EU refugees
because...
.... there is NO MORE SPACE the camps
… there are NO MORE JOBS
... some HAVE NO INTENTION TO FIND JOBS, but involve in
illicit activities
There are different opinions about Non-EU immigrants. How much
do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
some of immigrants increase crime rates
non-EU immigrants improve country’s society by bringing new
ideas and cultures
national culture is very different of the host country culture
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the arrival of Non-EU immigrants can be effective in solving the
problem of Europe’s ageing population
non-EU Immigrants can play an important role in developing
greater understanding and tolerance with the rest of the world
Do you feel that EU treated you all in the same manner, without
any discrimination
I feel race discrimination
I sense age discrimination
I experienced country birth discrimination
all people are treated in the same manner (equally)
I feel that families are better treated
V Opinion about culture
Do you think you/your children/nephews will still speak your
language în the future?
NO, because they don't use it at school/work ă
YES, because we have to integrate and speak the country’s
language
YES, because it is the only language we use it at home/work
NO, because it is a multicultural society
Some people say that it is better for a country if different racial
and ethnic groups maintain their distinct customs and traditions.
How do you feel for you?
it could be better if we MENTAIN our distinct customs and
traditions
it could be better if we ADAPT and BLEND into the larger society
it could be better to MENTAIN our traditions and also SHARE
nation's customs
In your opinion, which of the following are the most important
elements that go to make up a European identity?
democratic values
common history
common religion
a high level of social protection
geography
Naţionality
Religion
Designed by Author
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Abstract
Entrepreneurship is considered one of the main forces for the development of organizations, and entrepreneurial orientation
is a driving force behind entrepreneurial activities. The aim of this paper is to test the effect of entrepreneurial orientation
on the growth rate of companies. To that end, a study has been carried out on a sample of 58 furniture manufacturing
companies from Małopolska region in Poland. The main findings are that entrepreneurial orientation does in fact affect the
growth rate of companies and that entrepreneurial orientation as a single construct consisting of three dimensions is a better
predictor of company growth than any of its dimensions individually, which points to the conclusion that the concurrent
exhibition of innovativeness, risktaking and proactiveness creates a synergistic effect that translates to company growth.

Keywords: SME, Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO), Organizational Performance, Organizational Growth
Introduction
Entrepreneurship is perceived as one of the main forces driving the development of organizations. It leads to the creation of
new organizations, but it is also an important trait of existing entities. Entrepreneurial orientation (EO) has been pointed to
by Covin and Wales (2012) as the "driving force behind the organizational pursuit of entrepreneurial activities". Therefore,
the effects of EO on organizational performance have been chosen as the topic of this paper. Since in the literature on the
subject there is a debate whether EO is a unidimensional or a multidimensional construct and whether the analysis of its
impact should pertain to EO as a whole or to its particular components, this paper also addresses this issue by conducting
the analysis on both levels of aggregation.
The aim of this paper is to test the effect of entrepreneurial orientation on the growth rate of companies. The remainder of
this paper is organized as follows: firstly, the theoretical framework is proposed and hypotheses are developed, then the
research methodology is reported, followed by the presentation and discussion of the results. And finally, the conclusions
are presented.

Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses
Organizational performance is one of the central topics in management. Evaluating and controlling organizational
performance constitutes the core of the managerial task set. Organizational performance measurement is the subject of
numerous conceptual studies. Both the three-dimensional organizational performance measurement construct proposed by
Combs et al. (2005), and four-dimensional version proposed by Hamann et al. (2013) posit that one of the crucial
organizational performance dimensions is growth. Growth (the change in size of an organization over time) can be
expressed by several different variables, including: asset base size, the number of employees, or sales volume (Hamann,
Schiemann, 2021). Growth can affect an organization in numerous positive ways: greater efficiencies through economies
of scale may appear, the power of the organization increases, the ability to withstand environmental change is
strengthened. Additionally, the organization may be perceived as more prestigious and thus more attractive to its current
and potential employees (Weinzimmer, 2000).
In this study, number of employees has been chosen to represent the organizational growth rate. More specifically average annual net increase of the number of employees, that has been calculated as the quotient of the number of
employees and the age of the company.
First, let us posit a naive hypothesis of company growth: the older a company, the bigger it is. Clearly, this assertion
implicitly assumes the comparability of other variables: companies operate on the same geographical market, in the same
________________
Cite this Article as: Mateusz CODOGNI “The Effects of Entrepreneurial Orientation on Organizational Performance” Proceedings of
the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain,
ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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industry, etc. The validity or invalidity of this supposition will serve as a baseline, against which further hypotheses will be
compared.
H1: There is a positive monotonic relationship between the age of a company and its size (expressed in the number of
employees).
An alternative hypothesis posits that companies operating in the same industry and the same economic environment do not
necessarily grow at the same rate, but their growth is also influenced by their internal characteristics. In this paper, one
specific internal characteristic is proposed and tested - that is, their entrepreneurial orientation.
Entrepreneurship is perceived as one of the main forces driving the development of organizations. Chamorro-Premuzic et
al. (2005) define entrepreneurship as "behaviours that are related to the creation of value through the exploitation of
opportunities in novel and innovative ways". Entrepreneurship leads to the creation of new organizations, but it is also an
important trait of existing ones. Miller (1983) proposes that the entrepreneurial organization is “one that engages in
product-market innovation, undertakes somewhat risky ventures, and is first to come up with "proactive" innovations,
beating competitors to the punch. A nonentrepreneurial firm is one that innovates very little, is highly risk averse, and
imitates the moves of competitors instead of leading the way”. Organizations vary in terms of entrepreneurship.
Researchers and practitioners strive to measure the level of entrepreneurship in organizations. Morris (1998) states that
“entrepreneurship occurs in varying degrees and amounts” and suggests the concept of “entrepreneurial intensity”.
Lumpkin and Dess (1996) developed a concept of "entrepreneurial orientation".
"Entrepreneurial orientation reflects the strategic posture of a firm to continuously engage in risk-taking, innovative, and
proactive behaviors which will ultimately influence firm performance" - this definition by Cui et al. (2018) expressly links
entrepreneurial orientation to organizational performance. Numerous studies have found a positive relation between
entrepreneurial orientation and various aspects of organizational performance. Monteiro et al. (2019) find that EO is
positively linked to a company's export performance (in a sample of 265 Portuguese exporting companies). Davis et al.
(2010) conclude that entrepreneurial orientation is positively correlated to net profit. Cui et al. (2018) conclude that
entrepreneurial orientation is positively correlated to company performance (a construct of profit growth rate before tax,
market share, sales growth share and overall financial performance). Tajeddini (2010) finds that entrepreneurial orientation
has a significant positive impact upon company performance (profit goal achievement, sales goal achievement and ROI
achievement) in a sample of Swiss hotels. Zhang et al. (2016) find the correlation between EO and firm performance
(overall efficiency of operations, market share growth, return on investments, return on sales, profit growth, return on
assets, and sales growth) in a sample of 264 industrial firms from China. Niu et al. (2020) conclude that a firm’s EO is
positively related to its market performance in a sample of 153 Chinese e-commerce enterprises. Freiling and Schelhowe
(2014) have analyzed the impact of EO on the internationalization performance and growth of 346 German manufacturing
companies. EO positively impacts both performance and growth, although the size of the effect is far greater on the
performance than growth. Koe (2013) finds that entrepreneurial orientation positively influenced the performance of 153
government-linked companies in Malaysia. Vega-Vazquez et al. (2016) point out that although a good part of the studies
finds a positive and direct effect between EO and business results, some postulate that this positive relation does not exist,
or is more complex than a simple monotonic relation (Morgan and Strong, 2003; Walter et al., 2006, Tang and Tang, 2012,
Siren 2017). Since the prevailing number of studies points to a positive correlation between EO and organizational
performance, the following hypothesis is proposed:
H2: There is a positive monotonic relationship between EO and average annual net increase of the number of employees.
Hughes and Morgan (2007) point out that "researchers have almost exclusively adopted an aggregate (or higher-order)
approach to the assessment of EO. That is, risk-taking, innovativeness, and proactiveness are measured as independent
dimensions and then a composite EO scale is created into a combined gestalt construct for further analysis. The problems
with this approach are that it neglects the individual influence of each dimension and assumes a universal and uniform
influence by each dimension. In contrast, Lumpkin and Dess state that each dimension can vary independently and might
not necessarily be beneficial or even desirable at different points in time. As a result, the coarse-grained conclusions from
much of the extant EO empirical research require that this fundamental caveat be explored further". Further, they develop a
case for each of the EO dimensions influencing the company performance.
Tolerance of risk-taking makes companies more prone to take action. It also increases the decision speed. Since markets do
not stay stable for long periods of time, the increased speed of actions allows companies to capitalize on evolving market
situations. Risk tolerance prevents the firm from being lulled into inertia, inaction, and adherence to traditions. Riskoriented firms combine opportunity-seeking behavior with constructive risk-taking to generate a bias for exploration and
exploitation. Conversely - high risk aversion renders firms passive and unable to react timely to new market opportunities.
It is likely to deteriorate performance in an age of rapid change. High risk aversion also makes firms react conservatively
to changing market conditions. The result would be a weaker performance as the firm would do little to seize market
opportunities (Hughes and Morgan, 2007). Following these arguments, it is hypothesized that:
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H3: There is a positive monotonic relationship between EO risk-taking subindex and average annual net increase of the
number of employees.
Innovativeness represents a bias toward embracing and supporting creativity and experimentation. It enables companies to
generate novel solutions to customer needs and problems. It mobilizes entry into new arenas, renews the firm's presence in
existing ones, and embodies a capability to explore new possibilities. Innovativeness enables the creation of market
differentiation (Hughes and Morgan, 2007). Following these arguments, it is hypothesized that:
H4: There is a positive monotonic relationship between EO innovativeness subindex and average annual net increase of the
number of employees.
Proactiveness represents a forward-looking perspective where firms actively seek to anticipate opportunities to develop and
introduce new or improved products, instigate changes to current strategies and tactics, and detect future trends in the
market. Its goal is to secure first-mover advantage. By actively anticipating and preparing for change, proactive firms are
in a better position to seize market share and customers quickly when change occurs (Hughes and Morgan, 2007).
Following these arguments, it is hypothesized that:
H5: There is a positive monotonic relationship between EO proactiveness subindex and average annual net increase of the
number of employees.
As Covin and Wales (2012) notice, in contrast to Lumpkin and Dess' multidimensional view on the construct of
entrepreneurial orientation, Miller defines the construct of EO as requiring the concurrent exhibition of innovativeness,
risktaking and proactiveness. Indeed, it can be plausibly argued that a synergistic combination of all three traits produces
the truly entrepreneurial posture. Accordingly, it can be hypothesized that:
H6: Average annual net increase of the number of employees is better predicted by EO index than by any of its subindexes.

Empirical Study
In order to address the above-mentioned questions and hypotheses, a study has been carried out. The questionnaire
consisted of demographic questions (size, main activity, date of establishment), and an EO measurement tool developed by
Miller (1983) and Covin and Slevin (1989) (and presented by Covin and Wales (2012)), translated to Polish. Miller, Covin
and Slevin scale is not the only available measurement tool for the EO. But, as Rauch et al. (2009) conclude, as the result
of their meta-analysis based on 51 studies: “there is little doubt that the original studies of Miller (1983) and Covin and
Slevin (1989) provided the foundations for the scales used in subsequent studies. (...). Miller’s and Covin and Slevin’s
original nine-item formulation of the three dimensions innovativeness, proactiveness, and risk taking dominated with a
total of 28 studies”. Hence, in this study Miller/Covin and Slevin scale has been used as EO measurement tool. It consists
of nine questions. Each of the questions measures the respondent’s agreement with a pair of opposite statements on a fivepoint scale, where 1 means “I completely agree with the first statement” and 5 – “I completely agree with the second
statement”. Three of the questions pertain to the innovativeness of the company, three to its proactiveness, and three to its
risk propensity. The indexes of innovativeness, proactiveness, and risk-taking were calculated, and the general index of
entrepreneurial orientation was calculated by the summation of the responses.
The surveyed population was defined as companies:
– whose primary activity is in the industry defined by PKD (Polska Klasyfikacja Działalności – Polish Classification of
Economic Activities) code 31 – manufacture of furniture,
– that have their place of business in the Małopolska region in Poland,
– that are SMEs.
The Spearman correlation of ranks has been chosen as a tool to confirm monotonic relationships between variables. It is
due to the fact that EO has been measured in an ordinal scale, so a nonparametric statistical tool is suitable.
The sampling frame preparation, sample drawing, and collection of data was carried out by the Central Statistical Office of
Poland (Krakow branch). A professional staff was hired to administer the survey during visits to company facilities. The
sample size is 58 companies. The results are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1: Summary of empirical results
Hypothesis

Status

Remarks

H1: There is a positive monotonic relationship not
between the age of a company and its size supported
(expressed in the number of employees)

The results are: rho=-0,02 (p=0,9). This result has to be
interpreted as showing no significant monotonic
relationship between variables (Ostasiewicz et al., 1995)

H2: There is a positive monotonic relationship supported
between EO and average annual net increase
of the number of employees

The results are: rho=0.4 (p=0.002). The monotonic
relationship between variables is significant (albeit low)
(Ostasiewicz et al., 1995)

H3: There is a positive monotonic relationship supported
between EO risk-taking subindex and average
annual net increase of the number of
employees

The results are: rho=0,36 (p=0.006). The monotonic
relationship between variables is significant (albeit low)
(Ostasiewicz et al., 1995)

H4: There is a positive monotonic relationship not
between EO innovativeness subindex and supported
average annual net increase of the number of
employees

The results are: rho=0.21 (p=0.12). According to
Ostasiewicz et al., values equal to or greater than 0.2
should be considered statistically significant (Ostasiewicz
et al., 1995), which makes this result (barely) significant.
On the other hand, the p-value of 0.12 does not permit to
reject the null hypothesis.

H5: There is a positive monotonic relationship supported
between EO proactiveness subindex and
average annual net increase of the number of
employees

The results are: rho=0,34 (p=0.009). The monotonic
relationship between variables is significant (albeit low)
(Ostasiewicz et al., 1995)

H6: Average annual net increase of the supported
number of employees is better predicted by
EO index than by any of its subindexes

-

Conclusions
The naive hypothesis positing a positive monotonic relationship between the age of a company and its size has not been
supported. Hence, a simplistic view of company growth being a mere consequence of surviving long enough must be
rejected. Instead, a model that ties company growth to some internal characteristics of that company is justified. The prior
research on entrepreneurial orientation points to the fact that EO has a positive impact on company growth. The hypothesis
positing a positive monotonic relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and organizational growth has been
supported. The hypotheses based on the assumption that each of EO components has a positive impact on company have
been partially supported. This seems to be in line with Hughes and Morgan's (2007) remarks that each EO dimension might
differentially impact company performance. But, since EO as a whole is a better company growth predictor than any of EO
subindexes, it must be concluded that the view of EO as a synergistic combination of risk-taking, proactiveness and
innovativeness is supported.
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Abstract
Nowadays, socioeconomic development, along with rural development, has received a new character and accelerated due
to the fact new properties of external environment have determined an extraordinary increase in the value of knowledge.
Knowledge has been as a new source of change. Compiling knowledge that really is ready to be used is one of the common
challenges throughout Europe.
The first aim of this article is to bring together problems in rural development with modern concepts such as Knowledge
Management and Collective Intelligence. The findings of the basic project, which established five key knowledge
management processes and two potential knowledge management system models, are a valuable contribution to potential
implementations in rural institutions. On this basis, the expert analysis on the organizational models of Collective
Intelligence has produced interesting results and states a second goal of this article.

Keywords: Collective Intelligence, Knowledge Management, Rural Area, Development
Introduction
The EU's long-term socio-economic growth program has three priorities: sustainable development, smart growth and social
inclusion. These three priorities constitute the cornerstone of the Common Agricultural Policy, which is focused on
building the competitiveness and innovation of agriculture and rural areas. Rural development challenges require the
creation, dissemination and practical application of new knowledge, new technologies, new products, and new ways of
organization, as well as learning and collaboration. With the development of new policies in the European Union which are
the result of the changes in the global environment, new opportunities for agriculture in the circular economy emerge. The
European Innovation Partnership for Agricultural productivity and Sustainability (EIP-AGRI) was launched in 2012 to
contribute to the European Union's strategy 'Europe 2020' for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth (this strategy sets the
strengthening of research and innovation as one of its five main objectives and supports a new interactive approach to
innovation: European Innovation Partnerships).
EIP-AGRI works to foster competitive and sustainable farming and forestry that “achieves more and better from less”. It
contributes to ensuring a steady supply of food, feed and biomaterials, developing its work in harmony with the essential
natural resources on which farming depends.
Currently, socioeconomic development, including rural development, has gained a new character and accelerated because
new properties of external environment have determined an unprecedented increase in the value of knowledge. Knowledge
has become a new source of change. Compiling knowledge ready for practice is one of the common challenges across
Europe.

Knowledge Management
Knowledge management is a concept that optimizes the use of existing knowledge resources while also reducing
knowledge gaps. This leads to improved organizational performance, reduced risk, improved environmental relations, and
the advancement of new organizational strategies and product innovations, among other things. This is absolutely vital in
________________
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the context of development challenges and rural development. It is also vital to note that the amount of information is
constantly increasing, and adjustment of information handling strategies in the workplace to an individual, a task, a group,
and organizational levels is indispensable (Berryman 2008, Lloyd, 2013). Information and knowledge exist in different
forms, have different aims, and are handled by many different actors, with different and new tools (Allen &Shoard, 2005).
This is affected by social elements such as culture, climate, and community. In fact, information behavior and practices are
changing because of the changing information arena while organizations are facing challenges (Burke & Ng 2006; Virta
and Widén, 2011).
Authors of the paper focused on the meaning of “knowledge” as mental processes that include understanding, interpersonal communication, and learning. It's a unique type of messaging, and the messages may or may not contain useful
information for the recipient. (Mikuła, 2012; Wilson, 2010; Oeberst et al., 2016; Krakowiak-Bal et al., 2017). Knowledge
sharing is gaining more and more attention in the scientific world. Researchers such as Millen and Dray (2000), WidénWulff and Davenport (2007), Widén-Wulff and Ginman (2004), Hall and Goody (2007), Hersbserger et al. (2007),
Sonnenwald et al. (2008) and Fulton (2009), Ziemiańczyk et al. (2014), Mikuła (2016a), explored aspects of information
sharing in a variety of contexts. Recent research works are dealing with “knowledge sharing”, documents share,
information transfer through messages, access to databases, direct inter-personal communication in person or at meetings
(Wilson, 2010).
The value of knowledge sharing cannot be overstated. The importance of knowledge sharing is significant – tacit
knowledge sharing is the initial phase of the ideal organizational model of knowledge creation according to I. Nonaki and
H. Takeuchi (2000, pp. 110-116). Knowledge transfer and sharing are perceived as the most crucial activities in the
knowledge management cycle proposed by Walczak (2009, p. 5). According to M. Kodama (2009, pp. 236-237), the first
stage in the cycle of community knowledge creation is knowledge sharing based on retrieving and finding, then
communicating and explaining the knowledge possessed by individual members of a community functioning within the
social community.
In a very narrow sense, knowledge sharing is reduced to the act of transmitting/communicating information. However,
since the exchange of ideas and shared interpretation of knowledge is at its core, this process should be considered as much
more complex. Hence, the precise term for knowledge sharing is internalisation of knowledge at the recipient level or recreation of knowledge (on the sender side) (Fazlagic 2011, p. 8). E.Z. Taylor and U.S. Murthy define knowledge sharing as
a process that leads individuals through thinking or using their own knowledge to help others transform their own
knowledge resources to solve problems that arise from specific circumstances (Taylor, Murthy 2009, p. 154). Knowledge
sharing, then, is a process that is based on the mutual transfer of personalized overt and tacit knowledge (Pietruszka-Ortyl
at al., 2017, p. 348). The essence of knowledge sharing in an organization is a process that is at least two-sided, in which
individuals exchange their knowledge and at the same time create new knowledge (Kożuch, Lenart-Gansiniec 2016, p.
306; Krakowiak-Bal at al., 2018).

Collective Intelligence for Sustainable Rural Area Development
The alternative theoretical approach, allowing an analysis of the processes of sharing and creating of knowledge in rural
area development, is related to the multidisciplinary field of knowledge known as Collective Intelligence (CI). Existing
research on the Collective Intelligence initiatives demonstrates that it is possible to successfully employ CI both in
business and in the widely understood public sphere. Although the growing interest in practical applications of CI goes
back to the commercial sector, where the increased popularity of crowdsourcing coincided with many projects engaging
communities e.g. in market research, forecasting, research and development, customer service, knowledge management,
and testing of systems, very quickly similar projects aimed at the application of the new methods of work organization
emerged in the public sphere. Many open innovation platforms (such as Imaginatik, Nosco, Spigit, BrightIdea, Salesforce,
Ideascale and similar), that found usage by the big business (Intel, IBM, Dell, Xerox, Cisco, Procter & Gamble) inspired
similar projects in the government institutions (the White House, the National Health Service in Great Britain and others;
Noveck 2015, Mulgan 2018). In all those initiatives it has been emphasized that for an effective problem solution it is
necessary to engage diverse communities of “innovators”, for example: customers, employees, business partners and
similar groups interested in the outcome. Moreover, also citizen activists, NGO workers, and public administration staff
can participate. The premise of such projects is to utilize the crowd potential which may generate pioneering ideas and
solve the most urgent problems.
There is no doubt that projects and discussions done for commercial purposes have different characteristics that those
which tackle the questions concerning public matters. The participants of the two types of projects engage in slightly
different types of activity: distinct models of participation in discussion and different ways of argumentation. Moreover,
the participants have their specific motivations. The topic of difference in behavior of individuals engaged in CI
communities depending on their public or commercial character is discussed e.g. in the paper Value co-creation through
collective intelligence in the public sector (Wise et al., 2012) where the authors find an interesting way to redevelop the
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concept of Collective Intelligence genome (Malone et al., 2009) by enhancing the spectrum of „genes”, they describe
(understood as models of activity which can be merged and recombined to create new systems using crowd intelligence).
Collective Intelligence projects build the framework for absorption, filtering, summarizing, explaining and comparing of
knowledge and ideas, creation of possible solutions for problems and their evaluation, finally – for taking decisions. One of
the definitions of Collective Intelligence says it is the ability to solve problems exceeding the skills of a single person. If in
a social structure mutual cooperation is missing, this structure has a limited ability to solve a certain group of problems: in
such cases every individual looks for solutions on his own, therefore, neither positive or negative interaction exists.
Collective Intelligence, however, is emerging when cooperation, competition and mutual observation lead to the new,
original solutions of problems or accelerate the process and increase the ability to solve complex problems (Szuba, 2001).

Methods
The paper's author conducted research on knowledge management for the development of rural areas. The aim of the
research project titled "Knowledge management in the process of building competitiveness and innovativeness of rural
areas on the principles of sustainable development - empirical verification taking the Małopolskie Voivodship as an
example" was to link the complex process of socio-economic changes, which takes place in rural areas very slowly, to the
modern management concepts used in the most innovative companies. The conducted empirical study consisted of a
questionnaire survey addressed to public institutions involved in the development of rural areas. The adopted method
consisted in conducting an electronic survey (CAWI), i.e. a computer-assisted interview conducted via a dedicated website.
After the initial pilot studies, 278 invitations were sent to public institutions involved in rural development in the
Małopolskie Voivodeship (Poland), requesting participation in the study. As a result of monitoring the data acquisition
process, 168 completed questionnaires were received, which is a very high (almost 60%) rate of return.
To ensure data trianglulation, the additional research technique was adopted. This technique was based on the expert
interviews, which is widely accepted method of qualitative empirical research. He aim of this study was to analyze the
obtained data from the point of view of the organizational models specific for Collective Intelligence projects. The Meuser
and Nagel (2009) describe the expert interview as a qualitative interview based on a topical guide, focusing on the
knowledge of the expert, which is broadly characterized as specific knowledge in a certain field of action. The research
was using on semi-structured interviews. Expert sampling was carried out on the basis of theoretical principles of expert
research, taking into account that experts should have experience with Collective Intelligence projects, have knowledge of
the specifics of social responsibility and represent both the public and private sectors. Based on a previously conducted
study on the possible methods of researching Collective Intelligence (Olszowski, 2019), we have narrowed down the set of
available methods.

Results
For the purposes of rural development, the research established five main operational processes related to knowledge
management:
•
•
•
•
•

identification - the process of locating and pre-evaluating the suitability of encountered knowledge resources for
the use in anorganization,
gathering: the collection and storage of knowledge in a codified form which could be accompanied by the
recording of knowledge (for example in paper or electronic form),
transfer, understood as a complex process that can involve acquiring knowledge for its application, disclosing
knowledge, sharing knowledge and disseminating knowledge,
creation is a process of creating new knowledge for an organization; it can combine existing knowledge resources
for innovationpurposes (that is knowledge diffusion)
application of knowledge is the use of knowledge for realization of tasks in the organisation. The application of
knowledge can beaimed at creating action strategies, executing operational tasks, shaping processes, solving
emerging problems etc.

Based on the results of the analysis, it was suggested that one of the two knowledge management framework for rural
development options can be adopted.
The implementation of a knowledge transfer strategy is the first option.. This strategy provides a holistic approach to the
knowledge transfer process and focuses on the planning, organization and control of knowledge acquisition processes,
knowledge disclosure, knowledge dissemination and knowledge sharing within the rural development system as well as
with the environment. In this case, it is necessary to adopt a technical approach to knowledge management and to apply
codification strategies in the system. This means that the system must be based on a well-thought-out integrated computer
system. Its functionality should include:
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•
•
•
•
•

acquiring codified knowledge from the environment of the rural development system,
gathering knowledge in the database,
disclosing knowledge from the database,
protection of sensitive data,
protection of key knowledge for competitive advantage.

The second option is to adopt a knowledge diffusion strategy. The essence is a holistic approach to knowledge transfer,
with a focus on knowledge sharing and the creation of new knowledge. The second option provides for a socio-technical
approach. This means that, in addition to the use of a dedicated computer system that performs the functions mentioned in
the first option, people's networking practices, the requirements for information sharing and collaborative knowledge
creation, and the organizational climate that supports the implementation of those processes should all be kept in mind
(Krakowiak-Bal et al., 2017).
The conducted qualitative research led to the recognition of the ‘CI genome’ examination method as the most appropriate
for the data analysis. The CI Genome is a widely accepted concept presented by Thomas Malone, Robert Laubacher and
Chrysanthos Dellacroas (2010). It is a framework designed to explain and classify the structures, processes, goals, and
incentives emerging in CI projects. The method is based on the development of the taxonomy of CI building blocks (or CI
“genes”) and the identification of the set of behavioral patterns. It has highlighted four elements which predict the
formation of the principles of Collective Intelligence: aims, incentives, structure and participants and along lines of
queries: who contributes and undertakes the activity? Why do they perform a specific task? What motivates people to take
part? How do they operate?
As a result of the analysis, we found that the following organizational CI models are revealed in the projects analyzed with
the use of the CI genome:
1. Model of internal organization in the group:
a. Self-organization (crowd): resources needed to run the system are evenly distributed or allocated to previously
unknown locations; activities can be broken down into smaller parts;
b. Hierarchy (managed by designated persons).
2. Model of motivations determining the behavior of participants:
a. Money: financial compensation;
b. Love / Passion;
c. Prestige / glory;
d. Civic duty;
e. Interests.
3. Model of creating content by participants:
a. Collecting content created independently by users - aggregation model;
b. Competition - points a., and additionally choosing the best solution - the ranking model;
c. Collaboration - project participants co-create a joint result - a model, where a joint result is created in a group
interaction.
4. Decision making model:
I.
Decision-making based on group decisions - everyone in the group participates in a similar way in the
decision-making process. Possible forms:
a. Voting;
b. Averaging opinions;
c. Consensus;
d. Forecasting market.
II.
Individual decisions. Possible forms:
a. The market;
b. Social Network.
At the same time, for comparative purposes, the 'CI genome' models present in the projects assessed in the research
conducted so far as particularly valuable in terms of content were analyzed. According to Malone et al. (2010) these
projects are mainly: Linux, Wikipedia, Innocentive, Threadless. Comparing these widely known internet projects with
public institutions involved in rural development, experts participating in our study indicated that the following CI genes
can be distinguished in the analyzed group: (1) Within the model of internal organization in the group, the hierarchy gene
is the most common because decisions are usually managed by designated persons; (2) Within the model of motivations
determining the behavior of participants: first of all, the prestige gene, as well as the civic duty, is often present.
Interestingly, in some cases the contestation gene characteristic of the Central and Eastern European community could also
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be observed; (3) Within the model of creating content by participants, the most frequent method was collecting content
created independently by the users, or aggregation model.

Conclusions
Regional learning and innovation is a key to promote extra resilient, robust and inclusive rural areas (Wellbrock et al.,
2012). The OECD document (OECD, 2006) stated, that rural development policies need to focus on places rather of
sectors to make certain more dynamic rural areas in an technology of globalisation. In the process of building the
competitiveness and innovativeness of rural areas (which is based on expertise/knowledge and information) learning
competencies of humans and institutions are key factor. In the context of regional development, the role of institutions
assisting these approaches is crucial. Building a learning organisation, building conditions and culture for the formation of
such organisations may be equivalent to build competitiveness and innovation of rural areas (Ziemiańczyk, Krakowiak,
2017).
Thanks to the conducted research, it was possible to link the process of socio-economic changes taking place in rural areas
with modern management concepts used in the most innovative enterprises. The expert analysis on the organizational
models of Collective Intelligence has produced interesting results. Firstly, it was proved that CI genes are present in the
institutions we studied. Secondly, it was possible to distinguish the CI genes specific for the studied field. The research we
conducted was a unique contribution to the scientific literature, as no studies of the rural areas’ public institutions
concerning the occurrence of phenomena related to CI have been conducted so far.
The presented study is not free of limitations. The survey was conducted with a limited group of respondents, and it was
also limited to one geographical area. Our sample may be considered relatively small, however it is a contribution to
further work that will allow one to confirm the observed phenomenon in a wider dimension in the future. The Authors see
the need for further research in this field. The research should be replicated in other geographical areas to see to what
extent cultural factors may influence the results.
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Abstract
The COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic had a significant impact on many branches of the economy. Its negative
effects badly affected the tourist industry. The closure of international airspace or land borders, limits on the
number of places in hotels and other accommodation establishments, or the total freeze of their activities, as in the
case of gastronomy, culture, recreational facilities or other tourist attractions, resulted in the reduced tourist traffic
and significant economic losses. However, tourist traffic has not come to entire halt – still done are for example
business, so some experts talk about an opportunity for the development of domestic and local tourism (Szansa…
2020). As mental fatigue (Heitzman 2020) caused by stress and the introduction of many restrictions grows, some
people return to their habits and travel. A year has passed since the announcement of the pandemic in Poland and
also many business entities are coming back to their operations or trying to continuously operate in these new
circumstances. These include Tourist Information Centres. The example of two model tourist information centres
in Szczecin shows how the pandemic influenced, among others, the functioning of offices, the number of visitors,
the method of communication, and the ratio of information provided in analogue and digital form. Research data
was compared to the year before the pandemic. Foresight research, literature review and expert interviews were
used in this study. This research has shown that despite the transfer of a large part of services to the Internet,
humans are still the most reliable source of information.

Keywords: Tourist Information, Pandemic, Globalization
Introduction
Information is one of the most important values today. It influences decisions taken at every level, both in politics and in
every economic sector. Regardless of the domain it covers, the role of information is to reduce uncertainty (Lissowski
2002). The situation in tourism, where access to it has been institutionalized, is no different. There are three types of tourist
offices in the Polish system. Apart from tour operator offices and tourist information agencies, there are also tourist
information centres (TIC) – entities of the tourism market which mainly provide tourist information. Their activity is based
on creating and organizing a data set that provides easy access to tourist information not only for tourists, but also for
residents. Tourist information is used not only by end users, but also by educational institutions, non-profit organizations
and tour operators. All these recipients expect information to be reliable, true, interestingly presented, depending on the
needs – complete or selective, useful, understandable, unambiguous, available and – what is extremely important in the
times of a pandemic – up-to-date (Hołda, Gryboś 2020). In order to meet these requirements, the information system must
function efficiently. The expansion and modernization of the analogue and digital part of the Polish Tourist Information
System (PSIT) is carried out by the Polish Tourism Organization in cooperation with the Tourist Information Forum and
individual regions represented by the Regional Tourist Organizations (Bucholz 2010; Andrzejczak, Janowski, Pałach
2020).
The value of information increases with the increase in the level of concentration and interest, which is why in the case of
tourist information centers the message from analog and digital promotional materials and direct service is so important.
Although information can be valued in terms of prices and production costs, the value of tourist information is primarily its
quality, usefulness and credibility. Internationalization in tourism information centres is manifested primarily by the need
to serve tourists in languages that they understand and establishing cooperation with other entities from the tourism
industry. Globalization has a very intense impact on the structure and manner of providing tourist information too. In the
times that cannot be considered without the Internet, this is one of the most important carries of the information. Once we
have become part of the global information society, we can, we do and we have to deal not only with facts and knowledge,
but also opinions. On the one hand, it makes it easier to obtain information and plan a journey independently, on the other
hand, it can be misleading too. Disinformation may be deliberate as a result from someone's dishonesty and willingness to
mislead – high demand leads some service providers create the image different from the reality. The Internet helps here
________________
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providing verification possibilities: starring, reviews, the immediate of sharing information and sorting the data according
to the opinions. But on the other hand disinformation is also created just due to the multitude of data and difficulties in
verifying them. In this case, the most reliable solution remains a real contact to the tourism information staff who not only
know the region/market best, but is also aware of the most of tourists' expectations. Knowing how to adapt the product (in
this case, information) to their needs and the ability to separate and verify the information needed by tourists seems to be
the most valuable in these times.
The period of the COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic has deeply influenced tourism. The multitude of restrictions
introduced by the Ministry of Health as a result of the changing epidemiological situation resulted in the closure or
limitation of most companies and institutions related to tourism and recreation (including hotels and other accommodation
facilities, transport, gastronomy, culture, sports, recreation and SPA facilities). The suspension of international air traffic
and the closure of borders or obstacles in the movement of people (Globalizacja… 2020; Corwin, Zarif, Berdichevskiy,
Pankratz 2020) weakened the phenomenon of globalization (Gorynia 2020; Zmiany… 2020) and the internationalization
of tourism (Daszkiewicz 2004). At the same time, the will to travel, which in the time of the pandemic has become one of
the luxury goods (Zinkiewicz 2021), and the information chaos that accompanies everyday life, presented TICs with new
challenges. Their work in the conditions changed by the pandemic is shown on the example of two representative tourist
information centres in Szczecin.

Purpose and Methodology of Work
The aim of this article is to present the functioning of the tourist information system during a pandemic. For research
purposes, from December 2020 to February 2021, reviewed was the following literature (Seong, Hwang 2015; Rogoż
2019; Richard, Jinah, ShiNa, Haiyan 2020; Shih-Shuo 2020; Sanghoon, Woo, Deukhee 2020; Raouf 2021). Analysed were
resources from such databases as Web of Science, Google Scholar, CAB abstracts, Elsevier. The research was based on
statistics collected by tourist information points and on expert statements of representatives of two model tourist
information centres in Szczecin:
1. Ewa Migdał – chief tourism specialist at the Tourist Information Centre at pl. Żołnierza Polskiego in Szczecin.
This position is equivalent to the TIC manager function she has been holding for over 20 years. The TIC run by her is
subordinated to the City Hall, and more precisely, to the municipal company Żegluga Szczecińska Turystyka
Wydarzenia Sp. z o.o. During 27 years of work for TIC, she participated in many trainings organized, among others,
by the Polish Tourist Organization and the West Pomeranian Regional Tourist Organization. Thanks to them, she has
been constantly expanding her knowledge and skills in the field of tourist information. She also developed language
skills in English and German as part of projects dedicated to the tourism industry. She was a board member of the
Tourist Information Forum, an advisory body of the Polish Tourist Organization. In 2008, she was awarded a silver
medal for activities for the development of tourist information. The TIC at Plac Żołnierza Polskiego, that the expert
represents, provides information about the city and the region. It also sells maps, guides, the Szczecin Tourist Card,
commemorative gadgets and tickets for events from the Tickets.fm portal. She supports events organized by Żegluga
Szczecińska on Aleja Kwiatowa in Szczecin as well as other projects organized by the company, and organizes
guided walks in the spring and summer season.
2. Tomasz Wieczorek – the manager of the Cultural and Tourist Information Center (Centrum Informacji Kulturalnej
i Turystycznej, CIKiT), which operates at the Pomeranian Dukes' Castle in Szczecin and is a cultural unit subordinate
to the Marshal's Office of the West Pomeranian Voivodeship. He has been co-running CIKiT since 1996. He is a
guide and tourist pilot in Szczecin and the West Pomeranian Voivodeship, a lecturer at guide and pilot courses, and a
member of examination boards for pilots and guides. He conducts thematic meetings in kindergartens, schools and
universities. He co-organizes various information campaigns, such as "Show Szczecin to your children" ("Pokaż
Szczecin swoim dzieciom") and "Show Szczecin to your guests" ("Pokaż Szczecin swoim gościom") during the
Picnic on the Odra River, as well as sightseeing the castle for various groups of tourists. He is passionate about
promoting knowledge about the Griffin Dynasty and their Duchy of Pomerania and Szczecin. He is the originator,
coordinator and co-author of the content of the guide that the Castle has published – "In the footsteps of Lubinus. An
extraordinary guide" ("Śladami Lubinusa. Przewodnik niezwykły”). He also co-created such promotional and
informational materials as the film entitled "Castle among the attractions of Pomerania" ("Zamek wśród atrakcji
Pomeranii"), educational cards and a board game in the Pomeranian Dukes' Castle in Szczecin. He is the author of the
content of the book for children entitled "We visit the castle" ("Zwiedzamy zamek") and the publication "Wały
Chrobrego – the gate to Szczecin" ("Wały Chrobrego – wrota Szczecina"). He also became a historical consultant for
the content of the book "Castle tales of Bogus ghost" ("Zamkowe opowieści duszka Bogusia"). Run by this expert,
CIKiT serves tourists and residents both coming to the stationary point or contacting it remotely, as well as through
the call center of nationwide tourist information. The employees of the CIKiT also provide tours of the Pomeranian
Dukes' Castle in Szczecin and co-create the Griffin Trail. In addition to providing information, CIKiT sells the
Szczecin Tourist Card, maps, publications related to the history of the city and the region, commemorative gadgets, as
well as tickets for cultural events in the city and at the castle, as well as for port tours and cruises to Świnoujście.
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The article uses the Delphi (expert) method. It is used in the so called foresight studies (UNDP 2014; Hilbert, Miles,
Othmer 2009; NISTEP), which aim to forecast development of directions or priorities, and to make decisions on the
examined subject on the go. This method is based not only on the knowledge of people appointed as experts, but also on
their opinion, which is based on their experience. The opinions are issued independently of each other, and the proper
quality of the study is provided thanks to the selection of highly qualified experts (Fundacja Progress and Business). The
above-mentioned experts were selected due to their practice, experience and functions they serve in the centres they
manage.
Tourist information centres, indicated as exemplary tourist information centres, also present an equally high quality. Both
institutions were distinguished with high categories in the certification process – although TIC does not participate in it at
this moment, earlier (in the previous location) it was receiving the high 3 stars, and the CIKiT receives the highest
category, marked with 4 stars, every year. The centres receive a similarly high rating in the Google browser – TIC 4.6/5
stars with 98 reviews, and CIKiT 4.5/5 stars with 59 reviews. A third tourist information point is also run on behalf of the
city Hall (at the railway station in Szczecin) – however, it provides services to a much smaller number of tourists, which
confirms that the selection of the two above-mentioned tourist information centres as the model examples was the right
choice.
The interviews were conducted twice. The first contact with TIC / CIKiT was made at the beginning of December 2020,
and the obtained information was supplemented and verified again after the end of the quarter, i.e. at the end of February
2021. Interviews with experts were conducted in the form of an exchange of e-mail correspondence and filling in a
questionnaire. The research results confirmed the hypothesis that the pandemic influenced both the method of contact and
the scope of information sought, as well as the number of visitors and the number of inquiries from tourists. The research
hypothesis also assumes that during the pandemic there has been an increase in the transmission of information in digital
form compared to traditional analogue information, which includes direct contact.

Research Results
Undoubtedly, the pandemic affected the work of both tourist information centres. During the first contact with the
examined centres, the national restrictions were supposed to be in force until December 27. The second contact, made after
the quarter, allowed for examining to what extent the work of TICs has changed or stabilized as a result of the extension or
modification of the restrictions. The changes are visible not only in the way information points operate, but also in the
statistics they keep for 2019 and 2020.
Before the pandemic, both the TIC and the CIKiT served mainly tourists from Poland and residents of Szczecin (Tessar
2020). The second group was the Germans, and then the Scandinavians. The offices were visited by tourists from even
very distant countries, which cannot be observed today. The visible increase in the number of tourists from Spain, Italy and
France in recent years has completely lost relevance during the pandemic. In addition to servicing inbound tourism, TIC
and CIKiT also maintained regular cooperation with other entities in the tourism and tourism-related industries, which
included exchange of promotional materials both in Poland and abroad. Currently, TICs continue to download and provide
leaflets about the region in their stationary offices. In the case of CIKiT, which now serves its information functions mostly
in remote form, the flow of printed materials has given way to the exchange of newsletters via e-mail. They concern the
scope of online activities of cultural institutions, as well as the availability of tourist attractions.
The first wave of the pandemic, in the spring of 2020, resulted in the closure of stationary TIC points at Plac Żołnierza
Polskiego and at the railway station until mid-May. Information was then provided by phone and e-mail. City TICs have
been operating continuously since the opening. In the summer season, the information points had a full staffing, but in the
autumn, for safety reasons (increased incidence of cases and new restrictions), only one employee was left in the office.
The rest provided remote services. TIC plans to return to full office staffing from March 2021, if possible, of course.
Remote duties of TIC employees do not consist only of providing e-mail and telephone client service. The time of the
pandemic was used, among others, to record databases on hotels, restaurants or tourist attractions, as well as to describe
and archive internal documentation. Employees also benefited from numerous online trainings. During this time, various
projects and ideas of team members were implemented.
Everyone, both employees and clients, complies with the recommendations of the sanitary regime, i.e. wear masks,
disinfect their hands and keep proper distance. Despite this, the pandemic definitely influenced the number of visitors to
the TIC office and the scope of information sought. Two summer seasons – 2019 and 2020 – were analysed (figure 1). In
both cases, TIC recorded the greatest number of visitors in July, but even then there was a drop in the number of visitors
(both domestic and foreign tourists and residents) by 29%. The comparison of June 2020 to the previous year showed a
decrease by almost 60%. August in the pandemic year was weaker than the previous one by almost a quarter.
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Fig. 1: Number of visitors to the TIC at Żołnierza Polskiego Square in Szczecin
In 2020, TIC was visited mainly by residents of Szczecin, who searched for local free press, information guides or souvenir
gadgets. Before the pandemic, they were also interested in events taking place in the city. In spring, inquiries concerned
mainly the information whether a given event would take place and how a ticket for it could be returned. Over time, there
were fewer of such requests, but due to the changing restrictions and limitations for the audience of cultural events, these
questions are repeated from time to time. There were also questions about restrictions in the case of desire to travel abroad.
In spring and summer, the clients also included cyclists who were looking for information on cycling routes in the region.
The closure of hotels, restaurants, tourist attractions and cultural institutions, as well as the difficulties in crossing the
borders have caused a significant crisis in tourism, especially the collapse of incoming tourism. Tourists came mainly in
summer – and although the main purpose of tourist information is precisely to influence inbound tourism (Panasiuk 2010),
in the pandemic year the vast majority of visitors to TIC were domestic tourists. The number of foreigners using TIC
services has significantly decreased. In the years before the pandemic, the winter pre-Christmas period was characterized
by frequent visits by people from abroad, mainly Germans, which was not noticeable in December 2020. Most tourists
were aware of the restrictions introduced by the government mainly due to the information provided in the media. Rare
visitors came to the TIC mainly for a map, to at least see monuments and other interesting places from the outside.
In turn, CIKiT in 2020 provided mainly remote services, responding to tourists' inquiries by e-mail and telephone.
However, as a cultural institution, i.e. the Pomeranian Dukes' Castle, it also ran a stationary souvenir shop, which was
dictated by the need to settle accounts with contractors at the end of the year. Regardless of the epidemiological situation,
employees regularly update the CIKiT profile on Facebook, informing there about current castle events, as well as about
the events taking place in the city and the region (and in 2020 and the first quarter of 2021 these were mostly online
events). The employees used this difficult time to submit project applications to the Ministry of Culture and National
Heritage in an open call for cultural institutions.
However, due to the dynamically changing epidemiological situation, the procedures were changing. In the spring, in the
initial phase of the pandemic, CIKiT was open to tourists, although the number of clients staying in the room at the same
time was limited to 3 people. Introduced were the need to wear masks, keep social distance and disinfect hands. A
disinfection station was set up in front of the entrance to the information point. Inside, on the floor, warning tapes are glued
to help keep the distance. Clients buying tickets to the art gallery at the castle were informed about the applicable limits on
the number of people staying in the gallery, where also introduced was an hour-long technical break for disinfecting the
room during the day. When it was allowed to organize cultural events with an audience limit, the employees collected
statements about the health of the participants. The stationary activities of CIKiT at the time mainly consisted of returning
tickets for canceled cultural events.
While the previous years in CIKiT were similar to 2019 in terms of statistics, the significant 2020 brought a clear collapse
in tourism. The approximate number of visitors to the castle's tourist information office in 2019 did not include e-mail and
telephone inquiries, and it still decreased by as much as 90% over the year (figure 2).
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Fig. 2: Number of visitors to the CIKiT in Szczecin

The number of organized groups visiting the castle with a guide dropped by 20% – both for a fee and for free. The changes
are presented in figure 3. The change in their structure is also interesting. While in previous years it was standard for
CIKiT employees to do guided castle tours for organized groups from travel agencies, in 2020 there were only a few of
them. In the first year of the pandemic, the solution was to organize a guided tour of the castle for less numerous family,
intimate groups.
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Fig. 3: Number of organized groups visiting Pomeranian Dukes' Castle in Szczecin
The CIKiT also keeps statistics for the number of people who use a guided tour individually. 2019 allowed for providing a
guided tour to approx. 1,100 people, and in 2020 only 650, thus bringing approx. 40% decrease in this category (figure 4).
On the other hand, e-mail and telephone contact increased – Tomasz Wieczorek estimates the increase in inquiries via
these routes even at 50%.
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Fig. 4: Number of individuals visiting the Pomeranian Dukes' Castle in Szczecin with a guide
Who are the people currently using the CIKiT services and what information are they looking for? According to the expert,
the elderly are still an important group of recipients. Due to the changed rules of functioning of cultural institutions and
using tourist attractions in the region, most of the questions raised by e-mail and telephone concerned their accessibility.
“Before the pandemic, the stationary group was dominated by elderly people, residents of Szczecin, who mainly used
information on cultural events in the city. Currently, none of the groups can use the CIKiT services stationary. At the
stages of the pandemic when it was still possible, the questions concerned mainly the procedure for returning tickets for
cancelled events. When it comes to remote information, clients mainly ask if and what cultural institutions are open or
what can now be seen in Szczecin. It is difficult to determine the age of people requesting information by e-mail, but
telephone inquiries are often made by older people” (statement made during the direct interview, February 25, 2021).
Between December 27, 2020 and February 12, 2021 the activities of the CIKiT did not change. On February 12, the castle's
cinema and theatre performances were launched with half of the audience open to the public. Again, statements about the
health of participants are collected before the events. The period of information point closure was used to renovate the
office, which translates into the scope of CIKiT's stationary activities. It now mainly consists of informing at the
information desk at the box office of the castle cinema what is available in the city and for which screenings tickets are
sold.

Conclusions
Although no one was prepared for the coronavirus COVID-19 pandemic, it happened in the era of modern technologies
(Turdibekov, Matlabov, Nimatov, Turdibekov 2020) that seem to determine whether or not many sectors of the economy
survive. The tourism industry has used modern online solutions a long time ago, therefore remote provision of services via
the Internet or telephone was not a novelty for employees of tourist information centres. For years, TICs in Szczecin have
served tourists for whom there was no world without the Internet, tablets, smartphones, social media and applications.
Contrary to appearances, building an online offer was not a big problem for them. Stationary work required reorganization,
which included the necessity to introduce a number of changes. Those the goal of which was to help maintain common
health and safety were quickly accepted by most people.
The biggest challenge was probably the need to revise the information on a regular basis and follow the changing
guidelines of the Ministry of Health. The widespread use of modern information technologies causes the transfer of
interactions to the online world (Kempny 1998), typical of globalization (Giddens 2004), in which the multitude of data,
interpretations and opinions leads to disinformation. In such cases, it is best to contact another person, a specialist who can
verify the credibility of information found on the web. Performing an informative and animating role for tourists, and a
promotional services for the country, regions and sales of services (Polska Organizacja Turystyczna 2021), tourist
information centres perfectly adapted to the new needs of their audience, preparing answers to the most pressing questions
and providing clients with a website representing the offer of tourist services, even if a temporary one. The pandemic crisis
has shown that despite such a wide access to modern technologies, they are only a means of finding contact with another
human being and thus reaching the right data in the prevailing information chaos. That’s why although the pandemic is a
challenge that requires rapid and continuous expansion of the online offer, tourist information centres should not forget to
create an offer and prepare information also for more conservative users.
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This paper is a contribution to further research projects, that aim to analyze the problems identified during a pandemic.
Limitations related to conducting research in the form of remote interviews mean that require further scientific research,
which subject should be not only the functioning of tourist information centers, but also the impact of the pandemic on
tourist behaviour during and after it.
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Abstract
Climate action was formally introduced into the CAP in the previous multiannual financial framework, recognizing that
climate change mitigation could also be backed up through sustainable agriculture. Compromise with agriculture in the
detriment of climate care shouldn’t be required anymore, today’s working practices together with environmental close-by
innovations are catalysts for a European agriculture that has the potential to become less harmful for the environment.
Current paper aims to track climate change mitigation budgetary changes in the upcoming multiannual financial
framework within the CAP, in accordance with the international commitments. The research question is what will be the
CAP contribution to the climate change in the future 2021-2027 period. The main objective of the paper is to emphasise
the overlapping policies in the climate changes policy and CAP. The paper identifies that the current CAP will dictate in
which way the EU’s agricultural capacity extent respond to prevailing challenges, especially the ones related to climate
change. Overall funds increases are observed in climate change care for 2021-2027though, CAP drafted budget recorded
one-digit average decrease across the two main pillars comparing to previous period allocations.

Keywords: Climate Change, CAP, MFF, Direct Payment, Rural Development Expenditure.
Introduction
Today the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) is considered a key instrument in providing support to enable agriculture
transition to a more sustainable low-carbon future. But the steps towards integrating climate issues into the CAP have been
made gradually through a series of successive reforms. Therefore, climate objectives have become gradually more
prominent within the CAP in the last two decades.
This section describes the way in which climate concerns have been integrated into the CAP over time. Climate action was
not a stated priority for the CAP prior to 2007. However, certain measures and instruments that were implemented could
have a certain climate change mitigation effect. For example, with the introduction of decoupled direct payments in 2003,
intensive production was less encouraged. Through pillar 1 decoupled support was conditioned by the clear obligation of
farmers to manage their land in a sustainable way. Good Agriculture and Environmental Condition (GAEC) obligations
required Member States to put in place standards to reduce soil erosion and to maintain soil organic matter levels and soil
structure, all of which had the potential to be beneficial for carbon storage and sequestration. Within cross compliance,
rules were also introduced to protect permanent pasture by setting limits at national level for the percentage which could be
ploughed and thereby give rise to emissions of CO2 (E.C., 2017).
Under the second pillar before 2007, agri-environment and forestry measures had the potential to have a positive effect on
maintaining carbon stocks in agricultural soils through better management of agricultural land and planting of trees, even if
climate did not feature explicitly in the objectives of the measures at this time. Agri-environment measures were intended
to promote ways of using agricultural land which are compatible with the protection and improvement of: the environment,
the landscape and its features; natural resources; the soil and genetic diversity; an environmentally-favourable
intensification of farming and management of low-intensity pasture systems; the conservation of high nature-value farmed
environments which are under threat; the upkeep of the landscape and historical features on agricultural land; the use of
environmental planning in farming practice; the improvement of animal welfare. Forestry measures were intended to
________________
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promote, in particular: sustainable forest management and development of forestry; maintenance and improvement of
forest resources; and the extension of woodland areas.
The importance of rural development policy adhering to the Göteborg sustainability goals laid down in the EU Strategy for
Sustainable Development (EUCO 10117/06) and the objectives of the Lisbon strategy for growth and jobs was highlighted
by the priorities established in the programming period 2007-2013. Under the second axis (improving the environment and
the countryside), for the first-time climate change was highlighted. Explicitly, it stated that “the resources devoted to axis 2
should contribute to three EU level priority areas: biodiversity and preservation of high nature value farming and forestry
systems, water, and climate change.” Therefore, the objective of climate change has focused on measures for sustainable
use of agricultural and forest land, which are: natural handicap payments in mountain areas and payments in other areas
with handicaps; Natura 2000 payments; agri-environment payments; animal welfare payments; non-productive
investments; and afforestation on agricultural land. A key element of the rationale for including climate change and
bioenergy more explicitly than before was the need for the EU to “adapt its policies in the light of climate change
considerations” to address commitments made under the Kyoto Protocol, whose first commitment period started in 2008
(preamble 9 of Council Regulation (EC) No 73/2009) (Hart et al., 2017).
Two other changes to the CAP, with implications for climate, were the cessation of specific support for energy crops
(which form part of the EU’s energy mix and hence impact emissions from energy-using sectors) and the abolishment of
mandatory set-aside on arable land, which increased the amount of land potentially available for production. The removal
of support for energy crops was justified on the basis that binding bio-energy targets would in future drive the development
of the biofuels market via the demand side, whilst economic reasons were behind the end of compulsory set-aside
(Mottershead et al., 2018).
The 2013 CAP reform introduced a significant change in the structure of the CAP, mainly Pillar 1, but also some changes
to Pillar 2. The changes were influenced by a number of factors, namely the desire: a) to make the distribution of direct
payments more equitable, both between and within Member States; b) to improve the legitimacy of direct payments by
making environmental management and the delivery of public goods a more integral part of agricultural support; and c) to
continue the longstanding efforts to simplify the operation of the CAP (Swinnen, 2015).
The reform went a step further in terms of integrating climate goals into the CAP and the 2014-2020 CAP was more
formally aligned with climate objectives than any previous period. In order to develop and adapt CAP measures to assist
climate mitigation and adaptation efforts on a European scale, climate action was included in one of the three new core
objectives for the CAP as follows: viable food production; sustainable management of natural resources and climate action;
and balanced territorial development. These three objectives cover the whole CAP, both Pillar 1 and Pillar 2, which means
that climate action became for the first time an objective for both Pillars. Climate-friendly land use and management
practices, including investment in climate action, as well as capacity building are supported through a mix of mandatory
and voluntary instruments.
The new architecture for Pillar 1 included: a compulsory basic payment scheme (decoupled area payments); a compulsory
payment for young farmers; compulsory greening measures; the option to introduce coupled support for a wide range of
sectors; and payments for Areas with Natural Constraints. Under Pillar 1, from an environmental perspective, the change
for the period 2014-2020 was the inclusion of three measures providing payments for agricultural practices beneficial for
the climate and the environment, otherwise known as “green direct payments”. With the new greening rules, 30% of the
direct payments received by a farmer have been made conditional to the fulfilment of these three requirements: crop
diversification; the maintenance of permanent grassland; and Ecological Focus Areas (EFA). As a result, with the
introduction of new greening rules, cross-compliance framework for standards of GAEC was restructured and consolidated
into a reduced list.
The major change to the architecture of Pillar 2 of the CAP in the 2014-2020 period was the introduction of six EU level
priorities instead of axes out of which every Rural Development Program (RDP) must address at least four and also of
cross-cutting objectives of innovation, environment and climate mitigation and adaptation. One of the priorities, namely
Priority 5, explicitly addresses resource efficiency and the transition towards a low carbon and resilient economy. It is
important to highlight that each Member States could choose to promote climate action through their RDPs. Every Member
State was obliged to implement the agri-environment-climate measure (AECM) and the Leader approach but was free to
choose how they design and these and any other RDP measures to meet their priorities and needs. At least 30 % of the
European Agriculture Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) contribution to each RDP must be reserved for measures
relevant to climate change mitigation and adaptation and the environment. These are the measures for: agri-environmentclimate and organic farming, Natura 2000, payments to areas facing natural or other specific constraints, forestenvironmental and climate services and forest conservation, environment and climate-related ‘non-productive’ investments
and investments in forest development and viability.
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As we can see, there are many CAP measures which are used with the aim to contribute to climate change activities
through the greening payments under Pillar 1, conditions placed on farmers via cross-compliance as well as voluntary
measures under rural development policy.
The research question is what will be the CAP contribution to the climate change in the future 2021-2027 period.
Taking into consideration all these aspects, the key objective of the paper is to quantify the upcoming financing period
allocations to climate-friendly practices and to emphasise the overlapping policies in the climate changes policy and CAP.
The paper identifies that the current CAP will dictate in which way the EU’s agricultural capacity extent respond to
prevailing challenges, especially the ones related to climate change.
Nevertheless, it becomes more compulsory to adopt a green behaviour in all agribusiness, no matter the level,
microeconomic and macroeconomic. The climate change perspective should be the must have approach for all activities in
the area.

Literature Review
Agriculture is known to receive extensive public interposition over the past half-century, an economic sector that even in
present times rises great interventions, but with what cost? Agriculture represents a primer consumer of natural resources,
an important user of worldwide land area, directly dedicated to its use, a net water consumer and it accounts for most of the
ammonia emissions (OECD, 2013). This unique economic sector also identifies as one of essential importance through its
significant employment numbers (Magrini et al., 2015), its role in global food security fulfilment and its supporting role in
policy framing. Thus, Lynch et. al (2021) quite emphasizes the huge role that agriculture does have in the climate
mitigation, even higher than climate science alone, and the policy makers and all stakeholders should consider this
approach better than others. There is the situation of some countries where public and private environment schemes are
operating in order to support the farmers and rewards them in order to become more environmental friendly (Coyle et. al,
2021).
Achieving environmental performance in the agricultural sector requires among other, up to date-green innovation
especially in agriculture’s upstream, behavioural changes in farmers decision making and apposite environmental policies.
Current policies regulate used inputs, work practices, land usage through direct limitations and utility control while
compensate with incorporated incentives (Lankoski and Thiem, 2020).
Economic performance embraces productivity gains, efficiency and yearning for competitive advantage. The efficiency
implications of agricultural policies are outlined by aspects that directly alter farmer’s decisions, such as price volatility for
inputs and outputs. Another aspect that is policy’s credit relates to income restraints limiting investments and innovations
further modelling the farm structure and determining structural changes (DeBoe, 2020).The climate exchange
preoccupations and its interference within agriculture are international, as a comparative analysis on 136 United States
firms concluded that there is a raising interest of firms to analyse and disclosure in their annual reports the information on
climate exchange (Freedmanet al, 2015).
In order to perform environmentally sustainable in agriculture, constrains must confine production intensification and land
use should be managed in such a way that cultivated cropland limit nutrient dissipation (Henderson and Lankoski, 2020).
Obviously, the problem of using management tools in order to implement smart nutrient usage for ensuring the table water
quality is another topic for the domain (Nicholsonet. al, 2020), in the same time with combining food and energy
production in order to obtain energy independence and efficiency in arable and vegetable farming (Trommsdorffet al,
2021).
The topic goes further and some authors ask the question of farmers’ resilience within CAP (Buitenhuis, 2020) and about
the role of a committed policy entrepreneur in order to have all the necessary instruments for a better policy in the field of
forests and agriculture (Soto Golcher et all, 2018).

Materials and Methods
In accordance with the objective of the current paper, a statistical analysis was performed in order to materialize the CAP
contribution to climate change in the new multiannual financial framework 2021-2027 and to explore the implications of
this central decision towards EU’s green future.
Presented data was gathered from open access resources across EU official websites and scientific papers on this subject.
The data availability is meant to provide transparency in the EU’s political environment. The necessary changes in order to
synthesize data visualization consist in mathematical averaging, where applicable, in order to represent yearly numbers for
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the respective multi annual period and in some cases, the past funding numbers were expressed at actual historical rates,
while future amounts were quantified in 2018 constant prices rates.
The first pillar of CAP, in the 14-20 Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF), is defined by the Direct Payment system
under the EU Regulation No 1307/2013.The funding sources for all CAP are known as the European Agricultural
Guarantee Fund (EAGF) and the EAFRD. The second pillar of CAP is describing the support dedicated exclusively to
rural areas and addresses current economic, environmental and social challenges. This part of PAC is described by
increased flexibility offering Member States the opportunity of designing their own individual fitted program across all
seven years span. The legal basis Rural Development for 2014-2020 sits under the EU regulations No 1303, 1305 and
1306/2013 (E.P., 2020).

Results and Discussions
Table 1: EU Climate targets, part of the Climate and Energy Framework for now, next 10 and 30 years
2020 Climate

2030 Climate
before

20% cut in GHG emissions
(from 90's levels)

Green Deal

40% cut in GHG (from 90's
levels)

2030 Climate
after

2050
Climate

55% cut in GHG (from
90’s levels)

Neutral

Source: EU Energy, Climate change, Environment – Overall targets and reporting available at https://ec.europa.eu/info/energyclimate-change-environment/overall-targets-and-reporting_en

The EU targets for 2020 have been established back in 2008 as part of the climate and energy package. The Paris
Agreement set higher standards for combating climate change also across the EU, at that time the 40% cut in GHG
appeared to be coherent with the respective vision (Hart et al., 2017). According to recent info metrics, by 2018, EU GHG
emissions had decreased with more than 23% vs the recorded levels of 1990. The 2020 target is on track, however there are
serious worries on the upcoming future, current projections account insufficient cuts, but the Parliament made a radical
step in the right direction, voting up for additional cuts of GHG, contextualizing the impressive target of up to 55%
reduction by 2030. On the path of reaching climate neutrality by 2050, the EU addressed several financing key measures in
January 2020, such as stating that the climate measures will represent 25% of the EU financing sources in the upcoming
MFF, while assuming that for reaching 2050 targets, the expected necessary amount will require more than 1 Tn euro
summing also mobilised private investment and national co-financing, out of which 500 Bn euro will directly stream from
the EU (E.C., 2020).
Additional to the Climate Change commitments, several actions have also been undertaken by the EU to put in place an
expansive environmental legislation.
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Fig 1: Yearly average CAP funding across EU-27 (2014-2017) in %
Source: Own calculations based on general databased from AGRIDATA – European Commission
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The finishing period of 2014-2020 for CAP preserve the double-pillar structure tightening the links between the two of
them, therefore offering a more comprehensive access to policy support. The supporting actions, known as direct
payments, are representing the CAP umbrella, undertaken actions also imply market measures and rural development
(CAP components and funding for 2014-2017 can be observed in Figure 1). Direct payments are stabilizing incomes and
compensating farmers for environmentally friendly actions. These financial supports are meant to stabilize farms economic
vulnerability (Volkov et al., 2019). Figure 1 concentrates on the CAP structure, a notable fact that needs to be reminded is
that only 5 countries (FR, ES, DE, IT and PL) make up more than 60% of the yearly Direct Payment allocation from the
total EU-27 allocation and EU-27 Direct Payments sit at almost 70% allocation out of total CAP (2014-2017). Rural
Development registered a yearly average share of 21% in total CAP and interestingly, the second largest expenditure was
recorded for Romania, describing the emerging rural development status;out of the total EU countries, France recorded the
largest yearly amount for both Direct Payments and Rural Development Expenditure, sitting at 7.3 Bn euros for Direct
Payments and 1.3 bn euros while Italy recorded the largest amount for Market Expenditure.
100
80
60
40
20
0
AT SK LT DK SE EE CZ LU LV IE DE FI BG EL HU PL FR SI BE RO PT HR ES IT CY NL MT
Share of direct support in agricultural income

Share of Direct Payments in CAP

EU-27 share of DS in agricultural income

EU-27 DP share in CAP

Fig. 2: Share of direct support in agricultural income vs the Direct Payments share in CAP of EU-27 by country
(2014-2017 yearly average) Direct Support (DS), Direct Payments (DP)
Source: Own calculations based on general databased from AGRIDATA – European Commission available at
https://agridata.ec.europa.eu/extensions/DashboardIndicators/Financing.html?select=EU27_FLAG,1

Agricultural incomes sit at great risk, assaulted by a various number of threats such as unforeseeable weather conditions,
policy changes – both international and national, price volatility and increasing input costs (OECD, 2011). Keeping farm
income at decent level is relevant but the main priority, that is also identified through CAP, is to offer stability for
agricultural businesses. Fluctuating the farmers income will clearly affect decision making, yearly operations and even
threaten farmers ability to sustain. Extreme volatility in farmers income represent a challenge that is also targeted by public
policy and the efforts undertaken to provide a stability for all farms should be always considered, without neglecting the
increasingly demand for food (FAO, 2009). As presented in the second figure, several countries’ farms across EU-27 rely
on direct support to ensure income stability, 18 out of 27 countries sit at above the EU-27 average DS share (9 of them DK,
SE, CZ, LU,IE, DE, EL, HU, FR recorded more than 70% of DP of EU CAP) while the others recording an average of
18% of agricultural income coming from DS matching with the average 58% of CAP in DP that is indicating more focus
on rural development, Slovakia, for example, covers 55% of the agricultural incomes with direct supporting mechanisms,
possibly revealing a threat to existing agricultural businesses; in Italy’s and Netherland’s cases only 15% and 9.8% of the
agricultural income is directly supported. Observing the same figure, for the two previous states, Direct Payments also
represent the majority of CAP funding (60% for Italy and 78% for the Netherlands) indicating low farmer’s dependency on
national and international schemes.
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Fig. 3: CAP Pillar II average EU expenditure for environment and climate (2014-2017) split across the three main
Measures, Measure 10 (M10) – Support for Agri-environment-climate commitments; Measure 11 (M11) – Organic
farming support and Measure 13 (M13) – Areas under natural constraints In Actual rates (Mn Euros)
Source: Own calculations based on Environment and Climate Action databased from AGRIDATA – European Commission available at
https://agridata.ec.europa.eu/extensions/DashboardIndicators/Environment.html?select=EU27_FLAG,1

The European Commission is working to provide tailored approaches for EU’s overall climate resilience, and it is ready to
actively support rural sustainable development among other priorities (E.C., 2021). Interesting to note from the third figure
is the fact that AT, DE, FR, IT and PL recorded expenses above average on all three climate and environmental measures
of Rural Development Expenditure while a couple of countries stand out in each measure with representative numbers such
as: Ireland (4th place – Measure 10), Greece (4th place – Measure 11) and Romania (2nd place – Measure 13) indicating a
glimpse of the agricultural profile of the local farms. Germany registered the largest amount for Measure 10 (233 Mn
euros), Italy for Measure 11 (141 Mn euros) and France for Measure 13 (672 Mn euros). On average, across EU-27 the
yearly allocations for the previous environment and climate measures sit at 61 Mn euros (M10), 34 Mn euros (M11) and 90
Mn euros (M90).In terms of Environmental spend, it would be an impressive progress towards EU’s climate targets if all
countries would assign as much funds as possible to environmental and climate measures out of total rural development
expenditure in the upcoming MFF.
120%
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EAFRD

MFF

2014-2020
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Climate Mainstream in MFF 14-20

Climate Mainstream in MFF 21-27

Fig. 4: 2018 vs 2020 European Commission on 2021-2027 proposed budgeting by CAP pillar, reflecting Climate
Change amounts in total MFF for both periods expressed in %
Source: Own calculations based on data available at (Matthews, 2018; Wieliczko, 2019; Nesbit, et al., 2020)

The upcoming EU MFF recalled simplification and reform. The proposal of the Commission on the 1st of June 2018
incorporated clearness and compacted CAP rules therefore listening to farmers’ needs. The 2014-2020 policy was known
to provide insufficient guidance and received criticism due to flexibility, sometimes resulting unclear paths (E.C., 2016;
E.C., 2017). Environmental and climate measures had been enclosed as priorities in the political agenda due to recent
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international commitments as of the Paris Climate Agreement and the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), agriculture becoming by these means an important contributor in meeting the EU emissions goals. Figure 4 is
incorporating the change in 2014-2020 vs the 2021-2027 MFF on the two budgeting rounds happened so far. Even though
for both CAP financing funds were allocated reduced amounts for the upcoming period, the overall resources are
increasing by almost 5%, matching with the overall Climate Mainstream expense growth in total MFF, backing up the
proposed environmental actions of the Commission. The most notable budget addition for the 2021-2027 MFF is in the
EAFRD consisting in an increase from 72% to 93%.
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2021-2027 (20 EC Prop.)

Climate mainstream 2014-2020

Climate mainstream 2021-2027

Fig. 5: Climate mainstream in the main CAP funds, 2021-2027 vs 2014-2020 MFF expressed in 2018 Constant prices
(Bn. Euro)
Source: Own calculations based on data available at (Matthews, 2018; Nesbit, et al., 2020)

The 5th figure expresses CAP climate mainstream proposed expense of 155 Bn euros at 18’ constant prices without further
inflation adjustments for 2021-2027. Summing both EAGF and EAFRD climate mainstream allocations and comparing
2021-2027 to 2014-2020 will result a 57% budgetary increase for environmental protection measures of CAP, signallingthe
importance of the climate neutrality topic in the EU agenda. This climate addition should also be seen through the overall
9% CAP cut in 2021-2027 vs 2014-2020.If the 2021-2027 allocation sticks to the same figures, CAP share of climate
directed actions in total upcoming MFF could represent more than 50%. Rewinding at the Green Deal, if the 503 Bn euro
EU contribution will not suffer any material cut, 2021-2027 CAP relevance to climate change could surpass 30% of the EU
identified monetary need by 2050, excluding the private and national funds (E.C., 2020).

Conclusions
It is important to recall the EU 7th Environment Action Programme because it teams up with the Climate Neutrality target,
and together, by 2050, set ambitious but necessary goals, planning for a prosperous, innovative and cut-to-zero carbon
society. This action identifies the need to protect EU’s natural capital and care more for people’s environmental, health and
wellbeing needs (E.C., 2014). It will be interesting to follow the new EU’s environmental policy guidelines for the MFF
that sits on the horizon, in order to reach the 2030 targets.
Fully apprehending EU budget in climate care is not a simple task, especially in the new MFF structure, reaching the
judgement on whether the right percentage is correctly assessed to the budgeting guideline is not a simple task. The most
notable aspect of the current policy expenditure calculation for climate is the fact that resources are not spent effectively
“on” environmental friendly projects but the current paper numbers and available data on CAP funding relate to
expenditure description that lead to target delivery of the EU climate targets – also contracting other policy objectives
under the environmental umbrella or even identifying with different leading justifications such as social cohesion,
economic growth and development. It is also accurate to relate current MFF climate mainstream expenditure as objectives’
delivery capability that contributes to overall climate targets’ achievement (Nesbit et al., 2020).
The current CAP will dictate in which way the EU’s agricultural capacity extent respond to prevailing challenges,
especially the ones related to climate change. The key problem of the upcoming policy is the farmer’s capacity to mitigate
environmental compromise through sustainable practices and constant adaptation (Wieliczko, 2019).
On the one hand, climate impact neutrality has already been triggered by completed and ongoing projects supported
entirely or partially by the EU. Out of the confirmed 25% of the upcoming MFF allocated directly to climate change
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mitigation (more than 280 Bn euro) a significant part will be accessed through CAP pillars (55%) offering to agriculture
the necessary incentive to increasingly sustain climate change mitigation focus.
On the other hand, CAP fund decrease could be threatening to existing competitiveness impetus directly influencing
farmers future projections, especially to the ones that get their income sustained through direct payments (pillar at risk of
allocation redistribution from basic payment schemes and young farmers support towards green measures).
The green orientation of agriculture in the near-at-hand MFF is unmistakable, thriving interest can only be achieved
through better private-public collaboration and thinking ahead, and, in terms of budget allocation, efforts should be
undertaken in order to avoid further material cuts to both usual and climate CAP measures.
Therefore, the CAP contribution to the climate change will be considerable in the future 2021-2027 period. As major funds
will be directed towards this subject it seems that the main goal of the CAP will be not only to financially support
sustainable farmers, but to prevent climate changes as well.
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Abstract
Russian-Brazilian trade relations have been intensifying for last decades; however, cooperation between two countries faces
certain challenges. One of the potential solutions for eliminating trade barriers is to sign a free trade agreement. Both Russia
and Brazil are leading members of customs unions: the EAEU and the MERCOSUR respectively. The paper assesses possible
outcomes of the EAEU-MERCOSUR FTA based on the quantitative analysis and indicates its opportunities and prospects.
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Introduction
Brazil and Russia are global emerging powers and recognized leaders in their regions, which have strengthened their
positions not only based on historical factors but also through maintaining geopolitical influence in regional integration
blocks: Brazil in the Southern Common Market (MERCOSUR) and Russian Federation in the Eurasian Economic Union
(EAEU). The first decades of the new millennium were characterized by a surge in mutual interest through increasing number
of state visits, signing agreements on strategic partnership and cooperation in various fields such as energy sector, space
exploration, transportation and metallurgy. On this basis trade, economic, and military-technical cooperation started to grow.
The intensification of Russian-Brazilian cooperation especially under BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa)
summits, on the one hand, and the recent changes in the Brazilian politics, on the other hand, has opened discussions about
possible ways of closer relationship from various perspectives (Costa Xavier, Korolkov, 2019). In the context of trade
relations, some scholars indicate that free trade agreements (FTA) are in the key focus of trade policy development for many
countries in the world (Athukorala, 2020). Russia and Brazil potentially could use this instrument for boosting commercial
flows; however, being members of customs unions they should initiate the FTA on behalf of the EAEU and the MERCOSUR
respectively.
There are very few studies on the EAEU-MERCOSUR trade cooperation (Sysoeva, 2019). This paper fulfills this gap and
aims at analyzing a potential free trade agreement between Brazil and the Russian Federation in order to assess possible
advantages of such form of cooperation between the two custom unions. For this purpose, the study has the following
structure: first part considers current trends in Brazilian-Russian relations; data and methodology are described in the second
section; the third part describes empirical results; and the last one is devoted to the main conclusions and policy
recommendations.

Russian-Brazilian Trade Relations: Current Trends
Brazil is the leading Russian trading partner in Latin America. One of the main goals of the Russian Federation's foreign
policy in the region is to establish a strategic partnership with Brazil as a BRICS member and develop cooperation with
________________
Cite this Article as: Alexandra KOVAL, Alexis DANTAS, Olga TROFIMENKO and Ekaterina ANDRIANOVA “ Russian-Brazilian
Trade Relations and Prospects For the Mercosur – EAEU Cooperation ” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information
Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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regional integration blocs, including the MERCOSUR. Russia’s relations with Latin America in general and Brazil in
particular have been crucial for its intention to create a multipolar world (Pavlova, 2018).
During the Lula and early Rousseff periods, Brazil pursued an ambitious diplomatic program aimed at transforming the rules
and institutional norms of multilateral cooperation in the global system. Brazil has become a driving force for sustained
achievements in Latin American region as well as it internationally aligns with BRICS members (Ramanzini, Ayerbe, 2015).
However, since Brazil’s president Jaire Bolsonaro has been elected, he promises to move the international policy from the
rather broad participation in international organizations to the idea of anti-globalism and bilateral dialog more focusing on
the Western states. On the one hand, a new dimension of the Brazilian foreign policy could distract the country from BRICS
cooperation in general and relationship with Russia in particular. On the other hand, in 2019 the MERCOSUR reached a
trade agreement with the European Union, which has not been ratified yet. In this context, it is possible to extend common
initiatives between Brazil and Russia in the framework of trade and investment liberalization to the agreement between the
two custom unions. Besides the EU, the MERCOSUR has already a quite long experience of trade negotiations on FTAs as
well with another custom union – SACU (Southern African Customs Union). The MERCOSUR and the SACU signed FTA
in 2008 and fully implemented it in 2016. Russia and Brazil could use this experience in the development of the EAEUMERCOSUR FTA providing not only political, but also economic benefits.
Brazil is an important supplier of various agricultural goods to Russia and one of the key markets for the Russian fertilizers
and metal products. The main Russian exports to Brazil are mineral fertilizers, mineral fuels, rubber, steel, and electrical
equipment. Russia imports mainly food and agricultural products from Brazil (meat, coffee, sugar, tobacco), as well as
ferroalloys and machinery. The trade structure seems to be not so much diverse, however, there is a certain potential to
develop the bilateral trade in technological goods (Lopez Arevalo, 2018). Moreover, trade could also encourage investment
cooperation and has already done it to a certain extent. Up to date, there are several investment projects between countries:
a joint venture of the Brazilian bus company Marcopolo S.A. with Russian manufacturer of diesel trucks and diesel engines
KAMAZ; acquisition by Severstal of 25 per cent of Brazilian mining company “CNG-Mineracao” shares, etc. (TASS, 2017).
In 2019, Russian export to Brazil amounted to $2.45 billion and import – $2.15 billion. Russian-Brazilian trade represents
70 percent of Russian-MERCOSUR trade and 85 percent of Brazilian -EAEU trade (Trade Map, 2020). Such data explains
why the paper primarily focuses on Russian-Brazilian relations as a basis for the EAEU-MERCOSUR collaboration.
The MERCOSUR and the EAEU have common features of their integration process, and the presence of obvious leaders,
Russian Federation in the EAEU and Brazil in the MERCOSUR, is one of them. The trade between blocks is relatively small,
and the research question is whether the FTA between customs unions would increase trade as well as whether such an FTA
expands the commercial and investment cooperation in mechanical and electronic engineering.
The EAEU began to formalize economic ties with Latin American countries in 2012, and the first cooperation memorandums
were signed with Chile and Peru. Since 2015-2016, Russia has changed its foreign economic policy and focused its strategy
on the cooperation with regional blocks. In this context, Russia aimed at establishing stronger relationship with the
MERCOSUR - a leading partner as a union in Latin America (Koval, Dantas, 2019). In addition, it is worth to mention that
Armenia and Brazil signed a Memorandum on Trade and Investment in 2017. Likewise, Belarus signed with Brazil a
Memorandum on the Establishment of Joint Economic Commission in the same year.
It is also important to note that the EAEU and the MERCOSUR signed a memorandum of cooperation in trade and economics
at the MERCOSUR summit in Montevideo (Uruguay) at the end of 2018, including a program of actions that includes
customs administration, technical regulation and standardization, as well as a number of other areas of mutual interest.
Among the objectives there are also the elimination of non-tariff barriers, the improvement of trade in services and
investments as well as measures for trade harmonization. This memorandum is essential, therefore, to expand ties of
economic cooperation, strategically strengthening both parties.
It should be noted that the EAEU is a more advanced customs union than the MERCOSUR as it has eliminated intraregional
customs borders. However, the EAEU is a relatively new organization in comparison to the MERCOSUR, so the Latin
American experience in common trade policy could be useful for the EAEU (Koval, Sutyin, Trofimenko, 2019). Moreover,
Russia and Brazil, even being BRICS member and aiming to a common view in various aspects of macroeconomic policy,
still differ substantially in their trade policy instruments (Koval, Mogucheva, 2018).
Thus, the EAEU-MERCOSUR FTA seems to have some potential especially for Russian-Brazilian cooperation and at the
same time face certain challenges. To analyze the prospects of such an FTA in economic terms, one should calculate related
indexed and apply the simulation model.
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Data and Methodology
The study is based on secondary data taken from the World Integrated trade solution database (WITS) developed by the
World Bank in collaboration with the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), International
Trade Center, United Nations Statistical Division (UNSD) and the World Trade Organization (WTO) for the year of 2018.
WITS calculates various trade related indexes to analyze current trade relations between Brazil and Russian Federation.
Besides, SMART model, also provided by WITS software, identifies the potential benefits of free trade between countries.
Our analysis focuses on trade between Russia and Brazil as leaders of the EAEU and the MERCOSUR accordingly, in order
to give estimations if more intense collaboration is possible between the two custom unions. This section deals with a more
detailed overview of applied tools.
1. Normalized revealed comparative advantage index
According to international trade theory, benefits of trade come from comparative advantages of a country, or sectors in which
a country’s production is relatively more efficient. The revealed comparative advantage index (RCA) presents a ratio of the
share of a country's product in a country's total exports to the share of that product's world exports in total world exports. A
country is considered to have comparative advantage (disadvantage) if the index value is greater (less) than 1 (Plummer, M.
G. & Cheong, D. & Hamanaka, S., 2010).
=

/
/

,

where
is country i’s export of good k, is its total export;
is worlds export of good k and
is total world’s export.
However, RCA index is asymmetric, i.e. unbounded for sectors with a revealed comparative advantage, but it has a zero
lower bound (A Practical Guide to Trade Policy Analysis, 2012). Thus, for the purposes of trade between Brazil and Russia
analyses, we use a normalized RCA (NRCA) index. The NRCA becomes:
−1
=
+1
The interpretation of the NRCA index is similar to the standard measure except that it has critical value equaled to 0 instead
of 1 while the lower (–1) and upper (+1) bounds are now symmetric (A Practical Guide to Trade Policy Analysis, 2012).
2. Trade complementarity index
The trade complementarity index (TCI) means to measure how well the export profile of one country matches the import
profiles of others (Sushil, K. & Shahid, A., 2014). The TCI reflects the extent to which two countries are “natural trading
partners” in the sense that what one country exports overlaps with what the other country imports.
Thus, the value of index between countries i and j on the import side (it can also be calculated on the export side)
approximates the adequacy of j’s export supply to i’s import demand by calculating the extent to which i’s total imports
match j’s total exports. The import TCI between countries i and j is:
= 100 1 − ∑
−
/2 ,
where
is sector k’s share in i’s total imports from the world; is its share in j’s total exports to the world. The TCI takes
a value between 0 and 100 percent, with 0 indicating no overlap and 100 indicating a perfect match in the import–export
pattern. A high degree of complementarity may indicate more favorable prospects for a successful trade arrangement (A
Practical Guide to Trade Policy Analysis, 2012).
3. Trade intensity index
Trade Intensity Index (TII) determines the total value of trade that exists between any two countries representing the share
of one country’s trade with a selected trading partner as a proportion of the latter country’s share of trade with the rest of the
world (Raghuramapatruni, R., 2015). Kojima (1964) used the TII to analyze the pattern of trade among advanced countries,
for example, amongst the European Economic Community (as it was then). The relative importance of a particular trading
partner to a country is measured by the intensity indices of either exports or imports (Siddique M. A. B., 2013). Formally,
/ "
!! =
# /$# − # %
where
is country i’s export to country j, " is its total export to the world; # - country j’s total imports from the world;
# - total world imports. The TII value less than 1 indicates a lower degree of trade intensity between countries than it is
expected taking into consideration their importance in international trade (WITS Trade Indicators, 2020).
4. The SMART Model
The methodology of SMART Model is based on the recommendations developed by experts of Asian Development Bank
for FTAs assessment. SMART is a software for analyzing the market and trade restrictions that can be used to evaluate trade,
tariff revenues, and social effects of the FTA. This model and simulation tools are part of the database and software of the
world integrated trading system (WITS SMART software, 2020).
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The SMART model focuses on import changes in a specific market when there is a change in trade policy and has some
basic assumptions: the demand side of the market is based on the assumption that products are differentiated by their country
of origin; consumer demand is determined through a two-stage optimization process that includes their distribution of costs
by product and by national diversity; the model simulates changes in the composition and volume of imports to the market
after tariff reductions or other changes in trade policy; the FTA will affect both the product price index and the relative prices
of different national varieties; and the FTA leads to an increase in imports from a country or countries that enjoy preferential
trade due to lower prices (A Practical Guide to Trade Policy Analysis, 2012).
In addition to trading effects, SMART can also calculate changes in tariff revenues. The following data are required to model
the SMART FTA: (i) the import value from each foreign partner, (ii) the tariff faced by each foreign partner, (iii) the import
demand elasticity for the commodity, (iv) the export supply elasticity for the commodity, and (v) the substitution elasticity
between varieties of the commodity (Cheong, 2010).
The strengths of the SMART model are represented by the fact that it is easily assimilated and implemented together with
the WITS database, provides important quantitative results on the impact of the FTA on trade and tariff revenues, and can
be analyzed at the most disaggregated level of trade data (Plummer, Cheong, Hamanaka, 2010). However, its main limitation
is that it constitutes a partial equilibrium model, which ignores world market impacts. In addition, SMART does not provide
results on the impact of the FTA on domestic production and does not consider the possibility of new foreign exporting
countries serving the domestic market (Plummer, Cheong, Hamanaka, 2010).

Empirical Results
According to results of Normalized Comparative Advantage Index (NRCAI) calculation presented in Table 1, Russian
Federation’s competitive good categories are fuels, metals, miscellaneous, vegetables and wood. For all of them the indicator
is above 0. As for the composition of product groups of NRCAI in bilateral trade with Brazil, there are some changes: the
categories of vegetables and wood are replaced by stone and glass products and chemicals. NRCA for chemicals is very
close to positive meaning and, thus, can be considered as a potential category for export promotion in bilateral trade with
Brazil where the partner has a negligible advantage. Such difference appears because Russia’s export structure is not aligned
with Brazil’s import needs; besides, Brazil itself has competitive advantage in such categories as wood and vegetables, which
constitute 5.7% and 19% of country’s export respectfully.
The list of categories in which Brazil possesses comparative advantages in trade is much wider but consists of mainly raw
materials (46.6% of total export, according to WITS statistics). Revealed comparative advantage is identified in trade with
animal and food products, hide and skins, vegetables, fuels, metals, minerals and wood (hide and skins are considered in the
analyses as a category which can potentially represent a product group of higher competitiveness). All above-mentioned
groups of goods, except fuels and metals are more competitive in comparison with the same goods of Russian origin;
however, most of them do not meet Russian demand in import. In addition to those categories, there is a number of others
which form Brazil’s comparative advantage on the world markets: chemicals, footwear, machinery and electronics, plastic
and rubber, transportation as well as textile and closing. Meat products and agricultural goods like soybeans, sugar and coffee
present the biggest share of Russian import from Brazil. For more than half of product groups, which constitute Brazil’s
comparative advantage in trade with Russia, the meaning of NRCA is rather close to 1, what makes its position more
favorable in terms of the range of competitive products.
Table 1. Normalized revealed comparative advantage indices for Russia and Brazil
Product Group

NRCA

Fuels
Metals
Miscellaneous
Vegetable
Wood

0.65
0.18
0.24
0.06
0.15

Animal
Food Products
Fuels
Hides and Skins
Metals
Minerals

0.54
0.47
0.09
0.00
0.04
0.78

Product Group
Russian Federation
Fuels
Metals
Miscellaneous
Stone and Glass
Chemicals
Brazil
Animal
Chemicals
Food Products
Footwear
Hides and Skins
Machinery and Electronics
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NRCA in bilateral trade
0.60
0.14
0.86
0.09
-0.02
0.72
0.02
0.77
0.79
0.84
0.42
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Product Group
Vegetable
Wood

NRCA
0.73
0.42

Product Group
Minerals
Plastic or Rubber
Textiles and Clothing
Transportation
Vegetable
Wood

NRCA in bilateral trade
0.81
0.21
0.67
0.72
0.70
0.29

Source: authors’ calculations based on WITS database (2020).

Nevertheless, NRCA index does not allow to make a conclusion about the complementarity of the two economies under the
study. For that purpose, the TCI seems to be more appropriate. The TCI for Russia accounts for 51.56% and for Brazil –
43.70%.
In other words, the export profile of Russian Federation has 51.56% match with the import profile of Brazil, for Brazil this
indicator equals to 43.70%. These results reveal that the two economies are rather complementary and have a significant
overlap that can serve as a basis of favorable prospects for a successful trade arrangement.
However, the TII has the meaning less than 1 and differs not much between countries (0.59 for Russia and 0.54 for Brazil).
The latter index indicates that bilateral trade between the two partners is not intense to much extent and a bilateral trade flow
is smaller than it can be expected taking into consideration the partner countries’ role in the world trade. Thus, there should
be an forgone potential for bilateral trade expanding, which could be discovered through more liberalized regime of trade.
To prove this hypothesis, we built the SMART model to simulate and study the effects of potential free trade regime of
merchandise trade between Brazil and Russian Federation. The model was estimated for the total set of goods according to
Harmonized System Codes with the assumption that average applied tariff rates for all traded goods were reduced to 0. The
model showed the following results:
Table 2. The results of the SMART simulation for Russian-Brazilian free trade
Indicator
Export change in revenue, 1000 USD
Import change in revenue, 1000 USD
Tariff change in revenue, 1000 USD
Consumer surplus, 1000 USD
Old simple duty rate, %
Trade total effect, 1000 USD
New weighted rate, %
Old weighted rate, %
Welfare, 1000 USD

Russia
256,188.94
134,102.74
-61,753.30
6,402.19
5.69
256,188.94
12.74
12.78
15,892.57

Brazil
731,378.95
688,190.75
-35,574.16
87,828.05
10.83
731,378.95
4.76
4.79
23,891.09

Source: authors’ calculations based on WITS SMART software (2020)

Table 2 demonstrates that Brazil is supposed to benefit more from the FTA, the difference is especially notable in such
indicators as export and import changes in revenue (more than twice as high as for Russian Federation). It can be explained
by the fact that main beneficiaries from trade liberalization might be Brazil’s producers of meat. Meat is a main export
category in Brazil’s trade with Russia, but Russian agricultural market is rather protected and tariff barriers are comparatively
high. Tariff rates for products exported from Russian Federation to Brazil (fertilizers and raw materials, mostly metals) are
relatively low. That is why the liberalization would bring considerably bigger change in export revenue for Brazil than
Russia.
Trade creation effect for Brazil is the most substantial mainly for metals and mining products (aluminum, flat rolled products
of iron and steel, unwrought or in powder from palladium) as well as for urea and electrical insulators of glass. For Russian
Federation the model shows a considerable trade creation effect for meat products (meat of bovine animals and swine), it is
also identified for extracts, essences, concentrates of coffee.
The SMART analysis illustrates that trade creation effects are more considerable than the diversion of trade for both
countries, change and export revenues exceed tariffs’ loss in the budget and the welfare surplus is presented in both countries.
The results prove the potential free trade regime would create benefits for both partners. The beneficial format of cooperation
between custom unions of the MERCOSUR and the EAEU might be FTA+ collaboration. Such an agreement could
strengthen, inter alia, integration process in both of them and could appear to be the most suitable institutional basis for
deeper economic collaboration, involve in-depth integration based on reduced non-tariff barriers, improved regime for trade
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in services and investments flows and special conditions for individual projects. The significant limitation of this analysis is
an absence of the institutional barriers’ examination as FTA between customs unions means more coordination between their
member states.

Conclusions
The quantitative estimations have shown us that there is a certain potential to develop trade between the EAEU and the
MERCOSUR based on the Russian-Brazilian trade expansion. However, empirical results should be accompanied by
political will and convergence of trade policy instruments. It can be confidently state that the integration cooperation between
Brazil and Russian Federation, and, hence, the EAEU and the MERCOSUR could become an example of a radically new
economic and trade cooperation. Among the advantages of such cooperation there are increased trade and investment flows,
consumer’s benefits, exchanges of best practices, technological steps forward, and intensified integration processes. New
contractual framework could develop a network of promising joint projects in addition to already existing ones, which would
create a foundation for broader collaboration on international and macro levels.
In this sense, liberalization of bilateral trade could become a tool for maintaining closer and mutually beneficial relations.
The EAEU’s trade cooperation with the MERCOSUR, could, inter alia, represents a very profitable strategic alliance for
both sides having unlocked the potential unused today and pushing integration processes. Moreover, the advantage of such
cooperation would lie in a technological step forward, the exchange with more advanced practices in trade and integration
as well as constitute a new cooperation line that might strengthen the position of both Russia and Brazil as emerging powers
on the global scene.
There are a number of memorandums and agreements on cooperation in particular fields seeking to expand bilateral economic
activities such as trade and investment facilitation, participation of companies and entrepreneurs in exhibitions, fairs and
events, customs administration, technical regulation and standardization, as well as a number of other areas of mutual interest.
However, they are not enough in order to increase trade between blocks substantially. The proper institutional framework,
higher level of trade liberalization and better consolidation of trade policy with the needed political support could assist the
development of the EAEU-MERCOSUR cooperation, in which Russia and Brazil should be drivers. However, modern state
of trade negotiations does not allow overestimating the future prospects.
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Abstract
Research background: Conformity assessment as defined in the ISO/IEC 17000 standard shows that the specified
requirements for the product, process, system, person or entity have been met. A special type of conformity assessment is
certification, in which the assessment is carried out by independent organizations, which has been confirmed by an
accreditation body. The current crisis related to the development of the COVID-19 global pandemic has forced many
organizations to change traditional forms of operation and, where it was possible, switch to a remote mode of work within
auditing processes.
Purpose of the article: The need to adapt to the new realities has not bypassed the certification bodies and food producers,
which had to adapt to the emergency situation, using the possibilities of remote work, including remote audits as part of
certification processes. The purpose of this publication is to indicate the context of the operation of both certification
bodies as well as food producers in relation to the remote auditing and certification process and the impact of such
proceedings on the confidence in the results of their work, and to indicate changes in the way certification audits are
carried out by certification bodies.
Methods: For above mentioned matter, food processing manufacturers operating on a polish market were surveyed in
remote auditing processes carried out by certification bodies. The used methodology was a survey carried out during
COVID-19 pandemic lockdown in Poland in the year of 2020.
Findings and Value Added: The main findings are related to the following issues concerning that remote auditing
processes ensure business continuity; the effectiveness of remote audits is generally comparable to the on-site once; there
is an increased confidence in results among customers of certification bodies; the expected decrease in prices of the
remote assessment and certification process is not yet clearly visible, although it can be observed; the companies that
undergone the remote audits more likely choose this kind of assessment again.

Keywords: Remote Auditing, Global Pandemic, Standardized Management Systems, Food Production.
Introduction
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on the certification and auditing services of voluntary
standards. The traditional approach to auditing and certification processes on-site visits has been significantly curtailed,
and it is unclear when, and under what conditions, it might resume in full [1].
Certification is a special type of conformity assessment, in which the assessment is carried out by independent
organizations, which has been confirmed by an accreditation body. Conformity assessment in accordance with the
definition given in the ISO / IEC 17000 standard is a demonstration that the specified requirements for a product, process,
system, person or unit have been met [15]. Depending on the adopted model, various methods of certification are possible.
Regardless of the differences, there are several basic elements that may occur both in the certification processes of
management systems and product certification. These stages can be described as [16–18]:
1. Selection containing an indication of what is the subject of certification and compliance with which criteria. In practice,
this stage will be related to the submission of an application for certification.
2. Determining the properties through: system audit, testing, inspection, process or service evaluation. At this stage, the
certification of management systems uses a two-stage system audit process. In the case of product certification, this stage
may concern a combination of system audit and laboratory sampling and testing, inspection as well as evaluation of
selected processes.
3. Review of all gathered information in the earlier stages and the decision on certification with granting permission to use
certificates and marks.
_________________
Cite this Article as : Pawel NOWICKI “ Remote Auditing Processes in The Context of Global Pandemic Times : A Case of Food
Processing Manufacturers in Poland” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA),
30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN : 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN : 2767-9640
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4. Supervision over the issued certification, if applicable in a given certification scheme. As part of supervision, it is
possible to repeat all or some of the steps indicated above.
Taking into account the stages of the certification process and the possibility of using remote techniques, it can be assumed
that the most sensitive of them is the stage of determining the properties. The submission of the application or the activities
related to the review and decision are elements that can be performed using standard communication channels, e.g.
traditional mail or e-mail, or are entirely conducted at the certification body. The stage of determining the properties by
auditing the management system or assessing production processes is much more difficult to assess at a distance. This does
not mean that it is not possible. On the other hand, elements of the product testing (e.g. assessment of the product's taste
and smell) or inspection may turn out to be impossible to perform remotely [12].
Requirements for auditing management systems included in the ISO/IEC 19011:2018 standard indicate the possibility of
using both direct and indirect contact with the auditee - table 1. Although it is not a very popular way of conducting
activities, it is permissible under the existing conformity assessment system. In the case of remote audits, the activities
carried out may be a personal interaction, where the audit team contacts the auditee. In the absence of personal interaction,
the audit team uses the information contained in the documentation, equipment or available infrastructure [2]. As a result
of the challenges and restrictions arising from COVID-19, certification bodies as well as certified organisations have had to
either postpone audits (and extend the validity of existing certifications) or introduce remote auditing. Remote auditing (or
remote assessment) is defined as “the facilitation of assessment of a Conformity Assessment Body from a location other
than that being physically present” [3] and is enhanced by using information and communication technology (ICT) “for
gathering, storing, retrieving, processing, analysing and transmitting information”[4].
Table 1: Auditing methods
The extent of
involvement
between the auditor
and the auditee
Personal interaction

No personal
interaction

Auditor location
On site

- Conducting interviews.
- Completing checklists and
questionnaires with the
participation of the auditee.
- Conducting document
review with the
participation of the auditee.
- Sampling.
- Document review (e.g.
records, data analysis).
- Observations of the work
performed.
- Conducting on-site visits.
- Completing checklists.
- Sampling (e.g. of
products)

Remote

Using interactive means of
communication:
- Conducting interviews.
- Completing checklists and
questionnaires.
- Conducting document
review with the participation
of the auditee.
- Conducting a
documentation review (e.g.
records, data analysis).
- Observation of work
performed by means of
supervision (taking into
account social and legal
requirements).
- Data analysis.

Source: [2]

Additional requirements for remote auditing processes are included in the IAF (International Accreditation Forum) MD-04
guidelines, the purpose of which is to ensure the consistent application and use of ICT in audits or assessments by
certification bodies [4]. A risk-based approach [5–7] has been adopted as a basis for these activities, where the
opportunities and threats of conducting remote audits should be assessed prior to their use. Examples of activities that can
be implemented as part of remote audits include [4]:
- meetings conducted using teleconference devices, including audio, video and data sharing;
- conducting audit / evaluation of documents and records via remote access, synchronously (in real time) or
asynchronously (when there are delays);
- recording information and evidence by means of still images, video or sound recordings;
- providing visual / audio access to remote or potentially unsafe locations.
The applicability of remote audit techniques depends, on the one hand, on the confidence of all interested parties in the
results of such processes. On the other hand, the costs of certification that must be incurred to carry out such processes
need to be taken into account. As Stoma et al. [8] indicates, the use of computer-assisted audit techniques (CAAT) may
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shorten the audit time and thus lower the costs of certification. In addition, the dissemination of ICT should improve the
evaluation process and significantly affect its effectiveness. Improving effectiveness is also meeting the requirements of
the main audit principle, i.e. ensuring confidence in their results [9].
The use of remote techniques, as Stoma et al. [8] points out, in the certification process of a management system compliant
with the requirements of ISO 9001 is difficult, e.g. in the case of such areas as: assessment of customer location and
location-specific conditions, assessment of leadership requirements or assessment of the implementation of the main
processes in the organization. In addition, the use of remote audit methods should rather complement direct methods, as is
the case in auditing the organization's branches. For example, in order to audit the management system in a bank, it is
possible to carry out on-site assessments in several branches, and then conduct additional ones as part of remote audits
[10]. The obvious benefit of remote auditing is more efficient use of resources. Remote auditing techniques can save
auditors travel time and expenses while improving efficiency during conformity assessment such as certification
processes[11,12].
Travel restrictions, as well as the practice of social distancing, that have emerged throughout the COVID-19 crisis have
affected the very core of certification bodies operations, i.e., on-site auditing and inspections, which are the foundations of
certification and accreditation [13]. Those restrictions in movement introduced in order to minimize the effects of the
global COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the need for certification bodies to introduce significant changes to the certification
processes carried out. While the use of remote audit/evaluation techniques as a supplement to on-site work does not raise
major doubts, the complete cessation of direct activities is a significant threat to confidence in the effects of certification.
The guidelines for dealing with emergency situations are regulated in the IAF ID3:2011 document, according to which
certification bodies are introducing appropriate actions. Activities undertaken by conformity assessment bodies (certifying
and accrediting) should be characterized by mutual understanding, due diligence and trust. Extraordinary events are events
that are beyond the control of the organization, such as: war, strike, riots, political instability, geopolitical tensions,
terrorism, crime, pandemics, floods, earthquakes, cybercrime, other natural or man-made disasters. Actions that can be
taken by the certification body in an emergency are limited in time and their use may be introduced for a maximum of 6
months. In a situation where it is not possible to conduct activities on site, recommended activities carried out by units
should include [14]:
1. Risk assessment of the current and future situation of the assessed organization before deciding on further actions.
2. Consider introducing non-standard assessment methods assuming that previously assessed risk is low. These methods
should, in particular, include activities such as:
• proactive communication with the organization,
• planning further activities,
• definition of a maximum period for which specific operating conditions will apply,
• criteria for the renewal of normal procedures,
• possible changes in organization supervision plans,
• ensuring that any deviations from the accreditation requirements and procedures of the certification body
are justified and documented,
• re-establishment of oversight / recertification activities in line with the entity's oversight plans when
access to the site is restored.

Methodology
The purpose of this publication is to indicate the context of the operation of both certification bodies as well as food
producers in relation to the remote auditing and certification process and the impact of such proceedings on the confidence
in the results of their work, and to indicate changes in the way certification audits are carried out by certification bodies
due to global COVID-19 pandemic. In this investigation, the online survey was carried on, in the 4th quarter of 2020. From
the population of polish organic farming producers (food processors) there were randomly chosen 300 records and online
survey was carried on. The questionnaire was sent to top managers responsible for quality and food safety systems in
organizations. There were 46 valid questioners obtained, representing 15,3% respond rate. The size of general population
of organic processing companies in Poland in 2018 was 910, and 1022 at the end of 2019. The research on which this paper
draws involved the results of this researches that illustrate the organizations’ approach to manage auditing processes during
lockdown while global COVID-19 pandemic in the year of 2020.

Results and Discussion
Organization’s details and implemented standardized management systems
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Among the studied companies, all of them employed less than 250 employees. There were 17 organizations which
employed from 2 to 10 people, 18 that employed between 11 and 50 people and 11 that employed between 51 and 250
employees.
Two studied companies indicated local and regional markets as the main scope of their products. The remaining ones
indicated the domestic and international markets as the range of their activities, respectively 24 and 20 organizations.
All studied companies have implemented organic farming requirements according to Council Regulation (EC) 834/2007
which is now into the transition period to the EU Regulation 848/2018 and obligatory food safety system – HACCP.
Within the studied companies there were implemented such voluntary management standards as: ISO 9001 (10), ISO
14001 (9), ISO 22000 (7), PN-N 18001/ OHSAS 18001/ISO 45001 (5), IFS Food (6), BRC Food (6). According to
presented data, most studied companies implemented standards that are typically implemented in food sector [19–21].
The first question the respondents were asked by, was whether remote audits were conducted prior to the COVID-19
pandemic. As expected, 93% of organizations did not undergone remote audits, and surprisingly, in 7% of surveyed
organizations such audits were conducted. Another question was about whether food producers submitted to the remote
audit process during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. From the obtained answers (Fig. 1), remote audits were carried out
in 43% of the surveyed organizations. In other organizations, audits were either postponed or carried out in a traditional
form on-site. The percentage of remote audits at the level of 43% may be surprising, as we would expect entrepreneurs to
be more interested in this type of audit during the lockdown. In addition, based on the research conducted among
representatives of certification bodies, which have the capabilities and procedures to conduct remote audits and at the same
time give enterprises the opportunity to use remote auditing, it can be expected that there will be more companies opting
for remote audit in the near future [12].

Figure 1: The percentage distribution of both kinds of audits.
Source: own studies

Another question addressed to representatives of food producers concerned the methods and techniques of conducting
remote audits. All representatives of the organization indicated commonly used tools for remote communication, such as
video conferencing (Zoom, Skype, MS Teams) supported by telephone and email communication.
Representatives of the surveyed food producers were also asked about the results of remote audits, defined as the number
of detected non-conformities in the context of their change while switching to remote audits. The distribution of responses
is as follows (Fig. 2): in 75% of the surveyed organizations no change in the number of detected non-conformities was
observed, which may indicate that the procedures of remote audits carried out by certification bodies are effective and the
credibility of these audits does not differ from on-site audits . In the case of the answers regarding the indication of a
smaller number of non-conformities, indicated by 15% of the surveyed organizations, one can interpret as the fact of the
effectiveness of remote audit or improvement of the organizational and production level of enterprises compared to the
previously conducted regular audit. The remaining answers constituted a very small percentage and, according to the
author, are not significant from the cognitive point of view.
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Figure 2: Distribution of change of detected non-conformities during the remote audit.
Source: own studies

Another question concerned the opinion of the representatives of the surveyed food producers regarding the effectiveness
of remote audits. The respondents had three answers to choose from: more effective, less effective and comparable. This
question was dedicated as well as answered by all respondents, not only those for whom remote audits were carried out
(Fig. 3). The responses among all companies were as follows: 48% were opinions describing remote audit as less effective,
50% of opinions described the remote audit as comparable and only 2% as more effective. On the other hand, among
enterprises where remote audits were performed, the distribution was as follows: 75% of respondents indicated that the
effectiveness of remote audit is comparable to on-site audit, 20% that it is less effective and 5% that this kind of audits are
more effective. In enterprises where remote audits did not take place, the answers to this question are as follows: 69% of
respondents believed that this form of audit is less effective and 31% that the effectiveness could be comparable.
When analysing the results of this question, one can observe an enthusiastic approach to remote audits among the
respondents from the companies where remote audits took place. In enterprises where remote audits have not taken place, a
clear pessimism can be observed with regard to the effectiveness of this type of verification of compliance with system
requirements.

Figure 3: Distribution of opinions on the effectiveness of remote audits.
Source: own studies

The representatives were also asked whether they had a choice, would they decide to subject to a remote audit process or
whether they would choose an on-site audit (Fig. 4). The distribution of responses among all surveyed enterprises were as
follows: 70% of enterprises would choose on-site audit and 30% remote audit. In the case of enterprises that underwent
remote audits, the responses were at the levels of 45% and 55% for on-site audits and remote audits, respectively. In turn,
among enterprises that did not undergo the remote audit process, the responses were as follows at the level of 88% and
12% for on-site audits and remote audits, respectively. These results indicate the fact that in enterprises that have
undergone remote audits, the tendency to choose this type of audit and trust in this form of audit is much greater than in the
case of enterprises that have not performed such an audit, but these results may change over time and the duration of the
pandemic in favor of remote audits.
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Figure 4: Distribution of preferences for selecting the type of audit.
Source: own studies

The respondents were also asked to justify their opinion regarding the choice of the type of audit. Among the responses
given by respondents who received remote audits, the arguments in favor of this type of audit most often included
arguments related to the length of the audit and time flexibility related to its performance as well as the convenience of
verifying documents by making them available to the auditor remotely. When on-site audits were indicated as preferred in
this group of respondents, the most common argument for the traditional form of audit was easier communication and
faster work pace, and the fact that preparing the enterprise and documents for remote audit was much more timeconsuming than in the case of an on-site audit.

Figure 5: Comparison of prices: remote audit vs on-site audit.
Source: own studies

The last question asked by the respondents in the context of remote audits was the question about the price and its possible
change in the context of on-site audit (Fig. 5). 75% of respondents indicated that the price of the audit did not change, 20%
that the audit was cheaper, and 5% that the cost of the audit was more expensive. The distribution of these responses may
be surprising, as it might seem that since the auditor does not come for the on-site audit, the costs of the certification body
are automatically lower and it is able to propose a lower audit price to the client. Among the surveyed enterprises, such a
situation was much less common and the prices of audits remained largely unchanged.

Conclusions
Summarizing the results obtained from the above research, it can be stated that in order to ensure business continuity, the
companies approached the certification processes and used the elements of remote evaluation to a very large extent. The
surveyed food producers consciously approached the difficulties of quickly adapting to new realities during the global
COVID-19 pandemic.
The research shows that over 40% of the surveyed enterprises underwent remote audit. This percentage can be considered
high, taking into account the sudden change in the functioning of both production companies and certification bodies
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caused by the pandemic and the lockdown lasting several months in 2020. We can expect an increase in the share of this
type of audit in 2021, while the pandemic does not stop and subsequent lockdowns are introduced. Another important
information obtained from the carried out research is the fact which shows that the effectiveness of remote audits is
generally comparable to the on-site once. Of course, there is a certain lack of confidence in the effectiveness of remote
audit, especially in the case of organizations that have not been assessed in this way, however, according to the author, this
trend will also change in the coming months, due to the fact that certification bodies are gaining more and more experience
in the context of remote evaluation as well as by the enterprises themselves. In the case of organizations that were assessed
by remote audit, trust in this form is much greater.
Despite the limited possibilities of on-site assessment, it seems that the introduction of remote assessment procedures in
such a short period, which was forced by the pandemic, with the re-performance of on-site assessments and certification
processes when possible, should contribute to reduce the risk of wrong decisions and increase confidence in the remote
assessment as well as the certification process itself.
According to the author, the global pandemic also gives a positive impulse in the field of remote assessment, where
customers of certification bodies will have the opportunity to choose what type of audits they prefer on-site or remote. Of
course, this will not be possible for all types of audits, but in some cases or standards it will be an opportunity and a way to
reduce the costs of certification processes, firstly for the certification body, and secondly depending on the certification
bodies for the clients. Although, as the above-described studies have shown, the expected decrease in prices of the remote
assessment and certification process is not yet clearly visible, although it can be observed.
The Project has been financed by the Minister of Science and Higher Education within "Regional Initiative of Excellence"
Programme for 2019-2022. Project no.: 021/RID/2018/19. Total financing: 11 897 131,40 PLN.
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Abstract
Landscape Impact Assessment (LIA) is an integral element of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) process. In comparison with
other environmental issues, the Visual Impact Assessment (VIA) can become one of the most contentious points in the entire investment
process. This is of particular importance for agricultural landscapes which have been under particular investment pressure in recent years.
The paper presents a number of variants of the investment visibility analysis made for the EIA for various types of investments in the
agricultural landscape. Similar GIS tools were used in the analyses, while the analysis parameters, input data and the applied field models
varied depending on the nature of the investment. The purpose of the work is to present the impact of methodological assumptions and
input data on the analysis results and to discuss the reliability of the results and the proper selection of the methodology of procedures for
the analysed investments. Nonetheless, they enable a precise definition of the research area ("viewshed" delineation) for procedures
determining the impact on landscape harmony, impact on cultural heritage or aesthetic and perceptual analyses from the field of landscape
architecture methods.

Keywords: Landscape impact assessment, visual impact assessment, visibility analysis, Pomerania
Introduction
Landscape Impact Assessment (LIA) is an integral part of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) process. The turning
point for its application was the adoption of the Environmental Impact Assessment Directive in 2014, imposing such an
obligation in environmental proceedings. According to the definition of a cultural landscape proposed by the European
Landscape Convention (ETS No. 176, 2000), Landscape Impact Assessment covers both the visual and functional aspects
of the landscape, fulfilling two main landscape research streams: structure and function analysis, and visual and perceptual
aspect analysis. Considered together as the cumulative effect of the investment, these two elements enable a full assessment
of the expected impact, scenario modelling and a good basis for public consultation in the case of socially controversial
investments. Both also pose a very complex methodological issue, just like other landscape studies, using many
interdisciplinary tools and data sets (I.E.M.A., 2013). Currently, the use of spatial information has significantly improved
the quality of the data sets on which the decision-making process is based, the use of geostatistics, spatial simulation and,
more generally, geocomputation methods, it enables to base the decision-making process more and more often on the
forecasted future scenarios (Murgante et al., 2011), (Malczewski J., 1999), (Sander and Manson, 2007). Despite attempts to
systematize the issue and give it a coherent framework, there are still problems that many authors (Lange, 1994), (Miller,
2001), (Murgante et al., 2011), (Sedláček et al., 2016) arrange in three main groups: technical problem of how to visualize
possible changes in the landscape; theoretical problem of scenic beauty assessment and the administrative problem of how
to incorporate visual aspects into the planning process. These issues are especially relevant in open agricultural landscapes,
which are more susceptible to visual degradation. In the agricultural landscape, the need to conduct LIA has been associated
in recent years primarily with the expansion of renewable energy installations (Alola and Alola, 2018), (Schwanitz et al.,
2017). In order to achieve the assumed share in the energy balance, a considerable amount of space in the landscape is
needed. The urbanization of rural areas and the industrialization of agricultural production also result in increasing
investment pressure in the rural landscape (Ioannidis and Koutsoyiannis, 2020). A significant factor is also the temptation to
locate large-scale logistics centres, line investments or scaled-down tourist infrastructure (e.g. amusement parks) in the
agricultural landscape (Schirpke et al., 2019).
In comparison with other environmental issues, the Visual Impact Assessment (VIA) can become one of the most contentious
points in the entire investment process, both because of the actual negative impact that the planned project may have on the
landscape, but also because of the subjectivism of evaluation (Fortlage C.A., 2017). The issues related to the assessment of
the impact of investments on the landscape have a long history, but their intensive development is related to the availability
of tools for assessing the visual impact of projects on the landscape (Bishop, 2003). The EIA system was introduced in the
US in 1969, in Europe in 1985 and formally in the UK in 1988 (Lange, 1994). However, the environmental assessment
system, including the Environmental Impact Assessment, is not standardized.
________________
Cite this Article as: Michal KUPIEC and Elzbieta DUSZA-ZWOLINSKA “ Visibility Analysis as A Tool in Visual Impact Analysis
Procedures for Environmental Impact Assessment in Agricultural Landscapes” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information
Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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The effects of visual impact on the environment are essentially based on quality judgments reflecting the importance of
landscape for humans, human interaction with the landscape, and the associated value of this landscape (Kacprzyk et al.,
2011). Due to its quite subjective nature, Visual Impact Assessment (VIA) is often marked by a diversity of methods and
creates a number of methodological decisions for the contractor (SHANG and BISHOP, 2000), (Chamberlain and Meitner,
2013).
Agricultural landscapes have been under particular investment pressure in recent years. Although the invasive impact of
industrial investments and the settlement pressure has decreased, the energy transformation in which renewable energy
sources play the main role requires the transformation or even appropriation of large space of the agricultural landscape
(Jefferson, 2018). The paper presents a number of variants of the investment visibility analysis made for the EIA for various
types of investments in the agricultural landscape. Similar GIS tools were used in the analyses, while the analysis parameters,
input data and the applied field models varied depending on the nature of the investment. The purpose of the work is to
present the impact of methodological assumptions and input data on the results of the analysis and to discuss the reliability
of the results and the proper selection of the methodology of procedures for the analysed investments.

Investment visibility analysis as an element of VIA
The application of information technologies in landscape analysis dates back to the beginning of works on computer
mapping. In fact, a significant part of the early development of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and 3D landscape
simulation was undertaken by landscape architects (Emmelin, 1996). Viewsheds mapping has quickly become a key element
of the landscape planning process. This process was used to determine both view characteristics and potential visual impacts.
Viewshed analysis algorithms were incorporated into GIS products in the early stage of their evolution, but evolved poorly
despite the intensification of potential improvements. Therefore, the extension of the GIS simple binary mapping depended
on the specific changes introduced by individual researchers. These GIS extensions generated models of visual quality and
visual effect using mapped variables. It has recently become clear that the essentially two-dimensional approach to analysis
provided by GIS is insufficient in situations where the focus of analysis is on strong three-dimensional elements. The growth
of the agent-based modelling required a new standard in computer visual interpretation of landscape (Hernández et al., 2004).
An element of VIA that is practically always used in landscape analyses is the determination of the scope of the investment
visibility on the terrain. This procedure usually involves the use of GIS tools that use different forms of the digital terrain
model and different algorithms of visibility calculation (Hurtado, Juan, Pablo et al., 2004), (I.E.M.A., 2013). Depending on
the investment nature, different variants of the selection of reference points concerning the observer location and the observed
objects are also used. Thus, with such a variety of input parameters, the analysis results may, to a large extent, depend on the
adopted method.
The main methodological aspects that influence the analysis results include:
•
•
•
•
•

selection of the appropriate range (area) of the analysis, reflecting both the range of visibility and the range of perception
of changes caused by the investment implementation,
assessment of the invasiveness (intensity) of the disturbance introduced by the investment,
assessment of the landscape harmony before and after the investment execution (Maehr et al., 2015),
valorisation of the visual qualities of landscape components that are expected to be affected by the investment (Sargentis
et al., 2019),
selection of input parameters and various forms of the terrain model (Bishop, 2003), (Möller, 2006).

Therefore, the input data selection is crucial for the quality of the results obtained by applying various algorithms for the
viewshed calculation. The advantage of real models generated by transforming ALS point clouds is indisputable. The scale
of investment and the computing capabilities of computer hardware may be an obstacle here. Analyses of large areas using
models based on ALS or the cumulative investment impact require large data sets and large computing power. However, the
analysis of the degree of landscape disturbance caused by the investment implementation is equally important. In this case,
the methods determining the perception limits of visual disturbance (visible versus seen) and the assessment of the degree of
landscape disturbance seem to be of key importance (Giedych, 2016).
An indispensable element of using visibility algorithms for VIA is the field verification of the results - especially under
conditions of significant ground cover with high vegetation or rapid succession of vegetation in the studied area. The
examples analysed later in the paper present how much the real ranges of observations may differ in real terrain from those
calculated with various GIS methods. Verification also enables to eliminate the influence of other sources of errors, such as
setting and selection of reference points, perception of human eye, blending into the landscape background or optical and
meteorological phenomena (refraction, fog or haze, lighting properties).
Visibility modelling is a very useful help in generating investment variants and scenarios. By the use of simple architectural
and landscaping measures, such as green screening belts, banks, roadside alleys, it is possible to effectively reduce the
investment visibility range, use the local landform and land cover conditions and blend it into the terrain.
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Analyses assessing the degree of invasiveness must include visual perceptual analyses of the landscape. The invasiveness or
the assessment of landscape harmony is a relatively subjective parameter, but also in this case the attempts are made to
implement automated measurement methods (Dupont et al., 2016).

Methods
The paper presents a number of case studies of visibility analyses for VIA procedures, conducted for various investments in
the West Pomeranian Voivodeship (NW Poland, Fig. 1). Cases of relatively small investments (area 1,2-5,5 ha), marked by
several meters in height of the designed buildings, have been selected with diversity of subject and geographical conditions
as a main reason of choice. Visibility analyses were carried out using various types of digital terrain models, sometimes
modified with land cover information, but using the same computer algorithm of the procedure. They were also characterized
by different accuracy depending on the initial simulation parameters. The most important part of the information about the
presented analyses is presented in Table 1, and their location is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Location of the analysed investments in the area of the West Pomeranian Voivodeship, Poland.
Visibility analyses of the planned investments in the agricultural landscape were conducted using the Intervisibility Network
algorithm, available in the QGIS software, due to the Visibility Analysis plugin (Čučković, 2015). In all cases, the visibility
range study was carried out with the use of various versions of terrain models (simple digital elevation model - DEM, DEM
modified with landcover data, digital surface model - DSM) and with the use of reference points, the number of which varied
depending on the assumed level of the depth of the analysis and the size and nature of the planned project. The analysis was
performed within a specific range (2-5 km) determined individually, depending on the local landform and the height of the
planned buildings, so that the calculations covered the entire visibility range.
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Table 1. Information on the analysed investments and the parameters of their visibility analyses

1

Maszkowo

poultry farm
(1.2ha)

DTM type,
name,
horizontal
resolution
dem,
dted2,
20m

2

Osina

poultry farm
(1.6 ha)

dem,
20m

3

Kołobrzeg

fun park
(3.6 ha)

4

Korytowo

5

Nawrocko

No.

1

Range
of
analysis
[km]
5

8

5

modified dem,
dted2, 20m

12

5

photovoltaic
farm (3.5 ha)

dsm,
ISOK
LIDAR, 1m

108

2

photovoltaic
farm (group)
(5.5 ha)

dsm,
ISOK
LIDAR, 1m

435

2

Type of
investment

Location

dted2,

Ref.
points

Method description
A single reference
point in the centre of
the investment plot
Reference points in
the corners of the
designed buildings
Reference points in
the
centres
of
designed buildings
Reference point grid
of 20x20m on the
entire area of the
investment plot
Reference point grid
of 20x20m on the
entire area of the
investment plots

Source: own elaboration
A variable number of reference points, located in various ways in the places of the planned buildings (centre of the investment
plot boundaries or building polygons, building corners, grid of regular points), at the maximum reference height above the
ground level predicted in the project (e.g. the highest point of installation, roof top, turbine blade range), were used for the
modelling parameters. The computational algorithm also set the height of the observer (1.6m), representing the height at
which the sight line in the object vicinity was settled (Fig. 2). Some analyses were conducted with the use of viewpoints in
order to verify in the field whether the analysis results actually reflect the actual ranges. For this purpose, locations in open
areas were selected, marked by a good range of visibility towards the analysed investments, located around them at various
distances.

Fig. 2: Main parameters of visibility analysis
Source: own elaboration

In the presented analyses, several terrain model types with different resolutions were used:
•
•

Digital Elevation Model DTED, level 2. Digital Elevation Raster with spatial resolution of 20m prepared in late 70` for
military purposes.
Modified DTED, level 2, transformed by adding constant values for the different land cover forms derived from Corine
Land Cover maps (CLC2018). The values were 25m for forests and 8m for single-storey rural buildings were assumed.
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•

Land cover model created by processing a point cloud of ALS scanning with a resolution of 1m. The model provided
for the ground cover with various types of vegetation during the growing season and the layout of buildings.

Results
In the presented cases, VIA analyses covered the area within an individually defined radius around the investment plots. In
the varied, but rather flat, young glacial areas of north-western Poland, the range of visual impact usually did not exceed
several hundred meters for most of the presented investment types (the exception here are, of course, high structures such as
towers of wind farms). This is due to the screening effect of vegetation and the hilly landform. The examples presented below
are ranked from the simplest to the most advanced and reliable variants.
In the simplest variant, the visibility range analysis was based on the use of an unmodified DEM and the calculation of the
field of view around one point located in the centre of the polygon of the investment plot (Fig. 3). The small investment
consisted in the construction of several single-storey buildings of a poultry farm in the undulating landscape of the Nowogard
Plain, cut with a network of glacial channels and erosive watercourse valleys, and covered with a forestry and agricultural
landscape mosaic. The analysis was performed for a 5 km zone around the building site, and in order to improve consistency
with the actual fields of view in the visualization of the results, the distribution of forest and built-up areas in this zone was
added. Despite the theoretically wide range of the field of view calculated on the basis of the DEM, the actual results,
confirmed by the field vision, suggest that the actual range is significantly lower and covers only the arable land areas in the
immediate vicinity of the investment.

Fig. 3: Visibility analysis of the poultry farm project in Maszków (Nowogard county) with the use of a single
reference point
Source: own elaboration with the use of GUGiK data

In the next variant of the simplified research procedure (Fig. 4), the logical sum of 8 individual ranges calculated for the
reference points located in the corners of 2 designed buildings of another poultry farm, located on the edge of the forest in
the flat landscape of Nowogard Plain, was used to determine the investment visibility range. The range of forests and builtup areas was used to cut (with the use of geoprocessing tools) the blocked fragments of the primary visibility range calculated
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on the basis of the DEM. The analysis results clearly present the screening effect of forestry surfaces, but also the fact that
the visibility of such low buildings (6 m) on selected directions may exceed 2-3 km in a flat landscape. Obviously, the extent
of the real disturbance of landscape harmony is significantly lower as a result of the perception of such objects by the human
sense (Giedych, 2016).

Fig. 4: Visibility analysis of the poultry farm project in Osina (Nowogard county) with the use of single reference
points and selected land cover classes (CLC2018)
Source: own elaboration with the use of data from openstreetmap.org

Another example (Fig. 5) illustrates a much more advanced approach to the issue of making the results of "mechanical"
calculations more real with the use of DEM only. In the presented example, a set of 12 reference points, placed in the centres
of the designed buildings of the fun park, was used. The points were located at various heights above the ground level (412m), depending on the height of the designed buildings. The analysis was conducted using a modified DEM, in which the
heights of the terrain covered with forests and built-up areas were modified by using maps algebra. Fragments of the terrain
near forests were raised by 25 m and built-up areas by 8 m. The investment was planned at the bottom of a distinct glacial
channel used today by a small stream. As a result, the visibility of the investment was very limited and it was arranged on
clear view axes along the valley. The use of over a dozen of reference points enabled to generate a visibility map showing
the number of visible points. It can be interpreted as an illustration in which part of the investment is visible from a given
area. In order to verify the results, apart from calculating the view range, a set of viewpoints was fixed in the vicinity of the
investment, from which individual reference points should be visible according to the analysis results. During the field
research, the actual visibility was verified and it was stated that the investment area is completely covered with scattered
shrubby vegetation and single trees in all cases. The actual investment impact range was limited only to the bottom of the
postglacial channel and the immediate vicinity of the investment.
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Fig. 5: Visibility analysis of the "Pomerania Fun Park" project (near Kołobrzeg) with the use of reference points
placed in the centres of the planned buildings and the DEM modified using the range of land cover forms covering
the visibility.
Source: own elaboration with the use of data from openstreetmap.org

The basic weakness of the variants of the visibility range calculation procedure presented above is the use of a classic DEM,
as the basis for calculating the visibility range. Apart from the landform itself, the main factor limiting visibility in the field
in Central European conditions is the existing vegetation. Its distribution is the main factor limiting the view range in the flat
areas. One way to deal with this weakness of standard terrain models is to modify them on the basis of land cover data. These
data, however, do not take into account the impact of scattered high vegetation, small coppices, green belts, alleys and lanes
of trees (mainly along existing roads), etc. The only way to make these results more real is to use precise, high-resolution
information about the configuration of the terrain, collected in the form of a point cloud of air laser scanning. Such data,
simplified to the form of a digital surface model with a resolution of 1m, was used in subsequent case studies concerning the
planned distribution of photovoltaic farms in an open agricultural landscape.
These objects are marked by low heights (about 4 m above the ground level), but they usually cover almost the entire plot
area. Therefore, the level of visual invasiveness and the impact on the landscape harmony is very high. However, the low
height means that in favourable conditions such investments can be well hidden in a landscape mosaic. Due to the superficial
nature of the structure of photovoltaic panels, these analyses used reference point grids, consisting of several hundred objects,
arranged in 20m fields. This enabled a good simulation of the effect of a fully built-up plot, adjustment of the investment to
the topography of the plot, and generation of legible, easily interpretable, "nuanced" maps of the visibility range (Fig. 6, 8).
In addition to the visual values, this method of processing the results emphasizes the screening effect of even inconspicuous
forms of greenery located in the vicinity of the investment - single trees, hedges, etc.
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Fig. 6: Visibility analysis of the designed photovoltaic farm with the use of the Digital Surface Model and a set of
reference points distributed in a 20m grid.
Source: own elaboration with the use of GUGiK data

The example shown in Fig. 6 presents a single farm located in the diversified landscape of Choszczno Lakeland, on the slope
of a shallow but extensive glacial channel filled with wetland forests. The undulating relief and the screen of the vegetation
belt at the bottom of the valley limited the visibility of the investment to its immediate vicinity at distances of 300-450m.
The presented map also clearly shows the impact of the lane of trees limiting the visibility range to the east of the analysed
plot. This enabled to “lock” it very effectively in a hollow of the terrain and to hide it from the observation from the nearby
town (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7: The actual configuration of the terrain around the investment plot for the designed photovoltaic farm in
Nawrock (Myślibórz country). The visibility of the project in the diverse landscape mosaic is limited by green
screening to the immediate vicinity of the investment. The terrain is angled towards the north and the wet bottom of
the glacial channel is visible in the lower part of the photo.
Further examples of analyses, Fig. 8 and 9, illustrate two ways of visualizing the results of a similar investment. They show
the visibility ranges of two sets of photovoltaic panels, located in the extremely diversified landscape mosaic of Myśliborskie
Lakeland. The terrain is marked by high altitude diversity of the moraine, young glacial relief and a widely varied land cover
with a mosaic of small coppices, wetland vegetation belts in valleys and around water reservoirs, and numerous forests. Also
in this case, the visibility range of investments located on flat plateaus between lakes is relatively small and does not exceed
several hundred meters. However, the view axes are clearly visible, which enable to observe a part of the built-up area from
a distance of up to 2 km. Nevertheless, it is crucial for the investment to screen with vegetation, which prevents observation
from the town of Myślibórz located on the east edge of the map, and from nearby rural towns. The presented case also partly
illustrates the problems with studying the cumulative impact of entire farm complexes built under favourable conditions (Fig.
9).
The examples presented above present that the more realistic results of the analyses limited the buffer used in complementary
analyses for VIA purposes to 2 km, which is a sufficient value in these field conditions.
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Fig. 8: Two forms of visualization of the visibility analysis results for two photovoltaic farms in Nawrock (Myślibórz
country). The analysis included 435 reference points, distributed in a 20m grid.
Source: own elaboration with the use of GUGiK data
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Fig. 9: Landscape mosaic surrounded by investment plots of the designed photovoltaic farms. The arrow shows the
location of the nearby town of Myślibórz.

Conclusions
The appearance of detailed and reliable data sets about real land cover and efficient GIS tools enabling visualization
performance took Landscape Impact Assessment to a new level. However, they simultaneously provoke to rely solely on
them and the trivialising algorithmization and technicization of the procedure. Various sources of error and uncertainty in
the source data should lead to considering the visibility calculation procedures important and necessary, but also
complementary and supplementary for the procedures of valorising the landscape impact of investments (Ervin and Steinitz,
2003). In the abovementioned examples, the main problem turned out to be the credibility of the obtained results and the low
level of confidence in them when confronted with the real landscape. This is due to the binary nature of the results (visiblenot visible), which is a quite big simplification and prompts to think about the methods that would rather suggest the
probability of investment visibility, which are proposed by many Authors (Fisher, 1991; Fisher, 1995; Ogburn, 2006). The
results also indicate the importance of physiographic conditions for the sensitivity of the terrain to visual impact. The mosaic
land cover combined with the diversified relief effectively limits the range of view. Large areas covered with high vegetation
have a significant impact on limiting the field of visual impact. Western Pomerania enables safe location of investments in
the agricultural landscape also due to the low population density. Compact villages located at distances of several kilometres
make it possible to effectively hide visually harmful investments away from inhabited areas and surround them with an
effective buffer of screening vegetation forms. Nonetheless, it should be emphasized that some types of investments, marked
by a significant height of the designed buildings (high halls of logistic centres, wind farms), will not benefit from these land
properties. They require special caution and careful selection of the location.
In VIA studies, visibility analyses are an indispensable element for small investments in the agricultural landscape, although
they should definitely be an introduction to further analyses, and not their only element. However, they enable a precise
definition of the research area ("viewshed" delineation) for procedures determining the impact on landscape harmony, impact
on cultural heritage or aesthetic and perceptual analyses from the field of landscape architecture methods. The analysis of
the abovementioned case studies suggests that a reliable credibility can only be obtained through the use of raw ALS point
clouds or Digital Surface Models modified on their basis, while the use of classic DEMs in conditions of dense vegetation
cover leads to a significant overestimation of the ranges. It also seems that simple calculations for single reference points are
acceptable only in the case of low relief differentiation and single or flat buildings. In the case of multi-building or build-up
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area investments, it is necessary to use multi-point sets of reference points, which enable more precise calculations and a
clearer visualization of the results.
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Abstract
This paper reports an empirical analysis of the potential of tourism sub-region in Poland. The main purpose of the paper is
to evaluate the tourism potential of the homogeneous tourism sub-regions, as the basis of a new tool for tourism
management. The objectives of this study were to identify the factors shaping the tourism potential of the studied areas, and
the differences in potential of its individual districts.
The authors researched these issues by analyzing the statistical data of the Polish Central Statistical Office. This data
precedes the COVID-19 outbreak. Using the available collected data, the basic characteristics of their tourism potential
were specified. Hellwig’s and TOPSIS methods were both used, and then the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was
used to determine the strength of interdependence of both rankings.
To identify how well the sub-region used its potential, the obtained results and coefficients related to density of tourist
movement and Schneider’s intensity of tourist movement were compared. The outcome demonstrated that almost all units
used their opportunities in an appropriate way. The authors propose that this tool can have wider application.

Keywords: Tourism product, tourism management, destination
Introduction
The complexity of tourism and the variety of entities involved in it, require measuring the attractiveness of a tourism
region, in order to create comprehensive tourism products. The essence and importance of the problem of creating tourism
products in the region inspired the authors to undertake research in this field.
Results shown herein refer to tourism destinations in the example sub-regions, in Poland. According to the World Travel
and Tourism Council (WTTC 2020), the contribution of travel and tourism to the Gross Domestic Product has reached
4.7% and it has seen an increment of 4 % in comparison to 2018. Amongst all employed people in Poland, this sector
constitutes 5 % of total employment. The key factor affecting tourism is the level of capital investments. In 2016,
investments in traveling and tourism accounted for 3.5% of total investments in Poland (WTTC 2017, 5). In 2019, the
Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Index (TTCI) and the World Economic Forum (2019) ranked Poland as 42nd out of
140 countries.
Although the importance of tourism to the overall economic structure of Poland is not crucial, there are regions for which
tourism has great importance. As an example of such an area is the Southern sub-region of the Śląskie Voivodeship
(province) was chosen. This is an area dominated by the tourist and service function. Part of the region is a mountain area
which, thanks to its attractiveness and high level of entrepreneurship, is a competitive center of tourism and recreation in
Southern Poland. The examined sub-region has a clear dual character. On the one hand, due to its proximity to large urban
centers, it is a very important center of weekend tourism. The significant impact of such a location on the development of
the tourism region was indicated by Poater and Garriga (2009). On the other hand, the sub-region is an important center of
long-term tourism. Its strategic perspective is also determined by its border with the Czech Republic and Slovakia.
________________
Cite this Article as: Ewa LIPIANIN-ZONTEK and Zbigniew ZONTEK “ Conditions for Tourism Product Management, Analyzed in a
Sub-regional Perspective” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA),
30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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Literature Review
The specificity of the tourism product
In order to accurately characterize a tourism product, two points of view should be considered. The point of view of the
buyer of tourism goods and services, and the perception of the product from the perspective of spatial units and tourism
entities operating in their area. Kotler and Turner (1993, p. 6) define product as anything that can be offered on the market
to satisfy a need or felt desire. The term includes physical objects, services, personalities, organizations, places, ideas, and
desires. According to this general definition, there are various examples of tourism products, ranging from tangible goods
(tourist equipment) through to services (accommodation services), to intangible goods (culture, contact with nature). Each
of these products become a creative demand factor if it is combined with others (Albayrak et al. 2010).
A broad analysis of the classification of tourism products was made by McKercher (2016), dividing tourism products into
five main categories: Pleasure; Personal Quest; Human Endeavour; Nature; and Business. These authors have extended
these categories and postulate the following six, which contain the indicated examples: “pleasure” (food and drink, leisure,
personal events, sports, recreation, built attractions - theme parks, amusement parks, etc.) ;“personal exploration” (personal,
historical, religious, medical and wellness: “educational tourism” (studying, tours, courses, personal development); “human
effort” (industry, material and intangible heritage, creativity - festivals, events, art, artistic and other performances,
museums and interpretation centers) ;“dark tourism” (death camps, places of war conflicts and others); “nature tourism,
including winter sports”, (places tourism, consumption tourism (fishing, hunting), active tourism and “wildlife” - safari,
ecotourism and others.
The tourism product maybe created in the place of residence of tourists (tourist offices, internet offers), during the journey,
as well as at the destination, so different actors are involved in creating it. However, destination is the driving force behind
the development of the tourism product (Chang and Huang, 2014).
The destination as a concentrator of tourism product
The destination is a physical space, in which a visitor spends at least one night (UNWTO, 2019). The administrative and
geographical borders determine how management, image and perception controls their market competitiveness. Thus the
resulting social-geographical and managerial structure makes up a coherent and limited entity. Inevitably, this has a
specification set by the characteristics above. Cooper et al. (1998) defines the destination as a concentration of objects and
services designed for the purpose of meeting the tourists’ needs (Cooper et al., 1998). Saraniemi and Kylänen (2011)
suggest that tourism destination is one of the key concepts of institutionalized tourism. The entities involved in the process
of creating the destination’s tourism product include: tourism product providers, representatives of local and regional
authorities, residents and tourists (Chang and Huang, 2014). Therefore, the destinations chosen by tourists may include
hosting communities which form larger entities and networks around these sites. These stakeholders create a complete. and
ideally coherent offer, which provides an overall experience for the tourism consumers (Goodall, 2012, p. 277).
Collective and individualistic approach to tourism products of the destination is visible. Benur and Bramwell, (2015)
indicate an important category of the main tourism product. These are key tourism products that attract tourists to specific
destinations. Also Getz et al. (2012, p. 48), focused on a single product, such as a single landmark event, can be competitive
and sustainable if it can deliver clear benefits to residents and maintain the support of all key stakeholders.
However, the lack of a diversified combination of target products may limit the customization of the offer for individual
tourists, and may also limit the destination’s ability to compete with other similar destinations that create a more diverse
offer. A limited range of products may also result in higher risk and vulnerability such as market fluctuations and
competition from other travel destinations for those who improve their products (Bramwell, 2004). The differentiation of
the basic tourism products at the destinations involves offering a more diverse range of products that can add value to
current tourists or attract new tourists of various types to change their travelling habits (Moraru, 2011). The diversification,
intensification and connection of these products can be keys to the competitiveness and development of destinations.
The tourism product of the destination is a specific cluster of facilities and services designed to meet the needs of tourists
(Fernández-Herrero et al., 2015). This combination of many factors often provide a synergy effect (Martínez-Pérez et al.,
2016). Buhalis (2000) explained the concept of destination tourism products by the 6A model, including: attractions
(natural, artificial), accessibility (e.g system of transport and related infrastructure), amenities (accommodation, restaurants,
other tourism services), available packages (created by destination entities); activities (all actions available for tourists
within the destination), ancillary services (e.g. banks, post offices, hospitals, etc.) Gonçalves and Maduro (2016) pay
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attention also on the importance of complementarity of cultural heritage, architecture, and environmental values in the
creation of tourism products. Tourists, therefore, needs a whole package of services, goods and the environment in which
they are provided. This package is assessed by a tourist as a product of one supplier – the tourism destination.

Methodology
The purpose of the conducted studies was the analysis of the tourism potential in Poland, using as an example, one tourism
sub-region. The underlying assumption made by the authors, is that the most important factor determining the successful
creation of tourism products, in the studied areas, is the potential attractiveness of the tourism enterprise, where it is located
(i.e. the tourist’s destination).
The analysis has been conducted on the basis of statistical data from the Polish Central Statistical Office. This concerns the
main factors which create tourism potential: natural and cultural values, tourist infrastructure and transport accessibility
(Central Statistical Office, 2019). The use of “potential” understood in this way is a complex phenomenon. Szromek (2012)
carried out a broad review of the tourism function indicators and their application in the assessment of tourism development
of the area.
The Southern Subregion of the Silesian Voivodeship has strongly developed an accommodation and recreational base, and
most of the places are recreational, constituting the base for weekend rest, and some of them also constitute summer and
winter holiday base. This sub-region covers an area of 2,352 km2, and the population in 2018 was 667,624 inhabitants
(Central Statistical Office, 2019). The administrative structure of the southern subregion consists of three districts (Bielski,
Cieszyn and Żywiec), and 1 city with district rights (Bielsko-Biała).
The basic element of the tourist economy of the subregion is the accommodation base and its use. As of 2018, there were
343 tourist accommodation establishments operating in the studied area. The largest number of tourist accommodation
facilities was recorded in the Cieszyn district (164), 102 in the Żywiec district, 52 in Bielski district, and 25 in BielskoBiała. The occupancy rate of bed places was respectively as follows: 42.1%, 27%, 38.0% and 37.9. In total, there was
1hotel with the highest 5-star category, operating in the study area, There were fourteen 4-star hotel facilities, with the
largest number in Bielsko-Biała (5 facilities), 4 in the district of Cieszyn, 3 in the Bielski district and 2 in the district of
Żywiec. In total, there are 8 spa establishments in the study area, all of them in the Cieszyn district.
According to the Central Statistical Office (2019) data, the number of tourists using the accommodation facilities per 1000
inhabitants of a given area was as follows: 1,110.29 tourists in the Bielski district; 3,087.55 in the Cieszyn district; 988.25
in Żywiec district and 701.93 in city Bielsko-Biała. Foreign tourists most often visited the district of Cieszyn (4,798 per
10,000 inhabitants), then Bielsko-Biała (3,315), Bielski district (2,535), and the least numerous group were tourists visiting
the district of Żywiec (603 persons per 10,000 inhabitants of the studied area).
The analyzed area is distinguished by the number of active weekend and holiday centers. There are 343 objects in total,
with the largest number in the district of Cieszyn - almost 164. The number of these centers in the poviat of Żywiec (102
objects) deserves attention, because comparing other statistical data, this county does not present such a high tourism
development.
The statistical analysis has been done using as its basis, Hellwig’s (1968) method, and also the TOPSIS method
(Technique for Order Preference by Similarity Ideal Solution) derived from it. In both cases, the following terminology has
been adopted: m - number of objects (districts); n - number of features having stimulating or unstimulating characteristics
for tourism. Both methods have been described by Hwang or Yoon (1981). Using values of appropriate synthetic measures,
these methods allow for a linear ordering of individual surveyed regions, in terms of their potential for tourism. The results
were then compared to the corresponding values of the density and intensity of tourist traffic, according to Schneider. The
research procedure was originally created and used by Synówka-Bejenka (2017).
Using Hellwig’s method, a taxonomic measure of development
was determined, taking values from the range [0, 1],
where 0 was the smallest and 1 was the most similar to the development pattern.
The TOPSIS method was in turn used for indicating the synthetic factor which determines tourism potential in particular
regions. The values accepted by the factor also fell within the range [0,1], where 0 meant the lowest and 1 the largest
tourism potential.
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The strength of interdependence of both rankings, based on the above measures were analyzed by using the Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient, the correlation factor which adopts values from the range [-1, 1] and is expressed by the
following formula:

oi - difference between the places in both rankings occupied by the i-th region
According to this assumption, the increasing consistency of orderings resulting from the methods used in the study was
assigned to the correlation coefficient values that were closer to 1.
The TOPSIS method
a) normalization of variables

i =1, 2, …, m
j= 1, 2, …, n
b) Determination of the value of the ideal object z+ (from Hellwig’s method) and the anti-ideal object z¯

when variable Xj is the stimulant
when variable Xj is the destimulant
c) Determining the distance of Euclidean objects from an ideal and non-ideal solution

i =1, 2, …, m
j= 1, 2, …, n
d) Determining the synthetic index

i =1, 2, …, m
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Hellwig’s method
a) Standardization of variables

i = 1, 2, …, m
j = 1, 2, …, n
b) Determining the value of the development pattern

max= variable Xj is the stimulant
min= variable Xj is the destimulant
c) Determining the distance of Euclidean objects from the development pattern

i = 1, 2, …, m
j = 1, 2, …, n
d) Determining a taxonomic measure of development

where:

and

The obtained values of both synthetic measures were used to divide the districts into four typological groups, based on the
arithmetic mean and standard deviation of these measures (Synówka-Bejenka, 2017).
Table 1: Typology by the value of the synthetic measure
Measure values

Regional tourism potential

Class

Very high

I

High

II

Medium

III

Low
IV
Source: Synówka-Bejenka (2017).
The scheme of assigning a given object to a particular class, as based on value

or

(

) was presented in Table 1.

This table shows the gauge value for Hellwig’s method. It should be noted that for TOPSIS this scheme is analogous.
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Results
Selection of diagnostic variables
The set of potential diagnostic variables for the comparative analysis of individual districts (districts) in the southern
subregion of the Silesian Voivodeship (region), in terms of tourist attractiveness, of a universal nature, included the features
defining: natural and cultural values, tourist development and socio-technical infrastructure. When selecting the variables,
account was taken of their universal nature, as well as data availability and credibility of the information source.
11 diagnostic variables have been selected for the purpose of comparative statistical analysis, ten of them were stimulants
(variable X4 was the destimulant):
X1 - forest cover in % of the total area
X2 - protected areas in % of the total area
X3 - number of natural monuments per 100 km2
X4 - population per one cultural object
X5 - number of tourism accommodation establishments per 100 km2
X6 - number of bed places per 1000 population
X7 - length of bicycle paths per 100 km2
X8 - number of accommodation facilities with conference facilities per100 km2
X9 - number of accommodation facilities with a tourist equipment rental (e.g. bicycles, Nordic walking, skis, skates, roller
skates) per 100 km2
X10 - number of accommodation facilities offering rehabilitation treatments (massages, physical therapy, etc.) per 100 km2
X11 - density of hard surface roads (commune and district) in km per 100 km2
The selection of variables has been made via the analysis of significance of particular factors for the destination’s tourism
potential, and an adequately high variability coefficient. For the variables obtained in this way, the minima, maxima,
arithmetic means
, standard deviations Sj and classical coefficients of variation Vj. All values have been collectively
presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Characteristics of diagnostic variables
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
24.3
9.71
17814
9.81 10.77
0.35
2.69
52.1
36
33000 22.47 70.48 27.07
10.4

Specification
Minimum
Maximum

X1
24.8
51.7

Sj
Vj

35.45 33.63 22.28 24439.75 15.90 34.14
9.11
6.62
3.23
10.59 11.25
9.66 5647.61
5.43 22.30 10.52
2.97
1.98
0.30
0.33
0.43
0.23
0.34
0.65
1.15
0.45
0.61
Source: Authors’ calculations based on the Central Statistical Office (2019).

X9
1.6
6.58

X10
0.67
3.97

X11
117
410.1

2.40 250.03
1.28 104.92
0.53
0.42

Regional classification of the researched districts in terms of the tourism potential
The results of the analyze showed that, regardless of the ranking, the greatest tourism potential in 2018 was attributed to
Cieszyn district. Żywiec district and Bielski district were characterized by the lowest tourist potential in the rankings
prepared successively on the basis of Hellwig’s method and the TOPSIS model. Cieszyn district achieved the highest
values of indicators for the following variables: the number of tourist accommodation establishments per 100 km2, the
number of beds per 1000 people, the number of accommodation establishments with a tourist equipment rental per 100 km2
and the number of accommodation establishments offering rehabilitation treatments (massages, physical therapy, etc.). This
may mean that Cieszyn district has the best-developed accommodation base of all the surveyed districts in the Silesian
Province. The low tourism potential of Bielski district can be explained both by the minimum value of the variable
protected areas in percentage of the total area and by the frequency of the second lowest values of the remaining variables.
Żywiec district, on the other hand, for most of the diagnostic features (X3, X5, X7, X8, X10, X11) reached the minimum
values, which directly influenced its position in both rankings.
Table 3 shows values of taxonomic measures determined according to Hellwig’s and TOPSIS methods in the light of
eleven selected diagnostic variables. Based on these values, a ranking of the studied districts was prepared.
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Table 3: Values of synthetic meters and ranges according to voivodships
The Hallwig’s
Ranking
Change of the
Ranking
District
method
position RH ranking position position RT

TOPSIS

Bielski district

0.1872

3

1

4

0.1770

Cieszyn district

0.5535

1

0

1

0.2088

Żywiec district

0.1571

4

2

2

0.1934

Bielsko-Biała district
0.3882
2
1
3
Source: Authors’ calculations based on the Central Statistical Office (2019).

0.1793

The determined value of the Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient rs = 0.6 has shown medium consistency of the linear
ordering of districts according to the values of taxonomic measures
and
. No change of the position has been noticed
in the case of one district (Cieszyn district), one change of the position has been noticed in the case of two districts (Bielski
district and Bielsko-Biała city), and a change by two positions in the case of Żywiec district. Differences in rankings have
been distinguished after their division into four typological groups showing that both classifications in reference to two
districts gave different effect. Detailed classification of the studied regions was provided in Table 4.
Table 4: Classification of the studied regions
Tourism
Measure values
Class
District
potential
According to the value of Hellwig’s development measure
I
Very high
Cieszyn district
II

High

Bielsko-Biała district

III

Medium

Bielski district

IV
Low
Żywiec district
According to the value of the synthetic TOPSIS meter
I

Very high

Cieszyn district

II

High

Żywiec district

III

Medium

Bielsko-Biała district, Bielski district

IV
Low
Source: Authors’ calculations based on the Central Statistical Office (2019).
In order to verify the manner the counties used, and their potential for attracting tourists, a comparison of the obtained
results and coefficients related to the number of people using the accommodation services in 2018 has been made (table 5).
With consideration of data of the Polish Central Statistical Office (2019), two indicators have been used in the analysis density of tourist movement (WG - people using the accommodation services during the year in relation to the surface in
square kilometers) and intensity of tourist movement according to Schneider (WS - proportion of people using the
accommodation services during the year to the number of inhabitants).
Table 5: Movement density indicator and Schneider indicator
Movement
Ranking
Change of the
Ranking
density
position
ranking position
position
indicator WG
RG
RS
Bielski district
399.12
3
1
2
Cieszyn district
753.44
2
1
1
Żywiec district
145.60
4
1
3
Bielsko-Biała district
961.69
1
3
4
Source: Authors’ calculations based on the Central Statistical Office (2019).
Region

Schneider
indicator
WS
111.03
308.76
98.82
70.19

In order to be able to determine the strength of the degree of using of the potential of tourism, the values of the Spearman’s
Rank Correlation Coefficient were determined again rs. The analysis of the coefficients showed the high consistency of
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rankings as a result of using both taxonomic methods, with ordering on the basis of indicator WG and WS. Values of the
indicators were provided in Table 6.
Table 6: The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients
Coefficients
WG
rs = 0.8
rs = 0.6
WS
rs = 0.6
rs = 0.6
Source: Authors’ calculations based on the Central Statistical Office (2019).
Due to a higher level of consistency of the results, the values obtained using Hellwig’s method were taken into account in a
further analysis of the results. When starting the analysis in terms of density of tourist movement, one may observe high
differences between rankings RH (Table 3) and RG (Table 5). The Cieszyn district occupying the first position in the RH
ranking was classified in the second position in the RG ranking. Conversely, the city of Bielsko-Biała moved from the
second position to the first position. The remaining districts did not change their position due to the ranking used. The
obtained results can be explained by the size of the area occupied by the examined units. The city of Bielsko-Biała was
characterized by the smallest area included in the general statistics. Subsequently, the districts Bielski, Cieszyn and then
Żywiec were classified. The difference between the district with the smallest area and the district with the largest area was
as much as 915 km2. To sum up, three districts: Żywiec, Bielski and Bielsko-Biała took full advantage of their tourism
potential related to the previously defined density index. It should be emphasized that the last of the aforementioned
districts achieved a higher value of the density index than expected, after determining the value of the taxonomic measure
developed according to Hellwig’s method, which is tourism potential.
Another analysis of the potential in terms of the intensity of tourist traffic showed much greater differences between the RH
and RS rankings studied. It was observed that only the Cieszyn district did not change its position, remaining in first place
in both rankings. Bielski and Żywiec districts advanced from the 3rd and 4th position in the RH ranking to the 2nd and 3rd
position in the RS ranking. The Bielsko-Biała district, on the other hand, in the order in terms of the value of the Schneider
index, fell from position 2 to position 4. This may be due to the relatively high population density. Therefore, the tourism
potentials estimated on the basis of Hellwig’s method were fully met by only two districts: Bielski and Żywiec. It should
also be noted that the Żywiec district achieved a higher value of the traffic intensity index than assumed after determining
the value of the taxonomic measure developed according to Hellwig’s method, which is the tourist potential.
After compiling all three rankings: RH, RG, RS, the greatest tourism potential used almost in its entirety was characteristic of
Cieszyn district. However, fuller development of the tourism potential was recorded in the Bielski district. In the conducted
analysis, the lowest results were achieved by Żywiec district. Due to its low tourism potential, it occupied the following
positions: in the RH and RG rankings, rank 4, and in the RS rankings, rank 3. This county was however considered attractive
due to the forest cover and protected area features. Other diagnostic variables included in the infrastructure (X3, X5, X7,
X8, X10, X11) significantly differed from other counties with their values, thus determining the minimum threshold.

Conclusions
Development of tourism products depends mainly on the potential of the destination where the products are offered. The
paper presents the results of the destination tourism product analysis for an exemplary sub-region in Poland, using
Hellwig’s development pattern method and the TOPSIS method. Eleven diagnostic features characterizing the conditions of
the destination tourism product were selected for the analysis. The selection of factors for analysis was conditioned by the
availability in the Polish statistical database and the expected usefulness of information from the point of view of tourists.
The obtained results showed a clear differentiation of the examined spatial units in terms of their ability to satisfy tourist
needs. The highest value of synthetic measures of potential tourism attractiveness was characteristic for the Cieszyn district,
followed by the city of Bielsko-Biała, the Bielski district and lastly Żywiec district. In the case of the last unit, the lowest
level of measures considered was recorded.
The analysis of the indicators relating to the number of people using overnight stays in 2018 shows that three counties
(Cieszyn, Bielski and Bielsko-Biala) made good use of their opportunities. The unit which did not fully develop the tourism
potential was the Żywiec district.
Summing up, it should be pointed out that a more or less perfect selection of factors characterizing the spatial
differentiation of tourist attractiveness may not guarantee that a given region will turn out to be attractive for a tourist.
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However, these type of rankings may be helpful, e.g. for local authorities, in developing a development strategy for
individual local government units or tourism enterprises developing concepts of a tourism product.
There is a real necessity to identify the key determinants in order to create tourism products of a destination, taking into
account the requirements of tourists. The tourism product is a key factor in the economic development of the destination,
and in order to ensure high quality and competitiveness of tourist services, it is necessary to create a network of enterprises
and institutions in the region - implementing a common strategy for the development of a tourist product.
The presented analysis may be useful both for economic entities creating tourism products, and for the authorities of
individual territorial units. The presented analysis was limited to one single sub-region, therefore future research will
include other similar destinations for comparison purposes.
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Abstract
Purpose - The purpose of this paper is to present the most applied segmentation criteria for modern grocery retailers and to
see if the precision marketing strategy for convenience stores should be changed after COVID-19 pandemic.
Design/methodology/approach – The literature review is presenting the consist of precision marketing strategy, the
segmentation criteria and the consumer profiles for modern grocery retailers. The paper also presents based on secondary
data, the Romanian actual context for convenience stores and the predominant consumer profile after COVID-19 outbreak.
Finally, are presented conclusions and recommendations.
Findings – Corroborating the literature review with the actual consumer profile, the paper presents as recommendations the
using of Pareto’s Law in precision marketing strategy and the implementation of a dual customer experience both in store
and online.
Research limitations/implications – The paper is conceptual, so future research will be necessary to empirically validate
these findings.
Originality/value - This study is an important instrument for further research and for retail managers. It offers a valuable
response that convenience stores should have to COVID-19 pandemic impact.
Paper type - Conceptual paper
JEL Classification - L81, M31

Keywords: Precision Marketing Strategy, Convenience Stores, Customer Segmentation, Grocery Retailers
Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic has generated significant mutations in modern retail, more than had been permanently affected by
the evolution of technology and has determined the accelerating need to implement smart operational solutions.
The COVID-19 pandemic has upended the retail industry, forcing the closure of some physical stores, especially nonfood
stores and causing uncertainty for the future of the in-store experience. These abrupt shifts have left many retailers scrambling
to effectively serve customers through other channels. Digital-first and omnichannel retailers have pivoted more easily, but
retailers that prioritized physical stores and face-to-face engagement over omnichannel strategies have struggled to respond
(Briedis et al., 2020).
The purpose of this paper is to see what has been changed for convenience stores. Has this format been affected by pandemic?
What consumer profile is frequenting the convenience store now? Is it necessary for retailers to respond to the online threat?
Is there a need to redefine the precision marketing strategy?

Literature Review
Precision marketing is a term which can be described as technology-enabled process for capturing and managing customer
data, analyzing those data and using in order to reach more efficient and profitable customers interactions (Zabin and
Brebach, 2004).
________________
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In a broad sense, precision marketing refers to market segmentation as Smith affirmed more than half a century ago:’’precise
adjustment of product or marketing effort to consumer or user requirements’’.
Companies are using information about customers to enact precision marketing designed to build strong long-term
relationships (Kotler, Gregor and Rodgers, 1989). But long-term sustainable relationship retailers should build both with
suppliers and customers and for doing so Zhu and Gao (2019) recommended the applicability of precision marketing strategy
based on digital marketing mode from three aspects: customer segmentation, targeting customers and positioning on the
market.
Zoratti and Gallagher (2012) described the process of precision marketing consisting of six steps. Firstly, should be
determined the objective of precision marketing. Then, organization can start the data gathering process where all consumer
touch points are considered in order to align with internal data. After that the data sources are analyzed and based on the
analysis, models are created to represent the consumer segments. Next point is to target the defined consumer segments.
These strategies consist of: defining the right communication channels, developing relevant content with the right messages
at the right time (Credle et al., 2010). Lastly, these strategies are deployed and with the right measurement tools in-place, the
success rate of these strategies can be measured. This process is iteratively improved based on the results measured in order
to align with the changing consumer wants and needs (Zabin and Brebach, 2004).
In the last years retail industry entered the big data era with the development of technology and increasing of digitalization.
Retailers are collecting more data, including purchase data (e.g., quantity purchased, price and cost of each item, size of
discounts applied, composition of shopping basket, and time and date of purchase (Grewal, Roggeveen and Nordfalt, 2017)
but also social media and demographic information about customers (Karadag and Engers, 2017). Big data allows retailers
to combine multiple data as customer loyalty data, demographic information (e.g., age, gender), and geographic data (e.g.,
store locations, weather forecasts) (Grewal, Motyka and Levy, 2018).
Retail market segmentation is necessary and often critical for the development of marketing strategies in the context of a
competitive market (Segal and Giacobbe, 1994). Retailers are increasingly facing competition between '' inter '' (how to
operate, online or in-store) and '' in '' (the store format in which they are operational) (Kim, Ha and Park, 2019), which is
why customer segmentation is essential.
Identifying and grouping customers with similar characteristics and behaviors will help retailers develop strategies to meet
the specific needs of target customers (Blackwell, Miniard, & Engel, 2006).
Modern retailers normally use unified or traditional segmentation, ignoring the characteristics and requirements of basic and
potential consumers. For convenience stores, segmentation can be applied and extended from store clusters to different
market segments. It was estimated that this store format, in terms of its characteristics (location and trading history) can not
provide conclusive data on consumer preferences and behavior (Han et al., 2014). However, the literature highlights variables
that define the buying behavior and motivations of consumers who choose and patronize this store format. Based on these,
modern local retailers will be able to segment their market, identify target customers and build marketing strategies designed
to attract them, to retain them in the long run.

Segmentation by demographic criteria
Consumer needs and preferences change with age. From a very early age, children accompany their parents for shopping.
Modern retailers are concerned with serving the needs of each generation as well as possible because regardless of the stage
of the life cycle the customer goes through, it is important to remain loyal to them.
Demographic variables such as age, gender, marital status, income, education, occupation, number of household members,
exert an enormous influence in the choice and patronage of the modern food retail store (Pan and Zinkan, 2006; Blut, Teller
and Floh, 2018; McGoldrick and Andre, 1997; Carpenter and Moore, 2006).
The literature highlights segmentation by generation in terms of preference for a particular format or purchasing behavior.
Given the large number of types of retail formats, identifying customers who frequent a particular format is crucial (Kim,
Ha and Park, 2019).
Generation cohort analysis is a common method of segmentation (Schewe and Noble, 2000) and very useful as each cohort
can highlight values, attitudes and consumption patterns (Holt, 1997; Parment, 2013) that will ultimately lead to improved
outcomes. company (Lissitza and Kol, 2019).
The following cohort generations are defined in the literature: the "Seniors" generation, born before 1946; the Baby-Boomers
generation, born between 1946 and 1965; Generation X, born between 1966 and 1980; Generation Y, born between 1981
and 1994 and Generation Z, born after 1995 (Reeves and Oh, 2007; Chaney, Touzani and Slimane, 2017; Brosdahl and
Carpenter, 2011). Recently, it is considered necessary to introduce in the cohort analysis and the Alpha generation (born
after 2010) taking into account the particularities of this generation - born and raised in the digital age with preferences aimed
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at looking for shopping experiences or easy, comfortable shopping, also having a strong influence on the parents' buying
decision (Strătilă, 2020).
The “Baby-Boomers” generation buys rationally and are often influenced by experts or friends (Valkeneers and
Vanhoomissen, 2012). Their purchases are planned, aim at price reductions, staff friendliness, easy finding of goods and
socialization (Martin, 2009; Moschis, Ferguson and Zhu, 2011). Recently, the representatives of the “Baby-Boomers”
generation show interest in smart shopping and a higher level of use of mobile networks (Atkins and Hyun, 2016; Lissitza
and Kol, 2019).
Generation X is known to prefer convenience, efficient shopping and is informed on the internet (Williams and Page, 2011;
Lissitza and Kol, 2019).
Generation Y consumers, also known as “Millennials”, prefer fast transactions, do not want to interact with store staff but
appreciate and expect timely communication and reliable information (Harris, Stiles and Durocher, 2011); possesses skills
in the field of information technology and the purchase decision is made after research and is informed in advance (Rahulan
et al. 2015).
Generation Z defines consumers who have been trained mainly in the context of modern retail and is a major challenge as it
requires modern retailers to be smart ('' smart retailers '') leading them to allocate considerable budgets for investments in
technology and smart applications. Being permanently connected through mobile networks, Generation Z consumers expect
from merchants fast transactions, information provision, convenience and convenience (Priporas, Stylos and Fotiadis, 2017).
This market segment includes the most educated consumers (Chaney, Touzani and Slimane, 2017), selective, innovative and
constantly looking for change (Wood, 2013; Smith, 2019).
The literature considers that studies that have been limited to the analysis of only one generation, cannot be sufficient, as the
differences between the cohorts are highlighted. Given the stage in the client's life cycle, it is recommended to approach
inter-cohort segmentations (between generations), in order to determine the differences between successive generations, such
as generation Y versus Baby Boomers (Parment, 2013) or generation Y versus generation X (Gurău, 2012) as well as intracohort segmentation (within a generation).
For example, intra-cohort segmentation can follow the transitions from child to adolescent or from adolescent to adult
(Arnett, 1997, 2000) that can cause social differences, change in decision-making power, the transition from hedonistic to
utilitarian needs (Pentecost, Donoghue and Thaicon, 2019) or may detect abnormalities such as adultization (children or
adolescents behaving as adults) or infantilization (adults behaving as children) (Postman, 1985; Bernardini, 2014).
Another example is the segmentation into subdivisions (cluster type) that Oeser et al. (2018) made it for German consumers
over the age of 65, depending on the size of their motivations for shopping. Thus, seven types of elderly customers were
identified (regardless of, short-term shopping-oriented, convenience-oriented, who prefer shopping assistance, who prefer
in-store order, high-quality products-oriented and service-oriented) whose motivations for shopping differ significantly in
terms of quality, shopping experience and socialization, service and support, assortment, convenient location and fast
services and product size (packaging).

Segmentation by geographical criteria
For modern retail, store location is a key factor in gaining a competitive advantage (Gonzalez-Benito, Bustos-Reyes, &
Munoz-Gallego, 2007). This aspect has been analyzed in the literature both in terms of competition between different
merchants operating either different formats or the same format in nearby areas, and in terms of locating a store according
to the area of interest and accessibility, according to the daily itinerary and travel (on foot, by car or by public transport).
Selecting a store location is a topic that has shown interest in both Retail Management and Retail Geography (Wood and
Browne, 2006; Birkin, Clarke, & Clarke, 2002; Smith and Sanchez, 2003; Gonzalez Benito and Gonzalez Benito, 2005;
Major, Delmelle and Delmelle, 2018).
Geodemographic segmentation has the role of removing spatial heterogeneity by classifying intra-urban areas based on the
characteristics of residents. The possibility to identify the needs and buying habits from different geographical areas, makes
the geodemographic segmentation to be a very useful tool for the realization of the location strategy (Gonzalez - Benito and
Gonzalez - Benito, 2005). Geodemographic segmentation is based on data from geographic information systems that use
advanced technology to design a spatial dimension of a commercial area. Thus, a division of an intra-urban area is reached
according to the demographic, socio-economic and psychographic characteristics of the residents (Gonzalez-Benito, BustosReyes and Munoz-Gallego, 2007).
Confirming the main role of proximity (spatial convenience) in choosing a format, Gonzalez-Benito, Bustos-Reyes and
Munoz-Gallego (2007) by geodemographic segmentation also identified the quality of residents as well as their preferences
regarding the format they I choose it for shopping. Their results showed that families with higher socioeconomic status
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choose to shop in the local supermarket while families whose members work in areas with activities in the primary sector or
construction and a lower level of education choose hypermarkets. discount stores or stores.
More recently, a geographic study (Major, Delmelle, and Delmelle, 2018) highlighted seven clusters in segmenting an access
area for food shopping in North Carolina, based on socioeconomic indicators provided by the U.S. Census, distances
measured up to at grocery stores, traditional markets and convenience stores and a walking index. Regarding the
geodemographic segmentation used exclusively for convenience stores, the literature is quite poor.
An analysis by authors Wood and Browne (2006) on the selection of the location of a convenience store, highlighted some
aspects that limited the interest of practitioners and researchers to apply geodemographic segmentation for this format.
According to them, the locations of convenience stores were established on the basis of experience and intuition, on basic
market analysis, as a result of the organic decrease in consumer interest for large formats; geodemographic segmentation
was not used due to the lack of data at the micro-scale level but also the small budget that a small format has allocated to
achieve the profit target, while emphasizing the need to increase the level of sophistication for this modern format. In general,
the literature shows that the short distance to the store influences the decision to choose that store and the greater this distance
the greater the number of alternatives involved and thus decreases the likelihood of patronizing that store (Loudon and Della
Bitta , 1993).

Segmentation by psychographic and behavioral criteria
Psychographic factors define and measure the lifestyle of consumers, interests and opinions (Tam and Tai, 1998).
Psychographic dimensions are measurements of the consumer's mind that highlight how they think, react, and reflect (Roy
and Goswami, 2007). Their role is to highlight consumer segments according to their activities, interests, opinions (Goswami,
2007), needs, perceptions, lifestyle and attitudes (Prasad and Aryasry, 2010).
To study how to choose the store format, depending on the variables that define the lifestyle (AIO - attitudes, interests,
opinions), Prasad and Aryasry (2010) identified five clusters of customers: the hedonic type (25.3%, do shopping where it is
fun and discovering experiences, aged between 25 and 40), utilitarian type (23.7%, predominantly women, planned shopping,
basic needs, choose proximity and convenience to save time and reduce effort, moderate as frequency shopping but with an
interest in quality and variety), autonomous type (20.6%, active people, busy, busy saving time, choose proximity formats,
which offers convenience and accessibility), conventional type (17.3%, does not show high interest in quality and assortment,
prefers traditional shops nearby) and the sociable type (casual shopping, but are looking for shopping and socializing
experiences).
The study conducted in India, highlighted that the concerns of saving time and searching for information are the variables in
which customers algae the format of proximity. Another behavioral study conducted among Swedish consumers (Nilsson et
al., 2015) identified five different consumer segments based on how they buy (major or complete purchases) and where they
buy from (supermarket or modern convenience store): City Dwellers, Social shoppers, Pedestrians, Planning Suburbans and
Flexible. Pedestrians represent the segment of consumers who make major purchases in modern convenience stores; they are
young, live in the center, near the store they frequent most often and do not use the car frequently. City Dwelles (residents)
are consumers who do full shopping in modern convenience stores; they live centrally, near the store they frequent most
often, are very busy and do their shopping on the way from work to home.
Other studies have focused on studying a possible link between time and buying behavior (McDonald, 1994,
Chettamrongchai and Davies, 2000; Darian and Cohen, 1995; Smith 1969; Gahinet and Cliquet, 2018). A study in the north
of England, in the Borough of Backburn area (Chettamrongchai and Davies, 2000), indicated that segmentation based on
time orientation and buying motivations can provide a clearer picture of consumer behavior than the separate use of sociodemographic variables or purchasing attitudes. Thus, four clusters were identified: Time pressured convenience seekers
(consumers who seek convenience, being pressed by time, are young, educated, busy, future-oriented, do not like shopping,
perceive time as a succession of events and seek convenience in shopping ); Hedonists (consumers looking for the pleasures,
experiences and entertainment of shopping that they consider an event, are rather older, focused on what is happening now);
Apathetic but regular (apathetic consumers but who show a normal behavior, do not like shopping but do not look for
convenience in shopping, oriented to the past and present, perceive shopping as a routine activity); Convenience seekers
(consumers looking for convenience when shopping, are rather men, are less oriented towards the past but are not influenced
by traditional views when it comes to food shopping).
Also in order to minimize the investment of time, money and effort and to maximize the value of shopping, Atkins, Kumar
and Kim (2016), based on activities that define a smart buying process (information seeking, shopping planning, effort
reduction, obtaining the most suitable product, money saved, time saved), identified three categories of buyers: spontaneous
and intelligent (unplanned shopping, little search for information, willing to minimize effort, interested in saving time, are
mostly representatives of the Baby Boomers generation are not open to making recommendations to acquaintances, but rather
on social networks motivated by promotions, contests), apathetic and intelligent (low interest in all activities defined as smart
to buy, except for the search for information, mainly represented by generation X, manifests smart behavior more online than
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in the store, but worth the convenience and are sensitive to price reductions), involved and intelligent (they value the hedonic
character of shopping, price reductions and the reduction of time allocated to shopping, being oriented towards convenience).
The pressure of time and the orientation towards convenience also brought attention to the on-the-go consumption. Unlike
more traditional, planned or temporary consumption, consumption on the go combines convenience and speed (Malison,
2016). It is a new model of consumer behavior, generated by societal mutations at the macro level such as eating routine,
increasing work schedule, increasing the number of extracurricular activities (Janssen, Davies and Richardson, 2018; Welch
et al., 2009).
Given that consumers of this type of product, patronize different formats in their search, but especially convenience formats
(Benoit, Evanschitzky and Teller, 2019), to identify the reasons behind this consumption behavior, Sands et al . (2019)
identified three consumer segments for on-the-go products based on socio-demographic and behavioral variables: Frequent
Vice Consumers (customers who show frequent consumption of addictions, which has become a habit, more than once a
week, based on the least healthy diet, even during the three main meals - breakfast, lunch and dinner, low level of education,
low income; Occasional consumers (occasional consumers, who consume rarely and who show a low level of time pressure
Conflicted Health-Conscious Consumers (Conflicted Health-Conscious Consumers) (consumers who show interest in
healthy eating but also interest in this consumption, are confused and this predisposes them to regularly consume such
products, they are impulsive and pressed for time, young, with a high level of education).
Another trend of food consumption that is starting to gain considerable momentum is the consumption of local products (of
local origin) (Noll, 2014). A local or regional foodstuff refers to a specific geographical area where those foods are produced
and sold. Consumers want to know more and more about the traceability of products in order to be convinced of the quality
of a diet or the correctness of a healthy diet. Another reason is to increase the level of awareness among the population
regarding the impact on the environment, thus wanting to reduce the share of industrially manufactured products and the
conservation of natural resources (Zerbe, 2010). At the same time, consumers are more concerned about the local economy
and are motivated to buy local products to support the local economy and business (Bond, Thilmany and Bond, 2008)
although still the marketing infrastructure and the entire supply chain have limited operating capabilities (Kumar and Smith,
2017).
To determine the attitudes that determine the motivations for buying local products, Kumar and Smith (2017) identified four
segments based on lifestyle manifested in food consumption: Impromptu Novelty Explorer (explorers of unplanned notes,
shows a high level of awareness of the importance health, responsible for the environment, subjective and eager to buy local
products, are mostly part of Generation Y who not only seek freshness, healthy and sustainable food, but also convenience;
Uninvolved Connoisseur (non-involved connoisseurs, as the name implies, are interested in local products but are not
involved in any component of the purchasing process - planning, information retrieval, purchasing, want high accessibility,
such as monthly delivery of packages by producers or farmers; Involved Information Seeker (involved in the search for
information, representatives of the Baby Boomers generation, show little interest in buying these products although they are
aware of the importance of healthy eating, are suspicious, look for information that on product labels and on the
manufacturer's website and are not influenced by social pressure); Apathetic Local Food Consumer (consumers indifferent
to the consumption of local products, are often confused and the reasons why they choose products from local producers are
not concrete , have nothing to do with healthy eating, face responsibility environment or community, but rather because they
have no other options in modern retail).
Another study conducted in two stores in France by Lombart et al. (2018) identified three segments of consumers of regional
products, based on their reactions at the point of sale, under the application of different techniques and strategies of visual
merchandising and placing the goods on the shelf: The Indifferents (Indifferent) are not interested in products regional), The
Ultra - regionalists (ultra-regionalists, as the name suggests, show a high interest in regional products, but modern grocery
stores are not the preferred distribution chain), The moderates and The regionals - (regionalists who are most receptive to
products) regional from the assortment of modern food stores). The study also highlighted the importance of merchandising
techniques and theatrical performances at the point of sale; these strategies increase the visibility of regional products on the
shelf, improve the store's image at the local level and increase customer loyalty.
Depending on the assortment and with the help of the data provided by the category management tools, (Han et al. 2014)
proposed segmenting convenience stores into four clusters, depending on the role (importance for customers, importance for
the merchant - how sales perform and importance for the market - current and future trends) and the index of categories
included in the assortment: C4> C3 > C2> C1 (from the widest assortment to the smallest; provided that even the smallest
includes between twenty and thirty categories in order to meet customer needs).
Recently, purchasing behavior studies have used sales data to segment customers according to CLV (Customer Lifetime
Value) using methods such as RFM (Recency, Frequency, Monetary), PPS (Purchased Products Structure), SM (Shopping
Mission), cluster-type analyzes (Aeron, Kumar, & Moorthy, 2012; Chen et al. 2009; Sokol and Holy, 2020; Sabuncu, Turkan,
Polat, 2020; Yang, 2004; Russel and Kamakura, 1997). Such an analysis highlighted that for convenience stores, customer
visits are for specific product categories such as: snacks, beverages (alcoholic and soft drinks), snacks and beverages,
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sandwiches, diet menus and breakfast (Griva et al., 2018). Other segmentation methods analyzed have recommendations for
using data provided by social networks (Narwal, 2017) or technologies such as RTLS (Real Time Locating System), GPS
(Global Positioning System), RFID (Radio-Frequency Identification) (Ferracuti et al ., 2019; Liu et al., 2007; Zeimpekis,
Giaglis and Lekakos, 2002).

Romanian context for convenience stores
After a period of breath during the summer when things were hoped to get to normal, in September, the second wave of
COVID-19 outbreak and the new restrictions applied after Romanian pools have probably boosted the digital transformation
of retail.
Convenience store represents the format that benefited from grocery outlets, being allowed to stay open throughout the
COVID-19 lockdown (Euromonitor, 2021). Proximity, convenience, quick and efficient shopping in order to stay safe, close
to home or in the neighborhood, helped the channel grow and support the growing trend which have started since 2018.
Euromonitor Country Report analysis (2021) highlighted that international retail chains which operate convenience store
format in Romania were not very impacted by COVID-19 19- outbreak, as they had opened new stores according to
expansion strategy (Profi, Mega Image). To the opposite, the local players were very affected by people becoming more
cautious about spending during the crisis and were more consistently reliant on fresh food produced in their backyards, so
the crisis impact was bigger at the regional level than Bucharest.
The report (Euromonitor, 2021) also revealed the following threats for convenience stores:
•
•
•
•
•

The rise of food and drink e-commerce.
The poor implementation of omnichannel strategy as people needed to stay home and relied on
delivery.
Need for engagement and establishing close personal relation with customers (e.g. Paco, the local
player implemented phone orders and delivery during pandemic).
Need for better supply for local players and competitive prices which have increased pressure to come
together under convenience store brands (e.g.’’La doi pași’’ remodeling of Metro Group).
The lack development of associations of producers and retailers in order to sustain local food.

Another report (Delloitte, 2020) consumers’ profile based on three months analyze (June, July and September) have
encountered a slight change in September, by comparison to July and June. The socially conscious shopper who supports
local brands remained the dominant type and the second most common profile is the convenience seeker, representing those
consumers who prefer to shop in their neighborhood. The report (Delloitte, 2020) also revealed that Romanians were more
inclined towards online shopping or towards a mix of online and offline shopping, during all analyzed periods (June, July
and September).
Considering these aspects, next questions are imminent:
•
•

did the pandemic bring new threats for convenience stores or boosted the one who appeared before
pandemic?
if the convenience seeker is the main profile of consumer who makes shopping in the neighborhood,
how big is the impact of the rise of food and drink e-shops? It’s necessary to retargeting market for
convenience stores?

Conclusion and recommendations
For precision marketing strategy is crucial to analyze customers behaviors. The literature review presents above a
comprehensive analyze for retail customers profile based on most common segmentation variables – demographic,
geographic, psychographic and behavioral.
Through data mining, marketing statisticians can extract from the mass of data useful information about individuals, trends,
and segments. In general, companies can use their databases in five ways: to identify prospects; to decide which customers
should receive a particular offer; to deepen customer loyalty; to reactivate customer purchases; to avoid serious customer
mistakes (Kotler and Keller, 2016, p. 663).
According to Pareto’s Law of 80/20, 20% of all the customers represents the important customers who create 80% of
enterprise’s profit. These customers are the most ideal and retailers should maintain them in the marketing process. The
second is represented by the sub-valuable customer which have low loyalty and are easy to be tempted by other competitors
and retailers should action to avoid that (Zhu and Gao, 2019).
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Thus, considering only these two major target groups for convenience stores – convenience seekers who buy in the
neighborhood and those who mix online and offline shopping, what should do the retailer which operates this format?
As the worlds of online and offline are converging, retailers need to embrace the new and emerging technologies to make
their customers even more engaged, and also their lives simpler. Knowing what is different and what is similar in these two
worlds, as well as how new technologies are going to impact both, is key for the future of retailing (Grewal, Roggeveen and
Nordfält, 2017).
Designing goods that offer value to consumers is critical to success of retailers and service providers and creating a superior
customer experience can differentiate companies (Grewal, Levy, and Kumar 2009; Verhoef et al.2009).
Customer experience should be developed both in store (store atmosphere, assortment, merchandising, price) and online (by
leveraging social media) in order to reach the highest level of engagement so that customers should identify with retailer
(Grewal, Roggeveen and Nordfält, 2017) through the most actual trends as local or healthy food assortment or socially
responsible retailer’s attitude for people, environment or sustainable consumption (Bălan, 2021).
So, as Zhu and Gao (2019) stated the precision marketing strategy should continue with an accurate market positioning,
providing personalized product marketing and precisely pushing goods for customers.
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Abstract
The participation of IT staff in creating business strategies consists not only in determining the technology, but above all in
defining the competencies and ensuring efficiency and continuity in the provision of IT services. This paper aimed to
increase knowledge on the process around transforming and getting required IT skills while cloud computing adoption in
Polish manufacturing companies. The main methodology applied was devoted to the data collected by the means of a
quantitative research. For the purpose of the study the questionnaire was developed on the basis of desk research analysis.
The data were gathered using CATI method in 2018 and 2020. The results of the research lead to the conclusion that the
way companies address the IT staff skills may vary in time. It also showed some general trends in changes in the
competences of the IT staff and the methods of acquiring them. The results for the year 2018 showed that the set of skills
related to Data Privacy and Security was pointed out as the area of tremendous changes, while in the 2020 more diverse set
of the most frequently acquired skills was observed: in case of micro and small companies the highest increase in the
Customer Service competencies was indicated, in case of medium companies skills regarding Application Integration were
on top. All investigated companies acquired more new competencies in 2020 comparing to 2018 and Training was the
most popular method of the acquisition.

Keywords: Digital Transformation, Cloud Computing, Manufacturing, Digital Skills.
Introduction
In manufacturing companies, the use of new IT technologies allows for comprehensive modelling of processes and task
implementation using advanced virtualisation methods. They constitute an integrating element between design support
systems used so far, ERP class software and production optimisation systems (MES Manufacturing Execution Systems)
enabling the creation of digital factories. Scientific and business research indicates various accelerators of digital
transformation, placing cloud computing (CC), virtualisation and data analytics at the basis of the digital path for the
manufacturing companies and their employees. The cloud computing reshapes manufacturing and its proliferation is
observed more widely as companies realized that this is the key that allows maximizing the potential of the network effect
(Adlaar, 2020, Gartner, 2019). Cloud services and resource virtualisation are the base of the future work framework of
manufacturing companies (Borangiu et.al, 2019). Sampler (2014) emphasises the importance of the technology, saying that
it has never been so fundamental, so strategic, and at the same time depreciating competencies so fast. Also, for
manufacturing companies, cloud technology is gradually becoming one of the main enablers to achieve new business
objectives and extensive cooperation between partners. At present, manufacturing enterprises are beginning to rationally
accept the concept of cloud computing to create a production version of cloud computing referred to as Cloud
Manufacturing, where the synergy effect of combining state-of-the-art technologies, provides a cost-effective, secure and
reliable platform for the entire production cycle (Hao, 2016, Liu and Xu, 2017).
Not so long-ago manufacturing enterprises were seen as laggards in acceleration of new IT innovation. Best practices for
developing Digital Transformation strategies recommended wide participation of internal and external stakeholders as it
can assure better co-creating of the values (Adbor, 2019). Big number of companies struggle to find ways to get this
potential out of CC (Parviainen et al, 2017). But according to the report published by Forrester Consulting in 2017 40% of
respondents had some doubts about understanding the potential of digital to change and the way it can deliver value to
customers, but the same year 81% of firms voted that cloud-first approach for all new apps, workloads, and license
renewals was a top strategic objective (Forrester Consulting, 2017). The rapid digital transformation changed the
manufactures point of view and made them to adopt new technologies more widely. Now, technologies such as IoT, block
chain and cloud computing are implemented not only to support main business processes, digital marketing or sales but
also new business models and new services (Helo et al, 2014; Abd Elmonem, Nasr and Geith, 2016). One of the main tools
to help companies achieve their goal is to build business strategies. In case of manufacturing companies perceived as “pre-
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digital organisations”, developing a new strategy may be a challenging task (Chanias, Myers and Hess, 2019).
Additionally, it is important to emphasize that developing new digital transformation strategy requires, among others, two
basic dimensions: the validity of the information possessed and the validity of knowledge and skills of the IT team and its
leader (Sampler, 2014).
For most manufacturing companies, building new strategies means taking on a huge challenge. Changes in the
implemented technologies entail changes in the competencies of the team executing specific projects that realise the
strategies adopted in the organisation. The participation of IT teams in creating business strategies consists not only in
determining the technology, but above all in defining the competencies and ensuring efficiency and continuity in the
provision of IT services. Both IT managers and employees are subject to many pressures and expectations of new
opportunities from management, partners and internal and external customers. While working in the current conditions,
ensuring the continuity of traditional technology-based systems, they must simultaneously take on a number of new
challenges. All of these factors result in the need for changes in the competences of the IT team. Announced in 2017
Forbes report on IT service management indicated a lack of IT skills as the biggest issue in aligning IT with business
services.
The need for change was further highlighted by 2020 indicating how important it is for organisations to adapt quickly to
new socio-economic situations. Because of COVID-19, companies stopped production, supply chains, and government
regulations introduced and blocking procedures forced companies to work in a different way than usual. To meet the
challenges, organisations need to ensure the development of their platforms and applications, in order to create new value
for customers together with the business. To match the requirements of the organisation, IT departments need to assess
their own skills, define a set of desired competencies and the way to acquire them. This research aimed to increase
knowledge on the process around transforming and getting required IT skills while cloud computing adoption,
implementation, and usage in Polish manufacturing firms.

Research Background
Literature since as early as the 1980s has pointed to the great importance of the complementarity of technology and highly
skilled labour in the development of organisations (Acemoglu and Author, 2010). The concepts of skills needed by
managers as well as a model for skills development for disruptive business managers are of interest to business reports and
many scientists (Sousa and Rocha, 2019). Skills are considered as a resource – of an individual and organisational nature –
which allows companies to compete and increase productivity and are perceived as a strategic management tool to cope
with the competitive business environment (Naugle and Davies, 1987).
Already in the 60’s some authors showed that innovation was linked to changes in work and employment (Nelson and
Phelps, 1966). In the 1990s, competencies (defined as resources, skills, knowledge) were defined as one of the perspectives
determining the intensity and importance of technological change and innovation (Durand, 1992). A positive relationship
between the use of information technology and the percentage of skilled workers was pointed out by Doms, Dunne and
Troske (1997), this relationship was especially true for workers with IT competences (Borghans and ter Weel, 2011).
Digital competence is defined in literature as a set of skills, knowledge and attitudes enabling users to meet their need and
perform tasks using digital technologies (Ferrari, Punnie and Redecker, 2012). These competencies are crucial for digital
transformation as they are also seen not only as a decisive factor for innovation but also decisive for the creation of the
digital divide (Varallyai, Herdon and Botos, 2015).
Rapid Digital transformation results in an increase in demand for IT skilled employees (Arvanitis and Loukis, 2009). This
increase relates to both different groups of employees: digital skills (for users) and specific IT skills for IT staff (expected
to get sufficient competencies to introduce innovations). Pi-Shen (et al, 2018) claimed that new disruptive technologies
influence both technical and soft skills. However, the authors indicate that this influence is not uniform, for some groups of
competences a decreasing demand is observed, while for others the opposite is true. The results of the research also show
that this variation is influenced by company size, stage of development, company capability and capacity to innovate as
well as the purpose of new technology implementation.
The digital transformation requires a new model of skills needed to manage disruptive business (Sousa and Rocha, 2019)
and for the most important the Authors suggests: artificial intelligence, nanotechnology, robotization, internet of things,
augmented reality, digitalization; mobile technologies, smartphone applications.
Not only technical skills are important for digital disruption, non technical skills are also under investigation showing the
impact of different social determinants of individual user potential motivation (van Larr et al, 2019). Only companies that
have the right set of accumulated skills can efficiently implement new digital technologies and innovations, driving further
innovations to ensure the growth of the organisation. Companies that do not have such resources will incur an adjustment
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cost in the form of a period of acquiring new skills and thus their position in the market will be more difficult. Shortages of
technical skills are affecting not only software companies but all type of organizations. In 2015 the Gartner’s report
showed that the demand for business applications was more than 5 times higher than IT internal capacities (Gartner, 2015).
The diversity of devices used by partners, customers and employees means that IT is under increasing pressure to develop
mobile applications and deliver changes faster. In 2015 Gartner suggested a bimodal approach, and adaptation of mixedsourcing approach for mobile application development (Gartner, 2015), that caused larger set of competencies required. In
2020 Gartner recommended adaptation and modernization of application architecture, skills prioritizing and culture of
continuous learning as a success road towards operational excellence and growth (Gartner, 2021).
Models of IT adoption emphasize various factors that determine its proliferation (Borghans and ter Weel, 2011) pointed
out the importance of the costs efficiency and the level of wages as more important than the skills factor. The development
of IT technology has also affected the list of professions and jobs. World Economic Forum (2018) in the announced report
presented a list of the future desired roles and jobs putting on the top: Data analysts and scientists, Software and
Application developers and Ecommerce and Social Media Specialists. Also, the roles related to the possibility of obtaining
benefits from emerging technologies were pointed out including: AI and Machine Learning Specialists, Big Data
Specialists, Process Automation Experts, Information Security, Analysts, User Experience and Human-Machine
Interaction. The same report emphasize that companies must consider the investment decisions, of whether or not to invest
in workforce upskilling (whether and how to invest).
In turn, the Gartner's recommendation indicates that in order to implement digital transformation, modernise existing
applications and introduce innovation, skills in distributed architecture, integration patterns and cloud platform
technologies are critical (Gartner, 2021). In the report "Top priorities for IT Leadership Vision for 2021" present following
areas IT leaders will have to struggle with (Gartner, 2021):
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

CIOs and heads of IT,
Security and risk management leaders,
Application leaders,
Program and portfolio of management leaders,
Data and analytics leaders,
Infrastructure and operations leaders,
Enterprise architecture leaders,
Sourcing, procurement and vendor management leader.

In IT adaptation, specific cycles related to market availability can be observed (Shakina, Parshakov and Alus2021). The
research conducted on digital divide showed that for IT technologies cyclical sequences of digital-technologies adoption
can be observed and in case of generic technologies a correlation with specific tools is much more complex (Shakina,
Parshakov and Alsufiev, 2021).
Organisations use multiple means to acquire competencies related to emerging new technologies. World Economic Forum
(2018) research showed following strategies to address shift skills needs competencies applied by organizations:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Hire a wholly new permanent staff already (the most preferred by respondents),
Look to automate work,
Retrain current employees,
Expect current employees to pick up skills on the job,
Outsource some business functions to external contractors,
Hire new temporary staff with skills relevant to new technologies,
Hire freelancers with skills relevant to new technologies,
Strategic redundancies of staff who lack the skills to use new technologies.

Australian market research shows that for larger companies, internal training is most often implemented, it is the smaller
companies that tend to look for new employees with the required skills (Pi-Shen et al, 2018).
The above review shows that the need to acquire new and improve current skills in disruptive technology is diagnosed and
undisputed. However, there is still a need for research into how organisations can acquire and adapt them, as the literature
on this topic is still scarce, the problem is important and needs further investigation.
This study attempts to find out how new competences are acquired in Polish manufacturing companies implementing cloud
computing solutions and how the scope of selected competences of the IT team has changed. The first study was conducted
in 2018, the second in 2020 during the COVID-19 pandemic and restriction period.
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Methodology and Data
The presented research is a part of a broader study on the proliferation of CC solutions in Polish manufacturing companies.
The objective of this research was to find out how CC influence manufacturing competences.
In this study three stages of methodology were applied with the literature review as the first one. The desk research
covered the scientific papers as well as business reports. The second step was devoted to the data collected by the means of
a quantitative research. For the purpose of the study the questionnaire was developed on the basis of the first step analysis.
Professional agency Market Research and Analysis Centre was hired to collect the data via the CATI method based on the
database and applying sample frame with the so-called legal unit (which is an approximate equivalent to an enterprise with
all its branches). The filtering condition to the participation in the study was the use of CC services in the enterprise. The
expected respondents were the mangers in charge of IT solutions (or company owners in the case of small enterprises). The
study was held on December 2017 and January 2018. Total of 400 records of data were collected at that step. As
proliferation of Cloud Computing is growing rapidly, the decision to repeat the research after two years was made. For this
research also a professional agency was hired, and the same method of sampling and getting the data was used. The
research was conducted in 2020 and total 401 records of data were collected at that step.
The following research questions were formed on the basis of the problems described in the background part:
RQ 1: Can the influence of company size on upskilling the IT staff be observed in the process of implementing cloudcomputing solutions? Does it differ in time?
RQ 2: Can the influence of company size on addressing the IT staff skills needs to be observed in the process of
implementing cloud-computing solutions? Does it differ in time?
The quality of data was assured by the professional agencies. Collected data was investigated and 377 records from the
first research and 371 from the second one were used for further analysis. The records represented companies (micro,
small, medium and large) located in Poland. Table 1 shows the size structure for both. In both cases the samples surveyed
by medium-sized enterprises were dominant, but in case of the second research there were significantly fewer respondents
from large companies (this was explained by the agency collecting the data, that these companies are less likely to share
information, treating it as confidential).
Table 1. The size structure of the surveyed enterprises
Research number
year
%
records
%
records

Research 1
2018
Research 2
2020

Micro

Small

Medium

Large

Total

11,14
42
12,94
48

18,83
71
23,18
86

37,67
142
45,55
169

32,36
122
18,33
68

100
377
100
371

Source: own compilation

Based on the first phase of the research – the literature review – the list of general skills was prepared. Only some groups
of technical skills were investigated. Generic non-technical skills, like teamwork, problem solving creativity are very
important for up taking and implementing disruptive technologies at the company (Pi-Shen et al, 2018), but this study was
focused only on technical ones including only managerial skills form change management and IT service management as
playing an important role while wide implementation of IT. The importance of investigated areas can be confirmed by
Gartner report (2021) presented in the Research Background part.
Bellow the list of following groups skills of competencies investigated with the reference to Gartner Report (2021)
challenges is presented:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Data privacy and security - can be referred to Security and risk management leaders ,
Database systems (traditional and modern) - can be referred to Data and analytics leaders,
Cloud Computing Architecture – can be referred to Enterprise architecture leaders,
Business application and Information Systems – can be referred to Application leaders,
Project Management - can be referred to Program and portfolio management leaders,
Customer Service - can be referred to Application leaders and Enterprise architecture leaders,
Application integration - can be referred to Infrastructure and operations leaders,
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8.
9.

Production automation systems – can be referred to Application leaders and Enterprise architecture leaders,
Change management & ITSM – can be referred to Sourcing, procurement and vendor management leader in
the area of IT vendors and to CIOs and heads of IT,
10. Data analytics - can be referred to Data and analytics leaders.

The following strategies to address shift skills were considered in the research:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Training,
Certification of existing employees,
Hiring new employees,
Hiring temporary specialists or freelancers,
Outsourcing.
The changes were measured in general terms applying the following possibilities:
increased,
decreased,
not changed,
difficult to assess.

Results and Discussion
To find an answer the research question 1, variable dependency analysis was carried out applying chi-square tests. The
relations between the company size and following groups of skills were statistically significant (although the relation was
weak to medium - maximum Cramer’s V max =0,332). Data privacy and security, Database systems, Cloud Computing
Architecture, Business application and Information Systems, Customer Service and Data analytics. For 2020 dependencies
were confirmed for all groups with the weak relation.
The results for the year 2018 showed that the set of skills related to Data Privacy and Security was pointed out as the area
of tremendous changes (except micro companies where database skills were the most often mentioned). This was
confirmed by other literature and research results highlighting the area as a very important issue. There has been a fairly
slight decline in competences: among small companies regarding Data Analytics, among medium in the area of Data
Privacy and Security and in the area of Databases and Cloud Computing Architecture among large companies.
The 2020 results showed a different, more diverse set of the most frequently acquired skills. In case of micro and small
companies the highest increase in the Customer Service competencies was indicated (37,5% and 48,8%), in case of
medium companies skills regarding Application Integration were on top (51,1%) and for large companies still Data Privacy
and Security was the area with the greatest increase in competences (75%). The decrease of skills was observed in the
group of ITSM in case of small and Customer Service in case of medium companies. Large companies claimed reduction
for Database, Project Management, Customer Services and ITSM groups (all~30%).
Table 2 presents detailed results calculated as difference between the percentage of responses received in 2020 and the
percentage received in 2018. ,Differences in perception of the competencies were observed comparing 2020 to 2018
results. Respondents from micro, small and medium companies claimed less increase in almost all groups of skills in 2020
comparing to 2018. In case of large companies the higher increase was observed for following groups: Data Privacy and
Security, Cloud Computing Architecture, Business Application and Information Systems, Application integration,
Production Automation Systems and Data analytics.
The pandemic and related restrictions have affected supply chains, sales and customer relationships. The results of the
research comparing the increase in competences in the field of Customer Service (group 6 in the table) indicate an increase
in competences in this area among SMEs in 2020. Competences in the area of data analytics (group 10) have also grown
(except for micro-enterprises). These competences will probably continue to grow, taking into account the fact of the
organization's priorities related to customer experience (CX). In the case of business applications supporting the
organization's business processes and supply chains, a greater increase in competences was reported for micro and small
enterprises in 2018 than in 2020 (item 4), only large organizations showed an increase in competences in this area.
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Table 2. Changes in IT staff skills between year 2020 to 2018 according to company size

not-not changed, inc. – increased, dec.-decreased, df.-difficult to asses
Source: own compilation

Based on the results shown in table 2 the positive answer for the research question 1 can be given: the influence of
company size has an influence on upskilling the IT staff and it differs in time.
To find an answer for the research question 2, variable dependency analysis was carried out applying chi-square tests. For
2018 data the only relationships between company size and temporary hiring specialists and freelancers were statistically
significant (although very weak). For 2020 relationships between all variables except certification were statistically
significant. The relation was weak for all variables (maximum Cramer’s V=0,282). All companies acquire more new
competencies in 2020 comparing to 2018. Training is the most popular method of the acquisition. Surprisingly, to quite a
huge decrease of competences claimed by larger companies the increase was observed in training and certification, a slight
decrease was observed in the case of outsourcing. Also, in the case of micro companies, the number of gaining
competences through training decreased. Table 3 presents a detailed comparison of sources of IT staff skills acquisition
between years 2020 and 2018. Figure 1 presents general comparison for years 2020 and 2018.
As was mentioned in the theoretical background part, in Australian market larger companies acquire the competencies
mainly by training while the smaller companies prefer to hire new employees (Pi-Shen et al., 2018). This research confirms
it in the case of large companies only for the year 2018, in 2020 hiring was almost equal to certification method of
acquiring skills. In case of micro and small companies hiring was the least used methods. For medium companies training
is the primary method, but it must be noticed that in 2020 hiring employees is the method used twice as often compared to
2020. The implementation of new technologies and ensuring cybersecurity are essential for every organization. Nowadays
it is difficult to find the right number of specialists with the desired skills on the market, especially since cloud computing
is a relatively new solution, so it is not surprising that training plays a leading role in acquiring competences.
Table 3: Sources of IT staff skills acquisition – comparison between years 2020 to 2018 according to company
size

Source: own compilation
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Fig. 1: Sources of IT staff skills acquisition – general comparison between year 2020 to 2018 according
Source: based on own compilation

The presented results of the research lead to the conclusion that the way companies address the IT staff skills may vary in
time. It also study shows some general trends in changes in the competences of the IT staff and the methods of acquiring
them but has some limitations. The survey and questionnaire were prepared in 2017 to start the research at the end of 2017,
the year 2020 showed how important technologies that allow remote work are for the organization. In these studies, this
topic was not dealt with as a separate topic, nevertheless aspects of this topic can be included in ensuring the continuity of
operation or functionality related to applications. The research also does not show the impact of an organization IT strategy
on changes in competencies. These consideration based on data obtained in 2018 were discussed in (Pamula, 2019).
The other limitation comes from the very nature of the survey and is hampered with the subjective knowledge and
respondents perception. The respondents were not HR managers, so their knowledge about the competencies is more
general. The study based on the data from HR system could be much more precise. The next limitation is lack of soft
managerial skills of IT staff examination as not only technical skills determine the success in implementation new
technologies, but this was from the beginning outside of the research scope.

Conclusions
The need for rapid adaptation of new technologies is forcing changes in the set of competences of IT teams. Technical
competence and knowledge of technology itself is considered the most important asset of IT personnel. Today, in an era of
digital transformation, IT staff and their managers are expected to be technology leaders, not just IT specialists. They are
expected to step out of their comfort zones (using known technical skills) and work more as business managers than just IT
(Infosys Knowledge Institute, 2019). Today manufacturing companies no longer just deliver goods, but seek to develop
and deliver new digitised products that offer new value to customers. The key to success in digital transformation is to see
changes in competencies as the basis for achieving new business benefits. With the right set of competencies, an
organisation can prioritise and re-prioritise quickly in building applications and solutions to business needs. A large
percentage of respondents reporting change competences also confirms the existence of IT skill gap. The results of these
studies show how important for the development of an organization is to obtain the proper set of competencies is and
shows how companies tackle this skills shortage in IT Staff.
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Abstract
In a relatively short period of time, the development of the sharing economy has surprised analysts and practitioners with a
new perspective on how to access and distribute services, the speed of growth in a multitude of economic sectors and their
global expansion. In the field of tourism, home sharing has come to satisfy the changes in the preferences and behaviour of
tourist, mainly oriented now towards vacations that offer authentic and memorable experiences. In this article we made a
comparison between the expectations of tourists from Airbnb and those they have from a traditional accommodation and
which are the reasons why people choose collaborative services. We are also interested to see how these home sharing
systems have adapted to the recent challenges posed by the global pandemic crisis, differences and similarities with the
strategies of traditional operators, and to what extent we can anticipate future trends in tourism accommodations. However,
the data about online platforms, in general, but also about the Airbnb platform, in particular, are not well nuanced, despite
the fact that there is more and more interest in this field, and the ongoing impact of the global pandemic is still partially
captured and refined in international statistics on tourism.

Keywords: sharing platforms; experience; Airbnb.
Theoretical Framework
Contemporary tourism is driven to some extent by technology. If until not long ago, people were not so interested in finding
out about the place they are going to visit, nowadays it has become a trend for the tourist to study in detail the future
destination. They are much more interested in what a destination offers, from where to stay, gastronomy, leisure activities to
the means of transportation, once they reach their destination, especially when the trip to the destination is made by plane.
In other words, tourists are looking for experiences and only a place to spend their vacation. Experiences represent the way
in which the interaction between people and places is perceived, which is essentially realized as each individual understands
and interprets them differently (Jennings & Weiler, 2006).
This is also possible due to new technologies, that have contributed enormously to the development in this direction of
tourism. There are numerous platforms that offer tourists a variety of offers, increasingly original and adapted to customer
needs. Through the internet you can find a lot of information about the places to be visited. Thus, tourists can exchange
opinions through online platforms, they can post various real-time videos from that location.
In addition, the development of communication methods through technology facilitates easy connection between billions of
users. Online travel agencies such as Expedia, TripAdvisor, Ctrip (now Trip.com), Pricelines Group (now Booking Holdings)
have played a key role in shaping the new trend in travel and booking services.
Traditional accommodation, including hotels, boarding houses, chalets, campsites is subject to the challenges of travelers,
who have become much informed and daring when it comes to finding a place to spend their holidays. Accommodation
"from person to person" attracts financially and through the social experience offered, which is increasingly sought after by
tourists. In addition, in the context of collaboration in tourism, the network of local entrepreneurs is supported.
________________
Cite this Article as: Elena STIUBEA, Simona ARDELEAN and Alina BADULESCU “Airbnb Sharing Platform during Pandemic Times:
Is It Really the Winner?” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021,
Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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The question is whether in a collaborative economy, tourists are really offered authentic and memorable experiences to a
greater extent than in a traditional economy. For example, in a study conducted by Agapitou et al in 2020, over 85% of the
respondents believe that ”experiencing local culture” is a feature that can be found in Airbnb accommodations (Agapitou,
C., et. al., 2020).

Data and Methods
The paper is a theoretical one, meant to answer the question posed in the title itself "Is Airbnb really the Winner?" In this
regard we have launched several hypotheses that we have debated in the article. The data used in this analysis was retrieved
from the database of statista.com (Statista, 2021). This webpage provides data on offers and bookings, revenue and gross
booking value of Airbnb markets, as well as data on major hotel chains. The dataset contains information on the nights and
experiences booked (in millions), gross booking value (in billion U.S. dollars), revenue worldwide (in billion U.S. dollars),
total assets worldwide (in billion U.S. dollars) of all listings for the timeframe of 2017-2020. The dataset has its limitations
though: data for 2020 only include first nine months (ending September 30). Therefore, the available data does not allow a
precise analysis of rentals and revenues from the outbreak of the COVID 19 pandemic to the present, rather only a trend can
be traced in the early phase of the pandemic. In addition, the unavailable data from recent months could have provided a
more representative picture of Airbnb's true potential during the pandemic.
As the first step of the analysis, a year-to-year comparison of bookings was made to understand the dynamics of Airbnb main
indicators. In the next phase of research, in order to gain a more detailed understanding of the impact that the covid-19
pandemic has had on Airbnb bookings, we analysed tourists' perception of the measures to improve customers comfort
levels in hotels after the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

The Home-Sharing Perspective in Tourism
Nowadays, tourists prefer to try experiences they have not experienced before, which will give them uniqueness. Thus, they
started to book their accommodation in a less traditional way, through online platforms, and not from traditional travel
agencies. The fact that people's desires took the direction of experience, led to the amplification of the collaborative economy
in the field of tourism and service providers began to rethink their offer, by virtue of increasing revenues, and also to offer
new options to people who are looking for something new. Airbnb, Uber, Couchsurfing are just a few examples of platforms
generated by the collaborative economy that have managed to develop successfully in the field of tourism.
Airbnb is an online platform through which people can rent their properties as tourist accommodation without having the
standard facilities of a hotel. The Airbnb platform has developed very quickly, even if tourists can only trust the descriptions
of the owners and the possible opinions posted by other guests regarding the quality of their stay.
The alternative accommodation market is determined by the overcrowding of traditional accommodation, but especially by
the idea of having a unique experience. Airbnb is a financially convenient platform, which makes it attractive to consumers.
Consumers expect their stay, booked through Airbnb, to offer authenticity, connectivity, transparency, flexibility. By
contrast, when it comes to large hotel chains, tourists have high expectations of safety, trust, comfort. However more and
more tourists, especially in the pre-pandemic period, tend to trust individuals like themselves more than the big tourism
companies, and the collaborative economy seems to promote exactly these attributes in the services they offer.
When analyzing growth rates, it is important to recognize the base value. Airbnb is a relatively new presence in many
markets, and growth rates are often proportional to untapped potential. In other words, Airbnb has more room to thrive in
most markets, while hotels have carved out an established presence over the decades.
In Table 1 we presented the evolution of some main indicators of Airbnb activity (Nights and booked experiences, Gross
booking value, Worldwide revenues and total assets) in the period 2017-2020. Of course, the negative impact of COVID 19
on Airbnb’s performance in 2020 is considerable, but even in these conditions, the values for 2020 are close to those reported
only a few years ago, which shows either the extraordinary expansion of this operator in previous years, or that the flexibility
of online trading and the customer preferences for this type of short-term letting, respectively, have avoided an even sharper
decline. Indeed, international tourism, hit by an “unprecedented shock, challenges and an existential threat to the tourism
sector” (UNWTO, 2020) due to the COVID-19 pandemic, has recorded a huge fall in 2020: international tourist arrivals
(overnight visitors) decreased by 74% compared to 2019 leading to a fall in international to levels similar to those registered
30 years ago (UNWTO, 2021), and relatively optimistic views do not see a return to the figures for 2018-2019 earlier than
2025.
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Table 1: Airbnb - main indicators (2017-2020)

2017
2018
2019
2020*

Nights and experiences booked (in millions)
185,8
250,3
326,9
195,9 (e.)

Gross booking
value (in
billion U.S.
dollars)
20,98
29,44
37,96
23,98 (e.)

Revenue
worldwide (in
billion U.S.
dollars)
2,56
3,65
4,81
3,36 (e.)

Total assets
worldwide (in
billion U.S.
dollars)
6,05
6,61
8,31
8,73 *

Notes (e.) – Authors’ estimations based on first 9 months values
* Figures for 2020 only include first nine months (ending September 30).
Source: Statista Airbnb https://www.statista.com/, accessed 10.03.2021

With the growing popularity of its person-to-person rental model, Airbnb has become a top competitor in the hospitality
industry. Airbnb's annual sales surpassed those of the Hilton hotel chain in 2018, based on data from U.S. travelers, excluding
business travel.
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Fig. 1: Dynamics of Airbnb sales compared to sales in the traditional US hotel industry
Source: Statista Airbnb https://www.statista.com/, accessed 10.03.2021

The figure above illustrates Airbnb's growth compared to the largest hotel chains. All values represent multiples of Airbnb's
2013 U.S. sales amount, which is indexed as 1. Airbnb sales include both short-term rentals and experiences sold as services,
which were introduced in 2016 on the Airbnb platform. With the rise in popularity of its person-to-person rental model,
Airbnb has become a top competitor in the hospitality industry. According to a survey conducted on 2020 (Agapitou et. al.,
2020), most of the tourists choose Airbnb because of its “value for money”. Also, many tourists agree that the reason for
choosing Airbnb is the location. Interestingly, many of them agree that they choose Airbnb because of the access to household
amenities. Additionally, according to the mentioned survey, many people choose Airbnb because of the amount of space.
On the other hand, the advantages of choosing Airbnb are being close to local culture, having good value for money, being
in a good, quiet location, the feeling of being home, getting socially engaged and being friendly with new people. Finally,
expectations regarding comfort, ease of booking, reviews from previous users vs. reality, options/features, variety of rooms
and possible feedback and evaluation are equally distributed between Airbnb and hotels.
Thus, 67.1% of people use the online platform because they can find special accommodation in a very good location or even
with a historical significance. A hotel may not exist in the same location due to restrictions on local land use. Non-traditional
accommodation methods, in this case Airbnb, took advantage of this aspect and the existing demand on the market to expand
the accommodation offer. In addition, Airbnb offers a wide range of services.

Is home-sharing a solution to the tourism crisis caused by the global COVID-19 pandemic?
After several years of home-sharing systems putting pressure on hotel rates and occupancy levels and new entrants such as
Airbnb effectively disrupting the hotel industry, the COVID-19 crisis has probably temporarily halted this situation and
created a new question: Is this system, and especially its leader (Airbnb) an acceptable alternative for tourism and travel in
the new realities? Or, in suggestive terms "Has Covid-19 disrupted the disrupter?" (Glusac, 2020) There are several elements
according to which we can appreciate these new competitive realities: booking conditions, cleanliness, privacy, etc.
Some opinions support a short-term advantage of traditional accommodations as hotels due to more permissive reservation
and cancellation systems, more generous refund policies, grace periods, which are not as accessible to home sharing systems,
marked by a sharp variability of rental housing circumstances. Hotel companies also come up with new standards and
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cleaning technologies inspired by those of disease control and prevention systems. Thus, independent, branded or wellmanaged hotels can have a convincing advantage over home sharing, as hotels will use professional or industrial cleaning
products, have well-trained staff, budgets and control systems to do so (Glusac, 2020).
The pandemic coronavirus (COVID-19) has strongly affected travel behaviours worldwide, especially in terms of the level
of comfort and safety of accommodation. According to a May 2020 survey conducted by SKIFT & ORACLE (2020), most
respondents indicated that they would feel more comfortable and protected in these locations if there was an increased
frequency of cleaning and disinfection procedures (60%), followed by guest areas arranged for social distancing (39%),
contactless payment (35%), temperature checks of guests entering the hotel (33%), see Table 2. Interestingly, only 9% of
respondents were in favour of temporarily suspending some hotel services such as spas, casinos, and restaurants (Statista,
2020).
Table 2: Measures to improve customers comfort levels in hotels after the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic
worldwide (customers’ opinion, May 2020)
Measures and public suggestions
Increased frequency of cleaning and disinfecting procedures
Guest areas/public spaces arranged for social distancing
Contactless payment
Temperature checks of guests entering the property
Room keys/locks activated by a smartphone
Self-service check-in via kiosk
Digital messaging services to avoid physical contact with staff
More frequent communication of policies and procedures
Expanded room service options
Permanently ending some hotel services (spa, casino, restaurants)
Temporarily suspending some hotel services (spa, casino, restaurants)

%
60
39
35
33
26
23
20
20
20
13
9

Source: Based on SKIFT & ORACLE (2020)

Of course, vacation rental companies also promote new cleaning protocols and the obligation of a 24-hour waiting period
between guests, but the possibilities for checking and standardization are not as convincing. In other words, hotels seem to
stand out positively in terms of advanced cleaning methods, and lose to common areas (reception, halls, elevators), where
home sharing systems recover in terms of advantages.
Regarding social distance, home rentals are clearly defined by the promise of privacy, are more obviously associated with
social distance, lack of contact with the owner or maintenance staff, promotion of smaller, more isolated, rural locations, and
shorter rental period (Badulescu, et al., 2014).
In this case, hotels have fewer options to make the offer more flexible, perhaps by transferring some services to guests,
automating activities (check-in at a terminal in the lobby, automatic distribution of key cards, luggage handling robots, etc.).
What until now seemed an exaggerated technological modernism, diminishing the comfort of the stay, or even a
depersonalized consumption - the contactless hotel, could quickly become, the new luxury (Glusac, 2020), (Trip &
Badulescu, 2020). The fact that some of the services associated with the hotel, extremely attractive so far (such as rooftop
pools, attractive and intimate atmosphere bars, full restaurants, famous for their reservations in advance) are becoming less
desirable and makes home sharing preferable in terms of discretion and privacy (Glusac, 2020). Things are not decided yet
and, moreover, it seems that a new form, an intermediate one, that of apartment hotels will become the new competitor.
For a long time, Airbnb was considered “the disruptor” of the international hotel industry. According to Dolnicar & Zare
(2020), COVID19 has now disrupted the disruptor, through two trends that will affect (more than in the short term) the future
of Airbnb and similar platforms: the proportion of investor-hosted listings will drop, and trading of space on Airbnb and
similar platforms will not recover to its pre-COVID19 levels (Dolnicar & Zare, 2020). Their assumptions are based on two
premises. The first premise is that coronavirus is an economic super-shock. Although economic shocks are common in the
economy, and tourism regularly faces them (tornados, fires, earthquakes, terrorist attacks, temporary decline in demand etc.),
the shock induced by COVID19 is different - the steady decline in travel is global, the declines are more dramatic and more
pronounced, driving or announcing structural changes in many sectors of the economy (Dolnicar & Zare, 2020). Therefore,
the possibility of tourism as an economic sector, to reorganize and recover on relatively the same premises is seriously
compromised, and even less the return to the situation of a real lifestyle of touristic operators (Badulescu & Badulescu,
2014).
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The other premise would come from the change in the behaviour of the providers of this type of services, diminishing their
flexibility and motivations to be on these platforms.
Other authors see the Airbnb strategy as a medium-term winner. Confronted, like other operators (traditional or modern) in
the tourism industry, with the Covid-19 crisis, Airbnb management reacted quickly and, although it cannot be said that in
2020 the business has fully solved the problem of collapse of reservations and, consequently, drastic reduction of revenues,
it is estimated that Airbnb “has weathered the pandemic relatively well compared to other major travel operators, whether
hotel chains or online marketplaces” (Taulli, 2020).
According to these analysts, Airbnb has distinguished itself through several key strategic directions:
- hard reduction of costs (mainly from the reduction of labour costs - the firing of about 25% of employees, various expenses,
a reduction of executive salaries and the suspension of all construction of facilities).
- focusing on basic activity, accommodation, involvement in support actions and transparency of final decisions;
- creativity (for example “when the in-person Experiences segment was suspended, this led to the creation of Online
Experiences, which quickly became an extremely popular offering” (Taulli, 2020).
- trust, solidarity, realism and optimism of the management team.

Conclusions
The sharing economy, primarily understand as an opportunity to transform the way a business operates, substantiated the
concept that collaborative consumption and/or collaborative production generates efficiency (hence the name of efficiency
economy). Regardless of the multitude of names under which it is also known (collaborative consumption, collaborative
economy, peer economy or access economy) the development of the sharing economy in the last decade surprised analysts
and practitioners by their worldwide acceptance. Common perceptions, but also theoretical and applied research have rapidly
emphasised a number of benefits, apparently undeniable, as well as the remarkable expansion of the sharing economy in
various economic sectors, from passenger transport and tourist accommodation (UBER and Airbnb, being probably the most
well-known operators), various household services, fashion and deliveries. However, if the forecasts at the end of 2019
seemed more than favourable for these activities, the global pandemic crisis hit hard in most of these sectors. Thus, specific
reactions, corrective measures and search for flexibility were a fertile topic of analysis at the industry level, supporters or
academia.
In this paper we analysed the reasons and particularities of the initial (pre-COVID19) choices and preferences to home
sharing, from the perspective of tourism consumers, and how the main operator in this field, namely Airbnb, met (or adapted)
to these requirements. We found that the Airbnb online platform is set up in such a way that it places a strong emphasis on
user feedback and encourages users to comment and rate accommodation. In fact, more and more tourists are sharing their
reactions on specialised websites or social media about the place they booked or their experience. While Airbnb's policy is
mainly focused on customer feedback, large hotel chains already enjoy a certain degree of trust and notoriety.
Gradually, but at a fast pace, this new business model consistently changed the perspectives and experiences in the trips of
tourists.
In the second part we focussed on the effects of the pandemic crisis and measures to fight against these consequences. For a
better understanding we performed a comparative analysis between the accommodation considered as "classic" now, such
as hotels, and, home sharing, respectively, as well as several opinions on the prospects and possible transformations of home
sharing during and post-COVID-19 crisis.
Tourists are entitled to have more confidence in the qualified cleaning services and preventive measures against COVID 19
offered by major hotel chains. However Airbnb reacted promptly in the context of the COVID 19 pandemic by requiring
their host community to wear masks and socially distance when interacting with guests and commit to a 5-step Enhanced
Cleaning Protocol (prepare, clean, sanitize, check, and reset).
We believe that in order to face the challenges of the COVID 19 pandemic, the Airbnb system should adjust its rental policy
to provide consumers with safety, especially from a health point of view. In this context, one way of mitigating some of the
losses would be for Airbnb's policy to shift towards longer-term rentals, so as to provide some security of booking.
It is understandable that some people consider "traditional" accommodation to be safer from a sanitary point of view, with
many protocols and high standards of hygiene. However, from our point of view, Airbnb could expand its customer base,
especially as it offers more flexible services than traditional accommodation and can offer accommodation in remote places
where contact with other people is limited or even non-existent.
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The policies towards Airbnb can also change – influencing P2P accommodation markets significantly. The effect of Airbnb
on hotel industry and local communities was a highly debated issue in many localities. When the revival of tourism starts,
local and national governments may support ‘traditional’ hotel companies due to their stronger lobbying power, role in
employment and contribution to tax incomes. This support can be manifested in financial support or regulatory changes that
would offer a significant advantage to hotels over P2P accommodations.
Will this new business model withstand the shock of the global pandemic and others that will follow? The answer to the
question will probably be revealed by new research and new data, in the next future.
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Abstract
Although there are a lot of engineering design methodologies or methods implemented in guidelines and standards which
help engineering designers to reduce “reliability” and safety risks of the Designed Technical Products (TS). Their common
feature is especially high dependence on specialized experience of their users, time consuming, and conceptual and
terminological inconsistency resulting in very difficult compatibility with engineering designing itself. Our research has
been therefore focused on risk predictions and analyses as complementary assisting processes when designing tangible
technical products. Engineering Design Science and Methodology (EDSM), especially its core part Theory of Technical
Systems (TTS), are being used as a basis for the developing comprehensive theory and methodology aiming at
rationalization management of the mentioned activities to achieve higher risk robustness of the designed technical products
considered as Technical systems (TS).

Keywords: Risk, EDSM, TTS, model

Introduction
Based on search of professional literature, the experiences of authors in cooperation with industrial practice and
consultations with colleagues in the field of Design Engineering still confirm that TS risk prediction is an area which is still
underestimated not only by the Czech Republic companies. Risk predictions and analyses of TS are hardly performed in
domestic manufacturing companies (with the exception of the automotive industry in particular) and if so, engineering
designers are very rarely used and these activities are processed only formally without almost any expectation of their
benefits. It is very difficult for the engineering designers to orientate himself in the field of prediction and risk analysis of
TS, most of them do not know any methods of prediction and risk analysis of TS and if so, they cannot use it correctly and
effectively.

Theoretical background
A number of strategic procedures for methodological support of the design solution of technical products (hereinafter
referred to as technical systems - TS) are individually published in the professional literature, individually hierarchically
divided into design phases and operations. Because of historical and many other reasons, these methodologies have
different names. In the complex concept of Engineering Design Science and Methodology (EDSM) [Hubka & Eder 1996]
⇒ [Eder & Hosnedl 2010], they are called as models of the design process, the best known of which are especially [Pahl &
Beitz (1995), 2007], [Roth 1994], [Roozenburg & Eekels 1995] ] etc., or also as guidelines, e.g. [VDI-2221 1986]. These
have practically exclusively instructive character based on a systematic description of design processes and their parts.
However, models of the design process need to be evaluated by the level of knowledge support. Therefore, the general
design process (GMPD) EDSM based on the theory of technical systems (TTS), especially Theory of properties and
structures of TS and the Theory of the design process, has proven to be the most effective in the current time. As a result,
this model of the process is systematic, transparent, open and compatible (usually after the necessary terminological
harmonization) with the other models of the design process (at all levels of knowledge support, including the completely
intuitive and purely heuristic) which brings significant, otherwise unrealizable synergistic effects. When solving a specific
design task, the GMPD concretizes itself in the plan of progress according to the design situation and finally to the
individual way of proceeding according to the personal characteristics, knowledge and experience of a particular designer
[Hubka & Eder 1996] ⇒ [Eder & Hosnedl 2010]. Nevertheless, the resulting documentation of TS design proposals, thanks
to GMPD based on EDSM, still has the same structure, which is the basis of unrealizable naturally updated databases for
knowledge management of the development of other TSs.
_________________
Cite this Article as: Josef DVORÁK and Stanislav HOSNEDL “ Management System of Risk Events and Situation Prediction”
Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain,
ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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The mentioned concept of EDSM [Hosnedl 2002 => 2016] presented in [Hubka & Eder 1996] is a significant complexity
and logical interconnection of theoretical and methodological knowledge about and for design engineering, including
external links to other processes falling into integrated TS development. This logical interconnection is also supported by
terminological interconnection (in Czech, English and German). The basic theoretical structure, which is based on the
Theory of Technical Systems to Structures [Hubka & Eder 1988, etc.] is a model of an (artificial) transformation system
(TrfS) with a transformation process (TrfP), see Figure 1 (left). This model generally expresses that each activity (e.g.
technological operation Tg) is a transformation of a transformed object, understood as OPERAND in a certain input state
to OPERAND in a desired state at its output, which is achieved by direct or mediated by the effects of OPERATORS, i.e.
the effects of Humans (HuS), Technical Systems (TS), Active and Reactive Environment (AREnv), Information Systems
(IS) and Management Systems (MgtS) on the transformed OPERAND.

TS Life Cycle
TS Life Cycle (LC) structuring can be performed according to various aspects (e.g. according to the place of
implementation, according to development phases, or cost aspects, sales phases on the market, etc.), but for the needs of
designing of TSs their distribution according to dominant transformations - transformation processes (TrfP) [Hosnedl
2017]. Using the general model of the transformation system (TrfS) (Fig. 1) with its transformation process (TrfP), a
general model of the life cycle of a technical product can be illustrated [Hubka & Eder 1988, 1996, etc.]. The individual
stages of the general life cycle of TS are modeled by a serial arrangement of individual stages expressed using these
models. TS life cycle is shown in Fig. 1, is distinguished by index (s) from other technical systems in individual stages. TS
(s) is in the initial phase in the form of information (dashed flows), starting with production it is transformed into a material
/ material form (full flows). TS (s) has mainly the function of an operand, but in the operational /working phase it becomes
an operator (with the exception of assisting maintenance and repair processes, when it temporarily becomes an operand).
The resulting TS must meet all the requirements for its properties in terms of the entire TS Life Cycle (from planning to
disposal) [Hosnedl 2020]

Fig. 1: TS(s) Life cycle stages as a sequence of the key transformation processes (TrfP) and respective
transformation systems (TrfS) [Hubka&Eder 1992, et al] => [Eder&Hosnedl 2008, 2010] => [Hosnedl 2006, 2020]
However, it can be shown that the life cycle model of a technical system such as the TrfP series and the corresponding
TTS-based TrfS (Fig. 2) can be considered as a suboptimal life cycle model, due to the fact that in life cycle models from
the managerial point of view or from the point of view of environmental management, for example, the life stage of
Technological preparation of production (and processes in the next stages of LC!) is completely missing. In the managerial
concept for example, a technical product is practically not mentioned at all. CA models of LC (e.g. PLM), for example, do
not consider the stage of distribution, planning or technological preparation of production and other processes and stages of
LC. As already indicated above, for the needs of designing of TS, the optimal division of its life stages according to all key
"life" Transformation Processes (transformations) is optimal. All stages of the life cycle then have a completely identical
structure (Fig. 4) of the Transformation System [Hosnedl 2020]. This LC TS (s) model is therefore a comprehensive and
consistent system, which none of the other available (mostly process) TS Life Cycle concepts found allows.
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Complex Risk Prediction and Analyses Methodology
The term risk is here in the proposed methodology replaced by a more concise and general term risk event/situation R|E/S| taken from [ČSN ISO EN 12100, 2011]).From the analysis of the generalized TS EDSM life cycle model (Fig.2),
mainly thanks to its systematic structure, it transparently shows that the carrier(s) of R|E/S|. In general, the following can
be the following typical Object (sub) systems (ObjS). From analysis of the generalized TS EDSM life cycle model (Fig. 1)
with proven systematic structure, it transparently shows that the carrier of R|E/S| in general, could be the following typical
Object (sub) systems (ObjS):

1) assessed TS (s) (i.e. reliability of TS (s) in its whole LC of TS(s), which is in professional publications, including
standards, often erroneously referred to "only" as reliability, moreover only with implicit or even explicit focus only on
operation TS (s)), [ČSN EN 60812, 2007]
2) assessed TS (s) & ∑Human/Living Being Systems assessed (i.e. safety of TS (s) for humans and other living beings
throughout the life cycle of TS (s)), which is often incorrectly labeled in the professional publications, including standards,
“only “as safety against injury / death during the operation of TS (s), moreover only with an implicit or even explicit focus
only on the operation of TS (s)) [ČSN ISO EN 12100, 2011]), [ČSN EN 292-1,2 2000]
3) assessed TS (s) & ∑other TS (i.e. safety of TS (s) for other tangible work equipment in the whole life cycle of TS (s),
which is not mentioned in professional publications, incl. standards etc.)
4) assessed TS (s) & ∑Environment (i.e. safety of TS (s) for working, natural and space environment in the whole life
cycle of TS (s), which is mentioned in professional publications, including standards, but very unsystematically)
5) assessed TS (s) & ∑Information systems (i.e. security of TS (s) for information systems in the whole life cycle of TS (s),
which is mentioned in professional publications, including standards, very unsystematically, mainly only with a focus on
cybersecurity etc.)
6) assessed TS (s) & ∑Management systems (i.e. safety of TS (s) for management systems in the whole life cycle of TS
(s), which is mentioned in professional publications, including standards, very unsystematically, mostly only with a focus
on strategic organization mainly
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Fig. 2: EDSM based knowledge “maps” for R|E/S| identification in the LC stages of TS (s) for Object Systems)
TS(s) (from left up to right down), TS (s) & ∑HuS, TS (s) & ∑TS (left), TS (s) & ∑Env TS (s) & ∑IS (left), TS (s) &
∑MgtS (part III of III)
Using the generalized LC TS (s) model (Fig. 2), in which the carrier R|E/S| can be identified, when reliability is predicted
and analyzed, the object system Obj(s) consists of the assessed TS. The complementary system for prediction and analysis
of reliability of TS (s) then consists of all generalized operators ∑HuS, ∑TS, ∑Env, ∑IS and ∑MgtS. For TS (s) safety
prediction and analysis, Obj(s) consists of the technical system (TS (s)) & ∑ Human/Living Being Systems i.e. (TS (s) &
∑HuS). From the mutual comparison of areas of knowledge support identification R|E/S| according to EDSM and specific
normative methods according to [ČSN ISO EN 12100, 2011] it is obvious that these specific methods, which are not
supported by EDSM knowledge, covers only partial areas of EDSM knowledge support used in the proposed
comprehensive methodology of prediction and analyses of R|E/S| (see Fig. 2). The examples of successful use of proposed
methodology were already published in [Dvořák 2017] or [Dvořák&Teplý 2018].

Conclusion
Presented paper briefly describes methodology being developed to serves as a support tool for designers who can
comprehensively or even partially use it as feedback and control of their design activities and use this knowledge in
building their own "knowledge map", which offers engineering designers the opportunity to use it as an effective tool for
building own portfolio of knowledge, for experienced the methodology can offer a different "perspective" on predicting the
risks of TS and confirm or disconfirm their routine approaches. The above presented methodology allows to perform risk
prediction and analysis for object systems TS(s), TS(s) & ∑HuS, TS (s) & ∑TS, TS (s) & ∑Env, TS (s) & ∑IS and TS (s)
& ∑MgtS in all considered stages of the LC of the designed TS or even existing TS. This methodology also include to
determine the degree of risk all available risk factors in used for risk prediction and analyses appeared in available methods
of risk prediction [ČSN EN 31010, 2011] and analyses of reliability, safety and also environmental risks.
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Abstract
The issue of urban transport planning has recently become extremely important not only from an economic point of view,
but above all for the sustainable development of multidimensional city systems that affect life of their citizens. The
growing importance of the organization of public transport results, on one hand, from the dynamic development of
individual urban agglomerations and the number of their inhabitants, and, on the other hand, from the trend of minimizing
the costs of city service from the point of view of transport organizers and the increasing expectations of users of public
transport services. The number of inhabitants and the territorial expansion of cities forces the organization of efficient
public transport. Public transport is the basic transport system in large urban agglomerations, without which cities would
"drown" in the congestion of individual means of transport. Good functioning of public transit affects the image of the city,
satisfaction of residents and visitors, efficient functioning of the agglomeration. The functioning of public transport
depends on many factors, including the condition of the transit infrastructure, the technical condition of the rolling stock
and, to a large extent, the management and operational planning of transport. The transport process in cities is so complex
and expensive that it requires good, professional strategic and operational planning with the use of the best possible
computer-aided tools applying an mathematical optimization apparatus. The paper presents the possibilities and the
benefits of using mathematical optimization at many stages of public transport planning.

Keywords: Public Transport, Planning Process, Passenger Satisfaction, Cost Minimization.
Introduction
The issue of urban transport planning has recently become extremely important not only from an economic point of view,
but above all for the sustainable development of city systems that affect the proper functioning of their citizens. The
growing importance of the organization of public transport results, on one hand, from the dynamic development of
individual urban agglomerations and the number of their inhabitants, and, on the other hand, from the trend of minimizing
the costs of city service from the point of view of transport organizers, operators and increasing expectations of users of
public transport services.
According to the McKinsey Global Institute, more than half of the world's population already live in cities, including only
in the largest agglomerations - 1.5 billion. It is estimated that in 2030, 9 percent inhabitants of the Earth will live in 41
"megacities", which today populate at a galloping pace, and until the end of 2030 exceed 2 billion inhabitants. There are
400 cities populated by a million and more inhabitants today, a third of them are in Asia. Polish cities do not have the
status of large agglomerations, but their population is also growing. In Poland, more than 60% of the population lives in
cities. As of January 1, 2021, there are 954 cities in Poland according to Poland’s government statistics office (GUS). The
largest city in Poland is Warsaw with a population of approximately 1.790 million inhabitants, four other cities have over
0.5 million inhabitants. The distribution of cities in Poland according to the number of inhabitants is shown in Figure 1,
and their distribution on the territory of the country is schematically shown in Figure 2 according to Wikipedia - free
encyclopedia online.
The number of inhabitants and the territorial expansion of cities forces the organization of efficient public transport. It is
assumed that cities with more than 40,000 residents cannot function without organized public transport. In Poland, all cities
with over 40,000 residents have had public transport organized for a long time, and the current trend is that all cities with a
population of 20-39 thousand, of which there are 109 in Poland, aspire to organize their own public transport, covering the
town and surrounding communes.
The organization and maintenance of public transport is very costly and does not bring economic profit. As a rule, public
transport is subsidized from the city budget. The scale of the required capital expenditure on the development of public
transport is reflected in the cost of purchasing a new transport fleet. The price of a public transit bus varies significantly
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depending on the size of the vehicle, type of drive and equipment. According to statistical data, the average purchase price
of a new bus in the USA in 2016 was:
•
•
•

550 thousand dollars, for a bus with a diesel engine,
714 thousand dollars, for a bus with a hybrid drive,
800 thousand dollars, for an electric bus.

Fig. 1: Number of cities in Poland by population in thousands

Fig. 2: Map of the largest cities in Poland with the number of inhabitants in thousands
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In Poland, the exemplary offer price of diesel buses in 2018 was:
• 18m articulated bus: approx. 1.29 - 1.93 million PLN,
• 12m solo bus: approx. 1.16 - 1.19 million PLN.
The price of a bus, especially an electric one, varies greatly depending on the terms of delivery, e.g. the warranty period,
equipment, engine version, type of batteries. In 2018, the offer price of an electric bus in tenders in Poland was:
•
•

for a bus with a length of 18m: approx. PLN 3.07 - 3.85 million,
for a 12m bus: approx. PLN 2.56 - 2.70 million.

The prices of urban rail rolling stock are about five times higher. An exemplary 2018 price of a 32.5 m long, bidirectional,
low-floor tram is approximately PLN 9.2 million.
In large cities, the city fleet consists of many hundreds or even thousands of vehicles, and the investment outlays for the
rolling stock and infrastructure, including depots, stops and tracks are huge. In light of the sample data provided, it is
extremely important to answer the question: how many vehicles and drivers are able to handle the transport needs of
residents? In the cited scale of rolling stock investment costs, the savings on the level of each individual vehicle are
important. In addition, there are operating costs of the vehicle fleet. The data presented below show the scale of total
expenditure on public transport in cities as mentioned in the book by Kisielewski (2019).
Figure 3 shows the expenditure on local public transport in Great Britain in 2009 - 2020. Spending on public transport in
the United Kingdom reached 3.46 billion British pounds in 2019/20, the highest figure since 2010/11 when expenditure
was 3.63 billion pounds. During the provided time period, spending on public transport was at it's highest in 2009/10, when
the government spent 3.9 billion pounds.

Fig. 3: Investment outlays on urban transport in Great Britain in billion pounds
In Poland, expenditure on public transport of cities is comparable. In Warsaw alone, expenditure on public transport in
2015 exceeded PLN 2.7 billion. In February 2019, a decision was made in Warsaw to purchase 130 new 18m electric buses
for nearly PLN 400 million. In Cracow, in years 2015-2017, 200 new buses, including electric ones, were purchased, and
in 2018 PLN 551 million was allocated for public transport. In 2017, 56 new trams and 110 buses were purchased in
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Wroclaw, and PLN 1.2 billion was spent on transport in 2018. Warsaw as the capital city is the town with the highest
expenditure on public transport in Poland, in 2018 it amounted to 16% of the city budget. In Poznan, approx. 12% is spent
annually on transport, and other cities such as Gdansk, Lodz, Tychy, Gdynia spend around 10% of their budget on public
transport. In 2018, per capita, PLN 1,594 was spent on public transport in Warsaw, PLN 885 in Poznan, and PLN 747 in
Tychy.
The operating cost of transport operators is most often calculated by the price of 1 km of mileage per vehicle (vehiclekilometre). For the city operator in Gliwice, this calculated cost of 1 vehicle-kilometre in 2018 was PLN 5.8 for a 12-meter
bus and PLN 6.77 for an 18-meter articulated bus. This operator performs approximately 11 million kilometres annually,
and its annual operating cost of the fleet in 2018 amounted to approximately PLN 66 million.
Public urban transport is the basic transport system in large urban agglomerations, without that system cities would
"drown" in the congestion of individual means of transport. Good functioning of public transport affects the image of the
city, satisfaction of residents and visitors, efficient functioning of the agglomeration. The functioning of public transport
depends on many factors, including the condition of the transit infrastructure, the technical condition of the rolling stock
and, to a large extent, the management and operational planning of transport.
The transport process in cities is so complex and expensive that it requires good, professional operational planning using
the best possible computer-aided optimization tools.
The introduction of computer aided assistance is aimed at increasing the level of transport services for passengers, as well
as improving the efficiency of employees and vehicles through optimal planning. From the point of view of management
and city authorities, the most important factors in favour of optimizing public transport planning include:
•
•
•
•
•

increasing the use of public transport for residents,
improvement of the economy of the transit operator,
reduction of timetable implementation costs by limiting the required vehicles and drivers,
possibility to analyse the consequences of changing operational parameters of transport,
supporting the decision-making process through the possibility of simulating various scenarios, including those
taking into account the requirements during the Covid-2019 pandemic.

From the point of view of employees, computer-aided optimization:
•
•
•
•

limits time-consuming calculations that can be performed by a computer,
limits the working time that can be spent on other analysis, e.g. seasonal changes in the timetable
facilitates and shortens planning process,
enables quick reaction to traffic disturbances in the transport network.

The above factors may generate positive economic and ecological aspects, by diminishing individual transport in cities in
favour of public transport energy consumption and air pollution is reduced.
Strategic and operational planning in public urban transport can be divided into six stages as shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4: Diagram of the planning process in public transport
The first three stages are strategic planning and the next three are operational planning. In the classic European model,
strategic planning is under the Public Transport Authority (PTA) and operational planning is under the responsibility of the
public transport operators (PTO). In fact, strategic planning is concerned with the slow-varying part of the process, while
operational planning is considered more dynamic.
Planning of the city public transit network takes place on the basis of the existing and developed transport infrastructure,
i.e. the network of city roads, stops, transport terminals and the distribution of housing estates, public facilities,
administration centres, schools, industrial facilities. The basis for planning the transport network is to recognize the
migration needs of the population in order to create a migration matrix or a passenger traffic bond in the city area. This is
achieved through questionnaire research and measurements of passenger traffic flows.
On this basis, the course of planned routes of transit lines and passenger stops is determined. The plan of transit lines and
stops should correspond to the distribution of passenger traffic flows and the city's transport coverage. The modelling of
transport networks is usually done using linear graph theory. The specificity of the issue requires the introduction of
detailed definitions of the modelled elements and the use of different graphs for the same transportation network depending
on the goal, e.g. modelling vehicle traffic or modelling transit links for passengers as presented in the books by Lam and
Bell (2003), Schobel (2010) and Kisielewski (2019).
In the third stage, a timetable is constructed based on the routes and stops, i.e. a detailed plan for running vehicles on
transport lines. In the fourth stage of operational planning, vehicle trips are combined into blocks constituting the daily
work of the vehicle in operation. In the fifth stage, based on the vehicle blocks, driver duties are created that constitute
their daily work sets. Driver duties for calendar days are the basis for building a periodic (usually monthly) driver's work
schedule that is a crew roster. The crew roster must meet the requirements and restrictions on labour law and the act on
working hours of drivers. Planning in every of the above-mentioned stages presents in fact NP difficult optimization
problem predisposed to be solved with the help of modern algorithms and optimization methods.
All these six stages of the transport design process are interconnected and therefore should be considered interactively. Due
to the complexity of the system, every of the stages is considered separately, and its result is treated as a data input for the
next stage and constitutes the basis for the correction of the previous stage. Such an approach is a simplification resulting
from the complexity of the problem and its mathematical model, but the first, though few, attempts at joint analysis and
multi-stage optimization are already appearing.

Analysis of the state of knowledge in the field of optimization of public transport
The role and importance of public urban transport has been the subject of many studies, and public transport has become
an integral part of comprehensive city logistics.
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The first works in the field of optimization and computer-aided planning in public transport date back to the end of the
1960s and focus on vehicle operation planning. In the 1970s, the importance of operational research in public transport was
recognized, and in 1975 a series of specialist workshops and conferences, CASPT - Computer-Aided Scheduling of Public
Transport, was initiated in Chicago. The materials of the first conference were not published and are not available, only
pre-prints were distributed among the participants. Subsequent CASPT conferences were held in Chicago (1975), Leeds
(1980), Montreal (1983, 1990), Hamburg (1987), Lisbon (1993), Cambridge, Massachusetts (1997), Berlin (2000), and San
Diego, California ( 2004). The materials of these conferences are well documented in collective publications.
Chapter 1 of the monograph by Kisielewski (2019) provides an extensive review of the world literature in the field of
modelling and optimization of the public transport network and timetable.
Modelling of the transport network of cities is based on the theory of graphs, which as a branch of mathematics is very
widely represented in the literature. Among numerous studies in the field of transport network planning (TNDP - Transit
Network Design Problem), chapter 10 of the book by Lam and Bell (2008) discusses the problem of the timetable of stops,
mapping of transit lines routes and frequencies on lines resulting from the travel needs of residents. The issues of the
optimal distribution of stops and network nodes were analysed among others in the work by Schobel (2010). The
dissertation by Quak (2003) formulates and solves the problem of optimizing routes of transit lines, using the algorithm of
searching for the shortest path in the graph. The decision model takes into account the weighting of passenger satisfaction
criteria and transport costs, as well as numerous limitations. It has been shown that computer support, based on the
proposed algorithm, allows to determine a solution that is several percent better than a solution designed manually by an
expert planner.
The problem of timetable optimization is modelled either:
•
•
•
•

in terms of interchange synchronization, as a quadratic semi-assignment problem (QSAP), in which the total
waiting time of passengers for a transfer is minimized in all selected synchronization nodes or
in the aspect of maximizing the number of simultaneous departures (passenger transfers between trips) in
selected network interchange nodes as a problem of MIP (Mixed Integer Programming) programming or
as an issue of interval synchronization, which aims to equalize the time interval between successive runs of all
lines on a common route section or
as a decision model of the PESP (Periodic Event Scheduling Problem) presented by Liebchen (2006).

Planning the work of vehicles and drivers
Operational planning of the work of public transport vehicles and drivers focused the attention of researchers and research
centres as early as the 1970s. It has been noticed that the problem is mathematically difficult, and searching for a manual
solution based on the experience of the planner is extremely time consuming. In this planning area, there are also the
greatest opportunities to reduce transport costs, mainly the number of vehicles and drivers required to support the transport
process, through optimal planning.
Operational planning in this area is devoted to most of the publications in the field of computer-aided public transport by
Daduna et al (1993), Desrochers and Rousseau (1992), Hickman et al (2008), Rousseau (1985), Voss and Daduna (2001),
Wren (1981), Wren and Fares (1999), including the monograph by Kisielewski (2019) which includes an extensive study
of the literature on the subject.
In classic terms, the planning process is divided into two stages, vehicle work planning (VSP - Vehicle Scheduling
Problem) and, consequently, driver work planning (CSP - Crew Scheduling Problem). This approach was uniformly
represented until the end of the 1990s.
The development of a vehicle allocation plan with minimal cost and limitation to different types of vehicles (VSP-MT,
Vehicle Scheduling Problem with Multiple Type of Vehicles) concerns a single depot or a multi-depot problem (MDVSP,
Multi Depot Vehicle Scheduling Problem). The differentiation of the type of vehicles results from the limitation of the
permissible vehicle type for trips on a given line, which, for example, must be served by low-floor buses.
A frequently encountered problem in vehicle planning concerns time constraints (VSP-TC, Vehicle Scheduling Problem
with Time Constraint) as presented by Freling and Pinto Paixiao (1993). The limitation is mainly related to the working
time of drivers or technical limitations of the rolling stock, like the capacity of a battery in the case of electric buses as
mentioned by Kooten Niekerk et al (2017) or a fuel tank.
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Currently, in public transport systems, it is a rule that a vehicle block may consist of many driver duties (or their parts), and
a duty may include work on many vehicle blocks. Such a flexible approach results from many limitations of the driver's
work, related to the statutory or contractual working hours, the required breaks in the driver's work and the desire to
optimize the use of the driver's and vehicle's working time by minimizing inter-trip breaks. Integrated work planning for
vehicles and drivers is the subject of numerous studies, including a research study by Wren and Fares Gualda (1999),
Freling (2001), Gaffi and Nonato (1999), Haase and Friberg (1999), Kisielewski (2019).
The collection of works by Daduna and Wren (1988) presents the first implementations of computer support and
optimization systems: CREW-OPT, HOT, Micro-BUSMAN, HASTUS, MICROBUS, INTERPLAN, OPTIBUS, CHIC.
Some of these solutions are used and developed to this day, e.g. HASTUS, OPTIBUS, or have successors under a different
commercial name.
The work by Daduna and Pinto Paixao (1993) formulates the important conclusions in the field of computer-aided
planning in public transport. There are three phases in the computer-assisted process:
•
•
•

pre-process phase, i.e. preparation, including the preparation of the database, setting the regulated process
parameters, setting the optimization scenario,
the phase of automatic plan generation using optimization algorithm,
phase of interactive plan correction.

The phased planning process must be interactive, allowing the planner to actively interact and set the optimization scenario
as mentioned in a lecture by Kisielewski (2009).
Many publications have been devoted to the issue of optimizing drivers' rosters, among others in a research study by Ross
and Wren (1993), Kisielewski (2008, 2014) and Kisielewski et al (2019).

Business analysis and conclusions
The discussed transport optimization procedures, e.g. of vehicle blocks and driver duties, are aimed at obtaining such a
solution in the form of a list of blocks and duties that will ensure the minimum value of a defined objective (cost) function.
In subsequent iterations of the algorithms, the solutions are assessed and compared in terms of the value of this function.
From an engineering and business point of view, i.e. a user of a computer support system, even if it is an experienced
designer - planner, the very value of the cost function assigned to the solution is difficult to assess. The designer actively
influences the solution by selecting weights for individual cost components and a defined set of constraints. The computer
system should provide the designer with a working environment that allows the planner to:
•
•
•

make quick changes to the value of the weights of the cost function, e.g. by setting the weight slider in the chosen
interval,
quickly select and deselect active constraints on the list, e.g. by the so-called check-boxes,
quickly run the optimization procedure and evaluate the solution obtained.

For medium and large city transport systems, where the number of scheduled trips a day and the number of vehicles ranges
from several hundred to several thousand, the scale of the possibilities of various solutions is enormous. The planner is not
able to predict the exact solutions in advance, hence he must be able to check the solutions for many different optimization
parameter settings.
The value of the cost function is not enough for a designer to evaluate the quality of a solution. The quality of the obtained
solution should be assessed by the planner on the basis of a larger set of indicators and a graphic presentation of the
solution in the form of a detailed block diagram of vehicle schedules (blocks) and driver duties. The graphical presentation
allows the planner to position each trip on the list, and therefore very detailed verification of the correctness of assigning
all trips to vehicle blocks and driver duties. Graphic presentation is the ultimate verification tool and takes time for
analysis. The list of indicators that enable the planner to quickly qualify the solution include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

number of vehicle schedules (blocks),
number of driver duties,
total mileage (kilometres), preferably distinguishing between mileage on regular line trips and mileage on dead
(technical) trips,
amount of driving hours,
total time of inter-trip breaks,
number of line changes in vehicle blocks,
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•

number of changes of vehicles in duties.

The number of vehicle schedules determines the required number of vehicles in operation, and the number of duties
determines the required number of drivers. These two indicators are crucial for the economic assessment of the solution, as
they are the main factors influencing the operational cost of passenger transport in public transport. The next three
indicators, the total mileage, driving hours and total inter-trip break time constitute additional important indicators of
economic evaluation. The total mileage results directly from the number of scheduled trips on transit lines, i.e. the
timetable, but is always burdened with the amount of additional mileage of technical trips, i.e. dead trip to the depot,
commuting between the ends of transit lines. The total mileage on transit lines (timetable trips) is constant for a given
timetable, while the aim is to minimize technical trips. The total driving hours results from the time of scheduled trips, the
time of breaks between trips and technical trips. In the design of vehicle blocks and duties, the aim is to minimize the time
of breaks between trips in blocks and duties, but taking into account the restrictions on the minimum break time between
trips and maintaining the required statutory rests during the driver's duty. Vehicle changes between lines in blocks are a
factor enabling the effective use of the rolling stock and drivers, they do not generally constitute a problem for drivers, but
may generate additional technical trips between the ends of the line. The number of shifts of blocks in the driver's duty is
associated with the necessity of switching drivers to another vehicle, which is a certain difficulty in work. Frequent
changes of the vehicle in a duty are perceived unfavourably by drivers, which should be taken into account when planning
services. Some public transport companies rule out vehicle changes in the driver's duty, but this appears to be an
unjustified constraint preventing effective cost reductions.
The figures 5-7 below show the cumulative indicators of the vehicle and driver schedule prepared manually by an expert
planner and achieved in computer simulations using modern evolutionary optimization presented in a monograph by
Kisielewski (2019).

Fig. 5: The summary result of the simulation for a set of 1000 trips
The comparison in Figure 5 concerns a set of approximately 1000 trips of the real transit system of a medium-sized city.
The resulting reduction in the value of the objective function by approximately 4.35 (41%) in relation to the manually
created plan does not say much about the quality of the solution. Only the reference to the daily reduction in the number of
vehicles, drivers and total mileage shows the scale of the solution improvement, which translates into the possibility of
purchasing a new bus due to annual planning savings.
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Fig. 6: The summary result of the simulation for a set of 1400 trips
As could be expected, the larger the scale of the public transit system, the greater the possibilities of reducing the operating
costs of the transport fleet. This is evidenced by the results of simulation tests for a larger urban transport system with an
average daily number of scheduled trips of 1,400 shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 7: The summary result of the simulation for a set of 5400 trips
The difference in the value of the objective function is "only" 0.29, but as a result of optimization, the number of vehicles
in operation can be reduced by 18 and the number of drivers by 22. With such a reduction in the required fleet of vehicles,
the reduction in the total mileage is less important. The improvement of the solution was achieved by combining the trips
of different transit lines in the blocks. In total, transit lines are changed by vehicles daily about 412 times.
Figure 7 shows the simulation results for the bus transport system of a large city, with the daily number of scheduled trips
at the level of 5400.
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The tests achieved an approximate 75% reduction in the value of the cost function. In the simulations, savings of 29
vehicles and 84 drivers were achieved. Such simulation results should be approached with caution, the obtained levels of
reduction of vehicles and drivers may indicate that either the reference solution, i.e. the manual one, was designed
incorrectly, with many errors, or the algorithmic optimized solution did not take into account all the required constraints.
Resolving such a situation requires a thorough analysis of the block diagram of vehicle and driver schedule and a complete
list of constraints. A characteristic feature of the comparison of results in Figure 7 is the increase in the total daily mileage
for the algorithmic solution by approx. 269 km, which results from planning additional technical trips between the ends of
transit lines on multi-line blocks. The plan of additional technical trips between the ends of transit lines requires a good
definition of the matrix of permissible technical trips.
The above examples as well as many others in the literature show great possibilities of reducing the costs of public
transport with the use of modern mathematical optimization methods. The greatest possibilities of reducing costs relate
primarily to the scheduling of the work of vehicles and drivers, which is also the focus of most current research and
practical computer implementations. In terms of strategic planning of city transit networks and timetables, it should be
noted that the optimization process is multi-criteria, with the need to seek a compromise solution between the satisfaction
of passengers and the reduction of transport expenses.
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Abstract
In Romania, the agricultural year 2019-2020 was marked by an accentuated pedological drought in almost all regions of
the country, thus affecting the wheat crops in all their stages. The lack of precipitations during the sowing optimal season
delayed the sowing itself, led to a decrease of sprout and of twinning and generated a poor quality and diminished the
harvest. The climatological factor had a negative economic impact directly on the farmers thus the population’s food
security would have been highly affected in the absence of the Government intervention with granting subsidies. This
study highlights the quality of some wheat lots from different agricultural areas affected by extreme drought in relation to
the quality conditions imposed by the Grading National System for Seeds for Consumption.

Keywords: Drought, Wheat, Quality, Romanian Wheat
Introduction
Wheat is the world's most popular crop. It is grown over a large area and under a wide range of conditions and provides
more nutrition to humans than any other species (Paulsen, Shroyer, and Shroyer 2015).
In the last few decades, climate changes have become the most important topic in the field of climatology (Croitoru et al.
2013). Maintaining grain quality of wheat under climate change is critical for human nutrition, end-use functional
properties, as well as commodity value (Nuttall et al. 2017).
In addition to being a major source of starch and energy, wheat also provides substantial amounts of a number of
components which are essential or beneficial for health, notably protein, vitamins (notably B vitamins), dietary fiber, and
phytochemicals (Shewry and Hey 2015).
Wheat quality is a term that is often used in a very broad sense to describe the overall potential for wheat to be used in a
variety of end products. In simple terms, wheat quality refers to a particular wheat’s ability to consistently produce a flour
that will perform well in the production of a finished product. (CIGI, 2019)
For millers, wheat quality is the ability of a wheat variety to produce high levels of flour during the extraction process
(Matsuo and Dexter, 1980). and obtaining good quality flours. The quality of the flour obtained is directly influenced by
the quality of the ground wheat
The present study considered the analysis of the physical and chemical qualities of wheat harvested from lands affected
by drought and without being conditioned before delivery.
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Materials and Methods
This article aims to determine the quality of five lots of wheat harvested from agricultural areas affected by extreme
drought in relation to the quality conditions imposed by the Grading National System for Seeds for consumption. The
subject lots represent the quantities received by one silo inside the Constanta Port.
Sampling was performed at the reception according to the ISO 24333: 2010 Standard thus obtaining the elementary
samples. The specific sample of each lot was determined by mixing and homogenizing the elementary samples taken
from the level of each wagon, and the laboratory samples have been determined by homogenizing and dividing and then
they have been subjected to physical and chemical analysis.
Using fast tests and metrologized approved equipments in the silo laboratory, several organoleptic, physical and chemical
quality indices analysis have been performed.
The results from the silos laboratory existing equipment were used in this study and they have been considered the final
values applied for the purpose of placing the quality grade.
The five lots come from the southeastern region of Romania and were delivered to silos by wagons.
The weight of each lot was about 1500 tons.

Results and Discussions
Visual inspection of received lots
The visual inspection at the reception was meant to determine both by the quality of the goods as well as transportation
features that may indicate any possible change in the impurities amount or any contamination with possible residues from
previously transported products other than wheat or products such as existing oils or fuels on the contact surface and that
may endanger the food safety.
The analysis of specific insects infestation was determined by sifting the entire laboratory sample through a metal sieve
that allowed the passage of fine particles and insects, retaining the product to be analyzed.
The completion of these stages is also important in the sense of immediate isolation of non-compliant lots in order to
avoid contamination or infestation of storage facilities and spaces as well as immediate intervention to eliminate the risk
of alteration.
The visual inspection was performed on the whole lot during the sampling, but also by examining the elementary
samples.

Determination of impurities content
The purity analysis was performed according to the standard SR EN 15587: 2008
This component from the quality assessment stage plays a very important role on both the quality and the conditioning
operations required before storage thus minimizing the risk of contamination of other batches.
Following the standardised methods, as well as the experience of the laboratory technicians can significantly increase the
accuracy in analysis and thus change the quality of the wheat in terms of impurities and moisture.
The presence shriveled kernels above the product specification generates the reduction of the mill productivity; due to the
low test weight the energy consumption increases,and this happens because the production of one kilogram of flour
requires more wheat. In the silo cleaning process the shale wheat does not undergo peeling and washing, and the suction
columns require a careful adjustment of the air flow avoiding the the mix of the shale grains with any light impurities
such as chaff or husks. Shingled or dried grains are the result of the the low water content during ear development or of
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the result of harvesting before they reach maturity. The kernels are slightly atrophied and dull, with the embryo
undeveloped and floury.
Shriveled kernels riveled kernels can also be caused by the attack of fungi such as Septoria tritici, Septoria nodorum and
Helminthosporium sativum.
Insect damaged kernels can be identified by the insect's sting on the grain wich generates whitish cones called "salivary
cones" that fall right after scarring resulting into dots surrounded by white-yellow or brown areas. The presence of
bedbugs attacked grains, negatively influences the extraction of flour and, depending on the percentage of attacked grains,
it might require placement in designated storage spaces. Wheat with a percentage of 3-4% bedbugs affected grains
belongs to the category of wheat with poor baking properties.
The presence of grains with modified color germs, changes the color of the extracted flour if the limit provided by the
standard, respectively 2%, is exceeded. The grains are not toxic, they can be used for food purposes, and the removal of
the embryo can be done in the mill cleaning.
The presence of any other cereals in the product mass is allowed and should not exceed
recommendation.

1% Standard margin

The sprouted kernels are distinguished by the swelling of the embryo and the cracking of the shell, and the root is out of
the embryo. Grains that have lost their root but are deformed and discolored fall into the same category.
The seeds of other crops are allowed in the category of grading factors related to the quality RO1 up to 1%, and toxic
seeds are accepted up to 0.1%.
The kernels attacked by Fusarium have a whitish color, are lighter, and in the embryonic area there is a pinkish-yellow
skin.
Due to the fact that grains attacked by fusariosis are lighter than healthy grains, they can be separated by suction.
Washing or peeling wheat can also prevent public health hazards, economic losses or contamination of storage facilities.
In humid conditions, mycotoxins, such as deoxynivalenol (DON), can develop in batches where there are grains affected
by Fusarium. Grains attacked by Fusarium should not exceed 0.5%.
Burnt or hot grains are usually identified in batches of seeds that have undergone drying, and in smaller quantities in
freshly harvested lots either due to drought or due to excessive moisture conditions in the ear.
The foreign body category includes fragments of soil, chaff, shells and other components that were not described in the
product specification. The percentage of foreign bodies depends largely on the setting of the combine and the means of
transport.
The laboratory used GAC 2100 AGRI, a device that determines humidity, temperature and hectoliter mass in about 30
seconds. The method is capacitive, inductive and by measurement. The representative sample was reduced by division to
an amount of about 300 g and the impurities were removed. The presence of plant debris or other seeds can significantly
influence the results.
The protein content was determined on a NIR type rapid analyzer, Agri Check model, a device that also indicates the
humidity of the sample, thus there is a continuous verification of the two devices, and it is periodically calibrated by using
certified reference materials.
The grading of cereals is mandatory starting with June 1, 2003 and represents the professional activity of identification
and separation of batches of consumer seeds according to their appearance and physical condition or taking into account
one of their specific characteristics (chemical, technological) ( SR ISO 5527:2002) and their classification. in one of the
grades provided in the Grading Plan for consumer seeds. Grading is carried out at all reception points, ie the place where
a natural or legal person who owns a quantity of consumer seeds, hands it over for storage. The methods, norms and
procedures are elaborated based on the national standards in force and compose the Grading Manual which is approved
by order of the Ministry of Agriculture.
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The grades divide the seeds of consumption into groups, each group or grade meeting certain quality conditions. As a
result, the seeds contained in a grade are similar, but not necessarily identical.
The grading system is a fundamental element of a complex set of inter-institutional relations, which allows the market to
function to the advantage of the most productive and efficient operators in the system (farm managers, silos, processors,
traders, banking institutions, research institutes and departments). governmental etc.).
The application of the grading system is a guarantee that manufacturers will receive a fair price for their product,
depending on its quality. In this way, producers will be encouraged, both for yield and quality. The application of the
grading system allows to ensure a constant quality of the stored consumption seeds, encouraging the domestic and
international commercial transactions. The grading system allows silo managers and conveyors to more efficiently
organize the storage system for consumer seeds.
Failure to apply the grading operation means that mixing a small amount of inferior product with a batch of the same
product, but of higher quality, may depreciate the final quality of the mixture.
The grading system allows the improvement of the research results dedicated to the improvement of the varieties.
In table no. 3 - Degree grading factors, the criteria and their values are specified in order to establish the quality degree
Table 1: Grading factors
Grading factors
1. Organoleptic and sanitary characteristics
2. Test weight, kg/hl min.
3. Impurites, % max., out of which:
3.1 Broken kernels, % max.
3.2 Defect kernels, % max., din care:
3.2.1 Shriveled kernels, % max.
3.2.2 Other cereals % max.
3.2.3 Insect damaged kernels % max.
3.2.4 Blackpoint, % max.
3.3 Sprouted kernels, % max.
3.4 Diverse impurities, % max., out of which:
3.4.1 Other seeds,except other cereals and weed seeds, % max., out of
which:
3.4.1.1 Toxic seeds, % max.
3.4.2 Altered grains, including those attacked by Fusarium% max., out
of which:
3.4.2.1 Heat-damaged kernels, % max.
3.4.2.2 Kernels attacked by Fusarium, % max.
3.4.3 Foreign matter, % max.
3.4.4 Ergot, % max.
3.4.5 Kernels attacked by Tilletia, % max.
4. Protein content, % min.
5. Moisture, max%

Degree 1
Degree 2
Degree 3
Characteristic of the healthy product
77,0
75,0
72,0
6,0
10,0
12,0
3,0
3,0
5,0
3,0
5,0
7,0
3,0
5,0
*)
1,0
2,0
3,0
1,0
2,0
*)
0,5
0,5
*)
0,5
1,0
2,0
2,0
3,0
3,0
1,0

1,0

1,0

0,1

0,1

0,1

0,5

1,0

1,0

0
0,3
1,0
0,05
0
12,0
14,5

0,05
0,5
2,0
0,05
0,1
11,0
14,5

0,05
1,0
2,0
0,05
0,1
14,5

Source: Grading Manual, Ed.2017

Lots of wheat with modified organoleptic and sanitary characteristics, will be considered "No grade"
After analyzing the subject lots, the following values were obtained:
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Grading factors
1. Organoleptic and sanitary
characteristics
2. Test weight, kg/hl min.
3. Impurites, % max., out of which:
3.1 Broken kernels, % max.
3.2 Defect kernels, % max., din care:
3.2.1 Shriveled kernels, % max.
3.2.2 Other cereals % max.
3.2.3 Insect damaged kernels % max.
3.2.4 Blackpoint, % max.
3.3 Sprouted kernels, % max.
3.4 Diverse impurities, % max., out of which:
3.4.1 Other seeds,except other cereals and
weed seeds, % max., out of which:
3.4.1.1 Toxic seeds, % max.
3.4.2 Altered grains, including those attacked
by Fusarium% max., out of which:
3.4.2.1 Heat-damaged kernels, % max.
3.4.2.2 Kernels attacked by Fusarium, % max.
3.4.3 Foreign matter, % max.
3.4.4 Ergot, % max.
3.4.5 Kernels attacked by Tilletia, % max.
4. Protein content, % min.
5. Moisture

Lot no. 1

Lot no. 2
Lot no.3
Lot no. 4
Characteristic of the healthy product

Lot no. 5

72,1
16,29
2,66
9,53
4,3
0,7
1,41
3,12
4,1
0,71

76,8
15,09
2,74
6,8
2,8
0,2
1,02
2,78
5,55
0,52

75,4
14,33
2,65
8,65
3,5
0,9
0,16
4,12
0.02
3,01
0,18

74,5
16,27
3,1
8,63
4,7
1,1
0,45
1,19
4,54
0,92

76,2
13,13
1,8
6,8
1,8
0,2
2,7
2,1
4,53
0,76

2,54

0.31
3,82

0,13
1,71

2,97

0,10
2,12

0,54
0,85
11,4
12,6

0,82
1,21
12,1
12,8

0,57
0.14
1,12
11,3
12,4

0,05
0,65
10,9
13,6

1,65
12,3
12,9

Conclusions
The sensory analysis of the received lots consisted in the appreciation of the appearance, taste, smell and color. Following
the primary assessment, the organoleptic properties were specific to the healthy product, the goods being freely flowing
and uniform in appearance, without agglomerations and foreign odor indicating the presence of mold, heat, contamination
with toxic substances or blackberries, taste and color characteristic of wheat. The grains were small and poorly developed
due to lack of rainfall and premature ripening.
The high percentage of total impurities makes the grading operation impossible, the maximum limits related to the three
quality grades have been significantly exceeded.
Through the conditioning operations it is possible to reduce the percentage of total impurities without changing the degree
initially allocated, but for their use in bakery it is necessary to mix with batches of wheat of a superior quality.
The high content of total impurities indicates a severe impairment of grain development under conditions of water stress,
as well as a poor result of treatments performed against crop-specific pests.
It should be noted that no measured grains, moldy grains or grains attacked by ergot were identified in the 5 batches
received and analyzed.
The lack of precipitation also directly influenced the protein content, which is an indicator of the quality of wheat and
flour obtained from it.
The obtained results reflect an affected and inhomogeneous harvest, the correlation of the physico-chemical indicators
being unrepresentative.
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Abstract
The article focuses on presenting ICT tools dedicated to public administration. In the era of widespread digitisation, public
institutions face the need to implement modern IT systems supporting the work of the office. The article describes a tool
created by a Polish softwear house O4B Friendly declarations.
It is a service facilitating the submission of tax returns and municipal waste management fees. The solution has been designed
so that taxpayers can easily and quickly fill out a declaration or information on local taxes and send it directly to the
appropriate municipality or city office. The innovation of such an approach to the subject of local taxes has been achieved
through the introduction of a number of functionalities, including: automatic enrolment of tax rates or automatic selection of
attachments. In addition, the article presents the results of a survey on the willingness to implement e-solutions on a sample
of 70 municipalities in Poland through in-depth interviews - IDI and CATI conducted with representatives of local
governments (directors/managers of tax departments, IT departments, offices), which, on the one hand, indicate a great need
for the implementation of similar solutions and, on the other hand, defined barriers such as: high cost, "mental barrier" and
insufficient competence of public institution staff.

Keywords: Friendly declaration, e-administration, ICT tools, local authorities, Integrated Information System
Introduction
Given the widespread benefits of information and communications technology (ICT) it is hard to imagine that it will not be
widely used in the interface between citizens and public institutions. Nowadays, information is particularly important and
the society is called information society and one of the basic goals of public administration is overcoming information
asymmetry between the state and the citizen.
One of the basic goals of public administration is to overcome the asymmetry of information between the state and the
citizen. This is what e-government, the use of ICT to provide services by public administration, is supposed to do. The new,
modern formula of administration includes both internal services: between offices or organizational units of the same office,
as well as external services provided to citizens, business entities, social organizations and other institutions in accordance
with statutory authorization. Of course, not every public service can be realized using ICT technology, thus it is not possible
to completely eliminate physical interaction in favor of the virtual world.
At the moment, it is difficult to imagine providing kindergarten services online or those related to municipal management
(waste collection). However, e-services in this field can take the form of administrative support so as to minimize timeconsuming bureaucracy, often associated with long queues in offices.
The introduction of e-government is not only limited to the replacement of traditional contact with the office by online
contact, but is also expected to improve the functioning of the administration and the quality of its services. E-government
forces the modernization of government offices, increases accessibility for the disabled, increases the transparency of public
servants' actions, supports citizens' mobility, reduces the costs of government offices and brings many other benefits both to
public servants and their clients. Table 1. presents examples of services addressed to the citizen and the entrepreneur at the
local government level.
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Table 1: examples of services addressed to the citizen and the entrepreneur at the local government level
Services addressed to citizens
Health-related services
Registration, information about change of residence
Birth, marriage and death certificates
Public library catalogs and searches
Building permits
Vehicle registration
Identity documents
Social benefits
Source: own elaboration.

Services addressed to entrepreneurs
Public Procurement
Permits and certificates
Real estate tax
Business Registration

As legislation changes, the catalog of items that can be done online is expanding more and more. The following are five
levels of e-service implementation, which result from the level of development of e-government (Ziemba, Papaj, Będkowski,
2013, p. 430):
•
•
•
•

•

first level - information is available to the citizen online, i.e. it is possible to access information about a given office
and the services it provides posted on its website,
second level - one-way interaction - there is a possibility of access to information posted on the website of the office
and downloading official, official forms, applications from it;
third level - one-way two-way interaction - it is possible to search for information on the provision of services by
the administration and to download and send back completed and signed forms via the Internet,
fourth level - two-way two-way interaction, called transaction - it is possible to perform all the actions necessary to
resolve the matter via the Internet, including making payments and receiving the document ending the case also
electronically (e.g. administrative decision),
fifth level - personalization - organization of services around users' needs.

It is commonly believed that the target model of providing e-services will be fully automated, which means that each citizen's
request will trigger the process of collecting necessary information and its verification by the system, and not by the citizen
as it is now. Moreover, some services will not require a citizen's application, because it will be the integrated system that has
access to all data sets that will automatically start the administrative process. The model described above in the context of
the dynamic development of artificial intelligence may fundamentally change today's image of administration. Of course,
one should also keep in mind the biggest potential threat related to the next stages of digitalization of all kinds of public
services - namely data protection and cybercrimes.
The aim of this article is to describe the case of Friendly declarations - an e-tool for administration streamlining the process
of providing services to inhabitants, as well as presents the results of a survey answering the research question what barriers
stand in the way of common implementation of e-tools in local administration in Poland carried out on a sample of 70
municipalities in Poland through in-depth interviews - IDI and CATI.

Information Systems Supporting City Management
A unit of local government is undoubtedly a complex organism which performs public tasks for the inhabitants defined in
legal regulations. The organizational structure of the town or commune office which is the administrative apparatus
facilitating the execution of tasks of the executive body of the commune should reflect the scope of tasks that the selfgovernment performs. In Polish legislation there are no provisions precisely regulating the organisational structure of a town
hall. It is the mayor who decides on this structure, which often leads to overlapping of competences of particular
organisational units of the office or the need for cooperation in solving particular administrative matters. And effective
execution of public tasks (often in the form of administrative decisions) requires efficient management which to a large
extent comes down to effective collection, processing and sharing of data and information.
Nowadays data is managed mainly by IT systems which are no longer a domain of companies but are used to support
management processes of any structure consisting of tasks and resources (including municipalities) (Roztocki, Strzelczyk,
2020; Lugonja, 2018; Ziemba, Oblak, 2014; Gawroński, 2010, p. 41-42).
Appropriately designed, implemented and used information systems, which primarily allow for the collection and integration
of data can improve the management process (decision-making), which may be reflected in improved quality of services to
residents.
The system which comprehensively supports all areas of management is called Integrated Information System (IIS). It is an
advanced system which is organized in a modular way. It optimizes both internal processes and those taking place in the
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immediate environment by offering ready-made IT tools which are used to automate data exchange between particular
organizational units and between an institution and other entities from its environment (e.g. citizens, cooperators, suppliers,
recipients, banks). The most important features of IIS are: functional complexity, integration of data and procedures,
functional and structural flexibility, substantive and technological advancement and openness.
It is assumed that the primary goal of implementing IIS in local government is to put in order the constantly growing
collections of data, resulting in more efficient management. Moreover, it is worth remembering that computerization is
closely connected to the state policy, which by way of legislation constantly forces greater digitalization.
At this point it is worth analysing what elements of the information system are characteristic for the local government unit
in order to be able to imagine the scope of influence of an integrated information system that - in a nutshell - digitalises
information. These elements include (Samitowski, 2016):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

strategic management, including public consultation,
day-to-day management of public service delivery,
financial management (planning, budgeting, reporting),
process management within the framework of applying ISO standards (the aim of developing and implementing
these procedures is to create an integrated management system),
corporate governance of municipal companies and units,
planning and carrying out internal audit,
management control (risk management),
management of planning and execution of investments.

As it can be seen, the above elements concern separate areas of the city's functioning, usually they also have separate systems
of collecting and processing information, which are not only unrelated to each other, but are also operated by different tools.
W. Samitowski presents the areas concerning the implementation of the information system supporting the management of
the local government unit on the example of Poznań and Kraków, which can be helpful in understanding the essence of the
integrated information system implementation and its operation (Samitowski, 2016):
1) establishment of organizational principles (e.g. definition of coordinators of individual domains, who develop
indicators and data and analysis for domain diagnosis, domain reports, provide professional expertise to the top
management providing advice on decision-making in matters of strategy and policy, propose a selection of actions
to achieve the objectives, administer data related to their domain, propose a systematics of public services in their
domain, place them in the information system after discussion and approval of the relevant department head,
propose and agree on analyzed indicators),
2) establishing rules of record keeping that will allow obtaining a larger pool of financial and non-financial data for
calculating the indicators of interest and compiling the necessary reports,
3) establish principles of planning and control, the application of which allows to provide decision-makers with the
necessary information,
4) establish principles of operation of integrated information tools that enable efficient functioning of the information
system,
5) setting the principles of motivation, which will cause a positive impact of created information on the quality of
work.
Having mentioned the above principles and being aware of them one can engage more effectively in the process of
implementation of the integrated information system in the local government. Such system will function better, which will
mean more efficient management of the local government unit. Thus, a higher level of services will be provided to the
residents.
In order to better understand the possibilities of using integrated information systems it is necessary to analyze their
functionalities, i.e. areas of activity. These functionalities take the form of modules, which are responsible for various tasks
of local governments. Table 4.5 presents the most popular modules along with the scope of their functionality.
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Table 2: The most popular modules along with the range of their functionality.
Scope of module
Taxes

Local charges

Record-keeping systems

Tax assessment, issuance of
decisions, review and adjustment
as well as collection and approval
of charges relating to land, forests
and real estate from natural
persons

Assisting in the work of issuing
decisions on deferment of payment,
payment in instalments, remission of
arrears or interest

Handling work related to issuing
permits for sale of alcoholic
beverages and collecting fees

Assessing, issuing decisions,
reviewing and correcting as well
as collecting and approving
payments related to land, forests
and real estate from legal entities

Keeping records of advertising fees
collected

Keeping a record of permits for
commercial passenger transport
by motor vehicles

Carrying out debt collection
according to administrative law
regulations

Collecting information related to
keeping records of road lane
occupation

Keeping records
Allowances

Handling bulk payments

Handling declarations, charging
fees, issuing decisions, collecting
municipal waste

Handling energy allowances

Issuing and registering certificates
of Management and Debt

Supporting work related to the
excise tax refund service

Performing tasks related to
scholarships and school aid
granted to the residents of the
municipality

Determination and calculation of
tax on means of transport

Handling any income contracts

Handling alimony fund

Handling of
ownership

dog

Calculation, approval and collection
of charges for water and sewage

Public Information Bulletin

Calculation of agricultural tax,
forestry tax, real estate tax, tax on
means of transport and dog
ownership fees according to
specified rates

Handling flats, including communal
ones

Keeping
entities

fees

for

Supporting the work of bailiffs,
department of administrative
enforcement

records

of

of

Housing

business

Keeping registers, records and
statistics concerning residents

Handling of elections
Keeping a register of information
about the environment
Records and review of data of
natural and legal persons who are
contractors of the unit
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Scope of module
e-office

Budget Accounting

Human Resources & Payroll

Process of designing a budget
resolution, resolution corrections,
controlling its implementation,
reporting

Performing employee evaluations

Online access to services offered
by local government units

Automated process of financial and
budget reporting between the main
body and budget units

Handling
employee
activities and records

SMS communication with citizens

Handling the process of posting all
financial operations

Handling employees' welfare fund

Electronic document circulation

Record keeping of quantity and
value of fixed assets

Handling the accounting of
allowance and loan funds and
housing fund

Comprehensive overview of
information
facilitating
managerial control over the work
of all units

Managing materials management at
the office

Record
and
settlement
employees working time

IT support for the work of the
municipal police

Keeping
records
proceedings

System enabling employees to
access their payroll and HR data

System management center

Handling bank transfers

Archiving of electronic documents

Issuing and recording incoming and
outgoing invoices

Support of local government web
portals

Preparing
long-term
financial
perspective of the local government

Supervision over compliance with
the principles of personal data
protection and processing (GDPR)

Handling operations, contracts and
records of documents related to
expenditures

Efficient communication between
the office and budget units

of

public

payroll

of

Keeping collective VAT registers
Source: own elaboration based on Brzeszczak A., Dziembek D., Zintegrowane systemy informatyczne w zarządzaniu jednostkami
samorządu
terytorialnego,
Konferencja
Innowacje
w
Zarządzaniu
i
Inżynierii
Produkcji
2018;
http://www.ptzp.org.pl/s107/Artykuly_IZIP_2018 (Accessed: 31.12.2018)

The above modules are only an example that illustrates the range of possibilities of using integrated IT systems in local
government. Undoubtedly, along with the progressive digitalization of administration, these systems will gain in popularity
and their cost will decrease. It is worth mentioning that the systems are already very easy to use due to their user-friendly
interface. Moreover, more and more often the IIS are designed with the use of mobile technology (so access to data and using
the whole system is possible with the use of mobile devices), and their future is closely related to the development of artificial
intelligence and cognitive technologies (Kuzior, Kwilinski, Tkachenko, 2019, p. 1353-1376).
ICT tools are also used in public administration activities aimed at activating citizens and integrating residents around
important values. New organisational, financial and media challenges connected with multidirectional activities of public
administration require skilful use of technological possibilities and shaping new functionalities of intelligent solutions aimed
at continuous improvement of the quality of services provided by public administration to citizens (Kuzior et al, 2019, p.
314-325). This undoubtedly creates a space for shaping a smart sustainable city/commune (Kuzior, Sobotka, 2019) using
also e-tools for green marketing (Kuzior, Lobanova, 2020), Modern ICT solutions are successfully implemented not only by
public administration bodies, but also in other areas of services provided by commercial organizations in different countries
(Burlaka et al., 2019).
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Case study – Friendly Declarations
Most of the applications directed to the residents by the offices are created in accordance with the guidelines that IT
companies receive to the employees of the offices. Requirements resulting from laws and resolutions become the most
important. It is obvious that most of the residents do not have the knowledge on the level of an administration official and
are not able to use the e-service which is directed to them. Unfortunately, such solutions lose popularity very quickly and as
a result, in a city with e.g. 100.000 inhabitants, only 20 people used the e-service... The implementation of services in such
a form defeats the purpose, because these are services which can be used and correctly entered only by officials and the most
persistent citizens. After implementing such an e-service, the employees of the office are not willing to build more e-services
and very often have a negative attitude towards the development of such a form of contact between the residents and the
office. Not to mention the costs incurred.
A good example of e-service for residents is the Friendly Declarations solution created by a Lublin-based software house,
O4B a limited liability company.
It is a service that facilitates filing of tax returns and municipal waste management fees. The solution has been designed so
that taxpayers could easily and quickly fill in a declaration or information on local taxes and send it directly to the appropriate
municipality or city office, using ePUAP (Electronic Platform for Public Administration Services). The innovativeness of
such an approach to the topic of local taxes has been achieved through the introduction of a number of functionalities,
including: automatic enlistment of tax rates or automatic selection of attachments. The solution is addressed to Local
Government Units. For those that decide to use this platform, a dedicated website is being created. Tax calculators configured
for Local Government Units are made available there. All that is needed to connect to the platform is access to the Internet.
With the Friendly Declarations tool, residents can settle property tax, tax on means of transport, agricultural tax, forestry tax
and municipal waste charges. The innovativeness of the solution lies in the scale of benefits which can be achieved by
changing the approach to the service, which so far has been difficult and demanding.
The operation of the solution is best explained using an example: Resident Jan Nowak owns a company, for which he has
purchased an apartment together with a storage room. The purchase of the apartment in the case of the company is connected
with submitting a tax return to the appropriate office. The tax return form has many sections that Jan has to fill in by himself.
What difficulties might Jan face? Official nomenclature. When filling out the tax form, it is important to know what land,
building and structure are. Not everyone knows that an apartment in a block of apartments consists of land and a building,
similarly a storage cell. Not everyone can also understand the difference between a building and a structure. There are many
more of these terms and tax forms are based on them. When completing a tax form, it is important to select the appropriate
tax rates. Where can tax rates be found? Tax rates are published as part of the resolution. Therefore, selecting them requires
finding the applicable resolution and reading it. On the tax form, you will need to calculate the tax yourself, remembering
to round it up appropriately. Spreading the tax into installments is not obvious either. It is not enough to divide the amount
by the number of installments. You need to know when you can do it and what to do when the amount cannot be perfectly
divided into equal parts. Depending on the number of co-owners of the property and the types of property, the given data
should be entered in the appropriate attachments. The data from the attachments should be added up accordingly. These are
not obvious things for people who do not deal with it every day. These are challenges that citizens have to face. Friendly
declarations make the whole process easier by simplifying vocabulary and shifting many activities to algorithms and
available databases, creating specific paths where only relevant data is collected. After the user initiates the data entry, the
declaration is generated automatically so that the completing user does not need to know the detailed rules of filling in the
forms.
This is an example of a solution compliant with the UX (User Experience) concept, which combines knowledge of
psychology and philosophy, looking for an answer to the question why something was created and what is it supposed to do?
Everything is done so that the end result, i.e. the application interface, is comfortable, intuitive and user-friendly. Design by
experience (UX) allows to create such e-services, which are understandable for the end user, in this case - the resident.
Complicated records of resolutions, laws and regulations are important, but often very impractical for the average person.
Local governments should meet them.
Friendly Declarations are also a support for the employees of offices, because they can relieve them from the consultation.
The greater the popularity of the solution among the residents, the greater the chance for correctly filed declarations. The
more correctly submitted declarations, the fewer explanatory proceedings. All this is associated with costs on the part of the
offices, which the Friendly Declarations help to minimize. The 24/7 availability of the service also has a positive effect on
the image of the Office.
The described e-service has already been successfully implemented in Warsaw and several small municipalities, such as
Końskowola, Sławoborze, Rymań and Garwolin.
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Given the pace of technological progress and digital transformation of our lives, it is widely believed that local
administrations will be implementing many similar solutions in the coming period. However, at this point the question arises
whether local governments in Poland are prepared for this process. Therefore, the results of the survey are presented below.
In the period January - March 2020, research was conducted on the willingness to implement similar solutions in a sample
of 70 municipalities in Poland through in-depth interviews - IDI and CATI conducted with representatives of local
governments (directors/heads of tax departments, IT departments, authorities). In the vast majority of cases (90% of
responses), this area of e-services (taxes and local fees) was indicated as very important from the perspective of improving
services to residents. However, potential obstacles in the process of implementation of this type of solutions were also
defined. They included: the cost of implementing IT solutions (70% of indications), the "mental barrier" among the citizens
consisting in the fear of using e-services (IT solutions) (60% of indications) and the lack of sufficient competence of the
municipality employees to use modern IT tools (50% of indications). However, during the interviews potential solutions to
the obstacles mentioned above were also indicated. It was noticed that the opinion on high costs of implementation and later
maintenance of IT solutions (e-services) results mainly from the traditional approach to the municipality property
expenditures, i.e. investments are perceived as one-time rather than continuous (e.g. in the form of subscription) expenses.
A departure from this traditional approach, also through a different approach to constructing the budget of a local government
unit could be a good solution in this respect. The articulated fears of "mental barriers" and lack of competence among
potential users of e-services could be overcome through training and awareness-raising programs about the benefits of
implementing e-services, which, especially in the time of the COVID-19 pandemic, acquires new importance. In addition, it
is worth noting that local government representatives indicated that under the new financial perspective of the European
Union for 2021-2027, the above areas should be high on the list of priorities for funding.

Conclusion and Recomendations
E-government services are currently undergoing a very dynamic metamorphosis. On the one hand this is related to the
continuous development of new functionalities of ICT tools, on the other hand to the specific situation of COVID-19. The
interest in e-services in public administration, both on the part of officials and citizens, is still growing, but it should be noted
that e-government in Poland does not have a very long tradition. Research from 2011 confirmed that the interest in e-services
was small at that time (Skotnicka-Zasadzień, Wolniak, 2012, p.73-88). Eurostat research from 2013-2015 shows that against
the background of the European Union countries, Polish citizens use digital e-government services much less frequently than
other Europeans, both those from the "old Union" and citizens of countries that became members of the Union at the same
time as Poland (Śledziewska, Zięba, 2016). On the other hand, the authors' 2020 study indicated what barriers stand in the
way of implementing e-solutions.
Recent years of e-government development have confirmed the increased interest of both service providers and service
recipients. E-services have also been made available to people with disabilities, significantly improving their life comfort
(Król, Zdonek, 2020). Paradoxically, COVID-19 also contributed to the development of e-government services. And officials
and infrastructure had to face a new situation. Competence gaps (both on the side of officials and e-government customers)
and overloaded IT systems do not always fulfil their function sufficiently, but new system functionalities introduced in
different scopes facilitate functioning in the complex Covid reality. Recommendations for public administration in the
Covidian and post-Covidian reality must take into account, first of all, broadening the competence of civil servants in
handling e-government tools, including overcoming the so-called mental barrier, and the development of IT infrastructure,
both software and hardware, which could be financed from the new financial perspective of the European Union 2021-2027.
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Abstract
Fatal accidents caused by drowning are one of the most common causes of sudden death. Considering the central- and
western-European region, the number of deaths varies significantly, which depends on multiple internal and external factors
of the human life. Poland is a country where risk of drowning is higher than in majority of the EU Member States. The
changing style of life and rest caused changes in the types and frequency of accidents on the water areas. Some part of society
seeks adrenaline compulsively. The needs of compensating often a hard work in the short holiday time may affect our safety
decisions. Given this situation, water safety is an important knowledge in social life. Prevention among youngest members
of society is considered as most effective in fighting high death rate in the water environment. Social awareness arising from
knowledge, skills and self-training is an „irreplaceable rescuer” and has a huge impact on limiting drowning accidents. The
goal of this work is to analyze drowning in the southern coast of the Baltic Sea in 2011-2019 within the west-Pomeranian
province in the background of selected hydrometeorological conditions. Research questions are to indicate the extent to
which weather conditions may affect drowning. Detailed analysis allowed to develop a situational profile where drowning
incidents are most frequent in the studied area.

Keywords: Water Safety, Rescue, Weather Conditions, Southern Baltic.
Introduction
About 360,000 people in the world die every year die due to drowning [20]. Drowning is a priority issue of the public health
in the Eastern Europe and Central Asia. The studies point to high differences in the number of deaths per 100,000 residents,
from 0.12 in Turkey to 9.19 in Guyana. One third of all victims in the world (32.1%) are children in the age of 0-14 and more
than one fifth (21.5%) are adults of 25-44 years old [9]. Global number of deaths in the water environment in 2012 (450,000)
was the second most common cause of death [20]. In 2014, (372,000), drowning was among first ten causes of death in the
world [2]. In Poland, despite the high rate of death accidents in water, we can note the drop of fatal accidents due to drowning,
which is evidently connected with the activity of the local governments and higher efficiency of rescue services.
Drowning accident rate in the world is closely related to the level of social security which is defined in multiple aspects.
Societal security, is known mainly in Norway and documented based on the international quality standards ISO 22300:2012.
Societal security is protecting society against unwanted incidents, critical situations and disasters caused by intended or
unintended human action, natural disasters and technical failures, and reacting as they occur [25].
The accident rate which may lead to death due to drowning is affected by multiple factors. The main factor in the current
studies affecting causes of drowning has been hydrological conditions. These conditions are considered to be the number of
water areas – number and size of rivers, lakes, seas and artificial water basins in a given country. Wherever there is plenty
of them as compared to the area of land, the risks of drowning seem higher [4, 8].
Drowning incidents in Poland in 2000 – 2012 were studied by R.Halik and co-authors. He used WHO guidelines based on
the International Classification of Diseases and Health Issues as a criterion of unintentional drowning. Analysis of that period
covered natural reservoirs and indicates that according to GUS (Central Statistical Office) data, 12,702 people died in Poland
due to drowning during the said time. Halik and co-authors state that based on WHO and GUS data, in 2000 – 2012, risk of
death due to drowning in Poland was two times higher than the average in other EU States. Behavioral conditions for
drowning in Poland and in the world should be noted as well. According to the studies comparing behavior of people of both
genders in water made on a sample of 3,042 respondents – men more often than women are engaged in water sports and are
more inclined to risky behaviors [3]. In Scandinavian countries (Denmark [10], Finland [11], Sweden [1] and Ireland [5], it
was estimated that 38% of drowning victims in Sweden and 61% in Ireland were under alcohol influence at the time of
drowning. In 40% of drowning victims in Sweden, at least one psychoactive substance was found in their blood.
________________
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The geographic factor is number of residents and population density in a country. The more residents among lands abundant
in water basins, the higher the risk of death to drowning [15]. Social conditions of drowning are public awareness and
swimming abilities as well as proper response in life emergency situations. According to the statistics resulting from
monitoring of data by the Central Police Headquarters [21], it turns out that the largest age group of water victims in Poland,
are people in the age of 50 or more. Annual number of victims in the age of 50 or more, in 2005 – 2014 was about 190. Given
the type of water areas, drowning accidents in rivers and lakes stand for about 30% of all drowning accidents in Poland.
Number of people who die in water areas and reservoirs is not as high as for lakes and rivers but still rather significant.
Drowning incidents in Poland, considering the circumstances, occur wherever bathing is not prohibited but where there is no
rescue services (about 100 persons per year, i.e. 20% of all cases) [18].
The factor that determines death rate in water environment are also hydrometeorological conditions in the given area which
is connected with staying near water reservoirs in favorable weather conditions such as clear sky and high air temperature
[17]. In summer seasons of 2014-2018, 113 people died within the Polish coast of the Baltic Sea. In the West-Pomeranian
Province at the same time, a total of 41 victims died in the sea. Analyzing drowning data in 2011-2019 [21] and
hydrometeorological conditions in that period [22] may be another material affecting the character of water safety.
Characteristics of hydrometeorological conditions of the southern Baltic coast
Hydrometeorological conditions have beyond any doubt high effect on taking decisions on the human motor activity in
water. The air temperature of 12°C is considered the bottom limit of thermal comfort in the summer. Wind largely affects
human thermal sensation, especially when we come out from water. Sea surface waving of more than 1.25m deters people
from bathing. Water temperature for children and ill should not be lower than 18°C, whereas bathing in the facilities is
allowed from 14°C [18].
Within the Polish Baltic coast, there is a significant number of days with maximum air temperature of 18.1 – 23.0°C (thermoneutral) in the warmer half of a year (April – September). Days with maximum air temperature of 18.1 – 23.0°C are often in
July and August, with average of 15 days per month. There have also been such summers where number of days with
temperature of 18,1 – 23,0°C was more than 25, such as in 2006 in the period of 2 – 31 August. September, as compared to
May, shows more thermo-neutral days, while in April, these happen sporadically. Most days with temperature of 18,1 –
23,0°C are recorded within the Baltic coast in the third decade of July and the third decade of August. Increase thereof
happens at the end of June and the fall is after 10 September [7] (Table 1).
Table 1: Values of correlation of number of days with maximum air temperature of 18.1 – 23.0°C with years
of studies. Period 1986-2013.
Months
Station

April

Świnoujści
0,325*
e
Kołobrzeg 0,282

May

June

July

August

September

April/Sept
ember

0,338*

0,378*

-0,161

0,124

0,435**

0,413**

0,06

0,27

0,122

0,13

0,365**

0,325*

Source: Koźmiński, Michalska, 2015.

*relevant at=0.05 / ** relevant at 0.01

Water temperature variations in multi-year cycle within the Pomeranian Bay occur mainly due to climatic variation. The
warmest waters are in Swinoujscie and Dziwnow while the lowest temperatures are in Międzyzdroje and Kolobrzeg. Based
on long-term monitoring in the said years, it was hard to determine clear changes of temperature over the years or these are
very small such as 0.1° C yearly [9]. The work „Water temperature variations in the Polish seacoast resorts”, highest increases
were recorded in April. Despite a small drop in June, Swinoujscie has not shown any changes over long-term tests [19]
(Table 2).
Table 2: Mean monthly and yearly water temperatures in the Polish seaside resorts during 1957 – 2010.
Months I
Międzyzdr
1,18
oje
Świnoujści
1,25
e

II

III

VI

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

year

1,05

2,69

6,55

11,6

16,24

18,55

18,72

15,78

11,19

6,33

2,79

9,39

1,2

2,7

7,33

13,12

17,16

19,12

19,27

16,1

11,32

6,15

2,62

9,78

Source: Świątek 2016.
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Over a year, NE, E and SE winds are most common over the open sea from March to May (spring type) and from June to
September, W winds take over (summer type), whereas from October to March, SW winds are predominant (autumn – winter
type) [6]. Over the Pomeranian Bay, both on the open waters and at the coast, high variation of the force and direction of
wind is observed during the whole year. Three wind speed zones can be separated within the southern Baltic: marine zone,
coastal zone and land zone. Highest wind speeds are recorded within the marine zone. These reach more than 6 m/s yearly
on average. Mean wind speed in the coastal zone is 4 to 5 m/s. The land zone shows further drop of wind speed to 2-3 m/s
[14].
Wind waving on the Baltic Sea is a random, non-regular process that occurs in the form of irregular waved surface. Many
users both amateurs and professionals (vessel captains) see the Baltic wave as dangerous as the Baltic belongs to the violent
seas and its wave is short, steep, sudden and quickly escalating. One of the most dangerous phenomena related to waving is
a storm wave [12]. Assuming sea states: below 3°B is low, 3 – 5° B is considered moderate and 5° B is high. Frequency of
sea states in the individual months within the coastal zone of the Pomeranian Bay is shown in (%) [13], (Table 3).
Table 3. Frequency of sea states over individual months in a year.
Sea state I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

3

82,3

65,1

81,2

63,3

69,4

78,3

71,5

82,3

82,8

82,8

85

93,5

17,7

32,5

18,3

36,7

30,6

21,7

28,5

17,7

17,2

16,1

12,2

6,5

-

2,4

0,5

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,1

2,8

62,8

Świnoujści
3– 5
e
5
3
Dziwnów 3 – 5
5

52,1

57,7

59,5

70

72,7

67,9

69,8

68,4

66,4

72,5

81,2

41,4

29,7

38

27,5

24,3

28,1

29,1

29,8

28,8

23,2

17,7

33,3

-

12,5

2,5

2,5

3,2

4

1,1

1,8

4,8

4,3

1,1

3,9

Source: Majewski, 1974.

Materials and Methods
The basis for studying hydrometeorological conditions in this work was the area of the southern coast of the Baltic Sea within
the administrative section of the West-Pomeranian Province. Material used in the analyzing the number of drowning
accidents in the context of hydrometeorological conditions is the archived data of the Institute of Meteorology and Water
Economy (IMGW) [22] and WAM model [24]. The material was collected based on data from the National Informational
Police System (KSIP) from 2011 – 2017 [21]. The research material was shown by methods of one-dimensional statistical
analysis, using statistical package Statistica v.13 [23].

Results
During 2011 -2019, 65 people drown in the Polish southern Baltic coast within the West-Pomeranian Province (material
based on KSIP data - National Informational Police System). All the incidents occured in the warm months from May
to September. Most incidents were recorded in August – 28, then in July – 25. Other months were as follows: June –
6, September – 5 and May – 1 incident (Table 4).
Table 4. Drowning incidents recorded by the County Police Headquarters in seaside towns of the WestPomeranian Province in 2011 – 2019. Division by years and months.
Year

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

Total

2011

2

2

2012

1

3

4

5

6

14

2014

2

6

2015

4

3

2016

3

1

2013

1

2

2017

2

2018

1

2019
0

0

0

0

1

4

1

9
7

1

5

3

2

12

2
6

4

1

2

2

1

6

25

28

5

6
0

0

0

65

Source: own study based on RKP and IMGW data.

Vast majority of drowning incidents (98.47%) occurred on the areas outside the guarded bathing areas within the WestPomeranian Province. Most incidents were recorded in: Kołobrzeg – 10, Darłowo – 6, Ustron Morski – 6, Międzyzdroje
– 6, Rewal – 5, Mielno – 4, Kopan – 4, Unieść – 3, Swinoujscie – 4. Two incidents were recorded per Chłopy, Niechorz
and Darłówek. One incident was recorded each in: Dzwirzyn, Świętouść, Dziwnówek, Łazy, Mrzeżyn, Darłowo Wicie,
Świnoujscie Reda and Jarosławiec. One from 65 incidents occurred on the guarded beach – in Świnoujscie on 13 July
2014. Other incidents were recorded outside guarded bathing areas (Table 5).
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Table 5. Drowning incidents as recorded by the County Police Headquarters in seaside towns of WestPomeranian Province in 2011-2019. Breakdown by towns.
No Town

Quantity

Frequency (F),
Beach
%

1 Międzyzdroje

6

2 Dźwirzyno

1

1,53 Unguarded

3 Chłopy

2

3,07 Unguarded

4 Rewal

9,23 Unguarded

5

7,69 Unguarded

10

15,38 Unguarded

6 Darłowo

6

9,23 Unguarded

7 Niechorze

2

3,07 Unguarded

8 Unieście

3

4,61 Unguarded

9 Darłówko

2

3,07 Unguarded

5 Kołobrzeg

10 Kopań

4

6,15 Unguarded

11 Mielno

4

6,15 Unguarded

12 Świętouść

1

1,53 Unguarded

13 Ustronie Morskie

6

9,23 Unguarde

14 Dziwnówek

1

1,53 Unguarded

15 Dziwnów

4

6,15 Unguarded

16 Łazy

1

1,53 Unguarded

17 Świnoujście Reda

1

1,53 Unguarded

18 Mrzeżyno

1

1,53 Unguarded

19 Darłowo Wicie

1

1,53 Unguarded

20 Jarosławiec

1

1,53 Unguarded

21 Świnoujście

2

3,07 Unguarded

22 Świnoujście

1

1,53 Guarded

Source: own study based on RKP and IMGW data.

Individual drowning incidents in 2011 – 2019 occurred at different time of day and night. 59 incidents were recorded
during the day (6.00 a.m. to 10 p.m.) and 6 incidents occurred at night (10 p.m. to 6 a.m.). The day breakdown was: 46
incidents in the afternoon (12 to 6 p.m.) and 19 incidents until the noon (6 a.m. to 12). Individual incidents were also
analyzed for presence of rescuers and guarded bathing areas. Among 65 drowning incidents, 64 occurred outside a
guarded bathing area and one occurred within a bathing area during a rescue service. At the time when bathing areas
were open, 48 persons died outside of them. When bathing areas were closed, 17 people died outside them (Table 6).
Table 6. Drowning incidents as recorded by the County Police Headquarters in seaside towns of WestPomeranian Province in 2011 – 2019. Breakdown by towns. Breakdown by time of day, night and rescue
intervention.

Time
Hours
Drowning
incidents

Open
bathing
area
10.00–18.0
0
8
48

Closed
Before
bathing
Day
Night
After noon
noon
area
18:00–10:0
6:00– 22:00 22:00-6:00 6:00–12:00 12:00–6:00
0
16
16
8
6
18
17

59

6

19

46

Source: own study based on RKP and IMGW data.

Water Temperature Analysis
In respect of water temperature, considering 65 drowning incidents at the West-Pomeranian coast of Baltic from 1 January
2011 to 31 December 2019, it was recorded as follows:
- lowest water temperature was recorded in Dziwnow on 15.05.2013 at 5.40 p.m. as 9°C,
- highest water temperature was recorded in Swinoujscie on 20.07.2018 at 12:50 p.m. as 21,6°C,
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- incidents occurred at intervals of every 2°C at least one time at temperature of 8 - 10°C and 22 – 24°C, did not occur at 10
to 14°C, occurred three times at 14 to 16°C, fourteen times at 16 to 18°C, thirty-three times at 18 - 20°C, and thirteen times
at 20 - 22°C,
- one incident occurred at: 8 – 10°C and 22 - 24°C,
- most often (33 times) incidents occurred at 18 - 20°C,
- no incidents were recorded at 10 - 14°C . Analysis of water temperature is shown in Table 7.
Table 7. Analysis of frequency of drowning incidents against water temperature in grades of every 2°C.

Intervals

Quantity

Frequency
(%)

08.paź

1

1,53

10 – 12

0

0

12 – 14

0

0

14 – 16

3

4,61

16 – 18

14

21,53

18 – 20

33

50,76

20 – 22

13

20

22 – 24

1

1,53

65

100

(°C)

Source: own study based on RKP and IMGW data.

Air Temperature Analysis
In respect of air temperature, considering 65 drowning incidents at the West-Pomeranian coast of Baltic from 1 January
2011 to 31 December 2019, it was recorded as follows:
- lowest air temperature was recorded in Międzyzdroje on 18.06.2017 at 2.00 a.m. which was 14.2°C,
- highest air temperature was recorded in Darłowo on 12.06.2019 at 2.20 p.m. and it was 32.4°C,
- drowning incidents occurred in intervals every 2°C, with following frequency: two times at 32 - 34°C, three times at
14 - 16°C, twelve times at 16 - 18°C, twenty-two times at 18 - 20°C, seventeen times at 20 - 22°C, five times at 22 24°C, four times at 24 - 26°C, and did not occur at all at 26 - 32°C,
- only few incidents (2-3) occurred at: 14 – 16°C and 32-34°C.
- most often (22 times) incidents occurred at 18 - 20°C,
- no incidents were recorded at below 14°C and within 26 - 32°C.
Water temperature frequency is showed by Table 8.
Table 8. Analysis of frequency of drowning incidents against temperature in grades of 2 ° C.
Intervals
(°C)

Quantity

14 – 16

3

Frequency
( %)
4,61

16 – 18

12

18,46

18 – 20

22

33,84

20 – 22

17

26,15

22 – 24

5

7,69

24 – 26

4

6,15

26 – 32

0

0

32 - 34

2

3,07

65

100

Source: own study based on RKP and IMGW data.
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Wind Speed and Direction Analysis
In respect of wind speed and direction, considering 65 drowning incidents, it was recorded from 1 January 2011 to 31
December 2019, in the West-Pomeranian coast of the Baltic Sea:
- lowest wind speed was recorded in Dziwnowek on 13.07.2018 at 7.30 p.m. and it was 0.9 m/s,
- highest wind speed was recorded in Ustron Morski on 22.08.2012 at 12:00 and it was 12.5 m/s,
- drowning incidents occurred at wind speed intervals of 2 m/s, with frequency: 6 times at wind speed of 0 – 2 m/s,
twenty-five times at wind speed of 2 – 4 m/s, fifteen times at 4 – 6 m/s, nine times at 6 – 8 m/s, six times at 8 – 10 m/s,
three times at 10 – 12 m/s, and once at wind speed of 12 – 14 m/s,
- few incidents (1) occurred at winds of 12 – 14 m/s,
- most often (25 times) incidents occurred at winds of 2 – 4 m/s. Wind speed frequency analysis is showed in Table 9.
Table 9. Analysis of drowning incidents frequency against wind speed in grades of 2 m/s.
Wind
speed
intervals
(m/s)
0– 2

Quantity

Frequency
(%)

6

9,23

2– 4

25

38,46

4– 6

15

23,07

6– 8

9

13,84

8 – 10

6

9,23

10 – 12

3

4,61

1

1,53

65

100

12 – 14

Source: own study based on RKP and IMGW data.

Studying data on number and frequency of wind from directions showed that most winds were from W direction
(16.92%) and from: ENE, WSW and WNW (10.77%). Frequency of individual wind directions is showed in Table
10 and Figure 1.
Table 10. Frequency of wind directions recorded during drowning incidents in 2011 – 2019.
Wind
Frequency
Quantity
directions
(%)
N
2
3,07
NNE

5

NE

6

7,69
9,23

ENE

7

10,76

E

1

1,53

ESE

1

1,53

SE

1

1,53

SSE

1

1,53

S

1

1,53

SSW

1

1,53

SW

5

7,69

WSW

7

10,76

W
WNW

11

16,92

7

10,76

NW

5

7,69

NNW

4

6,15

65

100

Source: own study based on RKP and IMGW data.
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N
NNW20%
15%
NW
WNW

NNE
NE

10%

ENE

5%

W

E

0%

WSW

ESE

SW
SSW

SE
SSE
S

Figure 1. Range of different winds from directions during 2011 – 2019.
Source: own study based on IMGW data.

Waving Analysis (Significant Wave Height and Direction)
In respect of waving, considering 65 drowning incidents, it was recorded from 1 January 2011 to 31 December 2019,
in the West-Pomeranian coast of the Baltic Sea:
- waving for 65 drowning incidents was 0.2 to 1.54 m.
- lowest height of significant wave (0.2 m) was recorded in 5 cases: Uniescie on 24.08.2018 at 5.00, Kolobrzeg on
09.09.2016 at 11:00, Uniescie on 03.08.2015 at 5:00 and on 20.07.2016 at 4.00 p.m., Mielno on 17.06.2013 at 9.00
a.m. and it was 0.01 m in each of these cases,
- greatest height of significant wave was recorded in Ustron Morski on 07.07.2013 at 1.00 p.m. and it was 1.54 m.
- drowning incidents occurred at significant wave height of 0,2 m, with the frequency as follows: sixteen times at wave
height of 0 – 0.2 m, eleven times at 0.2 – 0.4 m, fifteen times at 0.4 – 0.6 m, sixteen times at 0.6 – 0.8 m, four times at
0.8 – 1.0 m, two times at 1.0 – 1.2 m, and once at wave height of 1.4 – 1.6 m,
- no drowning incident was recorded at wave height of 1.2 – 1.4 m
- few (1) incidents occurred at wave height of 1.4 to 1.6 m
- most often (16 times), drowning incidents occurred at wave height of 0.2 – 0.4 m.
Waving frequency is showed in Table 11.
Table 11. Analysis of drowning incidents frequency against wave height in grades of 0.2 m.

Wave
height
Intervals
(m)
0 – 0,2

Quantity

Frequency
(%)

16

24,61

0,2 – 0,4

11

16,92

0,4 - 06

15

23,07

0,6 - 0,8

16

24,61

0,8 - 1,0

4

6,15

1,0 - 1,2

2

3,07

1,2 – 1,4

0

0

1,4 – 1,6

1

1,53

65

100

Source: own study based on RKP and model WAM.

Most often, drowning incidents (16 times) occurred in two waving height ranges: 0.00 m to 0.2 m and 0.6 to 0.8 m. Studying
data on number and frequency of waves from different directions showed that most frequent were waves from: SE (20%),
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SSW and SW (18.46%) and ESE (16.92%). Range of frequency of individual wave directions is showed in Table 12 and
Figure 2.
Table 12. Quantitative and percentage analysis of frequency of wave directions occurring during recorded
drowning incidents in 2011 -2019.
Wind rose
Frequency
Quantity
directions
(%)
N
1
1,53
NNE

0

0

NE

0

0

ENE

0

0

E

5

7,69

ESE

11

16,92

SE

13

20

SSE

3

4,61

S

4

6,15

SSW

12

18,46

SW

12

18,46

WSW

4

6,15

W

0

0

WNW

0

0

NW

0

0

NNW

0

0

65

100

Source: own study based on RKP and model WAM.

Figure 2: Range of waves from different directions during drowning incidents in 2011 – 2019.
Source: own study based on model WAM.

Conclusions and Discussion
The data based on statistics of the Central Police Headquarters and the Institute of Meteorology and Water Management
points to the need to analyze accident rate in water due to hydrometeorological conditions. In 2011 – 2019, 65 people
drown in the southern Baltic coast of the West-Pomeranian Province. All these incidents occurred in warm months
(May – September). Most incidents were recorded in August and July. The vast majority of them occurred outside the
guarded bathing areas (98,47%). In respect of administrative area, most (15.38%) drowning incidents were recorded
within the Commune of Kołobrzeg. The hydrometeorological conditions that were studied during the incidents are:
water temperature, air temperature, wind direction and speed and waving height and direction. Hydrometeorological
conditions present on the days of these incidents differed significantly. Incidents occurred both in water temperature
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of 9°C in May in Dziwnowo as well as at 21.69°C in Świętouście in July. Most incidents occurred in water of 18 20°C / (50.76%). For air temperatures, the lowest temperature during a drowning incident was 14.2°C as recorded in
Międzyzdroje in June, and the top one was 32.4°C recorded in Darłowo in June. Incidents usually occurred at air
temperature of 18 - 20°C / (33.84%). For wind-pressure conditions, the lowest recorded wind speed was 0.9 m/s in
Dziwnówek in July and the top one was recorded in August in Ustron Morski as 12.5 m/s. Within wind speed of 2 – 6
m/s, winds of these speeds (61.53%) accounted for all studied wind states. The most common wind directions during
drowning incidents were W, ENE, WSW, and WNW (49.23%). Waving showed greatest variety. The greatest waving
height (1.54 m) was in July in Ustron Morski and the lowest (0.2 m) was recorded in different months and different
points of the area. Within the significant wave height of 0.2 – 0.8, waves of this height accounted for (89.23%) of all
studied waving states. The predominant wave direction during recorded drowning incidents were waves from SE, SSW,
SW and ESE directions (73,84%), Table 13.
Table 13. Characteristics of hydrometeorological conditions at the highest number of drowning victims.
Hydromete
orological Range
conditions
Water
temperatur
e
Air
temperatur
e
Wind
speed

Drowning
Top
victims
values
(%) N = 65

18 - 20°C

50,76% 21.69°C

18 - 20°C

33,84% 32.4°C

2 – 4 m/s

38,46%

4 - 6 m/s

23,08%

W, ENE,
Wind
WSW, and
directions
WNW
Significant
wave
height
Significant
wave
direction

49,23%

12.5 m/s

16.92%
(W)

0.2 – 0.8 m

89,23% 1.54 m

SE, SSW
and SW,
ESE

73,84% 20% (SE)

Source: own study based on RKP, IMGW and model WAM.

Characteristics of hydrometeorological conditions during all the 85 drowning incidents in 2011 -2019 at the southern
Baltic within the administrative area of the West-Pomeranian Province shows an approximate model of weather
conditions present during the said incidents. All in all, the highest number of incidents was recorded at the same air
and water temperature of 18 - 20°C, a relatively low wind speed of only 2 to 4 m/s, of usually W, ENE, WSW and
WNW direction, at the height of significant wave from 0.2 to 0.8 m and mostly directions SE, SSW, SW and ESE.
The indicated model of hydrometeorological conditions may be used to infer the weather configurations in which
sunbathers usually take water and sun baths. The fact should be noted that still, 98.47% of victims die outside guarded
bathing areas. Perhaps, these accidents could have been prevented if they happened within bathing areas guarded by
rescue services. Generally, it can be stated that the conditions in which there are most drowning incidents are rather
mild which is a reason for further studies and answers to what extent and if at all, hydrometeorological conditions are
the cause of drowning.
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Abstract
The aim of the anti-crisis solutions, also referred to as packages or “shields” is to ensure the stability of the financial sector
while guaranteeing security for businesses and workers. These functions are to be fulfilled by anti-crisis instruments, such
as additional taxation of the financial sector or tax preferences. The epidemiological crisis and its associated economic and
social impacts have brought fiscal policy into the attention of politicians and economists. The aim of the study is to
evaluate the tax solutions introduced in relation to the ongoing COVID–19 pandemic, in the context of effectiveness for
the stability of economic entities and maintenance of employment. A necessary condition for the effectiveness of anti-crisis
fiscal policies is the recognition of the nature of a crisis, in this case: creating downtime and restrictions for enterprises,
payment gridlock or loss of employment.

Keywords: COVID -19, Taxes, Tax System, Tax Functions, Tax Base, Tax Efficiency, Economic Crisis.
Introduction
Experience from past crises suggests that their consequences affect both the real sphere of the economy and the entities
belonging to the sector of public finance. From the analysis of the consequences and impact of the various crises, the
following conclusion arises: fiscal policies implemented so far, which can be described as anti-crisis fiscal policies, need to
be revised. Anti-crisis fiscal policy instruments should limit the current effects of a pandemic crisis and prevent the
possibility of future disturbances in the economic system. Properly applied instruments should ensure the maintenance of
fiscal stability and long-term and stable economic growth of the country (Alinska, 2016).
So far, anti-crisis fiscal policy in most member states is implemented on the basis of its counter-cyclical nature. This means
that in a period of economic growth there is a decrease in public spending, while in a period of stagnation, public spending
increases. The opposite is true for tax revenues, which should trend downward in periods of recessions and upward in
periods of economic growth (Alińska & Woźniak, 2015). Such measures are particularly desirable in the periods of
economic disruption and crises. However, there are doubts about their effectiveness in the post-crisis period. Given the
intertwined relations in the economy, the assessment of the fiscal policy’s effects should be carried out in conjunction with
monetary policy, international policy, or the business cycle (Alesina & Giavazzi, 2013).
Currently, economic entities’ operational and financial problems will shortly become a matter of the public finance sector.
The economic impact of the pandemic has brought fiscal policy into the attention of both politicians and economists alike.
The aim of the anti-crisis solutions, also referred to as packages or “shields” is to ensure the stability of the financial sector
while guaranteeing security for businesses and workers. These functions are to be fulfilled by anti-crisis instruments, such
as additional taxation of the financial sector or tax preferences. Currently, the key challenges for managers of enterprises
are to maintain operational continuity and financial liquidity. A necessary condition for the effectiveness of anti-crisis
fiscal policies is the recognition of the nature of a crisis, in this case: creating downtime and restrictions for enterprises,
payment gridlock or reorganization of work. In this context, a discussion aimed at preliminary analysis and assessment of
changes in tax policy as a result of the crisis caused by COVID – 19 is necessary. Also, propositions for further directions
of fiscal anti-crisis changes are required.
________________
Cite this Article as: Leszek BOROWIEC and Waldemar SZYMAŃSKI “ Implications of the COVID-19 Pandemic for Tax Systems Case of Poland” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021,
Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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Our aim is to evaluate the tax regulations and to indicate the most appropriate fiscal instruments to counteract the negative
effects of COVID – 19. Additionally, we will attempt to propose directions in anti-crisis solutions to protect domestic
economy. We formulate the hypothesis that direct taxes are the most appropriate tax instrument to counteract the negative
effects of COVID – 19. The case of Poland is unique – according to the European Commission’ Eurostat, in January 2021,
Poland recorded the lowest level of unemployment (3.1%) of all EU countries. This might point to, among other things, the
high effectiveness of the adopted fiscal solutions during the COVID – 19 pandemic.
The current study consists of three sections. In the first section, we present the features of taxes as factors determining their
possibilities and limitations as instruments of counteracting and alleviating economic crises. Based on the features of
individual taxes, the most suitable ones for anti-crisis policies were identified. In the second section, we describe the anticrisis tax solutions currently in force in Poland. In the last section, we attempt to evaluate the anti-crisis measures
implemented to date. On the basis of preliminary data and literature on the subject, we analyzed the introduced regulations
and proposed further directions of changes in the fiscal policy.

Tax features as determinants of the effectiveness of pandemic-related protective measures – a
literature review
Assessing the impact of the pandemic on public finances requires identifying key instruments of intervention and
determining areas of mutual influence and interdependence between the real economy and the public finance sector. In the
context of this relationship, it is necessary to point out that fiscal policy will become even more important in the coming
years. For the fiscal policy to rise in importance, the following conditions must be met: introduction of tax solutions not
only mitigating the current effects of the crisis, but also leading to stable and long-lasting economic development,
maintaining fiscal stability, coordinating fiscal policy with economic or monetary policy; increasing the competitiveness of
the economy by maintaining pro-development tax solutions and introducing new stimulators.
Features of taxes were chosen as criteria for evaluating the validity of using them as instruments to counteract the effects of
the pandemic. Below, direct and indirect taxes as instruments which influence the economy in the pandemic are described.
In direct taxesi, the tax burden is determined on the basis of the tax base, that is, taxable revenue reduced by tax deductible
expenses. Taxes of this type strongly influence taxpayer behavior because of various tax preferences. The legislator, by
introducing, for example, a progressive tax, tax allowances, subjective/objective exemptions, or an income tax threshold,
aims to eliminate social and economic differences caused by market imperfections (Szczepańska, 2015). Thus, income
taxes allow the tax base to be determined on an individual basis and thus fulfil the principle of tax equity to a greater extent
than consumption taxes (Smith, 1954). Moreover, the possibility of shifting the tax burden is limited. A specific entity is
directly burdened by the tax, and the possibility of shifting it is complex and thus difficult (Małecka, 2005). In
consequence, this feature makes tax preferences selective, which increases their effectiveness and leads to an increase in
the efficiency of implemented social and economic policies. Direct taxes enable flexible shaping of tax rates, which makes
it easier for the public authorities to achieve set economic and social goals. (Mastalski, 2011). The direct nature of income
taxes and the limited possibility of shifting the tax burden to third parties make it possible to achieve tangible benefits from
the tax preferences applied. These include, for instance, family- or health-related tax allowances and individual
preferences. (Tegler, 1998). In order to consider the personal situation of the taxpayer, the conditions for acquiring tax
preferences and determining tax base should be differentiated. Implementing the principle of tax fairness results in a
reduction in the transparency of tax regulations, which generates tax costs both for the taxpayer and the state. The legal and
financial structure of direct taxes allows for accounting for the financial situation and income of the taxpayer, which are
less volatile than the level of consumption (Guziejewska, 2011).
Indirect taxesii are price-affecting, which creates dependencies between budget revenues and the volume of consumer
goods and their sales. Considering the above, an economic boom will directly result in an almost immediate increase in
government revenue (Mirek, 2016). Taking into account the subsistence minimum, this tax also provides budget revenues
in times of economic stagnation and recession (Olchowicz, et al., 2015). Due to the susceptibility to cyclical changes and
its price-affecting nature, this tax is usually used as an instrument to stabilize budget revenues, especially in times of high
inflation (Guziejewska, 2011).
Due to their regressive nature, indirect taxes do not account for the taxpayer's taxable capacity. Thus, they adversely affect
the incomes of the poor – the rate of its burden decreases with increasing income (Mielnik, 1997). At the same time, the
amount of tax depends on the value of sales and the tax rate, which makes tax collection cheap and uncomplicated
(Guziejewska, 2011;). Low mobility of consumption in relation to increasing mobility of capital leads to the substitutability
of direct taxes with indirect taxes due to the tightness of the tax base (Grycuk, 2010).
The universality of the consumption taxes reduces their effectiveness as instruments of implementing adopted social or
economic policies. Their general nature excludes the possibility of selective influence on specific social groups or the
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behavior of economic entities. Through consumption taxes, it is impossible to grant tax preferences for minimum wage or
large families. Similarly, they cannot be used to grant tax breaks for specific activities, such as research and development
(Felis, 2016). The phenomenon of replacing direct taxes with indirect taxes is a sign of the weakened ability of the state to
implement the social regulatory function of the taxation (Kuzinska, 2008). The phenomenon of tax shifting is more
prevalent than in the case of direct taxes. It is important to note that tax shifting depends on market conditions, that is, the
elasticity of demand for a given good, the elasticity of supply, capital mobility, or the structure of the tax (Sosnowski,
2016).
Indirect taxes are costly for business entities, as they bear the costs of collection (Guziejewska, 2011). Value added tax
does not directly affect net income, like direct taxes do. Additionally, unlike direct taxes, it allows the taxpayer to make
decisions about the distribution of income between consumption and savings (Felis, 2016).
Recent studies on the impact of COVID – 19 consider the functioning of financial markets (Estrada et al., 2021),
economies (Khan et al., 2021; Barbier & Burgess, 2020), as well as societies (Sączewska-Piotrowska & Piotrowski, 2021;
Cimini et al., 2020; Webb, 2020) Some studies examine the impact of the COVID – 19 pandemic on the federal
government's budget (Monteiro et al., 2021; Burger & Calitz, 2021) and ways to finance a growing deficit during the
pandemic (Urbine, 2020). Some authors believe that the pandemic may be an opportunity for budget and tax reform in the
EU (Cordewener, 2020), or changes in the taxation of online sales in the United States (Ward et al., 2020). Khoruzhy et al.
(2020) address the issue of tax base protection by multinational businesses during the pandemic.
However, there is a research gap in analyzing and evaluating countries' strategies regarding the use of fiscal instruments.
Some studies only refer to the analysis of the impact of fiscal instruments on households in a country (Madeira, 2020). It is
not yet fully possible to assess the full effects of the fiscal solutions applied today, but their evaluation and the study of
their impact on the overall economic processes should be a continuous process. This study is part of that very process.

Tax-based protective regulations against the consequences of the COVID – 19 pandemic in
Poland - overlook and assessment
In order to counteract the effects of the pandemic, changes in tax regulations were introduced in Poland. For the purpose of
this study, we classified these changes as material (affecting the tax burdens on businesses) and formal (affecting the
flexibility procedures and rules for fiscal settlements). The impact of the introduced anti-crisis fiscal policy instruments
will be assessed in budgetary and market terms. The assessment of the budgetary effects is based on the evaluation of the
impact of the introduced tax solutions on the fiscal function.
Table 1: Material changes in taxes
Type of change
Not collecting
extension fees

Relief for donations
made to fight the
coronavirus.
Classification of
certain contractual
penalties and
damages as tax
deductible costs
Preferential VAT
rates for certain
goods and services
Income tax
exemption for
economic downtime

Preferential
settlement of tax
losses in PIT and CIT

Scope
When the state of epidemic is officially declared and within 30 days immediately after the
epidemic is concluded, the taxpayer does not pay fees for deferment of tax payments or
instalments, or for deferment or instalments of tax arrears, along with interest (Art. 15zb of
the Polish act on Counteracting COVID – 19).
Deductibility, from the tax base, of in-kind or cash donations made for the prevention and
control of coronavirus infection to entities that provide health care (Art. 52n of the Polish
PIT Act and Art. 28g of Polish the PIT Act).
Possibility to include, as tax deductible costs, contractual penalties and compensations
resulting from defects of delivered goods, performed work and services, delays in delivery,
or removal of defects, provided that such expenses were incurred in connection with the
COVID – 19 epidemic (Art. 52zb of the Polish PIT Act and Art. 38t of the Polish CIT Act).
Preferential tax rates may be applied to those goods or services that are purchased or
provided in connection with COVID – 19.
PIT exemption from economic downtime under the conditions specified in the Polish act on
Counteracting COVID – 19, to persons running a non-agricultural business or performing an
agency agreement, commission contract or other service contract to which the provisions of
the Civil Code apply (Art. 52m point 1 of the Polish PIT Act) (Art. 52m point 3 of the
Polish PIT Act and the Act on Minimum Wage).
Taxpayers who suffered a loss in previous years, if certain conditions are met, have the
possibility of a one-time reduction by the amount of this loss, the income obtained in the tax
year immediately preceding the tax year in which the COVID – 19 pandemic was declared,
provided that the value of this loss does not exceed PLN 5 million (Art. 52k of the Polish
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Exemption from tax
on income from
buildings
Exclusion of bad debt
regulations

One-time
depreciation of fixed
assets regardless of
their initial value
Giving municipalities
the possibility of
implementing
property tax
exemptions and
extending payment
deadlines
Deductions of
research and
development costs
IP Box tax reliefs

PIT Act and Art. 38f of the Polish CIT Act).
Refers to revenue generated from buildings, namely, the minimum tax on commercial
property. The exemption was effective from March to December 2020 and applied to both
PIT and CIT (Article 52ua of the Polish PIT Act).
Taxpayers who are debtors will not take unpaid liabilities into account when calculating
their advance income tax payments. The solution aims to halt the increase of the debtor's tax
burden, while preserving the creditor's right to take advantage of the relief (Art. 52w of the
Polish PIT Act and Art. 38o of the Polish CIT Act).
Taxpayers are entitled to make a one-time depreciation write-off on the initial value of fixed
assets which were purchased for the purpose of production of goods related to COVID – 19
and were entered into the register of fixed assets and intangible assets in 2020 (Art. 52s of
the Polish PIT Act and Art. 38k of the Polish CIT Act).
The municipal council may adopt a resolution exempting land, buildings and property used
for business activities from tax. For those enterprises, the commune head (town/city
president) may, by way of order, extend the deadline for payment of property tax
instalments (Art. 15p of the Polish act on Counteracting COVID – 19).

Taxpayers conducting research and development activities aimed at developing products
necessary to counteract COVID – 19 have been granted the possibility to deduct from their
income eligible costs incurred in 2020 already when paying advance income tax payments
during the year (Art. 52t of the Polish PIT Act and Art. 38l of the Polish CIT Act).
The preferential 5% tax rate of CIT or PIT may be used by taxpayers whose income comes
from qualified intellectual property rights obtained within the framework of conducted
research and development activity which serves to counteract COVID – 19 (Art. 52u of the
Polish PIT Act and Art. 38m of the Polish CIT Act).

Source: own elaboration

In assessing the budgetary impact of allowing the tax loss for 2020 to be accounted for in business income in 2019 for PIT
and CIT. It is important to mention that the level of current losses incurred by taxpayers in 2017 – 2018 was relatively
constant. Given the 2020 epidemic and the associated business restrictions, it is expected that both the number of taxpayers
incurring COVID-19-related tax losses and the level of tax losses deducted will increase. The introduced solution
negatively affects the current budget revenues due to the lowered tax capability of business taxpayers.

Fig. 1: Current losses incurred by taxpayers of CIT - 8, PIT 36, PIT - 36L in 2017 - 2018, in billions of PLN.
Source: PIT settlement for 2017 and 2018, CIT settlement for 2017 and 2018, Poland’s Ministry of Finance.

In assessing the budgetary impact of the COVID – 19 related donation tax relief, Figure 2 analyses previous years' data for
similar reliefs. Considering the relatively constant number of taxpayers making donations and the amounts of donations
made, it is likely that the introduced change will have a negative impact on the level of budget revenues.
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Fig. 2: Amounts of donations in 2017 - 2018 by taxpayers.
Source: PIT settlement for 2017 and 2018, CIT settlement for 2017 and 2018, Poland’s Ministry of Finance.

Figure 3 includes the assessment of changes in PIT and CIT tax withholding regarding bad debts to the debtor who is a
taxpayer. The data is based on the Index of Receivables (IR), measured by the level of payment gridlock. The lower the IR,
the less timely the payment of receivables by companies.

Fig. 3: Index of Receivables
Source: Portfel należności polskich przedsiębiorstw [Debt portfolio of Polish enterprises], [Konferencja Przedsiębiorstw Finansowych
w Polsce [Conference of Financial Companies in Poland], and KRD Economic Information Bureau

Given the volatility of the value of IR over the examined period, the proposed solution will result in a deferral of budgetary
revenue. Considering liquidity and the volatility of money value over time, the introduced changes should be perceived as
negative from the budgetary perspective, especially in inflation.
When assessing measures relating to the execution of the fiscal function, their impact on safeguarding future budget
revenue should be taken into account. Measures related to counteracting the negative economic effects associated with
COVID – 19 involve, among others, tax base protection, especially in its subjective and objective scope. Examples of tax
base protection measures include: not collecting extension fees, the possibility to recognize certain contractual penalties
and damages as tax deductible costs, deductions of research and development costs from advance personal income tax
payments, the possibility to use IP Box relief on advance personal income tax payment in the ongoing accounting period.
Due to the interventionist nature of the regulations introduced, it is not possible to estimate their impact in subsequent
years.
When assessing the economic (market) effects of these changes, their significance for production and consumption was
considered. Considering the impact of taxes on production and consumption, the changes introduced to counteract the
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negative economic effects of the COVID – 19 pandemic, which serve to reduce or defer the tax burden were assessed as
positive. These include introduction of preferential VAT rates for certain goods and services, the introduction of a relief for
donations made to counteract the pandemic, the ability to consider certain contractual penalties and damages as tax
deductible costs, income tax exemption for economic downtime, preferential tax settlements of tax losses in PIT and CIT,
exemption from tax on revenue from buildings, one-time depreciation of fixed assets regardless of their initial value,
deductions of research and development costs, or the possibility to benefit from IP Box relief. Also those which reduce the
level of tax burden on wages should be assessed positively. These include, among others, income tax exemption for
economic downtime, exempting employer’s duties related to board and lodging from tax, the lack of costs in the case of
deferring or spreading the tax over instalments, increased limits for personal income tax exemptions.
There is also a separate group of measures for which the objective is to improve the liquidity of business entities in the area
particularly vulnerable to economic losses associated with the epidemic. The main instruments related to that are presented
in Table 2. Measures taken in this regard focus on deferring tax liability or reducing tax costs (formal changes).
Considering the scope of changes introduced in Poland, we should positively assess those which defer the maturity dates of
taxes.
Table 2: Formal tax changes
Type of change
Suspension of tax
schemes reporting
(MDR) requirement
Replacement of
simplified invoices
with receipts
Extension of deadline
for submission of
declarations of
payment to accounts
not included in the
list of VAT payers
VAT rates matrix
application period
postponed
Postponement of the
transitional period

Filing voluntary
disclosures
electronically

Allowing
resignations from
using the simplified
form of making
advance payments
Extension of the
deadline for advance
payments of payroll
tax
Postponement of
obligation to submit
new JPK_VAT
(Standard Audit File
for Tax) with
declaration for large
taxpayers
Extended deadlines

Scope
During the state of epidemic declared in connection with COVID – 19, the obligation to
provide information and notifications on tax schemes was suspended. In addition, all other
deadlines relating to tax schemes are extended or suspended (Art. 31y of the Polish act on
Counteracting COVID – 19 and the Regulation of the Minister of Finance)
This change makes it possible to not include, in the JPK_VAT (Standard Audit File for
Tax), cash register receipts, which until 31 December 2020 were considered simplified
invoices (Art. 106e sec. 5 point 3 of the Polish VAT Act).
From 1 January 2020, for transactions of exceeding PLN 15000, taxpayers should make
payments to accounts included in the list of VAT payers. In order to avoid negative
consequences, the taxpayer has the right to submit a declaration of payment to a non-listed
account within 3 days of the transfer. In connection with the COVID – 19 pandemic the
deadline for submitting the declaration has been extended to 14 days from the date of the
transfer (Regulation of the Minister of Finance).
The period of the so-called new VAT matrix application (Art. 63 amending the Act on
Amendments to the VAT Act and Other Acts) has been extended to July 1, 2020.
The transitional period during which sellers and buyers who consume and trade heating
oils will not be required to file a registration notice as an oil intermediate entity or oil
consuming entity was extended to August 31, 2020 (Polish act on Counteracting COVID –
19).
The rules for filing voluntary disclosures were changed. Disclosures can be submitted in
writing, in paper or electronic form, or orally. This means that the perpetrator of a
financial crime or offence may voluntarily disclose this fact without having to do so in
person (Art. 26 of the Polish act on Counteracting COVID – 19 and Art. 16 of the Fiscal
Penal Code).
So-called small taxpayers and those who have chosen a simplified form of making
advance payments of income tax could resign from this form during the tax year until the
end of 2020 if they suffered negative economic consequences due to COVID – 19 (Art.
52r of the Polish PIT Act and Art. 38j of the Polish CIT Act).
The solution is aimed at business taxpayers. It allows for the date of advance payments of
personal income tax on remuneration to be postponed until June 2020, in case these payers
suffered negative consequences of COVID – 19 (Art. 52o of the Polish PIT Act).
This allows businesses' reporting systems to adapt to the new way of reporting, and in
particular to adjust the accounting and IT systems to the new JPK_VAT (Standard Audit
File for Tax) (Polish act on Counteracting COVID-19 and on Act on Subsidies on Interest
on Bank Loans Granted to Entrepreneurs Affected by COVID-19 and on the Simplified
Procedure for the Approval of Arrangements in Connection with COVID-19).

The deadline for submission of transfer pricing information has been extended to
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related to transfer
pricing
documentation

Extended retail sales
tax suspension period

December 31, 2020 – as long as the original deadline was between March 31, 2020 and
September 30, 2020. The deadline is extended by 3 months if the original deadline was
between October 1, 2020 and January 31, 2021. This postponement also applies to
declarations of local transfer pricing documents’ preparation (Art. 31z of the Polish act on
Counteracting COVID – 19).
The retail sales tax law has been suspended until the end of 2020. Thus, the current fiscal
burden on retail sales tax payers has been reduced (Art. 15zzzi of the Polish act on
Counteracting COVID – 19).

Source: own elaboration

Examples of solutions aimed at reducing tax costs include: Suspension of tax schemes reporting (MDR) requirement, filing
voluntary disclosures electronically, Postponement of obligation to submit new JPK_VAT (Standard Audit File for Tax)
with declaration for large taxpayers, or extension of deadlines related to transfer pricing documentation.
The reduction of administrative burdens and the deferral of formalities and reporting obligations are expected to provide
not only monetary but also non-monetary benefits to businesses - for instance, saved man-hours due to the deferral of
recordkeeping and reporting obligations. The intent of the legislature was to widen the time windows for businesses to
adapt to the pandemic. The proposed solutions concern, among others, deferment of tax reporting obligations. These
include: postponement of obligation to submit new JPK_VAT (Standard Audit File for Tax), deferment of registering
obligation of intermediary oil entities or consuming oil entities, suspension of tax schemes reporting (MDR) requirement,
filing voluntary disclosures electronically. These measures affect the degree to which the tax system’s administrative
function is fulfilled, not the fiscal function itself, which makes these solutions budget neutral.
Introduced changes intend to ensure the internal security of the economic system by minimizing the negative market
implications of the COVID-19 pandemic. Material and formal solutions are aimed at reducing the likelihood of losses
related to the occurrence of a crisis. While assessing the effects of the introduced changes, it should be indicated that they
have a positive impact on the entrepreneurs’ functioning by increasing their financial liquidity. Access to credit financing
will be facilitated by the issuance of performance bonds or guarantees of loans repayments by BGK, as part of the
introduced solutions. A deferral of certain tax costs, e.g. personal income tax advances, is an additional benefit for
entrepreneurs.
Changes associated with the postponement of deadline for the income tax from buildings for the months of March - May
2020 to 20 July 2020 should be considered budget-neutral. According to 2018 data, the total amount of this tax amounted
to PLN 0.53bn (PIT – PLN 0.03bn + CIT – PLN 0.5bn)iii. When averaged, the introduced solution will result in a decrease
in budget revenues in the amount of PLN 0.1bn for the validity periodiv, while on an annual basis the measure will be
neutral for the public finance sector.
Allowing resignations from using the simplified form of making advance payments should also be assessed as neutral for
the budget. Given the annual nature of income tax settlements, the effect of the amendment is to defer budgetary revenue.
When assessing the impact of these changes in terms of current budget revenue, it should be noted that they do not result in
a permanent loss. Considering the decline in taxpayers' ability, the trend observed in the 2016 - 2018 period is expected to
change - there will be a high increase in the amount to be paid (Table 3). When assessing the impact of the proposed
solution, it should be noted that it will not affect the expenditure of the public finance sector.
However, in the long term, they affect budget liquidity and may have negative budgetary consequences in periods of
inflation.

Details

Table 3: Data from tax returns for 2016 – 2018
Corporate income tax payers
Personal income tax payers taxed at 19% rate
2016
2017
2018
2016
2017
2018
in PLN million.

Amount due

6 944

7 912

10 651

3 212

3 811

4 811

Overpayment

4 567

4 681

4 928

1 089

1 249

1 437

Settlement balance

2 377

3 231

5 723

2 123

2 562

3 374

Source: own elaboration based on data from Poland’s Ministry of Finance

Deferring the deadline for advance personal income tax payments until June 1, 2020, based on the data resulting from the
settlement of personal income tax for 2018, the total amount of advance payments for income tax from remuneration
amounted to PLN 53 369 million. However, for contractual employment, including commission and specific work
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agreements, amounted to PLN 4 770 million, which is PLN 4 845 million monthly for both types. Assuming the above
amounts as a basis, postponement of the deadline for payment for March and April resulted in reduced revenue for those
months by about PLN 9.7 billion. Considering the annual settlement period for this tax, the proposed solution does not
affect the amount of revenue of the public finance sectorv.
The suspension of the Act on Retail Sales Tax, which was to be effective on August 1, 2016, has a similar fiscal impact.
The revenue from this tax was intended to finance budget expenditures resulting from the implementation of social
programs and to increase the competitiveness of companies operating in the retail industry. The introduction of a revenuebased tax on retail sales was to ensure total revenues of PLN 15 824,0 million over ten years (Table 4).
Table 4: Estimated budgeted retail sales tax revenue for the period of 2016 to 2026.
(basic
prices for
2016)
Total
income

Impact within 10 years of the changes being implemented [in PLN millions]
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

510.5

1531.4

1531.4

1531.4

1531.4

1531.4

1531.4

1531.4

1531.4

1531.4

1531.4

Source: Regulatory Impact Assessment for the Retail Sales Tax Act, June 7, 2016, reference No.: UA23

Currently, there are no estimates regarding the lost government revenue resulting from the postponement of the Retail
Sales Tax Act until the end of 2020. The budgetary consequences resulting from the European Commission's detailed
investigation into Poland's Retail Sales Tax of September 19, 2016 may be helpful in determining the fiscal impact of this
solution. The budgetary impact of this solution resulted in lost budget revenue, respectively: PLN 382.8 million in the first
year of the postponement and PLN 1288.4 million in the second yearvi.
When evaluating changes in the efficiency of the fiscal function, the efficiency of the tax system and possible tax costs
should also be taken into account. The introduced regulations reduce the transparency of tax regulations and thus generate
additional tax costs for the tax apparatus. The introduced changes increase the number of procedures and documents
related to tax settlement. It is likely that the changes introduced will result in an increase in the costs of tax settlements’
correctness verification, which will cause a decrease in the efficiency of the tax administration. For instance, the system
will need to employ additional staff responsible for verifying tax settlements. The analysis of consequences of the
introduced changes for entrepreneurs leads to a conclusion that they had a negative impact on the degree of implementation
of the communicative function. Numerous amendments and the scope of changes resulted in an increase of tax costs, which
reduced the efficiency of enterprises.
It is estimated that cumulative changes related to COVID – 19, considering basic prices for 2020, will result in a decrease
public revenue by PLN 215.38 millionvii. At this stage, it is only possible to estimate the budgetary impact of the
introduced tax changes related to COVID – 19. Currently, it is not possible to determine the number of taxpayers
benefiting from the introduced solutions and their extent - the amounts of donations made or tax losses deducted are yet
unknown. The implemented changes intend to mitigate the negative economic impacts related to the COVID – 19
pandemic.

Conclusion
According to our analysis, main measures to counteract the negative effects of the COVID-19 pandemic concern direct
taxation. Considering the nature of direct taxes, as previously discussed, measures related to them should be assessed
positively, knowing that the purpose of anti-crisis packages should be to ensure the stability of the financial sector while
guaranteeing security for businesses and employees. Those tax solutions which improve the liquidity of enterprises and are
neutral for the state budget should also be assessed positively.
Tax preferences are one of the instruments to implement within the anti-crisis policy. They should support current
executives in operational and financial liquidity activities. The introduced direct tax solutions mainly focus on reducing the
current tax burden, which should also be viewed positively.
The anti-crisis tax policy also covered indirect taxes. Considering their regressive nature and limited possibility of
realization of non-fiscal functions, a higher degree of transferability of the tax burden than in case of direct taxes, their
application was not as extensive as direct tax-related measures. Considering the importance of indirect taxes for the
profitability and liquidity of businesses, solutions have been introduced to reduce tax costs. Those changes which serve to
defer tax obligations and reduce tax costs, such as the postponement of obligation to submit new JPK_VAT (Standard
Audit File for Tax) or the VAT rates matrix application period, should be viewed beneficial.
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Fiscal responses to the pandemic crisis should include measures to protect the tax base (immediate measures) and to
prevent the possibility of future disturbances in the economic system (horizontal measures). The introduced anti-crisis
fiscal policy instruments affect the current profitability and liquidity of taxpayers, and thus they are primarily aimed at
mitigating the ongoing effects of the pandemic. The implemented solutions are dominated by those which continuously
protect the tax base. In the context of tax base protection, it makes sense to broaden the anti-crisis fiscal policy with
instruments that would counteract the negative post-pandemic effects. Solutions in this regard may include modifications
to already existing tax solutions, such as extended retail sales tax suspension periods. Other measures in this area should
serve the purpose of securing employment or increasing employment mobility, for example by introducing preferential
solutions for people working remotely.
Anti-crisis fiscal policy instruments should help maintain fiscal sustainability. Based on the above, tax solutions classified
in the tables as formal should be viewed positively. Anti-crisis fiscal policy instruments should ensure long-term and
stable economic growth. None of these, considering the assessment criteria, achieve this objective.
The measures of effectiveness of the changes introduced for enterprises include, for example, the number of entrepreneurs
who benefited from deferred tax payments, the number of municipalities that took advantage of the possibility of
suspending or deferring public levies, revenues from corporate and individual income tax. It should be noted that due to the
nature of changes, the time span and continuous pandemic circumstances, it is currently not possible to fully evaluate the
market implications. While assessing the impact of solutions on enterprises, it should be noted that some of them were
introduced too late, which reduced the scale of benefits, e.g. the extension of the CIT settlement date from March 31, 2021
to June 30, 2021 was published only on March 29, 2021.
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Abstract
The bottle water market was estimated at 437 billion liters in 2017 and is expected to reach 623 billion liters in 2021, growing
at a CAGR of 92,7% during 2017-2021. The dynamic development of this market is also observed in Poland, the consumption
of bottled water in Poland is constantly growing, in 2019 it was 114 liters per capita, approaching the European average.
However, despite the significant increase, Poles still consume much less bottled water than, for example, Italians or Germans.
Therefore, it can be concluded that, on the one hand, the purchasing habits on the Polish bottled water market have developed,
and on the other hand, there is still a development potential of this market. This article reviews the factors that motivate the
purchase and consumption of bottled water. The goal of this research is to identify emerging patterns of purchasing and
consumption of bottled water in Poland. The study was conducted with a group of 742 respondents representing from 2
districts in southern Poland, CAWI and CAPI method were used to collect data. Next cluster analyzes were performed to
determine whether different patterns of buying and consuming bottled water coexist. Two methods were used for the
clustering procedure - Ward's method (squared Euclidean distance) and k-means solution. A three-cluster (three distinct
groups of respondents ) solution provided the best results. Ss a result, three different groups of respondents (segments) were
identified: 1) taste sensitive, 2) healthy lifestyles, 3) careless consumers.

Keywords: Segmentation, Bottled Water, Consumer Behavior
Introduction
The global bottled water market in 2017 was valued at around $238 billion and is expected to reach $349 billion in 2021,
growing at a CAGR (compound annual growth rate) of 9.99% during 2017-2021. In terms of volume, the market was
estimated at 437 billion liters in 2017 and is expected to reach 623 billion liters in 2021, growing at a CAGR of 92,7% during
2017-2021 (The Business Research Company, 2018).
The production value of the bottled water industry in the European Union in 2016 was EUR 12.4 million, and the
consumption was EUR 52 billion (Bizon, 2017). Europe has the highest consumption rate of bottled water in the world, at
109.9 liters per capita in 2016 (Bizon 2017) and 118.0 liters per capita in 2019 (Statista, 2020). The top five biggest
consumers of bottled water are Italy, Germany, Portugal, Hungary, and Spain. with an average annual consumption per capita
over 135 liters.
In Poland, since the beginning of the 1990s, the bottled mineral water market has been developing dynamically, which was
due to the change in eating habits. In the last 10 years, the consumption of bottled water in Poland has increased by 35.3
liters per person, i.e., by an average of 3.5 liters per year. This is the highest increase in the consumption of bottled water in
Europe (Bizon, 2017). In 2015, Poland ranked 9th in Europe in terms of expenditure on bottled water, spending about 30
euros per person on water annually. However, when analyzing water consumption per 1 person, it ranked 8th, just behind
the Czech Republic and Slovakia, but ahead of Romania, Great Britain, and Ukraine (KPMG, 2016). The consumption of
bottled water in Poland is constantly growing, in 2019 it was 114 liters per capita, approaching the European average. But
despite a significant increase in the consumption of bottled water, it is still lower by more than 40%, almost by half lower
than, for example, in Italy(Statista , 2020). Therefore, it can be concluded that, on the one hand, the purchasing habits on the
Polish bottled water market have developed, and on the other hand, there is still a development potential of this market.
This article reviews the factors that motivate the purchase and consumption of bottled water. The goal of this research is to
identify emerging patterns of purchasing and consumption of bottled water in Poland.
________________
Cite this Article as: Joanna M. DZIADKOWIEC and Urszula BALON “ Segmentation of Bottled Water Consumers in Poland”
Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain,
ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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Literature Background
The phenomenon of the bottled water market is that while most people, especially in developed countries, have access to tap
water for free, they also buy bottled water (Queiroz et al., 2012, der Linden, 2015). This is mainly due to the perception of
tap water quality (health and taste). Research suggests that tap water consumption is significantly correlated with consumer
confidence in water suppliers (Doria et al., 2009, Parag & Roberts, 2009). Important perceived barriers are poor tasting tap
water and the desire for filtered water (Graydon et al., 2019). Many consumers consider tap water unhealthy, unsafe and
prefer the taste of bottled water (Geerts et al., 2020).
Health safety is key, but even if health risks associated with drinking water are equal or are perceived by households to be
equal, taste and smell may affect the choice between the two options (Johnstone & Serret, 2012, Gambino et al., 2020).
Examples are European consumers, who consume large quantities of bottled water, even though they are generally satisfied
with the quality of tap water, trust in the institutions responsible for water supply and do not perceive health risks associated
with tap water (Etale et al., 2018). A similar situation is in the United States, where the main sources of water are taps at
home or tap away from home, but also bottled water from stores (Vieux et al., 2020). Furthermore, in Canada, the
consumption of bottled water is systematically growing, despite the fact that since 2006 the sale of bottled water has been
discouraged or even banned by public agencies and universities in some Canadian cities with the intention of compelling
consumers to have or regain confidence in the quality of tap water (Queiroz et al., 2012).
The reason for the increase in the consumption of bottled water is ambiguous, and consumer research often points to various
factors. Most researches confirm that consumers drink bottled water because they care for their health and safety, but also
point to other determinants of consumer behavior. Graydon et al. (2019) surveying American students concluded that they
also take into account cost and environmental factors, tap water is perceived by them as less expensive and better for the
environment. Gheorghe et al. (2019) examined the pro-environmental intentions of Bulgarian students in the field of bottled
water consumption, additionally taking into account such factors as personal benefit, locus of control, personal responsibility
and knowledge of action strategies. Geerts et al (2020) developing an integrated model of water consumption in Belgium,
identified 4 factors influencing the purchase of bottled water: health and safety, price, taste, and environmental aspects.
A comprehensive model of factors influencing the preferences of Swiss and German water consumers was proposed by
(Etale et al., 2018), who identified 7 factors, including, in addition to the aforementioned: convenience, norms and aspects
related to the image - personal image and still/ sparkling water image. The fact that consumers drink bottled water instead of
tap water, due to the preference of sparkling water, was also noticed by (Doria, 2006).
Most studies also confirm that basic socio-demographic factors such as gender, age, income, education, or place of residence
determine the consumption of bottled water. (Graydon et al., 2019, Vieux et al., 2020, Geerts et al., 2020). However, in
some studies no significant effect of these factors was found (Levêque & Burns, 2017, Dupont et al., 2010).
Cross-cultural studies also show that consumption and shopping habits are also influenced by factors such as nationality,
race / ethnicity, or geographic region. (Graydon et al., 2019, Vieux et al., 2020, Etale et al., 2018, Doria et al., 2009, Larson
et al., 2016).
Summarizing, researchers identified a wide range of bottled water purchase and consumption determinants, influenced by
both objective characteristics and psychological factors, which are different by country and nationality. As mentioned, the
goal of this paper is to identify emerging patterns of purchasing and consumption of bottled water in Poland. The research is
based on two research questions: (a) What factors influence the behavior of Polish bottled water consumers? (b) Based on
these factors, can systematic belief patterns and motives for purchasing bottled water in Poland be identified?

Research Methodology
The research questionnaire consisted of 25 questions about the motives for buying and consuming bottled water. The
questions in the questionnaire were arranged randomly to avoid the respondents being suggested connections between the
studied issues. Responses to the survey items were recorded on a 5-point Likert scale with 1 corresponding to “strongly
disagree” and 5 to “strongly agree”.
The study was conducted in 2020 with a group of 742 respondents representing from 2 districts in southern Poland:
Malopolskie and Podkarpackie voivodeships. The research sample was determined by quota method, quotas due to age and
gender, and the nature of the place of residence (big, medium and small cities, village). Data collection stage consisted of
two steps to involve respondents from all demographic groups. First, CAWI (computer-assisted web interview) method was
used with a standardized questionnaire. Next, CAPI (computer-assisted web interview) was used to interview respondents
who did not complete the online survey.
The final sample consisted of 466 respondents (62,8%) from Malopolskie Voivodeship and 276 (37,2%) respondents from
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Podkarpackie Voivodeship. The Cronbach Alpha exceeded 0,85, which indicates the high level of consistency of the set of
questions used in surveys.
Most of the respondents were females (67,9%), the average age of the respondents was 47,2 (SD 18,9) years. As for the
nature of place residents, villages were represented by 37% respondents and cities - by 62,5% (of which: big cities – 21,3%,
medium – 18,9% and small 23,2% small). Exactly half of the surveyed group (371 respondents) had higher education, 31,9%
- secondary education, and 134 respondents (18,1%) had primary or vocational education. The vast majority (71,7%) were
professionally active people, 20,2% were retirees and pensioners, the rest are unemployed or living on social benefits, 8,1%.
The study was attended by respondents from households of various sizes (1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, and more than 4 people), with the
share of, respectively: 12,1%, 28,0%, 23,5%, 21,6%, 14,8%. Most of the households are families with children (57.1%). The
full demographic profile of the studied group is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Participants characteristics

Demographic and household variables

Total
[in %]
n=742

Gender:
Female
Male

67,9
32,1

Age:
20-24
25-34
35-49
50-64
Over 64
Education:
primary/vocational
secondary
higher
Employment status:
full-time
part-time employee
self-employment
unemployed/unpaid leave
pensioner
Family income (in PLN):
under 1000
1001-1500
1501-2000
2001-2500
2501-3000
over 3000
Number of people in household:
1
2
3
4
over 4
Number of children in household:
without children
1
2
3
over 3
Nature of the place of residence:
small city (under 50000 residents)
medium city (50000-100000 residents)
big city (over 100000 residents)
village
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13,1
21,0
26,4
21,0
18,5
18,1
31,9
50,0
42,3
14,3
8,1
15,1
20,2
23,0
25,9
21,0
14,8
7,4
8,0
12,1
28,0
23,5
21,6
14,8
42,9
19,7
21,6
20,5
5,3
23,2
10,2
29,1
37,5
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Voivodeship:
Malopolskie
Podkarpackie
Monthly expenses on bottled water (in PLN)
under 20
21-50
51-100
101-150
over 150

62,8
37,2
13,2
43,9
27,8
10,5
4,6

Results of the Analysis
Cluster analyzes were performed to determine whether different patterns of buying and consuming bottled water coexist.
Two methods were used for the clustering procedure. First, a hierarchical method (Ward's method; squared Euclidean
distance) was used to determine the number of clusters. The k-means solution was then used to find respondents who share
important characteristics and classify them together into clusters. A three-cluster (three distinct groups of respondents )
solution provided the best results. The means and standard deviations for the 25 variables used in the study for each cluster
are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Means and standard deviations for bottled water consumption behavior

No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

n=250

n=230

n=262

Variable
Bottled water has better
health properties than tap
water
Tap water is safe to drink
only after boiling
People drink a lot of water
because it is trendy and
often promoted
I drink bottled water to
complement the deficiencies
of vitamins and minerals
Of all drinks, water is the
best thirst quencher
I drink bottled water
because I like the taste
I prefer sparkling water to
still water
In my house, water is the
main drink with all meals
Tap water may contain
various impurities
Water is healthier than other
drinks such as juices, soft
drinks, etc.
Drinking plenty of water is
necessary to provide
adequate hydration
I take care of my health, so I
try to drink as much water
as possible
Water is water, I don't
wonder why I drink it

F

Mean

STD

Mean

STD

Mean

STD

4,0

0,7

3,8

1,0

3,2

1,1

57,3

3,6

1,1

3,2

1,2

2,6

1,1

46,3

3,3

1,0

2,8

1,1

2,7

1,1

23,4

4,0

0,8

3,9

0,8

3,3

1,0

49,9

4,2

0,7

4,3

1,0

3,5

1,0

65,2

4,1

0,7

3,8

0,9

3,0

1,1

94,8

3,9

0,9

1,4

0,6

2,7

1,3

365,1

3,8

1,0

3,4

1,1

2,5

1,0

75,4

3,9

0,9

3,9

1,0

3,0

1,1

63,7

4,2

0,8

4,5

0,6

3,3

1,1

135,4

4,4

0,6

4,7

0,5

3,8

0,9

112,9

3,9

0,7

4,5

0,7

3,2

0,9

203,1

2,7

1,1

2,2

1,1

3,8

1,1

24,2
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14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

I buy water because it's the
cheapest way to quench my
thirst
Bottled water has the same
properties as tap water, it is
not worth overpaying
I use bottled water for all
purposes, including cooking
Drinking plenty of water is
helpful for weight loss
I like sparkling water, so I
prefer bottled water to tap
water
Bottled water is a
convenient way to quench
my thirst (I can always have
it with me)
I prefer to drink juices and /
or other drinks than water
I drink a lot of water due to
the requirements of my diet
Bottled water is always safe
for health
Drinking water is one of my
daily habits
I believe that the only drink
children should drink is
water
I drink water because I want
to be closer to nature

3,2

1,0

2,5

1,1

2,7

1,0

29,7

2,2

1,0

1,9

0,9

2,4

1,0

20,6

2,5

1,1

1,8

0,9

1,8

0,9

41,8

3,7

0,9

3,8

1,0

2,9

1,0

71,7

4,0

0,8

1,8

0,8

2,8

1,1

340,3

4,3

0,5

4,3

0,7

3,5

1,0

101,2

2,5

1,0

2,1

0,8

2,8

1,1

34,2

3,2

0,9

3,1

1,1

2,4

1,1

49,2

3,9

0,7

3,6

0,9

3,0

1,0

70,7

4,1

0,7

4,1

0,7

2,9

1,0

169,5

3,4

1,0

3,3

1,0

2,4

1,1

67,5

3,1

1,0

3,0

1,1

2,1

0,9

83,8

The results of k-means procedure demonstrated that the mean behaviors significantly differ between the clusters (p <0:
0001), thus, the solution was found to be satisfactory. Based on the general habits in the consumption of bottled waters, we
identified three clusters that can be described as: “Taste sensitive”, “Healthy lifestyle” and "Careless”. Typical patterns of
these behaviors for each of the three clusters (groups of consumers) are described in Table 3.

Preferences
shared by the
entire population

Table 3: Description of bottled water consumption patterns
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
“Taste sensitive”
"Healthy lifestyle"
“Careless”
n=250
n=230
n=262
• Drinking plenty of water is necessary to provide adequate hydration
• Bottled water is a convenient way to quench my thirst (I can always have it with me
• Of all drinks, water is the best thirst quencher
• Water is healthier than other drinks such as juices, soft drinks, etc.
• Tap water may contain various impurities
• Tap water is safe to drink only after boiling (negative)
• I use bottled water for all purposes, including cooking (negative)
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• I drink bottled water because
I like the taste
• I like sparkling water, so I
prefer bottled water to tap
water
• I prefer sparkling water to
still water
• Bottled water has better
health properties than tap
water
• I drink bottled water to
complement the deficiencies
of vitamins and minerals
• Bottled water is always safe
for health

• I drink bottled water to
complement the deficiencies
of vitamins and minerals
• I drink bottled water because
I like the taste
• I drink a lot of water due to
the requirements of my diet
• Drinking plenty of water is
helpful for weight loss
• Bottled water is always safe
for health
• I drink water because I want
to be closer to nature

• Water is water, I don't
wonder why I drink it

Preferences shared by the entire population
First of all, it has been confirmed that Polish consumers buy bottled water, although they generally rate the quality of tap
water as good. While most believe that tap water can contain various impurities (the exception is cluster 1, without a strong
opinion on this topic), they do not need to replace tap water with bottled water when cooking. Most also believe tap water is
safe to drink without boiling. However, they rate bottled water much higher in terms of health properties. The results confirm
that in Poland, as in other countries where the quality of tap water is satisfactory, consumers also buy bottled water (Etale et
al., 2018, Vieux et al., 2020, Queiroz et al., 2012).
Surveyed respondents confirm that the main motive for consuming water is their concern for health. They believe that
drinking plenty of water is necessary to provide adequate hydration and that water is the healthiest and most efficient way to
quench the thirst. The results are not surprising, because in European countries there is a long tradition of drinking mineral
waters for medical purposes (Ferrier, 2001, March et al., 2020). However, although all 3 clusters share these beliefs, it has
been observed that the strength of these beliefs varies (e.g., cluster 3 strongly agreed with most of these statements, while
cluster 1 mostly marked "agree" and "neither agree or disagree"). Additionally, it was observed that each cluster perceives
the factors determining health aspects differently (e.g., for cluster 2, health safety is important, while for cluster 3 - the
possibility of supplementing the deficiencies of vitamins and minerals by drinking water). The results are therefore similar
as in other studies of bottled water preferences, showing that health issues are one of the major factors influencing the
consumption of bottled water (Geerts et al., 2020, Graydon et al., 2019, Etale et al., 2018).

“Taste sensitive consumers” cluster
The first cluster constitutes a little more than a third of consumers (250 respondents). Consumers in this cluster can be defined
as "frequent consumers", drinking water is one of their daily habits. Moreover, in their households, water is the main drink
for all meals much more often than in the case of other respondents. The main reasons for consuming bottled water, apart
from those listed above, are taste and a higher than average degree of distrust of tap water. "Taste sensitive consumers"
usually prefer sparkling water, they also believe that bottled water is always safe for health and that it is a good way to
complement the deficiencies of vitamins and minerals.
The majority of consumers in this cluster are women (64.8%), this is because more women than men took part in the study.
This group is dominated by middle-aged people, over 1/3 are people aged 35-49. The other age groups are 50-64 and 25-34
(about 20% each). Nearly half of the respondents (45.2%) are people with higher education, and 39.6% have secondary
education. Almost half of the respondents (48.8%) work full time. They have a relatively low income, most households
(27.2%) have an income of PLN 1,000-1,500 per month per person, while only 8% of respondents declare their monthly
income above PLN 3,000. In this group, only 11.2% of respondents live alone (1-person farm), while among larger
households, families with at least 1 child (54.4%) predominate. They spend a month on the purchase of bottled water, most
often PLN 21-50 (42.4%) or PLN 51-100 (24.8%). "Taste sensitive consumers" are inhabitants of rural areas and small and
large cities (approx. 30% each).

“Healthy lifestyle” cluster
The second cluster is the smallest one characterizing 230 customers. They have the strongest views among all consumers,
answering questions much more often than others, they selected the option "strongly agree /disagree". Consumers grouped
in this cluster are partially similar to "Taste sensitive consumers" - they are "frequent consumers" and buy bottled water
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because of the taste. However, their taste preferences are different - they definitely prefer still water and they are less critical
of tap water. They strongly agree with the statement that peoples should drink as much water as possible to stay healthy, but
in their households water is not always the main drink for all meals. They drink a lot of water due to the requirements of
their diet, believing that drinking plenty of water is helpful for weight loss, and helps supplement the deficiencies of vitamins
and minerals. They are also distinguished by the fact that they drink water because they want to be closer to nature, so it can
be said that the consumption of bottled water is a certain way of life for them. This is in line with previous studies which
showed that consumers identify with a specific lifestyle when consuming bottled water (Doria, 2010, Wilk, 2006, Dolnicar
et al., 2014).
Cluster is definitely made up of women (76.5%), while all age groups are represented almost equally. The vast majority of
respondents have higher education (59.1%), this group also included the majority of people with primary / vocational
education who participated in the study. These are people working full-time (38.3%), but also retirees and pensioners (23%).
Almost 80% of the respondents in this group have an income per person of up to PLN 2,000 per month, the smallest group
(2.6%) are people whose income is PLN 2,500-3,000 per month. Most of the respondents (27.0%) live in 4-person and 2person households (27.0% and 25.2%, respectively); almost 60% of the respondents are families with children. They live
mainly in the countryside (40.0%) or large cities (30.4%) of the Malopolskie voivodship. Half of the respondents (45.2%)
spend PLN 21-50 a month on the purchase of bottled water, while 33.9% of the respondents in this group spend PLN 51100.

“Careless consumers” cluster
The last cluster is the biggest one characterizing 262 respondents. Contrary to other clusters, it gathers respondents who can
be characterized as "casual consumers". Contrary to other clusters, it gathers respondents who can be characterized as "casual
consumers". When analyzing the results, it can be noticed that the respondents from this cluster did not take a decisive
position on most of the analyzed issues, most of them indicating "neither agree nor disagree". They were the only ones who
stated that "water is water, I don't wonder why I drink it". In conclusion, it can be said that although they drink bottled water,
they do not need to think about the reasons for this consumption. Bottled water is just one of the beverages consumed in their
households. It is typical for certain groups of consumers, e.g., the research conducted by (Doria, 2006) or (Mackey et al.,
2003) provided the same conclusions.
Women constitute 63.3% of the respondents included in this group; as in the case of cluster 1, it reflects the gender structure
of the studied population. This segment is age-balanced, the share of individual age groups in this segment is similar and
ranges from 15.6% (adolescents aged 20-24) to 23.7% (people aged 50-64). Almost half of the people have higher education
(46.6%), are employed full-time (almost 40%), or retired (21.4% of the respondents). Their income is below PLN 1,000 and
PLN 1,000-1,500 (23.7% each) and PLN 1,500-2,000 (20%); Less than 40% of respondents in this segment declare that they
are a family without children. Most people from this group (40.5%) live in villages and large cities (28.2%), and the least in
medium-sized cities (8.4%). "Careless" consumers spend PLN 21-50 per month (44.3% of respondents in this group), PLN
51-100 (1/4 of respondents), or less than PLN 20 (22.1%) per month on bottled water.

Conclusions
The results show that at least for a sample of two Polish provinces, but we believe that also from the point of view of
consumers from other regions of the country, there are three different patterns of bottled water consumption preferences.
As a result of the study, the main factors influencing the preferences and behavior of Polish consumers of bottled water were
identified. The preferences of all respondents are mainly determined by two factors - an ambivalent opinion about the quality
of tap water and the belief that drinking plenty of water is necessary to provide adequate hydration. Concerns about drinking
tap water are deeply rooted in Poles' consciousness. However, as the research shows, they have no justification. Tap water
meets all standards due to the fact that it is constantly monitored by waterworks and appropriate sanitary services. Water
from Polish waterworks can be drunk without boiling it. Research has shown that only the utility parameters of water, such
as taste, smell, and hardness, are not satisfactory everywhere and differ in individual cities, and sometimes also in individual
city districts, sometimes raising concerns of users (Kłos, 2015). It can therefore be concluded that in Poland, as in other
countries, bottled water is consumed despite the satisfactory quality of generally available tap water.
The results show that one factor that influences preferences regarding bottled water is whether or not drinking water is viewed
as a daily habit by respondents. Analyzing the results of cluster analysis, it can be concluded that people who consume bottled
water more often ("Taste sensitive" and "Healthy lifestyle" clusters) have fairly strong beliefs about water consumption. On
the other hand, the respondents for whom bottled water was simply one of the beverages ("Careless" cluster ") did not have
an opinion on most of the subjects studied. Thus, there is a clear difference between consumers defined as" frequent
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consumers "and" casual consumers ". This difference may result from the fact that the more often a product is consumed, the
greater is the consumer's knowledge about it.
However, it is very likely that it results from the respondents' beliefs about bottled water. For "careless" consumers, "water
is just water" and they do not need to think about it. For frequent consumers, water consumption is an everyday habit, so
they look for information that will allow them to buy a product that best suits the lifestyle or needs of their family. In the
case of "Taste sensitive" consumers, the main determinant of choice is the taste of bottled water, while in the case of the
"Healthy lifestyle" cluster - health aspects.
The results of the study may be useful as a basis for further scientific research on the consumption of bottled water in Poland,
as well as contribution to the study of food-related lifestyles. Further research, based on the proposed consumers’
segmentation, may include more detailed criteria that will provide information about the behavior, preferences, or beliefs of
consumers from various clusters. The impact of socio-demographic factors on consumer beliefs and behaviors also can be
analyzed. The proposed segmentation may also guide bottled water producers and NGOs that run campaigns on both bottled
and tap water.
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Abstract
The digitization of business models and processes within the management systems of companies is to be understood as the
operationalization of the Statement of Applicability (SoA). For this purpose, the quality of measures must be integrated and
optimized in the adjustment processes while observing governance and compliance. Due to the diverse software systems,
changes of the workflow processes during activities are becoming more complex in terms of content and require adequate
IT security standards to protect against attacks on the IT infrastructure. For the energy network and energy system operators,
the core requirements for maintaining the protection objectives are required by the legal framework. In addition, the target
definitions of the market players in telecommunications services must also be considered. For this, it is advisable for the
actors to expand the previous model of information processing to include the protection objectives.
The aim here is on the optimized establishment of information security by comparing the corresponding measures for process
optimization. Only then there is the possibility of an agile change management. With the establishment of an information
security management system (ISMS), the processes lead to a secure exchange of information. For this purpose, an agile
maturity model related to the digitization of processes in compliance with the protection objectives for information security
and data protection must be developed and the interaction of the processes must be modelled. The risk management process
(RMP) of the ISMS is mostly limited to static threat catalogues and one-time risk assessments for the area of application,
whereby mainly general measures for risk handling are derived. Due limited perspectives, relevant risks are out of focus and
can lead to a high risk taking. A company-wide framework for information security and data protection forms the basis of a
common security technology and enables the administration of security-relevant measures.

Keywords
Process Interaction Model, Information Security Management System (ISMS), Business Processes, Risk Processes,
Transparency, Protection objectives

Introduction
Digitization includes the networked use of information- and communication technology (ICT)-based services for the control
and automation of operational processes as well as the development of new products, systems and services. Business models
and processes as well as management systems for business continuity (BCMS), information security (ISMS), data protection
(DSMS), risks (RMS), energy (EnMS), emergencies and crises (CMS) are heavily dependent on ICT-based services. The
increasing digital networking simplifies common communication, coordination and cooperation (3C) but at the same time
the security threats are increasing.
For risks of the operators of critical infrastructures (BSI-Critis, 2016) the legislator has given binding minimum requirements
for IT security (BSI-Act, 2017) as well as their services for an "adequate protection" against threats. For network management
and control in the energy sector (BSI Critis, §2, 2016), the minimum requirements for the relevant ICT-based services in §11
paragraphs 1a and 1b of the Energy Industry Act (EnWG) as well as the IT Security Act and the IT -Security catalogues of
the Federal Network Agency (BNetzA) with regards to an adequate protection. The core of these requirements is the proof
(from 2018) of a functioning and certified ISMS according to ISO / IEC 27001 (2013) in conjunction with ISO / IEC 27002
(2013) and ISO / IEC 27019 (2019). For the reliable and secure communication of information via communication networks
in the information technology and telecommunications sector (BSI Critis, §5, 2016), the basics are regulated in the
Telecommunications Act (TKG). A security concept must be drawn up in accordance with the requirements of the Federal
Network Agency and submitted for approval. The obligation for the detection of a functioning and certified ISMS according
to ISO / IEC 27001 (2013) in connection with the ISO / IEC 27002 (2013) does not exist.
A management system for the processing of personal data must be set up in accordance with Article 42 (GDPR-General Data
Protection Regulation). The requirements for the protection of personal data from the point of view of data protection are
specified in ISO / IEC 27701 (2019). However, there is currently no independent ISO / IEC 27701 certification. For a very
________________
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consistent approach the business processes to the management requirements of the quality (ISO / IEC 9001), data security
(ISO / IEC 27001) and data protection (GDPR) must be aligned to evaluate and present it in an appropriate transparency.

Status Quo
Organizations have the challenge that many IT system solutions are used for different purposes. The number of ICT-based
solutions need to be harmonized. Legal and regulatory requirements present operators of critical infrastructures with the
challenge of protecting the existing IT structure and organization. The need for this is because of cyber-attacks due to the
increasing number of (World Economic Forum, 2020). Cyber risks are increasing in both their likelihood and in their
interference potential. In five years, attacks on companies worldwide have doubled. Cyber weaknesses in information
technology systems increase the financial impact. Extortionate ransomware attacks caused by email attack techniques
threaten ICT-based systems (Proofpoint, 2020). Globalization and digitization have created a dynamic environment in which
processes cannot be planned in detail by dependence on information and events. New framework conditions have an impact
on social areas and existing personality traits of employees (Welpe, Brosi, & Schwarzmüller, 2018). An understanding of
the risks associated with their likelihood of occurrence and their effects on the business process must be developed. In
addition, the identification and prioritization of supporting applications and business processes is required to perform an
analysis of business and risk impact (Lampe, Georg S. and Massner S., 2018). Strategies and methods as well as IT-skills
with regard to data security and data protection are challenges for organizations. The maintenance of security is the protection
of various information parameters such as confidentiality, integrity, availability (Ionescu et al., 2018), but also of other such.
B. Failure safety, reliability and non-rejection must be observed. An innovative digital transformation of systems and
processes in organizations puts the ability to absorb change to the test because many shows signs of overloading. (Cho et al.,
2016; Järveläinen, 2012). Further factors are the adaptations of the company and work organization to new technical and
organizational framework conditions. Uncertainties about new standards and a lack of training and information options about
the applicability and benefits of new system applications make digitization more difficult. Thoughtful authorizations for
classified information to ensure data protection and data security are to be targeted (Fogoros et al., 2020). Technological
potentials such as process mining tools or process models (Business Process Model and Notation - BPMN) are not only
supportive, but also form the basis for the technical automation of processes (workflow / process engines) and the expansion
of a process-oriented organization. A continuous process within a maturity model facilitates the identification of the
optimization potential. However, day-to-day management activities need more advanced processes to drive innovation and
digital transformation (Olaru et al., 2017).
A. Analysis of attack scenarios
Even the existing complexity of attack scenarios and the conditional assignment of damage to an event, require a more
detailed analysis and a detailed breakdown of possible dependencies. Because the system or the people, premises or
regulations that surround the system have a security gap that can be exploited by an attacker, a threat and a risk arise (BSI
Act, 2017).
Some attack scenarios are listed below:
•

Data manipulation (man-in-the-middle): Regarding weak points in protocols, it cannot be ruled out that unnoticed
manipulations take place. In particular due to lack of encryption and mutual authentication, it is difficult or
impossible to detect a man-in-the-middle attack.

•

Data Overwrite (retransmission): This is not excluded in relation to identified weaknesses of the protocols used.

•

Denial of Service (DoS): An infrastructure system is deliberately overloaded with so many requests that the system
can no longer process the tasks.

• Phishing: Through fake emails, websites, SMS (Short Message Services) tries to get the personal data of a user.
A resulting impairment or improper use of the system leads to the effectiveness of the threat and can cause damage. The risk
depends on the likelihood of a vulnerability and the potential harm involved. In terms of quantity, the damage is limited in
time as an additional expense. Appropriate risk mitigation measures to reduce - eliminate vulnerabilities - and prevention isolation of systems - are divided.
B.

Level of digitization

The creation of modelled processes is one of the steps to control automatically. These can be classified as follows:
1) Digital data: stands for digital information collection and smooth data availability. This is what enables automatic
processing through processes.
2) Digital process: Stands for an ICT-networked infrastructure, which automates the data exchange via interfaces and
consequently the business processes are digitized. Due to the rapidly changing framework conditions, a digitized
process can be adapted or replaced more flexibly and quickly.
3) Digital service: stands for networked products and services, whereby new services or product additions are offered,
viewed and commissioned internally as well as externally.
4) Digital platform: are networked platforms between the partners / actors, whereby virtual transactions are organized
and virtual innovations are made available.
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The aim of the digital processes is to continuously enrich the database, to automate standard processes and to find innovative
ways to link information to new products or services, as shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1: Level of digitization
Source: by author, 2021

In addition, the identification and prioritization of supporting applications and business processes is necessary in order to
carry out a Business Impact Analysis (BIA) and a Risk Impact Analysis (RIA).

Strategy development and evaluation
A.

Strategic method – VUCA

If framework conditions are inconsistent, uncertain and complex, the VUCA model is recommended for the implementation
of the strategic aim of digitization.
•

Volatility: Event cannot be foreseen and there is no information about it.

•

Uncertainty: Event is predictable and there is information about it.

•

Complexity: Event cannot be foreseen and there is information about it.

•

Ambiguity: Event is predictable and there is no information about it.

In parallel to the strategic changes, the operational planning of the organizational areas must be precisely delimited by the
business processes. Agile methods such as Scrum or Kanban can support this. At the beginning of the implementation, the
classic improvement process is suitable for continuous review of the processes.
B. Possibility of implementation - agile method through adapted PDCA cycle
The iterations, as short sequences of activity cycles that follow one another, ensure that results are checked promptly and
actions are corrected in good time. The permanent learning loops correspond to the Deming cycle (PDCA: Plan - Do - Check
- Act) or the Boyd cycle (OODA: Observe - Orient - Decide - Act).
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Fig. 2: Maturity Model of digitisation related to adapted risk matrix based on FMEA
Source: Own representation based on Lampe, G. S. and Massner, S., 2021

It is proposed to expand the classic PDCA accordingly, that:
•

The planning of the implementing processes in the complex environment must be differentiated, prioritized and
designed flexibly in and across departments.

•

The results and dependencies of the functioning or non-functioning processes are to be delivered promptly, because
progress is measured by them.

•

The processes are monitored and corrected iteratively based on the results. The multiple learning cycle for the actual
requirements is referred as (m)-Check.

•

The (m)-Check for process optimization is adapted and combined with the 3C (Communication, Coordination,
Cooperation) in a complex environment.

• The Business processes are optimized and standardized before automation.
Process management through the adapted PDCA cycle creates the possibility of changing conditions in the agile VUCA
model contribute.
As a result, the measures for continuous improvement are not only targeted, but also mapped into the business aims and
operational planning through constant reporting. Constant feedback leads to agile regulated improvement.
C. Maturity model from an adapted PDCA cycle
Due to the organization-related conditions, the business processes in the areas of the organization in the digital expression
have progressed differently. The use of a maturity model for digitization with a percentage gradation is the simplest method
to measure the degree of fulfilment of the various dimensions. However, the degree of aim achievement of the implemented
measures, which represent an opportunity in the event of over-fulfilment and a problem in the case of under-fulfilment, is
not shown. Detected problems require re-evaluation according to the risk.
For structured and comprehensive identification and assessment of business processes by rating criteria, the use of the
maturity model with adapted PDCA cycle is recommended for the following dimensions, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Dimensions of digitization

Dimensions
Organization

Culture

Management
system

Part of dimension
• Vision + mission
• Strategy and business aim
• Business model, components and
functions
• Personnel, expertise, recruiting
• Skillset and capabilities
• Training and education

Description
- identifies the existing aspects of the organizational
framework.
- evaluates the content to be compared for the conceptual
and innovative further development of the company.

• Compliance
• Information security, data
protection, risk, quality

- analyses the company's management processes, which
are used for a wide range of tasks and the fulfilment of
requirements.

- considers the existing aspects of the cultural framework,
whether the employees have the right skills and abilities
and can accompany the change processes.
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• Business continuity, crises

- evaluates the holistic approach to liability and risk
reduction, protection and optimization of company
values.
- deals with the analysis of ICT-based business processes.
- Condition: The entire IT structure of the organization is
compatible with other process dimensions.

Technology

• infrastructure
• IT systems and integration
• Applications, monitoring and
analysis

Services
(internal/
external) and
products

• further - / development
• Quality assurance
• Help desk

- identifies the value-adding action fields of the productand service-oriented business processes for qualitative
maintenance, further development and automation. .

Information,
business
processes
(lead and
supported)

• Collection, provision and using
• Business processes, process
automation
• Protection objectives and
classification

- evaluates the processing of the information within the
business processes (described, iterative, uninterrupted,
automated, legally compliant)
used to collect process classification and quality as well
as reporting
Condition: Compliance with the protection objectives
and information classification.

Source: by author, 2021

D. Classification of measures
The hierarchical structure of the protection requirement, taking inheritance into account, defines the security measures
according to the maximum principle as well as the accumulation or distribution effect. According to the implemented
protection requirements of these can be divided into independent groups.
In the extended application of the risk matrix, these correlate with the human, technical and organizational resources. Selected
security measures (technical, personnel, organizational) are offered in several stages according to the defense-in-depth
principle - increasing security by setting up several parallel security mechanisms - and are classified.
By grading the security measures according to differentiated protection requirements results in the classified quality of
measure. The compromise between security and usability of the graduated security measures is based on the least privilege
principle.
E.

Benefit and efficiency of measures

The iterative, incremental and adaptive implementation of the digitization aspects is only possible through the combination
of the classic change management process according to ISO / IEC 9001 (2015) and the process for the secure development
of software and systems from ISO / IEC 27001 (2013).
Agile change management or innovation management creates the necessary quality of measures for automated processes and
increases added value.
For this purpose, the efficiency and use of measures from the ISMS must be integrated into the QMS as far as possible, so
that critical infrastructures remain unaffected in the event of disruptions within information security.

Protection Objectives, Risk Management and Evaluation
A. Protection objectives – information security and data protection
Through IT-systems information’s are processed, stored and transmitted. This information (or data) should be protected from
potential dangers. Information security (or data) describes the properties and states of the information and systems to be
secured by means of security measures.
The security measures are systematized on the basis of protection objectives, as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Protection objectives – information security and data protection
Protection
objectives
Confidentiality

Integrity

Availability
Authenticity

Legally binding
Accountability
Intervenability
Non-linkability

Transparency
Data
minimization
Pseudonymity
Anonymity

Reviewability

Description
defines the accessibility of information towards an authorized
recipient. Unauthorized access is usually prevented by
encryption.
describes the absence of manipulation of the transmitted data.
The examination takes place i.a. by checksum computation (hash
value).
is defined as the ratio of the actual possible utilization to the
theoretical potential of a service.
indicates the originality of the information. There is no limitation
to one party only - usually all involved entities should be
authenticated against all others.
determines the non-repudiation of third parties afterwards, i.a. by
a signature.
describes the direct or indirect association between the user’s
identity and its service usage.
allows the user to correct his personal data based on legal
regulations.
indicates that data cannot be collected, processed and used for
any purpose other than the designated purpose. Assuming a
greatest possible effort in analysing is a huge amount of data over
a long period of time where is no guarantee of non-linkability.
requires the follow-up of personal data processing at a reasonable
cost.
determines the processing of the data to the necessary extent and
purpose.
protects against identification by name. The reference to a
specific person is not permanently removed.
is a consequence of the non-linkability and the change of
personal data is that the individual details about personal or
factual circumstances can no longer or only with a
disproportionately large effort (time, costs, scope) be assigned to
a specific or identifiable person
is a consequence of transparency and means verifiability and
traceability through logging and documentation
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Legend: IS - Information Security, DP - Data Privacy, o – optional, m -mandatory,
E – Energy, IT – Information Technology, T – Telecommunication,
Source: by author, 2021

For critical grid and system operators in the energy sector is ISMS certification to ISO / IEC 27001 (2013) by the IT Security
Act (BSI-Act) in accordance with the protection objectives of confidentiality, integrity, availability and authenticity
mandatory. On the other hand, ISMS certification is not mandatory for the operators in the information technology and
telecommunications sector; instead, the Federal Network Agency only has to strive for the approval of a security concept
with the protection objectives of confidentiality, integrity and availability.
Specific protection objectives for data protection such as intervenability, non-linkability, transparency, data minimization,
pseudonymity and anonymity relate to the processing of personal data. An ISMS certification according to ISO / IEC 27001
and 27002 in connection with ISO / IEC 27701 (2019) is not GDPR-compliant according to Article 42 GDPR.
Due to the diversity, it is recommended that information security and data protection be expanded to include the protection
objectives of authenticity, intervenability, non-linkability, transparency, data minimization and reviewability.
In addition, a link with governance, risk management and compliance should be aimed in order to determine the effectiveness
and appropriateness of protective measures. The aim is to provide adequate protection against unintentional errors and events
as well as intended attacks from outside and inside.
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B. Risk standards
The following risk standards should apply to the development of a systematic risk assessment approach that is appropriate
to company’s business:
•

Risk Management - Principles and Guidelines (ISO/IEC 31000, 2018) - general procedure for risk management

•

Risk Management - Risk Assessment Techniques (ISO/IEC 31010:2009) - List of different methods - Valuation
approaches

•

IT Security Techniques - Information Security Risk Management (ISO/IEC 27005, 2018) - Adaptation risk
management for information security - Compatibility with ISO/IEC 27001 (2013) and ISO/IEC 27002 (2013)

C. Risk Management
The iterative process of listing, evaluation and treatment using the methods of ISO 27001 (2013), ISO 27002 (2013) thus
includes:
•

Risk identification: What risks are there? i.e. Determine relevant resources (processes, IT systems, people, data),
threats and vulnerabilities

•

Risk analysis: What are the causes of these risks? i.e. Determination of the likelihood of occurrence and
determination of potential error consequences (damages)

•

Risk evaluation: What risks must be minimized? i.e. control prioritization

•

Control definitions: Which measures lead to minimization? i.e. Definition of avoidance and/or detection masks

• Risk minimization and risk revaluation: Order of action processing for risk management or precaution
Processes and related business activities use information objects. Information objects are assigned to places of use and service
providers. Threat catalogues are established. ISO/IEC 27005 (2018) and the IT security catalogue (SIcat) are used for the
scope of process IT. The supporting assets inherit a need for protection from the damage potential of the processed
information. The protection requirement is calculated according to the maximum principle.
An organizational, process-oriented and legal framework was analysed which defines the management of information
security and data protection in the context of digitization and at the same time complies with the various protection
objectives., as can be seen in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: Framework for Information Security and Data Privacy Management System – D(I)MS
Source: Own representation based on Lampe, G. S. and Massner, S., 2021

D.

Risk identification

From an entrepreneurial point of view, risk identification is based primarily on the resources to be protected (investment
assets, financial assets), combined with governance, risk management and compliance. The identification and description of
risks and measures can i.e. by applying the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) or Political,
Economic, Socio-cultural and Technological (PEST) analysis.
E.

Methods of Risk Analysis - Risk matrix of adapted FMEA

The Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is a general, analytical method for risk management and is used for the
qualitative evaluation of systems, products and processes. With the identification of the causes of errors and their
quantification of the probability of occurrence, the risk priority numbers (RPN) and the risk matrix can be determined using
an adapted FMEA.
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RPN = KMeaning ∗ POccurrence ∗ PDiscovery
Risk matrix (3x3) | K: evaluation of meaning [1 ... 10]; P: likelihood of occurrence [10 ... 1]; P probability of discovery [1 ...
10]
Risk matrix (5x5) | K: evaluation of meaning [1 ... 100]; P: likelihood of occurrence [100 ... 1]; P probability of discovery [1
... 100]
The representation of the risk values without weighting, the logarithmic form to the base 10 is recommend. RPN with the
results from 1 to 100,000 thus lead to a 0 to 5 of the associated value, as shown in table 3. This enables a simple distinction
between relevant (not equal to 0 - in a graduated form) and no longer relevant (= 0). Advantageously, the logarithmic value
proves the effect to capture faster through the addition / subtraction.

Table 3: Risk matrix damage level based on adapted FMEA
Log10(RPZ)

RPZ

Risk value
RM [3x3]

Risk value
RM [5x5]

damage description

1

0

-

-

-

-

10

1

1

low

1

insignificant

100

2

2

medium

2

low

1000

3

3

large

3

medium

10000

4

-

-

4

large

100000

5

-

-

5

existence threatening

Legend: RPN -Risk Priority Number, RM – Risk Matrix,
Source: by author, 2021

If a classification according carried out to security objectives, a CIA analysis results with the estimation of potential errors
(consequences) as a function of the likelihood of occurrence, as shown in Figure 2.
From author’s side it is proposed to extend this analysis to include:
•

The set of security objectives (arbitrary) can be extended,

•

Depicts the dependencies between affected resource and threat per protection objectives,

•

The representation of the risk values without weighting takes place in logarithmic form to the base 10,

• Standardizes the function / malfunction networks and the measures will be standardized.
The identified risk is a threat to the information to be protected from the business process. This becomes a threat as soon as
the supporting assets show a weak point that can be exploited.
F.

Business Impact Analysis and Risk Impact Analysis (BIA-RIA)

Business Impact Analysis (BIA) and the RMP methodology are carried out within critical infrastructures to maintain
information security. The BCM from the ISMS begins with an analysis of the business impact and a threat analysis that
identifies events that could lead to an interruption in business operations and processes.
Once the threat is identified, a risk assessment must be performed to determine the impact of the threat and the likelihood of
occurrence, which are required for critical business applications and processes.
In the assessment from the perspective of the ISMS only those business processes are taken into account to date, relating to
information technology. These include, for example, preventive, detective and reactive measures. Furthermore, criteria for
the acceptance of residual risks are determined.
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The prioritization of the business processes according to the BIA enables a restart in the correct order. Risks that exist for
the assets of a company (assets) outside the scope of the ISMS are primarily defined risk treatment plans and protection goals
from the point of view of data protection.
Technical, organizational and personnel processes, which ultimately connect the quantitative measures to be assessed as well
as the organizational areas involved, must be described with a holistic quality of action that is classified according to quality
and risk parameters for the BCM from the ISMS and DSMS for the various digitization levels, as in shown in Figure 4.

Fig 4. Process interaction model
Source: Own representation based on Lampe, G. S. and Massner, S., 2021

Criteria for the acceptance of residual risks are specified. Based on the maximum development of product and service
deliveries within energy and telecommunications, the following approach to risk assessment with regard to business activity
is recommended:
•

ISO/IEC 27001 (2013) for BSI 100-4 (2009) and IT Security Act catalogue - §11 paragraphs 1a and 1b of the Energy
Industry Act as the basis for the power generation and distribution;

•

Risk management adaptation for information security - compatibility with ISO/IEC 27002 (2013);

•

IT security techniques - Information security risk management ISO/IEC 27005 (2018);

•

Business Continuity Management ISO/IEC 22301 (2019);

•

Determination of the potential conflict regarding the independent influence due to market situations for the
provision of products and services;

•

Determination of the confidentiality of substitute values for missing measured values as a function of time (expected
value from measured value modelling);

• Risk reduction through a system regulation approved by the energy supplier.
The degree of achieving the fulfilled controls leads to a result, which in case of over-fulfilment represents a chance and a
problem in case of under-fulfilment. Detected issues require re-capture, analysis, assessment, and policy definition. Detected
problems require reanalysis, assessment and policy definition. With risk management approaches standard, conventional
risks can be relatively easily isolated. Fundamental elements such as energy and resource efficiency, renewable energies and
sustainability, digitization are increasingly on the agenda of today's companies. Due to the compatibility of ISO/IEC 27001
(2013), ISO/IEC 27002 (2017), ISO/IEC 9001 (2013), ISO/IEC 22301 (2019), the business processes to be assessed must be
expanded with reasonable effort.

Summary
With the process interaction model an industry-independent maturity model was developed to evaluate the business processes
for the actors. The model contains several dimensions that operationalize the processes within the process layer through the
assessed risk criteria for quality, data security and data protection and provide the appropriate process transparency for all
parties involved. By using the agile maturity model, the process interactions of digitization are modeled and the processes
are developed in compliance with the protection objectives for information security and data protection.
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Technical and organizational processes, which ultimately connect the quantitative measures to be assessed and the bodies
involved, are described with a quality of action and classified according to quality and risk parameters. The overall view
serves the purpose of creating technically safe, organizationally stable and qualitative framework conditions. All risk
decisions using the extended risk matrix can be made in a standardized way for functional, malfunction networks and security
measures and standardized.
The establishment of a centralized D(I)SMS (Data protection – ISMS) processes lead to a targeted and secure exchange of
information. A holistic framework for information security and data protection forms the basis of a common security
technology and enables the optimized management of security-relevant measures. The protection requirement depending on
the frequency of damage represents a three-stage risk model for the processes. Relevant risks are identified by the RMP and
specific measures for risk treatment are derived. This is accompanied by effective protection of information against global
and local threats to energy, telecommunications and electronic data processing systems. The organizations processes and
security measures are checked for conformity within the SoA.
Checks for conformity outside the scope or outside the branch are not guaranteed without a legal obligation. If critical
malfunctions occur outside of information security, we also recommend comparison with the BCM in accordance with ISO
/ IEC 22301 (2019). Within ISO 27001 (2013) in conjunction with BCM, health aspects such as current epidemics or
pandemics are not specified. The RMP approaches for BCM according to ISO / IEC 22301: 2019 are comparable and
primarily relate to disruptions that can occur as a result of globalization and internationalization. Local and global aspects
such as epidemics or pandemics can be specified in the framework. The BCM from the ISMS must therefore be supplemented
with the epidemic / pandemic category with the corresponding measures (Lampe et al., 2020). This expansion creates added
value for the company as essential administrative procedures have been tried and tested.
Due to the ongoing development of the management of information security and information security risks during digital
changes and the occurrence of global and local influences, disruptions in business process management can be minimized.
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Abstract
In the paper we analyse how the earners age affects the level of households income inequality in West-EU countries.
Therefore, in the study we focus on various subgroups of household distinguished on the age of the household head.
The main research objective of the article is to examine the role of age differences in explaining the level of income inequality
in fourteen West-EU countries. Therefore, our analysis has two empirical aims: to assess the divergence in the mean incomes
of the recognised subgroups of households and to measure how much of the overall inequality can be attributed to the distance
between these subgroups rather than to inequalities within them.
The study is carried out on micro-data obtained from EU-SILC that cover information about incomes achieved by individual
members of the household in 2017. In the analysis we use the Theil index and its property of being additively decomposable.
Our results indicate that the age of the household head has a limited effect on the extent of overall inequality in income
distribution. The impact of the age of the household head on income inequality was the most prevalent in the Nordic
countries. By contrast, the effect was the least notable in Luxemburg and the Mediterranean region. Our study also revealed
that other factors, such as household composition and living arrangement patterns for the young adults and the elderly, may
also have an impact on their economic situation.

Keywords: Income Inequality, Age, Theil Index, Decomposition, EU-SILC
Introduction
Europeans are living longer and healthier lives, but this spectacular achievement is accompanied by fertility rates below
replacement levels. As is known Europe’s population is ageing. The old-age dependency ratio varied in 2020 between around
20.9% in Luxembourg and above 36.4% in Italy. Under the baseline scenario of the latest population projections issued by
Eurostat, the EU’s population will continue to grow older - the EU’s old-age dependency ratio is projected to be at 57% in
2100 (Eurostat 2020). Changes in the structure of the population will affect economic growth, pension systems and labour
markets, with an impact, in particular, on the supply and demand for labour, and on income inequality.
There is a close relationship between the demographic characteristics of a population and the distribution of income among
its members. Brandolini and D’Alessio (2001) stress that the age structure matters because the scale and composition of
personal incomes (from work, property and transfer) differ during the life cycle. The income of an individual tends to exhibit
an inverted-U-shape (hump-shaped) pattern. As an individual matures and gains work experience, the individual's personal
income increases. Income tends to grow from the moment of entry into the labour market up to the age of about 60 (65), later
dropping when employment income is replaced by pension income. Therefore, the risk of inequality between the income of
older persons and the rest of the population is often indicated. United Nations (2016) points out that only a minority of the
global population accumulates enough savings and other assets to provide for their own economic security in old age. Many
elderly people work until they are no longer able or retire, and also rely on family support and pensions, where they are
available. The subject of many current public debates and scientific works are the assumptions of the silver economy, which
are aimed at reacting to advanced ageing processes. Krzyminiewska (2020, p. 69) emphasizes that the introduction of a silver
economy will transform demographic problems into development opportunities, and the development strategy, which
considers the needs of the ageing population, contributes to improving the quality of life not only of the elderly, but also of
________________
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all members of the population. On the other hand, as the baby-boom generation continues to move into peak earning years,
there will be more earners more than younger, lower earners, which will contribute to an increase in inequality. Therefore,
the life cycle of income appears to be an important context in the discussion of income inequality.
On the other hand, however, Blossfeld and Buchholz (2009) point out that the family (household) is a relevant “social safety
provider” and a resource-redistributing institution and thus contributes to modulating social inequalities. Therefore, our focus
in our study is on inequalities in equivalised household disposable income. This concept of income best approaches
individuals' and households' standards of living (DiPrete, 2003). Our study focused on the age of the household head as a
determinant of income inequality. The main research objective of the article is to examine the role of age differences in
explaining the level of income inequality in fourteen West-EU countries. Our study covers the, so-called, “Old Union”:
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain
and Sweden. Due to data deficiencies, the United Kingdom was excluded from the analysis.
Our analysis has two empirical aims: to assess the divergence in the mean incomes of the recognised subgroups of households
and to measure how much of the overall inequality can be attributed to the distance between these subgroups rather than to
inequalities within them.
We employ the Theil inequality decomposition to examine the impact of the age of the household head on the level of income
inequality. The analysis relies on microdata obtained from the European Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions
(EU-SILC), and includes information on the income achieved by individual household members in 2017.
Theoretical economic models posit that an ageing population and a rising old-age dependency ratio tend to increase income
inequality. This is because of the intricate demo-economic causes of changes in fertility and mortality, the consequences for
the financing of demographically sensitive public expenditures, and its combined impact on the distribution of income (von
Weizsäcker 1996). The effects of a changing age structure on the distribution of income have been studied by several authors.
Already in the last century, the question was posed: “Does an aging society increase inequality?” (von Weizsäcker 1996, p.
729). There seems to be no easy answer to this question given the complex nature of demographic phenomena. Research
from the 1970s showed that the larger the share of elderly people, the more unevenly income distribution, indicating a positive
correlation between demographic ageing and inequality (Repetto 1978). Deaton and Paxson (1997) concluded that population
ageing leads to an increase in income inequality. They claimed that there is evidence in favor of the life cycle model’s
prediction that within-cohort income inequality should increase with the age of the cohort.
As elderly people face high poverty risks and represent a growing share of the population and pension systems come under
increased strain, Guerin (2013) points out that income inequality in Europe is sensitive to population ageing. The prospect
of population ageing has motivated the reform of many public transfer systems in Europe. Von Weizsacker (1996)
investigated the effect of population ageing on income inequality by considering the response of public transfer systems. He
showed that that depending on the response of public transfer ageing can lead either to a rise or a decline in income inequality.
Despite the positive relationship, there are several studies that suggest that the impact of ageing on inequality are limited
(Wang et al. 2017). For example, research by Jätti (2003) on the impact of demographic characteristics on inequality in five
countries (Canada, the Netherlands, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States) in the 1980s found that the age
structure of the population was not a significant predictor of increased inequality. The empirical evidence from Germany
showed that supposed impact of ageing on German income inequality until 2020 is not clear (Faik 2012).
The paper is structured as follows. The next section details the sources of data and the research methodology. The results of
the empirical analysis are presented in the third part. The last section offers our concluding remarks.

Data and Methodology
Our approach requires the use of microdata to calculate statistics of inequality for various subsamples. To encompass the
studied European countries, we used the EU-SILC (the European Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions) data,
which are conducted annually within all European Union Member States (plus some additional countries). Our results are
based on the cross-sectional data of the EU-SILC 2018 (version as of September 2019) for fourteen West-EU countries. The
microdata contains information on the income achieved by individual household members in 2017. This is since in most
countries, the reference period for income data is the calendar year preceding the year of data collection, but in Ireland it is
the 12 months prior to the interview, and in the United Kingdom it refers to the period around the date of interview. Most
countries have based data collection on household surveys, while a few (Finland, the Netherlands, Norway, Slovenia, and
Sweden) have based data collection on administrative registers, using registers to collect several variables, and obtaining
other information via interviews with a “representative person” in the household (Iacovou, Kaminska and Levy 2012, p.3).
Although the sampling procedure varies across countries, the samples are considered nationally representative of the
population residing in private households within the country, irrespective of language, nationality or legal residence status
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(Eurostat 2014). However it should be kept in mind, that the differences in sampling procedure may cause limitations in
comparability (Kranzinger, 2020, p.648). Furthermore, low and high income households can be under-represented in the
survey data due to the fact that often people refuse to provide any information about their income or understate it. As a result,
the measures of income inequality can be underestimated.
The presented study is conducted based on income data from 341,678 individuals. Depending on the country, the sample
varies in size from 10,431 (Luxembourg) to 54,806 observations (Greece). Throughout the analysis, we employ equivalised
household disposable income per household member to compensate for different household structures and possible
economies of scales within households. For each person, the equivalized (per-capita) disposable income is its household total
disposable income divided by the equivalized household size according to the modified OECD scale, which assigns a weight
of 1.0 to the head of household, 0.5 to every household member aged 14 or more and 0.3 to each child aged less than 14.
Summing up the individual weights gives the household specific equivalence factor. Total household disposable income is
calculated as a sum of gross personal income components for all household members and gross income components at the
household level reduced by taxes, social insurance contributions and interhousehold cash transfers paid.
Our empirical strategy hinges on a decomposition analysis whereby inequality of income distribution is measured based on
the country-wide surveys of incomes. Decomposition analysis naturally requires the partition of the data into subgroups.
Examining the effect of age on income inequality, households were divided into four groups according to the age of the head
of household: 18-35, 36-49, 50-64 and above 65 years of age.
We use the Theil inequality decomposition since the total inequality measured by the Theil index can be cleanly decomposed
into the two additive parts of between-group and within-group inequality. While the Theil index does not have an intuitive
interpretation (Sen 1996, p. 36; Conceicao and Ferreira 2000), it is often used in empirical studies because of its additive
decomposability (Akita, Lukman and Yamada 1999; Chongvilaivan and Kim 2016; Muszyńska and Wędrowska 2018, 2020).
The origin of the modern inequality decomposition literature is to be found in Shorrocks (1980, 1984), where he examined
decomposition of inequality by population subgroups where the subgroups may be formed by gender, race, age, occupation,
region, and so on.
The Theil index of inequality, originally proposed by Theil (1967), belongs to the family of General Entropy (GE) measures
that are based on ratios of incomes to the mean income. The Theil index measures an entropic "distance" the income
distribution = { , , . . . , } is away from the "ideal" egalitarian state of everyone having the same income (Ye). The
Theil index may be expressed as:
=

( )− ( ) =

( )−∑

∙
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where H is the Shannon entropy, which has a range from 0 to ln(n) and the share of person i in total income is equal to =
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As is well known, the Theil index satisfies five properties of income distribution measurement: the Pigou-Dalton principle
of transfers, anonymity (or symmetry), principle of population replication (or population-size independence), mean
independence (or income-zero-homogeneity) and income scale independence (or income scale invariance) (Bourguignon
1979; Shorrocks 1980; Cowell 2011). Last, it satisfies property of being additively decomposable.
Decomposition of an inequality measure involves partitioning the population into subgroups defined by some characteristic
(e.g., age), and then identifying the amount of aggregate inequality due to inequality within subgroups, and the amount due
to differences between subgroups (Parker 1999). Assuming that "# , … , "% represents any partition of the income distribution
Y into G non-overlapping subgroups, the Theil index in equation 2 can be decomposed into a within-group component:
&

= ∑('

'

∙

(3)

'

where ) is gth group’s income share expressed as a proportion of the sample or population total income, and
Theil index corresponding to a group g, and the between-group component:
*

= ∑()

)

∙

,
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The decomposition is additive because equations 3 and 4 sum to equation 2 (Shorrocks 1980). Expression (3) is within-group
component and describes a part of overall inequality that is due to inequality within subgroups. The within-group term is a
weighted average of group inequalities measured by the Theil index where the weights depend on income shares. Betweengroup inequality (4) represents the extent to which various subgroups are stratified by income and measures the extent of
inequality due to differences in the subgroup mean income. In other words, the between-group component is defined as the
inequality level of a hypothetical distribution in which each person’s income is replaced by the mean income of his/her
subgroup (Lasso de la Vega and Urrutia 2008).

Results
Our study is an attempt to answer the question whether the earners age can be considered a determinant of the level of
household income inequality. Since the household is a group of individuals living together, combining incomes and sharing
expenditures, we focus on inequality in equivalised household disposable income. The values of the Theil index in the
examined countries, calculated on the basis of EU-SILC data on the equivalised disposable income of households, are
presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Theil index
country

sample size
(individuals)

Theil index

country

sample size
(individuals)

Theil index

Austria

12613

0,1209

Ireland

12404

0,1691

Belgium

13450

0,1108

Italy

45085

0,1861

Denmark

11701

0,1592

Luxemburg

10431

0,1821

Finland

23794

0,1219

Netherlands

27149

0,1343

France

24406

0,1637

Portugal

33285

0,1738

Germany

25025

0,1900

Spain

33301

0,1784

Greece

54806

0,1897

Sweden

14228

0,1276

Source: Authors’ calculation using the EU-SILC data.

Although the level of income inequality in all examined countries, measured by the value of the Theil index, can be
considered moderate, there are some differences between countries in this regard. The most unequal income distribution was
noted in Germany, where the Theil index equalled 0.19. High income disparities were also identified in the Mediterranean
region and Luxemburg. The lowest income inequalities were observed in Belgium, Austria and in the Nordic countries:
Finland and Sweden.
In our analysis, examining the effect of age on income inequality we use the concept of household head. In accordance with
the EU-SILC methodology, the head of the household is a person whose income creates the dominant source of household
income. Based on the age of household head, we recognised the following subgroups of household: 18-35, 36-49, 50-64 and
above 65 years of age. Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics on equivalised disposable income and population of the
examined households.
Dividing households into four subgroups, we found that the most numerous in each country respectively, was the group of
household headed by a person aged 36-49, which comprised over 30% of population. The only exception was Germany,
where households headed by a person aged 36-49 were as common as household run by a person aged 50-64. Their share in
the population was 29.5% and 29.9%, respectively. While the same subgroup of household accounts for the dominant share
of population in each country, there are important disparities in the proportion of the population in the remaining subgroups.
In the Mediterranean countries and Germany, the youngest households, headed by a person aged 18-35, comprised the
smallest part of the population. By contrast, in the North-Western countries (Ireland, Luxemburg, Belgium, Dania, Sweden,
Finland) the smallest share of population lived in the households run by person aged above 65. This difference may reflect
the variety of cultural particularities and living arrangements in the different countries. As shown by studies on household
composition, in Southern countries one can observe a more composite household structure, where a number of generations
often coexist and the household size tends to be larger. These countries are characterised by extended co-residence of adult
children with their parents, and of elderly people with their adult offspring (Iacovou and Skew, 2011). By contrast, the NorthWestern countries are characterised by ‘weak’ family ties, early home-leaving, and a sense of social rather than familial
solidarity with elderly or weak members of society (Reher, 1998). In this part of Europe, especially in the Nordic countries,
young adults leave their parental home early, living by their own, creating their own households. In addition, in North-
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Western Europe elderly people are more likely to live in institutionalised homes compared to Southern Europe (Eurostat,
2015).
When analysing the income of households in the recognised subgroups we found that in all examined countries the highest
average income was achieved by the households headed by a person aged 50-64. The greatest divergence from the average
income of all households was noted in case of the Nordic countries and Austria, where the average income of this subgroup
was higher by over 16%. The composition of the household and the income structure itself may explain why households run
by a person aged 50-64 achieve the highest average income. The amount and structure of personal income (from work,
property and social transfers) vary over life. Typically, an individual's income over the entire life is hump-shaped: it usually
increases from the moment of entering the labour market to approximately the age of 65, and then decreases when the income
from work is replaced by the income from pension (Brandolini and D’Alessio, 2001).
Table 2: Summary statistics
country
AT

BE

DE

DK

EL

ES

FI

FR

IE

IT

LU

NL

age of the head of household

18-35

36-49

50-64

above 65

population share

0,2148

0,3297

0,2891

0,1664

relative mean

0,8673

0,9716

1,1619

0,9463

Theil index

0,0952

0,1126

0,1295

0,1115

population share

0,1938

0,3359

0,2826

0,1878

relative mean

1,0062

1,0320

1,0795

0,8168

Theil index

0,0791

0,1031

0,1324

0,0967

population share

0,1948

0,2946

0,2987

0,2119

relative mean

0,8903

1,0726

1,0850

0,8801

Theil index

0,1297

0,2159

0,1860

0,1843

population share

0,2190

0,3455

0,2426

0,1930

relative mean

0,7802

1,0484

1,2285

0,8755

Theil index

0,1064

0,1205

0,2074

0,1303

population share

0,1210

0,3449

0,2902

0,2439

relative mean

0,9716

1,0162

1,0600

0,9199

Theil index

0,2030

0,1944

0,2101

0,1412

population share

0,1446

0,3716

0,2794

0,2045

relative mean

0,8911

0,9972

1,1106

0,9310

Theil index

0,1661

0,1748

0,1926

0,1544

population share

0,2251

0,3111

0,2465

0,2173

relative mean

0,8711

1,0563

1,1606

0,8708

Theil index

0,1005

0,1096

0,1365

0,1045

population share

0,2061

0,3413

0,2502

0,2024

relative mean

0,8724

0,9466

1,1152

1,0776

Theil index

0,0871

0,1207

0,1681

0,2646

population share

0,2078

0,3608

0,2854

0,1460

relative mean

0,9250

1,0070

1,1140

0,8669

Theil index

0,1242

0,1399

0,2261

0,1482

population share

0,1297

0,3285

0,3029

0,2390

relative mean

0,8425

0,9388

1,1295

1,0056

Theil index

0,1583

0,1647

0,2036

0,1815

population share

0,1963

0,3580

0,2824

0,1632

relative mean

0,9291

0,9715

1,0675

1,0309

Theil index

0,1675

0,1625

0,2245

0,1542

population share

0,1972

0,3252

0,2831

0,1945
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PT

SE

relative mean

0,9112

1,0585

1,0908

0,8602

Theil index

0,1220

0,1218

0,1422

0,1322

population share

0,1805

0,3429

0,2544

0,2223

relative mean

0,9107

0,9995

1,0748

0,9876

Theil index

0,1281

0,1477

0,1912

0,2202

population share

0,2305

0,3280

0,2399

0,2015

relative mean

0,8439

1,0173

1,2161

0,8932

Theil index

0,1029

0,1105

0,1259

0,1362

Source: Authors’ calculation using the EU-SILC data.

The lowest income was achieved in the subgroup of households headed by a person aged above 65 in Belgium, Germany,
Greece, Ireland and the Netherlands, respectively, and a person aged 18-35 in other countries. As our study revealed, in
Austria, Denmark, Spain, France, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, and Sweden the average income of households headed by a
person aged over 65 was more favourable than in the youngest subgroup. This may be due to the development of a more
“generous” pension system and rising incomes from the accumulated capital among older people, as well as the concentration
of unemployment in younger groups.
The overall income inequality consists of both the differences between average income in the distinguished subgroups and
the differentiation of income within these subgroups. Figure 1 presents the level of income inequality decomposed into
between-group and within-group inequality. The lighter shaded area displays the amount of inequality within recognised
subgroups, and the darker area displays inequality between them.

0.20

9%
8%
7%

Theil T index

0.15

6%
5%
0.10
4%
3%
0.05

2%
1%

0.00

0%
DK

Between-group

SE

FI

AT

BE

Within-group

NL

FR

IT

DE

IE

ES

PT

LU

EL

The ratio of inequality between subgroups to overall inequality

Fig. 1. The Theil T index decomposition
Source: Authors’ own calculation using EU-SILC data.

Despite the significant differences in average incomes of the subgroups distinguished by the age of the household head, there
was
in
fact
more
inequality
within
the
subgroups
than
between
them.
In most countries - with the exception of France, Portugal, Sweden and Germany - the highest level of income inequality
was observed in households headed by a person aged 50-64. In France, Portugal and Sweden, the most unequal distribution
of equivalised disposable income was noted among the oldest subgroup, i.e. among households run by a person aged 65+,
while in Germany among households headed by a person aged 36-49.
To assess whether the age of the household head contributes to household income inequality, we employ the ratio of
inequality between subgroups to overall inequality. Our results demonstrate that the impact of the age of the household head
on overall income inequality varied from one examined country to another. As our study reveals the effect of age was the
most noticeable in the Nordic countries, Austria and Belgium, where from 4.0% (Belgium) to 8.5% (Denmark) of overall
inequality can be attributed to the age of the household head (see Figure 1). In the Netherlands, France, Italy, Germany and
Ireland the inequality between subgroups was responsible for approximately 2-3% of overall inequality. The age of the
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household head was of negligible importance in Portugal, Luxemburg and Greece: it accounted for less than 1% of overall
inequality.

Conclusions
In the paper we endeavoured to examine the role of age differences in explaining the level of income inequality in fourteen
West-EU countries. Our analysis demonstrated that household structure on the age of the household head differed across the
examined countries and the disparities were the most pronounced among the youngest and the oldest households, which
reflected living arrangement of young adults and the elderly. Moreover, our study showed that while in all the examined
countries the highest average income was achieved by the households headed by a person aged 50-64, the differences in
average income, in the remaining subgroups in relation to the average income of all households, were strongly diversified.
Furthermore, in the majority of the examined countries, the most unequal distribution of equivalised disposable income was
observed in the subgroup with the highest average income, i.e. among households headed by a person aged 50-64. This may
be due to wage inequality, as wages are the primary source of income for this subgroup of households and are considered
the main source of income inequality.
Based on that we formulated a question about the role of age differences in explaining the level of income inequality. The
answer is an unequivocal. Our results indicate that the age of the household head has a limited effect on the extent of overall
inequality in income distribution. They are in line with the results of Papatheodorou (2000), Guerin (2013), Medgyesi (2014).
According to the empirical results of our study, the impact of the age of the household head on income inequality was the
most prevalent in the Nordic countries, while the opposite was true of Luxemburg and the Mediterranean region.
In the case of households, the age of the household head can be considered a significant factor shaping income inequality,
mainly at both ends of the distribution, i.e. among the youngest and the oldest households. However, the assessment of the
effect of age on household income inequality is difficult for two reasons. Firstly, the effect cannot be fully isolated as it is
strongly related to the structure and composition of households, and living arrangement patterns for the young adults and the
elderly.
Secondly, when analyse the equivalised household income, it is difficult to observe the isolated effect of age on the income
distribution due to the redistributive role of the household. Households combine the incomes of all their members, thereby
equalising their level and eliminating the income inequalities within the household, which in turn reduces the income
disparities between households.
The effect of age on the level of income inequality is certainly more significant in the case of individuals and their individual
(personal) income, which will be the subject of further studies.
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Abstract
This paper presents a study to build a prototype of an unmanned weather station operating as a LoRaWAN end device,
equipped with a sensor with an autonomous power system using a battery charged by a solar cell and software created using
the Arduino IDE. The created prototype was used to test its performance using The Things Network's public LoRaWAN
service platform and MS Azure platform and MS SQL database, as well as using an Android mobile application dedicated
to the prototype. Issues related to the Internet of Things are discussed.

Keywords: weather station, LoRa, LoRaWAN, Arduino, Android, IoT, MS SQL, MS Azure
Introduction
The contemporary state of development of science and technology is characterized by the penetration of information and
digital solutions in all areas of our civilization. This is primarily associated with the general phenomenon known as the
Internet. Although it is now a very broad and complex concept, it was founded on the simple idea of networking - people,
then systems, machines and devices, or generally speaking - also things. The rise of networked things allowed Kevin Ashton
to formulate the concept of the "Internet of Things" or "Internet for Things" in 1999 [1]. Currently, the Internet of Things
can be seen as a data communication solution in which objects communicate with each other, with or without human support.
IoT devices include sensors and processors used to collect and analyze data acquired from particular environments. Data
collected from sensors is made available by sending it to gateways or other IoT devices, where it is then uploaded and
analyzed in the cloud (remotely) or locally.
This represents the idea of machine-to-machine (M2M, or Machine to Machine) communication, which is not new. Since
the beginning, the Internet has allowed communication between users, servers or routers. Therefore, IoT can be evaluated as
the next stage of evolution, when the number of various devices, including those from everyday life, connecting with each
other through the global network is growing. Their common feature is indirect, mutual communication.
According to Suwimon Vongsingthong and Sucha Smancha, the Internet of Things is a global network infrastructure, and it
connects individual and identifiable things and devices that are physical as well as virtual [2]. This connection occurs through
intelligent objects, communication and actuation of capabilities. A worth citing, rather general definition of IoT is presented
by Min-Woo Ryu, Jaeho Kim, Sang-Shin Lee and Min-Hwan Song. In their view, it is "connecting anyone, anytime,
anywhere" [3]. In turn, Aleksander Dzialdowski defines IoT as a set of devices capable of network communication and those
that can process data independently, to some extent. Data transmission occurs over the network, and this data is uniquely
identified in the network [4].
In summary, the concept of IoT can be described as a system that provides ubiquitous and continuous communication in
which human action is not necessary. The components of the described system connect via the Internet and, in addition, data
exchange takes place via the TCP/IP protocol.

_________________
Cite this Article as: Janusz DOROZYNSKI, Jan Marcin ADRIANCZYK and Marek TANDECKI “ Solar weather station using
LoRaWAN, TTN and Azure” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May
2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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The exchange of information between two "things" means:
• firstly, the existence of a device (transmitter) equipped with a sensor, which takes certain data from the environment and
passes it on as a transmitter. These may be devices with various sensors: humidity, temperature, vibrations, pressure,
motion,
• secondly, the existence of a device (receiver), which will receive the transmitted message, process it and cause a specific
reaction, and it can be a smartphone, tablet or computer, which will display a specific information, but also another
device, which will automatically perform a specific action,
• thirdly, the existence of a communication medium, i.e. a means of data exchange.
The term "communication medium" indicated above is of course very general, and actually means a complex data processing
infrastructure. It comprises communication systems enabling wired and wireless data transmission, service data acquisition
from a transmitter, service data transmission and collection and, after processing, transmission to a receiver.
For the transmitter, wireless solutions are primarily used: WiFi, GSM, LTE or from the LPWAN family like LoRaWAN,
SigFox or Narrowband-IoT. For the LoRaWAN protocol, one of the service solutions can be the use of The Things Network,
which allows integration with other cloud services such as MS Azure.

Main results
This paper outlines the research and construction of a solar weather station done according to the following steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•

designing a device containing an ATmega328P microcontroller on an Arduino Pro Mini compatible board,
construction of the rack mounting a pair of solar cells,
connecting according to the designed schematic diagram prepared components listed below,
programming the weather station using the Arduino IDE environment,
creating an account in The Things Network service for registering the device and conducting communication tests,
setting up an MS SQL database in the Azure service and implementing a trigger for the connection between the TTN
portal (service) and the database, using the TTN "http integration" function for data capture by the trigger,
• implementation of an Android application capable of displaying data retrieved from the database in the form of graphs
or a view with the latest measurement, with an intuitive and aesthetic interface.
One of the elements of the solution was the application of The Things Network (TTN) service using LoRa technique and
LoRaWAN protocol. It enables free connection and registration of LoRa devices, including gateways, and sending/receiving
data. Servers are supported by sponsors. The biggest advantage of TTN is that you can use this network without investment
[5]. An important principle of TTN is the Fair Access Policy. It defines a duty cycle, which is a parameter that describes the
periods of time in which a device operates. When a device transmits on a channel for two time units every ten time units it
means that its cycle is twenty percent [6].

Figure 1: Duty Cycle
Device duty cycles are regulated in Europe by subsection 7.2.3 of the ETSI EN300.220 standard. TTN provides each device
with thirty seconds of uplink airtime for every twenty-four hours.
The prototype of unmanned weather station was created from freely available parts, with reliability being one of the criteria
for their selection. The following components were used to build the station.
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Table 1: Components of the prototype
Pro Mini ATmega328P - clone of popular Arduino Pro Mini board, with
soldered-off power LED for power saving.
RFM95W - 868 MHz Lora Module transceiver (hoperf) compliant with
IEEE 802.15.4 and Wmbus, has enhanced coexistence capability in dense
channels with low power consumption.
BME280 - Humidity, temperature, and pressure sensor powered by 3.3 V
with communication via I2C bus and consumption of 3.6 μA when reading
all three parameters at 1 Hz, chosen for its small size [7].
LD33CDT - 3.3 V LDO voltage regulator for circuits requiring 3.3 V.

TP4056 - lithium-ion battery charger with buffer power supply function,
protection against exceeding the charging voltage of 4.2 V and overdischarge below 2.5 V under load.
US18650VTC6 - Sony 3000 mAh 18650 Li-Ion cell with 3.7V nominal
voltage.
iSNK CNC95X95-5 - 0.7 W / 5.5 V solar cell (2 pcs.).

Housing and mounting components.

The weather station was designed in Fritzing software [8], as shown in the following figure.

Figure 2: Graphical view of the prototype
A voltage divider is used to read the current battery voltage. The Pro Mini board operates at 3.3 volts, which means that to
read the voltage using the analog port, you cannot read a voltage greater than 3.3 volts to avoid damaging the ATmega328P
processor chip. The analogRead() function returns integer values from 0 to 1023 by default, which means that connecting a
wire with a voltage of 3.3 V to an analog pin will result in a value of 1023, while with a voltage of 0 V you will get a value
equal to 0.
To get a voltage of 1.1 V with a 4.2 V charged battery a voltage divider was used. The resistors used are 2.2 kΩ and 6.3 kΩ.
Using the voltage divider formula we are able to select the appropriate resistors.
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Resistor connection diagram:

where R1=6,3 kΩ and R2=2,2 kΩ

After calculating the formula, we get a result of 1.087 V. This means that when the battery reaches 4.2 V the output voltage
to the analog pin (in the case of the project it is pin A1) will read 1.08 V. The accuracy of the measurement can be calibrated
in code.
A wiring diagram created in Fritzing showing the component and power supply connections. For ease of reading the
schematic, the power wires have been color coded red (+) and black (-). The other colors were chosen randomly to make the
schematic more readable.

Figure 3: Electrical schema of the prototype
A separate power source is required for IoT devices consisting of sensors that transmit information via radio to cloud
computing. In a given device, the power source is the battery.
The battery life for IoT applications can be calculated using a formula in which the battery capacity is divided by the average
discharge rate, so the higher the capacity and lower the average power consumption, the longer the battery life.
A high capacity 3000 mAh battery has been used in the device. To save even more power, the power LED in the Pro Mini
and the charge/charge indicator LEDs in the TP4056 charger module have been soldered out. To calculate the battery life for
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the weather station, the current flow was measured with a multimeter. The station runs for 5 seconds in 15 minutes, it was
set to follow the bandwidth load rules set by The Things Network in accordance with the Fair Access Policy. When not
running, it goes into a sleep state where the functionality of the processor is reduced. While working, the average amperage
was 6 mA, while while sleeping it was 1.2 mA. Using an available online calculator [9], the time to full battery discharge
was calculated.

Figure 4: Result of the battery discharge time calculation
The above calculation shows that the weather station is able to work without any battery charge for about 80 days. This is a
very good result, however, we should remember that the project is equipped with two solar cells of 0.7 W each. So we can
conclude that theoretically our station is fully autonomous. During the night it uses the battery energy, and during the day it
gains energy from the sun, which is later stored in the battery.
The code used in the weather station prototype is based on a sketch by Matthijs Kooijman available under an open license
[10]. A detailed representation of the implementation due to the size of the article is not reposted. Since the prototype worked
using the TTN platform, among other things, it defined access keys to the TTN platform. The keys can be obtained by
registering the device on The Things Network platform, below is an example:

Figure 5: Device registration on the TTN platform
With The Things Network service, you can enjoy multiple integrations with other services. The service allows you to store
data from your device, however, after 7 days the data deletes. Below is a diagram of how LoRaWAN works in The Things
Network [11].
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Figure 6: Schema of TTN operation
As you can see in the diagram above, it all starts with a device (in this case a weather station) that sends data in an area
around itself within a radius of about 10 km. If there is at least one gateway in that area that captures the data packet, it
forwards it to the TTN server. The server application then provides access to this data and allows you to decide which method
will be used to forward the data outside the service. The diagram above shows examples of integrations like MQTT, HTTP,
Azure, Google Cloud and many more. In the case of the project, the HTTP integration was chosen.
To be able to take full advantage of the TTN service, you need to create an account where you provide personal information
such as an email address and password. Once the application is registered, we move on to device registration. One application
can have multiple devices. This is a useful feature that allows you to register multiple "weather stations" that will send data
to one service.
After registering the device, it has to be configured correctly in order to activate it and start collecting the necessary data.
For this case, we used the ABP (Activation By Personalisation) method of activation, which does not require DevEUI,
AppEUI or AppKey. Instead, the NwkSkey and AppSKey session keys are pre-programmed into the device, and the device
is pre-registered to the network. When the device wants to communicate it does so using the session keys without first using
the connection procedure.
Once the device is properly configured in the TTN service and the weather station is running, the first data starts coming in.

Figure 7: Application data - TTN service
The information that is presented in the data tab includes the time the data came in, counter, port, and payload. Payload is
nothing but the values that were sent from the weather station device. Payload is always sent in bytes, so in order not to waste
time deciphering the values we used the built-in Cayenne LPP decoder, which is a well-optimized way to send sensor data
over a low bit rate link. It is a standardized format that packs the data in a readable way. By using the Cayenne LPP library
in the Arduino IDE code and the decoder implemented in the TTN service, for example, the following data was obtained:
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Figure 8: Data after using the decoder
To store the data sent by the device, an MS SQL database has been set up on MS Azure service, which has been chosen due
to its very efficient query handling as well as compatibility with Android thanks to JDBC driver.
The database contains only one table storing all the data defined as below:

Figure 9: The database model
In order to ensure a smooth exchange of data between the device and the database, a trigger has been created, i.e. a procedure
executed automatically as a reaction to a certain event using the http protocol implemented on the Azure platform. It is
integrated with the server that receives data from the device. The Things Network makes this possible in a very simple way
using the http protocol and the POST method, thanks to this combination every time the server receives a packet, the
previously mentioned method is called, which sends the received data to the trigger, which forwards it directly to the
database.
The http protocol calls the trigger and passes to it the data sent in the query in JSON format using a link (referrer) that is in
the trigger settings.
Additionally, a mobile application for Android was created for the prototype in order to conveniently view the data contained
in the database. The priority during the development of the application was the ease of use, so that the user, even on first
contact, would not have problems with its use, for this purpose Fragments were used. The first of them allows you to check
the latest readings taken by the device, and the second to view more data in the form of a graph.
An important part of the application are the charts, which were created using MPAndroidChart library version 3.1.0 released
under Apache 2.0 license. Two types of charts were used: line and bar.
The application is able to generate nine types of charts, and three different classes are involved. Temperature related graphs
are handled by the TemperatureCharts class. Humidity related graphs are handled by the HumidityCharts class. Pressure
related graphs are handled by the PressureCharts class. The following are examples of graphs obtained from the application.
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Figure 10: Line graph with one data set from the Android app
(Orange color - temperature; vertical axis - temperature, °C; horizontal - days)

Figure 11: Line graph with two sets of data from the Android app
(Orange - maximum temperature, blue - minimum temperature;
vertical axis - temperature, °C; horizontal - days)

Figure 12: Bar graph with two sets of data from the Android app
(Green - maximum pressure, blue - minimum pressure;
vertical axis - pressure, hPa; horizonta

Summary and Further Research Directions
The aim of the research project was to build a weather station equipped with a weather sensor with an autonomous power
system using a battery charged by a solar cell. The task of the station was to send data packets to The Things Network portal,
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from where they were redirected and saved in the database, so that they could be later displayed in an application created for
Android in the form of the latest data or charts. All the stated objectives were met.
The work tried to show the advantages of the used solutions and the general idea of the Internet of Things, which is a very
future-oriented, noteworthy, constantly and dynamically developing branch of industry.
In the prototype presented here, The Things Network's LoRaWAN service network was used. It is a public network, but this
may not always be a desirable feature. The LoRaWAN protocol allows you to build and deploy any gateway and server that
conforms to this specification. This means that it is possible to create a private service platform according to the concept of
such an environment [12], using solutions other than those used in a given prototype such as MQTT broker, ChirpStack [13]
and gRCP [14]. In such a private, independent and non-commercial platform, not requiring external service providers, the
described modified devices could be used as end devices. Such a platform can be used for applications such as smart city,
automated factory, intelligent agricultural applications, disaster warning and preparedness prediction, infrastructure
resilience and condition monitoring, and damage mitigation.
One direction for the development of the conducted prototype study will be to expand the weather station by adding a sensor
for measuring PM2.5 and PM10 particulate matter levels and a sensor for measuring light intensity, this will be related to
the modification of the station housing to be made by 3D printing technology.
Another direction will be to design a PCB that would have an AVR chip without unnecessary components. This will create
space for the battery, sensor, stabilizer and charging module. By using such a solution better ergonomics of the station will
be achieved due to smaller electronic dimensions.
On the other hand, in the usable application layer, the development of the mobile solution will be about enabling multiple
devices, which will open the way for all kinds of smart sensor integration.
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Abstract
During the economic downturn caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, the amount and structure of tax burdens imposed by the
state on businesses continue to increase, as shown on the example of the newly introduced sugar fee in Poland. A new taxrelated burden imposed on businesses and consumers producing and consuming sugar-sweetened beverages appeared at the
beginning of 2021. The aim of the paper is to present the fiscal burdens that accompany the introduction of the sugar fee
along with the justification for its introduction and its impact on the functioning of the sweetened beverage market.

Keywords: Sugar Fee, Stimulating Function, Taxation, Tax System
Introduction
The role that the state plays in the economy is one of the fundamental issues in economic sciences and economic policy; it
is, therefore, important to present the essence of the relationship between state institutions and the economic system
(Wolański, 2004).
The state is undoubtedly an active participant in everyday economic life. Through its macroeconomic policy, it affects the
market and the transactions undertaken by individual participants on the market. It can also make individual decisions,
minimise or maximise selected components of trade or become a player in the market. The state also participates in and
collects a part of the funds flowing through the market.
Nowadays, there is no single socio-economic theory that would comprehensively yet acceptably describe the issue of
economic activity of the state. However, it is believed that the state is the largest economic actor, the institution that regulates
the actions of other market players. The state, understood as an organisation-institution, combines the features of an economic
and political institution. The level of quality of state institutions determines the stimulation of development processes in the
aspect of implementing institutional and economic policies (Jarmołowicz, Szarzec, 2011).
The role of the state also focuses on creating and influencing the behaviour of citizens. The administration influences the
decision-making process, among other things, through the tax system and, more specifically, through the stimulating function
of taxes.
The stimulating function of taxes, which consists in creating such taxes that have an impact on the economic decisions of
taxpayers, for example, related to the direction and type of economic activity. Its role is to influence areas such as
unemployment, demand or supply in both positive and negative ways, for instance, to increase or decrease the level of e.g.
alcohol or tobacco consumption in society. The tax system that is properly used helps to stimulate and create the expectations
and behaviour of taxpayers. This function involves the creation of an appropriate structure of individual taxes, including the
mechanism of fiscal preferences expressed in the form of reliefs and exemptions, differentiation of tax scales and rates of
levies, in order to increase phenomena beneficial to the economy as well as reduce - and finally eliminate - undesirable
phenomena. This function may lead to the reduction and elimination of economic phenomena even though it is usually
fulfilled through indirect taxes, e.g. excise duties on alcohol and tobacco products are supposed to discourage people from
consuming these goods (Kosikowski, 2007).

Methods
The research methods adopted in this article assume literature studies, analysis of secondary statistical data, legal acts and
recommendations, and reports of specialized medical units. The conducted analysis made it possible to formulate preliminary
conclusions and recommendations, however, due to the very preliminary nature of the introduced sugar levy, further detailed
studies are recommended in the future.

________________
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Results
Although market mechanisms make it possible to determine the equilibrium price and thus the quantity of the goods
produced, they do not solve all economic problems. According to North, the state should perform the following functions
(D.C. North 2012):
1. To shape and ensure the proper operation of the legal system that regulates how business activities are conducted,
as well as to protect private property, stimulate access to capital, regulate the operation of stock exchanges, and settle all
economic disputes.
2. To prevent the establishment of monopolies, the misallocation of economic resources and the reduction of the
welfare of citizens. The state should support free competition, strive to strengthen the system of information circulation, and
remove barriers to entry.
3. To distribute public goods, i.e. goods that the private sector is not interested in or should not influence.
4. To limit access to the market of socially harmful products (drugs, alcohol, tobacco).
5. To prevent negative outcomes in production and consumption. It should be the duty of the state to force economic
operators to cover all or part of the costs that are related to the reduction of side effects of their activities in the field of
production or consumption.
6. To redistribute revenue to eliminate excessive and socially unacceptable differences in income and property and
to help the old, sick, and disabled who cannot take care for themselves.
7. To strive to stabilize the economy to achieve and maintain a high rate of economic growth in the long term, reduce
the level of inflation and unemployment, reduce the amplitude of cyclical fluctuations and the optimal use of factors of
production.
8. To protect the environment.
The definitions of the legal tax provide such features of the tax that - according to the legislator - define the tax as a tax
consideration of public law nature in the first place. "The public law nature of a tax means that it is imposed by the state on
the basis of tax acts (Judgment of the Supreme Administrative Court 2009)." Such a view of the solution emphasises the
essence of the consideration paid to the State Treasury or local government units (Woliński, 2003).
Non-refundability is a feature of the tax that consists in the payment of tax due, which is not subject to "refund unless it
was collected unlawfully, miscalculated or overstated. This burden is considered to be definitive (Malezini, 2018)." The nonrefundability feature distinguishes the tax from the refundable revenue of the state, such as loans, credits or proceeds from
treasury bonds or bills.
Another feature indicated in the legal definition of the tax is its non-reciprocal nature, an indispensable element of which
is the payment of tax, which does not give rise to a claim against the state for specific consideration (Wolański, 2002). An
entity that has paid the tax resulting from a tax liability may not usurp the right to demand any payments from the state in
return. Funds for taxes, in general, provide the basis for funding state functions owing to which society receives certain
benefits such as education, health care, national defence as well as external and internal security (Mounsey, Veerman, 2020).
Tax, as a consideration that is compulsory in nature, is imposed unilaterally and may be enforced by authorised tax
administration bodies. The relationship between the entity obliged to pay the tax and the entity entitled to impose it is that of
subordination, as a result of which it is possible to enforce the payment of tax liabilities.
The feature of non-refundability is associated with the compulsory nature of the tax - as a rule, tax paid by the taxpayer is
not refundable unless it was collected unlawfully, miscalculated or overstated. Non-refundability makes it possible to
distinguish the tax from the refundable revenue of the state, such as treasury bonds or bills (Mastalski, 2009).
Another feature that accompanies the definition of tax is its monetary nature. Tax is a financial category, which results from
the fact that it is collected in money (Gomułowicz, 2009).
Considering tax in general, it should be noted that it is regulated in a uniform manner for all entities that are subject to a
given tax, based on generally applicable legal provisions (Gomułowicz, Mączyński, 2016).
In the 19th century, Karl Heinrich Rau divided public levies into two basic categories. The first one includes public levies
that have a non-reciprocal nature, i.e. taxes.
The other includes levies of reciprocal nature, i.e. fees. The theoretical basis for this classification of public levies was the
concept of equivalence." Taxes and fees are complimentary and non-reciprocal in nature. "Tax is always the main, primary
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source of budget revenue. A fee has a much more modest fiscal impact. It can only be an incidental source supplementing
the budget revenue of the state (Gomułowicz, 2016)."
The definition of tax and fees shows some kind of convergence. The similarities that occur are economic and legal in nature.
Both levies are monetary consideration and were introduced by the legislator in the statutory form. They have some features
in common, namely they are both compulsory and non-refundable and they are unilaterally determined by the state, which
results in an economic analogy on the part of the entity paying public levies (Smoleń, Wójtkowicz, 2019).
The differences between taxes and fees come down to the fact that fees are collected in relation to specific activities of state
or local government bodies or for specific services. A fee, as opposed to a tax, is not a non-reciprocal duty because, in return
for paying a fee, the entity incurring it has the right to demand a specific service from a given body. Levies in the form of
fees are individual payments for individualized considerations (Gomułowicz, Mączyński, 2016).
A fee is a public levy that has all the features of tax except one - unlike a non-reciprocal tax, a fee is a reciprocal levy
(Brzeziński, 2001). This means that in exchange for a monetary consideration, the entity incurring the fee receives a
reciprocal service from the public law institution to which the fee is paid.
The essence of the fee is its reciprocal nature, which means that it is an equivalent of a service provided by the state or a
local government unit. The person paying the fee receives an individual benefit. The scope, nature, and magnitude of the
benefit vary, which is why the relationship between the amount of the fee and the value of the consideration is important
(Majchrzycka-Guzowska, 2019). Entities that charge fees for specific official performances, activities, and services shift
some or all of the costs of those performances to the citizens. Thus, we are talking about individual equivalence here.
However, this is not usually literal equivalence, i.e. the amount of the fee does not correspond to the actual costs of the
performance incurred by the state or a local government unit (Woliński, 2020).
The person paying the fee receives an individual benefit. The magnitude, nature and scope of this benefit vary, which is why
it is important to take into account the relationships between the amount of the fee and the value of the mutual consideration
when describing the fee. Three classical solutions are described below.
First, the value of the mutual consideration is equal to the monetary consideration. This is a classic fee as there is a full
equivalence.
Second, there is no full equivalence. This is because the value of mutual consideration is lower than that of monetary
consideration. Therefore, the consideration is a fee only to the extent that it coincides with the equivalence. However, the
part that exceeds the value of the mutual consideration already has the feature of tax.
Third, there is no mutual consideration. When the mutual consideration does not occur at all, then, despite the term "fee", it
is, in fact, a classic tax. In the legislative practice, there are a lot of examples of assigning the term "fee" to typical taxes. The
aim of such a procedure is to conceal the true nature of tax consideration in the legal sense (Gomułowicz, Mączyński, 2016).
Taxes and fees also differ in terms of their payment dates. The obligation to pay the fee exists before the activity subject to
such a fee is performed, whereas tax is paid after income or revenue is generated, there is an increase in the property or
trading operations are performed.
Similarly to state taxes, local taxes and fees serve a variety of functions. The primary function of this category of
consideration is a fiscal - also known as revenue - function. Proceeds from local taxes and fees go towards the municipal
budget. "However, they are not homogeneous in nature - depending on the type of municipality (rural or urban or mixed
rural and urban municipality), its size and the degree of its industrialisation, the proceeds received in this regard may vary
significantly. Given the fiscal aspect, the property tax is of particular importance" (Pahl, 2017).

Sugar Fee
The sugar fee, or fee on beverages with added sweeteners and caffeine or taurine in the ready-to-eat product, was determined
by the legislator at the beginning of 2021. It is imposed on beverages with added sugars that are monosaccharides or
disaccharides and foodstuffs containing such substances and sweeteners, caffeine or taurine. It should be noted that the last
two substances (caffeine and taurine) are ingredients mostly added to energy drinks.
There is an issue in defining a beverage; pursuant to the Act, a beverage is a product in the form of a beverage and a syrup
that is a foodstuff. It includes products classified in the Polish Classification of Goods and Services in group 10.32, i.e. fruit
and vegetable juice and 10.89 other food products, not classified elsewhere, and in section 11of the Polish Classification of
Goods and Services - beverages.
Products in which sweeteners, sugars and caffeine occur naturally are not subject to the sugar fee. Naturally occurring
substances are such substances that are not added to the product intentionally but are found in the product as a result of
natural occurrence, e.g. sugars in fruit (in relation to juice) or caffeine in the infusion of coffee.
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The legislator excluded such products from the sugar fee. It will not apply to seven product categories explicitly mentioned
in the Act, i.e. beverages placed on the market which are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

medical devices (listed in the act of law)
dietary supplements1
food for special medical purposes, infant formula, follow-on formula;
excise goods, i.e. alcoholic beverages
beverages, where the proportion of fruit juice, vegetable juice or fruit and vegetable juice is not less than
20% of the ingredients and the sugar content is less than, or equal to, 5 g per 100 ml of the beverage
(beverages that meet both of the conditions - juice and sugar content);
beverages that are carbohydrate-electrolyte solutions, commonly known as isotonic drinks, with a sugar
content of less than, or equal to, 5 g per 100 ml of the beverage
products where milk is the main ingredient, regardless of their classification according to the Polish
Classification of Good and Services (milk, yoghurt, buttermilk, kefir, curdled milk)

Thus, the marketing of beverages containing the above-mentioned ingredients will be subject to the sugar fee.
The fee on beverages with added sweeteners is not a tax, as it is primarily intended to finance the budget of the National
Health Fund. Fiscal burdens, i.e. taxes and fees are monetary benefits for the state budget and the legislator indicates the
National Health Fund as the recipient of 96.5% of the total amount, while, 3.5% is the fees is the income of the state budget
which is managed by the minister responsible for public finances.
Following the decision of the legislator, the entities who are obliged to pay the fee are natural persons, legal persons and
organisational units with no legal personality such as:
a.
b.
c.

entities that sell beverages to retail outlets or retail traders of beverages,
manufacturers, entities purchasing beverages as part of an intra-community supply of goods, or importers of
beverages,
ordering parties, if the ingredients of the beverage, that are subject to the fee, are mentioned in the contract signed
by the producer and which is the contract related to the production of that beverage for the ordering party.

Retail sale: sale of goods in the territory of Poland, provided in return for a payment, as part of the business activity of the
seller, based on a contract concluded:
1) on the business premises;
2) outside of the business premises - also in the case when the sale of goods is accompanied by the provision of
service which is not recorded.
What does it mean? In general terms, the sugar fee is applicable to the retail sale of goods, which is to be understood that it
is not applicable to the sale of services. However, if the sale of goods against payment is accompanied by the provision of
services (not recorded separately), then, for the purposes of the definition, the services are considered to be retail sales subject
to the sugar fee.
The required amount that the legislator imposes on the entities that are obliged to pay the sugar fee is different depending on
the content of sugar in 100 ml of the product.
The sugar fee is to be paid according to below:
1. PLN 0.50 for the content of sugar equal to, or less than, 5 g in 100 ml of the beverage, or for the content of at
least one sweetener in any amount of the product2,
2. PLN 0.05 for each gram of sugar exceeding 5 g in 100 ml of the beverage - per litre of the beverage.

1

within the meaning of Art. 3 sec 3 point 39 of the Act of 25 August 2006 on food and nutrition safety,
Dietary supplement: a food product intended to supplement the normal diet, a concentrated source of vitamins, minerals or
other substances of nutritional effects or other physiological effects, used alone or in combination, in a form of capsules,
pills, dragée, or in any other similar forms such as sachets with powder, ampoules with liquid, drop dispensing bottles,
intended to be consumed in small measured amounts, excluding products with properties typical for medical products
within the meaning of the pharmaceutical law.
2
1 EUR = approx. 4,5 PLN
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Additionally, it should be noted that in the case of beverages containing caffeine or taurine, the fee is to be PLN 0.10 per
litre of the product. In the case of beverages containing more than 5 g of sugar per 100 ml, the fee is the total of the fees
listed above. Beverages containing caffeine or taurine are subject to a fee of PLN 0.10 per litre of the product3.
If the beverage is a mix of several substances, e.g. sugar, sweetener and taurine, the fees are added up but the maximum
amount is PLN 1.20 per litre of the product.
There are two categories of beverages in the case of which the sugar fee is significantly lower:
1.
2.

products where the mass content of fruit juice, vegetable juice or fruit and vegetable juice is not less than 20% of
the ingredients, or
beverages that are isotonic drinks - containing more than 5 g of sugar per 100 ml.

In the case of the above-mentioned products, the fee is PLN 0.05 for each gram of sugar exceeding 5g in 100 ml of the
beverage.

The scope of obligations of the entities obliged to pay the sugar fee
The entities obliged to pay the fee must submit information in electronic form, with a qualified signature, according to
guidelines determined in a separate regulation. The deadline for the payment shall be 25th day of the month following the
month the information applies to.
The fee shall be transferred to the account of the appropriate head of the tax office. The details shall be determined according
to the residential or registered office address of the entity obliged to pay the sugar fee. If the fee is not paid on time, the head
of the tax office shall determine an additional penalty fee in the amount equivalent to 50% of the sugar fee due.
The information submitted to the tax office contains very specific data. It is required to provide the total amount of the fee
to be paid, the details of the invoice and the manufacturer's batch number. Appropriate procedures shall be implemented to
facilitate the fulfilment of the obligation to provide this required information. Failure to do so may result in the taxpayer's
failure to fulfil the new obligations properly.

Discussion
Sugar fee has been introduced in many countries so far (Du, Tugendhaft, Erzse, 2018). Chronic diseases, including diabetes
and obesity, cause major challenges to general public health. In 2013, the World Health Assembly passed the Global Action
Plan for the prevention and control of non-communicable diseases for the years 2013-2020 (WHO, 2012). The report
includes commendations for the Member States and international partners on how to prevent the development of noncommunicable diseases, encourage having a balanced diet and focus on physical activity. In 2015, the Regional Office for
Europe of the World Health Organisation published a report on the use of pricing policies to promote a healthy lifestyle and
nutrition (WHO, 2015). The main purpose of sugar fee in Poland is to promote healthier food options and to enhance the
quality of the diet by decreasing intake of drinks that contain sugar, which is similar in other countries as well (Reich,
Balarajan, 2014).
The consumption of a significant amount of sugar is a primary cause of obesity. This disease substantially heightens the risk
of developing diabetes type 2, cardiovascular diseases and certain types of cancers. In many cases, obesity and its outcomes
may be the reason for shortening of a person's life by an average of 15 years (Mialon, Swinburn, Sacks, 2015). The number
of persons suffering from diabetes and hypertension is forecasted to increase in intensity by nearly 30 percent by 2025. At
Present time, there are approximately 3 million Poles suffering from diabetes.
According to the report of the National Food and Nutrition Institute presented at a conference organised as part of the
European Obesity Day, Polish children are among the fastest weight gainers in Europe (WHO, 2017). According to the
survey, approximately 10% of children at the age of 1-3 are overweight or obese and an additional 18.4% of the children are
at risk of gaining excess body weight. Almost 30% of children at the age of 8 is overweight or obese. In the case of Polish
students of primary and middle schools (10–16 years old), the problem of excess body weight concerned every fifth person
and it was more common for boys than girls. The preliminary results of the 2018 survey regarding the health of teenagers
aged 11-15 indicate that excess body weight concerns 29.7% of boys and 14.3% of girls (according to the criteria of WHO
from 2007). Those figures are much higher contrasted to the results of the same survey performed in 2014. In the period
2014–2018, the percentage of adolescents with excess body weight soared from 19.9% to 21.7% (WHO, 2017).
In the years 2013-2014, the second edition of the Multi-centre National Population Health Examination Survey was
conducted, on a random sample of representatives in terms of gender and a place of residence, at the age of 20. In the group

3

If the beverage is a mix of several substances, the fees are added up but the maximum value is to be PLN 1.20 per litre of
the product.
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of 5690 persons who were assessed regarding the diet, based on the measurements of height and weight, it was discovered
that 69% of men and 59% of women were overweight or obese, which is meaningfully more than according to the first
edition of the study performed in 2003-2005, when the percentages were 62% and 50%, respectively (WHO, 2017).
According to the European Health Interview Survey conducted in the country by Statistics Poland in autumn 2014, more
than 62% of men and 46% of women were overweight. Since the previous survey, conducted in 2009, there was an growth
in the number of overweight persons by 1 percentage point, both in the case of men (mostly 50 years old or more) and women
(especially young, at the age of 15-39). The increase was lower than in the previous 5 years (2004–2009) when the number
of overweight persons increased by 9 percentage points for men and by 5 percentage points for women.

Sugar fee in selected countries
Below the selected examples of countries that have applied and introduced a sugar fee or a similar tax in terms of construction
and particular features in their legal and tax systems have been presented (Nieskuteczność podatku cukrowego, 2020).
Norway. When the tax was introduced, obesity affected 9.8 percent of people. In the first 5 years, the obesity rate
increased by 1.6 percent. In another five by 1.4 percent. 25% of Norwegians are obese nowadays.
Hungary. When the tax was introduced, 25.8 percent of Hungarians were obese. After five years, it was 28.6
percent.
Latvia. At the time the tax was introduced, 21.7 percent of citizens were obese. Five years after the tax was
introduced, 23.2 percent of Latvians were obese. Before the tax, the number of obese people was increasing by 1.1 percent
in 5 years, by 1.5 percentage point.
Mexico. At the time the tax was introduced, 27.2 percent of Mexicans were obese. The rate had been increasing by
1.2 percent (for two years). After the introduction of the tax, it had been increasing by 1.2 percent within two years. Nothing
has changed.
France. Before the sugar tax was introduced, the obesity rate had been increasing by 1.6 percent. After the
introduction, the rate did not change and was still 1.6 percent.
Nauru. The country with the highest obesity rate in the world, 60.7 percent (in 2016). The obesity rate had been
increasing by 5.9 percent and by 5.7 percent after the tax was introduced.

Conclusions
Analysing the background of the introduced fee, it is impossible to state that the arguments for the introduction of the new
tax have their basis and support in reality, and above all in the negative health condition of Poles. It should be noted, however,
that in countries where a similar fee has been introduced, obesity levels have not fallen, only the rate of increase in the
number of obese people has slowed. In the time of economic crisis, however, one should look for the fiscal aspect of
introduction of this fee, because it will bring, according to various estimates, from PLN 2 to 3 billion a year. Since, the fee
has been just introduced there is a limitations of research so far, however as for future plans, the necessity of following
research should be noted. As the long term consequences and results of introducing the sugar fee should be analysed.
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Abstract
Financialization of non-financial enterprises is an evolutionary process and involves the growing dominance of financial
tools in enterprise management. The intensity of this process varies and requires deeper understanding. The aim of the study
is to evaluate the process of financialization of nonfinancial enterprises in Poland. The goal was achieved through an analysis
of the scale, dynamics and pace of changes in the use of financial instruments in non-financial enterprises in Poland. The
article uses data from the Central Statistical Office on financial instruments of non-financial enterprises in 2010-2019. On
their basis, an analysis of the structure and the analysis of dynamics was carried out, which allows to indicate the directions,
pace and intensity of changes over time of the considered phenomenon. The conducted research has shown that there is a
growing interest among non-financial enterprises in investment and investment financial instruments. Non-financial
enterprises in Poland showed equity instruments and debt financial instruments in their assets to the greatest extent. In the
analyzed period, the dominance of shares as well as deposits and investments increased. On this basis, it can be concluded
that the scale and pace of changes in the financialization process in Polish non-financial enterprises has increased in the last
decade. The conducted research is of both empirical and theoretical importance and may contribute to further research.

Keywords: financialization, financial instruments, financial assets, non-financial enterprises
Introduction
Financialization, next to "neoliberalism" and "globalization", has become one of the most popular issues discussed in
contemporary social sciences (Ioannou and Wójcik, 2019; Aalbers, 2015). It manifests itself in the intensive and extensive
expansion of finance to many areas of economic, political and social life (Krippner, 2005; Fine, 2013).Financialization is a
multi-layered and multi-entity process (Loon, 2016; Albers, 2019). Due to the number and variety of actors involved in it
(Loon, 2017), financialization is considered at the macro, meso and microeconomic level. In macroeconomic terms,
financialization is a split between divergent economies: real and financial (Sawyer, 2013). This is the growing dominance of
financial actors, financial markets and practices resulting in a structural transformation of economies, states, companies and
households (Aalbers, 2016). It is also the growing role of financial motives, financial markets and financial institutions in
the functioning of the national and international economy (Epstein, 2005). The mesoeconomic approach presents
financialization from the level of enterprises, especially non-financial ones. It is indicated that financialization at this level
is manifested by a greater emphasis on maximizing shareholder value and an increased involvement of non-financial
enterprises in financial activities (Davis and Kim, 2015). In this context, it is presented as a model of making profits much
more often through financial channels, rather than production and trade (Krippner, 2005). Changes in the financial attitudes
of non-financial companies are indicated here, manifested by an increase in the share of financial assets in the portfolios of
these companies, as well as changes in the structure of external financing, including growing debt (Davis, 2018). At the
microeconomic level, financialization relates to the everyday life of households focusing on accepted financial practices in
terms of savings and liabilities (Mader et al., 2020). Financing is an evolutionary process that varies in form and intensity,
as well as time and space (Fasianos et al., 2016), with specific features, among which Sawyer (2013) lists:
•
•
•
•
•
•

expansion and strong growth of financial markets,
coexistence with deregulation of the financial system and the entire economy,
increasing number of financial instruments and financial services,
domination of the financial system over industry,
linking financialization with market mechanisms,
sustaining consumption by extending crediting,

_______________
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•

implementation of financing with innovative financial instruments.

The listed attributes relate to macro-level financialization. However, they have an impact on enterprises. They contribute to
a number of serious changes in the scope of access of non-financial enterprises to financial instruments, products and
services, as well as the scale of use of these tools (Fierla and Grygiel – Tomaszewska, 2017; Paduszyńska, 2020; Hawkins,
2020; Dittus and Klein, 2011). Financialization at the enterprise level should be understood as a separate aspect of the process
of financialization of the economy as a whole (Salento, 2013). Changes at the macro level have resulted in the emergence of
new opportunities to raise funds. In the case of listed companies, packages have started to incentivize the management staff
in the form of managerial options aimed at directing managers to maximize shareholder value in the form of an increase in
share prices (Lazonick and O'Sullivan, 2000). Enterprises operating outside the stock market have started to use venture
capital or private equity funds more often. The scale of indebtedness of enterprises has increased and new opportunities in
the field of liquidity and risk management have opened (Urban, 2019). In addition, financialization is changing the way
money is made in many industries. Overall, there is a narrow focus on outsourcing and short-term gains at the expense of
integrated development, long-term investment and non-financial innovation. As a result, non-financial firms increase cash
flow to the financial sector through interest payments, dividends and share repurchases (Crotty, 2005). Financialization is
the guarantee of neoliberal narrative and discourse that emphasize individual responsibility, risk taking and active investing
for the benefit of the individual within the constraints imposed by financial markets (Kear, 2012).
The financialization of enterprises can be examined in two aspects, considering assets or profits. In general, the higher the
financial degree of the enterprise, the higher the share of financial assets held in total assets and the higher the ratio of income
from financial investments to total profit. Therefore, the degree of financialization of assets can be characterized by the ratio
of financial assets in the financial statements to total assets, and the degree of financialization of profit - the ratio of financial
revenues to current operating profit (Wang, 2019).
The aim of the study is to evaluate the process of financialization of non-financial enterprises in Poland. The goal was
achieved through an analysis of the scale, dynamics and pace of changes in the use of financial instruments in non-financial
enterprises in Poland. The conducted research sheds light on the key choices of non-financial companies in the field of
investing and investing cash in financial assets or using derivatives to hedge against risk. This study focuses solely on the
property aspect. Providing non-financial actors with financial assets facilitates the reduction of their wealth and promotes
financial behavior that supports wealth creation. This aspect can be related to creating welfare in non-financial enterprises
based on financial assets. Non-financial corporations increasingly profit from financial activities and own a greater
proportion of financial assets compared to non-financial assets (Lapavitsas and Powell, 2013). These studies provide an
initial overview of the scale, dynamics and pace of changes in the financialization process in Polish non-financial enterprises.
They constitute a contribution to further research not only in Poland but also in the world.

Material and Research Method
The study used data from the Central Statistical Office report entitled Financial instruments of non-financial enterprises. This
report contains informative information and has been presented since 2010. Every year, non-financial enterprises operating
in Poland are selected for the study, which in at least one quarter of a given year reported selected financial instruments in
the report "RF-01 Quarterly Statistical Statement on Financial Assets and Liabilities". The study included entities that
presented financial instruments in the assets of the balance sheet. Financial instruments included in the study are limited only
to those presented in the assets of enterprises. These instruments may be present in an entity in both non-current and current
assets. They can take the form of equity instruments (shares, other securities acquired by the entity confirming the entity's
right to an interest in the issuer's property), debt securities, loans and receivables granted, futures contracts and monetary
assets in the form of domestic currency and foreign currency payments. foreign exchange and other financial assets (treasury
bills, NBP bills). The study covers the years 2010-2019.
Global and partial structure indicators were used to achieve the goal. The first of them inform about the relation of a selected
asset group (financial instruments) to total assets, while the second inform about the share of a selected asset (category of
financial instrument) in a specific group of assets (financial instruments) (Janik et al., 2017). The absolute and relative
structure similarity index were used to determine the similarity of the structures. These indicators take a value from 0 to 1 or
percentage values (Zaród, 2015). The value of indicators closes to 1 means a high similarity of the structure of the analyzed
phenomenon in the considered time (Kornacki and Wesołowska-Janczarek, 2008). The analysis of dynamics was carried out
with the use of single-base indices (it /o) and chain (it /t-1) and measures of the average rate of change of the phenomenon
(yg) (Sobczyk, 2004; Zawadzka et al., 2016). Due to the change in the classification of the categories of financial instruments
and the more detailed data on individual types of financial instruments, two research periods were separated to ensure the
comparability of the obtained results, i.e. 2010-2015 and 2016-2019.
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Research Results
The number of non-financial enterprises in Poland with financial instruments in financial assets increased in 2019 compared
to 2010 by 420%. In 2010-2019, the number of enterprises with financial instruments in financial assets increased by an
average of 20% year by year. The largest increase in the number of non-financial enterprises with financial instruments in
financial assets compared to the previous year was recorded in 2013, which was caused by the increased interest in
transactions with financial instruments (Table 1).
Table 1: Dynamics of the number of non-financial enterprises in Poland with financial instruments in assets in
2010-2019
Years
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

350.5

397.77

406.19

485.64

519.55

107.35

113.9

102.12

119.56

106.98

it/0
100

101.24

138.61

304.21

326,49
it/t-1

-

101.24

136.92

219.46

107.32

Source: own study based on GUS data.

The average value of financial instruments in the assets of non-financial enterprises in Poland in 2010- 2019 amounted to
PLN 194,513.80 thousand. PLN. The highest average value of financial instruments in assets was recorded in 2019 (PLN
227,666.01 thousand), and the lowest in 2010 (PLN 143,758.10 thousand). In 2010-2019, the average value of financial
instruments in assets was characterized by low volatility. The volatility index was 12.85%. The value of financial instruments
in assets in 2019 compared to 2010 per one non-financial enterprise increased by 58.37% (Table 2). From year to year, this
value increased by an average of 5.24%.
Table 2: Dynamics of the average value of financial instruments in the assets of non-financial enterprises in Poland
in 2010-2019
Years
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

128.56

133.05

149.45

152.2

158.37

93.49

103.49

112.32

101.84

104.05

it/0
100

133.56

117.05

143.30

137.52
it/t-1

-

133.56

87.63

122.43

95.97

Source: own study based on GUS data.

The highest increase in the average value of financial instruments in the assets of non-financial enterprises in Poland
compared to the previous year was recorded in 2013 and it amounted to 22.43%. The analyzed non-financial enterprises were
characterized by a high similarity of the property structure. The structure similarity indicators - absolute and relative - were
0.94 and 0.89, respectively. The proportions between the assets have not changed.
Among the indicated groups of financial instruments in the balance sheet total of non-financial entities, there are large
discrepancies in the carrying amounts of individual groups of financial instruments. In 2010-2015, the group of equity
financial instruments (PLN 58 516 thousand) had the highest average carrying amount. In the same period, the group of
financial instruments in the assets of non-financial enterprises with the lowest average value was the group of derivatives
(PLN 5,701.92 thousand). Deposits and loans granted reached the average value of PLN 52,299 thousand in the analyzed
period. PLN. The group of other financial instruments reached an average value of PLN 47,126.89 thousand, and debt
instruments PLN 18,448.7 thousand. PLN. Debt instruments, equity instruments and other financial instruments were
characterized by strong volatility of the average carrying amount. The volatility index for these categories was 72%, 58%
and 47%, respectively. The average carrying amounts of the remaining groups - derivatives and extended deposits and loans,
were characterized by average volatility (28% and 27%, respectively), while in 2016-2019 the group of debt instruments was
characterized by the highest average carrying amount (PLN 121 103.84 thousand). . The group of financial instruments with
the lowest average carrying amount was the group of derivatives. Its average value in the analyzed period was 4 679.69
thousand. PLN. Equity instruments reached the average carrying amount of PLN 87,361.79 thousand. PLN. The average
carrying amounts of all groups of financial instruments in the assets of non-financial enterprises in Poland were characterized
by low volatility. Volatility ratios amounted to 10.3% for debt instruments, 8.9% for derivative instruments and 4.6% for
equity instruments. The greatest changes in the groups of financial instruments took place in debt instruments. In 2019,
compared to 2010, their value increased almost fivefold. However, it should be noted that this increase results from changes
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in the grouping of financial instruments used by the Central Statistical Office. The dynamics of fluctuations in the average
value of individual groups of financial instruments in non-financial enterprises is presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Dynamics of the average value of individual groups of financial instruments in the assets of non-financial
enterprises in Poland in 2010-2019

2010

2011

2012

100

101.02

130.10

-

101.02

128.79

100

190.73

32.64

-

190.73

17.11

100

128.36

124.40

-

128.36

96.92

100

143.4

93.00

-

143.4

64.86

100

127.9

144.36

-

127.9

112.87

Years
2014
2015
2016
Equity instruments
it/0
394.80
319.56
257.24
304.34
it/t-1
303.45
80.94
80.50
118.31
Debt instruments
it/0
54.50
49.01
60.11
462.70
it/t-1
166.97
89.94
122.64
769.75
Deposits and loans granted
it/0
160.93
198.66
196.11
it/t-1
129.36
123.44
98.72
Derivatives
it/0
75.60
71.95
76.54
66.88
it/t-1
81.29
95.17
106.38
87.38
Other
it/0
50.55
51.32
55.06
it/t-1
35.02
101.53
107.28
2013

2017

2018

2019

338.76

321.24

332.24

111.31

94.83

103.42

522.40

560.70

585.45

112.9

107.33

104.41

-

-

-

-

-

-

78.68

78.31

82.80

117.65

99.52

105.75

-

-

-

-

-

-

Source: own study based on GUS data.

In 2010-2019, only two groups of financial instruments, out of five, were not transformed. These were equity instruments
and derivative instruments. The average carrying amount of equity instruments more than doubled (by 232.24%) in the
analyzed period. On the other hand, the average carrying number of derivative instruments decreased by 17.20%. The average
value of financial instruments increased year by year to the greatest extent in the group of debt instruments, however, this
result is not reliable, as from 2016 this category of financial instruments included deposits and loans granted. On an annual
average, equity instruments increased by 14.27%, and the average value of derivative instruments decreased by an average
of 2% each year. It should be noted that in the analyzed period, the structure of financial instruments in the total assets of
non-financial enterprises in Poland was heterogeneous. The confirmation of the lack of similarity between the structures are
the values of the absolute and relative structure similarity index, which were 0.2 and 0.11, respectively. When analyzing the
structure of financial instruments in the assets of non-financial enterprises, three periods differentiating the structure held are
noticeable. Until 2012, the highest average share in the balance sheet value of financial instruments disclosed under assets
belonged to the category of other financial instruments and constituted on average 40% of financial instruments held in
assets. Since 2013, there have been visible changes in the structure of financial instruments. Equity instruments were the
category with the largest share (slightly over 50%) in the average value of financial instruments in assets, and from 2013 to
2019 they constituted on average 42.43% of the value of financial instruments in assets. Since 2016, financial instruments
have been categorized into three groups, with debt financial instruments having the largest share in the average value of
instruments and an average of 57%. The smallest share in the average value of financial instruments in the assets of nonfinancial enterprises belongs to the group of derivatives, which on average accounts for 2.2% of the average value of financial
instruments. The share of individual groups of financial instruments in the value of financial instruments disclosed in the
assets of the balance sheet of non-financial entities in Poland in 2010-2019 is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: The structure of financial instruments in the total assets of non-financial enterprises in Poland
in 2010-2019
Source: own study based on GUS data.

In 2010-2015, shares were the main financial instrument in the category of equity instruments1 . The average share of shares
in equity instruments was 73%. During this period, the structure of equity instruments was quite similar. This is evidenced
by the indicators of the similarity of structures - absolute at the level of 0.77 and relative 0.62. In 2016-2019, unlisted shares
and stocks were the main component of equity instruments. Their average share was 80%. The absolute (0.94) and relative
(0.88) index of the similarity of structures confirms a greater similarity of structures than in the previous years. The average
value of shares amounted to PLN 43 346.59 thousand. PLN. Among the equity instruments in 2010- 2015 there were also
investment certificates and other equity instruments. The average value of investment certificates in non-financial enterprises
in 2010-2015 was PLN 862.61 thousand. PLN, and the average value of other equity instruments was PLN 14,307 thousand.
PLN. In 2010-2015, shares and other equity instruments were characterized by strong volatility. The volatility index was
57.87% and 78.79%, respectively. Investment certificates were characterized by very high volatility (150.85%). Since 2016,
data on financial instruments has been detailed, equity instruments have been divided into shares and unlisted shares, listed
shares, investment certificates, investment fund participation units and other equity instruments . In the years 2016-2019, the
highest average value among financial instruments of an equity nature was unlisted shares and stocks (PLN 70,819 thousand).
Shares listed on the stock exchange reached an average value of PLN 7,176.47 thousand in the analyzed period. PLN, and
the average value of investment certificates was PLN 1,505.40 thousand. PLN, and investment fund participation units
775.19 thousand. PLN. In 2016-2019, the values of all equity groups were characterized by low volatility. Their ratios were
in the range (0-25%). The only exception were investment certificates. Their average balance sheet values were characterized
by strong volatility (73.31%). The average value of individual equity financial instruments increased in 2010-2015.
Investment certificates showed the greatest increase. Their average value increased almost thirteen times in the analyzed
period. The average value of shares increased in 2015 compared to 2010 by 207.31%, and in other equity instruments by
26% (Table 4).
In the years 2010-2015, the average value of equity instruments increased the fastest in the group of investment certificates
every year (69.32%). The group of shares (25.17%) had a lower average rate of changes in the average value of equity
instruments, the lowest was the group of other equity instruments. The largest yearly increases in the average value of
individual groups of equity instruments took place in the case of shares and other equity instruments in 2013, and in the case
of investment certificates in 2015. In 2016-2019, the average value of individual equity financial instruments increased,
except for investment fund participation units. The largest increase in 2019 compared to 2016 was recorded in investment
certificates. Their average balance sheet value increased almost fourfold. Listed shares and the group of other equity
instruments increased their value by 33.30% and 32.99% respectively. The lowest growth in the analyzed period was
recorded in shares and unlisted shares (2.63%). The average value of participation units in investment funds decreased in
2019 compared to 2016 by 23%. From year to year, the fastest average growth was recorded in investment certificates. Their
value increased annually by 70.70%. The average annual rate of decline in the average value of investment fund participation
units was 8.33%. The largest increase compared to the previous year took place in the group of investment certificates in
2018, while the largest decrease concerned investment fund participation units and also took place in 2018.

1

During this period, there was no division into listed and unlisted shares.
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Table 4: Dynamics of the average value of individual types of equity instruments in non-financial enterprises in
Poland in 2010-2019

2010

2011

2012

100

96.75

165.95

-

96.75

171.52

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100

64.67

297.74

-

64.67

460.42

-

-

-

-

-

-

100

110.52

54.15

-

110.52

49.00

Years
2014
2015
2016
Shares
it/0
410.50
383.50
307.31
it/t-1
247.36
93.42
80.13
Unlisted shares and stocks
it/0
100
it/t-1
Listed shares
it/0
100
it/t-1
Investment certificates
it/0
154.04
61.18
1391.55
100
it/t-1
51.74
39.72
2274.37
Investment fund participation units
it/0
100
it/t-1
Other equity instruments
it/0
370.32
199.68
125.94
100
it/t-1
683.88
53.92
63.07
2013

2017

2018

2019

-

-

-

-

-

-

109.23

98.61

102.63

109.23

90.27

104.08

111.63

144.00

133.30

111.63

128.99

92.57

113.89

451.98

497.38

113.89

396.84

110.04

108.78

69.53

77.04

108.78

63.92

110.80

136.13

123.98

132.99

136.13

91.08

107.26

Source: own study based on GUS data.

In 2010-2015, the structure of debt financial instruments was quite similar. The absolute and relative structure index were
0.75 and 0.61, respectively. In 2016-2019, deposits and deposits were the main component of debt financial instruments.
Their average share was 36.98%. Loans granted also had a large share in this group (25.19%). The absolute (0.66) and
relative (0.50) index of similarity of structures indicate a moderate similarity of the structure of debt securities. From 2016,
extended deposits and loans were included in debt financial instruments. Until then, they were presented as a separate
category of financial instruments. In 2010-2015, only bonds were listed among debt instruments, and the remaining types of
instruments included in the group remained unidentified. The average value of bonds in non-financial enterprises in Poland
amounted to PLN 1,650 thousand. PLN. The average value of bonds in 2010-2015 was characterized by a very high volatility
(coefficient of volatility of 136.91%). From 2016, the information on the types of debt financial instruments was extended
and detailed. In 2016-2019, the debt instruments with the highest average value were deposits and deposits (PLN 44,377
thousand) and loans granted (PLN 30,620 thousand). Bonds (PLN 15,837 thousand) achieved a high average value. The
group of other debt instruments reached an average value of PLN 11,780 thousand. PLN. The lowest average values were
achieved by checks and bills of exchange as well as certificates of deposit, 331 thousand PLN and 25 thousand. PLN. Trade
and cash pooling receivables have been present in the group of debt financial instruments since 2018. Their average values
for 2018-2019 amounted to PLN 28,003 thousand, respectively. PLN and 8 267 thousand. The average values of individual
debt instruments were characterized by different volatility. Low volatility was recorded in deposits and deposits (4.51%),
loans granted (16.19%) and bonds (21.41%). The average values of the other types of debt instruments were characterized
by strong and very strong volatility. In 2010-2015, the average value of individual financial instruments of a debt nature
decreased. Bonds were characterized by the largest decrease in the average carrying amount among this group of instruments.
Their average value decreased by 95%. The average value of the group of other debt instruments decreased in 2015 compared
to 2010 by 20% (Table 5). In 2010-2015, the average value of debt financial instruments decreased the fastest in the group
of bonds (45.14%) each year. The group of other debt instruments was characterized by a slower average pace of changes in
the average value of debt financial instruments - their value dropped on average by 4.36% annually. In 2016-2019, the
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average value of individual financial instruments of a debt nature decreased, except for loans granted. They recorded an
increase in 2019 compared to 2016 at the level of 49.36%. The largest decrease compared to 2016 was recorded in the group
of other debt instruments and it accounted for 78.06%.2 From year to year, the average value of granted loans increased on
average by 14.31%. The fastest average annual rate of decrease in the average value was recorded in the group of other debt
instruments and it accounted for 39.69%.
Table 5: Dynamics of the average value of individual types of debt financial instruments in non-financial enterprises
in Poland in 2010-2019

2010

2011

2012

-

-

-

-

-

-

100

35.93

9.66

-

35.93

26.89

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100

246.64

40.94

-

246.64

16.60

Years
2014
2015
Deposits
it/0
it/t-1
Bonds
it/0
6.69
6.86
4.97
it/t-1
69.26
102.5
72.4
Loans granted
it/0
it/t-1
Checks and bills
it/0
it/t-1
Deposit certificates
it/0
it/t-1
Other debt instruments
it/0
71.76
64.24
80.03
it/t-1
175.31
89.51
124.58
2013

2016

2017

2018

2019

100

102.65

92.31

99.87

-

102.65

89.93

108.19

100

100.22

83.39

61.17

-

100.22

83.21

73.35

100

133.36

125.69

149.36

-

133.36

94.25

118.83

100

315.17

65.32

-

-

315.17

20.72

-

100

102.76

101.55

-

-

102.76

98.83

-

100

121.26

27.01

21.94

-

121.26

22.27

81.24

Source: own study based on GUS data.

In 2010-2019, the derivative instruments with the highest average value were forward contracts (PLN 2,976.65 thousand).
Option contracts (PLN 1,398.99 thousand) also achieved a high average value. The lowest average values were achieved by
futures and other derivative instruments, respectively 107.72 thousand. PLN and 185.47 thousand. PLN In 2010-2019, option
contracts, futures contracts and the category of other derivatives were characterized by a very strong volatility of the average
carrying amount in the group of derivatives. In the case of these types of derivatives, their volatility ratios assumed the value
of approximately 130%. Swap contacts were characterized by average volatility (45%), and low volatility (17%) by forward
contracts (17%). In 2019, compared to 2010, their average value increased more than thirty times. The dynamics of
fluctuations in the average value of derivatives in non-financial enterprises in Poland in 2010-2019 is presented in Table 6.
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Table 6: Dynamics of the average value of individual types of derivatives in non-financial enterprises in Poland in
2010-2019
Years
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
Forward contracts
it/0
100
138.23
107.42
96.73
121.47
136.93
101.49
152.83
143.17
142.43
it/t-1
138.23
77.71
90.05
125.57
112.73
74.12
150.59
93.68
99.48
Futures contracts
it/0
100
212.89
121.24
90.69
692.74
551.02
359.46
1183.88
3656.62
3177.96
it/t-1
212.89
56.95
74.80
763.84
79.54
65.24
329.35
308.87
86.91
Options
it/0
100
149.31
64.61
21.43
11.25
3.31
7.91
8.48
10.06
7.88
it/t-1
149.31
43.27
33.16
52.50
29.4
239.26
107.21
118.53
78.39
Swap contracts
it/0
100
152.14
60.6
150.56
97.65
116.73
79.35
62.97
54.43
27.75
it/t-1
152.14
39.83
248.45
64.86
119.54
67.98
79.36
86.43
50.99
Other derivatives
it/0
100
174.89
296.67
76.22
88.07
177.73
1129.83
180.88
123.59
1530.80
it/t-1
174.89
169.64
25.69
115.54
164.34
780.64
16.01
68.33
1238.62
Source: own study based on GUS data.
In the years 2010-2019, the average value of forward contracts, futures contracts and other derivative instruments increased
on average by 4.01%, 46.86%, and 35.41%, respectively. The average value of options and swaps decreased on average by
24.59% and 13.27%, respectively. The highest annual increase in the average value of derivatives took place in 2019 in the
group of other derivatives. The average value of other derivatives increased more than eleven times compared to the previous
year. Forward contracts were the main component of derivatives in the analyzed period. Their average share in derivative
instruments in 2010-2019 was 57.38%. Apart from forward contracts, options and swap contracts also had a significant share
in the structure of derivative instruments. Their average share in the analyzed period was 20.11% and 16.45%, respectively.
In the years 2010-2019, the structure of derivatives was characterized by average similarity. The values of the absolute and
relative structure similarity index were 0.42 and 0.22, respectively.

Conclusions and Discussion
The aim of the study is to evaluate the process of financing non-financial enterprises in Poland. The research showed that in
the analyzed period the use of financial instruments in non-financial enterprises in Poland increased. This suggests that the
financialization process in Poland has gained much faster pace. The property structure of non-financial enterprises did not
change significantly in the analyzed period. This means that the share of financial instruments in the balance sheet total
remains unchanged in non-financial enterprises, which is an additional confirmation of the growing interest in financial
instruments among an increasing number of non-financial enterprises. In 2010-2015, the category of financial instruments
with the highest average value was equity instruments, and in 2016-2019 - debt instruments. This was due to the inclusion
in the debt instruments of deposits and loans granted separately, considered so far. However, this does not change the fact
that non-financial enterprises more often use financial instruments for investment purposes than for hedging against risk or
for speculative purposes. The decrease in the average value of derivatives recorded in the analyzed period, with the
simultaneous increase in the average value of other categories of financial instruments, may indicate increased caution of
non-financial entities after the outbreak of the financial crisis at the turn of 2007- 2008. The most popular type of equity
financial instruments among non-financial enterprises were stocks and shares, which may indicate the tendency and
preferences of non-financial enterprises to relatively safe and low-risk investments compared to investments in other assets.
Deposits and term deposits are the most popular among debt instruments, but it is not known what the time nature of these
instruments is. The scale of using this financial instrument may confirm that in the group of non-financial entities there are
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preferences for using simple and safe financial instruments. The most frequently used derivative instruments in non-financial
enterprises in 2010-2019 were forward contracts, this may indicate the willingness to use non-standardized derivatives and
the willingness to take risk in exchange for obtaining them for one's own needs.
The research contributes to contemporary debates on the financialization process in Poland and its pace. The conducted
research does not fully solve the problem related to the use of financial instruments in non-financial enterprises in Poland.
Future research in this area should repeat the existing ones in order to identify the further pace of development of the
financialization process in Poland. In addition, they should also include financial instruments on the liability side as well as
their comparison with instruments on the asset side. It is also important to pay attention to how the current economic situation
in the country, resulting from the coronavirus pandemic, has influenced the pace of the financialization process in Poland.
Filling the gap in this area will additionally provide the basis for making comparisons based on facts.
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Abstract
The use of a spatial selection of radio links in 5G networks is conditioned by the assessment of a power angular spectrum
(PAS) of received signals. In this paper, we present a simulation procedure that allows the determination of the PAS for
various environmental conditions and antenna patterns. The simulation procedure is based on a propagation model, whose
geometrical structure is a set of semi-ellipsoids. Statistical properties of the received signals and radiation power patterns of
the antennas are used to generate parameters of propagation paths, i.e., radiation angles, power levels. The normalization of
the antenna pattern is the basis for defining the radiation probability density function, which allows the generation of the
propagation path directions. Exemplary results of simulation studies illustrate the PASs for various models of the antenna
patterns and propagation conditions. The obtained results show that the use of statistical properties of the signals and antenna
power radiation patterns in the simulation procedure allows mapping the influence of the propagation environment on the
PAS.

Keywords: wireless communications, antenna pattern, power angular spectrum, radio-wave propagation, propagation
model, channel modeling.

Introduction
The development aim of wireless communication systems is the next fifth-generation (5G) (Agiwal et al. 2016, Panwar et
al. 2016). One of the essential technologies that distinguish this system generation is multi-beam antenna systems with
electronically controlled beams (i.e., beamforming (Kutty and Sen 2016)), which are targeted to individual mobile users (i.e.,
network nodes). An example of such a solution is massive multiple-input-multiple-output (massive-MIMO) technology
(Araújo et all 2016, Larsson et all 2014). The use of this technology makes it possible to reduce energy and spectral resources.
Due to the more significant gains of the antenna system, spatially selective beams created for the individual network users
provide the opportunity to reduce the power of the transmitted signals. The spatial separation of individual beams enables
the same spectral resources to be used on different radio links. It limits the spectral resources necessary for the efficient
operation of the entire wireless network. However, the occurrence of multipath propagation phenomenon and spatially
selective beams of radio links are the cause of many problems related to the compatible functioning of the 5G network.
_________________
Cite this Article as: Jarosław WOJTUŃ, Michał KRYK, Ryszard BERENT, Cezary ZIÓŁKOWSKI and Jan M. KELNER “Angular
Power Distribution in Directional Radio Links for Information Transmission” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information
Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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Therefore, in planning and managing the 5G network, it is necessary to assess a power angular spectrum (PAS) to adapt the
transmission and reception directions of the antenna beams and the angular separation of individual beams. In this case,
simulation studies are a primary method of the impact evaluation of the multipath propagation phenomenon.
This paper presents the methodology for assessing the PAS under various propagation conditions, i.e., for line-of-sight (LOS)
and non-LOS (NLOS). The originality of the issues presented in this paper consists of considering in simulation studies the
impact of a power radiation pattern of an antenna on the statistical properties of a signal reception angle. In these studies, we
use a multi-ellipsoidal propagation model (MPM), which is based on geometrical optics and allows the modeling of
propagation phenomena (Ziółkowski and Kelner 2017 & 2018, Kelner and Ziółkowski 2018). The methodology of
determining the PAS presented in this paper allows increasing the efficiency of planning and ongoing management of radio
resources in 5G networks. Presented exemplary results are limited to the analysis of propagation phenomena in the azimuth
plane, i.e., a two dimensional (2D) case. The propagation environment impact on the PAS shows the effectiveness of using
statistical models to generate propagation paths and corresponding powers.

Propagation Model for Simulation Tests
Modeling phenomena associated with the spatial distribution of electromagnetic waves requires the use of geometric
propagation models. In our solution, we use the MPM to modeling the propagation phenomena. The MPM geometrical
structure is a set of N confocal half-ellipsoids that are defined based on parameters of a power delay profile (PDP). The
positions of the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) determine the coordinates of the focuses of all half-ellipsoids. The number
of half-ellipsoids equals the number of local PDP extremes. For the nth half-ellipsoid, its parameters such as major axn and
minor byn, czn half-axes are defined based on the delay τn for which corresponded extreme occurs in the PDP (Ziółkowski and
Kelner 2017)

1
( cτ n + d )
2
1
byn = czn =
cτ n ( cτ n + 2d )
2
axn =

(1)
(2)

where c is the speed of light and d is the distance between the Tx and Rx.
The MPM geometric structure that represents the possible locations of the scattering elements for the propagation paths
reaching the Rx with delays is shown in Fig.1

Fig. 1: MPM geometric structure
A detailed description of creating the MPM geometric structure is presented in (Ziółkowski and Kelner 2017, Kelner and
Ziółkowski 2018). In the case of dominance of propagation phenomena in the azimuth plane, the three-dimensional (3D)
MPM may be reduced to a multi-elliptical 2D model (Kelner and Ziółkowski 2018). The accuracy of this model concerning
other modeling methods is shown in (Ziółkowski and Kelner 2015).
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Statistical Evaluation of Reception Angle
The PAS assessment, p(θ,ϕ), is based on simulation tests. The procedure for carrying out these tests consists of two stages,
essentially. In the first of them, the propagation paths are generated from the point that determines the position of the Tx. In
the MPM geometrical structure, these paths are transformed. As this transformation result, the arrival directions of these
paths to the Rx are determined. To obtain p(θ,ϕ), the powers of its components, which are represented by each path, are
determined in the second stage. The implementation of these stages is based on a knowledge of the statistical properties of
the radiation angles and received powers of the components coming from individual propagation paths.

Radiation and Arrival Angles of Propagation Paths
The use of geometrical optics in modeling propagation phenomena requires the use of spatial models of antenna radiation
patterns. The radiation pattern g(θ,ϕ) of the antenna describes the directional properties of radiation and is the basis for
defining its major parameters (e.g., gain, half-power beamwidth (HPBW)). Whereas, a power radiation pattern of an antenna
is defined as a square of the antenna radiation pattern, i.e., |g(θ,ϕ)|2. In the simulation studies, both theoretical (single-beam
for the main lobe) and real (multi-beam or single-beam with main, side, and back lobes) antenna pattern models are used.
Examples of simple (theoretical) and practical models of power radiation patterns are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.
In this case, we use a logarithmic (decibel) measure, which is defined in relation to the maximum value.

Fig. 2: Theoretical (Gaussian) power radiation pattern (HPBWθ = 8°, HPBWϕ = 12°)

Fig. 3: Model of practical power radiation pattern (HPBWθ = 8°, HPBWϕ = 12°) (3GPP 2019a)
2

In the propagation path generation procedure, we use a normalized power radiation pattern, g% (θ , φ ) , which meet the

condition (Vaughan and Bach Andersen 2003)
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2
1
g% (θ , φ ) sin (θ ) dθ dφ = 1
4π (θ
,φ)
2

where g% (θ , φ ) = 4π g (θ , φ )

2

 g (θ , φ )
θφ

(

,

2

(3)

sin (θ ) dθ d φ .

)

2

The pattern g% (θ , φ ) represents the angular power distribution, p (θT , φT ) , of the signal radiated by the transmitting antenna

p (θT , φT ) = PT

2
1
g% (θT , φT ) sin (θT )
4π

(4)

where PT is the total power radiated by the antenna, θT and ϕT denote the angles of the departure (radiation) of the propagation
paths in the elevation and azimuth plane, respectively.
2

From Equation (4) it follows that g% (θT , φT ) sin (θT ) 4π represents the relative level of antenna radiation power

p (θT , φT ) PT . Equation (3) shows that this expression satisfies the axioms of the probability density function (PDF) because

θT ∈ ( 0, π . Thus, the PDF of radiation angle, f (θT , φT ) , of the propagation paths, which represents the measure of angular
density, has the form

f (θT , φT ) =

2
1
g% (θT , φT ) sin (θT )
4π

(5)

Equation (4) shows that the normalized radiation power pattern of the antenna is the basis for the generation of radiation
angles of propagation paths. In turn, angles θT and ϕT give us the ability to determine the coordinates of radial scattering
elements located on half-ellipsoids. These coordinates are a solution to the system of equations describing individual halfellipsoids and straight lines whose directions define the angles θT and ϕT. The transformation of the spherical coordinates of
the scattering element relative to the position of the Rx determines the arrival angles θn,m and ϕn,m of the mth propagation
path that reaches from the nth half-ellipsoid (Ziółkowski and Kelner 2017). The set of angles obtained in this way is the basis
for estimating the distribution of directions arrival to the Rx.

Angular Power Distribution of Reception Signal
For each half-ellipsoid, the signal components from individual propagation paths have random amplitudes and phases. This
means that the statistical properties of the envelope V(t) of the sum of such signal-components are described by a Rayleigh
distribution (Parsons 2000). The instantaneous power p (t) of such a signal is defined by the relation p ( t ) = V 2 ( t ) 2. It
follows that the PDF of signal component power, f n ( p ) , which reach the Rx with a delay τn describes a one-sided
exponential distribution
fn ( p ) =

 p
1
exp  −  for
Pn
 Pn 

p≥0

(6)

where Pn is the average power of all components that reach the Rx with a delay τn.
The values of Pn are defined based on the PDP and associated with individual half-ellipsoids whose parameters define the
corresponding delays. Based on this distribution, subsets of the powers for the components reaching the Rx from individual
half-ellipsoids are generated.
Therefore, we generate and transform the propagation paths and the assigning randomly generated power to each path.


Finally, we obtain a set of three ordered parameters Ω = (θ n , m , φn , m , pn , m ) n =1,2,..., N  , where N is the number of halfm =1,2,..., M n 

ellipsoids, which equals the number of propagation path subsets with the same delay, and Mn represents the number of all
paths in each subset. The Ω set is the basis for estimating the PAS according to the relationship:
p (θ , φ ) =


O (θ ,φ )
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where O (θ , φ ) =

{( n, m ) : θ

n,m

}

∈ (θ ± εθ ) ∧ φn , m ∈ (φ ± ε φ ) , εθ and εϕ represent assumed discretization of distribution analysis

in the elevation and azimuth planes, respectively.

Exemplary Results
To simplify the presentation of the procedure, the analysis of propagation phenomena that determine the PAS of the received
signals is limited to the azimuth plane (2D). This assumption has a practical justification. For ground-based radio links and
narrow-beam antenna pattern in the elevation plane, the dominant part of the signal energy propagates in the azimuth plane
(Ziółkowski and Kelner 2017). In this case, the MPM geometrical structure is represented by a set of confocal ellipses and
the PDF of the radiation angle of propagation paths, f (φT ) , boils down to the form

f (φT ) =

2
1
g% (φT )
2π

(8)

To determine the set of angles ϕT, whose statistical properties are described by Equation (8), we use the set of φˆ, which are
generated based on a uniform distribution in the range ⟨–π,π). Based on the angles φˆ, angles ϕT are determined following
the relationship:

φT = F −1 φˆ

()

(9)
φ

where F −1 ( ⋅) is an inverse function of a cumulative distribution function (CDF) F (φ ) =  f (φ ') dφ ' .
0

In the case of the Gaussian model of the antenna patterns, f (φT ) = Cφ exp ( − φT2 σ φ2 ) , , where φT ∈ − π, π ) , Cϕ is a
π

normalizing constant such that Cφ

 exp ( −φ

2
T

σ φ2 ) dφT = 1, and σϕ represents the angular spread of the antenna pattern.

−π

The values of pn,m for each propagation path are generated based on Equation (6). The method for generating the powers of
individual components is analogous as for ϕT. In this case, the inverse function of the CDF of the exponential distribution
has the form (Brandt 2014):

pn, m = − Pn ln ( pˆ )

(10)

where p̂ is the value generated based on the uniform distribution in the range (0,1⟩.
Below, we present sample simulation results. In this case, the statistical properties of the received signal as the PDPs are
described by tapped-delay-lines (TDLs) based on the 3GPP standard (3GPP 2019b), i.e., the TDL-D and TDL-B for LOS
and NLOS conditions, respectively. Other parameters assumed in simulation studies are as follows:
•

the distance between the Tx and Rx is d = 200 m;

•

the carrier frequency of the transmitting signal is fc = 3.5 GHz;

•

the delay spread is στ = 363 ns – for an urban macro (UMa) scenario and normal delay profile (3GPP 2019b);

•

the Rician factor for LOS conditions is equal to κ = 13.3 dB (3GPP 2019b);

•

the HPBWs of the theoretical and practical antenna patterns in the azimuth plane are HPBWϕ = 12º;

•

the maximum radiation directions of the transmitting antenna beam patterns in the azimuth plane are αT = 0º (i.e.,
the orientation towards the Rx) or αT = 30º;

•

the practical antenna patterns are designed based on 3GPP standard (3GPP 2019a).

Figures 4 and 5 depict the theoretical and practical models of the power pattern for two analyzed directions αT, respectively.
While Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the appropriated PASs at the receiving point for the Gaussian and practical antenna model
under LOS propagation conditions, respectively. In these cases, two different directions of the maximum radiation of the
transmitting antennas are also included, i.e., for αT = 0º and αT = 30º.
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For these propagation conditions, the maximum power level of the received signal coincides with the direction determined
by the position of the Tx and Rx. For αT = 0º, there is a variation in the direction of maximum signal attenuation for the
Gaussian and practical antenna models, which is ±35° and ±95°, and for αT = 30° is –60° and 180°, respectively.

Fig. 4: Gaussian power radiation patterns in azimuth plane for different αT

Fig. 5: Practical power radiation patterns in azimuth plane for different αT (3GPP 2019a)
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Fig. 6: PASs for Gaussian antenna patterns, LOS conditions, and different αT

Fig. 7: PASs for practical antenna patterns, LOS conditions, and different αT
Figures 8 and 9 show the PASs at the receiving point for the Gaussian and practical antenna model under NLOS propagation
conditions. In this case, different maximum radiation directions of the transmitting antennas are also included.
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Fig. 8: PASs for Gaussian antenna patterns, NLOS conditions, and different αT

Fig. 9: PASs for practical antenna patterns, NLOS conditions, and different αT
For these propagation conditions, the direction of the maximum power level of the received signal changes as αT changes.
For the Gaussian and practical models of the antenna pattern, the direction of the maximum signal power level occurs at 0°
for αT = 0º and for αT = 30° is varied and amounts to 20° (theoretical) and 30° (practical), respectively.
The obtained results show that the use of statistical properties of signals and antenna radiation patterns in simulation studies
allows mapping the influence of the propagation environment on the PAS. Hence, the developed simulation procedure
enables the PAS assessment, which is necessary for planning the spatial distribution of 5G network links.

Summary
The use of simulation procedures to assess the PAS of the received signals is presented in this paper. The developed
simulation procedure is based on the MPM and ensures mapping the transmission properties of the propagation environment.
Normalization of the power patterns of the antennas provides for defining the angular PDF of the radiating propagation paths.
In the simulation procedure, the use of this function allows the generation of directions of individual propagation paths whose
density is proportional to the power of the emitted signal. Exemplary results of simulation studies show that the use of
statistical properties of the signals and antenna patterns provides a mapping of the impact of the propagation environment on
the PAS.
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Abstract
Rail transport is crucial in creating a sustainable transport system. Intermodal transport, which is a form of multimodal
transport, has been the fastest growing segment over the last 30 years. Stimulating its development by introducing targeted
financial support solutions to reduce costs can be an effective solution. The aim of this paper is to indicate and assess the key
financial conditions for the development of intermodal transport on the example of Poland. From the point of view of
European transport corridors, its location is strategic, and the country’s rail transport market is one of the most competitive
in the European Union. The following statement is the underlying thesis of the current study: comprehensive implementation
of the proposed financial changes and solutions would result in a more dynamic development of the intermodal railway
transport. Using a scenario analysis, both optimistic and neutral scenarios of the state of transportation (up until 2030) were
estimated. According to the presented optimistic scenario, intermodal transport in Poland may double within the next 6-8
years.

Keywords: Intermodal Transport, Railway Infrastructure and Rolling Stock Investments, Infrastructure Access Costs,
Traction Energy Costs.
Introduction
Intermodal transport, which is a form of multimodal transport, has been the fastest growing segment over the last 30 years.
The current trend is fostered by the growing problems of road transportation in terms of environmental impact, safety, and
traffic fluidity, as well as the increasing role of seaports in freight exchange, especially intercontinental (Global Vision,
2015). Rail is the most environmentally friendly method of land transportation, with significantly lower CO2 emissions
(Sriyakul et al., 2020) and energy consumption per tonne-kilometre (tkm). Rail transport is a key element of a sustainable
transport system.
However, according to Eurostat (Eurostat, 2016), around 75% of all freight transport within the EU is carried out using road
transport, which has the advantage of lower access costs to the infrastructure compared to other modes. It also competes on
flexibility of connections, their availability, timeliness, frequency or lack of additional transshipment. Further development
and promotion of road transport would have a negative impact and would significantly limit the development of a sustainable
transport modes such as rail (Islam & Blinge, 2017). The study by CE Delft (2020) shows that rail operators, by paying
infrastructure access rates, completely internalize their external transport costs. Road transport, however, can only do so in
approximately 50%. The European Commission (EC) has estimated that the cost of road transport externalities amounts to
approximately €250 billion per year (Woxenius, 2013). This indicates that there is a need for a more in-depth analysis of the
financial framework of rail transport, particularly intermodal transport, and its competitiveness.
It is the task of market regulators to create a system for internalizing external costs by other modes of transport, especially
road transport. However, balancing the competitiveness of rail (intermodal) transport can be done by reducing the input and
costs affecting the development of intermodal transport. This involves investing in the construction of infrastructure (linear
and nodal) and purchase of rolling stock, as well as improving the financial effectiveness of intermodal transport through
estimating operating costs parameters. The main costs affecting the competitiveness of intermodal transport are rolling stock
depreciation expenses, infrastructure access costs and traction energy costs. Introducing targeted financial support solutions
to subsidize investment and reduce intermodal transport costs can be an effective instrument for stimulating its development
(Baneliene & Melnikas, 2020). Factors which enhance the competitiveness and efficiency of rail intermodal transport are
shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: Factors enhancing the development of the intermodal rail transport sector.
Source: Own elaboration.

Organizational aspects include the coordination of actions to promote rail intermodal transport at the level of national and
international policies. Technical aspects concern unifying infrastructure systems, (both linear and nodal), enhancing
innovation and efficiency of its implementation. Legal aspects include appropriate regulations in terms of supporting
intermodal rail transport and limiting the development of alternative means of transport which carry significant risks for the
environment (e.g., road transport). The aim of the current study is to assess the influence of financial instruments for
supporting and developing intermodal transport in Poland in comparison with other countries, as well as the existing
limitations. Expenses associated with the provision of a transport service can be divided into investment expenditure (also
called capital costs, for railways: infrastructure, rolling stock, systems, etc.) and operating expenses (also called management
costs), including the maintenance and provision costs.

Aim and Methodology
The aim of the current study is to indicate and evaluate key financial determinants of intermodal transport development on
the basis of Poland. This issue is all the more important in the case of Poland, as the Polish road transport sector is one of
the most important in Europe. The following statement is the underlying thesis of the current study: comprehensive
implementation of the proposed financial changes and solutions would result in a more dynamic development of the
intermodal railway transport. The proposed solutions may become the basis for building a sustainable freight transport system
in many Central European countries, meeting the expectations of the EU as set out in the White Paper on Transport.i
The current paper evaluates the intermodal rail transport market for 2004-2020 and analyzes the financial factors influencing
its development prospects. A comparative assessment of intermodal rail transport’s public financial support in Poland and
selected European countries was conducted. It also considered preferential reductions in infrastructure access costs or traction
energy costs. On the basis of current development trends, and accounting for various forms of financial support for the
development of this transport segment, using a scenario analysis, both optimistic and pessimistic scenarios of the state of
transportation (up until 2030) were estimated. Action research was adopted as the method for the purposes of the study. The
author has spent the last few years in a key management position with a leading rail operator in Europe. The study uses the
available literature on the subject, general statistics, as well intermodal transport legislation, both Polish and European.

Literature Review
Differences in costs are a significant competitive factor between various modes of transport. These differences include costs
of transport, transit times, and distance between destinations (Mo et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017; UNECE/UNESCAP, 2008).
A synthetical comparison of the competitiveness of different transport modes involves the evaluation of time in monetary
terms, which allows the inclusion of freight costs and transport time in the analysis (Blauwens & Van de Voorde, 1988;
Tavasszy et al., 2011). It is widely accepted that non-road modes are less energy intensive than road transport (Woodburn et
al., 2007).
Due to the increasing freight volumes and increasingly congested road traffic, intermodal transport became a priority for
public and private actors in establishing sustainable transport systems (Tsamboulas et al., 2007; Bontekoning & Priemus,
2010). Intermodal transport is the movement of goods in one and the same loading unit or road vehicle, which uses
successively two or more modes of transport without handling the goods themselves in changing modes. (UN/ECE, 2001),
where most of the route is by rail, inland waterway or ocean (Macharis & Bontekoning, 2004). The idea of intermodal
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transport as a form of multimodal transport involves using the advantages of different modes of transport in one integrated
transport chain (Barcik & Bylinko, 2018; Flodén, 2007) which, in turn, improves economic performance (Rodrigue et al.,
2009).
For intermodal transport to become a preferred alternative to road transport, its total transport costs would have to be equal
or lower (van Klink & van den Berg, 1998), so the additional costs resulting from pre- and post-transport, as well as terminal
handling, must be offset by lower long-distance transport costs (Bärthel & Woxenius, 2004). The subject literature discusses
the cost structure in intermodal freight transport (Sandberg Hanssen et al., 2012). Such data can be used by policy makers to
improve the competitiveness of intermodal transport. The authors, in order to build a more sustainable freight transport sector
and promote (intermodal) rail transport, recommend (a) increasing the efficiency of terminal operations; (b) reducing preand post-transport costs in urban areas, (c) granting preferential network access costs to rail transport services, (d) additional
charges for road transport, (e) stricter enforcement of driving time and rest period regulation for drivers.
Financial conditions of a given market sector directly influence the costs of its functioning and of the entities operating in it.
Being familiar with cost functions is essential in decision making for transport companies and public sector regulators alike
(Pels & Rietveld, 2000). Baumgartner's (2001) study should be cited among the studies relating to the financial aspects of
railway operations covering both investment expenditures and operating costs. Ott (2001) compared the costs of road and
rail infrastructures. Mancuso and Reverberi (2003) studied operating expenses and market organization in Italian rail
services. Performing analyses of both investment and management costs in rail transport was proposed by Gattuso and
Restuccia (2014). Von Brown (2011) proposes a methodology for estimating the cost of rail construction in North America.
Calvo and De Oña (2012) examine several national tolling services to compare infrastructure access costs and expenses to
cover them. Olsson et al. (2012) identified the consequences of differences in cost-benefit methodologies in rail infrastructure
assessment.
There are also numerous studies on the efficiency of rail transport in intercontinental connections. They mainly focus on
accessibility, China Railway Express (CRE) development or statistical analysis of selected rail corridors (Wang et al., 2018;
Islam et al., 2013; Rodemann & Templar, 2014; Jiang et al., 2018). Some include comparisons of different transport modes
(Hillman, 2018; Schramm & Zhang, 2018). Research shows that in the context of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), maritime
transport is more widely used in Eurasia than rail (Lee et al., 2018; Chen & Yang, 2018).
There is a research gap regarding the impact of public funding in intermodal transport development on investment
expenditures and the potential to reduce operating expenses. Due to market characteristics, location in the central part of
Europe at the intersection of communication routes and implemented systems of public funding for investment expenditures,
solutions dedicated for the Polish market can also be applied in other countries. If the freight market is particularly
dysfunctional, it is necessary to implement mechanisms and solutions to equalize its competitiveness. Support such modes
as the railway transport, especially intermodal, contribute to a sustainable transport system.

Intermodal rail transport market in Poland
Focusing on the Polish intermodal transport market is purposeful from the perspective of its characteristics and issues. The
road transport sector carries more than 7 times the weight of goods than rail transport. Polish road transport constitutes a
significant share in the overall European freight transport market. Poland has a strategic location from the point of view of
European transport corridors in the east-west and north-south axis, as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Poland's strategic location within European transport corridors
Source: Own elaboration.
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However, the rail transport market in Poland is one of the most competitive in the EU (about 80 registered operators). It also
maintains a significant share of solid fuels and aggregates transport (ca. 60%) In the rail freight transport sector, Poland takes
the second place in the EU in terms of transport performance, while at the same time not making full use of its potential. In
Poland the utilization of railroad infrastructure is ii50 percent lower than in Germany or Austria, and the share of containers
in transport is very low compared to most EU countries.
In Poland, intermodal transport plays a smaller role than in Western European countries. Nevertheless, positive trends in the
development of intermodal transport by Polish seaports and the development of Polish port terminals are noticeable. There
are four pan-European transport corridors and two railway transport corridors in Poland. The establishment of intermodal
transport channels on the so-called New Silk Road is considered crucial. The UN estimates the potential for rail freight on
the China-Europe route in 2030 at around 1 million containers. Other estimates suggest that 5000 trains annually from China
will become norm (Dexing, 2017). Sustained freight growth indicates good prospects and potential for China-Europe rail
connections (Jakóbowski et al., 2018). Moreover, intercontinental exchange positively influences the development of
seaports, such as Gdańsk, with plenty of room for growth. In this decade, the volume of containers transported by rail in
Poland has increased nearly 3 times, and was among the highest among the countries of the European Union. This improved
Poland’s position from 10th to 5th place in terms of the use of railways to transport containers in the EU. The increase of
transport performance in 2005-2020 in intermodal rail transport in Poland is shown in Figure 3.

Transport performance [bln tkm]
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Fig. 3: Transport performance in intermodal transport in Poland in the years 2005-2020
Source: Own elaboration.

The structure of rail transport in Poland is still dominated by bulk cargo – coal, aggregates, metal ores, petrochemicals (over
70% compared to 25% in Germany). However, the share of intermodal cargo in the total weight of goods transported by rail
is still very low in Poland compared to the EU, which is shown in Figure 4. However, the transport performance regarding
containers by rail in Germany is nearly 6 times higher than in Poland. In terms of intermodal unit weight per 1 km of railroads,
Poland is ranked in the middle of the top 20 EU countries Poor intermodality between Polish rail and road transport is also
an illustration of the untapped potential. In comparison with the EU, the share of intermodal units in road transport is low
(1% in Poland vs. 6%, on average in the EU and 15-25%). In this context, Polish intermodal transport is limited by the fact
that it mostly uses rail to transport containers almost exclusively (97% of transports) and rarely trucks and semi-trailers
(UTK, 2019). Meanwhile, the weight ratio of transported semi-trailers and trucks to containers is above 40% in Germany
40%, and approximately 35% in Italy.
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Transport performance (bln tkm) - 2019
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Fig. 4: Overall and intermodal freight transport performance in selected European countries in 2019.
Source: Own elaboration.

Many years of neglect in the rail transport sector in Poland upheld the poor infrastructure quality compared to Western
European standards. This is evidenced by the low average commercial speed achieved by freight trains (25 km/h, in Western
Europe the standard range is 50-70 km/h) and low saturation of services, especially those dedicated to intermodal transport.
There is a shortage of specialized wagons, in particular those designed to carry containers, trucks and semi-trailers. The
rolling stock in use is poorly adapted to changing demand (35 is the average age for rolling stock, 30 for wagons).

Public funding for the development of intermodal transport and investment factors in Poland
Funding for investment expenditures for the development of intermodal transport comes mainly from the European funds
that Poland received after accession in 2005. Within the framework of the "Integrated Regional" Operational Programme,
2004-2006, the activities concentrated on the basic directions of transit transport and concerned accompanying facilities for
intermodal transport. Financial support was provided for the construction of logistics centers (Sławków) and intermodal
terminals (Małaszewicze). The total amount of EU co-financing allocated to the projects was approximately €9 million.
Within investments complementary to intermodal transport, funding was also granted to projects aimed at improving the
access infrastructure to sea ports of basic importance for the economy (Gdańsk, Gdynia, Szczecin, Świnoujście).
In the 2007-2013 perspective, the main source of funding for intermodal transport investments was the Operational
Programme Infrastructure and Environment (OPI&E) 2007-2013. As a result of the granted co-financing, the construction
(reconstruction) and equipment of 8 new intermodal terminals was supported. Support was provided to 14 container
terminals, terminal facilities, installations, systems and management equipment were purchased or modernized, and new
rolling stock for intermodal transport was acquired. Total EU co-financing amounted to over €105 million. Within the
framework of complementary investments, support was also granted to investments aimed at improving the access
infrastructure to sea ports in Gdynia, Gdańsk, Szczecin and Świnoujście.
Measures financed under the OPI&E 2014-2020, the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) and regional operational programs
(ROP) were implemented in the 2014-2020 period. As part of the OPI&E 2014-2020, projects involving the
construction/expansion of intermodal terminals and their retrofitting to improve handling capacity (Kutno, Brzeg Dolny,
Kąty Wrocławskie, Łódź, Małaszewicze, Szczecin, Gdynia, Gdańsk, Jasin, Dunikowo) were co-financed. Co-financing was
also provided for the purchase of modern rolling stock, including semi-trailers, wagons, locomotives (e.g., Lotos Kolej, PKP
CARGO, CLIP Intermodal). Support was granted to 33 infrastructure and rolling stock projects. Support will be granted to
20 intermodal terminals and over 3400 units of rolling stock will be purchased. The total value of intermodal projects under
the largest aid programme in Poland, the OPI&E 2014-2020, amounted to over €690 million, which included over €275
million of EU funded support.
Funding for intermodal transport investments in the 2014-2020 financial perspective was also possible through the CEF, for
a total amount of over €195 million, of which almost €150 million was co-financed. Ongoing projects focus on improving
the capacity and rail and road accessibility of Polish seaports. The CEF Transport MAP 2019 also considered applications
for projects supporting intermodal transport, which consisted of connecting terminals to railroads, modernizing railroads,
and expanding terminal sidings. Within the framework of the CEF 2021-2027, it is planned, among others, to support projects
which involve connecting freight terminals to the core network, providing or improving access and rail connections at inland
and sea ports. Apart from measures implemented at the national level, intermodal transport is also supported under regional
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programmes. For example, as part of the ROP for Podlaskie Voivodeship, the construction of a logistics center together with
an intermodal terminal in Łapy and Sokółka is underway (CUPT, 2020).

Key cost constraints in rail transport in Poland compared to selected countries
The measures taken in Europe are intended to stimulate the development of rail freight. The lack of adequate changes in
Poland, in particular as regards traction energy costs and railway infrastructure access, negatively affects the development
of freight transport. At present, the access costs for railway operators in Poland constitute about 20% of total operating
expenses, whereas the traction energy cost constitutes about 15%. Where there is a strong road transport lobby, increasing
operating expenses in that area are difficult to implement. Alternatively, preferential rates could be introduced for railway
infrastructure access or for purchase of traction energy. As the analysis below shows, these instruments are successfully
implemented in the leading EU countries.
Table 1 shows railway access rates in Poland and in neighboring countries. The statement indicates the price for the so-called
basic service railway access, connected with which includes freight trains only. The comparison of railway access costs (due
to partially different pricing rules in individual countries) was made using freight trains with a gross weight of 1,600 t (typical
for intermodal trains) as a basis.
Table 1: Comparison of Railway Infrastructure Access Costs for 1,600 t Trains [in Euro]

Country
Poland*iii
Germany
The Czech
Republic*
Slovakia
The
Netherlands

Rate
Discounted
Amount of
per 1
rate per 1
discount
traintrain[%]
kilometre kilometre
3.34
3.34
0%

Comparison
Rates before
discount

Comparison
Rates after
discount

100%

100%

2.98

1.58

47%

-11%

-53%

4.29
3.19

4.29
1.49

0%
53%

+28%
-5%

+28%
-55%

2.79

1.39

50%

-17%

-58%

Source: Own elaboration

For intermodal transport in Poland, a 25% discount on basic rates is applied. The main objective of the introduced price
reductions is to develop and increase the competitiveness of rail freight. In Germany, this regulation was introduced on 1
July 2018 and the subsidies granted range from 46.9% (for trains over 3,000t) to 47.2% (for empty runs). Slovak
infrastructure applies discounts for direct, regular trains (according to annual timetables). For international trains, depending
on the distance, the discount ranges from 20 to 70% (for distances over 300 km). For internal (domestic) trains, discounts
are up to 90%. In Table 1, the entry for Slovakia includes 53% and 58% discounts for international regular trains for distances
up to 299.9 km. Discounts to activate freight transport in the Netherlands reach 61.9% for trains between 601 and 1,600t
gross.
In sum, of the five countries considered before the implementation of access discounts, apart from the Czech Republic,
Poland has the highest unit rates, despite the introduction of a 25% discount for intermodal transport. Among the selected
countries, only two have not implemented systemic programs to stimulate railway transport (in the form of lowered access
fees), that is, Poland and the Czech Republic. After the implemented reductions, access to infrastructure in other countries is
lower by up to 70% compared to Poland, and for domestic trains within Slovakia - even by up to 90%. It is worth mentioning
that the current study compares the rates of the basic access costs to railway infrastructure. With additional charges taken
into account, the breakdown would be even more unfavorable for Poland.
In rail transport in Poland, over 85% of transport is carried out on electric railways. As a result, the cost of traction energy
constitutes an important element of operating expenses (about 15%) and the market price may determine the competitiveness
and development possibilities of the whole rail transport segment. As of 2019, electricity prices in Poland are rising much
faster than in other European countries. The main factor of energy price increase is the structure of its production, which is
based mainly on coal, with a very small share of green energy, which results in growing costs of CO2 emission rights
allowances.
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Table 2: Comparison of traction energy costs for 2020 [Euro]
Traction energy
cost Euro/MWh
158.83
212.53

Comparison to price
in Poland [%]
100.0%
+43.7%

158.48

-0.2%

Austria (low tariff)

53.43

-66.4%

Austria (high tariff)

61.11

-61.5%

The Czech Republic

93.24

-41.3%

Country
Poland
Germany
Germany (with discount)

Slovakia 3kV

146.68

-7.6%

Slovakia 25kV

138.77

-12.6%

85.81

-46.0%

Netherlands (high tariff)

171.95

+8.3%

Netherlands (low tariff)
Source: Own elaboration

162.35

+2.2%

Hungary

Table 2 shows a comparison of traction energy costs in Poland and in neighboring countries. The presented energy costs
include all charges incurred by the operators, including transmission charges. For 2020, the energy cost compared to Poland
is only slightly higher in the Netherlands (ranging from 2.2% to 8.3%) and in Germany (by 43.7% before the implementation
of discounts described below). However, in other countries the cost of energy is lower (Hungary -46.0%, the Czech Republic
-41.3%, Austria -61.5% to -66.4%). Germany, recognizing the high domestic cost of energy and consequent negative impact
on rail freight, implemented solutions which allow discounts for rail operators. In Poland, in order to stimulate the
development of intermodal transport, actions should be taken to implement instruments allowing energy price reduction (e.g.,
by granting discounts or reductions like in Germany). This is also important in the context of the growing disparity with road
transport, where diesel fuel prices have been stable for many years.

Discussion
Changing the railway investment policy, along with financial support from the EU, has resulted in the extensive investments
in modernization in Poland. In 2017, the National Railway Programme was established, providing for the implementation of
projects worth more than €15 billion by 2023. At the beginning of 2019, 15% of this amount was attributable to projects
already completed and nearly 50% to projects in progress. However, the full effects of these investments will not be visible
for several years. One of the objectives was to raise the commercial speed of freight trains to 40 km/h. It is, however, still
far from being achieved. Moreover, the large number of investments simultaneously results in a temporary deterioration of
the railway network’s capacity and a reduction in average speeds. The basic financial support instruments used in selected
European countries for the development of intermodal rail transport are presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Financial Instruments Supporting Intermodal Transport Used in Selected European Countries

Scope of
support

Effects

Scope of
support

Germany
• Subsidies are granted for construction of new and the expansion of existing transhipment facilities
located on the premises of private intermodal terminals.
• Funding was extended to include rail-to-rail terminals at inland port handling facilities.
• The existing level of funding to support new technologies for intermodal transport has been slightly
reduced (by 5%).
• Intermodal transport growth by 150% between 2004 and 2016, increase in the share of intermodal freight
using railways to 38%, between 2002 and 2015 freight railway transport grew more than road transport.
Austria
• Under the Innovation in Freight Transport 2009-2014 programme, financial support was granted (up to
30% of eligible investment expenditures) for the implementation of innovative technologies for
intermodal transport (e.g., containers, swap bodies, semi-trailers).
• Co-financing of investments in intermodal terminals for freight transfer points between road, rail and/or
waterway transport.
• Financing of sidings and terminals was made possible by the Sidings and Terminals Support Programme
for 2013-2017 (up to 30% of eligible investment expenditures).
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Effects

Scope of
support
Effects

Scope of
support

Effects

• A 74% increase in intermodal freight between 2004 and 2015 and an increase in the share of intermodal
rail freight from 22% to 30% in the 2008 and 2015 period. The share of railways in the freight market
was maintained at the level of approximately 33%.
Switzerland
• Railway infrastructure access system involves: A 30% discount on the infrastructure access rate for
freight trains, which is increased to 40% for delays, and a 40% discount on traction energy for night
trains.
• Increase in intermodal transport by 29% between 2008 and 2016, increase in rail's share in intermodal
transport from 40.5% to 50.7%, increase in rail's share in the transport market from 33.7% to 37.4%,
increase in rail's share in transversal through the Alps to about 77%.
Netherlands
• Financial assistance is mainly sourced from the state budget in the form of subsidies, low-interest loans,
loan guarantees and credits, for:
• investments in terminals and logistics centers (construction and modernization);
• modernization of railways and handling facilities at railway stations;
• modernization of inland waterways and port handling facilities;
• co-financing of the purchase of intermodal transport units;
• establishing new intermodal train connections.
• One of the highest shares of intermodal transport using rail in relation to total transport work in the EU,
at 35-38% in 2018.

Source: Own elaboration based on (CUPT, 2020).

Poland’s railway infrastructure access for freight trains is costly, compared to the rest of the EU. In 2016, it ranked 5th in
the EU, based on the lowest access rate which was 10% above the EU average. Rates must be paid for each kilometer of
travel. Meanwhile, in road transport in Poland only less than 1/4 of the total length of national roads falls under the electronic
toll collection system. As a result, road transport costs are more attractive and it is perceived by operators as easier to organize
and more flexible. This situation fundamentally differentiates Poland from those western countries which in recent years
have relied on pushing rail transport. The solutions adopted by other countries include, among others: fees for national road
usage, making their amount dependent on the weight of the vehicle, emission standards and noise pollution, limitations in
truck traffic and exemptions from fees for vehicles using railway transit.
At the same time, there are several factors in Poland which favor the development of intermodal transport (Antonowicz,
2018). The territory of Poland constitutes a bridge between Europe and Asia. The long distances it covers (over 1000 km)
are favorable for railway and rail-road combined transport. There is a positive outlook for ports that are expanding their
terminal infrastructure. There are plans to build a new deep water container terminal outside the breakwater in Gdynia. A
new terminal in Świnoujście is also prepared. DCT Gdansk terminal doubled its handling capacity to around 3 million TEU
in 2016 by constructing a second container quay. Polish rail transport has a high-density network (6.8 km/100 km2) which
is highly electrified (58.8%), and occupies a good position in the freight market (about 14% of tkm-measured land transport
was performed in 2019). In the rail sector, the freight distances are quite large, with 12% of domestic freight happens over
distances of more than 350 km. To put it in perspective, all international transport is carried out over average distances of
more than 350 km. In the international door-to-door road transport, the average distance exceeds 950 km. The volume of
Polish foreign trade transport is large enough to foster the development of intermodal transport. The structure of foreign
trade is increasingly dominated by processed products, requiring more secure transport (in containers). Poland's territory
allows to exceed the distance threshold of profitability of intermodal transport (distances between borders exceed 600 km).
An important factor influencing the perspectives of intermodal rail transport on the territory of Poland may be the developing
land exchange of goods between Europe and China. Rail transport of containers on this route is much cheaper than air
transport and much faster than sea transport. The requirement is to ensure adequate capacity on the east-west railway corridor,
in particular the border crossing with Belarus in Małaszewicze. The second necessary condition to be met will be for China
to maintain its subsidies for rail transport.
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Fig. 5: Poland’s intermodal transport development perspectives until 2030.
Source: Own elaboration.

Figure 3 estimates the development of rail intermodal transport in Poland in the context of support from various financial
instruments. Until now, 3 phases of intermodal transport development can be distinguished in Poland. The first phase, which
lasted from 2004 to 2008, was excluded from the analysis due to the low comparison base. In phase two, an average annual
growth rate of 6.9% occurred between 2012 and 2015 (in 2008-2015 it was lower - 3.4%), without public sector financial
incentives and stimuli. Phase three was initiated by a stronger financial stimulus - it began in 2016 and is ongoing, with
average annual transport growth of around 12.7%. As the analysis of the financial instruments shows, this development can
be additionally strengthened by implementing preferential rates (of access, energy), which, combined with existing
investment funds for infrastructure and rolling stock projects, allows for an optimistic development path (with average annual
growth significantly above 12.7%). With the abandonment of currently applicable support instruments, a pessimistic
development path with dynamics below the multiannual average (below 10%) is possible. The neutral scenario assumes
multiannual average with the continuation of the currently applied financial support mechanisms (in the form of European
funds).

Conclusion
Eliminating development barriers for intermodal transport is a multi-layered process, combining both the need for additional
investment in the railway infrastructure and rolling stock. Above all, it the system of organization and management of
intermodal transport requires support. Intermodal transport is capital intensive and its financing is mainly funded by private
funds. Programs and support instruments from public funds, both European and individual countries, are an adequate
complement and an opportunity for the development of intermodal transport.
First, it is necessary to carry out investment and organizational tasks supporting the development of intermodal transport
infrastructure in defined areas and flagship projects. As the experience of other countries shows, these processes should be
further supported by measures to reduce the operating expenses (access, energy) for intermodal carrier services. Only
coherent and combined actions can ensure a dynamic development of intermodal transport. In the optimistic scenario, this
may double the intermodal transport in Poland within the next 6-8 years. As the example of Poland shows, activities in the
area of support for investment processes from public funds proceed quite efficiently. However, there is no visible preferential
treatment of rail carriers over road carriers. The lack of a unified policy limits the growth potential of this industry. This may
result in the current trend being the norm or it may slow down the growth completely.
In addition to the financial factors for the development of intermodal transport described in the current study, there are other
tools which are worth implementing, despite their lesser importance. These can include:
•
•
•
•

providing state guarantees for preferential interest credits and loans for investments related to the operation of intermodal
terminals;
exemption from property tax on land under new intermodal transshipment terminals for several years after completing
the investment;
CIT exemptions or reductions on revenues related to the operation of new intermodal transshipment terminals;
granting temporary financial support for the operation of terminals which generate financial losses.
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Since 2004, intermodal rail transport has increased in Poland - from 282,000 TEU to 2.1 million TEU in 2019, or 7.6 times.
This indicates that intermodal transport has experienced dynamic development, with great potential for further growth.
Despite the economic downturn caused by COVID-19, demand for intermodal services will increase through 2030. Due to
the pandemic, the need to increase safety in the movement of goods becomes crucial. Utilizing the potential through a system
of discounts on infrastructure access or the purchase of energy, which leads to an increase in the share of freight transported
by rail, particularly intermodal transport should be encouraged.
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Abstract
Industry statistics often constitute a great resource to determine certain regularities while conducting company operations’
analysis. It concerns financial analysis: different kinds of indicators are compared with industry indicators and noticeable
deviations are discussed. It is, however, questionable if a particular industry is homogenous or diversified, and thereby if it
is possible to use, for example, average figures in a comparative process. It seems that information regarding arithmetical
mean is far insufficient. Particular characteristics of population does not have to reflect normal distribution. There can be
right side or left side distribution, slender or flattened distribution. It can also indicate sizeable differences and additionally,
it is subjected to many changes over time. The aim of this article is investigating the structure of assets of Polish food
industry companies listed on the Stock Exchange. The research is based on characteristics of central tendency measures,
dispersion measures, asymmetry measures and concentration measures in search for the answer to a question: What
additional measures or ways of presenting industry figures could facilitate financial analysts’ work, and thus minimize
errors within comparative analysis.

Keywords: Management of Company Assets, Property Management, Financial Analysis, Financial Indicators.
Introduction
Managing a company can be compared to coordinating company operations, such as production, sale of goods or providing
services. Successful functioning of business depends also on the knowledge in the field of financial management, which
means planning skills and proper money circulation. A company cannot function without adequate properties. They are
connected with all operating resources, subjects of work, work in progress, finished products, goods, cash and other
economic instruments at the disposal of a company at a certain period of time. Total assets are most usually divided into
fixed capital and current capital. It is also possible to encounter a division (to a great extent similar to the mentioned
before) into long-term assets and short-term assets. Indicated divisions determine a company assets structure. This
structure is crucial for functioning, effectiveness, and development possibilities of a company. The following issues are
particularly worth paying attention.
Assets’ structure determines, to a great extent, a company capital structure (division into equity capital and debt). This
issue is indicated by well known, extensive optimisation studies conducted by Modigliani – Miller team (Modigliani,
Miller, 1958), which were repeatedly analysed by scientists and accepted, however, at the same time criticised and adapted
to change more and more complicated reality (Ross, 1977; Myers, 1977; Myers, 1984; Titman, Wesses, 1988; Megginson,
Weston, 1997). They were also applied, not only to big, but also small and average enterprises (Norton, 1991; Ang, 1991;
Ang, 1992; Vos et al., 2007; Newman, Sailesh, Brian, 2012).
Property – capital structure optimisation is a “never-ending story”, and the majority of studies indicate that company’s
property determines, not only, its operations, but also the ways it is financed (Glen, Pinto, 1994; Chang, Lee, Lee, 2009).
Assets’ structure determines debt structure. It is connected, among others, with financial risk of capital providers and
possibility of protecting it. Large share of fixed capital has a positive influence on obtaining long – term debt capital, since
this capital allows to secure debt (Brigham, Gapenski, 1996; Brigham, Gapenski, Ehrhardt, 1999; Brealey, Myers, Marcus,
1999; Brealey, Myers, 2000; Answer, 2019).
Assets’ structure is a factor influencing company value (Rappaport, 1998). Considerable number of analyses mostly do not
concern the impact of real property value on book value, but they refer to correlations between assets and capital’s
structure, as well as company size and examine their influence on creating the company’s value (Nyamasege et al.,2014;
Setiadharma, Machali, 2017; Handayani, Darma, 2018).
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(IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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Assets’ structure impacts operation risk. It is significantly important in crisis periods when the concept of financial (and
property) flexibility comes into effect (DeAngelo, DeAngelo, 2007; Ang, Smedana, 2011). Correlating company assets’
structure with risk is connected with a general need to minimize costs on the side of companies. Especially large
corporations deliberately and knowingly manage the assets’ structure, using securitisation possibilities, which may result in
lower costs in case of bankruptcy (Scarabot, 2001; Yatsenko, Hritonenko, 2020).
Finally, assets’ structure directly or indirectly influences almost all indicators of financial analysis which refer to
company’s profitability, effectiveness of using assets, liquidity, as well as indebtedness.
Current economy and free market caused that space comparisons became an important element of analysis. Analysing
indicators connected with company’s surrounding and comparing them with competitive surrounding bring a lot of benefits
while assessing company’s condition. Comparison of different phenomena is used in economic analysis. It is a basis for
noticing and analysing all deviations. Comparisons of these phenomena are made and conclusions concerning better
presenting and worse presenting companies are drawn. Also, there is a possibility of capturing companies which differ
most form determined standards. It is also a background enabling to define production process elements which require
improvements. Space comparisons merely refer to relating chosen indicators of an examined economic unit to similar,
comparable indicators existing in another unit. It allows to draw conclusions concerning examined economic unit state and
its economic results deviation extent from figures of a unit serving a basis for comparison.
During comparative analysis process, companies usually relate their performance (financial results and other measures of
economic activity assessment), not only to one subject of comparison, but to industry figures. It seems obvious that assets’
structure depends, to a great extent, on industry in which a company operates: different kinds of property is required by a
transport company, wholesale trade company, a mine, or a shipyard. Thus only “comparable” companies can be subjected
to comparison process (especially related to issues connected with resources involvement). The easiest way is making use
of industry figures, which are nowadays, usually accessible. These are most often average indicators reached by companies
representing a certain industry. The question, however, if it is possible to base on them. Is a group of companies form a
particular industry homogenous enough? or What level of tolerance is required in relation to a homogenous character of
such a group?
The aim of this research is an analysis of food industry (in Poland) due to homogeneity assessment of basic assets’
structure of the study group. Conducted research was to allow for finding an answer to the following questions:
1) How flexible is the property of companies representing food industry?
2) Is the study group characterised by a high level of changeability and is it possible to address it as a homogenous
one?
3) Is it possible to select the most important statistical measure, which could be the best supplement for calculated
and publicly presented “average industry indicators”?

Materials and Methods
Research method: for the purpose of this paper all companies representing food industry, which are listed on the Polish
Exchange Stock, were included in a research (one company, which changed its name and activity profile while the research
was being conducted, was excluded from the study). The research concerns the period of ten years (from 2010 to 2019), to
eliminate any potential randomness and analyse changes of a studied indicator in time. Altogether, 33 companies were
subjected to measurements, however in three cases figures are incomplete. In case of one company, accessible data do not
include the first year – 2010 and in other two cases insufficiencies concern years 2010 and 2011.
Assets’ structure analysis of food industry companies is based on numeral characteristics of one feature: the share of fixed
capital in total capital. The following characteristics were performed with the use of chosen statistical measures:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Central tendency measure (arithmetic mean, median)
Dispersion measures (variance and standard deviation, range
Asymmetry measure (skewness)
Concentration measure (kurtosis)

Central Tendency Measure
Arithmetic mean is the sum of a collection of numbers divided by the count of numbers in the collection. It is a number
informing about the features value, which population elements should have, if all statistical data were equal and the sum of
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these values would be the same (division of values into equal parts). Arithmetic mean is independent from distribution, it is
a consistent and neutral estimator of anticipated value. It is responsive to skewness and outliers.

Median divides statistical data collection into two equal subsets. One of them includes figures lower or equal with median
and the other one includes figures higher and equal with median. In other words: it is characterised in ordered series of the
same number of observations higher and lower than the value. It is a measure which is much more resilient to outliers than
arithmetic mean.

Dispersion Measures
Standard deviation is defined as a square of the variance. It is an arithmetic mean of square deviations of particular
variables’ values from arithmetic mean of the whole set. It is a measure of average deviation of measurement results from
the average. The bigger the standard deviation, the more dispersed the figures. Outliers have great influence on standard
deviation. Moreover, it is subjected to distortions in case of skew distributions.

Variance coefficient is a quotient of standard deviation divided by arithmetical mean. Coefficient of variance shows the
percentage of standard deviation in relation to arithmetical mean value.
Range is a difference between the highest and the lowest statistical figure. Range shows the length of the shortest section
which includes all statistical figures. This measure is distorted by outliers. It is not defined algebraically.

Asymmetry Measure
Skewness coefficient (asymmetry) informs how the results for a certain variable shape around the average. Classical
standardized meter was used. It shows the extent to which the reality is reflected by the arithmetical mean. If the
indicator’s value is high, the average will not be the best measure of situation description. Coefficient of values higher than
zero indicates right – side skewness and below zero indicates left – side distribution asymmetry.
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Concentration Measure
Kurtosis is a measure of concentration around arithmetical mean. The higher the value, the bigger the tendency of variable
values to concentrate around the average. Normal distribution is a reference measure. Kurtosis equals zero for normal
distribution. If kurtosis is negative, the distribution is more flattened then the normal one. If it is positive, distribution is
slenderer then normal one.

Results
The following chart presents 325 measurements of fixed capital share indicator in total capital of all companies included in
food industry which shares are listed on Polish Exchange Stock. The research concerns 10 years (2010-2019) in order to
investigate the differentiation of population and possibly time variable of a studied feature. Output data were to make
determining the characteristics of central tendency measure, dispersion measure, asymmetry measure and concentration
measure possible.
Table1: Indicators of fixed capital share in total capital of food industry companies listed on Exchange Stock in
Poland in years 2010 – 2019.
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

AGROLIGA

18,51

19,48

19,35

34,44

27,30

33,94

23,21

38,36

38,73

59,99

AGRONON

34,01

31,63

61,36

41,98

35,41

23,12

17,30

16,61

19,46

35,72

AMBRA

48,86

45,02

45,36

47,09

47,18

45,60

45,30

40,35

37,77

42,33

ASTARTA

46,13

44,13

41,24

48,86

52,83

51,17

48,73

49,99

52,64

62,20

ATLANTA

20,20

27,19

28,13

28,91

30,64

38,17

36,13

28,25

25,65

25,36

AUGA

84,06

84,43

82,51

83,69

78,74

79,00

71,01

66,91

65,12

69,99

CZARNKOW

24,04

32,20

34,09

34,54

38,91

48,32

50,88

42,22

39,38

36,24

CEREALPLT

27,17

22,52

20,12

38,68

18,21

13,69

15,61

19,52

26,78

29,53

EUROSNACK

62,33

58,45

46,55

38,42

48,39

51,92

53,45

55,27

45,81

47,75

ESKIMOS

37,32

34,04

32,95

32,74

31,09

30,10

39,83

46,19

21,19

26,33

58,88

63,41

54,09

45,70

47,60

44,71

37,66

38,82

EXCELLENC
GOBERTO

65,89

65,17

63,99

65,73

67,28

61,63

58,88

63,66

65,86

63,27

HELIO

44,88

42,72

42,71

37,28

35,61

34,13

34,87

32,91

37,98

38,10

IMCOMPANY

67,93

53,97

52,21

48,21

44,06

51,97

45,27

48,87

38,93

60,94

47,38

46,52

41,62

34,65

30,37

25,78

52,08

43,26

92,32

KANIA
KERNEL

48,16

47,16

53,63

54,53

55,07

52,27

44,22

45,52

49,00

51,62

KSGARGO

41,19

59,64

53,66

62,92

77,47

68,48

76,27

70,31

64,52

70,71

KSW KRUSZW

38,92

32,87

34,24

35,62

36,75

32,60

30,40

31,87

27,82

30,70

64,69

57,92

62,92

60,10

65,30

59,11

67,89

72,04

KRVITAMIN
MAKARONPL

68,54

67,08

72,30

71,75

69,77

68,75

70,57

66,40

69,61

73,11

MARIEBIZARD

58,59

59,01

50,51

38,44

38,10

39,70

44,62

43,64

49,93

50,24

MILKILAND

59,55

56,17

64,88

61,59

61,80

78,24

73,91

77,05

75,07

56,30

OTMUCHOV

50,87

67,78

63,61

64,61

64,29

65,17

56,35

59,48

56,45

60,08

OVOSTAR

46,39

51,16

71,52

69,55

67,09

59,13

59,10

51,46

56,17

64,26

PAMAPOL

48,28

43,24

40,02

50,42

47,05

48,26

44,80

45,70

42,81

44,99
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PEPEES

61,08

53,78

51,62

52,05

50,23

46,62

50,83

51,14

52,01

55,10

SEKO

67,01

66,59

63,68

55,79

54,78

52,93

47,61

51,23

48,00

53,31

SOLARINOV

74,21

38,11

47,56

43,27

2,80

77,43

78,90

84,21

83,42

82,13

6,92

6,75

8,54

9,98

17,33

13,09

8,90

8,37

8,08

13,58

SYMBIO
TARCZYNSKI

70,25

60,93

65,56

63,79

70,05

70,63

64,54

68,73

65,90

69,95

TELIANI

6,96

9,96

7,71

3,81

2,79

5,74

4,57

5,68

5,00

4,27

WAWEL

51,55

50,57

44,30

40,48

38,41

40,70

52,00

56,30

51,80

50,44

ZYWIEC

60,92

62,30

58,35

48,95

58,91

58,10

58,36

56,66

57,65

67,18

Even a surface analysis of the above chart indicates the issue of group differentiation. Two companies recorded the lowest
indicators of fixed capital in the total capital throughout the whole period of research. These are SYMBIO and TELLANI.
In case of the former one the indicators fluctuated around 10% and in case of TELLANI the indicator was 5,5%. It is
evidently more difficult to indicate an unquestionable leader when it comes to possessing fixed capital. Undoubtedly,
company called AUGA is to be included, however, the share of its fixed capital gradually decreases form the level of 84%
recorded in 2010, to 70% in 2019. The second one is MAKARONPL company with a long – term capital of circa 70% of
book value of the total capital.
Further conclusions may be drawn after an analysis of central tendency measure including arithmetical mean and median
of fixed capital share value on the total capital.
Table 2: Central tendency measure: arithmetical mean and median of fixed capital share in the total capital of food
industry companies in years 2010 – 2019.

Mean
Medium

2010
48,02
48,57

2011
46,50
47,38

2012
48,25
50,51

2013
47,61
48,21

2014
46,06
47,18

2015
47,78
48,32

2016
46,82
47,61

2017
47,84
49,99

2018
46,28
48,00

2019
51,48
53,31

The average share of fixed capital in relation to the total capital fluctuated around 48% in all food industry companies
listed on Exchange Stock in Poland. The average was relatively stable. It had the lowest value in 2014 (47,18%) and the
highest value in 2019 (53,31%). It is worth paying attention to the fact that median for analysed indicators throughout the
whole period was a bit higher than arithmetic mean, which means that the majority of studied companies recorded higher
than average indicators. Values substantially deviant from other and mentioned before as the ones with the lowest recorded
indicators, additionally influence the result.

Fig 1. Arithmetic mean and median
A measure of dispersion is a useful instrument to present how dispersed are the analysed figures.
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Table 3: Dispersion measure: standard deviation, variance, the highest and the lowest statistical figure, range

Standard deviation

2010
19,38

2011
17,69

2012
17,75

2013
16,57

2014
19,21

2015
18,53

2016
18,85

2017
18,09

2018
18,41

2019
19,34

Coefficient of varition [%]

40,36

38,04

36,79

34,81

41,71

38,78

40,26

38,78

40,26

37,80

Min

6,92

6,75

7,71

3,81

2,79

5,74

4,57

5,68

5,00

4,27

Max

84,06

84,43

82,51

83,69

78,74

79,00

78,90

84,21

83,42

92,32

Range

77,14

77,68

74,80

79,89

75,96

73,26

74,33

78,53

78,43

88,05

Standard deviation is one of the basic indicators. It is a measure of average deviation of measure results from the average.
The larger the standard deviation, the more dispersed the figures. This measure is stable over time and it is around 18,4. It
recorded the highest values in the first and last year of research, when it was close to level 20, which is considered
significant.
It is worth paying attention to coefficient of variation, which was around 39%. Such variation is treated as relatively high
and at the same time calling into question the use of arithmetical mean for the study group.
High dispersion shows the range. It is a difference between the highest and the lowest value in a certain year in a certain
population. The highest value of the range was recorded in 2019, when the company with the lowest financial liquidity had
fixed capital share on the level of 92%. On the other hand, company with the highest financial liquidity had fixed capital
share in the level of 4,27%. The range and arithmetical mean are presented below.

Fig. 2: Range and arithmetical mean
Measures of central tendency and dispersion suggest that normal distribution will not be taken into account. Skewness
indicators were used to analyse the asymmetry of this distribution and figures are presented in the table below.
Table 4: Asymmetry measure: skewness coefficient

Skewness

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

-0,48

-0,38

-0,55

-0,41

-0,43

-0,32

-0,44

-0,49

-0,29

-0,35

The indicator recorded negative values throughout the whole period of research (so it can be assumed that it is the
industry’s characteristics). Average skewness indicator fluctuates around values -0,40, and it was variable over time (in an
irregular way).
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Average skewness for indicated period -0,41.

Fig. 3: Skewness coefficient
Therefore, it can be indicated that distribution is definitely left – sided which is well illustrated in the chart above, where
average values for a research period were shown.
Distribution and asymmetry for average shares of fixed capital in the total capital, calculated for every company in years
2010 – 2019.

Fig. 4: Distribution and asymmetry for average (from 2010 to 2019)
shares of fixed capital in the total population capital
Numeral characteristics of studied feature were supplemented with analysis of flattening, which is a measure of
concentration of obtained results. It presents how the results are concentrated around the mean.
Obtained results seem to be surprising. Kurtosis coefficients are very variable. Positive results were obtained only in two
years – in 2013 – 0,77 and in 2017 – 0,26 (even though they are not treated as very high) which means that many values
were close to population average. Negative values indicate that the majority of companies deviate from mean and
distribution is more flattened than normal distribution (lower concentration).
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Table 5: Concentration measure: kurtosis

Kurtosis

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

-0,323

-0,066

0,013

0,773

-0,171

-0,285

-0,250

0,256

-0,191

0,007

Fig. 5: Concentration measure – kurtosis

A closer analysis of box plot seems to be an appropriate summary at this point. It is a box and whiskers plot. The height of
the box shows interquartile range (between the first and third quartile) and whiskers indicate the highest and the lowest not
extreme observations, as well as non – outlier observations (outliers appeared only in 2017). In the middle part of every
box there is a vertical line which indicates observation median. The last research year – 2019 indicated the highest
variability of companies’ study group: the box is high, there is the highest median indicator level, and also the range
between minimal and maximal value is the highest.
Box plot

Fig. 6: Box plot presenting distribution of asset’s structure indicator
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The analysis should be also supplemented with indicators variable over time for certain economic entities. An answer
should be also given to a question if there is a relation between average value of indicator of fixed capital share in the total
capital value and standard deviation for a single enterprise. Indicated meters were calculated for this purpose.
Table 6: Indicators of fixed capital share in the total capital of food industry companies listed on the Exchange
Stock in Poland in years 2010 – 2019 and average values for every company in a research period

AGROLIGA
AGRONON
AMBRA
ASTARTA
ATLANTA
AUGA
CZARNKOW
CEREALPLT
EUROSNACK
ESKIMOS
EXCELLENC
GOBERTO
HELIO
IMCOMPANY
KANIA
KERNEL
KSGARGO
KSW KRUSZW
KRVITAMIN
MAKARONPL
MARIEBIZARD
MILKILAND
OTMUCHOV
OVOSTAR
PAMAPOL
PEPEES
SEKO
SOLARINOV
SYMBIO
TARCZYNSKI
TELIANI
WAWEL
ZYWIEC

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

19
34
49
46
20
84
24
27
62
37

19
32
45
44
27
84
32
23
58
34

66
45
68
48
41
39

65
43
54
47
47
60
33

69
59
60
51
46
48
61
67
74
7
70
7
52
61

67
59
56
68
51
43
54
67
38
7
61
10
51
62

19
61
45
41
28
83
34
20
47
33
59
64
43
52
47
54
54
34
65
72
51
65
64
72
40
52
64
48
9
66
8
44
58

34
42
47
49
29
84
35
39
38
33
63
66
37
48
42
55
63
36
58
72
38
62
65
70
50
52
56
43
10
64
4
40
49

27
35
47
53
31
79
39
18
48
31
54
67
36
44
35
55
77
37
63
70
38
62
64
67
47
50
55
3
17
70
3
38
59

34
23
46
51
38
79
48
14
52
30
46
62
34
52
30
52
68
33
60
69
40
78
65
59
48
47
53
77
13
71
6
41
58

23
17
45
49
36
71
51
16
53
40
48
59
35
45
26
44
76
30
65
71
45
74
56
59
45
51
48
79
9
65
5
52
58

38
17
40
50
28
67
42
20
55
46
45
64
33
49
52
46
70
32
59
66
44
77
59
51
46
51
51
84
8
69
6
56
57

39
19
38
53
26
65
39
27
46
21
38
66
38
39
43
49
65
28
68
70
50
75
56
56
43
52
48
83
8
66
5
52
58

2019 Mean
60
36
42
62
25
70
36
30
48
26
39
63
38
61
92
52
71
31
72
73
50
56
60
64
45
55
53
82
14
70
4
50
67

31
32
44
50
29
77
38
23
51
33
49
64
38
51
46
50
65
33
64
70
47
66
61
60
46
52
56
61
10
67
6
48
59

Standard
deviation
13
14
3
6
5
8
8
7
7
7
9
2
4
8
19
4
11
3
5
2
8
9
5
8
3
4
7
27
3
3
2
6
5

Interestingly enough, there is no statistical relation between indicator variable over time (measured with standard
deviation) and mean for a certain enterprise. Correlation coefficient is 0,1 (Pearson’s coefficient), which is deemed to be
completely insignificant.

Conclusions
The structure of property (assets) constitutes a fundamental issue influencing the financial condition of a company and its
financial position. The share of property elements in the profit is not the same. Gaining profit is directly facilitated by
current assets due to permanent transformations and exchanges causing surplus of assets (profits). Fixed capital is also
important, however, its role in this process is of indirect character. That is why the value of elements belonging to both
groups, in other words, relation of fixed capital to current capital (or the share of fixed capital in the total capital) is not
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without significance for a company. A company is interested in possessing, possibly the highest number of current assets
(accordingly to current needs) bringing profits and the lowest number of fixed assets, which only indirectly contributes to
gaining profits. So, there should only be such amount of fixed capital, which is indispensable to conduct business. The
share of fixed capital in the total capital is a diverse value. It depends on the type of a company (industrial, transport,
commercial, service provider) and its specifics. Indicated relation illustrates financial liquidity. The more assets are in
current capital, the easier it is to develop in business operations and thus the company is characterised by higher finance
and balance liquidity. The essence and function of fixed capital and current capital cause that the basic purpose of initial
balance sheet assets is a general examination of changes taking place in assets’ structure (Bednarski et al., 2003).
Analysts often use comparative analysis method, including space comparisons: comparing their results with other single
companies functioning in the same industry, in order to look for some regularities of balance sheet structure. They also
eagerly base their research on industry figures which usually show average financial indicators for properly chosen groups.
However, the problem is that average data often do not allow for such comparisons. Companies representing a particular
industry do not have to be similar enough. It can be a very diversified group. Thus, median indicator may be very useful
for a particular phenomenon / indicator. However, is it going to be sufficient? It seems that it will not fulfil this condition.
Maybe it is worth giving further reflection to standard deviation which can indicate analysed figures’ dispersion. Maybe
asymmetry measures would be of use? Perhaps knowledge connected with figures concentration around the mean would be
helpful? Certainly, all additional information can be handy while conducting in-depth analysis, but the question is if it
really eases analyst or manager’s work?
This article presents analysis concerning basic capital structure in Polish companies representing food industry, which are
listed on Exchange Stock. Even though, research includes all stock entities representing food industry, it is hard to
determine the study group as a representative one for the industry in general. The industry is represented, to a bigger
extent, by micro – business, small and medium enterprises. It seems, however, that this research allowed for answering the
question connected with industry uniformity in relation to property structure (in relation to large companies). The research
conclusions are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Companies, where research was conducted, had diversified property structure and the mean occurred to be an
insufficient measure in comparative analysis.
Standard deviation and variance coefficient indicate diversified features (even though, measure of this
diversification is not very high).
Attention should be given to very high range measure, that is a difference between maximal and minimal values.
Feature distribution does not constitute normal distribution structure. It is a left – side distribution and this
characteristic is relatively permanent over time.
The majority of companies showed low diversity of the indicator over time. Correlation between average height of
the indicator and its standard deviation in the analysed period of time was also not confirmed.

To sum up, food industry was the subject matter of this research. It can be assumed that other industries may be more
diversified, which is worth further analysis. The research confirmed former assumptions that using industry mean in the
analysis of balance sheet structure seems to be insufficient. So, what is the proper way to present industry data?
Industry database presented with box plots would be a kind of remedy. The range bar statistics was invented by Mary
Eleanor Spear (Spear, 1952; Spear, 1969). A well – known graphic visualisation of a box plot was introduced in 1977 by
John Tukey (Tukey, 1977) in a book entitled “Explanatory Data Analysis”. In this book Tukey stated that “the greatest
value of a picture is when it forces us to notice what we never expected to see”. Such graphic presentation of data helps us
to analyse and notice facts which are not noticeable purely on the basis of calculated indicators. The box plot consists of
only five information. Even though, it can show a lot of facts. It is enough to know the value of median, the first and third
quartile and minimum and maximum. As a result, it is possible to notice population dispersion level, check if it is
symmetric, find out how distant from the median are minimal and maximal values.
Industry figures presented with this tool could contribute, to a great extent, to more reliable financial analysis based on
space comparisons which incorporate industry results comparison.
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Change is the only constant.
Heraclitus
Abstract
The article presents the concept of a black swan event and its impact on the disruptions of the supply chain operation in the
context of covid-19 epidemic. The purpose of the article is to indicate any actions to be taken to make the modern supply
chains resilient to the influence of other black swans that may occur in the future. Thus, the concepts of the supply chain and
its embedded relational risk have been defined. The determinants of the supply chain resilience and stages of its
implementation as well as the multifaceted benefits that result from this resilience have also been identified. Theoretical of
nature, the article is based on the literature review.

Keywords: the black swan incident, disruptions in the economy, risk, supply chain, resilient supply chain, supply chain
visibility

Introduction
The motto of this article – words of the philosopher of Ephesus – acts as a reference point for the consideration of the subject
of the supply chain resilience. Certain questions may be raised, what actions are the enterprises to undertake to maintain
logistics continuity in an era of a constant change? How are the enterprises to operate to overcome the difficulties resulting
from the unforeseen phenomena and events and thus to maintain the supply chain continuity? The article aims to present the
essence of a black swan event and its impact on the supply chain operation in the context of Covid-19 epidemic. Its purpose
is to indicate actions to be taken to make the modern supply chains resilient to the influence of other black swans that may
occur in the future. Resilience, the focus of the following article, is a function of sensitivity which is most often understood
as vulnerability (Anger, 2006) and adaptability (Dalziell, McManus, 2004). The significance of this issue stems from the fact
that the resilient supply chains may successfully deal with the market threat, go smoothly through the period of negative
socio-economic phenomena, rebuild their potential and – often strengthened – return to the market competition for customers.

Black swan event – the essence and example of 2019
To emphasise the rarity of certain phenomena in socio-economic sphere, Taleb introduced a black swan concept which
includes events characterised by the following (Taleb, 2008):
- they are unexpected, unusual, unpredictable, highly unlikely, beyond the realm of expectations (since nothing in the past
indicated the possibility of the occurrence of such an event);
- when they occur, they have a tremendous impact on the economy and social life;
- after their occurrence, many people claim that such an event may be predicted.
Among others, black swan events include natural disasters, cyberattacks or climate change. The last global event of this
nature is Covid-19 pandemic (caused by the SARS-CoV-2). The Global Risk Report 2020, prepared by the World Economic
Forum, is one of the papers that describe the unpreparedness of the world for this black swan. The risks to increase in 2020
indicated in the Report include:
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- environmental risks (extreme heat waves, destruction of ecosystems, health impacted by pollution, uncontrolled fires,
water crises);
- geopolitical risks related to possible sales war (e.g. US-China);
- societal risks (related to the loss of trust in the information provided in the media, domestic social polarisation);
- technological risks (including loss of financial liquidity in terms of business and loss of privacy in terms of governments);
which were not in any way related to the pandemic.
Crisis caused by the unlikely or unexpected events with profound consequences demonstrate the progressive networking
permeating economic and social life of people. The outcomes of a black swan such as Covid-19 pandemic (the global effects
of which can be observed from the beginning of 2020) are also of a network nature both at the social (cross-border virus
transmission) and the economic level (disruptions in the international supply chains of enterprises, among others).

Supply chain disruptions caused by the black swan event of 2019
For the last several years, the supply chain management model has been based on a universal philosophy that the raw
materials necessary for the production are easily available to be obtained around the world. Such an approach allowed for
the creation of global supply chains and the reduction of the costs incurred in the industrial enterprises.
The emergence of SARS-CoV-2 in China in November 2019 resulted in a number of restrictions in the Middle Kingdom
economy with the ensuing consequences which further spread to the recipients related to these Chinese enterprises and
disrupted (or even caused a collapse in) numerous supply chains. In mid-March 2020, the EU economies have been wrecked
(or significantly slowed down) and, within a short time, other economies of the world were subjected to similar mechanisms.
The disruption has affected all the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. Thus, a single factor – here SARS-CoV2 – has not only become a threat to the health and life of people around the world, but also has a tremendous impact on the
real economy (including supply chains) along with financial markets and thereby it went ‘outside the realm of regular
expectations’ (Taleb, 2008) and the Covid-19 pandemic became a manifestation of the black swan phenomenon. And even
if it is not considered a typical black swan (there has not been a full lockdown in the world), it has brought about many socioeconomic changes in the world.
Closely cooperating with Chinese enterprises at the supplier-recipient level, companies located around the world had to face
a relational risk associated with some uncertain circumstances perceived by the prospective business partners linked to the
future events that may have a negative impact on the inter-firm alliances and hence lead to the failure to maintain cooperation
(Das, Teng, 1996). The risk of threats related to the supplier poses a high level of uncertainty for the processes that accompany
the recipients. Inability to start or continue the production or distribution process due to the failure to meet the delivery
conditions reflects one of its possible consequences (Wieteska, 2011). Companies faced a shortage of critical parts and
materials (75%), delayed deliveries and longer lead times (74%), difficulties in adapting production capacity to fluctuations
in demand (69% according to 2020 data from Capgemini Reserch Institute), cash flow problems and inability to meet delivery
times, as mentioned by OECD COVID-19: SME Policy Responses report. As a result, not only did the productivity decrease
(69%) or the well-being of employees (43%), but also customer dissatisfaction increased (41%) and the brand image
deteriorated (39.5%), and consequently the incomes of the supply chain participants decreased (37% according to 2020 data
from Business Continuity Institute). As indicated by information published by the Institute for Supply Management, over
80% of companies believe that their organization will be affected to some extent by COVID-19.
Analysing relational risk from a supply chain perspective enables the concentration on the supply chain disruptions defined
as unplanned events that threaten the usual material and components’ flow. The pandemic disruptions resulted in a number
of dysfunctions, such as extended delivery times, shortage of supplies, loss of the ability to meet the demand, increased costs
(Blackhurst et al., 2008). The Covid-19 pandemic has revealed a very high supply chains’ sensitivity to disruptions. It led to
the wave rebound effect – each subsequent business decision concerning global markets had to be made in cycles to be
prepared for the new circumstances or react to the existing situation. The intention underlying the restriction of the
international traffic was to contain the spread of the pandemic. However, simultaneously numerous supply chains have been
disrupted or slowed down. Though many companies dealt with this crisis as efficiently as possible, it does not imply that
they have developed a long-term resilience to all the related economic repercussions. A significant number of enterprises
strove to find weaknesses in their supply chains and applied this knowledge to introduce the necessary changes. Research by
Beroe (dealing with providing key market information and analyzes enabling organizations to make strategic purchasing
decisions) conducted on 450 companies in March 2020 shows that nearly 50% of respondents implemented a business
continuity plan, 57% of respondents identified key components, which is necessary to prepare risk management plans (but
26% did not). The survey showed that companies focus on their immediate supplier without analyzing how decentralized the
sources of supply are (which their direct business partner uses).
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Considering that modern enterprises operate in the reality defined as VUCA (Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity and
Ambiguity) and Covid-19 pandemic only deepened the uncertainty and volatility, any supply chains modification should be
designed so that, if necessary, they can be quickly adapted to rapidly changing levels and structure of supply and demand.
Since SARS-CoV-2 is mutating (and it remains impossible to predict the directions of its further mutations), all the actions
planned for today may appear absolutely irrelevant or unsuitable tomorrow. At the beginning of the pandemic, Hardy, the
head of FX strategy at Saxo Bank, identified three possible scenarios (Strawiński, 2020):
-

V-scenario – optimistic, it assumes a sharp rebound: strict lockdown rules in individual countries are effective and the
rebound stems from the fiscal policy and interest rate cuts;
U-scenario – moderate, it assumes a sudden recession caused by the lockdown and self-isolation; recovery will be slow;
some sectors will suffer from sales disruptions (thus, the sharp rise in prices);
L-scenario – pessimistic; it assumes a constant existence/appearance of outbreaks and clusters which instils the fear of
returning to the usual activity, and as a consequence, even more enterprises are closed and the unemployment rates are
increased.

Today’s world is closest to the L-scenario but how the overall situation develops, not to mention changes in the economy, is
all the more difficult to predict. In the new, yet unknown and uncertain post-pandemic reality (will it really be post-pandemic?
or will it only be the adjustment to the pandemic conditions? none of these questions may be answered today), the most
resilient – rather than the largest and strongest – enterprises are most likely to survive which leads both to the search for the
new competitive advantages and modification of the supply chain establishing principles.

Supply chain resilience – the essence and conditions
The supply chain comprises a system consisting of enterprises directly or indirectly involved in responding to the customer
needs (Hugos, 2011). Given that they encompass the elements of the same system, individual companies in the supply chain
closely interact with each other and thus cannot be treated separately. The occurrence of a risk in one enterprise usually
initiates an undesirable effect in another (e.g. a failure in the manufacturer’s production system leads to the delayed delivery
and shortage of goods at the customer, loss of distributor’s reputation may result in excess inventory at the manufacturer).
Additionally, certain risk types are a common area: the supplier’s demand risk is also the recipient’s supply risk. Therefore,
a systemic approach should be applied to classify the risk and the risk phenomenon itself needs to be viewed comprehensively
including its interdependence with the supply chain.
Supply chain risk management is closely related to the level of the integration of its elements. Effective action in minimising
the occurrence of undesirable events and their effects requires enterprises’ cooperation and integration. Literature, on the
other hand, recognises uncertainty and risk as the best and simplest measure of the supply chain integration level (Towill,
Childerhouse, 2003). When increased, it reduces the risk and uncertainty in the supply chain and they in turn have a positive
influence on the integration of activities. In the context of the supply chain management, this means that the risk and
integration must always be considered together.
The risk of disruptions can be analyzed through the prism of unforeseen events that disrupt the continuity of processes in the
supply chain (Craighead et al., 2007). In the ground scheme of things, the ability of the supply chain to cope with the changes
is referred to as resilience (Wieland, Wallenburg, 2013). It can be understood as the ability of the supply chain to predict,
resist recovery, and respond to predictable and unpredictable events (Ali et al, 2017). The ability to weaken internal and
external factors that cause disruptions in its operation as well as the ability to prevent the transmission of these disruptions
in the supply chain are the symptoms of supply chain resilience. Transmission of these disruptions is understood as the
propagation of the negative effects of the risk on an increasing number of entities in the supply chain – it is the resultant of
their mutual cooperation with their relationship determined by the transmission channels of these disruptions. To reduce the
risk of the loss of their operational capacity, resilient supply chains adapt their strategies and operation to the changes in the
environment. This implies taking measures aimed at avoiding disruptions or reducing their severity (Boin et al., 2010).
Appropriate actions can be taken before a crisis occurs, then it is called a proactive approach to resilience, and if taken to
regain its original ability to operate after a crisis – a reactive approach (Välikangas, 2010). Black swan events are by their
nature associated with a reactive approach where the rebuilding of their potential after a crisis situation facilitates the
achievement of a higher level of the supply chain resilience and equilibrium (Sheff, 2005). In the proactive approach,
continuous improvement in this area means increasing the level of the supply chain resilience in a manner pertinent to the
anticipated future threats and the resilience level directly depends on the accuracy of those anticipations and is verified during
a crisis situation. Thus, after the shock following the closure of the economies, enterprises had to apply a reactive approach;
yet, simultaneously they should already shift to proactive attitude in order to be prepared for the next – possible – crisis. The
key elements of the resilience encompass (Christopher, Peck, 2004):
- supply chains structure that facilitates the knowledge transfer,
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- underlying supply chain strategy,
- cooperation of the enterprises in the supply chain,
- agility together with the key flexibility competences,
and the above elements should be the focus of the management activity of the enterprises.
As has already been said, supply chains need to be perceived and understood as a system and then its four basic characteristics
that contribute to resilience can be identified (Fiksel, 2003):
- diversity in terms of forms and behaviours;
- efficiency, i.e. the ability to achieve high performance with modest resource consumption;
- adaptability understood as flexibility to act under pressure;
- cohesion as a result of the linkage between system variables and system components;
thanks to which the network may be relatively quickly reconfigured (change in the involvement of a flagship company’s
own resources and the resources of partners in the network) (Kramarz, 2013).
It is worth emphasising, though, that the supply chain resilience does not mean the ability to overcome the difficulties
resulting from the unforeseen phenomena and events only once. Resilience needs to be understood as a continuous process
of predicting threats to business continuity or maintaining the existing operational capacity. This indicates the persistent
improvement of the supply chain processes, procedures and structures Azevedo et all, 2013).
It can be argued that one of the most important lessons of the coronavirus pandemic for the logistics industry will be the
necessity to ensure the increased visibility of the supply chain resources. It would provide a much deeper understanding of
the delivery, supply, and sales network, including the geographic locations of the suppliers and different goods, supply levels
in warehouses and endpoints (e.g. retail store or endpoint supplier) as well as buyers' purchasing decisions. Transparency
that enables the access to knowledge about the internal situation of the suppliers of manufacturing companies would increase
the credibility and the ability to track the current data on the supply chain at any stage of the process and hence faster
adaptation to the changing external conditions. The higher the transparency, the better the data that could be provided to
artificial intelligence systems and thus the better it would be used (e.g. thanks to the enhanced machine learning). A decision
support system can use the digital representation of the supply chain for real-time reactive crisis management and for the
purpose of proactively introducing changes to the chain that increase its resilience (Ivanov, Dolgui, 2020) and, consequently,
improve the competitive position of enterprises.
Enterprises that would increase the visibility of the resources in the supply chain and therefore those striving to increase their
resilience should take the following steps:
-

-

design supply chain maps which would demonstrate the structure of connections (geographic, financial, logistics) to
identify the supply chain weaknesses (through the business impact analysis);
prequalify suppliers – the key suppliers should be identified1 (reduced, if necessary) and analysed (assessment of their
opportunities, resources, reputation, financial condition, cyber security rules); this point also indicates the supplier
controlling and relationship management;
resign from the multi-stage network of subcontractors in favour of a close cooperation with the suppliers and other
partners (sharing information, integrating activities and implementing joint solutions);
consider supply chain regionalisation2;
identify alternative sources of supply (especially when sourcing components from the risky regions);
carry out supply analysis (and consider increasing their level if the production process is long-lasting or complicated);
plan actions in the event of any further disruptions (of epidemiological, economic, political, environmental or
technological nature).

Digitisation is of key importance for the supply chains reconstruction in an age of industry 4.0 (details of a digital supply
network should differ depending on the industry sector and even the enterprise). Risk management and business continuity
should be an integral part of such a project, just as they are a key component of the overall business strategy. From the
adopted risk management model point of view, building a resilient supply chain which not only seeks to reduce the risk, but
1

The Covid-19 pandemic showed that the country of the supplier comprises an important factor – the risk of cooperation with foreign
suppliers proved greater compared to the domestic suppliers. Risks to be considered when selecting international suppliers encompass,
for example, political stability of the supplier’s country, volatility of the currency exchange rates, legal regulations, probability of labour
disputes, price control. See: V.R. Kannan, K. C. Tan, Attitudes of US and European managers to supplier selection and assessment and
implications for business performance, „Benchmarking: An International Journal”, 2003 vol. 10, pp. 472-489.
2 In Europe, the countries of Eastern Europe have the greatest nearshoring potential thanks to the lower production costs and direct road
and rail connections with the largest markets in Western Europe. Therefore, Poland may benefit from the growing importance of the
nearshoring trend – its central location in Europe, constantly improving infrastructure, relatively low labour costs and the largest
warehouse market in Central and Eastern Europe attract investors. In addition, moving production closer to end users will facilitate the
building of the new logistics hubs (designing new post-pandemic supply chains).
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is also prepared to quickly adapt to unforeseen disruptions in the supply chain and return to its equilibrium state should be
the key to success. Technological solutions will be helpful here – in addition to artificial intelligence (AI), which will continue
to automate the processes both in logistics as well as forwarding and transport (TMS), cloud-based solutions (SaaS) and fast
and precise data and information flow (platforms that ensure the supply chain visibility) or the Internet of Things (IoT) will
form the basis of a modern supply chain. Investments in IT solutions in the TSL sector should be understood as a response
to the current market challenges and the search for the new opportunities rather than an additional cost for the enterprise and
this finds its confirmation in the research results – 74% of respondents (carriers on the European market) indicated that IT
solutions improve their businesses, as concluded by the European Road Freight Transportation Survey. Companies' readiness
for digital transformation and the ability to see the supply chain as an "extended enterprise" will become an important
criterion for selecting business partners. Analyzing data from all participants in the supply chain will increase the
transparency of flows, reduce costs globally and at the same time reduce risks (appearing both in the chain and its
surroundings), and consequently reduce the negative effects of the “black swan” (van Hoek, 2020).
In summary, it can be said that enterprises should improve the resilience and efficiency of supply chains (of which they are
participants) in meeting customer needs; including through excess inventory and production capacity, diversification of the
production and distribution network, multisourcing, nearshoring, systems partnership3.

Resilient supply chain – multiple benefits
The advantages of resilient supply chains can be studied at several levels, namely (by Gartner Inc. 2021 e-book):
a.

at the enterprise level:
- indication of the critical processes,
- increasing the understanding of the disruption and its consequences,
- increasing resistance to threats,
- strengthening the ability to return to equilibrium and survive the threat,
- direct management targeted at high-risk areas,
- reputation (e.g. distinguishing as a pro-active and safe company; marketing advantage – resilience to threats;
increasing the trust of the stakeholders, customers and consumers);
b. from the stakeholders’ perspective:
- demonstrating commitment to risk management,
- creating tangible, evidence-based documentation,
- exercises based on real-life scenarios aimed at provoking real reactions,
- the ability to convey a positive message in crisis situations,
- improvement of the insurance risk characteristics and reduction of insurance premiums,
c. in relation to finance:
- a significant reduction in financial consequences,
- ensuring a quick response to disruptions in the company's operations,
- achievement of the operating levels envisaged in the contracts,
- demonstrating a professional approach to disruption management,
- maintaining trust in the service and offer (even during unexpected events),
d. compliance with the requirements relating to:
- evaluation of processes and systems by means of comparison with the international best practice,
- meeting the expectations of the regulatory authorities, insurers and other stakeholders,
- ensuring continuous improvement of processes.
In conclusion, the supply chain resilience depends on two main areas – the ability to avoid or reduce risks and the ability to
balance and recover from a disruptive event. While companies should try to do both, they often fail in either of these two
areas – sacrificing flexibility for promptitude or vice versa – favouring mobility over obstacles. The crisis facilitates an
essential change in the operation of economic entities and may/will contribute to their business models reconstruction (supply
chains included).

Conclusion
The unpredictability of the future is becoming the reality of the 21st century and the black swan phenomenon additionally
increases the instability in the supply chains operation. Increasing resilience has now become an essential task of strategic
supply chain management. Not only does it need to be based on the transparency of activities in a constantly monitored
3

The main reason for the lack of supply chain transparency was that they took the form of silos, and market leaders placed little emphasis
on making their supply chains 'intelligent' and ensure their full visibility. As a result, numerous enterprises had almost no visible access
into all sorts of components and entities implied in the supply chain, so it was extremely difficult for them to identify weaknesses and
adapt to change.
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supply chain and organisational culture supporting learning, but it also has to allow for the close cooperation that already
begins at the early stage of the supply chain design, remains visible in risk management and manifests itself through the use
of agile management practices in an emerging crisis situation. These activities constitute a resilient supply chain model
(Wilding, 2013). Thus, today's supply chains need to be more dynamic, smarter and better equipped with information than
ever in the past in order to be able to reduce the risk.
The coronavirus pandemic has shown the importance of transparency3 in the supply chain. One of the main problems business
faced was sheer lack of visibility – not only in terms of the products location, but also partners and stakeholders fundamental
in the proper functioning of many supply chains. Technologies (IoT, 5G, AI or robotics) are crucial to enable the necessary
changes that will secure the functioning of organisations around the world. Importantly, an unstable business environment
makes this all the more necessary. Whether it is a black swan event like Covid-19, a trade war, a terrorist threat, regulatory
changes, labour disputes, a sharp increase in demand for a specific product in a specific region or the bankruptcy of suppliers,
enterprises are increasingly realising that everything may happen and they cannot fully control the phenomena and processes
that occur in the environment. To be able to function successfully in this reality, companies should ensure that their supply
chains are resilient or even anti-fragile (Taleb, 2014). An anti-fragile supply chain refers to a resilient chain that becomes
stronger and more efficient under the influence of changing operating conditions or sudden shocks – it uses them primarily
to build its market position and stimulate development. Not only is it prepared for every scenario, but every scenario is its
opportunity to go from strength to strength. In the coming years, building anti-fragile supply chains will be an indicator of
the highest business competences.
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Abstract
A circular economy (CE) is a model of an optimistic economy with a vision of a better future. It refers to every country that
thinks globally about the world in which we live. Significant environmental burdens related to accelerating global warming
and resource scarcity cause many countries to seek innovative approaches to mitigate this phenomenon. A response to that
is the Green Deal, and within it, a circular economy as one of climate-related sector areas. The aim of this paper is to point
out the current problems in the implementation of a circular economy in the EU countries, as well as the concrete benefits of
implementing the circular economy principles from the perspective of proper waste management. Based on analysis of
available literature, collected data and based on selected indicators of a circular economy, the progress of the implementation
of the actions towards a circular economy in the European Union over recent years was assessed. The conclusions drawn
from the analysis of data, for the European Union overall, are not satisfactory. In the analysed period, many EU countries
showed significant changes in the values of the indicators used to assess the transformation towards a circular economy.
They included, among other things, Holland, Belgium, France and Italy, implying environmental, social and economic
benefits in these countries. However, in many EU countries, a lot still remains to be done. It should be noted that Poland is
just at the beginning of the transformation path, as many other EU countries are. Analysis of the data showed, among other
things, that in 2018 as many as 16 EU countries had a much lower circular material use rate than Poland.

Keywords: Circular Economy (CE), Management, Resources, Waste Management.
Introduction
Not so long ago, many economies across the world, driven by the desire to achieve a fast economic growth, showed a clear
trend of products intentionally designed in such a way that they would stop working after being used for a certain period of
time. Short product life-span was a result of planned product obsolescence. Manufacturers focused on production of socalled single use goods, whose repair was often impossible or too costly and cost-ineffective, driving the market for new
products. From the environmental perspective, such a linear model of production and consumption ruins delicate ecosystems,
leading to the loss of valuable natural resources, and the result is growing waste at landfilling sites. A circular economy (CE)
emerged as a response to this problem. The need to address environmental issues, such as climate change and waste
management, is more pressing today than it was in the second half of the 20th century. The aim of the paper is to assess the
progress of the implementation of the actions towards a circular economy in the European Union over recent years based on
review of available literature, collected data and selected indicators of a circular economy. This publication is an attempt at
systematising the achievements made so far in the area of a circular economy, the benefits they have brought and what still
remains to be done.

Linear Economy and Circular Economy
One of the EU Commissioners for the Environment, Janez Potočnik, pointed out that although we have the 21st century, we
live in a global world with emerging economies and interconnected markets with linear economic systems that date back to
the 19th century (Web-1). In simple terms, a linear economy is a model in which raw materials are extracted, used once and
then thrown away. Such a model leads to a range of problems, namely (Web-2):
−
−
−
−

primary raw materials are extracted faster than they can be replenished,
products are thrown away, and, treated as waste, they are often incinerated or stored at landfilling sites, which results
in the loss of valuable and scarce natural resources,
waste is handled improperly, which results in hazardous substances permeating the soil, water and air,
production and transportation of products lead to air pollution and extensive energy use.

________________
Cite this Article as: Ewa BIEŃ “ Benefits of A Circular Economy In The Context of Resources And Waste Management In Poland And
The EU” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba,
Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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It is important to note that in order to be competitive in today's economic world, it is necessary to use available resources in
the most efficient way, which means that they should be recycled and restored to productive use rather than dumped at
landfilling sites as waste.
A circular economy is an alternative to the traditional linear economy of the "take-make-use-dispose" type and a response to
global challenges today. In the 21st century the idea of a circular economy is nothing new. Quite the contrary - it has been
present in the academic literature since the mid-1960s. First presented by Kenneth Ewart Boulding at Sixth Resources for
the Future Forum on Environmental Quality in a Growing Economy in Washington on March 8, 1966 open and closed
systems are parallel to today's linear and circular models. According to Boulding (1966, p.2): „In a closed system, the outputs
of all parts of the system are linked to the inputs […]. There are no inputs from outside and no outputs to the outside.”, i.e.
there is no external sphere. He claimed that we can only learn about a closed system when we participate in it. In his work,
he noted resource-related challenges that society would face in the future, claiming that: “Earth has become a single
spaceship, without unlimited resources of anything […], therefore, man must find his place in a cyclical ecological system”
(Boulging, 1966, p.7). An important step in the development of the concept of a circular economy was the report titled
"Limits to growth” published in 1972 (Meadows et al., 1972; Li, 2010). It addressed the issues of limited resources and
argued that growing population and postponing the tackling of waste and pollution problems would ultimately lead to
environmental, social and economic disaster. It advocated a production system that allows products to be effectively reused
and recycled. Meanwhile, in the 1990s, two British environmental economists, Pearce and Turner (1990) pointed out that
the traditional open-ended economy was developed without recycling in mind, which was reflected in the treatment of the
environment as a waste reservoir. Analysing the interactions and benefits between environmental protection and economy,
they proposed a closed loop of material flows in an economy, which became known as a circular economy. Interestingly
enough, the implementation of the principles of a circular economy did not start until the beginning of the 21st century, and
it first took place in Asian economies, such as the Chinese economy. In 2002, Circular Economy as a sustainable development
strategy was formally adopted, implemented and developed in many pilot areas. The first regulatory effect of such activities
was "Cleaner Production Promotion Law”, which came into force in January 2003 (Geng et al., 2012). Effective enforcement
of the principles of Circular Economy - 3R (Reduction, Reuse, and Recycle) was seen as a way for China to solve the pressing
problem of environmental degradation and shortage of sources (Su et al., 2013). However, as stressed by McDowall et al. in
a 2017 publication, the Chinese view of Circular Economy is wider than that in Europe. It encompasses pollution and other
issues beyond those related to waste and resources, as it is a response to environmental challenges generated by rapid growth
and industrialisation. According to the authors, the European concept of a Circular Economy has a narrower environmental
scope and focuses more on waste and resources as well as on business opportunities (McDowall et al., 2017). If we look at
the ideas referring to product life cycle, production in harmony with the environment, waste minimisation or reuse of raw
materials, then the concept of a circular economy is essentially nothing new in the European Union. What makes it unique
is the significance it has been given in the EU policy in recent years (Gwiazdowicz, 2019). In 2013, the European
Commission, in the General Union Environment Action Programme to 2020 „Living well, within the limits of our planet”
(Act, 2013) presented a vision of the future in which our prosperity and healthy environment result from an innovative
circular economy. According to this document, nothing is wasted in the economy, natural resources are managed in a
sustainable way, and biodiversity is protected, valued and restored in way that increases our society’s resilience. However,
the implementation of these objectives involved a range of major challenges connected with the fact that production and
consumption systems did not conform to the principles of sustainable development and had long-term, often complex and
cumulative impact on ecosystems and human health. Following recommendations presented in subsequent documents of the
European Commission, starting from the "Circular Economy Action Plan” presented in December 2015, (Act, 2015) and the
first package of legislative proposals, actions towards a circular economy are taken with varying intensity in EU members
states. It is also the case of Poland, where the second half of 2019 saw culmination of lengthy works on documents, which
were finally approved by the Council of Ministers, representing crucial materials from the perspective of the implementation
of a circular economy. These works concerned "Circular Economy Transformation Roadmap,” which specified both
legislative and non-legislative measures to increase resource efficiency and reduce waste generation, (Web-3) and
"Environmental Policy of the State – 2030” (Act, 2019). Work is still underway to develop a set of indicators to assess the
progress of the transformation towards a circular economy and the impact of a circular economy on the socio-economic
development at mezoeconomic and macroeconomic levels (Web-4).
Summing up, it should be noted that in the light of the existing environmental problems and resource scarcity, the economy
and environment cannot be perceived through linear relationships, but only through circular relationships. A circular
economy as a concept aimed at rational use of resources and reduction of the negative impact of manufactured products on
the environment seems to be the only effective solution to the present-day global concerns. This model aims to minimise the
exploitation of raw materials and waste generation, and hence reduce the emission and energy use levels through creating a
closed loop of processes where the generated waste is treated as raw materials in the subsequent stages of production (Web5).
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Resources and Waste Management
When using the environmental capital in circular economy solutions, a special emphasis is placed on natural protection
against floods, on climate regulation and regulations on water and air quality. For that purpose, the European Union
introduced legally binging instruments to enforce such protection, namely: Water Framework Directive and Air Quality
Directive along with providing appropriate financial and technical support. This is because the natural environment is
constantly under a huge pressure of human activity. The European Union is still losing biodiversity and facing degradation
of many ecosystems (Degórski 2018). More and more regions in Europe struggle with the problems of water shortage caused,
among other things, by climate change. Hence, it is necessary to take further actions aimed at, but not limited to, managing
water resources in a more effective way. Further measures should focus on soil, sea and ocean protection, and sustainable
use of land and forests. Therefore, at the end of 2017, the EU Council adopted a forest and land resolution. This Act is
intended to contribute to the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the EU in the years 2021–2030 through enhanced
protection of land and forests and improved management of such resources across the whole European Union (Act, 2018a). It
is estimated that EU forests absorb annually nearly 10% of overall greenhouse gas emissions across the European Union
(Web-6).
Human activity in many areas such as mobility, energy technology or agriculture should focus on balancing environmental,
social and economic factors in accordance with the principles of sustainable development. The industrial sector has long
noted sound economic reasons to improve resource efficiency. Studies estimated that improvement in resource efficiency
along the entire value chain could reduce the demand for material inputs by 17–24% by 2030 (Meyer, 2011). Better use of
resources could generate savings of EUR 630 billion per year for the European industry (Web-7). It was also argued that the
implementation of European legislation on waste could result in the recycling industry's turnover increasing by EUR 40
billion per year, and generating 400 thousand jobs (Web-8).
In a circular economy, the most preferred option, according to the waste management hierarchy, is waste prevention. It is
followed by waste reuse, recycling or other process of recovery. As a last option, waste should be disposed of safely (Act,
2008). Waste reuse in various industrial sectors brings measurable benefits to the environment, such as:
-

no need to use new sites to build landfill facilities and associated infrastructure,
reduction of the use of natural resources, and by extension reduction of the area of degraded land as a result of resource
extraction,
reduction of the burden of landfilling sites, both on humans and the natural environment.

It should be noted that valuable materials still leak from European economies. Waste management is the final stage of a
product life-cycle, after design, production and consumption. How many valuable raw materials will be re-introduced into
the economic cycle depends to a large extent on that stage (Zarębska, 2017). Circular economy systems allow for preserving
the added value of products as long as possible as well as eliminating waste. When a product life-cycle is drawing to an end,
the resources are kept within the economy and can be repeatedly reused in a productive way, thus creating a new value (Act,
2014). Regulations fostering waste reuse and recycling as well as restricting landfill are an important element of the EU's
environmental protection law. As part of the implementation of a circular economy, they are continuously amended. These
regulations pertain to various waste groups, from waste from extractive industries, municipal and packaging waste, to waste
batteries and accumulators and waste electrical and electronic equipment. In July 2018, amendments to directives relating to
certain waste groups came into force (Web-9). They set new targets to be achieved in the years to come. They referred to the
level of municipal waste management, among other things, setting the rate of recycled municipal waste at minimum 55% of
the mass of all waste by 2025, and 65% by 2035. As far as biological waste is concerned, by 2023 it should be collected
separately or recycled at source (Act, 2018b). For packaging waste, the average rate of recycling by 2025 was set at 65%,
and by 2030 at 70% (Act, 2018c). The new regulations also introduced limits on the amount of municipal waste stored at
landfilling sites. By 2035, the amount of landfilled waste should not exceed 10% of the total waste generated, and as from
2030 landfilling of recyclable waste will be totally banned (Act, 2018d).
Despite the clearly defined assumptions of a circular economy highlighting maximisation of the value added of raw materials
and materials as well as minimisation of generated waste, a circular economy is often seen as merely introduction of further
restrictions relating to waste management. However, it should be stressed that this is not entirely the case. A Circular
Economy is essentially an efficient management of resources that seeks "win-win-win” solutions, i.e. those that are
economically, environmentally and socially effective (Korhonen et al., 2018).

The benefits of a Circular Economy
An economy that encourages reuse and recycling of materials as well as longer product life-span is, as a rule, more labourintensive than an economy based on a linear flow of resources. This is because when we take care of something that has
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already been manufactured, i.e. we repair, modernise or restore it, it requires a higher labour input than extraction and mass
production. It does not mean, however, that transition from a linear economy model to a circular economy model is not
possible or cost-effective at that. In fact, it allows for saving money, increasing resource efficiency, creating new jobs and
reducing the impact of production and consumption on the environment. It is a source of sustainable development and
increased competitiveness of the EU. Moreover, an effective circular economy facilitates resource efficiency, energyefficiency and reduction of environmental "footprint." Ultimately, all that leads to a high level of human health protection
and respect for the existing environmental protection standards (Web-10). Importantly, a real circular economy is an answer
to the environmental crisis, depletion of natural resources and continuing dependence on the import of strategic raw materials
from the third countries. Significant benefits of a circular economy in the context of resource and waste management are
presented in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Benefits of a circular economy in the context of resources and waste management
Source: based on data from Web-11, https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/infographics/circular-economy/

The depletion of natural resources is existential. A characteristic example of this type of resource is copper, the global
reserves of which are estimated by the agency United States Geological Survey at around 830 million tonnes, with annual
consumption at 28 million tonnes (Web-12). In 2015, Poland was in fifth place among countries with the largest copper
resources, following Chile, Australia, Peru and Mexico (Web-13). The high demand for this raw material is a result of the
following trends: increased use of consumer electronics, increased number of electrical vehicles, increased generation of
energy from renewable sources and continuous drive to improve energy efficiency, all of which require significant amounts
of copper. It is worth noting that in line with the concept of a circular economy, 50% of the copper currently used in Europe
comes from recycling, according to the International Copper Study Group, which significantly reduces the demand for
extracting copper. And energy consumption during copper recycling is 85% lower compared to primary production (Web14).
Importantly, the problem of the present-day economy is high energy intensity of production and increasing demand for
energy driven by the technological progress, which leads to more and more devices powered by electricity, despite efforts to
introduce solutions to reduce energy intensity. Poland occupies one of the last places in Europe in terms of energy
consumption. It is 3903 kWh per capita, whereas in Belgium and Germany it is 7 010 kWh and 6 693 kWh per capita,
respectively (Web-15). Energy consumption in Poland is forecast to grow, catching up with the EU average. With such a
fast growth, it is necessary to take measures aimed at rational management of energy and raw materials in line with the
principle of sustainable development and improvement of the living standards of inhabitants through eliminating the negative
impact of the incineration of non-renewable energy raw materials on environmentally friendly renewable energy sources.
The current consumption structure by used energy carriers is largely determined by possessed natural resources. The main
source of primary energy is hard coal and brown coal. In terms of final consumption, coal is third most important type of
carriers consumed in Poland, and its share decreased from 19.9% in 2008 to 15.8% in 2018. The most important energy
carrier in 2018 was petroleum-derived fuels, which accounted for 37.2% and recorded a 3.7 % increase compared to 2008
(Figure 2).
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Fig. 2: Structure of final energy consumption in Poland by carriers
Source: based on data from CSO 2020, Energy efficiency in Poland in years 2008–2018.

According to Eurostat, in the European Union overall, the share of renewable energy sources in the total energy usage in
2018 was 18.0% and was more than double that of 2004. What is important, increased share of renewable energy sources is
necessary for meeting the EU's climate and energy targets, which set the share of renewable energy sources at 20% by 2020
and at least 32% by 2030. In 2008, out of 28 EU member states, 12 countries achieved share equal to or exceeding the binding
domestic targets for 2020. Of those countries, by far the largest share of renewable energy sources in the total energy usage
was recorded by Sweden (54.6%), which came ahead of Finland (41.2%), Latvia (40.3%), Denmark (36.1%) and Austria
(33.4%). In Poland, this share was only 11.3%, with the strategic target for 2020 at 15%.
Table 1: Share of energy from renewable sources (in % of gross final energy consumption)
Year

2004
2016
2017
2018
2020 -target
8.5
17.0
17.5
18.0
20
1.9
8.2
9.1
9.4
13
Belgium
9.2
18.8
18.7
20.5
16
Bulgaria
6.8
14.9
14.8
15.1
13
Czechia
14.8
32.0
35.0
36.1
30
Denmark
6.2
14.9
15.5
16.5
18
Germany
18.4
28.7
29.1
30.0
25
Estonia
2.4
9.3
10.6
11.1
16
Ireland
7.2
15.4
17.0
18.0
18
Greece
8.3
17.4
17.6
17.4
20
Spain
9.5
15.7
16.0
16.6
23
France
23.4
28.3
27.3
28.0
20
Croatia
6.3
17.4
18.3
17.8
17
Italy
3.1
9.9
10.5
13.9
13
Cyprus
32.8
37.1
39.0
40.3
40
Latvia
17.2
25.6
26.0
24.4
23
Lithuania
0.9
5.4
6.3
9.1
11
Luxembourg
4.4
14.3
13.5
12.5
13
Hungary
0.1
6.2
7.3
8.0
10
Malta
2.0
5.8
6.5
7.4
14
Netherlands
22.6
33.4
33.1
33.4
34
Austria
6.9
11.3
11.0
11.3
15
Poland
19.2
30.9
30.6
30.3
31
Portugal
16.8
25.0
24.5
23.9
24
Romania
16.1
21.3
21.1
21.1
25
Slovenia
6.4
12.0
11.5
11.9
14
Slovakia
29.3
39.0
40.9
41.2
38
Finland
38.7
53.4
54.2
54.6
49
Sweden
0.9
9.0
9.7
11.0
15
United Kingdom
Source: based on data from Renewable energy in the EU in 2018, Eurostat, Newsrelease, 17/2020 - 23 January 2020.
UE-28
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In economic terms, due to rising prices and scarcity of natural resources as well as increasing dependence on the import of
raw materials, Europe's competitiveness and ability to observe the principles of sustainable development in the processes of
economic growth in its countries depend on improved resource efficiency across the economy. The EU's Seventh
Environmental Action Programme to 2020 called for establishing indicators and targets for resource efficiency to guide
decision makers in public and private sectors. The benefits of a resource-efficient economy are felt in numerous sectors. It
is especially the case of technologies and services designed to manage and tap into the environmental potential, where
employment is growing at 3% per year (Web-16). This is a huge opportunity for European companies that are already global
leaders in recycling and energy efficiency. Innovations designed for a circular economy are already available in many forms,
from innovative designs of materials and products (e.g. biodegradable food packaging and easy to dismantle printers) to a
pay-per-use service (e.g. for tires) (Ellen MacArthur, 2015). What they share in common is focus on optimising the efficiency
of the entire system rather than a single element. The trend towards replacing disposable products by those designed for
circularity as well as establishment of creative recycling networks and other systems to support a circular economy provide
opportunities to come up with new ideas. The benefits of increasing the innovativeness of an economy include a higher level
of technological development, better efficiency of materials, labour and energy as well as more opportunities for companies
to achieve a profit. According to forecasts, a circular economy powered by new business models and technologies may be
worth by 2030 up to 4.5 trillion dollars (Ellen MacArthur, 2015).
The key area of socio-environmental measures in the context of the implementation of the assumptions of a circular economy
involves challenges to human health and wellbeing, focusing on issues such as reduction of air and water pollution, excessive
noise, and toxic chemicals in products, as well as improving food quality. The operational activities that aim to address these
challenges are closely connected with the implementation of the concept of a green economy. According to the UNEP's
working definition, a green economy aims to improve human well-being and social equity while reducing environmental
risks and scarcities (UNEP, 2011), which represents one of the main objectives of the concept of a circular economy. It can
be achieved by shifting policies and public and private investments towards supporting clean technologies, bolstering
ecosystem services, using the natural resource base and developing pro-ecological education.
The new circular economy action plan of March 2020 presented new initiatives relating to the entire life cycle of products
with the aim of modernising and transforming our economy while protecting the environment (Act, 2020). Underlying this
plan is an ambitious goal to manufacture sustainable and durable products and the desire to enable citizens to fully participate
in a circular economy and benefit from the positive change resulting from that. According to Eurobarometer survey, rising
waste is among the three most concerning environmental threats. According to the surveyed populations, the most effective
way to combat these problems is by changing consumption and production patterns. The proposed means and ways of
changes are as follow (EU Green Deal, 2020):
-

introduction into the EU market of products designed for longer use, easier repair and improvement, recycling and
reuse,
introduction of new business models facilitating increased sorting, re-use and recycling of textiles, and providing
customers with the possibility of choosing sustainable textile products,
gradual phase-out of single use products to be replaced by reusable goods,
reduction of intentional use of microplastics and increasing the capture of microplastics along all significant phases of
a product life-cycle.

Price volatility, risk of supply shortage and decreasing resources raise awareness of the world of business and politics of the
need for a shift in thinking about the ways of using materials and energy (Wojnarowska, 2019). It is, therefore, the perfect
time to tap into the potential of a circular economy. A circular economy is in principle regenerative and renewable, and its
aim is to continuously maintain the highest value and utility of products, components and materials. This model of economy
is intended to ultimately decouple economic growth from the consumption of limited resources. Not only does a circular
economy solve the problems of resources, but it is also a source of growth, generates new jobs and reduces negative
environmental impacts, including carbon dioxide emission. According to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, the development
of a circular economy in Europe may by 2030 contribute to the reduction of carbon dioxide emission by half compared to
the 2015 figures (Ellen MacArthur, 2015).

Circular Economy Monitoring Framework
In January 2018, the European Commission developed a set of ten regularly updated indicators to monitor the progress
towards the implementation of the idea of a circular economy in the EU as a whole and in its individual member states. These
indicators reflect different dimensions of a circular economy, taking into account each phase of product life cycle and the
aspects of an economy's competitiveness (Table 2).
Monitoring the production and consumption phase is vital to understanding progress towards a circular economy. Economic
sectors and households should reduce the amount of waste generated. In the long term, this may contribute to increased self-
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sufficiency of selected raw materials for production in the European Union. According to Eurostat data, in 2016 the value of
the indicator: self-sufficiency of raw materials for production in the EU was relatively high for Limestone (97.1%), Cobalt
(68.2%) and Gallium (65.8%), but much lower for raw materials that are essential for technological advancement such as
Copper (17.5%), Vanadium (15.6%) or Lithium (14.5%) (Web-18). That is why the role of recycling is so important from
the perspective of EU's self-sufficiency. Statistical data for the period 2014-2018 in Poland show a clear upward trend in
collected municipal waste, and, what’s important, indicate a faster growth rate of separately collected waste. Nevertheless,
the average annual amount of collected municipal waste per capita in Poland was over 300 kg, and recorded a significant
growth. Still, it is one of the lowest indicators among European countries. The average amount of generated municipal waste
per capita for the EU-28 is almost 500 kg per year, with Denmark, Germany, Cyprus and Malta recording much higher
amounts. Table 3 presents detailed data.
Table 2: Circular Economy (CE) monitoring indicators

STAGES OF THE CE

PRODUCTION AND
CONSUMPTION

WASTE MANAGEMENT

SECONDARY RAW
MATERIALS

COMPETITIVESS AND
INNOVATION

INDICATORS
EU self-sufficiency for raw materials (share of selected materials including critical raw materials - used in the EU and produced within
the EU)
Green public procurement (share of public procurement that include
environmental requirements)
Waste generation (generetion of municipal waste per capita; waste
generation per GDP unit and in relation to domestic material
consumption)
Food waste (amount of food waste generated)
Overall recycling rates (recycling rate of municipal waste and of all
waste except major mineral waste)
Recycling rates for specific waste streams (recycling rate of overall
packaging waste, plastic packaging, wood packaging, waste electrical
and electronic equipment, recycled biowaste per capita and recovery
rate of construction and demolition waste)
Contribution of recycled materials to raw materials demand (share of
secondary raw materials overall materials demand - for specific
materials and for the whole economy)
Trade in recyclable raw materials (imports and exports of selected
recyclable raw materials)
Private investments, number of persons employed and gross value
added in the circular economy sectors
Number of patents related to waste management and recycling

Source: based on data from Eurostat, Web-17.

Increasing recycling is an important part of the transition to a circular economy. The area of waste management focuses on
the share of waste that is recycled and actually reintroduced into the economic cycle to continue creating value. The highest
recycling rate of municipal waste in the analysed period 2014-2018 was achieved by Germany (67.3%), with Slovenia,
Austria, Netherlands, Belgium and Lithuania achieving comparable values at 50-60%. According to the data collected, in
2018 Poland was in 19th place, following Hungary, Slovakia and Czechia, with the value of the indicator at 34.3%. It is
worth stressing here that according to the EU guidelines, by 2025 this rate should be at least 55%, which means that there is
still a long way to go. Analysis of the recycling rates of all waste excluding major mineral waste in the area of waste
management in 2016 shows that the leaders were Slovenia, Belgium and the Netherlands achieving the value of over 70%.
It should be noted that according to the EU guidelines, by 2025 the average recycling rate of packaging waste should be
65%. As the data show, the value of this indicator for 28 EU countries has already been above the target in recent years.
Unfortunately, in two countries: Hungary and Malta, the value of this indicator did not reach 50%, and in 8 countries it stood
at 50-65%. In Poland, the recycling rate of packaging waste in 2018 was 58.7%, which is not satisfactory, especially that by
2030 it should be at 70%. The highest recycling rate of e-waste in recent years was in Croatia, Bulgaria and Estonia. As far
as biowaste recycling is concerned, the leader was Austria where the value of this indicator was 187 kg per capita in 2018,
followed by the Netherlands and Denmark with 140 kg per capita. Table 3 presents detailed data.
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Table 3: Selected indicators of circular economy in the area: production and consumption, waste management

UE-28
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechia
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom

Production and
consumption

Waste management

Generation of
municipal waste [kg
per capita]

Recycling rate
of all waste
Recycling rate of
Recycling rate of
Recycling rate of e- Recycling of biowaste
excluding
packaging waste by
municipal waste [%]
[kg per capita]
waste [%]
major mineral type of packaging [%]
waste [%]

2014
478

2016
488

2018
489

2014
43.4

2016
46.0

2018
47.0

2014
56

2016
57

2014
65.5

2016
67.2

2018
65.7

2014
32.2

2016
41.2

2018
42.1

2014
74

2016
85

2018
82

425
442
310
808
631
357
562
488
448
517
387
488
614
364
433
626
385
591
527
365
272
453
249
432
320
482
443
482

419
404
339
830
633
376
581
498
463
521
403
497
640
410
444
609
379
593
520
564
307
474
261
457
348
504
447
483

411
407
351
814
615
405
598
515
475
527
432
499
646
407
464
610
381
640
511
579
329
508
272
486
414
551
434
463

53.8
23.1
25.4
45.4
65.6
31.3
39.8
15.4
30.8
39.7
16.5
41.6
16.8
27.0
30.5
47.7
30.5
7.4
50.9
56.3
26.5
30.4
13.1
36.0
10.3
32.5
49.3
43.4

53.5
31.8
33.6
48.3
67.1
28.1
40.7
17.2
33.9
41.9
21.0
45.9
17.2
25.2
48.0
48.2
34.7
7.0
53.5
57.6
34.8
30.9
13.3
55.6
23.0
42.0
48.4
44.0

54.6
31.5
34.5
49.9
67.3
28.0
37.6
20.1
36.0
44.0
25.3
49.8
16.5
25.2
52.5
50.1
37.4
6.5
55.9
57.7
34.3
28.9
11.1
58.9
36.3
42.3
45.8
44.1

81
17
60
60
53
19
44
*
46
53
47
67
31
*
57
62
40
27
72
62
60
54
27
75
40
41
51
57

78
27
60
61
*
10
41
*
46
54
52
68
31
*
68
64
43
43
72
66
54
52
30
80
44
37
49
58

81.3
62.0
73.0
69.8
71.4
60.3
68.3
53.8
68.7
65.2
52.7
65.4
58.7
54.9
57.7
66.0
48.4
41.1
70.5
66.6
55.4
61.0
54.8
70.4
64.4
57.4
70.5
59.2

81.9
63.8
75.3
79.0
70.7
56.0
67.0
66.1
70.3
66.0
54.7
66.9
64.6
57.7
69.5
67.8
49.7
39.7
72.6
66.8
58.0
60.9
60.4
69.4
65.8
64.7
68.2
64.7

85.3
60.4
69.6
67.7
68.5
60.4
63.9
*
68.8
65.7
58.4
68.3
70.2
55.8
60.7
70.9
46.1
*
*
65.5
58.7
57.6
57.9
*
66.6
70.2
70.1
62.1

29.6 38.3
68.3 105.2
29.3 46.1
42.3 41.4
36.9 39.0
30.4 75.3
43.1 49.5
29.0 34.2
26.2 37.4
26.3 37.1
35.7 89.2
27.3
*
17.0 27.1
26.4 23.2
64.6 38.9
35.4 45.6
47.7 53.4
11.5 15.9
38.5 40.4
39.1 41.0
27.4 38.9
38.2 45.8
21.3 25.0
27.5 34.4
44.1 50.3
42.4 42.1
52.7 55.4
29.6 49.8

39.3
66.7
43.6
67.5
36.9
53.7
53.5
35.8
43.0
34.2
83.4
*
*
43.3
36.4
44.1
50.5
*
41.0
46.0
39.1
*
*
33.6
45.8
49.2
45.4
67.0

87
8
9
141
114
17
39
15
62
91
8
80
21
13
41
121
24
0
143
175
15
64
20
30
17
70
72
78

85
37
23
153
116
10
40
17
72
95
7
94
25
42
104
126
30
0
145
181
21
79
18
69
26
65
72
81

82
7
26
143
110
15
50
26
84
100
12
105
11
25
131
136
32
0
147
187
27
85
9
79
39
72
69
78

Source: own study based on data from Eurostat, Web-17.
*no data

In order to close the process loop, materials and products need to be reintroduced to the economy, for instance in the form
of new materials or products. Analysis of data shows that in 2018 the circular material use rate in the European Union (EU)
was 12.2%. This means that 12.2% of the material resources used in the EU came from recycled products and recovered
materials, thus saving extraction of primary raw materials. Compared to 2004, this figure increased by 3.8 percentage point
from 8.4% (Web-19). This is mainly due to the fact that the EU uses less raw materials such as building materials and fossil
fuels, while the rate of recycling is only slightly increasing. In Poland, this indicator was much below the EU average and
stood in 2018 at 9.7%, in contrast to the Netherlands, which had highest value of 29.0%, ahead of Belgium (21.8%), France
(19.6%), and Italy (18.7%). Table 4 presents detailed data. It should be noted that overall the circular material use rate is
much lower than other circular economy indicators, such as recycling rates. This is due to the fact that the circular material
use rate has a much wider material scope: it covers all the materials that are introduced into the economy, while recycling
rates only take into account waste. What is important from the perspective of a circular economy is that secondary raw
materials originating from recycling, which reduce the ecological footprint of production and consumption and increase the
security of future raw materials supplies, can be traded between EU member states and the rest of the world. Analysis of data
shows that the largest quantities of secondary raw materials originating from recycling in 2014-2018 were exported outside
the EU by: the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany (Table 4).
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Table 4: Selected indicators of circular economy in the area: secondary raw materials, competitiveness and
innovation
Secondary raw materials

Competitiveness and innovation

Circular material use
Trade in recyclable
rate
raw materials [tonne]
[% of total material
- exports extra
use]

Private investments, jobs and gross value added related to circular
economy sectors
Gross investment in
tangible goods
[million euro]

UE-28

2014
11.6

2016
12.0

2018 2014 2016 2018 2014 2016 2018
12.2 33067 35041 37004 15156 17490 19600

Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechia
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom

18.2
2.7
6.9
9.1
10.8
11.4
2.0
1.4
7.7
18.8
4.6
16.1
2.2
5.3
3.8
11.2
5.4
6.4
26.6
9.9
12.5
2.5
2.1
8.4
4.8
7.3
6.5
14.0

18.3
4.4
7.6
8.1
11.7
12.2
1.7
2.3
8.2
19.4
4.4
17.8
2.4
6.5
4.6
7.0
6.5
4.2
28.5
11.4
10.2
2.1
1.7
8.5
5.2
5.3
7.0
15.7

21.8 4003 3711 3822
2.5
434
305
412
8.0
139
62
48
8.2
845
702
988
12.0 3429 3107 2889
13.8
392
353
447
1.6
392
386
382
3.3
357
352
419
9.6 1142 1316 1137
19.6 1612 1750 1885
4.9
150
99
168
18.7 1594 1834 2000
2.7
62
62
58
4.8
464
334
470
4.3
399
503
788
10.8 0.001 0.041 0.025
7.0
206
151
137
8.1
73
67
171
29.0 3995 5319 5554
11.4
98
118
99
9.7
381
389
597
2.1
113
174
153
1.5 1187
490
730
10.0
221
176
136
5.0
31
26
59
5.9
186
184
293
6.7
934 1021 1168
16.3 10225 12049 11521

647
632
106
87
*
*
226
250
2436 2809
*
33
*
*
77
66
877
978
1790
*
63
51
1661 2201
*
11
47
68
44
53
*
*
162
194
*
*
634
858
324
292
721
717
186
223
285
333
*
*
125
134
185
214
466
656
*
*

745
117
*
282
3846
*
*
39
1224
*
97
1945
26
49
69
*
242
*
1133
393
707
256
360
*
220
*
573
*

Persons employed
[thousands]
2014
3885

2016
4027

51
60
*
38
626
*
*
67
349
486
36
506
*
25
37
*
73
*
101
64
335
81
131
*
39
44
74
453

52
61
*
39
641
13
*
68
385
420
35
510
8
26
37
*
85
*
106
65
356
85
133
20
41
42
76
*

Value added at factor
cost [million euro]

2018 2014 2016 2018
4114 140429 146743 158400
55
61
*
41
680
*
*
69
399
*
41
519
9
24
37
*
92
*
111
65
358
92
133
21
43
*
76
510

2685
487
*
2204
28363
*
*
618
10653
21590
524
17531
*
241
346
*
874
*
5348
3453
4662
1255
1028
494
505
1943
4075
27268

2926
539
*
2320
31246
240
*
617
11464
19466
568
18020
162
251
407
*
1039
*
5614
3706
4830
1413
1281
530
624
2026
4110
29031

3023
628
*
2464
34800
*
*
651
12981
22205
811
19457
221
281
525
*
1692
*
6654
3765
4967
1680
1602
579
752
*
4143
27235

Source: own study based on data from Eurostat, Web-17.
*no data

A very important element of a circular economy is its contribution to the generation of new jobs and economic growth. Its
aim is to restore harmony in nature and prosperity in a world of limited resources. The development of innovative
technologies improves product designs for easier re-use and promotes innovative industrial processes. Analysis of the
indicators in this area shows that significant economic and social benefits of the implementation of a circular economy are
mainly achieved by Germany, France and Italy. Interestingly enough, Poland was in 5th position among EU countries in
terms of the number of people employed in the sectors of a circular economy, which was over 350 thousand in recent years.

Conclusions
In a circular economy, resources are used in a more responsible way compared to a linear economy. With a view to reducing
the negative environmental impact, it aims to increase the life span of products and recycle all materials without producing
any waste. A circular economy aims to produce durable, upgradable and repairable products. When they reach their end of
life, they should become valuable resources used for production of new products. Such a model of the economy assumes
benefits in three aspects:
Economic Aspect
New products manufactured from recycled materials may create new markets and increase sales in a given sector. Extension
of the offer of services to include repairs and maintenance requires from manufactures to supply specific spare parts,
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consumables, which should generate additional sources of revenues. In the case of pay-per-use services for products, a
circular economy provides greater flexibility and increases the likelihood of a product having many owners over its entire
life span, while, on the other hand, generating financial benefits to the companies offering such services. As a consequence,
a circular economy contributes to economic growth as a result of both increasing revenues from new types of activities and
reducing production costs due to more efficient use of input materials.
Environmental Aspect
A shift from finite, protected natural resources to sustainable materials may ensure the security of further economic
development, price stability (competitive advantage) and, most importantly, environmental protection. This is because it
means exploiting less resources from the environment and implementing new innovative technologies to manufacture
products that are durable and can be recycled in the future. Higher recycling rates and alignment of the industry with the
principles of a circular economy are key to long-term stability and sustainable development. Hence, due to high energy
intensity of production, of importance here is also the shift in energy use through transition from conventional sources to
renewable sources. As far as strategic deposits are concerned, political stability and a stable framework for granting extraction
licences may ensure the implementation and maintenance of environmental standards by the industry.
Social Aspect
A real circular economy contributes to changes in the living standards and life style of citizens - who are more aware of the
dangers resulting from the degradation of the natural environment. Changes in consumption and production patterns, and
consequently, labour intensive recycling, repairs and remaking of products create new jobs. Also extended reverse logistics,
innovativeness and an offer of a new model of services (e.g. pay-per-use) bring about additional jobs in various sectors of
the industry.
If we look at the European Union as a whole, the results of the assessment of the transformation towards a circular economy
are not quite satisfactory. In the analysed period, several EU countries showed significant changes in the achieved values of
the indicators to monitor the level of a circular economy. They included, among other things, Holland, Belgium, France and
Italy, implying environmental, social and economic benefits in these countries. However, in many EU countries, a lot still
remains to be done. It should be noted that Poland is just at the beginning of the transformation path, as many other EU
countries are. Analysis of the data showed, among other things, that in 2018 as many as 16 EU countries had a much lower
circular material use rate than Poland. Thus, further steps are necessary to: decouple economic growth from the consumption
of finite resources, optimise the use of resources through rational design and keeping of materials in use, stimulate the
development of new technologies and increase the system's efficiency by identifying and eliminating negative external
impacts such as carbon footprint.
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Abstract
In the modern world of communication and information, a company cannot improve and be competitive on a global or
even local level without modern digital technologies. The development of information and communication technologies in
the tourism industry has led to the emergence of e-tourism. Information networks, web and mobile technologies, dynamic
systems of interaction with consumers and partners, big data processing technologies are crucial for creating prerequisites
and enabling the active development of the tourism business. Web technologies provide tourism businesses with new
opportunities to organize more effective interactions with partners and consumers of travel-related services. E-tourism
digital platforms are becoming a single point of interaction for all categories of interested users, both tourists, and
businesses providing tourist services. The main problem that limits the possibility of widespread use of digital platforms as
an effective tool for e-business and marketing in the tourism industry is the lack of procedures for assessing the platform
quality, both at the design stage and during its operation. The article describes a model for the e-tourism platform quality
assessment using expert methods and fuzzy logic in terms of the possibilities of effective promotion of tourist services.

Keywords: E-Tourism, Digital Platform, Quality Evaluation, Fuzzy Model.
Introduction
Tourism has been using the achievements of information and communication technologies for quite a long time. New
technologies have provided more effective interaction between the participants of the tourism market. An increasing
number of travelers use search engines, websites of travel companies to organize their trips. The Internet has become a
powerful platform for travel planning and buying tours, booking hotels, and air travel, far ahead of travel agencies (Pan et
al., 2016).
The globalization of economic activity, intense international competition in the field of tourism, and the widespread
availability of the Internet have led to active use by companies of their corporate websites to communicate and conduct
transactions with customers from different countries (Buhalis, 2008). In the modern world of communication and
information, a company cannot improve and be competitive without modern digital technologies (Berne et al., 2012).
Thanks to the development of ICT in the tourism industry, the e-commerce sector, the so-called e-tourism, has emerged. Etourism is a way of establishing commercial relationships, mainly sales, using the Internet to offer travel and related
products: hotel reservations, flights, car rentals, etc. This type of service is implemented in the form of e-commerce
applications and belongs to the category of "business-consumer" (B2C) (Buhalis, 2003).
Kazandzhieva et al. (2019) define e-tourism as a process of digitalization of all managerial and business functions,
services, and stages of the value chain of the tourism system to increase the effectiveness in the interactions between
tourism companies, consumers, and the public sector thus achieving competitive sustainability.
________________
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E-tourism employs various types of technologies, including tourism information systems, online platforms used by tourists
to search for tours and travel activities, commercial systems that organize mediation in transactions between organizations
and tourists.
Online travel agencies are intermediary organizations that offer a range of travel services, including booking hotels, flights,
car rentals, excursions, etc. However, recently, tourists can independently plan their trips using various services and linking
together different products. Travelers are increasingly turning to travel information sites and digital platforms that allow
them to book accommodation or transportation services.
With the development of online tourism, search engines have appeared that help to solve not only the main task of
searching for a tour, but also have additional functions for demonstrating a hotel, air travel, the ability to book directly
from the system, search for excursions and entertainment (Bieger et al., 2004). Digital platforms provide the customer with
the opportunity to search for and purchase products of the tourism business, taking into account their interests. On the other
hand, online services provide support to the business itself, offering efficient tools for promoting tourist products and
services. The most popular platforms are HRS, Booking.com, Expedia, Travelocity, Orbitz, Priceline Wayne, and
Tripadvisor.
The Internet has become the main source of tourism data used by travelers when planning their tours. The e-tourism digital
platform provides tourists with access to information search tools to find tours, travel companies, services provided, and
prices. Tourists may share their experiences with the help of online platforms, as these tools inspire more confidence than
traditional marketing messages (Pan et al., 2016). On the other hand, travel companies get access to information about
consumers' behavior and their preferences in choosing tourism products and services. Hence, the problem of improving the
quality of the digital platform arises.
Creating and maintaining an effective website or e-platform is becoming extremely important for tourism businesses to
strengthen their customer relationships and gain a lot of market share (Law R., 2010). The website offers businesses not
only a platform for promoting travel services, but also a way to increase business' profitability by attracting more
customers (Dasgupta et al., 2014).
When accessing the site, tourists have the following expectations regarding its quality: ease of use, usefulness, content,
security, speed of operation, and personalization. Consequently, companies should periodically evaluate and upgrade their
websites to ensure that they are efficient and attractive for customers. Studies show that only saving on-site design can lead
to a loss of 50% of the sales potential (Bieger et al., 2004).
Several works discuss the use of information and communication technologies in the tourism industry (Buhalis, 2013).
Some studies provide analysis of the information needs of travelers, identifying information resources for planning trips.
Other works address the problems of quality, usability, and accessibility of tourism websites (Ho et al., 2007; Park et
al., 2007).
Software development in the tourism industry is increasingly using consumer-oriented technologies. These technologies
are based on big data mining techniques, ontological models, and decision-making methods (Mardani et al., 2016). At the
same time, there is an insufficient number of studies devoted to the evaluation of e-tourism platforms' effectiveness.
The purpose of this article is to study approaches and methods that improve the effectiveness of digital platforms that
support tourism activities and implement e-tourism strategies.

Methodology
Law (Law, 2010) reviewed tourism studies that pertain to methodological approaches to website evaluation. He has noted
that prior research can be divided into five evaluation approaches. That is counting, automated, numerical computation,
user judgment, and combined methods.
In numerous studies, the authors use the SERVQUAL service quality assessment model to assess the quality of the
websites (Parasuraman et al., 2005), which takes into account consumer expectations and perceptions of the quality of the
services offered, including such indicators as availability, reliability, efficiency, and user perception assessments. Aladwani
et al. (2002) presented a multidimensional scale for measuring the perceived quality of the site, including the estimates of
technical characteristics, content, and the attractiveness of the website design. Cristobal et al. (2007) consider the quality of
a website as a multidimensional indicator that includes the characteristics of web design, the quality of services provided,
the level of security, and privacy. Law (2010) considers such indicators of site quality as the availability of feedback, the
reliability, the quality of information, the quality of the user interface, and usability.
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Ho et al. (2007) identified the dimensions of e-travel service quality. Five core components of e-travel service quality were
identified, namely, information quality, security, website functionality, customer relationships, and responsiveness. These
elements and the interactions between them determine online customer satisfaction and loyalty intention. In the research of
Dasgupta et al. (2014) authors evaluate tourism websites on a comprehensive set of criteria, based on five factors of
website effectiveness. A content analysis of ten official tourism websites was done and data were analyzed using
Correspondence analysis and weighted mean scores. Findings reveal that websites need to improve on certain factors, the
two most important being Security and Responsiveness.
Park et al. (2007) examined the influence of perceived Web site quality on willingness to use online travel agencies. Six
core dimensions, such as Fulfillment, Ease of Use, Security/Privacy, Information/Content, Responsiveness, Visual Appeal,
were identified and empirically tested regarding their impact on behavioral intentions.
However, all these studies do not consider the procedures necessary for the automated collection and efficient processing
of data about traveler's preferences and quality indicators.
To assess the quality of the portal as an effective means of promoting tourist services, several factors that are critical to the
successful interaction of the platform with consumers were observed. The groups of factors regarding their impact on the
tourist willingness to use the online platform have been considered.
1. Group of System Quality indicators, which includes Reliability of the system, Accessibility of the Web site,
Security and Privacy options which protect personal information, Response Time of the System to user requests;
Availability of the platform, Usability (Ease of Use; Accessibility, effective navigation, Ease of finding desired products
and services, Visual Appearance).
2. Group of Service Quality, which includes Search capability, Personalization, Customization and Adaptability of
the website, Responsiveness of the system to the user and User Support, Help for a user, Feedback, Interaction, Social
Support, the Accuracy of service promises, the accuracy of order tracking, and accuracy of information provided about
online transactions.
3. Group of Information Quality, Relevance and Completeness of information, Accuracy, Utility of Content,
Reliable, Up-to-date information.
The performance indicators of e-tourism portals are crucial for consumers choosing a specific platform. We
identified the main characteristics of the quality of travel platforms basing on the survey of developers and users.
As a result of the analysis, we selected groups of factors and constructed a hierarchical model of indicators for
assessing the quality of the tourist platform. The figure 1 shows that model.

Fig 1. Hierarchical model of indicators for assessing the quality of the tourist platform
The following notation is used in Figure 1: F0 – the integral digital platform quality indicator; F1 – System quality; F2 –
Service quality; F3–Information quality; F11–Accessibility, F12 – Security/Privacy, F13 – Response Time; F14 –
Availability, F15 – Usability; F151 – Ease of Use; F152 –Visual Appearance; F21 – Reliability; F22 – Search; F23
Adaptability, Customization; F24 –– Responsiveness and User Support; F241 – Help for the user; F242 – Feedback,
Interaction, Social Support; F25 – Fulfillment, F251 – Accuracy of service promises, F252 – Accuracy of the order
tracking, F253 – Accuracy of information provided about online transactions; F31 –Relevance; F32 –Completeness; F33 –
Accuracy of content; F34 – Utility of content.
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The e-tourism digital platform fuzzy quality model can be presented in the following form :
FMG = <G,L,P,A>,
where G is a graph, where each vertex Fj (j = 0, ..., ND) is associated with linguistic variable
∈ , that describes a
specific e-tourism digital platform quality indicator; L = { Lj , (j = 0, ..., ND)} is a set of linguistic values that variable
∈ takes; P is a fuzzy preference relation; and A is an aggregation operator.

Previously, we considered a fuzzy hierarchical model for evaluating the quality of educational portals using a three-level
fuzzy classifier (Shpolianskaya et al., 2018). In this paper, we will build a model for the fuzzy evaluation of the quality
indicators of a e-tourism digital platform based on a five-level fuzzy classifier.
When using a five-level fuzzy classifier on the scale [0,1] linguistic values Lj should be as follows:
{Very Low Level (VL), Low level (L), Medium level (M), High level (H), Very High Level (VH)}.
Let us present the system of preferences of some factors to the others for the same level of a graph hierarchy as the
following: P = {Fi (j) Fj | j Î ( f , »)}, where f denotes strict preferences, » denotes indifference.
To obtain an integrated linguistic assessment of the platform quality, we use Yager's OWA aggregation operator for every
non-terminal vertex of the graph (Yager, 1988) and Fishburn coefficients as an associated collection of weights in
convolution (Adelson and Fishburn, 1971). The Fishburn coefficients are defined as follows:
=
,
∑

where = 1, , and N is a number of child vertices of the graph involved in the aggregation; ri is defined on the basis of
the preference relations.

The aggregation operator represents the linguistic assessment of the membership function, determined for a five-level [0,1]
, = 1,5 .
-classifier:
=∑
,
For fuzzy 01-classifier, it is necessary to define the minimum distance ρki between μk(x) and
, = 1,5 , based on the
minimum distance between a fuzzy set defined by the membership function μk(x) and each of fuzzy sets corresponding to
membership functions
, = 1,5. For indicator F k that is defined by trapezoidal membership function with
k
k
k
k
parameters aL , a1 , a2 , aR and membership functions
, = 1,5
that is also trapezoidal with parameters (
bLi , b1i , b2i , bRi ,
), the distance between fuzzy sets is calculated as follows:

{

ρ ki = max a Lk − bLi , a1k − b1i , a 2k − b2i , a Rk − bRi

}.

min( p

)

ki .
The matching value Fk of a specific linguistic level on the five-level scale of the [ 01] -classifier is defined as
The formation of the integral quality index F0 for graph G is the aggregation of factors for each of the non-terminal graph
vertices from the leaves to the top.

The algorithm for integrated quality assessment of e-tourism digital platform quality is as follows .
1. Construct a graph G of the e-tourism digital platform quality indicators with vertices Fj (j = 0, ..., ND).
2. Define a system of preference relations P = {Fi (j) Fj | j Î ( f , »)} between graph vertices on the basis of expert
assessments.
3. For each of the end vertices in the graph identify a set of linguistic values of factor levels.
4. For non-end vertices in the graph apply the aggregation operator to compute their linguistic values.
As a result, we obtain a linguistic evaluation F0 for the root vertex of the graph, which characterizes the integral e-tourism
platform quality, and for intermediate non-end vertices – the quality characteristics of a certain group of indicators.

Results and Discussion
The following example illustrates the proposed fuzzy linguistic approach for e-tourism platform quality evaluation. Here
we consider the hierarchy of the e-tourism platform quality indicators (see figure 1).
For a given system subject matter experts were asked to provide their assessments of e-tourism platform quality indicators.
Experts have used the following set of five labels to provide their preferences:
P= {VL=Very Low Level, L=Low level, M=Medium level, H=High level, VH=Very High Level}.
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Assume that for the selected factors experts have assigned the following values to linguistic variables that define the etourism digital platform quality, as you can see in table 1:
Table 1: linguistic variables for the e-tourism digital platform quality indicators
F11

F12

F13

F14

F21

F22

F23

F31

F32

H

M

L

M

M

L

H

VH

M

F33

F34

F151

F152

F241

F242

F251

F252

F253

M

H

L

VH

L

M

M

M

H

Then system asks the expert to rank the quality criteria. For example, we obtain the following system of user preferences:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

F2 f F1 f F3
F11 » F12 f F13 » F14 f F15
F21 » F25 f F23 f F22 f F24
F31 » F34 f F33 f F32
F151 f F152
F242 f F241
F251 f F252 f F253

The results of fuzzy modeling are shown in table 2. (Linguistic variable values are given by trapezoidal membership
function.)
Table 2: the results of modelling
Criterion
F0
F1
F2
F3
F15
F24
F25

Name of indicator
Integrated e-tourism
digital platform quality
indicator
System Quality
Service Quality
Information Quality
Usability
Responsiveness and User
Support
Fulfillment

Linguistic
variable values

Trapezoidal number

M

3.85

4.89

5.91

6.82

M
M
H
H

3.94
3.05
4.36
5.50

5.17
4.05
5.36
6.50

6.05
5.05
6.43
7.83

6.83
6.11
7.29
8.17

L

1.50

2.50

3.50

4.50

H

4.50

5.50

6.50

8.25

Conclusion
The goal of this study was to define the principles for developing e-tourism digital platforms. The problem of assessing the
quality of e-tourism digital platform by taking into account the user requirements was presented. We performed an etourism digital platform quality assessment based on the integrated quality index. This integrated quality index aggregates
the set of indicators related to user non-functional and functional requirements to evaluate e-tourism digital platform
performance.
We used the fuzzy logic method to obtain an integrated assessment of the e-tourism digital platform quality under
conditions of incomplete information. The proposed fuzzy model and algorithm of integrated platform quality evaluation
provides developers the effective decision-support mechanisms for the construction of effective e-tourism digital
platforms. This technique might be useful for travelers make an optimal choice of the digital platform, according to their
requirements and preferences.
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Abstract
A new surge of international activity on remote work came in 2020 as a natural response by states and international
organizations to the COVID-19 pandemic. In the sudden and extraordinary situation associated with the pandemic and the
arising need of transition to telecommuting, neither employers nor employees were prepared to deal with all the associated
problems, whether legal, organizational, psychological, or infrastructural. In this study, the issues of remote employment
are considered in the context of the Russian experience of massive transition to such an alternative method of labor
organization in the spring of 2020. It analyzes the changes made to the Labor Code of the Russian Federation in terms of
regulating remote work. The research notes legal, organizational and infrastructural measures taken by the Russian
government in order to respond promptly to the changing conditions of the modern labor market and to ensure social
protection of citizens. The author also presents recommendations on further improvement of the legal regulation of
distance work in Russia.

Keywords: remote employee, employer, employment relationships, remote work, distance work, employment,
telecommuting, temporary switch of the employees to remote work, electronic workflow.
Introduction
Today's reality is characterized by the structural transformation of various social spheres under the influence of
globalization processes, new means of communication, information technology. There is a tendency of humanization in
modern production relations, a rethinking of attitudes toward people and their work, the perception of the worker not only
as a professional, but also as a person with needs and requirements. All this, in turn, has led to the emergence of remote
workplaces and the spread of telecommuting.
Remote work is gradually gaining a foothold among other forms of employment and is providing a work environment for a
growing part of the population. More and more companies realize that flexible working conditions give them a competitive
advantage as long as allowing employees to work remotely, attracts and retains most competent of them Today, remote
work mode is actively used in such activities as: web design, layout, advertising activities, copywriting, system
administration. According to HeadHunter's research service, 64 percent of companies were already hiring telecommuters in
2019. Even earlier these trends were reflected in the "Concept-2020" adopted by the Government of the Russian Federation
(Order of the Government of the Russian Federation of 17.11.2008 № 1662-r "On the Concept of Long-Term SocioEconomic Development of the Russian Federation for the Period until 2020"), in which the direction of promoting
employment, including in its untypical forms, was selected as the goals of state policy.
In 2020, the threat of the coronavirus infection spread made telecommuting more relevant than ever. According to
HeadHunter's research service, 38% of companies switched their employees to remote work, in companies with up to 100
employees the share was 51%. 54 percent of companies had only part of their employees telecommute. Only 7% of
Russian companies did not switch their employees to this format of work at all during the pandemic. If there are technical
and organizational possibilities, the reassignment of an employee to telecommuting may be performed, for example, by
concluding an additional agreement to the employment contract in connection with contract terms' changes or by making a
temporary transfer for a period of up to one month.
_________________
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Previously the work of such employees was formalized according to the norms regulating home-based work or as a civillaw contract. In the first case, due to their fundamental difference, it led to numerous court disputes, and in the second case,
the worker was deprived of the opportunity to use guarantees and compensations under the labor legislation of the Russian
Federation. In order to consolidate the legal basis for the application of remote work format the Labor Code of the Russian
Federation (hereinafter - LC RF) in 2013 introduced a new chapter 49.1 "Specifics of Regulation of Labor of Remote
Workers". Due to the emergence of legislation for a completely new type of atypical employment there is a need to assess
the efficiency of such regulation, to scientifically comprehend it.
Based on the analysis of legislative materials and legal literature, we should notify the problems of theoretical and practical
nature in the sphere of legal regulation of remote employment. For example, the issues of legal subjects of distance labor
relations and application of some general grounds for dismissal to remote workers are widely discussed, the issue of
electronic workflow is not solved either. Therefore, we believe that the theoretical and practical need to continue studying
the topic of remote employment remains, among other reasons, due to its short history of legal regulation.

Methodological Framework
The study is based on general scientific methods of knowledge, such as analysis, synthesis, description, logic, etc. An
express-diagnostics of modern practice in assessment of the remote employment was carried out on the basis of content
analysis, problem and comparative analysis. General scientific methods of theoretical and empirical research and special
methods aimed at pedagogical measurements and statistical substantiation of the research results were used in the work.
Methodological framework of the research is formed by the principles of objectivity and comprehensive study which
require specific survey of public phenomena and processes in their development and change; and also allow to realize
significant aspects as well as consider and analyze positive and negative aspects of the process.
Specific research methods such as comparative legal, technical, statistical, structural-functional methods ensured that the
study took into consideration linkages and dependencies of the issue, revealed certain tendencies and provided
generalization and conclusion.

Discussions
The problems of regulating untypical employment, including remote work, were extensively covered in researches.
Various aspects of remote work, such as impact on occupational health, coordinating of working time and time off, in
different countries of the world are covered by Ch. Welz, F. Wolf (2010), É. Vayre (2019), M. T. Jamal, I. Anwar; N.A.
Khan (2021) and others.
Certain aspects of the remote employment regulation in the Commonwealth of Independent States and the Eurasian
Economic Union (the Republics of Belarus, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Armenia, the Kyrgyz Republic) are presented in the
works of K.L. Tomashevsky (2011), M.V. Novitskaya, E.O. Mantsibor (2018), S.V. Shuralev (2019), M. Boltaev (2020),
M. Khozhabekov (2020), et al.
The studies by N.L. Lyutov (2018), O.Y. Emelyanova, V.S. Samsonov, I.V. Shershen, M.A. Kravets (2019), O.A.
Kozhevnikova, M.V. Chudinovskikh (2020), N.V. Zakalyuzhnaya (2021) provide significant comparative analysis of
Russian and foreign countries' experience in organizing and regulating remote labor in Russia.
On the example of the USA and UK O.Y. Emelyanova, V.S. Samsonov, I.V. Shershen, M.A. Kravets (2019) note that the
preference of this form of labor relations in comparison with the traditional one is associated with significant risks for the
employee: irregular income and sophisticated income forecasting, lack of social package and benefits of corporate culture,
etc. They emphasize the need to develop adaptive mechanisms that take into account new organizational, economic and
psychological factors that are specific for remote working conditions.
É. Vayre (2019) analyses researches in the field of remote work and distinguishes four models of remote work: full-time at
home telecommuting (work is done entirely at home); alternating work in the office and telecommuting (the employee
works at home at least one day a week); mobile telecommuting (work implies travelling and the worker uses different
locations: hotels, home, client premises, transport, etc.); work in designated areas (outside the employer's premises and
outside the home: computer centers, co-working spaces, etc.). The most common are the first two forms of telecommuting
In France, according to the National Institute of Statistics and Economic Sciences (INSEE) before the COVID-19
pandemic, just around 20% of companies used remote workers permanently. It is also interesting to define the profile of
the "traditional" remote worker: working full-time, holding positions of responsibility (administrative and managerial
staff), with a high level of education (higher education), middle-aged (35-50 years), mostly male, living in cities, married,
with a child (children).
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Remote employment is also the subject of numerous studies in the field of labor psychology, management, and sociology.
In this regard, the problems of workload, health, attitude to work, work organization, career development, professional
relationships, the ratio of working and personal life, the impact of work on social environment fall into the field of
research. In this aspect the works by A.V. Diagterev (2017), B.R. Tes (2019), O.N. Balabanova, I.P. Balabanov (2019),
Y.I. Arutyunyan, B.M. Pliakich (2020), T.A. Mikheenkova, K.V. Morozova, A.S. Lobacheva (2020) should be mentioned.
Particularly many such works have appeared in the last year in the face of preventive measures taken by governments of all
states to combat the new coronavirus infection, e.g. by F. Toscano; S. Zappala, (2020), M.T. Jamal; I. Anwar; N.A. Khan
(2021), K.M. Shockley; M.A. Clark; H. Dodd (2021), B. Wang; Y. Liu; J. Qian (2021).
Regulating digital communication between the employee and the employer, the use of electronic workflow, the termination
of the employment contract for a disciplinary offense committed by the employee, occupational safety, providing the
employee with the necessary work tools and reimbursement for utilities' costs (Internet, electricity, etc.) remain debatable
issues for domestic practice of remote employment (N.V. Zakalyuzhnaya (2015, 2019), O.A. Paryagina, E.V. Barnakova
(2017), E.I. Leskina (2018), S.V. Shuraleva (2019), I.Y. Belitskaya (2019), S.A. Saurin (2020), etc.).
The analysis of the research shows that the problems of remote employment require generalization and further study.

Results
Remote work has the following attributes:
- location of the employee outside the employer's place of business;
- location of an employee outside the location of a separate subdivisions (including those set in another area);
- location outside a fixed workplace, territory or facility that is directly or indirectly under the control of the employer;
- use of information and telecommunication networks to perform the work function and interaction.
The experience of the transition to remote work in 2020 in Russia has shown the imperfection of domestic labor legislation
provisions and unpreparedness of employers for the massive switch to such an alternative way of organizing labor in the
midst of the COVID-19 pandemic. Despite the development of information and communication technologies, not all
production functions and tasks can be performed outside the production facility or specially designated premises. For
certain enterprises, activities and jobs, it is impossible or inefficient to implement telecommuting, or such a transition
cannot be made promptly.
According to ILO, about 18% of workers in the world today perform job functions that allow remote work and live in
countries with the appropriate infrastructure: USA - 34%, Italy - 24%, France - 28%, Germany - 29%, Spain - 25%,
Sweden and Great Britain - 31% (ILO, "Working from Home: A potential measure for mitigating the COVID-19
pandemic" Policy Brief, April 2020). According to the Russian Ministry of Labor, in May - June 2020 11% of employees
of the country worked remotely, that makes about 6 million people, as of January 2021 - 3.7 million (about 3%). For
comparison, before the pandemic, the official number of working remotely was only 30 thousand people.
Certainly, such a transition was a priori impossible in relation to certain types of production and industries (mining and
processing industries). Nevertheless, employers, whose sphere of activity allowed to implement such requirements of the
official authorities, switched their employees to telecommuting.
Every employer in the spring of 2020 faced several major challenges: 1) execution of such a staff transfer; 2) labor
evaluation (when and what a particular employee should represent, maintaining productivity); 3) compliance with
occupational health requirements and the actual ability to perform tasks at home; 4) providing the worker with the
necessary work tools and infrastructure; 5) compliance with the balance of working time and time off.
The aggravation of these problems required a prompt response from the Russian legislative bobies. Accordingly, on
December 8, 2020 Federal Law № 407-FZ "On Amendments to the Labor Code of the Russian Federation in Terms of
Regulation of Distance (Remote) Work and Temporary Transfer of Employees to Distance (Remote) Work by the
Employer's Initiative in Exceptional Cases" was adopted.
The changes made could be summarized as follows.
1. It was normatively fixed that the terms "distance work" and "remote work" are identical.
2. The law provides two main types of remote employment:
- permanent distance work (for the duration of the employment contract);
- temporary distance work. It may be introduced continuously for a period not exceeding six months, determined by
the labor contract or an additional agreement thereto, or periodically, provided that the employee alternates between
periods of working remotely and periods of working at a stationary workplace
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3. The definition of "remote employee" was changed.
A remote employee is a worker who signed an employment contract or an additional agreement to an employment contract
for temporary performance of the work function remotely, as well as an employee who performs the work function
remotely in accordance with organizational bylaws adopted by the employer with the opinion of the elected body of the
primary trade union organization on temporary transfer to remote work at the initiative of the employer in exceptional
cases. The exceptional cases are natural disasters and industrial accidents, which threaten the life and normal living
conditions of the entire population or its part.
4. The criteria of proper notification by the parties to an employment contract of the circumstances affecting the
employment legal relationship has received legal consolidation. Applications of the employee and notification on
incapacity for work are to be filed in the traditional written form by registered letter with notification. We should also
mention the possibility of determining the order of interaction between a remote employee and the employer within the
framework of corporate bylaws and contractual regulation of labor relations. This will certainly help to avoid disputes
between employees and employers. Remarkably, a similar position has been previously voiced by the Ministry of Labor of
Russia in the letter № 14-2/OOG-1773 of 06.03.2020. Generally, the problem of legislative regulation of electronic HR
document flow is acute. The analyzed provisions of the LC RF can be considered as the first step of the legislator in
overcoming the gap between the actual realities and the regulatory framework.
5. The schedule of working and rest time of a remote worker may be determined by a collective agreement, a
organizational bylaw taking into account the opinion of a trade union, an employment contract, and in case of temporary
remote work - by the duration and (or) frequency of fulfillment of the labor function by an employee. This raises
uncertainty: if the employee was temporarily transferred to remote work, is the employer obliged to notify him in writing
of the impending expiry of such a work format? What is the procedure for notifying an employee when temporary distance
work is cancelled early? Let's look at a similar legal situation. Temporary remote work may be introduced in exceptional
cases at the initiative of the employer bylaw act adopted taking into account the opinion of the elected body of the primary
trade union organization. For example, according to part 7 of Art. 74 of the LC RF cancellation of part-time working day
(shift) and (or) part-time working week before the period for which they were established, is made by the employer with
the opinion of the elected body of the primary trade union organization. This raises the question of what should be the
mechanism for cancellation of the temporary remote work? We believe that the cancellation should also be carried out
taking into account the opinion of the elected body of the primary trade union organization.
The norms of the LC RF provide for conventional written notification of the employee, for example, about the expiry of a
fixed-term employment contract at least three calendar days in advance (part 1 of article 79), about the time of leave at
least two weeks in advance (part 3 of article 123), about changes in the terms of the employment contract not later than two
months in advance (article 74) and so on. In this regard, we believe that it is advisable to fix a provision to notify an
employee about the early termination of temporary distance work and the impending expiry of such work mode.
6. In the current wording of article 312.7 of the LC RF the employer's obligations to ensure occupational safety of
remote workers has not changed. The employer is obliged to investigate and record accidents, comply with the
prescriptions of supervisory bodies, and pay premiums for compulsory social insurance against accidents.
7. Article 312.5 of the Russian Labor Code is set forth in the new version and an important guarantee for the
employees as it stipulates that the performance of an employee's work function remotely may not be the ground for
reducing his salary.

Conclusion and Recommendations
Over the past year, significant progress has been made in solving legal, organizational, and infrastructural problems in the
area of remote employment.
The following measures were implemented in the legal sphere:
- the conceptual apparatus in the sphere of remote employment regulation was streamlined by means of legislative
fixation of the legal categories "distance (remote) work", "remote worker", "temporary remote work";
- the provision on the necessity of specifying the workplace as an essential condition of the employment contract on
remote work was excluded;
- the prescriptive procedure and conditions for implementation of electronic HR document flow between a remote
employee and the employer were determined with simultaneous provision of an opportunity and right to choose to use
paper documents;
- redundant and obsolete provisions were excluded from Chapter 49.1 of the Labor Code in terms of the employee's
obligation to submit only original paper documents to receive compulsory social insurance in case of temporary disability
and in connection with maternity, as well as the regulations for keeping a work record book;
- the right of the employer to transfer the employee in exceptional cases to temporary distance work without written
consent was stipulated;
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- norms on additional grounds for termination of remote workers' employment contracts were adjusted;
- the specific regulations of the working time and rest time, occupational safety, additional guarantees of remuneration
for a remote worker were streamlined.
In the organizational and infrastructural sphere:
- the transition of business processes and technologies to a remote format, as well as the development and
implementation of new business models that respond to the needs of the labor market in a digitized economy;
- the mode of labor functions performance was adapted to the conditions of digitalization;
- the employer's obligation to provide remote workers with equipment, software and hardware, information protection
tools and other means was affirmed;
- mechanisms for electronic HR document workflow were determined, in the experimental format such a possibility
has already been introduced through the "Work in Russia" website.
With a view of further development of the legislation on distance employment it is proposed to supplement article 312.9 of
the Labor Code of the Russian Federation with the following paragraph: "An employee temporarily transferred to distance
work must be notified the expiration of the transfer period and about early cancellation of such transfer at least three
calendar days beforehand in a way allowing to reliably confirm receipt of the relevant notice by the employee".
Therefore, the coronavirus pandemic served as an impetus for the development and expansion of the spheres for remote
work application. A common trend both for Russia and other countries is the development of the legislative framework on
distance labor. The forced approbation of such a mode of employment in Russia has demonstrated the ability to respond
more flexibly to the changing conditions of the modern market and to guarantee the social protection. In this connection,
the priority is to provide legal mechanisms for the registration of remote employment and electronic HR documentflow,
taking into account the peculiarities in the economic activities of enterprises.
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Abstract
Background: The development of technologies and tools used in logistics 4.0 requires checking their impact on the
sustainable development of enterprises and economies. Only experts with knowledge and experience in both fields can
answer this question.
Methods: The delphi method was used. In the analysis of the results, data visualization, the dispersion index and the
verification of statistical hypotheses with the Friedman test were used.
Results: The aim of the study is to present an analysis of experts' opinions on the impact of logistics 4.0 tools on economic
development and its sustainability. In the case of logistics 4.0 tools, it is possible to divide them into two groups: those that
have a positive impact on the implementation of the sustainable development concept (e.g. shipment tracking, truck tracking,
electronic data interchange, and those that have a negative impact (e.g. augmented reality, cobots , autonomous robot).
Conclusions: When analyzing the support for Logistics 4.0 tools of individual SD components, it should be noted that,
according to experts, the economic aspect is supported the most. Modern tools used in logistics may pose a threat to
development in the social aspect.

Keywords: logistics 4.0, sustainable development, delphi study,
Introduction
Logistics 4.0 is synonymous with development and the fourth industrial revolution. The term Logistics 4.0 mainly means
digitization of data, automation of activities and robotization of processes. It is easy to imagine that fully used logistics 4.0
tools by enterprises will cause significant changes in logistics processes, in the demand for labor, and in the functioning of
all institutions. Logistics 4.0 tools give the opportunity to improve logistics processes, and thus reduce costs, but there is a
risk that in addition to positive effects, there will also be equally negative ones. The careless use of these tools can negatively
affect society, global resources and, consequently, future generations. For this reason, you should start considering how the
implementation of logistics 4.0 can affect ours and future generations. Every industrial revolution has brought changes. These
changes resulted in an increase in people's welfare in the world, progress, greater opportunities to meet demand, and a
significant increase in the quality of life. One can feel that the technological revolution that is happening before our eyes is
different from the previous changes. Along with technological progress, world leaders and international organizations take
care of introducing and making the idea of sustainable development a reality. The doctrine of sustainable development
assumes that all kinds of development, apart from the impact on meeting the needs of the present generation, must meet the
needs of future generations. Logistics 4.0 can fully help in satisfying the basic needs of the world's poorest, but it can also
prevent the economic, ecological and social demands of sustainable development from being implemented. The authors of
the work are looking for an answer to the question of how the logistics 4.0 tool can be used to introduce the concept of
sustainable development among enterprises. The aim of the study is to present an analysis of experts' opinions on the impact
of logistics 4.0 tools on economic development and its sustainability. Logistics 4.0 tools have the greatest impact on economic
aspects of sustainable development. Enterprises invest in Logistics 4.0 tools which in the long term will finance the
investments in another aspects of sustainable development. These investments will also allow building a competitive
advantage over enterprises that do not use modern technologies.

_________________
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Theoretical Background
Industry 4.0
Industry 4.0 is, in other words, the fourth industrial revolution. A revolution that is based on the digitization of information,
access to information in real time, modern technologies that are interconnected. Initially, this revolution was recognized in
the manufacturing industry, but now Industry 4.0 is identified with changes in the entire industrial and consumer market.
(Soomro, Hizam-Hanafiah, Abdullah, Jusoh, 2021). Industry 4.0 is a terminology proposed by the German government that
describes cyber-physical systems and Big Data-based dynamic processes that allow automated machines to function. (Sirkin,
Zinser, Rose 2015). The industry was able to enter the phase of another revolution thanks to technical progress. Moving data
to the cloud, creating the industrial Internet of Things, developing artificial intelligence, creating production systems that
modify and adapt to needs, gives the industry a chance to be even more efficient than in the 20th century. (Ghobakhloo, M.
2019). Ghobakhloo (2019) indicates in his analysis that Industry 4.0 can have a positive impact on sustainable development.
He points out that better design of processes and the use of technology bring benefits not only for the economy, but also for
the environment, because enterprises can exaggerate higher profits without increasing their demand for natural resources.
By eliminating waste in their processes, entrepreneurs reduce the demand for natural resources. However, Ghobakhloo also
points out that the industrial revolution causes an unprecedented pace of development and changes in enterprises, which
marginalizes low-skilled occupations. This emphasizes that the world of science must focus on the social effects of
implementing Industry 4.0. Stock and Seliger indicate that the Industry 4.0 paradigms will make the allocation of materials,
natural resources, energy and water more effective, which will positively affect the achievement of the Sustainable
Development goals, but again does not pay attention to the social effects. Strange and Zucchella (2017) indicate that Industry
4.0 and modern technologies may cause international corporations to relocate production plants from developing countries,
where human labor is cheaper, to developed countries, where the cost of an employee is indeed higher. , but technological
development and highly qualified staff allow for efficient implementation of new technologies. This shows a social problem
that may arise during the implementation of Industry 4.0 and which may deepen social and financial inequalities in the world.
Morrar, Arman, and Mousa point out that there should be an international discussion of experts in social, economic and
ecological fields that will prevent mankind from making the mistakes of previous industrial revolutions and social dissonance
will not worsen. They express the hope that the rational implementation of Logistics 4.0 will have a positive impact on
economic, environmental and social aspects. Lepikson (2017) points out that Industry 4.0 can help maintain a balance
between private life and work, as new technologies will relieve the workforce. It is unknown, however, how entrepreneurs
who will have to incur significant investments to implement Industry 4.0 tools will behave in a situation of relieving
employees from modern technologies.

Logistics 4.0
Logistics 4.0 is a term created by narrowing down the term Industry 4.0 and concerns the area of people, things and
information logistics. The industrial revolution that is taking place in the 21st century also applies to logistics. Aggregating
information, managing it, and changing processes have caused Logistics to come up with a kind of revolution, which is why
the term Logistics 4.0 was created, which derives directly from Industry 4.0. (Čámská, Klečka 2020) Logistics has evolved
over the years. The development of logistics is dictated by social changes, technological innovations and changes that take
place in the economy, politics and industry. Kent and Flint (1997) have attempted to mark logistic milestones since the
beginning of the 20th century. They divided into 6 epochs and in the last epoch predicted further development and process
changes aimed at meeting consumer expectations, while maintaining repeatability and reliability of the process. Szymańska,
Adamczak and Cyplik (2017) analyzed the considerations of Kent and Flint and rightly noticed that their research should be
updated and the 7th era of logistics development should be created. It would include the use of modern IT technologies,
digitization of logistic data, which, combined with IT networks, would allow for Big Data management. The management
of aggregated information in cyberspace, analyzed by the BI tool, allows you to make informed business decisions. The 7th
era mentioned by Szymańska, Adamczak and Cyplik is based on the Internet of Things, Big data, augmented reality and the
use of artificial intelligence and this era can be identified with Logistics 4.0. Glistau and Machado (2017) conclude in their
work that during the development of logistics and technologies that are developed with each other, the range of processes
that logistics deals with also expands. Classically, logistics includes procedures such as the transport of people's goods and
traditional warehouse activities such as identification, picking, security, and relocation. In modern logistics, there are such
issues as "inbound logistics, production logistics, outbound logistics, disposal logistics and information logistics". Timm and
Lorig (2015) define logistics 4.0 a set of systems that complement each other and cooperate with each other automatically.
The Dussmann Group (2016) shows that logistics 4.0 aims to increase the efficiency of processes, but also those involved in
this process.
Glistau and Machado emphasize in their work that new tools identified with Logistics 4.0 significantly affect the development
opportunities of enterprises. Data digitization, automation etc. can be used to reduce costs in logistics and to improve process
reliability. New technologies of Logistics 4.0 concern business management, information management, information
aggregation and operational support. All kinds of development, data analysis, BI analysis supports conscious business
decision making, and thus supports logistics management. Internet of Things, Data mining, OLAP Data access, augmented
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reality supports information management. Data aggregation would not be possible without the development of data collectors
and shipment identification, location tracking and electrical data exchange. Technological innovations related to the
expansion of Cobots, autonomous robots, artificial intelligence, as well as those affecting the reliability of communication,
have an irresistible impact on the course of operational processes. All the indicated logistics 4.0 tools affect the lower use of
human resources for work, standardization of processes and greater efficiency of processes. Szymańska, Adamczak and
Cyplik pay attention to the limitations in the use of this tool by enterprises. Among the limitations, they mention a high entry
barrier associated with large financial outlays and the necessity to have an IT network, and thus also the know-how and
people who will manage this network. In their article, Evtodieva, Chernova, Ivanova and Kisteneva (2019) indicate how the
use of Logistics 4.0 tools can accelerate economic development and cause the GDP of countries investing in innovative
solutions to increase significantly. However, they point out that logistics operators have to pay attention to environmental
aspects and to the expectations of politicians, NGOs and consumers. For this reason, a big challenge for such enterprises will
be the use of logistics 4.0 tools to create logistics processes that will be greener and will have a smaller impact on the local
community. In their work, Bag, Gupta and Luo (2020) indicate a large impact of the implementation of logistics 4.0 on the
financial results of enterprises, on operational reliability, but also on ecological aspects. Their work also shows that logistics
operators must make large initial investments in order to obtain the benefits of Logistics 4.0 and the rate of return may be
delayed.

Sustainable Development
Sztumski (2006) identifies the concept of sustainable development with the United Nations resolution, which was adopted
in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, i.e. as a development process that by definition combines the real needs of today's society and at
the same time cares for future generations, ordering the use of resources and technologies. and innovation in such a way as
to ensure that the needs of future generations can be met. In developed countries, more and more importance is attached to
sustainable development. The reasons for such a situation can be found in publicizing the issues of environmental
degradation, social inequalities, the negative impact of the activities of corporations and ordinary people on nature, as well
as changes in education, which pays more and more importance to equalizing social opportunities and ecology. The increased
interest translates into many areas of public life, such as legislation, business, science, and non-governmental organizations.
Many companies, noticing this trend, try to adapt. The corporate missions and values include slogans related to sustainable
development. As a result, they do not maximize profit, but reduce their expectations as to the financial result in favor of
publicly desirable activities. As Wasilik (2014) claims, global political and economic trends cause that more and more
organizations and society pay attention to sustainable development, which concerns many areas of the functioning of
enterprises and people. Due to the impact of sustainable development on the economy, environment and society, it should
be assumed that investment in sustainable development is a big challenge, but also an obligation for the currently operating
logistics operators. This shows that logistics operators wanting to be competitive on the market as service providers, but also
as employers, must attach greater importance to sustainable development. Cichosz (2020) writes in his work about the
challenges of logistics operators who have to face the expectations of retail customers who expect cheap deliveries, highquality services, and ecological solutions. He points out that logistics operators, responding to the expectations of service
recipients, more and more often use modern technologies, such as sensors, the Internet of Things, and use the services of
robots and automation to improve logistics processes. In his study, he analyzes the economic, ecological and social effects
of the use of drones in last mile logistics. This shows the growing interest of scientists in the impact of logistics 4.0 tools on
the implementation of the dogmas of sustainable development. Bag, Gupta and Luo (2020) point out the link between
logistics 4.0 and sustainable development. They emphasize that logistics operators should look at the effects of the tools used
and act carefully so that their development is sustainable. Paczuski (1994) indicates a number of negative phenomena for
nature related to the implementation of new technologies. Pająk (2011) points out that enterprises, among other things, exploit
non-renewable resources, create solid pollutants, produce noise and constantly change the landscape. The described
situations have an irreversible impact on the environment and society. It is worth noting that along with uncontrolled
technological progress, the described environmental degradation may progress and, what is worse, accelerate. Osypiańska
(2007) describes the negative effects of paying attention only to economic benefits and the financial result of enterprises.
According to her, the world should think about future generations, but also people should share the world's resources fairly.
He points out that the rich north should support the poor south as social stratification continues to increase. It is also an
indication of how humanity should use modern technology. By subsidizing investments and the development of new
technologies, states must also take care of people who may lose out on innovation. (Khan, Zhang, Nathaniel 2020)
Poskrobko (2013) indicates that the economy should not disturb the world ecosystem, it should be pro-social and continue
to be profitable. Stanny and Czarnecki (2011) list the postulates of sustainable development such as society, environment
and economy. Economic demands relate to securing the present and future needs of people in the world. Economic demands
relate to maintaining a balance between the environment and the economy and people. Social demands talk about reducing
social stratification, caring for education and fighting extreme poverty in the world. New goals are set for the society, which,
among others, have been described on the website of the United Nations Information Center in Warsaw. You can read from
them that the United Nations identifies Sustainable Development with technological progress, which will have a positive
impact on entrepreneurs, but above all, will not threaten nature on land, in water and in the air. In its postulates, the UN
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places great emphasis on equal access to goods all over the world. Of course, Sustainable Development does not assume that
all people in the world will have the same amount of goods, but it assumes that every person should have at least access to
healthy and safe food, clean water, and a good level of education. In addition, the United Nations raises the issue of gender
inequality and disrespect for religious, ethnic, national, sexual, etc. minorities. Sustainable development in its postulates calls
for care for the climate and the ecosystem, promoting clean, renewable energy. Moreover, in its goals it speaks of the
sustainable development of urban infrastructure. You can agree with every slogan of Sustainable Development, because who
would not like economic growth, but people had a decent job and a decent wage, many slogans are difficult to implement.
For generations, people have been aggregating wealth, investing it and increasing social disparities. Due to the consumptive
approach to life by people and the desire of companies to maximize profits, production is irrational. This causes too much
use of natural resources, too much expansion of people and excessive degradation of nature. Despite the fact that the goals
and related tasks over the years focus on five transformational changes, known as the 5P principle (People, Planet, Prosperity,
Peace and Partnership), we still see overproduction, overconsumption, degradation of nature and the environment in the
world. , the lack of respect for people who differ from the local pattern, and the lack of universal access to education, health
care or even food and clean water. All this shows that the activities must be intensified, because with the galloping
technological development, the negative effects of development will be even more severe. Bajdor. Pawełoszek and Fidlerova
(2021) indicate that entrepreneurs who develop sustainability are able to obtain funds from unconventional sources, and
additionally introduce unconventional human resource management practices. Thanks to this, they gain additional economic
efficiency and achieve environmental and social goals. Such an example shows that the costs resulting from the
implementation of the concept of sustainable development bring tangible benefits on many levels and build a competitive
advantage for sustainable enterprises.

Methodology of The Study
Methodology
The study used questionnaires for experts divided into two stages. The study was developed on the basis of the Delphi
method. As interpreted by Hsu and Sandford (2007), the Delphi method facilitates the process of group communication and
allows gathering information from many groups. The method involves the objective judgment of experts by asking questions
with feedback in several stages. The method, thanks to its multi-stage approach, allows the questions to be clarified and
inaccuracies to be clarified, which gives a greater guarantee that the respondents have similarly understood the articulated
questions. In the first stage, after selecting the experts, they were asked questions about the impact of logistics 4.0 tools on
the implementation of sustainable development postulates. Experts had to assess the impact of each of the selected Logistics
4.0 tools on each sustain development components according to the following scale:






strongly negative (-2),
negative (-1),
neutral (0),
positive (1),
strongly positive (2).

Then, the authors summarized the first stage of questions, forwarded the conclusions to the respondents and obtained
comments. In the next stage, the respondents were asked the same questions again to see if the answers would change. The
Delphi method is a type of collective decision-making method (Linstone, Turoff 2002).
The authors of the study selected 2 groups of experts. One group are scientists and the other are business practitioners who
are currently managers and directors of logistics operators, or have held such positions and are currently consultants or
politicians who create laws on transport and sustainable development. The selection of experts allows the topic to be
examined from several perspectives. Which allows to build an objective expert opinion. (Suklmoski, Hartman, Krahn 2007)
This allows for an effective assessment of the issue through the use of practical or theoretical competences (Carnall, 2007).
The method limits the generalization of the results, but gives the opportunity to deepen the detailed descriptions. (Yin 1994)
The detailed characteristics of the group of experts are presented in Table 1.
Tab. 1: Characteristics of the expert group
Experience /
Group of respondents

1-4
years

5 - 10
years

over 10
years

n

%

Business workers

6

3

1

10

67%

Academics

0

2

0

2

13%

Politicians

0

0

3

3

20%
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n
%

6

5

4

40%

33%

27%

15
100%

The expert study was conducted in the first quarter of 2021. The first stage lasted from 18 to 31 January. The second stage
was carried out on February 8-19.

Analysis
Analysis Results Round 1
Due to the presented methodology, the experts received an electronic form by means of which they determined the impact
of selected logistics 4.0 tools on SD components. The results of the first round of the study are shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Assessment of the impact of selected logistics 4.0 tools on sustainable development - round 1
From the presented results, it can be concluded that the investigated impact is diversified. There are no tools that would have
a negative impact on the economic aspect of SD. The most controversial tools are: artificial intelligence, autonomous robot
and cobots. According to experts, they have a strong positive impact on the economic aspect and a negative impact on social
aspects. Shipments and trucks have, according to experts, a more positive effect on the social component than on other
components.

Analysis Results Round 2
In the second round, the experts, after analyzing the result of first round, assessed the impact of selected logistics 4.0 tools
on SD components using the same questionnaire as in the first round. The results of the second round of the study are shown
in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Assessment of the impact of selected logistics 4.0 tools on sustainable development - round 2
The results of the second round do not differ significantly from first round results. The biggest differences concern such tools
as: artificial intelligence, EDI, augmented reality and cobots. These differences only emphasize the assessment of the impact
of these tools on individual SD components. Experts clearly indicated that augmented reality, autonomous robots and cobots
only have a positive impact on the economic aspect. Most of the tools (6 out of 11 tested) have a positive effect on all SD
components.

Summary of an Analysis
The summary of the results of the Delphi study began with checking the compliance of experts in assessing the impact of
individual logistics 4.0 tools on SD components. Compliance was verified using the dispersion index. The values of the
dispersion indicators for each of the SD components broken down by rounds of the study are presented in Table 2.
Tab. 2: The values of the dispersion index
Round 1

Round 2

Economic part

0,59

0,38

Environment part

0,58

0,50

Social part

0,56

0,42

Average

0,58

0,43

The values of the dispersion index allow to state:



the experts in the first round did not agree in their assessments,
experts, after learning about the results of the first ore, increased the concordance of their assessments.

In the summary of the results, the authors focus not on the individual tools of logistics 4.0 but on the aggregate impact of
selected tools on specific aspects of sustainable development. The aggregation of ratings for individual sustain development
components was done using the average. The average assessments of the impact of the selected logistics 4.0 toolkit on
individual sustain development components are shown in Figure 3.
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1.5
1.3

1.15

1.18

1.1
0.9
0.7
Round 1

0.42

0.5

Round 2

0.28

0.3

0.16
-0.01

0.1
-0.1

Economic part

Environment part

Social part

-0.3
-0.5

Fig. 3: Average impact of selected logistics 4.0 tools on sustainable development
The data presented in Figure 3 shows that logistics 4.0 tools have the greatest positive impact on the economic component,
and the weakest on the social component. In the second round of the survey, the social component was assessed at an average
level close to 0, which proves that, according to experts, many of the tools from the selected set have a negative impact on
this component. The summary of this part of the analysis was to check whether the identified difference in ratings for
individual sustainable development components is statistically significant. For this purpose, statistical hypotheses have been
formulated:



H0: Sustainable development components has no effect on the rating
H1: Sustainable development components has an impact on the rating

Separate hypotheses were verified for the results of the first and second rounds of the Delphi study. The verification was
performed using the Friedman test (test for independent samples, for an ordinal scale) with the assumption of α = 0.05. The
Friedman test results are shown in Table 3.
Tab. 3: Friedman test results
Median
round 1
1,67

Median
round 2
1,43

Environment part

0,47

0,68

Social part

0,33

0,33

p-value

0,18

0,02

Economic part

The results of the Friedman test presented in Table 3 show that the null hypothesis (p> α) cannot be rejected for the first
round. Based on the results of the second round of the study, it is possible to reject the null hypothesis (p <α). Thus, for at
least one of the SD components, the tool impact assessment is different. Due to the median value, the impact of logistics 4.0
tools on the economic aspect differs statistically from the impact of other SD components.
The last stage of the research was to check how the tested influence was assessed by experts from different groups. The
results of this analysis are presented in Table 4.
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Tab. 4. Comparison of the assessment indicated by a particular group of experts
Business workers

Academics

Politicians

Round 1

Round 2

Round 1

Round 2

Round 1

Round 2

Economic part

1,16

1,17

1,45

1,50

0,91

1,00

Environment
part

0,25

0,41

0,82

0,77

0,00

0,24

Social part

0,22

0,00

0,36

0,32

-0,18

-0,24

Analyzing the results presented in Table 4, it can be concluded that experts from universities assess the impact of selected
logistics 4.0 tools on SD as the strongest. Experts who are politicians rate this influence as the weakest. These group points
the strongest negative impact of tools on the social component for SD.

Conclusions
The conducted research allowed for conclusions on two dimensions: tools and aspects of sustainable development. In the
case of tools, it is possible to divided them into two groups: those that have a positive impact on the implementation of the
concept of SD and those that have a negative impact. There are more tools with a positive impact (8 of 11 invetigated in
study). The strongest positive influence has: shipment tracking, truck tracking and electronic data interchange. The negative
impact tools are: augmented reality, cobots, autonomous robots.
When analyzing the support of logistics 4.0 tools of individual SD components, it should be noted that, according to experts,
the economic aspect is supported the most. Modern tools used in logistics may pose a threat to development in the social
aspect. An example is the progressive robotization among entrepreneurs. The use of robotization lowers the unit production
costs, which brings long-term economic benefits, but on the other hand, it causes a reducing a staff. It means that the social
effects in short-term are negative. BI analysis, artificial intelligence, also bring economic benefits, and may have a negative
impact on social aspects, through increasing data interference in everyday life, the contracting labour market, etc. There are
two limitations to the described research. They concern: the size of the research sample (a group of 15 experts) and a set of
logistics 4.0 tools (the impact of only selected tools was assessed). The list of logistics 4.0 tools is constantly expanding. It
is therefore possible to supplement the study with new tools. Due to the variety of logistics 4.0 tools, it is also possible to
conduct research for a specific group of tools.
Further research in this area will be conducted by the authors towards identifying the strength of the impact of individual
logistics 4.0 tools on the implementation of the concept of sustainable development. These studies will therefore complement
and detail the research presented in this article.
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Abstract
Background: The technological progress that we experience in many industries, as well as the need to quickly respond to
changing customer needs, require logistic processes to respond equally fast or sometimes even faster to changing market
conditions. The Industry 4.0 concept, providing modern techniques and tools, enables the use of a digital twin in the modeling
and simulation of logistics processes, bringing the company not only financial benefits.
Methods: The analysis of the literature was prepared in accordance with the PRISMA methodology based on the articles
published in Web of Science and Scopus. In the part describing the author's methodology, the authors used the concept of
digital twin and process automation. The methodology is supported by tools and techniques such as: business process
modeling techniques (IDEF0, BPMN, Flow Chart, Data Flow Diagrams), process simulation, SCOR model, KPI, balanced
score card, multi criteria decision making methods (point, weighted, graphical, indicator, Analytic Hierarchy Process).
Results: The aim of this paper is to present an author's methodology for using digital twin to identification and verification
of the effects of automation of logistics processes. The developed methodology is divided into three stages: analysis of the
current process - developing a digital twin, definition of process automation variants, variant analysis based on the digital
twin.
Conclusions: The use of digital twin allows to support the decision-making process in the selection of variant of logistics
process automation. In developing a digital twin, it is necessary to remember about the effectiveness of its use. Therefore, it
should be a tool as simple as the purpose for which it was created allows. The choosing of an automation variant requires
the determination of the effects of its implementation. Modeling and simulation of processes are perfect for this without
generating high costs and high labor consumption.

Keywords: Business Process Modeling and Simulation, Logistics Process Automation, Digital Twin, Industry 4.0,
Decision Making Process

Introduction
Technological progress and the change in customer expectations in relation to the quality of services provided by logistics
companies as well as the level of customization of individual products to customer requirements have made modern
enterprises pay more and more attention not only to the products or services provided, but also to the processes directly
affecting on the level of customer satisfaction (Kučerová and Fidlerová, 2014). The ability to predict customer needs is now
becoming a prerequisite for the success of companies that make up the strength of the logistics services market. However,
anticipating needs is not enough. The concept of Industry 4.0, which is increasingly entering the logistics market, indicates
the need to have the ability to fully personalize products and services in the shortest possible time, as well as to fully digitize
logistics processes leading to their automation and autonomation. Automation is one of the pillars of the Industry 4.0 concept
(Alcácer and Cruz-Machado, 2019). Only those companies that fully identify customer needs and use tools that will enable
them to quickly respond to the changing requirements of recipients of products and services will occupy a key position in
the logistics services market. However, in order to achieve it, it is necessary, above all, to make a number of analyzes and
process improvements that will allow for the effective implementation of the assumptions of the Industry 4.0 concept.
According to the authors of this article, the key role in the implementation of the automation of logistics processes is played
by full control and visibility of the process thanks to the use of its digital reflection with the use of the Industry 4.0 tool called
the digital twin. Creating a model of a non-automated system with the use of an appropriate simulation tool will allow to
identify bottlenecks that may have a negative impact both on the economic result of the company as well as its performance.
Building a model that is a digital reflection of the process carried out in a physical way by the company will allow for the
________________
Cite this Article as: Michal ADAMCZAK and Adrianna TOBOLA “Methodology of Using Digital Twin in Decision Making in Terms
of Logistics Processes Automation” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association (IBIMA),
30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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analysis of various scenarios of operation automation performed as part of the process, as well as the selection of the scenario,
the implementation of which is characterized by the highest business efficiency for the enterprise. The analysis of an
automated process carried out with the use of the created model will, in the authors' opinion, enable greater control over the
process and the possibility of reacting in real time in the event of identification of problems or irregularities in its enforcement
(Verdugo Cedeño et al., 2018). The created model must be simultaneously supported by advanced simulation tools that will
allow to carry out a number of analyzes and scenarios, the results of which will enable the selection of optimal solutions for
the implementation (Kluska, 2021).
The use of digital twin technology, however, allows not only the selection of the best scenario, but also a real-time analysis
of
the
system's
operation
with
the
possibility
of
immediate
response
in
the
event
of a decrease in performance or a problem. The effectiveness of the use of digital twins when measuring the effectiveness of
the implementation of logistics processes automation, however, largely depends on the speed of collecting and sharing data
about the process, their quality and usefulness. Due to the fact that the digital twin is a virtual reflection of the real process,
it is necessary to supply the virtual model with data from sensors of machines and devices implemented in the automated
system as a result of autonomous transmission and then analysis of the collected information
(Defraeye et al., 2021).
In this article, as part of the research methodology, an analysis of the literature on the subject was carried out based on the
Scopus and Web of Science databases. This analysis allowed to identify a research gap related to the lack of articles
containing studies on the impact of the digital twin on the effectiveness of automation of logistics processes based on selected
tools used for modeling and simulating business processes. In the following chapters, the concepts of process modeling and
simulation, automation of logistics processes as well as the digital twin are defined. The next chapter presents the concept of
the methodology of using digital twin in the decision-making process regarding the choice of the automation variant of the
logistics process. The description of the methodology presents not only the steps to be implemented but also what tools and
techniques can be used in it. The article finishes with conclusions, which indicate the limitations of the developed solution
and the prospects for its further research.
The aim of this paper is to present an author's methodology for using digital twin to identification and verification of the
effects of automation of logistics processes.

Literature Review
Research Methodology
In order to verify whether it is possible to identify the research gap relating to the effects of using
the digital twin as a tool supporting the implementation of logistics processes automation, two literature databases were
analyzed - Scopus and Web of Science as one of the most frequently used sources of peer-reviewed articles. The analysis
was carried out using the PRISMA method, as presented in Figure 1 (Moher et al., 2009).
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Fig. 1: Research methodology according to PRISMA method
At the beginning of the analysis, the query “digital twin”. In the case of the Scopus database,
5,279 literature items were found, while in the WoS database 2,970 articles were found. In order to identify those articles
that are of value for the subject of this article, a preliminary selection was made in terms of keywords relevant to the subject
of this paper, i.e. “automation”, “modeling” and “simulation”. This action allowed the research area to be limited to 335
articles in the Scopus database and 40 in the Web of Science database (375 articles in both databases). At the same time, 15
non-English items were eliminated, 9 for Scopus and 6 for WoS. Additionally, 16 duplicate articles in both databases were
also eliminated. For further analysis, which assumed the verification of titles, keywords and abstracts, 344 literature items
were taken into account, out of which 221 records irrelevantly related to the analyzed topic of the subject were excluded. In
the next step, 123 full texts were analyzed, out of which 20 literature items were selected for the final review which were
used in the literature review of this article. These 20 case studies taken for the literature analysis were divided, according to
keywords, into the following thematic groups:




business process modeling and simulation,
logistics processes automation, modeling and simulation,
digital twin.

These groups constitute the following subchapters of the Literature Review.
The conducted analysis of the literature allowed to identify a research gap related to the lack of articles containing studies
on the impact of the digital twin on the effectiveness of automation of logistics processes based on selected tools used for
modeling and simulating business processes. The authors of this article analyzed the indicated dependence in further chapters
of the paper and propose a methodology for using digital twin to identification and verification of the effects of automation
of logistics processes.

Business Process Modeling and Simulation
Modeling of business processes (BPM) is one of the basic activities carried out as part of business process management. The
process model is its graphic representation, thanks to which it is possible to identify all activities and operations that do not
add value to the process, and then eliminate them (Recker et al., 2009; Gawrońska and Nowak, 2017). The use of BPM
enables managers of such departments as production, storage or distribution to carry out activities aimed at, inter alia, the
identification of bottlenecks and activities that do not add value, process improvement, thus increasing their efficiency and
effectiveness in terms of both operational and economic aspects, or an increase in its efficiency.
Modeling covers both the main processes, included in the company's core activity, such as the manufacturing process, and
auxiliary processes, which include, among others, information flow processes within the company or internal transport
processes (Baykasoglu and Kaplanoglu, 2006).
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Modeling of business processes assumes, first of all, the identification of all activities and operations that are part of the
process, their sequence in the process, as well as the relationships and dependencies between them by presenting them in a
graphic form. The graphic form of the process is called a model or sometimes a process map. Initially, it is necessary to
create a map (model) of the current state, which will reflect all activities carried out within the process in order to identify
opportunities for improvement. The next stage will involve the identification of all non-value-adding operations
and indication of improvement proposals, the implementation of which each time results in the creation of a map (model) of
the future state (Khabbazi et al., 2013). Modeling of business processes very often takes place with the use of standardized
notations, within which commonly known and recognized graphic symbols are used. The most commonly used notations
include Business Process Modeling Notation (BMPN), Unified Modeling Language (UML) or Icam DEFinition for Function
Modeling (IDEF0) (Grzybowska and Kovács, 2014).

Logistics Processes Automation, Modeling and Simulation
The concept of Industry 4.0 and, consequently, Logistics 4.0 is a kind of challenge for the currently implemented logistics
processes. The assumptions of both concepts focus not only on the pursuit of physical automation of processes carried out
in the enterprise, which is one of the main postulates of the Third Industrial Revolution, but above all on much greater process
autonomy, including logistics processes, enforced by supply chain enterprises, which is one of the key aspects of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. Striving to achieve even a partial autonomy of business processes requires managers
to look at the organization in a systemic way, i.e. treating its individual departments as separate systems, capable of making
independent decisions, but also recognizing the need to integrate all subsystems. Automation of processes implemented
within individual subsystems of the organization cannot focus only on the implementation of physical improvements in the
form of advanced machines, tools or means of internal transport, but above all it should meet the requirements of the Industry
4.0 concept, the implementation of which requires the deployment of even more technologically advanced modeling and
simulation logistics processes responsible for the uninterrupted flow of materials from the place of their production to the
place of consumption (Timm and Lorig, 2015).
The implementation of automation of logistics processes, which is one of the pillars of Industry 4.0, very often contributes
to the reduction of costs of the conducted activity, increase in the efficiency of operations, shortening the cycles of
implemented processes as well as increasing flexibility (Chaudhari, 2019). Due to the increasing requirements of customers,
shortening the order fulfillment time or increasing the flexibility of the products and services offered, it is often a key element
in gaining a competitive advantage. In addition, it should be noted that the simulation of processes, which is another pillar
of Industry 4.0, is crucial for logistics activities due to the improvement of the decision-making process, design and
enforcement of logistics processes as well as the identification of errors and their compensation.
In addition, it should be noted that the digital twin, as the tool of Industry 4.0, supports the activities of predictive analysis,
the use of which can significantly accelerate the implementation of changes or eliminate errors due to the lack of the need to
test solutions on physically implemented processes. (Jagtap et al., 2021).

Digital Twin
A digital twin (DT) can be defined as a virtual representation of a real system or process. This concept can also be defined
as a certain simulation that is created on the basis of the physical entities that create the system, as well as data and information
most often coming from sensors of intelligent machines and devices integrated within a common system, most often a cyberphysical system, and thus one of the basic components of Industry 4.0. The Internet of Things allows not only the integration
of entities within the system, but also makes it possible to share data about the process and its participants with a digital twin
that
reflects
all
the
variables
and
aspects
of
the
process
in
a
virtual
model
(Kritzinger et al. 2018). The digital twin is indicated as one of the key Industry 4.0 factors important in the context of
implementing automation of manufacturing and logistics processes. It integrates both data and objects from the physical
system as well as all kinds of analysis and data from its virtual representation. The use of a digital twin is possible thanks to
the simulation of processes carried out in real time, which enables both long-term planning of processes and supports the
current decision-making process (Lugaresi and Matta, 2021).
The use of a digital twin in process automation may bring benefits related primarily to the implementation of appropriate
actions to improve the system. Thanks to the use of DT, it is possible to analyze possible solution scenarios in real time and
implement the one that guarantees the highest increase in process efficiency. In addition, the use of a digital twin in the
design and construction phase of products will allow you to analyze all aspects of the prototype without the need to physically
produce it. Thanks to this, the time is significantly shortened and the costs of the process are reduced thanks to the possibility
of resignation from the long and costly prototyping phase. Thanks to the simulation of the process, it is also possible to
eliminate production errors and sources of manufacturing defects (Liu et al., 2020).
When conducting literature review, the identified relationships between the use of a digital twin and the increase in the
efficiency of process automation should be indicated. For example, Bécue et al. (2020) indicated the digital twin as a tool
supporting the optimization of processes in the so-called factories of the future. Moreover Zhang et al. (2020) in their
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publication showed the influence of digital twins on additive manufacturing. Thanks to the so-called mirror reflection (as it
is also called a digital twin) under the Industry 4.0 concept, it is possible to fully visualize the process in a virtual way, as
well as analyze KPI's in real time, which enables the prediction of future coefficients achieved by the company, early
identification of errors and their compensation.
In addition, it should be noted that the digital twin can be used not only as part of the processes carried out in the company,
but also throughout the entire life cycle of the product, increasing its durability and efficiency. In addition, the research
conducted by Latif and Starly (2020) can find a digital twin implementation structure intended in particular for systems with
a low level of automation. DT has been identified as a tool that significantly improves the automation process.

Methodology
Supporting the decision-making process in the selection of the logistics process automation variant should have
a structured framework due to the complexity of the issue. Logistics processes are complex business processes in which three
streams usually flow: material, information and cash. The availability of technical solutions in the field of automation is also
very wide. Therefore, the problem of choosing the right automation variant is very important now. The authors of this
publication propose the use of digital twin to make a decision on the automation variant.
The developed methodology consists of three stages:




analysis of the current process - developing a digital twin,
definition of process automation variants,
variant analysis based on the digital twin.

The proposed methodology also requires taking into account social, human and environmental aspects at all its stages. The
methodology is presented in detail in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Proposed methodology
The aim of the first stage of the methodology is to develop a digital twin based on the current logistics process (lack of
automation
of
this
process
or
little
support
by
automatic
solutions
was
assumed).
The key tasks in the first stage of the proposed methodology are process modeling and its validation. The process modeling
is not only mapping it, but also determining the rules of flows implemented within it (flow of materials, information and
cash). The model should also take into account the duration of all activities and the limitation of the resources. Determining
the cycles of activities requires observation of the process and timing of a work. It is also important to take into account the
relationship of the modeled process with its environment and the influence of the environment on the process. Developed
digital twin in (a process model) should be validated. The authors propose the use of three-stage validation:


Validation
of
conceptual
model
checking
the
correctness of
the
assumptions
of
the conceptual model, in which it is checked whether all the elements of the real process important from the point
of view of the modeling objective are included in the digital twin specification;
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Verification - checking whether the full specification of the concept model has been implemented into the digital
twin;
Operational validation - comparison of digital twin results with real process outputs.

In operational validation, it is recommended to use the comparative technique that allows comparison the results of the digital
twin process with the results of the real process. To perform such validation, it is necessary to have the same set of input data
and parameters in the digital twin as in the real process (for the analyzed period of time).
At this stage, it is necessary to define the measures and indicators of the process in order to compare their values in different
variants of automation. The set of measures and indicators should be the same in all the analyzed variants.
The aim of the second stage of the proposed method is to define the automation variants which will be developed in digital
twin. For the purposes of the methodology, the authors developed the concept of two dimensions of automation:



Automation width - specifies the number of subprocesses or groups of tasks that will be automated;
The depth of automation - determines how many of the tasks in these sub-processes or groups of tasks will be by
automated and what will be the role of employees in their conducting. The greater the depth, the less involvement
of employees in the conducting of the tasks.

Illustrations of the two dimensions of automation are shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: The depth and width of automation
Due to the developed methodology, it is necessary to define variants of automation by defining two dimensions of automation
(depth and width). After defining the variants, it is necessary to assess the technical feasibility of their implementation within
the organization. After selecting the variants that can be implemented, they are designed and developed in the digital twin.
Developing of automation variants in digital twin is made by replacing tasks (or changing their parameters) compared to the
base state. An example of assumption to designing automation variant in digital twin (the map of the logistics process) is
shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4: Examples of automation variants
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The aim of the third stage of the methodology is to select the best process automation variant from
the point of view of the chosen criteria. The selection is based on the results of the simulations performed for each of the
variants. In the simulation of the process flow, the values of defined measures are collected (both for the base variant and for
each of the automation variants). Due to the use of the simulation experiment method, it is possible to check the values of
measures not only for the present conditions but also for the conditions predicted in the future (possibility of checking many
variants). The methodology assumes that the key indicator of the variant evaluation will be the Return on Investment (ROI)
indicator. Nevertheless, the assessment of variants can be made on many levels using multi-criteria selection methods.
For the purposes of the methodology, a set of recommended tools and techniques was also defined as those which can support
the implementation of individual stages of the methodology. The tools and techniques are presented in Table 1.

Tab. 1: Recommended tools and techniques supporting the implementation of the methodology
Task
Process identification and modeling
Determination of process measures
Process simulation according to
specific automation variants and
collection of process measure values
Variant selection

Recommended tools and techniques
Business process modeling techniques (IDEF0,
BPMN, Flow Chart, Data Flow Diagrams)
SCOR model, KPI, balanced score card
Process simulation software (iGrafx Process,
AnyLogic, FlexSim, Arena Simulation,
SIMUL8)
Multi criteria decision making methods (point,
weighted, graphical, indicator, Analytic
Hierarchy Process)

The use of the tools and techniques presented in Table 1 results from the current needs and characteristics of the analyzed
process. The presented set is only a recommendation. The method ends with the documentation of the selected automation
variant, which will allow for its efficient implementation.

Conclusions
As indicated by the literature research, the use of digital twin in logistics can be very wide. However, to refer to the
assumptions of management, it is necessary to develop a methodology that in a systematic and repeatable way will create
and then use digital twin to support the decision-making process relating to the automation of logistics processes. The authors,
confronting the knowledge derived from the presented literature study and their practical experience, decided to fill the gap
in the form of the lack of a comprehensive methodology of using digital twin in making decisions regarding
the automation of logistics processes methodology.
The limitation of the presented methodology is building of digital twin only as a process model and its simulation. There are
no assumptions about the full visualization of the process and the real reflection of its resources. The choice of a simplified
form of digital twin is resulted from the desire to achieve the greatest possible efficiency of its use. Building a digital twin
with full process visualization is time-consuming and costly. The construction of the process model and its simulation allows
for online monitoring of the values of measures and indicators of the process. It also allows to calculate Return on Investment
(ROI).
An
additional
advantage
of
the
simulation
is
the
possibility
of
checking
the automation variants under different environmental conditions and with different material flows.
The presented methodology was used in the research and development project conducted by the team. It was subject to initial
validation. In further research, validation in another logistic processes is planned. According to the authors, there is no need
to increase the level of detail of the methodology due to the large variety of logistics processes. The methodology should be
agile enough to be able to adapt to their internal process conditions.
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Abstract
The aim of this study was to identify the preferences of final purchasers concerning the environment of cooperation
with offerors and to define the importance of age as a variable that differentiates the perceived advantages of the
Internet as a place of potential cooperation. The results of a cognitive-critical analysis of the global literature on the
subject indicate that there is a knowledge gap in this area. Therefore, to bridge this knowledge gap, three research
hypotheses were formulated, and empirical research was conducted to verify the hypotheses. The primary data were
collected using a survey method that included 1,196 adult representatives of final purchasers from Poland. The data
were analyzed statistically using exploratory factor analysis, a comparative analysis, the Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test, the
Pearson chi-square independence test and the V-Cramer contingency coefficient. The results of these analyses indicate,
inter alia, that most respondents preferred to cooperate with offerors simultaneously online and offline. Moreover, age
did not determine these preferences. No statistically significant dependencies were identified between age and most of
the advantages of the internet as a place of cooperation between final purchasers and offerors. The results of this study
provide excellent cognitive and application value and contribute significantly to the theory and practice of marketing
and market behavior.

Keywords: Final Purchaser, Active Purchaser, Prosumer, The Age Of Active Purchaser, Offeror, Cooperation,
Prosumption, The Internet

Introduction
The final purchaser, as a participant in the modern consumer market, plays a more active role nowadays than in the past.
This increase in importance has manifested, inter alia, in the pursuit of new approaches to meet the growing
expectations for offers available on the market, as well as offerors. These expectations not only concern the
characteristics of products and their marketing attributes but are increasingly focused on the possibility of shaping them
in accordance with the preferences of individual purchasers. Purchasers desire to be active participants in the process of
creating value (Ramaswamy and Ozcan, 2014). Striving to meet these expectations is possible thanks to the joint
creation of an offer by final purchasers and offerors. According to many researchers, active purchasers play a key role
in this process (Chen, 2020).
This requires a complete redefinition of the degree and scope of activity traditionally assigned to final purchasers and
offerors. Moreover, this is essential due to challenges faced by offerors in the contemporary market. A foundation of the
functioning of the contemporary market is the “value co-creation” paradigm (Ramaswamy and Ozcan, 2014), which
effectively reflects the development direction of the relationship between offerors and final purchasers. The cooperation
of these two entities leads to the generation of various elements of a marketing offer, including tangible elements (for
example, products (Mandolfo, Chen and Noci, 2020) and packaging) and intangible elements (for example, services
(see Zhang, Lu, Torres and Chen, 2018; Hamidi, Gharneh and Khajeheian, 2020), image, brand (Iglesias, Ind and
Alfaro, 2013; France, Grace, Merrilees and Miller, 2018) and knowledge). These elements constitute value that
increases the marketing potential of the purchasers and offerors, making it easier for them to gain a competitive
advantage (García Haro, Martínez Ruiz and Martínez Cañas, 2015).
Cooperation between final purchasers and offerors can occur online and offline. Moreover, this cooperation depends on
the features of a given environment, which may favor it or make it difficult. Furthermore, these features may be
perceived differently by final purchasers that represent various demographic groups, including age groups. A cognitivecritical analysis of the literature (the results of which are presented later in the article), has revealed a research gap
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concerning the importance of the age of final purchasers in relation to 1) the perception of various environments of
cooperation and 2) the structure of the advantages assigned to these environments.
Therefore, this study was conducted to ascertain what the significance of the age of the final purchasers was regarding
1) their preferences concerning the environment of cooperation with the offerors and 2) the advantages of this
environment. The aim of this research was, therefore, to identify the preferences of final purchasers regarding the
environment of cooperation with the offerors and to determine the importance of age as a variable that differentiates the
perceived advantages of the Internet as a place of potential cooperation.
This article was structured to achieve these goals and to verify three research hypotheses. The remainder of the paper
includes a literature review, a presentation of the primary data and results, an academic discussion, implications,
limitations, and the direction of future studies.

Literature Review
The market environment of a modern enterprise is characterized by increasing complexity and volatility and, thus, by
increasing unpredictability. Several of these changes are short-term in nature, in the form of seasonal trends, while other
changes are associated with a much longer time-frame, resulting in a stronger impact on all market participants. The
long-term changes in the consumer market include the interaction of final purchasers with additional entities including
offerors and other purchasers. Such cooperation is part of the “value co-creation” paradigm (Ramaswamy and Ozcan,
2014) which has become the basis for a shift in thought concerning the market roles fulfilled by individual market
participants, particularly final purchasers and offerors.
The concept of joint value creation is based on a departure from the traditional division of market roles, in which the
purchaser was primarily the recipient, and the offeror played the role of the supplier (Ind and Coates, 2013). This
division has been replaced by the merging of roles, each of which is fulfilled by the purchaser and the offeror. As a
result, both parties become participants in a relational system based on more than partnership principles, as each one
actively participates in creating a marketing offer and has a genuine influence on its features. Therefore, in this system,
the active party is not only the offeror but also the final purchaser, and the scope of this activity goes beyond that
conducted by a purchaser who participates in a traditionally functioning market. The activity of the “old” purchaser was
primarily limited to purchasing behaviors, whereas the activity of the modern purchaser also includes non-purchasing
behaviors, such as communication and creation. Therefore, in the literature, the term “passive buyer” is used in relation
to the former (O'Hern and Rindfleisch, 2010; García Haro, Martínez Ruiz and Martínez Cañas, 2014) and the term
“active buyer” (i.e., the “prosumer”) is used to describe the latter (Dellaert, 2019). He or she is a purchaser who actively
cooperates with other entities, including offerors and purchasers, in the process of co-creating products and non-product
elements of marketing offers (Baruk, 2021).
In this article, the term “final purchaser”, and not “consumer” (which is generally used by other researchers), is used
deliberately. A final purchaser is a person who purchases a product and is also a consumer if they use the product
themselves. Therefore, these terms are not synonyms (Baruk, 2021). The analysis conducted in the present study
involved people purchasing products, which justified the use of this concept. When discussing cooperation, the term
“offeror” is used in this article to denote the other side of the relational system that connects an active purchaser with an
enterprise. This is also a deliberate procedure. In the literature, analyses generally focus on producers (Mandolfo, Chen
and Noci, 2020; Dellaert, 2019), however, in practice, cooperation may occur between purchasers and producers, and
also between purchasers and service providers and purchasers and traders (retailers). Cooperation may also involve
undertaking joint actions with other purchasers (Liljedal and Dahlen, 2018). The effect of such cooperation in practice,
however, affects the offeror, beginning with the building of an image (good or bad) and ending with the creation of a
community of loyal supporters. Therefore, it is extremely important to effectively manage communication and the
creative activity of purchasers initiated as part of inter-purchasing cooperation (Martineau and Arsel, 2017).
Cooperation in which the final purchaser plays an active role can be defined as the joint creation of products (Iglesias,
Ind and Alfaro, 2013; Meynhardt, Chandler, and Strathoff, 2016; Ramaswamy, and Ozcan, 2018) and the non-product
elements of a marketing offer that effectively meet purchaser expectations (Mandolfo, Chen and Noci, 2020), resulting
in several tangible and intangible benefits for both parties. This has significantly contributed to the growing importance
of cooperation between purchasers and offerors. Moreover, it creates a foundation for the modern market and influences
the direction of its future development.
Strengthening the concept of cooperation and its dynamic development is favored, inter alia, by the rapid development
of information technologies that facilitate and accelerate many processes, including the information exchange process.
This effectively reduces the issue of information asymmetry between purchasers and offerors (Xie, Wu, Xiao and Hu,
2016) and eliminates the time and geographic barriers that limit contact in the offline environment. Cooperation
between purchasers and offerors can be initiated online and offline, however, previous studies have primarily focused
on the initiation of joint activities on the Internet. For example, this approach has been utilized by Ramaswamy and
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Ozcan (2014); Garcia-Haro, Martinez-Ruiz and Martinez Canas (2015); Xie, Wu, Xiao and Hu (2016); Zhang, Lu,
Torres and Chen (2018); Seyyedamiri and Tajrobehkar (2019); and Maciaszczyk and Kocot (2021). However, this
approach may greatly reduce the scope of cooperation. Conversely, the Internet creates many previously unavailable
opportunities for communication and joint value creation (Saunila, Ukko and Rantala, 2019; Dellaert, 2019; Xie, Wu,
Xiao and Hu, 2016).
Moreover, the sudden appearance of unpredictable issues in the market environment of enterprises and purchasers has
contributed to the increased importance of the Internet as a place of cooperation. The coronavirus pandemic, which
began in early 2020, is a prime example of such a phenomenon. Its global reach and numerous months of limitations
concerning the functioning institutions and citizens across the globe (including the minimization of personal contacts)
has led to obvious shifts in the marketing situation (Kotler, Kartajaya and Alaydrus, 2021). This began with changes in
the meaning of social and political forces (e.g., an increase in government interventionism) and changes in the
purchasing behaviors of final purchasers (e.g., a significant increase in online purchases), and has ended with changes in
the scope and forms of prosumer activities (Bond, Widdop, Cockayne and Parnell, 2020; Arora, Jha, Alat and Das,
2020). Therefore, there has been a significant increase in the importance of the Internet in all spheres of life, including
the interaction between final purchasers and offerors.
Previous studies have emphasized the advantages of the Internet as a place of cooperation, for example, the speed of
information exchange (Hamidi, Gharneh and Khajeheian, 2020; Łaszkiewicz, 2019; Harrison-Walker, 2019) and ease of
communication (Dellaert, 2019; Khrystoforova and Siemieniako, 2019). Many researchers have highlighted that age is a
demographic determinant concerning the choice of the online environment as a place of activity for contemporary final
purchasers. Moreover, it determines the transcendence of traditional purchasing behavior, and the knowledge regarding
the concepts of co-creation, prosumption and prosumer (Ziemba and Eisenbardt, 2013), and influences the willingness
of prosumers to share knowledge (Eisenbardt, 2019). This type of activity, particularly on the Internet, is primarily
demonstrated by young people who represent the Y generation (Zhang, Lu and Kizildag, 2017) and the Z generation
(Issa and Isaias, 2016).
However, the dependence between the aforementioned demographic variable and the advantages of the Internet as an
environment for cooperation with offerors has not been studied. Moreover, the internal structure of the advantages of
the online environment in terms of the age of purchasers has not been studied. Therefore, a knowledge gap exists for
this area of research. The aim of this article was to identify the preferences of final purchasers regarding the
environment of cooperation with offerors and to define the importance of age as a variable that differentiates the
perceived advantages of the Internet as a place of potential cooperation.
To achieve this goal, the following research hypotheses were formulated and verified:
H1 - there is a dependence between the age of final purchasers and their preferred environment of cooperation with
offerors.
H2 - there is a dependence between the age of final purchasers and the advantages of the Internet as a place of
cooperation with offerors.
H3 – the age of purchasers is a feature that differentiates their perceptions regarding the advantages of the Internet as a
place of cooperation with offerors.

Research Methodology
To achieve the aim of this study and to verify the formulated research hypotheses, empirical research was conducted
using an online questionnaire to collect primary data via the CAWI technique. The survey was implemented in mid2020 and included 1,196 adult representatives of final purchasers from Poland. The respondents were widespread across
Poland. The method utilized was a panel survey. The sample was the quota and its socio-demographic characteristics
(gender, age, education, region) were dispersed proportionally to the distribution of a feature in the general population,
with a deviation of no more than 10 respondents for the proportion concerning the distribution of the entire Polish
population (based on Central Statistical Office (GUS) data and computer-assisted personal interview [CAPI] population
studies).
The research presented in this article included the following variables: the environment of cooperation between the final
purchasers and offerors, the advantages of the Internet as an environment for cooperation, and the age of the final
purchasers.
The respondents were presented with a set of seven advantages of the Internet as a place of cooperation with offerors.
The advantages were distinguished based on the results of a cognitive-critical analysis of the literature (Khrystoforova
and Siemieniako, 2019; Łaszkiewicz, 2019) and the results of unstructured interviews conducted before the survey.
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Each advantage of the Internet environment was assessed by the respondents on the odd Likert scale, one of the most
fundamental and most frequently used psychometric tools in the social sciences (Joshi, Kale, Chandel and Pal, 2015). In
this study, a five-step variant was used, in which a rating of 5 corresponded to “definitely yes”, a rating of 4
corresponded to “rather yes”, a rating of 3 corresponded to “neither yes nor no”, a rating of 2 corresponded to “rather
not” and a rating of 1 corresponded to “definitely not”. The use of such a scale was a necessary condition for the
exploratory factor analysis method.
The primary data collected was subjected to quantitative analysis using the exploratory factor analysis method, the
comparative analysis method, the Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test, the Pearson chi-square (chi2) test of independence and the
V-Cramer contingency coefficient. The chi-square test was used to determine whether there were statistically significant
dependencies between the analyzed variables, and the V-Cramer coefficient was used to determine the strength of the
dependencies between the analyzed variables. The V-Cramer coefficient is used when at least one variable has more
than two values (i.e., when the contingency table is at least 2×3) (King, Rosopa and Minium, 2018).
The factor analysis method allowed for an in-depth analysis of the primary data. It was used to reduce the number of
variables that constituted the primary data obtained from the survey and to detect structures in the relationships between
these variables (i.e., to classify them). To determine the number of common factors (the so-called main components),
the Kaiser criterion technique was used, which involves the inclusion of factors with eigenvalues greater than 1. Each
such factor explained a certain level of general variability of the analyzed system, defined by the percentage of
variance, and this was interpreted as a measure to explain the issue. Within individual factors, the variables with the
highest factor loadings in relation to the given factors were distinguished (the assumed value was ≥ 0.7) (SztembergLewandowska, 2008; Abdi and Williams, 2010).
Factor analysis did not allow for differentiation in terms of the separation of individual groups (e.g., the age of the
respondents) and was not sufficient to determine whether a respondent’s opinion, defined by the analyzed answer, was
statistically significant. Thus, this information was obtained via the KW test. In this test, the greater the value at a
satisfactory level of significance, the greater the differentiation.
The KW test is a non-parametric equivalent of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) test (Ostertagova, Ostertag and
Kovač, 2014). The results of the test determine whether the differentiation, in terms of the separation of individual
groups (e.g. the age), demonstrates that the opinion of a respondent (determined by the analyzed answer) is statistically
significant. From the point of view of statistical criteria, in the case of the KW test, it is not necessary for the data to
meet many requirements. The only requirements for its implementation are the following
(http://www.statystyka.az.pl/test-anova-kruskala-wallisa.php):
- the dependent variable should be measured on at least an ordinal scale (it can also be measured on a quantitative scale)
- observations in the analyzed groups should be independent of each other, which means that a person in one group
should not be included in a separate group that is compared at the same time (this requirement was met using
dichotomous questions [which facilitated the separation of respondents into two distinct groups] and single-choice
questions).
The KW test is, therefore, used when the data do not meet the requirements for similar parametric tests, and it can be
ordered according to specific criteria.
Statistical analysis of the primary data was performed using the IBM SPSS Statistics Ver. 25 software package.

Research Results
The results of this study indicate that approximately 70% of all respondents believed that the online and offline
environments are suitable places for cooperation between final purchasers and offerors (Table 1). The Internet was
chosen as the preferred environment for cooperation by approximately one-quarter of all respondents, and this result
was similar for each age group. However, the results of the chi2 test confirmed that age was not a variable that
determined responses regarding the preferred interaction environment. Therefore, for the respondents, the research
hypothesis H1 was not valid.
Table 1: The respondents’ preferred environment of cooperation with the offerors according to age

Preferred environment
of cooperation
online
offline

18–30
26.4
5.3

Indications (w %)
Age
31–43 44–56 over 56
28.8
25.0
26.4
3.0
6.2
3.8
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VChi2 Cramer
total
27.3
4.3

6.292

0.051

Level of
significance “p”
0.391
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both environments are equally useful
for cooperation with offerors

68.3

68.2

68.8

69.8

68.4

Source: own study based on research results

Nonetheless, most respondents stated that they would have preferred to co-create a marketing offer either in both
analyzed environments or solely on the Internet. Thus, we investigated which advantages of the Internet were
mentioned by the respondents in this context. Among the seven advantages of the Internet that were analyzed, as many
as six were chosen by greater than 70.0% of respondents (Table 2). Moreover, three of these advantages were chosen by
greater than 80.0% of the respondents. These were the advantages concerning the implementation of communication
behaviors in relations with offerors, namely, the ability to provide rapid feedback, to receive rapid feedback, and to
eliminate time or geographic barriers. The only advantage that was confirmed by a significantly lower percentage of the
total number of respondents (less than 55.0%) was associated with creative behavior and consisted of the co-creation of
the intangible components of the marketing offer by the buyer and the offeror. This was also the only advantage for
which greater than 10.0% of the respondents were unable to provide an unambiguous answer.
In the case of the six advantages of the Internet chosen by most of the respondents, the greatest number of people who
strongly emphasized a given advantage were aged between 31 and 43. One exception concerned the advantage Z7,
which concerned the possibility of sharing one’s opinions with numerous other purchasers simultaneously. It was also
observed that the group of respondents who agreed with the presence of six advantages was small compared with the
other age groups and consisted of people aged 56 years and older. The only exception was the advantage Z5, which
concerned the ability to learn the opinions of numerous other purchasers regarding a given offer and/or offeror. This
suggests that age is a variable that determines opinions regarding the advantages of the Internet as an environment of
cooperation between final purchasers and offerors. Statistically significant dependencies were observed for two
advantages that concerned the communication behavior in relationships with offerors based on the speed of the
information flow. However, these relationships were weak, as evidenced by the low value of the V-Cramer coefficient.
In the case of the respondents, the research hypothesis H2 was only valid only for these two advantages. For the
remaining five advantages analyzed, the p-value exceeded the adopted limit of 0.05, which indicated the absence of
such dependencies.
Table 2: The advantages of the Internet as a place of cooperation with offerors (in the preparation of marketing
offers) compared with the age of the respondents.

Analyzed advantages of the Internet
Z1. Possibility of rapidly
providing one’s opinions to
offerors

definitely not
rather not
neither yes nor
no
rather yes
definitely yes
Z2. Possibility of rapidly
definitely not
providing feedback from offerors rather not
neither yes nor
no
rather yes
definitely yes
Z3. Possibility of providing one’s definitely not
opinions to offerors at any time
rather not
and place
neither yes nor
no
rather yes
definitely yes
Z4. Possibility of learning
definitely not
marketing offers of various
rather not
offerors simultaneously
neither yes nor
no
rather yes
definitely yes

18–
30
0.3
0.6
0.6

Indications (w %)
Age
31–
44–
over
43
56
56
0.3
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.4
3.8
1.0
1.3
1.9

Tota
l
0.3
0.4
1.0

11.0
87.4
0.0
1.6
0.6

10.6
88.0
0.5
0.2
2.7

15.6
82.1
0.4
1.3
3.6

18.9
75.5
0.0
3.8
1.9

12.0
86.2
0.3
0.9
2.3

15.4
82.4
0.3
0.6
1.6

13.5
83.2
0.3
0.5
1.2

15.6
79.0
0.4
0.4
1.8

26.4
67.9
0.0
1.9
3.8

15.0
81.5
0.3
0.6
1.5

16.7
80.8
0.3
0.9
3.5

10.6
87.4
0.5
0.5
2.0

15.6
81.7
0.4
0.9
2.7

17.0
77.4
1.9
1.9
1.9

13.5
84.1
0.5
0.8
2.5

20.1
75.2

17.1
79.9

21.9
74.1

20.8
73.6

19.0
77.3
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V- Level of
Cram signifier
cance
“p”

25.616 0.084

0.012

25.281 0.084

0.014

13.190 0.061

0.355

9.238

0.682

0.051
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Z5. Possibility of learning the
opinions of numerous other
offerors about a given offer
and/or offeror

Z6. Possibility of purchasers cocreating intangible products, e.g.,
a soundtrack used in the
advertisement of a given product

Z7. Possibility of sharing one’s
opinions to numerous other
purchasers simultaneously

definitely not
rather not
neither yes nor
no
rather yes
definitely yes
definitely not
rather not
neither yes nor
no
rather yes
definitely yes
definitely not
rather not
neither yes nor
no
rather yes
definitely yes

0.0
0.9
2.5

0.5
0.8
3.5

0.9
0.9
4.9

0.0
3.8
1.9

0.4
1.0
3.4

24.8
71.7
1.3
5.0
12.3

20.6
74.5
1.7
2.5
12.1

24.6
68.8
1.3
4.5
13.8

24.5
69.8
1.9
9.4
15.1

22.7
72.5
1.5
3.8
12.6

29.9
51.6
0.3
0.0
5.7

25.0
58.7
0.8
1.2
3.8

29.0
51.3
0.9
2.2
4.0

30.2
43.4
1.9
3.8
9.4

27.3
54.8
0.8
1.2
4.6

24.2
69.8

22.6
71.5

21.0
71.9

18.9
66.0

22.6
70.9

12.762 0,060

0.387

15.956 0.067

0.193

16.439 0.068

0.172

Source: own study based on research results

To identify and compare the internal structure of the set of advantages of the Internet recognized by the respondents,
factor analysis was conducted for all respondents and the representatives of individual age groups. The results presented
Tables 3 to 7 demonstrate that, based on the Kaiser criterion, two factors with eigenvalues exceeding 1 were
distinguished for each of these groups.
Table 3: Factor analysis for all respondents.
Factor

Eigenvalue

1
2

2.383
2.228

% of total eigenvalues
(variation)
34.048
31.831

Accumulated eigenvalue
2.383
4.611

Accumulated % of
eigenvalues
34.048
65.879

- for all respondents, the adequacy measure of the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) draw was 0.858 (i.e., greater than 0.5),
Bartlett’s sphericity test was significant (variables were statistically significantly related), the chi2 was 3199.156, and p
= 0.000
- for respondents aged between 18 and 30, KMO = 0.772, Bartlett’s sphericity test was significant, the chi2 was
458.529, and p = 0.000
- for respondents aged between 31 and 43, KMO = 0.863, Bartlett’s sphericity test was significant, the chi2 was
1972.579, and p = 0.000
- for respondents aged between 43 and 56, KMO = 0.851, Bartlett’s sphericity test was significant, the chi2 was
612.129, and p = 0.000
- for respondents that were 56 years and older, KMO = 0.864, Bartlett’s sphericity test was significant, the chi2 was
382.072, and p = 0.000
Source: own study based on research results

Table 4: Factor analysis for respondents aged between 18 and 30.
Factor

Eigenvalue

1
2

2.486
1.462

% of total eigenvalues
(variation)
35.510
20.880

Accumulated eigenvalue
2.486
3.948

Accumulated % of
eigenvalues
35.510
56.390

Source: own study based on research results

Table 5: Factor analysis for respondents aged between 31 and 43.
Factor

Eigenvalue

1
2

2.516
2.368

% of total eigenvalues
(variation)
35.949
33.822

Source: own study based on research results
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Accumulated eigenvalue
2.516
4.884

Accumulated % of
eigenvalues
35.949
69.771
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Table 6: Factor analysis for respondents aged between 44 and 56.
Factor

Eigenvalue

1
2

2.936
1.718

% of total eigenvalues
(variation)
41.942
24.539

Accumulated eigenvalue

Accumulated % of
eigenvalues
41.942
66.481

2.936
4.654

Source: own study based on research results

Table 7: Factor analysis for respondents that were 56 years and older.
Factor

Eigenvalue

1
2

4.255
1.669

% of total eigenvalues
(variation)
60.788
23.841

Accumulated
eigenvalue
4.255
5.924

Accumulated % of
eigenvalues
60.788
84.629

Source: own study based on research results

The first factor distinguished for representatives of the youngest age group covered the smallest number of variables
(Table 8). Within this factor, only two variables had factor loadings with values exceeding 0.7. The first factor
distinguished for the oldest respondents covered the largest number of variables, i.e. five, .and these variables reflected
the most diverse advantages of the Internet which concerned behaviors in relations with offerors and other purchasers.
The common feature was the fact that they were communicative behaviors. However, the advantage of being able to cocreate intangible components of a marketing offer did not enter any group of the first factor. Moreover, this advantage
was also not included in the second factor distinguished for respondents aged between 18 and 30. As the sole variable, it
created the second factor for the oldest respondents, for all the respondents, and for the respondents aged between 31
and 43, and 44 and 56. It created this factor together with the possibility of sharing one’s opinions with numerous other
purchasers simultaneously. In the case of all five analyzed groups of respondents, the first factor consisted primarily of
advantages related to behaviors initiated in relations with offerors, whereas advantages associated with the possibility of
sharing opinions with other purchasers entered the second factor.
In the case of the factor analysis concerning market attitudes or behaviors, the identified factors can be interpreted as
segments of respondents (Horn and Huang). Representatives of individual segments showed homogeneous opinions on
the advantages of the Internet as a place of cooperation. Clear differences were observed between the representatives of
the segments, based on age.
Table 8: Results of the factor analysis for the age groups of respondents.
Analyzed
advantages

Factor

a

total
.842

18-30
.436

1
31-43
.855

44-56
.749

over 56
.913

total
.176

18-30
.742

2
31-43
.256

44-56
.234

over 56
.304

b

.824

.524

.853

.809

.837

.191

.605

.190

.186

.375

c

.674

.630

.731

.774

.924

.380

-.025

.365

.216

.236

d

.053

.593

.089

.113

.201

.813

-.225

.798

.900

.937

e

.299

.683

.297

.420

.514

.740

-.127

.765

.705

.583

f

.457

.778

.450

.584

.870

.650

-.206

.672

.474

.252

g

.489

.723

.474

.769

.897

.622

-.338

.676

.223

.315

where: a – Possibility of rapidly providing one’s opinions to offerors; b – Possibility of rapidly providing feedback from offerors; c
– Possibility of providing one’s opinions to offerors at any time and place; d – Possibility of purchasers co-creating intangible
products, e.g. a soundtrack used in the advertisement of a given product; e – Possibility of sharing one’s opinions to numerous other
purchasers simultaneously; f – Possibility of learning the opinions of many other offerors concerning a given offer and/or offeror; g
– Possibility of learning marketing offers of various offerors simultaneously.
Source: own study based on research results
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Finally, we assessed whether age was a statistically significant differentiating feature of the respondents’ answers
regarding the advantages of the Internet as an environment for cooperation in the preparation of marketing offers. The
results of the KW test demonstrated that this differentiation could be considered in the case of four variables that
reflected the following: the possibility of initiating communication behaviors in relations with offerors, and the
possibility of co-creating the intangible components of an offer (Table 9). Therefore, concerning the respondents,
research hypothesis H3 was valid for these four variables. Regarding the three other variables, the p-value exceeded the
adopted limit of 0.05 and, therefore, no statistically significant differentiation was observed.
Table 9: Analysis of the significance of the differences between the respondents’ indications regarding the
advantages of the Internet as a place of cooperation with offerors, according to age.
Analyzed advantages
Possibility of rapidly providing one’s
opinions to offerors

Possibility of rapidly providing feedback
from offerors

Possibility of providing one’s opinions to
offerors at any time and place

Possibility of learning the marketing offers of
various offerors simultaneously

Possibility of learning the opinions of
numerous other offerors concerning a given
offer and/or offeror
Possibility of purchasers co-creating
intangible products, e.g. a soundtrack used in
the advertisement of a given product
Possibility of sharing one’s opinions to
numerous other purchasers simultaneously

Age
18–30
31–43
44–56
over 56
18–30
31–43
44–56
over 56
18–30
31–43
44–56
over 56
18–30
31–43
44–56
over 56
18–30
31–43
44–56
over 56
18–30
31–43
44–56
over 56
18–30
31–43
44–56
over 56

Average range
605.78
609.54
574.25
532.16
604.82
608.44
582.04
517.38
579.18
617.80
584.17
556.08
585.20
614.55
580.03
574.33
596.32
610.22
574.19
581.40
580.61
623.08
577.33
516.60
593.89
603.20
602.49
555.95

KW test
value

Level of
significance “p”

10.663

0.014

8.875

0.031

10.080

0.018

5.018

0.170

3.202

0.362

9.487

0.023

1.586

0.663

Source: own study based on research results

Discussion
The results of this study indicate that the age of the respondents who were adult final purchasers was not a demographic
feature determining their preferences concerning the environment in which they preferred to cooperate with offerors in
the preparation of various elements of a marketing offer. Moreover, age was not a variable that determined most of the
advantages of the Internet indicated by the respondents as a place of such cooperation. In the case of two of the
advantages, statistically significant relationships were identified, however, those were weak. Thus, the results obtained
in the present study contrasted with the results obtained in previous studies. This may have been due to the different
subject and object scope of the research.
During the last decade of the twentieth century, research demonstrated that age was an important factor that influenced
attitudes regarding the use of computer equipment (Pope-Davis and Twing, 1991). In recent years, the results of other
studies have indicated that the age of final purchasers determines many aspects of their market activity, including
cooperation with other entities, i.e. with pro-consumer activity. However, these studies focused on other areas of this
activity. For example, Ziemba and Eisenbardt (2013) showed that the age of purchasers is a key factor determining their
knowledge of such concepts as prosumption, prosumer and co-creation. However, this study only examined young
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people from the Y generation and claimed that the Y generation constitutes the largest group of internet users, and they
demonstrate the highest level of activity, using the Internet for work and entertainment. Moreover, the results of the
study showed that the Y generation is not only willing to buy products on the Internet but are also extremely eager to
exchange opinions with other network users. Furthermore, no dependence with age was observed when a different
subject and object scope was adopted. Conversely, the results presented in the present study concern research that was
conducted on various age groups concerning their preferred environment of cooperation with offerors.
Eisenbardt (2019) studied the readiness of active purchasers, i.e. prosumers, to share knowledge. The results showed
that age was a demographic characteristic that determined the attitudes of prosumers regarding the sharing of
knowledge with other entities. Moreover, the author assumed that there was a statistically significant differentiation of
incentives to share knowledge expected by prosumers according to their age. This assumption was confirmed based on
the results of her research. Moreover, the results of a detailed analysis conducted by Eisenbardt (2019) indicated that the
representatives of older generations were more willing to share their knowledge with enterprises compared to younger
people, even without being offered an incentive. However, this author did not examine dependencies between age and
preferences regarding the environment of cooperation with offerors, or between age and the indicated advantages of the
Internet as a place of cooperation.
McCrindle (2014) emphasized that age is a determinant of the attitudes and behaviors of purchasers concerning online
activity. The results of the study showed that different generations of people could be identified when the following
criteria were taken into account: 1) the scope and manner of their use of information and communication technologies,
and 2) their openness to online activity. It was the author’s opinion that younger people are much more active in an
online environment and approached it without fear or prejudice, therefore taking into account other aspects of this
activity.

Conclusions
The results of this study indicate that most of the respondents preferred to cooperate with offerors in both environments,
i.e. online and offline. A small percentage of respondents indicated that the offline environment is the best place to
interact with offerors. The preferences in this respect were not dependent on the age of the respondents. Among the
indicated advantages of the Internet as an environment for cooperation with offerors for the preparation of marketing
offers were issues concerning the communication aspects of relationships with offerors, particularly the speed of the
information flow. However, the age of the respondents did not determine most of the advantages indicated by the
respondents concerning the Internet as a place of cooperation. Dependence between the age of the respondents and the
advantages of the Internet was observed for two of the advantages, however, these dependencies were weak.
Conversely, the analyzed demographic feature was a variable that statistically significantly differentiated four
advantages of the Internet. These included three advantages concerning communication aspects and one advantage
concerning creative aspects. Each of these advantages concerned relationships with the offerors. Moreover, during an
analysis of the internal structure of the advantages of the Internet in terms of the age of the respondents, it was
discovered that the first factor did not include the possibility of co-creating the intangible components of a marketing
offer for any of the age groups.

Implications, limitations and directions for future studies
The conclusions obtained based on the results of this research have excellent cognitive and application value. Therefore,
they can contribute significantly to the theory and practice of marketing. The results of this study fill the knowledge gap
identified during the cognitive-critical analysis of the global literature through the discovery of the following aspects: 1)
a lack of dependence between the age of the respondents and their preferred environment of cooperation with offerors,
2) a lack of dependence between the age of the respondents and most of the advantages (indicated by the respondents)
of the Internet as a place of cooperation with offerors, 3) the internal structure of the advantages of the Internet
according to the age of the respondents and 4) a statistically significant differentiation according to the age of the
respondents in the case of the advantages of the Internet concerning the respondents’ communication and creative
behaviors.
From the point of view of managers, due to the preferences indicated by purchasers regarding the cooperation
environment, the conclusions of this study indicate the potential for the effective initiation of cooperation between the
parties. The conclusions of this study also highlight the potential for the initiation of activities that are appropriately
matched to the expectations of individual groups of respondents according to their age, as well as the advantages of the
Internet as a place of cooperation with offerors that are important to them.
The research conducted in the present study has certain limitations. These include the subject (only adults), the object
(seven advantages of the Internet, age, cooperation with offerors), and the geographical scope (only representatives of
final purchasers from Poland). However, these limitations are a result of the approach that was adopted, which focused
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on deliberately selected aspects of cooperation between purchasers and offerors. The above-mentioned limitations can
be utilized to direct future research, which will include, inter alia, representatives aged 18 years and younger. Future
analyses will also account for demographic features other than age, as well as non-demographic features, and will
include potential dependencies between these features and the preferences of final purchasers regarding the
environment of cooperation with offerors and other purchasers.
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Abstract
This article describes the possibilities of adapting an existing building or apartment based on traditional and independent
subsystems to an intelligent building. The solutions that can be implemented have been described, through the use of
systems and devices available on the market, in order to integrate: heating, ventilation, air-conditioning and lighting
systems,
as
well
as
enabling
remote
control
and
monitoring
actual
state
of
devices.

Keywords: Smart Home, intelligent building, building automation, building installation,
Introduction
The investor each time faces doubts about the modernization of the electrical installation and its integration with other
systems present in the existing buildings and apartments building being intended to renovation. The desire to increase the
exploitation cost-effectiveness, building handle comfort, remote monitoring possibilities as well as control of the building
causes a wider interest in the subject of intelligent buildings (IB). Usually, the enthusiasm of investors fades if it turns out
that the existing installation is in good technical condition, and the installation of additional IB devices requires laying new
flush-mounted control cables – a financial, time and logistical problem. The problem grows with the determination of the
IB installation budget, with retrofitting the installation with control/measurement devices and remote control elements.
However, such a situation does not have to be a rule, and exploring the IB systems market may allow to find new
possibilities for the installation modernization in a gradual manner without the need of the inconvenient intervention in the
walls structure of a building or apartment.
Although the concept of an intelligent building has been functioning for nearly 40 years for now, a significant part of
society does not fully understand what its main essence of such upgrade is. What is worse, especially the younger
generation shares the opinion that intelligent buildings should be associated more with electronic devices (such as
televisions) and their voice control rather than with the integration of various subsystems and the undisputed benefits
associated with it. Intelligent buildings are defined as objects designed and built in a way that places great emphasis on the
central control of all devices present in the building, with a goal to improve both the comfort of its residents, including
their safety, and their full cooperation. This is to optimize the performance of individual building subsystems and reduce
operating costs. In this way, energy-efficient, centrally managed and controlled, ecological facilities with a high level of
comfort and care for the user’s safety are created.
IB systems, by integrating the following: electric and power, HVAC, lighting, alarm, access and multimedia systems,
enable to obtain a number of benefits resulting from their joint use.

Structure of the IB System
The electrical installation in an intelligent building, understood as a network of wires between the electrical switchgear and
individual receivers or sockets together with its protection, is basically constructed in the same way as in a traditional one,
without integration of individual subsystems. During the design and building processes, the same rules apply to the
selection of protections and wire cross-sections, it is necessary to make equipotential bonding and protection against
electric shock. Despite the versatility and compatibility of some IB systems, in most of them, at an early stage of design,
selection of a specific system and design appropriate buses controlling all subsystems becomes a vital decision.
_________________
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One transmission medium will be designed and made for the KNX system (BUS EIB 2x2x0.8 KNX, the so-called KNX
green twisted pair), another for the LCN system (traditional 4-core cable, e.g. YDY 4x1.5 mm2 one of the cores being
responsible for transmitting telegrams; optionally cat. 5e twisted pair or optical fibre), still others for the BACNet system
(RS 485 bus cables or optional twisted pair cat. 5e), or the Grenton Polish system (GRENTON TF-Bus, 2x0.8 +
(2x2x0.5)). The solution to the problem of determining cable routes and locating devices already at the design stage and,
above all, when adapting existing buildings and installations, may be the use of wireless transmission media. The most
frequently used wireless technologies in IB systems are: radio frequency with the dominant Z-Wave standard, 2.4 GHz
frequency with the ZigBee standard and WiFi connectivity.

Modernization of an Existing Installation
Adaptation of existing building installations must always begin with the identification of needs as well as determination of
potential expansion possibilities and integration of individual systems. The inability to interfere with the structure of the
building does not allow the potential of IB systems to be used fully, but allows for at least partial integration of the systems
present in the building. Due to the described modernization of the existing and used building, systems based on sensors and
actuators, based on wireless connectivity, will be described in the following sections.

Heating System
The basic functionality of IB, increasing the comfort of use and significantly optimizing operating costs, is the preparation
of scenarios for starting the heating system depending on the time of the day and week, the presence of users or the
detection of windows opening in a given room. By using the “thermal schedules” – and additionally in the case of the
presence of a recuperation system – maintaining the set temperature without excessive cooling of the building is possible
without actually starting the heating system. Usually, the existing heating devices have autonomous controllers that control
the operation of the fuel feeder and the combustion process, and thus – the temperature obtained in the heating elements.
Due to the above, the control of the temperature of individual rooms may be limited to the replacement of thermostats at
radiators and underfloor heating with wireless radiator solenoid valves controlled centrally or locally in a given room.
Depending on the budget, additional wireless wall thermostats may be installed in the rooms in order to set a temperature
different than that assumed in the central device's schedule.
In order to fully integrate building systems, wall thermostats can have a built-in temperature and humidity sensor, thanks to
which an additional control of the ventilation and air conditioning system operations can be maintained. In order to save
thermal energy, the heating and air conditioning in a given room should be turned off when the window or front door is
opened. For this purpose, reed switches are used, additionally equipped with wireless communication and battery power.

Ventilation and Air Conditioning
The operation of the ventilation system is based on information from humidity and temperature sensors. By additionally
using CO2 sensors, information reflecting air pollution degree can be obtained. When the set value is exceeded,
information is sent to the actuator and the start of ventilation or air conditioning is executed.
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Fig 1. View of the configuration panel of the Eaton RF xComfort system
Figure 1 shows the configuration panel for one of the rooms shown in Eaton RF for the Eaton xComfort system.

Lighting
Adaptation of the lighting system in relation to traditional solutions may consist in implementing the possibility of
adjusting the intensity of lighting in rooms (instead of the sheer on/off function), enabling automatic and limited lighting of
the room at night (e.g. at the level of 20% of the power), after activating the motion sensor and ensuring that light sources
are automatically turned off when the room is empty. Most of the IB systems, based on wireless communication, allow the
installation of light dimming receivers inside installation boxes and the replacement of connectors with wireless buttons
connected to the above-mentioned actuator in a wireless way (e.g. xComfort, Fibaro, ZigBee). The function of the buttons
can also be replaced by control panels or mobile applications. When in use, the systems allow the switches and actuators to
be reprogrammed to operate in a manner analogous to cross (stair) switches, without the need to implement additional
cables. It is also possible to use pre-programmed light scenes. Most IB systems also allow the use of existing switches by
using transmitters with binary inputs as well as external devices by using sensors and actuators with analogue inputs. It
gives practically unlimited possibilities to control the operation of all devices.
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Fig. 2: Line control devices for luminaires connected in the LED2 circuit in the Eaton RF program of the xComfort
system
After configuring the control connection network in the Eaton RF of the xComfort system, it is possible to verify in the
settings of each receiver which devices can control its operation, determine how they do it, and edit the control method.
The view of the line control devices for luminaries connected in the LED2 circuit in Eaton RF is shown in Fig. 2.

Other Systems
If the building is equipped with electrically operated external roller shutters, it is possible to install control receivers in
installation boxes next to the motors. Thanks to this, it will be possible to: control the shutters from any control panel in the
building, remotely verify and control their closing status, prepare a scenario of closing all shutters in the building with one
control command. It is also possible to install flood detectors in rooms exposed to such a risk. The sensors can control the
operation of electronic valves that shut off the water supply. If the sensor informs about the flooding, the system closes the
main water valve and informs the owner about the situation. Flood sensors can also monitor the degree of filling of the
waste tank, in the absence of connection to the sewage system.

Remote Control of Devices
Typically, the most desirable feature of the IB is the remote status monitoring and control of devices. Most of the IB
system manufacturers offer dedicated devices or modules that allow you to control the system via the Internet, Internet
browser or with a mobile device. In a large part of intelligent building systems, such a device is also the control centre of
the entire IB system. Examples of such devices are the Smart Home Controller (SHC) of the xComfort system by Eaton, or
the Home Center of the Fibaro system. The device requires Internet connection and configuration of all devices that the
user wishes to control. Remote access takes place with the use of a logging system, the security of which is the
responsibility of the manufacturer. For this reason, it is worth choosing devices from reputable companies whose security
level allows to entrust access to building systems.
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Available Solutions
The available xComfort system solutions perfectly fit into the implementation of an intelligent installation without
interfering with the building structure. The operation and installation of the system are very intuitive and perfectly
described in its corresponding instructions. The software and system configuration can be executed using the dedicated
program provided by a manufacturer. In terms of the graphic design and functionality of the user interface, both the
software for the designer/installer and the user differ from others available on the market today. Eaton (previously Moeller)
is first and foremost a recognized manufacturer of hardware and software for the energy sector valuing reliability and
functionality above all, not necessarily going hand in hand with aesthetics and eye-catching graphics. In the subjective
opinion of the author, this is also the case with the xComfort system.
Fig. 3 shows an example of a project performed in Eaton RF. The red lines indicate the logical connection of the sensor
and the actuator or control device, e.g. Room Manager. Each line defines the functionality of a given connection and must
be separately configured. The Figure does not include connections from reed switches to 3 Room Manager and SHC
devices. The figure shows approx. 30% of the necessary lines to complete the entire line design.

Fig. 3: Design diagram in Eaton RF
Despite the above reservations, it should be clearly emphasized that the configuration of each device and connection is
very intuitive and uncomplicated. However, the graphic interface of the software prepared for smartphones allows to
assume that the IB system in question will still be developed by the manufacturer, also in the aesthetic aspect, which in the
case of intelligent building systems is of great importance. An alternative to the xComfort system can be IB systems, based
on ZigBee and Z-Wave technologies and characterised with the same conceptual assumptions.
An example of such a system is the Polish IB system called Fibaro. Its main advantage is high aesthetics of workmanship,
perfectly fitting into a modern interior. Moreover, the user interface is intuitive and detailed. The system can be voicecontrolled and fully fits into the Internet of Things (IoT) technology, enables full integration with modern multimedia
devices. Wireless communication provides symmetric AES 128 encryption. The system is controlled by the “Home
Center” technology with which all devices are integrated. The building can also be controlled remotely. As the system
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integrates to a much greater extent with the Internet and various devices, it is much more susceptible to attacks by
cybercriminals, and its security is definitely at the highest level.

Summary
The undoubted advantage of the popularity of intelligent building systems, the development of wireless technologies and
the Internet of Things is the fact that the number of compatible solutions available on the market is in constant growth and
thus, they are becoming accessible to a wider range of users. Simple and safe kits enabling the adaptation of existing
buildings and their remote control can be purchased for as little as several thousand zlotys, and then, if necessary, they can
be gradually expanded.
The factor most appreciated by IB users is the comfort of using integrated systems; however, from a practical point of view
the possibility of centralized control of their operation and monitoring of potential failures in one place is much more
important. At the investment stage, this allows for the optimization of the number of devices and the possibility of
implementing extended functionalities. At the operational stage, IB systems allow for significant financial savings, related
primarily to the optimization of the operation of the heating, air conditioning and lighting systems.
This work was financed by the Military University of Technology under research project no. UGB-854 on "Applications of
selected computer science, communication, and reconnaissance techniques in civil and military areas".
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Abstract
The publication was focused on a comparison study of the functions and operators of genetic algorithms available in the
Matlab environment. The research was carried out by solving an optimisation task aimed at reconstructing the surface
shape of the flaccid membrane of a pneumatic extracorporeal Ventricular Assist Device - VAD. The paper presents the
results of the experimental selection of the best set of selection, mutation and crossover functions to achieve the lowest
possible reconstruction error by determining the optimal distribution of markers for determining the membrane surface.
This task is a typical optimisation task consisting in searching the space of acceptable solutions. The correct distribution of
markers is important for the accuracy of modelling a membrane surface shape. Studies have been performed for a convex
membrane having a known mathematical description. The comparison criterion for the used sets of functions and operators
was the accuracy of mapping the obtained shape of the membrane surface in relation to the shape of the reference surface
(the reference). The membrane surface model is determined by recognising positions of markers of real membrane by
using visual and interpolation techniques in 3D space, as presented in a research study by Murawski (2015) and Sulej et al
(2017).

Keywords: Optimisation, Genetic Algorithms, Surface Reconstruction, Heart Aiding Pump
Introduction
Genetic algorithms considered in the paper belong to the classes of algorithms for solving difficult computational
problems, which include an example of the problem of determining optimal distribution of markers on the surface of the
VAD membrane. Genetic algorithms perform a search of the space of acceptable solutions by means of a simulated
evolution. The typical block diagram of genetic computations is shown in Figure 1. The key step of the algorithm is to
generate a new population through the use of selection function and the crossover and mutation operators.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the genetic algorithm
________________
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Selection follows the mechanism of survival in nature. It assumes that individuals with a high degree of adaptation will
survive and produce individuals reproducing “good” genetic material, while individuals with a low degree of adaptation
will be eliminated from the procreation process. An example of simplest selection is the proportional selection usually
using the roulette rule. Roulette is a suitably calibrated revolving disc, on which a sector of a size proportional to the
adaptation value is assigned to each chromosome from the population. Individuals with ‘good’ genetic material (parents)
are selected for reproduction with a probability proportional to the size of their sector. The popular selection methods are: a
method with stochastic residual selection, a tournament method, a ranking method or a threshold method. Such methods
were mentioned by Bäck at al (1997).
Crossover is the random pairing of individuals and results in an exchange of genetic material between them (exchange of
fragments of chromosomes’ code sequences). Crossover is likely to occur with some probability, known as the crossover
probability. The popular crossover methods are one-point, multi-point, heuristic or arithmetic crossovers, as mentioned by
Bäck et al (1997).
Mutation is the genetic operator for sustaining an appropriate population diversification, which is consequently intended to
provide a “good” exploration of the space of acceptable solutions. Mutation consists in making changes, with a low
probability, in the gene values of individual individuals.
Despite the continuous development of theory on the functions and operators of these algorithms, the evolutionary
computations are still parametrised for specific computation problems. Although many comparison studies and
parametrisation studies have been carried out – research studies by: Bäck et al (1997-1993), Rechenberg (1973), Spears et
al (1993), Eiben et al (2011) and Hancock (1997), there is still no universal recipe (for any computation problem) for
searching the space of solutions that allows for a rapid transition from sub-optimal to optimal solutions.
For example researches: Bäck (1994), Bäck et al (1991) and Hancock (1997), recognise the importance of proper selection
and parameterisation of the selection function, as too strong selection pressure can cause an algorithm to quickly get
“stuck” in a local optimum, while low selection pressure can generate random final results. Despite decades of research,
there is no general guidance and theoretical support on how to choose a good selection method for any problem.
Other studies highlight the particular importance of a good choice of the crossover operator. Genetic algorithms that do not
use crossover operators or use a single-point crossover operator lose out. The winning algorithms, as mentioned by Picek et
al (2010) and De Jong et al (1992), are in most cases algorithms with the uniform or double-point crossover.
Attempts have also been made to resolve the issue: which operator, mutation one or crossover one, has a greater impact on
the efficiency of a genetic algorithm. The result of the analyses, as shown by Spears (2000), was the statement that the
effect of the mutation operator on the performance of the genetic algorithm was greater than initially thought. Hence, the
study of the properties of the mutation operator is particularly justified when trying to explain the mechanisms of genetic
algorithms.
The quality of the results obtained by genetic algorithms depends on the size of the initial population, the time to find a
solution, the selection method chosen, the crossover and mutation operators and the probability of genetic operations.
Simple experiments with algorithms with various sets of functions and operators show that they perform differently in
finding optimal (suboptimal) solutions. For example, for the marker distribution optimisation task described later, with
varying selection of the set of genetic functions and operators, diametrically different results of the speed of reaching the
best solution are obtained. Figure 2 shows the examples of the markers’ distributions on the surface of the flaccid
membrane in the initial (random) state and in the state after genetic computations (Figures 5b) and the charts of fitness
values (objective function values) in subsequent iterations of computations for two sets: selection function - crossover
operator – mutation operator (Figure 3).

Fig. 2: Membrane shape before (random distribution of markers) and after genetic computation
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Fig. 3: The fitness value (the objective function value) for various sets of functions
and operators of evolutionary computations
As can easily be seen, in this case the tournament - heuristic - uniform set is characterised by a much faster decline in the
fitness value (the objective function value).

The tests run and the results obtained
The comparison study of functions and operators of genetic computations was based on the task to determine the optimal
distribution of markers on the surface of the VAD membrane. This is a difficult task that has no algorithmic solution,
especially for a flaccid membrane of indeterminate and irregular shape. The multidimensional space of acceptable
solutions may in this case be effectively searched by using genetic algorithms. Despite the continuous development of
evolutionary strategies and genetic algorithms, there is still no ‘universal recipe’ for searching the space of acceptable
solutions that allows a rapid transition from unacceptable solutions to optimal solutions and a set of suitably parameterised
functions and operators for a given task is selected experimentally.
The positioning of markers on the membrane surface is related to the accuracy of reconstructing the shape of its surface.
Reconstruction is carried out on the basis of information obtained from the image captured by the camera placed above the
membrane (Figure 4).
3 mm

6 mm

6 mm

a
b
c
Fig. 4: The view of the convex membrane (a) and the positions of the markers adopted (b)
and delineated on the image (c) – Murawski et al (2018)
The key step in determining the digital membrane model is to determine the positions of the markers distributed on its
actual surface. The reconstruction procedure is described in detail in [3]. It results in a grid of dots in 3D space and aims to
minimise a MSE error of a grid mapping, defined by the formula:

(1)
where:
– the dots of the grid of the reference surface,
– the dots of the grid of the mesh reconstructed,

a

b
Fig. 5: The example of membrane representation (a) and the MSE error area in relation
to the reference area (b) – Murawski et al(2018)
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The example of membrane representation and the mapping error chart are shown in Figure 5. Previous studies have used,
among others, evolutionary computation techniques to optimise the markers’ distribution. Murawski et al (2018) have
shown that greater reconstruction accuracy (lower MSE value) can be achieved by changing the distribution of markers
from a typical square grid to a ring marker grid (as indicated by the evolutionary computation). The test result is shown in
Figure 6.

a
b
c
Fig. 6: The uniform (square grid) distribution of markers (a) with MSE=0.032649, the ring distribution after 10000
iterations of evolutionary computations (b) and the top view (c) – MSE=0.005329
The comparison studies of the genetic algorithms available in the Matlab package were to answer the question what set of
functions and operators of evolutionary strategies should be used to determine the distribution of markers in order to
achieve the highest accuracy of the membrane model.
The functions and operators selected for the comparison studies are:
Selection functions: Roulette wheel function, stochastic uniform function and tournament function.
Crossover operators: Heuristic crossover, single-point crossover, arithmetic crossover and intermediate crossover.
Mutation operators: uniform mutation, Gaussian mutation and adaptive feasible mutation.
In the studies, each of the 49 markers was described by two coordinates defining its centre. Hence, a single individual was
represented by a vector with 98 elements (genes). The first values of genes were randomly drawn without repetition in such
a way that the markers (described by the coordinates of their centres) always fell within a circle of 35 mm radius. This
limitation was due to the membrane size adopted, which was 70 mm in diameter.
The fragment of the Matlab script for the selected set of functions of the genetic algorithm is presented below.
opts = gaoptimset(opts,'PopulationSize',PopSize);
opts = gaoptimset(opts,'PopInitRange',[-35;35]);
opts = gaoptimset(opts,'Generations',NumOfGen, ...
'StallGenLimit',NumOfGen);
opts = gaoptimset(opts,'SelectionFcn',@selectionroulette, ...
'FitnessScalingFcn',@fitscalingrank);
opts = gaoptimset(opts,'CrossoverFcn',@crossoverheuristic);
opts = gaoptimset(opts,'MutationFcn',@mutationuniform);
[xt,Fval,exitFlag,Output]= ga(FitnessFunction,numberOfVariables,opts);
The results of the studies carried out are summarised in the tables 1, 2 and figures 7, 8. The tables shall contain selected
results only, for the function sets and operators to achieve the lowest fitness value (objective function value) (MSE). The
study ended in all cases after 5000 iterations. The first observation (Table 1) showed that the mutation operator is the very
important operator. The best results were achieved for the uniform mutation operator.

Test No
1
2
3
8
9

Table 1: Selected test results – observation 1.
Selection
Crossover
Mutation
Roulette wheel
Heuristic
Uniform*
Roulette wheel
Heuristic
Gaussian
Roulette wheel
Heuristic
Adaptive feasible
Stochastic uniform
Heuristic
Uniform*
Stochastic uniform
Heuristic
Gaussian
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MSE
0.0036*
0.0125
0.0092
0.0045
0.0203
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10
14
15
16

Stochastic uniform
Tournament
Tournament
Tournament

Heuristic
Heuristic
Heuristic
Heuristic

Adaptive feasible
Uniform*
Gaussian
Adaptive feasible

0.0114
0.0065
0.0245
0.0114

Figure 7 shows an MSE chart showing the strength of the uniform mutation operator (the lowest MSE after 5000
iterations).

Fig. 7: MSE for the chosen selection function and the crossover operator for various mutation operators
Another observation of the test results showed the strength of the heuristic crossover operator and the roulette wheel
selection function. Together with the uniform mutation operator, this set allowed the lowest MSE=0.0036 value to be
achieved. Figure 8 shows a chart of MSE as a function of iteration number, demonstrating the strength of the roulette
wheel selection function (the fastest decline in the fitness value (the objective function value)). The best results were
marked with an asterisk in the tables 1, 2 .
Table 2: Selected test results – observation 2.
Test No

Selection

Crossover

Mutation

MSE

1

Roulette wheel*

Heuristic*

Uniform

0.0036

4

Roulette wheel

Single-point

Uniform

0.0058

6

Roulette wheel

Arithmetic

Uniform

0.0059

7

Roulette wheel

Intermediate

Uniform

0.0045

8

Stochastic uniform

Heuristic*

Uniform

0.0045

11

Stochastic uniform

Single-point

Uniform

0.0056

12

Stochastic uniform

Arithmetic

Uniform

0.0055

13

Stochastic uniform

Intermediate

Uniform

0.0066

14

Tournament

Heuristic*

Uniform

0.0065

17

Tournament

Single-point

Uniform

0.0065

18

Tournament

Arithmetic

Uniform

0.0066

19

Tournament

Intermediate

Uniform

0.0065
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Fig. 8: MSE for the chosen selection functions with the same sets of crossover and mutation operators
The results of the optimisation resulting from several experiments confirmed the appropriateness of searching for an
appropriate set of functions and operators of the genetic algorithm. It is shown that by careful selection of functions and
operators, the membrane surface reconstruction error can be minimised by an order of magnitude from MSE=0.032649 to
MSE=0.0036313 (Figure 9).

Fig. 9: The MSE error with uniform distribution of markers and for the markers determined by evolutionary
computations (roulette wheel selection (heuristic crossover – uniform mutation)

Conclusion
The main objective of the study was to select an appropriate set of functions and evolutionary computation operators for
indicating the optimal position of markers on the flaccid surface of the artificial heart membrane. The results obtained
indicate the legitimacy of such searches, as they allowed the membrane reconstruction error to be reduced by an order of
magnitude, which significantly increases the accuracy of estimating the volume of blood thrown out of VAD.
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Abstract
During the COVID-19 pandemic that has continued in Europe and worldwide since 2020, the structure of people visiting
Polish health resorts has changed. As a result of the partial or complete closure of spa and health resorts facilities, tourists
have become the main people visiting the resorts. As a result of the restriction of accommodation and catering services and
the closure of borders, the tourists visiting Polish health resorts were mainly residents of nearby towns and regions who did
not have to stay overnight. The period of the pandemic has become a specific test of the quality and scope of the functional
offer of public spaces accompanying spa infrastructure facilities. In order to find out which of the infrastructure elements
located in the area of selected resorts were the greatest attraction for tourists, a query was conducted on the Instagram and
Flickr social networks publishing photos of their users. At the same time, it was verified which of the attractions attracted
tourists, despite the prevailing pandemic.

Keywords: health resort, spa towns, Krynica-Zdrój, public spaces, spatial planning
Introduction
The history of many Polish spa towns (there are currently 45) dates back to the 19th century, but their spa and therapeutic
character has now significantly expanded towards tourist services and attractions (Durydiwka, 2014, p. 37) (Fig. 1). These
changes also affect the aspect of shaping public spaces, in the context of adapting their functional and spatial offer,
accessibility and attractiveness to the expectations of tourists and visitors (Gonda-Soroczyńska, 2016).
The attractiveness of public space in most publications on health resorts is nowadays assessed mainly from the perspective
of patients who use it temporarily or seasonally, but also from the perspective of an increasingly broader group of users,
i.e. tourists. During the COVID-19 pandemic prevailing in Europe and worldwide since 2020 onwards, the structure of
people visiting Polish health resorts has changed. As a result of the partial or total closure of spa and health resorts
facilities, tourists have become the main visitors to resorts. As a result of the reduction of accommodation and catering
services and the closure of borders, to a large extent the tourists visiting Polish spas were mainly residents of nearby towns
and regions who did not need to use accommodation.
This article attempts to answer the question of which elements of the infrastructure located in selected resorts in Poland
were the greatest attractions for arriving tourists. At the same time it was verified which of the attractions, despite the
prevailing pandemic, attracted the arriving tourists.

Research subject and methodology
Most spas in Poland represent a type of integrated spatial arrangement in which the spa layout is intertwined with the
centre of permanent settlement (Węcławowicz-Bilska, 2008, p. 11). As a result of the diversification of the type of services
________________
Cite this Article as: Slawomir DOROCKI and Dorota WANTUCH-MATLA “The Attractiveness of Public Spaces of Selected Polish
Spa Towns During The COVID-19 Pandemic (2020-2021)” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management
Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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in spas, which took place mainly after the economic transformations at the end of the 20th century, services aimed not only
at patients, but also at people seeking rest and relaxation (Szromek, Naramski, 2019) began to develop there.
In addition to the spa and wellness offer, spas have developed sports, tourist and gastronomic services as well as various
attractions related to recreation and active leisure (Faracik et al. 2014). With the development of services, a dedicated
infrastructure emerged. The public infrastructure located in spas during the pandemic period was of particular importance.

Fig. 1. Spa towns in Poland. Author: S. Dorocki.
The proximity and accessibility to valuable natural areas also became important and many spas developed around them.
As a result of the closure of tourist facilities, tourist activity has shifted from closed facilities to open public space. In this
study, selected health resorts in Poland were surveyed. The study consisted of a search of some of the world's largest social
networking sites collecting photos of their users: Flickr and Instagram. In the literature on the subject many examples of
research on human behaviour in public space, in terms of identifying the most attractive places (Gehl, 2006; Kitazawa, &
Batty, 2004) or routes of movement (Hiller, 2007; Clifton, et al. 2007; Battista, Manaugh, 2019) can be found. Today, the
analysis of photos is also becoming a repeatedly used tool for determining a tourist destination and tourist attraction
(Hanan, Putit, 2013; Lee at al. 2015; Minazzi, 2015; Palazzo, at all. 2021). The social networking tool was also used in a
slightly different approach to analyse the login data of Twitter users in order to observe the changes in the dynamics of
social behaviour in the urbanised space (Iranmanesh, Atun, 2020).
The research encompassed all the photos posted on the portal with the hashtag #username_uzdrowisko within a year from
March 2020 to March 2021, i.e. during the period of the pandemic prevailing in Poland (10th March – the first restrictions
in Poland: cancellation of mass events planned in open space ≥ 1000 participants and ≥ 500 people for events taking place
in closed space). During the time period covered by the study, there were periods of partial lifting of restrictions during the
summer. At the same time, a large part of the spas located in the south of the country during this period was covered by the
so-called red zone, which almost completely restricted any tourist activities. Another almost complete limitation of tourist
services took place in October 2020. Therefore, it can be concluded that apart from the short period of several summer
weeks in the examined locations the therapeutic and tourist functions were fully or partially limited. The above study was
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developed based on the results of similar studies carried out in the previous year, in the short period from about 18th March
to 20th June 2019 in the Krynica-Zdrój health resort. It made it possible to capture a noticeable change in the perception of
the attractiveness of individual areas of the spa in the time before and during the pandemic.

The importance of public space in spa towns
The last decades of the twentieth century, but also the first decades of the twenty-first century saw an increased interest in
public space, including both the way it is shaped and the social dimension of its functioning in the context of the following
civilizational and cultural transformations (Jacobs, 1993; Sennet, 1996; Malone, 2002; Banerjee, 2013; Bierwiaczonek,
2016). The relationships between the physical and spatial features of public spaces and the way people use public spaces
have become the subject of interdisciplinary research, also by many architects and urban planners (Gehl, 2006, 2010, 2013;
Whyte, 2009; Mehta, Bosson, 2018). It has become obvious that, on the one hand, the role of public spaces is not only to
make the surroundings more attractive for urban buildings, but also to create an attractive and inspiring living environment
(Goldhagen Williams, 2017; Wantuch-Matla, 2016).
In the era of a pandemic, after the closure of many sectors of social activity, despite many restrictions, public space has
become the main and often the only place for meeting various social needs to respond to the specificity of the situation of
recurring pandemic periods (UN, 2020). In this context, it was stated that urbanised space must be shaped in this way. The
brochure "UN-Habitat Guidance on COVID-19 and Public Space" indicates, inter alia, that "public spaces are an important
asset in a time of crisis" (UN Habitat, 2020). In order to maintain appropriate social distances (Salama, 2020), going far
beyond the framework of everyday proxemic dependencies (Hall, 2009), public space has become strongly changed by
restrictions related to COVID-19 (Honey-Rosés, Anguelovski et al., 2020). Not infrequently, it is also almost the only
available place of activity. The pandemic influenced the changes in lifestyle and behaviour patterns in public spaces,
forcing us to reflect on the relationship between public health and the accessibility of public spaces, especially green
infrastructure (Hanzl, 2020).
Public space is an important crystallising element of any urban structure, but in the case of health resorts it is of particular
importance. The process of urban design in spa towns is largely dependent on the specific conditions of shaping public
space, conducive to the implementation of therapeutic functions (Węcławowicz-Bilska, 2008, p. 11). Treatment in such
centres takes place not only in closed facilities and with the use of medical devices located in the open space, but also
throughout the town. Hence, it is not indifferent to how this space looks and functions (Węcławowicz-Bilska, 2008, p. 17).
Spaces related to greenery and nature have a therapeutic effect (Pouso, Borja et al., 2020; Derks, Giessen et al., 2020)
which began to be noticed and appreciated at the beginning of the 19th century in the context of thinking about spaces
related to treatments and healing (Collins, 2020, pp. 9-18). The time of the pandemic additionally strengthened this aspect
of its existence in spas, when it became the main platform for meeting the needs and social activities of local residents and
tourists, but also in these exceptional circumstances it verified the attributes of its attractiveness. Its perception was mainly
influenced by its quality and typological and functional offer of public spaces, their extensive and diverse network within
and outside the town. In addition, resources such as fresh air, open space, and the availability of nature and forests became
other important attributes (Yang, Xiang, 2021). These elements became spaces of therapy for the whole society during the
lockdown period. How we spend our leisure time in the period before and during the pandemic largely depends on the
quality and design of our immediate environment. „Our social identity is determined by the way we spend our leisure at
least as much as by the work we do or the possessions we own” (Metz, 2002, s. 8; Ryan, 2006, s. 11). The experience of
the pandemic additionally makes it necessary to complete the issue of the quality of public spaces in terms of including an
additional attribute in their assessment: usefulness in crisis situations, such as a prolonged lockdown period (Zecca,
Gaglione, Laing, 2020). The public space of spa towns, in the period of closure of health resorts and treatment facilities
and the limitation of hotel and catering services, was largely deserted without a large group of patients. However, the crisis
situation made it possible to verify its potential as a destination for people looking for a safe, culturally and naturally
attractive space for social activity.

Research results and findings
In order to learn about the preferences of tourists visiting selected health resorts in Poland, a search was made of social
networking sites that publish photographs of their users. The ubiquity of the possibility to take photographs influences the
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high egalitarianism of this form of documentation. However, it should be noted that it is the domain of young people
(mainly women) and middle-aged people up to about 40-50 years old (such people dominate the photos, although older
people also appear) (Poushter, et all. 2018). A total of 6618 photos from eight selected health resorts was analysed, which
according to a preliminary study, are the most popular among tourists. Among the analysed resorts,

Fig. 2. The structure of the query results showing the number of photos qualified for the analysis - showing public
spaces in the examined localities and at the interface with them, described with hashtags. Source: own study based
on survey data.
approximately 27% of photos were tagged with the hashtag #krynicazdroj (Krynica-Zdrój health resort) and approximately
20% with #muszyna (Muszyna) and #ciechocinek (Ciechocinek), respectively (Fig. 2). Szczawnica was also popular
among portal users with a share of about 13%. The remaining spas were not so popular among the Internet users, which
may also be related to the structure of tourists visiting them. In the case of Krynica-Zdrój and Muszyna, which are about 10
km away from each other, they create a bipolar tourist system, where Muszyna benefits from the popularity and reputation
of Krynica-Zdrój. Additionally, Muszyna has developed services in its area that complement the offer for tourists from
Krynica. An example is the sensory gardens, which attract tourists of all ages (Bernat, 2018).
Based on the conducted photo query, it can be concluded that among all the photos, those related to sport and tourism
(about 6,000 photos), i.e. 90% of the total iconography, dominate. This may result from a pandemic situation and the
closure of health and catering facilities in health resorts. On the other hand, a large part of the attractions and offers for
tourists in spas are services related to this type of activity. It is particularly visible in mountain resorts, where mountain
hiking and biking are developing, and during the pandemic and the closure of ski resorts, also cross-country and tourist
skiing (Dorocki, Brzegowy 2014).
In the area of tourist activity in resorts, no clearly dominant variety was observed. Tourists took photos mainly outside the
town (22% of photos), in parks and green areas (approximately 18%) and in areas with spa buildings and tourist facilities
(approximately 16% each). Due to the circumstances of the pandemic, it seems exceptional that sports and recreational
activities were often carried out outside the designated areas. However, as previously mentioned, sports facilities, as well
as ski centres, ice rinks and swimming pools were closed for the greater part of the analysed period.
The conducted analysis probably confirms the regularities independent of the pandemic situation. Food services are mainly
located in the centre of the resorts, while spa and wellness services are located in the spa facilities. Cultural events also
take place in the city centre, although their number was very limited due to the pandemic. It should be noted that for
tourists who were forced to stay in the open space, for most of the analysed period, an attractive element was the tourism
space surrounding spa towns, but also the surroundings of spa and tourist buildings and park greenery. It should be noted
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that the closure of accommodation facilities also contributed to the increase in the popularity of caravanning even in
winter.
As the individual spas differ in the number of photographs analysed, relative values were calculated as a percentage of the
total number of photographs. In order to be able to compare the structure of the spatial activity of tourists, their
Tab. 1. Type of area and activity on the analysed photographs. Source: own study based on survey data. Source:
own study based on survey data.

Tab. 2. The type of area in selected spas in the analysed photos. Source: own study based on survey data. Source:
own study based on survey data.

average value and the variability index were then calculated. When analysing the average values, the photos most often
showed natural areas outside the town (approximately 29%) as well as parks and green areas within the town
(approximately 16%). A high average share was also recorded for photos classified as: surrounding important tourist
attractions / facilities (15.7%). The lowest value was recorded for sports and recreational spaces (2.5%). This result was
influenced by the lack of such areas in the photos of Krynica-Zdrój and Lądek Zdrój. High diversification can be observed
in attractiveness of particular types of areas in the analysed resorts (coefficient of variation). The highest value of
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variability was noted in the case of infrastructure and tourist attractions (1.1). This was due to the fact that e.g. in KrynicaZdrój over 40% of the photographs depicted the above mentioned type of terrain. While in neighbouring Muszyna it was
less than 2% of all photographs. A high score of 0.81 was recorded for park greenery, which had high values in the
photographs from Ciechocinek and Busko Zdrój. While there were no such photos in Krynica and a small share of them in
Duszniki-Zdrój and Lądek Zdrój. The smallest variation was observed in the case of nature and peripheral areas of the spa
(value 0.5). Apart from Krynica-Zdrój all other health resorts had a high percentage of photographs located in this type of
terrain (Tab. 1; Tab. 2).
According to the share of photos, it is possible to try to indicate which of the areas is the most attractive for tourists in
individual towns. The largest unit share was recorded in Duszniki Zdrój, for natural areas located outside the town (about
79% of the photos). An important fact, however, is that in Duszniki on the outskirts of the town there is a spa park covering
an area of 5.4 hectares. The Mineral Water Pump Room and other healing and tourist facilities in the park may make this
area very attractive. Another element influencing this result is the Stołowe Mountains National Park located in the vicinity
of the health resort. The National Park was visited by a total of over 470,000 tourists in the summer in 2020, while in the
winter of 2020-2021 it was almost four times more than the year before.
Other resorts with a strong dominance of one type of tourist activity area are Ciechocinek, where park greenery dominates,
and Krynica-Zdrój, where tourist facilities can be seen mainly in the photos. In the case of Ciechocinek, it should be noted
that four parks are located within its area, the largest of which, the Spa Park, covers an area of 19 ha. In Krynica-Zdrój, on
the other hand, the most popular attraction was the viewing tower put into use in 2019 - the treetop walk in Słotwiny
(Czernik 2019). Other attractions of Krynica are the gondola lift to Jaworzyna Krynicka and the funicular railway to
Parkowa Mountain (Dorocki 2016). The photographs of peripheral areas in Muszyna also have a high share, almost 40%.
These are mainly sensory gardens located in the area of Zapopradzie and the areas of Szczawnik and Złocki located
peripheral to the town, which are the areas with tourist infrastructure, e.g. swimming pools (Bonarska-Treit, 2013) (Fig. 3).
No dominant type of attraction was recorded in the case of Szczawnica (coefficient of variation 0.7). The largest share
among the published photographs in this resort were of natural areas located outside the spa (related to the Dunajec Gorge
in the Pieniny Mountains and the Pieniny National Park). However, the share of other types of distinguished areas in the
photos is similar.
The analysis of the share of photos in terms of the activity of tourists presented in the photos is dominated by sport and
recreation (average 91%). This is usually mountain hiking, but also cycling, nordic walking, cross-country skiing and
mountain running. Pictures in bathing suits in the snow, walrusing and sledging, which were unlikely to happen in the
previous years, turned out to be new in the winter season. Only in the case of Busko-Zdrój a high share of spa & wellness
services (24%) and therapeutic activities was recorded, while in the case of Szczawnica 16% were the photos related to the
use of catering services.
Among the analysed resorts, despite the domination of recreational and tourist activities in all the localities (Tab. 3), there
is no identical pattern in the spatial localisation of all the selected activities. Analysing the type of tourist activities
presented in the photos and their location, it is possible to refer to marginal distributions summing up their share. The most
similar in this respect are Lądek-Zdrój and Iwonicz-Zdrój, where there is a dominance of sports and recreational activities
associated with tourist facilities. Krynica has the same layout, but the share of tourist facilities is much higher there than in
the case of the first two spas mentioned. Similarly, Busko-Zdrój and Ciechocinek have the same marginal distribution, but
different shares of the highest values in the system of the presented activity, i.e. sport and recreation realised in the green
spaces of the localities. Another indicator may be the distributions of zero values and maximum values (in our case, the
highest values were selected, giving the sum of more than 50% of all photos) (Tab. 4). The system of zero values has not
been repeated in any spa. This proves the different nature of the development and the attractions offered in the analysed
spas. It should be remembered that this analysis is correct assuming that the preferences of tourists in Poland are the same,
but they will only change over time. Among the analysed spas, therefore, we have one that has one dominant attraction
implemented in one type of location. Duszniki -Zdrój can serve as an example, where recreation and sport are dominated
by green areas in the town (which constitutes approximately 79% of all published photos), as well as Ciechocinek (46.4%
of all photos). Szczawnica is also characterised by a high share of sports and recreation activities in green areas outside the
town, but with a high share of other types of attractions and different locations. Spa specialisations can also be determined
by the number of null values. The largest number of blank fields was in the case of Busko-Zdrój (29 null fields) (with a
small number of analysed images) and Krynica (27). Iwonicz also had high values (23 blank fields).
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In conclusion, the reference was made to the average shares of all analysed spas (Tab. 5). Among the activities presented in
the photos the highest value was recorded in the case of recreation and sport (almost 89% of the average share). This may
result from the age structure of the authors of the photos, who are mainly young people, as well as their preference in
making this form of activity public. Young people prefer active leisure, which is strongly created

Fig. 3. Examples of photographs taken during the last year: a.) Busko Zdrój; b.) Ciechocinek; c.) Duszniki Zdrój;
d.) Iwonicz Zdrój; e.) Krynica Zdrój; f.) Lądek Zdrój; g.) Muszyna; h.) Szczawnica. Source: own study based on
survey data.
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Tab.3: Types of activity according to the photos analysed.

Source: own study based on survey data.

Tab. 4: Types of activity according to the analysed photographs in the spas.

Source: own study based on survey data.
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Tab. 5. Average share of activities according to the analysed photos in the spas.

Source: own study based on survey data.

in mass culture (Iwanicka, Soroka, 2020). In the case of the location of documented activity, green areas located outside
the centre of the spa dominate, however, this share is small (about 30%), while other types of land provide a similar share.

The case of the town of Krynica-Zdrój
A search of photos on the analysed web portals indicated the availability of the largest number of images for KrynicaZdrój, which may also attest to its greatest attractiveness among visitors. The case of Krynica and the attractiveness of its
public spaces can therefore be examined in more detail. The urban layout of today's Krynica developed from a rural
structure, and a particular flourishing of its public spaces took place in the second half of the 19th century (Buczek,
Quirini-Popławski, 2009). This period saw an intensive development of the spa function, which was conditioned by the
positive influence of the local natural conditions (Tolwiński, 1929, p. 52). On the basis of the original "three-finger" layout
of the main axes delineated by the valleys and creek beds (the Kryniczanka and the Palenica), both spa and town functions
developed. In the second half of the twentieth and the beginning of the twenty-first century, the village expanded strongly
both in northern and southern directions, gaining over time numerous branches along the valleys of the local streams: the
Słotwinka and the Czarny Potok (Bajwoluk, 2014).
The main public space of the town and at the same time the core of the spa function is the historic Deptak, which is a
walking route and is connected with the first mineral water intake - Zdrój Główny (Filas-Zając, p. 34). Along this
promenade the most representative buildings of the health resort are located. The main communication axis stretches along
the eastern bank of the Kryniczanka River, but at the same time it is connected by numerous footbridges with its western
bank. It is a kind of extension of the Deptak, where in the historic and modern buildings there are numerous cafes,
restaurants, shops and guest houses. The functional and spatial arrangement of the promenade itself is typologically
diverse. It links the elements for pedestrian traffic flow with the "stop" zones, as well as small squares and the widest main
part of the promenade. Thanks to the diversity of the width of the promenade, its strips and functional zones, the resulting
longitudinal layout constitutes a specific sequence of interpenetrating, interconnected urban interiors of different scale and
character. In the immediate vicinity of the Deptak, there are fluid connections with other potentially attractive public
spaces: the recently modernised Dukieta Park, the green continuation of Nikifor Alley with its adjacent square - Polana
Janówka, and the green squares located between Piłsudskiego and Cicha Streets. The Slotwinski Park in the north part of
the spa is a little further. Another attraction are numerous recreational paths leading from the centre of the resort to the
slopes of Parkowa Mountain. The promenade's northern extension are the pedestrian routes situated along Piłsudskiego
Street (the main vehicular route in Krynica), and in the north-eastern direction, along the Palenica stream bed, there is
Nikifor Krynicki's alley, from which one can get to the lower funicular railway station to the top of Parkowa Mountain.
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The upper station and the surrounding area partly function as a kind of viewing platform and multifunctional public space,
which is also accessible via forest walks.
During the first period of the lockdown the operation of the funicular railway was closed, but in May it was reopened,
transporting customers in the so-called sanitary regime. In the summer season, the attendance was so high that all the
scheduled runs of the funicular railway were held. In September, it was closed due to a planned renovation. It was still
possible to get to the top of the mountain through forest paths of the Spa Park stretching on its slopes. During the entire
period of the pandemic, until now, the activities of the previously popular attractions for tourists at the top of the mountain
have been completely suspended: pontoon slides, a rope park, as well as small commercial stands and a playground for
children, as well as a funicular railway located in the building restaurants.
The compact structure of centrally located public spaces is typologically rich and has a diversified, gradually expanded
functional offer. On the other hand, expanding residential areas away from it have access only to pedestrian routes
coexisting with car routes. Apart from the tourist zone of the centre, there is a lower level of investment in public space, its
lower standard in terms of technical condition and quality of equipment. There is a visible shortage of public spaces,
typologically extending beyond street pedestrian routes, which could diversify the surroundings and lifestyle of residents,
such as small local pocket squares or playgrounds, as well as enhance the quality of the built environment.
Krynica has an extensive network of public spaces of a recreational and sporting nature, the infrastructure of which is
gradually being expanded. Within the resort area there are numerous walking and bicycle paths (including a 12-kilometrelong section of the VeloKrynica pedestrian and bicycle path connecting the town centre with the village of Powroźnik in
the Muszyna commune, which is also an element of the Eurovelo international route). There are also cross-country skiing
trails located around the resort between Krynica-Zdrój and the smaller village of Tylicz.
The offer of Krynica's tourist attractions has been enriched in recent years by the addition of a viewing tower and a path 'in
the treetops' within the Słotwiny Arena resort, which has significantly increased traffic in the area - both vehicular and
pedestrian. However, this is an example of a private facility, made available to the public for a fee, so it is a type of space
where access barrier may be material status. It is therefore difficult to call it a public space sensu stricto, the essence of
which is material and non-material accessibility.
The ski infrastructure on Jaworzyna Krynicka is also an important attraction, and during the COVID-19 period, especially
the gondola lift there, which in non-pandemic conditions during one hour can serve 1600 people. The development of the
ski station on Jaworzyna Krynicka and the increase in popularity of winter recreation influenced the activation of other ski
stations in the Krynica region (Dorocki, 2016). This led to the creation of a service cluster based on winter recreation with
facilities of four ski stations: two stations in Krynica (Henryk Ski and Słotwiny ski complex) and two stations in nearby
Tylicz (Master Ski and Tylicz Ski). These stations offer a total of 18 ski lifts and 25 km of ski runs.
It should be noted that the free transport between the ski stations in Tylicz and Krynica, which has been in operation for
several years, has significantly changed the direction of skiing activities of tourists coming to the resort. Also the town of
Muszyna, located in the neighbourhood of Krynica-Zdrój, is part of the described spa cluster. It is noticeable in the photos,
where under the hashtag Krynica we can find both photos from Tylicz and Muszyna.
During the pandemic period, ski slopes were alternately opened and closed during the winter season. An interesting
phenomenon was that when they remained closed many of them continued to be popular. Many visitors started hiking on
the slopes or adapted parts of them for casual family snow play and sledding. The adjacent green areas, such as the hiking
and cross-country skiing trails on Jaworzyna Krynicka, also proved attractive. Another important element of infrastructure
turned out to be car parks located by the slopes, which are used by camping vehicles and tourists going on mountain trips.

The phenomenon of variability of preferences over time
The research results obtained for Krynica were compared with a similar analysis carried out in the year preceding the
"COVID-19 time" for Krynica, although in a more narrowed period. This interesting comparison of the results made it
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possible to confirm that the perception of the attractiveness of individual spa areas changed during the pandemic compared
to the time preceding it.
In the 2019 study, a search for photographs on the online photo portal Instagram and a search for photographs tagged with
#krynicazdroj was performed to collate the objects photographed or those that formed the background of the photographs.
The search included photographs taken from around 18th March to 20th June. However, despite the pandemic and
coronavirus-related service restrictions, the number of photos analysed was very similar in 2019 - 426, and in 2020 - 489.
The theme of the change in the perception of the attractiveness of particular areas of the resort is particularly illustrated by
the case of the previously mentioned private investment opened in the late summer 2019: a walking path in the treetops in
the Słotwiny-Arena area. This investment, thanks to its innovation (the first such attraction in Poland) and advertising, has
changed the ranking of attractions visited by tourists in Krynica-Zdrój.
In 2020, about 39% of the photographs showed the path in the treetops, while a year earlier there were only 4 photographs
documenting the emerging investment. Its popularity is not only due to its innovation, but also its universality, as it is
addressed to both young and old people, active tourists and patients (although in the latter case the lack of photos with the
elderly may result from the closure of health resorts due to the pandemic). Other facilities with an increase in the number
of photos taken were the Jan Pump Room and its surroundings, renovated in recent years, and the Słotwiński Park, located
peripheral to the spa centre, with a brine graduation tower. This proves the great interest of tourists in new attractions and
the demand for new public investments.
Tab. 6. The number and share of photos related to public space in Krynica-Zdrój. Source: own elaboration based
on https://www.instagram.com/.

Another dominant tourist destination in both analysed years was the promenade, where historic buildings and fountains
were popular among others. Other attractions were Parkowa Mountain with the funicular railway and Jaworzyna Krynicka
with the gondola lift. The forests surrounding the spa are eagerly visited by tourists. In this case, they were mainly tourists
practicing active recreation, including mountain biking and running. It should be noted that the search did not include
photographs of sporting events and competitions. While locating the photos it was noticed that tourists coming to KrynicaZdrój before the pandemic rarely ventured outside the main tourist regions of the health resort expecting at the same time a
diverse and innovative recreational offer in the strict tourist centre of the town. However, during the pandemic period,
forest areas and active recreation were more popular. It is interesting to note that in spite of the rules, very few people were
photographed wearing masks, which were probably taken off to take photos, or which were evidence of sports activities
(Tab. 6).
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Discussion
The conducted research points to interesting conclusions regarding the behaviour and preferences of users of public spaces
of spas in the COVID-19 era. They confirm the tendency to choose green, open spaces, but also the attractiveness of the
surroundings of spa infrastructure facilities or related tourist attractions. However, the adopted method of research does not
allow for a more detailed separation of groups of users, authors of photographs, among whom, in addition to people from
outside the health resorts, may also be local residents, during the pandemic "rediscovering" the charms of their own
localities. As mentioned earlier, the formula of documenting one's activities with the help of media such as Instgram or
Flickr is particularly close to young and middle-aged people. A difficult group to capture are people in the slightly older
and senior age group. In order to identify both "locals" and "visitors" as well as to distinguish between age groups, it seems
necessary to carry out additional periodic surveys in the field. The research results discussed above indicate that the
pandemic period has awakened the need for different types of physical activity and different forms of recreation in public
spaces. It has also necessarily influenced the activation of interest in the functional offer of public spaces in one's own
locality, but also the search for interesting destinations outside it and in the region. On the other hand, the period of the
pandemic reduced the possibility of enjoying other forms of recreation and entertainment by closing cultural, art and
entertainment facilities. Therefore, it could be argued that people coming to the spas were forced to stay outside and adapt
their activities to this fact.

Summary and conclusions
The survey indicated that spa resorts in the Covid-19 period remain a popular tourist destination and their main public
spaces related to the surroundings of the spa infrastructure, most often associated with greenery (spa parks, promenades,
boardwalks) are still popularly visited. However, nature-related attractions located on the periphery of the spas have
become an important complement to their offer in this particular period. The combination of the qualities offered by the
functional offer of public spaces inside and outside the resort has placed several resorts among the most popular
destinations. These are: Krynica-Zdrój, Muszyna, Ciechocinek and Szczawnica.
The advantage of spa towns is that in most cases they are located in regions with attractive natural environment, which,
apart from the obvious offer of their internal spa infrastructure, is also a value that attracts visitors. This applies mainly to
mountain areas, but not only - city parks have become an important magnet for visitors. Tourists visiting spa resorts need a
stimulus to take up tourist activity. These include all kinds of attractions from mountain shelters, viewing towers or
recognisable religious sites. Indeed, many such stimuli can be found in the spa environment. Most non-sporting activities
(in sport, it is the distance covered in km or the elevation gain that counts) are done in order to reach a specific identifiable
destination. In addition, any chairlifts or gondola lifts (made available during pandemic times under the appropriate
sanitary regime) are an additional attraction.
In spas located outside mountain regions, green areas located within the resort or on the periphery of the resorts are an
important element. In this case we are more concerned with recreation than sport. However, in both cases such a high
proportion of photos of natural areas outside or within the resorts is related to the pandemic situation.
The pandemic period proves to be a kind of test of the quality and scope of the functional offer of public spaces as such.
Despite numerous restrictions, also concerning direct human interactions - spacing, distance, not shaking hands, walking in
small groups, new assembly rules (WHO, access: 05.03.2021) - they have made people appreciate the value of public
space. In many ways, containment and physical distancing measures have contributed to an increased recognition of the
importance of public space as a gathering place and key tools for meeting people’s basic needs (Broudehoux, A-M., 2021).
The public space of health resorts, the structure of which has been developed for decades, was intentionally shaped as a
kind of supplement to therapeutic functions - as an open-air salon, a place of interaction of patients, a space having a
therapeutic effect - has become a desirable destination in times of pandemics. Its development in the form of trails, routes
and tourist attractions near spa locations has strongly reinforced this impact.
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Abstract
Polish e-commerce with 30 percent increase in turnover and with the value of 15 billion EUR in 2020 is one of the most
dynamically growing European markets. Despite the fact, that e-commerce in Poland is still only a small part of total retail
sales compared to Western markets, the competition is increasing. Therefore, it is worth undertaking the task of presenting
the current state of development of the e-commerce market in Poland as well as indicating possible possibilities for its
further development.
In order to do that author presented the characteristics of the Polish e-commerce supply side as well as the demand side. On
one hand main market strategies of e-commerce sellers were described. On the other hand the basic behaviors and
expectations of the consumer were also depicted. In the article the most recently available data on e-commerce in Poland
were used. At the end some final remarks as well as some possible development directions of the Polish e-commerce
market were made. Among others, the authors concluded that, achieving further e-commerce development in Poland will
be possible especially in case of:
•
•

•

developing new business models for e-commerce,
further unification of international e-commerce regulation, including those within the EU,
improving the safety of e-payments.

Keywords: e-commerce, Poland, e-business strategies.
Use the word “Abstract” as the title for the abstract section. The abstract should be no more than 250 words. It should
capture research motivation, research Design/methodology, and main findings and implications. The abstract should
provide an excellent summary of the paper.

Introduction
E-commerce market in Poland is subject to development and transformation, which are associated with changes observed
in the development of telecommunications infrastructure, requirements from the demand-side (e-buyers), and increasing
competition among e-retailers as well as between e-retailers and traditional businesses.
The aim of the article is to presents the basic directions of development of e-commerce in Poland in 2006-2020, indication
of the main reasons for this development as well as factors that limit this expansion. The author assumed that during the
above mentioned period Polish e-commerce market was shaped by different factors at an earlier time and different in the
last years. In order to accomplish this purpose author used data on the value of e-commerce market in Poland in
comparison to other countries.section should follow keywords.

E-commerce in Poland
E-commerce is commonly defined as the use of the Internet, digital communications and information technology (Kubiak,
2003, pp. 86-87) to enable the process of buying and selling (Gersch, 2000, p. 2; Szpringer, 2000, pp. 22-26; Kaapke,
2001). Its operation requires the creation of an electronic form of contacts of the company with its customers and business
partners.

________________
Cite this Article as: Maciej CZAPLEWSKI “Polish E-Commerce Market and Its Evaluation” Proceedings of the 37th International
Business Information Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4,
ISSN: 2767-9640
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It is also an important step in building e-business solutions that require support of e-commerce elements with IT
technology used in the implementation of internal processes of the company and ensuring the full integration of external
business relations with existing internal processes (Hausladen, 2006, p. 65). Particular phases of e-business development
are presented in Figure 1.

Degree of business
model change
e-business

integrated
on-line business
on-line business

presence on the
Internet

e-business

Fig. 1: Phase of e-business development
Source: (Krawiec, 2008, p. 218).

The main advantages of e-commerce are, for example:
•
•
•

faster buying and selling procedures,
possibility to buy and sell 24 hours a day,
no theoretical geographic limitations.

These benefits have a direct impact on customers' growing interest in e-commerce services and the overall value growth of
e-commerce market. This growth can be observed both in the U.S., Asian and European markets, with the highest increase
rate on the Asian market. This is presented by Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Turnover of e-commerce in the U.S., Europe and Asia (in billion U.S. dollars)
Source: Own elaboration based on data collected and averaged from: (Ecommerce News, 2019; Ecommerce News, 2020; Research and
markets, 2021; DGP, 2011; PostNord 2020, p. 4; J.P. Morgan, 2019; Digital Commerce, 2021).

Also the retail e-commerce sales worldwide are increasing yearly. Additionally the percentage of online sales in the total
retail sales is rising. However with each year the growth rate will be losing its speed and most probably falling below 20%
threshold. All the above mentioned information as well as forecast until the year 2023 are graphically shown on Figure 3.

Fig. 3: E-commerce sales worldwide between 2017 and 2020 and forecast until 2023
(in trillions of U.S. dollars and in %)
Source: (eMarketer, 2020).
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Asia shows the highest retail e-commerce sales growth % change reaching 25% annually while North America’s growth
rate amounts 14,5% followed by Western European market with only 10,2% growth (eMarketer, 2019). Against the
backdrop of those latter mentioned markets, Eastern and Central European e-commerce markets shows significant growth
reaching solid 20%.
In Europe, the highest value shows the e-commerce market in the Great Britain. However, among the European countries
where e-commerce markets have high growth is the Polish market. Growth rate of the Polish e-commerce market in the
years 2001-2020 is shown in Figure 4.
17005
14721
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10279
9137
7995
7107
5584

2795

3409 3807

4315 4188

2048
482,5 787
27,5 84 187

1269

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Fig. 4: Value of the Polish e-commerce market in the years 2001-2020 (in million U.S. dollars)
Source: Own elaboration based on data collected and averaged from: (Gemius, 2021; eKomersiak, 2020, SMB, 2011).

The analysis carried out by PwC shows also that in 2026 the gross value of the Polish e-commerce market will be at the
level of around 41 billion USD (162 billion PLN – Polish Złoty). This means an average annual increase of 12% (PWC,
2021).

Characteristics of the Polish E-Commerce Supply Side
Due to the pandemic and subsequent lockdowns, many companies accelerated the process of digital transformation,
focusing on the development of online channels. In the last year, the group of consumers using the online form of shopping
has significantly increased. Importantly, almost 85% of Poles declare that even after the end of the pandemic, they do not
intend to reduce the frequency of e-shopping. This will be a steady double-digit growth over the coming years.
However, even before the COVID19 times, the main feature of the Polish market of e-commerce was the rapid increase in
the number of online shops. This information is shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5: Number of online stores in Poland in 2006-2020 (in thousands)
Source: Own elaboration on the base of: (Sklepy 24, 2010; PWC 2021).

The data presented in Figure 5 indicate that in the year 2010 around 24% of existing trading companies led sale on the
internet (had e-shops). Polish position in this respect compared to other, EU countries is average. Currently, approx. 150
thousand Polish trade enterprises sell their products and services via the Internet (PWC, 2021). On the other hand, at the
end of September 2020, the Central Statistical Office in Poland estimated the number of entities actively engaged in
commercial activities at 460,000 (COIG, 2021).They use both their own stores and marketplace platforms popular among
consumers. PwC experts emphasize that compared to Western European countries, Poland still has a relatively small
number of online stores, therefore their number may increase significantly in the coming years.
Despite the development of e-commerce in Poland, this kind of trade still represents only 5,5% of total retail sales
(money.pl, 2020) compared to 3% in 2010. Despite the relatively quick growth due to the COVID19 and exceeding 8% in
2021, these numbers are still not very high. But one should keep in mind the direct and indirect effects of the Internet for
sale. The results of research conducted in Poland on the direct impact of the Internet on the sale of certain product
categories presents Figure 6.

Fig. 6: Direct Internet impact on the sale of certain product categories in Poland (in%)
Source: (IMAS, 2011).

To obtain a complete picture one should also examine the indirect impact of Internet on the value of the total sales. This is
especially important because part of purchases, the Poles perform in the traditional manner after obtaining information
from the Internet. However, the results of such studies are not publicly available.
The presented data show the development of e-commerce in Poland. However, they also indicate the large scope for its
further development. The development of e-commerce seems to be inevitable, mainly due to the:
•

increasing chances of obtaining through e-commerce orders not only from the local market,
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•
•

changes in the structure of companies in Poland, among which the most growing number of businesses are those
selling over the Internet (see Figure 7),
relatively good financial condition of large Internet shops in Poland (see Figure 8).

Fig. 7: Branches in which the number of companies in Poland decreases or increases between 2011 and 2019
Source: (HBI Polska, 2019).

Fig. 8: The financial condition of the 50 largest Internet stores in Poland (in%)
Source: (ecommerceDB, 2021).

The biggest and most famous online shops in Poland have a very good financial situation which is even enhanced by the
pandemic situation. Top online stores in Poland and their sales are shown on Figure 9.
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Fig. 9: Top online stores in Poland in 2019, by e-commerce net sales (in million U.S. dollars)
Source: (ecommerceDB, 2021).

The development potential of e-commerce in Poland is no more indicated by the expansion of Internet portals that offer
group discount purchases of goods and services, intermediary services of small-scale trade between Internet users without
fees and commissions (Social Selling). In consequence services offering support for such trade are now scarce in
opposition to the year 2010 when they were booming.
The annual survey "e-commerce in Poland in the eyes of Internet users," shows that in 2019 (Gemius, 2020):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

73% of Polish Internet users bought online at least one product,
72% of Polish Internet users buys in polish online shops,
30% of Polish Internet users buys in foreign online shops,
80% of Polish Internet users indicates the online auction sites as a location of shopping,
68% of Polish Internet users made purchases in online stores,
60% planning to shop on the Internet begins the purchase from price comparison websites,
56% planning to shop online are using the ratings from other users of e-stores and products.

Among the online buyers, 60% are members of wealthy families whose monthly income per capita is 5000 zł (around 1100
Euro). Online buyers are mainly people aged 18-45 years who most often purchase:
•
•
•

home electronics/appliances (44% among online buyers),
clothing and footwear (41%),
food (21%).

High and growing interest in online shopping by Polish people, especially in the purchase of consumer electronics and
appliances, results among others, due to the clear price differences of these products in traditional stores and e-shops. For
example, in April 2011, these differences were:
•
•
•

built-in ovens - about 40%,
refrigerators - about 30%,
TVs - about 25%.

Following the convenience of online shopping and the favourable prices of products offered on the Internet, e-commerce in
Poland is developing and the expenditure of Poles in the e-stores are growing. This is presented by Figure 10.
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Fig. 10: The expenditure of Poles in e-stores in the year 2010 and 2020 (in billion Euro in total and per household in
Euro)
Source: Own elaboration on the base of: (ResearchFarm. 2011; Gemius, 2020).

All of these data show a growth of polish e-commerce market. In addition, the still incomplete data for 2020 indicate that
Polish e-commerce in 2020 is among the fastest growing markets in Europe (300research, 2020).
Polish e-commerce with 30 percent increase in turnover this year is one of the most dynamically growing European
markets. The turnover from trade on the Polish Internet in 2020 will reach EUR 15 billion and this is just the beginning of
development. Despite the fact, that e-commerce in Poland is still only a small part of total retail sales, compared to
Western markets the competition is increasing. Subsequently new companies and new strategies of polish online sellers
appear on this market.

Market strategies of e-commerce sellers in Poland
Companies taking up e-commerce activities in Poland, first of all assume that it will allow them to increase the turnover,
strengthen the brand and better adapt to customer expectations. This is indicated by the results of research conducted
already in 2010 in the Netherlands on the causes of implementing electronic sales channels by companies (Figure 11).

Fig. 11: Reasons for introduction of the Internet sales channel
Source: (PWC, 2010).

The results of these studies can generally be considered appropriate also for e-commerce in Poland. Firms in Poland are
introducing online sales channels because they consider it a good idea to (Zioło, 2011):
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•
•

increase the turnover, market share and profit,
strengthen the brand ("if you're not online, you don’t exist").

However, achieving these goals requires:
•
•

providing an outstanding idea and
good advertising of own offer on the web.

In modern e-commerce companies are being influenced by the way of organizing their activities. Nowadays it is
increasingly important to aim at production of goods and services, which are often developed to fulfill specific needs of
clients and to create innovations (Nacheva, Jansone, 2020, p. 535). However, on the Polish market e-commerce companies
are trying to stand out in particular by improving logistics. For example, the online store Lucas24 has its own magazine
and means of transport. It also employs specialists who carry out the corporate blog and respond to all customer questions.
For the purposes of advertising e-stores in Poland, more and more benefit from social media (e.g. Facebook, Twitter).
Some work on the thematic forums and portals, and large companies create marketing departments, which aim at market
research and corporate image building. Also more and more e-commerce companies in Poland use virtual advisors existing
only on the websites of companies (chatbot). Pioneers in implementation of such tool on the polish market were
Laptopland.pl and Enea. According to a specialized portal Chatbots.org (2021), Poland occupies third place worldwide in
terms of number of companies using chatbots.
Taking innovative measures, and intensive advertising usually requires considerable expenses. Also, the formal basis,
reflected in international and national standards, must be taken into account (Nacheva, 2020, p. 150). In obtaining the
necessary financial resources, Polish companies can benefit from the EU programs but for e-business the economic
realities show that companies mostly finance them from their own resources.

Final Conclusions
In shaping and stimulating the development of e-commerce in Poland a particularly important role is played:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

from customers side:
gradually growing affluence of the citizens;
a growing ability to use Internet;
increased confidence in electronic transactions;
from e-shops side:
wider offer of e-shops and publicizing of recommendations;
providing a good position in search engines and web presence in comparison sites.

This means a significant change in relation to the situation in earlier years, when the major limitations of e-commerce in
Poland were poor access to the Internet, especially broadband access as well as relatively low level of knowledge regarding
the Internet and e-commerce use. Poland is thus on a new stage of development of e-commerce. However, it is difficult to
consider the achieved level of development as a satisfactory. This is also evidenced by:
•
•

low share of e-commerce in the total commerce turnover,
weak development of m-commerce.

On the other hand, one can say, that e-commerce market in Poland is developing in the right direction. The range of goods
and services offered by the Internet is widening, the value of products sold through the electronic channel and the number
of e-shops is increasing, which in consequence promotes the growth of competition and strengthen the market position of
customers. Achieving further e-commerce development in Poland will be possible especially in case of full unification of
international e-commerce regulation, including those within the EU, developing new business models for e-commerce and
improving the safety of e-payments.
The growing role of mobile Internet, mostly smart phones and to a limited extent also by tablets, will translate, among
others, on the way to shop online. Companies will need to create innovative business models that will take into account
that direction of development as well as the issue of geolocation. The safety issue is one of the greatest challenges of ecommerce. To improve the security of e-payments in Poland one should develop the following areas:
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• secure connections by using the appropriate protocol and a clear presentation of information about security
certificates,
• “Reliable Company” program that allows users to verify the accuracy of the information about the participant of
the payment transaction (Sokołowski, 2011).
2020 is a breakthrough for the global and Polish e-commerce industry. The COVID-19 pandemic has moved commerce
online and significantly changed consumer purchasing preferences. The change was caused by, among others the forced
isolation of Poles who suddenly had to adapt to completely new realities. Customers, who until now had only chosen
traditional stores, were shopping online for the first time, and more people started using cashless payments. Currently,
brick-and-mortar stores are experiencing a huge crisis, which is why many entrepreneurs planning to enter e-commerce
only in the undefined future have immediately transferred their sales to the Internet, without waiting for the next lockdown.
Currently, almost 20 million Poles shop online, and in two years this group will be joined by another million customers.
Data show that the value of the e-commerce market in Poland in 2020 will amount to over PLN 70 billion. In the next 2-3
years, the share of e-commerce in general retail trade in Poland will increase to 10%.
Both sales platforms, their software and payment systems, as well as producers as well as customers and suppliers in a
pandemic reality had to undergo an accelerated course of efficiency and creativity. Improvements that often lasted less than
half a year would normally take much longer.
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Abstract
This work considers the problem of studying the strategy of equipment location on the fire-fighting vehicle Ergo Truck from
the point of view of firefighters ergo-nomic. The basic criterion for the equipment placement on vehicle is the optimization
of workers' work time. We consider additionally how long is the distance of horizontal and vertical displacement of
equipment during its unloading. Moving the equipment from vehicle to the place where it is later located is important from
the ergonomic point view.

Keywords: Fire-fighting vehicle, Equipment location, Modeling and optimization, Simulation, Ergonomics.
Introduction
The issues of ergonomics in the design of technical objects are often connected with numerous problems in different
applications Jasiulewicz-Kaczmarek et al (2017), Nowicki et al (2017) and Kiedrowicz et al (2016). In this work, the problem
of deploying firemen' equipment is discussed in order to achieve the best value of ergo-nomic indicators for fireman during
anti-fire action. The equipment can be located on the fire truck Ergo Truck in a different way. We are looking for the best
way to do it from the point of view of ergonomics. The multi-criterial optimization problem of equipment location on the
vehicle has been formulated. It is linear integer programming problem with three criteria functions. It is able to solve that
problem using for-mal method after some modifications. It is possible to receive several solutions from multi-criterial
optimization problem and then evaluate them in a virtual simulation environment. It can then be considered several additional
factors that are important for fireman and ergonomics.
The development of standards, equipment and activities to optimize the working conditions is to determine the equipment to
be deployed in the rescue and fire fighting vehicle and to deploy it in the useable recesses of rescue and fire-fighting vehicles
designed for this purpose. The result of this study are the guidelines for designers equipping new or upgraded fire trucks. In
the issue of deployment of equipment in fire-fighting vehicles are guided by the working conditions of persons - the personnel
of the vehicle. Several factors are considered, but the problem is primarily dedicated to take into account ergonomic factors.
It should be emphasized that these factors are particularly important in multiple actions in a relatively short time and refer to
the same group of people. Possible effects of misplaced equipment in fire-fighting vehicle will be cumulatively accumulated
to the health of the crew members of the vehicle. The definition of criteria for evaluating working conditions is mainly related
to the ergonomics of firefighters taking part in rescue operations.
The problem of empirical study of human work in concrete conditions of material work environment is not easy to solve in
a short time. It would be necessary to carry out a few specialized personnel surveys for various equipment installations in
fire-fighting vehicles in a large sample of various types of fire-fighting operations. This would not only be a long-term
undertaking but would also add to the health of the staff. So, decided to solve quite innovative. Computer simulations of firefighting personnel actions for various types of actions will be used to simulate the various deployment variants on the vehicle
in terms of ergonomics.
The work presents the construction and implementation of a virtual simulator for the ergonomic study of the firefighter's
performance at the time of removal of firemen equipment from fire truck. Firefighters must remove fire-fighting equipment
in a short time, causing high physical strain on their bodies. Virtual simulation will allow us to measure the physical loads
of firefighter' bodies in different types of actions without firemen activity. The basic modules of the simulator and their
properties are shown. Selected sequence views of simulation experiments were also illustrated.
________________
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Equipment Location on Fire Truck
From the point of view of the manufacturer of rescue and fire-fighting vehicles, equipment used for rescue and fire-fighting
operations can be deployed in the recesses of fire trucks as shown in the figure below.

Fig. 1: Possible location of equipment on fire trucks
As a result of these considerations, we have the situation that rescue and fire-fighting equipment can be placed in recesses
on both sides of the vehicle. But these are not many. The following two drawings (Figure 2) show the recesses that may be
considered in the deployment of rescue and fire-fighting equipment on the sides of the rescue and fire fighting vehicle. The
symbols L1, L2 and L3 denote individual chambers on the left side of the vehicle, while P1, P2 and P3 denote individual
chambers on the right side of the vehicle.

Fig. 2: Possible location of equipment on left and right sides of fire trucks.

Equipment location in Fire Trucks
It can be assumed that during subsequent arrangements of the project team the set of equipment for deployment in the
recesses of the rescue and fire-fighting vehicle (specified in special duty regulations) may change.
Assume, therefore, that we are dealing with a set of N elements of rescue and fire-fighting equipment whose set of numbers
is defined below:

S = {1,2,3,..., n,..., , N }

(1)

Number N is currently specified. For each of these elements of rescue and fire-fighting equipment, its characteristics are:
rn - spatial size of n-th element of rescue and fire-fighting equipment,
cn - weight of n-th element of rescue and fire-fighting equipment,
dn - mean distance from the rescue and fire-fighting vehicle in which the n-th element of rescue and fire-fighting equipment
should be placed,
tn - time needed for displacement of n-th element of rescue and fire-fighting equipment at distance dn.
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Rscue and fire-extinguishing equipment cannot be deployed in full freedom from the point of view of its use in rescue and
fire-fighting operations. Certain pieces of equipment are grouped into kits in which the equipment must be placed in the
recesses of the rescue and fire fighting vehicle side by side.
Assume that there are known kits (alternatively - sets) of rescue and fire-fighting equipment related to each other from a
functional point of view. Let's assume that number of these sets is K. The sets of sets numbers are defined as follows:

Z = {1,2,3,..., k ,..., , K }

(2)

Each kit is defined by the elements of the primary components of rescue and fire-fighting equipment. The formal description
of the sets is as follows:

Zk = {n ∈ S : selected items from the set S}

(3)

The characteristics of the individual sets have the figures given below in the correct order with regard to the definition of
the components of rescue and fire-fighting equipment. Total set size is:
(4)
rk = r ,



n

n∈Z k

Total weight of the set is:

ck =

(5)

c ,
n

n∈Z k

Whereas the average distance from the rescue and fire-fighting vehicle in which the elements of the rescue and fire-fighting
equipment included in the k-th set of the for-mal average are to be placed:

dk =

1
Zk

d

n

,

(6)

n∈Z k

Also, recount the niches in the rescue and extinguishing vehicle. There are six, so the first three to the left are numbered
from 1 to 3, while the right numbered from 4 to 6. If there are additional spaces from the back or the roof of the vehicle,
let's suppose that these places will be J. Hence, the set of numbers of considered recesses in a res-cue vehicle for use is
defined below:

M = {1,2,3,..., j ,..., , J }

(7)

For each of these recesses, the following characteristics are defined:
pj - spatial volume of the jth cavity of the rescue and fire-fighting vehicle,
wj - average height from the ground or from the shelf on which the vehicle personnel can stand against the
j-th recess of the rescue and fire-fighting vehicle.
The following problem arises - we are looking for the deployment of rescue and fire-fighting equipment in the recesses of
the rescue and fire-fighting vehicle, which is the decision matrix X:

[ ]

X = xkj

KxJ

(8)

such that xkj - is equal to 1 if the k-th set of rescue and fire-fighting equipment is placed in the j-box (recess) or equals 0
otherwise. Circumstances for elements of matrix X are given below:

xkj ∈ {0,1}, k = 1,..., K , j = 1,..., J

(9)

this means that the decision variables are binary variables:
(10)

J

x

kj

= 1, k = 1,..., K

j =1
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that means that each kit must be in one of the recesses of the rescue and fire-fighting vehicle, and in addition only one,
K
(11)
k

x

kj

⋅ r ≤ p j , j = 1,..., J

k =1

that means that the capacity of the kits placed in each of the recesses cannot exceed its total capacity and

c

k

−

k =1, 2 , 3

c

k

(12)

≤ε

k = 4 , 5, 6

This means that the weight load on both sides of the vehicle axle is smaller than the assumed magnitude ε of a practically
determined magnitude, so that the vehicle will not tend to tilt while crossing corridors on access roads to the rescue and
fire-fighting site.
The last restriction is nonlinear. However, it can be shown that after inserting auxiliary variables this inequality can be
reduced to a linear form. The function of the criterion of distribution of rescue and fire-fighting kits in fire truck is vector:

F ( X ) = ( F1 ( x ), F2 ( X ), F3 ( X ))

(13)

where
J

K

F1 ( X ) =  x jk ⋅ c k ⋅ w j

(14)

j =1 k =1

means the total weight of vertical displacement of rescue and fire-fighting equipment during the action,
J

K

F2 ( X ) =  x jk ⋅ c k ⋅ d k

(15)

j =1 k =1

means the total weight of horizontal displacement of rescue and fire-fighting equipment during the action,
J

K

F3 ( X ) =  x jk ⋅  t n
j =1 k =1

(16)

n∈Z k

means the total time of moving rescue and fire-fighting equipment during the action.
Thus, the problem of multi-criterion minimization is in following form: to choose such X * to minimize
J

K

F1 ( X *) = min  x jk ⋅ c k ⋅ w j
X ∈D

j =1 k =1

J

K

F2 ( X *) = min  x jk ⋅ c k ⋅ d k
X ∈D

(18)

j =1 k =1

J

K

F3 ( X *) = min  x jk ⋅  t n
X ∈D

(17)

j =1 k =1

(19)

n∈Z k

As a result, there is the problem of multi-criterion linear binary mathematical programming Kiedrowicz et al (2016), Brucker
(2007), Pinedo (2005 and Nowicki (1944), which can be solved by various methods of multicriterial linear programming.
Taking into account that the number of solutions is not large, it can be effectively determined by different methods of solving
multi-criterion linear optimization tasks and assuming that the vehicle manufacturer or equipment designer does not allow
for different types of placement, this is another approach: a series of simulation experiments can be performed (using the
resulting vehicle simulator and capabilities in for example VBS3 environment Wantoch-Rekowski (2016) simulate crew
operations during fire or rescue operations using vehicle equipment) to investigate whether certain sequences of crew
operations with fixed deployment kits on fire brigade vehicles and sequences of activities in the various types of rescue and
fire-fighting operations are designed to provide the greatest ergonomics and crew safety during their operations.
In simulation experiments a sequence of actions will be performed:
•
•

we choose another type of rescue and fire-fighting action,
for a selected type of rescue and fire-fighting operation, we perform a series of experiments to evaluate:
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- total weight of vertical displacement of extinguishing equipment during this type of action,
- total displacement of horizontal firefighting equipment during this type of action,
- the total time of moving the firefighting equipment during firefighting operations.

Simulation environment VBS3
VBS3 (Virtual Battlespace 3) is a high-resolution virtual simulation environment that has been made and developed by
Bohemia Interactive Simulations (BISim) Wantoch-Rekowski (2016) and Koszela et al (2015).
The software included in the simulator was written entirely using the SQF scripting language characteristic of the VBS3
virtual programming environment. The simulation module is responsible for the course of the individual simulation
experiments. It consists of modules: placement, concurrent transfer and analytical. The deployment module uses the data
provided by the simulation parameter configuration module, primarily from data structures powered by information from
text files that include methods for deploying rescue and fire-fighting equipment. Each rescue and fire-fighting equipment is
identified by the P3D model class name and has appropriate visualization in the VBS3 simulation environment. Models of
examples of rescue and fire-fighting equipment are shown in the figure below.

Fig. 3: ErgoTruck equipment examples
Each model of equipment is described by a suitable set of attributes related to its dimensions and weight. Dimension is a key
aspect from the point of view of the deployment of equipment in the luggage compartments of a fire brigade. In the model
used in the fire truck simulator identified 6 main luggage spaces identified by the respective "memory point", i.e., the points
of the boundaries of the individual luggage space, usually the right or left lower corner of the space. When deploying the
model of appropriate equipment in the indicated luggage space, three values are the distances on the three axes of the threedimensional coordinate system from the insertion point of the model to the previously described "memory point". Models of
VBS3 demonstration vehicles and models showing the luggage space and the main "memory point" for loading rescue and
fire-fighting equipment are shown on the figure below.
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Fig. 4: ErgoTruck luggage spaces
The rescue and fire-fighting equipment resulting from the deployment module is used in the other two modules included in
the simulation module. The concurrent transfer module also uses the data provided by the simulation parameter configuration
module. Within this module SQF scripting tools have been implemented with appropriate co-programming capabilities to
simulate the transfer of rescue and fire-fighting equipment from the luggage space to the place of location by a specific
number of firefighters. The transfer schedule is strictly dependent on the information received by the input integration module
from the corresponding configuration file with the trans-fer sequence. The weight of individual hardware objects determines
the speed of firefighting by the fireman's AI, and in addition, some models require two firefighters to transfer simultaneously,
resulting in simulated stopping of the appropriate firefighters AI while waiting for the firefighter to complement the wearer
pair.
The analytical module uses the results of the deployment modules and the concurrent transfer and enumerates some statistics
gathered during simulation. The method of calculating statistics is based on AI algorithms, such as avoiding collisions of
fire-fighters in traffic and calculating alternative traffic routes in the event of a collision threat. Received statistics are sent
out to the reporting module. The analytical module collects the data from which luggage space was transferred to the rescue
and fire-fighting equipment to which the height was raised, how far it was moved, during which time the firefighter was, etc.
In addition, the analytical module manages the thread responsible for the elapsed simulation time. The report module assumes
data provided by the simulation module, and groups them accordingly and places them in the output files of the CSV. Report
files include the results of simulated experiments performed by individual rescue and fire-fighting equipment. For each row
identified by the object, the specific class name of its P3D model is assigned attributes such as: weight of the equipment,
number of persons required to move it, length of access roads to the equipment, length of its lifts, lifting and simulation times
for starting and ending work. The main modules that make up the software with the dependency between them are shown on
the figure 5.
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Fig. 5: ErgoTruck simulator modules

Simulation Experiments
Below you will find further screenshot of how to perform a simulation exercise on a built-in simulator Nowicki et al (2017)
and Kiedrowicz et al (2016). The diagrams show the syntax of configuration files, additional settings introduced from the
graphical user interface, layout of equipment in the lug-gage space, implementation of the hardware transfer schedule, and
result file with the statistics of the simulated experiment performed.

Fig. 6: Syntax of rescue and firefighter deployment file
Firefighters have the task of unpacking the equipment from a fire truck to a certain distance from the car. The equipment is
located on both sides of the fire truck in special recesses.
In the simulator the firefighters take off the firefighter's equipment and transfer it to a fixed location. During their work, the
vertical and horizontal distances of the equipment are measured.
On figure Fig.7 we can see possibly equipment location in fire truck recesses. In scenarios prepared for simulation
experiments many possible allocations of equipment is considered. We try to check which one is the best.
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Fig. 7: Distribution of rescue and fire-fighting equipment on fire truck
On figure Fig.8 we see firemen start to remove equipment from fire trucks. In our simulator all firefighters' movements are
modeled to be closest to their natural activities.

Fig. 8: Simulation of moving equipment in the order of schedule
On figure Fig.9 and figure Fig.10 it is shown how firemen take individual pieces of equipment and transfer them to fixed
locations. There may be several different places for locating equipment.
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Fig. 9: Simulation of moving equipment in the order of schedule

Fig. 10: Simulation situation after equipment removal
The final simulation report includes:
• name of equipment element,
• code of equipment element,
• number of firemen,
• length of every equipment element way to final location,
• the moment when the element starts moving,
• the moment of completion of displacement of the element,
• and many other characteristics.
The form of the final report with simulation results is shown on figure Fig.11 given below.
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Fig. 11: Content file with simulation results
The final simulation report shows all the detailed times to perform various activities, along with the total time to complete
the entire operation and includes: name of equipment element, code of equipment element, number of fireman, length of
every equipment element way to final location, the moment when the element starts moving, the moment of completion of
displacement of the element and many other characteristics.

Summary
The work presents project and implementation of a virtual simulator for the ergo-nomic study of the firefighter's performance
at the time of removal of firemen equipment from fire truck. It is extremely important for firefighters to have as little workload
as possible during their work. Firefighters must remove fire-fighting equipment in a short time and causing high physical
load for their bodies. Virtual simulation will allow to measure the physical loads of firemen' bodies in different types of
actions. The basic modules of the simulator are shown and discussed. Several pictures from simulator interface allow us to
show how simulation experiments are running. Many of the characteristics needed to determine the correct placement of
equipment on a fire truck can be measured during the time of the simulation expedition.
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Abstract
The paper presents results of studies on modeling and characteristics investigation of business processes in a clothes
clean&rental company warehouse. Business processes are mainly related to the activity of warehouse employees. Business
process models are discussed and presented in the form of ARIS diagrams. Warehouse processes are aimed at streamlining
and systematizing the activities carried out as part of warehouse management of workwear in Zwolen (Poland). Warehouse
processes have been optimized and designed in accordance with standard procedures performed in the warehouse. The
following models of business processes were developed: Demand for Clothing, Taking Clothes into the Warehouse, Order
to the Warehouse.
Times and costs of task execution were assigned to individual activities in business process diagrams. The times are of
stochastic nature. Event attributes in diagrams were also defined. Control flows in the diagrams are determined in
accordance with the previously tested probability distributions.
Authors conducted simulation of business processes in the ARIS environment and collected results. Then, based on
simulation experiments, dynamic characteristics of warehouse activity (in relation to personal resources, times and costs)
were determined and presented.

Keywords: Business Process Management; Business Process Modeling; Warehouse processes; Process Simulation;
Efficiency

Introduction
In many practical cases the problem of modeling and searching optimal strategy in manufacturing, specially connected
with warehouse processes, is often considered (Nowicki et al 2016, Nowicki, Waszkowski 2016, Jasiulewicz-Kaczmarek et
al 2017 and Waszkowski 2017). In this paper we consider the problem of modeling and analyzing warehouse processes in
a clothes clean&rental company warehouse. This leads to determining the optimal method for optimization of clothing
storage processes in a rental company warehouse management. This company has a warehouse with many millions of
pieces of clothing. Every day, many pieces of clothing are received and issued at the customers' request. Therefore, the
effective work of warehouse workers is particularly important.
One of the methods for optimizing the operation of warehouse staff is modeling their activity in the form of business
processes corresponding to their daily work (van der Aalst 2002, Jonkers 1996 and Dirk et al 2009). Various characteristics
related to warehouse work are adopted as parameters for the designed business processes. It is then possible to use software
environments to simulate warehouse processes (Peugeot 1991 and Bhaskar 1994). This allows to examine the performance
characteristics of the way of work performed by warehouse workers. These characteristics are usually associated with the
staff's working time in the performance of their duties and in addition with their degree of use.
Examining the performance characteristics of warehouse workers in the real world is much more expensive, takes long
time and in some cases is not possible to perform because measurements of certain systems cannot be made without
affecting the system. Therefore, a better solution is to study business process models related to the procedures performed
by these employees.
Business models presented in the article are described in accordance with the ARIS process modeling principles.
________________
Cite this Article as: Tadeusz NOWICKI and Robert Waszkowski “Modeling And Characteristics Investigation of Warehouse Business
Processes in A Clothes Clean&Rental Company” Proceedings of the 37th International Business Information Management Association
(IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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Business Processes
In the analysis of business processes related to the operation of the warehouse, a number of detailed actions can be
considered. However, the most common activities performed by warehouse staff that take up the most time include the
following complex activities:
• Demand for clothing - activities within the process are carried out by the warehouse employee at the moment when
the demand for clothing appears in the system. The emergence of clothing demand is a consequence of other
business processes or decisions made at quality control desk.
• Taking clothes into the warehouse - activities within the process are carried out by the warehouseman when there is
a need to accept goods for storage. The result of activities is the full acceptance of clothing for the magazine.
• Order to the warehouse - activities within the process are carried out, in the event of a justified need to order the
additional items of clothing.
• Warehouse inventory - activities within the process are carried out when there is a need to conduct an inventory of
the whole warehouse or element of the warehouse.
Business processes Demand for clothing and Taking clothes into the warehouse will be described in detail. The other two
business processes will only be illustrated for their simplicity.
Although the business process models were prepared in BPMN notation, we converted them to the ARIS format to conduct
their simulation. In the paper we present the ARIS versions of process models.
ARIS Simulation is a professional tool for the dynamic analysis of business processes. It is an integral part of the ARIS
Toolset; processes recorded in the ARIS Toolset are used as the data basis for business process simulation (Jansen-Vullers
2006). ARIS Toolset can be classified as an enterprise modelling tool with a strong emphasis on business processes.

Demand for Clothing Business Process
The Demand for clothing business process is carried out in order to collect clothes at the customer's request and to pack
and send them.
The Demand for clothing business process (Figure 1) is implemented according to the following scenario:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Demand for clothing from customer.
Inventory verification.
Collecting clothes in accordance with the demand list.
Issue clothes from the magazine.
4.1. If all is available then the quality of clothing is checked.
4.1.1. If quality is not so good, then follows action on QCS (Quality Control Station).
4.1.1.1. If clothing are damaged, then we go to step 2.
4.1.1.2. If clothing are not damaged, then we go to step 5.
4.1.2. If quality is good then we go to step 5.
4.2. If not all is available then
4.2.1. An order is generating for a sewing room or supplies.
4.2.2. Delivery of missing clothing is organized.
4.2.3. Clothing completing is realized.
5. Activities in final workplace (clothing packaging).
6. Closing the order.
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Demand for
clothing

Inventory verification

System

collecting clothes in
accordance with the
demand list
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No

No
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damaged clothing?
No
action on QCS

generating an order
for a sewing room or
supplies

System
Yes

Yes

transport

QCS worker

delivery of missing
clothing
warehouse worker

clothing collecting

activities in final
workplace

closing the order

employee of the final
workplace

System

end 1

Fig. 1: Demand for clothing business process model.
Source: own elaboration.

The following is a summary of the tasks performed in the process along with an indication of persons responsible for their
implementation (table 1).
Table 1: The release of employee process tasks
Task
#

Task name

Task performer

Description

1

Inventory verification

SYSTEM

The system checks the availability of the
desired clothing.

2

Collecting clothes in
accor-dance with the
demand list
Issue clothes from the
magazine

warehouse worker

Warehouse worker collects clothes in
accordance with the demand list.

warehouse worker

Warehouse worker collects clothes in
accordance with the demand list.

4

Action on QCS

QCS worker

The quality of clothing is checked by
QCS worker.

5

Generating an order for a
sewing room or supplies

SYSTEM

Computer system generates an order for
a sewing room or supplies.

3
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6

Delivery of missing
clothing

transport

The missing clothing is delivered by
transport.

7

Clothing collecting

warehouse worker

8

Activities in final
workplace

employee of the final
workplace

Warehouse worker collects all clothes in
accordance with the demand list form
customer.
employee of the final workplace packs
and describes all clothes for customer.

9

Closing the order

SYSTEM

The data corresponding to the scope of
the register data are transferred to the
"Invoice data" register.

Taking clothes into the warehouse business process
The Taking clothes into the warehouse business process is carried out in order to take from the customer the clothes which
he returns to the warehouse. There are various reasons why a customer returns clothing to the warehouse. Some of the
reasons for returning clothing to the warehouse are:
•
•
•
•
•

loss of employee from the customer’s company,
admission of a new employee to the client's company,
changing the size of clothing at the client's company employee,
change of clothing set for the client's employee,
etc.

The Taking clothes into the warehouse business process (Figure 2) is implemented according to the following scenario:
1. Quality control of clothing being sent to the warehouse by customer.
2. If clothes are according to the order then
2.1. Taking the clothes obtained into the warehouse.
2.2. Clothes are distributed in the warehouse.
2.3. Consent to handing clothes over to warehouse (agreeing to a clothing store).
3. If clothes are not according to the order then.
3.1. Information is being sent to the customer service department.
3.2. The debit note is written (invoicing).
3.3. Clothing are rejected.
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Fig. 2. Clothing repair request business process model.
Source: own elaboration.

The following is a summary of the tasks performed in the process along with an indication of persons responsible for their
implementation (table 2).
Table 2: The clothing repair request process tasks
Task
#

Task name

Task performer

Description

1

Quality control of
clothing being sent to the
warehouse by customer

warehouse worker

An inspection is carried out in order to quality
control of clothing being sent to the warehouse
by customer.

2

Taking the clothes
obtained into the
warehouse

warehouse worker

If clothes are according to the order then
warehouse worker takes over the clothes
obtained into the warehouse.

3

Clothes are distributed in
the warehouse

warehouse worker

Warehouse worker put down accepted clothing
in appropriate places in a warehouse.

4

Forwarding information
to the customer service
department

SYSTEM

Information about damaged clothing is being
sent to the customer service department.

5

The debit note is written
(invoicing)

Customer Service

Customer Service calculates the financial
charges for damaged clothing, issues an
invoice and sends to the customer

Order to the warehouse business process
The Order to the warehouse - activities within the process are carried out, in the event of a justified need to order the
additional items of clothing. The Order to the warehouse business process is shown in Figure 3.
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order to the
warehouse

execution of the
order to the
warehouse

System

warehouse worker

order to
warehouse
completed

Fig. 3. Order to the warehouse business process model. Source: own elaboration.

Warehouse Inventory Business Process
The Warehouse inventory - activities within the process are carried out when there is a need to conduct an inventory of the
whole warehouse or element of the warehouse. The Warehouse inventory business process is shown in Figure 4.
Warehouse
inventory need

warehouse inventory
execution

warehouse worker

is there any incompatibility?

correction of
magazine content

generating inventory
report

warehouse worker

Warehouse
inventory finished

Fig. 4. Warehouse inventory business process model. Source: own elaboration.

ARIS Simulation Results
The ARIS environment by SoftwareAG has a built-in event simulator. The basis for simulation preparation are business
process diagrams. In the diagrams it is possible to define times of individual activities as well as the probability
distributions of these times. It is also possible to define the costs of individual activities. In our case, however, we assumed
that the costs result from the employees' fixed wages, therefore they are directly proportional to the total working time.
After defining the times for individual activities, a scenario of simulation experiments was developed. It was assumed that
the 3-month period of operation of the warehouse will be analyzed. It has been verified that this is a sufficient period of
time because during the simulation process these values became stable when the operation time exceeded two months.
During the simulation, all previously shown business process diagrams are activated and their tasks are automatically
executed. As far as shared resources exist in the processes, the execution of tasks must wait until the resource is available.
The number of employees of each type is fixed and allows the parallel execution of activities, as it is in reality.
The cumulative results for individual diagram elements are interesting: employees of various types, warehouse
departments, process diagrams, etc. The obtained results of simulation experiments are shown in the following charts. Each
experiment allows for the collection of multiple sets of detailed results. A detailed analysis of the obtained results is not
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important here. It is more important to discuss the possibilities of studying the properties of dynamic business processes.
Without the use of simulation, it would not be possible.
The results of the simulation are shown in the figures 5, 6 and 7 below.

Fig. 5: Global processing time per task (3 months). Source: own elaboration.
The total implementation times for individual activities are significantly different. It is important to consider whether
certain actions should be supported. It may be hiring additional employees for these activities, automating individual
component activities, increasing and leveling jobs in these activities, etc. The following activities may be subject to special
analysis: activities in final workplace (some items of clothing can be purchased outside the company) or collecting clothes
in accordance with the demands etc.

Fig. 6: Global processing time per personal resource (3 months). Source: own elaboration.
Total processing time for different individual employees is also varied. It can be seen that most working time corresponds
to warehouse workers and employee of final workplaces.
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Fig. 7: Level of personal resource exploitation (3 months). Source: own elaboration.
The degree of use of individual employees' working time may also vary significantly. It can be seen that there is a need to
employ more employers of final place or warehouse worker. Computer system is used very well.

Conclusions
Only basic business processes related to the operation of the clean&rental company warehouse are shown in the paper.
Few characteristics related to warehouse work dynamics were also presented. They allow you to optimize the procedures in
the work of the warehouse, reduce or increase the number of employed warehouse workers, etc. it is able also to think
about what activities should be reorganized for the optimal functioning of the warehouse.
Computer simulation allows you to examine the dynamic properties of warehouse work. The analysis of the procedures
(workflows) alone does not provide such a possibility.
The first developer business process that was evaluated in ARIS simulation environment was the Demand for Clothing.
Activities within the process are carried out by the warehouse employee at the moment when the demand for clothing
appears in the system. The emergence of clothing demand is a consequence of other business processes or decisions made
at quality control desk. The second business process being simulated is the Taking Clothes into Warehouse. Activities
within this process are carried out by the warehouseman when there is a need to accept goods for storage. The result of
activities is the full acceptance of clothing for the warehouse. The third business proves is the Order to Warehouse. Its
activities are carried out, in the event of a justified need to order the additional items of clothing. The last process is the
Warehouse Inventory. Activities within the process are carried out when there is a need to conduct an inventory of the
whole warehouse or element of the warehouse.
These processes were evaluated. Times and costs of task implementation were assigned to individual activities. The
durations of actions are of stochastic nature. So, control flows in the diagrams are determined in accordance with the
previously determined probability distributions.
In the ARIS environment, to simulate modeling, simulation and analysis of business processes, a built-in simulator was
configured to reflect the functioning of the warehouse based on and constructed business process diagrams. Dynamic
characteristics for the warehouse operations were presented in relation to personal resource exploitation and global
processing times per resource.
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Abstract
The New Public Management meant a change of economic paradigm, the economic neoclassicism gradually replacing the
Keynesianism.
In the European countries, there have been noticed, in the recent decades, major changes in the public sector, materialized
in the abolition of monopolies, fragmentation of some areas of activity, changes in the way of organization and delivery of
services, in a number of countries.
The current context of society, dominated by budgetary constraints, the need for a better use of public money under
conditions of diminishing resources has determined concerns, at Member States level, for the reform and modernization of
public management.
At the same time, the New Public Management means a response addressed to the increased demands of citizens, the
adoption of its reforms echoing in reconsidering the role of civil servants and their missions, the achievement of a new
culture of professionalism.
This paper aims to present the practices approached by different European countries, in the implementation of the New
Public Management reform, these distinguishing by different ways of taking over the news. The objectives pursued, at
European level, are the promotion and coordination of services of general interest, the establishment of evaluation
techniques, in order to monitor the activity of operators and regulatory authorities.
The methodology used was the documentation from the foreign and autochthon specialized literature, processing through
the own interpretation, of the selected ideas.
The conclusion is that it cannot be considered that there is a single European model of public management, due to the
culture and specificity of each state, as well as of the priorities and methods used, different, from one state to another. The
existent differences among states lead to a diversity of ways of approaching the New Public Management.

Keywords: European countries, reforms, New Public Management, practices, public services
Jel classification: H44; H83; L33; L38.
Introduction
Increasing public expenditure, budget deficits imposed on European countries, some structural reforms launch, able to
shape the system of administration and traditional mentalities, in order to increase the productivity and profitability, a
prospect of achieving the objectives being considered the adoption of New Public Management reforms. (Bessière, 2019).
A landmark, the New Public Management signifies a response addressed to the increased requirements of citizens, the
adoption of its reforms having echoes in reconsidering the role of civil servants and their missions, achieving a new culture
of professionalism. (Bessière, 2019).
The central idea of the new approaches is the market economy model and the private sector management techniques
(Bessière, 2019).
The first manifestations of the forms of the New Public Management appeared in the `70s and 80s, in Great Britain
(Thatcher administration) and the USA (Reagan administration) (following the consequences of the economic crisis and
the fiscal pressure), to which were later joined, New Zealand and Australia. The results obtained by them determined the
extension of the phenomenon, to a large part of the OECD countries but, also, to other developed countries (OECD, 1995)
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(Gruening, 2001) [1]; (Amar & Berthier, 2007). There was a change in the economic paradigm, the economic
neoclassicism gradually replaced the Keynesianism [2].

Trends at European level
At European level, in recent decades, there have been major changes in the public sector, through the liquidation of
monopolies, the fragmentation of some areas of activity, a number of countries making changes in the way of organization
and delivery of services.
The acquirement of the novelties occurred differently, at the level of the countries that borrowed them. Thus, developing
countries have taken over certain principles or forms of measuring economic performance [3], and in the case of developed
countries, the orientation has been on management and financial reforms, decentralization, deconcentration [4]
(Androniceanu and Şandor, 2006).
An important moment regarding the role of public services at European level, is the Commission Communication of 11
September 1996, according to which, these are as "key elements of the European model in society” [5], an integral part of
”a set of values common to all our states and form the original character of Europe” [6].
The aim is to ensure the promotion and coordination of services of general interest, at European level and the establishment
of evaluation techniques, in such a way that the activity of operators and regulatory authorities can be supervised.
A good management of public actions must offer new opportunities, expectations focus on results, which better meet
concrete requirements.
Currently, there is a particular concern of Member States for reforming and modernizing public management, the initiative
being motivated by issues characteristic of the current context of society, dominated by budgetary constraints, the need for
a better use of public money under the conditions of reducing resources and increasing citizens' requirements (Lamarzelle,
2008).
The perspectives are for the user to be in the center of concerns, following a logic of providing some high quality services,
at low costs; the stake is the use of those administration techniques able to ensure the development of public management
in Europe.
According to European countries, the concept concerning public management is embodied in the management of public
services and refers to "the implementation of all organizational processes, piloting and control of public organizations
aimed at improving their effectiveness and efficiency." (Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 5) [7]
In the context of the New Public Management, there is an increase in the responsibility of public sector managers, by
implementing, in the organizations for which they are responsible, of some specific techniques and methods, as well as
their autonomy focused, especially, on finance and human resources management.
The manager's responsibility over an administrative sector involves guaranteeing the efficiency of his organization, related
to local public policies.
This concept of the New Public Management has, in essence, basic components, such as (Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 6):
- territorialization - developed through projects, usually in partnership; it is a public action, it intervenes in new territories,
basing on projects, which later become drivers of local development;
- participatory democracy - in the center of attention is the citizen and his requirements, involved in decisions, along with
other political decision-makers;
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- the public-private partnership, according to which the public actor becomes a partner within the services of general
interest (for example, public services provided by both public and private units, under the supervision of civil servants.
The application of these basic guidelines is achieved through a number of mechanisms, such as strategic planning,
financial and human resource management, quality monitoring and, all these processes, in the context of the development
of information and communication technology.

Some practices of the New Public Management in European countries
In the following there are given some elements regarding the adoption of new management practices and modernization
actions in some European countries.

Austria
Public sector reform has been a priority of the Austrian government, beginning the 2000s, embodied in a series of
measures initiated during the privatization of activities. In the reorganization of the administration, according to the new
principles of management, the emphasis was directed towards highlighting the results obtained by using resources, using,
for this purpose, cost analysis instruments, to achieve the performance objective. (Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 14)
The change of remuneration system and incentives award in the form of performance-focused bonuses were proceeded.
The improvement in remuneration was achieved at the expense of savings made as a result of staff reductions.
The administration of public services was initiated, through objectives, these setting out their own missions.
The participatory management in decision-making is practicing, the delegation of responsibility is developing.
The use of information and communication technology has expanded on a wide scale.
In order to reduce public spending, restructuring of the public sector has taken place, while maintaining the criterion of
improving quality; at the same time, for implementing the pension reform, which came into force at the beginning of 2005,
civil servants were involved. (Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 15)
Since 2007, a new system of performance indicators has been done, developed by the Court of Auditors, in which the
emphasis is, mainly, on the value and usefulness of the activities. (Lamarzelle, 2008)

Belgium
The transformation of Belgium into a federal state, after 1990, led to fundamental changes in the public management of the
administration, the focus being on the system of organization and allocation of competences between the federal and
regional governments, respectively.
The change of governmental policies and the transition to the modernization of the administration occurred, gradually,
through actions marked by a new managerial vision that led to fundamental changes in the public service system.
The financial pressures and the high budgetary deficit since the beginning of the last decade of the last century have
generated measures of authority in public services, in order to reduce costs.
Along the way, the trend has been to modernize the administrative apparatus, by introducing competition for public
enterprises, movement produced, also, under the influence of the experience of European Union countries.
A first concrete action to modernize public services was manifested in the '86, of the last century, the objectives being
geared toward increasing efficiency by reducing costs, improving the quality of services provided to citizens, privatizing
some activities of lesser importance for carrying out some state activities. (Lamarzelle, 2008, p.16)
In the years 1991 – 1997, new legislative measures have emerged aimed at reforming the administration, as for example:
improvement of the administration-citizen relations, redefining the attributions of civil servants and their evaluation system
and others. (Lamarzelle, 2008, p.16, 17)
At the end of the century, respectively, in 1999, the federal government adopted the program – ”Fondements de la
modernisation de l’administration fédérale” – ”Plan Copernic” ("Fundamentals for the modernization of the federal
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administration” - "Copernicus Plan"), whose purpose was to establish and strengthen citizens' trust in the administration.
(Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 17)
The reforms were found in the elements of the New Public Management and aimed at reviewing the administrative
structures and increasing the autonomy and flexibility in its functioning, projecting a new image of the civil servant; his
perception was as customer-oriented, able to provide quality services, expert, responsible, favorable to reforms, able to
anticipate changes.
The characteristic of modern public staff is based on skills and their evaluation, experience, career progression and
motivation through remuneration.
The modernization of Belgian public management is an ongoing process, with the government implementing new
measures regarding the leading functions of the federal public service, recruitment and evaluation of their performance.
(Lamarzelle, 2008)

United Kingdom
The adoption of the novelties brought by the New Public Management has been initiated through economic policies and
reforms, since 1979, the main objective being the increase of the economic efficiency and the responsibility of the public
sector organizations, for the performance achieved, towards the consumer citizen.
A key element in achieving the objectives was the decentralization process, through which large public departments were
fragmented into smaller units, potentially able to be more efficient and responsible in achieving the objectives.
A second aspect to remember, for its importance, was the policy of introducing market mechanisms, in the public sector, a
context in which the public sector could become more competitive, more responsible for performance, able to meet the
demands of consumer-citizens.
The main elements that have been the subject of reforms in the action of public sector change, within the ”Next Steps”
program signifies (Falconer, 2010, p. 5, 6) [8]:
• the initiative to set up executive agencies (1988), by the disaggregation of public service. The agencies provide most of
the services that were, previously, the subject of the activity of the centralized departments, each agency being responsible
for the delivery of a service;
• decentralization was the central element of public management reforms and covered the period of the '80s -' 90s,
comprising important areas of activity: privatization of public industries and of some public service organizations;
providing public services in the field of social assistance and care for old people; devolution of decision-making
responsibility in local administration and the introduction of market discipline in the provision of services in this field;
•contracting the provision of public services: it can be done through private companies (contracting-out), or public
agencies (contracting-in), the two categories of providers entering the competition to win the service contract.
In contracting, two categories of actors intervene: the public sector body or the local authority that initiates the contracting,
respectively, puts out to tender the contract and the contractor that ensures the provision of the service.
The contract is the central element of the relationship that determines the concern for compliance with the performance
criteria set out in the contract clauses and, implicitly, the responsibility of public agencies and local authorities for the use
of resources and the quality of services.
• responsibility for performance. The introduction of reforms has meant increasing the concern of public sector institutions,
about achieving performance as well as accountability to the public that is the consumer of the service;
• separation of the policy-making process (by tradition, the provision of public services was subject to policy control), from
the operational management of public services. It is a central element of the reform and a tendency to move from one form
of responsibility (political) to another (managerial);
• the Citizen's Charter, published in 1991, signifies the central point of the public sector reform, the objective being the
improvement of service, for citizen. Thus, according to the Charter, the consumer-citizen has the right to a variety of public
services that would meet certain standards.
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The United Kingdom, which is protagonist, as well as other countries that have gone through the path of public
management reform can serve as a model, through the experience gained, for other countries that are going to change.
In trying to follow the models covered by other nations, each country takes into consideration its own historical, social,
cultural, economic and political environment, to which it must adapt the practices it will follow (Falconer, 2010).

France
The penetration of novelty elements of management in the French administration system took place, gradually, through
actions materialized in modernization programs, the creation of a body and the adoption of some laws that intervened
through changes in the organization of the administration and services, of some competencies and responsibilities.
 In the `90s, a special interest was given to human resources management, establishing a new civil service policy
(Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 26).
 In 1992, Comité pour la réorganisation et la déconcentration des administrations the (Committee for the Reorganization
and Deconcentration of Administrations) was created, and in 1995, le Commissariat à la réforme de l’Etat (State
Reform Commissioner) (Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 26).
By the ”Loi organique relative aux lois de finances” (LOLF) - “Organic Law on Finance Laws” of 2001 the monitoring of
the results and performance of public services was regulated. The aim is to optimize the use of resources in order to
achieve the objectives set by the programs, which aim at: socio-economic efficiency, quality of services and efficiency of
management; thus it is meeting the requirements of citizens, users and taxpayers, respectively (Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 26).
The Marianne Charter of 2005, with reference to local public services, includes commitments aimed at satisfying users of
public services (Lamarzelle, 2008).
The ”Programme d’audits de modernisation” - ”Modernization Audit Program” of 2005 acts in the direction of efficient
use of financial public resources, by obtaining high quality services at lower costs. (Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 27).
A transposition of the elements of the New Public Management materialized through the inter-ministerial action programs:
 in 2007, ”La révision générale des politiques publiques ou RGPP”. (”The General Review Of Public Policies”)
(Bessière, 2019 [9]); (Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 27);
 in 2011, modernization of public action (Bessière, 2019).
Subsequent reforms have resulted in the restructuring of public services, through staff reductions and the implementation
of private sector management principles (Bessière, 2019).

Germany
The implementation of the new elements of the New Public Management was initiated later, compared to other European
countries, and was stimulated by the process of reunification and globalization.
In the period of `80s, the privatization of the public production sector began, a process that took place gradually, with the
aim of reducing public spending.
The ”Moderner straat, moderner verwalfung” program from the late `90s considered it possible to streamline the public
service, at the expense of stimulation of competition (Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 13).
The regulations given in the stage that followed the '90s had, among others, objectives, such as (Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 13):
- decrease of the administration's expenses on the expense of the reduction of the number of officials;
- clear establishment of the policy-administration relationship;
- increasing the autonomy of administrative units;
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- restructuring the status of civil servants by a 1997 framework law.
The implementation of the new reforms of the management was achieved, to a large extent, first of all, in municipalities,
through measures taken to increase the efficiency of the administration. These aimed at reducing costs, by introducing
calculation and evaluation tools, managing and monitoring the budget, reforming labor relations taking into account the
performance. (Lamarzelle, 2008)

Slovakia
It is of interest for the decentralization reform carried out by the authorities, in order to eliminate discrepancies between
regions.
The establishment of eight autonomous regions and seventy-nine districts was made, following the 1996 reform, their
competencies increasing until 2003 (Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 46).
New principles of governance have been initiated, through the implementation of new managerial reforms, among others,
the management of public services based on performance. (Lamarzelle, 2008)

Sweden
After 1993, the Swedish state initiated a new public administration policy, by intervening with reforms.
Previously owned monopolies were transferred to the private sector: telecommunications, energy, postal services became,
from regies, companies; the railway infrastructure is managed by a company, in the same situation, finding, also, other
sectors of activity, such as shipyards, metallurgy of iron and steel and other areas of the economy (Lamarzelle, 2008, p.48).
The education, health and housing sectors remain in public administration.
Through the VESTA program, initiated by the National Council for Quality and Development, the aim is to make
expenditure of the central administration, more efficient with an emphasis on obtaining results, depending on the available
resources and the objectives estimated (Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 48).

Netherlands
Attempts to introduce the principles of business into public administration in the Netherlands were reported after the `80s,
but were not significant in terms of achievements.
In 1987, the project Beleids en Beheers Instrumentarium or Policy and Control Instrument - BBI - was developed with the
intention of being established as a working method in business, which aimed to implement some changes, containing plans,
tools and techniques. The concrete effect was the increase in the number of officials (Aardema 2002) [10] Subsequently,
the project was changed with the name of Administrative Reform, Management and Information, but was abandoned in
1995. (Kolthoff E., 2007, p. 28)
In 1990, the Tilburg project was initiated, bearing the name of the municipality in which it was to take place, the objective
pursued being to position the citizen in the center of the attention of local policy, which, however, did not have a rhythmic
evolution. (Kolthoff E., 2007, p. 28)
In 1999, the project ”From Policy Budget to Policy Accountability” was launched at national level, its character being that
of a planning and control mechanism; the supporting documents regarding the expenses made by the ministries, had to give
information on the objectives for which these were made and the way of their achievement. (Kolthoff E., 2007, p. 28)
The researchers Van Helden and Jansen (2003) [11] showed that the adoption of New Public Management techniques, by
the government, was of limited nature, including the use of information regarding performance, in the activity of planning
and control.
Ter Bogt's (2002b, 2003) [12] opinion, following the researches carried out in some municipalities, is that these are not
interested in performance indicators.
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Some public police activities have been transferred to the private police, by outsourcing some activities for services, such
as: court security, maintenance of the IT and communication system, parking supervision, cleaning maintenance, the
guarding activity of police stations.
Companies within public transport, the energy sector or garbage collection were privatized, in whole or in part.
The scientific literature signals suspicions in ethical issues raised by the application of the elements of the New Public
Management and draws attention to the risk of corruption, by introducing business procedures in the public sector.
(Frederickson, 1997) [13].

Hungary
It was noted by a significant evolution after the '90s, accessing a high volume of foreign investment.
Between the years 1992-1995, it acted to modernize the public sector through reform programs, benefiting from PHARE
funds; Within the program, 300 officials were trained, with reference to new methods of human resources management,
taking into account the implementation of decentralization, too (Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 29).
By a law adopted in 2001, aimed at public administration reform, it was regulated a stable status for civil servants, among
other measures, granting a 50% increase in wages, which aimed to limit corruption and avoid their migration to the private
sector. (Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 30)
Among the state's priorities there are making public spending more efficient and the improvement of the quality of services
delivered, by making the administration accountable. (Lamarzelle, 2008, p. 30)

Conclusions
Starting with the last decades of the last century, there have been fundamental changes in European public services,
marked by modernization, the establishment of a new form of public management.
The European institutional model is based on techniques, instruments, approaches, which allow the consolidation of
democracy, one of them being the public management. The fundamental values underpinning European public functions
are based on: membership of the rule of law, the neutral nature of the activity of civil servants, the separation of policy
from administration, the absence of discrimination.
In taking over the news brought by the new current, the European countries behaved differently; some of them opted, to a
more or less complete extent, for the revision of public management, others proceeded to adapt, through gradual
implementation, some measures aimed at the improvement of the traditional system. The operation of the reforms by the
states that had these options was done through procedures, such as (Lamarzelle, 2008):
- the simplification of administrative procedures, the emphasis being on the user-citizen and his requirements;
- focus on results achieved, quality and performance;
- improvement of administrative structures, based on the correct management of human resources, the use of monitoring
and financial control tools.
The basic principles of implementation of changes having consequences on public organizations, were (Lamarzelle,
2008):
- decentralization and deconcentration, by giving autonomy to organizations and making them accountabile;
- practicing flexibility within certain limits, in human resources management; in some countries, the option was for
applying rules close to those of the private sector (for exemple, the Nordic countries), in other countries, the work
conditions are regulated by collective contracts;
- having recourse to competition between the public and private sectors.
It cannot be considered that there is a single European model of public management, due to the culture and specificity of
each state, as well as the priorities and methods used, different, from one state to another. The existent differences between
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states lead to a diversity of the forms of approach of this, in the context of the perception of a general movement of access
to its techniques (Androniceanu, 2007, Calogero, 2010 [14]).
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Abstract
The article, based on the study of the world literary heritage, shows an analysis of innovative approaches to non-standard
forms of employment on the example of the experience of public administration in the use of non-standard forms of
employment, volunteering. On the example of the world Olympic movement, the history of the development of the use of
non-standard forms of employment by state bodies, volunteering in the service of large sports competitions, is shown.
Particular attention in the article is paid to the social significance, organizational aspects and peculiarities of the use of
volunteers by state bodies of the participating countries and cities - the organizers of the Olympics. A study of the key
aspects of the process of attracting precarious forms of volunteering by government bodies to the Olympic Games showed
that government bodies began using Olympic volunteers as early as 1896 during the First Games in Athens. Officially,
volunteers began to participate in the organization and conduct of the Olympic Games more than 10 years later. The
importance of the non-standard form of employment, volunteering, for the success of the Olympic Games was officially
announced by the state administration bodies only in 1980. It is shown that the state bodies of the cities - the organizers of
the Olympic Games carefully determine innovative approaches to the use of attracted paid personnel and invited
volunteers, as well as the main directions of use and functions of non-standard forms of employment volunteering. The
article shows that innovative approaches of public administration to service maintenance of large sports competitions with
the involvement of non-standard forms of employment, volunteering, significantly reduce the cost of holding the Olympics
and reduce the contribution of the participating countries to them.

Keywords: Public Administration, Employment, Non-Standard Form Of Employment Volunteering, Large Sports
Competitions, Volunteers.

Introduction
For public administration, society is its basis. Government bodies are interested in increasing the average level of physical
development of the population (Novak-Kalyayeva L. et al., 2020). Therefore, they support mass physical education and sports.
To create a system for the selection of promising sports youth (starting from childhood), government agencies create a variety
of sports schools, sections, youth sports clubs and other forms of leisure. This goal is served by a constant system of testing the
population in the form of sports competitions. For such organizational forms and events, public administration widely attracts
_________________
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non-standard forms of employment, in particular, local volunteers and volunteers from different countries and regions
(hereinafter volunteers). Therefore, government agencies and sports use innovative approaches and are interested in constantly
expanding the possibilities of attracting non-standard forms of employment to the service of sports competitions, which is
shown by the example of the Olympic movement.
Big sport demonstrates a pragmatic consumer approach to society with the full consent of state bodies. This is due to the fact
that society and public administration receive undeniable advantages from the realization of such interests: an increase in the
general level of the nation's physical health, an increase in the possibility of self-realization for a huge number of young people,
the appearance of people who, by their achievements, create the glory of the nation.
The Olympic Games are the largest international forum not only at the level of world sports, but also at the level of state policy
of all countries of the world. The organization and conduct of Olympiads is a very complex mechanism that requires a whole
range of events: state-political, economic, sports and cultural.
Non-standard form of employment, volunteering today is one of the main forms of manifestation of social activity of citizens of
the world. They officially exist in over 175 countries. Volunteers take an active part in various state and social projects,
including in the maintenance of the sports and Olympic movement. Non-standard form of employment volunteering today has
become an integral part of state management in the field of physical culture and sports in Ukraine. This is due to the regular
holding of major international competitions in the country: the European Football Championship (2012), the Fencing World
Championship (2012), the Rhythmic Gymnastics World Championship (2013), the Ice Hockey World Championship (2017),
etc. Ukraine submitted an official application to host the Winter Olympic and Paralympic Games (2022). For the successful
holding of the Olympic Games, a large number of volunteers are required to perform various work on organizing and
conducting the Games, which significantly reduces economic costs.
Research shows that the modern Olympic Games are impossible without the help of volunteers (Brettell D., 2001). In 1992, the
seventh IOC President H.A. Samaranch (1992), speaking at the Olympic Games in Barcelona, officially recognized the
importance of volunteer work at the Games by the IOC, and also noted their role in the development of the modern Olympic
movement. Analysis of special literature allows us to judge that today there is a significant number of publications devoted to
the history of the volunteer movement (Lyakh T.L., 2001; Levkiv V., 2013) and the social sphere. the value of volunteering
(Olikh S., 2013).
Selected publications describing the activities of non-standard form of employment volunteering at the Olympic Games, in
particular, Brettell D. analyzes the role and importance of volunteers during the XXVII Olympics. In the publications of
Lanzoni I., Lykogianni D. (2016), on the basis of theoretical data and practical analysis, the peculiarities of preparing young
people for participation in non-standard forms of employment, volunteering during the Olympic Games, are considered. Rogge
J. (2015) proposes to consider the development of non-standard forms of employment, volunteering as a strategy, which is due
to the spread of the Olympic movement and its globalization, but does not affect the role of government bodies in different
countries. However, despite the presence of publications related to the development of non-standard forms of employment,
volunteering in Olympic sports, its role and place in the system of state management of the Olympic movement remain an
urgent issue of scientific research. Jacques Rogge, chairman of the International Olympic Committee in Vancouver, Canada,
said that it was impossible for the governing bodies of the organizing countries to organize sports competitions at all levels
without the obligatory participation of volunteers (2015). Volunteers are a critical component of the success of any sporting
event. For successful state bodies to hold large sports competitions, it is necessary to generalize the experience of public
administration of the organizing countries by involving volunteers and their actions in servicing large sports competitions,
which the authors will try to do on the example of the Olympic Games.
The purpose of the study: to study the innovative approaches of public administration to the organization of service using a nonstandard form of employment, volunteering in the organization and conduct of competitions in the development of the Olympic
movement.
Objectives: to study the historical aspects of the development of innovative approaches to public administration in using the
opportunities of non-standard forms of employment; volunteering during large sports competitions on the example of the
Olympic Games; to study the basic principles of attracting non-standard forms of volunteering by state bodies to the service of
the Olympics; to show the social significance, organizational aspects and features of the use of non-standard forms of
employment by public authorities of the countries - organizers of the Olympic Games, volunteering; study the key aspects of
the process of attracting volunteers by government agencies to the organization and conduct of the Olympic Games; to study
the impact of innovations in the maintenance of large sports competitions involving non-standard forms of volunteering
employment on the costs of hosting the Olympic Games and the contribution of the participating countries.
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Analysis and Results
Evolution of the relationship "volunteer - government authorities of the host country"
The global context of the interpretation of the term "human resources" in public administration and the organization of
major sporting events has never considered work for a fee as the main one (Novak-Kalyayeva L. et al., 2018). The authorities
considered non-standard forms of employment to be the main workforce for large sports competitions - a large number of
volunteers who serve the Olympic Games without financial compensation. Without volunteers, the Olympic Games would
be much more expensive for the host countries and less enthusiastic about society. The non-standard form of employment
makes possible the Olympic Games, the preparation for which creates significant tension in the society of the organizing
states. Efforts of a non-standard form of employment reduce the cost of the Games, creating a significant economic effect.
Every major sporting event belongs not only to the athletes, but also to the host countries and those who help them take
place. Volunteers are people who provide service to every athlete, spectator and visitor to the most outstanding events in
world sports. The authors (Novak-Kalyayeva L. et al., 2018) believe that the services of non-standard forms of employment
are unprofessional and unprofitable efforts that volunteers perform in order to improve the well-being of others in the
environment and society.
But all the variety of forms of volunteering, according to the American Public Works Management Association, is defined
by “a group of people who are willing to work together to achieve the public good, which becomes volunteering; people
who participate in the work of these groups become volunteers, and this type of group work becomes a volunteer service"
(2001). Services of non-standard form of employment volunteering today is developed into a large social movement with
rich content and in various forms.
Although the principle of volunteering in major sporting events has a rich history, for many athletes, off Although the
principle of volunteering in the service of major sporting events has a rich history, for many athletes, officials and host
countries who share their time and effort, the concept of an Olympic volunteer is quite young. The Olympic Glossary
attributes its initial explicit definition to the official Bulletin of the Barcelona Olympic Games: “A volunteer is a person
who undertakes an individual, altruistic commitment to cooperate using his or her best abilities to organize the Olympic
Games, receiving payment or remuneration of any nature” (Levkiv V., 2013). Public administrations in developed
countries believe that volunteers are those who do not work for personal income, are not forced by law to work, but work
for free to improve society and provide charity to others .
That is, a non-standard form of employment, volunteering, which is involved by government agencies in servicing major
sporting events, is associated, on the one hand, with the development of sports, on the other, has economic and sociopolitical characteristics formed in three stages of more than a century. modern Olympic Games:
1896 (Athens) - 1908 (London): volunteers are a small group of people with a non-standard form of employment who took
an active part in sporting events;
1912 (Stockholm) - 1980 (Moscow): volunteers were largely military spies;
1984 (Los Angeles) - present: modern characteristics of non-standard form of employment are formed volunteering [6],
whose efforts are aimed at servicing large flows of team members, officials of official delegations, accredited
correspondents, domestic and foreign viewers, etc.
The evolution of the volunteer movement in the Olympic Games began in 1912 (Olympic Games in Stockholm in 1912),
Antwerp (1920), Paris (1924) and Amsterdam (1928), in which non-standard forms of employment such as the Boy Scout
movements took part. These young people carried out simple, but very important for the countries - the organizers of the
Olympic Games: delivery of mail, cleaning and assistance in maintaining order during the Games.
After World War II, the organizing countries increased the number of volunteers: 2,191 people (mostly the same young
people from "scout" precarious forms of employment) at the Olympic Games in Helsinki (1952). In Melbourne (1956), the
number of volunteers was already 3500 people.
The Olympic Games are becoming more and more popular, the number of volunteers attracted by the organizing countries
is increasing, and the range of their responsibilities is also expanding. At the Oslo Winter Olympics (1952), the volunteers
were tasked with researching and helping to prepare sports equipment under the supervision of qualified personnel. In
1960, in Squaw Valley and Rome, a non-standard form of volunteering work performed the work of translators and drivers
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for the Olympic Games. In Rome, 155 precarious volunteers worked as press assistants. Moreover, the role of this function
of the non-standard form of employment, volunteering, has been increasing for state bodies since the 70s, when the
coverage of Olympic events in the media began to increase.
The 1980 Lake Placid Games saw the rise of precarious volunteering and the Olympic volunteer movement. Without this
army of 6,700 volunteers, the large-scale and well-organized XIII Olympic Winter Games would not have become a
reality. In Sarajevo (1984), 4,000 precarious volunteers were employed in volunteer work.
Olympic volunteers have evolved from a minor crowd to a significant reserve for the Olympic Games. In Los Angeles
(1984), 30,000 volunteers expanded their activities from organizing exhibitions to helping with the opening and closing
ceremonies of games. In Seoul (1988) there were slightly fewer volunteers than in Los Angeles, and in Barcelona in 1992
their number was 34,548. There were 32,579 volunteers in Nagano (1998), which is comparable to the number in
Lillehammer in 1994 (Mitrofanova S.G., 2011).

The modern model of precarious employment for Olympic volunteering
The modern model of precarious employment for Olympic volunteering took shape between 1980 and 1992, from Lake
Placid to Barcelona. Developing large-scale scenarios for future Olympics, government agencies, the IOC and national
Olympic committees began to rely on the mandatory participation of non-standard forms of employment, volunteering in
their conduct. At the Los Angeles Olympics (1984), volunteers were already recognized as "official assistants" who shared
the Olympic ideals. The very same term "Olympic volunteer" was first publicly enshrined in the report of the then
President of the IOC Juan Antonio Samaranch, read during the Games (1992) (Platonov V.N. et al., 2009).
In the new millennium, no Olympiad can take place without intensive and effective work of non-standard forms of
employment, volunteering. The number of volunteers is in the tens and sometimes hundreds of thousands. It is they who
create the memorable image of the Olympic Games among athletes, fans and journalists. The international experience of
Olympic volunteering is becoming an indispensable part of the formula for success that the host countries of the Olympics
rely on. Thus, the Games in Beijing, among their unconditional achievements, were remembered by the world community
for the volunteering - “volunteer team”, brought to perfection by the work of a non-standard form of employment. This
experience was closely studied by the state bodies of the countries - the organizers of the subsequent Olympic Games - in
Vancouver, London and Sochi. The Beijing Olympics broke the record for the number of volunteers: 70,000 worked at the
Olympic Games and 30,000 at the Paralympic Games. The most ambitious event was the “Smiling Beijing” action, the
participants of which, with the width and duration of a smile, had to demonstrate the “humanitarian nature” of the XXIX
Summer Olympics and the friendliness of the state authorities of the host country towards foreigners. A million Chinese
smiled at the foreign guests. The main part of non-standard form of employment volunteering in Beijing is students of
Beijing universities and compatriots from Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan aged 18 to 25 years. 100 thousand volunteers
were selected by government agencies from 1.2 million applicants, including 13 veterans of the PRC Foreign Ministry,
many elderly patriots and 22 thousand foreigners. The main requirement for the volunteers was a good knowledge of a
foreign language, especially English. Therefore, work on interaction with foreign media, volunteering carried out a nonstandard form of employment with the help of 259 polyglot volunteers from abroad: government agencies demanded
understanding of the language at the level of oral speech and professional sports jargon. Other selection criteria were
sociability and hard work. Beijing volunteers served the Olympic complexes, worked in two thousand information centers
for foreigners, and helped the guests of the Olympics navigate the streets of the metropolis. Approximately 400 thousand
volunteers took tourists to the historical and cultural sights of the capital.
The Vancouver Olympic Organizing Committee has recruited precarious work to partner with 25,000 volunteers from all
Canadian provinces. Two years before the start of the Games in Canada, an online campaign called “Call for Volunteers”
was launched - so the country's government agencies implemented a national program for finding volunteers to serve the
Olympic facilities and guests of the Olympics

Economic aspects of innovative approaches to non-standard forms of volunteering
Indeed, training, means of work, support and insurance costs through volunteers reduce the balance of sports promotions.
But the actual savings are much greater, because training full-time unskilled workers to achieve the level of qualification of
volunteers would cost more. (Platonov V.Net al., 2009).
Olympics (1996) involved about 60,000 volunteers, saving $ 0.13 billion. The Sydney Olympics (2000) employed about
47,000 volunteers, saving more than $ 90 million. More than 60,000 volunteers worked at the Athens Olympics (2004),
saving $ 0.12 billion. The Olympics in Atlanta required the services of a non-standard form of employment with 51,881
volunteers, 47,466 of whom were registered and used for their intended purpose. Volunteers accounted for 40% of the
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Olympic Games, which at the time consisted of 131,788 people: paid workers, 6,560 of whom were paid by the partners of
the organizing countries as assistance, and 78,240 accredited contract workers. In addition, there were 800 internal
volunteers, who from year to year gradually prepared the Games at their own expense. The contribution of the latter is
estimated at 542,000 hours (MacAloon J., 2016).
Assume that each of the volunteers worked an eight-hour day for more than 12 days. Then they worked 4.98 million hours
voluntarily, which, subject to compensation for a living wage of US $ 5.50 per hour, would amount to almost $ 27.4 million.
Adding 542,000 hours of internal Olympics volunteers with a living wage of $ 10, 5 per hour for experienced skilled
professionals would increase the amount by more than $ 5.4 million, which together would amount to $ 32.8 million, which
demonstrates the importance of non-standard employment for the Olympic Movement. But, according to the authors, this is
a very rough estimate. Because, firstly, attracting a non-standard form of employment, volunteering for large sports
competitions requires the resettlement of volunteers, which is not easy even for the state bodies of large Olympic cities. And
it is not even to be hoped that the Atlanta authorities, whose labor market at the time did not have a sufficient supply, would
be able to replace volunteers with hired workers. This could only happen if the authorities replace the low-level basic salary
by $ 10.5, which would determine the need to significantly increase the amount of contributions from the organizing states
to the Games budget, which actually amounted to $ 57.7 million, by as much as 1.5 times.

Organizational aspects of non-standard forms of employment volunteering
The city of Pyeongchang in the Republic of Korea was chosen as the venue for the 2018 Winter Olympics. Foreigners could
also become volunteers at the 2018 Olympics. Training and programs were conducted for selected volunteers, including
internships at various sporting events on a smaller scale than the Olympics. The responsibilities of the volunteers working at
the Olympics included: assisting the accompanying delegations; installation of stands, racks and boards with basic
information on the ongoing event at the hotel, as well as at the sports facility and other places; assistance to participants in
registration of accreditation; providing assistance to spectators during the competition; carrying out organizational work and
ensuring uninterrupted transport service; other assignments, including conflict resolution. The Code of Volunteers in
Pyeongchang was: volunteering is voluntary and gratuitous; be sure to respect everyone who works at this event and the
guests; the activities of the volunteer should not discredit the organization and the country; mandatory submission to
administrators and staff (if a conflict situation arises, the service coordinator should be notified immediately); if there is a
problem or impossibility to perform the assigned task, the volunteer immediately warns his coordinator; volunteers are
responsible for their valuables on their own.
Prohibitions for volunteers at the 2018 Olympics: in case of illness, it is forbidden to visit hospitals (this also applies to
contact with an infected person. If a volunteer encounters an infected child, he must immediately notify his coordinator and
comply with quarantine conditions without visiting the hospital); under no circumstances should infected children be
transferred from one room to another; it is impossible to carry out any medical actions (delivery of medicines, instillations,
injections, etc. It is also forbidden to be engaged in self-medication); it is forbidden to feed children without the consent of a
pediatrician or guardian (not every child knows about their food allergies to dairy products and cereals); it is forbidden to
place information about volunteering in the media, including the publication and display of photographs without the consent
of management; delivery of strangers to the hospital is prohibited; it is impossible to conflict with the staff of the hospital (in
case of human rights violations, this fact should be reported to the management). The person who wanted to volunteer at the
2018 Olympics had to speak English and Korean. Volunteers must have undergone special training in the areas of activity in
which they will provide assistance. The volunteers had a day off on the 6th day of work. At this time, it was safe to attend
the Olympics, as not everyone can work at a particular sports facility. Becoming a volunteer means visiting the very center
of grand events on a global scale, communicating with great athletes, finding new friends and like-minded people.
The 2020 Olympics in Tokyo as part of the Olympic Games and the Summer Paralympic Games will be held in 2021 due to
a pandemic. Government agencies and the organizers of the Olympiad plan to use a non-standard form of employment of
about 90,000 volunteers. Most volunteers will be attached directly to sports facilities and only 10% of volunteers will be
guides for foreign guests who have visited the Olympic Games. The basic requirements for volunteers include knowledge of
English, Korean, Chinese at a conversational level. Guides and assistants will be volunteers who have had experience
working with people with disabilities or the elderly.
The Chinese government and the organizing committee of the Beijing 2022 Games plan to select 39,000 volunteers, of
whom 27,000 will be involved in the Olympic Games and 12,000 in the Paralympic Games. Anyone from any country in the
world can volunteer for the Winter Olympics in Beijing. To be able to become a volunteer, a successful candidate must be
18 years old by January 1, 2022, he must be able to speak Chinese or English. The Volunteers of the Games will provide
services at the opening and closing ceremonies, competitions and / or other events of the Games in Beijing, Yanqing or
Zhangjiakou. The volunteers themselves will be divided into two categories: general and specialized volunteers. Specialist
volunteers have professional knowledge, skills and knowledge in a specific field, including language, medical or driving
services. Non-specialist volunteers are ordinary volunteers. The age limit for a volunteer is 80 years. The applicant must be
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strong and resilient, as the working day lasts mainly until late at night. The advantage will be for the applicant who has any
sports category.
Depending on the national specifics, the non-standard form of employment volunteering at each Olympiad has its own
peculiarities. For example, in some Olympic cities, up to 85% of the volunteers were locals. But, for example, the population
of Sochi (according to the 2010 census) - 343 thousand. man. Therefore, in Sochi there was an inverse proportion: 85% of
volunteers in Sochi were residents of other regions of the country. Someone goes to volunteer as a patriot of their hometown
and country, there are also collectors of the Olympics. For example, for one American retiree, the Vancouver Games were
the seventh to be visited as a volunteer.
The first thing volunteers are taught in preparation for the Olympics is kindness and tolerance. Areas of activity of nonstandard form of employment volunteering at the Olympic Games: event service; sport; transport; ceremonies; linguistic
services; interaction with national Olympic and Paralympic Committees; technologies; press work; Olympic Village
Management; interaction with international Olympic and Paralympic committees; protocol; anti-doping; accreditation;
accommodation of guests; arrivals and departures; medical care; catering services. The living conditions of the volunteers
are spartan: the work of the volunteers is free; the road to the venue of the Games is free of charge; volunteers live in
apartment buildings in clusters (three or four people in each apartment); food - buffet with a wide range of dishes; during the
day in free access dry rations, water, hot tea, coffee; uniforms and shoes are issued for the duration of the Games; the
volunteer is obliged to take care of the uniform independently; in case of damage to the suit penalties; The volunteer can get
to the competitions in his free time from shifts as part of a special volunteer motivation program. Someone goes to
volunteers as a patriot of their hometown and country, there are also “collectors” of the Olympics. For example, for one
American pensioner, the Games in Vancouver became the seventh in a row, which she attended as a volunteer assistant - and
very much asked the Organizing Committee of the Winter Games to accept her as a volunteer in Sochi.
The first thing volunteers are taught in preparation for the Olympics is kindness and tolerance. Areas of activity of nonstandard form of employment volunteering at the Olympic Games: event service; sport; transport; ceremonies; linguistic
services; interaction with national Olympic and Paralympic Committees; technologies; press work; Olympic Village
Management; interaction with international Olympic and Paralympic committees; protocol; anti-doping; accreditation;
accommodation of guests; arrivals and departures; medical care; catering services.
The living conditions of the volunteers are spartan: the work of the volunteers is free; the road to the venue of the Games is
free of charge; volunteers live in apartment buildings in clusters (three or four people in each apartment); food - buffet with a
wide range of dishes; during the day in free access dry rations, water, hot tea, coffee; uniforms and shoes are issued for the
duration of the Games; the volunteer is obliged to take care of the uniform independently; in case of damage to the suit
penalties; A volunteer can get to the competition in his / her free time as part of a special volunteer motivation program.

Discussion
The value of a non-standard form of employment is volunteering for service
The value of a non-standard form of employment volunteering for service of large sports competitions is determined by the
following: politically, it is the unification of the energy of individuals in a joint project, an innovative form of participation
in a major social event; economically - the use of volunteers is the main source of reducing the costs of organizing countries
to pay for staff serving the sporting event (experience shows that up to 90%) and when adequate training of volunteers, the
result may be an increase in the professional level of the population; cultural - the principles of non-standard volunteering
form of employment contribute to the spread of multiculture and increase the solidarity of mankind.
A significant number of scientists have made significant efforts to study the problems of public administration of the
organization before, during and after major sporting events by studying the models of the past Olympic Games. Much
progress in this area has been made, mostly in developed countries. Thus, the authors believe that the investments of the
organizing states in the projects of major sporting events should return within a few years; they are also an investment in
the diversification of the national economy. Public authorities believe that major sports competitions are a powerful
stimulus for the tourism development of the regions of the competitions, because a significant number of the population
will visit sports venues of major sporting events and spend free time in the region. Therefore, in Ukraine before EURO
2012 modernized transport, road network, hotel infrastructure, as well as solved a number of other problems. To do this,
public administration motivated various organizations, including travel agencies, educational institutions, government
agencies and others. take part in the preparation of a major sporting event. In the summer of 2012 in Ukraine, a nonstandard form of employment, volunteering attracted almost 30,000 volunteers to service EURO 2012. EURO 2012 has
given impetus to the development of a non-standard form of employment in Ukraine, volunteering, the representatives of
which promote friendly communications, facilitate mutual understanding and deepen friendly relations.
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In the context of globalization and integration of international life, the organization and holding of such mass sporting
events as the Olympics, it is difficult to imagine volunteering without a clear work of a non-standard form of employment.
Thanks to the selfless help of volunteers in various fields of activity, the state bodies of the participating countries manage
to create an atmosphere of celebration of the World Forum. Without volunteers, the impeccable organization of
competitions, decent service for the residents of the Olympic Village, cultural exchange, and the provision of a comfortable
life and leisure for many guests of the Games have long been inconceivable. The state bodies of the host cities involve
volunteers to perform various functions, and the training programs for Olympic volunteers are an issue that requires further
study and development.

Conclusion
Today there is a significant number of publications that are dedicated to the history of the development of precarious forms
of employment, volunteering. At the same time, the role of government bodies, the social significance of the non-standard
form of employment, volunteering, the organizational aspects of its use, and the specifics of training volunteers are an
important aspect of scientific research. The historical study of the key moments of the process of attracting non-standard
forms of employment by state bodies, volunteering to the organization and holding of the Olympic Games, suggests that
state bodies began to attract volunteers to service large sports competitions back in 1896 during the First Games of our
time in Athens; in 1907, when the precarious form of volunteering work was first officially involved by government in the
preparation of the Olympic Games. The importance of work as a non-standard form of employment, volunteering, was first
described in the report of the state authorities of the city - the organizer on the holding of the Olympic Games (XIII Winter
Olympic Games). Volunteering is impossible without the involvement of non-standard forms of employment in modern
Olympics. Accompanying foreign delegations, organizing information desks in hotels and sports facilities, obtaining
accreditations, helping at stadiums during competitions, ensuring the smooth operation of the transport system - volunteers
are engaged in this and many others at the Olympic and Paralympic Games, investing their work free of charge in the
development of the world community. At each Olympic Games, the government bodies of the host cities develop a
strategy for organizing and holding the Games. They determine the number of paid staff and volunteers, as well as their
main functions. At the same time, innovative approaches of state bodies are aimed at expanding the functions and
participation of non-standard forms of employment - volunteering in the Games, which allows to significantly save the
costs of the countries participating in the Olympics.
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Abstract
The main purpose of the paper is to describe the changes in shaping open data performance expectancy for information
society in Europe, esp. in context of European strategy for data development. There are three objectives of the paper: 1)
finding the currently dominant sectors in open data performance expectancy creation; (2) finding the growth rate of open
data-based products or services; (3) finding the geographical areas of Europe for each sector. The research methods are
based on analysis of data dynamics and data visualization. The analyzed data come from texts promoting digital products
and services that use open data. The research covers 427 digital products and services based on open data. The time frame
covers the period from January 2018 to January 2021 and the research focuses mainly on European issues. The research
results show that the Transport sector uses open data the most. The second place in the ranking is taken by Education,
Culture & Sport sector and the third one by Government & Public.

Keywords: European information society, open data performance expectancy, visualization, dynamics analysis
Introduction
Open data performance expectancy should be developed due to changes of the European strategy of data governance for
information society named “A European strategy for data”. The first of a set of measures announced in the 2020 European
strategy for data to foster the availability of data for use by increasing trust in data intermediaries and by strengthening
data-sharing mechanisms across the EU. The European Commission published on December 9, 2020 the new EU Action
Plan with 82 specific initiatives for the next 4 years (Proposal for a Regulation on European data governance (Data
Governance Act)). The strategy presented by the European Commission is based on three main goals: Goal 1: Technology
for people - the development of technology that is to really change the lives of citizens; Goal 2: A fair and competitive
digital economy - Europe must become independent and develop its own digital solutions, not rely on technology designed
by someone else. The key to this is to be data and its reuse; Goal 3: An open, democratic and sustainable society - that is,
the creation of a trustworthy, democratic environment where fundamental rights are respected and at the same time
climate-neutral and resource-efficient.
The European Commission is committed to cooperation between Member States and calls for investment, i.e. in building
networks and human capital - both at European, national and regional levels. At the same time, the EC emphasizes that
both public and private funds will be needed to finance the digital revolution. The European Commission is also calling for
cooperation in the area of cybersecurity and the need to build confidence in new technologies. One of the Commission's
priorities for the coming years will be the development of Europeans' digital competences and education. The European
Commission also intends to propose a strategy for small and medium-sized enterprises so that they too can benefit from the
benefits of digitization and open data usage. According to the European Commission, the same rules should apply to the
internal market, both in its traditional and digital dimensions. All businesses should compete on an equal footing and
consumers should be assured that their rights will be respected. The European Commission intends to redefine the role and
responsibilities of online platforms. In particular, in the context of posting illegal content on these websites. According to
the European Commission, online consumers are expected to have more control over their personal data as well as their
online identity. According to the European Commission strategy, the rules for sharing and managing information on the
web must be transparent and mostly built on people, economy, and society.
Thus, three objectives of this paper were formulated: (1) finding the currently dominant sectors in open data performance
expectancy creation; (2) finding the growth rate of open data-based products or services; (3) finding the geographical areas
of Europe for each sector.

________________
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Management Association (IBIMA), 30-31 May 2021, Cordoba, Spain, ISBN: 978-0-9998551-6-4, ISSN: 2767-9640
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To fulfill the objectives the paper was divided into parts: the first part is based on literature review to show the state-of-art
of changes in shaping the open data web products, the second part is showing the materials and methods of the research
studies, the third part is describing the results with critical discussion, and the last part is concluding the findings for future
European information society.

Literature Review
The information society life increasingly depends on information and communication technologies (ICT) (Castells, 2001,
2004). Modern technologies change the way of working in mobile and virtual organizations, as well as learning
environment of e-learning, e-courses, e-mentoring, and online leisure in social networks, and online games, etc. (Castells,
1996-8). The information society distinguish five criteria for identifying the new way of functioning. These are
technological, economic, occupational, spatial, and cultural issues (Webster, 2014). Nowadays the usage of big amount of
data, cloud computing (Neves et all. 2020) and artificial inteligency technology changes concern not only the economy, but
also everyday life, including the functioning of citizens in the structures of the business, administration, and the smart
cities and contacts between public administration bodies and citizens in differet organizations, as well as communication
within the structures of government and public administration themselves (Public sector information, open data and big
data (RP2020)).
A society that uses modern information and communication technologies, commonly known as the information society
(Haber and Niezgoda, 2006; Sienkiewicz and Nowak, 2008) or a knowledge-based society (Gołuchowski, and
Frączkiewicz-Wronka, 2008) expects IT solutions from the authorities that will contribute to the improvement of the
quality of life. E-services in public administration should be a determinant of the dynamic development of ICT, especially
related to communication, circulation and processing of information. Mobile devices, the web infrastructure, fast digital
data sharing, mobile application - all this is an integral part of the everyday life of citizens and also provides opportunities
for the development of e-services in public administration (Papińska-Kacperek, 2008; Pawełoszek-Korek, 2009; SołtysikPiorunkiewicz, 2018).
Thanks to e-administration, individuals and companies, as well as public administration institutions, i.e. offices, schools
and others, can use cheaper, better-quality and more reliable forms of service provision. Data can solve problems from
traffic jams to disaster relief, but European countries are not yet using this data to its full potential. More secure and regular
data sharing across the EU could help public administrations use private sector data for the public good (Goliński, M.
2010, 2012).
The Internet application has revolutionized the life of the information society in almost every area, because it is a new form
of social communication, which also creates a new sphere of social life, with new social phenomena, groups and
communities, creating the amount of data. The volume of data produced in the world is growing rapidly, from 33
zettabytes in 2018 to an expected 175 zettabytes in 2025. It gives the opportunity for innovation based on data (European
data governance).
The term "information society" has become synonymous with modernity, creativity, activity, freedom and prosperity. This
is due to the use and acceptance of ICT tools, systems and techniques in everyday life. However, one of the key elements
in the development of the information society is an efficiently operating, widely available electronic data from public
administration and private sources, dedicated for different usage in sectors of business, administration, transport,
education, culture, environment, etc.
The ability of public administration to perform public tasks by electronic services is an important factor in assessing its
operation and a condition for achieving progress in building the information society. It is possible only thanks to the close
cooperation of information systems of public administration units in mutual relations, and in relations with individuals and
companies. The unification of basic processes in administration, the interoperability of ICT systems and solutions and
enabling the sharing of data from reference registers will create conditions for the development of the market of services
provided electronically to citizens and business.
Thanks to the implementation of the IT system interoperability assumptions, it is possible to use consistent data collected
in various registers and record-keeping systems of the state information system when providing electronic services.
According to the European Interoperability Framework, for eGovernment services, interoperability means "the possibility
of data exchange, information and knowledge sharing between information and communication technology (ICT) systems
and economic processes that are supported by them" (Olszak, and Billewicz, 2007). It follows that interoperability is
important both at the country level and in a wider context. Ensuring such defined interoperability is a significant problem
in the development of e-government. The issue of business process management plays an important role, and the
reorganization of administrative processes is an important stage in the implementation of public e-services (Olszak,
Ziemba, 2009, 2010, 2011).
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Information and communication technologies currently include solutions that allow users to do more than just receive
information from websites. The creators of the websites provided their websites with a user-friendly interface, software,
and a place for data storage - all through a web browser. T. O'Reily in his article called it a "web platform" (O'Reilly,
2005). Users provide data to the Web 2.0 site and have partial control over it. Such websites show the so-called a
collaborative architecture that encourages users to add new content that creates virtual contact networks. Users of websites
built on the idea of Web 2.0 are no longer passive recipients of information, but start to co-create the Web themselves.
The term Web 2.0 is widely used and interpreted as "a matrix of mutual dialogues, not monologues" (Maness, 2006). Web
2.0 is largely equated with some kind of collaborative platform, which is the ground for user activity and which offers
many new possibilities for creating and sharing digital content with the open data. Nowadays the characteristic features of
web portals include: rich user experience, user cooperation, dynamic content, metadata, use of the latest web standards,
application scalability, open data sources.
Miller (2005) extends the features of Web 2.0 to content freedom, the ability to build virtual applications, application
modularity, user communication, and trust in users. Web 2.0 application concepts can be divided into the following three
parts:
1. Rich Internet Application - an application with many characteristic features of desktop programs, incl. dynamic,
one-screen-application interface. Eliminates the need to restart websites and the need to fill out consecutive forms to enter
content.
2. Web architecture - a key part of the Web 2.0 ideology; defines how web applications are created to share their data
so that other websites can use and integrate functionalities, thus providing richer applications (e.g. RSS and Web Services),
3. Community - defines how Web 2.0 tends to interact more effectively with the end user and how it becomes an
integral part of the community.
Web 2.0 includes both web services and the appropriate tools and technologies that enable easier creation and
exploration of digital content. As for open data' services and tools that are mentioned most often, they include:
• websites that allow to create a collection of social bookmarks, i.e. some kind of links to websites or to elements that
are part of such pages,
• virtual worlds,
• internet communicators (programs that allow to send messages between two or more computers),
• social media tools that allow for video and audio streaming (including, inter alia, the creation of Internet radio and
television),
• vodcasting, podcasting and screencasting (equated with publishing a video broadcast or sharing audio on the
Internet),
• tagging and folksonomy (categorizing various content using freely selected key words),
• social networking sites (some type of website that allows interaction and networking),
• Really Simple Sidication, abbreviated to RSS (a format that is used to provide Internet users with frequently updated
data),
• a wiki website (e.g. Wikipedia, a website that allows Internet users to jointly create and correct content, write
content and edit content),
• microblogs and blogs (types of websites where Internet users can post dated entries).
The most important features of new online services or products for the needs of information society include:
• low costs of creating a web project,
• speed of implementation of individual projects,
• the ability to classify, categorize and describe content using freely selected key words (folksonomy and tags),
• the ability to select, evaluate, comment on and propose information created thanks to other Internet users (e.g.
assessing various interesting content and highlighting it, comments that are added to posts on individual blogs),
• personalization and organization of the reception of content by various users (for example, organizing and adding
appropriate links as part of bookmarking websites, subscription to RSS feeds, generating tag clouds, quick and very simple
placing of photos, videos and presentations on own and other websites, compilation of elements that come from various
tools belonging to the second generation and publishing them as a mashup service),
• organizing and creating virtual communities, contact networks and certain interest groups,
• distributing, publishing and archiving his/her own work (e.g. video blogs, blogs, community websites, photoblogs,
audioblogs),
• the possibility of conducting discussions, conversations, chats with other Internet users on many different topics (it
is possible, for example, by Instant Messaging communicators that allow users to conduct a conversation within a group,
various types of chats, discussion forums and groups, comments on entries on various blogs or published articles, creating
new online product or services),
• Internet communities are given the opportunity to work on joint projects, they are given the opportunity to develop
and co-create entirely new products that are maintained in the principle of "co-production" (this is a model of producing
services and goods that fully enjoys the advantages of different part of Europe).
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The general predictors of open data technology performance expectancy was introduced by Zuiderwijk at all. (2015).
Putting the Internet technologies usage in a new light of open data performance expectancy the research was associated
with presenting the directions of open data performance expectancy in Europe (Zdonek, and Sołtysik-Piorunkiewicz,
2020), and the benefits of using open data (Sołtysik-Piorunkiewicz, and Zdonek, 2021). Thus, the current research is
conducted on online services or products in European information society.

Materials and Methods
Research Questions and Hypotheses
Based on the theoretical research and to fulfill the objective of paper no. 1, research question (RQ1) and hypothesis (H1)
were formulated:
RQ1: Which sectors use open data the most?
H1: The widely available open data from public administration and private sources, in different usage in sectors of
business, transport, education, culture, environment, etc. can improve the information and knowledge of society.
To fulfill the objectives of paper no. 2 research question (RQ2) and hypothesis (H2) were formulated:
RQ2: What is the growth rate of open data-based products or services?
H2: Nowadays the growth rate of web products or services should be based on the open data access.
To fulfill the objectives of paper no. 3 research question (RQ3) and hypothesis (H3) were formulated:
RQ3: What is the geographical areas of Europe for each sector?
H3: The European information society is still developing in different ways because of some sophisticated issues connected
with gegraphical context.

Data collecting and analyses
The research data were retrieved from European Data Portal. This portal implements the policy of promoting benefits
resulting from using open data and collects descriptions of applications, websites, portals, and services using open data (the
so-called use cases). The collected use cases come from different countries. Thus, files with descriptions of created
products/services from January 2018 to January 2021 were retrieved. This period covered descriptions of 427 applications,
websites, portals, and services using open data. The files were processed into a text format and organized into a data frame
(see table 1).
Table 1: Variables subject to analysis.
Variable
Company
Date
Description
Part of world
Region
Sector
Type of open data

Description
The name of the company that created the product or service based on open
data
Date of posting information about the product or service based on open data
on Europortal
Description of product or service based on open data
Region of Europe (north, south, east, west) for which the product or service
based on open data is intended
Region for which the product or service based on open data is intended
Sector for which the product or service based on open data is intended
Description of type of open data

Data were filtered by sector and analyzed by using frequency tables and charts. The region variable made it possible to
visualize the obtained results on a map. The Date variable allowed for analyzing each sector by calculating the Average
Rate of Change that was subsequently visualized on a bar chart. The description variable was analyzed with classical text
analysis.

Description of research sample
To present the research sample, meaning the collation of countries promoting products or services based on open data in
the period of January 2018 - January 2021, a map visualization was developed, as presented in figure 1.
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Fig. 1: Number of new products and services using open data in Jan 2018- Jan 2021 in particular
countries
Discussing obtained results, we can state that (Petychakis et all 2014) emphasize that the EU has made steady progress in
improving the quality of open data portals, but that there is still a great deal of variation between countries. Otherwise,
according to (Máchová, and Lněnička, 2017) the UK is one of the countries with the most open data collections and the
most developed open data ecosystem in the world.

Results and Discussion
Currently Dominant Sectors
When answering the first research question about the sectors that use open data the most, the bar chart was created (fig. 2).
It points that the Transport sector uses open data the most. The second place in the ranking is taken by Education, Culture
& Sport sector and the third one by Government & Public. The next places are taken by sectors: Economy & Finance,
Environment, and Health.

Top sectors
Transport
Education, Culture & Sport
Government & Public
Economy & Finance
Environment
Health
Population & Society
Regions & Cities
Science & Technology
Agriculture, Fisheries, Forestry & Foods
Justice, Legal System & Public Safety
Energy
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Fig. 2: Twelve most popular sectors using open data
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Discussing obtained results, we can state that many of these sectors are smart city sectors (Neves et all. 2020, Wang et all
2018), as cities are a natural environment for generating open data due to the mass production of data from urban
infrastructure. Thus, open data is, therefore, part of smart cities. Open data initiatives are urban innovation (Neves et all.
2020).

The growth rate of open data-based products in top sectors
When answering the second research question about the growth rate of open data-based products or services, dynamic data
analysis was made. Chain indices were calculated and on their basis the average annual rate of change. Data from 2021
were not included in this analysis as they would only contain data from one month, which would distort the analysis. The
results are presented in table 2. The chart presentations of them are presented in figures 3 and 4.
Table 2: Products or services based on open data by top sectors and years
Numbers

Percentages

Sector
2018

2019 2020

2018

2019

2020

The Average
Rate of
Change

Transport

19

20

22

31,1% 32,8% 36,1%

7,6%

Education, Culture & Sport

13

16

22

25,5% 31,4% 43,1%

30,1%

Government & Public

15

12

17

34,1% 27,3% 38,6%

6,5%

Economy & Finance

18

9

11

47,4% 23,7% 28,9%

-21,8%

Environment

14

10

8

43,8% 31,3% 25,0%

-24,4%

6

12

9

22,2% 44,4% 33,3%

22,5%

14

4

7

56,0% 16,0% 28,0%

-29,3%

Population & Society

3

14

7

12,5% 58,3% 29,2%

52,8%

Science & Technology
Agriculture, Fisheries, Forestry &
Foods
Justice, Legal System & Public
Safety

7

11

3

33,3% 52,4% 14,3%

-34,5%

2

14

5

9,5% 66,7% 23,8%

58,1%

1

5

6

8,3% 41,7% 50,0%

144,9%

Energy

1

3

2

16,7% 50,0% 33,3%

41,4%

Health
Regions & Cities

Top sectors by year
2018

2019

2020

Transport
Education, Culture & Sport
Government & Public
Economy & Finance
Environment
Health
Regions & Cities
Population & Society
Agriculture, Fisheries, Forestry & Foods
Science & Technology
Justice, Legal System & Public Safety
Energy
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Fig. 3: Percentage of products based on open data for top sectors by years
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Average annual changes
Transport

8%

Education, Culture & Sport

30%

Government & Public

6%
-22%

Economy & Finance

-24%

Environment
Health

22%

Regions & Cities

-29%

Population & Society

53%

Agriculture, Fisheries, Forestry & Foods

58%

Science & Technology

-35%

145% Justice, Legal System & Public Safety

Energy

41%

Fig. 4: Average annual change in the number of open data-based products for the top twelve sectors
The presented calculations and visualizations show that two of the most popular sectors have the lowest average annual
rate of change (Transport 8% and Government & Public 6%). It can therefore be concluded that these sectors are stabilized
in terms of open data use. The sector where the highest rate of annual pace of change was noticed was the Justice, Legal
System & Public Safety sector (145%). However, looking at the low annual number of cases (see table 1), it can be
concluded that this sector is only in the initial phase of using open data. The big but a bit unstable growth can be seen in
the Agriculture, Fisheries, Forestry & Foods sector and the Population & Society sector. The annual numbers of cases are
rather low except in 2019, where they are extremely high. Stable growth with the big numbers of cases is observed in the
Education, Culture & Sport sector. Stable with the small number of cases is visible in the Energy sector. Four sectors are
characterized by the negative average annual rate of change: Economy & Finance, Environment, Regions & Cities, and
Science & Technology.

The geographical areas of Europe for each sector
When answering the third research question about the geographical areas of Europe for each sector, map visualizations
were developed, as presented in figures 5-8.
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Fig. 5. Numbers of cases in the
Transport sector

Fig. 6. Numbers of cases in the
Education, Culture & Sport sector

Transport sector. Cases from the Netherlands dominated the Transport sector (14 cases, including 9 from 2020). The
second country promoting their product or services based on open data was the United Kingdom with 9 cases, with the
most came from 2018 and 2019. France and Germany were among the moderately active countries in this sector. Italy,
Austria, Switzerland, Belgium, Ireland, Denmark, Sweden, and Estonia were among the weakly active countries. The rest
part of Europe did not show any activity. The most popular products and services are related to identifying the biggest
traffic jams and provide information about the nearest available parking spaces. In terms of public transport, we can find
applications that provide real-time information on the train or bus network and provide route planners, timetables and
social networks for traveling people. There are also apps for carpooling, food delivery. and logistics services. In the field of
green transport, we can find some applications that allow renting scooters and bicycles and facilitate navigation on bicycle
routes.
A large number of cases in the Netherlands may indicate a greater maturity of the open data ecosystem in the Netherlands
and high-quality geographic data (Donker and Van Loenen 2017) on which products/services in the transport sector are
based. Likely, the standardization and implementation rules set out in the INSPIRE Directive have catalyzed the migration
of geographic data to a higher level of maturity (see Van Loenen and Grothe 2014).
Education, Culture & Sport sector. Cases from the United kingdom dominated the Education, Culture & Sport sector (8
cases, including 6 in 2019). Spain, France, and the Netherlands were among the moderately active countries in this sector.
Germany, Belgium, Ireland, Italy, Austria, Estonia, Rusia, Romania, and Moldova showed lower but also noticeable
activity. The rest part of Europe did not demonstrate any activity. The most popular products and services are related to
increasing the tourist value of countries, and thus increasing their economic potential. Thus, we can find applications that
offer historic and archaeologic information about monuments and architectural data about buildings. The apps present
topics of history and education in an easily accessible form. Provide education to the interested public and at the same time
has a city marketing function. Sometimes they combine data with gamification to make the most impact. There are also
products (usual platforms) that provide the locations of schools, their contact information, and information about the
facilities available in those schools. They aid parents in deciding which schools suit their children best.
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Fig. 7. Number of cases in the
Economy & Finance sector

Fig. 8. Number of cases in the
Environment sector

Economy & Finance sector. Cases from Spain dominated the Economy & Finance sector (14 cases, all from 2020). The
second country promoting their product or services based on open data was the United Kingdom with 6 cases. The
Netherlands, France, Germany, Norway, Sweden, Estonia, and Bulgaria were among the weakly active countries. The rest
part of Europe did not show any activity. The most popular products and services in this sector are related to setting real
estate prices and generate intelligence services for this sector adding sources of geographic and socio-economic
information. The second part of the most popular products and services helps in the decision-making process in a wider
business context. This kind of apps tracks all market and technological information online using machine learning
algorithms and data analytics. It offers verified information about possible competitors and makes the search of strategic
partners easier. There are also tools to process and represent financial data to enable the client to analyze risks and make
decisions. Some services use social networks information like Twitter to obtain information for advertising campaigns and
future targets. These services reuse information from companies’ social networks to create an intelligent business.
Environment sector. Cases from the Netherlands dominated the Environment sector 6 cases). The United Kingdom,
Germany, Belgium, and Spain were among the moderately active countries in this sector. Switzerland, Austria, Portugal,
Ireland, France, Italy, Poland, Finland, and Ukraine were among the weakly active countries. The rest part of Europe did
not show any activity. The most popular products and services in this sector are related to alerting citizens to various
dangers posed by environmental conditions. Thus, we can observe apps that monitor air quality or the water level, and map
indicating the amount of pollens in the air for people suffering from hay fever. Many applications in this sector are used to
support tourism. Among them, we can find apps that offer both current and historic data on weather and the weather
forecast for kiters, surfers, sailors, and fishers. Some applications allow monitoring and learning more about Northern
Lights activities or sharing information about existing trees in specific cities. In the environment sector, some websites
help people and businesses use resources, such as water and energy, and offer information on waste disposal locations
across the city.
Discussing obtained results, we can state that research conducted by (Meijer and Potjer, 2018) shows that in countries that
are active in the field of using open data to create products and services in the Environment sector, the phenomenon of
creating citizen-generated open data is also visible. Examples include initiatives to generate data by citizens to monitor
noise and air pollution in their area (UK, Spain), collect vegetables and fruit in public spaces (Germany), collect Amaptor
weather data (the Netherlands) (Meijer and Potjer, 2018). These types of data are created through joint management and
co-production processes to collaborate with the government and to contest government positions and policies (Alford,
2002; Bovaird, 2007; Brandsen and Honingh, 2016).
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Conclusion
In the article, we realized three article's purpose: (1) finding the currently dominant sectors in open data performance
expectancy creation; (2) finding the growth rate of open data-based products or services; (3) finding the geographical areas
of Europe for each sector, and we answered three research questions:
RQ1: Which sectors use open data the most?
RQ2: What is the growth rate of open data-based products or services?
RQ3: What is the geographical areas of Europe for each sector?
Realization of the first purpose led us to the research findings that the Transport sector uses open data the most. The second
place in the ranking is taken by Education, Culture & Sport sector and the third one by Government & Public. The next
places are taken by sectors: Economy & Finance, Environment, and Health. The most popular products and services are
related to identifying the biggest traffic jams, providing information about the nearest available parking spaces, providing
real-time information on the train or bus network. There are also apps for carpooling, food delivery. and logistics services.
In Education, Culture and Sport sector we can find applications that offer historic and archaeological information about
monuments and architectural data about buildings. There are also products that provide the locations of schools, their
contact information, and information about the facilities available in those schools. The most popular products and services
in the Economy and Finance sector are related to setting real estate prices. The most popular products and services in the
Environment sector are related to alerting citizens to various dangers posed by environmental conditions. We can find apps
or websites that support tourism and help people and businesses use resources, such as water and energy, and offer
information on waste disposal locations across the cities.
The realization of the second purpose allowed us to answer the second research question. Thus, the Transport sector and
Government & Public sector are stabilized in terms of open data use. Stable growth with the big numbers of cases is
observed in the Education, Culture & Sport sector. Four sectors are characterized by the negative average annual rate of
change: Economy & Finance, Environment, Regions & Cities, and Science & Technology. A bit unstable growth can be
seen in the Agriculture, Fisheries, Forestry & Foods sector and the Population & Society sector.
Realization of the third purpose led us to conclude that the first top sector - Transport was dominated by the Netherlands
and the United Kingdom. The second one: the Education, Culture & Sport sector was more diverse. In this sector, the
United Kingdom, Spain, France, and the Netherlands were among the most active countries. Among the five top sectors,
there are sectors with the negative average annual rate of change: Economy & Finance, Environment negative. The first
one is dominated by Spain, the second one is dominated by the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and Germany.
Thus the following hypotheses were verified positively:
H1: The widely available open data from public administration and private sources, in different usage in sectors of
business, transport, education, culture, environment, etc. can improve the information and knowledge of society, due to the
intention of the European Commission.
H2: Nowadays the growth rate of web products or services should be based on the open data access.
H3: The European information society is still developing in differnet ways because of some sophisticated issues connected
with gegraphical context.
The difficulties of the implementation of open data web products need to studied more in the future, and the limitations
need be elimanted and contribute to the intention of the European Commission to create a more climate neutral, digital and
more resilient European transport system. There are some conclusion (Experts say privately held data available in the
European Union should be used better and more) for creation of an appropriate legal and financial framework that will
enable companies across the EU, including Poland, to smoothly and gradually transition to digital and green
transformation, esp. in case of transport it was one of the sectors most affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, and many
companies in this sector are experiencing enormous operational and financial difficulties.
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